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Foreword 19 et 
__-———Im this edition of the Minerals Yearbook, covering calendar year 1966, 

Volume I, Metals and Minerals, and Volume II, Mineral Fuels, formerly 
published separately, are combined and issued as Volume I-II, Metals, 

4 Minerals, and Fuels. This volume contains all the customary statistical data 
on production, consumption, imports, exports, and related subjects, collected 
by the Bureau from sources all over the world. In addition, it includes a 

-chapter reviewing the mineral industries, a statistical summary, and a 
chapter on technologic trends. The “Review of the Minerals Industries” 
chapter in this volume has been expanded and discusses the position of 
these basic industries in the national and international economies, as well 

as containing brief commodity highlights. , . 
Volume III, Areas Reports: Domestic, follows the format of previous years 

and contains chapters covering each of the 50 States, the U.S. island posses- 
sions in the Pacific Ocean and the Carribbean Sea, the Commonwealth of 

Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone. This volume also has a statistical summary 
chapter, identical with that in Volume I, and a chapter on employment 
and injuries. ° 

Volume IV, Area Reports: International, will not be published for 1966. 

However, mineral production and trade tables for foreign countries are 
included in the combined Volume I-II. 

These changes in content and format were made to expedite publication 
and are part of an effort by the Bureau to discharge as effectively as 
possible its obligation to compile information on mineral resources and to 
make it available to the public both promptly and in appropriate form. 
To this end we can be aided by constructive comments and suggestions of 
Yearbook users, and such comment is particularly invited. 

WALTER R. HIBBARD, JR., Director 
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Statistical Sur 

| By Kathleen. J. D’Amico? 

This summary appears in Minerals Year- auxiliary processing operations at or near 
book volumes I—II, and III, which cover mines. 
mineral production in the United States, its Because of inadequacies in the statistics 
island possessions, the Canal Zone, and the available, some series deviate from the fore- 
Commonweath of Puerto Rico, as well as going definition. The quantities of gold, 
the principal minerals imported into and silver, copper, lead, zinc, and tin are re- 
exported from the United States. The sec- corded on a mine basis (as the recoverable 
tions of this chapter and the area chapters content of ore sold or treated). The values 
in volume III contain further details on assigned to these quantities, however, are 

Pott ct Us ainenal tae ton ple based on the average selling price of re- 
fact ded. O. Muaneral Procuction a’so 18 fined metal, not the mine value. Mercury is 

ee eo measured as recovered metal and valued at 
Mineral production may be measured at h New York orice f tal 

any of several stages of extraction and the aveTage ew Fork price or mera’. 

processing. The stage of measurement used The weight or volume units shown are 
in the chapter is normally what is termed those customary in the particular industries 

“mine output.” It usually refers to minerals | producing the respective commodities. No 
in the form in which they are first ex- adjustment has been made in dollar values 

tracted from the ground, but customarily for changes in purchasing power of the 
includes for some minerals the product of dollar. | 

1 Statistical officer, Division of Minerals Yearbook. 

Table 1.—Value of mineral production! in the United States by mineral groups 

(Millions) 

- Nonmetals 
Year Mineral! fuels (except fuels) Metals Total 

eee 

1960___-...-_ 2 eee 12 ,142 3,868 2,022 18 , 032 
1961____.-. 2 eee 12 ,357 3,946 1,927 18,230 
1962____...._ 2-2 eee 12 , 784 4,117 1,937 18 , 838 
1963____.__._-_---.- eee 13,317 4,816 2,002 719,635 
1964____.__.._--- + -- ee 13 , 623 4,623 2,261 20 , 507 
1965 '____ eee 14,047 4,933 2,471 21,451 
1966____._. 2 eee 15,108 5,177 2,621 22,906 

ee 

T Revised. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments,-sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

] 
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Table 2.—Mineral production ! in the United States NS 
; . 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

en ENO 

Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and related bitumens (native): 

Bituminous limestone and sandstone and gilsonite 
short tons... 1,632,645 $8,383 1,985,344 $10,088 1,911,664 $9,461 2,041,271 $8 , 438 

Carbon dioxide, natural (estimate)__thousand cubic feet_. 1,295,545 178 1,282,816 166 §=1,178,676 152 1,140,907 153 

Coal: 

Bituminous and lignite 2___.... thousand short tons -- 458,928 2,018,309 486,998 2,165,582 512,088 2,276,022 538 , 881 2,421 ,293 

Pennsylvania anthracite____...-.._-..-..--.-do---~- 18 ,267 153 , 508 17,184 148 ,648 14,866 122 ,021 12,941 100 ,663 

Helium: 
= 

Crude_____._-.-----.-------.thousand cubic feet_._ 1,420,300 15,147 38,197,016 85,822 38,566,734 39,848 3,654,700 41 ,556 2 

Grade A______-.-------.------------------do_--- 809 , 100 28 ,818 830 ,481 25 , 923 819,106 28,880 951 , 400 82 ,541 tH 

Natural gas _____..-_-.-_-_---------_million cubic feet.. 14,746,668 2,828,080 '15,462,188 2,387,689 16,089,758 2,494,542 $17,282,184 32,721,875 e 

Natural gas liquids: . | me 

Natural gasoline and cycle products 
thousand gallons.. 6,534,967 439,178 7,000,181 468,600 7,288,070 494,354 7,548,428 520 ,635 Ss 

LP gases_______..----.----..--.-------.---do_.-- 10,302,250 359,770 10,743,591 862,792 11,257,267 417,249 12,134,294 527 ,223 > 

Peat_____.....__-.-.--.-.-..-.-.---.-----short tons-- 546 ,621 5,423 639 , 690 6,198 603 , 746 6,080 605 , 858 6,501 y 

Petroleum (crude)___.------thousand 42-gallon barrels... 2,752,728 7,965,743 2,786,822 8,017,078 #2,848,462 %8,158,150 %3,028,084 8 8,727,387 5 
ee esse enssnsae>SsSss eee eee eee EE EE: :;: FT ED Een, 

Total mineral fuels_._......._---------------------- | XX 13,317,000 XX 138,623,000 XX 114,047,000 XX 15,108,000 g 

Nonmetals (except fuels): | © 

Abrasive stone 4__._._..-----.-.-.---.-----short tons_- 2,693 255 3,186 292 3,603 432 3 , 806 515 o 

Asbestos___..__._-.--.-------.----------------d0-~-- 66 ,396 5,108 101 , 092 8,143 118 ,275 10,162. 125 ,928 11,056 > 
Barite__._.._......_---....-.--.-.thousand short tons-_ 824 9 , 402 830 9,796 852 10,192 947 11,259 
Boron minerals____.._.-_-----------.-----------do-_-_-- 700 54,981 776 60 , 871 807 64,180 866 . 68,209 
Bromine 5____.......-_----.---.----thousand pounds-- 203 , 333 48 , 558 283 , 530 66 , 064 328,115 17,259 326 ,498 78 , 883 
Calcite (optical grade)_....__..----.--.--------pounds. - woes _u--e 4 2 (6) ° (8) (8) (8) 

Cement: 
Portland__.........--. thousand 376-pound barrels_- - 342,086 1,095,884 358,378 1,145,108 866,802 1,154,448 373,091 1,162,984 
Masonry__.__--------thousand 280-pound barrels -__ 20,997 59 ,599 22,3897 68 ,305 23 ,260 65,979 22 ,367 63 ,407 
Natural and slag____-_thousand 376-pound barrels- - 352 1,407 283 1,057 279 1,027 233 872 

Clays__......-.-----------.---..-thousand short tons-- 50,185 180,810 52 ,947 192 ,631 55,126 r 204,932 56,675 221,457 
Emery____...-----_-----------------------short tons-- 6,732 119 9,214 172 10,720 204 11,102 210 
Feldspar___..._-.---_---------------.--.---long tons-- 548 ,954 5, 524 587 ,194 5,389 624 ,598 6,263 685 ,592 7,192 
Fluorspar_.__..-----.--------------------short tons_- 199 ,948 9,001 217,137 9,723 240 ,982 10,889 253 , 068 10,841 
Garnet (abrasive)___-..----.---.---.-.---------d0-_--- 14,626 1,412 16,123 1,622 19 ,3830 1,717 21,952 2,092 
Gem stones (estimate)._.___._--.--.--.--------------- NA 1,421 NA. 1,474 NA 2,218 NA 2,437 
Gypsum__.__.....-....---.-.-----thousand short tons-- 10,388 38 ,138 10,684 38 , 874 r 10,033 t 87,375 9,647 35,681 
Lime______..-------.-------------------------do__-- 14,521 199 ,389 16,089 223 ,149 16,794. 232 ,939 18 ,057 239 , 588 
Magnesium compounds from sea water and brine (except 

for metals) short tons, MgO equivalent.___..._.------ 520,699 39 ,323 599 , 698 42,177. *637,857  +147,197 650,300 46,610



Mica: 

Scrap___._..__-.-.-..------.---------short tons -_- 109 ,323 2,776 114,729 3,353 120 , 255 3,468 113 , 1383 3,733 
Sheet_____..._..----.------------------pounds.- . 102 ,961 13 242 , 662 58 716 , 086 185 4,500 1 

Perlite....._...-----.-.---------.------.-~-short tons_- 325 ,132 2,727 349 , 867 3,073 392 ,384 | 3,352 404,160 3,907 
Phosphate rock_.____..-----.-..-thousand short tons_ - 22 , 238 189 , 861 25,715 161 , 067 129,482 *193,323 _ 89,050 261,121 
Potassium salts__..thousand short tons, K20 equivalent. . 2,864 110,164 2,897 114,095 3,140 129 , 767 3,320 122 ,210 
Pumice.__._......_.-.-.-.-------thousand short tons. - 2,618 6,578 2,776 6,443 3,371 r 6,550 3,218 6,765 
Pyrites........_._..__-._-..---.---_thousand long tons-. 825 5,698 847 5,471 875 5,333 873 5,088 
Salt__.__.............-...._-..- thousand short tons-- 30,641 184,589 31,623 200,706 34,687 215,699 36,463 229 ,985 
Sand and gravel_______.-..--------------------do-_-_- 821 , 850 . 847,272 868 ,208 893 ,375 908 ,049 957,416 934,481 984 ,982 
Sodium carbonate (natural)._.......--..----short tons... 1,119,081 27,616 1,274,745 30,451 1,494,105 84,717 1,787,511 40,674 
Sodium sulfate (natural)_.........--------------do---- 435 ,257 8,392 575 , 033 10,989 619 , 752 11 , 024 640,329 11,271 
stone 7_oou Jiu .-.--.------..-_thousand short tons-_- 688,366 1,068,108 725,583 1,184,564 r 780,242 +1,203,831 818 ,374 1,260,715 
ulfur: . 

Frasch process mines_-_-_-_..---.thousand long tons-_- 4,995 99 ,014 6,035 120,776 7,251 r 164,654 7,721 201 , 292 
Other mines_____._......-_----.-..--- long tons-- 1,371 15 194 8 2,852 11 557 5 

Talc, soapstone, and pyrophyllite___...---.-short tons-_- 804,358 5,505 889 ,949 6,218 862 , 875 6,343 895 ,045 6,479 
Tripoli. ....--.-.----------..-----------------d0-_-- 66 ,635 266 64,613 268 71,138 381 66 ,163 328 
Vermiculite____..__._..-..-----..thousand short tons_ - 226 8,572 226 3,613 249 4,460 262 4,954 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Aplite, brucite, 

(1965-66), calcium-magnesium chloride, diatomite, wn 
graphite, iodine, kyanite, lithium minerals, magnesite, a 
greensand marl, olivine, staurolite, wollastonite, and 4 
values indicated by footnote 6_....--.--------------- xX 53,616 xX 58,771 XX 65 , 028 XxX 69 ,911 i 

Total nonmetals__._.__.-.-----------------------.-- XX +*4,316,000 XX 4,628,000 XX 14,933,000 xx 5,177,000 = 

Metals: - 

Antimony ore and concentrate a wn 
short tons, antimony content-- 645 (8) 6382 | (8) 845. (8) y 927. (8) c 

Bauxite___._......_thousand long’tons, dried equivalent. - 1,525 $17,284 1,601 17,875 1,654 18 , 682 1,796 20 ,095 = 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._-short tons... 1,218,166 747,310 1,246,780 812,901 1,351,734 957,028 1,429,152 1,038 , 850 = , 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..-.troy ounces... 1,454,010 50,889 1,456,308 50,971 1,705,190 59,682 1,803,420 63 ,119 > 
Iron ore, usable (excluding byproduct iron sinter) thou- a 

sand long tons, gross weight__.-.---.---------------- 73 , 564 678 ,181 84,300 802 ,331 r 84,079 r 801 ,388 90,040 854,134 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..__-short tons-- 258 ,369 54,727 286 ,010 74,935 301,147 93 ,959 327 ,368 98 ,964 
Manganese ore (85 percent or more Mn) 

short tons, gross weight. - 10 ,622 (8) 26,058 (8) 29 ,258 (8) 14,406 (8) 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn)___.--.---do_--- 543 ,125 (8) 238 , 776 (8) 332 , 763 (8) 324 ,926 (8) 
Mercury__.___-_..-.---.-------------.76-pound flasks - - 19,117 3,623 14,142 4,452 19 ,582 11,176 22 ,008 9,722 
Molybdenum (content of concentrate). thousand pounds. - 65 , 839 91 ,096 65,097 97,121 77,310 120,801 91,670 144 ,327 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate)___.__short tons_ - 13 ,394 (8) 15 , 420 (8) 16,188 (8) 15 , 0386 (8) 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces -- 35 , 243 45 ,076 36 ,334 46 ,980 39 , 806 51, 469 43 , 669 56 , 463 
Tin (content of concentrate).__._......-----long tons-- (38) (8) 65 185 47 126 97 265 
Titanium concentrate: 

Ilmenite_____.__.__.-.---short tons, gross weight~-. 890 ,071 16,529 1,003,997 19,178 948 , 882 18 ,058 868 , 436 17,608 
Rutile__.......----__--------------------.do___. 11,311 1,262 10,547 1,016 (8) (8) (8) (8) 

Tungsten ore and concentrate 
short tons, 60 percent WO: basis-- 5,657 7,202 9 244 11,251 7,949 13 ,028 8,912 17 ,620 

Uranium ore___-__-__--...---.---...--.--short tons._ ' 5,613,570 r115,220 5,359,653 111,707 *4,885,995 184,154 4,352,651 77,524 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate) 

short tons -- 3 , 862 13,788 — 4,362 13 , 061. 5 , 226 18 ,284 5,166 22,210 

See footnotes at end of table G9 .



Table 2.—Mineral production ' in the United States—Continued . ro 
SSS 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value . Value - 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

neem 

Metals—Continued 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_____-_short tons__ 529 ,254 $122 , 533 574,858 $156 , 308 611,153 $178 , 284 572 , 558 $166 ,044 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Beryllium con- 

centrate, cobalt, magnesium chloride for magnesium 
metal, manganiferous residuum, platinum-group metals 
(crude), rare-earth metal concentrates, zirconium con- 
centrate, and values indicated by footnote 8_____.______ xX 36 , 827 xX 40,183 XX t 44,804 xX 39,117 

Total metals ___.________--2 eee XX 2,002,000 XX 2,261,000 XX +*2,471,000 xX 2,621,000 

Grand total mineral production____.._____.__.______- XX 19,686,000 XX 20,507,000 XX +21,451,000 XX 22,906,000 < 

r Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. ms 1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). > , 2 Includes small quantity of anthracite mined in States other than Pennsylvania. a 3 Final figure; superseded figure given in commodity section. w 
4 Grindstones, pulpstones, millstones (weight not recorded), grinding pebbles, sharpening stones, and tube-mill liners. bd 5 Bromine content 1963, gross weight 1964-66. > 6 Figure withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; value included with ‘“Nonmetal items that cannot be disclosed.” nw ? Excludes abrasive stone, bituminous limestone, bituminous sandstone, and ground soapstone, all included elsewhere in table. w 8 Figure withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; value included with “Metal items that cannot be disclosed.” 8 

Rw 

c 
Qa
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Table 3.—Minerals produced in the United States and principal 
producing States in 1966 

; Principal producing States . 
Mineral in order of quantity Other producing States 

Antimony...-------------------- Idaho, Nev., Mont______._..._._. Alaska, Calif. 
Aplite....---------------.----.-. Va iii eee 
Asbestos... .-------------------- Calif., Vt., Ariz., N.C_..._.-.___- 
Asphalt__..--------------.------ Tex., Utah, Ala., Ky_.._._._..._... Mo. 
Barite._._..----..----..------.-.. Mo., Ark., Nev., Ga.__---.__---_- Alaska, Calif., Mont., S.C., Tenn., 

ex. 
Bauxite.._.-..-.-...------------ Ark., Ala., Ga____.______-_-_.____ 
Beryllium.....--.-----.-----.--. S. Dak__.____________-__._-_____ Colo. 
Boron____-------.-.----.-----.-- Calif...2.22 2 eee 
Bromine.......------------------ Mich., Tex., Ark., Calif.._..__ __ 
Brucite_.-._--------------.-----. Nev. _---__ 2 2 eee 
Calcite (optical grade)______...._- Calif_.._..-____-.---__ --_______- 
Calcium-magnesium chloride_.__...._ Mich., Calif., W. Va__..-.__---_-- 
Carbon dioxide__..........._.-.... N. Mex., Colo., Utah, Calif._._._.. Wash. . 
Cement__..-------.------.------ Calif., Pa, Tex., Mich.__._...._._ Ala., Ariz., Ark., Colo., Fla., Ga., 

Hawaii; Idaho, Il, Ind., Iowa, 
Kans., Ky., La., Maine, Md., 
Minn., Miss., Mo., Mont., Nebr., 
Nev., N.Mex., N.Y., N.C., Ohio, 
Okla., Oreg., S.C., S.Dak., Tenn., 

Utah, Va., Wash., W.Va., Wis., 
yo. 

Clays. ---.---------------.----.- Ga., Ohio, Tex., N.C_._.._._.._._- All other States except Alaska, R.I. 
Coal___-.---------------.------. W.Va., Pa., Ky., Il]_-_........___ Ala., Alaska, Ark., Colo., Ind., 

Iowa, Kans., Md., Mo., Mont., 
N.Mex., N.Dak., Ohio, Okia., 
S.Dak., Tenn., Utah, Va., Wash.., 
Wyo. 

Cobalt..--_-------.--.-..---.--. Pa., Idaho____-..-_-_----2-- ee 
Copper____--.---------------.--. Ariz., Utah, Mont., N.Mex_______ Alaska, Calif., Colo., Idaho, Mich., 

Mo., Nev., Okla., Oreg., Pa., 
Tenn., Wash. 

Diatomite__._.--.---.-.---_.--.. Calif., Nev., Wash., Ariz._.....__ Oreg. 
BEmery..-----.----.-----------.. N.Y__o_--ee 
Feldspar_._.----------.-.------. N.C., Calif., S.Dak., Conn_._.._._ Ariz., Colo., Ga., Maine, N.H., 

S.C., Va., Wyo. 
Fluorspar__..___.-............-_- Ill, Ky., Mont., Nev__._.___-_-.- Colo., Utah. 
Garnet, abrasive_.____._......._. N.Y., Idaho__________-__________ 
Gold___-._-----------....---.-_. S.Dak., Utah, Nev., Ariz___._.__._. Alaska, Calif., Colo., Idaho, Mont., 

N.Mex., Oreg., Pa., Tenn., Wash. 
Graphite__..__.-.......-._.-.... Tex.____-.___________--_---_--- 
Gypsum___.._..-..........__..... Mich., Iowa, Calif., Tex_......._. Ariz., Ark., Colo., Ind., Kans., La., 

Mont., Nev., N.Mex., N.Y., 
Ohio, Okla., S.Dak., Utah, Va., 
Wash., Wyo. 

Helium.____-._.-.-.-.-.-.-..-... Kans., Tex., Okla., N. Mex__..__. Ariz. 
TIodine_____-_...--....----...-_. Mieh., Calif...-.-..-.-_-.------- 
Tron ore.......---------..-.-..-. Mimnn., Mich., Calif., N.Y__...--. Ala., Ariz., Colo., Ga., Idaho, Miss., 

Mo., Mont., Nev., N.J., N. Mex., 
Pa., Tex., Utah, Va., Wyo. 

Kyanite_._.__......-.--.--.----. Va., 8.C., Ga_____--..-----.----- 
Lead__.._.._--..----.----------.- Mo., Idaho, Utah, Colo_.__._.._._... Alaska, Ariz., Calif., Tl., Kans., 

Ky., Mont., Nev., N. Mex., 
N.Y., Okla., Tenn., Va., Wash., 
Wis. 

Lime______.-..------.---.------- Ohio, Mich., Pa., Mo__.....-_-.-- Ala., Ariz., Ark., Calif., Collo., 
Conn., Fla., Hawaii, Idaho, H1., 
Ind., Iowa, La., Md., Mass., 
Minn., Miss., Mont., Nebr., Nev., 
N.J. N. Mex., N.Y., N. Dak., 
Okla., Oreg., S. Dak., Tenn., 
Tex., Utah, Vt., Va., Wash., W. 
Va., Wis., Wyo. " 

Lithium___.....-------------.--. N.C., Nev., Calif., S. Dak..__---_- 
Magnesite__.._____.._.------..--. Nev., Wash_.._._.-------.--.--- 
Magnesium chloride____-_..._._._. Tex., Utah__.__---._-.--------- 
Magnesium compounds_____.-.--- Mich., Calif., Tex., N.J__...----- Fla., Miss. 
Manganese ore_______..---------- Mont., N. Mex_____------------ 
Manganiferous ore___......--.----- Minn., N. Mex., Mont____..-_-_- 
Manganiferous residuum______._... N.J__.--------------- ~~~ eee 
Marl__.____.---__-__-----._..... N.J., Md. -__-----_---- eee 
Mercury___..--.---------------- Calif., Nev., Idaho, Oreg_._....... Alaska, Ariz., Ark., Tex. 

Mica: 

Serap_...------------------. N.C., Ga,, Ala., S.C____....--._. Ariz., Calif., Conn., N. Mex., Pa., 
S. Dak. 

Sheet__._-.-_.-------------. N.C u.------ eee
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Table 3.—Minerals produced in the United States and principal _ 
producing States in 1966—Continued 
me 

Principal producing States 
Mineral in order of quantity Other producing States 

ee 

Molybdenum______...._._....._. Colo., Utah, Ariz., N. Mex_.______ Calif., Nev., N. Dak., S. Dak. 
Natural gas_____-__..._..__.___.. Tex., La., Okla., N. Mex_________ Ala., Alaska, Ariz., Ark., Calif., 

Colo., Fla., Ill., Ind., Kans., Ky., 
Md., Mich., Miss., Mont., Nebr., 

. N.Y., N. Dak., Ohio, Pa., Utah, 
Va., W. Va., Wyo. 

Natural gas liquids_____-__.._...._. Tex., La., Okla., N. Mex_________ Ark., Calif., Colo., Fla., Ill., Kans., 
Ky., Mich., Miss., Mont., Nebr., 

. N. Dak., Pa., Utah, W. Va., Wyo. 
Nickel. .-.-----------------.--.. Oreg____-_______________________ 
Olivine__-.__.---_-----.-....--.. Wash.,N.C________________..... 
Peat___---.--------------------- Mich., Pa., Ill, Ind__..__.._.____ Alaska, Calif., Colo., Conn., Fla., 

‘Ga., Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Md., 
Mass., Minn., Mont., Nev., N.H., 
N.J., N.Y., N. Dak., Ohio, Oreg., 
S.C., Vt., Wash., Wis. 

Perlite__--..--------.-----.--.-- N. Mex., Ariz., Nev., Calif..___._ Colo., Idaho, Oreg., Tex., Utah. 
Petroleum. __-_-......---.------. Tex., La., Calif., Okla_._......___ Ala., Alaska, Ariz., Ark., Colo., 

Fla., Ill., Ind., Kans., Ky., Mich., 
Miss., Mo., Mont., Nebr., Nev., 
N. Mex., N.Y., N. Dak., Ohio, 
Pa., S. Dak., Tenn., Utah, Va., 

7 W. Va., Wyo. . 
Phosphate rock.___--..-_...----- Fla., Idaho, Tenn., Mont___.._.__ Ark., N.C., Utah, Wyo. 
Platinum-group metals____._._.._._. Alaska, Calif__..________________ 
Potassium salts___....._---.-.-.-.-. N. Mex., Calif., Utah, Mich..____ Md. 
Pumice_..___--_-------------..-- Ariz., Oreg., Calif., Hawaii_...___ Colo., Idaho, Kans., Mont., Nebr., 

Nev., N. Mex., Okla., Tex., Utah, : 
Wash. 

Pyrites__.....-_----------------. Temnn., Pa., Ala., Colo___.________ S.C., Utah. 
Rare-earth metals____.._-_._..... Calif., Ga., Fla., Colo__.._.______ 
Salt__.....-----------------.--.. La., Tex., Ohio, N.Y____________. Ala., Calif., Colo., Hawaii, Kans., 

Mich., Nev., N. Mex., N. Dak., 
Okla., Utah, Va., W. Va. 

Sand and gravel____.....-........ Calif., Mich., Ohio, N.Y_.___._.__ All other States. 
Silver_.....-..----------.--...-. Idaho, Utah, Ariz., Mont________. Alaska, Calif., Colo., Ky., Mich., 

Nev., N. Mex., N.Y., Okla., 
Oreg., Pa., S. Dak., Tenn., Wash. 

Sodium carbonate____..__........ Wyo., Calif....._._____.________ 
Sodium sulfate____2__.....-._..._ Calif., Tex., Wyo.______________ 
Staurolite.____.____..___..-._..__. Fla__________1 

. Stone. _-.______.__--___.___..__. Pa., Ill, Ohio, Tex______________ All other States. 
Sulfur (Frasch)..___._._._......_. La., Tex_.__________.._.________ 
Sulfur, ore_...-..._..._......_.__ Calif_..__-________.- 
Talc, soapstone, and pryophyllite N.Y., Calif., N.C., Vt__._-...._._ Ala., Ark., Ga., Md., Mont., Nev., 

Pa., Tex., Va., Wash. 
Tin. _-.-.__----------------..--- Colo., Alaska, Calif., S. Dak_.____ N. Mex. 
Titanium__--__...---.___-----.-_ N.Y., Fla., N.J., Ga.__....._.... Idaho, Va. 
Tripoli._..-....__---____..-...__ Il, Okla., Ark., Pa______________ 
Tungsten.__-...-__.___-.---_---- Calif., Colo.......___._...._____ Ariz., Idaho., Mont., Nev. 
Uranium... .....-_--__.-..-.------ N. Mex., Wyo., Colo., Utah______ Ariz., Calif., Mont., Nev., N. Dak., 

S. Dak., Tex., Wash. 
Vanadium. -__......-...-.------- Colo., Idaho, Utah, Wyo___._____ Ariz., N. Mex., S. Dak. 
Vermiculite___............__...... Mont., S.C_____________._ 
Wollastonite__-.___........_..___. N.Y., Calif..._.________o 
Zine... --.----------------------- Tenn., N.Y., Idaho, Colo._.__._.._. Ariz., Calif., IIL, Kans., Ky., Mo., 

Mont., Nev., N.J., N. Mex., 
Okla., Pa., Utah, Va., Wash., 
Wis. 

Zirconium. .-._.-._-.-._.._-.-.._. Fla., Ga_.______________________ 
eee
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Table 4.—Value of mineral production in the United States, 
and principal minerals produced in 1966 

(Thousands) 
eee 

Percent 
State Value Rank of U.S. Principal minerals in order of value 

total 
eee 

Alabama_._--._--._____- $249 , 778 21 1.09 Coal, cement, stone, petroleum. 
Alaska_---------------- 82,683 35 .36 Petroleum, sand and gravel, coal, stone. 
Arizona. -_---------- -- 620 , 565 8 2.71 Copper, sand and gravel, molybdenum, 

cement. 
Arkansas_-------__-.._- 190 ,127 26 .83 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, bauxite. 
California....--..--._-.. 1,699,359 3 7.42 Petroleum, natural gas, cement, sand and 

gravel. 
Colorado. _---..---_-___ 352 ,005 17 1.54 Petroleum, molybdenum, coal, sand and 

gravel. 
Connecticut. _.________- 21,346 45 .10 Stone, sand and gravel, feldspar, lime. 
Delaware.__--..__-____- 1,980 50 .01 Sand and gravel, stone, clays, gemstones. 
Florida___.-------.----- 295 , 447 19 1.29 Phosphate rock, stone, cement, clays. 
Georgia_.----.--__.___- 148 ,597 28 .65 Clays, stone, cement, sand and gravel. 
Hawaili_....------..___- 21,253 46 .10 Stone, cement, sand and gravel, pumice. 
Idaho. ___..----_-.---_- 114,914 30 .50 Silver, phosphate rock, lead, zinc. 
Illinois. _-__----.-----_- 618 ,313 9 2.70 Coal, petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Indiana___......-__-___- 230,010 23° 1.00 Coal, cement, stone, petroleum. 
Towa___.-.-.-------__-- 119,313 29 .52 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, gypsum. 
Kansas_.....----___-_- 568 ,392 11 2.48 Petroleum, natural gas, helium, natural gas 

iquids. 
Kentucky-_..---------- 498 ,364 14 2.18 Coal, petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Louisiana_._.._..-.-.... 3,480,140 2 14.98 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

sulfur. 
Maine. _._ 22 ee 16,734 47 .07 Sand and gravel, cement, stone, peat. 
Maryland. .___-.._.___- 74,161 39 .32 Stone, sand and gravel, cement, coal. 
Massachusetts _ went 38 ,473 43 17 Sand and gravel, stone, lime, clays. 
Michigan____-.___-..--_-- 602 ,127 10 2.63 Iron ore, cement, copper, sand and gravel. 
Minnesota__-__-.._-_--- 550,277 12 2.40 Iron ore, sand and gravel, stone, cement. 
Mississippi_--..--..---- 211,360 25 .92 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, 

cement. 
Missouri_____-.-______- 227 ,950 24 1.00 Stone, cement, lead, iron ore. . 
Montana____-__--_.___- 245 ,268 22 1.07 Copper, petroleum, sand and gravel, phos- 

phate rock. 
Nebraska___...-._-_____- 78,521 36 .84 Petroleum, cement, sand and gravel, stone. 
Nevada_.__.-_-.._--__- 112 ,632 31 .49 Copper, gold, sand and gravel, diatomite. 
New Hampshire_-_-___-__. 7,000 48 .03 Sand and gravel, stone, clays, feldspar. 
New Jersey__-_---.____- 75,595 37 .33 Sand and gravel, stone, zinc, magnesium 

; compounds. 
New Mexico_.___--_____ 820 ,327 7 3.58 Petroleum, natural gas, potassium salts, 

copper. 
New York.___..--..___- 301 , 264 18 1.32 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, salt. 
North Carolina__________ 71,878 39 31 Stone, sand and gravel, cement, phosphate 

rock. 
North Dakota_________-_ 101,807 33 .44 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, coal. 
Ohio____.----.22- 2 2 __ 488 ,040 15 2.18 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, cement. 
Oklahoma... .-..--..-__- 997 ,391 4 4.35 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

cement. 
Oregon___-..------..-_- 107 , 484 32 47 Stone, sand and gravel, cement, nickel. 
Pennsylvania__._______- 903 , 408 5 3.94 Coal, cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Rhode Island__________-_ 3,947 49 .02 Sand and gravel, stone. 
South Carolina_________- 45 ,593 42 .20 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
South Dakota__________-_ 52,707 41 .23 Gold, sand and gravel, stone, cement. 
Tennessee. __.__.-_____- 182 ,584 27 .80 Stone, zinc, cement, phosphate rock. 
Texas___-..-.------..-. 5,019,750 1 21.91 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

cement. 
Utah__.-. ~~ 22 444 ,262 16 1.94 Copper, petroleum, coal, molybdenum. 
Vermont. _____.___-___- 25,910 44 11 Stone, asbestos, sand and gravel, talc. 
Virginia... __- 274,297 20 1.20 Coal, stone, cement, sand and gravel. 
Washington_______._____ 89 ,092 34 .39 Sand and gravel, cement, stone, zinc. 
West Virginia__.__..___- 891,800 6 3.89 Coal, natural gas, natural gas liquids, stone. 
Wisconsin. __.__.______- 76,010 37 .33 Sand and gravel, stone, cement, zinc. 
Wyoming..__.-..__._--__ 505,806 13 2.21 Petroleum, natural gas, sodium salts, iron 

ore. 

Total____...._... 22,906,000 -- 100.00 Petroleum, natural gas, coal, cement. 
eee



Table 5.—Mineral production '! in the United States, by States co 

I 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value — Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

a 

ALABAMA 
EE 

Cement: 2 
Portland....._.----------thousand 376-pound barrels . - 12 ,218 $38 ,417 12,870 $40,108 13,765 $42 , 604 16 ,394 $49,, 537 

Masonry__.------------- _thousand 280-pound barrels. 2,386 7,242 — 2,574 7,794 2,598 7 853 2,570 7,613 

Clays___.__-------------------------thousand short tons-. 31,607 33,003 31,991 34,060 32,220 34,888 2,448 5,142 

Coal (bituminous) __ . ------------------------------d0---- 12,359 91,243 | 14,435 102 , 267 14, 832 106 ,249 - 14,219 100 ,112 

Gem stones_____-------------------- rrr rrr rrr NA 2 Lu pnee eee een e ene ee een enn ee een eee e- eee eee --- we +--+ -- =e 

Tron ore (usable). ----- --- _thousand long tons, gross weight. - 2,126 11,806 2,106 11,812 1,495 8,241 1,508 8,702 z 

Lime___._....-.---------------------thousand short tons. . 596 6,974 599 7,118 653 7,905 699 8,442 2 

Natural gas___-..--------------------~-million cubic feet_- 177 21 165 18 203 26 252 32 rs 

Petroleum (crude) -_.------------thousand 42-gallon barrels. . 9,175 23 , 763 8,498 22,095 8,064 21,047 8,030 20,878 a 

Sand and gravel___-------------------thousand short tons... 5,363 5,778 5, 840 6,191 6,422 7,195 7,082 7,958 - 
Stone !.____------ ene eee enn ee eee dO. 13 , 684 22,206 15, 852 24,976 17,987 30,810 20,744 36 , 839 wn 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Native asphalt, <i 

bauxite, slag cement, clays (kaolin 1963-65, bentonite 1964- 
65), scrap mica, salt, stone (dimension limestone, dimension od 

marble 1964-66, shell 1963-65, crushed sandstone 1965-66), bo 

tale, and tripoli (1965)__..----------------------------- XX 5,415 XX 9,251 xx 9,446 xX 4,528 8 

Total.._.-_----------- eee eee eee eee eee eee ee xX 215,870 XX 235,690 xX 246 , 264 XX 249,778 OF 

a 
__LL ST booed 

ALASKA o 
A a 

Antimony ore and concentrate_short tons, antimony content._ __------..  ---------- 14 $18 1 $1 8 WwW 

Coal (bituminous.__..-_.-------------thousand short tons__- 853 $5,910 745 5,008 893 6,095 927 $6,953 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.).__..---short tons_. .---.----.  -------.-- 11 7 32 23 WwW WwW 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___.__.._troy ounces_ _ 99 573 3,485 58 , 416 2,045 42,249 1,479 27,325 956 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_.--.-_.---short tons_- 5 1 _-eele eee Lee eee 9 3 14 4 

Mercury__.-----------------------------76-pound flasks _- 400 76 303 95 WwW WwW WwW WwW 

Natural gas.___...___..-._-------------million cubic feet__ 4,498. 1,111 6,238 1,719 7,255 1,799 11,267 2,794 

Peat_..___.__--------------------------------Short tons__ --------.-  ----..---- 2,350 19 1,967 16 WwW WwW 

Petroleum (crude)___.._....__._.thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 10,740 32,650 11,059 33 ,627 11,128 34,073 14,358 44,007 

Sand and gravel_____._._.___.-------- thousand short tons_ . 16 ,926 22,005 26,089 18 , 488 30,266 34,467 17,457 21,793 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
thousand troy ounces_.- 14 18 q 9 8 10 q 9 

- Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Barite (1966), gem 
stones, platinum-group metals, stone, tin (1964-66), uran- 
ium ore (1963-65) and values indicated by symbol W_ - - ----- xx 2,584 xX 4,912 xX 5,489 xx 6,167 

Total________-___-_------_---------- +--+ -------- xx 67 , 840 xX 65 ,947 »:0.@ 83 ,455 XX 82 ,633 
a



ARIZONA 

Asbestos___.___._____.-.-___-----_-_---------short tons__ WwW WwW WwW WwW 8,469 $444 WwW WwW 
Clays 3_____._--_--_______._-_._..._.. thousand short tons__ 163 $203 168 $213 129 164 89 $121 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)......_-short tons__ 660,977 407 , 162 690 , 988 450 ,524 708 ,377 497 ,991 739 , 569 535,004 
Diatomite___....._-_-. 2-2-0 WwW WwW 450 16. 295 8 1,353 36 
Gem stones____.__.-___-_- eee NA 120 NA 120 NA 120 NA 120 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..__._.__troy ounces_. 140 ,030 4,901 153 , 676 5,379 150 , 481 5,265 142 , 528 4,988 
Gypsum___.__-___--_-_-___-______._._.-_thousand short tons_. W WwW 147 770 103 540 15 394 
Helium, grade A____________.__._._.--thousand cubic feet_- W WwW 46 ,000 ‘ 1,610 58,000 2,030 63 ,500 2,222 
Iron ore (usable)___._.....thousand long tons, gross weight. - WwW WwW 4 32 8 51 WwW WwW 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.)___...____short tons. - 5,815 1,256 6,147 1,611 5,913 1,845 5,211 1,575 . 
Lime__...._-.______.______-___._.__..thousand short tons. _ 181 3,048 177 2,920 204 8,543 218 3,721 
Mercury. __._-._.....__-_..-.--..-.-.--...76-pound flasks. Ww. WwW 17 24 158 90 363 160 
Molybdenum (content of concentrate)_____thousand pounds. - 5,553 7,584 6,296 9 , 5382 9,399 15,880 10,161 17,812 
Natural gas___________.__._.__._______---million cubic feet. - 1,334 161 2,014 241 3,106 376 3,161 436 
Petroleum (crude).___.._......-thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 68 WwW 64 WwW 97 WwW 132 370 
Pumice_____-_-_._______-.-_-----------thousand short tons__ 800 1,877 880 1,635 r1,161 ™1,515 1,103 1,674 
‘Sand and gravel____._..._._-_-__..--_-...-__.-.-..--do_..- 15,0387 14,466 18,116 20 , 868 14,918 16,621 18,730 20 448 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces_- 5,373 6,873 5,811 7,513 6,095 7,881 6,339 8,196 w~ 
Stone___._.-___.________-_-_.__._.... thousand short tons. . 3,257 5,069 3,759 6,283 2,474 4,171 2,271 4,091 rj 
Tungsten ore and concentrate > 

short tons, 60-percent WOs3 basis_. -_-....---.  ---------- 16 17 3 5 2 5 a 
Uranium ore__....___....-.--.-------------_---short tons. - 150, 584 4,844 102 , 258 3,253 117,898 3,918 64,195 ‘1,978 na 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate)__..._...do_-_-_- 222 — WwW Ww 575 Ww 381 W 453 4 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._..__..___-.--do___- 25,419 5, 846 24,690 6,716 21,757 6,353 15,985 4,636 oO 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, clays (ben- >. 

tonite, fire clay 1963-64), feldspar, scrap mica, perlite m 
pyrites, and values indicated by symbol W__.___.____-_-_-- xx 17,617 xXxX 14,501 xX 10 , 903. XX 12,125 G 

Total__-...-.._- 2-2 eee xX t 481,027 xx 534,353 xX r 580,092 xx 620,565 5 

ARKANSAS . z 

Barite_._........-.._._._._...__.___ thousand short tons_- 236 $2,161 233 $2 , 202 249 $2,379 233 $2 , 266 < 
Bauxite_........._._._._.thousand long tons, dried equivalent. - 1,478 16,701 1,562 17,431 1,593 17,974 1,718 19,489 
Bromine and bromine in compounds_______thousand pounds. . WwW WwW WwW WwW 32 ,254 7,171 42,307 10,467 
Clays__.____._.-._...__-_.__._.._._ thousand short tons. - 769 1,763 892 2,152 866 1,890 3775 3776 
Coal (bituminous) ____..__________-_-___----_-_-_--.-do___- 221 1,505 212 1,503 226 1,643 236 1,640 
Gem stones_____-___-- eee eee NA 42 NA 33 NA 31 NA 35 
Lime____-_-._.----_--__-__.___--__..-_-_ thousand short tons. _ 167 2,237 189 2,814 192 2,776 207 3,004 
Natural gas_________._-__-_._.._...-.._- million cubic feet _ - 76,101 11,796 75,753 11,806 82,831 12 ,922 105 ,174 16 , 407 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products___thousand gallons. 26,219 1,466 30 , 082 1,678 27,787 1,578 32 ,050 1,923 
LP gases__ 2-0. 66 ,377 2,497 61,616 2,460 69 , 752 3,139 64, 664 3,233 . 

Petroleum (crude)_____._.......thousand 42-gallon barrels_-. 27,406 72,900 26,737 71,120 25,930 68 ,974 23 , 824 63 ,372 
Sand and gravel___________________..-_thousand short tons_- 12,099 13 , 589 11,794 14,836 12 , 806 15,836 16 ,056 21,038 
Stone. _.__--.__-___- eee doi. 18,913 22,727 20,241 26,172 21,241 26,778 19,109 24,588 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stones, 

cement, clays (kaolin and fire clay 1966), gypsum, iron ore 
(1968-65), mercury (1966), phosphate rock, soapstone, . 
tripoli (1965-66), and values indicated by symbol W_____-.-- xxX 17,900 XX 20,611 xX 16,019 xX 21,939 

Total_...-_____--_--- ee eee ee xX 167 , 284 xX 174,818 xx 179 ,110 xx 190 ,127 

See footnotes at end of table. to



Table 5.—Mineral production ' in the United States, by States—Continued oS 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

CALIFORNIA 

Antimony ore and concentrate_short tons, antimony content... _.__.-_---.  ------eee eee ee eee ee ee eee eee ee eee eee Lee eee eee 1 (5) 
Asbestos____..._-_-_____-__----__--_-_----_----short tons_- 19,591 $1,547 55,041 $4,419 74,587 $6,177 81,671 $6 ,945 
Barite.....__._........._...--.......-_thousand short tons__ 5 31 6 45 4 21 15 104 
Boron minerals________.._.__-__--_-----------short tons__ 700,183 54,981 776,000 60,871 807,000 64,180 866 ,000 68 , 209 
Calcite (optical grade)__.._......._..-.------..---pounds.. -..---.-.. 1 _._-_-_- 4 2 WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Cement_____.______..___..._._thousand 376-pound barrels__ 46 ,278 147 , 656 47,204 149 ,933 45 ,352 144,852 45 ,387 146 ,302 
Clays_.___-_.-.__.-.-_--.-___--.-.._._-_thousand short tons_- 83,395 8,031 3,685 8,433 3,207 7,226 2,984 6,708 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.).....-.-short tons. 916 564 1,035 675 1,165 825 1,078 780 
Feldspar____.___._._-.-...-.-_..-.__-_..---...--_long tons_ 75,516 WwW 102 ,264 . WwW 95,975 WwW 100,915 WwW 2 
Gem stones__________________-____------- eee eee NA 200 NA 200 NA 200 NA 200 bt 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__..._..._troy ounces. 86, 867 3,040 71,028 2,486 62 , 885 2,201 64, 764 2,267 Z 
Gypsum_______22 2... thousand short tons__ 1,756 4,222 1,893 4,539 1,611 3,881 1,207 3,064 bg 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._._..._-short tons__ 823 178 1,546 405 1,810 565 1,976 597 > 
Lime___________-___----____1___-.__-thousand short tons. - 487 8,932 577 10 ,294 602 11,078 552 8,764 im 
Magnesium compounds from sea water and bitterns (partly ‘ *” 

estimated) short tons, MgO equivalent__._....._----_---.- 82 ,397 6,135 94,739 7,143 95,652 tr] 955 . 87,816 7,413 as 
Mercury__.____.---_-_--_----_-_------_-.76-pound flasks. _ 18 , 592 2,575 10,291 3,240 13 , 404 7,650 16,070 7,100 > 
Mica, serap._...._.-_---_..---.--.-._..-...---short tons. - 977 14 WwW WwW W W WwW WwW bs 
Natural gas_____...__..._.-._.--._--------million cubic feet... 646 , 486 189 , 420 660, 444 198 ,551 660 , 384 204,059 8715,113 8 223,175 bo 
Natural gas liquids: © 

Natural gasoline and cycle products_._thousand gallons. . 715 ,803 54,188 120,378 54,088 655 , 780 49 ,850 634 , 638 48 , 867 o 
LP gases________._.-_---_-------------------.-do._.. 393,503 17 ,329 352,614 15,893 339 , 082 15,467 358,164 17 ,304 A 

Peat__..__._._.__-_-.__._-_._-_-----_-_-------short tons_- 39 , 873 450 35,391 443 30,905 484 29 ,235 384 —_ 
Petroleum (crude)._.__.._._.._._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 300 ,908 746 ,252 300 , 009 129 ,022 316 , 428 758 ,099 345 ,295 812 , 834 wo 
Pumice__..__._.._.__-_....----------thousand short tons_- 460 2,017 443 1,937 676 1,744 580 1,763 a 
Salt... eee dO 1,716 WwW 1,525. WwW 1,638 WwW 1,693 W an 
Sand and gravel___.___.-.-_-_-_---_----_----------do___- 112 ,185 128,178 112 ,995 129 , 333 118 ,310 136 ,227 120 ,692 139 ,157 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces_-_ 157 200 172 222 197 254 190 | 246 
Stone__________-____._._...-_...___- thousand short tons_ 37,977 58,253 45 , 805 63 , 566 42,575 59 , 668 48,051 61,336 
Sulfur ore._..___..__.___---.-_.----_-.-.-.__---long tons_ * %85 4 520 3 860 2 557 5 
Tale, soapstone, and pyrophyllite_____._.....___short tons_- 120,452 1,427. 132 ,601 1,631 141,074 1,725 188 ,340 1,847 
Tin (content of concentrate)___._.........._..--long tons_-_ WwW WwW WwW W WwW WwW 13 21 
Wollastonite__......._______.___._._.__..._.__ _short tons_. 3,000 28 8,625 36 WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___._.._..._.--do__.. 101 23 148 39 225 66 835 97 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Bromine, calcium- . 

magnesium chloride, carbon dioxide, coal (lignite), dia- 
tomite, iodine, iron ore, lithium minerals, molybdenum, 
perlite, platinum-group metals (crude), potassium salts, rare- - 
earth metal concentrates, sodium carbonates and sulfates, 
tungsten concentrate, uranium ore, and values indicated 
by symbol W________.-__---____----------------------- xx 90 ,366 xx 113 ,043 xX r 117,897 : xX 133 ,870 

Total_.__-___. 2 eee XX 1,526,241 XX 1,560,492 XX 11,597,298 xX 1,699 ,359



COLORADO 

Beryllium concentrate. __.__._....--short tons, gross weight. 6 751 WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Carbon dioxide, natural___...._._._.._.__thousand cubic feet. 224 , 856 $388 211,830 $36 155 , 668 $26 147 , 292 $25 . 
Clays__...._.....-__.__-.-____--_-_.-thousand short tons_. 686 1,334 558 1,275 681 1,446 569 1,054 
Coal (bituminous)_____.._..._._.___.__________----.-..do__.. 3,690 21,888 4,355 23 , 427 4,790 24,431 5 , 222 26,075 © 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._.._._-_short tons_- 4,169 2,568 4,653 3,034 3,828 2,710 4,237 3,065 
Feldspar_....._...-..__....--.-______..__...--_long tons_- W WwW WwW W 521 3 ~ 891 6 
Gem stones_______________----- eee ee-e NA 63 NA 80 NA 80 NA 80 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___..____troy ounces... 33 , 605 1,176 42 ,122 1,474 37 , 228 1,303 31,915 1,117 
Gypsum____________...__._________._thousand short tons__ 99 346 100 398 100 r 379 75 269 
Iron ore (usable).._.._..._-thousand long tons, gross weight. _ WwW W 35 231 114 187 164 1,133 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___...___-_short tons__ 19 ,918 4,302 20 , 563 5,388 22,495 7,018 23 , 082 6,978 
Lime.__._-________--_-_____-_____.-----thousand short tons_. 128 2,104 138 2,193 118 2,074 126 2,327 
Mica, serap_____-_..--.-_.-_---_-_-_-------.-----short tons__ 440 To een nee ne ene ene nee nee eee ee eee eee eee eee eee 
Molybdenum (content of concentrate) _____thousand pounds_- 47,977 67,168 46 ,378 69 , 207 750,715 778,609 57,289 —s- 88, 851 
Natural gas_____.........._.....-_._---million cubic feet_- 105,705 12 ,367 - 113 ,691 18 , 489 126 ,381 16 ,303 136 , 667 17, 767 

Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline. ______....___._._.__thousand gallons__ 56 , 869 3,191 52,400 2 , 845 54,180 3,034 59 , 420 3,565 
LP gases___._..._-...---__-------_-_---------.-do_._. 91,309 4,171 88,916 3,894 91,399 3,930 73,390 3,596 4 

Peat__._.._..--_-_-_----__----_-_-_---_----_-----short tons_- 13,774 98 27,931 188 31,179 236 37,111 278 > 
Petroleum (crude)..._..._-.._._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 38 ,283 110 ,255 34,755 100 ,094 33 ,511 96,512 33 , 492 97,462 J 
Pumice...._._....._..-.-._--.-------thousand short tons__ 60 87 61 114 56 134 46 104 i 
Pyrites_._........-.------------------thousand long tons. _ Ww Ww Ww WwW 30 90 Ww W mJ 
Sand and gravel___.............._....-thousand short tons_ _ 20,385 20 ,929 20,746 22,227 20,810 22,041 22,245 23 ,485 5 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) > 
thousand troy ounces. 2,307 2,951 2,626 3,396 2,051 2,652 2,085 2,697 ~~ 

Stone. _.....-..........._...._.._-._-thousand short tons_ - 2,510 5,693 3,217 6,805 4,789 8,638 7,031 11,331 wn 
Tin (content of concentrate)__._...-.....-------long tons_. WwW WwW 29 103 my 76 44 99 c 
Tungsten.__...._....-_-..___..._.....__--___-_short tons_. WwW WwW WwW WwW 1,176 1,985 1,494 3,626 z 
Uranium ore_________.__--_-..--.-_---_-----------do__.. 1,014,206 15 , 864 833 , 282 13,389 574,795 10,651 638 ,113 10 ,530 2 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate)__._._...do___. 3,047 W 3,312 9,916 4,017 14,056 3,697 15,888 > 
Vermiculite._._..._........_._._..._____thousand short tons. (5) 1 (5) a mm O 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..___.._._-_short tons_- 48,109 11,065 53 , 682 14,602 53,870 15,730 54 , 822 15,898 ne 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, fluorspar, 
molybdenum (1965) perlite, rare-earth metal concentrates 
(1966), salt, and values indicated by symbol W_______-----. xX 29 ,478 xx 18,205 xx 16,234 xx 14,699 

Total__.._-_- eee xX 317,144 xx 316,011 xx r 331,168 xX 352,005 

CONNECTICUT 

Clays__............._._....______.__thousand short tons_. 189 $339 212 $262 237 $322 192 $296 
Gem stones____..-.-.----...-----------------+- ++ ee NA 8 NA 8 NA 8 NA 8 
Lime____....-..-.-.-.._.__.-.._._.--_thousand short tons__ 35 666 39 689 WwW W WwW WwW 
Sand and gravel__..____-.-.-_____.--_-----__-_-_----do___- 10,503 9,343 10,088 9,437 9,940 9,106 9,561 8,963 
Stone_.__..___------.----- 22 eee doe 5,318 9,612 5, 864 10,764 5,871 10,444 5,618 10,482 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Feldspar, scrap mica, 

peat, and values indicated by symbol W______..____------ xx 646 XX 690 XxX 1,354 xX 1,597 

Total__..__ eee xx 20,614 xX 21,850 xX 21,234 xx 21,346 

See footnotes at end of table. =



Table 5.—Mineral production | in the United States, by States—Continued > 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

DELAWARE 

Clays.__..__._._._.____._-__.-------thousand short tons_- 13 $13 11 $11 11 $11 4x12 $11 
Gem stones____________- 22 ee eee NA I NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 
Sand and gravel_________.._..__._....thousand short tons__ 1,094 1,136 1 282, 1,280 1,545 1,441 1,610 1,448 
Stone______..._22 2 Lee -- do. WwW W 180 450 180 450 210 525 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Other nonmetals and 

values indicated by symbol W_______.__.._.-_..---.----- xX 191 XX ___------- XX we XX Li ie eee 

Total___-_______.___ eee eee eee xx 1,341 xX 1,742 XxX 1,903 XX 1,980 

FLORIDA | - 2 
nv S it 

Clays._..-.__.._-.-.___..._.__...... thousand short tons__ 538 $7,777 627 $8, 405. 651 $9 , 752 762 $11 , 408 z 
Lime_________-_-_--- 2 eee eee de 126. 1,996 117 1,814 101 1,558 135 1,966 oy 
Natural gas__._.__.._---_--------------million cubic feet. - 35 7 40 5 107 14. 212 30 > 
Peat... -______-__ eee _-_-_-_-short tons__ 21,049 129 19,813 102. 19 ,253 109: 11,500 91 me 

, Petroleum (crude). ____......___thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 464 W 620 WwW 1,464 W 1,799 W ” 
Phosphate rock_.._._.__....._._._._...._.thousand short tons__ 16 ,343 101 ,050 19,161 149 , 667 21,563 141,258 WwW WwW < 
Sand and gravel _________.-_..-.-_-_._-__-____---.-de___. 7,542 5 , 823 7,420 6,427 7,298 | 6,377 7,403 6,417 S 
Stone... 2 eee - 0 31,900 38 ,173 33 , 157 38 , 362 35,730 41,148 35,023 38 , 167 os 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, gem stones bo 

(1963), magnesium compounds, natural gas liquids, rare- o 
earth metals concentrates, staurolite, titanium concentrate, © 
zirconium concentrate, and values indicated by symbol W_ -_- xX 46 , 665 xX 48 ,627 xX 49,104 xx 237 , 368 A 

Total_____. eee eee xX 201,620 xx 223 , 409 xx 249 ,320 xx 295 , 447 © 
pt a 

GEORGIA a 

Barite.._.._.....___..--_-------.----_thousand short tons__ 117s $2,018 409 $2, 022 Ww Ww vw Ww 
Clays_.. 22-2 eee dL. 4,208 54,024 4,365 58 , 899 4,607 $63 ,158 5,128 $73,685 
Coal (bituminous). __._.-.- 2-2 eee dol 5 16 4 16 -pee eee eee eee Le nee 
Gem stones__________-_________- eee eee eee eee ee NA Lo ieee eee eee eee pe eee ee eee eee eee eee nee eee 
iron ore (usable)__.__...._thousand long tons, gross weight. _ 260 1,304 354 1,752 ® 430 r2,208 447 2,200 

ica: . 
Scrap_____-_____.___-_-__-.___-.---_-----short tons__ WwW WwW Ww W 13,065 WwW 16,608 380 
Sheet____ 22 eee -pounds_. 2.22 e eee eee eee Lee 2,793 (5). ween eee eee nee een nee 

Sand and gravel._._._.._...._.._.._._.__-thousand short tons__ 3,817 3,922 3,588 3,594 3,675 3,588 3,915 4,185 
Stone___. 2-2 eee dO. 19 , 582 46 ,044 22 ,822 46,428 23,421 48 ,265 24,690 48 ,193 
Tale______-_--__-_-____-_______-___-__--__..-_..--_short tons. - 42 ,000 93 40 , 400 185 44 ,800 313 41,000 255, 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Bauxite, cement, 

feldspar, kyanite, peat, rare-earth metal concentrates (1966), me 
titanium concentrate (1965-66), zirconium concentrate 
(1965-66), and values indicated by symbol W_-__.__.-.-_--_ xX 12,059 ».@.¢ 14,292 xX 17 , 688 ».@.¢ 19,699 

Total_______._- eee xX 119,476 xx 127,137 xX © 135,220 xx 148 , 597



HAWAII . 

Cement__._._.--_-------------thousand 376-pound barrels - - 1,483 $7 ,125 1,717 $8 , 877 1,564 $8 ,297 1,749 $9,046 

Clays_....--------------------------thousand short tons_- ‘WwW WwW 3 WwW WwW W W WwW 

Gem stones_._____--------.----------------------------- NA 36 NA WwW NA WwW NA | W 

Lime_....__._._---_-_----------------thousand short tons. - 12 428 9 321 9 305 10 320 

Pumice____._____----------------------------------d0~~-- 274 469 365 603 380 624 374 716 

Sand and gravel__.....----------------------------d0---- 304 764 407 979 751 2,237 511 1,591 

Stone. .__.--_--_--------- eee ee eee ee -- dO. = 3,844 6,480 5 , 282 8,765 5,172 9,353 5,079 9 , 482 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Other nonmetals and 
values indicated by symbol W_-.-.-.---------------------- xx 5 xx 60 xX 19 xX 98 

Total_________-___-__-__-_-------------------------- xx 15,307 xx 19 ,605 XxX 20,835 xX 21,253 

I 

IDAHO 

Antimony ore and concentrate. short tons, antimony content _- 645 WwW 585 — WwW 818 WwW 834 WwW 

Clays 3___._........--.--------------thousand short tons__- 31 $15 29 $25 AT $33 23 $22 

Cobalt...._.._._....-----_-_-----------thousand pounds_. ----------  ---------- 0 -----s-5550 -r-oegrneg corr Egg 777 a Raa 1 6 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..-..---short tons_- 4,172 2,570 4,666 3,042 5,140 3,639 4,961 3,589 on 

Gem stones. _____--.------------------------------------ NA WwW NA W NA 150 _ NA 180 ue 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.).-...-.--troy ounces. - 5,477 192 5,677 199 5,078 178 5,056 177 > 

Iron ore (usable)._._......thousand long tons, gross weight - - 6 40 4 33 9 84 11 97 fa | 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _ - _..-.---Short tons. - 75,759 16 ,364 71,312 18 , 684 66 , 606 20,781 72,334 21,867 aa 

Lime._._...._-_---_---------------.--thousand short tons_- 60 874 Ww w Ww Ww WwW WwW 

Mercury_.___.--------------------------76-pound flasks - WwW Ww 83 26 1,119 639 1,134 501 5 

Peat_.....___._____-__------------------------Sshort tons_- WwW WwW 900 8 WwW WwW WwW WwW > 

Phosphate rock_____-.---------------thousand short tons- - 1,904 10,589 W WwW WwW WwW W W rm 

Pumice..__.._-.-__------------------------------- -d0--.- 161 275 59 100 46 19 55 107 wn 

Sand and gravel__.....____------------------------do-_--- 12,433 10,615 9,582 8,691 12,151 13,198 7,544 6,672 CG 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
= 

thousand troy ounces. - 16,711 21,375 16 , 483 21,313 18 ,457 23,865 19,777 25,571 = 

Stone._____._-_---------------------thousand short tons_- 1,168 2,217 1,144 2,773 1,881 3,440 2,694 5,415 > 

Tungsten concentrate..._.-short tons, 60-percent WOs basis_. --.-------- ---------- 11 8 LLLueeleee eee --- 2 1 7 

Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate) _ - short tons_- 23 WwW WwW W WwW WwW WwW WwW *< 

Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _..- _.---------do__.- 63 , 267 14,551 59 ,298 16,129 ~ 58 ,034 16 ,946 60 , 997 17,689 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Barite (1963-64), 
cement, clays (fire clay, bentonite, kaolin), abrasive garnet, ‘ . 
scrap mica (1963-64), perlite, titanium concentrate, and 
values indicated by symbol W.____-----------------------. xXxX 3,110 xX 15,231 xX r 22,053 xX 33 , 020 

I I 

Total__.._._.---_---_----------------------------- XxX 82,787 xx 86 ,262 XxX 105 ,085 xX 114,914 

i 

ILLINOIS 

Cement: 
Sa 

aa 

Portland_.._.____-_------ thousand 376-pound barrels - - 9,281 $30 ,577 9,790 $32,191 9,358 $30 , 622 9,203 $28 ,617 

Masonry___-__-_.--------thousand 280-pound barrels- - A472 1,440 596 2,038 615 1,907 614 1,868 

Clays___________.-.-------------.«-..thousand short tons. - 1,949 4,368 82,007 34,358 82,169 84,601 31,804 39,996 

Coal (bituminous). _...----------------------------d0---- 61,736 196,518 65,028 208 ,448 58 , 4838 218 ,972 63,571 244,837 

Fluorspar._-_..------------------=----0+--+--8hort tons_. 182 , 060 6,547 127, 454 6,452 169,140 7,861 176,476 8,002 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._..-..-.------do_-.- 2,901 627 2,180 671 8,005 988 2,285 691 

See footnotes at end of table. 
ye



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued > 
Se 

1968 1964 1965 1966 | 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

ILLINOIS—Continued . ; 
tn 

Natural gas_________....._.------------million cubic feet_- 9,459 $1,220 7,824 $905 7,396 $865 7,230 $860 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and cycle products... .thousand gallons- . 14,939 1,077 14,109 1,030 WwW W WwW WwW 

LP gases_____.__.__.-.----.------------------do_.-- 337 ,278 14,714 312 ,173 18 , 758 WwW WwW WwW Ww 

Peat__..._._._._._.-___---_---------------------Sshort tons_- W WwW W W 36,774 453 44,374 565 

Petroleum (crude)_.._....------thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 74,796 222 ,892 70,168 205 , 592 63 , 708 186 , 664 8 61,982 8 185,947 

Sand and gravel__.___....-.-----------thousand short tons_ . 31,746 36,431 34,880 39 ,966 36 ,228 40,480 38 ,237 48 ,201 

Stone_________.___-------------------------------d0__.- 40,293 52,217 42,987 56, 553 47,066 61,294 46 ,157 60 ,961 

Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..--.------short tons-- 20 ,337 4,678 13,800 3,754 18,314 5,348 15,192 4,406 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clay (fuller’s earth S 

1964-66), gem stones, lime, tripoli, and values indicated by 7 

symbol W____....__-.--------------------------------- xx 13 , 656 ».@..¢ 15,520 XxX . 33,020 xx 34 , 362 1 

Total_._...._-.-------------------- eee eee eee eee xX 586 , 962 xx 591,136 xx 598 , 025 xx 618,318 e 

INDIANA < 
I tri 

Abrasive stones______......--.----------------short tons_. 5 $16 5 $16 5 $15 5 $15 > 

Cement 2_________.____-_._-...-thousand 376-pound barrels_- 13,165 48 ,216 15,038 48 ,695 14,925 48 , 797 15,805 49 ,826 7 

Clays.___..-.-------.-----.---------thousand short tons_- 1,546 2,347 1,545 2,264 1,459 2,160 1,491 2,196 5 

Coal (bituminous)____.__._..-..-------.-----------d0___- 15,100 57,120 15,075 57 , 246 15,565 59 , 927 17 ,3826 67 , 857 S 

Natural gas__._......._.-_.-------------million cubic feet. 286 67 ~ 199 AT 239 56 215 51 Ps 

Peat__.__..__.__-..----------------------.--.-short tons_- 47,695 412 66 , 568 543 53 ,873 511 38,111 456 . 

Petroleum (crude)_......_...-.-thousand 42-gallon barrels _ 11,902 35 ,230 11,283 32,157 8 11,429 8 32,458 10,617 31,850 - 

Sand and gravel__._._._.._-------.---thousand short tons-_- 22 ,840 20,683 24,416 21,811 24,867 22 ,220 24,992 28 , 542 > . 

Stone_________-_--__--_---------------------------d0=__- 19 , 667 35,616 22 ,308 39 ,978 24,574 A2 ,124 24,323 42,474 a 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement (masonry), 
gem stones (1963), gypsum, and lime (1966)_.___.._-._.----- xX 9,259 xx 9,026 xX 10 , 299 xX 11,743 

Total._....___----.---_------ eee eee eee xX 203 , 966 xx 211,783 Xx 218 , 567 xX 230,010 

IOWA 
NNN 

Cement: 
Portland_____-._.._..----thousand 376-pound barrels - - 12 ,495 $42 ,891 13 , 607 $46 ,398 13 , 643 $46 , 273 14,058 $46 , 736 

Masonry_____.-._-__------thousand 280-pound barrels--_ 551 1,754 585 1,847 608 1,867 633 1,890 

Clays__..__.__-_------_-_-.-..-.-----.-thousand short tons-_- 1,064 1,405 1,008 ' 1,254 1,085 1,347 1,180 1,438 

Coal (bituminous)___..__.___-__..-----------------do_--. 1,213 4,244 973 83,447 1,043 3,694 1,025 8,788 

Gypsum__.________..-__--------------------------do___- 1,282 5 , 667 1,287 5,821 1,254 5 , 554 1,285 5,577 

Sand and gravel__.__.._-.__---_-_-----------------d0_.-. 14,168 12,845 18 ,890 18 , 546 18 ,205 17 ,152 19 ,644 18 ,218 

Stone. ________-____.-__--_-----.-----------------do___- 20,904 27,788 23 ,935 33 ,038 25,891 35,468 27,729 40,081 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Gem stones, lime, peat, 
and petroleum (1963-64)___....._.__.---_--------------- xx 1,076 xx 1,279 xXx 1,428 xx 1,595 

Total__..____....-.-.----------------------------- xX 97,670 xX 106 , 630 xX 112,783 xX 119,318



KANSAS 

Cement: ? 
Portland.__._.._._._.__....thousand 376-pound barrels__ 8,201 $25 ,372 8,483 $25,959 8,801 $26 ,972 8,979 $27 ,246 
Masonry_._._...._......-thousand 280-pound barrels__ 387 1,183 384 1,178 404 1,178 395 1,151 

Clays_...._.-.--..______._..---...__thousand short tons_. 893 . 1,104 185 935 189 953 847 1,006 
Coal (bituminous)__.___.__._.-_-_-________._.._...do___- 1,169 5,311 1,263 5, 749 1,310 6,072 1,122 5,355 
Helium: Crude____.__..__.__.._______thousand cubic feet_-_ 740 ,900 8,150 2,170,512 24,941 2,551,026 . 29,518 2,624,200 30,951 

Grade A____-_-_.. eee -do__ 46 , 400 1,624 44,826 1,657 19 , 763 904 75,500 1,885 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__._....__short tons__ 1,027 222 1,185 310 1,644 513 1,109 335 
Natural gas____________.______..._____.-million cubic feet__ 732 ,946 97,482 764,073 96,031 793 ,379 105 ,519 847,495 114,412 
Natural gas liquids: , 

Natural gasoline. _.____..._.._..._...thousand gallons_- 165,370 9,811 162,725 8,713 158 , 485 7,791 175 ,053 9,399 
LP gases______-.____-_--__----__ --__--__-----do___- 395,877 15,481 512,747 18,121 587 , 416 22 ,822 664,164 25 ,902 

Petroleum (crude).___.........- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 109 , 107 317,501 106 , 252 310 , 256 104,733 305 , 820 103 , 738 306 , 027 
Salt 9.___- 2 __-____=_thousand short tons_. 924 11,9938 930 11,799 1,053 12 ,376 969 13 ,388 
Sand and gravel_____.___..______-__________.-.._..-do___- 12 ,062 8,676 12 ,968 9,108 12 , 544 8,473 11,627 8,374 
Stone_.._-. 2-2 edo 13 , 558 18 , 483 14,138 18 ,912 15,270 20,538 14,027 18 , 789 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____....._-short tons_- 3,508 807 4,665 1,269 6,508 1,900 4,769 1,383 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Natural cement, 

gypsum, pumice, and salt (brine)____.-._....-.-_.___-.-- XxX 3,260 xX 3,277 xx 2,642 xX 2,789 4 

Total__._--_--------------.---2-- eee xX r 526 , 460 xx 538 ,210 xx 553 , 491 xx 568 , 392 = 
enn nese ee ey pr Ss a Se hp pe a snr ~sPE erreneennnrenes pod 

wa 
KENTUCKY 4 

eS 

Barite......._......._.._.___._.._.____thousand short tons. _ 6 $85 6 $96 _.-- eee Lee eee eee Lee ene ene 2 
Clays §_____2 2 eee -d0_ 984 2,397 920 1,801 1,059 $2 ,580 1,152 $2,277 mh 
Coal (bituminous). ___.....----_-____--___-.___-__--do___- 77,350 295,743 82, 747 309 , 896 85, 766 324,523 93 ,156 363 , 440 wn 
Fluorspar____.....-..-..--.---__---_--__-_---short tons_- 35,072 1,537 38 ,214 1,693 31,992 1,485 28 , 725 1,361 q 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__._._..._-.---_-do___- 831 179 858 225 756 236 484 146 = ’ 
Natural gas_____..______._....___-_.___-_million cubic feet__ 74,634 17 ,838 76,940 18,257 78,976 18 , 638 76 , 536 18,189 = 
Petroleum(crude) __._.........._ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 18 ,344 53,564 . 19 , 772 56,746 19 ,386 55,638 18 , 066 51,488 > 
Sand and gravel___.____.._.._.___.___thousand short tons__ 6,480 6,071 6,560 6,297 6,742 6,332 8 ,064 7,524 7 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . K< 

thousand troy ounces_- 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Stone. __..____._._- 2. ___________thousand short tons__ 24,689 34,571 421,868 429,594 26 , 029 34,5383 22 , 667 31,179 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._.__..__-_short tons__ 1,461 — 836 2,063 561 5,654 1,651 6 , 586 1,910 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Native asphalt (1966), 

cement, ball clay, gem stones (1963), natural gas liquids, and 
stone (dimension sandstone 1964)______._.._-_-__-_-__---- XX 20,370 xXx 19,211 xx 20,763 XxX 20,899 

Total_-..._.-------------------------------------- XX 432 ,693 XxX 444,379 xxX 466 ,381 xX 498 , 364 
eee 

LOUISIANA 
Eee 

Clays__..-....----------------------thousand short tons__ 655 $655 780 $797 909 $936 1,005 $983 
Lime..__...--.--.------ eee doe 657 6 , 862 725 8,312 842 9,980 835 9,274 
Natural gas___.______._..___..____.----_million cubic feet_._ 3,928,427 777,829 4,152,781 793,328 4,466,786 812,955 5,081,485 929 , 902 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products. _thousand gallons.. 1,148,707 81,8382 1,852,980 91,981 1,481,886 102,781 1,562,075 118 , 802 
LP gases...2.- ee eee nee ee ee ee eee GO... 1,118,670 41,048 1,247,484 45,985 1,800,088 46,101 1,469,716 72,016 

See footnotes at end of table. on



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued a 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value a Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

tO GS NN : 

LOUISIANA—Continued 

nn 

de)__.__._._._----thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 515,057 $1,608,120 549,698 $1,709,622 594,853 $1,841,714 -* 674,818 $2,097,129 

Salt ee eee 22 thousand short tons_- 6,199 30,450 6,401 36,056 8126 41812 83'736 44° 189 
Sand and gravel.___-.-----------------------------do_..- 12 ,500 14,701 13 , 594 15 , 253 14,298 16,405 18 ,216 22 ,504 
Stone 4______.___--------------------- dO 5,408 7,961 5,459 7,228 7,452 10,905 8 ,O9L 11,253 
Sulfur (Frasch process)_..--------------thousand long tons. -_ 2,445 48 ,905 2,733 54,996 3,577 r 81,372 4,018 104 ,472 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, gypsum, and . 

stone (crushed miscellaneous)...._...--.-------1--------- XX 20,531 XX 21,549 xX 23,350 «* - xx 24,616 2 . 

Total__._....------------------------------------- XX 2,638,389 XX + 2,785,007 XX * 2,988,261 XX 38,480,140 2 
rei 

MAINE i 
mn 

— ) os 
Clays._....-------------------------thousand short tons__ 42 $55 45 $58 49 ‘$63 45 $58 — 
Gem stones_______----_------------- eee ee eee eee NA 25 NA 35 NA 35 ‘NA 35 m 
Peat__._...__-.------------------------------short tons__ WwW WwW 6,350 171 1,275 56 1,600 60 oo . 
Sand and gravel__.___.....-.._......--thousand short tons_- 11,195 4,673 . 13 , 552 6 , 463 17 ,294 7,831 15 ,036 7,027 ° 
Stone_____-._---------------------------- dO 947 3,581 1,414 4,506 . 1,100 3,409 1,092 3,622 g 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, feldspar, and ; “2 

values indicated by symbol W____.___._..-.-_..-_------- XX 5 ;.770 xX 6,341 xx 6,347 xx 5,982 _ 
es wo 

Total__.._..2---2 eee eee xX 14,104 xX 17,574 xx 17,741 xx 16,734 2 

MARYLAND 

Clays_____._..___-_-.-_..........._ thousand short tons_.- 580 $897 3 635 3 $798 3914 3 $1,088 3 856 3 $1,084 
Coal (bituminous). __._...-.-._.-_--__.--__--------do___. 1,162 4,330 1,186 4,511 1,210 4,389 1, 222 4,367 
Gem stones_______._____-----.--.--~----- +--+ eee NA 3 NA 3 NA 3 NA 3 
Lime___.____.___.-__.._-.._....-... thousand short tons_-_ WwW WwW WwW WwW 37 481 29 886 
Natural gas__.__....____.__._.__.._._--million cubic feet 1,633 ' 489 1,373 366 408 103 696 181 
Sand and gravel_____._.___._.._..__..-thousand short tons__ 13,310 16,063 15,041 18,071 16,200 21,188 15,108 20 , 383 
Stone_______._______-__-_ ie eee ee ---- doe 13 ,012 26,407 13 , 348 26,715 14,553 28 , 432, 13 ,868 27,229 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, ball clay 

(1964-66), diatomite (1963), greensand marl, peat, potas- 
sium salts, tale and soapstone, and values indicated by 
symbol W___.____._.-__.__-_-.---- eee eee xX 22,111 xX 23 , 429 xx 22,311 xx 20,528 

Total_......_-_-.------- ~~ eee xX 70,250 xx 73 ,893 xX 77,995 xx 74,161



MASSACHUSETTS 
TTT 

Clays.._._.____---------------------thousand short tons__ 157 $213 138 $174 , 181 $238 202 $260 
Gem stones._.._.._..____-_----- ee ee nee ene nee ee eee NA 2 ‘NA 2 NA 2 NA 2 Lime......_......_....._.-.---------thousand short tons__ 145 2,426 171 2,703 | ‘170 2,779 182 2,712 Sand and gravel_._.-------------------------------d0___- 19 ,905 15 ,592 21,341 16,794 22,141 16,172" 17,321. 17,846 Stone________.___._-- eee eee eee nen enn ene dO 5,570 14,396 6,519 16,663 6,168 16 ,980 6 , 424 17 , 624 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Nonmetals_.__-~-._-- xX 32 XX 31 XX. 27 XX 29 

Total.....____-_-------- ee eee ee ee eee eee XxX 32,661 xx 36 , 367 xX 36,198 xX 38 ,473 
i a et 

MICHIGAN 
_ _ eh.;_ OO I 

Cement: 
Portland.._......_.-_----thousand 376-pound barrels. 25,016 $76 ,944 26,745 $84,316 27,565" $86 ,996 28,171.. $87,413... Masonry__.....-.--------thousand 280-pound barrels_- 1,684 4,519 1,865 4,954 2,108 5,373. 2,032 © 5,221 Clays............--_----------------thousand short tons__ 1,958 2,149 2,385 2,592 2,402 2,580 2,450 2,620 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, ete.)__.-..--short tons_- 75 , 262 46,361 69.,040 45,014 71,749: 50, 798 73,449 53 , 133 
Gypsum._..._..----------------------thousand short tons__ 1,315 4,938 1,421 5,268 1,338 ‘S027. 1,522 5,489 
Iron ore (usable). ....---.-thousand long tons, gross weight. - 10,789 107,201 13 ,871 143 ,979 13 , 527 145 , 482 14,377 157,377 Lime_....._..-----------------------thousand short tons__- 1,371 18 ,431 1,480 19,246 — 1,095 13 ,057 1,701 20,016 n 
Magnesium compounds from sea water and brine (except for = metal)_.____.._.._.-----------short tons, MgO equivalent. _ 266 , 740 23 , 062 306 , 494 28 , 385 819 ,389 26 , 148 342 ,482 28 ,105 > 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn) 4 

short tons, gross weight __ 152 ,957 W ieee eee eee eee eee lee eee be ”n Natural gas__.__.-___------------------million cubic feet__ 32,850 8,902 31,388 7,984 34,558 8,674 34,120 8 , 598 qi 
Natural gas liquids: 

= 

Natural gasoline._......-----.------thousand gallons__ WwW WwW WwW Ww 9,054 607 15,703 1,099 > LP gases. __...-------------------------------d0_._- W WwW Ww WwW 76,299 3,815 79,719 4,385 o Peat__.....____-.---------------------------_-short tons__ 251,809 2,413 269 ,074 2,412 230,950 2,134 235 , 842 2,175 w Petroleum (crude)__.....-------thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 15 ,972 45 ,520 15,601 43 ,839 14,728 41,091 14 ,273 40,913 G Salt__.-._..._.._.._------------.--.- thousand short tons__ 4,244 33 ,656 4,345 35,711 4,171 36,087 4,465 38 ,611 S Sand and gravel_...---.--------------.-----.-....-do____ 50 , 458 43 , 433 51,921 44,405 53 , 168 47,176 55,123 49,521 =: 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . > 

thousand troy ounces. - 339 434 349 452 458 592 483 625 . om 
Stone... -.---.--------------=------thousand short tons. - 30,316 32,065 34,650 37,002 34,713 36 , 438” 37 , 864 40,380 » 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Bromine, calcium- 
magnesium chloride, gem stones, iodine, potassium salts, 
and values indicated by symbol W_______-__.___________. XX 42,001 xXx 54,278 xx 58,490 xx 56,446 

Total_.._----------------- eee xX 492 ,029 xX 554,832 xx “865 3.560 “xX 602 ,127 EE EOE Ee OSE 
MINNESOTA 

Eee 
Clays #____...._-----------.....-.---thousand short tons_- 199 : $298 213 $319 :. 207 $311. 224 . $336 Iron ore (usable)._......_-thousand long tons, gross weight __ 45 ,485 408 , 486 49 ,626 449 ,289 - 60,873 459 ,290 55,133 499 5388 ; Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn) 

short tons, gross weight __ 347 ,336 WwW 188 , 481 W 280,705 Ww 275,581 WwW Peat__.._------------------_....._._________-_short tons__ 8,110 294 19 ,188 405 7,346 123 11,366 197 Sand and gravel____.._.-__._._.._._... thousand short tons. - 30 , 462 23 ,318 35,817 25,907 37 , 645 27,296 89 ,331 28 ,972 . one....-------------- ee ee eee - 0. 3,898 11,027 3,588 12,2 , ; , 68C , ' Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stones, 97 4,871 11,680 4,902 11,688 
cement, fire clay, gem stones, lime, and values indicated by 2 
symbol W_.......-----.------2--.22------- 1-2 ------ee XX 10,120 aX 9,278 XX 9,060 XxX 9,696 

Total..........-..-.--------.-_- eee er errr xX 458 , 643 KX 497,495 XX 507 , 760 xX 560,277 je ” a OO ————————— a “J 
See footnotes at end of table.



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued oO | 

1963 1964 | 1965 1966 
er A rt A tt reer Atari tne 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

MISSISSIPPI 

Clays_.._..-._.-.-._.---.-.------.-.-thousand short tons-- 1,235 $5 ,968 1,331 $6 ,130 1,502 $6 ,997 1,727 $7 , 489 
Natural gas______._._....--..-..--------million cubic feet - - 176 ,807 31,825 180 , 428 31,385 166 , 825 28 , 861 156 , 652 27 ,257 
Natural gas liquids: oo 

Natural gasoline and cycle products. __thousand gallons -- 28 , 757 1,755 27,485 1,644 26 , 582 1,606 23 , 765 1,483 
LP gases______...----..-.---------------------d0-~-~~- 24,541 956 23,277 780 22,150 975 18 ,621 - 987 

Petroleum (crude)___--.-.------thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 58,619 161,788 56,777 151,595 56,183 148 , 437 55 ,227 146 ,353 
Sand and gravel_____..._.-...---.-.---thousand short tons-. 6,825 7,056 7,825 8 , 569 8,447 8,717 12,675 18 , 563 
Stone____.-___--__---_-- eee - do. - 1,267 1,267 | 1,553 1,557 42,357 42,358 41,532 41,641 = 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, iron ore 2 

(1965-66), lime magnesium compounds, and stone (dimen- re 
sion sandstone 1965-66). _____..-.----.-----.----------- XX 9,579 xX 10 , 533 XX r 12,082 xX 12 ,587 e 

Total__.____.--- eee eee xX 220,194 xX 212 ,193 xX r 210,033 xx 211,360 a 

| Bs 
MISSOURI . . . > 

a 

Asphalt, native.........----------------------short tons_- 1,779 $15 1,522 $13 Ww “WwW Ww w @ 
Barite-------------------------------thousand short tons -- 287 3,680 267 3,451 329 $4 ,219 337 $4,280 MS 

ement: g 

Portland..__.........-.._thousand 376-pound barrels. - 12 ,402 41,640 12 ,378 42,618 13 ,334 46 ,034 18 , 848 46 ,228 _ 
Masonry...._.-.-.-...---thousand 280-pound barrels- - 417 1,345 334 1,046 377 1,173 382 1,075 © 

Clays__._........-..---...-_--.---.-thousand short tons-_ 1,746 4,467 1,966 4,874 2,226 5,439 2,329 5,989 o 
Coal (bituminous)___._.-.-.-----------.-----------do_-__- 3,174 13 ,196 3,254 13 ,285 3,564 14,779 3 , 582 14,8384 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___-_---short tons - - 1,816 1,119 2,059 1,343 2,331 1,650 3,913 2,831 
Iron ore (usable)__.._....-thousand long tons, gross weight - 345 3,085 1,116 14,907 1,784 24,607 1,887 26 , 450 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__._._..---short tons-- 719 , 844 17 ,246 120,148 31,479 133 , 521 41,659 182 ,255 39 ,981 
Lime__.....-...-.-...-.......-.-.-.-thousand short tons-- 1,240 14,386 1,219 14,328 1,442 16, 782 1,494 17,910 
Natural gas__________._......._.___._._ ._million cubic feet. - 100 27 107 26 84 21 9 _.------- wenn eeenee 
Petroleum (crude)__._.--_.....-thousand 42-gallon barrels- - 53 150 65 163 73 WwW 97 WwW 
Sand and gravel____.....-.-.-.-.-.-.-thousand short tons-- 10,653 12 ,260 11,483 13 ,380 12 ,068 18 , 735 10,702 13 , 540 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces. - 132 168) _.----2---) - +++ 300 387 __.-.-.--. ween nnn eee 
Stone__....-.....-..-....._----..-.-thousand short tons-.- 30,885 46 ,130 31,487 47 ,984 36 ,247 53 ,574 35,240 53 ,393 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__.._.___-.-_short tons~- 321 74 1,501 ' 408 4,312 1,259 3,968 1,151 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Tripoli (1965), and 

values indicated by symbol W_____.--------------------- XX ____-----. XX _.___.---- xX 250 xX 288 

Total___. eee XX . 158,988 xx 189 ,305 xx 225,568 xX 227,950 oe



MONTANA 

Clays ?__.__...-.-.-------.----------thousand short tons -- 38 $45 49 $59 76 $98 53 $56 
Coal (bituminous and lignite).___._._____--_------.-.-do._-- . 8438 967 346 925 364 1,050 419 1,290 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.).__.._.-short tons_-_ 79 , 762 49 133 108 , 806 67 , 682 115,489 81, 766 128 ,061 92,689 
Gem stones. __._----------------------------------------- NA W NA WwW NA 77 NA 109 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__......-troy ounces... 18 ,520 648 29,115 1,019 22,772 197 25,009 875 
Iron ore (usable)......-.--thousand long tons, gross weight _-_ 13 89 15 99 9 71 12 93 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._-..-----short tons-- 5,000 1,080 4,538 1,189 6,981 2,178 4,409 1,333 
Lime____.-..----.----------.--.-----thousand short tons-- 114 1,290 136 1,385 159 1,512 225 2,116 
Manganese ore (85 percent or more Mn) 

short tons, gross weight -_ 5,260 W 20 , 264 WwW 23 ,621 WwW W W 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn)____-____-----do-_--- 1,688 WwW 3,638 W 1,968 W 1,755 28 
Natural gas_____-__.-----------------.-million cubic feet-_ 30 , 026 2,253 25 ,051 1,965 28,105 2,305 80,685 2,547. 
Petroleum (crude)_.__...--.---.-thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 30,870 75 , 323 30,647 74,621 32,778 19 ,624 35,380 86 ,273 
Pumice___.___..-.-.-----.--------.--.-thousand short tons... -..--.---.  ---------- W W ieee e ee eee eee 22 5 
Sand and gravel______-----------------------------d0_-_-- 14,319 13 , 756 16,017 17,840 12 ,048 13 , 587 13,816 13 , 523 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces- - 4,242 5,426 ° 5,290 6,840 5,207 6,733 5,320 6,878 
Stone____._.-__.......----.--_-------thousand short tons_- 6,109 7,081 7,345 8,477 5,512 5,971 4,150 5,212 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._._.-..----short tons- - 32,941 7,576 29 ,059 7,904 33 , 786 9 , 866 29 ,120 8,445 wn 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Antimony (1966), A 

barite, cement, clays (fire clay 1963-64, bentonite 1964-66), > 
fluorspar, gypsum, natural gas liquids, peat, phosphate rock, m4 
tale, tungsten (1966), uranium ore (1963-64, 1966), vermic- 4 
ulite, and values indicated by symbol W_-._--------------- XX 17,351 XX 21,447 XX r 22,528 xx 23 , 846 

Total___.----------------------------- =e eee XX 182,018 XX 211, 452 XX = 228,168 XX 245,268 | 
$$$ 

R 

NEBRASKA S | 

| Clays....-..--.---------------------thousand short tons_- 148 $148 148 $148 F141 r $141 158 sis SS 
Gem stones___...-.------------------------------------- NA 5 NA 5 NA 5 NA 5 bd 
Natural gas__..._.-_-.-----.-----------million cubic feet_- 18,051 2,454 11,094 1,707 10,720 1,565 10,196 1,621 ne 
Natural gas liquids: . 

Natural gasoline. _......-.----------thousand gallons _- 10,119 . 687 9,587 627 7,822 516 9,195 653 
LP gases_.._....----------------------~--------d0___- 25,931 1,207 24,556 1,092 16 ,946 847 19 ,670 1,141 

Petroleum (crude)__...---------thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 21,846 61,824 19,113 51,605 17,216 45,796 13 , 850 37,673 
Sand and gravel_____..-.-------------thousand short tons- - 11,166 10,680 14,641 15,748 11,993 13 ,697 18 ,539 14,179 
Stone...__-__-----__-_-_-----------------------.---do___- 3,700 6,192 3,779 6,417 4,198 6,687 5,055 7,916 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, lime, and . . 

pumice__.....-----.--------------------------+-------- xX ’ 15,710 xX 14,615 XX 14,622 xx 15,180 

Total____..__.___-.----.-------------------------- XX 98 ,907 xX 91,959 xx r 83,826 xx 78,521 

NEVADA 

Antimony ore and concentrate_short tons, antimony content... -....----.  ---------- 33 $20 26 $19 68 $68 
Barite.........._----..--..-------.--thousand short tons- - 120 $760 149 1,261 91 583 139 933 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.) - -..----short tons_- 81,738 50,351 67 , 272 43 ,861 71,332 50,503 78,720 56 , 946 
Gem stones. ____.-...----------------------------------- NA 100 NA 100 NA 100 NA 100 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _..--.---troy ounces -. 98 ,879 3,461 90,469 3,166 229 , 050 8,017 366 ,903 12 , 842 

See footnotes at end of table. 
i |



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued 38 

19638 1964 1965 1966 | : 

Minera] Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
; 

NEVADA—Continued 

Gypsum___..______..__..._.__.....__._thousand short tons_. 890 $3 ,216 799 $2 , 894 710 $2,518 594 $2 , 023 
Tron ore (usable) - --_...___ thousand long tons, gross weight_- 172 3,921 911 5,048 1,141 5,330 1,000 4,931 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____._..--_short tons__ 1,126 243 809 212 2,277 710 3,581 1,083 
Mercury. ___-.--------------------------76-pound flasks. 4,944 937 3,262 1,027 3,333 1,902 3,355 1,482 
Perlite_____.-..-._.--_.2- 2 2-21 _--________:_short tons__ 22,910 192 15,6038 135 13 , 780 121 WwW WwW 
Petroleum (crude). ___-....-----thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 118 WwW 255 we 209 WwW 307 WwW 
Pumice___.._-..._--__....._...._....-thousand short tons__ WwW Ww WwW WwW 68 187 55 190 
Sand and gravel_____-_.--____-..-.-_-__-..---------do___- 9,688 10,513 14,142 14,427 9,455 11,796 9 , 085 9,134 Kd 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) = 

thousand troy ounces. - 215 275 172 — 223 507 656 867 1,122 2 
Stone. --__._._.---_-------..---------thousand short tons_. 639 1,101 788 1,396 1,248 2,247 2,002 2,519 bs 
Sulfur ore____----.--.-----_.._--.-___-..__----long tons_. 586 11 274 5 336 6 ---------- 9 ------+--- > 
Tale and soapstone. ____.__..------.-----------short tons_- 4,243 50 5,822 58 3,592 31 4,715 24 mo 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.).___...-_.-----do___- 571 131 582 158 8,858 1,127 5,827 1,690 A 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Brucite (1965-66), < 

cement (1965-66), clays, diatomite, fluorspar, lime, lithium > 
minerals (1966), magnesite, molybdenum, peat (1964-66), sy 
salt, tungsten, uranium ore, and values indicated by symbol td 
W. 2-8 eee eee eee eee xX 10,215 xXx 11,146 xXx r 14,113 xX 17,550 © 

Total... eee xXx 85,477 xx 85,137 xx r 99,966 xx 112 , 632 wa 
SSS i 

NEW HAMPSHIRE S 
A A A nn 

Clays. --.-----.-----.---.-.-_...----thousand short tons- - 47 $40 —; 46 $40 53 $47 51 $51 
Peat..__--.------------------------------.-.-short tons__. 22-2 eee eee eee eee eee eee Lee ne eee eee 175 2 
Sand and gravel_________._.___.._____-thousand short tons_- 7,581 4,376 8,768 4,996 10,584 5,559 7,626 4,807 
Stone. ___.._.-_- eee dd o--e 137 1,566 202 2,188 153 1,932 206 2,091 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Other nonmetals_____ xx 109 xxX 128 xX 127 xx 49 

- Total_...-.-..-_- 2 eee eee XX 6,091 xx 7,302 xx 7,665 xx 7,000 

NEW JERSEY 

Clays._._..-.---.-.-----.-------.---thousand short tons_-_ — 498 $1 ,392 500 $1,441 506 $1 ,388 488 $1,319 
Gem stones____...---.------ + eee NA 9 NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 
Peat____..---.-------------.------.------~-~-short tons_- 23 ,685 241 Ww WwW 40,480 431 36 ,312 489 
Sand and gravel__.._.__.._...._._-_.-__.---thousand short tons-- 16 ,672 25,245 17,661 27,079 17 ,389 28 ,646 17, 782 29 , 322 
Stone______---__.-.--_--- ee -do___- 11 ,229 25,654 12 ,326 28 ,461 12 ,232 27,247 12 , 453 28 ,056 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 19__._.._.-short tons- - 32 , 738 7,855 832 ,926 8,935 38 ,297 11,106 25 ,237 7,319



Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Iron ore, lime, mag- 
nesium compounds, manganiferous residuum, greensand 
mar], titanium concentrate, and values indicated by symbol 
W_.__ ee eee eee eee xX 12,880 xX 12 ,246 xX 11,380 XX 9 ,080 

Total._..-.---- 22 - ee eee xx 73,276 xx 78,172 »:@.4 80,158 xX 75,595 
nn 

NEW MEXICO 
et i 

Barite___....-..__-_-.------.-.--.----thousand short tons- - 1 $6 Ww WwW (5) $2 ___------~ ) ----------- 
Carbon dioxide, natural____......_.--_thousand cubic feet _- 854,339 63 816,168 $61 833 , 819 62 795,885 $58 
Clays._.....------------------------thousand short tons- - WwW 140 3104 3167 60 101 WwW WwW 
Coal (bituminous) ___..-.----.---------------------do-___ 1,945 5,629 2,969 9,763 3,212 10,710 2,755 9,110 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__-..---short tons- - 83 , 0387 51,151 86,104 56,140 98 ,658 69 , 850 108 ,614 78,571 
Fluorspar__.__--..--.------------------------------G0__-- ------- ne oes 137 a 
Gem stones____._.--..------------------------- eee NA 45 NA 45 NA 45 NA 45 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.).-..-._--troy ounces- - 7,805 273 6,110 214 ' 9,641 337 9,295 325 
Gypsum_____.._.-...---.-.--.-------thousand short tons- - 179 656 W Ww WwW WwW 146 545 
Helium, grade A__.....-.---------.-.-thousand cubic feet-_ r 78,200 r2,737 82,105 2,958 80,583 r2,821 95 ,900 3,357 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_......-.-short tons-- 1,014 219 1,626 426 3,387 1,057 1,596 A482 4 
Lime___._----.-----.----.-..-.-----thousand short tons_- 27 377 25 352 33 465 34 472 > 
Manganese ore (35 percent or more Mn) rs] 

short tons, gross weight - - 5 ,362 137 5,794 149 . 5,687 156 W WwW mA 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn)._---.-.-.----do__-- 41,144 WwW 46 ,657 300 50,090 328 47,590 324 -] 

Mica: Scrap.._.--.---------------------------short tons-- WwW Ww 6,922 105 4,263 45 WwW WwW 5 
Natural gas..........--.---------.-----million cubic feet_- 808 ,377 96 ,197 873 ,947 101 , 932 937 ,205 110 ,590 998 ,076 124,760 > 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products... thousand gallons--_ 291 ,388 17,555 356 ,047 21,570 358 , 487 20 , 824 338 , 732 19 , 736 Dn 
LP gases__._...-----------.--------------------d0__~- 728 ,200 21,801 739 ,190 21,641 759 , 311 25,817 816 , 202 31, 832 c 

Perlite..._._._-__-._...-------.-.-.-...-------short tons- - 259 ,113 2,212 286 ,329 2,568 331,011 2,905 343 ,334 3,423 z 
Petroleum (crude)._.._-...-.---_thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 109 ,941 316 ,574 113 , 863 326 , 565 119 ,166 334,977 124,154 352,101 2 
Potassium salts___..-.. thousand short tons, K2:0 equivalent - - 2,643 101 , 458 2,675 104,861 2, 848 117,771 2,953 108 ,653 > 
Pumice____.__.._..--.-.-----..------thousand short tons-- 322 850 260 760 264 915 245 787 * 
Salt___--_--._---..-._..-- + ~~ 54 472 62 559 64 572 66 716 me 
Sand and gravel_.._.....--..----------------------d0_--_- 8,402 12 , 843 8,781 10,160 11,763 12,130 15,503 13 ,029 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces - - 256 328 242 313 288 372 243 314 : 
Stone..._...-.---.------------------thousand short tons--_ 2,509 4,236 2,760 4,244 1,911 3,020 2,652 4,056 
Uranium ore___.___.._--_--.----.-------------short tons.. 2,304,577 41,372 2,093,350 88,208 2,013,861 38,311 2,080,481 38 , 754 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate)__....-.do---- 23 W WwW 154 Ww. 221 WwW 53 , 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.).._.----.--.---d0_--- 12 ,938 2,976 29 , 833 8,115 36 , 460 10,646 29 ,296 8,496 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, fire clay 

(1964), iron ore, molybdenum, tin (1964-66), and values 
indicated by symbol W__-__---------------------------- XxX 8,249 XX 7,802 xX 8,070 XX 20 ,828 

Total_..._..-_-_.-_---------.----- +--+ ee xx t 688 , 556 xX 720 ,130 xX r 773 ,120 xx 820 , 327 
ee eee 

NEW YORK 
i 

Clays..._.----------------~----------thousand short tons--. 1,598 $2,186 1,499 $1,993 1,354 $1,717 1,464 $1, 726 
Emery...------------------------------------short tons - - 6 , 782 119 9,214 172 10,720 204 11,102 210 

Gem stones. __.__..-_-----------.~------------ eee NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 NA 10 

See footnotes at end of table. er



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued iS 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

NEW YORK—Continued ‘ 

Gypsum.__.___._______._....__--._-thousand short tons__ 647 $3 ,339 653 $8 ,321 662 $3,511 559 $2 ,998 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___._..._-_short tons_. 1,009 218 732 192 601 188 1,097, 332 
Lime__..._-.--......_..-._.._.._._. thousand short tons_. WwW WwW Ww Ww WwW Ww 1,096 9,870 
Natural gas__--....................-_--million cubic feet_. 3,962 1,169 3,108 963 3,340 1,029 2,699 837 ’ 
Peat___--_-.---....-----------_--_-_--_-__-_-_--short tons_. 21,358 178 32 ,574 261 25,098 232 27,211 250 
Petroleum (crude). ___..-_.--.-.thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 1,679 7,707 1,874 8,321 1,632 7,246 1,735 7,925 
Salt_.. -._..-..__._.__._.__.______._thousand short tons_. 4,782 34,228 4,816 34,216 5,002 35,771 4,980 36 ,203 
Sand and gravel____._.__________.._._...---_--_--.-do___. 37 ,381 37,274 89 , 282 38 , 583 89 ,225 40 ,370 41,903 43 ,091 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) s 

thousand troy ounces... 20 25 13 17 11 15 22, 28 Z 
Stone _..__..___-_.__-_______________thousand short tons. 26,611 44,549 29,141 46 ,669 80,801 48 ,675 34,130 54,543 ti 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____.._.___-short tons-_. 53 ,495 12 ,804 60 , 754 16,525 69 , 880 20,405 73,454 21 ,302 7 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, abrasive a 

garnet, iron ore, talc, titanium concentrate, wollastonite, and wn 
values indicated by symbol W._..___.____.._-_________.. xx 115,768 xX 137 ,202 xX 130 , 684 xx 121 ,939 - 

| — ee bel 
Total_._...----- 2. eee xX 259 , 074 XxX 288 , 445 XxX 290 , 057 XxX 301 ,264 m 

NORTH CAROLINA | 

Abrasive stones (millstones). _.__.......-.----------------- NA $20 eeeee nnn een ee ween eee cee ee rene eeeeeeeeee ceeeeeeeeee «Og 
Clays 3____-_.---_..--.-.-.-....--_.-.-thousand short tons-. 2,735 1,761 ~ 3,199 $2 ,064 3,383 $2,162 3,381 $2 , 241 . 
Feldspar__-..-..---------.--------._--....---~-_long tons- . 267 ,654 2,821 t 281 , 449 r2,342 278 ,990 3,153 301,610 3,157 
Gem stones. ____.--...---- 1-22 +e eee NA 14 NA 15 NA 15 NA 15 oa 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)........_troy ounces... 33 Lo ieee ee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee eee eee eee eee = 
Iron ore (usable)._.._-..-......-.._.--_thousand long tons... 1 10 eee ee eee ee ee ne eee eee ener 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_____.___-_short tons - 62 Wd eee eee eee eee eee eee ene wnoeenee-e ooo eee -e-- 

ica: 
Scrap.._.-.------------.-------_--_---------.-do__.. 61,598 1,497 64,010 2,027 72,199 1,987 68 , 480 2,348 
Sheet____--_-._-------.-------.--.-.-_-_.--_pounds_. 92,961 13 242 ,662 58 713 ,293 185 4,500 1 

Phosphate rock.._.-_-..-..-----..-.-thousand short tons.. ..-.-._-.. .._---___- 7 Al woe eee Lene WwW Ww 
Sand and gravel__.__.._..---.-.-_----..-.--_--_-.-do___. 11,028 10,132 11,150 10 ,404 10,499 10,076 11,601 11,132 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 

thousand troy ounces. . 27 B40 -Le el eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee Lee eee 
Stone. -__.._.......--_...-_._.-_-.. thousand short tons... 15,701 25,683 417,943 430,378 418,835 430,920 422,377 436,136 
Tale and pyrophyllite._...__.._....._.._..__._--_-_short tons_. 106 , 652 446 106,035 495 109,721 556 113 ,366 ' 576 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___.___..-.._._do___. 13 Bo Ln eee ene ee ee ee ee eee nee eee 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asbestos, cement, . 

clay (kaolin), copper (1963), lithium minerals, olivine, stone 
(crushed and dimension marble and dimension slate 1964— 
66), tungsten concentrate (1963-64), and values indicated 
by symbol W___--.-.---------------------------- eee. xX 2,095 XX 7,908 XX 11,329 XxX 16 ,272 

Total._.-.---- +--+ eee XX 44,525 XX 55,727 XX 60 ,383 xX 71,878 
a ee EY



ENO a age Regt | 
. . NORTH DAKOTA 

eee 

Clays. .----_-....._.._._._.__._____.thousand short tons... 35 3 $10 85 $119 81 $114 68 $92 Coal (lignite)_..............__..____._____.__.__...do.._. 2,399 5,250 2,637 5, 659 2,732 5,848 3,543 6,976 Gem stones. .__-...-....-.---_-_-.._-__._.-.-...--.-...... NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 NA 1 Natural gas___.......__......_._.._____million cubic feet__ $2,798 6,264 34,512 7,634 35,652 5,704 46 ,585 7,547 Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline. _._..........._..-_thousand gallons_- 20,511 1,339 21,368 1,338 21,059 1,263 23 , 200 1,415 LP gases_...-....-.-.....-----.-..--.---.._-.-@0_..- 79 , 653 3,166 84,338 2,960 85,174 3,066 91,884 3,859 Petroleum (crude)... _.......___thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 25,0380 68 , 332 25,781 68,818 | 26,350 65 , 875 27,126 69,170 Sand and gravel_________.._.__._.__.__thousand short tons... 9,529 9,193 10,520 10,142 7,574 7,895 10,145 10,568 Stone.____.-..-.--.-----___._-.___ dO. 132 132 31 56 356 624 170 305 Uranium ore_.__..____.._.___.__-_-_....-.....-short tons __ 5,567 141 Ww Ww 44,558 1,359 WwW Ww Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clay (bentonite 1963, 

miscellaneous clay 1968), lime (1965-66), molybdenum 
(1964-66), peat, salt, vandium (1965), and values indicated 
by symbol W_..._..-__.________.__..__.._..__.__.._... xx 875 xx 1,144 XxX 1,129 XX 1,874 | 

Total_..___-2 eee xx 94,708 xx 92 , 866 XX 92,878 XX 101 , 807 
eee on 

OHIO mj eee 
> 

Cement: 
qj Portland---.-_-..-.-.-.-.thousand 376-pound barrels_- 16,218 $53 , 244 15,558 $50,647 14,786 $47 , 499 15,181 $48,740 8 Masonry--___..-_-_--.----thousand 280-pound barrels. - 1,023 3,084 1,068 . $3,127 1,050 3,004 976 2,785 = Clays. __--..-_.-_.....-.._..._._.__.-thousand short tons __ 4,841 18 ,959 5,005 14,426 5,070 14,816 5, 089 14,522 o Coal (bituminous) ____-.._--_---_...---__.-.--.-.--do___- 36,790 186,113 87,810 187,776 39,390 146 ,028 43,341 164,444 <i Gem stones______-_____________.___.___..__._._._._...... NA 3 NA 3 NA 3 NA 3 Lime__._.................__.._______thousand short tons... 8,207 45,957 3 , 664 53 ,308 3,831 53 ,208 3,858 50,997 ql Natural gas_-_-....-...._..------------million cubic feet__ 36,817 8,909 37,106 8, 880 35, 684 8,421 43 , 133 10,228 eS Peat__.__-___-_._-.---__-_____________________short tons_. 6,910 109 6,363 83 5,352 _ 80 5,214 84 2 Petroleum (crude) _-_----..-.-._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 6 ,039 19 , 023 15,859 46 , 420 12,908 37,940 10,899 32,700 > Salt__.._-.-.-.-.-.......___..__._.___thousand short tons.__ 4,245 29 ,682 4,537 31,092 5,026 34,816 5,138 35,735 a Sand and gravel___________________._._._.._____...do__... 37,790 44,368 37,771 45,567 40 , 852 AQ ,305 © 43,851 52,909 mt Stone.....2---.--------___ do. 37,537 62 , 787 437,715 461,814 42 ,263 66 , 969 45 ,002 72,900 Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stone, gyp- 

sum, stone (calcareous marl 1964)___.-__________..______. XX 1,742 Xx 1,794 xx 2,168 xx 1,998 

Total___... 22-2 ee xx 418 ,980 xx 454 ,937 xX 464 ,252 xX 488 ,040 EEE OE LOE eel ss §S Ee 

OKLAHOMA 
ESSE 

Clays §_____._.._._._.___.__.._._._._thousand short tons_. 898 $911 835 ' $854 794 $806 745 $754 Coal (bituminous)___._______.____.______._..___._.do___. 1,008 5 , 667 1,028. 5,474 974 5,520 843 4,935 Gypsum_--__.-...-22-2------ 2 dO 531 1,462 694 1,899 761 2,343 185 2,212 , Helium, grade A__________________..__thousand cubic feet._ * 300,400 310,514 298 , 8038 8,591 r 310,700 10,874 352 , 400 12 ,333 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__...._.___short tons__ 3,192 689 2,781 729 2,813 878 2,999 907 Natural gas______.............._._..__ million cubic feet__ 1,283,883 160,405 1,316,201 166,747 1,320,995 182,297 1,351,225 189 ,172 Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and cycle products. __thousand gallons_- 555 , 467 35,181 554,053 34,011 570,129 34,561 576,124 85,715 LP gases......-__-_..--__.____..________._...do____ 810,894 28 ,981 880,804 28,055 894,665 32 ,208 986 ,254 44,381 Petroleum (crude)__.___._....._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 201 ,962 587 , 709 202 ,524 587 ,320 208 , 441 587 ,944 224,839 654,281 

See footnotes at end of table. 
ae



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued ~ 

19638 1964 . 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value ; Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

OKLAHOMA—Continued | 

| Salt__..........2.2---.--_-_-_..-..-_-_thousand short tons__ 4 $26 6 $41. 9” $65 WwW WwW 
Sand and gravel____..___..__.______________._._._._do____ 5, 420. 6,116 * 6,680 7,008 5,218 6 ,023 6,040 7,565 
Stone___.______ eee eee -do___- 13,817 16,160 13 ,987 15,087 16,417 18 ,071 15,334 17,393 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, ete.)_..___....-short tons__ 18 , 245 3,046 12,159 3,307 12,715 3,713 11,237 3,259 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clay (bentonite), 

cement, copper (1965-66), lime, pumice, silver (1965-66), 
tripoli, and values indicated by symbol W__________-__-_- xx 22 ,929 xx 22,670 xX. 28 ; 958 : xx 24,484 ° 

Total_.._---- 2 eee eee eee xX tr 879,746 xX. 881 , 788 xX r 909 , 256 xX 997,391 = 

I ass bl 
OREGON e 

Clays__.....-....--_--..--..-.-_-.--_thousand short tons_ 279 $330 290 $356 291 $359 361 $362. o 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___-.-_-short tons_- WwW WwW 15 10 WwW WwW W Ww a} 
Diatomite______.____-_-___-_.----_-_-_-_--_---_-.-do___- 150 3 WwW WwW WwW WwW W W > 
Gem stones___________________ eee eee NA WwW NA Ww NA 750 NA 750 a 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____.____troy ounces_. 1,809 63 661 23 499 17 281 10 le) 
Lime__.___..._.----.----------------thousand short tons__ 87 1,835 95 1,918 98 1,853 116 2,283 S 
Mercury.________.._.__._._.-__.-._.____76-pound flasks__ WwW WwW 126 40 1,364 779 700 309 x 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate)__._.______short tons__ 13 ,394 W 15,420 WwW 16,188 W 15 , 036. w £ 
Peat._______.__-______._-___-_- ee dO eee eee eee eee lee eee ee eee eee eee eee 900° 17 fe. 
Perlite._.....-___._________________ ee eee de LeeLee eee 5 (5) ween eee nee penne eneee WwW W © 
Pumice____.._.____._.________.__.__-__thousand short tons__ 422 664 566 909 657 1,181 714. 1,256 > 
Sand and gravel________.__-____-_____-___--_-_---.--do___- 15,715 18 ,850 18 ,253 25,158 21,800 82,849 35,327 34,986 > 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces_. 58 74 _ 14 19 9 11 (5) (5) 
Stone___.._-_..--..----._..__..-.--__thousand short tons_. 19 ,692 24,197 16,120 19 ,296 21,212 27,301 33 , 288 48 ,335 
Tungsten concentrate_.___..short tons, 60-percent WO: basis.. _.__...-.. ------.--- 1 a 
Uranium ore______.......-..-.....-_---...-_-_-short tons._ 1,763 A5 27 2 Lee ee eee cee eee eee 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.).._.....-__-_---do____ 3 1 WwW W WwW a 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, iron ore (pig- 

ment material 1968, 1965-66), lead (1963-65), vanadium 
(1964), and values indicated by symbol W_.________-_---- xx 16,680 XxX 16,6381 xX r 17,866 XX 19,176 

Total_...--- eee xXx 62 , 692 XxX 64,363 xX 82 ,966 xX 107 , 484 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Cement: . 
Portland.____..._._......._thousand 376-pound barrels_ . 38 ,316 $118 ,203 37,663 $113,409 40,153 $116 ,925 40,004 $114 , 357 

ASC TLL. 6 Lt... thousand 280-pound barrels_. 2,510 €,611 . 2,818 7,594 ° 3,006. 7,991 2,960 7,860 

. ae Ce ce DR PR ae SO ec er ee 
ee . ya Ce Be a EEE ES Ries Tk Re Sek ei oe 4 / ie Ty



ClayWlh 2UL-A TT________ thousand short tons_- 3,191 14,717 3,187 15,814 3,394 17,697 3,293 17 , 083 
Coal: 

Anthracite___.._..__._.-----__-_.__-_-_---.---do.._. | 18 ,267 153 , 503 17,184 148 ,648 14,866 122 ,021 12,941 100, 6638 
Bituminous_______.___.___-_-_-__-_.---_-__--.-_-do___. 71,501 350 , 085 76,531 388 ,218 80,308 407 ,267 81,443 425,168 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._.._._.short tons__ 4,434 2,731 3,614 2,356 4,354 3,083 3,178 2,299 
Gem stones_____._____________----_-_- ee eee --- NA 4 NA 4 NA 4 NA 4 
Lime______-._..----_-----.-_-.._._.._thousand short tons_. 1,188 17,548 ~ 1,440 20 ,656 1,568 22,496 1,585 22,816 
Natural gas_______....-----------------million cubic feet_-_ 92 ,657 24,091 81,720 22 ,349 84,461 22,551 90,914 25,820 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline___________.__.____._thousand gallons__ 1,311 78 1,188 64 1,022 55 3,211 186 . 
LP gases____.______---_-_------- do 1,721 118 1,481 100 1,683 109 1,863 121 

Peat_____________--_----_-_--_-_----_-.-._..___-short tons_. 33 , 952 339 39 , 500 397 45 ,600 527 52 ,912 562 
Petroleum (crude). __......-..--thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 5,083 23,178 5,113 22 ,088 4,922 21,263 4,337 19,300 
Sand and gravel_____._.__...---_---..thousand short tons_- 14,066 23 , 539 16,199 26 , 414 18 , 502 29 ,606 17 , 567 29 , 562 
Stone____.---_-_--__-_---_-----.--------- do _- 49 , 536 83 ,450 52,829 91,075 56,806 99 ,627 59 , 088 99 ,233 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 1°..__.____short tons__ 27 , 389 6,572 30,754 8,345 27 635 8,014 28 , 080 8,148 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clays (kaolin), cobalt, 

gold, iron ore, scrap mica, pyrites, pyrophyllite, silver, and 
tripoli.___._..-__. 2-2-1 2 eee -- xX 32 ,644 xX 34,519 xx 34,587 XX 30,281 

Total__..__------ eee eee eee xx 857,411 XX 902,050 XxX 918,828 xx 903,408 on 
eee eee eee rj 

RHODE ISLAND > 
NNN SS jung, na 

Sand and gravel______________________thousand short tons__ 1,750 $1,838 1,647 $1,613 1,681 $1,811 2,276 $2,212 4 
Stone___._____._-___-__-__________-____------_--_-do__ 442 968 450 935 437 1,119 535 1,734 OQ 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Other nonmetals. - _ __ xx 1 xX 1 xX 1 XxX 1 m 

Total__________-___-_--__-____-- eee eee ee xX 2,807 xX 2,549 xX 2,931 xX 3,947 Ce 
ee 

SOUTH CAROLINA 5 
089s > 

Clays___.---------------------------thousand short tons__ 1,491 $7 , 589 1,748 $8 , 309 1,837 $8 , 539 2,139 $8 , 830 & 
Sand and gravel____._._.-_.-.-----------_-_------.do___- 4,051 4,750 4,622 5,262 5,248 6 , 688 6,016 7,668 
Stone________________-____-__---_-_-_- ee ----do___. 7,262 10 ,926 46,109 49,176 45,948 48,447 8,129 12,510 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Barite, cement, feld- 

spar, gem stones (1963), kyanite, scrap mica, peat, pyrites, 
stone (crushed limestone 1964-65 and dimension granite 
1965), and vermiculite___._.__.________-_--_--__- --------- xX 13 ,214 xX 15,966 xX 17, 587 XX 16,585 

Total_________.__-_-_-_-- eee eee xX 36,479 xX 38 , 713 xx 41,261 xX 45,593 
eee SS ln mSSF DE PF a FE EEO 

SOUTH DAKOTA . 
ee 

Beryllium concentrate_______.___--_short tons, gross weight. - (5) (5) Ww. W WwW WwW 124 $40 
ement: 

Portland____._.._.___._..__thousand 376-pound barrels_- 1,869 $5,909 2,001 $6,873 1,575 $5,127 1,974 6,367 
Masonry__.____...-------thousand 280-pound barrels- - 60 198 57 200 55 180 51 170 

Clays.____-___..-_---.--------------thousand short tons_- 240 960 245 1,076 228 1,220 231 870 
Coal (lignite)....___.-._._._-__-_..___--_-_-_--------do___- 16 62 13 63 10 49 10 45 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_.....--short tons-- 1 (5) eee Leelee eee Lee eee eee we ee ----- 

nN 
See footnotes at end of table. om



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued = 
SSE 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value ; Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

nee ne . 
SOUTH DAKOTA—Continued ee aR 

Feldspar_-______.._...--.---_--__-._.....-.--__long tons__ 25,590 $157 26,980 $180 51,560 — $346 83 ,950 $542 Gem stones. ____._.-..-...________.______________... NA 20 NA 20 NA 20 NA 20 Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ___._..__troy ounces__ 576,726 20,185 616,913 21,592 628 ,259 21,989 606 , 467 21,226 Gypsum_____.-_.__.____..___..______thousand short tons... 24 97 19 76 7 27 17 68 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.).____....-_short tons__ 4 Lo _eee ee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee Lithium minerals__-...2...2...--._____._._.___.__-do.__.. Ww WwW Ww WwW 150 9) Ww Ww ica: 
Scrap__...-.---------- 2 -d0___- Ww Ww 996 32 WwW Ww WwW WwW 2 Sheet___.__.- 2-22 -.--_pounds_- 10,000 (5) ween een ne eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee ene eee 7 Petroleum (crude). _.---..._._-.thousand 42-gallon barrels. 215 428 247 495 219 438 239 479 2 Sand and gravel____._..._..._...__.___thousand short tons... 20,806 16,313 18,770 18,641 13 ,998 14,155 18 , 630 13 ,585 = Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

> thousand troy ounces__ 117 150 133 172 129 167 110 142 re Stone___.-_--__....__....._...__..__thousand short tons... 2,794 7,339 2,118 6,245 1,554 5,387 2,186 7,995 ” Uranium ore___________._.._.________.._.__... short tons... 72,088 1,931 110,147 1,551 44,738 3038 WwW WwW r Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Lime, molybdenum 
° (1964-66), tin (1966), vanadium, and values indicated by 
Pe symbol W____-____-_-- 2 xX 366 xX 608 xX 762 XX 1,158 bo I Rg 

oO Total______-- 2 xx 54,116 XX 52 , 824 XxX 50,175 XxX 52, 707 c) 
I 

‘ 

TENNESSEE 5 
emer 

aD Barite.--------------------------~---thousand short tons__ 24 $404 89 $519 31 $442 29 $412 > ement: 
Portland..___.-.......-.-. thousand 376-pound barrels__ 8 , 283 26,760 8,348 26,791 8,724 27,535 8,177 25,718 Masonry______..-.-.___.. thousand 280-pound barrels. _ 1,161 8,079 1,212 3,228 1,185 3,140 1,095 2,822 Clays__---.----._-..._..........._-.thousand short tons. 31,288 35,248 31,310 35,576 1,495 6,103 31,359 34,909 Coal (bituminous)____._.._.________._____....._...do.__. 6,121 22 ,689 5,990 22 ,674 5, 865 20,930 6,309 23 , 763 Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___.____short tons. 13,717 8,450 13 ,889 9,056 14 , 823 10,495 15,410 11,148 Gem stones_____.-----2 22 --_e__ NA (5) anon enn n ee fee eee ee eee eee eee Lee Le Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.).._._.___troy ounces__ 137 5 133 5 122 4 141 5 Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._.....___short tons_. ___........ ....._..... wane een e fee eee eee Le eee eee 181 55 Natural gas__.__..-.._......_____.___.._million cubic feet... 90 17 77 15 85 160 _- eee eee Lee ee Petroleum (crude)____-.-._...-.thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 16 Ww 10 Ww 11 WwW 7 WwW Phosphate rock_.______..__________._thousand short tons... 2,634 17,876 2,784 18,971 2,954 22,296 3,125 23 , 886 Sand and gravel______.________________.__.__......do_... 7,613 9 , 443 7,972 10,245 8,193 10,690 8,628 11,142 Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces__ 108 138 91 117 94 122 101 130 Stone____-_-_________.____.__.______thousand short tons_. 26,825 38,1138 426,497 438,239 428 , 888 438, 859 431,260 441,432 Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._.______.__short tons_. 95 , 847 22 ,045 115 ,948 31,536 122 ,387 35 , 737 103 ,117 29 ,904



Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clay (fuller’s earth) 
(1963-64, 1966), iron ore (1963), lime, pyrites, stone (crushed 
sandstone 1964-66), and values indicated by symbol W_ -_- ___ xX 6,458 XxX ~ 6,993 XX 6,572 xx 7,258 

Total____..-..----.- eee xx 160,725 xX 178 ,965 xX 182 ,941 xX 182 , 584 

TEXAS 

Cement: 
Portland. ..__-.-_---.--..thousand 376-pound barrels. - 29 ,104 $92 , 734 80,030 $94 , 492 30,820 $97 ,598 30,827 $97 ,188 
Masonry..__--------------thousand 280-pound barrels -- 930 2,858 930 2,805 968 3,011 884 2,872 

, Clays___....._...___....-----------thousand short tons__ 34,199 36,849 34,156 36,695 4,469 6,865 4,516 7,187 
Gem stones. _._.---.-----.------.----------------------- NA 150 NA 140 NA 150 NA 150 
Gypsum____.--------.---.-----------thousand short tons-_-_ 1,099 3,999 1,131 4,049 1,045 3,794 899 3,258 
Helium: Crude______.....------------thousand cubie feet-. 679,400 6,997 1,026,504 10,381 1,015,708 10,330 1,080,500 10,605 

Grade A_.-_.___--.-------..-.---------------.do__.- 349 ,100 12,218 358 , 747 11,107 350,000 12 ,250 364,100 12,744 
Lime. _._.-----.-..-------.------...-thousand short tons-- 1,131 13 , 026 1,350 17,201 1,338 19 ,663 1,473 18 ,696 
Natural gas___.---_.-......._--..----. million cubic feet__ 6,205,034 775,629 6,490,202 809,180 6,686,555 858,396 6,953,790 903 ,993 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products___thousand gallons... 3,320,416 218,975 3,512,460 282,245 3,772,471 256,959 3,890,267 269 ,332 
LP gases._.___--------.-----.---.-------------do.... 5,366,831 169,695 5,521,236 167,492 5,847,601 204,666 6,359,870 260,755 4 

Perlite._..._._.-_-.---.--.---.------.----------short tons_. .2---- eee Lee 800 3 1,000 8 WwW WwW > 
Petroleum (crude).....-..--.--. thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 977,835 2,908,380 989,525 2,928,994 1,000,749 2,962,119 1,057,706 3,141,387 | 
Salt__.._..........-......__....__.-_thousand short tons _- 5,965 22355 6,410 28,797 6,964 30,771 7,724 33,797 = 
Sand and gravel___________-_-.-__----.---------_..-d0___- 33 , 256 36 ,311 29,155 33 ,3894 82,649 36 ,075 26 ,222 31,313 tJ 
Stone_____________-_-____ 22 -do__ 43,142 54,007 40,240 52,070 39 520 53,659 43,578 56 , 659 be 
Sulfur (Frasch process).._._.---...---.--thousand long tons-_. 2,550 50,109 3,302 65 , 780 3,674 r 83 ,282 3,703 96 ,820 2 
Tale and soapstone____.-.-.-.-..-----------.--short tons_- 72 ,658 368 89 ,334 395 64,211 204 102 ,399 367 = 
Values of items that cannot be disclosed: Native asphalt, on 

barite, bromine, clays (fuller’s earth 1963-65, kaolin 1964), Cc 
coal (lignite), graphite, iron ore, magnesium chloride (for 2 
metal), magnesium compounds (except for metal), mercury 2 
(1965-66), pumice, sodium sulfate, uranium ore, and values > 
indicated by symbol W__.__.......---_------------------ XxX 62,777 XxX 83,604 XX t 78 328 xX 72,627 je 

Total__._._-_------------------------------ +--+ XX 14,487,487 XX 4,548,824 XX «14,718,128 xX 5,019, 750 

UTAH . 

Carbon dioxide, natural____.._..-.-...thousand cubic feet_-. 100,895 $7 96 , 432 $7 86,201 $6 94,006 $7 
Clays 3_______-...-.......--..._--.._thousand short tons-_- 125 470 127 330 149 332 . 89 252 
Coal (bituminous). _.--...-----------------------.-d0o_~-. 4,360 22,755 4,720 83 ,184 4,992 81,811 4,635 26,763 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__.._._-_short tons__ 2038 ,095 125,107 199 , 588 130,131 259 ,138 183 , 470 265 ,383 191,978 
Fluorspar.__.-.-.----------------------_-.-.-short tons_- 247 7 Ww WwW Ww Ww Ww WwW 
Gem stones.__._..._.-----.---------------~------------- NA 75 NA 15 NA 15 NA 75 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)......._.troy ounces_-. 285 ,907 10,007 287 ,674 10 ,069 426 ,299 14,921 438 , 736 15,356 
Iron ore (usable) ._........thousand long tons, gross weight. 1,881 12,900 2,082 14,306 2,139 14,229 1,956 13 ,478 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.)____._..__short tons_- 45 ,028 9,726 40 ,249 10,545 37 , 700 11, 762 64,124 19 ,385 
Lime_____..-_-------.----.----------thousand short tons_- 156 2,668 168 2,917 189 8,470 200 8,640 
Natural gas....-......---s0e.22-..-.-.--Million cubic feet. 77,122 14,086 79,739 10,904 71,616 8 , 952 69 ,866 8,809 
Perlite. _- short tons.” 1,818 Fa 2/008 ‘12 W W W W 
Petroleum (crude).........-....-.thousand 42-gallon barrels... 3y 436 90,943 28,575 74, 867 25,298 66 , 045 24,112 638 , 760 
Pumice______________.._.....__.__.__thousand short tons. - 28 46 Ww Ww WwW WwW WwW WwW 

See footnotes at end of table. rd



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued S 

a 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

eg SU SUISSE 

UTAH—Continued 

Salt_._-__..-.---..------...-._--...-thousand short tons-- 825 $3 , 462 871 $3 , 848 384 $3 ,591 427 $3 , 770 
Sand and gravel____________-_--_.-----------------do_-_-_- 11,709 10,408 10,218 10,405 10,082 10,464 12 ,368 12 ,937 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces. - 4,791 6,128 4,552 5,886 5,636 7,287 7,755 10 ,028 
Stone______.---------------------,--thousand short tons_ - 2,346 4,040 3,105 6,930 r 2,328 14,765 2,246 4,269 
Sulfur ore_____________..._____..._long tons, gross weight_. __.-_-----  ---------- ----------  ---------- 2,156 8 _-----.--- ----------- 
Uranium ore__....._...-_----------------.----short tons_- 743 , 792 28 , 852 761,180 26 ,385 377 ,989 9,014 236 , 860 5,169 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate)_____--.do-~_- 382 WwW 405 1,214 387 1,353 353 1,519 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__..--------.--do-_-_-- 36,179 8,321 31,428 8,548 27,747 8,102 37 ,323 10,824 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asphalt (gilsonite), S 

beryllium (1963), cement, clays (fire clay, kaolin 1965-66), 2 
gypsum, magnesium chloride for metal (1966), molybdenum, . tH 
natural gas liquids, phosphate rock, potassium salts, pyrites a 
(1966), and values indicated by symbol W_.-------------- xX 40 ,458 . xX 40 , 867 xx 51,939 xX 52 ,243 m 

Total________._.___-_--_-- eee --- xx 385 , 423 xX 391 , 430 xX t 431,591 xX 444 ,262 o 
eee ooo eee = 

VERMONT 

Peat___________.__..________.____.______-_-___-short tons.. __ 22-22-20 --_--- ee. 286 $4 780 $3 333 $5 w 
Sand and gravel________.___.__..____-._thousand short tons_- 2,375 $1,410 1,764 1,494 2,084 1,670 2,323 1,744 2 
Stone_.______________--_ eee - dO. 2,159 19 ,193 2,070 20, 652 2,591 21,564 2,650 19 ,926 x 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asbestos, clays, gem . 

stones, lime, and tale________________-_-.--------------- xX 3,788 xx 3,977 xX 4,155 xX 4,235 — 
EY oOo | 

Total__.-.______-________ eee eee eee xX 24,391 xX 26,127 xx 27,392 xx 25,910 aa 

VIRGINIA 

Clays____________-_--_-----------.--thousand short tons__ 1,410 $1,558 1,440 $1,614 1,415 $1,657 1,486 $1,813 
Coal (bituminous)_____._._______-______--__.-__._-_---do___- 30,531 120 ,972 31,654 123 ,128 34,053 139 ,291 35,565 - 153,341 
Gem stones_______-_-__- ~~ eee eee NA 6 NA 6 NA 7 NA qT 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____._._.-_short tons_- 3,500 756 3,857 1,010 3,651 1,139 3,078 930 
Lime______ ee ----_-- thousand short tons_- . 639 8,058 780 9,781 847 10 , 584 840 10 , 486 
Natural gas________.__._.._..__..--.._-million cubic feet __ 2,085 488 1,600 479 3,152 942 4,249 1,275 
Petroleum (crude)______.__._..-thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 3 WwW 6 Ww 4 WwW 1 WwW 
Sand and gravel_______.___.....__..--thousand short tons_-_ 10,400 17 , 752 10,588 13 , 722 15 ,322 18,019 17,191 16 ,635 
Soapstone_____....,--------------------------short tons_- 3,696 9 3,775 9 3,549 9 3,989 10 
Stone___......----=-----_-----------thousand short tons_- 27,658 45 ,529 30 , 407 52,153 36,350 59 ,397 34,151 55,550 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 19_____.____short tons_-_ 23 ,988 5,725 21,004 5, 700 20,491 5,942 17 , 666 5,123 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, feldspar, 

gypsum, iron ore (pigment materials), kyanite, salt, titanium 
concentrate, and values indicated by symbol W__._..___--- xx 28 ,211 xx 29,818 XX 30,990 XxX 29 ,127 

Total_.__-_-_._ eee eee xX 229 , 064 xX 237,415 ».@.¢ 267 ,9T7 xX 274,297



WASHINGTON 

Barite_.......-....-..__-.__._..-.-_-_thousand short tons... -.._.--.-. _.---- wee eee Ln eee (5) $1 _L_ LeeLee LLL Lele 
Carbon dioxide._____._______._._..___ thousand cubic feet__ W W W W 11,848 3 WwW W 
ement: 

Portland___._...._.-._.._thousand 376-pound barrels__ W W W WwW 6,258 22,351 6,820 $24 ,340 
Masonry____...._.___-.-.-thousand 280-pound barrels__ WwW WwW Ww WwW 62 201 60 187 

Clay 3____.._........_._..._._.___.- thousand short tons__ 134 $123 128 $119 162 211 185 249 
Coal (bituminous)__.__..__-.-__.-.--.----.-_..-.-.-do___- 190 1,380 68 575 55 497 59 514 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..._..-short tons_- WwW WwW 35 23 30 21 34 25 
Gem stones______.____..------------- eee NA WwW NA W NA 75 NA 75 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._.._..__-short tons__ 5,374 1,161 5,731 1,502 6,328 1,974 5,859 1,771 
Peat____.__.____-.-------_----- eee - do. 37,248 188 35,609 170 29 , 729 131 25,599 136 
Sand and gravel__________._.-._...--..thousand short tons_- 22,760 20,490 31,920 25,971 31,301 27 , 234 29 ,002 26 , 806 
Stone_.___-__--_-___---------- ee do 12 ,934 16 ,346 10 , 498 15 ,204 12 ,461 17 , 446 13 ,250 20,273 
Tale and soapstone._____.-_..-.-.._----._-..-_-short tons_- 2,969 18 2,680 18 2,861 17 3,880 22 
Uranium ore_____._-.-_.----.-_--_------------~----do____ 117 ,286 2,545 147 , 005 3,601 73,495 1,871 WwW WwW 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)...._.._._.__..-do___- 22 ,270 5,122 24,296 6,609 22 ,230 6,491 24,772 7,184 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stones (1963), 

clays (fire clay, bentonite 1965), diatomite, epsom salts 
(1963), gold, gypsum (1966), lime, pumice, magnesite, mer- 4 
cury (1965), olivine, silver, tungsten (1965), vanadium > 
(1966), and values indicated by symbol W_____.___.____-- xX 24,057 xX 27,518 XX 7,648 XxX 7,510 4] 

i in i a i —_— 

Total......_-_------ eee xx 71,430 XxX 81,310 xx 86,172 xX 89 , 092 4 

WEST VIRGINIA > 

Clays____._-___._-.-___-.-_-_._..._-thousand short tons__ 414 $2 ,044 3261 3 $309 3 289 3 $328 3 300 3 $334 a 
Coal (bituminous)______.._.-_________.--..___..---do_-_- 132 , 568 634 , 794 141 , 409 693 , 572 149 ,191 726 ,096 149 ,681 753,851 z 
Lime..____.----------.--_---------------.-------.-d0___. WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 240 3,492 
Natural gas_____._._.__.-_.___-_._-__--million cubic feet_- 210 , 223 55,919 202 ,765 50 , 968 207 , 416 48 , 743 211,610 49 ,940 = 
Petroleum (crude).___._____..__thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 3,350 13 ,367 3,370 12,975 3,530 13,591 3,674 14,623 < 
Salt... -----_-_-_-_-.---.-_._._-. thousand short tons__ WwW WwW 1,083 3,666 1,153 5,539 1,147 5,446 e 
Sand and gravel______._-_-_..---_-.--------.--_-_-do___- 4,808 10,578 5,472 11,555 5 , 2538 11,480 5,448 11,569 
Stone 4____-_-_------- do 9,452 14,489 7,481 13,105 8,482 14,587 9,738 16,354 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Calcium-magnesium 

chloride, cement, clay (fire clay 1964-66), gem stones, 
natural gas liquids, stone (dimension sandstone) and values 
indicated by symbol W_._-____.__-_--____-__-_---------- xxX 37,051 xX 36,541 xX 39 ,240 xX 36,191 

Total_....-...-...---.-_-_-----------------_------- xX 768 ,242 xX 822,691 xx 859 , 604 xx 891,800 

WISCONSIN 

Abrasive stones___________-_-_____-_---_-._.--_short tons__ 561 $21 WwW WwW W a 
Clays__..-_-...-.-..___-_-.-.__....-thousand short tons__ 111 140 119 $147 119 $147 123 $148 
Iron ore (usable)_.._......_thousand long tons, gross weight. - 938 W 524 WwW 141 W ieee eee eee eee eee 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._________short tons__ 1,116 241 1,742 456 1,645 518 1,694 512 
Lime__...-.-.-.._..-_----.--.___----_-thousand short tons__ W WwW WwW WwW 197 3,076 204 3,186 
Peat__.. 2-2 eee -------Short tons__ 2,667 136 3,261 186 8,090 122 2,879 164 
Sand and gravel..._-................-.-thousand short tons__ 35,363 24,8638 34,848 24,695 38,751 27,707 41,523 30,713 

See footnotes at end of table. =



Table 5.—Mineral production ! in the United States, by States—Continued 3 

1963 1964 1965 1966 . 

Mineral Value Value Value ; Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

WISCONSIN— Continued 

Stone__________-_-__...-_-.-___.--..thousand short tons_-_ 18 ,583 $18 , 744 13,901 $20 , 232 15,344 $21 ,924 16 ,150 $28, 73° 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_........__short tons__ 15,114 3,476 26 ,278 7,148 26,993 7,882 24,775 7,18 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stones (tube- . 

mill liners, 1963-66), cement, gem stones, and values in- 
dicated by symbol W___-._-_____-_-_-_---_-------_-_--- xx 19 ,220 xX 17,193 xX 11,628 xx 10 ,367 

Total___._-.--- 2 eee eee xX 66 , 841 xx 70,007 xX 72,999 xX 76,010 

TTT 
WYOMING 2 

. ee psi 

Clays_____.___-__.-.......__..._.-..-thousand short tons__ 1,187 $12 ,385 1,271 $12 ,816 1,352 $13 , 633 1,559 $15 ,874 e 
Coal (bituminous)_____._......._._.-.-.-. .-.-_.__do____ 3,124 9,922 3,101 9,774 3,260 10,150 3,670 11,840 DF 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.).__..._.short tons__ ___._----2 22 Le eee 5 3 6 4 Lee eee 
Gem stones________________________-___-_-_-_-_-e eee NA 110 NA 120 NA 120 NA 120 s 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._..._..__troy ounces. _ 4 (5) 6 (5) 3 (5) ween eee eee eee eee > 
Iron ore (usable)..._._._.._._thousand long tons, gross weight_ _ 1,604 17,504 2,056 24 , 543 2,087 25,198 1,978 19 , 700 xm 
Natural gas___.__._..._.__._.._...___..____-million cubic feet__ 209 , 060 29 , 687 231,618 29 ,808 235 , 849 31,840 243 ,381 35,290 oo 
Natural gas liquids: o 

Natural gasoline. _.____._._____..____thousand gallons__ 86 ,014 5,523 86 ,803 5,607 95,093 6,195 96 ,372 6,281 © 
LP gases__.....__......--.------_--__--------_-do____ 150, 437 6,203 ' 152,982 6,433 143 ,331 6,020 166 , 080 7,308 a 

Petroleum (crude)_____......_...thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 144,407 361,018 138 , 752 351,043 138 ,314 345,785 134,470 344 , 243 i 
Sand and gravel. _....-__----_..-_-..----_--..-_-_-.-do___- 7,901 7,874 5 , 6382 5,936 7,996 8,373 7,187 7,496 Oo 
Stone______-- eee doe 1,940 2,991 2,154 3,671 1,594 2,791 1,393 2,560 m 
Uranium ore_____...__...-_-.-_--.-.-.-_-_---.-_short tons__ '1,141,069 123,248 1,188,754 238,321 1,048,176 17,758 1,082,197 18 ,160 > 
Vanadium (recoverable in ore and concentrate)___...__do___- WwW 435 WwW 359 WwW 444 WwW 555 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Beryllium concen- 

trate (1963-65), cement, feldspar (1965-66), gypsum, lime, 
phosphate rock, pumice (1963-64), silver (1964-65), sodium 
carbonates and sulfates, vermiculite (1963), and values in- 
dicated by symbol W.__.____.__-_.__----------- ee ee xX 24,736 xX 26 , 822 xX 30,241 xx 36,379 

Total_...-2 2 eee ee xx t 501,636 xx 500 , 256 xX 498 , 552 xX 505 ,806 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
2 Excludes certain cement, included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
8 Excludes certain clays, included with “‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
4 Excludes certain stone, included with ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
5 Less than 4 unit. 
6 Includes 750 tons of low-grade beryllium ore in 1963. 
7 Excludes shipments from Nye Metals, Inc., included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.’’



8 Final figure, supersedes figure given in commodity section. 
® Excludes salt in brine, included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ ; 
10 Recoverable zinc valued at the yearly average price of Prime Western slab zinc, East St. Louis market. Represents value established after transportation, smelting and 

manufacturing charges have been added to the value of ore at mine. 
11 Grinding pebbles: tube-mill liners included with ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.’’ 
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Table 6.—Mineral production ! in the Canal Zone and islands administered by the United States? Ne 
a 

1968 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

American Samoa: ------- thousand short tons. 8 eee eee cee ee ce 17 $22 
Sand and gravel. ___----------------------------do___- 77 $193 22 $20 60 $55 20 18 
Stone__.._______--_---------------- ee - dO 944 2,351 157 234 60 60 12 12 

Total__..______----------------------- eee eee eee eee xX 2,544 xX 254 xX 115 xx 52 

C 1Z : 
a Sand and gravel..._...-----.-----thousand short tons__ 84 87 84 82 83 85 72 91 

Stone (crushed)__--.---------------------------do___- 162 281 153 349 153 366 114 267 2 

Total___._.__-_---------------- eee eee eee eee xx 368 XxX 431 xX “A451 xX 358 2 
Canton: Stone (crushed). _____--_--_..thousand short tons__ 2 6 eee eee Lee eee eee eee eee eee Lee eee tx 
Guam: Stone_________----_--.-----------__--_-----do___. 307 439 469 868 483 925 900 1,396 a 
Virgin Islands: Stone (crushed)__.---.-.---.-----.---do.__- 66 329 69 342 68 302 88 303 m 
Wake: Stone (crushed)_-_--------------------_--.--do___- 9 51 2 5 1 4 11 66 wn 

Eee a 
be 

XX Not applicable. . > | 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). za 
2 Production data for Canton and Wake furnished by U.S. Department of Commerce, Civil Aeronautics Administration; Guam, by the Government of Guam: American 5 

Samoa, by the Government of American Samoa. 6 

x 

Table 7.—Mineral production ! in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico S 
oN 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

me SSSFSeSsSSSSesFSeeeSeeeeeeeeeeeeeeE 

Cement_________._-_--._._-_._thousand 376-pound barrels__ 7,217 $22 ,090 7,926 $23 ,879 7,284 $23 ,415 7,603 $24,277 
Clays__..-__-----....__._._..........thousand short tons__- 200 158 341 271 357 288 350 271 
Lime______-.-.-------_---- eee dole 4 103 18 574 27 867 30 960 
Salt_________--_- 22 eee do_ 8 131 5 74 8 138 11 183 
Sand and gravel_______________2__-_ eee doi. _- 7,616 10 ,407 7,816 11,492 8,147 12,405 9,879 14,554 
Stone... 0-2 eee eee ___-do___. 5,334 8,237 5,504 8,586 5,344 9,111 5, 732 10,541 

Total__.___-_---2 2 eee xX 41,126 xx 44,876 xx 46 , 224 xX 50, 786 
gp rer 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers).



STATISTICAL SUMMARY 33 

Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products 
ene 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
eee 

Metals: 

Aluminum: 
Ingots, slabs, crude. __---______short tons__ 208 , 642 $92 ,533 188 , 240 $90,012 Serap___--_-.-.------------..____-do____ 38 , 547 12 ,452 A8 , 666 16,239 Plates, sheets, bars, ete_.....__.____do____ r 66,528 T 52,090 86 ,396 71,272 Castings and forgings___.___.___.__._do____ 2,256 6 , 669 2,524 8,592 

Antimony: Metals and alloys, crude______do____ 14 18 29 24 
Bauxite, including bauxite concentrates 

thousand long tons__ 147 10,7386 62 4,275 Aluminum sulfate__._-_..______short tons__ 15,641 501 22,059 652 
Other aluminum compounds_________do____ r 336,590 31,430 353 , 364 37,374 Beryllium______-.-_----------._____-pounds__ 119,761 624 61 ,254 1,083 

Bismuth: Metals and alloys______________do____ 341,868 940 89 ,382 226 Cadmium_________.._-------thousand pounds__ 73 195 379 795 
Chrome: 

Ore and concentrate: 
Exports__.__-...-thousand short tons__ 7 285 19 740 
Reexports.___-------._._.____-do___. 95 3,719 173 7,119 

Chromic acid. .._.-..-----________-do___- 1 574 1 482 
Ferrochrome.____..--..---_..___-_-do____ 12 3,021 4 1,870 

Cobalt____....-._---_-------thousand pounds_. 1,441 2,097 1,021 1,822 
Columbium metals, alloys and other forms 

thousand pounds - 4 177 7 249 
Copper: 

Ore, concentrate, composition metal and 
unrefined copper (copper content) 

short tons__ 15,510 8,369 ° 2,149 927 
Refined copper and semimanufactures_do____ 379 ,498 317,338 319 ,314 338 , 184 Other copper manufactures__________do____ r 6,796 7,062 6,934 7,804 Copper sulfate or blue vitriol_______.do___- 2,135 1,288 3,563 1,725 
Copper base alloys_._____._.____.-__do____ 80,049 70,116 56,311 60 , 069 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferrosilicon_._.-_--.--.------_-..._do____ 4,585 1,755 5,812 2,004 

G la Phosphorous. - ----------------do.... 79,910 2,914 62 ,942 2,975 
old: 

Ore and base bullion___.______troy ounces__ 49 , 836 1,744 49,117 1,719 
Bullion, refined___.__.-.-_._.-.----do__-- 86,667,207 1,283,352 13,017,549 455,614 

Iron ore___-_-------------thousand long tons_- 7,085 80,418 7,779 92,157 
Iron and steel: Pig iron ___________-_short tons__ 28 , 225 1,665 12 ,122 731 

Iron and steel products (major): 
Semimanufactures________--_-_.do.___ 2,155,991 ™381,880 1,375,884 282,130 
Manufactured steel mill products_do-___ r 731,834 t 347 , 758 768 ,990 390 ,168 
Advanced products___..___.__.-do____ NA r 99,623 NA 120 ,435 

Iron and steel scrap: Ferrous scrap, including 
rerolling materials.__._....___.-short tons__ 6,248,728 199,745 5,880,925 177 , 461 

Lead: 
Pigs, bars, anodes. ___..___..__._.._.do____ 7,811 3,714 5,435 3,966 
Serap__------.--------------------do___- 3,793 757 498 165 

Magnesium: 
Metal and alloys and semimanufactured 

forms, n.e.c__-......__..__--short tons_- 18 ,320 11,525 15,448 10,240 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate_____....._....-do___- 14,150 1,387 16,487 1,491 
Ferromanganese._____.....---__.._-do____ 3,273 727 545 228 

Mercury: 
Exports____.-_---.-...-__76-pound flasks__ 7,543 5,031 357 197 
Reexports__-_---.-------.---.---_-do___- 494 316 476 280 

Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrates (molybdenum content) 

thousand pounds- - 24 ,096 44 ,282 29 , 768 54,765 
Metals and alloys, crude and scrap__-_do-___- 111 414 59 251 
Wire____._____--.---_---_---_____-do___- 23 631 19 624 
Semifabricated forms, n.e.c____.____.do____ 66 516 72 398 
Powder_.___--.-.______-.._-_.___-do____ 603 2,095 120 502 
Ferromolybdenum._-_.--..__...-...-do___- 12,229 t 4,983 2,200 4,085 

Nickel: 
Alloys and scrap (including Monel metal), 

ingots, bars, sheets, etc______-_short tons_. 116,553 26 ,437 21,485 38,597 
Catalysts.__...__....-_..--.--______do____ 2,547 6,064 3,135 6,589 
Nickel-chrome electric resistance wire_do-__- 380 1,914 475 2,203 
Semifabricated forms, n.e.c___._-_---do____ 1,455 r6,119 1,319 4,661 

Platinum: 
Ore, concentrate, metal and alloys in ingots, 

bars, sheets, anodes, and other forms, in- 
cluding scrap____._.-.-.--.troy ounces__ 72,925 9,838 102 ,031 13 ,414 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products—Continued 

. 1965 1966 

Mineral Value | Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Metals—Continued 

Platinum—Continued 
Palladium, rhodium, iridium, osmiridium, 

ruthenium, and osmium (metal and alloys 
including scrap)____.-------troy ounces. 30,172 3,758 103 , 425 6,711 

Platinum group manufactures, except jewelry_ NA 2,515 NA 3,794 
Rare earths: 

Cerium ore, metal, alloys and lighter flints 
pounds _. 54,151 — 221 61,620 209 

Silver: 
Ore and base bullion_thousand troy ounces -- 537 697 369 A476 
Bullion, refined. ___----------------do_--- 39,128 50, 727 85,169 110 , 057 

Tantalum: 
Ore, metal, and other forms 

thousand pounds -- 305 1,656 198 1,798 
Powder___------------------------d0o---- 25 757 51 1,564 

Tin: 
Ingots, pigs, bars, ete: 

Exports. .....-------------long tons- - ~ 2,605 10,078 1,866 6,985 
Reexports__..-----------------do-___- 224 880 981 3,849 

Tin scrap and other tin-bearing material 
except tinplate scrap___--_----long tons-- 1,354 1,220 7,233 1,957 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate__.._.___..-short tons- - 1,201 203 1,300 213 
Sponge (including iodide titanium) and scrap 
I 3 ich do---- 2,132 2,070 1,733 1,988 
ntermediate mill shapes_____...----do_--- 

Mill products, alll shapes. - ----------G0----} 605 5,144 1,371 9,585 
Dioxide and pigments_____._..-------do_-_-- 26,896 7,249 26,872 7,601 

Tungsten: Ore and concentrate: 
Exports______---------------------do-_--- 11 18 98 223 
Reexports_.__.--------------------do-_-_- 130 181 195 557 

Vanadium ore and concentrate, pentoxide, etc. 
(vanadium content)._.__._..thousand pounds -- 1,856 3,540 1,771 4,226 

Zine: 
Slabs, pigs, or blocks. _____-----short tons-- 5,939 1,765 1,406 749 
Sheets, plates, strips, or other forms n.e.c 

do. __. 5,120 3,051 4,921 3,198 
Serap (zine content)__.-.-._--------do_-__- 5,617 1,153 4,469 702 
Semifabricated forms, n.e.c___..-----do___- 2,764 1,931 1,768 1,207 

Zirconium: 
Ore and concentrate___._._.--------do_-_-- 1,761 287 2,311 326 
Metals and alloys and other forms. _pounds- - 2138 , 326 1,933 421,516 4,567 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Dust and powder of precious or semi-precious 
stones, including diamond dust and powder 

, thousand carats__ . 1,148 3,268 2,403 6,815 
Crushing bort____...--------------do---~- 2,003 7,317/ 58 325 
Industrial diamonds__--------------do---- \ 1,097 4,470 
Diamond grinding wheels___.--------do_--- 383 3,053 436 3 331 
Other natural and artificial, metallic abra- 

sives and products_._----.-------------- NA 36,780 NA 36,812 
Asbestos: Unmanufactured: 

Exports___.._.----------------short tons_- 42,995 15,271 46,690 5,712 
Reexports____.---------------------do-__- 131 23 306 51 

Boron: Borie acid, borates, crude and refined 
do__.. 174,016 16 , 922 207 ,359 20 ,682 

Cement_____._..-thousand 376-pounds barrels-_- 748 4,288 1,069 4,836 
Clays: 

Kaolin or china clay____-.-----short tons_- 192 ,875 6,244 258 , 408 8 , 443 
Fire clay___.___-------------------do---- 182 , 446 3 , 667 215,534 3,396 
Other clays____-.-.-----------------do--_-- 474 , 443 15, 828 605 , 625 19 ,354 

Fluorspar_____------------------------do-__-- 9,385 315 5, 732 301 
Graphite_____-.-__--__.------------.--do---- 3,196 419 3,161 428 
Gypsum: 

Crude, crushed or calcined 
thousand short tons-- 28 1,112 38 1,458 

Manufactures, n.e.c____-_-_--------------- NA 920 NA 1,216 
Kyanite and allied minerals__-_____.-short tons -_- 10,238 732 17,339 1,131 
Lime____.__._-....--------_-_---_.----do_-_- 40 ,086 942 59 , 848 1,195 
Mica sheet, waste and scrap and ground_pounds__ 7,802,539 589 10,810,194 929 

Manufactured_____._____________---do___-_ 523 ,338 1,685 537,556 1,612 
Mineral-earth pigments: Iron oxide, natural and 
manufactured__________________-short tons__ 4,656 1,380 4,753 1,307 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 8.—U.S. exports of principal minerals and products—Continued 

ee 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

eee 

Nonmetals—Continued . 
Nitrogen compounds (major) 

thousand short tons_- 1,638 88,421 2,794 154,559 
Phosphate rock_.__.-.-..---.____._-._-do____ r 7,474 r 66,558 9,255 85,335 
Phosphatic fertilizers (superphosphates) __do____ r 631 t 32,147 763 40,705 
Pigments and compounds (lead and zinc): 

Lead pigments__.__.._.___..__short tons__ 2,286 890 2,599 1,044 
Zine pigments_______...--.._______do___-_ 3,269 1,005 6,650 - 1,733 

Potash: 
Fertilizer __._._-._-----_--__--_---.-do--_. 1,052,305 33,809 1,024,996 32,3867 
Chemical___._..___._----___-_____--do_._- 46 , 289 8,685 28 , 489 5,292 

Quartz, natural, quartzite, cryolite, and chiolite 
Salt do._._ 4,362 848 2,779 472 
alt: 

Crude and refined____.thousand short tons__ 688 4,285 662 4,472 
Shipments to noncontiguous Territories 

do.__- 16 1,263 10 805 
Sodium and sodium compounds: 

Sodium sulfate__.___........___....do____ 13 415 28 179 
P Sodium carbonate__-_.-_-__.___--..do____ 277 9,030 346 12,249 

. tone: 

Dolomite, block... __....__......__.-do___- 253 2,082 101 1,692 
Limestone, crushed, ground, broken.._do-_--_- 1,165 2,905 1,207 3,500 
Marble and other building and monumental 

thousand cubic feet _- r 264 71,259 NA 1,104 
Stone, crushed, ground, broken 

thousand short tons__ 73 1,955 276 3,406 
Manufactures of stone________-.-__-___-__ NA 1,480 NA 1,432 

Sulfur: 
Crude__-_.._.____.-.-.thousand long tons_- 2,624 64,278 2,326 78 , 759 
Crushed, ground, flowers of___._____._do___- ri 1,271 47 3,464 

Talc, crude and ground__..__._.____short tons__ 69 ,597 3,486 70,377 3,917 
Mineral fuels: 

Carbon black___........__-.-thousand pounds__ 274,608 26 ,658 297,281 28 ,40T 
oal: 

Anthracite_.__._.._._thousand short tons_-_ 851 11,488 766 9,755 
Bituminous______------.....-_-_.--do___- 50,181 465,314 49 ,302 457 899 
Briquets._..__.-----..------.___--do____ 89 1,149 120 2,182 
Coke____.--------------------_-.-do____ 834 16 ,307 1,102 23,415 

Petroleum: 
Crude.___.._--_...-.-_--thousand barrels __ 1,004 2,841 1,478 4,130 
Gasoline__.___..---.-.....-._.-..._do___- 3 , 820 24,371 2,369 14,274 
Jet__.--.-_---------__ + _____--__-do___- 154 621 118 548 
Naphtha___-.--_--.-..--___-______do___- 1,545 16 , 842 1,982 22 , 232 
Kerosine_ ___.--...------_-_--.--_-do___- 166 1,275 249 2,214 
Distillate oil. --.....-...-..._.._._-do___- 5,042 17,576 6,251 18 , 407 
Residual oil___._-.._-..___.________-do___- 115,052 r 34,141 13 ,275 29 ,102 
Lubricating oil_....__....-.-_.._.____-do-___ 14,191 165 ,135 14,767 189 , 648 
Asphalt__.-_-----.--.-----.---_---do.__- r 356 r 3,029 434 3,705 
Liquefied petroleum gases__________-do___- 7,511 27,231 8,171 30, 007 
Wax___-.--------- ee -do____ r1,650 r 30,110 1,877 36 , 028 
Coke__.___----.----.--_----_.-__.-do___- 13 , 263 42 ,027 16,235 49 ,604 
Petrochemical feedstocks_.___.......do___-_ 1,944 11,700 2,698 14,894 
Miscellaneous. __-...._._..---.._.._-do___- 1,333 20,086 1,357 37,074 

1Revised. NA_ Not available.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Metal__...-------------.-_---short tons-- r525,021 «$217,244 520 ,938 $216 ,977 
Serap____-------------------------do---- 27,029 8,482 33 ,616 10,782 
Plates, sheets, bars, etc______._-----do---- T 68 ,235 r 39,833 124,106 76,887 

Antimony: 
Ore (antimony content)____._._-----do__-- 10 ,360 4,310 12 ,460 4,754 
Needle or liquated.____-.--_-__-_---.do___. 23 18 63 42 
Metal__._.-_-.----------------------do--~~- 2,650 2,112 2,767 2,031 
Oxide____-------------------------d0--_- 2,173 1,798 5,383 3,998 

Arsenic: White (As2O3 content)__.___.__.do____ 15,525 1,271 18,675 1,477 
Bauxite: Crude__...__-----thousand long tons_- r11,199 142 ,989 11,529 147 ,335 
Beryllium ore___--.---------------short tons_- 7,791 2,056 2,147 581 
Bismuth (general imports)_..._.------pounds._ 1,378,147 3,506 1,681,472 6,243 
Boron carbide___._.-_-.------------------do~--- 13,801 48 183 ,321 513 
Cadmium: 

Metal_______.______-_--.-thousand pounds_-_ 2,121 t 4,668 3,358 6,813 
Flue dust (cuamium content)__.--...do____. 1,531 1,521 1,181 989 

Calcium: 
Metal__..._--.-.----------------pounds-- 28,219 28 85,941 72 
Chloride__._.-_.--------------short tons_- 3,658 100 2,477 76 

Chromate: 
Ore and concentrate (Cr2O3 content) 

thousand short tons__ 685 25 , 239 841 30,379 
Ferrochrome (chromium content)_.__.do___-_ r 36 13 ,236 66 22,076 
Metal________---.-_.--.._------..-do____ 1 1,522 2 3,739 

Cobalt: 
Metal____._.____..-_..-thousand pounds_-_ 14,846 23 , 132 17,871 27,734 
Oxide (gross weight)___._-_-.-.....-do___- 947 1,011 1,279 1,411 

, Salts and compounds (gross weight) _.do-_-_-_ 1186 r179 150 81 
Columbium ore_..__-.-.-------------.-do__.. 4,892 2,712 9,278 5,678 
Copper: (copper content) 

Ore and concentrates____.____.--short tons__ 1,441 117 6,843 4,118 
Regulus, black, coarse..._.-...-----do__.. 83 72 117 ; 85 
Unrefined, black, blister_.........-.-do_ ~~ 75,122 45 ,262 337 ,955 272 ,996 
Refined in ingots, ete________-_-__--do___~- 103 ,269 70,937 77,783 63 , 654 
Old and scrap_._.___--------..-_-_-do___-_ 17,667 t 7,203 23 ,908 24 ,662 
Old and clippings_______-.--.--.-_-do___- 1,490 1,151 5,056 5, 846 

Kerroalloys: Ferrosilicon (silicon content). _do_-___ 4,558 1,606 13 ,133 4,610 
old: 

Ore and base bullion_..._.______troy ounces__ 292,167 10,199 333 ,119 11,698 
Bullion_____.____-_-__.-.---------do_-_.. 2,613,161 91,469 866 ,926 30 ,306 

Iron ore________..___-----thousand long tons-. 45,103 443 ,788 46 ,259 462 ,354 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron__.__._._-_..---------short tons_- 882 ,095 38,488 1,186,739 45,914 
Iron and steel products (major): 

Iron products_____-_.--------.-do____ 45 ,038 15,013 36 , 452 7,776 
Steel products____.-..---------do____ '10,594,576 11,228,370 11,007,018 1,273,730 

Serap__._...__--------------------do-_-_.. 193 , 482 6,999 390 ,205 7,672 
L giinplate. - ~~ ------2-2-2-2---------d0---- 18,988 451 16 ,450 535 
ead: . 

Ore, flue dust, matte (lead content)___do___-_ 128 , 933 26 ,923 63 , 850 13 , 871 
Base bullion (lead content)_______..-do_-__- 566 380 1,928 575 
Pigs and bars (lead content)_.___.-__do____ t 223 , 461 r 60,924 285,788 75 ,312 
Reclaimed, scrap, etc. (lead content)__do___-_ 3,612 793 3,956 886 
Sheets, pipe, and shot___..._.._.___-do_._- 880 273 919 283 
Babbitt metal and solder (lead content) 

do___- 986 8,129 731 3,203 
Manufactures_____-.-.-.--.-----._-do___- 512 329 1,087 277 

Magnesium: 
Metallic and scrap_____--_.--..___-do__-_- 2,551 1,101 3,265 1,613 
Alloys (magnesium content).________do___~_ 327 760 689 1,656 
Sheets, tubing, ribbons, wire and other forms 

(magnesium content)____._.-_.._-do____ 103 128 5 36 
Manganese: 

Ore (35 percent or more manganese) man- 
ganese content)._________-----..-do___-_ 1,825,709 109 , 747 1,261,490 77,047 

Ferromanganese (manganese content)_do-__-__ 198,118 31,486 194,563 32 ,261 
Mercury: 

Compounds_-_____-_-_---_---------pounds__ 47 , 808 186 16,340 94 
Metal________._..-...---76-pound flasks__ 16 ,238 7,614 31,364 12 ,322 

Minor metals: Selenium and salts_____-pounds__ 250 ,912 1,244 285,776 1,834 
ickel: 

Pigs, ingots, shot, cathodes. __--short tons__ r 132,559 r 202 , 822 112 , 836 170,726 
Serap__..__-----------------------do_-__ r1,163 r 873 941 709 
Oxide____________-_--____-----_-.-do___- r 13,600 r 14,990 7,711 7,967 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products—Continued 
A 

1965 1966 
eee 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

eee 

Metals—Continued 
Platinum group: 

Unrefined materials: 
Grains and nuggets, including crude, 

dust and residues_______troy ounces __ 57,696 r6,112 86,700 9 ,498 Sponge and scrap_________.____do____ 4 (1) 851 $6 
Osmiridium__._.__.......__.__-do___. 3,988 228 4,910 440 Refined metal: 
Platinum.__._.---.--._--------do___- t 317,000 t 32,448 272 ,482 31,655 
Palladium___....-.----_.--.---do___- 734,881 22 ,381 985 ,187 28 ,010 
Tridium_____.--------------_-_do____ 10,839 943 8,161 1,136 
Osmium___.-__--.--.--.---___-do___- 269 88 751 292 
Rhodium__----_-_-_-_-------..-do___- 39,768 6,762 65, 861 11,9384 
Ruthenium__.._____.______.___do____ 8,198 307 10,164 335 

Radium: 
Radioactive substitutes___________________ NA 2,816 NA 2,104 

Rare earths: Ferrocerium and other cerium alloys 
pounds _ 7,916 36 13 ,903 65 

Silver: 
Ore and base bullion_thousand troy ounces__ 47,831 56,065 35 ,992 43 , 601 
Bullion_...__----.-2--2 2 2 do____ 6,878 6,838 27 ,040 32,386 

Tantalum: Ore___.___-_.____thousand pounds__ 1,196 2,150 2,143 4, 782 
Tin: 

Ore (tin content)___.____.._____long tons_. 4,326 13 ,228 4,372 12 ,467 
Blocks, pigs, grains, ete______.._____do____ 40 ,816 159 ,506 41,699 152,761 
Dross, skimmings, scrap, residues, and tin 

alloys, n.s.p.f__._--__.._.____long tons__ 502 883 108 124 
Tinfoil, powder, flitters, ete._._____________ NA 261 NA 251 

Titanium: 
Ilmenite_.____.._._...________short tons__ T 166,315 r4,771 186 , 539 6,693 
Rutile______-----.-. 2-2 __-do____ r151,748 r10,114 151 , 482 8,494 
Metal_...-..-----.-------------pounds_._ 6,497,792 6,118 11,959,375 10,354 
Ferrotitanium.._..._.._-__...._..-do____ 33 ,919 12 60 , 461 a1 
Compounds and mixtures_____-_.__.do_.._ 99,503,628 18,259 96,465,373 17,495 

Tungsten: (tungsten content) 
Ore and concentrate_____thousand pounds__ r3,604 3,886 4,298 6,359 Metal________-_-----.-_---_-___-__do___- r 62 r186 335 666 | 
Ferrotungsten._.____..____.-___.__do____ 386 404 379 696 | 
Other alloys. ___-_._-..._________pounds__ 43 ,890 117 75 ,227 227 

Zine: 
Ore (zine content)_____.._______short tons__ 402 ,936 53,829 396 ,375 51,696 | 
Blocks, pigs, and slabs______________do____ r 153 ,957 t 42,605 280 ,307 75,624 
Sheets_____-_-------__----____..-.do____ 1,381 458 1,708 670 | 
Old, dross, and skimmings____._____.do____ 4,701 1,004 6,563 1,295 | 
Dust___...-.-----_-_.-_--_-_-_-_---__do____ 244 57 1,286 398 
Manufactures.__....._...__-____._______- NA r 481 NA 545 | 

Zirconium: Ore, including zirconium sand 
short tons __ 58 ,873 1,690 57,976 1,652 

Nonmetals: | 
Abrasives: Diamonds (industrial) 

thousand carats __ t 12,992 r 55,678 18 , 569 69,110 | 
Asbestos.____..-_..-.---.._____.-_-short tons__ 719 ,559 70 ,457 726 ,459 73,100 | 
Barite: 

Crude and ground ________________-do___- 712,713 5,563 699 ,045 5,766 | 
Witherite.______.._____...._..____do___- 72,569 112 2,138 100 
Chemicals_____._...-____.-__.-.__._do___- t 4,205 565 6,552 927 

Cement.___..._.-thousand 376-pounds barrels__ 5,505 13 ,523 7,066 17, 846 
Clays: 

Raw_.__.-.---_.-__--_-._-.__-_short tons _- 93 ,045 1,970 182 ,336 2,644 
Manufactured..___-.-.._..._______-do___-_ 4,826 168 6,359 238 

Cryolite_.______-__..--.--__---________do____ 24,011 2,009 31,655 3,199 
Feldspar: Crude_.._.--.-.--_.--_-__long tons_- 16 2 --u-e --.-- 
Fluorspar____........-..--_______-short tons_- 816,546 19 ,958 878 ,546 21 968 
Gem stones: 

Diamonds______......_.._thousand ecarats_- 3,160 307 ,285 3,485 373 ,776 
Emeralds_______-_----.-----.--_---do____ 190 5,397 220 6,025 
Other_____.---.__--_-------- 1 eee NA 41,167 NA 46 937 

Graphite___.__._.____________._-_-short tons_- 58 ,056 2,387 56,748 2,545 
Gypsum: 

Crude, ground, calcined 
thousand short tons-__ 5,912 11,913 5,481 15 , 852 

Manufactures_._.__.___.-----___---_--_- NA 1,415 NA 1,429 
Iodine, crude_____.._._..____.thousand pounds-- 2,847 2,476 7,138 5, 934 
Kyanite.___________..._._____.---short tons__ 4,047 167 3,405 141 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—U.S. imports for consumption of principal minerals and products—Continued 

a 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

an 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Lime: 

Hydrated_..___.--.----------short tons -- 532 10 203 5 
Other___________------------------do---- 215,816 2,590 151 , 703 1,772 
Dead-burned dolomite !__._------.--do-_--_- 59 , 519 2,385 43 ,637 2,038 

Magnesium: 
Magnesite______.------------------do_-_- 139,172 r 7,192 186,200 10,941 

Mi Compounds_--...------------------do-_--- 12 ,008 546 11,864 542 
ica: 

Uncut sheet and punch_..thousand pounds- - 2,116 2,142 3,247 3,993 
Serap_.____-----------------------do_~-- 3,043 71 2,642 71 
Manufactures_-_--------------------do__-- 19,942 16,541 7,535 6,670 

Mineral-earth pigments: Iron oxide pigments: . 
Natural____.._ -_._-------------short tons_- 2,978 155 3,662 200 
Synthetic___._-_-------------------do___- 10,071 1,748 15,234 2,626 
Ocher, crude and refined_.-_---..-.---do_-__- 186 14 146 8 
Siennas, crude and refined__-.-.--._-do__-- 1,025 105 1,192 145 
Umber, crude and refined.____------do-_--- 3,195 118 3, 762 135 
Vandyke brown--------------------do__-- 296 25 554 49 

Nitrogen compounds (major), including urea 
thousand short tons _- 1,512 71,743 1,561 75 ,9T4 

Phosphate, crude__.__.-.---------------do_-_-- 148 2,980 178 4,256 
Phosphatie fertilizers. __..--------------do---- 58 3,139 67 3, 740 
Pigments and salts: 

Lead pigments and compounds--short tons_- 24,571 6,183 30 , 497 7,353 
Zine pigments and compounds. -_----do_-_~- 17,731 3,482 18,649 3 , 633 

Potash_.____....-.-.-------------------do---- 1,866,750 52,675 2,589,112 71,9438 
Pumice: 

Crude or unmanufactured___.__.-.--do-_-- r9,956 99 9,393 91 
Wholly or partly manufactured __~__--do---- 180 , 768 509 273 ,338 723 
Manufactures, n.s.p.f._.------------------ NA 27 NA 25 

Quartz crystal (Brazillian pebble)___._--pounds._ 1,181,753 1,083 1,470,341 896 
Salt__._......__.__.-----thousand short tons_- 2,410 6,505 2,479 6,464 
Sand and gravel: 

Glass sand___..--------------------do__-- 11 39 18 95 
Other sand and gravel___.--..----..do___- 678 840 631 811 

Sodium sulfate_____......--.-----------do--_-- 273 4,763 237 3,981 
Stone and whiting_..___..--------------------- NA 20,414 NA 20 , 739 
Strontium: Mineral___.__-._..-.----short tons-- 9,741 221 11,517 267 
Sulfur and pyrites: 

Sulfur: 
Ores and other forms, n.e.s , 

thousand long tons -_- r1,486 t 27,298 1,514 33 ,525 
Pyrites_____._-------.-------------do---- 14 76 16 84 

Talc: Unmanufactured_.__.--..----short tons-- 21 , 022 r 867 21 ,908 834 
Mineral fuels: 

Carbon black: 
Acetylene_.____--------.--------pounds_. 6,359,080 1,094 7,058,926 1,185 

C ios black and carbon black. ___..-_-do_--- r 186,068 36 385 ,381 61 
oal: 

Bituminous, slack, culm, and lignite 
short tons__ 184 ,399 1,564 177 ,672 1,654 

Briquets_____---------------------do_--_- 12 ,621 205 10,856 163 
Coke______-_----------------------do-_--- 89 ,620 1,379 95,761 1,790 

Peat: 
Fertilizer grade_____..---..--------do---- 271 , 466 11,748 289 ,823 11,416 
Poultry and stable grade______.-__.-do_--_- 3,996 220 4,020 199 

Petroleum_____.._____------thousand barrels - - r900,772 12,148,595 939,162 2,206,606 
a 

tr Revised. 
NA Not available. 
1 Dead-burned basic refractory material consisting chiefly of magnesia and lime.
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and United States production of 
principal metals and minerals 

SSS 

1965 1966 P 
eee 

World United States World United States 
Mineral a 

Thousand short tons Percent Thousand short tons Percent 
(unless otherwise of (unless otherwise of 

stated) world stated) world 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black 
Coal thousand pounds__- NA 2,858,776 NA NA 2,571,552 NA oal: 

Bituminous__-..___-.---._ 72,059,588 509 ,045 25 2,106,089 530 , 001 25 Lignite..________________ r 815,720 8,048 = (2) 819 , 636 3,881 = (9) Pennsylvania anthracite___ r 213, 400 14,866 r7 209 ,200 12,941 6 
Coke (excluding breeze): 

Gashouse 2_______________ r 45,150 149 =) 43 ,340 168 
Oven and beehive________ r 340 ,088 66 , 854 20 338 , 980 67 , 402 20 Fuel briquets and packaged fuel r 127,300 369 = (1) 124,500 340!) . 

Natural gas (marketable) 
million cubic feet __ NA 16,039,753 NA NA 17,116,795 NA 

Peat..--_-.--- 2 r 189, 400 3604 8 (1) 188,800 611 (2) 
Petroleum (crude) 

thousand barrels__ 11,058,427 2,848,514 26 12,007,134 38,027,763 25 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos. -._--..------ 2 ___ r3,140 118 r4 3,350 126 4 Barite._...--------- 2 Lee 3,860 846 22 4,070 1,007 25 Cement ‘4__..thousand barrels_. 2,544,173 T 388 , 847 - 15 2,722,280 401 ,895 15 
China clay__.-._-_..-.__-______ NA 3,604 NA NA 4,385 NA Corundum_______._____.____. 11 _-na- a 11 ~---- --- 
Diamonds-_._-_thousand carats __ t 35,498 ----- --- 37,451 -o--e _—- Diatomite____.___._-__-______ r1,850 580 r31 1,845 580 31 Feldspar_.thousand long tons__ r1,930 625 r32 2,010 686 34 
Fluorspar____-_....-_._____- 3,110 241 8 3,280 253 8 Graphite__.-....-.____-______ r 680 WwW W 545 WwW WwW Gypsum_____.---_-___-_______ r 53,000 r 10,033 19 r 53,000 9,647 18 
Lime (sold or used by producers) NA 16,794 NA NA 18,057 NA 
Magnesite___________________ r10,425 W WwW 10,385 Ww Ww 
Mica (including scrap) 

thousand pounds-- 435 ,000 241 ,226 55 415 ,000 226 ,268 55 
Nitrogen, agricultural 4 5_____ __ r18,500 t 4,922 27 21,300 5,689 27 
Phosphate rock 

thousand long tons_-_ r 85,700 t 29,436 r 34 98 ,440 39 , 050 40 : Potash (K2O equivalent) ______ r15,100 3,140 21 16,200 3,320 20 
Pumice 6... r16,240 3,372 21 16,410 3,234 20 
Pyrites___thousand long tons_-_ 21,100 875 4 21,150 873 4 
Salt 4.200 ee 119,450 34,695 29 122,810 36 , 474 30 
Strontium ¢________._________ 16 ~---- _-- 13 ----- --- 
Sulfur, elemental 

thousand long tons_-_ 15,270 7,332 48 16,350 8,239 50 
Tale, pyrophyllite, and soap- 
stone______---._______ r 3,920 863 22 4,040 895 22 

Vermiculite 6._-._____________ T 380 249 r 66 382 262 69 
Metals, mine basis: 

Antimony (content of ore and 
concentrate. __._short tons__ r 66,700 845 1 65,800 927 1 

Arsenic, white 6&______________ r 66 W WwW 66 Ww Ww . Bauxite___thousand long tons__ r 36,970 1,654 T4 38 , 805 1,796 5 
Beryllium concentrate 

short tons_.- r74,900 WwW WwW 73,600 Ww w | Bismuth___.thousand pounds_-_ r 8,600 WwW W 8,600 Ww Ww 
Cadmium___thousand pounds-- r 26,100 9,671 r27 26 ,600 10,460 39 Chromite___..-_..-.-__2____- t 5,410 _-u-- — 5,450 _-u-- __- | Cobalt (contained)-_short tons_- r19,100 W WwW 22,100 w Ww | Columbium-tantalum concen- 

trates 6___thousand pounds-.- 114,545 ae a 27,065 -oaee _-- 
Copper (content of ore and 

concentrate) ___...___.______ r 5,590 1,352 24 5,855 1,429 24 
Gold_-_-thousand troy ounces__ r 46,700 1,705 4 47,100 1 , 803 4 
Iron ore__ thousand long tons__ r 608 , 202 t 87,439 ™14 618 ,609 90,147 15 
Lead (content of ore and con- 

centrate)._......__.______-_ r2,990 301 10 3,155 327 10 
Manganese ore (35 percent or 

more Mn)________________-_ r 19,485 29 4) 20 ,033 4 (4) 
Mercury 

thousand 76-pound flasks -- r 276 20 7 266 22 8 
Molybdenum (content of ore 

and concentrate) 
thousand pounds--_ r 115,200 17,372 67 143 , 800 90 , 532 63 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Comparison of world and United States production of 
principal metals and minerals—Continued 

a 

1965 1966 P 

World United States World United States 
Mineral TT 

. Thousand short tons Percent Thousand short tons Percent 
(unless otherwise of (unless otherwise of 

stated) world stated) world 
an nn nN 

Metals, mine basis—Continued 
Nickel (content of ore and 

concentrate). -------------- r 481 14 3 475 13 3 
Platinum groups (Pt, Pd, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces- - t2,970 35 1 2,950 51 2 
Silver__thousand troy ounces--_ r 254,100 39 , 806 16 253 , 000 43 ,669 17 

Tin (content of ore and con- 
centrate)____.---long tons_- r 199,800 47 () 208 , 000 97 Q)- 

Titanium concentrates: 
Timenite 6...__---------- 12,723 969 36 2,889 965 33 
Rutile 6.____--.--------- 243 W W 277 W W 

Tungsten concentrate (60 per- 
cent WO3).-.----short tons__ r 63,100 7,949 13 65 ,300 8,912 14 

. Vanadium (content of ore and 
concentrate) &_ _-_short tons-_- 9,083 5,226 r 58 9,300 — 5,166 56 

Zine (content of ore and con- 
eentrate)_._..------------+- r 4,695 611 13 4,920 573 12 

Metals, smelter basis: 
Aluminum____--------------- 7,415 2,754 37 8 ,025 2,968 37 
Copper.._.------------------ r6,100 1,434 24 6,440 1,581 25 
Iron, pig (including ferroalloys) r 369 , 495 91,016 25 382,167 94,000 25 
Lead______.-----.----------- 2,905 418 14 2,995 441 15 
Magnesium. ___---short tons -_- r 178,300 81,361 tT 46 175,200 79,794 46 
Selenium 6_._thousand pounds-. r1,789 540 r30 1,951 620 32 
Steel ingots and castings- ---.- r 506,850 131 , 462 26 524 ,040 134,073 26 
Tellurium ¢_thousand pounds--_ - £321 195 r61 340 199 59 
Tin_________.---.-long tons__ r 196,800 r 84,326 2 201 ,200 84,372 2 
Uranium oxide (U 308) 6 

short tons _- r 21,100 10, 442 r 49 19, 700 9,483 48 
Zine. ____..----------------- r 4,280 994 23 4,405 1,025 23 
en 

P Preliminary. r Revised. NA _ Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual com- 
pany confidential data. 

1 Less than 14 unit. 
2 Includes low- and medium-temperature and gashouse coke. 
3 Agricultural use only. 
4 Including Puerto Rico. 
5’ Year ended June 30 of year stated (United Nations). 
6 World total exclusive of U.S.S.R. 
7 Not including U.S. output which was very small, but withheld to avoid disclosing individual company 

confidential data. 
8 U.S. imports of tin concentrates (tin content).



HE t ® 6 e t 

mployment and Injuries in the 
Mi ndustri ineral Industries 

By Forrest T. Moyer * 

The safety record of the mineral and worse but the injury-severity rate was more 
mineral-fuel mining and processing indus- favorable than in 1965. 
tries in 1966 was improved slightly for the There were fewer fatal work injuries in 
second consecutive year as indicated by re- 1966 in the coal, nonmetal, sand and grav- 
duced injury-frequency and injury-severity el, coke, slag, and nonferrous smelting in- 
rates. The overall operating activity was  dustries. However, these improvements 
higher in 1966, as measured by the in- were more than _ offset by increased 
creased number of men working and the numbers of fatalities in the metal, stone, 
total man-hours of worktime. and oil and gas industries. ! 

Injury Experience.—The rate of occur- The numbers of nonfatal injuries were | 

rence of all disabling work injuries in the lower in 1966 only in the coal, peat, oil | 
mineral industries was 17.38 per million and gas, coke, and slag industries. In all | 
man-hours in 1966. This overall rate com- other mineral industry groups, nonfatal | 
prised frequencies of 0.28 for fatal and work injuries increased over 1965. 

17.10 for nonfatal work injuries, compared Employment and Worktime.—-Of the min- | 

with respective rates of 0.28 and 17.26 in eral industries having an average of more | 
1965. Fatalities totaled 543; 5 more thanin than 10,000 men working daily, employ- | 
1965. The total of 33,091 nonfatal injuries ment increased in the metal, nonmetal, 

was 291 higher than in 1965. However, the sand and gravel, petroleum and natural | 
larger number of disabilities was offset by gas, and primary nonferrous smelting in- | 

the increased worktime in 1966, so that the dustries. These gains more than offset de- ! 
fatality frequency was unchanged and the creased employment in the coal, stone, and 
nonfatal frequency rate decreased from coke industries, so the total number of 
1965. men working daily in the mineral indus- 
The overall injury-severity rate for the tries in 1966 was over 17,000 higher than 

mineral industries in 1966 was 2,597 days in 1965. 
lost per million man-hours, a slight im- Total worktime of over 1.9 billion man- 
provement over the corresponding rate of hours was nearly 2 percent above 1965 
2,629 in 1965. | data. Worktime in 1966 was increased in 

Although there was a slight overall im- all except the coal; native asphalt, coke, 
provement, the safety records of the sepa- and _ blast-furnace-slag industries. 

rate mineral industry groups showed vary- State Data—The mineral industries in 
ing trends in 1966. (See summary section at Wegt Virginia and Kentucky, in each of 

end of table 1.) All general measures of which underground coal mining was the 
injury experience were improved over 1965 gominant mineral industry, had the least 
only in the coal, peat, coke, and slag indus- favorable injury experience. The injury- 
tries. In the metal and stone industries, frequency rate for West Virginia in 1966 
both the injury-frequency and injury-sever- was 56.75 and for Kentucky 45.85 per mil- 
ity rates worsened in 1966. I'he frequency jion man-hours worked; comparable rates 
rate of injuries in the oil and gas indus- for 1965 were 59.48 and 44.61 respectively. 
tries was improved, but the severity rate) he mineral industries in Idaho, where 
worsened. In the nonmetal, sand and grav- 

el, native asphalt, and nonferrous smelting i Chief. B h of Acccid ; -.. 

industries, the injury-frequency rate was of Accident Prevention and Health. 
41
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metal mining and milling predominate, quarries, pits, dredges, brine, and other 
ranked third highest in injury frequency types of mineral-extractive operations in 

| with a rate of 45.59 and had the highest 1965. Active mineral cleaning and process- 
injury-severity rate with 10,612 days lost ing mills totaled 5,096, excluding mechani- 

per million man-hours worked. Of the ma- cal cleaning plants of the bituminous-coal 
jor mineral producing States, Minnesota’s industry. 
industries (with 31 million man-hours) Scope of Statistics—-Overall data are 
had the lowest frequency rate with 8.75 in- shown in this chapter for 1965 and 1966 
juries per million man-hours, Similarly, the injury experience, levels of employment, 
injury-severity rate of 1,725 for Minnesota and worktime, as well as a count of 1965 
operations was the lowest for States with operations. Data by States are presented 
major mineral industry activity. — for the mineral-extractive and processing 

| The largest number of fatalities, 82, oc- industries. The State breakdown is not pre- 

curred in West Virginia. The States rank- sented for the pure'y processing incustries 
ing next in number of fatalities were Ken- blast-furnace-lag, 1 ae fon petrolewn a 

Virginia. with "30. “Th. largest a anbere at natural gas, but the totals for all these in- 
nonfatal injuries occurred in West Virginia dustries are included in the summarization 

with 4,425, Pennsylvania with 2,248, Ken- af ne ne oe ne ie eee veliminary ex. 
tucky with 1,833, and Virginia with 1,297. ce € ngures , p y 

. a _— pt for the anthracite, coke, petroleum 

The magnitude of mining and milling and natural gas, native asphalt, and slag 
activity in the yanking States, as measured industries, which are final. All data for 
by worktime (in thousands of man-hours) —gaylier years are final, The figures repre- 

was 4s follows: Pennsylvania (84,694) ; sent full coverage for all industries except 

West Virginia (79,425); Kentucky (41,001); the oil and gas industries for which cover- 
and California (38,671). States having the age is not complete, particularly with re- 
largest number of man-hours worked with- spect to small companies. 
in the general, groupings of mining and Injury and employment data were col- 

milling industries were the same as for jected from coal producers as required by 
1965: Coal—West Virginia, metal—Arizona, ine Federal Coal Mine Safety Act (30 

nonmetal—California, sand and gravel— 5c, sec. 455). Producers of all other 
California, stone—Pennsylvania, peat— minerals (fuel and nonfuel) voluntarily re- 
Michigan, and native asphalt—Utah. ported the requested injury and employ- 

Active Operations.——The numbers of ac- ment data for 1965. Data for 1966 were 
tive mineral-extractive and processing es- collected as required by the Federal Metal 
tablishments in the United States during and Nonmetallic Mine Safety Act (P.L. 
1965 are presented for the first time in ta- 89-577; 80 Stat. 772) from metal, nonmetal, 
ble 1 for each of the general groupings stone, and sand and _ gravel producers. 
except for the oil and gas industries. Simi- Various mineral producers, not covered 
lar data for 1966 are not available. under either of the acts, voluntarily re- 

Mineral and mineral-fuel producers and ported the requested injury and employ- 
processors reported 28,944 active mines, ment data.



Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State‘ 

Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 
Average men Man-shifts Man-hours worked = ——————_  ————__ operations . 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 1965 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills 
a te 

k= 
Alabama: & 

Coal_.....-..-------.------ 5, 632 5,610 1,196 1,089 9,531 8,345 7 5 129 110 14.27 13.78 5,205 4,373 188 --- O 
Metal__.-....--.------ oe 1,261 1,240 341 345 2,830 2,868 --- --- 30 42 10.60 14.64 699 412 25 8 < 
Nonmetal and native asphalt. 972 1,050 268 294 2, 157 2,370 woe 1 26 42 12.05 18.14 3,009 2,827 45 23 5 
Sand and gravel___....-.--- 510 500 143 138 1, 286 1,230 2 1 17 16 14.78 13.82 12,386 11,485 47 --- ' 
Stone._.--.-------..---- ee 2,679 2,655 787 768 6,493 6,361 3 1 60 73 9.70 11.638 3,706 4,672 65 61 - 

Total or average.....-_._- 11,054 11,055 2,735 2,584 22,297 21,174 12 8 262 983 12.29 13.74 4,398 4,166 370 92 e 
oo eee o 

Alaska: - 

Coal and peat_....-.--..--- 223 220 56 53 453 431 _-- _-- 36 34 79.46 78.89 947 947 7 —_— c 
Metal. « —--2rer---nereno-=- 403 350 78 56 687 472 ae 1 18 21 26.20 46.61 703 13,229 113 2 =] 

onmetal_ 2... ee ee -o-e eee 1 a 5 _-- a on -oe _-e --e ue _-- oe _-- — 

Sand and gravel__..._-.-_-- 1,006 630 235 145 1,898 1,174 --- --- 42 24 22.13 20.44 449 436 144 —_— a 
Stone.........2...----.---- 296 315 34 37 283 306 --- a 6 7 21.24 22.88 690 503 20 13 5 

ee 

Total or average.__-.-..-- 1,928 1,520 403 292 3,321 2,388 _-- 1 102 86 30.71 36.43 590 3,064 284 15 = 
OOO eeeeee—eEeEoEoOoOEoEoEOooooooooooOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoaooaeeEeoeEeaeeaeoqQS=SgaooOoouoooooooooeoeooooEoooEEooooooooooooooeeoeee 

my 
. ti 

Arizona: = 
Coal_......-.-.---.-- 88. 4 5 1 1 4 4 --- _— _— --- --- --- woe --- 1 —_— bed 
Metal. .....--..--.----2-- 11, 208 10, 650 3, 409 3,330 27,263 26, 628 11 9 652 588 24.32 22.42 4,066 3,180 190 34 Z 
Nonmetal..........-.-.---- 293 250 66 56 530 450 1 _-. 19 17. 37.72 37.78 11,769 773 39 10 mS 
Sand and gravel... .....--.- 1,178 1,250 237 268 1,905 2,147 _-- _-- 36 41 18.90 19.10 530 758 159 --- > 
Stone........---2------- ee 498 430 143 120 1,097. 953 1 a 14 17 13.67 17.84 5,880 256 132 16 nm 

; eee eee ee —E__;_bPiL eee OD MFT 

Total or average........... 13,181 12,585 3,856. = 3,775 =: 80,799 += -30,182 18 9 721 663 23.83 22.26 4,044 2,879 521 60 Z 
ooSEOEeeeeeeeeeeeeoeEeEeEeEoeEeEoeeoeeeeeeooeeooeeoeeeeeeeeooooeeoooooeooooeooooeeeeeeeeemm™®@@@>=>=>=SOoO0SSSS ESS SS eaaaoaoaoQQaaauauauauauquaqQauauuOa ees 

CG 
an 

Arkansas: rj 

Coal.-..------------------- 123 110 29 20 175 3 7 5 30.95 33.11 76 629 £4116 ... x 
Metal... .-...-222-2 2-28 1,948 1,985 585 595 4,681 4,757 1 _— 35 . 34 7.69 7.15 1,463 434 6 4 bs 
Nonmetal._....-....--.--.- 667 900 170 234 1,372 1,870 _-- 1 47 68 34.26 36.90 819 3,870 34 14 
Sand and gravel__._..._____- 938 920 261 250 2,149 2,142 -=- _-- 41 61 19.08 28.48 420 517 199 ~-- 
Stone__...-. 2.220222 2,017 1,820 526 477 4,436 4,006 1 2 102 118 23.22 29.96 2,659 3,833 144 78 

a . rere 

Total or average_._.....-- 5, 693 5,735 1,564 1,576 12,813 12,926 2 3 232 286 18.26 22.86 1,624 2,001 399 96 

See footnotes at end of table. Ay



Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State '—Continued | - 

. Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 
Average men Man-shifts Man-hours worked = —— _—__—_ ___ operations 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) . Fatal Nonfatal ‘Frequency Severity 1965. 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills 

California: 

Coal and peat... -.--.------- 35 35 7 6 58 51 _— — 2 --- 94.52 --- 86 —_— 6 _— 
Metal__.-_-.-_-----.--__-- 2,770 3,080 675 759 5,397 6,077 ] 5 137 164 25.57 27.81 2,049 6,832 296 33 
Nonmetal_.._._.-------_--- 4,914 5,310 1,347 - 1,399 10, 904 11,237 1 3 164 201 15.138 18.15 1,159 2,540 ~ 223 95 
Sand and gravel_._..__-_--- 5, 184 5,445 1,205 1,289 9,784 10,377 9 3 179 219 19.22 21.39 5,996 3,450 739 --- 
Stone__...-.----------- ee 4,727 4,600 1,396 1,363 11,196 10, 929 6 _— 119 171 «11.16 §=15.65 3,856 634 338 154 

Total or average.____.___- 17,630 18,470 4,630 4,816 37,339 38, 671 17 11 601 755 16.55 19.81 3,362 2,917 1,602 282 

Colorado: 2 

Coal_...-22222-- eee 1,536 1,535 334 322 2,631 2,501 11 35 109 104 45.61 43.58 26,381 13,284 91 --- tH 
Metal_._....--2---- ee 4,528 4,995 1,198 1,309 9,588 10, 488 3 8 401 393 42.14 38.23 3,301 6,485 443 22 we 
Nonmetal__._.....----.---- 528 450 93 71 752 567 1 _— 21 12 29.26 21.16 8,784 610 107 18 = 
Sand and gravel_....-.._.-- 1,278 1,265 257 247 2,093 1,994 3 3 45 41 22.94 22.07 8.995 9,703 336 --- n 
Stone_..__--- 2-222 749 685 183 150 1,506 1,207 1 2 28 43 19.26 37.28 4,341 10,896 105 36 ne 
Peat.......------------ eee 35 21 3 3 23 23 __- ae 2 _.. 87.39 -.. 2,840 --- 17 --- ie 

Total or average..__..___. 8, 654 8,951 2,068 2,102 16, 593 16, 780 19 18 606 ‘593 37.67 36.41 8,020 7,991 1,099 76 a | 
ee © 

Connecticut: O 

Nonmetal and peat_-_.__.._. 106 145 30 42 240 343 _— _-- 2 7 8.33 20.41 125 303 7 3 wm 
Sand and gravel......_____- 576 580 131 134 1,071 1,092 _-- 1 21 27 19.60 25.64 330 6,264 94 --- _ 
Stone__._-.-.--------------- 414 415 108 103 913 894 1 _-- 11 28 13.14 31.32 6,938 494 26 20 & 
a a A NN QD 

Total or average.___.__..- 1,096 1,140 269 279 2,224 2,329 1 1 34 62 15.74 27.05 3,022 3,171 127 23 

Delaware: 

Nonmetal__..._.-...---___- 13 15 4 4 33 33 — _— ee 1 .-. 30.30 --- 545 1 1 
Sand and gravel_._____.._-- 52 65 11 13 89 106 _.- _-- 1 --. 11.27 _-- 45 --- 12 woe 
Stone_..-.----.------- 10 10 2 2 20 20 —_ _— _— --- _— a --- --- 1 1 

Total or average..___.___- 75 90 17 19 142 159 --+ --- 1 1 7.04 6.30 28 113 14 2 

Florida: 

Metal... ..-..-------2-- 170 165 57 57 ' 461 454 _-- --- a woe noo wae --- --- 3 --- 
Nonmetal__-_..-_-......--. 3, 267 3,675 1,114 1,241 8,957 9,969 4 4 60 148 7.14 14.75 2,924 2,860 39 34 
Sand and gravel. -__.....__- 449 440 115 111 1,002 986 -oe _— 20 22 19.96 22.31 937 1,166 72 --- 
Stone__.-----2- 2 eee 2,868 2,810 822 802 7,014 7,022 2 ae 114 136 16.54 19.37 3,141 1,337 97 87 
Peat.......---------------- 22 14 5 4 42 2990 eee ee 7 wee 

Total or average.________- 6,776 7,104 2,113 2,215 17,476 18, 460 6 4 194 301 11.44 16.52 2,813 2,115 218 121



Georgia: 

Metal. -_..----------------- 188 235 47 65 366 536 a a 2 14 5.46 26.12 106 576 22 4 

Nonmetal and peat-.-------- 3,108 3,710 932 1,171 7,498 9,364 2 — 173 256 23.34 27.34 2,830 1,755 62 41 

. Sand and gravel. ---.------- 212 240 AT 62 383 549 1 1 4 12 13.05 23.68 15,891 11,361 28 _-- 

Stone..___.---------------- 2,671 3,305 694 858 5,877 7,173 2 2 113 193 19.57 27.19 3,157 3,350 99 69 

Total or average-.--.-.--- 6,179 7,490 1,720 2,156 14, 124 17,622 5 3 292 475 21.03 27.13 3,250 2,668 211 114 

ee 

Hawaii: 
rx 

Nonmetal_...--.----------- 117 90 9 8 70 64 1 —_ _-- _-. 14.38 _.. 85,957 — 25 5 < 

Sand and gravel_.-.-------- 152 50 18 10° 145 77 a -.- 1 1 6.90 12.99 207 273 11 _- = 

Stone.....---.------------- 520 585 129 152 1,067 1,240 — --- 35 56 32.81 45.16 608 5,820 45 29 O 

Total or average-__------- 789 725 156 170 1,282 1,381 1 i 36 57 28.86 41.27 5,210 5,241 81 34 z 

oo Eee tt 

Idaho: z 
Metal._..-_---.-----.----- 2,572 2,555 678 660 5,424 5,291 9 10 242 963 46.27 51.60 13,269 12,933 106 15 > 

Nonmetal and peat__-.------ 771 545 172 128 1,390 1,098 1 1 28 37 20.87 34.61 4,854 6,226 24 9 7 

Sand and gravel__-.-..----- 426 385 82 66 659 517 --- -.- 17 11 25.80 921.28 399 368 204 _ee So 

Stone._.......------------- 308 265 32 30 261 244 1 -.- 4 4 19.13 16.389 23,493 1,713 29 24 — 

ec 

Total or average-_..-----. 4,077 3, 750 964 884 7,734 7,150 11 11 291 315 39.05 45.59 11,007 10,612 363 48 é 

22 

Illinois: 
e 

Coal__...-.---------------- 8,312 8,600 2,096 2,114 16,351 16, 680 14 8 687 710 42.87 43.05 7,356 5,134 97 _-- n 

Metal_..--_..-.-.-..------ 67 75 17 18 133 146 _-- --- 5 10 37.47 68.49 1,169 1,068 7 1 — 

Nonmetal............------ 1,399 1,290 349 344 2,818 2,791 1 1 83 95 29.81 34.40 4,673 3,621 57 30 Z 

Sand and gravel. -.--.---..- 1, 567 1,645 349 370 2,901 3, 158 --- _-- 61 40 21.03 12.67 2,799 826 384 — =| 

Stone._..-.-...--..--...---- 3,597 3,500 942 948 7,891 7,967 1 3 139 135 17.74 17.32 1,560 2,876 259 213 rr 

Peat........--------------- 24 19 2 2 18 19 _-- _-- _-- 1 _-. 52.65 ee 53 6 wae ico 
II TT 

Total or average._..---.-- 14, 966 15, 129 3,755 3,796 30, 112 30, 761 16 12 975 991 32.91 32.61 5,115 3,947 810 244 < 

Indiana: 
s 

Coal__...------.----------e 2,570 2,455 535 531 4,101 4,104 -- 2 132 155 32.19 38.26 3,393 6.890 53 --- > 

Nonmetal._....-...--------- 827 800 216 206 1,728 1,621 ue. -.- 32 26 18.51 16.04 964 2,512 33 20 me 

Sand and gravel_..-._.--.-- 1,129 1,190 282 291 2,529 2,502 1 3 32 388 13.05 16.39 4,875 7.550 268 _— he 

Stone.....--.---.--- eee 2,812 3,075 776 896 6,389 7,383 3 2 127 153 20.35 20.99 4,349 3,748 137 106 g 

Peat..-..------------------ 4l 30 7 8 62 70 — —_ 2 4 32.52 57.31 38,740 1,118 9 --- a 
mM 

Total or average-.--..---- 7,379 7,550 1,816 1,932 . 14,809 15, 680 4 7 325 376 22.22 24.43 3,777 5,038 500 126 a 

nn 
se z 

lowa: Bi 

Coal and peat_...--_--___.-- 270 255 58 57 491 492 — 1 13 15 26.48 32.52 756 13,079 36 wee 

Nonmetal__.....-.--------- 1,018 1,065 294 290 2,379 2,388 fee a= 28 63 11.77 22.67 1,261 1,630 29 20 
Sand and gravel. ......--.-- 1,374 1,405 276 292 2,432 2,592 wee 3 46 49 18.92 20.06 1,450 7,506 303 ees 

Stone______-.2----eanneenee 2,553 2,455 717 687 6,061 5, 905 1 l 76 98 12.48 16.77 1,407 1,678 260 142 

otal or avernge-saseeeeee O25 6,100,848 1,080 18,008 tanya 66k a A 
See footnotes at end of table. i



Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State '—Continued e 

I 

. Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 

Average men Man-shifts Man-hours worked = ———————________________-"____ operations 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 1965 
ne 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills 

NN eee 

Kansas: 

Coal__-____---------------- 235 210 62 56 506 436 _-- --- 13 10 25.70 22.94 413 367 9 — 

Metal....-.-..---.---.-.-- 61 60 17 16 137 131 --- --- 2 4 14.61 30.53 424 794 9 1 

Nonmetal__.--..-------.--- 1,199 1,110 335 312 2,685 2,495 1 2 49 64 18.62 26.45 2,588 5,498 30 18 

Sand and gravel.._......--- 869 875 187 190 - 1,610 1,619 _-- --- 21 42 13.05 25.94 371 715 234 _— 

Stone_..-----.---.--------- 2,001 1,830 456 426 3, 745 3,516 a 3 35 388 9.35 11.66 469 5,522 180 113 

Total or average__----.-_- 4,365 4,085 1,057 1,000 8, 683 8,197 1 5 120 158 13.94 19.89 1,086 4,215 462 132 

eran aa 2 

Kentucky: 
2 

Coal_..--2-- 22. eee 24,726 25,200 4,484 4,311 35, 640 34, 980 41 42 1,609 1,650 46.30 48.37 9,346 9,751 1,897 wn- tei 

Metal and nonmetal_.____-.- 511 485 131 109 1,051 875 _-- 1 70 49 66.60 57.14 1,296 9,018 37 12 w 

Sand and gravel. _...-....-- 318 380 81 103 807 958 1 _— 26 25 33.46 26.10 8,210 364 32 a m 

Stone_...-.-- eee 2,227 2,160 506 512 4,128 4,188 . 8 4 107 109 26.65 26.98 5,886 6,625 116 104 wn 
nn nn tneS tq 

Total or average__.-_----- 27,782 28, 225 5, 202 5,035 41,626 41,001 45 47 1,812 1,883 44.61 45.85 8,778 9,197 2,082 116 i 
ee eee eee cn tne SS 

Louisiana: a 

Metal_......-.-.--..------ 1,088 1,065 397 388 3,182 3,255 --- _-- 15 25 4,71 7.68 203 328 --- 3 © 

Nonmetal__........---.---- 1,727 1,745 505 511 4,563 4,638 2 __- 99 100 22.14 21.56 5,050 585 35 16 © 
Sand and gravel.......-----. 1,280 1,560 351 408 2,943 3.480 __. 1 35 64 11.89 18.68 345 3,670 102 -—. ws 
Stone_...__-.-_--.--------- 438 515 151 169 1,295 1,430 --- --- 38 31 29.35 21.68 1,037 611 9 14 Ps 
Oe ec ED 

Total or average__._____.- 4,533 4,885 1,404 1,476 11, 983 12, 803 2 1 187 220 15.77 17.26 2, 173 1,361 146 33 & 

eae
 

Maine: 

Metal and nonmetal_.______- 195 120 41 23 330 181 1 1 22 7 69.73 44.20 18,844 34,569 19 5 

Sand and gravel_--..-.----- 1,652 1,620 389 378 3, 128 2,499 _-- _-- 56 50 17.90 20.01 378 5380 168 --- 
Stone_.._...-..---.------- 466 445 115 110 960 913 __- a 12 28 12.50 30.67 222 697 17 14 
Peat....-.------.---.------ 20 21 2 3 17 23 --- awe _— --- --- --- --- --- 3 wee 

ere 

Total or average_._-_-_--_ 2,333 2,206 547 514 4,435 3,616 1 1 90 85 20.52 23.78 1,716 2,272 207 19 

oS
 

Maryland and District | 
of Columbia: 

Coal and peat. ..----------- 424 425 81 81 652 668 __. __- 13 18 19.95 26.95 9,935 892 94 --- 
Nonmetal__...------.----.- 288 360 78 94 617 757 oe won 38 25 61.55 33.03 1,160 8,483 19 8 
Sand and gravel... -._------ 1,024 995 258 261 2, 150 2, 225 1 __. 56 49 26.52 22.02 3,919 2,614 80 --- 
Stone....-.-..------------- 1,266 1,115 323 295 ~—- 2, 809 2,480 a _-- 46 52 16.38 20.97 285 2,138 38 34 

eee ee 

Total or average.......... 3, 002 2,895 740 731 6, 228 6, 130 1 ... 158 144 24.73 28.49 2,636 2,959 231 42 
Nee e eee ee eee ee ee 

eee



Massachusetts: 

Nonmetal and peat__.--.-__- 91 75 21 22 167 180 _-- _-- 1 3 6.00 16.67 102 983 6 1 
Sand and gravel.._____...-- 1,332 1,350 287 294 2,506 2,410 1 1 AT 538 19.16 22.41 2,762 3,025 209 _-- 
Stone_.....--.------------- 1,025 1,115 261 273 2,105 2,200 — --- 45 50 §=21.38 22.73 845 753 50 39 

Total or average.________- 2,448 2,540 569 589 4,778 4,790 1 1 93 106 19.67 22.34 1,824 1,905 ° 265 40 

Michigan: . 

Metal. ...----.-----_------ 5, 662 5, 980 1,607 1,767 12, 855 14, 126 4 7 345 484 27.15 34.76 2,720 4,631 30 13 tr 
Nonmetal___-_._...-_------- 1,548 1,790 410 487 3,310 3,901 _-- _-- 31 39 9.37 10.00 1,244 847 54 17 < 
Sand and gravel__..__._---- 2,547 2,505 567 551 4,822 4,659 2 2 85 838 18.04 18.24 3,342 3,656 556 _-- a 
Stone....-_-..------------- 3,414 3,490 998 1,039 7,997 8,348 --- 1 61 90 7.63 10.90 457 1,428 89 42 O 
Peat__....------.--------- 189 162 30 31 270 281 a _-- 3 2 11.11 7.11 148 747 28 --- ~~ 

eee 2 
Total or average_.___--_-- 13, 360 13, 927 3,612 3,875 29,254 31,315 6 10 525 698 18.15 22.61 2,013 3,126 757 72 = 

Minnesota: 4 

Metal_..------------------ 9,801 10, 065 2,793 2,944 22,382 23,575 --- 4 92 99 4.11 4.37 2538 =: 1, 288 67 34 5 
Nonmetal____....-.--_-__-- 225 220 60 60 484 482 1 1 33 29 70.27 62.24 138,876 14,822 9 5 oy 
Sand and gravel_._.._..---- 2,334 2,330 374. 390 3, 187 3,367 _-- 2 57 60 17.89 18.41 416 4,021 609 _— 
Stone._..--.--------------- 1,601 1,615 384 387 3,170 3, 203 --- --e 57 73 17.98 22.79 376 599 91 52 2 
Peat__......---.----------- 38 25 2 3 16 19 _-- _o- --- ae — aoe woe --- 9 --- = 

Total or average._________ 13,999 14,255 3,613 3,784 29, 239 30,646 1 7 239 261 8.21 8.75 509 1,725 785 91 a 
EE ed 

Mississippi: ° 

Metal and nonmetal_-___.__-- 963 875 248 219 2,011 1,755 --- --- 46 55 22.87 31.34 1,176 5,303 41 24 Zz 

Sand and gravel. _.-___-____- 540 565 142 148 1,223 1,339 wee _-. 22 25 17.99 18.67 473 504 53 ~-- 4 
Stone._....--------_--.- -- 304 300 90 87 729 698 --- _-- 6 9 8.23 12.89 156 315 16 11 or 

OO OOSSsSssSs93935.... ing tl 
Total or average_____..__. 1,807 1,740 480 454 3,963 3,792 --- _— 74 89 18.67 23.47 772 2,690 110 35 z 

Missouri: Z 

Coal_....----.2--- 2-88 408 360 108 98 833 717 _-- 1 31 30 37.22 43.24 8.088 9.414 20 --- ro 
Metal... _.-..------------- 2,476 2,530 680 689 5,478  —- 5, 550 2 3 254 268 46.73 48.83 3,593 5,171 20 6 > 
Nonmetal and native asphalt_ 1,035 1,075 242 245 1,962 1,974 _-- _— 63 61 32.11 30.90 868 777 148 25 tH 
Sand and gravel... .......-- 789 710 191 171 1,594 91,409 1 2 19 15.06 14.19 4,241 4,696 222 8 _.. 
Stone....---- 2-22 4,899 4,830 1,272 1, 288 10, 359 10,519 ] 9 200 191 19.40 19.01 1,049 5,644 249 193 g 

Total or average...---__.- 9,607 9,505 2,493 2,491 20, 226 20, 169 3 14 572 569 28.43 28.91 1,962 5,105 659 224 cq 
—aaaoaoooooooooooooooaooeoeeeeeEooeeeeeEEEememEomEmEmomESEoaoSoESouoEouoEoOEoooOoOoOEoEOoOooooEOooooooooEOEooOooooooEOEOEoEoEoEoooooooEoEOooOooooooEoooooooEOEooEooommQQaqoaqoaouououquqququouooououououmumouououoooooeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee = 

Montana: x 

Coal and peat. ---.----.---- 111 105 17 16 132 1240 i 9 9 67.96 80.65 1,495 49,984 ee a 
Metal___.-..-..--. 22-22. 4,391 4,160 1,115 1,254 8,920 10, 030 7 7 149 189 17.49 19.54 6,768 5,623 152 9 
Nonmetal___-__-.--.-..-.-- 861 855 229 225 1,829 1,797 2 __- 31 29 18.05 16.14 7,186 541 29 11 
Sand and gravel. ........--- 807 1,025 158 188 1,268 1,459 _ — 23 34 «18.15 23.30 484 554 213 won 
Stone......22-22.222--2-22- 548 515 112 111 905 887 ee __- 18 18 19.89 20.29 551 407 97 47 

pee ee — eee ne i RE I A a 

Total or average..-.-___.- 6,718 6, 660 1,681 1,794 13, 054 14,297 9 8 230 279 «18.81 20.07 6,781 4,528 513 67 

aN 
See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State '—Continued ee 

a 

Man-shif Manch ed Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 
Average men an-shifts an-hours worke a Re ODEFAtionS 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 1965 
eee nnhhhn eS oS SES :p meee ee 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills - 
rr ser — 

Nebraska: 
Nonmetal_...._.------------- 14 70 3 16 28 141 wun -o- --- 7 --- 49.65 awe 922 7 3 
Sand and gravel_....------- 937 1,030 211 231 2,045 2,160 4 1 16 24 9.78 11.57 11,953 3,182 317 aoe 
Stone____..._-------------- 566 575 150 162 1,248 1,342 1 —_— 16 14 13.63 10.48 5,962 321 42 31 

Total or average-_...----- 1,517 1,675 364 409 3,321 3,643 5 1 32 45 11.14 12.63 9,602 2,041 366 34 
eee 

Nevada: S 
Metal___...._-_--.-------- 2,189 2,210 650 648 5, 206 5, 229 1 2 117 141 22.67 27.35 1,746 3,460 157 9 ? 
Nonmetal and peat_.-..-_--. 772 735 213 189 1,712 1,521 --- i 47 388 27.45 24.98 3,503 1,384 52 15 tH 
Sand and gravel._...---...- 648 610 133 122 1,072 977 --- wee 12 19 11.20 19.45 192 657 108 --- a Stone_...-...-----.-------- 213 205 62 54 494 433 nue w+ 7 5 14.18 11.55 352 460 39 11 m eee EEE ee oe 

Total or average._......_- 3,822 3,760 1,058 1,013 8, 484 8, 160 1 2 183 203 «21.69 25.12 1,823 2,578 356 35 - 
eS 

te 

. ; > New Hampshire: os 

Nonmetal and peat_._-._____- 23 25 4 5 33 36 --- a 2 1 61.30 27.78 705 139 7 noe B Sand and gravel_.-._-..__- 329 335 64 62 536 518 a+ ee 10 11 §=18.66 21.24 411 647 85 wae } Stone..--------------2--- 198 200 43 44 349 352 -on woe 6 12 17.18 34.09 166 344 32 18 r= 

Total or average._..__.__- 550 560 111 111 918 906 --- --. 18 24 19.61 26.49 328 509 124 18 S ah © OE 
' QQ New Jersey: 

Metal_--.-----2 22 22-2 463 455 117 68 941 548 — — 55 27 58.44 49.27 5,706 1,228 3 3 | Nonmetal___-.--.--._2____- 395 400 111 113 886 904 —_ —_ 27 16 30.46 17.70 1,173 497 19 12 Sand and gravel____________ 976 1,045 244 275 2,104 2,274 — --- 39 55 «618.54 24.19 395 663 110 --- Stone_...-- 2-22 1,111 1,035 276 252 2,282 2,124 __- 1 57 49 24.98 23.54 602 3,381 31 31 Peat_-.----- 22-22 16 19 4 4 33 31 _. _. __. __. __- ee __- —_ 4 — 

Total or average__.__.____ 2,961 2,954 — 752 712 6, 246 5, 881 i 1 178 147 28.50 25.17 1,379 1,668 167 46 

New Mexico: 

Coal__.- eee 284 285 66 64 530 504 1 1 15 14 30.20 29.76 12,206 12,766 13 — Metal. _. 2222222 3,279 3,290 912 923 7,308 7,386 5 4 392 361 54.33 49.42 5,427 6,285 103 15 Nonmetal_-..._---..---22.- 2,889 2,905 997 989 7,974 8,069 _-- 2 255 222 31:98 27.76 2,341 3,141 41 25 Sand and gravel. _._______- 1, 109 1,650 195 294 1,572 2,360 nee a 33 56 21.00 28.73 503 602 181 --= Stone... ----- 22. 219 210 56 49 526 380 1 __. 13 13 26.60 34.21 11,955 566 40 12 EE SE ea BON 
Total or average.......... 7,780 8,340 2,226 2,319 17,910 18,699 7 7 708 666 39.92 35.99 4,013 4,270 378 52 
A



New York: 
Metal_..-.._..-.--_.______- 1,732 1,675 459 467 3,671 3,743 1 4 59 48 16.34 13.89 4,114 9,479 6 6 
Nonmetal___..---.--__-.___- 2,375 2,475 614 635 5,019 5, 134 --- 2 139 128 27.70 25.82 1,268 3,079 37 29 
Sand and gravel.._.__.____- 1,672 1,625 328 330 2,709 2,727 3 2 48 57 18.82 21.64 7,278 4,893 330 — 
Stone_____-..--_------__- 3,603 3,725 921 991 7,547 8,141 --- 2 88 131 11.66 16.34 1,246 2,411 107 95 
Peat_......------.--_------ 19 11 3 2 23 17 --- — ae — aoe —_ _-- — 5 — 

Total or average.____.-__- 9,401 9,511 2,325 2,425 18, 969 19, 762 4 10 334 364 17.82 18.93 2,667 4,264 485 130 
eeaaaaeeeeEe.6—eS6e—0—8—8080OOeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eee 

North Carolina: Z 
Metal and nonmetal_-________ 1,749 1,800 416 470 3,297 3,799 3 --- 91 95 28.51 25.01 6,727 738 92 35 my 
Sand and gravel_.._._.______ 863 1,000 197 217 1,702 1, 839 --- —_— 34 32 19.98 17.40 412 410 128 nae a 
Stone__...--------------_- 1,848 1,985 438 477 3,614 3,996 --- — 46 69 12.73 17.27 910 4,373 83 60 g 

Total or average.____.___- 4,460 4,785 1,051 1,164 8,613 9,634 3 woo 171 196 20.20 20.34 3,088 2,183 303 95 5 

North Dakota: 
4 

Coal and peat__-_____-.._-- 324 330 63 61 500 476 1 ~o- 22 20 46.00 42.02 14,018 2,017 34 --- > 
Metal... 22 -eee 55 55 12 14 96 113 _-- a. 2 1 20.93 8.85 6,477 9 8 1 2 
Nonmetal__........---_-_.- 42 25 9 8 73 60 a --- 1 1 18.69 16.67 233 433 6 2 So 
Sand and gravel. __._-.-.___ 491 550 88 93 753 806 _-- _-- 17 15 22.59 #2.61 456 443 217 --- —~ 
Stone.._..-.--------.- ee 34 15 2 1 18 9 ane --- --- --- --- — aoe --- 7 7 4 

Total or average.____.___. 946 975 174 177 1,440 1,464 1 a 42 387 = -.29.86 §=25.27 395,577 918 272 10 5 
—V—VW—K—V0N0u“‘“‘K_—ue—_e—“a0_q“—_—eee ee eee Ohio: i 

Coal._-.... 222-2 eee. 7,580 7,800 1,738 1,811 13,983 14,680 8 12 347 365 25.42 25.68 4,797 6,272 453 --- a 
Nonmetal.._....-_..---..-- 2,494 2,575 642 672 5, 154 5,375 2 --- 125 122 24.64 22.70 3,425 1,107 166 40 Z 
Sand and gravel_......___.. 2,214 2,240 526 536 4,369 4,464 4 3 60 68 14.65 15.91 6,024 4,764 377 --- 4 
Stone_._..-.-...----------- 5,560 5, 380 1,524 1,520 12,333 12,419 4 2 134 196 11.19 15.94 2,286 2,060 176 159 hr 
Peat_....--.-.-.--_-_------ 18 17 2 2 14 15 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- oo 8 --- be 

Total or average__.._____- 17, 866 18,012 4,432 4,541 35, 833 36,953 18 17 666 751 19.09 20.78 3,883 3,921 1,180 199 < 

Oklahoma: z 
Coal... 2------- eee 261 230 51 46 407 31 7 10 17.20 28.49 658 1,08 27 _W. e 
Metal.._.....--.-22_2-__- 306 335 84 87 668 697 1 _o. 13 17 20.95 24.39 9,761 581 68 1 < 
Nonmetal_.....-.....-___-- 379 550 86 134 689 1,071 1 _-- 13 22 20.382 20.54 9,631 1,722 28 6 — Sand and gravel....._.____- 320 345 81 90 780 845 1 oe 23 22 30.76 26.04 8,309 832 76 --- 2 Stone.-_...------- eee 1,069 1,210 277 328 2,253 2,709 __. 1 57 72 25.30 26.95 1,352 4,681 104 52 ob 

-_ 
Cc 

Total or average._..__.___ 2,335 2,670 579 685 4,797 5, 563 3 1 113 143 24.18 25.38 4,786 2,822 303 59 4 a J 
Oregon: x 

Coal and peat_..-_....____- 6 5 1 1 5 6 —— — _— —_ ae _-. _-- _— 1 --- DD 
Metal. __--_--222-2--2. 2. 194 165 38 36 303 292 1 oe 13 7 46.18 23.97 21,642 729 40 4 Nonmetal___.-...-.--.-22_- 166 160 36 29 291 232 _-- oe 19 14 65.22 60.34 1,703 1,039 26 9 
Sand and gravel._-_.-._._.. 2,634 3,290 596 716 4,777 5, 827 a _— 97 124 20.30 21.28 451 636 364 --- 
Stone_._.----.-.-- 2-2 1,578 1,595 329 329 2,643 2,615 _.. _ 64 74 24.22 28.30 392 467 411 181 

Total or average.__._____. 4,578 5,215 1,000 1,111 8,019 8,972 1 —_ 193 219 24.19 24.41 1,278 600 842 194 

See footnotes at end of table. e



Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State '—Continued & 

NN Or 
OOOO 

Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 

Average men Man-shifts Man-hours worked = ——-—— eT operations 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 1965 
ee eee ee 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills 
I 

Pennsylvania: 

Bituminous coal....-.--.--- 24, 393 24,000  _—i5, 558 5, 369 44,690 43,270 35 28 1,025 880 23.72 20.98 6,338 5,327 1,385 _-- 

Anthracite..._.------------ 11, 182 9,292 2,271 1, 883 16,375 13,672 8 6 1,067 829 65.65 61.07 4,936 4,477 943 146 

Metal__.__._-------------- 1,473 1,550 420 437 3,475 3,497 _- oe 27 33 7.77 9.44 420 852 3 3 

Nonmetal_.___.------------ 1,601 1,750 404 439 3,309 3,578 2 __- 135 137 41.41 38.29 4,421 766 128 36 

Sand and gravel._.---.----- 1,157 1,210 275 277 2,300 2,351 _— 1 46 49 20.00 21.27 329 3,869 111 _-- 

Stone_....----------------- 8, 393 8,260 2,273 2,216 18, 582 18,217 6 7 303 320 16.63 17.95 2,674 3,375 292 247 

Peat_.....----------------- 59 60 11 14 90 109 — nae 1 _-. 11.05 _-- 309 _-- 12 _-- 
ee 

Total or average.._------- 48,208 46, 122 11,212 10, 635 88, 821 84,694 51 42 2,604 2,248 29.89 -27.04 4,848 4,345 2,874 432 5 
Sennen eee ee 

nnn 

Rhode Island: 3 Ss 

Sand and gravel. _...-.----- 128 155 25 29 199 2338 0 nee 3 2 15.06 8.58 497 948 1 kee m 
Stone_...--.---------..- ee 46 55 11 13 90 111 _ _ 1 4 11.05 36.04 365 1,441 5 4 tn 

ee 
Total or average.__-_----- 174 210 36 42 289 344 _ — 4 6 13.84 17.44 457 1,108 20 4 = 

I 

South Carolina: a 

Nonmetal and peat_.-._-_--- 943 865 246 229 1,193 1,870 —_ —_ 35 42 17.57 22.46 3,331 463 47 21 © 

Sand and gravel......_.__-- 416 395 101 99 815 802 1 __. 27 17 34.36 21.20 12,104 507 29 a Oo 

Stone._.-...--------------- 747 795 198 209 1,630 1,734 ...  _- 24 32 14.73 18.24 465 7,603 18 14 a 

Total or average...-...--. 2, 106 2,, 055 545 537 4,438 4,426 1 86 91 19.60 20.56 3,889 3,300 94 35 © 
ee z 

South Dakota: 

Coal__.......------------- 4 5 1 (2) 4 4 _— __. __- _-- _— _-- --- --- 1 --- 

Metal__....-.-_.---.-_.--- 1,877 1,830 561 547 4, 487 4,359 3 1 83 85 19.17 19.73 6,612 2,234 18 3 
Nonmetal____....-.-.--~_-- 265 270 60 59 488 481 __- a 10 © 8 20.48 16.63 479 81 44 5 

Sand and gravel_-..-.----_- 1,056 1,085 166 171 1,370 1,412 __. 1 26 25 18.98 18.41 424 4,933 295 --- 

Stone_......------.----.--- 413 405 97 98 779 821 1 _-- 18 19 24.40 23.14 8,592 1,291 27 13 

Total or average_._..----- 3,615 3,595 885 875 7,128 7,077 4 2 137 137 19.78 19.64 5,215 2,516 385 21 
eee ES 

Tennessee: 

Coal. ..------------------- 2,503 2,490 454 395 3,672 3,215 11 6 108 90 32.40 29.86 19,020 12,205 293 --= 
Metal___-._-.-------------- 1,712 1,685 458 410 3,665 3,301 3 2 114 98 31.92 30.29 8,352 6,622 18 6 

Nonmetal_.__..---.-.-.---- 855 855 229 230 1,877 1,891 _-- oo 46 36 24.51 19.04 2,038 1,757 44 16 

Sand and gravel._..--.-.-_-- 668 730 166 188 1,413 1,599 1 __e 21 33. 15.57 20.64 6,887 438 95 --- 

Stone_...---- 22-22-22 2,971 2,845 783 776 6,543 6,343 —_ 2 124 161 18.95 25.70 2,937 2,887 136 113 

Total or average.._._----- 8,709 8,605 2,090 1,999 17,170 16,349 15 10 413 418 24.93 26.18 7,760 5,108 586 135



Texas: 

Coal__.......-.--------.--- 102 90 28 25 226 195 aoe --- 3 5 18.28 25.64 235 462 2 oe 
Metal___...----_-------___- 1,409 1,465 430 445 3,442 3,562 a aoe 22 21 6.39 5.90 172 182 9 4 
Nonmetal and native asphalt_ 2,898 3,370 850 974 6, 872 7,929 i 2 161 161 23.48 20.56 873 3,065 135 56 
Sand and gravel__._-__-_-_-- 2,558 2,470 649 643 5, 560 5,675 4 2 133 168 24.64 29.96 5,019 2,743 278 ne 
Stone.....-_.-----.-------- 4,313 4,365 1,312 1,327 11, 150 11,020 2 5 227 177 20.54 16.52 1,717 = 3,554 209 188 

SSeS OE SE a 

Total or average.....--__- 11,280 11,760 3, 269 3,414 27,250 28, 381 6 9 546 532 20.26 19.06 1,971 2,811 633 248 Se eee Se nee 
Utah: bi 

Coal_....-.----.----------- 1,495 1,500 317 305 2,524 2,400 2 5 92 87 37.24 38.33 8,382 13,769 36 _-- s 
Metal_._..-_--_..--._------ 5,055 4,955 1,550 1,521 12, 402 12,171 6 10 235 215 19.48 18.49 3,582 5,997 188 11 e 
Nonmetal___.---..-.---.--- 980 970 273 266 2,184 2,129 3 6 111 114 52,20 56,36 11,845 17,978 45 22 Oo 
Sand and gravel__.___.--_-- §13 520 106 103 856 830 1 —_— 22 19 26.88 22.89 7,566 520 161 _— m< 
Stone._.._-..-------_.---___ 451 450 110 116 878 923 aoe —_— 12 12 13.66 13.00 268 4,037 62 45 < 
Native asphalt_..........___ 239 189 59 51 470 410 1 a 19 17 42.53 41.42 14,954 387 10 3 5 —_ T_T 

Total or average.__._____- 8, 733 8, 584 2,415 2,362 19,314 18, 863 13 21. 491 464 26.10 25.71 5,446 7,880 502 81 4 

Vermont: Zz 
Nonmetal and peat__-...._-- 324 310 88 86 713 693 --- _-- 22 16 30.85 23.09 8,927 1,042 8 6 0 
Sand and gravel_._._...____- 221 210 43 39 355 327 _-- aoe: 5 8 14.08 24.46 803 554 58 --- D 
Stone_....--.-----.-----_-- 1,813 1,875 455 476 3,707 3,914 1 _— 131 136 35.61 34.75 2,981 1,339 53 30 a 

eg Cc 

Total or average.__----._- 2,358 2,395 586 601 4,775 4,934 1 aoe 158 160 33.30 32.43 3,707 1,245 119 36 7 
GQqQqQ3y30x SSS SSeS 

Virginia: n | 
Coal__-..-_--------___----- 11,195 11,185 2,248 2,222 17,914 18, 180 25 30 958 995 54.87 56.38 11,722 13,349 1,585 —_— = 
Metal__...------.----.-__- 301 335 79 89 629 714 woe a 35 30 55.61 42.02 1,447 1,979 2 2 4 
Nonmetal__.___.__.-__.-___ 688 665 190 182 1,531 1,457 -oe _-- 47 47 30.71 32.26 891 879 29 15 =] 
Sand and gravel.....-....._- 629 610 143 153 1,197 1,366 _-- --- 31 31 25.91 22.69 486 450 67 --- T 
Stone__..._.-----.-.-____-- 4,172 4,295 1,096 1,162 9,052 9,626 2 _-- 216 194 24.08 20.15 2,050 725 168 149 tH eee Nee Ee 

Total or average._.._..... 16, 985 17,090 3, 756 3, 808 30, 323 31,343 27 30 1,287 1,297 43.33 42.34 7,631 8,071 1,851 166 = 
—Ee,rcN—wa=a0—0awaeaOO0ow8000SSS0SS09M909Da39aa3S9a9anaaaS SS ne 

Washington: ro 
Coal... 2222-22 -_- eee. 83 80 18 18 145 138 a _-- 12 11 82.57 79.71 2,959 2,870 8 oe > 
Metal___.-..0..- 222 __--- 427 370 128 104 1,028 831 ] 1 74 52 72.97 638.78 7,552 15,197 26 5 re 
Nonmetal_......-.....-2--- 129 140 22 21 175 175 _— aon 2 2 11.41 11.43 319 63 23 6 i 
Sand and gravel__.....-___. 1,712 1,530 321 299 2,580 2,284 — _-- 54 52 20.93 22.77 449 647 355 --- Zz 
Stone.......-.2--------- 88 1,220 1,180 251 232 2,018 1, 866 _-. a 30 36 «6-14.87 =—-19.29 246 589 225 156 0 
Peat.-----.---.------ 2-2 - ee 35 28 4 4 32 31 _-- __- 1 _.. 30.79 _— 123 --- 19 --- C 

eee 

Total or average...._____- 3, 606 3,328 744 678 5,978 5,325 1 1 173 158 29.11 28.92 1,657 2,932 656 167 a a a 

West Virginia: 
EA 

Coal_._-....------2--- 22. 44,495 43,500 9,580 9,269 75,999 73,420 95 80 4,678 4,335 62.80 60.13 11,619 10,494 1,829 w-- Nonmetal_______-...-.--_-- 967 1,000 300 308 2,400 2,465 --- --- 17 17. 7.08 6.90 433 486 12 8 
Sand and gravel......-.._-- 240 270 56 70 473 600 — 2 10 14 21.16 26.67 838 20,382 22 -~- 
Stone..-.222-2222 228 1,164 1,420 298 371 2,495 2,940 ] _.. 39 59 16.03 20.07 3,717 1,113 73 61 eee en EOS ESN Ses e eeeFgEA 

Total or average.____..__- 46, 866 46,190 10, 234 10,018 81, 367 79,425 96 82 4,744 4,425 59.48 56.75 10,984 9,911 1,936 69 

See footnotes at end of table, 
2



Table 1.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries (mines and mills) in the United States, by State '—Continued 3 

i I 

Number of injuries Injury rates per million man-hours Count of 

Average men Man-shifts Man-hours worked = ———____-_______ operations 

State and industry group working daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal - Nonfatal Frequency Severity 1965 
en 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Mines Mills 
Sunn nee 

Wisconsin: 

Metal_.._.._..-._---------- 323 255 64 71 513 562 —_— 1 30 30 58.47 55,16 2,002 20,402 22 4 

Nonmetal___._._...--------- 20 85 2 12 18 96 wee we ae 4 -.. 41.67 _.. 1,521 5 1 

Sand and gravel__.-..--.--- 2,271 2,215 448 444 3, 788 3,755 ace 1 68 79 «17.95 21.30 848 2,058 407 --- 

Stone._...-._-.---.-------- 2,682 2,115 541 445 4,414 3,690 2 2 107 113 24.69 31.17 3,421 5,376 324 173 

Peat.......-._------------- 14 15 1 1 9 9 _-- — 1 _-- 113,37 _-. 5,668 _-- 3 --- 

Total or average..___.-- 5,310 4, 685 1,056 973 8, 742 8,112 2 4 206 226 23.79 28.35 2,218 4,829 761 178 

a
 

Se 

Wyoming: = 

Coal__..._._..--.--._-_---- 328 330 74 71 574 546 ee woe 17 16 29.60 29.30 1,299 1,289 17 --- Z, 

Metal. .......----_._------ 1,421 1,650 383 389 3,079 3,198 1 1 72 80 23.71 25.33 3,324 3,393 72 11 ro 

Nonmetal._.._.-..-.-.----- 1,133 1,200 354 315 2,860 2,555 | 50 39 17.83 15.26 3,546 577 34 18 > 

Sand and gravel.._....----- 874 870 150 142 1,197 1,138 _-- _-- 20 26 16.71 22.85 337 490 143 --- <= 

Stone__.__.-.-.-.---_------ 288 275 70 66 620 519 _-- _-- 13 9 20.97 17.34 148 588 Al 23 n 
i 

re 

Total or average___..--_-- 4,044 4,325 1,031 983 8,330 7,956 2 1 172 170 20.89 21.49 2,595 1,746 307 52 > 
De 

United States totals: 3 a 

Coal..........-------.---. 148,734 146,192 31,513 += 30,284 += -248,988 © 240,642 «= «259 «S283 «11,138 10,504 45.77 44.62 8,960 8,409 9,151 4146 2 

Peat_....---.-------------- 623 523 94 96 784 804 wae a 13 10 16.57 12.44 593 373 154 ae 3 

Native asphalt__-..-.-__-.-- 427 368 108 99 874 806 1 1 26 28 30.90 35.98 8,385 7,872 14 8 J 

Metal. _-.------..--------. 70,904 71,500 20, 069 20,526 160,934 164,720 61 80 3,764 3,855 23.77 23.89 3,521 4,257 2,237 278 — 

Nonmetal___-.--.---------- 48,429 50, 900 13, 430 14,106 108,735 114,260 31 27 2,472 2,685 23.02 23.74 3,050 2,578 2,167 845 & 

Sand and gravel_.........-. 54, 159 55, 900 11,947 12,391 100,083 103,240 40 35 1,870 2,110 19.08 20.78 3,214 2,929 9,807 --- o 

Stone....-.2.---2.-..-.---. 89, 580 89, 300 23, 535 93,801 194,000 196,255 48 52 3,305 3,830 17.28 19.78 2,330 2,828 5,414 3,585 
a 

Total or average.._...-_.-_ 412,856 414, 683 100, 696 101, 253 814, 398 820, 727 440 428 22,588 23,022 28.28 28.57 4,802 4,732 28,944 4,862 
a — _ _ 

. 

Petroleum and natural gas5._ 436, 935 451,747 NA NA 931, 645 954,527 78 103 8,963 8,724 9.70 9.25 934 1,050 NA NA 

Coke......-2-------------- 14, 521 14,216 5,113 5,094 40, 869 40,730 7 3 228 191 5.75 4.76 1,805 666 nes 80 

Blast-furnace-slag-.----..--- 1,587 1,472 425 407 3,415 3, 332 1. 50 44 14.93 13.20 3,173 709 --- 65 
Primary nonferrous smelting 

and refining-...........-. 41,627 42,600 13, 959 14,509 109,567 115,545 12 9 971 1,110 8.97 9.68 1,173 945 wo 93 

Grand total or average..... 907,476 924,718 120, 193 121,263 1,899,894 1,934,861 538 543 32,800 33,091 17.55 17.38 2,629 2, 597 28,944 5,100 
a nneeeeo eg nn een eee eee ee eee eee eee enn ea ea aeeSToee ees eeu NOOO IS 

NA Not available. 
; Al data for ana are final. All data for 1966 are preliminary except anthracite, peat, native asphalt, petroleum and natural gas, coke, and slag. 

ess than 500. 
’ Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. 
4 Anthracite cleaning plants only; data not available for bituminous-coal cleaning plants. 
5 Includes data on officeworkers. |
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Table 2.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | | 

Injury rate per 
~ Men Man-hours Number of injuries million man-hours 

Year working worked ——_— 
(thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Fatal Nonfatal 

eS 

1962_______---_------------- 950 , 876 1,917,475 647 33 , 067 0.34 17.25 
19638_______-------.--------- 926 , 700 1,898,476 568 32 ,659 380 17.20 
1964_____._-.--------------- "892,422 71,849,921 542 - ¥ 32,413 .29 17.52 
1965______-_---------------- 907, 476 1,899,895 538 32 ,800 .28 17.26 
1966 P_________ ee --_--- 924,718 1,934,861 543 33 ,091 28 17.10 

eee 
r Revised. P Preliminary. 

Work Stoppages.—A total of 199 work proximately 493,000 man-days. A_ large 
stoppages in certain mineral industry increase over the 1965 time loss occurred in 
groups during 1966 resulted in a time loss bituminous coal mining, where 160 work 
of approximately 747,000 man-days of stoppages resulted in a loss of 629,000 man- | 
work, according to the U.S. Department of days in 1966. Other mineral industries in 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Com- which increases occurred were anthracite 

parable data for 1965 were 205 work stop- coal mining, lead-zinc mining, and ferro- 

pages with an aggregate time loss of ap- alloy metal ores. oo
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Table 3.—Work stoppages in certain mineral industries in the United States 

ee 

Work stoppages Work stoppages 

Man- — Man- 
days days 

Industry and year Num- lost Industry and year. Num- lost 
— ber (thou- ‘ber (thou- 

sands) sands) 
NN 

Coal mining: Metal mining services: 
Anthracite: 1962_______----------- _-- --- 

1962___________-__u_ 8 14.6 19638_._______-__------ ae __- 
19638_________.-------- 4 3.0 1964_______________--- —_— __- 
1964___.___..._-___-L- 5 () 1965______________-_- _-- — 
1965_____-_-_-.-_--_-_- 3 1.7 1966____________-___- _-- — 
1966____._-.-_--------- 4 8.3 Miscellaneous metal ores: 

Bituminous: mettre srs --- --- 
. ~1962___.______ eee 121 191.0 1963___..----.-------- --- --- 

, -. 4963_____.------------ 181. 2234.0 1964___.-------------- ~~~ --- 
| 1964______.__-...-..-- 111 340.0 1965_.-_-------------- --- --- 

1965__________.------- 145 258.0 we 1966____.------.------ --- --- 
1966.._._........... 2. 160 629.0 Mining and quarrying of non- 

a metallic minerals (except fuels): 
Coke and byproducts, coke Dimension stone: 

only: 
1962_.-.....---------- NA NA 1968.2 a 

. 1963__._...__---------- NA NA 1964___ ~ oo 1 2.2 
1964_____. 2 eee NA NA 1965............. - _ 3 22-4 

: 1965_..--.------------ | NA NA 1966_________________- 1 
- 1966___.-------------- NA NA Crushed and broken stone: 

Petroleum refining: 1962_._-__..____._----- 4 6.3 
oe — 1962__-. 2-22 Lee 5 516.0 1963_____._._____._-_- 5 3.8 

. ~ 1968... ee 1 2314.0 1964______.__________- 8 24.7 
“ So 1964____________-.___- 14 162.0 1965___.____________--- 9 38.0 

_ 1965___.______.__._--- 7 231.4 1966_____._____._____- q 9.2 
1966___.._-._______-_--- 5 5.6 Sand and gravel: 

- os 1962___________..----- 3 2.0 
Metal mining: 1963_..............__. 2 (1) 

Tron: 1964__.._.._______._._ oe 2 (1) 
1962_____.-- 22 eee 3 17.4 1965___.____._-___..--- 10 3.5 
1968_____.--_.__-_----_- 1 22.4 1966...__._________--- 7 1.9 
1964_____________--- 3 5.5 Clay, ceramic and refractory 
1965________.______--- 3 21.9 minerals: 

. 1966______.__.-__._--- a _-- 1962___.__-__ Lee 1 (1) 
Copper: 19638_____-._-__-_-___--- — __- 

1962___________..-_--- 5 129.0 1964_______________--- 1 (4) 
1968_____._____-_----- 5 27.6 1965_________._____--- — — 
1964____.._..__._-_--- 11 385.0 1966_________-_____--- _— — 
1965__. eee 3 60.5 Chemical and fertilizer min- 

; 1966_____._____------- 6 25.2 eral mining: 
Lead-zine: 1962__________.____--- 5 169.0 

. 1962___________._----- 4 160.0 1963________..___..--- 1 288.6 
1968__....._..-_------- _—— 291.7 1964_________._____--- 4 12.5 
1964_____.___.___-_--- 9 14.9 1965_____________----- 1 (1) 
1965_______....-__---- 6 43.3 1966_______________-_- 2 (1) 
1966_____.___-.------- 4 266.0 Nonmetallic minerals (except 

Gold-silver: fuels) services: 
1962_____..____------- 1 8.8 1962______.________--- — __- 
1968_______._.-------- 1 16.0 19638_______________--- — oe 
1964_____________-_--- _— 221.6 1964_____________----- _-- _-- 
1965__.____-_--------- a _o- 1965____._._._.___-_--- — —_— 
1966_____________----- _— _-- 1966______._._.__-_--- — __. 

Bauxite and other aluminum Miscellaneous nonmetallic 
ores: minerals (except fuels): 

1962____.__----------- _— — 1962_________________- _— __- 
. 1963__._____-.--------- --- _-- 1963_____._______.---- — _—— 

1964_____-_----------- --- --- 1964____________..---- —_— _.- 
1965_____--.---------- —_— _— 1965__.____________--- 1 (1) 
1966___._-.----------- _— --- 1966________-.-___--_-- _— _-- 

Ferroalloy metal ores: Cement, hydraulic: 
1962_________-_____ __- 1 211.0 1962_________________- 1 () 
19638__.__..-_-_-_----- 1 29.6 1968______.__-___ Le 1 (1) 
1964___.__.__---_----- --- --- 1964__________ ee 1 7.4 
1965__._.-___--------- --- _-- 1965____._.._-_____-_- 14 32.3 
1966___.__..__--------- 1 (4) 1966____ 2 2 1.7 

. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 1,000 man-days. 
2 Includes idleness from stoppages which began in the previous year. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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SAFETY COMPETITIONS 

The Bureau of Mines conducts annual Surface Coal Mines.—No. 2 Mine, Consol- 

safety competitions to aid in the promotion idation Coal Co., Truax-Traer Coal Com- 
of accident-prevention activities in the na- pany Division, Pinckneyville, I. 

1980 ae pits, ane eed i A io oe . Underground Metal Mines. — Calloway 
, operations participated in the Mine, Tennessee Copper Co., Ducktown, 

competitions. Tenn. 
The National Safety Competition, co- 

sponsored by the Bureau of Mines and the Underground Nonmetal Mines.—Barberton 
American Mining Congress, completed its Mine, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 
42d conseciitive year in 1966 with an en- Chemical Division, Barberton, Ohio. 

_ rollment of 800 operations. A total of 341, Open-Pit Mines (Metal and Nonmetal).— | 

or 43 percent of the 800 contestants, herman Mine, United States Steel Corp., | 
worked 22.7 million man-hours without a Minnesota Ore Operations, Chisholm, Minn. 
disabling work injury. . 

The National Safety Competition is di- Quarries. — ‘Thorton Quarry, General | 
vided into six competitive groups to assure Dynamics Corp., Material Service Division, | 
equality of competition among operations ‘thornton, Il. 
with similar working conditions. The win- A total of 210 operations participated in 
hing operation in each group is awarded the National Sand and Gravel Safety ! 
the “Sentinels of Safety” trophy and plant Competition sponsored by the Bureau. Sev- 
flag. In addition, each employee at the  enty percent of these operations were in- 
winning plant receives the Bureau’s “‘Cer-  jury-free during 1966 and ‘worked nearly 
tificate of Accomplishment in Safety” for 4.5 million man-hours, or more than half 
his part in the winning record. of the total worktime of all participants. 

The following mines, pits, and quarries Three other safety contests, cosponsored : 
won 1966 trophies for being operated the  yesnectively by the National Lime Associa- : 
greatest number of injury-free man-hours tion, the National Limestone Institute, and 
in each of the six competing groups: the National Slag Association were con- 

Underground Coal Mines.—Karen Mine, ducted during 1966. A total of 220 plants 
United States Steel Corp., Fredericktown, Pa. | were entered in these contests. 

|



.



The Mi | Ind f Alab 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Alabama for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Ronald P. Hollenbeck ! and W. Everett Smith ” 

The value of mineral production in Ala- of coal and stone, the manufacturing of 
bama increased 1 percent above the record cement, and the production of crude petro- 

| high set in 1965. Alabama ranked second leum. These industries accounted for 87 
among the States in the production of percent of the State’s total value of mineral 
bauxite, third in the production of ma- production, compared with 85 percent in | 
sonry cement, native asphalt, and scrap 1965. - | 
mica, sixth in the production of portland | 
cement, ninth in the production of iron | 

ore, and tenth in the production of lime. 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Knoxville, | 
The mineral industry of Alabama was Tent .E te Geol Divisi Geolowical | 

. : - 8 . ief, Economic Geology Division, Geological dominated by the mining and processing  gurvey of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala. : 

| 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Alabama’ | 
| 

rr re | 

1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value | 
(thousands) (thousands) 

Cement: 2 | 
Portland_________..._...__thousand 376-pound barrels__ 13,765 $42,604 16,394 $49 537 
Masonry_________-_-_-.-_-_thousand 280-pound barrels_ -_ 2,598 7,853 2,570 7,613 

Clays__.__._..__.--_-----------------thousand short tons_. 32,220 34,888 2,448 5,142 
Coal (bituminous)___.___-_-_-.-_._-_-.-_---_-------do_-__- 14,832 106 , 249 14,219 160,112 
Iron ore (usable)_._._____.-thousand long tons, gross weight _- 1,495 8,241 1,508 8, 702 
Lime___________-____-__.--_-__..-._.-_thousand short tons__ 653 7,905 699 8, 442 
Natural gas_________-__.-__-.-.--..----million cubic feet __ 203 26 252 a2 
Petroleum (erude)..__-__.-__.._-thousand 42-gallon barrels_-_ 8,064 21 ,047 8,030 20,878 
Sand and gravel_____.___-__.-_.___-_-thousand short tons_- 6,422 7,195 7,082 7,953 
Stone 4_____.___-___-_-_---_-_-_-----------_-------do____ 17,987 30,810 20,744 36,839 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asphalt (native), baux- 

ite, slag cement, clay (bentonite 1965, kaolin 1965), scrap | 
mica, salt, stone (dimension limestone, dimension marble, 
oystershell 1965, crushed sandstone), talc, and tripoli 
(1965)______-__ eee eee xX 9,446 XX 4,528 

Total______._-_-_--__--_- eee ------ XX 246,264 xX 249 , 773 

XX Not applicable. . 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes certain cement; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
3 Excludes bentonite and kaolin. 
4 Excludes certain stone; included with ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 

57
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_ Figure 1—Value of coal, cement, and iron ore, and total value of mineral production 

in Alabama. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production Woodward Iron Co. (coal, iron ore, lime- 

in constant 1957-59 dollars stone, lime), and Alabama By-Products 

(Thousands) Corp. (coal) . 

— Trends and  Developments.—Republic 
Year Value . . . 
a Steel Corp. continued its expansion pro- 

1900------vvvvvresecececccccccce:« gd'ogg Bram at the Gadsden plant which began 
1959_________._.__-_-_------------- 205.416 about 10 years ago. Eight open-hearth fur- 

160 - == 2-2 ecncnrncrcrc 225,882 naces have been torn down and replaced 
1962_______.----.------------- oe 228'652 by two 150-ton basic oxygen furnaces. This 
1968 -- = -2----2 nooner aoe ee is the first use of the basic oxygen process 

1965_________-__----------.-------  * 255,222 in the South. A new hot-strip mill was put 
1966___---------------------------_°- 247.881 into operation in December, and a new 

t Revised. _—» Preliminary. plate mill is scheduled for operation in 
1967. 

Leading producing companies were Unit- McWane Cast Iron Pipe Co. revealed 

ed States Steel Corp. (coal, cement, lime- plans to construct a $15 million pig iron 

stone, shale, sandstone), Southern Cement operation near Mobile. The operation will 

Co. (cement, lime, limestone, shale), use a new method developed by the 

Southern Electric Generating Co. (coal), McDowell-Wellman Engineering Co. in
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- Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————-__—___———_- 
working active (thou- (thou- Fatal Nonfatal Fre- Severity 
daily sands) sands) quency 

1965: | 
Coal___-_----------- 5,632 212 1,196 9,531 7 129 14.27 5,205 
Metal___-_--_------_ 1,261 270 341 2,830 --- 30 10. 60 699 
Nonmetal and native 

asphalt__._-_.____- 972 276 268 2,157 --- 26 12.05 3,009 
Sand and gravel-_-__-_-_- 510 280 143 1,286 2 17 14.78 12 ,386 
Stone___-_.--------.- 2,679 294 787 6 , 493 3 60 9.70 3,706 

Total_._..-.-----. 11,054 247 2,785 22,297 12 — 262 12.29 4,398 

1966: P . 
Coal_-..-.---------.- 5,610 185 1,039 8,345 5 110. —s_ («13.78 4,373 
Metal___--_-__.-.---. 1,240 278 345 2,868 --- 42 14.64 412 
Nonmetal and native 

asphalt__-.._._.-_.. 1,060 280 294 2,370 1 42 18.14 2,827 
Sand and gravel_____- 500 275 138 1,230 1 16 13.82 11,485 
Stone__._-_--------- 2,655 289 768 6,361 1 73 11.63 4,672 

Total___---------. 11,055 234 2,584 21,174 8 283 13.74 4,166 

DP Preliminary. 

which a sintering machine and an electric Warrior River. A shovel with a 75-cubic- 
smelting furnace are used to convert ore, yard bucket has been ordered for this 
coal, and limestone directly into iron. It is operation. 
reported that this will be the first commer- Tennessee Valley Authority decided to 
cial version of the process. build a 2,304,000-kilowatt capacity nuclear- 

Revere Copper and Brass, Inc., started power plant at Browns Ferry on Wheeler 
construction of an aluminum rolling mill Reservoir in northern Alabama. An award 
on Goose Pond Island in the Tennessee for two nuclear generating units of 
River near Scottsboro. The mill, which is — 1,152,000-kilowatt capacity each, the largest 
scheduled for completion in the latter part such units in the world, went to General 

of 1967, will be one of the most modern Electric. This will be TVA’s first nuclear- 

mills in the world. fueled, steam-electric generating station. 
Reynolds Metals Co. announced con- Onsite construction is expected to begin in 

struction of a new cold-rolling mill for alu- the spring of 1967. 
minum strip at its Listerhill alloy plant. It Several companies were actively engaged 
is scheduled to begin operation in in exploration for copper in the Alabama 
mid-1967. | Piedmont region. Interest in gold recovery 
Alabama By-Products Corp. reported its continued to increase. Several small opera- 

first production from a new coal mine, tions were initiated during the year at pre- 
Chetopa, near Graysville in the latter part viously abandoned gold mines. Interest in 

of the year. The mine was developed by a_ lead occurrences was high, and _ several 
slope and two shafts in the Mary Lee coal companies initiated preliminary explora- 
seam. The mine and plant facilities use the tion activities. A number of major com- 
latest in equipment for mining and proc- panies made preliminary investigations of 
essing the coal. phosphate rock during the year. 

The firm also announced construction of Legislation and Government Programs.— 

a new 78-oven battery of coke ovens at its The Bureau of Mines Tuscaloosa Metallur- 
Tarrant coke and coal chemicals complex. gical Research Laboratory conducted tre- 
This battery will incorporate the latest de- search on many problems connected with 
sign in extra tall, large-capacity ovens and the mineral industries. The Bureau’s Area 
air and water pollution control equipment. II Mineral Resource Field Office also at 
The initial unit is expected to be complet- Tuscaloosa investigated heavy minerals re- 
ed and put in operation during the first sources in the southeastern United States 
quarter of 1968. and phosphate rock resources in northern 

Peabody Coal Co, was developing its new Alabama. Projects completed comsisted of 
Warrior mine near Oak Grove, in the an investigation, in cooperation with the
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Geological Survey of Alabama, of antho- Washington, Monroe, Baldwin, and Mobile 
phyllite asbestos deposits in Tallapoosa Counties. The Geological Survey of Alaba- 
County; case studies of factors that ma, working in cooperation with the 
influence the accumulation of automobile Ground Water Branch of the U.S. Geologi- 

| scrap in Jefferson County; and case studies cal Survey, released geologic maps of Law- 
of conflicting mineral-land use in Jefferson rence, Barbour, Coffee, Cherokee, and Pick- 
County. ens Counties. 

At yearend, 426 miles of Alabama’s In- The Geological Survey of Alabama began 

terstate and Defense Highways was open to a test drilling program in the Barbour- 
traffic. This represents 48 percent of the Henry County bauxite district with the 
total 880 miles designated for Alabama. hope of expanding the limits of the district 
Work was in progress on 431 miles. and researching the use of kaolinitic clays 

The Geological Survey of Alabama associated with the bauxite. Test drilling 

neared completion of mineral resource has been supplemented by seismic studies. 

maps of Barbour, Henry, Houston, Pike, Clay samples are being evaluated with the 

Crenshaw, Geneva, Butler, Bullock, Cone- aid of differential thermal analysis, chemi- 

cuh, Coffee, Covington, Dale, and Escambia cal, and X-ray data. Firing tests on the 

Counties, and started resource maps of samples are being conducted in coopera- 
Etowah, Calhoun, DeKalb, Marion, Win- tion with the Tuscaloosa Metallurgy Re- 

ston, Marengo, Clarke, Wilcox, Choctaw, search Laboratory. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

MINERAL FUELS was used to ship 84 percent of the coal; 16 

; percent was shipped by truck. 
Mineral fuels accounted for 49 percent Ninety-four percent of the coal mined 

of the total value of Alabama’s mineral underground was mechanically loaded; 92 
production, compared with 52 percent in jy obile loading machines loaded 82 per- 

1965. cent; 6 continuous miners loaded 5 per- 
Asphalt (Native)—Alabama Asphaltic cent; and 1 self-loading and 27 hand-load- 

Limestone Co. crushed bituminous lime- ed face conveyors loaded 2 percent. 

stone at its Margerum quarry in Colbert Equipment used at underground mines 
County. Production decreased 6 percent included 130 cutting machines, which cut 
and was 16 percent below the 1964 record. 93 percent of the tonnage; 183 power 
Alabama ranked third among the States in drills, which drilled 94 percent; 140 loco- 
the production of native asphalt. | motives; 37 tractors; 172 shuttle cars; and 

Coal (Bituminous).—Bituminous coal was 129 mother conveyors. 
mined at 183 mines in 11 counties, com- Equipment used at strip mines included 
pared with 206 mines in 12 counties in 72 power shovels, 39 draglines, 3 carryall 
1965. Total coal output decreased 4 percent scrapers, 94 bulldozers, 43 power drills, and 

and was 32 percent below the 1926 record. 110 trucks. An estimated 94 million cubic 
The leading producing counties were yards of overburden was removed. 
Jefferson, Walker, and Tuscaloosa. Leading Equipment used at auger mines included 
producers among the companies were Unit- 6 augers, 1 bulldozer, and 8 trucks. 

ed States Steel Corp., Southeastern Electric Of the total production, 73 percent was 

Generating Co., Alabama By-Products cleaned at 27 cleaning plants. The average 
Corp., and Peabody Coal Co., which to- recovery at these plants was only 60 per- 
gether supplied 43 percent of the State’s cent; 40 percent was refuse. 

total production. The average output per Coke.—Six companies produced byprod- 

mine increased from 72,000 tons in 1965 to uct metallurgical coke at seven plants in 
77,000 tons. Captive tonnage was 46 per- Jefferson, Etowah, and Tuscaloosa Coun- 
cent of the total production, compared ties. Leading producers were United States 
with 49 percent in 1965. Steel Corp. and U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co. 

Of the total production, 63 percent was Natural Gas.—Marketed production of 
from 116 underground mines, 36 percent natural gas increased slightly. The white 
from 61 strip mines, and 1 percent from 6 House gasfield in Marion County was the 
auger mines. Rail or water transportation only producing field.
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Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production, by counties 

——— eee 

1965 1966 

County Value Value 
Short tons (thousands) Short tons (thousands) Ne vs Ss MSousand’s) 

Bibb_..------------------------- 208 ,040 $946 139 ,525 $735 
Blount___.-._.------------------ 53 ,384 270 182 ,084 1,084 
Cullman____-__------------------ 4,393 382 2,200 16 
Etowah-_-_--.-------------------- 134 ,227 712 WwW Ww 
Jackson_--_-----_--------------- 272 ,419 1,002 544 ,883 1,970 
Jefferson___.--_----------------- 7,330 ,030 58 , 733 7,013 ,638 56, 501 
Marion__..._..___.___----_--_---- ATT ,365 1,848 499 ,345 2,373 
St. Clair_..-.-..----------------- 35,000 148 ------- wee eee 
Shelby. -_----------------------- 674,751 6,091 521 , 962 4,809 
Tuscaloosa___._.._____-___-_--_-- 1,187,750 5,154 1,382 ,254 6,047 
Walker______-.--_---------------- 4,305,506 30 , 544 3,798,151 25 , 858 
Winston____________------------- 153 , 727 769 Ww Ww 
Undistributed.________---.------- wo-n--- ------- 134 , 680 719 

Ea EE 
Total. ...-._-2 14,831,592 106,249 © 14,218, 722 100,112 

Earliest record 
to date___...______.----------. 1,027,066, 000 NA 1,041,285,000 NA 

TTT A 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”” 
NA Not available. 

Petroleum.—Production of crude petro- and an increasing number of wells were 
_ leum decreased slightly and was 12 percent expected to be drilled in this horizon in 

below the 1963 record. Five fields in five 1967. 
counties contributed to the total produc- 
tion. The Citronelle field in Mobile NONMETALS 
County was the leading producer, followed 
by the Pollard field, Escambia County; the Nonmetals accounted for 48 percent of 
Gilbertown field, Choctaw County; the the State’s total value of mineral produc- 

South Carlton field, Clarke and Baldwin 40%, compared with 45 percent in 1965. 
Counties; and the Tensaw field, Baldwin Cement.—Eight companies produced ma- : 
County. Oil drilling operations decreased sonry cement at nine plants in five coun- | 
during the year as compared with 1965. A ties. Leading producers were Southern Ce- 
total of 27 wells were drilled in 1966; 5 ment Co. and Ideal Cement Co. Shipments 

were completed as oil wells; 4 wells in the decreased 2 percent below the 1965 record. 

existing oilfields were dry holes; and 18 Alabama ranked third among the States in | 

wildcat wells were dry holes. No wells were the production of masonry cement. Con- . 
drilled in the State’s largest producing sumption of masonry cement in Alabama : 
area, the Citronelle field. The Citronelle was 25 percent of the total shipments. : 

ee : « P | 

field was originally developed on 40-acre Other shipments were made to Georgia, 34 ' 
spacing, and most of the productive area percent; Florida, 13 percent; South Caro- | 
has been developed. A secondary recovery _ lina, 7 percent; Mississippi, 6 percent; | 

program was in progress, and some of the Louisiana, 6 percent; North Carolima, 4 | 
undrilled acreage on the flanks of the field percent; Tennessee, 3 percent; amd other | 
would probably be developed on 80- States, 2 percent. 
and-160 acre spacing during 1967. There 
were 524 producing wells in the five coun- . 
ties as follows: Baldwin, 10; Choctaw, 65; Table > Cre P an production, 

Clarke, 13; Escambia, 30; and Mobile, 406. y counties 
. 42-gall 

The Cotton Valley formation and the (42-gallon barrels) 

Smackover formation discoveries in adja- County 1965 1966 
cent Mississippi have created interest IN poldwin.__......._...- 36,797 70.177 
the Jurassic sediments in Alabama. Drilling Choctaw_- wee nne nae 310 , 468 oe ; 208 

: arke_______-___-__-__ ) 1,123 of two test wells in the Smackover forma-  Rocambial 2772272777. 59 "174 453 339 
tion was in progress at the end of 1966, Mobile.___._.-._--..-- 7,080,860 7,103,108 
and three additional locations were staked. Total_____....... 8,064,000 8,030,000 
The most recent leasing and geophysical Earliest record to date... 73,940,000 81,970,000 
activity has been along the Jurassic trend, Source: State Oil and Gas Board.
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Seven companies produced portland ce- Leading counties were Jefferson and Rus- 
ment at eight plants in five counties. The sell. Leading producers were Bickerstaff 
annual capacity of portland cement plants Brick Co. Inc., in Russell County, and Jen- 

| was 16.7 million barrels. Leading producers kins Brick Co., with plants in Montgomery 
were Lone Star Cement Corp., Southern and Elmore Counties. Production increased ; 
Cement Co., and Ideal Cement Co. Ship- 6 percent above the 1965 record. 
ments increased 3 percent over the 1965 Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. and 
record. Alabama ranked sixth among the Thomas Alabama Kaolin Co. mined kaolin 

States in the production of portland ce- in Henry and Marion Counties for a varie- 
- ment. Consumption of portland cement in’ ty of uses. Production was 30 percent 
Alabama was 37 percent of total shipments. above the 1965 record. American Colloid 
Other shipments were made to Georgia, 24 Co., in their third year of operation, pro- 
percent; Mississippi, 13 percent; Florida, 7 duced bentonite in Lowndes County; pro- 
percent; South Carolina, 5 percent; Loui- duction increased 33 percent. 
siana, 4 percent; and other States, 10 per- | Lime.—Six companies produced quick- 
cent. lime and hydrated lime at seven plants in 

Raw materials used in manufacturing Shelby and Dallas Counties for construc- 
portland cement included cement rock, _ tion, agricultural, chemical, and industrial 

which accounted for 49 percent; limestone uses. Leading producers were Southern Ce- 
and oystershell, 32 percent; clay and shale, ment Co. and Longview Lime Corp. Pro- 
11 percent; and other materials, 8 percent duction increased 7 percent over the 1965 
of the total. record. Consumption of lime in Alabama 

Fifty-eight percent of the portland ce- accounted for 59 percent of total ship- 
ment was used for ready-mixed concrete; ments, Florida accounted for 16 percent of 
highway contractors accounted for 16 per- the total out-of-State shipments; Georgia, 
cent; manufacturers of concrete products, 15 percent; Tennessee, 2 percent; and 
15 percent; building material dealers, 6 other States, 8 percent. | 
percent; and other users, 5 percent. Six companies operating seven papermills 

Southern Cement Co. and Cheney Lime recovered quicklime as a byproduct. Lead- 
& Cement Co. produced slag cement at ing firms were Scott Paper Co., Mobile 

Jefferson and Blount County plants. Ship- County, and American Can Co., Choctaw 
ments decreased 16 percent and were 80 County. — : 
percent below the 1952 record. | Mica.—U.S. Gypsum Co. and Black War- 

Clays—Thirteen companies mined fire rior Petroleum Co. Inc. mined scrap mica 
clay for refractories at 15 mines in 6 coun- in Randolph County. Production decreased 
ties. Leading producers were Donoho Clay 19 percent from the 1965 record. Alabama 
Co. and Russell Coal & Clay Co., with ranked third among the States in the pro- 
mines in Calhoun and Walker Counties. duction of scrap mica. 
Production was 1 percent below the 1965 Salt.—Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. 
record. produced salt in brine in Washington 

Twenty companies mined 1.9 million County. Production increased 2 percent 
tons of miscellaneous clay at 24 mines in over the 1965 record. | 
12 counties for heavy clay products, port- Sand and Gravel.—Fifty-two commercial 
land cement, and lightweight aggregate. and three Government-and-contractor 

Table 6.—Fire clay sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use - —_- OO 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Firebrick and block-__----- 233 ,996 $947 ,244 $4.05 193 ,509 $755 ,173 $3.90 
Kiln furniture_________--_ ~------ ------- ----- 161 ,497 WwW WwW 
Foundries and steelworks__ 221,457 2,237,567 10.10 WwW WwW WwW 
Other uses }1___________--- 4,997 34,790 6.96 100,107 1,418,947 14.17 

Total___---------- 460,450 3,219,601 6.99 455,118 2,174,120 4.78 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Other uses.’’ 
1 Includes mortar, exports (1965), and uses indicated by symbol W.
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Table 7.—Lime sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use ee eS 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Paper_____-------------- 179,541 $2,251,069 $12.54 204,367 $2,454,613 $12.01 
Construction______-_----_- WwW WwW W 186,081 1,841,123 13.53 
Water purification_______- 46 , 842 599 , 852 12.81 54,602 708 ,699 12.98 
Steel electric furnaces_____ 49 , 082 620 ,155 12.65 29 ,341 337 ,270 11.49 
Sugar refining_--_________- WwW WwW WwW 4,721 59 , 687 12.64 
Tanning..__---_---_-_--- 1,125 14,319 12.73 WwW WwW Ww 
Other uses 1___._______-_- 376,697 4,419,860 11.73 270,169 3,040,292 11.25 

Total___---__.-.-. 653,237 7,905,255 12.10 699,281 8,441,684 12.07 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other uses.” 
1 Includes lime used for agriculture, alkalies, aluminum, brick sand-lime and slag, brick silica, caleiwm ecar- 

bide, coke, food, insecticides, magnesium, metallurgy, petroleum refining (1965), oil-well drilling (1966), ore 
concentration, paint, sewage, steel basic oxygen, steel open-hearth furnaces, other uses, and uses indicated 
by symbol W. 

operations mined sand and gravel in 33 _ tion, and rough architectural. Production 
counties. Commercial operations accounted decreased 22 percent. ‘Thompson-Weinman 
for 98 percent of the total production. & Co., Moretti-Harrah Marble Co., and 
Leading producers were Vulcan Materials Georgia Marble Co. crushed and ground 
Co., in Montgomery and Macon Counties; marble at Sylacauga, Talladega County, for 

Alabama Gravel Co., in Elmore and Mont- paint, putty, rubber, plastics, roofing gran- 
gomery Counties; and Dallas Sand & Grav- _ules, and other uses. Production increased 
el Co. Inc., in Autauga County. Leading 5 percent over the 1965 record. 

counties were Montgomery, Macon, and Moretti-Harrah Marble Co. and Georgia 

Chilton. Forty stationary plants, and 10 Marble Co. quarried dimension marble at | 

portable plants, and 17 dredges were in  Sylacauga for rough and dressed building 
operation. Production increased 10 percent stone and dressed monumental stone. Pro- 

over the 1965 record. Virtually the entire duction increased 23 percent. : 

production was processed by washing. Of Radcliff Materials, Inc., and Southern : 
the total commercial production, 59 per-  Oystershell Mining Corp. crushed oyster- 2 
cent was shipped by truck, 33 percent by shell from Mobile Bay for cement, con- | 
rail, and 6 percent by water. ‘The size Of crete, roads, and poultry grit. | 

the commercial operations producing sand United States Steel Corp. and Enos Vann | 
and gravel is illustrated by the fact that 58 = cGryshed sandstone in Jefferson County. 
percent of the operations had annual out- = pygquction increased 3 percent. | 
puts of less than 100,000 tons, and account- Tale-—American Talc Co. mined and 

ed for only 16 percent of the total State ; 7 
. - ground talc at Winterboro for toilet prepa- 

production. . . h te 
Stone.__Forty-six commercial and two Gov- rations, paint, and other uses. Production | 

° q y tractor operations mined increased 44 percent but was 31 percent 
ernment-and-contractor op | below the 1964 record. | 
and crushed limestone in 21 counties. _—- . a. 

. . Vermiculite—Zonolite Co., Division of 
Commercial operations accounted _ for WRG eC foliated miculite | 

practically all of the production. Leading tit . 1 ne Bi ex cha € vse rude | 
counties were Shelby, Jefferson, Madison, verible £ ae oth "State am, USMB cru | 
and Colbert. Leading producers were Vul- materials trom other states. | 
can Materials Co., Southern Cement Co.,  _ METALS | 

Lone Star Cement Corp., and Madison | 

Limestone Co. Inc. Production increased 8 Aluminum and _ Bauxite——Wilson-Sneed | 
percent over the 1965 record. Major use Mining Co., Harbison-Walker Refractories | 
was for concrete and roads, followed by ce- Co., and National Properties & Mining Co. ! 
ment, lime, and flux. . mined crude bauxite in Barbour and 

Georgia Marble Co. quarried dimension Henry Counties for refractories and chemi- 
limestone in Franklin County for building cals. Production increased 33 percent but 
stone, including dressed, rough construc- was 57 percent below the 1943 record. Ala-
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Table 8.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 

(Thousand short toris and thousand dollars) 

| 1965 | 1966 | 
County OO OO 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Barbour_____--.----.--1+----.--- 26 $38 15 $15 
Cherokee_____.-_-.---21_---- --: 2 5 2 WwW 
Cleburne_._...-.---_------.-__-- ---- ane 22 20 
Coffee__.._.-.--- eee ae ue 50 37 
Dallas___.._..-.--2--------- ee 281 281 WwW WwW 
Eseambia.__._...._--.-------_--- 424 467 518 533 
Fayette___.___._-____---2-.-L__ lt W W 68 109 
Franklin... 2 = .---_-_--_- eee W WwW 317 WwW 
Geneva_______---------------+-- WwW WwW 30 WwW 
Hale___...------ +e -- ---- _--- 2 2 
Jefferson. .________.-.-_---_-_-_- 20 18 36 32 
Macon___________---_------ =e 601 796 642 ¥ 
Marion___________---.-.---.-.--- 25 38 32 q 
Mobile____-___-_._--------- ee 499 500 WwW WwW 
Monroe__________---_-_--------- - 69 _ 62 42, 46 
Montgomery_______.-1-_._-.----- 1,327 1,321 1,643 1,581 
Morgan___-______-_-___-_____-_- WwW WwW 198 Ww 
Tusealoosa_________-_-. 2 Lee . W W 176 229 ° 
Undistributed 120.22 3,148 | 3,669 3,289 5,849 

Total_______-_-_____---_-. 6,422 7,195 7,082 7,953 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Includes Autauga, Baldwin (1966), Bibb (1966), Chilton, Clarke, Conecuh (1965), Crenshaw, Elmore, 

Etowah, Greene (1966), Houston, Marshall (1966), Russell, Sumter (1966), Talladega (1966), and Washington 
Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. ws aa 

Table 9.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) a 

. 1965 1966 7 

-. Value Value 
Use OO 

Quantity Average Quantity Average 
Total per ton - Total per ton 

Sand: 
Structural__________- 2,348 $2 ,266 $0.97 2,353 $2,270 $0.96 
Paving._..._._.___._ ~ W17 656 91 548 508 .93 
Filtration___._______- 56 56 1.00 W W W 
Fill... ee 17 14 .82 28 10 36 
Other sands !_______- 297 A486 1.64 403 589 1.46 

Total__..-2__-___- 3,435 3,478 1.01 3,332 3,377 1.01 

Gravel: 
Structural. _-_._______ 2,098 2,590 1.23 2,262 2,826 1.25 
Paving.__._________- 559 669 1.20 642 182 1.22 
Other gravel ?________ 330 458 1.39 846 968 1.14 © 

Total_.________ Le 2,987 3,717 1.24 3,750 4,576 1.22 

Total sand and . 
gravel__________-_ 6,422 7,195 1.12 7,082 7,953 1.12 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes engine, molding, and other sands, and uses indicated by symbol W. 
2 Includes fill and other gravel. 

bama ranked second among the States in 19; average usable production per mine in- 
the production of bauxite. Reynolds Metals creased from 62,000 to 79,000 tons. Alaba- 
Co. produced aluminum at its Listerhill ma ranked ninth among the States in pro- 
plant at Sheffield. duction of iron ore. 

Iron Ore—Shipments of iron ore in- Woodward Iron Co. mined red iron ore 
creased 1 percent. Of the total shipments, (hematite) at the Pyne mine in Jefferson 
10 percent was direct-shipping ore, com- County and at the Vance mine in Tusca- 
pared with 8 percent in 1965, 13 percent in loosa County. Production increased 11 per- 
1964, and 15 percent in 1963. The number cent but was 91 percent below the 1942 

of operating mines decreased from 24 to _ record.
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Seventeen operations mined brown iron 3 percent and was 56 percent below the 
ore (limonite) in seven counties. Leading 1942 record. 
counties were Franklin, Pike, and Butler. Magnesium.—Alabama Metallurgical Corp. 
Leading producers were Shook & Fletcher produced magnesium metal from dolomite 
Supply Co., in Blount, Franklin, and at Selma. | | 
Shelby Counties; U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co., Pig Iron and Steel—United States Steel 
in Franklin County; and Glenwood Mining Corp., Republic Steel Corp., U.S. Pipe & 
Co., in Pike County. Production decreased Foundry Co., and Woodward Iron Co. pro- 

Table 10.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by counties 

1965 1966 
County See EE RRRRERRRRReeeeeenmmemeeeeeeneememmemmene erence eee 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Calhoun_.._____..-_.-_--_.-----. 453 ,051 $730 , 882 293 ,613 $470 ,000 
Colbert_.___...__------------_.- 1,120,379 1,328,341 1,251,170 1,593,971 
Cullman__.._-2 222k a -aa--- 39 , 860 61,169 
Henry_____-__-_2_--------- =e 10 ,447 31,341 3,327 5,420 
Jackson__..-._.---.--.--------_- -a---- ~u---- 130,000 156 , 000 
Jefferson. _._-______2---------.-_- 4,042,196 4,700 ,295 4,606 ,217 5,897 ,334 
Limestone___.___...----_----_--- 51,027 76,540 45,281 67,921 
Madison___._.-__..4.----_-_----- W WwW 2,329 ,479 2,155,255 
Marengo.____..----.-.----------- WwW WwW 321,930 222,100 
Marshall____----.-_-.----------- 258 , 773 387 , 720 225,000 337 , 000 
Shelby______..-.-__.2.---_------- 4,872,315 6,741,595 4,861,146 6,677,815 
Washington__._.____..---------- WwW WwW 746,870 515,300 
Undistributed 1.__...._..-.------_- 6,677,979 6,596,182 3,995,154 4,808,558 

Total____.-._-_-_-_.-_-_-_- 17,486,167 20 , 592 , 896 18 , 849 ,047 | 22 ,967, 843 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”’ 
1 Includes Bibb, Covington, DeKalb, Etowah, Franklin, Lee, Morgan, St. Clair, and Talladega Counties, 

and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Table 11.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use aaa oo 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
. Total per ton Total per ton 

Conerete and roads_______ 10,185,299 $12,208,595 $1.20 10,870,282 $12,753,356 $1.23 
Cement manufacture__...__ 3,969,157 2,757,899 .69 4,856,248 3,249,417 15 
Fluxing stone____.__.__-- 867,124 1,394,739 1.61 1,244,050 2,055,800 1.65 
Lime manufacture____.... 1,115,403 1,758,515 1.58 981,059 1,647,459 1.68 
Agstone_______-.__------ 546,291 892 , 282 1.63 666,144 1,152,891 1.73 
Riprap_____._.-_-.------ TT , 383 101 , 608 1.31 WwW WwW Ww 
Other uses !_________-_.-- 725,510 1,479,258 2.04 1,231,269 2,108,920 1.71 

Total_._____..__.. 17,486,167 20,592,896 1.18 18,849,047 22,967,843 1.22 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other uses.” 
1 Includes refractory stone, rock dust for coal mines, railroad ballast, alkali, paper, asphalt filler, fertilizer, 

filler (1966), filter beds, mineral food, stone sand, and other uses, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

Table 12.—Mine production and shipments of crude iron ore 

1965 1966 

Number Long Number Long 
. of mines tons of mines tons 

Mine production: 
By varieties: 

Hematite__......-.---.--------.- 2 759 ,148 2 942 , 722 
Limonite________.-_-__-- Lee ee 22 3,343, 800 17 3,225,200 

By mining methods: 
Open pit._.____ 2 eee 23 8,443,800 18 3,390,200 
Underground_______-_.___-..---- 1 659 ,143 1 777 , 722 

Shipments from mines: 
Direct to consumers... ___...--_------- 1 121,766 1 149 ,755 
To beneficiation plants______.__._.--_- 23 3,986,754 18 8,976,146 

Eee
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~ Table 13.—Usable iron ore shipments, by counties | 

1965 1966 

County eee 
Long tons Value Long tons Value 
a 
Barbour____.__------------------ 97,929 $479 ,230 WwW Ww 

Butler___.___-.----------------- 152 , 842 799 ,150 140, 667 $747 , 700 

Crenshaw______-_---------------- 24,265 140 ,000 16,973 120 ,000 

Jefferson. ___.------------------- 539,051 WwW 621,527 WwW 

Pike______.________------------- 228 ,318 1,169,200 170,356 922 ,700 

Tuscaloosa. _..------------------ 34,378 W 19,193 WwW 

Undistributed !______..__---------- 417,889 5,653,677 539 , 443 6,912,014 
ee eo lll 

Total. __.___-------------- 1,494,672 8,241,257 1,508,159 8,702,414 
ae 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 

1 Includes Blount, Franklin, and Shelby Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Table 14.—Usable iron ore production and shipments 

nn 
1965 1966 
a 

Tron content, Iron content, 
Long tons natural Long tons natural 

(percent) (percent) 
a 

Production: 
Hematite______.-_--.--------- 634 , 342 34 704,688 84 

Limonite_.__...------------- 906 , 092 44 876,740 44 

Shipments: 
Direct-shipping ore. ___------- 121,766 34 149 , 755 34 

Concentrates and sinter_—_-_--- 1,372 ,906 43 1,358,404 41 
dee 

duced 4,389,000 tons of basic, foundry, and Consumption of iron ore in agglomerat- 

malleable pig iron, compared with ing plants, blast furnaces, and steel fur- 

4,296,000 tons in 1965. Value of shipments aces was 36 percent domestic ore and 64 

was $231 million, compared with $235 mil- percent foreign ore. This was the third 

lion in 1965. Imports of iron ore, chiefly straight year that consumption of foreign 

from Venezuela and Brazil, remained about ore exceeded consumption of domestic ore. 

the same as in 1965. . 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported from and Wilson-Sneed Mining Co. mined baux- 

54 of the 67 counties as compared with 51 ite for. chemicals and refractories. McKen- 

in 1965. The major producing counties zie Construction Co. mined building sand 

were Jefferson, Mobile, Shelby, and Walker, and gravel. 

which together furnished 73 percent of the Bibb.—Southern Materials Co. and Ala- 

total State value. SO met Corp. crushed limestone for roadstone 

Baldwin.—Production of crude petroleum and for lime used in manufacturing 

increased 91 percent for a record year. The magnesium metal. Ten coal mines were ac- 

South Carlton field in Clarke and Baldwin tive; leading producers were Moss Thorn- 

Counties and Alabama’s newest field, Ten- ton Co., Inc., (Marvel strip mine), Black 

saw Lake, contributed to the total produc- Diamond Coal Mining Co. (West Blocton 

tion. The Tensaw Lake field had three oil strip mine), and Cane Creek Mining Co. 

wells and two dry holes completed. The (McCulley Hill strip mine). Cobern Sand 

Alabama State Highway Department and Co. mined structural sand. 

Hinote Sand Supply mined structural and Blount.—Six coal mines were active; lead- 
paving sand and gravel. Fairhope Clay ing producers were Calvert and Young- 

Products Co. mined miscellaneous clay for blood Coal Co. (Thermal strip mine), 

heavy clay products. Youngblood Coal Co. (Lehigh strip mine) , 
Barbour.—H. D. Loflin and Phillips- and D. D. Cupps and Sons Coal Co. 

Holmes Co., Inc., mined brown iron ore. (Cupps No. 1 strip mine). Shook & 

National Properties & Mining Co., Inc., Fletcher Supply Co. mined brown iron ore
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Table 15.—Value of mineral production in Alabama, by counties 1 
See 

Minerals produced in 1966 in order 
County 1965 1966 of value 
meee 
Autauga__._____.._.-_-_- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Baldwin____.-.-_____._-_ $100, 640 W Petroleum, sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Barbour_____._-________- W W Iron ore, bauxite, sand and gravel. 
Bibb_______--__----_-_-_- WwW W_ Limestone, coal, sand and gravel. 
Blount ______-__-_-______- W W Coal, iron ore, cement, fire clay. 
Butler_____-.--___-_______ 799,150 $747,700 Iron ore. 
Calhoun____...___-______ WwW W Fire clay, limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Cherokee_.___-_..-______- 5, 000 W_ Sand and gravel. . 
Chilton______.-.---_--__ WwW W Do. . 
Choctaw____-__________- 810,321 705,507 Petroleum. 
Clarke_________________- WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel. . 
Cleburne________________ ---u-e 20,000 Sand and gravel. 
Coffee__....____.-__ _ Le Lee eee 37,000 Do. 
Colbert____.---_________ WwW W Limestone, native asphalt. 
Conecuh_______________- WwW -aueee 
Covington_______________ WwW W_ Limestone. 
Crenshaw. __.___________ WwW W Iron ore, sand and gravel. 
Cullman_____-_-______ 31,673 77,207 Limestone, coal. 
Dallas__.__-_-_-_-_-___ _- WwW W Lime, sand and gravel. 
De Kalb______._________- WwW W_ Limestone. 
Elmore______-__-_-__.-____ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Escambia________.__.___-- WwW 1,686,422 Petroleum, sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Etowah________________- WwW 955,518 Coal, limestone, sand and gravel, fire clay. 
Fayette____.._-____-___- WwW 109,000 Sand and gravel. 
Franklin. ____.22-_22 __- 3,641,954 3,286,842 Iron ore, limestone, sand and gravel, fire clay. 
Geneva__..---_________- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Greene____________..___- ~----- WwW Do. 
Hale__..-___ ee --o--- 2,000 Do. 
Henry_______-_- ee WwW W Kaolin, bauxite, limestone. 
Houston_____._-________- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Jackson. ____________-___- 1,002,671 2,126,418 Coal, limestone. 
Jefferson______._..__...... 94,316,913 92,196,194 Coal, cement, limestone, iron ore, miscellaneous 

clay, sand and gravel, sandstone. 
Lauderdale_______---.--- WwW a 
Lee. .-__---------- ee WwW W_ Limestone. 
Limestone_____________-- 76,540 67,921 Do. 
Lowndes____._.______--- WwW W_ Bentonite. , , 
Macon__________-_------- 796,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Madison______________-- W W Limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Marengo_______________- WwW W Cement, limestone. 
Marion_________________- WwW W Coal, kaolin, sand and gravel. 
Marshall_______-..------ 390 ;290 W_ Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Mobile___.__.__.--_--_-- WwW W Petroleum, cement, oystershell, sand and gravel, 

miscellaneous clay. 
Monroe_________.-.----- 62,000 46,000 Sand and gravel. 
Montgomry___._-______-- 1, 442 ,350 1,702,000 Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Morgan____________----- WwW , W_ Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Pike__.---.--___---_---- 1,169,200 922,700 Iron ore. 
Randolph_____________-- WwW W Mica. 
Russell... ....._-.------- WwW W Miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
St. Clair__.._._._._____-_- W W Cement, limestone, fire clay, miscellaneous clay. 
Shelby_______._--.---_.. 27,828,773 28,183,862 Lime, cement, limestone, coal, iron ore, miscel- 

laneous clay. 
Sumter___.________--_--- ------ W_ Sand and gravel. . 
Talladega_________-__--- WwW W Marble, limestone, sand and gravel, talc. 
Tuscaloosa_______.__---- WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, iron ore. 
Walker_____________.-_-- W W Coal, fire clay, miscellaneous clay. 
Washington_____________-_ WwW W Salt, limestone, sand and gravel. 
Winston__________-_..--- 768 ,635 W Coal. 
Undistributed 2__...___... 113,021,890 116,905,709 

Total____._.._.__.. 246,264,000 249,778,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Bullock, Chambers, Clay, Coosa, 
Dale, Lamar, Lawrence, Perry, Pickens, Tallapoosa, and Wilcox. 

2 Includes value of natural gas and counties indicated by symbol W.
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at the Champion mine. Cheney Lime & Ce- Dixie Sand & Gravel Co., and East Brewton 

ment Co. produced masonry and slag ce- Materials Co. mined building and paving 

ments at the Graystone mill. Harbison- sand and gravel and railroad ballast gravel. 

Walker Refractories Co. mined fire clay at Container Corp. of America produced lime 

its Thermal mine for refractories. for use in manufacturing paper. Keego 

Butler.—Pigeon Creek Mining Co. KMC Clay Products Co, mined miscellaneous 

Mining Co., Luverne Mining Co., C. G. clay for heavy clay products at its Brewton 

Kershaw Construction Co., and T. H. Fos- pit. 

ter mined brown iron ore. Etowah.—Republic Steel Corp. produced 

Calhoun.—Donoho Clay Co. and Dixie pig iron and steel at its Gadsden plant. 

Clay Co. mined fire clay for refractories. Robbins Coal Co., Inc. mined coal at its 

Hodges and Co. crushed limestone at the Southview strip mine. Vulcan Materials Co. 

Anniston quarry for concrete, roads, agri- and Herbert Construction Co. crushed 

cultural stone (agstone) , and fluxing stone. limestone for concrete and roads, riprap, 
Frame Brick and Tile Co. mined miscella~ and agstone. Southside Sand Co. mined 

neous clay at its Frame and Dubois mines huilding and paving sand and gravel at its 

for heavy clay products. Gadsden mine. R & F Sand Co. mined fire 
Choctaw.—Production of crude petro- clay for refractories near Gadsden. 

leum from the Gilbertown field, Alabama's Franklin—U.S. Pipe & Foundry Co., 

oldest field, was 9 percent below that of oon & Fletcher Supply Co., and Hester & 

1965. Two oil wells and two dry holes were po+ned mined brown iron ore. Vulcan Ma- 

completed in the Gilbertown field. terials Co. crushed limestone for concrete, 

f Coe een wr omnes petroteum roads, riprap, and agstone at its Isbell 

cow that of i 065. No wells vere complet- quarry near Russellville. Tennessee Valley 

. . . Sand & Gravel Co. and North Alabama 
ed in this field in 1966. Jackson Sand & Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. mined building 

Gravel Co. and _Whatley Sand & Gravel, and paving sand and gravel. Georgia Mar- 

Inc., mined building sand and gravel. ble Co. quarried dimension limestone for 

Colbert.—Vulcan Materials Co., Alabama rough construction, rough architectural, 

Asphaltic Limestone Co., and Ralph and dressed building stone. Tennessee Val- 
Rogers & Co., Inc. crushed limestone for ley Sand & Gravel Co. mined fire clay for 

concrete, roads, agstone, tiprap, and rail- refractories at its Spruce Pine mine near 
road ballast, Alabama Asphaltic Limestone — p ogieig. 

Co. mined native asphalt for roadstone. . . 

Crenshaw.—McGhee & Merrill Co. mined Henry.—Harbison- Walker Refractories Co, 

brown iron ore at its Searcy mine near Do- and — Wilson-Snead Mining Co. mined 
tier, Southern Sand Co. mined molding bauxite. Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. 

sand at its Brantley mine. mined kaolin for refractories at its Eufaula 

Cullman—The Alabama State Highway mine. Abbeville Lime Co. crushed lime- 

D ° : stone for agstone at its Abbeville quarry. 
epartment crushed limestone for concrete 

and roads. Crapps Coal Co. operated the Jackson.—Farco Co., Inc. (Fies No. 1 
No. 4 coal mine. strip mine), Goforth & Smith Coal Co. 

| Dallas——Alabama Metallurgical Corp. (Campbell No. 3 mine), and Skyline Coal 

produced lime for use in manufacturing Co. (Darby No. 1 mine) mined coal. B & 
chemicals and magnesium metal. CG. Pier- L Limestone Co. crushed limestone for 

son Cosby mined building, engine, and concrete and roads. 

filtration sand at its mine near Selma. Jefferson.—Sixty-six coal mines were ac- 

Elmore.—Alabama Gravel Co. mined tive; leading producers were United States 

building sand and gravel. Jenkins Brick Steel Corp. (Concord No. 1 mine), Alaba- 

Co. mined miscellaneous clay at its Coosa- ma By-Products Corp. (Maxine mine) , and 

da mine. Woodward Iron Co. (Mulga mine) . 

Escambia.—Production of crude _petro- United States Steel Corp., Lehigh Port- 

leum from the Pollard field, Alabama’s sec- land Cement Co., Alpha Portland Cement 

ond largest producing field, decreased 11 Co., and Lone Star Cement Corp. produced 

percent from that of 1965. No wells were masonry and portland cements. Southern 

completed in this field in 1966. Escambia Cement Co. produced masonry and slag ce- 

Materials Co., Flomaton Gravel Co., Inc., ‘ments.
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Dolcite Quarry Co., United States Steel Mobile.—Production of crude petroleum 
Corp., Wade Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. from the Citronelle field, Alabama’s largest 
Southern Rock Products Co., Inc., Lehigh producing field, increased slightly over that 
Portland Cement Co., U.S. Pipe & Foundry of 1965. No wells were completed in this 
Co., Lone Star Cement Corp., and Alpha field in 1966. Ideal Cement Co. produced 
Portland Cement Co. crushed limestone for masonry and portland cements from oyster- 
cement, concrete, roads, fluxing stone, ag- shell at Mobile. Southern Oystershell Mill- 
stone, asppalt ue coal dust, stone sand, 7 Corp. ane Kaen Monn me 
and metallurgical uses. redged oystershell from Mobile Bay for 
Woodward Iron Co. mined red iron ore cement, concrete, roads, and poultry grit. 

at its Pyne mine. United States Steel Corp., Radcliff Materials, Inc., Hicks Sand Co., 
Woodward Iron Co., U.S. Pipe & Foundry and Ideal Cement Co. mined building, 
Co., and Republic Steel Corp. produced paving, and fill sand, and building and 
pig iron. United States Steel Corp. pro- paving sand and gravel. Ideal Cement Co. 
duced steel. mined miscellaneous clay for cement. 

Vulcan Materials Co. mined shale at its Montgomery.—Vulcan Materials Co., Ala- Parkwood mine for expanded shale pro- bama Gravel Co., C. T. Thackston Sand & 

Portland “Cement Co, Natoo Compe nen Diaie Sand & Gravel Co, bee mined buat Portland Cement Co., Natco Corp., Bir- “9 . - 
mingham Clay Products Co., Lone Star Ce- ing, paving, molding and engine sand and 
ment Corp., Stephenson Brick & Tile Co., building and paving gravel. Jenkins Brick 
Watkins Brick Co., and W. S. Dickey Clay 0. mined miscellaneous clay for heavy 
Manufacturing Co. mined miscellaneous clay products. 
clay for cement and heavy clay products. Morgan.—Watters Quarries, Inc. (Lacon 
United States Steel Corp. and Enos Vann No. 1, Burden, and Priceville quarries) , 
crushed sandstone for cement, foundries, and Trinity Stone Co., Inc. crushed lime- 
and refractories. Zonolite Co., Division of stone for concrete, roads, agstone, and rip- 
W. R. Grace & Co. exfoliated vermiculite Tap. Decatur Sand & Gravel Co. mined at its Birmingham plant. building sand and gravel near Decatur. 
Macon.—Vulcan Materials Co., Sharpe Pike.—Glenwood Mining Co., Inc., Arm- 

Sand & Gravel Co., and Tri-State Sand Co. “© ane ve D unbar Mining Co., Inc., mined building, paving, and fill sand and 2% Gibson Mining Co. mined brown iron 
gravel, and molding sand. Randolph.—U.S. Gypsum Co. and Black 
Madison.—Madison Limestone Co., Inc,  warrioy Petroleum Co. mined and ground South Parkway Quarry, Inc., and Vulcan scrap mica. 

Materials Co. crushed limestone for al Russell.— Bickerstaff Clay Products, Inc., 
crete, toads, agstone, and at rap. oe mined miscellaneous clay for heavy clay 
-. are Products Gorp dacte MISCEMANCOUs products at three mines. Consolidated 
cray for heavy Clay products. Gravel Co., Inc., mined building sand and Marengo.—Lone Star Cement Corp. Pro- gravel at its Dixieland mine. 
duced portland cement and crushed lime- St. Clair—National Cement Co. pro- 
stone for cement. duced portland and masonry cements at 
Marion.—Thirty-two coal mines were the Ragland mill and crushed limestone 

active; leading producers were Coalite, Inc. for use in manufacturing cement. Riverside 
(Brilliant strip mine), Brookside-Pratt Clay Co. mined fire clay for refractories at Mining co iNew (ibe sine aie) , re the McAffee and Pell City mines. Ragland 
iberty Coal Co. (Liberty No. 2 mine). Brick Co. and National Cement Co. mined 

Thomas Alabama Kaolin Co. mined kaolin miscellaneous clay for heavy clay products 
at its Hackelburg mine. Thompson Sand & and cement. 
Gravel Co. mined building sand and gravel Shelby—Southern Cement Co., Longview 
at its Winfield mine. Lime Corp., U.S. Gypsum Co., Alabaster 
Marshall.—C. A. Langford Co., Inc. Lime Co., and Cheney Lime & Cement Co. 

crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and produced quicklime and hydrated lime for 
agstone. Alpine Sand & Gravel Co. and building, agriculture, chemical, and indus- 
Sand Materials Co. mined structural sand trial uses. Southern Cement Co. produced 
and gravel. masonry and portland cements at the Ca-
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lera mill. Vulcan Materials Co., Southern rough and dressed interior bilding stone 
‘ Cement Co., Longview Lime Corp., South- and for dressed monumental stone. 

ern Rock Products Co., Inc., Alabaster Tuscaloosa.—Twelve coal mines were ac- 
, Lime Co., Montevallo Limestone Co., _ tive; leading producers were Peabody Coal 

Cheney Lime & Cement Co., and U.S. Gyp- Co. (Seminole strip mine), Abston Con- 
sumy Co. crushed limestone for lime, ce- struction Co. (Lima strip mine), and Alco . 
ment, concrete, roads, fluxing stone, ag- Mining Co. (Alco strip mine). Gulf States 
stone, riprap, asphalt filler, mineral food, Paper Corp. produced regenerated lime for 
alkali, and other chemicals. use in manufacturing paper. Tuscaloosa 

Nine coal mines were active; leading Sand & Gravel Co., Yazoo Gravel Co., Inc., 

producers were Southern Electric Generat- Davis Sand & Gravel Co., and American 
| ing Co. (Segco No. 2 mine), Alabama Red Sand & Gravel Co. mined building sand 

' Ash Coal Co. (No. 2 mine), and River and gravel. Woodward Iron Co. mined red 

Valley Coal Co. (River Valley No. 8 iron ore at the Vance mine. 
mine) . Walker.—Forty-one coal mines were ac- 

Shook & Fletcher Supply Co. mined tive; leading producers were Southern Elec- 

brown iron ore. Southern Cement Co. ‘¢ Generating Co. (Segco No. 1 mine), 
. . Bankhead Mining Co., Inc. (Cobb strip 

mined miscellaneous clay for cement. mine), and Peabody Coal Corp. (Tiger 

Talladega—Thompson-Weinman & Co., strip mine) . Russell Coal & Clay Co., Nat- 
Moretti-Harrah Marble Co., and Georgia co Corp., Ruby Mining Co., Harbison- 

Marble Co. crushed’ marble for whiting Walker Refractories Co., Marigold Coal 

and roofing granules. Vulcan Materials Co. Co., Aaron Clay Co., and Contract Mining, 

and Talladega Materials Co. crushed lime- ‘Inc., mined fire clay. K & S$ Coal & Clay 
stone for concrete, roads, and riprap. Corp. mined miscellaneous clay for heavy 

American Talc Co. mined talc at its Win- “l4Y products. . . 
. : . Washington.—Olin Mathieson Alabama 

terboro mine for paint, paper, and toilet Chemical Corp. produced salt in brine. 

preparations, Riverside Aggregate Co. and | one Star Cement Corp. crushed limestone 
Builders Supply Co. mined sand and grav- for cement at its St. Stephens quarry. Mid- 
el. Moretti-Harrah Marble Co. and Georgia South Materials, Inc., mined paving sand 
Marble Co. quarried dimension marble for at its Chickasaw mine.



The Mineral Ind f Alask 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 
of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Division of Mines and Minerals 
of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, for collecting information on ail 
minerals. 

By Kevin Malone,: Donald P. Blasko? and Phil R. Holdsworth ° 

Significant offshore crude oil production Kenai Peninsula fields, supplemented by 
from Middle Ground Shoal, start of con- the first appreciable oil production from 
struction on major  chemical-fertilizer Middle Ground Shoal, accounted for $46.8 
plants on the Kenai Peninsula with natu- million or 57 percent of total value of pro- 

| ral gas as the raw material, and important duction. Value and physical volume of 
progress on plans to ship liquefied natural sand and gravel, reflecting less demand as 
gas to Japan featured mineral industry ad- construction and_ rehabilitation arising 
vances in 1966. Four new oil discoveries, all from the 1964 earthquake approached 
of them offshore in Cook Inlet and all test- completion, and shifts in patterns of high- 
ing out at 1,400 barrels per day or more, way uses were both sharply lower. Output 
were made. New gas discoveries were Of gold again declined, decreasing to just 
brought in at North Fork, Nicolai Creek, below $1 million in value. 

and Ivan River. Al Physical scientist, Bureau of Mines, Juneau, 
: . aska. 

Value of mineral Pp roduction was $82.7 * Petroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, An- 
million compared with $83.5 million in chorage Field Office, Anchorage, Alaska. R 

: * Commissioner, epartment of atural Re- 
1965. Crude oil and natural gas from the sources, State of Alaska, Juneau, Alaska. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Alaska 1 | 

1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) 

Antimony ore and concentrate 
short tons, antimony content __ 1 $1 8 Ww 

Coal (bituminous)_______._____thousand short tons__ 893 6,095 927 $6,953 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_short tons__ 32 23 WwW W 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _ _troy ounces __ 42 ,249 1,479 27 ,325 956 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_._short tons__ 9 3 14 4 
Natural gas_.__.._....._...._____million cubic feet__ 27,255 1,799 11 , 267 2,794 
Peat__..___...._-.-__-________._.-_-__-short tons__ 1,967 16 WwW WwW 
Petroleum (crude)..__.__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 11,128 34,073 14,358 44 007 
Sand and gravel__________.____thousand short tons__ 30 , 266 34, 467 17,457 21,793 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces__ 8 10 7 9 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Barite, 

gem stones, mercury, platinum group metals, stone, 
tin, and uranium ore (1965) and values indicated by 
symbol W__....-.--...------2-- eee xX 5,489 xXx 6,167 

Total__.__._-_-- eee xX 83 , 455 xx $2 , 683 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. XX Not applicable. 
baa duction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

21965 includes 653,538 thousand cubic feet sold (leased) from Kenai unit to Swanson River field but does 
not include Swanson River gas produced and reinjected. 

| 71
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Figure 1.—Total value of mineral production in Alaska. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Table 3.—-Expenditures by major companies 

constant 1957-59 dollars for exploration and prospecting 

(Thousands) (Thousand dollars) 

Year Value } Type and region ‘1965 1966 

1957__.___.------------------------- = $28, 588 Metals exploration: 
1958_________._..-_----------------- 21,511 Southeastern Alaska._--- $222 $289 

1959___. 2 e+ -- 20,709 Copper River and Prince 

1960______._-__.____----------------- 22,201 William Sound____--- 232 79 

1961______._._.-___----------------- 35,264 Kuskokwim River and 

1962___._._____..------------------- 54 ,309 Yukon River___------ 88 62 

19638______________-_-.--------------- 63 ,323 Northwestern Alaska__-- 1,220 1,150 

1964__.__.______.____--------------- 65,714 Other._____._-.-------- 11,425 11,065 

1965____.- -___.-___-__-------------- 83 , 453 — 

1966_____.._______-___--------------- » 83,457 Total_.._.__.-----.-- 3,187 2,645 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. - Oil and gas: 
p Preliminary. Exploration.__.._------ 66,020 66 , 400 

Development drilling- - -- 5,261 17,600 

. . Production____......--. 19,250 55,800 
Legislation and Government Programs.— Refinery construction and -o 

i i D D- maintenance___..---- 2,000 6,520 

The Federal Field Committee for evelop Pipeline construction. - -- 9,550 21,080 

ment Planning in Alaska submitted its re- aaa 

port to the President through the Review Total.--...----------_ 102,081 167, 400 

| Committee for Development Planning in Grand total....______ 105,268 170,045 

| Alaska. The two committees were estab- 7 
. : . : 1 Including southwestern Alaska. 

lished by the President in 1964 to provide Source: Division of Mines and Minerals, Depart- 

a coordinated Federal-State approach to ment of Natural Resources, Alaska. 

developing the economic potential of the 
State. favorable for orderly progress in Alaska’s 

The study showed that reconstruction economy. The momentum was reinforced 

spending after the 1964 earthquake provid- by continued development in certain ex- 

ed momentum for further State develop- tractive industries, particularly petroleum 

ment, with economic and political settings and natural gas and forestry products, cou-
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pled with a modest but healthy expansion Claims were initiated by different native 
of the fishing industry. The Committee groups seeking to secure aboriginal rights 
noted that, although Alaska remained too to large areas of lands long considered as 
dependent on the Federal establishment as public domain. Claims were filed covering 
its major industry, timely and major eco- most of the Seward Peninsula and three 
nomic developments, in the national inter- offshore islands, a 120,000 square mile sec- 

est, would still require heavy Federal par- tion of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, 26,000 
ticipation for some time. square miles in the Glennallen area, and 
The Bureau of Land Management estab- the entire Arctic Slope from the Canadian 

lished a 12-man Multiple-Use Advisory boundary to the Chukchi Sea. Among 

Board for Alaska to provide advice and other mineral resources in the lands 
recommendations for the management of Claimed, the oil and gas potential of the 
public domain. Alaska, with 265 million Arctic Slope was considered one of the 
acres of public domain, was expected to most promising in all Alaska. 
benefit substantially from its creation. A partial tax exemption under the State 
Members, meeting once or twice a year, Industrial Incentive Act was granted for a 

were to discuss and make recommendations proposed methane liquefaction plant on 
on regulations for the use, management, the Kenai Peninsula. Property tax to the 

and disposition of public lands, and on Kenai Peninsula Borough was limited to 5 

proposed legislation, conflicts in competing mills for 10 years; State corporate income 
uses, and similar broad polity items. Min- taxes and business license fees were to be 

erals, forestry, soil and water conservation, Waived for 10 years. 
and State government, among others, had Wages and Hours.—For the fiscal year 
representation on the board. 1966, the Employment Security Division of 

The Congress approved a $750,000 ap- the Alaska 7 partment of haber reportes 
propriation for the start of construction on poral (e194 ‘lon in "OG of $ 4 ‘ob ° 
the Snettisham hydroproject 28 miles ‘0” G ss eT v1 1 099 5) ch 108 droy | 
southeast of Juneau. To be built in two were listed ast; (1,092) with I (110) 

. ; , units reporting. In the mineral industries 
stages with the first phase costing $40 mil- ) . 
hi iti ; it at 70.000 covered by the Employment Security Act 
ion, U fama te capacity was pu a , - (operators with hired labor), monthly 
kilowatts. Availability of such new pow't, earnings average(l $1,062. Monthly earnings 
a prime requirement for a pulp industry in metal mining were $848, in nonmetals 
in the Juneau area, was seen aS a Massive $963, in coal mining $1,084, and in oil and 

stimulant to economic development with a gas including production and exploration 
beneficial spillover to the mineral indus- $1,105. The figures for 1965 were $768, 

tries. $1,008, $1,095, and $1,050, respectively. 

Table 4.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ——————---_____""—"—_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 7 | 
Coal and peat____-_-- 223 249 56 453 --- 36 79.46 947 
Metal____.__-__----- 403 193 18 687 --- 18 26.20 703 
Nonmetal.__.._----- --- --- --- _-- --- oe --- --- 
Sand and gravel_._-_-_ 1,006 233 235 1,898 _-- 42 22.13 449 
Stone__._____------- 296 116 34 283 _-- 6 21.24 690 

Total__...-------- 1,928 209 408 3,321 _-- 102 30.71 590 

1966: » . 
Coal and peat__..__-_ 220 242 53 431 —— 34 78.89 947 
Metal______.-.------ 350 159 56 A472 1 21 46.61 13 ,229 
Nonmetal_..___..--- 5 200 1 5 --- _-- _-- --- 
Sand and gravel_____- 630 230 145 1,174 _— 24 20.44 436 
Stone.___.___._----- 315 117 37 306 --- 7 22.88 503 

Total........-.--. 1,520 192 292 2,388 1 86 36.43 3,064 

P Preliminary. |
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Transportation.—In reviewing the trans- as well as construction of highway projects. 
portation study ordered by Congress in The bill also authorized construction in 
1963 and reported .upon in 1965, the U.S. Alaska of access and development roads to 
Department of Commerce noted that the serve resource development purposes, 
U.S. Congress stipulated the report contain among others, with funds from the Federal 
specific recommendations for roads through highway trust fund. 

undeveloped ees °" Aska and for hing The U.S. Department of Commerce ear- 
wath the wt t von th De s: : ene, a lier had recommended to the Congress that 
wi e Public. Rond i ©P nd men . u- Alaska be allowed to use 10 percent of its 
rea OF h of lk s f Britich uo at nia annual Federal-aid highway allocations for 
eth ‘Y k ° Ter it ° TMs otumb1a ~~ maintenance of such roads and an addi- 

and the tu on CTTHOTY: _ tional 10 percent for construction of access 
The discussions brought out that while and development roads and for equipment 

some of the proposed routes had merit, the and facilities for the Alaska ferry system. 
high construction costs could not be Bureau of the Budget had approved the 
justified; joint action was not considered se of funds for maintenance, but recom- 

timely. The Department noted, however, mended against use of highway funds for 
that a route connecting the Canadian road access and development roads and for ferry 

Panhandle was an exception to the above implement the authorizations had not been 
conclusions. Late in the year a Calgary eco-. made. 
‘nomic research firm was awarded a $50,000 . Lae 

wy eas In water transport, ferry service linking 
contract to prepare a feasibility report on Pri R t British | Columbi th 
a road connecting the Yukon and Skagway. TANCE uper, MMS . umbia, © 

| Major emphasis was to be on moving min- southern terminus of the Alaska ferry sys- 

eral and other natural resources to tide- tem, with Kelsey Bay on Vancouver Island 
water at minimum cost. and thence by road and ferry to the south- 

Included in a bill authorizing $19.7 bil- ©™ 48 States was started in May. The first 
lion in Federal highway grants was a spe- Ship, owned and operated by the Province 
cial $70 million highway program for Alas- of British Columbia, had a capacity of 430 
ka over the 5-year period of 1968-72. The passengers, 80 cars, and some freight. Plans 

Alaska program, for the first time, author- for a second ship for the same run were 

ized use of Federal funds for maintenance announced in the fall. | 

Table 5.—Coastwise receipts and foreign mineral trade 
(Short tons) 

1965 

Commodity Coastwise 
receipts Imports Exports 

Bituminous coal and lignite____...____.___--------------------------- 181 _----- a 
Gasoline__________________________-_-__----- eee eee ----------- 333,482 ~eoa-e 221 
Kerosine, distillate, and residual fuel oil._..____.-_-__-_--------------- 853,750 ~a-a-- 697 
Asphalt, tar, and pitches___________-_------------------------------- 40,342 ~u---- ~o-e ee 
Lubricating oils and greases__...______-_----------------------------- 6,550 waeeeee 27 
Petroleum and coal products, not elsewhere classified_____---.---------- _ 22,510 ~eoaee ~ooeee 
Building cement_.__....__.____.___--------------------------------- 102,664 15,519 ae 
Building stone, unworked; and crushed and broken stone______--.------- 69 45 _----- 
Clay, ceramic and refractory materials__________---------------------- 1,000 wee nee- ~----- 
Structural clay products including refractories__-___-.------------------ 2,164 ~oueee -eu--- 
Sulfur____________--____-__-_-_---__-------_------------------------- _----- 11,608 ~oua-e 
Sand and gravel_____________-_---_--------------------------------- 2,617 ~oueee ~oeeee 
Iron ore and concentrates_____________-___-_------------------------- 51 ------ a 
Iron and steel scrap______.____________---__---_---------------------- 837 ~oouee _uuu-e 
Iron and steel products_______.__...._.--_--------------------------- 16,795 3,445 72 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys, unworked_________-___--------------- 232 _o---e ~-oe ee 
Lead and zinc including alloys, unworked_____._._____.-.___----------- 26,006 --u--e ~o-u-e 
Nonferrous metal ores and concentrates, not elsewhere classified_-_------- 101 ~----- a 
Nonferrous metals primary smelter products, basic shapes, wire, castings 

and forgings, except copper, lead, zinc and aluminum_-____------------ 60 ------ ~aueee 
Fertilizer materials______..___.__----------------------------------- 2,243 ------ -a---- 

Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Waterborne Commerce of the United States. Part 4, Pacific Coast, 
Alaska, and Pacific Islands. Calendar year 1965. ,
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Southeastern Alaska shippers, attempting Anchorage on an equal basis with West 

to use the new ferry system for moving Coast ports. The reductions were expected 

freight from the southern 48, ran into the to result in greatly increased imports of 

prohibitions of the Jones Act. This 1920 goods into Anchorage from Far East ports; 

act limited shipment of cargo in interstate on some items savings of 10 to 15 percent 

commerce to water carriers owned and were expected. Japan had been a major 
operated by the United States. In June supplier of pipe for oil and gas develop- 

U.S. Customs made a constructive seizure ment on the Kenai Peninsula and in Cook 

of freight consigned to Juneau, later releas- _ Inlet. 

ing the shipment with no penalties an- In air transport, Alaska Air Lines con- 

nounced. At yearend legislation was sub- tinued to develop air freighting of oil well | 

' mitted to the Senate to permit use of the drilling and related equipment, using the 

British Columbia ferry system for the four-engine Hercules C-130 propjet. The 

transportation of cargo to Alaska. The plane, first used in 1965 to transport drill- 
Alaska Ferry System, put into service in ing equipment from Fairbanks to the 

1963, had proved to be a boon to the Pan- North Slope, was used to transport the 
handle in movement of specialized freight; drilling rig, equipment, and other supplies 

similar advantages were expected from use to a site near Ugashik on the Bristol Bay 

of the new system if the Jones Act prohibi- side of the Alaska Peninsula. The drilling 

tions were eased. operator estimated air-freighting at about 
Rate reductions as high at 40 percent for one-sixth of the cost of barging equipment 

the Canadian National Railway Aquatrain to the site. 
rail-ferry service to Alaska from Prince Ru- In December, Pacific Northern Airlines | 

pert, Bri tish Columbia were announced. nq Western Airlines applied to the Civil | 
Reductions ranged from 5 to 40 percent . | | 

. . Aeronautics Board for approval to merge 
depending on the commodity and_ the . . 4 | 

ws . ; . the two lines. Pacific Northern had linked 
minimum weight of shipment. For a mini- - le with South Alask - Annette | 

mum 20,000 pound shipment of building %¢@ttie with Southeast Alaska at sane ‘ | 
materials between Prince Rupert-Anchor- 474 Juneau, and with Anchorage in South- | 

age, rates decreased from $4.60 to $2.80 per central Alaska. Intrastate connections | 
100. Aquatrain was started by Canadian served Cordova, Yakutat, the Kenai Penin- 

National in 1962. sula, Kodiak Island, and King Salmon. 

Trans-Pacific Freight Conference of Ja- Western was a major West Coast-based car- 

pan announced rate reductions that put rier. : 

Table 6.—Freight rates, Seattle to selected Alaskan cities in 1966 Hydrotrain service * 

(Cents per hundred pounds) 

Seattle to— 
| Mininum  ————___________- 

Commodity shipment Anchorage Fairbanks Seward 
(pounds) via via via 

Whittier Whittier Whittier 
DOE 

Groceries___._._.--.----------------------------- 60 ,000 218 277 213 

Do____-_---_-.-------------+---------------- 80 ,000 173 232 168 

Do________-_-___---------------------------- 2 100,000 104 163 99 

Iron or steel articles. _.__------------------------- 60,000 230 290 220 

Do___.____---------------------------------- 80 , 000 178 219 172 

Do____-__-.-------------------------------- 100 , 000 168 209 162 

Machinery_.._..__.-__--------------------------- 60 ,000 247 290 233 

Do_______.__-_-_--------------------------- 80 ,000 212 255 198 

Do____________----------------------------- 100 , 000 202 245 188 

Lumber_._.___.-__------------------------------ 60 ,000 206 254 20T 

Do__._-_-_-_------------------------------- 80 , 000 171 219 172 

Do______-.__------------------------------- 100 , 000 161 209 162 

Ores and concentrates (southbound only) 3___-__------ 60 , 000 109 145 _-- 

Do_________---.----------------------------- 80,000 92 128 _-- 

Do________-__------------------------------- 100 , 000 87 123 _-- 

Petroleum and products. ._...--------------------- 60,000 210 308 210 

Do_____.______----------------------------- 80,000 175 273 175 

Do______._-.-_-_---------------------------- 100 , 000 165 263 165 
TTT 

1 Rates include all-risk insurance. . 
2 Excess over 80,000-pound minimum when loaded in or on same car. ; 

3 Value not to exceed $60 per ton. Rate increases 25 percent for each additional $60 (or fraction) per ton 

valuation. 
Source: Puget Sound-Alaska Van Lines.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS construction authorization bill to finance 
| the conversion. The House Appropriations 

Coal (Bituminous).—Tonnage of coal in- Committee, however, failed to provide 
creased 4 percent and value of production funds; thus granting at least one more year 
14 percent compared with 1965 figures; val- of life to coal operations in the Matanuska 
ue per ton was $7.50 in 1966 compared  felds. . 
with $6.82 the previous year. The USS. Evan Jones Coal Co. (Matanuska fields) 
Armed Forces were again the chief con-  aqded four new 35-ton-capacity heavy-duty 
sumers of Alaska coals. Military contracts payers to its equipment list. The new rigs 

for fiscal year 1967 totaled 668,000 tons were to be used to move strippings. In the 
compared with 638,578 tons for fiscal year Nenana fields, Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc, 

1966, Evan Jones Coal Co., a strip mine  aqded a 60-ton tractor-trailer unit and had 
operator in the Matanuska field, was again two more on order. Vitro Minerals, Inc. 

the leading contractor, supplying 251,000 (Nenana), laid a new railroad spur and 

tons. In the Nenana (Healy River) field, improved tipple and _ storage facilities. 
Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. and Vitro Min- Thus Alaska coal operators, faced with ex- 
erals Corp., a joint venture of Vitro Corp. tinction from the threat of natural gas, 

of America and Rochester & Pittsburgh sp aneuvered to hold a share of the fuel 
Coal Co., each supplied 208,500 tons. market, 

Except for minor quantities from small At the third Division of Lands competi- 

fields, all Alaska coal was strip-mined at tive coal lease sale held in September, two 
four mines, two each in the Matanuska parcels comprising the old Buffalo Coal 
and Nenana fields. Of total tonnage mined, Mine property between Palmer and Jones- 

42 percent was cleaned, the same as the ville were sold. An 80-acre tract brought a 
figure for 1965. Heavy media separation bonus bid of $10.35 per acre while the re- 
was the treatment process used; only minor maining 880 acres brought $3.75 per acre. 
quantities were cleaned by jigging. The lease contracts called for minimum 

Golden Valley Electric Association, Inc., expenditures of $1,000 per tract over a 3- 
continued construction of its mine-mouth year term. Rental was 25¢ per acre for the 
steam-generating plant at Healy in the first year, 50¢ for the second through the 

| northern coalfields. Major contracts were fifth year, and $1 per acre thereafter. 
let for the generating units of the The Bureau of Mines continued exami- 
22,000-kilowatt plant as well as for a nation of coal deposits in the Kukpowruk 
138,000-volt transmission line from Healy River-Cape Beaufort area. Four diamond- 
to Fairbanks. The new plant would slightly drill holes along the Kukpowruk and one 
more than double the existing available at Cape Beaufort were put down to obtain 
power in the Fairbanks area; estimates samples at depth. Kukpowruk surface sam- 
were that wholesale cost of power would ples had shown a suitable base coal in a 
be reduced from 20 to 12 mills. blend to produce metallurgical quality 

The long-controversial proposal to con- coke; there was no improvement in coking 
vert powerplants at Fort Richardson and Characteristics with depth. The Cape Beau- 
Elmendorf Air Force Base from coal to fort samples showed fair characteristics 
natural gas continued to plague the Ma- with depth where surface samples were 

tanuska coalfield miners. In 1965, Defense nonagglomerating. An open-file report on 
Department officials had awarded a con- these extensive Arctic coals was in process 

tract to Alaska Pipeline Co. to furnish nat- at yearend. No field work was scheduled 
ural gas to the bases, contingent upon the for 1967. 
Congressional appropriations for conversion Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Physical vol- 
costs; nO appropriations were made. The ume and value of both crude oil and natu- 
conversion proposal appeared to move _ tal gas increased substantially compared 
closer to accomplishment when the House with results for 1965. With Middle Ground 
Armed Services Committee, sharply critical Shoal on a producing basis for a full 12 
of the Department of Defense for failure months of the year (compared with less 
to include conversion costs in its budget than 1 month in 1965), oil produced in- 
request, added $1.7 million to a military creased to 14.4 million from 11.1 million
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barrels; value increased to $44.0 million indicaton of the size of the offshore Cook 

from $34.1 million. Although small in- Inlet deposits and of the rapidity with 
creases resulted from operations in the es- which the industry intended to exploit the 
tablished Swanson River and Soldotna new discoveries. 
Creek units, the gain belonged to full-year . . 

Prodiction from Mile Ground. Shoal. y, any “aye 2 aude and en of Ala 
Continuing development drilling of known; nart; : 
offshore deposits gave assurance that crude ing. The Paretic. Slope he fects on teas 

proquction would increase further over the jaiq claim to appr oxi ately 8 million 

acres on the Nort ope based on abori- 

Although most of the established fields ginal rights. The claim, the largest ever 

showed a slight increase of dry and/or as- made in Alaska, covered lands on which 

sociated ore Prodi tt eee mn there was much ‘activity in petroleum leas- 
: eate : . 

counts Of Ury gas produced fom the ink 204, exploration: Included a aa 
Kenai field and transmitted to the Swanson = North Latitude from he Chukchi. Sea to 

River field for injection. Normal gas sales the 148th West Longitude and that section 
from the Kenai, Sterling, and Barrow fields from 148° W to the Canadian border lyin 

showed a slight increase also, but the above 68°30’ N. In the Yukon-Kuskokwim 
the Kenai gas ee ing to figure again reflected Delta area, a claim on 77 million acres was | 

The Cook Inlet Basin, Copper River Ba. HCH Cube maine grOUPE mage ‘wmales 
sin, and the Arctic North Slope—all areas yesuit of the native action, Bureau of Land 
which had been exploration targets in the yganagement suspended sw leasi dis- 

past—were again areas of wildcat or ex- ted? land i“ 1 Son e te on us 

ploration drilling. With the exception of ee antin e Until solution OF the issues. 

the Cook Inlet Basin, no new fields were . 8 OrP atents on State selected lands 

discovered in these areas. Four new oil dis- wes likewise suspended. 

coveries were reported for offshore Cook Early in the year Japanese interests an- 

Inlet exploratory drilling. In other ex- nounced plans to form the necessary busi- 
ploratory drilling, five dry holes were ness entities in order to bid for rights and 

drilled in the Inlet waters north of the ' explore and develop Alaska oil and gas 

Forelands, and four dry holes were drilled potentials. With Japanese Government ap- 

offshore south of the Forelands. Single dry proval, the parent Alaska Petroleum Devel- 

holes were drilled on the Alaska Peninsula, OP™ent Co. was set up with an initial cap- 
on the west side of Cook Inlet, in the Cop- italization of $11 million. Teikoku Oil Co. 

per River Basin, and on the North Slope. (Imperial) and the Alaska Society were 

Both the Kenai Peninsula and the upland #7098 the leading sponsors. A wholly 

Cook Inlet Basin had three dry holes each. owned subsidiary, Alasko, US.A., Ltd., was 
A second wildcat well on the North Slope incorporated in Alaska. Initial Japanese in- 

was under test at yearend. terest was said to be in the Bristol Bay 

In overall drilling, 69 wells were either 7° The Japanese also showed interest in 

completed, suspended, or drilling at the 4 United States-Japanese joint venture to 
end of the year; of these, 60 were spudded construct a methanol plant in Alaska; no 

in 1966. Among 47 well completions, four firm commitments were announced. 

resulted in new oil discoveries, three gave Steps toward large-scale utilization of the 

new gas discoveries, 13 were oil or gas de- huge gas reserves on the Kenai Peninsula 

velopment wells, and 27 were dry holes. and in offshore Cook Inlet deposits pro- 

The remaining 22 wells were drilling as ceeded apace. Five major U.S. oil com- 

the year closed. Total footage drilled in panies (Marathon Oil Co.; Pan American 

1966 more than doubled the 1965 figures. Petroleum Corp., a subsidiary of Standard 

Of the 547,999 feet drilled, 369,872 feet was Oil Co. of Indiana; Phillips Petroleum 

exploratory work compared with 157,823  Corp.; Skelly Oil Co.; and Sinclair Oil and 

feet in 1965. Development and step-out Gas Co.) reached an agreement with Japa- 

drilling increased to 178,127 feet from nese firms to supply liquefied natural gas 

110,548 feet. As late as 1964, development to Japan. Shipments of 50 billion cubic 

drilling totaled only 7,499 feet. The 23-fold feet of gas per year to Tokyo gas and elec- 

increase over the 2-year period was an _ tric utility firms were expected to begin in
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Table 7.—Production of crude petroleum and natural gas 

Crude petroleum Natural gas ! 

Year Thousand 
42-gallon Value Million Value 
barrels (thousands) cubic feet (thousands) 

1958___._.-_------_------------- WwW WwW 50 $6 
1959____- 2 187 $295 133 16 
1960___._--.--------------------- 559 1,230 246 30 
1961___-__-_----___-_--_-------- 6,327 17,652 631 . 129 
1962____-----_-----------_-------- 10,259 31,187 2,184 467 
1963___._-.-.-------------------- 10,740 32,650 4,498 1,111 
1964___-___-----_--------------- ~ 11,059 33 , 627 6,238 1,719 

- 1965______------_--------------- 11,128 34,073 27,255 1,799 
1966___-_.------_--------------- 14,358 44,007 11,267 2,794 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Comprises gas either sold or consumed by producers, including losses in transmission, quantities added to 

storage and increases of gas in pipelines. 
21965 includes 653,538 Mc.f. sold (leased) from Kenai unit to Swanson River field, but does not include 

Swanson River gas produced and reinjected. 

1968. Marathon, partner with Union Oil Table 8.—Oil and gas lease acreage under 

Co. of California in the Kenai unit, was to Federal supervision 

supply 30 percent of the gas and to oper- ond 
ate transport of the liquefied gas to Japan. Year sores. 
The four other companies, partners in the 1957-61 (average)... BEBE 

Cook Inlet gasfield, were to furnish 17.5  j9g2_.. OV °@®)-——----- nnn nvnvcoe DBRS 
percent each. Phillips was scheduled to WOG8 | - = 2-22-22 none een enn eee 14 058 

construct and operate the liquefaction  49g577777777772777772777777777077772 Sst 384 
plant on the Kenai Peninsula. Estimated 1966_--------.-------------_-_---_-- 9,275 

capital costs for plants, tankers, and other Source: 1954-58 Bureau of Land Management and 
needed facilities were put at $100 million. 1959-66 Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the 

‘ . . . Interior. 
Union Oil Co. of California began con- 

struction on two chemical plants in the Ni-  jands whereby individual leases could be 
kiski area of the Kenai Peninsula using grouped into one unit under a single 
natural gas as feedstock. Collier Carbon operator 
and Chemical Co., a Union subsidiary, was Alaska’s 16th competitive lease sale 

to operate a 1,500-ton-per-day ammonia  pyought in $7 million in bonuses. The 
plant, largest on the West Coast and using hulk of the bids came from tracts in the 
60 million cubic feet of Kenai unit gas per wfiddleton Island area, a small island in 
day. Collier, associated with Japan Gas- the Gulf of Alaska. Highest bid, $761 per 
Chemical Co., Ltd., was also slated to oper- acre for a 1,086-acre tract, was by Tenneco 

ate a 1,000-ton-per-day prilled urea plant. Oj] Co,; average for the 134,067 acres 
Capital costs for the two plants were put offered was $52.54 per acre. At the State’s 
at $70 million; operations were expected to jth competitive lease sale, 18,590 acres in 
begin early in 1968. Union, with Marathon, — ccattered upland tracts on the Kenai Pen- 
had been party to the initial negotiations ingyja and in the Susitna Valley drew a 
for shipments of liquefied Kenai unit gas disappointing $136,280. Four offshore tracts 
to Japan but apparently found the petro- 2+ Katalla, scene of Alaska’s early oil pro- 
chemical complex more attractive than duction, were withdrawn from the sale be- 
shipment of liquefied gas. cause of protests by native groups. Highest 

A 5-year battle to open the Kenai Moose iq, in a joint venture of Colorado Oil and 
Range south of the Sterling Highway for Gas Corp. and Newmont Mining Co., was 
oil and gas leasing ended in defeat when $21.65 per acre on a 640-acre tract 
the U.S. Supreme Court refused to rule on 
the authority of the Secretary of the Interi- METALS 
or to reject oil and gas lease offers in that 
area. On the State level, efforts to raise Antimony.—No shipments of antimony 
production taxes on oil and gas failed of ore or concentrate were made in 1966. At 
assage. The State adopted a volunta the Stampede mine north of Mount passage. The State adop ry P north 

unitization policy covering leases on State McKinley in the Kantishna district, Yukon policy § Y
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Figure 2.—Cook Inlet oil and gas fields and handling facilities.
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River region, Earl R. Pilgrim milled some The State Division of Mines published 

45 tons of ore stockpiled in previous years. reports on stream sediment examinations 

| Fourteen short tons of concentrates con- in different parts of the State. Anomalous 
taining 55 percent antimony were pro- quantities of copper (among other metals) , 
duced and added to inventory. Assessment thought sufficiently interesting to warrant 
work was done at the Klem mine and the further investigation, were found at the 
K and D Lode in Southeastern Alaska, at following places: the Old Rampart placer 

the Judy Ann Lode in the Chulitna dis- district northwest of Fairbanks; the Hollis- 
trict, Cook Inlet-Susitna region, and at the Twelvemile Arm area at Kasaan Bay, 

Eagle Creek deposit north of Fairbanks. Prince of Wales Island; and a 60-mile area 
Beryllium.—Activity in beryllium ex- between Nenana and Fairbanks. 

ploration on the Seward Peninsula de- Production of copper during the year 
creased. U.S. Steel Corp. reported surrender was minor; small quantities were produced 
of leases at Lost River and Camp Creek. as byproduct metal from other ores and 
United States Smelting Refining and Min- one producer mined ores for copper in the 
ing Co, reported assessment work only on Chitina area, Copper River region. The 
its Lost River claims. Except for assessment latter did not give permission to release 
work, there was no activity on the Prince figures on the operation. 
of Wales Island deposits in Southeastern |= Gold.—Output and value of gold con- 
Alaska. . tinued the sharp declines of recent years, 

Copper.—An appreciable increase in in- decreasing 35 percent from the low figures 
terest in Alaska copper potentials by major for 1965. Value fell just below $1 million, 
mining companies was evident throughout a 77-year low; physical volume was the 
the 1966 field season. Besides Kennecott lowest since 1886. With activity in placer 
Copper Corp.’s Ruby Creek deposit, where mining continuing the decline in evidence . 
exploration and development proceeded for more than 10 years, and no significant 
over the full year, examination or explora- lode activity underway, prospects for Alas- 
tiott of copper showings were under way in  ka’s gold industry appeared dim indeed. 
many parts of the State. Deposits were dia- United States Smelting Refining and 
mond drilled at or near Denali and Drift Mining Co. (USSR&M) continued dredg- 
River (Cook Inlet-Susitna region) , Gravina ing operations on the Hogatza River in the 

- Island and Prince of Wales Island (South- Hughes district, Yukon River region and at 
eastern Alaska), Muir Inlet (Glacier Bay, Chicken Creek in the Fortymile district, 
Southeastern Alaska), Lake IHliamna (Bris- and also in the Yukon River region. The 
tol Bay region), and Ruby Creek (north- Hogatza River operation was just below 
westem Alaska region) . the Arctic Circle. 

Table 9.—Mine production of gold, silver, and other metals! in terms of recoverable metals 2 

Mines producing Material Gold (lode and placer) 
I I sold or TTT 

Year treated 3 Troy Value 
Lode Placer (short tons) ounces (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)__-------- 5 93 2,635 | 172 , 647 $6 , 043 
1962__.___---__------------ 1 66 162 165,259 5, 784 
1963__._._--_------------- 4 72 914 99 ,573 3,485 
1964__._-__-_-_------------- 4 87 2,493 58 , 416 2,045 
1965__.------------------- 6 69 3,305 42 ,249 1,479 
1966__.._._------------.-- 4 55 7,346 27,325 956 

Silver (lode and placer) Other 
ae ————en—nnn=  TOtal value 

Troy Value Short Value (thousands) 
ounces (thousands) tons (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)__________ 23 ,629 $21 46 $24 $6 ,088 
1962__..--_--------------- 22,199 24 ------ ~----- 5, 808 
1963__.-_.-.-------------- 14,010 18 5 1 3,504 
1964__.-.---------------_- 7,336 9 11 7 2,061 
1965__.-_-_-----------_--- 7,673 10 41 26 1,515 
1966____-._-----_--------- 7,193 9 WwW W 965 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes copper, lead and zine produced. 
2 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings or slimes 

retreated, and ore shipped to smelters during calendar year indicated. 
3 Does not include gravel washed,
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Table 10.—Placer production of gold 

: : a . 
: 

Gold recovered 
Material | ©§ —_____________L___ Mines treated Average Year producing ! (thousand Troy value 
cubic ounces Value per cubie 

. yards) yard 

1957-61 (average)_________- 93 14,859 171,975 $6,019,132 $0.405 1962_/___---- 2+ ---- 66 8,846 164,966 5,773,810 . 653 19632-2222 ee 72 6,264 98 , 3862 3,442,670 . 550 1964____._------ ee --_--- 87 3,314 56 ,284 1,969 ,940 .o95 1965... 2-22-2222 2228 69 1,785 38,686 1,354,010 -758 1966_____-----_._-_----__- 55 1,828 26 , 5382 928 ,620 - 303 
*a¢ ° . 

* } Excludes itinerant prospectors, “‘snipers,’” “highgraders,”’ and others, who gave no evidence of legal right to property. 

Other small dredging operations were Hawaiian Dredging & Construction Co., a 
carried out on the Sewart Peninsula at subsidiary of Dillingham Corp. of Hawaii, 
Bluff. Basin Creek, and Fairhaven; in the — sent representatives to the Seward Peninsu- 
Kuskokwim River region on Marvel Creek; la to investigate offshore dredging possibili- 
and in the Yukon River region at Flat. ties. Martin Dredging Co. operated an ex- 
Goodnews Bay Mining Co., operator of perimental “hydro-cone” dredge offshore ai 
placer platinum deposits at Platinum in Nome. Results were reported to have estab- 
the extreme southwestern corner of the lished the feasibility of the equipment; 
Kuskokwim region, produced a small quan- plans to build commercial-sized equipment 
tity of byproduct gold. | capable of operating to depths of 128 feet 

. An appreciable increase in activity in the | Were underway at yearend. 
offshore placer deposits of the State was in Activity in lode mining was not 
evidence throughout the year. New State significant. Two operators in the Fairbanks 
regulations liberalizing prospecting permits district reported production. Exploration 
and leading of offshore lands were enacted. was done at properties in the Chandalar, 
Government agencies, particularly the Bu- Willow Creek, Kantishna, and Valdez dis- 
reau of Mines and the Geological Survey  tricts, and in the Southeastern Alaska re- 
made extensive preparations for aiding the _ gion. 

industry in establishing the potentials in Figures compiled by the Alaska Division 
offshore placers and for developing tools of Mines and Minerals showed 660 gold 
and techniques for their evaluation and  jode and placer claims staked compared 
exploitation. The Bureau of Mines sched- with 409 in 1965. Affidavits of annual as- 
uled the Research Vessel Virginia City for sessment work were filed on 4,447 claims 
work off Nome and Bluff in Norton Sound compared with 4,723 claims in 1965. The 

Mm the 1967 field season. Research and figures did not indicate any appreciable in- 
investigations in these areas, and possibly crease in gold mining activity. 

te i. ther nor thern Su merged Geposi’s lo as fron Ore.—Exploration of iron deposits 
ical Sarees whe prooran wa _ cred continued in 1966. In the Southeastern 
continue ” r am ab r oF . FP © Under Alaska region, United States Steel Corp. 

© or OF Years. tested further the huge titaniferous mag- another program, the University of Wash- . . ; 7 . . . . netite deposits the corporation held at ington was to investigate the mineral - | . Klukwan, some 23 miles northwest of wealth of the Continental Shelf of the Ber- Haj Outly; ti f the Klukwan 
ing Sea. Initial work was to be on the shelf ames, Su vee see The ° . is 
between St. Lawrence Island and the Se- Placers were drilled. The corporation also ward Peninsula. held large lode iron deposits in the same 

Private interest in offshore potentials as At the Union Bay (Cleveland Penin- 
continued strong. Shell Oil Co. again hada SU a) deposit, the corporation reported as- prospecting crew operating off the Nome S¢ssment work only. Assessment work was 
coast. Shell was reported to have under de- done also on other Southeastern Alaska 
velopment a sonic drill, operating on some- iron deposits, mainly on Prince of Wales 
what the same lines as the sonic pile Island; some of these were valuable chiefly 
drivers, for coring of underwater sediments. _ for their copper content.
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In the Cook Inlet-Susitna and Bristol scrap, stimulated by high copper prices 
Bay regions, Pan American Petroleum and the effect of the Viet-Nam War, in- 
Corp., an exploration subsidiary of Stand- creased considerably, although still of no 

; ard Oil Co. of Indiana, continued explora- great significance in national totals. Ship- 

tion and examination of the Chenik ments from Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Ju- 

Mountain-Iliamna Lake iron deposits dis- meau were consigned mostly to Seattle, 
covered in 1964. The company reported with small quantities going to other 
surface sampling, geophysical and geo- United States points. There was no record 
chemical investigations. Atlantic Richfield of nonferrous scrap exports. A small lot 
Co. reported assessment work only on of ferrous scrap from Anchorage was 
deposits 70 miles northwest of Chenik shipped to Japan. 
Mountain; the deposits were discovered in Silver.—Alaska silver production, in line 

1965. | with the decrease in gold output, remained 
Mercury.—Despite good prices for mer- well below 10,000 ounces. Silver in Alaska 

cury, production of the liquid metal in- had been almost entirely a byproduct from 

creased only slightly. Prospectors and min- gold operations. Small quantities of lode 

| ing scouts were active in the Kuskokwim silver were shipped in concentrates from 

province, however, giving some hope of in- the Fairbanks and the Nizina districts. The 

creased activity in 1967. At yearend, nego- Nizina (Copper River region) shipments 

tiations were in process for reopening the were copper concentrates with silver a by- 

Red Devil mine near Sleetmute on the product. 
Kuskokwim River. Previous operations at Uranium.—Alaska’s Bokan Mountain ura- 

the Red Devil had enabled Alaska to rank nium. deposit on Prince of Wales Island 

third among the mercury producing States was inactive throughout the year because 

of the Nation. of lack of a market. The mine, near Ken- 

Preparations for working or exploring drick Bay, was closed down in 1964. With 

other Kuskokwim mercury deposits durin the reawakening interest in uranium mani- 

967 ve un . f 1966 ° he B the 1967 field season were underway. In- est in , prospects to reactivate the Bo- 

cluded were the Parks property, the Willis kan Mountain mine were considered good. 

group, and the Egnaty Creek deposits. The Appreciable reserves were said to exist 

Bureau of Mines had a field crew examin- when the mine was shut down. 
ing the Egnaty Creek deposits; further | 
work was scheduled for the 1967 season. NONMETALS 
Disseminated cinnabar in sandstone occur- Bari Alaska Bari h 

ring over a widespread area gave some. a di, a ' lit Co. inal Bod Cit 

promise of important, if low-grade, miner- ing ane loading facilities at the Red ' 
alization. barite holdings on Castle Island, 25 miles 

Nickel. for th k west of Petersburg. The company had the 
necessar oo old an atte. tinin deposits under lease from A. J. Industries, 
lai YT unp f mining Inc., successor to the old Alaska Juneau 

kel there was no significant activity In Gold Mining Co. Alaska Juneau diamond 

- nie - drilled the deposits before World War II. 

Platinum Group Metals.—Goodnews Bay Reserves at that time were reported to be 

Mining Co. continued dredging operations 60,000 tons above high tide plus “160,000 
on the Salmon River in the extreme tons below high tide to a depth of 40 feet. 
southwestern part of the Kuskokwim River At yearend approximately 50,000 tons of 

region. The company, a platinum producer barite had been shipped to New Orleans 

_ from the Goodnews Bay deposits for more and other Gulf Coast ports for chemical 

than 30 years, did not release operating uses and for manufacture of oil-well drill- 
figures for publication. Physical volume of ing muds. 
production and value of production were Gem Stones—Raw jade was produced: 

relatively unchanged from 1965. The com- from Dahl Creek and other places in the 

pany also produced appreciable quantities Shungnak River-Ambler River area in 

of other platinum-group metals. Goodnews northwestern Alaska. Mentasta marble for 
Bay was the only United States operation sale as mineral specimens was produced 
in which platinum was the primary metal about 10 miles west of Mentasta Lake in 
recovered. the Slana River area (Copper River re- 

Scrap Metals.—Shipments of nonferrous gion). Soapstone, for carving and for sale
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as mineral specimens was mined on Grub- ducers included The Alaska Railroad, an 

stake Gulch, Willow Creek district (Cook agency of the U.S. Department of the In- 
Inlet-Susitna region). Small quantities of terior. The railroad was classed as a com- 
agate, jasper, chalcedony and other gem-_ mercial producer to permit comparability 
type quartz were produced in other sec- with data published for other States. _ 

tions including the Seward area, Liven- Fourteen Federal, State, and municipal 
good, Chicken (Yukon River region) , and agencies (or their contractors) produced 
Iliamna Lake. An appreciable increase in sand and gravel. For the Government agen- 

natural gold and gold nuggets sold for cies, output was 16.4 million tons valued at 
specimens and jewelry was noted. $20.5 million or $1.25 per ton. Washed or 

Sand and Gravel.—Both physical volume otherwise prepared product was 1.6 million 
and value of sand and gravel decreased tons with a unit value of $3.17. Untreated 

| sharply compared with 1965 totals. The de- product amounted to 14.8 million tons at 
creases reflected less demand as construc- $1.04 per ton. The Alaska Department of 
tion and rehabilitation arising from the Highways, the U.S. Army Corps of En- 

_ 1964 earthquake approached completion. gineers, and Mt. McKinley National Park 
Also involved were shifts in highway con- were the major producers. The Alaska De- 
struction patterns showing increased em- partment of Highways furnished 76 per- 
phasis on resurfacing and paving with less cent of the tonnage and 82 percent of the : 
sand and gravel being used for fill on pri- value credited to Government agencies. | 
mary road construction. Average unit val- Of total production, 86 percent was used | 
ue, in line with the shifting use patterns, as fill, 12 percent for paving, and 2 percent 
increased from $1.14 to $1.25. for building construction. There was no re- 

Twenty-six commercial producers ac- corded production of industrial sand. | 

counted for 6 percent of output and 6 per- Stone.—Physical volume of stone de- 
cent of value. Average value of commercial creased 3 percent while value of output 
production was $1.17 per ton. Commercial increased 2 percent. Unit value was $1.98 

operators washed 312,000 tons (29 percent) compared with $1.88 in 1965. Commercial 
of output valued at $864,000 or $2.77 per producers accounted for 6 percent of vol- 
ton. Unwashed product was 763,000 tons ume and 4 percent of value compared with 
valued at $0.52 per ton. Commercial pro- 21 and 14 percent, respectively, in 1965. 

Table 11.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 7! 
Class of operation and use Oro 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Construction: 
Building: 

Sand__-.---------------- 157 $440 57 $201 
Gravel__..-------------- 168 528 84 268 

Paving: 
Sand__..-.-------------- 110 333 404 1,403 

Fi Gravel___-..------------ 1,340 4,089 1,634 4,192 
ill: 

Sand__------------------ ( 21 14 3,532 3,775 
Gravel____-------------- 28 , 443 29,019 11,444 11,560 

Railroad ballast: Gravel_-_ ~~ - 18 29 16 27 
Other: 

Sand__._-_-------------- 4 4 44 85 
Gravel. _._.------------- ------ ------ 242 277 

Total_____---_-------- 30,261 34,456 17,457 21,793 
Miscellaneous gravel_.__..-.------ 5 11 wou aee _a---- 

Grand total______--_-------- 30 , 266 34,467 17,457 21,793 
Commercial: 

Sand__-_._-_---------------- 190 493 301 403 
Gravel______---------------- 5,066 5,107 774 860 

Government-and-contractor: ! 
Sand______-_---------------- 102 298 3,736 5,066 
Gravel____._---------------- 24,908 28 , 569 12,646 15,464 ee ccccccsceccesssss EE 

1 Approximate figures for operations by the State, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies 
under lease.
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The Alaska Railroad was classed as a com- ___ producers, the Bureau of Public Roads was 
mercial producer. Railroad figures were in- the leader in volume and value of product. 

. cluded in commercial production to make Other important Government-and-contrac- 
stone figures for Alaska comparable with tor producers included the Alaska Depart- 
those of the other States. ment of Highways and the Forest Service, 
Among the Government-and-contractor U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

| REVIEW BY REGIONS ~ | 

Alaska Peninsula——Great Basins Petro- company ran geophysical and geochemical — 
leum Co., associated with Mobil Oil Co. surveys on the large low-grade copper-iron 
and Elwerath Oil Co., Inc. (a West Ger- deposits occurring in the Iliamna-Lake 

many firm), drilled a dry hold south of Clark area. | 
Ugashik Bay on the Bristol Bay side of the Pan American Petroleum Corp. made 
Peninsula. The well, drilled to 9,462 feet further investigations of the Chenik Mt.- 
before being abandoned, was the first ex- L[liamna Lake titaniferous iron deposits dis- 

ploration on the Peninsula since 1959. covered in 1964. | 
Great Basins used a huge Hercules C-130 Cook Inlet-Susitna.—Petroleum, for the 
airfreighter of Alaska Airlines to ship first time in the Cook Inlet-Susitna region, 
equipment and supplies to the drilling lo- was the leading mineral commodity fol- 

: cation. Almost 1 million pounds of gear lowed by sand and gravel and coal. Minor 
was flown in from Anchorage in less than quantities of stone, gold, and gem stones 
5 days, with loads averaging 43,000 pounds. were produced. 
Cost of barging the equipment to the site The offshore Middle Ground Shoal 
was estimated as six times that of airtrans- oilfield, from which the first oil flowed 

port. Oo shoreward in December 1965, produced 2.6 
Exploration and examination of lead, million barrels of oil from 11 wells and 

zinc, silver, and gold bearing deposits at was still under development at yearend. 
Chignik Bay continued. The deposits were For comparison, the established Swanson 
staked in 1965. River-Soldotna Creek operations (Kenai 

Bristol Bay.—St. Eugene Mining Corp., Peninsula), rated as a major oilfield, pro- 

Ltd., an affiliate of Falconbridge Nickel duced 11.7 million barrels. 
Mines, Ltd., continued examination of the Pan American Petroleum Corp. and 
Kasna Creek copper deposits near the Shell Oil Co., both operators in the Middle 
south shore of Lake Kontrashibuna some Ground Shoal field, continued drilling of 
160 miles southwest of Anchorage. The development wells from their respective de- 

Table 12.—Value of mineral production in Alaska, by regions * 

(Thousands) 

Minerals produced in 1966 in order 
Region 1965 1966 of value 

Alaska Peninsula_________ $20 ~- ue 
Aleutian Islands.___.--_-_ 64 _----- 
Bristol Bay______._._-_-_ 2 $198 Sand and gravel. 
Cook Inlet-Susitna._______ 11,6381 19,745 Petroleum, sand and gravel, coal, stone, gold, 

. gem stones, silver. 
Copper River____.___-_-- 7,154 2,518 Sand and gravel, stone, copper, silver, gem stones. 
Kenai Peninsula__.___-_-- 41,952 89,385 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, stone. 
Kodiak__.-.__----------- 19 14 Sand and gravel. 
Kuskokwim River_______- 1,049 1,032 Platinum-group metals, mercury, gold, gem 

stones, silver. 
Northern Alaska________-_ 215 219 Natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Northwestern Alaska - - . . _ 25 69 Sand and gravel, gem stones, gold, silver. 
Seward Peninsula_._._____ 1,633 1,488 Sand and gravel, tin, gold, gem stones, stone, 

silver. 
Southeastern Alaska_____- 4,159 3,777 Stone, sand and gravel, barite, gold, silver. 
Yukon River__._-_._--_-- 15,532 14,243 Sand and gravel, coal, gold, stone, gem stones, 

peat, silver, antimony, lead. 

Total_._-_-------- 83 ,455 82 , 683 

1 No production reported in Bering Sea region.
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velopment platforms. At the end of the In wildcatting, dry holes were drilled 
year a total of 13 wells had been drilled just below the mouth of the Drift River 
from the two platforms. Minor interrup- (Atlantic Richfield) and midway on the 
tions to production occurred when pipe- west side of Kalgin Island (Hunt Oil Co.) - 
lines transporting the oil to onshore facili- Placid Oil Co. suspended drilling at 12,405 

ties developed leaks under the severe feet at the northern tip of Kalgin Island, 
winter conditions of Cook Inlet. Pan and Pan American did likewise at 11,968 

American positioned a second drilling plat- feet on the Redoubt Shoals well 2 miles 
form in the southern portion of the field south of West Forelands. 
and planned a separate pipeline from it to Two new gasfield discoveries for the 
East Foreland shore facilities. Shell an- Cook Inlet-Susitna region ‘were reported. 
nounced plans for an additional platform At Nicolai Creek near Trading Bay on the 
about 214 miles from their existing instal- west shore of the Inlet, Texaco, Inc., re- 
lation. With the new development facil- ceived a discovery certification on Nicolai 
ties, and development drilling scheduled to Creek State No. 1-A. Standard of Califor- 
continue from the original platforms, a nia tested Ivan River No. 44 A-I at 5,600 
substantial increase in Middle Ground thousand cubic feet per day. The well, 

Shoal output seemed assured. north of the Beluga gasfield, was the | 
Four new oil discoveries, all offshore, northernmost field in the Cook Inlet Basin. 

were recorded for the region in 1966. In coal mining, Evan Jones Coal Co. was ! 
Union Oil Co. of California brought in again the leading producer in the Ma- | 
Kustatan No. 1-A in the Dolly Varden tanuska field. The company strip-mined 
field at 1,400 barrels per day from 10,660 coal at the East mine. Operations were on . 
to 10,875 feet in Hemlock Tertiary sands. a 6-day-a-week basis with slightly more 

The discovery was 9 miles south of the than 100 men producing 1,200 to 1,300 tons 
Trading Bay field and 414 miles south of _ per day of washed coal. Stripping was on a 
McArthur River. Union planned to erect a _two-shift basis, washing on three shifts, 
permanent drilling and production plat- and hauling on a single 9-hour shift. Alas- ! 
form in 1967. ka Matanuska Coal Co., operating the Pre- 

Atlantic Richfield Co. completed West Mier mine, was the only other producer of 
Forelands Unit No. 3, near the west side of | record in the Matanuska field. 
Cook Inlet and some 6 miles west of the In other mineral activity, Pan American 

Middle Ground Shoal field. The well test- Petroleum Corp. and Atlantic Richfield Co. 
ed at more than 1,600 barrels per day from continued examining iron deposits in the 

the Hemlock formation between 9,486 and Chenik Mountain, Iliamna Bay areas. Bear 
9,600 feet. The discovery unit was made up Creek Mining Co., Kennecott’s exploration : 
of both State and Federal lands. The same subsidiary, prospected a copper showing at 
company also brought in McArthur State Drift River on the west side of Cook Inlet 
No. 1, about 214 miles northeast of West below West Forelands. Tennessee Corp., 
Forelands No. 3, at 1,440 barrels per day. associated with Dome Mines, Ltd., Moneta 
The McArthur State well flowed from the Porcupine Mines, Ltd., and Sunshine Min- 

same Hemlock formation found in West ing Co., continued exploration of the Pass 
Forelands No. 3 with the pay zone from Creek copper showing in the Denali area. 
9,660 to 9,790 feet. There was a question The deposit was found by geologists of the 
whether McArthur State was a new discov- State Division of Mines and Minerals in 
ery or an extension of a known field. 1963. 

- Also in the Inlet, approximately 3 miles Some activity, largely assessment work or 
west of the Pan American permanent plat- maintenance, occurred on gold lode prop- 
form, the latter tested North Redoubt’ erties in the Willow Creek and Valdez 
State 175779 No. 1 at a rate in excess of Creek districts and in other scattered parts 
1,500 barrels per day. The well produced’ of the region. Kaiser Cement & Gypsum 
from the interval 10,662 to 10,824 feet. As Corp. improved and added to the road sys- 
with the McArthur State well, the North tem at their Kings River Limestone hold- 
Redoubt discovery was questioned; with ings. Cemco, Inc., of Anchorage accom- 
additional information, North Redoubt plished mapping, sampling, and geological 
could prove to be a southeast extension of surface studies on limestone deposits at 
the McArthur River field. Long Creek in the Chulitna area.
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Copper River.—Sand and gravel, stone, struction of two chemical plants in the Ni- 

and copper were the leading mineral com-  kiski area. Collier Carbon and Chemical 
modities; total mineral production of the Co., a Union subsidiary, and Japan Gas- 
region was minor. Chemical Co., Ltd., a major Japanese 

The Alaska Department of Highways chemical firm, were associated in a $70 mil- 
. completed the final drafts of the proposed lion complex to consist of a 1,500-ton-per- 

routes of the Copper River Highway and day ammonia plant using 60 million cubic 
of the economic impact on the areas tra- feet per day of Kenai Unit gas as feedstock 
versed. The studies were in process of pub- and a 1,000-ton-per-day prilled urea plant. 
lication at yearend. The Copper River The urea plant was to be a joint venture 
bridge at Chitina was under design. Loca- with Japan Gas-Chemical. The ammonia 
tion surveys for road sections from Slana_ plant, rated the largest on the West Coast, 
River to Bartell Creek, Gulkana Junction and the urea plant as the largest in the 
to Paxton, and East Bank of the Copper world, were scheduled to go on stream ear- 
River to McCarthy were underway. ly in 1968. 

At the State’s 16th competitive oil and In initial proposals and negotiations, 

_ gas lease sale held in July, offshore tracts Union Oil Co., with its Kenai unit partner 
near Middleton Island some 80 miles south Marathon Oil Co., had explored shipment 
of Cordova in the Gulf of Alaska drew of Kenai gas to Japan as liquefied meth- 

high interest. Tenneco Oil Co. bid $761 ane. With the Union decision to build the 
per acre on a 1,086-acre tract off the east giant chemical complex on the Peninsula, 
side of Middleton. Bids submitted by other Marathon joined with Phillips Petroleum 

major oil companies and a few small inde- (Co., Skelly Oil Co., Sinclair Oil Co., and 
‘| pendents brought the total of the sale to Pan American Petroleum Corp. to ship 

more than $7 million. liquefied gas from the Kenai unit and from 
In other State sales, 10 foreclosed patent- offshore Cook Inlet fields to Japan. The 

ed mining claims in the Chitina-McCarthy five firms reached an agreement to supply 
area were sold at public auction. Private 50 billion cubic feet per year to Tokyo Gas 
ownership of the lands, coupled with the Co., Ltd. and Tokyo Electric Power Co., 
anticipated benefits from the Copper River Ltd. on a 15-year contract. Phillips was to 
highway program, was expected to stimu- operate a liquefaction plant near Nikiski; 
late renewed interest in this formerly high- Marathon was to negotiate construction of 
ly productive copper area. tankers and subsequently operate them. 

Kenai Peninsula—Oil production from Approval of the governments of both the 
the Swanson River-Soldotna Creek complex United States and Japan was needed before 
set a new record, up 600,000 barrels from the arrangements could be implemented. 
the 11.1 million barrel output of 1965. The Kuskokwim River.—Platinum from the 
small increase was attributed to completion Salmon River dredging operations of 
of repressuring facilities needed to main- Goodnews Bay Mining Co. was the leading 
tain optimum producing rates. Standard of mineral commodity of the region. Physical 
California, operator at Swanson River, be- volume and value of output were nominal- 
gan injecting increased volumes of gas dur- ly comparable with the figures for 1965. 
ing the first part of the year. At midyear, The company did not release figures for 
an additional well in the Soldotna Creek publication. A  Yuba_ electric dredge 
unit was converted to injection and, for equipped with 8-cubic-foot buckets was 
the first time, gas was injected through used in dredging operation with a 6-yard 
three wells into the Swanson River unit. dragline stripping ahead of the dredge. 
At the end of the year the Soldotna Creek Value of gold output remained at the 

unit had five gas injection wells in opera- depressed level of 1965. Only minor quan- 
tion, and the Swanson River unit had tities of mercury were produced, but some 
three. In April, the last month prior to  eyidence of renewed interest in the region’s 
fieldwide injection, monthly production mercury resources was seen. Prospectors 
was 916,000 barrels. By December the rate and mining company scouts were active in 

was 1.17 million, a 28-percent increase. areas known to contain mercury minerali- 
Developments to exploit the Peninsula’s zation. Efforts to finance the reopening of 

natural gas resources proceeded apace. the Red Devil mercury mine, a major past 
Union Oil Co. of California began con- producer, were in process during the year;
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at yearend no firm arrangements had been’ gion was sixth in the State in value of 
announced. mineral production. 

The Bureau of Mines continued its pro- Increased activity in offshore placer de- 

gram of examinations and sampling of the posits was noted. The largest concentration 
region’s mineral resources. Mercury, gold, of offshore permits in the State was in the 
and other mineral deposits were under gold and tin mining areas of the Peninsu- 

investigation. Open-file reports on deposits la. Six applications to convert Nome area 
of lode gold (Nixon Fork), lead-silver permits to leases were filed. Shell Oil Co. 
(near Mount McKinley National Park), and Martin Dredging, Inc., among others, 
and copper (Willow Creek district) were were engaged in research on drilling, sub- 
made available to the public. . mersible dredges, and other projects to 

Northern Alaska.—Gas wells at the South Promote exploitation of umderwater 
| Barrow field in Naval Petroleum Reserve Placers. The Bureau of Mines and the Ge- 

No. 4 produced 435 million cubic feet of logical Survey made preparations to join 
gas, an increase of 11 percent compared ' the research work in the 1967 field sea- 

with the 1965 figure. Of this, 71 million 5°”: 
cubic feet valued at $36,000 was sold to At Bluff, the Bureau of Mines examined 

Barrow Utilities, Inc., for consumption in and sampled lode gold deposits near Dan- 

the city of Barrow. The remainder was iels Creek. Gold was found in a relatively 

used by the contractor to service buildings _ thin series of schists and schistose graphitic 

and to generate power for government in- limestones. The Daniels Creek, Swede 

stallations at Point Barrow. : Creek, and Koyona Creek placers all ap- | 

In petroleum drilling, Sinclair Oil & Gas Peared to have been derived from this 
Co. plugged and abandoned Colville No. 1 series. Evaluation of the examination data 

at 9,930 feet as a dry hole. Atlantic was in process at yearend. 
Richfield Co. drilled Susie Unit No. 1 to In tin mining, two placer operations 

13,517 feet. The well was under test at were active. At Lost River, L. Grothe and 

yearend. South of the Colville River Delta, C. Pearson produced tin concentrates using 

Union Oil Co. of California spudded Kook- a bulldozer bucking into sluice boxes. 

puk No. 1 late in the year and drilled to Combined tin and tungsten concentrates 

718 feet. All three wells were classed as were shipped to the Wah Chang plant at 

wildcats. Texas City, Tex. The tungsten was not 

Northwestern Alaska——At the new camp deemed commercially Zecoverabie._ At batt 

of Bornite, Kennecott Copper Corp. City, Lee Bros. Dredging Co. used a bul . 

reached target depth below 1,000 feet in its dozer for stripping with a front-end loader 
; 5 P i haulage to a washing 

vertical shaft. The company was proceed- loading trucks for | f 8 hi . 

ing with lateral exploration and develop- plant. Concentrates rom this operation 
. hipped to Texas City also. 

ment openings on the Ruby Creek copper were siipp y 

property. Late in the year the operation Southeastern Alaska.—Stone, sand and 

encountered a serious water problem with gravel, and barite were the leading mineral : 

a reported 11,000 gallons per minute flood- commodities. Minor quantities of gold and 

ing laterals and the lower section of the silver were recovered from a mill cleanup 

shaft. Preparations for increasing pumping of the old Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. 

capacity were underway. The company esti- operation in the Juneau district. Disman- 

mated that at least 2 years were needed for tling of the steel skeleton of the old AJ 

vertical and horizontal exploration and de- mill which burned in the summer of 1965 

velopment before production. Preliminary was underway. Following dismantlement, 

projections indicated a 500- to 1,000-per- plans were to sluice off the hillside of the 

day mill for the deposit. millsite. 

Seward Peninsula.—Sand and gravel, tin, Bonanza Gold, Inc., of Spokane, Wash., 

and gold were the leading mineral com- reported diamond drilling on a copper-iron | 

modities with sand and gravel accounting deposit near the old Jumbo Basin copper | 

by far for the bulk of the $1.4 million mine on Hetta Inlet, Prince of Wales Is- | 

production. Minor values were recorded for land. Cambridge Mining Corp., Ltd. | 

gem stones, stone, and silver. Value of gold drilled a copper prospect on the south end | 

production was less than $49,000. The re- of Gravina Island at Seal Cove. Other | 

|
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claim holders reported assessment work or tent small producer iri past years. In the 
maintenance. | | Chandalar, Frank Birch had a small crew 

Yukon River.—Sand and gravel, coal, and working on mill construction for the Chan- 
gold were the leading mineral commodi-  dalar lodes. Birch held the deposits under 
ties. Minor quantities of stone, gem stones, an agreement with Little Squaw Mining 
and peat were recorded. Co., a subsidiary of Grandview Mines, Inc., 

Busty Belle Mines, Inc., received approv- of Spokane. In the Bonnifield district, a 

al of an Office of Minerals Exploration Portland, Oreg., firm drilled the old Liber- 
loan for work on the Silvertone and Cot- ty Bell gold mine. The Buzby copper pros- 
tonwood claims in the Fairbanks district. pect on Wood River was reported under 
The silver-lead lode had been an intermit- option to Hanna Mining Co.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 
of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Arizona Bureau of Mines for 
collecting information on all minerals except fuels. . 

By Leonard P. Larson: and William C. Henkes : 

Producing more copper than the other mineral production in Arizona for 1966 to- 
49 States combined, Arizona mine owners  taled $620.6 million. Copper production ac- 
and operators continued to increase capaci- counted for 86 percent of the total value 
ty. Chiefly because of increased copper pro- and 91 percent of the increase in total val- 
duction, the total value of mine ou tput in ue. Construction materials—cement, sand 
1966 was, 7 percent higher than in 1965. and gravel, stone, and pumice—increased 
During the year, active development con- 15 percent in value; road building and 
tinued at The Anaconda.Company Twin residential and nonresidential construction 
Buttes project south of Tucson. Kennecott rose. 
Cop per Corp ° and Pima Mining Co. an- 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, nounced plans to.expand production. Colo. . . 

Increasing by $40.5 million, the value of y er etroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Den- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Arizona ' 

: 1965 1966 
Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thou- Quantity (theu- 
sands) sands) 

Asbestos_.___-_..._-.-_-..22--_. 2... short tons_._ 3,469 $441 W Ww Clays 2__-______.__._______...._.__..._thousand short tons... 129 164 89 $121 Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..._____.short tons._ 703 ,3877 =497,991 739,569 335,004 Diatomite___________._____2- 2 do... 295 8 1,353 ao Gem stones________.-_._______- ee. NA 120 NA 120 Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__....____troy ounces__ 150 ,431 5,265 142,528 4.983 Gypsum________._..-_-._._._....... thousand short tons__ 103 540 75 394 Iron ore (usable) ._.__.._-_._thousand long tons, gross weight __ 8 ..51 WwW Ww Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__________-short tons... 5.913 1,845 5,211 1,575 Lime_____.__.__.___._._.____________thousand short tons__ 204 3,543 218 3,721 Mercury_________.-_--_---_--____._........76-pound flasks_- 158 90 363 160 Molybdenum (content of concentrate).___. _thousand pounds_. 9,399 15,880 10,161 LT 812 Natural gas (marketed)___.____._________million eubie feet__ 3,106 376 3,161 436 Petroleum (crude)_____.____.____thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 97 WwW 132 3TO Pumice__-_-___________._..._..___.._.thousand short tons... r 1.161 r1,515 1,103 1,674 Sand and gravel__.__________.___________...._......do_._.. 14,918 16,621 18,730 20, 448 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces __ 6.095 7,881 6,339 8.196 Stone_.-_-. 20.2.2... 22. 2-_._... _... thousand short tons__ 2.474 4,171 2,271 4.091 Tungsten concentrate (60-percent WOs; basis) ____-_short tons__ 3 5 2 5 Uranium ore___________._.._._.__._____._..._.......do.... 117.898 3.918 64,195 1.978 Vanadium________.____.______._.___._............. do... W 381 WwW 453 Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._..._____.._.__do._.. 21.757 6.353 15,985 4,636 Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, clay (bentonite) 
feldspar, helium, mica (scrap), perlite, pyrites, and values 
indicated by symbol W____-__._._____.____................ XX 12,933 XX 14,347 

Total___. 2 ee wee ee eee XX + 580,092 xX 620.565 

_ 7 Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. 1 duce ton as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). 
2 Excludes bentonite; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
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Figure 1.—Mineral production areas in Arizona in 1966.
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Employment and Injuries—Final 1965 sta- 
constant 1957-59 dollars tistics of employment and injuries in the 

(Millions) mineral industries, excluding the petro- 
————_________________ leum aand natural gas industries, and pre- 

Year Value! liminary date for 1966 compiled by the Bu- 
1957____-.----------------- eee $358 reau of Mines are given in table 3. 

195922222222 22222TTITTLI22022 315 _ Employment in the mining and quarry- 
1960. __._------------__--- ee - 383. ing sector in the Arizona economy in- 
1961____------------------- ~~ ee 415 . . 
1962______.._..__.................. 458 creased substantially during the year, 
loga  TTTT Tranter tea reaching 16,500 in December, up 4 percent 
1965... -----------------2-2------ 480 (600) from the corresponding period of 

tthe previous year. Employment in the State 
: * Data for 1957-65 revised. copper industry rose 400. With increased 

; ; employment and earnings, industrial pay- 
hes greatest fecines in vanes dnctrice rolls were substantially higher; weekly 
the state's nonmetallic miunera industries earnings in the State rose from $151.39 to were $146,000 in gypsum production and . | . . $154.47. Average hourly earnings rose from $80,000 in stone. The drop in gypsum oc- $3.32 per h + D ber 1963 to $3.38 | 
curred primarily because of a lower de- ne, ot  D ” her 1966 2 fe , 
mand for calcined gypsum products; the Pe? “0Ur in December 66. The average | 
lower value of stone output resulted mostly "Umber of hours worked per week re- | 
from a decline in the output of basalt, ™ained nearly constant. : 
crushed granite, and crushed sandstone Legislation and Government Programs.— | 

_ used in highway construction. Office of Minerals Exploration (OME), | 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | 

eee 

Average Number of Injury rates per 
men Man-days Man-hours injuries _ million man-hours 

Year and industry working Days worked worked = 
daily active (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 

Sees isn ee oe ae aeee 
1965: 

| Coal_.-..--.------------ 4 130 1 4 ----- ----- _---- ----- . 
Metal__..-.------------. 11, 208 304 3, 409 27, 263 11 652 24.32 4,066 
Nonmetal--_------..-_-- 293 226 66 530 1 19 37.72 11, 769 
Sand and gravel__________ 1,178 201 237 1,905 ----e 36 18.90 530 
Stone....-------------.- 498 288 143 1,097 1 14 13.67 5, 880 

Total. .-.------------- 18, 181 293 3, 856 30, 799 13 721 23.83 4,044 

1966: P 
Coal___.-.-.------------ 5 125 1 4 ----- ----- _---- ----- 
Metal_-__--.-.---------. 10,650 313 3,330 26, 628 9 588 22.42 3, 180 
Nonmetal--_-.--------_-- 250 222 56 450 ----- 17 37.78 773 
Sand and gravel__________ 1,250 215 268 2,147 waeee 41 19.10 758 
Stone_-_-...-.-.---.---- 430 278 120 953 ----- 17 17. 84 256 

$$ 
Total. -...------------ 12,585 300 3,775 30, 182 9 663 22.26 2,879 EE eee 

P Preliminary. 

U.S. Geological Survey, contracted to assist OME also contracted to assist Donald C. 
Big Treasure Mining and Development Gilbert of San Diego, Calif., to explore for 
Co., a California corporation, to explore silver on the Royal and Deer Hom claims 
for silver at the Little Treasure-Adjust 1 Santa Cruz County. The property was to 
group of claims in Pinal County. The be explored by crosscutting and drifting in 
property was to be explored by surface search of stverbearing ores in ane ae 

drilling for silver-bearing ore occurring ‘°'"S D¢ar me contacts of granite and sedi- 
oe . . mentary rocks. 

along veins in volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks. Total cost of the work was estimated * Unemployment Compensation Division, Em- 
. ployment Security Commission of Arizona. Ari- 

at $112,000, of which the Government par-  zona’s Current Employment Developments. The 
ticipation was 75 percent. aoe tone Jan. 16, 1967, 4 pp.; Feb.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS serious work stoppages occurred at the 

C D df mained major mines in the State during the year. 

hi ve rou howt. h oF copP ‘clive na to Domestic and foreign consumers of cop- 

igh throughout the year, Cetventes per depend on mines in Arizona as a ma- 
fabricators were augmented by releases of . ; 

. jor source of supply. Fifty-two percent of 
350,000 tons from the U.S. stockpile. Con- } . ; 
So | . the total domestic primary production and 
tinuing its upward growth begun in 1960, 19 f the f id ducti 

production of primary copper from mines percent of the iree Oo pro “ ton 
in Arizona reached 740,000 tons. About C4me from Arizona mines. Output trom 

60,000 short tons of new capacity came on the 16 largest mines, de open pit and 4 

stream, or was under construction during underground properties, accounted for 

the year. Except for the strike from Sep- 721,000 tons; 79 percent was derived from 

tember 20 to October 10 at mines operated open-pit and 21 percent from underground 

by Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., no = mines. 

Table 4.—Fifteen leading copper-producing mines in 1966, in order of output 

en 
RO 

Rank Rank - 
in in Mine District County Operator Source of copper in 1966 

1966 1965 
eee 

: 1 1 Morenci.......... Copper Mountain. Greenlee_.. Phelps Dodge Corp......-. Copper ore, copper precipi- 
tates, gold-silver ore. 

2 2 San Manuel...-.. Old Hat.......... Pinal--....- Magma Copper Co_-__.... Copper ore. 

3 3 Ray....-.------. Mineral Creek.... ....do..... Kennecott Copper Corp... Copper ore, copper precipi- 
tates. . 

4 4. New Cornelia..... Ajo-.-....-..---. Pima__.... Phelps Dodge Corp....-.-. Copper ore, gold-silver ore. 

5 5 Copper Queen, Warren.......... Cochise._.. __.....-...do_.-.....-.-. Copper ore, copper precipi- 
Lavender Pit. tates. 

6 7  Inspiration....... Globe-Miami..... Gila_...... Inspiration. Consolidated Do. 
Copper Co. 

7 6 Mission.......... Pima_...._--.--. Pima...... American Smelting and Re- Copper ore. 
fining Co. 

8 14 Pima,Northeast... .......do........ ---.do..... Pima Mining Co---_....-- Do. . 

9 13 Mineral Park_.._. Wallapai.-._...... Mohave.... Duval Corp.....---------- Copper ore, copper precipl- 
tates. 

10 11 Copper Cities__... Globe-Miami__... Gila....... Miami Copper Co-..-..--- Do. 
11 9 Silver Bell_._..___ Silver Bell_...-... Pima.._... American Smelting and Re- Do. 

fining Co. 
12 8  Esperanza........ Pima_.........._ ....do..... Duvall Corp_.._..----.--- Do. 
13 10 Bagdad_-...----. Eureka........... Yavapai_--. Bagdad Copper Corp----_-- Do. 
14 12 Magma._._--.--. Pioneer.......... Pinal...... Magma Copper Co.._..... Copper ore, gold-silver ore. 

15 15  Miami_._........ Globe-Miami..__. Gila.-...... Miami Copper Co_._...... Copper precipitates. 

Most of the productive capacity of Ari- the underground production and 16 per- 

zona’s copper industry is in the hands of a__ cent of the State total. Ray Mines Division, 

relatively few firms. Nine of the State’s Kennecott Copper Corp., and Asarco, with 
largest copper mines were controlled by mines in Pinal and Pima Counties, respec- 
four of the copper industry’s largest pro- tively, each contributed about 10 percent. 
ducers: Kennecott Copper ‘Corp., Phelps The Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. 
Dodge Corp., American Smelting and operations in Gila County contributed ap- 
Refining Co. (Asarco), and Magma Copper proximately 8 percent. Other major pro- 
Co. These four companies accounted for 72 ducers were Duval Corp., Miami Copper 
percent of the State output of primary cop- Co., Bagdad Copper Corp., and Pima Min- 
per. ing Co. One percent, 8,000 tons, of the to- 

Phelps Dodge Corp., with three open tal output was produced from 59 smaller 

pits and one underground mine in Cochise, mines. 
Greenlee, and Pima Counties, contributed Producers, to assure a greater portion of 
more than 36 percent of the total State the world and domestic markets, modern- 
output, accounting for 17 percent of the ized and expanded existing plants and pur- 
growth within the State. Magma Copper sued new developments. Phelps Dodge 
Co., with two underground mines in Pinal Corp. expanded the annual copper produc- 
County, accounted for about 74 percent of tive capacity at Morenci by about 25,000
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tons: 10,000 tons from the beneficiation of nounced plans to increase the annual cop- 
pit-run material and 15,000 tons from the per capacity at Hayden by 24,000 tons. The 
leaching of waste dumps. Asarco expanded increased output was to be derived from 

_ mine and mill capacity at Mission, mill ca- the treatment of copper silicate ore at a 
pacity at Silver Bell, and smelting capacity new vat leaching plant to be constructed at 
at Hayden. Kennecott Copper Corp. an- the site. 

Table 5.—Ore mined, waste and leach material removed, and total copper production at 
principal copper open-pit and underground mines 

Waste and leach Total copper 
Ore mined material removed produced from 

(thousand short tons) (thousand short tons) all sourees ! 
Mine (short tons) 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 

Open pit: _ 
Morenei....._2...- 22-2 ele 19 ,089 19 ,325 29,601 28 , 808 127 , 566 141,178 
Ray..----.------42.------ 2+ --- 8,595 8,758 22,061 17, 826 72,153 70,320 
New Cornelia_.........2 2-222 2 - 10,655 10,487 15,889 14,920 70,905 63,297 
Inspiration. .._.-...2 2222-22 LL 5,799 6,447. 9,491 8,404 53 , 436 4% O17 
Mission__.....--2- 2-2 ee 6,646 5,969 29 ,282 29,179 256,237 2 AT 941 
Daisy-Pima, Northeast 3.____.____ 2,646 . 6,024 49,243 413,405 218,000 239 300 
Lavender__...-...-_--_-_ 2. _e 5,661 6,107 21,886 25,154 35,687 34,729 
Mineral Park____. 2-2 ee 4,914 5,379 4,822 9,016 519,089 5 25,565 
Copper Cities__.....-_._.__.__.__ 3,200 4,354 11,668 8,468 520,184 5 24 897 
Silver Bell... 22-2 ee 3,185 3,564 6,951 8,844 521,479 5 24 393 
Esperanza__.......--.-.-_____-_- 4,232 4,207 8,253 9,477 521,691 5 23 364 
Bagdad___.....-.-.--- eee 2,091 2,092 10,568 8,548 520,376 &’ 20:',310 

Underground: 
San Manuel_._.__..-.-.-----.-.. 18,504 14,391 woe _ouee 93,767 101 ,390 
Copper Queen.__....-..22 222 _.- 766 721 a a 30 ,948 26 964 
Magma........-_---.--.----_--- 440 432 _---- a 19 , 452 19,631 
Miami___._-.2- 2-2-2 eee (8) (8) wo--- a 79,111 78,736 . 
a Sa 

1 Includes copper recovered from leaching of material in place and in dumps. 
2 Gross metal in concentrate shipped. 
3 Daisy-Pima in 1965. 
4 Thousand cubic yards. 
5 Gross metal in concentrates and precipitates shipped. __ 
6 All production from in-place leaching. 
7 Gross metal in precipitates shipped. 

Source: Company-published annual reports or Bureau of Mines data. 

Table 6.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in terms of recoverable metals + 

Material . 
Mines producing sold or Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

Year —_— streated ? 
Lode Placer (thousand Value Troy ounces Value 

short tons) Troy ounces (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) 

1957-61 (average) 109 5 62 , 002 141,816 $4,964 4,751 $4 320 
1962____.______- 83 5 79 , 583 137 ,207 4,802 5,454 3,917 
1963___._...-___- 90 4 81,214 140 , 030 4,901 5,373 6,373 
1964_.._._.._._. 85 1 86 , 742 153 , 676 5,379 5,811 T5138 
1965___..______- 92 2 93 , 466 150,431 5,265 6,095 7,881 
1966____....___- 92 1 102 ,168 142 , 528 4,988 6,339 8,196 

1890-1966______- NA NA NA 18,463,569 358 , 720 393 , 505 318 ,678 

Copper Lead Zine 
P P pa Total 

Value Value Value value 
Short tons (thousands) Shorttons (thousands) Short tons (thousands) (thousands) 

1957-61 (average) 511 , 5380 $305 663 9,752 $2 ,370 33 ,032 $7,663 $324 ,9:80 
1962__.__________ 644 , 242 396 , 853 6,966 1,282 32 ,888 7,564 416 418 
1963_____._____- 660 ,977 407 ,162 5,815 1.256 25,419 5, 846 426 .038 
1964___.________ 690 , 988 450 , 524 6,147 1,611 24,690 6,716 471 , 743 
1965____._______ 703 ,377 497 ,991 5,913 1,845 21,757 6,353 519.335 
1966___________- 739 , 569 535 ,004 5,211 1,575 15,985 4,636 554,399 

1890-1966__._____ 21,221,597 9,361,415 644,830 127,241 1,001,024 243 , 719 10,409 , 773 

NA Not available. . . 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings or slimes 

retreated, and ore, old tailings, or copper precipitates shipped to smelters during the calendar year indicated. 
2 Does not include gravel washed or tonnage of precipitates shipped.
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Table 7.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties, 

in terms of recoverable metals 

ee 

Mines Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

County producing ! sold or 
—_______—_——__ treated? Troy Troy 

Lode Placer (short tons) ounces Value ounces Value 

EE Ses Is CSN 
Cochise- ~~ ------ 7 _..-. 6,848,627 A1,221 $1,442,735 905,149 $1,170,358 

Conconino---_---- 34 _---- 7,032 5D 1,925 20,631 26 ,676 

Gila____-------- 11 _---- 18,188,237 3,995 139 , 825 229 , 806 297 ,139 

Graham-.-------- 1 ----- 89 ~---- _---- ----- ----- 

Greenlee_ _ _ - ---- 3 __... 19,331,635 11,802 413 ,070 626 ,953 810,650 

Maricopa__-_---- 6 a 640 7 245 5,202 6 , 726 

Mohave- _------- 8 __... 5,381,748 111 3,885 571 ,285 738 , 672 

Pima___-------- 13 __--- 80,296,347 34,030 1,191,050 2,265,332 2,929 ,074 

Pinal_.__-------- 15 __--- 28,633,813 37,541 1,313,985 1,044,964 1,351,138 

Santa Cruz-_ ----- 3 a 3,852 26 910 19 ,097 24 , 692 

Yavapai___.----- 15 _...- 8,839,701 13, 716 480 , 060 648 , 760 838 , 847 

Yuma_____------ . 6 1 41 ,669 24 840 1,517 1,962 

Total: . 
1966_- 92 1 102,068,390 142,528 4,988,480 6,338,696 8,195,934 

1965__ 92 2 93,466,081 150,481 5,265,085 6,095,248 7,881,156 

Copper . Lead Zine 

_————  — ———_— ——_————— lll Total 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value value 

Cochise- _ ------- 62,023 $44,867,438 3 $1,013 . 382 $110,751 $47,592,295 

Coconino- ------- 545 394,108 _---- ----- _---- ----- 422 ,709 

Gila__._-------- 95,563 69,130,564 ----- ----- _---- _.--- 69,567,528 

Graham--------- 3 2,315 _a--- a _---- a 2,315 

Greenlee_ -_----- 141,197 102,141,729 ----- _---- _---- _---- 103,365,449 

Maricopa_-_-_-_---- 12 8,970 _oeee a ae _eoee 15,941 

Mohave-.-------- 24,876 17,995,118 10 3,083 145 42,152 18,782,910 

Pima_..-------- 200,258 144,866,818 35 10,611 1,268 367,676 149,365,229 

Pinal._.-.------ 192,547 139,288,174 4 1,134 ----- _.... 141,954,381 

Santa Cruz_ ----- 30 21,774 301 90 , 826 585 169 , 635 307 , 837 

Yavapai_-_------ 22,309 16,188,512 4,804 1,452,294 13,604 38,945,218 22,854,931 

Yuma_____------ 206 148,695 54 16,324 1 218 168 ,039 

Total: 
1966__ 739 ,569 535,004,215 5,211 1,575,285 15,985 4,635,650 554,399,564 

1965__ 708,377 497,990,916 5,913 1,844,856 21,757 6,353,044 519,335,057 

ee enn eee Oa 

1 Operations at miscellaneous cleanpus not counted as producing mines. : 

2 Does not include gravel washed, tonnage of precipitates shipped, or uranium ore milled. 

. 3 Excludes count of uranium mine from which copper was recovered as a byproduct. 

South of Tucson, open-pit mine and mill Total gross valuation of all copper-min- 

expansion was scheduled to increase an- ing property rose from $280.2 million in 

nual productive capacity at Pima by 38,000 fiscal 1965 to $318.4 million in fiscal 1966. 

tons of copper. Stage 1, completed during The major increases in gross valuation oc- 

the year, increased capacity from 6,000 to curred in the value of productive (patent- 

18,000 tons of crude ore per day; stage 2, ed and unpatented) mining claims and in 

to be completed in 1967, was to raise the the gross value of smelters, concentrators, 

daily output to 30,000 tons. In the same and mining machinery, and mining and 

general area, The Anaconda Company con- smelting supplies.4 Mining property repre- 

tinued development at its Twin Buttes sented 14.2 percent of the net assessed valu- 

project. By the end of 1967, annual pro- ation of all taxable property in Arizona in 

ductive capacity in the State was to in- 1966, compared with 13.2 percent in 1965. 

crease about 107,000 tons. Eight primary smelters were operated in 

Copper contributed significantly to the the State during the year, primarily on 

economy of 7 of the 14 counties in the ores produced by the company operating 

State. Pima County, with 5 of the 16 larg- the smelter. Three of the smelters—Phelps 

est operations, accounted for 200,250 tons, Dodge Corp. smelter at Douglas, Inspira- 

or 27 percent of the State output; Pinal tion Consolidated Copper Co. smelter at 

County, with 8 large properties, 192,500 Inspiration, and Asarco smelter at Hayden 

tons or 26 percent. Substantial production —also treated ores on a custom or toll ba- 

was derived from ores mined in Cochise, —W————— 

: : 4State Tax Commission of Arizona. Twenty- 

Gila, . Greenlee, Mohave, and Yavapal eighth Biennial Report, December 1966. pp. 

Counties. 88, 92.
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Table 8.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes 

of ore or other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

Material 
Number sold or Gold Silver 

Source of treated (troy (troy Copper Lead Zime 
mines ! (short ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

tons 

Lode ore: 
Dry gold...------.---.--.- 2 21 2 32 2 35 300 aa--e a 
Dry gold-silver_._._...____- 4 103, 572 213 6, 936 1,702,800 a ee 
Dry silver..-......-----_-- 15 19,576 39 72,227 104,000 3; 100 ----- 

Total....----_---------- 21 . 123,169 284 79,198 1,807,100 3,100 _---- 

Copper_..--..------------- 45 101,558,298 127,431 5,595,644 1,359,481, 200 5,400 2,536, 000 
Copper-zinc and uranium?___ 44 5 19, 426 75 28,335 2,065, 500 10,600 2,214, 500 
Lead__-..---.------------- 7 556 16 4,720 9,100 90, 700 T, 500 
Lead-zine_......_.--------- 4 320, 674 13,627 589,841 564,500 10,136,800 26,641,500 
Zine. .--.-.--------------- 2 1, 623 4 4,812 58, 400 67,100 519, 000 

Total. ...-_.--------- e 61 101,900,577 141,153 6,223,352 1,362,178,700 10,310,600 31,968,500 

Other “lode” material: 
Gold tailings.....-.._._____- 1 5 2 _---- weeee _oun- a 
Gold-silver tailings and 

silver tailings 3__________- 3 42,813 1,058 34,070 86, 700 _o-ee _---- 
Copper cleanup---..-.------ (6) 474 30 684 99,700 a _---- 
Copper precipitates..._.____ 19 82, 684 w---- _---- 114,965,800 a a 
Lead assay office cleanup_-__-_ (6) 2 ----- _---- weeee 2,000 ene 
Lead tailings.__......._-._-- 2 1,350 1 1,392 _---- 106, 300 1,500 

Total... -----_ ee 25 127, 328 1,091 36,146 115,152,200 108, 300 1,500 

Total “lode” material_-___-___ 92 102,151,074 142,528 6,338,696 1,479,138,000 10,422,000 31,970,000 
Placer....-....---------------- 1 naene (2) (2) naue- oe +e 

Total all sources. ....____- 93 102,151,074 142,528 6,338,696 1,479,138,000 10,422,000 31,970,000 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to totals because some mines produce more than one class of material. 
2 Dry gold and placer combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
4 Copper-zinc mines only. - 
5 Excludes uranium-ore tonnage. 
6 From properties not classed as mines. 

Table 9.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by types of 

material processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

Type of material processed Gold (troy Silver (troy Copper Lead Zine 
and method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: | 
Concentration and smelting of 

concentrates: Ore !________- 132,471 5,995,790 21,3829,735,200 10,327,900 31,962,500 

Direct-smelting: 
Ore______----__ eee 38,969 3 308 , 152 24,834,600 92,100 T, 500 
Cleanings___..______-_ _- 30 684 99 , 700 2,000 a 
Precipitates__...________- ~---- _---- 114,965,800 a _---- 
Old tailings._____________- 1,058 34,070 86 , 700 ae _--ee 

Total______-____ Le 10,057 342 ,906 189 , 986, 800 94,100 T,500 
Other: Leaching of copper ore_- _o--- an 9,416,000 aaaee _o--- 

Placer__....-_..-_.------_---_--- (3) (3) woe eae ee -oaee _---- 

Grand total____.__...-.-__-- 142,528 6,338,696 1,479,138,000 10,422,000 31,970,000 

1 Includes uranium ore concentrate. 
2 Includes copper recovered from leaching of ore at operations that employ “dual-process’’ treatment of 

leaching followed by flotation concentration. _ . 
3 Placer production combined with “direct-smelting ore’’ gold and silver production to avoid diselosing in- 

dividual company confidential data. , 

sis. With smelters operated at Douglas, ty. The smelters of Kennecott Copper 
Ajo, and Morenci, Phelps Dodge Corp. Corp. and Asarco at Hayden and Inspira- 
controlled 57 percent of total smelting ca- tion Consolidated Copper Co. at Inspira- 
pacity within the State. Magma Copper _ tion, each accounted for 10 percent. 
Co., with smelters at San Manuel and Mag- Approximately 3.3 million tons of ore, 
ma, accounted for 13 percent of the capaci- concentrates, and precipitates were shipped
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Figure 2.—Value of mine production of copper, and total value of 
| mineral production in Arizona. 

to smelters in or outside the State. These percent copper, averaging 0.651 percent in 
shipments consisted of 2.9 million tons (86 1965. Porphyry ores with a low copper con- 
percent) of concentrates obtained from tent generally contained molybdenum as a 
milling porphyry copper ores; 87,819 tons byproduct; molybdenum content offset the 
(3 percent) of precipitates from the leach- lower copper values. 
ing of ores in dumps, in place, and in Ores from underground mines contained 
heaps; and 382,112 tons (11 percent) of from 0.708 to 4.460 percent copper: The 
direct shipping ores. lower analysis represented the copper con- 

Porphyry copper ores were mined at tent of ores obtained from _block-caving 
open-pit and underground mines in Co- operations at San Manuel; the higher anal- 
chise, Gila, Greenlee, Mohave, Pima, Pinal, ysis represents the copper content of the 
and Yavapai Counties. The copper content ore from the Magma mine where sand-fill 
of 82.7 million tons of porphyry ores methods were used. The copper content of 
mined at the 12 large open-pit mines aver- the concentrates recovered from the mill- 
aged 0.628 percent; it ranged from a low of _ ing of copper ores averaged 22 percent. 
0.417 percent to a high of 0.786 percent, The Copper Queen mine, operated by 
compared with a range from 0.381 to 0.855 Phelps Dodge Corp. near Bisbee, was the
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Figure 3.—Mine production of copper in Arizona, by months, 

in terms of recoverable metal. 

major source of direct-shipping ores. In ance from gold, gold-silver, silver and 
1966, 235,900 tons of direct-shipping ores other base’ metal ores, and miscellaneous 

from five underground mines contained lode material. 
9,850 tons of copper, 8,600 ounces of gold, Accounting for 61 percent of the total 
and 219,200 ounces of silver. output, Phelps Dodge Corp. was the major 

With increased quantities of water avail- producer. In its annual report the com- 
able at certain mining properties and im- pany stated that the combined output of 
provements in leach methods, output of byproduct gold at the Morenci, New Cor- 
copper from the leaching of low-grade nelia, and Copper Queen branches totaled 
dump material increased from 44,600 tons 87,000 troy ounces. 
in 1965 to 57,483 tons. The copper content Magma Copper Co., the second largest 
of the precipitates averaged 70 percent. gold producer in the State, accounted for 
With the completion in July of the new 25 percent of the total output. According 
precipitation plant at Morenci and con-_ to its annual report, 35,200 troy ounces of 
tinued developments at other operations in gold was recovered from ores produced by 
the State, output was to be significantly the company at the Magma _ (12,800 
increased. Heap leaching recovered an ad- ounces) and San Manuel (22,400 ounces) 
ditional 5,135 tons of cement copper con- mines. 
taining 4,708 tons of recoverable metals. Shattuck Denn Mining Corp., Iron King 

The average domestic refinery price for mine, the fourth largest producer of gold 
copper in 1966, as reported by Engineering in the State, was the largest producer of 
and Mining Journal, was 36.17 cents com- gold from lead-zinc ores. 
pared with 35.01 cents in 1965. Iron Ore.—Production and shipments of 
Gold.—Output of gold from 46 lode and usable iron ore declined. Direct-shipping 

I placer deposit in Arizona totaled 143,000 magnetite ore was produced and shipped 
troy ounces: 127,000 ounces, 89 percent, by Cline & Seitz from the Margaret-Ho- 
was recovered as a byproduct of copper ward mine in Gila County and by 
refining; 14,000 ounces, 10 percent, from Westchester Mining Co. from the Red 
the smelting of lead-zinc ores; and the bal- Rock mine in Pinal County. CF&I Steel
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Corp. mined hematite at the Apache mine reporting production in 1966° was offset by 

in Navajo County, and continued test drill- increased output at the San Manuel and 

ing at the 36,000-acre iron-ore deposit on Mineral Park operations. 

the Fort Apache Indian Reservation. Shipments of molybdenum concentrates 

Sponge iron was produced from pyrite by from eight mines, in six counties, con- 

Ray Mines Division, Kennecott Copper tained 10.2 million pounds of molybdenum 

Corp., at Hayden and by Phelps Dodge valued at $17.8 million. Exports of concen- 

Corp. at Douglas from iron oxides recov- trates contained 2.4 million pounds of mo- 

ered by the smelting process. lybdenum and represented approximately 

Westchester Mining Co., a subsidiary of 24 percent of the total shipments. Stocks, 

Sovereign Resources of Dallas, Tex., oper- on hand December 31, 1966, were 160,331 

ated the Arkota steel mill at Coolidge. The pounds, compared with 255,217 pounds in 

firm also recovered iron concentrate from the previous year. The average price for 

ores produced at the Red Rocks claims molybdenum in concentrate form was $1.75 

which was sold for use as ballast, in farm per pound, compared with $1.69 in 1965. 

equipment tires, and for sand blasting. Groundbreaking ceremonies were held July 

Lead.—Output of lead declined 12 per- 28 for the new molybdenite flotation plant 

cent, to a 32-year low. Most of the produc- under construction at Hayden, by Ray 

tion was recovered by Shattuck Denn Min- Mines Division, Kennecott Copper Corp. 

ing Corp. from the beneficiation of The plant was designed for a daily capaci- 

lead-zinc ores produced at the Iron King ty of 900 tons of copper concentrate. Pro- 

mine, 20 miles east of Prescott. The con- duction was expected to total about 

centrate was shipped to the Asarco smelter 900,000 pounds of molybdenum annually. 

at El Paso, Tex.; zinc concentrate recov- The concentrate was to be processed into 

ered was sent to the Asarco smelter at molybdic oxide at the Kennecott Copper 

Amarillo, Tex. The Glove mine, operated Corp. molybdic oxide plant in Salt Lake 

by Arivaca Mining Corp. in the Tyndall City, Utah. 

mining district, Santa Cruz County, was Silver.—Arizona’s silver production was 

the second largest producer. 6.3 million troy ounces, a 4-percent in- 

Mercury.—A small quantity of mercury Crease. Of the total silver produced in 1966, 

was produced from seven mines in the Ma- 88 percent was recovered from copper ore 

zatzal Mountains in Gila and Maricopa mined at 22 properties in 7 counties, 9 per- 

Counties. Production rose from 158 flasks cent from lead-zinc ores from mines in 2 

valued at $90,000 to 363 flasks valued at counties, 1 percent from dry silver ores, 

$160,000. Mercury content of the ore and 2 percent from miscellaneous ores and. 

ranged from 0.05 to 0.25 percent, averaging material. The five leading silver-producing 

0.10 percent. All but 4 percent of the pro- companies—Phelps Dodge Corp., Asarco, 

duction was recovered by treatment in Magma Copper Co., Duval Corp., and 

Gould rotary or Shutte furnaces. | Shattuck Denn Mining Corp.—accounted 

Molybdenum.—Output of molybdenum, for 80 percent of the State total. In 1966, 

contained as molybdenum sulfide (MoS 2) the ratio of silver to copper was about 8.2 

in concentrate form, continued upward, ounces of silver for each ton of copper pro- 

but at a decreasing rate. In 1964 and 1965, duced from copper ores, the same as that 

| production increased 743,000 and 3,103,000 reported for the previous year. 

pounds, respectively; in 1966, the increase Tungsten.—Tungsten concentrate (65.51 

was 762,000 pounds. Arizona mines ac- percent WO 3) was recovered by Fernstrom 

counted for 11 percent of the total U.S. Mining Co. from the processing of ore 

molybdenum production. mined at the Carboloy mine in Pima 

More than 61.3 million tons of copper County. 

ore containing 0.002 to 0.048 percent “MoS 2 Uranium Ore.—Arizona was ranked sixth 

was processed to recover 1.5 million tons of in the Nation in uranium production. 

copper-molybdenum concentrates. The Thirty operations in Apache, Coconino, 

molybdenum concentrates recovered ranged Navajo, and Yavapai Counties were active 

from 39.44 to 55.95 percent molybdenum, in 1966 compared with 26 in 1965. Ship- 

and averaged 54.33 percent for the 10.1 ments of uranium ore to processing plants 

million pounds produced. Lower output of at Tuba City; Grand Junction, Rifle, and 

molybdenum at six of the nine properties Uravan, Colo.; Shiprock and Grants, N.
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Mex.; and Moab, Utah, totaled 64,195 NONMETALS 
tons, valued at $2 million. The 46-percent Asbestos.—Asbestos was shipped from 

reduction in output from the 117,898 tons four underground mines in the Salt River 
produced in 1965 resulted primarily from Valley north of Globe. Nearly all the out- 
the closing of the Orphan Lode mine of put was classified as sand and waste, floats, 
Westec Corp., formerly Western Equities, or other short fiber material for use in 
Inc., on the south rim of the Grand Can- manufacturing asbestos cement, and other 
yon. This property, largest producer in the — ashestos building products; 28 percent was 
State in 1965, was closed in July as ore pro- cjassified as filter fiber and 2 percent as 
duction exceeded scheduled deliveries spinning grade. The leading producer, Jac- 
under its U.S. Atomic Energy Commission quays Mining Corp., selectively mined and 
(AEC) allocation. By negotiated agreement and sorted chrysotile ore at the Regal 
and special legislation, Westec Corp. was and Chrysotile mines for shipment to the 
given the right to continue mining until company mill at Globe. Production also 
1986, when title to the 20-acre claim was to was reported by Western Asbestos Manu- 
pass to the National Park Service. facturing Co. from the Phillips mine and 

The fo.b. ‘mine value of production Metate Asbestos Corp. from the Lucky Sev- 
ranged from $2.56 for crude ore containing en. 
0.08 percent uranium oxide (U3Og) to Cement.—Production of portland and 
$131.50 for crude ore containing 1.37 per- masonry cements increased 8 percent and 3 
cent U30s. The average grade of ore percent, respectively. The average value 
shipped from mines during the year was per barrel of portland and masonry ce- 
0.36 percent U3Og, 0.02 below that report- ments increased. A gain in shipments of 
ed for the previous year. The average val- portland and masonry cements reflected an 
ue of mine shipments was $2.42 per ton upturn in construction activity in the 
below that reported for the previous year. State. 
Vanadium.—Vanadium was recovered Portland cement capacity remained at 

from uranium-vanadium ores mined in the 1965 level. The entire output of the 

Apache and Navajo Counties that were ‘WO plants—one in Pima and one in Yava- 
processed at plants in Colorado and New Pa! County—was derived by the dry Proc 
Mexico having vanadium recovery circuits, ©S8- Electrical energy consumed totaled 12.8 
The value of the recovered vanadium was ™illion kilowatt-hours; all was purchased. 
credited to the county and State of origin. With shipments higher than p roduction, 

stocks were reduced. Portland cement ship- 
Zinc.—Primarily because of the lower ments were to ready-mixed concrete com- 

yield from the Copper Queen, Old Dick, panies, concrete-products manufacturers, 
and Iron King mines in Yavapai County, building-material dealers, and highway 
output of zinc was 27 percent below that contractors. The balance was shipped to 
of the previous year.:More than 80 percent other contractors, government agencies, and 
of the recoverable zinc came from lead-zinc miscellaneous consumers. 

ores produced at the Iron King under- Of the total shipments, 69 percent was 
ground mine operated by Shattuck Denn by truck and 31 percent by rail. Most of 
Mining Corp. The remainder came from the shipments were in bulk form; 13 per- 
17 other properties in six counties. The cent was in containers. 
Old Dick and Copper Queen underground Raw materials consumed in producing 
mines and the mill, operated by Cyprus cement included limestone, clay, gypsum, 
Mines Corp. near Bagdad, were closed and blast-furnace slag; resin, lime, asbestos, 
about the middle of the year because of and other compounds also were used. 
depletion of proven ore reserves. Explora- Clays.—The quantity of all types of clays 
tion work was started in mid-1966 near old or used decreased 29 percent. A 31- 
the present Old Dick shaft. The new shaft percent reduction in the output of miscel- 
was expected to be finished by late 1967, janeous clay used in manufacturing build- 
thus permitting development of the new ing brick and portland and masonry 
ore body, with production possibly extend- cements accounted for most of the decline. 
ing for several years and exploration of Ball clay mined by McKusick Mosaic Co. 
the ore zone at deeper levels than hereto- was used in manufacturing stoneware, art 
fore practicable. pottery, and floor and wall tile. The quan-
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tity of bentonite clay for use in filtering Most of the lime was used within the 

and decolorizing mineral and vegetable State; a small quantity was shipped to Cal- 

oils, as reservoir lining, and as a binder for ifornia, New Mexico, and Mexico, Morenci, 

taconite pellets declined 10 percent. Ray Mines, and San Manuel used their en- 

Clays were produced in Apache, Gila, tire production for concentrating copper 

Maricopa, Pima, and Yavapai Counties. ores. Lime was produced and sold by Paul 

Diatomite-——Arizona Gypsum Corp. pro- Lime Plant, Inc.; Hoopes & Co,; and US. 

duced a small quantity of diatomaceous Lime Division, The Flintkote Co. 

earth from the White Cliffs mine near Approximately 450,000 tons of crushed 

Mammoth in southeastern Pinal County. limestone was calcined in five shaft and 

The material—dried, ground, and classified eight rotary kilns. Seven of the rotary and 

to 325 mesh—was used as filler. the five shaft kilns were fired by gas; one 

Feldspar.—The Taylor mine operated by rotary was fired by fuel oil. 

Industrial Minerals Division, International Mica.—A small quantity of scrap mica, 

Minerals & Chemical Corp. (IMC), was produced by Buckeye Mica Co. at its mine 

the only producer of feldspar. All of the near Buckeye in Maricopa County, was 

hand cobbed potesh feldspar was ground dry-ground at the company mill in Buck- 

and sized for use in manufacturing pottery. eye. The ground mica was sold for use in 

Gypsum.—-Production of crude gypsum manufacturing roofing material and for 

from five mining operations—three in Pin- other uses. 
al and one each in Yavapai and Yuma Perlite—Arizona Perlite Roofs,  Inc,, 

Counties—totaled 75,000 tons, 27 percent operated the Adams and Iberri mines near 

less than that reported for the previous Superior in Pinal County. Crude perlite 

year. The lower output was primarily at- mined by the company was shipped to the 

tributed to a reduction in the demand for Supreme Perlite, Inc., expanding plant at 

gypsum products that accompanied the 5- Phoenix, Maricopa County, and to an ex- 

percent decline in residential construction panding plant outside the State. Expand- 

and a reduced demand for agricultural ed perlite produced by Supreme Perlite, 

gypsum. Increased demand for portland Inc., was used as concrete aggregate, an 

and masonry cements resulted in a high aggregate replacing sand in plaster, loose- 

output of gypsum used as a cement re- fill insulation, and a soil conditioner. 

tarder. National Gypsum Co., from its Harborlite Corp., operating the Harborlite 

open pit near Winkelman (Pinal County), mine in Pinal County, shipped crude per- 

mined crude gypsum which was calcined at lite to company-owned plants and other 

the company’s Phoenix plant for use in expanding plants outside the State. Pro- 

manufacturing gypsum wallboard, lath, duction and value of crude perlite in- 

and other plaster products. Gypsum mined creased 15 and 43 percent, respectively. 

by Arizona Gypsum Co. from deposits near Output of expanded perlite doubled; the 

Winkelman and Camp Verde in Pinal and average sales value declined. 

Yavapai Counties was sold uncalcined for Pumice.—Accounting for more than 34 

use as a cement retarder and as a soil con- percent of the U.S. output, Arizona led the 

ditioner. Crude gypsum mined by Garcia Nation in the production of pumice and 

Gypsum Co. at an open pit near Mammoth pumicite materials. Total sales of pumice, 

and by Harquahala Gypsum Co. at an un- pumicite, scoria, and volcanic cinder from 
derground mine near Salome was sold for deposits in Apache, Coconino, Graham, and 

use as a soil supplement. Yavapai Counties were 5 percent lower in 
Lime.—Continued high demand for pri- quantity and 10 percent higher in value 

mary copper effected a 13-percent rise in than in 1965. The average sales value of 
the quantity of quicklime used in concen- prepared material (crushed, screened, and 
trating copper ores. This curtailed ship- blended) was $1.60 per short ton; crude 
ments of quick lime to the steel industry. material was marketed at about $1.01 per 

- Sales to the construction industry also were ton. The material produced at the I1 
below those of the previous year. Of the mines was used principally as railroad 

quantity sold or used, 95 percent was _ ballast. Other reported uses for the mate- 

quicklime, 5 percent hydrated lime, used rial were fill for road construction and as 
mostly in chemicals. a concrete aggregate.
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The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail- Table 10.—Sand and gravel production in 

way Co., the principal producer, obtained 1966, by counties 
volcanic cinder from the Darling pit near (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Winona, Coconino County, for use as a) ]°=————————__+_____- 

railroad ballast. Pumice and pumicite ma-  _ County = Quantity Value 
terials, for use as road base and surfacing Apache__-------------- 554 $761 
material, was produced at county highway G0CbIS®---------------- 1,485 1,47 
department projects in Apache and Coco- Gila___---------------- 246 292 

: . Graham_.__------------ WwW Ww 

nino Counties. Greenlee_...--.-------- 113 112 

Pyrites.—Pyrite from the Magma mine of Mopeyen "700272118 1612 
Magma Copper Co. was sold to Ray Mines Navajo___-----.------- 1,116 1,108 

as supplemental feed for its sulfuric acid © pi™4------------------ 1 far 1,38 

and sponge-iron plant. Primary feed for Santa Cruz_._____----- 496 | 496 | 

the acid plant was copper sulfide ores from Yavapai. -~------------ 11 206 13 

the Ray pit. The sulfuric acid was used in Undistributed___._----- "909 "926 

leaching waste dumps and, with sponge Total............. 18,730 20,448 

. iron, in the leach-precipitation-flotation —©=@_—2——W_——_______—_—_—_—___ 

(LPF) process. Output of byproduct pyrite .,W7 Withheld to avoid disclosing individus’ company 
was 23 percent in quantity and 22 percent 

in value below that reported for the pre- Highways in Arizona, 712.1 miles was open 

vious year. to the public at yearend; 448.3 miles was 

Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand under construction, engineering, or right- - 

and gravel totaled 19 million tons, the sec- of-way phase; and 6.9 miles had not been 

ond highest output in State history. Sand _ started.é 

and gravel was produced in all of the Industrial sand production was apprecia- 

State’s 14 counties, from a total of 78 com- bly below that of 1965. Most of the output 

mercial and 104 Government-and-contractor | was unground sand used in oil formation 

operations. All but a small tonnage was fracturing; a small quantity was sold for 

processed in 60 stationary and 47 portable use as engine and blast sand. 

plants. Of the 8 million tons shipped by Stone.—Production of stone declined 
commercial carrier, 99 percent was by truck from 2.5 million tons valued at $4.2 mil- 

and | percent by rail. lion in 1965 to 2.3 million tons valued at 

Output of construction sand and gravel $41 million in 1966. Crushed limestone 
rose 26 percent, from 14.8 million tons in produced in 7 counties at 10 operations 

1965 to 18.6 million tons in 1966. Road accounted for 70 percent of the total quan- 
construction utilized 65 percent of the total tity and 55 percent of the total value. Of 

output of construction sand and gravel; the crushed limestone, 26 percent was used 
material used as fill accounted for 7 per- jin manufacturing lime for copper ores 

cent. Rising 20 percent, nonresidential con- _benefication, 13 percent as a flux in the 

struction in the State effected an increased smelting of copper ore, and 57 percent by 

demand for building sand and gravel. the cement industry. Major producers in- 
However, residential construction in the cluded Arizona Portland Cement Co. Divi- 

State was 5 percent less than that of the sion, California Portland Cement Co.; Paul 
previous year. The output of paving sand Lime Plant, Inc.; and Phelps Dodge Corp. 

and gravel rose 9 percent as Interstate and Crushed sandstone was quarried mainly 
State highway department construction in Cochise and Greenlee Counties. Crushed 

continued at record rates. Of the 12.1 mil- miscellaneous stone quarried in 13 counties 
lion tons of paving sand and gravel pro- accounted for 15 percent of the total stone 

duced, 10.2 million tons was Govern- output. All of the crushed miscellaneous 
ment-and-contractor output; 1.9 million stone was used in road construction. 

tons was classified as commercial. ——__—_ 

State highway construction contracts _p_ Bngineeting, News Record, tat ene 
awarded totaled $80.1 million, up from for i967 . . . and Budgets for Maintenance: 

$69.9 million; 63 percent of this total was Highway, Constriction eee NO 12, Mar. 23, 
for construction of roads in the National 1967, pp. 24-25. blic Roads. Quarterly Report 

System of Interstate and Defense High- 4. Feaeral-Aid Highway Program, tee Bi. 

ways.5 Of the 1,167.3 miles of Interstate 1966. Press Release BPR 47-5, Feb. 1, 1967.
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Table 11.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use SS 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Construction: 
Building__.-.-__-_---_--------------- 1,207 $1,601 2,849 $3 ,382 
Paving__-_.------------------------- 491 591 439 573 
Fill... -_- +--+ 153 105 234 200 
Other____-_-_-----_-------------------- 11 9 124 1208 

Industrial: 
Blast. ..-.-------------------------- 251 | 276 (4) (4) 
Engine..__-------------------------- (?) (2) 1 8 

7 Oil (hydrafrac)....._-_-.._.--_---__-- 18 196 (1) (1) 
Other______.------------------------ 12 16 _au-- _ue-- 

Total. __._------------------------ 1,943 2,594 3,547 4,371 

Gravel: 
Construction: 

Building...-_------------------------ 1,553 2,056 2,213 2,945 
Paving_.-_-.------------------------ 3,409 3,945 1,468 1,784 
Railroad ballast___..-_-.-.----------- 3 54 3 36 ae _---- 
Fill.-___-__-_----.------------------- 548 ~ 635 722 554 
Other_____..------------------------ (3) (3) _---- ----- 

Miscellaneous__._._.-_.------------------ 47 63 74 83 

Total_____-_____--____-_--------------- 5,611 6,635 4,477 5,366 

Total sand and gravel__.______-_.__----_-- 7,554 © 9,229 8,024 9,737 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Paving.____---.-_-_-_------------------- 1,274 1,429 1,380 1,373 
Fill._--_-_-_-__---_.-_-_---_--------------- 92 84 211 182 

Total__.--_-__-_-_-_-___-_---- eee 1,366 1,513 1,591 1,555 © 

Gravel: 
Building__.._--.-_-_-_------------------- _---- ~eee eee 15 62 
Paving.____---_-_-_--------------------- 5,924 5, 827 8,845 8,912 
Fill__---_--_ eee eee eee 66 48 195 182 
Other_______--___-__-_---------_---------- 8 4 ~ouue a 

Total__________-_____-_--------------- 5,998 5,879 9,115 9,156 

Total sand and gravel__.______-__------- 7,364 7,392 10,706 10,711 

All operations: 7 
Sand____________-______-__--_---_----------- 3,309 4,107 5,138 5,926 
Gravel____..__-___-__-_-_---_-.--------------- 11,609 12,514 13 , 592 14,522 

Total_________-__-_-___-_- e+ -e-- 14,918 16,621 18,730 20,448 

1 Blast, oil (hydrafrac), and ‘Other (construction)’”’ sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company 
confidential data. 

2 Blast and engine sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 Railroad ballast and other gravel combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

MINERAL FUELS Hopi and Navajo Indians—and, in addi- 

wp os ; ; tion, 12.5 cents per ton to be deposited in 
Coal (Bituminous).—The Navajo ‘Tribal . 

. . an escrow account. Over a 35-year period, 
Council approved a contract with Peabody s 

: . . Peabody Coal Co. was to supply a mini- 
Coal Co. of St. Louis, Mo., for strip mining wade . 

a, mum of 17 million tons of coal to the util- 
150 million tons of coal from the Black . . | 

. . . ity. The first unit of the powerplant was 
Mesa area on the Hopi and Navajo Indian . 

. scheduled for completion in October 1970. 
Reservations, Navajo County. The contract 

. . The plant was to serve southern Nevada, 
called for delivery of coal by slurry pipe- . ; 

. ays southern California, and parts of Arizona. 
line to a $188 million, 1.5-megawatt power- j J ; 

plant to be built on the Colorado River in Helium.’—Grade A Helium (99.995-per- 
Clark County, Nev., by Southern California C&¢ purity) was produced throughout the 
Edison Co. Under terms of the contract, Year at the Kerr-McGee Corp. Navajo 
Peabody was to pay a royalty of 25 cents TF Presared by Of Assi Dj 
per ton—1l2.5 cents per ton each to the Helen Washineton. D.C. ssistant Director—
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Table 12.—Stone production in 1966, plant. The helium was extracted from nat- 
by counties | urally occurring, non-hydrocarbon gas pro- 

duced from the Pinta Dome and Apache 
County Short tons Value Springs fields in Apache County. 

Apache............. 16,765 $58,538 Based on Arizona Oil and Gas Commis- 

Cochise..___---_..____- WwW W sion reports, it was estimated that the Na- 
Coconino___---_______- 145, 702 409 ,489 ; 7+ Gila 227277 187'100 307'506 Vaso. plant produced for sale about 63.5 

Greenlee___-.-.-------- Ww w million cubic feet of grade A helium dur- 

Mohavess 0 l.l1.48'342 «= 1a’tt@ «ing =the year, an increase of about 9 per- Navajo__-------------- 6,519 . 18,040 cent over the estimated 1965 production of 
Bima -~----2----7---7~- 90 any 138 ny 58 million cubic feet. The 1966 production 
Santa Cruz._____----_- 3,216 4,825 was valued at approximately $2.2 million. 
Yavapai___.-__-________ 450 ,222 578 ,228 Alth h the N : l had faciliti Yuma________________- 36.791 241°763 ough the Navajo plant had facilites 
Undistributed_-------__ 1,276,045 2,160,672 for liquifying large quantities of the pro- 

Total__......_.__ 2,270,586 4,091,181. duced helium, no data were available on 
Tr and oe  «~Cté‘é‘ie:s reillative volumes of gaseous and liquid 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company heli d d sold 
confidential data; included with ‘“Undistributed.” eum produced and sold. 

Table 13.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

eee 

Short Short Short Short 
y tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

ear SES 
Basalt and related 

: rocks (traprock) Granite Limestone Marble 

1962____._______ 586, 323 $879, 482 113, 274 $117,424 1,986,091 $2,430,203 12,528 $104, 929 
1963____.._____- 80, 816 208, 716 20, 705 32,738 1,771,114 2,307,107 22,713 287 , 042 
1964___________- 40, 814 36, 370 WwW W 1,800,623 2,483,623 1 22,476 1 275, 787 
1965_-....-_-__- WwW W 236, 735 362,186 1,601,867 2,146,626 Ww W 
1966__-.---._- 10, 347 31,226 a---- ----- 1,590,470 2,261,527 21, 164 278, 708 

eee EE eee 

Sandstone Slate Other stone . Total 
eee 

1962____._--_____ 601,532 1,486,902 84 837 1,033,310 1,596,130 4,333,142 6,615,907 
1963__.___-__.._ 714,897 1,574,782 won aoe 646, 370 658,765 3,256,615 5,069,150 
| 788,171 1,675,194 monee ----- 21,107,096 21,811,973 3,759,180 6, 282, 947 
1965__.__.__.___ 460,152 1,233,788 -a--- noone 175, 287 428,575 2,474,041 4,178, 175 
1966_..__.-____. 318, 444 883, 907 aa--- wa--- 330, 111 635,813 2,270,536 4,091, 181 

eee ee eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other stone.” 
1 Excludes dimension marble; included with ‘‘Other stone.” 
2 Includes dimension marble. 

Table 14.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

SSeS 

1965 1966 
Use SO 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
re 1 

Dimension stone: 
Rough construction________________short tons__ 3,037 $22 , 428 1,357 $12,985 
Rubble____.__-.._-._---_- ee -___-do____ 496 11,293 283 3,260 | 
Rough architectural_________.____.-_eubie feet__ 31 , 822 26,419 16,159 14,524 
Dressed architectural____._.____.._.___.do____ 13 ,252 27,174 7,999 20,570 
Curbing and flagging. _______.__.________do___- 52,744 52 ,542 55 ,892 54,590 

Total (approximate, in short tons)_____________ 10,900 139 , 856 7,729 105,929 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap______.._._--_____.._._.. -short tons__ 286 ,073 413 ,228 130 , 026 195 ,048 
Metallurgical. __._..__._______..-______do___-_ 530,658 1,138,903 502 ,006 1,086 , 683 
Concrete and roadstone____________._____do___- 362 , 684 731,568 235 ,673 543 251 
Lime_.._-_____--- eee _-do___- 391,835 717,420 450 ,016 $96 545 
Other___________.---___.___-__.2_-___.-_do__.. 1 891,890 11,030,200 2945,086 21,258,720 

Total___.-_-_-__-_-_.-_---_-__.__.....do___. 2,468,140 4,081,319 2,262,807 3.985 252 

Total stone (approximate in short tons)____.___ 2,474,000 4,171,175 2,270,500 4,091,181 

1 Includes stone used in abrasives, animal feed, cement, landscaping, mineral food, roofing granules; in 
making book ends, clocks, etc.; and for unspecified use. . . 

2 Includes stone used in abrasives, agriculture, animal feed, cement, landscaping, mineral food, paper, polyes- 
ter filler, precasting, roofing granules, signs, stucco, terrazzo, walls, and for unspecified use.
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The Kerr-McGee Navajo plant was oper- higher than in 1965. Yield from the East 

ated entirely independently of the Govern- Boundary Butte field was up 63 percent to 

ment helium program. 70,923 barrels; the Dry Mesa field was 

Natural Gas.—Marketed natural gas, all ranked second with 33,774 barrels, a 23- 

from Apache County, totaled 3.2 billion petcent increase. | 

cubic feet, up 2 percent from the 1965 Exploratory drilling declined from 29 
figure. a wells in 1965 to 15, all dry. Two dry field 

On July 26 the Federal Power Commis- wells were drilled. 

sion (FPC) ruled that El Paso Natural At a lease sale held August 10, at the 

Gas Co. and Transwestern Pipeline Co. Fort Apache Indian Agency, 42,229 acres 

should supply natural gas to the southern WS leased for a total bonus of $54,244. 

California market from the Four Corners Average bid per acre was $1.35; the highest 

area and the Permian basin. This ruling bid was $2.53 per acre. The bids were 

indirectly affected Arizona’s natural gas in- much below that of 1965, when the average 
dustry in that not only would larger mar- bid was slightly above $17 per acre. 

kets be made available to producers of the | a 

Four Corners area—including Arizona—but Table 15.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, 

new facilities would be built in the State: by counties 

El Paso was to build 130.4 miles of 30-inch ——“Gounty.—~—~—~*«<‘iS'”~S*é«~otal.:« Footage: 

line paralleling the three existing 24-inch,.©§ 22 —~————__———_——___~ 

30-inch, and 34-inch pipelines in the State. Exploratory completions: 8 8 26,004 

New compressor stations were to be added Coconino- _-------- 1 1 8,178 

at Franconia and Hackberry; the latter was Nee crrrscstte 3 d til 

| to have two 8,000-horsepower, gas-turbine Pinal__.----------- 1 1 797 , 

compressor units. Transwestern was _ to Yavapai----------- 0B 2 2827 

build 67 miles of new pipeline and add D lone e completions: 15 15 43,448 

98,400 horsepower in new compression— uache ee 2 2 2,700 

most of it in the State. - Total all drilling_- 17 17 46,148 
Petroleum.—Output of petroleum from Soluce Gommittes on Statistics of Drilling, 

the five producing fields was 36 percent American Association of Petroleum Geologists. * 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Apache.—The county was the source of the county, was used by the Apache 

all helium, natural gas, and petroleum County Highway Department as base mate- 

produced in the State and accounted for 59 rial in road construction. Filtrol Corp.—a 

percent of all the oil and gas well drilling. manufacturer of catalysts, absorbents, and 

Mineral fuels comprised more than half of decolorizing agents—produced _ bentonitic 

the total value of mineral production in clay from the Cheto clay deposit near 

the county. Sanders for use in filtrating vegetable and 

Paving sand and gravel was the principal mineral oil. The largest producer of ben- 

nonmetallic mineral produced in the tonite in the State, the company accounted 

county during the year. Production report- for all of the clay output in Apache 

ed from nine operations—one commercial County. 

and eight operated by contractors or crews Carnotite-type uranium ores, mined from 

of State and Federal agencies—was twice 22 deposits on the Colorado Plateau in the 

the quantity produced the previous year, northern part of the county, were shipped 

reflecting the higher rate of road construc- to processing plants in Colorado, New 

tion. Arizona Silica Sand Co., the only Mexico, and Utah. Output was at approxi- 

commercial operator, produced a small mately the same level as in the previous 

quantity of sand from a deposit near year when 18 operators reported produc- 

Houck largely for use in hydrofracting oil tion. Principal producers were Vanadium 

wells with a small quantity used for sand Corporation of America (VCA) ; Gilbert 

blasting. Shumway; Climax Uranium Co., Climax 

Volcanic cinders, from a deposit near Molybdenum Co. Division, American Metal 

Springerville in the southeastern part of Climax, Inc. and Pioneer Drilling Co.
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Table 16.—Value of mineral production in Arizona, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
a A I 

Apache__---------- 1* $4,307,906 $5,208,819 Helium, sand and gravel, uranium ore, vanadium, 
natural gas, petroleum, pumice, clays, stone. ye 

Cochise___-------- W 51,094,218 Copper, sand and gravel, gold, silver, lime, stone, zine, 
ead. . . : 

Coconino---------- WwW 4,153,689 Pumice, uranium ore, sand and gravel, stone, copper, 
silver, gold. Se 

Gila_.._._-------- 70,389 , 453 72,186,623 Copper, lime, molybdenum, asbestos, stone, silver, sand 
e and gravel, gold, mercury, iron ore, clays. . 

Graham._-.-------- WwW 148,568 Sandand gravel,pumice,copper. ——_. 

Greenlee__..._.... 98,809,251 105,583,016 Copper, lime, silver, stone, gold, molybdenum, sand and 
gravel. a 7 

Maricopa__-_------ 6,004, 733 7,739,805 Sand and gravel, mercury, clays, mica (scrap), stone, 
copper, silver, gold. ae 

Mohave._.----_--- 19,586,789 24,412,574 Copper, molybdenum, sand and gravel, silver, stone, 
feldspar, zine,gold,lead. = mo 

Navajo___--------- 1,468 , 466 1,231,436 Sand and gravel, uranium ore, stone, iron ore, vanadium. 

Pima.____........ 149,153,395 162,020,777 Copper, cement, molybdenum, silver, sand and gravel, 
gold, stone, zine, clays, lead, tungsten concentrate. 

Pinal....._-__-..-.. 141,730,125 151,631,186 Copper, molybdenum, silver,. gold, sand and _ gravel, 
gypsum, lime, perlite, stone, pyrites, diatomite, iron 
ore, lead. _ ’ . - 

Santa Cruz___-_--- 377 , 323 808,662 Sand and gravel, zinc, lead, silver, copper, stone, gold. 

Yavapai__-.-._-.-.- 33,054,812 31,860,510 Copper, cement, zinc,.sand and gravel, lead, molybde- 
num, silver, stone, gold, lime, pumice, gypsum, clays, 
uranium ore. a 

Yuma____-_---_--- 1,290,738 2,364, 802 Sand and gravel, stone, copper, lead, gypsum, silver, 
gold, zine. - -- Se 

Undistributed 1__._.  * 58,919,163 120 ,320 

Total. ._____ ™ 580,092,000 620,565,000 . 
ee ene ec oOo ENR 

r Revised: W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Un- 
distributed.” So . 

1 Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

From the uranium-vanadium ores pro- mately 5.1 tol, compared with 3.87 to 1 in 

duced in the county, vanadium concen- 1965. The increase in the stripping ratio 

trates were recovered as a coproduct at resulted primarily from development work | 

mills in Grand Junction, Colo., and Ship- in relocating U.S. Highway 80 along the 

rock, N. Mex. north side of the pit. The recovered copper 

Cochise—Copper, gold, silver, zinc and content of the open-pit ores mined during 
lead, recovered primarily from porphyry the year was 0.57 percent. The concentra- 

copper ore, accounted for $47.6 million (93  [0F treated approximately 6 million tons of 
percent) of the total value of county min- Ore at an average rate of 19,500 tons per 
eral production. Lime, sand and gravel, Operating day; the open-pit mine and con- 

and stone accounted for the remainder, entrator were operated the equivalent of a 

The county was ranked first in the State 6.5-day week; and the underground mine 

in production of gold, third in production WS operated a 6-day week. Part of the ore 
of silver, fourth in production of zinc, and from the underground mine was shipped 

fifth in the production of copper. to the company smelter at Douglas. Auto- 
Copper Queen Branch, Phelps Dodge matic controls installed to adjust the quan- 

Corp., at Bisbee—consisting of the Copper Uty of ore fed to each of eight ball mills at 
Queen underground and Lavender open- Lavender concentrator resulted in an in- 

pit mines—accounted for most of the mine Tease in productive capacity. 
production and mine employment in the Underground exploration continued dur- 

county. This property, the largest gold and ing the year; however, no important dis- 

silver producer in the State, yielded 6.8 coveries were made. The tonnage of ore 

million tons of ore; 6.1 million tons from developed was again, as in 1965, somewhat 
the open pit and 721,000 tons from the less than the quantity mined. Further work 

underground mine according to the com- Was done on the application of continuous 

pany annual report. automatic X-ray analysis of process streams 

In addition, approximately 31.2 million at the Lavender Pit concentrator. 
tons of waste and leach material were re- The company smelter at Douglas, 41 

moved. The ratio of waste and leach mate- miles east of the Copper Queen Branch 

rial to ore moved in 1966 was approxi- operations treated ores from the under-
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ground mine at Bisbee, concentrates from construction projects were completed. The 

the Lavender Pit plant, and precipitates output of paving sand and gravel by crews 

from the leaching of Lavender Pit dump and contractors of the Arizona Highway 
material. The smelter also treated copper Department accounted for 93 percent of 
scrap and other materials on a custom or the total production of sand and gravel; 
toll basis. An experimental adaptation of four commercial companies produced the 
the mechanical tuyere puncher developed balance. Pumice and pumicite from seven 
at Morenci was installed and tested. A quarries in the Flagstaff-Winona area were 
study was underway to adapt this device used, primarily, as concrete aggregate, rail- 
for the company smelter at Ajo. road ballast, and in road construction. 

Interstate Accounting & Office Service of Companies operating quarries in the Wil- 

Phoenix operated the Mame mine of Hope liams-Ash Fork-Drake area quarried and 

Mining and Milling Co. in the Turquoise prepared dimension sandstone for use as 

mining district. building stone and flagging. Flagstaff Serv- 
Some gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc ice and Materials Co. quarried and crushed 

were recovered from several small proper- “miscellaneous stone from the Gray Moun- 
ties. tain quarry for use in road construction. 

The $3.5 million of nonmetals produced Gila—An expanding mining industry in- 
was substantially above that of 1965 and _ creased the value of mineral production to 
resulted from increased output of lime and a _ new high in 1966 despite a 3-week strike 

sand and gravel. Limestone produced by which closed operations of Inspiration 
Paul Lime Plant, Inc., was used primarily Consolidated Copper Co., a major copper 
for lime manufacture at the company source. Output of copper and _ associated 
plant and as a flux in smelting copper metals, primarily from mines in the Globe- 
ores. Hydrated lime and quicklime pro- Miami area, furnished 97 percent of. total 
duced at this plant was used primarily in value of mineral production. Nonmetallic 
copper-ore concentration, with small quan- minerals and mineral products, together 
tities sold to the construction industry, for with iron ore and mercury, accounted for 
soil stabilization, and in manufacturing the remainder. Inspiration Consolidated 
mortar and masonry cements. Sandstone Copper Co., according to its annual report, 
quarried and crushed by Andrew J. Gilbert shipped 114.2 million pounds of copper 
Construction Co. from the Gilbert silica pit during 1966, 8.2 percent less than in 1965. 
near Elfrida was used as smelter flux by The lower output resulted from a strike 
Phelps Dodge Corp. at Douglas. Contrac- that began late in September and closed all 
tors and crews of the Arizona Highway De- company operations for approximately 3 
partment quarried a small quantity of mis- weeks, and the collapse in March of a new 
cellaneous stone for riprap. leaching-plant ore excavator. The excava- 

Coconino—Uranium production by Wes- ©F Was a key item in a project to increase 
tec Corp. at the Orphan Lode and Orphan the | treatment capacity of the Inspiration 

Lode Park mines on the south rim of the Division from 16,500 tons to 20,000 tons 
Grand Canyon declined substantially. The Pe? 4ay- 
mines were closed in July upon completion Inspiration Division mined and _ treated 

of allocated deliveries to AEC. The county, 6.4 million tons of ore at a daily average 
however, continued as the leading uranium rate of 19,073 tons. The ore contained 
ore producer in the State but at a drasti- 0.829 percent copper (0.358 percent oxide 
cally reduced rate. Also reduced was the copper and 0.471 percent sulfide copper) , 

quantity and value of silver and copper _ slightly lower in grade than the 0.894 per- 
recovered from the processing of Orphan cent copper ores (0.416 percent oxide cop- 

mine uranium ores at the Tuba City mill, per and 0.478 percent sulfide copper) 

operated by E] Paso Natural Gas Co. mined in 1965. The ratio of waste to ore 
Construction materialsk—pumice, sand _ in 1966 was 1.30 compared with 1.64 the 

and gravel, and stone—were the principal previous year, indicating a reduction in 
mineral commodities produced in the stripping rates of about 21 percent. The 
county. Sand and gravel from 11 opera- lower overall ratio of waste to ore resulted 
tions, 4 commercial and 7 Govern- from near completion of preproduction 
ment-and-contractor, decreased as road __ stripping at the Thornton-West extension.
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Copper also was recovered by acid leach- The mine was being developed in stages 
ing of waste dumps and mined-out areas, to make ore readily available for the mill 

followed by precipitation of copper from in quantity; this phased development was 
solution by scrap iron. Recovery by leach- used because no advanced stripping of 
ing resulted in the 6.9 million pounds of | overburden was completed before the de- 
copper, compared with 7.7 million pounds cision to expand open-pit activity. The imi- 
in 1965. tial waste to ore ratio was expected to be 

The Inspiration smelter treated 217,739 as high as 6 to 1, decreasing as develop- 

tons of concentrates, precipitates, and other ment proceeded. The percent of overall re- 

material: 119,097 tons was from company covery of copper was 76.87 in 1966 com- 
operations and 98,642 was custom or toll-. pared with 85.48 percent in 1965. 
intake material. The new suspended-arch In 1966, production was 934,815 tons of 

reverberatory furnace (with inside length ore containing 1.140 percent copper; in 
110 feet and width 32 feet) completed in 1965, 715,671 tons of ore containing 1.413 

May was operated at capacity. The new percent copper was produced mainly from 
furnace replaced two smaller units that the underground part of the property. 
were dismantled to accommodate the new Concentrates were trucked 36 miles to Mia- 
construction. Further improvement and ex- mi and discharged into rail cars for trans- 

: pansion of the smelter facilities was portation over the Inspiration railroad to 
planned. the company smelter at Inspiration. 

Refinery operations were conducted at The “Ox Hide Mine” near Inspiration 
capacity. All of the company output plus was being developed as an open pit with 
part of smelter toll-intake was refined. ‘The extraction of copper by heap leaching and 

remaining unrefined copper was shipped precipitation. | 
elsewhere for refining. Overall recovery Miami Copper Co. Division, Tennessee 
through the refinery was 82.07 percent Corp. (a subsidiary of Cities Service Co.}. 

compared with 87.66 percent the previous recovered copper from its Copper Cities ! 

year. At its Thornton and Live Oak pits mining, milling, and leaching operation. | 

Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. selec- Ore was leached in place at the Miami | 

tively mined three types of ore: A mixed underground mine and low-grade dump ! 

oxide-sulfide ore that was leached and con- material was leached at Castle Dome. | 
centrated; a high-sulfide ore that was con- In a plant northwest of Miami, Ranchers — | 

centrated; and late in the year, a high-ox- Exploration and Development Corp. recow- | 
ide ore that was leached. ered copper precipitates and in 1966 ! 

Planned plant modificiations or additions shipped more than 7 million pounds of | 

included the following: copper in that form. The quantity of low | 

Extension of open-pit coarse-crusher bins grade oxide ore, tractor ripped and scraper 
and substitution of belt conveyors for rail hauled to prepared leach sites, increased. 

haulage to the secondary crushing plant. Screen analysis indicated that 93 percent of 

Modification of bin storage beyond the the material from the Bluebird open pit 

secondary crusher to permit efficient segre- was minus 4-inch material and 2 percent 
gation of the three types of ore. was plus 10-inch material. 

Replacement of existing tertiary crushers. Dilute sulfuric acid solution (i to 5 per- 
Underground operations at the firm’s cent H2SO,) used for leaching was distrib- 

Christmas mine, 10 miles north of Hayden, uted over the heap through 3-inch plastic 

remained closed following settlement of the pipelines 8 feet apart; needle valves, at 2- 
strike. The small open-pit operation which foot intervals controlled the rate of flow. 

was started in 1965 to provide back fill for An average heap of 125,000 tons received 

the underground mine was expanded. about 185 gallons per minute of 5 percent 

Drilling indicated sufficient quantity and sulfuric acid initially with the acid content 

grade to utilize fully the existing mill. Met- gradually reduced to between 2 and 3 per- 
allurgical testing indicated that a better cent. Leach time varied from 1 to 2 
than 90-percent recovery of the sulfide months. About 20,000 pounds of 85- to 90- 
fraction and about 50-percent recovery of | percent copper precipitates were produced 

the oxide fraction of the mixed ores found daily from the pregnant solution by use of 
in the pit could be obtained. The ores scrap iron. The precipitate was drawn 
were not suitable for leaching. from the leach tanks in slurry form and
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transferred to drying pads before storage Greenlee.—-Copper accounted for 97 per- 

and shipment. cent of the total county mineral output 
Six other operations yielded ore or mate- value. Greenlee County was the third larg- 

rial from which copper, gold, or silver was est source of copper in Arizona, con- 
recovered. tributing 19 percent of the State output. 

Mercury output came from the Cypress, The county index of economic activity 
_ Mercuria, Ord, Valley Assay, and one un- averaged about 11 percent higher than in 
named property. The mercury content of 1965. The Morenci open-pit mine operated 
the 1,11 short tons of crude ore produced by the Morenci Branch, Phelps Dodge 
ranged from 0.05 percent to 0.25 percent, Corp., contributed most of the county min- 
averaging 0,09. Most of the ore was fur- eral output value. The mine was the larg- 
naced; only 26 percent was retorted. Cane est producer of copper in the State and the 
Springs Milling & Mining Co., operator of second largest producer in the Nation. Ac- 
the Cypress mine, was the largest producer cording to the company annual report, 
in the county, A small quantity of magnet- copper production totaled 141,178 short 
ite ore was mined and shipped by Cline & tons, compared with 127,566 tons in 1965, 
Seitz from the Margaret-Howard mine for reflecting the increased capacity resulting 
usé as a processing agent. from the expansion and modernization 

Nonmetals production, principally asbes- program begun in 1962. The mine was 
tos and lime, accounted for 3 percent of the operated 318 days, the equivalent of 6.5 
total value of county mineral output. All days per week. Operations were continuous 
of Arizona’s asbestos mining was in Gila throughout the year, except for a regular 
County. Jacquays Mining Corp. (Regal and 3-week vacation shutdown. 
Chrysotile mines) , Western Asbestos Manu- Ore and waste material were mined at 

| facturing Co-formerly Asbestos Manufac- an average rate of 151,400 tons per day: 
turing Co.— (Phillips mines), and Metate 60,800 tons was ore and 90,600 waste and 
Asbestos Corp. (Lucky Seven mine), pro- leach material. The ratio of waste and 
duced filter fiber, waste plaster and shorts, leach material to ore was 1.49 to 1, the 
paper fiber, floats, and sand and waste ma- lowest reported since 1960. About 40 per- 
terial, cent of the total material moved was ore. 

Crushed limestone produced at quarries Construction of a new precipitation 
operated by Hoopes & Co. near Miami and plant for recovering copper by leaching 
by Ray Mines near Hayden was used in low-grade material was completed. The 
manufacturing quicklime and as a flux in plant began limited operations in April, 

smelting copper ores. Miscellaneous stone reaching full operation in July. On a full- 
was quarried from deposits on the San _ year basis, these facilities were to increase 
Carlos Indian Reservation for use as con- Morenci copper production by 15,000 tons 

crete and road metal. George O. Gould _ per year. 
shipped a small quantity of sandstone from At the new leach-precipitation-flotation 
the Yellow Stone quarry near Pine in the (LPF) system for recovering part of the 
northwestern part of the county for use as nonsulfide content of the Morenci ores, 
flagging. McKusick Mosaic Co. mined ball problems were encountered with equip- 
clay from the Weary Lode No. 2 near ment performance and _ process control. 
Globe for use in manufacturing stoneware They were partly overcome during the 
art pottery, and floor and wall tile. year and further improvement was expect- 
Graham.—in the Lone Star mining dis- ed in 1967. The $18.7 million system when 

trict, east of Safford, Hecla Mining Co. dis- Operating at designed capacity was expect- 
continued exploration of the Copper Flat ¢d to increase the annual copper output of 
group of 240 unpatented mining claims, the mine by 10,000 tons. 
owned by Winkler-Faulkner. The property During the year a system for continuous 

was held under terms of a lease with pur- X-ray analysis of feed, concentrate, and 
chase option by Newmont Exploration, tailings at the Morenci concentrator was 

Ltd., and Hecla Mining Co. Pumice and installed and put into operation. 
volcanic cinders produced by Gila Valley Significant quantities of byproduct gold, 
Block Co. from the Pumice, Blue Bird, and _ silver, and molybdenum also were recov- 

Triangle claims were sold for use as a con- ered from copper ores at the Morenci con- 
crete aggregate. centrator. Limestone mined by the com-
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pany at the Morenci quarry was used as a Small quantities of gold, silver, and cop- 
smelting flux and in manufacturing quick- per were recovered from copper and silver 
lime used for metallurgical purposes. Sand- ores mined by small producers. | 

stone was quarried by the company near Mohave.—Originally a gold- and _ silver- 
Morenci for use as smelter flux, mining center dating from a rich silver 
Maricopa.—Mineral production in Mari- strike in 1870, Mohave County was once 

copa County, the State’s largest metropoli- again becoming one of Arizona’s significant 
tan area, centered about nonmetallic min- mining areas. Duval Corp. operated a large 
eral products for construction. The value copper-molybdenum mine and concentra- 

of residential building contracts was up 13 tor in the Mineral Park district (Ithaca 
percent; nonresidential building contracts Peak), about 15 miles north of Kingman. 
rose by more than 35 percent. Sand and _ It was reported the company acquired pat- 

grave] from 38 operations accounted for 97 ent. to 56 mining claims, 961 acres, in the 
percent of the county mineral output val- Mineral Park district. 
ue, other nonmetals 1 percent, and metals General Cable Corp., a large manufac- 

the remainder, The leading source of sand turer of electric wire and cable, announced 
and gravel in the State, the county ac- plans for a $10 million copper rod and 
counted for 36 percent of the total output. wire plant to be built at Kingman. Con- 

Eighteen commercial operators at 20 pits, struction began in December; manufacture 
principally in the Phoenix metropolitan of copper rod and wire was scheduled to | 
area, processed 5.2 million tons of sand begin in October 1967. 

and gravel valued at $6.1 million. Sixty- Metals production (gold, silver, copper, 

four percent of the product was construc- jead, zinc, and molybdenum) came from 
_ tion sand and gravel used by the building jnines located in the Bentley, Cedar Valley, 

industry. and Wallapai mining districts. Plans were 
Mercury was recovered from the furnac- announced by El Paso Natural Gas Co. for 

ing of ores at two mines. Output from the 4, open-pit copper operation at the old 

National (Big Sam) and the Pine Moun- Emerald Isle mining claim 15 miles north- 
: tain cinnabar deposits in the Mazatzal west of Kingman and 3 miles from the 

Mountains, in the northeastern part of the pyyyal Corp. Mineral Park operation. The 

county, comprised most of the State out- mine and mill, scheduled for production by 
put. Ores from the Big Sam mines operat- mid-1967, was to have a daily capacity of 
ed by Big Sam Mercury Mines were proc: g09 to 900 tons of ore; about 1.5 million 
essed in a 100-ton Shutte furnace; ore from = gypic yards of overburden was to be re- 

the Pine Mountain property, operated by moved before production. Chico Mining & 
United Nuclear Corp., was processed in a Milling Corp. core drilled an area south of 
50-ton Gould rotary furnace. the old Jamison mine in Cerbat Moun- 
Apache Building Stone quarried rough tains. 

architectural-dimension sandstone at the Potash feldspar and quartz, obtained 

Sunflower quarry and Baine Stone Co. trom pegmatite dikes at the Taylor mine 
quarried rubble at a quarry in the Tonto by a contractor for IMC, was processed by 
National Forest. At the Harquahala quarry, yc at its mill in Kingman and shipped 

Agnes D.. Mick produced marble for use 9 California, Illinois, Texas, Mexico, and 
as a decorative exterior stone. Miscellane- jp, Philippines, Quartz produced by C. F. 
ous stone quarried by contractors for the woos at the White Spar quarry neat 
Arizona Highway Department was used for Kingman was sold for abrasive use. | 

anne . . Miscellaneous stone was quarried by 
uckeye Mica Co. ground scrap mica . . 

from the Buckeve mine at its mill near  COmtactors and crews of the Arizona High- 
1 y a ; _ | Bucke d sold the product primarily for “2Y Department for use in highway con- 

ye and so p p ily . waa: . 
. . . . struction. Apache Building Stone quarried 

use in manufacturing construction materi- 
als. dimension sandstone near Sunflower for 

Miscellaneous clay mined from deposits YOUgh architectural usc. 
near Phoenix by Phoenix Brick Yard and Six plants processed 1.6 million tons of 
Wallapai Brick and Clay Products, Inc., sand and gravel. Of the total 88 percent 

was used by the companies for manufactur- was processed by contractors and crews of 
ing building brick. Federal, State, and county agencies for use
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in road construction and 12 percent by Production of copper from county mines 
commercial operators for use by the con- was 14,531 tons above the 1965 level, and 

| struction industry. 1,686 tons above the 1964 output, the pre- 
Navajo.—Uranium ores from five opera- vious high. The higher output resulted 

tions provided 14 percent of the State pro- from increased yield, primarily from the 
duction of this commodity and accounted Pima mine supplemented by increased pro- 
for 7 percent of the total value of county duction from the Esperanza and Silver Bell 
mineral output. Industrial Uranium Co., mines. The quantity and value of byprod- 

7 the largest producer, operated the Moon- uct molybdenum sulfide recovered from 
light mine and shipped its output to the copper ores declined. 
Atlas Minerals Division, Atlas Corp., mill Anaconda continued development work 
at Moab, Utah. Uranium ore, produced at Twin Buttes located at Sahuarita, near 

from the Alma and Seegan mines by Grant Tucson. According to the company annual 
L. Shumway, and from the Bootjack mine report, preproduction stripping for the 

: operated by Atlas Minerals, also was proc- open pit, begun in 1965, was accelerated to 
essed at the Atlas mill. Crude ore from the a daily rate in excess of 300,000 tons. By 

Mitchell Mesa property was shipped to the yearend, more than 50 million tons of allu- 
VCA mill at Shiprock, N. Mex., for recov- vial overburden had been removed. Ore 
ery of uranium and vanadium concen- was encountered at an: average depth of 
trates. 460 feet below the surface. 

Sand and gravel produced at 15 Govern- Mining operations in ore and bedrock 
ment-and-contractor operations and at 3 were to begin in 1968, and during 1969, the 
commercial operations totaled 1.1 million mine was to be sufficiently developed to 
tons. Of this total, 932,000 tons was used provide feed to a 30,000- to 40,000-ton-per- 
for road construction—864,000 tons was day flotation concentrator. Excavation for 
used on Government projects and 68,000 the concentrator was begun; and metallurg- 
tons was sold commercially. ical testing reached the point where the 

CF&I Steel Corp. shipped to Pueblo, Colo., milling flow sheet neared completion. Nine 
a test quantity of hematite ore from a_ belt conveyors more than 20,000 feet in 
deposit northwest of Young, held under total length were to transport crushed ore 
lease from the Fort Apache Indian Tribe. and rock from the pit to the concentrator, 
In 1964, the company signed a 10-year waste dumps, or low-grade ore stockpile. A 
lease with the White Mountain Apache _ standard-gage railroad, 7.4 miles long, was 
Tribal Council for development of certain built from the Southern Pacific Railroad at 
known iron deposits. The company had _ Sahaurita to the projected millsite at Twin 
been drilling on the 36,000-acre iron ore Buttes. 
deposit since 1960. Phelps Dodge Corp. in its annual report 
Pima.—Expanded mine production, cou- stated that production of copper from the 

pled with increased construction and devel- New Cornelia Branch Ajo open-pit mine 
opment activities, stimulated a rise in the totaled 68,297 tons. The property was 
county economy. Nonresidential building worked the equivalent of 6.5 days per 
contracts were up 17 percent; residential week, with an average daily combined out- 
contracts, however, dropped 21 percent be- put of ore and waste material of 80,000 
low the levels of the previous year. Em- tons. Operations were continuous except 
ployment by the mining and quarrying in- for a 3-week vacation shutdown. The ratio 
dustries in the Tucson area rose 14 percent of waste to ore mined at the Ajo open pit 
(500) over the 3,700 reported employed at was 1.42:1, slightly lower than the 1.49:1 
the end of 1965. reported in 1965. Productive capacity at 

Contract construction industry payrolls Ajo was expected to continue at about the 
increased by 300 employees during the present level until the latter part of 1970, 
year. Average weekly earnings of employees when output was expected to fall off. 

in the copper industry was $156.24, down Pima Mining Co. (50 percent owned by 
from $156.46 in 1965; average hourly earn- Cyprus Mines Corp.) reported that 30.2 
ings however rose from $3.28 in 1965 to million tons of ore and waste was moved 
$3.36 an hour in 1966. The number of from the open pit at an average daily rate 
hours worked per week in the copper in- of 83,000 tons. The ratio of waste to ore 
dustry was 1.2 hours lower.8 8 Work cited in footnote 3.
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was 4.01:1 compared with 6.13:1 in 1965. partment quarried miscellaneous stone for 

Copper concentrates were shipped to Asar- use as riprap. 
co and Phelps Dodge Corp. for smelting Fourteen commerical operators produced 

and refining. In 1966, concentrates pro- 1.3 million tons of sand and gravel, valued 

duced contained 78.6 million pounds of at $1.4 million, for building, paving, fill, 
copper, compared with 36 million in 1965. and miscellaneous uses. Contractors and 

This major increase resulted from comple- crews of the Arizona Highway Department 

tion in mid-1966 of a $20.5 million expan- and Pima County Highway Department ac- 

sion project which increased daily ore pro- counted for 178,000 ‘tons, valued at 
ductive capacity from 6,000 to 18,000 tons. $175,000. 

In Auugst, a new $16.5 million project to Pinal.—Increased output of copper from 
further expand capacity to 30,000 tons per the San Manuel and Ray Mines operated 
day, was started with completion scheduled by Magma Copper Co. and Kennecott Cop- 

for mid-1967. per Corp. respectively, was the primary fac- 
In mid-1966, the company installed tor in the county maintaining its 25-per- 

equipment at its mill to recover low-grade cent share of the total State mineral 

molybdenum concentrate. Additional output. Copper supplied $139.3 million (92 
equipment to upgrade the concentrate to a_ percent) of the $151.6 million value of 

marketable product was to be installed in county mineral production; byproduct 
1967. The plant, scheduled for completion — gold, silver, and. molybdenum, accounted 

in October 1967, was expected to recover for most of the remainder. Nonmetallic 

650,000 pounds of molybdenum per year. minerals produced were sand and gravel, 

Gold and silver produced in the county gypsum, lime, perlite, stone, pyrites, and 
were recovered as byproducts of copper diatomite. A small quantity of lead and 
refining. The New Cornelia Branch at Ajo iron ore was produced. 

was the largest producer of gold and the The 1966 annual report of Kemmecott | 

third largest producer of silver. The Mis-' Copper Corp. stated that the Ray Mines 

sion mine was ranked first in the yield of Division near Hayden mined and milled 

silver and second largest in zinc. The small 8.8 million tons of ore, compared with 8.6 

quantity of lead’ produced came from ores million in 1965. Copper production from 

. mined at Mission and from six small lode all sources totaled 70,820 short tons, com- 

mines. pared with 72,153 tons in 1965. The de- 

Fernstrom Mining Co. sold Kennametals, cline resulted from lower grade ore mined. 
Inc., Fallon, Nev. a small quantity of The average grade of the ore produced in 

tungsten concentrates recovered from ores 1966 Was 0.84 percent copper, compared 

mined and milled at the Carboloy mine. with 0.86 in 1965. 
From crushed limestone produced at the Pyrites purchased from Magma Copper 

company quarry and purchased slag and Co., and recovered from the Ray Mines 
gypsum, Arizona Portland Cement Co. mill tailings were used for manufacturing 

manufactured portland and masonry ce- sulfuric acid and the production of sponge 

ments at its dry process plant near Rillito. iron, The acid was used in the LPF system. 
The cement was shipped to consumers in and for leaching waste dumps. Sponge iron 
and out of the State. obtained by roasting pyrite in a fluidized- 

The entire production of miscellaneous bed reactor was used as a precipitant in 
; . the LPF system. 

clays produced by Phoenix Brick Yard, Th ducti ‘tv of the Ra a. 
Grabe Brick Co., Inc., and Tucson Pressed € productive capacity of me Y oe 

. . centrator was to be increased 24,000 tons to 
Brick Corp. from the Pantano clay deposit iv 100.000 t f er an- 
near Tucson, was used in manufacturing approximate 'y ; ons oF copes 
building brick. nually by 1969. The additional output was 

. expected from the daily treatment of 
A small quantity of marble from the An- jg 999 _ tons of copper silicate ore. A $35 

drada quarry was crushed and sold for use million vat-leaching system, using sulfuric 
as roofing granules, landscaping, and ani- acid to dissolve the copper in the ore, was 
mal feed. Crushed sandstone produced by to be constructed. Copper was to be recov- 

San Antonio Mine Co. was sold to the cop- ered from solution by electrolysis. Key fea- 
per industry for use as a flux. Crews and ture of the project was the construction of 

contractors of the Arizona Highway De- a 750-ton-per-day sulfuric acid production
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complex. Sulfuric acid was to be produced The Magma mine near Superior, operat- 
by converting about 87 percent of the sul- ed by the Supetior Division, Magma Cop- 
fur dioxide contained in smelter gas. per Co., produced 19,631 tons of copper, 

About 100 pounds of acid was to be re- compared with 19,452 tons in 1965. The 

quired for the leaching of 1 ton of ore. 431,913 tons of ore mined during the year 
The copper silicate deposits to be mined contained 4.70 percent copper, 0.032 ounce 
lie east of Mineral Creek, partly within the of gold, and 1.13 ounces of silver per ton, 
present pit limits. Expansion of the pit to compared with 439,911 tons assaying 4.65 
permit mining deeper ore and adjacent ore percent copper, 0.031 ounce of gold, and 
bodies required the relocation of surface 0.99 ounce of silver per ton in 1965. Gold 
facilities, shops, and office. A large pri- and silver recovered from the processing of 
mary-crushing plant was to be constructed these ores totaled 12,802 and 466,334 
south of the final pit boundaries and a _ ounces, respectively. | 
precipitation plant constructed nearby. A replacement ore body in limestone stra- 

The Magma and San Manuel under- ta, 410 feet stratigraphically above the east 

ground mines were operated throughout replacement bed currently under produc- 
the year. According to the Magma Copper tion, was diamond drilled during the year 
Co. annual report, production of all metals to further outline the deposit. Drilling in- 
increased at the San Manuel Division. An dicated that mineralization extended up 
increase in the quantity of ore mined and dip from the 3,600 to the 2,800 level and 
improvement in recovery resulted in great: that 3.5 million tons of 6 percent copper 
er copper production. Molybdenum sulfide ore may exist within that area. Diamond 
output rose because of a higher average drilling to determine the extent of miner- 
molybdenum content and improved recov- alization below the 3,600 level was planned 

ery. During the year, the San Manuel Di- for 1967. 
vision mined 14.4 million tons of ore con- Nonmetals accounted for 1 percent of 
taining 0.772 percent sulfide copper, the total counties mineral-production value. 

compared with 13.5 million tons of ore In quantity and value, sand and gravel was 
containing 0.773 percent sulfide copper in the most important. Seven commercial 
1965. Ore mined per operating day in- operators. produced 342,000 tons of sand 

creased from 37,791 tons in 1965 to 40,312 and gravel valued at $608,000 from eight 
tons in 1966. The increase resulted from operations; 98 percent of this output was 

the completion in July 1965 of a $10 mil- processed for use in building construction. 

lion expansion program to enlarge plant Contractors and crews of the Arizona 

: capacity 12 percent. | Highway Department and the Pinal 

The San Manuel concentrator treated County Highway Department processed 
14.3 million tons of ore at an average rate 207,000 tons of paving sand and gravel val- 
of 40,091 short tons per operatirig day. Ap- ued at $212,000. 
proximately 89 percent of the total copper Crude gypsum produced by Arizona 
and 92 percent of the sulfide were recov. Gypsum Co., National Gypsum Co., and 
ered. Ore mined during 1966 contained ap- Garcia Gypsum Co., Inc., from mines near 
proximately 14.09 pounds of recoverable Winkelman and Mammoth was sold for 
copper per ton, compared with 13.89 use as a portland cement retarder and asa 

pounds per ton in 1965. The San Manuel soil supplement, and used in manufactur- 
| ing plaster products. Arizona Gypsum Co. 

smelter processed 339,652 tons of concen- . . 
- also produced a small quantity of diato- 

trates containing 29.95 percent copper— mite from the White Cliffs mine near 

compared with 314,750 fons containing Mammoth for use as a filler. Perlite pro- 
30.24 percent copper in 1965—to recover duced by Arizona Perlite Roofs, Inc., from 
101,390 tons of copper, 22,396 ounces of the Iberri mine was expanded at the Su- 
gold, and 311,699 ounces of silver. Seven preme Perlite Co., Inc., plant at Phoenix; 
million pounds of molybdenum sulfide was that produced by the company from its 

also recovered from the processing of these Adams mine and by Harborlite Corp. from 
ores. The quarry operated by the company the Harborlite mine was shipped to out-of- 
produced 67,230 tons of limestone and State expanding plants. 

19,128 tons of quartzite for metallurgical Santa Cruz.—Sand and gravel produced 
purposes. by a commercial operator and contractors
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and crews of the Arizona Highway Depart- tons of crude ore was mined and milled 
ment accounted for 62 percent of the total for the recovery of 14,200 tons of lead con- 

value of mineral production in the county. centrates and 24,600 tons of zinc concen- 
Gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc recov- trates. The lead concentrates comtained 

ered from ores produced by four small 12,200 ounces of gold, 548,000 ounces of 
operators comprised most of the remainder. silver, 605,000 pounds of copper, 9,446,000 
Yavapai.—The value of mineral produc- pounds of lead, and 2,103,000 pounds of 

tion was 4 percent lower than the previous zinc. The zinc concentrates contained 2,100 
year primarily because of the decline in ounces of gold, 48,000 ounces of silver, 
output of copper and zinc. However, the 99,800 pounds of copper, 538,000 pounds of 

county was the leading producer in the lead, and 26,900,000 pounds of zinc. 

State of lead and zinc; fourth in gold, Cyprus Mines Corp. stated in its annual 

silver, and molybdenum; and :.venth in report to the stockholders that proven ore 
copper. The combined value of the pro- reserves at the Old Dick and Copper 
duction of these metals was $23.8 million, Queen underground mines near Bagdad 
75 percent of the total value in the county. were depleted and that the flotation mill 

In its annual report, Bagdad Copper was shut down. The last of the ore was 

Corp., the principal copper producer in produced during the first 6 months, 
the county, reported that ‘the Bagdad cop- In mid-1966, the company began con- 
per mine, 50 miles west of Prescott, pro- struction of a new shaft (J. L. Bruce) to 
duced 10.3 percent more copper than that explore and develop a small ore body be- 
reported for the previous year. The aver- tween the 950- and the 2,150-foot levels 
age grade of ore mined contained 0.94 per- near the Old Dick shaft. The shaft, 40 per- 
cent copper compared with 0.83 percent in cent complete at yearend, would permit 
1965. The higher grade ore was the chief development of the new ore body and ex- 
reason for the increased production. _  ploration of the ore zone at deeper levels. 

- Output of copper from the leaching of American Cement Corp. produced port- 
low-grade ores was 17.7 percent below that land and masonry cements by the dry 
of 1965. Molybdenum shipments in 1966 process at its plant near Clarkdale. Raw 
were 418,325 pounds compared with materials, limestone and clay, were ob- 
453,364 pounds in 1965. ’ tained from the nearby company-owned 

Stripping on the present ore body was Redwall limestone quarry and the Lakebed 
nearly completed. The quantity of material clay deposit. Other raw materials: asbestos, 

removed during the year was 19 percent gypsum, lime, and resin were purchased. 
less than that removed during 1965. Costs The company shipped cement in bulk and 

per ton of material moved declined 10 per- in containers by truck and rail to Arizona 

cent. | | and out-of-State customers. 
The refinery, constructed by the com- Verde Division, Arizona Gypsum Corp., 

pany as a joint venture with Chemetals operated gypsum (including gypsite and 
Corp., was completed in May and initial anhydrite) and clay deposits near Camp 
production was begun in June. Corrosion Verde in the east-central part of the 
problems, caused by hot-acid solutions, county. Uncalcined gypsum mined by the 
were largely solved by changing the chemi- company was sold for use as a portland 
cal makeup of the liquids. Copper powder cement retarder; a small quantity was sold 
produced by the process commanded a 15- for use on soils deficient in sulfate sulfur 
percent premium over copper metal. and as a soil conditioner. Yavapai Block 

The company reported that drilling in Co. obtained a small quantity of scoria 
the vicinity of the present pit disclosed an from the Crews pit near Ashfork and pre- 
ore body that may contain 17 million tons pared it for use as a lighweight aggregate 
of additional ore with an average grade of in manufacturing lightweight building 
0.71 percent. Stripping ratio over this ore _ blocks. 
was estimated at less than 2.5:1. Quicklime and hydrated lime were pro- 

The Iron King mine operated by Iron duced by U.S. Lime from limestone quar- 
King Branch of Shattuck Denn Mining ried and crushed by the company at the 
Corp., 20 miles east of Prescott, was the Nelson quarry. 

leading producer of lead and zinc in the Crews and contractors for the Arizona 

State. The company reported that 318,600 Highway Department produced a_ small
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quantity of miscellaneous stone used as gravel was the principal mineral com- 
riprap. Additional quanities of stone were modity produced. Sand and gravel was 
produced by commercial operators, dimen- mined by commercial operators, contractors 
sion sandstone for building purposes and and crews for the Arizona Highway De- 
flagging. partment, and crews of the Yuma County 

Sand and gravel was produced and proc- Highway Department. More than 62 per- 
essed by commercial producers, contractors cent was paving sand and gravel produced 

for the Bureau of Public Roads, crews and by contractors for the Arizona Highway 

contractors for the Arizona Highway De- Department; 21 percent was sand and | 

partment, and crews of the Yavapai County — gravel for building and road construction 

Highway Department. Most of the material and for fill produced by commercial 

was noncommercial paving sand and gravel _ operators. 
produced by contractors for the Arizona Stone production consisted of crushed 

Highway Department; a small quantity of | marble used for cattle feed, polyester filler, 

building sand and gravel, road construction _ roofing granules, stucco, and in precasting; 

sand, and fill sand was produced by com- dimension sandstone was used by the con- 

mercial operators. struction industry and miscellaneous stone 

Yuma.—Accounting for 83 percent of the by contractors and crews of the Arizona 

total value of mineral output, sand and Highway Department.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Arkansas Geological Commission, 

Norman F. Williams, Director and State Geologist, Little Rock, Ark., for collecting 

information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Raymond B. Stroud * 

The diversified mineral output of Arkan- exceed past records. Spurred by the high 
sas attained a record high value of $190.1 market price, mercury output was regis- 
million, an increase of 6.2 percent over that tered for the first time since 1946. The re- 
of 1965. The value increase of $10 million maining nine mineral commodities pro- 
marked the fifth successive year of gain and duced in 1966 had a net value decrease of 
expressed the increasing impact that min- about $8 million compared with 1965 data; 
eral output has on Arkansas economy. lower petroleum production accounted for 
Value of bauxite production was the sec- about 70 percent of the decrease. Iron ore 
ond highest recorded since 1943. Bromine, was not produced in 1966, ending a pro- 
clay (including kaolin), lime, natural gas, ductive period from 1962 to 1965. 
abrasive stone, sand and gravel, and cement U.S. Army Corps of Engineers construc- 

reached new records in production value. — tion projects, comprising 12 locks and dams 

Production of natural gas liquids and 

gem stones gained in value but failed to 1 Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Bartlesville, Okla. 

' Table 1.—Mineral production in Arkansas * 

a 
1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

GTEC 
Barite_.....__._-_--------------------short tons__ 249 ,233 $2 ,379 232 , 856 $2 ,266 

Bauxite._______._.-----long tons dried equivalent... 1,593,085 17,974 1,718,390 19 ,439 

Bromine._.______---------------thousand pounds- - 32 ,254 7,171 42 ,307 10,467 

Clays__._..--_---------------thousand short tons- - 866 1,890 2975 2716 

Coal._...__-_-----------------------------d0_~ ~~ 226 1,643 236 1,640 

Gem stones_______.---------+--------------------- NA 31 NA 35 

Lime. ____._.._-_--.----------thousand short tons_ - 192 2,776 207 3,004 

Natural gas___.._--------------million cubic feet_ - 82,831 12 ,922 105,174 16 ,407 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and cycle products 

thousand gallons. - 27 , 787 1,578 32 ,050 1,923 

LP gases_____..-----------------------de-_--- 69 , 752 3,139 64 ,664 3,233 

Petroleum (crude)... ..--thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 25,930 68 ,974 23 , 824 63 ,372 

Sand and gravel__._-_.-------thousand short tons _- 12 ,806 15 ,836 16 ,056 21,038 

Stone (includes slate and shell) _...--...------do_--- 21,241 26,778 19 ,109 24,588 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stone, 
cement, clay, gypsum, iron ore (1965), mercury 
(1966), phosphate rock, soapstone, and tripoli_-__-- XX 16 ,019 xXx 21,939 

Total___..__._____------------------------- xx 179 ,110 xX 190 ,127 
Sa ree 

NA Not available. 
XX Not applicable. . . . . 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or maketable production (including consumption by 

roducers). 
P 2 Excludes certain clays; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
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Figure 1—Value of petroleum and total value of mineral production in Arkansas. 

| Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Arkansas State Highway Department 
constant 1957-59 dollars construction awards exceeded $60 million 

(Millions) during 1966 and accounted for a substan- 
eae tst*=“‘s*‘“‘s‘s‘“‘“‘“‘“‘“‘“‘“N yn dl Shale: Of thee imccresed outputs Of ce- 
ear Value: . —— ment and sand and gravel, and a major 

LON wn 22 nanan n nn ennnn- nena neon sD part of stone production. ~ == --- eee 32 . . . 
1959__._ eee 142 Union Carbide Corp. began constructing 
1960 ~~. --- == nena ee -n 2a non nn ene $0 its vanadium oxide extraction plant in 
1962-2228 153 Garland County. The company simultane- 
1964222 o222TTTTITTITIITIIETEEE 17q ously began mining operations to supply 1965__._-_2-------- eee 179 vanadium ore at a rate of 1,600 tons per 
1966. -.--------------------------- 187 day, the plant’s announced capacity. Plant 

t Revised. Operation was expected to start about 
mid—1967. 

on the Arkansas River, dams on Cossatot Arkansas Cement Corp., a division of 
(Gillham) and Caddo (De Gray) Rivers, Arkansas-Louisana Gas Co., completed in- 
and extensive stabilization and revetment  stallations at its Foreman plant, thereby 
construction along the Arkansas River, pro- increasing cement capacity to 5 million 
vided a principal market for stone produc- barrels annually. The new facilities fea- 
tion. tured a 500-foot cement kiln and a 13 by
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46-foot, 115-ton ball mill rated as one of would increase capacity from 500,000 to 

the three largest ball mills in the United 725,000 kilowatts; the additional electric 

States. power will be available in 1969. The com- 

Arkla Chemical Corp., a subsidiary of Pany will also be a participant with four 
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Co., continued con- Other private power companies in a $32 
struction of its Big River chemical fertil- Million expansion program consisting of 
izer complex at Helena. The operation, Comstruction of a 450-mile, 345,000-volt 
when complete, will produce eight types of electric transmission line extending from 

fertilizer from natural gas, water, sulfur, El Dorado, Ark., to Oklahoma City, Okla.. 
and phosphate rock. " via Shreveport, La. The project, begun in > 

The Dow Chemical Co. began construct. 1966, was scheduled for completion in 1970. 

ing a bromine extraction plant that will Construction of a_ fast-breeder atomic 

utilize brines associated with oilfields in reactor plant near Fayetteville was con- 
Columbia County. This operation, the tinued. The $25 million project, initiated 
fourth bromine plant in the State, will by Southwest Atomic Energy Associates 
raise total annual bromine capacity in Ar- (comprised of 17 US. private power utili- 
kansas to more than 100 million pounds. ties, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, 

Continental Oil Co. completed its 1,000 ens can Atomic Energy community: and 
ton per day (347,000 tons annually) anhy- mest weimany corpora ton), wal we 
drous ammonia plant at Blytheville. The experimental program fo increase efficient 
$20 million plant utilized natural gas at a use of nuclear energy in providing electric 

daily rate of about 40 million cubic feet. power. The | plant also is designed to 
Ark Electric Co-c ive C b produce fissionable nuclear fuel which 
rkansas Electric Go-operative “orp. De — would improve economy of operation. 

gan operating its new Carl E, Bailey gener- 
ating station near Augusta. The Employment.—Mineral industry payroll 
125,000-kilowatt plant utilized natural gas totaled nearly $29.0 million, an 11-percent 
as fuel. The company also announced crease over 1965 figures. Weekly wages 
plans for constructing a new $15 million compared with 1965 data, averaged $140.49 
power generating station at Camden. in metal mining, a 7.3-percent Increase, 

: Arkansas Power and Light Co. continued $104.07 1 an mining, & 7*? seed aa 
expansion of electric facilities in Arkansas CT¢@S¢; $113.64 in production of crude oil 
with announcement of plans for a $41 mil- and natural gas, a 4.3-percent increase; and 

lion addition to its Lake Catherine (Hot $103.97 in nonmetallic mining and quarry- 
Spring County) steam electric station. Con- ing, a 5.4-percent increase. An average of 
struction of the new generator and steam 4,954 workers was employed each month by 
boiler unit, scheduled to start in 1967, the mining industry. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————-—_——_ 
working active (thou- (thou- . Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Coal_...-..--------- 123 179 22 175 --- 7 39.95 T65 
Metal_.....-._.----. 1,948 300 585 4,681 1 35 7.69 1,463 
Nonmetal.___.------ 667 255 170 1,372 _-- 47 34.26 819 
Sand and gravel_.-_--- 938 278 261 2,149 --- Al 19 .08 420 
Stone__..-.....-.--. 2,017 261 526 4,436 1 102 23 .22 2,659 

Total_.-_..------. 5,693 275 1,564 12,813 2 232 18 .26 1,624 

1966: P 
Coal____.-.--------- 110 182 20 151 --- 5 33.11 629 
Metal__.---...------ 1,985 300 595 4,757 --- 34 7.15 434 
Nonmetal.____.----- 900 259 234 1,870 1 68 36.90 3,870 
Sand and gravel_-_---- 920 272 250 2,142 --- 61 28.48 517 
Stone_.........----. 1,820 262 ATT 4,006 2 118 29 .96 3 , 833 

Total........-.-.-. 5,735 275 1,576 12,926 3 286 22.36 2,001 

P Preliminary.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production ' 

. . . (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
A major increase (27 percent) in value |) ]=_—<4# @ —-—~———_——__ 

of natural gas production, coupled with a Year Quantity Value 

9-percent increase in value of natural gas 1057 —61 (average)____.-__--- 423 $3,241 

liquids, failed to offset losses sustained by  49¢377 7777777777777 777777 256 I "BOB 

decreased output of petroleum and a de- 1964. -.---------------- 212 1,503 

crease in value of Arkansas coal produc- “j9gg.07777777777777T221_ 38681640 
tion. Total value of the four mineral com- —. ———__......... » wm 
modities was $86.6 million compare d with 1 Data from mines producing 1,000 tons or more. 

$88.3 million in 1965. The year was the . . 

| first time in which total mineral fuels val- Oil and Gas Exploration and Development. 

ue dropped below nonmetallic mineral —A substantial gain in total holes drilled 

output value. for oil and gas failed to increase the State’s 

Coal (Bituminous).— Four underground oil reserves despite the fact that 156 new 

mines in two counties and four strip mines wells were oil productive. Oil reserves de- 

in three counties produced 1,000 or more teased at a more rapid rate than in the 

tons each. Total output was nearly 10,000 period January 1965 to January 1966. Re- 

tons more than in 1965. The largest mine SCIVES of natural gas liquids and natural 
(strip) had an output of 113,357 tons, 8aS were greater than at the end of 1965. 

whereas only 63,545 tons of coal were Fifty-eight wells were successful in discov- 

ascribed to underground mines. Strip coal ‘TY of new sources of natural gas. 

was valued at $6.72 per ton, and coal from Of the 466 wells drilled, 80 percent were 

underground mines was valued at $7.60 per in 14 south Arkansas counties; nine new 

ton. Strip mines accounted for 73 percent  oilfields—five in Union and one each in 

of the total coal output and 71 percent of Hempstead, Lafayette, Miller, and Nevada 

the total value. Johnson County, with five Counties—were discovered. The new Pat- 

mines, led in coal output with 49 percent mos field in Hempstead County was discov- 

of the State’s total; Franklin and Sebastian ered by a well drilled to a total depth of 

Counties accounted for the remainder. 5,909 feet. An 11-foot productive zone in 

Table 5.—Oil and gas drilling in 1966, by counties 
Eee 

Development Exploratory 

County — _ _ Total 
Oil Gas Dry Oil Gas Dry 
a 
Arkansas____..------------ --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 
Ashley. .....-------------- --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 

Bradley.---...------------ 7 --- 1 _-- _-- 2 10 

Calhoun__....------------- --- --- --- --- --- 3 3 
Columbia_......----------- 7 --- 5 --- --- 4 16 
Crawford....-------------- --- 7 2 --- --- --- 9 
Desha_._..---------------- --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 
Faulkner. ...-------------- --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 
Franklin. ....-.----------- se 14 7 --- 1 1 23 

Greene._..---------------- --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 
Hempstead. ...------------ —— --- --- 1 --- _— 1 

Johnson___--.------------- --- 11 7 --- --- 1 19 
Lafayette......--..-.------ 22 --- 42 1 _-- 17 82 

Little River...._.--------- --- --- --- --- --- 6 6 
Logan__.....------..------ _-- 8 1 woe 3 2 14 

Miller_...--.--..---------- 1 ~-- 5 1 ~-- 11 18 

Nevada. .-.----.---------- 10 --- 6 1 --- 11 28 
Ouachita. __...------------ 40 1 22 --- w+- 12 75 
Pope....-.---------------- --- 2 7 --- --- --- 9 

Scott....----------------- --- 2 --- --- --- --- 2 
Sebastian._._.......------- --- 7 3 --- 1 4 15 
Sevier._.-.--.-.---.------- --- --- --- --- --- 1 1 
Union._.-_-.-------------- 60 --- 39 5 --- 25 129 

Yell_....--.--------------- --- --- --- --- 1 --- 1 
a 

Total: 1966_...----- 147 52 147 9 6 105 466 
1965____----- 99 45 95 5 1 92 337 

see 
Source: Arkansas Oil and Gas Statistical Bulletin, v. 25, No. 12, December 1965, through v. 27, No. 1, 

January 1967.
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Table 6.—Estimated proved recoverable reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids, 

and natural gas 
a 

Changes in 
proved Proved 

Proved reserves, due reserves, Change 
reserves, to extensions Dec. 31,1966 from 1965 

Dee. 31, 1965 and new (production percent 
discoveries was deducted) 

in 1966 ° 
a 
Crude oil_____------------thousand barrels __ 201 ,026 —19,699 181,327 —10 

Natural gas liquids !_____-.-----------do---- 14,756 1,418 16,174 +10 

Natural gas_____...-------mnillion cubic feet_-_ 2,269,012 830,617 2,599 , 629 +15 

Svan
 

a 

1 Includes condensate, natural gasoline, and LP gases. 
Source: American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, and Canadian Petroleum Association. 

Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids, and Natural Gas. Published in The Tulsa Daily World, 

66th yr., No. 201, Apr. 3, 1967, p. 27. 

the Smackover Limestone was rated at 60  gasfields in north Arkansas contributed to 

barrels per day. Although no production the 10th consecutive year of overall gain. 

had been recorded at yearend, the field Franklin County led the nine gas produc- 

made Hempstead County the State’s 10th ing counties in north Arkansas with 27 ! 

county having known oil-productive capa- percent of the total value; the nine coun- ! 

bility. ties accounted for more than two-thirds | 

In north Arkansas, six new gasfields were ($10.1 million) of the total production val- | 

discovered in four counties; all were in ue of natural gas. Columbia County led a 

previous gas-producing counties with the  six-county area in south Arkansas with nat- 

exception of one field, the Waveland Field. ural gas output valued at $2.4 million. Five 

This field, in Yell County was discovered of the State’s 15 counties, registering natu- 

by a well drilled to a total depth of 9,337 ral ‘gas production, exceeded $1 million 

feet. A 30-foot zone in the Atoka Forma- output values. The increased output com- 

tion had an initial production rating of 6.1 bined with consecutive years of high suc- | 

million cubic feet per day. cess ratios in natural gas discoveries 

In the State, as a whole, 204 wells were marked the Arkoma Basin as one of the 

oil or gas productive with an overall suc- most important gas productive areas in the 

cess ratio of 44 percent. Drilling in north Nation. Six exploratory wells drilled in 

Arkansas attained a 6l-percent success ra- four north Arkansas counties resulted in 

tio, whereas in south Arkansas the success successful discoveries. 

ratio was only 42 percent. Union County, Natural Gas Liquids.—Value of natural 

with 129 wells drilled, accounted for 35 gas liquids was 9 percent over that of 1965. 

percent of the total wells drilled in south Average value, of the 96.7 million gallons . 

Arkansas. of LP gases, natural gasoline, and cycle 

Natural Gas.—Production of natural gas products was 5.3 cents per gallon. Four | 

soared to a record high of 105.2 billion processing plants in four counties—Colum- . 

cubic feet. At yearend, 53 productive bia, Lafayette, Union, and Miller—account- 

Table 7.—Gross withdrawals and disposition of natural gas 

(Million cubic feet) 
ce 

Disposition 

Gross withdrawals} —_ 
Marketed production 2 

Year Ss Vented 
From From Repres- and 

gas oil Total Quantity Value suring wasted * 

wells wells (thousands) 
I 

1957-61 (average)_----- 32,900 41,000 73 ,900 43 ,978 $4,619 25 ,020 £4,902 

1962___.-.------------ 62,000 41,600 103,600 66,213 9 , 866 35,315 2,072 

1963____-------------- 57,700 41,500 99 , 200 76,101 11,796 19,191 3,903 

1964____.-_.---------- 57,900 42,900 100,800 75,753 11,806 21,411 3,636 

1965._..-------------- 57,500 46,500 104,000 82,831 12,922 20,155 1,014 

1966____-------------- 63,100 58,479 121,579 105,174 16,407 15,196 1,209 

P900~----------neo-n 77 DRE SOFSFS eee 

1 Marketed production plus quantities used in repressuring, vented, and wasted. 

2 Comprises gas sold or consumed by producers, including losses in transmission, quantities added to storage, 

and increases in gas in pipelines. . . 

8 Includes direct waste on producing properties and residue blown to air.
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" Table 8.—Natural gas liquids production 
| (Thousand gallons and thousand dollars) ws 

Natural gasoline 
and cycle products LP gases Total 

Year OTT TTT 
. Quantity. Value Quantity Value Quantity Value | ue 

1957-61 (average)_____-..---___._..... 36,049 $2 , 239 62 ,338 $2,982 98 ,387 $5,221 
1962__. 222-2222 = 29, 415 1,673 69 , 452 2,432 98, 867 4,105 
1963 -_-___---2--------------------... 26,219 1,466 66 ,377 2,497 92,596 3,963 
1964_____---.------------------_-._. 30,082 1,678 61,616 2,460 91,698 4,138 
I965__----- ae = 27, 787 1,578 69 , 752 3,139 97 ,539 4,717 
1966__..--.------------------.--.--. 32,050 1,923 64,664 3,233 96,714 5,156 
a a Oe 

ed for the total Arkansas output. Above 71 average of 78,783 barrels of crude oil per 
percent of the State’s total output was as- day during the year. . 
signed to Columbia County. | 

- Petroleum.—Production and value of : NONMETALS 
crude oil decreased for the sixth consecu- P: ducti £ \ tii . ' 
tive year, but the value was sufficient to + FO Ndee ° Ae nonmetallic muinera 
comprise 33.3 percent of the State’s total Commodities, paced by stone, sand and 
mineral value, more than any other single gravel, cement, and bromine, listed an 
mineral commodity. An eight-county area OFder of value, accounted for the major 
in south Arkansas, led by Columbia with Part of the State’s total mineral value. 
more than 9 million barrels of oil produc- Other nonmetals contributing $1 million 
tion, had 6,372 producing wells at yearend. Of more included clays (all types) , lime, 
Fifty-five secondary recovery projects uti- 29d barite. . 
lized water ‘injection, steam injection, and Major markets for stone, sand and grav- 
in-situ. combustion methods to recover 56 i, and cement were provided by the Ar- 
percent of the State’s total crude oil out- Kansas State Highway Department because 
put. More than 50 million barrels of water Of its many road construction and road im- 
was injected into reservoirs for pressure PrOvement programs. An estimated 25 per- 
maintenance, and 185 million barrels of cent of the stone output and 42 percent of 
salt water was injected into 362 operating the sand and gravel production was direct- 
salt water disposal wells.2 ly attributable to highway construction 

Magnolia field in Columbia County was Projects. ws 
the State’s most productive oilfield and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers construc- 
contributed 23 percent of the total value. 2 Arkansas Oil 1 Gas C , A a 

The State’s five refineries processed an jj ‘and Gas Report, 1966 

Table 9—Crude petroleum production by fields 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) EE EE ee_e_— 
1965 1966 . 

Field } 7-0 asa ss II 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

EE Ee 
Champagnolle____.-______.__________________ 567 $1,508 538 $1,431 

Dorcheat-Macedonia_.__._..-..._-_-__-_-_--_________. 406 1,080 368 979 Kl Dorado___._._..._..---....------------_-_---- 367 976 388 1,032 
Fouke_____-_...---.2.-2 22 e eee 777 2,067 701 1,865 
Irma_.....-22-2 2 eee 547 1,455 492 1,309 
Magnolia____._- eee 6,990 18 ,593 5,510 14,657 
McKamie-Patton__.._.-.. eee 1,292 3,437 1,121 2,982 
Midway______--.-.-_--- 2 eee eee 2,436 6,480 2,506 6,666 
Sandy Bend._.-_--_-.-_-_-_-. eee 506 1,346 461 1,226 
Schuler___.-- eee 1,416 3,767 1,320 3,511 
Smackover___._____-_-_____.___._-_.---__________- 3,226 8,581 3,213 8,547 
Stephens__.__.-........-______---_------- eee 1,250 3,325 1,275 3,392 
Village._-_ 2 eee eee 388 1,032 _-. --- 
Wesson. .._--.-------- eee ee 1,003 2,668 910 2,421 
Other fields 2__-_.-. eee eee 4,759 12,659 5,021 18 ,354 

Total____-.--- 2 eee 25,930 68,974 23 , 824 63 ,372 
a a 

1 Breakdown of individual fields as reported in “The Oil and Gas Journal.” 
& 2 Includes oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for the State. Bureau of Mines 
gures,
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Table 10.—Crude petroleum production, indicated demand, and stocks in 1966, by months 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) Sn SC 

Stocks 
Month . Production Indicated originating . demand in Arkansas. eee BETAS 

January__-_-------_- ee. 1,856 1,855 710 February__-_-------.--2_-_ eee 1,903 1,872 TAL March____-_------------ eee 2,032 1,996 TIT April____-------------. 2,056 2,095 738 May_____.-_---___-_______________.-- Tt 2,076 2; 063 751 June____--------- ee 1,982 1,974 T59 July___----- 2-8 2; 009 2,028 740 | August____.-.----- eee e. 1,995 1,912 $23 - September___--_-__._----_-__- ee 1,914 1,832 905. October____---_--.-_- 2-8 1,954 1,941 918 | November. __--_-________-_______ ee 1,883 1,691 1,110 | December____-___.___ 2-2-8 2,164 2,387 887 | 

Total: 1966__.._-._.--_- 22-2 eee 23,824 28,646 XxX 7 1965_____-_---- eee 25 ,930 r 26,165 xXx 
e 

. : . r Revised. 
XX Not applicable. 

tion activities, including the Little Rock, Table 11.—Primary barite sold or used by 
Tulsa, and Vicksburg Districts, furnished producers 
markets for 17 percent of the stone output. : 

At yearend, construction was underway Year Short tons (thousands) | 
or nearing completion on 12 lock and dam = ——-—-_ ” 8 P n 2 ; 1957-61 (average)____.._ 310,870 $2,902 projects along the Arkansas River to pro- 1962...) 258691 2" 239 

i i i ilities. n ‘tion 1963___-.--.- ee 236 ,077 2,161 vide navigation faci ities. Constructio 1964.0 333.455 3302 
work progressed during the year at the j965___~777 7777777777 249 | 233 2379 
sites of De Gray Dam on Caddo River in 1966---------._.---... 282856 2,266 

. . Ne Clark County and Gillham Dam on Cossa- 
tot River in Howard County. A major part _. 
of Arkansas stone output was utilized in Output was ground and used in drilling 
channel rectification and bank stabilization mud manufacture. The Milwhite Co. proc- projects along the Arkansas River. essed Missouri barite for several industrial 

Other Federal, State, and private con- USes at its plant in Saline County. The 
struction and building projects continued ‘State maintained second ranking in the | 
expansions and accounted for much of the United States in barite production. | 
remaining stone and sand and gravel out- Bromine. — Three companies — Michigan : 
puts. Out-of-State markets for stone and Chemical Corp., Arkansas Chemicals, Inc., . sand and gravel increased ‘substantially nq Great Lakes Chemical Corp—proe- | 
during the year. essed oilfield brines for bromine recovery 

Abrasive Stone.—Norton Pike Division of at plants in Union County. Two of the 
Norton Co., and Arkansas Oilstone Co. three companies converted substantial parts 
produced a record tonnage of Arkansas no- of the elemental bromine to ethylene di- 
vaculite for whetstone manufacture. Com- bromide, which in turn is used in formu- 
bined value of the two companies products lating antiknock gasoline compounds and 
represented more than a twofold increase fumigants. Combined output of elemental 
over that of 1965. Arkansas Oilstone Co. bromine and bromine compounds increased 
processed a part of its crude novaculite in- $1 percent in gross weight over that re- 
to finished stones within the State. All of corded in 1965. Much of the increase was 
Norton Co.’s crude ore was shipped to attributable to full-time operation of the 
Eastern States for processing. Great Lakes Chemical Corp. plant. 

Barite.—Barite output and value declined The Dow Chemical Co. will become 
6.6 percent in quantity and 4.7 percent in Arkansas’ fourth bromine producer in 1967, 
value compared with 1965 data. National when its plant in Columbia County, under 
Lead Co., Baroid Division, and Dresser- construction in 1966, is completed. Bromine 
Magcobar (formerly Magnet Cove Barium content of oilfield. brines in Columbia 
Corp.) mined and processed barite ore in County is reportedly as high (4,300 to 4,600 
Hot Spring County. The major part of the parts per million) as brines in Union County.
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Table 12.—Shipments of portland cement ed land-reclamation projects following 

to consumers open pit operations to restore mined-out 

___.._ land to useful purposes. 

Year Thousand Lime.—Six companies converted lime- 

TT _ stone 0 lime for various uses during the 

1957-61 (average) ------------------ 2,401 year; only one company produced its own 

1962. --- ------ 2 e enn nnrnnrrrr ae 8,053 supply of limestone. Combined output and 
1963__..-------------------------- 3,556 

— -1964__._-------------------------- 3/807 value of lime production increased over 

1965-2---------crrvonraosv777777 «4903 Comparable 1965 data. Four paper manu- 
ee SC~™SCSfaccturringg companies reported output of re- 

generated lime substantially above those in — 

. a 1965. Two alumina producers—Aluminum 

Cement.—Combined production of port- Company of America and Reynolds Metals — 

land and masonry cements by two cement (€¢o—processed limestone to lime for use in 

plants increased substantially, and at year- converting bauxite ores to alumina. This 

end cement shipments to Arkansas COn- se of lime was more than twice that used 

. sumers showed an 8-percent increase Over for other purposes. Part of Arkansas lime 

comparable 1965 data. Both cement PTO" production was used for sugar refining, 

ducers reported gains in output. Arkansas = water purification, agricultural, and build- 

Cement Corp. began utilizing its expanded ing purposes. Limestone used in lime 

plant capacity to meet market demands. manufacture was produced in only one 

More than half of the total shipments of county in the State. 

both cement plants went to ready-mix con- | | 

crete companies and highway construction Phosphate Rock.—Peyton Creek Phos- 

contractors, attesting to the continued high phate Rock Mining Co., the State’s only 

rate of building and construction activity. producer, reported a greatly reduced out- 

About 94 percent of the total comprised put of ground phosphate rock. ‘The com- 

bulk shipments, of which most was trans- P@ny mune and crushing plant was idle 

ported by truck. much of the last 6 months of 1966. The 

. oo, entire output was sold for direct applica- 

Clays——Combined output of kaolin, fire tion to soils as a fertilizer. 

clay, and miscellaneous clay set a new pro- oe 

duction record in 1966. Most of the in- Sand and Gravel.—The State's sand and 

crease was attributable to greatly expanded gravel industry registered increases of 3.2 

output of kaolin and a moderate increase million tons in quantity and $5 million m 

in production of miscellaneous clay. Value value over that of 1965. About 73 percent 

of the combined clay production was more of the total output was classified as com- 

than twice that recorded in 1965. Clay pro- mercial production and had an average - 

duction was registered in 16 counties by 14 unit value of $1.34 per ton. Sand and grav- 

companies. The U.S. Forest Service pro- el sold to Government-and-contractor mar- 

duced some clay for road construction kets had an average unit value of $1.23 per 

projects in one county. Kaolin was pro- ton. Arkansas State Highway Department 

duced in two counties; fire clay in two Was the largest single user of sand and 

counties; and miscellaneous clay in 15 gravel in 1966. 

counties. Most of the kaolin was used in Sand and gravel was produced in 67 

firebrick. Clays were also used in making counties by 279 operators. Nine Arkansas 

cement, lightweight aggregates, heavy struc- counties had sand and gravel outputs that 

tural products, and chemicals. Pulaski, Hot exceeded 625,000 tons; three of the coun- 

Spring, Johnson, and Lonoke Counties, ties reported outputs of more than 1.25 

ranked in order of production, accounted million tons. Miller County, with a pro- 

for 67 percent of the State’s total output. duction of 1.9 million tons by eight pro- 

Gypsum.—Output of gypsum increased ducing companies, led in the State. ‘The 

. . wide distribution in productive areas indi- 
slightly over that produced in 1965. The ted that Ark ; ll endowed with 

State’s two producing companies—Dulin cate d a dand. 1s 1, endowed wit 

Bauxite Co., Gypsum Division, and Dierks abundant sane and gravel resources. 

Forests, Inc-—mined and processed gypsum Soapstone.—Production and value of 

for use in cement and wallboard manufac- soapstone, a talcose rock, decreased slightly 

ture, respectively. Both companies conduct- in 1966. The Milwhite Co. quarried soap-
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Table 13.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers . 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 
I 

Government-and- 
Commercial contractor Total 

‘Year Eee 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

ee 

1957-61 (average) ________ 6,118 $6 444 3,186 $2,592 9,304 $9 , 036 
1962_______------------- 6,717 7,946 4,130 2,060 10 , 847 10,006 
1963____---------------- 7,699 9,096 4,400 4,493 12,099 13,589 
1964_____--_-----.------ 8, 637 10,990 3,157 3,846 11,794 14,336 
1965___._.-------------- 9,559 12,001 3,247 3,835 12,806 15,336 
1966___----------------- 11,677 15 ,656 4,379 5,382 16,056 21,038 
a 

stone and ground the output to supply was higher. Stone value totaled $24.6 mil- 
markets for filler in insecticides and _ lion, of which $8.3 million was credited to 
roofing compounds. The soapstone deposits syenite production; sandstone value 
in Saline County have been productive for (crushed and dimension) was $7.6 million; 
14 consecutive years. and limestone value (crushed and that 
Stone-—Combined production and value used for cement and lime manufacture) 

of all varieties of stone mined in Arkansas was $6.7 million. Slate, valued at $824,000, 

decreased about 10 and 8 percent, respec- shell, valued at more than $1 million, and 
tively compared with 1965 figures..Despite dimension marble, valued at $110,000, con- 
the lower output, it was the second most tributed the remaining tonnage. Thirty- 
important mineral commodity produced in nine of the State’s 75 counties reported 
the State in terms of value. Sandstone was stone output. Four producers in three 
the most widely produced stone in terms of counties accounted for the slate output. Di- 
tonnage, but the value of syenite output mension marble was produced in two 

Table 14.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

. 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use OO 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building._.....-.--_-.------------------- 1,734 $1,990 1,443 $1,616 
Paving..____-.-------.--_.-_- ~~ __---e 1,599 1,803 3, 047 3,076 
Fill. ..-.._------------------------------ 324 202 372 33-4. 
Other 1____________--_-__---------------- 390 1,128 340 1,128 

Total. ___-.--------------------------- 4,047 5,123 © 5, 202 6,154 

Gravel: 
Building_____..-------------------------- 1,928 2,823 1,696 2,733 
Paving. -....---------------------------- 3,444 3,985 4,751 6,751 
Fill_._-._------------------------------- 108 54 21 - 16 
Other 2__________------------------------ 32 16 7 $ 

Total___.__.____-_---_--_-------------- 5,512 6,878 6,475 9,502 

Total sand and gravel______._____.------ 9,559 12,001 11,677 15,656 

Government-and-contractor operations: 

Sand: | 
Building...._....--..-----.-----.-------- a a 10 10 
Paving. -_------------------------------- 1,241 1,091 1,963 1,817 

Total___-.-------------_-------------- 1,241 1,091 1,973 1,827 

Gravel: | 
Building___..---------------------------- --- --- 83 123 
Paving_.__------------------------------ 2,006 2,744 2,323 3, 432 

Total. ._..---------------------------- 2,006 2,744 2,406 3,555 

Total sand and gravel___________.------- 3,247 3,835 4,379 5, 382 

Grand total_____----------------------- 12,806 15,836 16,056 21 , 038 

1 Includes other construction sand and industrial sand (ground and unground). 
2 Includes other construction gravel, railroad ballast, and miscellaneous gravel (1965).
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Table 15.—Stone sold or used by producers METALS 

(Thousand shert tons and thousand dollars) . . . 

—— oo ——Suantity CO ValuetC; Bauxite continued to be the State’s most 
alee le SSCS portant metal commodity, A small out- 
1962-2 nn =n ra ene enn a0, Git $18 » 366 put of mercury was registered for the first 

1964.22.00 201 BAL 96172 time in 20 years. Union Carbide Corp. be- 
186 d- nanan enna nant a e00 26 aes gan mining and stockpiling vanadium ore 

nNOOnnaennrrattr «=o in Garland County for later processing in a 
company plant under construction at year- 

counties, and dimension sandstone was pro- end. No iron ore was produced as the iron 

duced by five operators in Logan County. ™nIng operation in Nevada County was 

All syenite output was credited to Pulaski idle throughout the year. 

County. Limestone was produced in 15 Aluminum.—The two aluminum reduc- 

counties and crushed sandstone in 21 coun- tion plants in the State operated at in- 
ties. A total of 140 companies contributed creased rates of production. Greater quan- 

to the combined output. , tities of alumina chemicals, tabular alu- 

Stone uses included limestone for cement Mina, and related materials were produced 

and lime; mussel shell for growing cul- at Arkansas alumina plants. Aluminum 

tured pearls; syenite for roofing granules, Company of America doubled its capacity 

riprap, concrete aggregate, and roadstone; 0 produce tabular alumina at its plant 

dimension marble and sandstone for build- near Benton. Reynolds Metals Co, added 
ings; slate for roofing granules and filler; sodium aluminate (an alumina chemical) 

and crushed sandstone and limestone for at its Arkansas operation near Bauxite. 

roadbase construction, buildings, riprap, The company also acquired control of 

concrete aggregate, fill, and paving. Aver- foundry facilities at Jones Mills, formerly 

age value of commercial stone was $1.37 operated by General Motors Corp. Reynolds 

per ton; stone production classified as Gov- began conversion of the plant for produc- 
ernment-and-contractor was valued at $0.91 tion of transmission cable. Cable produc- 

per ton. tion is scheduled for early in 1967 with ini- 

Sulfur (Recovered Elemental).—Tonnage tial plant capacity of about 12,500 tons 

of byproduct sulfur from plants treating annually. 
sour natural gas in three Arkansas counties Bauxite—Production and value of baux- 

was about 28 percent lower than in 1965. ite increased 8 percent over that of 1965. 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. was the The mineral value of $19.4 million was the 

principal producer, and Arkla Chemical third highest since bauxite production be- 

Corp. and Monsanto Chemical Co. recov. gan in 1899, Aluminum Company of 

ered the remaining tonnage. America (Alcoa), American Cyanamid Co., 

Tripoli—Caddo Minerals Co. mined and and Reynolds Mining Corp. mined and 

processed less tripoli than in 1965. The tri- processed bauxite for alumina production 

poli, an altered product of Arkansas nova- and chemical applications. Porocel Corp. 

culite, was mined by open pit methods, and Stauffer Chemical Co. processed baux- 

air-dried, then passed through a crusher ite to produce activated bauxite. Calcined 

and rotary kiln for further drying. The bauxite was produced by American Cyana- 

ground product was bagged and shipped to mid Co., Norton Co., and Stauffer Chemi- 

consumers for use as abrasive material. cal Co. 

Table 16.—Bauxite mine production and shipments from mines and processing plants 

to consumers 

(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

Mine production Shipments 

Year Dry As Dry 
Crude equivalent Value shipped equivalent Value 

1957-61 (average) -_.------ 1,765 1,471 $15,121 1,707 1, 460 $16 , 202 

1962____.--------------- 1,523 1,270 14,606 1,715 1,481 17,535 

1963 _..----------------- 1,771 1,478 16,701 1,725 1, 483 17 ,543 

1964_.__.--------------- 1,864 1,562 17,431 1,773 1,531 17,859 

1965_.._.-.------------- 1,911 1,593 17,974 2,100 1,803 20,786 

1966_-.-.--------------- 2,060 1,718 19 , 439 1,986 1,708 20,258
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Bauxite producers in Arkansas accounted Garland County. The company began 
for 96 percent of total domestic output. strip-mining operations and stockpiled ore 
Mercury.—Mercury production was re- for processing. The company began con- 

ported for the first time in 20 years, Arka- structing a 1,600-ton-per-day plant about | 
Tex Mining Corp. mined cinnabar north mile from the mine. The plant, scheduled 
and west of Murfreesboro, Pike County, to begin operating by mid-1967 will cost 
and processed the ore at its plant near an estimated $14 million when completed. 
Kirby. The corporation developed deposits About $2 million of the cost will be ab- 
adjacent to formerly worked mined and sorbed in installation of dust precipitators 
also processed ores remaining in mine and water purification devices to eliminate 
dumps. The ore was crushed to 114 inches, air and water pollution. The processing 
passed through a rotary kiln, and mercury steps will involve drying and crushing the 
was precipitated in a condenser system. vanadium-bearing ore, salt roasting, diges- 
Flue soots were treated in a retort and the tion using hydrochloric acid, and recovery 
contained mercury was separated from soot of vanadium oxide from solution by use of 
and dirt by hoeing the mixture with lime. organic compounds. About 10 million 
Although ‘several mercury mines were in- pounds of vanadium oxide will be recov- 
undated by Lake Greeson, substantial areas ered annually. A 14-inch pipeline will con- 
and other mines in the Arkansas mercury vey water used in processing the ore from 
district have commercial potential under Lake Hamilton to a plant storage tank. 
influence of high prices. The plant product will be shipped to 
Vanadium.—Union Carbide Corp. con- Union Carbide’s Marietta, Ohio, plant for 

tinued exploration and development drill- conversion to a product used as a strength- 
ing of vanadium deposits at Potash Sul- ening additive in the manufacture of steel 
phur Springs (Wilson Mineral Springs), and other alloys. : 

| | REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was recorded in 72 main producers of crushed limestone. Ar- 
of the State’s 75 counties as compared with kansas State Highway Department pro- 
73 in 1965; only Fulton, Sharp, and Wood- duced a small tonnage of crushed lime- 

ruff Counties were lacking mineral out- stone. 

put. Mineral production values increased Bradley.—Production of petroleum and 

in 38 counties and decreased in 33 coun- sand and gravel diminished, and the result- 
ties. ‘Twenty-one counties had mineral val- ant mineral value was 25 percent lower 

ues in excess of $1 million; 15 additional than that in 1965. Arkansas State Highway 
counties had mineral values above Department furnished the major market 

_ $500,000. Mineral values of more than $5 for the sand and gravel output. Seven of 
million were recorded in 10 counties. The ten wells drilled for petroleum were suc- 

five leading counties—Columbia, Union, cessful producers. A well drilled by Fair- 
Saline, Lafayette, and Pulaski with 21 per- way Oil and Gas Co. resulted in discovery 

cent of the State’s 1966 population 3—ac- of a new oil source in the Travis Peak 
counted for 56 percent of the State’s total formation. 

mineral value. Calhoun.—Value and quantity of petro- 
Counties discussed in the following sec- jeym and sand and gravel decreased as 

tion were credited with more than $100,000 compared with 1965. St. Francis Material 
each in mineral value with exception of Co, and Ouachita Aggregate Co. accounted 
Garland which had the State’s only output fo; most of the sand and gravel produc- 

of abrasive stone and in which vanadium tion. Three exploratory wells drilled in the 
operations are of significance. county were classified as dry holes. The 
Boone.—Value of mineral output—stone county ranked last in production among 

and sand and gravel—increased nearly the State’s eight petroleum producing 
fourfold. A greatly expanded highway con- counties. 

struction program of the Arkansas State 

Highway Department provided the princ- 3’ Bureau of Business and Economie Research 
pal market for the materials. Reynolds and and Industrial Research and_ Extension Center. 

Williams and McClinton, Inc. were the $7s2™5, ee 1s67 tL ‘pp nv: Of Arkansas, | 

|
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Table 17.—Value of mineral production in Arkansas, by counties * 

County ~ 1965: 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value . 

Arkansas_.....------ $70, 800 . W Sand and gravel, shell. a 
Ashley._---.-------- 412 ,996 $227,551 Sand and gravel, lime. 
Baxter___-_.--.----- -68 ,328 24,935 Stone. , 
Benton____---------- 3238 , 287 192,207 Stone, sand and gravel. _ 
Boone__...---.-.---. ‘W 714,557 Do. 
Bradley_....-------- 989 , 202 741,981 Petroleum, sand and gravel. . 
Calhoun_____.---~--- 1,159,190 996,748 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Carroll..__._.----.-. 133 , 034 W Sand and gravel. 
Chicot_.___-_.----.--- 211,000 120,000 Do. 2 : me 
Clark____--_--...--- 717,523 1,632,130 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Clay__.....---..---- 325,000 . 114,000 Sand and gravel. oo 
Cleburne______.----- 378 ,367 . 74,016 Stone. coe 
Cleveland... _.------ 28 , 000 43,000 Sand and gravel. 
Columbia............ 33,819,530 30 ,288 , 754 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand and 

gravel. 7 
Conway_.----------- 400,712 758,348 Stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. . 
Craighead.___.------ 292,000 286,550 Sand and gravel, clays. : 
Crawford_____..----- -2,644,588 © 2,708,557 Natural gas, stone, sand and gravel. | 
Crittenden._...-..---. 57,000 89,400 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Cross__......------- 303 , 029 1,851,000 Sand and gravel. , 
Dallas._......------ 70,000 30, 000 Do. 
Desha______..-.----- 236,000 179 , 000 _ Do. 
Drew___-__--------- 105 , 000 - 112,000 ‘Do. 
Faulkner __.-------- 1,335,871 854,044 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Franklin. ...-------- 5,415,923 5,564,808 Natural gas, coal, stone, sand and gravel. 
Fulton_......------- 155 ,000 _o- 
Garland_____..-.---- | 259 , 292 895,651 Abrasive stone, sand and gravel, gem stones. 
Grant__.__.___-----. 191 ,000 172,000 Sand and gravel. 
Greene____..---.-.-- 321,000 322,000 Do. . 
Hempstead. ._.-.---- 240,156 173,360 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Hot Spring... -.--_--- 3,891,894 8,823,955 Barite, sand and gravel, clays, stone. 
Howard___-.-------- 6,111,725 6,046,148 Cement, gypsum, stone, slate, clays, sand and gravel. 
Independence. ___~__-_ 2,546,658 8,114,395 Stone, lime, shell, sand and gravel. 
Izard__..._..------- 1,797,501 1,889,994 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Jackson____.-------- 204,000 214,725 Sand and gravel, shell. 
Jefferson. .....------ 615,210 781,323 Sand and gravel, lime. 
Johnson____..-..-..- 2,787,961 2,174,892 Natural gas, coal, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Lafayette__...._...... 15,625,377 16 , 848 , 222 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Lawrence___..-.----. 1,483,609 740,220 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Lee__..-.- 2 ae 32,729 Shell. 
Lineoln_.._.--------- 207 , 000 835,000 Sand and gravel. 
Little River.__._...._._ 10,912,092 13,584,212 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Logan._....--------- 1,019 ,570 1,311,904 Stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Lonoke._.____------- 1,358,811 387,099 Stone, clays. . 
Madison.._...------ 143 , 725 505,305 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Marion_____.-..-~--- 103 , 550 83,299 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Miller__....__..-__-- 6,116,776 6,468,373 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, natural gas 

i. liquids, clays. 
Mississippi_...-_-_-- 63 , 000 48,000 Sand and gravel. 
Monroe. __--_.-__--- 40,100 687,852 Sand and gravel, shell. 
Montgomery___.._..- 684 , 833 765,451 Slate, sand and gravel, stone. . 
Nevada___-.-.-.---- 2,857 , 4384 2,298,853 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Newton____---- -_.-- 118 , 429 173,075 Stone, sand and gravel. — . 
Quachita____..__..-- 7,463,044 8,171,851 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, stone, clays. 
Perry...------------ 335,291 158,337 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Phillips. ...-...--._- 246 , 000 W Sand and gravel. — 
Pike. .-..-_--------- 1,177,982 788,401 Gypsum, sand and gravel, stone, tripoli, gem stones, 

mercury. 
Poinsett__.....--..._| W 488,178 Sand and gravel, shell. 
Polk____._...-----_- 233 , 142 223,507 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Pope_.___--..--.---- 1,930,057 1,466,970 Stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Prairie. __....--.--_. 112,000 53,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pulaski._..._......... 11, 763,596 14,991,948 Stone, clays, bauxite, sand and gravel. 
Randolph___._______- WwW 118,244 Stone, sand and gravel. 
St. Francis. ......__- 544,000 869,421 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Saline........_.-.._. 19,847,395 20,576,559 Buaxite, lime, sand and gravel, clays, soapstone, slate. 
Scott_...----------- 68 , 432 364,965 Sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Searey__-.--_---_ 2 17 , 086 1,000 Sand and gravel. 
Sebastian___._._.___- 2,689 , 205 2,846,940 Natural gas, stone, sand and gravel, clays, coal. 
Sevier....-.-..-_-__- 708,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Stone._._____--_-___ 70,207 17,111 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Union._._____._.._.. 20,179,465 23,248,861 Petroleum, bromine, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

clays, sand and gravel. 
Van Buren__-_--~.-- 67,490 W Phosphate rock. - 
Washington_-____.-_-- 1,016, 733 985,076 Stone, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
White._.--.-.--- Le 831,940 882,812 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Woodruff____._--_.--_ 1,000 --- 
Yell... 231,515 282,391 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Undistributed_._...-- 779 ,387 2,614,810 

Total._....._._ 179,110,000 190,127,000 

t Revised. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

1 Sharp County is not listed because no production was reported in 1965 or 1966.
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Clark.—Combined value of clay, stone, el. The same company accounted for most 
and sand and gravel was more than twice of the crushed sandstone production, 
that reported in 1965. About 95 percent of Cross.—Cross County mineral output, 

the 1966 mineral value was credited to consisting entirely of sand and gravel, was 
sand and gravel output for which the sufficient to rank the county second in the 
county ranked third in the State. Arkadel- state in terms of sand and gravel value. 
phia Sand and Gravel Co., Malvern Gravel Several producers sold -sand and eravel to 
Co., McGeorge Contracting Co., and Ar-  aykansas State Highway Department for 
kansas Rock and Gravel Co. furnished the highway construction. 
major part of the sand and gravel output. . _ 
Most of the production was used in con- Faulkner.—Mineral output comprised of 

struction of new highways and dikes relat- $500 0 en sane and Br OG, Moet neay 
ed to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers De , wer than in - Most OF tne 
Gray Dam project on Teaddo Rover Hope mineral production was used on U.S. Army 

Brick Works mined a small tonnage of day Corps Of Engineers and Arkansas State 
shale for use in brick. Highway Department projects as in past 

: years. G. P. Freshour, Pine Bluff Sand and 
Columbia.—The county had mineral pro- Gravel Co., and Four Bros., Inc., were 

auction valued at $30.3 million ane oe principal producers of crushed sandstone. 
tained for the 10th straight year its rank as . . 
the leading producer in teatag of value; ac- Franklin.—The county was the leading 
counting for 16 percent of the total value producer in the State of natural gas which 
of Arkansas mineral output. Aside from a ad a value of more than $4 million. Pro- | 
few thousand tons of sand and gravel, the duction by Garland Coal & Mining Co. was 

entire value was attributable to production stein to rank the county serond fe the 
of petroleum, natural gas, and natural gas production and tand and gravel “heed 
liquids. The county ranked first in petro- : : = 
eum and natural ‘gas liquids output and major increases Over comparable data for 
third in natural gas production. Seven of 1965. Fifteen of 23 wells drilled in the | 

12. field development wells were successful COUDtY were completed as gas producers. | 
producers of crude oil, but 4 wildcat wells One new gasfield, Possumtrot, was discov- 
were classified as dry holes. One new pool, ered by a well that penetrated the Brent- 

Atlanta East, resulted from drilling activi- wood Formation. Two new pools were | 
ty. subsequently developed in the new field. | 

: Both were discovered in wells drilled into | 
Conway.—Substantial production gains in the Atoka Formation. Another well discov- | 

the county’s three mineral products result- ered another new pool in the Altus field. ! 

ed in a net value increase of about In this instance, the Lower Alma Sand of 
$358,000, which was nearly equal to total the Atoka Formation was gas productive. 
value for 1965. Crushed sandstone produc- . _ 

tion by Four Bros., Inc.; G. P. Freshour; (carn he aed retained the os 
Little Rock Quarry Co., Inc.; Pine Bluff tinction 0 d cing ¢ + ony ‘lin ; Ms tstone 
Sand & Gravel Co.; and Mississippi Valley merci ere ve. Both, Noston Pike Co. Dick 
Engineering & Construction Co. was used . . : — 
by ‘the Arkansas State Highway Depart- ‘!0 of Norton Co., and Arkansas Oustone 
ment and the U.S. Army Corps of En- Co. reported larger outputs of stone an 
gineers for construction purposes in 1965. The latter company processed a 

part of their crude novaculite to finished 

Crawford.—Production of natural gas ac- products. Establishment of vanadium min- 

counted for more than half the total min- ing and processing facilities by Union Car- 

eral value credited to the county. Crushed bide Corp. added to the importance of 

sandstone and sand and gravel output were mineral developments in the county and 

substantially lower than in 1965. Seven of the State. The company scheduled initial 

nine wells drilled were completed as gas plant production of vanadium oxic ved 

roducers. One new gas producing zone mid-1967. The vanadium ore body is the 

Was discovered in the ‘arcel Sand Member largest to become commercial in recent 

of the Atoka Formation in the Hollis Lake years and will be the largest in the United 

gasfield. Arkhola Sand & Gravel Co. pro- States mined exclusively for its vanadium 

duced the entire output of sand and grav- content.
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Hot Spring.—Value of the mineral out- struction Co., Inc., and Southeast Construc- 

put comprised of barite, sand and gravel, tion Co., Inc., furnished sand and gravel 
clays, and stone, in order of importance, for building applications and road con- 
was slightly less than. that recorded in _ struction. 

1965. Barite production continued to be Izard.—Combined value of stone and 
the county's most significant mineral prod- cand and gravel resulted in a small in- 

uct. The barite producing companies Plog crease over that registered in 1965. Silica 
essed the crude ore to ground pare OF Products Co., Inc., accounted for the major 
use in oil well drilling muds. ee "Co. part of the total value with production of 

ree a ee Higa hagas Sea sand wed as molding dnd, for gla 
> manufacture, and for grinding and polish- 

ee onde ake 8 applications. National Silea Co, mine . ; and processed silica sand for use as mold- 
companies produced several million build- ing od Aluminium Company e America 

ing bricks for resident cr pusiness and Reynolds Metals Co. were recipients of 
buildings. The county oo ed Fmed d high-calcium limestone used in converting 
eee eco ane wae are Co. was he bauxite to alumina; the limestone was 
processed, = Maiver : mined for both aluminum producing com- 

Pra ae ghey Cg, amis by Bateile White ime Go. Ca. | t Quarries, Inc., quar nd cru 
sion projects. Malvern Gravel Co. quarried pt ee e “foe ise in ‘highway “onstruction, 
and processed Arkansas novaculite for use yarple output was credited to Wolford 
in building and construction and in refrac-  yya ble Co } 
tory silica bricks. . 

H Total val ani \ q Jefferson.— Mineral output consisting of 
_ howard.— oe ; va he oF muinera ee logs. sand and gravel and lime attained a 27- 

tion was virtually the same as in »!- percent increase in value over that of 1965. | 

rca cement “o a eee Cane at The entire increase was due to greater pro- 
about the same tevel as i - Gypsum duction of sand and gravel. Lime produc- 
output used for wallboard manufacture tion, used in paper manufacture, decreased 
1965 avout one ete, In, that wooed h substantially. Arkla Chemical Corp. uti- 

» Ter bos 7 ne., fs ; ates onty lized salt for production of chlorine and 
sypsum = —walisoar manutacturer, at- caustic soda. Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel 
nounced plans to increase plant capacity. Co dredged sand and gravel from the bed 
Industrial Minerals, Inc., quarried and of Aykansas River for use on paving and 
ground slate for filler compounds. The US. (onctruction projects. 
Army Corps of Engineers, Tulsa District, 
continued construction of the Gillham Johnson.—Value of mineral output de- 
Dam project on the Cossatot River; princi- creased by nearly $613,000 despite substan- 
pal work consisted of driving a diversion tial gains in output of natural gas and 
tunnel preparatory to actual dam construc- Clay. Mobley Construction Co., Inc., was 
tion. credited with a major share of the sand 

Independence.—A 22-percent increase in and Br avel output. The county retained ny 
value of the county’s mineral products was ea om Prod sea with dave ne ; 
due largely to increased output of mussel mines valued at about 5873 000 Furek, 
shell for use in propagating growth of cul- . ; . , f. e of 
tured pearls. The county ranked third in Brick & Tile Co. continued manutacture © 
the State in value of stone output. Bates- ae nea ey Prenuts on action 
ville White Lime Co. continued to account 5 ? os 
for the major share of the mineral value Co., Inc., quarried and p rocessed sandstone 
credited to the county; the company pro- for use in highway construction and con- 

; — crete aggregate. Of the 19 wells drilled in 
duced lime and crushed limestone products th ty. ll we d Two 
for various uses for the 43d consecutive © coun ys W “Sie. P "4 > Gel d de. 
year. Other limestone producers included: new Bas pools were cuscoverce dy ae . 
Midwest Lime Co., Freshour Corp., and velopment wells in the Altus and Ludwig 

Limestone Products, Inc. Batesville Marble gastields. 
Co. quarried marble for building purposes. Lafayette——Combined value of mineral 
Galloway Sand & Gravel Co., Mobley Con- fuels and sand and gravel was sufficient for
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the county to retain its rank of fourth in The county was the only producer of di- 
the State. The county was third in value of mension sandstone. Ben M. Hogan Co., 
petroleum production and fourth in natu-§ Inc., D. F. Jones Construction Co., and 
ral gas output. Natural gas liquids were Rock Products, Inc., accounted for substan- 
recovered from natural gas at three plants tial tonnages of crushed sandstone used for 
operated by Austral Oil Co., Humble Oil construction projects. Arkansas State High- 
and Refiining Co., and Sunray DX Oil Co. way Department provided markets for the 

_ Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. extracted entire output of sand and gravel, except 
byproduct sulfur from sour natural gas at for 1,000 tons used by the U.S. Forest Serv- 
its McKamie plant. Of 82 wells drilled in ice. Eight of nine field development wells 
the county, only 23 were completed as pro- drilled in the county were gas producers. A 
ducing oil wells. The poor success ratio total of five wildcat wells resulted in dis- 
suggested that favorable drilling targets covery of three new gasfields. These were 
were lacking although one new field, Lake Fletcher Creek, Paris, and Sugar Grove. All 

_ June, was discovered and three new pools new production was from the Atoka For- 
were found. © | a | mation. Two field development wells en- 

Gifford-Hill & Co., Inc., accounted for countered new gas sources, also in the Ato- 
most of the sand and gravel output. The ka Formation. 
county ranked fourth in the State in value Miller:—The major part of a 6-percent 
of sand and gravel production. _ net value increase was a result of imereased 
Lawrence.—An almost 50-percent de- sand and gravel output and the addition 

crease in value of mineral output was of natural gas liquids as a mineral product. 
caused entirely by a major drop in crushed The county led in tonnage and value of 
limestone production. Black Rock Lime- sand and gravel output in Arkamsas. 
stone Products Co.,. Ben M. Hogan Co.,  Gifford-Hill and Co., Inc. accounted for 
Inc., and Valley Stone Co., Inc., quarried more than 60 percent of value credited to 
and crushed limestone for concrete aggre- county sand and gravel output. Arkansas 
gate, road construction, riprap, and ag- State Highway Department was the recipi- 
stone. The county dropped from first to ent of most of the sand and gravel. W. S. 
seventh place in the State in terms of lime- Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. produced 
stone output. Black Rock Sand & Gravel and processed clay, Only two of 18 wells 
Co.; Inc., and L. F. Parker supplied sand drilled in Miller County were completed as 
and gravel for paving and other road con- producers. One of the completed wells re- 
struction applications. ae sulted in discovery of the new Chicken 

Little River.—The county retained sixth Creek field. A beginning production rate of 
place in overall value of mineral output 66 barrels of oil per day was established by 
and first in value of limestone : (chalk) the well penetrating the Tokio Sand. 

production. Arkansas Cement Corp. com- Montgomery.—Increased output of slate, 

pleted installation of plant equipment to stone, and sand and gravel resulted in 12- 
increase plant capacity to 5 million barrels percent value gain over comparable 1965 
of cement annually. As a result, cement data. Bird and Son, Inc., was the leading 

output was substantially larger than in slate producer in the State. The mineral 
1965. Agricultural lime was marketed by commodity was used far roofing granules 
Atk-La Limestone Corp., and sand and and as a filler in industrial compounds. 
gravel output was consumed by construc- The company planned to open a new slate 
tion projects conducted by Arkansas State quarry 2 miles east of its plant. The <Ar- 
Highway Department. kansas State Highway Department and the 
Logan.—Combined value of outputs of U-S. Forest Service used the county output 

natural gas, stone, and sand and gravel re- Of sand and gravel for road construction. 

sulted in an increase of 29 percent. Value Four Bros., Inc., processed sandstone for 
decreases in natural gas and sand and_ ‘oad construction. 
gravel production were offset by a more Nevada.—Production of petroleum  ac- 
than twofold increase in value of ditnen- counted for more than 98 percent of the 
sion sandstone output. Five companies in total mineral value. Output of natural gas 
the county quarried and processed sand- and sand and gravel contributed the re- 
stone from the Hartshorne Sandstone for maining value. The iron mine operated by 
use in residential and commercial building. Southwest Enterprises, Inc., was idle
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throughout the year. Ten of 16 wells kansas River for paving and other road 

drilled in developed oilfields yielded new construction purposes. 

sources of supply. Only one of 12 explora- . | . 

tory wells discovered a new oil source, Poa t value of mineral output 

which was the Nichols field. Initial rate of ok of Beth | or the county to retain Its 

production was 20 barrels per day of 18° ne b ° t t law the State. Aggregate value 

American Petroleum Institute (API) gravi- oF bauxite, Clay, stone, and san and gravel 
ty crude oil. was 27 percent more than in 1965. | The 

county ranked first in the State in stone 

Quachita.—Mineral fuels, primarily pe- output. It was the most significant com- 

troleum, accounted for 94 percent of the modity and, at a value of $9.7 million, ac- 

total value. Ouachita was the only county counted for 65 percent of the mineral val- 

in the State that registered increased petro- ue credited to the county. Jeffrey Stone Co. 

leum output value. Hope Brick Works was the major producer of crushed sand- 

mined and processed slightly more clay _ stone, whereas Big Rock Stone and Materi- 

than in 1965 for building brick and tile. al Co. accounted for most of the syenite 

Pine Bluff Sand & Gravel Co. and Standard output. A host of other companies quar- 

Gravel Co. accounted for most of the sand ried and crushed syenite for use on USS. 

and gravel production. Forty-one of 75 Army Corps of Engineers construction 

| wells drilled for oil and gas were complet- projects. Syenite was also used for roofing 

ed as producers. ‘The success ratio was the granule manufacture, roadstone, ballast, 

highest in south Arkansas, and the county fill, riprap, and concrete aggregate. Sand 

ranked second in the State in discovery of and gravel was dredged in substantial 

new sources of oil supply. One field, quantities from the bed of Arkansas River 

classed as a rediscovery, produced only a by Big Rock Stone and Material Co. and 

small quantity of oil on a daily basis; how- Jeffrey Sand Co. The commodity supplied 

ever, four new pools contributed a com- markets for paving and construction pro- 

bined total of 145 barrels of crude oil dai- grams. | 

ly. A. P. Green Refractories Co. and Stauffer 

Pike.—The county reported mercury pro- Chemical Co. mined kaolin at a greatly in- 

duction for the first time since 1946. Value creased rate and accounted for the county’s 

of the mercury recovered from furnacing first place in the State in quantity and val- 

cinnabar ore was higher than for the com- ue of clay output. Clay was used for refrac- 

bined years of 1945 and 1946, primarily be- tory clay products and chemical substances. 

cause of a substantial increase in price. Porocel Corp. and Stauffer Chemical Co. 

Gypsum production by Dulin Bauxite Co., processed bauxite into products used prin- 

Gypsum Division, accounted for the largest cipally by the oil industry. American 

segment of mineral value. Sand and gravel Cyanamid Co. and Reynolds Mining Corp. 

value increased markedly, but a substantial recorded production of bauxite substantial- 

decrease in stone output resulted in a de- ly above that of 1965. The 3-M Co. manu- 

crease in overall mineral value as com-  factured roofing granules from crushed 

pared with the 1965 output. Tripoli out-  syenite in decreased quantities. 

put was substantially lower than in former . . ; 

years. Diamonds were found by tourists at. Saline-—The county retained third place 
. . in total mineral value recorded in the 

the only naturally occurring diamond-bear- . lumi 
ing deposit in the United States. State. Increased bauxite output by Alum- 

num Company of America (Alcoa), Reyn- 

Pope.—Three mineral commodities—nat- olds Mining Corp., and American Cyana- 

ural gas, sandstone, and sand and gravel— mid Co. accounted for most of the total 

had a combined value about 24 percent value increase. Value of clay, slate, lime, 

under that recorded by the same mineral and sand and gravel was substantially 

products in 1965. Ben M. Hogan Co., Inc., higher than in 1965. Soapstone output was 

and Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Co. sup- lower. A. P. Green Refractories Co. regis- 

plied most of the crushed sandstone used tered a threefold increase in kaolin output. 

by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and A marked rise in sand and gravel output 

the Arkansas State Highway Department. was due to increased production by Belve- 

Mobley Construction Co., Inc., dredged dere Sand and Gravel Co. Alcoa and Reyn- 

sand and gravel from the bed of the Ar- olds Mining Co. processed larger quantities
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of limestone for lime manufacture than in al production. A substantial gain was due 
1965. The lime was consumed in conver- to increased output of bromine which 
sion of bauxite to alumina at company offset losses scored in production of sand 
alumina plants. The Milwhite Co., Inc., ac- and gravel, petroleum, natural gas, and 
counted for the output of ground soap- natural gas liquids. El Dorado Brick Co. 
stone and slate. Norton Co. reported pro- manufactured brick and tile. At yearend, 
duction of calcined bauxite for the first the county ranked second in petroleum 
time in several years. output. The county continued to be the 
Sebastian.—Combined value of mineral most prolific in oil discoveries as 65 of 129 

output was 6 percent higher than that of Wells drilled were completed as producers. 
1965. An increase in output of natural gas Five wells succeeded in finding mew fields 
was enough to offset value losses incurred designated Bethlehem, Craig, Mt. Holley 
by lower production of the other mineral North, Olin Forest, and Smithville. Total 
commodities. The county was second in daily production rate was 507 barrels with 
natural gas production in the State. Eight API gravities ranging from 23° to 46°. 
of 15 wells drilled for natural gas were Field development drilling activities result- 
successes. An exploratory well encountered ¢d in the discovery of seven new oil pools. 
gas in the McGuire Member of the Atoka Four refineries and two gas treatment 
Formation and resulted in the new Hackett plants operated throughout the year. 
field. Two new pools were discovered in Washington.—Production of stone dimin- 
the Ewing field; the wells indicated initial ished and offset increases in output of nat- 
gas output rates at 5.8 million cubic feet ural gas and sand and gravel. The Arkan- | 
per day from the Morris Sand of the Atoka sas State Highway Department consumed 
Formation and 1.1 million cubic feet per the entire production of sand and gravel. 
day from the Penters Formation. Sand and McClinton Brothers Co. and Reynolds and 
Gravel was produced by Arkhola Sand and Williams quarried and crushed limestone 
Gravel Co. and Shoffner Sand and Gravel for concrete aggregate and  roadstone; 
Co. Acme Brick Co. mined and processed McClinton Brothers Co. marketed a signifi- 
clay for building brick and heavy clay cant tonnage of agricultural limestone. 
products. S & S Co. manufactured light- Only the Westfork field was gas produc- 
weight aggregate from shale of the Spadra_ tive. Two wells accounted for the entire 
Formation. The Arkansas State Highway output of natural gas from the Sylamore 
Department and the U.S. Army Corps of Sandstone of Mississippian age. 

Engineers provided major markets for White.—Sandstone and sand and gravel 
crushed sandstone -produced by several were the only mineral commodities pro- 
companies. Coal production from one strip duced and their value was double that of 
mine and one underground mine, register- 1965. Acme Materials Co., Inc., Four Bros., 
ing outputs of more than 1,000 tons each, nc. and Freshour Corp. quarried and 
was substantially less than. that reported in processed sandstone for roadstone, riprap, 
1965. and concrete aggregate. The Arkansas State 
Union.—The county retained its rank as Highway Department used the entire out- 

second in the State in total value of miner- put of sand and gravel.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement for the collection of 
mineral data between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the | 
California Department of Natural Resources, Division of Mines and Geology. | 

By L. E. Davis * | 

| 

New production from recently discovered production rose to 942,000 barrels daily, 
gasfields and recently developed oilfields continuing the steady increase begun in 
was responsible for 77 percent of the total 1964. Credit for the increase went to 
inerease in the value of California’s miner- offshore development in the Carpenteria 
al output in 1966 over that in 1965. Petro: and Wilmington (east area) oilfields, and | 
leum and natural gas production rose in to steam-injeetion operations at secondary | 
beth quantity and value. Mineral fuels re- recovery projects in Kern County. A large 
mained the dominant group with an Over» new type waterflood was started in the 
all value increase of nearly 8 percent. Huntington Beach oilfield. The California 

Of 28 nonmetallic mineral commodities Lands Commission leased six offshore tracts 
produced, value of outptt for 17 increased; in the Santa Barbara chanel for oil devel- 
the increase as a group was credited to opment but refuséd bids 6n three parcels 
baron compounds, cement, diatomite, salt, around San Miguel Island, 

sand and gravel, and stone. Value in- The principal areas of new onshore de- 
creases over 1965 totals were reported for 9 velopment were in Kern and Los Angeles 
of 14 metals, led by iron ore, which had a Counties. Statewide, 6 new oilfields and 10 
sharp advance in both quantity and value. yew produetive horizons in old fields were 
Antimony Was produced for the first time discovered in 1966, Capacity of the State’s 

in I5 years. 31 oil refineries was increased 5 percent to 
Consumption, Trade, and Markets—De- 1,427,050 barrels daily. Seven major oil 

Spite the diversity of mineral production Companies increased or modified refinery 
and abundance of mineral resources, Cali- facilities, primarily to boost gasoline pro- 

fornia was not sélf-sufficient in minerals, duction. 
particularly mineral fuels. Refinery receipts Overall natural gas production rose 9 
(all sources) rose 2 percent, and natural percent to more than 715 billion cubic feet 
gas receipts (pipeline) from out-of-State, 3 per year while the output of natural gaé 
percent from 1965. Plants within the State liquids was only slightly lower. 

process ed 2 billion cubic feet more wet gas In 1966, U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp. than in 1965, however, output of natural developed and ad . , : ne lines wd lehele, ped and adopted an improved truck gas liquids declined slightly below that of hovel system for mining b at Boron 
1965, California was third highest in the {p01 S)vcm fOr mining Dorates at Boro eo oe at is expected to reduce mining costs no- nation in petroleum production hut, con- ticeablv. The Iso began ; "4. | iceably. e€ company also began con sumed more petroleum products than any meta _ | a, | structing a plant to produce anhydrous bo- other State, and sixth in output of natural . . he 
gas yet received nearly 1,200 billion cubic THe au id by a hed P rocess with sta rtup of 
feet from sources outside the State. procuction scheduled for April 1967. 

Trends and Developments.—California oil Fran eysical scientist, Bureau of Mines, San | 

133 ! 

|
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Table 1.—Mineral production in California ' 

a 
1965 1966 

Mineral Short tons Short tons 
(unless other- Value (unless other- Value 
wise stated) (thousands) wisestated) (thousands) 

Se 

Antimony ore and concentrates (content)-------- ----- oak 1 (2) . 

Asbestos________----.__--_-_------------------ 74,587 $6,177 81,671 $6 ,945 

Barite (crude)___...___.--..------------------ 4,000 21 15,000 104 

Boron minerals___.-__.-___.------------------ 807 ,000 64,180 866 , 000 68 ,209 

Cement__._.___-----_------376-pound barrels__ 45,352,000 144,852 45,387,000 146 ,302 

Clays_.-__---------------------------------- 3,207,236 7,226 2,984,000 6,708 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_------- 1,165 825 1,078 780 

Feldspar_.___---------------------long tons_- 95,975 WwW 100,915 WwW 

Gem stones______-____-_--------------------- NA 200 NA 200 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
troy ounces__- 62 ,885 2,201 64,764 2,267 

Gypsum____..------------------------------- 1,611,000 3,881 1,207 ,000 3,064 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.).-_.------ 1,810 565 1,976 597 

Lime__.______------------------------------- 602 , 000 11,073 552,000 8, 764 

Magnesium compounds from sea-water bitterns 
(partly estimated)_..-.-----M,O equivalent- - 195,652 r 7,955 87,816 7,413 

Mercury.____-----------------76-pound flasks - - 13 ,404 7,650 16,070 7,100 

Natural gas___..___.--------million cubic feet__- 660 ,384 204,059 3715,113 3 223 ,175 

Natural-gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and cycle products 

thousand gallons--_- 655, 780 49 ,850 634 , 638 48 ,867 
LP gases______-_-.----------------d0o-_-- 339 , 082 15,467 353 ,164 17 ,304 

Peat__.._.-______-.-------------------------- 30,905 434 29 ,235 884 | 

Petroleum (crude)_ thousand 42-gallon barrels -- 316 , 428 753 ,099 4 345,295 812 , 834 

Pumice, pumicite, and volcanic cinder-___ ------- 676 ,000 1,744 580 , 000 1,763 

Salt (common) __._.___----------------------- __ 1,688,000 W 1,693 ,000 W 

Sand and gravel____._------------------------ 118,310,000 136,227 120,692,000 139 ,157 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
troy ounces. - 196, 787 254 190,000 246 

Stone 5._._____-_-__-------------------------- 42,575,000 59,668 43,051,000 61 ,336 

Sulfur ore______-------------------long tons-- 360 2 557 5 

Tale, pyrophyllite and soapstone.__.----------- 141 , 074 1,725 138 ,340 1,847 

Tin concentrates (content)_____.-_.------------ W WwW 13 21 

Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ____------ 225 66 335 97 | 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Bromine, 
calcium chloride, calcite (optical grade), car- 
bon dioxide, coal (lignite), diatomite, iodine, . 

iron ore, lithium minerals, mica (scrap), molyb- 
denum, perlite, platinum-group metals, potas- 
siumsalts, rare-earth metals, sodium carbonate, 
sodium sulfate, tungsten concentrates, uranium, 
wollastonite, and values indicated by symbol W- xX 117,897 xX 133 ,870 

Total_________._-_.------------------- XX +11,597,298 xx 1,699 ,359 
eee eee 

r Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Value 
of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 

1 dacayon as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Less than 14 unit. 
8 Final figure; supersedes figure given in commodity section. 
4 Includes condensate. 
5 Includes slate. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in American Potash & Chemical Corp. began 

constant 1957-59 dollars installing additional steam and _ electric 
(Millions) power facilities at Trona that would ex- 

pand power capacity by 50 percent and 
Year Value! provide greater flexibility for present 

1957_............................... $1,655 Operations and a basis for increases in pro- 
1958__________-______-.------------- 1,517 : ’ o7: 
1969 2 1'460 duction. The company’s new facility to 

1960_._________-_____----------- ee 1/415 produce granular potassium sulfate was 

fog art scheduled for operation in April 1967. In 

1963 ___._------_--__----------------- 11505 the spring, American Potash constructed a 

1Gh--------conn2772-TTTTTTTTTTTTTZZ«~—«11B79--“Rvel type of solar evaporating pond to 
1966_______-________--_-------------- 1,659 develop techniques for preconcentrating 

TTT TT brine. At Lompoc, Johns-Manville Corp. 
p Preliminary. . . . 
1 Data for 1957, 1959-65 revised. began a modernization and expansion pro-
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum, natural gas, cement, and total value of 
mineral production in California. 

gram to increase the output of diatomite struction of Bullard’s Bar Dam on the Yu- 
filter aids 10 percent by mid-1968. The ba River. 
company purchased 1,535 acres of diato- Merck & Co., Inc., completed a multi- 

mite ore: bearing prep aqyacent ned 1t8 million-dollar modernization and revamp- 
Present Mane ane mi, anc’ executed a4 ing of its marine magnesium plant and Wehr Geothermal, Tne n'a Joint vee, een equipment at South San Franc ture with another company, began ship- co. Sierra Lime Products Corp. completed 

ping liquid calcium chloride from a pilot ne P eo on stream a lime plant near 
plant located at one of its thermal wells in “°°” orado County. Port Costa Clay 
Imperial County. Expansion of the output Products Co., a subsidiary of Homestake 
was planned for 1967. Lassenite Industries, Mining Co., completed a $6 million expan- 
Inc., planned to begin producing pozzolan Sion of its brick and lightweight aggregate 
at its pit and plant near Hallelujah Junc- facility in Contra Costa County. The new 

tion, Lassen County, early in 1967. The 3-million-barrel-per-year cement plant of 
plant product was to be used in the con- Western Industries, Inc., Kern County, was
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- — Man- Number of Injury rates per 
oe Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days . worked worked ———_—_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- ‘Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: . 
Coal and peat____._____ 85 . 198 7 58 aa 2 34.52 86 
Metal_______2____.___ 2,770 244 675 5,397 1 137 25.57 2,049 
Nonmetal____=_-_-_-_-_- 4,914 274 1,347 10,904 1 164 15.13 1,159 
Sand and gravel________ 5,184 233 1,205 9,784 9 179 19.22 5,996 
Stone____.__ 222. - 4,727 295 1,396 11,196 6 119 11.16 3,856 

Total.._.__.....---_ 17,680 268 4,630 37,339 17 601 16.55 3,362 

1966: P oo - | 
Coal and peat_.__-__--- 35 179 6 51 _-- _-- — _-- 
Metal_..-_-__._-__.----- 3,080 246 759 6,077 5 164 27.81 6 , 832 
Nonmetal_______--_--- 5,310 263 1,399 11,237 3 201 18.15. 2,540 
Sarid and gravel_____--- 5,445 237 1,289 10,377 3 219 21.389 3,450 
Stone__.._..---.------ 4,600 296 1,363 10,929 nee 171i =—s:« 115.65 634 

Total.....-.-------- 18,470 261 4,816 38,671 11 £©755 19.81 2,917 

P Preliminary. - | 7 

Table 4.—Principal custom mills, commercial grinding plants, and primary smelters in 1966 

Nearest city Minerals | 
Company County or town processed Remarks 

American Smelting and Refin- Contra Costa. __ Selby__........ Lead, zine, sil- - Smelter, refinery, and 
ing Company. ver, gold. fuming plant. 

The Wilbur Ellis Co__._-___._-. Fresno___-_-.___ Fresno_-....... Nonmetals___._. Commercial grinding. 
Standard Industrial Minerals, Inyo.__.-.-.-._.- Bishep_=-----.-. ~---do__.____-- Do. , 

Inc. 
Macco Corp___.__----------- Kern_____.----. Rosamond__-._. --~-do__-___--- Do. 
Calada Materials Co______.__._. Los Angeles_..._. Harbor City__._ ._.-do_...___-- Do. 
American Minerals Co_______. -.--do__----.-- Los Angeles_.... ...-do____.__-- Do. 
“Western Tale Co____-__---_-. _---do___..---- ~---d0_=.------ =. --do_.-..- -_- Do. 
Industrial Minerals Co.__..._.. Sacramento...-. Florin..._-----. ----do.:..-.--- |. Do.. 
Kaiser Steel Corp_._._.._._...-- San Bernardino. Fontana_...-... Iron ore__-___-. Blast furnaces, steel 

. -_ plants, and fabri- 
. cating plants. 

Minerals, Pigments ahd Metals ___-do_..-..--. Victorville.._._... Nonmetals..__._._. Commercial grinding. 
Division, Chas, Pfizer & Co., 

ne. oe . 
Yuba Minerals & Milling Co__.. Sutter_.......__. Sutter__......_. ..--do___.-__-- Do. 

nearing completion and was expected to be Co., Inc., acquired the assets and business 

on stream early in 1967. of Southern California Minerals Co. The 

Utah Construction & Mining Co., under latter mined and/or processed nonmetallic 

a long term lease with the State of Califar- minerals such as clays, limestone, sand- 

nia, acquired a substantial acreage at the stone, and talc. Molycorp, the world’s larg- 

mouth of the Russian River containing an est producer of rare-earth compounds, ex- 

estimated 60 million tons of sand and grav- panded its Mountain Pass facilities, San 
el. Utah plans to dredge the sand and grav- —_ Bernardino Coun ty, to an annual capacity 

el from the river bed ane ae the of 50 million pounds of rare-earth (oxide) 
material to San Francisco Bay for process- Concentrates and 20,000 pounds of euro- 
ing and sale. The first sale will be 800,000 ; : 

pium oxide. 
tons for use as backfill on the trans-bay . 
tube of the Bay Area Rapid Transit Sys- The iodine extraction plant of The Dow 
tem. New Idria Mining & Chemical Co. an- Chemical Co. in Orange County was 

nounced the negotiation of a long-term phased out in September. Morris P. Kirk & 
lease for a phosphate deposit in San Benito Son, Inc., announced that plans to build a 

County and expected to begin commercial new metals smelting and refining plant in 

production within a year. Chas. Pfizer & Contra Costa County had been abandoned.
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Exploration for minerals and metals in water produced with petroleum, (2) shal- 

California was at a high level in 1966, with low saline aquifers, (3) transported sea 
129 active exploration projects reported, water, and (4) waste irrigation water. 
Companies were searching for 20 commodi- Studies of the treatment needed for waste 
ties, but gold was most actively sought with irrigation water were being conducted in | 
55 projects, followed by talc with 10, mer- cooperation with the California Depart- : 
cury 9, lead 7, asbestos and clay 5 each, ment of Water Resources, Bureau of Recla- 

uranium 4, and copper; silver, and tung- mation, Federal Water Polution Control 

sten 3 each. Administration, and other related agencies. 

Legislative and Government Programs,— In cooperation with the City of Long 
Public land orders restored over 18,000 Beach, the San Francisco Petroleum Re- 
acres of land to mineral location and leas- Seatch Office completed a pilot-plant study 
ing under U.S. mining laws, most of which of methods for controlling deposition of 

was restored by the Bureau of Land Man- barium sulfate scale in oil well pumps. 
agement, U.S. Department of the Interior. The study indicated that scale deposition 

Other land orders withdrew about 27,000 could be reduced significantly by coating 
acres for use by Federal agencies, principal- the pump impellers and diffusers with a 
ly the Department of Defense (U.S. Navy), Smooth plastic. | | 
and the Department of Agriculture (US. Several projects related to exploration | 

Forest Service). At yearend applications for and exploitation of minerals from the ma- ! 
withdrawal were pending for additional rine environment were initiated at the Bu- | 

lands totaling nearly 5,600 acres, California Yeau of Mines Marine Minerals Technology | 
received U.S. Treasury checks in the Center at Tiburon. One of these projects | 
amount of $3,155,537.56 in bonuses, royal: was a joint Bureau of Mines-Geological 
ties, and rentals from mineral leases and Survey attempt to find new deposits of 
permits on Federal lands within the State heavy metals, and to develop new and im- 
borders in 1966, over $380,000 more than proved techniques needed in undersea te- 
in 1965. | , source delineation. To assist in these stud- 

On October 5, 1965, the Lead-Zinc Stabi- ies, a 205-foot vessel obtained from the 
lization Program was extended to De- U.S. Naval Reserve Fleet “was being: con: 

cember 31, 1969, by enactment of Public verted to a marine mining research vessel, 

Law 89-238. Revisions under the law re: R/ V Virginia City, a 37-foot boat was be- 
quired producers to be recertified after ing converted to a research craft for geo- , 

June 1, 1966, to be eligible for stabilization graphical investigations, and a large test | 

payments. Of the three applications received tank was under construction at the Center 

from California producers since enactment for testing of marine mineral sampling 
of the program in Qctober 1962, two had equipment in controlled environments. 

been recertified and one had been with- The Bureau of Mines Berkeley Thermo- 
drawn, suspended, or otherwise disqualified. dynamics Laboratory conducted thermo- 
No payments were made on 1966 produc- dynamic studies on silicates, refractory car- 

tion. bides, metal borates, and copper oxides. A 

~The San Francisco Petroleum Research study also was made oh the mineral ser- 

Office, in cooperation with the Naval Pe- pentine to determine thermodynamic con- 
troleum Reserve, completed a study that ditions that exist during the natural for- 

provided the basis for calculating the posi- ™ation of chrysolite asbestos. 
tion of injection wells, and the flow rates The Region II Field Office, Office of 

of water into the wells, that would prevent Minerals Exloration (OME), U.S. Geologi- 
migration of oil from the Elk Hills-Asphal- cal Survey, received six applications from 

to 24 Z area of the petroleum reserve in persons interested in exploring for Califor- 

California. Tests also were underway to nia minerals under the OME program. Of 
find methods of treating water for injec- these, 5 applications were processed and 
tion into wells in the San Joaquin Valley five contracts were let. Seven contracts were 

oilfields to increase oil production by active at yearend, 2 of which were con- 

waterflooding. Water sources included (1) tinued from 1965.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES : 

_ MINERAL FUELS * Rio Vista, largest of the dry-gas fields and 
Carbon Black.—Overall production of highest in btu content, yielded nearly 20 

carbon black advanced 16 percent over the Percent of the total output. Other fields 
1965 total. Although increases were report- With high yields in 1966 were the Grimes 
ed for all grades but one, the most marked (33 billion cubic feet), Moleno offshore 
rise was in thermal black. Continental Car- (30 billion), and Dutch Slough (23 bil- 

bon Co., at Bakersfield, and United Carbon 00). A total of 61 development wells 
Co., Inc., at Mojave, Kern County, each were drilled in 32 fields during the year. 

produced five grades of carbon black from he most active development drilling oc- 
liquid hydrocarbons. Shell Chemical Co., at CUrred in the Sherman Island and Malton 
Pittsburg, Contra Costa County, produced fields in the Sacramento Valley, and the 
thermal black from natural gas as a by- €n Section field in San Joaquin Valley. 
product of hydrogen production in an am- Significant production increases were re- 

monia fertilizer plant. Output averaged Ported from the Coles Levee North and 
about 5 pounds of carbon black per gallon Dutch Slough fields in the San Joaquin 
from liquid hydrocarbons and 9.5 pounds Valley. Major declines occurred at the 
per thousand cubic feet from natural gas, Bunker and Thorton West-Walnut Grove 

Plant outputs were used in the rubber, fields in the Sacramento Valley, and at the 
chemical, and metal industries. McMullin Ranch field in the San Joaquin 

Carbon Dioxide.—Tidewater Oil Co. and Valley. 
Standard Oil Co. of California extracted Exploratory drilling resulted in the dis- 
carbon dioxide from natural gas in natural Overy of two new gasfields, seven new pro- 
gasoline plants near Taft, Kern County. ducing formations in existing fields, and 
Plant output by Tidewater rose 7 percent ¢Xtension of the productive area of the 

above that of 1965 and was sold to bottlers Rice Creek field, in the Sacramento Valley. 
of carbonated beverages. Standard did not Four gasfields discovered in earlier years 
market any carbon dioxide, but removed egan producing in 1966. The most impor- 
the gas to insure that the natural gas ‘tant of these was the Clarksburg field, dis- 
would meet pipeline specifications. covered in 1963, in the Sacramento Valley. 

Coal (Lignite)—American Lignite Prod- The quantity of gas injected for re-pres- 
ucts Co., Inc., the State’s only lignite pro- SUTing and pressure-maintenance operation, 

ducer, mined lignite from an open pit Was down 20 percent from 1965. 
mine near Ione, Amador County. The en- Natural Gas Liquids.—The volume of wet 
tire mine output was processed by the firm 848 processed rose 2 billion cubic feet over 

to recover several grades of wax, which that of 1965; production of natural gas liq- 
were sold to the carbon paper, polish, and uids, however, continued to decrease al- 

rubber industries. Production was virtually though the decline from 1965 was less than 
the same as in 1965. 1 percent. The volume of liquefied petro- 

Coke.—California’s only coking facility leum (LP) gas produced was up 4 percent 
was operated by Kaiser Steel Corp. at its but the output of natural gasoline and cy- 
Fontana steel plant, San Bernardino Cle products was down over 3 percent. Of 
County. The coke was consumed in the the eight contiguous counties where natu- 

company’s blast furnaces and coke breeze ‘4! gas liquids were produced, only Santa 
was used in the nearby agglomerating Barbara County, with a 10-percent rise 

plant. Consumption of coke and coke Over that of 1965, had a significant in- 
breeze declined 3 and 20 percent, respec- Crease. Kern County output was up 3 per- 
tively, from 1965 levels. The company ob- cent. Several plants were shut down during 

tained its coking coal from captive mines the year and changes were made in others, 
in New Mexico and Utah. but at yearend 63 were operating, un- 

Natural Gas.—Marketed production of changed from 1965. The continued high 

natural gas rose 8 percent above 1965 with demand for LP gas, principally butane, 
55 percent of the output coming from oil Prompted some shifts in operating proce- 
zones. Dry-gas production from 110 fields ures. Total value of natural gas liquids 
in 22 counties averaged about 875 million Neg repared by Calvin H. Riggs, Petroleum and 
cubic feet daily, up 13 percent from 1965. Praveiseo’ Gali Bureau of Mines, San



Table 5.—Natural gas (marketed production)' natural gas liquids, and petroleum produced in 1966, by counties 

Petroleum 2 Natural gas, marketed production Natural gas liquids 

Average number of Natural gasoline and 
producing wells Produc- Oil zones Dry gas zones cycle products LP gases 

County ——___—___-—_-——_——_ tion Value SS SO 
(thousand (thousand Million Million Number 

Oil Dry gas ___ barrels) dollars) cubic Thousand cubic Thousand of Thousand Thousand Thousand Thousand 
feet dollars feet dollars plants gallons dollars gallons dollars 

Butte_________._.___- a 24 a --- --- —_— 8,329 $2 , 076 aa. _-- --- Lae a 4 
Colusa_._____-__.-_--- se 90 — oe oe =e 14 ,888 4,430 _-- ae — a oe ac 
Contra Costa___.__---- 38 60 577 $1,885 3,211 $1 , 060 28,391 9,057 ae a a _-- _o- tI 
Fresno____.-...------- 2,861 1 21,762 55,552 22 ,892 7,554 90 WwW 2 WwW WwW WwW WwW z 
Glenn______.-...-_--- — 99 ee —_— _— --- 15,406 4,529 _-- _— — a-- — | 
Humboldt_____..____- _— 21 a a _-- a 2,977 893 aoe _-- nae a a Zz 
Kern.._..-_.......--. 20,439 97 120,645 269,754 146,245 48,261 8,812 2,573 18 166,258 $18,740 115,880 $5,976 7 
Kings____-...--...---- 210 8 1,143 3,348 24 ,382 8,046 1,555 468 3 WwW WwW WwW WwW e 
Los Angeles_______..-- 7,933 12 90,127 218,748 73,882 «22,918 1,470 441 18 153,307 11,906 53 ,908 2,491 is 
Madera_______.-.__--- es 18 a a ee ee 1,886 536 —— —_— a es _-- 
Monterey___.__--_--_-- 870 —_ 17,498 24,208 3,230 1,066 a — —— a oe _— oe 2 
Orange_____________--_ 3,962 Z 39,878 ~ 92,947 29 337 9,100 999 300 5 97,881 7,460 16,511 137 oS 
Riverside. _.._-_._.--- 3 --- 18 W WwW WwW a a _-- oe ee a a on 
Sacramento______----- — 145 _— oe —_— _-e 46 ,343 14,830 ae — ee _— —_— n 
San Benito___.___--__-_- 29 4 129 394 59 20 262 WwW a _-- —_ a — 4 
San Bernardino__.-__-- 22 ae 44 WwW 38 12 —_— —_— ae _-- a a-- _-- me 
San Joaquin___...____- _—— 106 se —_ — — 36,809 9,865 oe —_— on — ue 
San Luis Obispo-_.--_-_-_- 156 — 1,072 1,979 587 194 a oe 1 WwW WwW WwW WwW g 
San Mateo______-_---- 13 — 39 WwW W WwW _-- _-- ae a wee — _— 
Santa Barbara________- 1,720 19 26 , 443 59 , 522 44,944 13 ,942 44,631 13 ,925 6 70,703 5,616 57 ,392 2,780 O 
Solano..._..-.-------- oe 132 ae _- _ _-. 48,584 15,498 ee oe _ _ a m 
Sonoma_______--_.----- ae 5 aoe —_— —_— ae 33 WwW _-- _-- woe oe — rm 
Sutter___......-____-- a 129 _— _— — _-- 48 ,635 14,201 _-. a a _— _— 5 
Tehama___.____-_---- wae 26 —_— ae ae — 2,835 833 a oe a — oe r) 
Tulare_____-_-__-__.---_ 28 39 54 W _-- _-- 4,986 1,511 —_— ae _u- a oe 2 
Ventura___._.__-__.-- 3,050 3 24 ,340 78,760 46,155 14,317 109 WwW 10 98,017 6,147 57,051 2 , 362 iw 
Yolo.____-...--------- — 18 oe _.. oe oe 2,119 570 — oe oe _.- __- > 
Undistributed___-...-- _-- _-- a 377 2 1 _-. 148 a 48 ,472 3,998 52 , 422 2,958 

Total_.......... 41,3384 1,058 348,769 807,474 394,964 126,491 320,149 96 , 684 63 684,638 48,867 353,164 17,304 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Quantity figures courtesy of California Department of Conservation, Division of Oil and Gas. 
2 Excludes condensate. Quantity figures courtesy of Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers. 
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rosé 1.3 percent—up nearly 12 percent for 1,137 wells. The largest single project was 
LP gas aiid down 2 percent for all other. in the Wilmington field, Los Angeles 

Peat~=Production and sales of peat co- County, where Water injection was used to 
tinued a decliné begun in 1964. Output of prévent land siibsidence. Over 248 million 

reed-sédge material came from only two cubic feet of gas was injected daily into 
prodicers, beth in Contra Costa County. A 102 wells to increase oil production at 45 
Riverside County property was abandoned projects. The greatest volumes of gas were 
late in 1965. A Modoc County dépesit injected at large unitized pressure-mainte- 
yielded ali the peat moss and an Orange nance operations in Kern County. 

County pit, all the humus material. The — Exploratory drilling totaled nearly 2 mil- 
latter was sold directly from the pit. About lion feet for 33] wells seeking new produc- 
two-thirds of the reed:sédge matérial was tion. Of these, 35 were discovery wellg for a 
shredded and packaged, and all the peat guecess ratio of 10.5 percent, down from 
moss was kiln dried atid packaged for sale. 14.3 percent in 1968. One new field, the 
All peat materials were sold for general Carpenteria offshore in Santa Barbara 
soil improvement uses with ofily 21 percent County, yielded about 1 million barrels of 
sold in bulk, oil ffom 28 wells drilled from offshore 

Petroleumi.—Production from an average platforms, Several short pathéring lines 
of 41,334 active oil prodticing wells, 128 Were completed between fields and 
more than in 1965, rose 9 percent above refineries, and a right-of-way Was pur- 

| that of the préceding year and averaged chased for a major pipeline to be laid be: 
942,000 barrels daily. The major increases tween the Coalinga field, Kern County, and 
were in the principal producing counties the San Fraricisco Bay area. | 

of Kem, Los Angeles, and Orange. Offshore = 1, Contra Costa County, capacity of the 
production rose to néarly 16 percent of the Shell Oil Co. Martinez + efinery was more 

State total. ; . | , than dotibled during the year, to 86,000 
Completion of 79 new wells in the East barrels of crude oil daily, and gasoline pro- 

Wilmington offshote field added 10 million auction was incteased from 4,000 to 54,000 
bartels itt 1966, and steam injection and barrels daily, At the Richmond refinery of 
new drilling increased the yield from ‘the Standard Oil Co. of California, installation 
Kern River field, Kern County, by 6 mil- was completed on a 64,000-barrel-per-day 

lion barrels. Other fields showing substah- hydyocracking unit and a 44,500-barrel:per- 
tal iticreases ip production rates were the day solvent-deasphalting unit to process 

Coalinga, McKittrick, and Cymric int Kern low value residuals into gasoline. In Solana 
Couiity, the Huntington Beach in Orange County, Humble Qil and Refining Co. 

County, ang the San Ardo m Sani . Luis started construction of its new 72,000-bar-: 
Obispo Coufity. New oil wells in all coun- tel-per-day Benecia refiriery. Four other 

ties totaled 1,969, an increase of 5 percent. refineries | were nearing completion or 

Average dépth of new wells was only 2,906 under construction, one each by Atlantic 
feet, compared with 3,220 in 1965, reflect- Richfield Co., Douglas Gil Co. of Califor: 
ing the drilling activity 1 shallow fields nia, Sequoia Refining Co., and Texaco Ine. 
for thermal (steam) stimulation. 

Thermal recovery methods, particularly NONMETALS 

steam Stimulation, accounted fdr produé: 

tion iftreases totaling 125,000 barrels daily Asbestos.—A high percentage of the 1966 
from 5,079 wells. Of the 223 active steam increase in domestic asbestos production 
injection projects, 139 were in Kern was credited to California producers, who 
County, principally in the Coalinga, Kern accounted for 65 percent of the total out- 
River, and Midway-Sunset fields. The larg- put. Four companies produced chrysotile 
est project, that of Tidewater Oil Co. in asbestos fiber—Atlas Minerals Corp. and 
the Kern River field, included about 2,000 Coalinga Asbestos Co., Fresno County; 
wells, Twenty in situ combustion projects Pacific Asbestos Corp., Calaveras County; 
were operated in 18 fields, up from 16 and Union Carbide Corp., San Benito 
projects in 10 fields during 1965. County. The latter company processed the 

Waterflood projects totaled 168, includ- crude material in a plant at King City, 
ing 15 begun during the year. About 1.7 Monterey County, whereas the other pro- 
million barrels of water was injected into ducers operated plants near the mine sites.
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Most of the processed material was used to sold principally for use as a soil fumigant. 
manufacture products for the construction American Potash & Chemical Corp. recov- 
industry. Three of the four producers pre- ered elemental bromine from Searles Lake 
pared only group 7 fiber; the fourth pre- brines in its Trona plant, San Bernardino 
pared and shipped groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 County and sold it to the chemical and 
fiber. Shipments were made to domestic pharmaceutical industries. Output was 
and foreign customers. Asbestos Bonding nearly 6 percent below that of 1965. 
Co., a Napa County producer in 1965, shut Calcite (Optical Grade)—A small quan- 
down its operations indefinitely. tity of optical grade calcite was mined near 

Barite——Production of crude barite rose Mount Baldwin, Mono County, for Bausch 
sharply over that in 1965 with most of the © Lomb, Inc,, and shipped to the company 
increase corning from the Leviathan mine, 1" Rochester, N.Y. Qutput was almost 20 
San Bernardino County. Increased output percent of that in 1965. 
also was reported from the Walton deposit, Calcium Chloridé.—Liquid calcium chlor- 
Inyo County, arid the Embree property, ide was recovered from Bristol Lake brine, 
Tulare County, began production. Ship- San Bernardino County, by Leslie Salt Co. 

ments of crude ore to grinders were up and National Chloride Co. of America, and 
more than threefold but shipments of from well brine by Chloride Products, Inc., 
ground barite increased only 11 percent. near Calipatria, Imperial County. The lat- 
Six grinding plants operated in the State. ter was a new producer. Hill Bros. Chemi- . 
Of thosé, two were operated by California cal Co. purchased liquid calcium chloride : 
barite producers (San Diego and Sutter and prepared a flake product in a plant | 
Counties), two were custom grinders (Sac: hear Bristol Lake. More liquid but less | 
ramento and Fresno Counties), and two flake products were produced and_ sold 
depended on either purchased crude barite than in 1965. The finished products were | 
or crude ore received from compariy mines sold for use as a hygroscopic agents and a | 
outside the State (Los Angeles and Kern). fireproofing materials to customers in Ari- 
A barium chemicals plant in Stanislaus zona, Nevada, and California. 

County tsed crude barite preduced at a Cement.—Production and shipments of 
company mine in Nevada. portland cement were virtually unchanged 1 

Boron Minerals and Compgunds.—Bedded from 1965 levels. However, shipments from | 

borate deposits in Kern and Inyo Counties, southern California ills rose by 634,000 | 
and brines of Searles Lake, San Bernardino — barrels whereas shiprients from northern 
County, yielded all the domiestic produc: California mills were down nearly 600,000 
tion of boron minerals and compounds. In barrels. About 3.8 million barrels was 
Inyo County; Kern County Land Co. shipped to out-of-State customers. As in 

mined colemanite and U. S. Borax and 1965, total apparent consumption in Cali- 
Chemical Corp. mined both colemanite fornia was 42 million barrels, including re- 
and ulexite. The latter refined crude bor- ceipts from other States. 
ates fromi the company’s open-pit mine, Plant expansion and modernization by 
Kern County, in plants in Kern and Los cement companies raised the combined an- 
Angeles Counties. American Potash & ual production capacity for 13 plants to 
Chemical Corp, and Stauffer Chemical Co. 58,750,000 barrels by yearend: The Pacific 
extracted boron compounds from briies in Western Industries, Inc.; 3-million-barrel 
plants at Searles Lake. Stauffer also pro- Los Robles plant, Kern County, was near- 
duced high-purity boron chemicals in its ing completion and shiprtients were sched- 
San Francisco plant using purchased Kem _ uled to begin in February 1967. 
County borates. Total output of boron Clays-About 2.7 million tons of clay 

compourids was higher but the value was was mined at captive operations, a drop of 
below that in 1965. nearly 10 percent frem that of 1965. Total 

Bromine and Bromine Compounds.—FMC output, sold and used, was down 7 percent. 
Corp. extracted elemental bromine from The declines were attributed to reduced 
salt-works bitterns and converted it to construction activity, which resulted in | 
ethylene dibromide in the company plant lower demand for buildirig brick, vitrified 
at Newark, Alameda County. Production sewer pipe, arid portland cement. Fire clays : 
rose 77 percent from 1965 levels and was and miscellaneous clay used in making ce- |
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Table 6.—Finished portland cement 
- (Thousand 376-pound barrels and thousand dollars) 

- . . Shipments from mills 

Value Stocks Esti- 
District ! Active Capacity Produc- —_——_-—_—-_——— at mills mated 

plants Dec. 31 tion Quantity Average Dec. 31 con- 
Total per sumption 

barrel 

1965: 
Northern California___ 6 21,150 19,402 19,619 $63,804 $3 .25 1,511 18 ,394 
Southern California - -_ 7 $86,000 25,770 25,7383 81,048 3.15 1,744 23 , 800 

Total_.-._-------- 18 57,150 45,172 45,352 144,852 3.19 3,255 42,194 

1966: 
Northern California___ 6 21,150 18,930 19,020 638,088 3.32 1,372 17 ,912 
Southern California _ -- 7 $7,600 26,391 26,367 83,214 3.16 1,776 24,414 

Total. ___._------- 18 58,750 45,321 45,387 146,302 3.22 3,148 42 ,326 

1 Northern and Southern California are divided by the northern boundaries of San Luis Obispo and Kern 
Counties and the western boundaries of Inyo and Mono Counties. 

1 

Table 7.—Source and destination of shipments of portland cement 
(Thousand 376-pound barrels) 

- Source a 

Northern California Southern California Total 
Destination mills mills 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 

Northem California.............----. 16,904 15,982 1,170 1,240 18,074 17,172 
Souther California___..-..----.------ 482 359 23 , 294 24,039 23,776 24 ,398 
Nevada____.____-------------------- 303 215 969 632 1,272 847 
Oregon____-_.------------------------ Ww Ww Ww WwW (1) (2) 
Arizona____.------------------------ --- --- 204 267 204 267 
Other_.-_.-------------------------- 31,9830 32,514 496 4189 2,026 2,703 

Total___.___--.--------------- 19,619 19,020 25,733 26,367 45,352 45 ,387 

Building material dealers.___.____---- _ 1,404 1,171 3,307. + 2,898 4,711 4,064 
Concrete product manufactures ___----- 1,526 1,840 2,766 3,090 4,292 4,930 
Ready-mixed concrete____.----------- 12,791 11,637 16,943 17,148 29 , 734 28 ,785 
Contractors and Government agencies_ -- 3,713 4,251 2,446 2,962 6,159 7,213. 
Miscellaneous and own use_-_---------- 185 121 271 274 456 395 

Total_______.-_-_-_------------ 19,619 19,020 25,733 26,367 45,352 45 ,387 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other.” 7 
1 Included with “Other; total 1,085,000 barrels shipped from northern and southern California to Oregon. 
2 Included with ‘“‘Other;” total 1,171,000 barrels shipped from northern and southern California to Oregon. 
3 Includes Alaska, Colorado (1965), Idaho, New Mexico, Oregon, Washington, Foreign countries, and U.S. 

Possessions and Territories. 
4 Includes Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho (1966), Iowa, Kansas (1966), Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska (1966), 

New Mexico, Oklahoma (1966), Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington, and foreign countries. 

ment and heavy clay products represented Diatomite——Four open-pit operations 
over 59 percent of all clays sold or used. near Lompoc, Santa Barbara County, ac- 

Ball clay was mined at three properties, counted for most of the diatomite produc- 
two in San Bernardino County and one in tion. In Napa County, interplant ship- 
Stanislaus County. Bentonite was produced ments of diatomaceous silica were made 
from five mines, two in Inyo County, and from stockpile and the material ground for 
one each in Imperial, San Benito, and San pozzolan. Diatomite was mined from a new 

Bernardino Counties. Fuller’s earth pro- deposit, the Castelan in Shasta County, and 

duction came from two deposits in Inyo prepared for use as a filler in fertilizers. A 

County. Kaolin was mined from one depos- low-grade diatomaceous material was 
it in Mono County and two properties in mined in Tuolumne County and used for 
Orange County. Fire clays and stoneware lightweight aggregate. Crude sales dropped 

clays were mined from 22 deposits in eight 70 percent while prepared sales rose 10 
counties, and miscellaneous clays from 58 percent, compared with 1965 levels. Pre- 

properties in 29 counties. pared sales, in order of greatest demand,
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Table 8.—Clays sold or used, by counties 

- 1965 a 1966 - 
Clays used in Clays used in 7 

County cement and Total clays cement and Total clays 
heavy clay ——-——-———-_-—_ heavy clay ——-—-—-—_--—__--__ 
products products 

(short tons) Short tons Value (short tons) Short tons Value 

Alameda_-__------------- 20 ,030 21 ,3830 $35 ,954 9,392 11,392 $21,596 
Amador__-_.------------ 15,404 74,400 406 ,572 10,792 79 ,006 369,760 
Calaveras.___----------- 192 ,339 WwW W 163 , 888 WwW WwW 

Contra Costa__---------- 53 , 900 53 ,900 81,120 52,500 81,500 118,700 

Inyo___--.-------------- woo ee 9,124 39 , 553 ~o eee 7,717 38,810 

Kern____---------------- 51,975 WwW 122,415 37,932 W 187,481 

Lake___-_--------------- 100 2,200 13 , 000 1,800 2,700 15,957 

Los Angeles__.--.-------- 385,215 385 ,988 501 , 038 173,106 173 ,806 240,596 

Madera___--._----------- 7,650 7,650 9,563 7,650 7,650 9,563 

Modoc___---_------------ ----- WwW WwW ---- 4,700 5,875. 

Orange___._.._---------- 72,328 241 ,425 852 ,426 81,139 243 ,061 812,058 
Placer___._-------------- 147,797 WwW W 143 ,010 WwW Ww 
Plumas__.__------------ ----- 3,600 6 , 624 ----- ----- _---- 
Riverside___-__---------- 324 ,390 384 ,616 874 , 770. 337 ,336 339 ,336 625,715 
Sacramento_.-_---------- 14,405 17 ,626 25,091 10,700 14,666 19,418 
San Bernardino___-__----- 203 , 407 269 ,011 914,105 132 ,904 172 , 759 320 ,349 
San Joaquin____._--_---- 35 ,483 WwW WwW 29 ,197 W WwW 
San Luis Obispo____------ 9,150 9,150 11,438 9,149 9,149 11,436 
San Mateo_.__---------- 177 ,945 W WwW 184,615 WwW WwW 

Santa Clara__._.__..----- 20 ,150 20,150 20,150 6, 732 6,732 6,732 

Santa Cruz_.___-----_--- 193 ,919 W WwW 184 ,161 WwW WwW 

Shasta__..-------------- 90,583 W WwW 90,800 WwW Ww 

Siskiyou___._----.------- ----- 4,200 7,728 ~a--- 70,000 87,500 

Stanislaus__--_.--------- 2,801 4,157 21,921 1,612 3,112 23 ,269 

Sutter._...-_.--.-------- 23 ,875 WwW WwW 13 ,987 WwW Ww 

Trinity__.__.-._.-------- ----- 1,300 2 ,392 ----- a ----e 

Tulare___.-------------- 4,050 4,050 5,100 4,600 4,600 5,900 

Yuba___---------------- 20,055 WwW W 11,151 WwW WwW 

Other counties_...__.---.  1°97,767 2°1,693 359 2°3,274,885 199,754 21,752,201 23,836,461 

Total._._._...---. 2,164,718 3,207,236 7,225,845 1,777,907 2,984,087 6,707 ,676 
ee ~SwN No 

r Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other 

counties.”’ 
1 Includes Fresno, Marin, and San Diego counties. 
2 Includes Fresno, Imperial, Marin, Mono, Napa, San Benito, San Diego, Sonoma, Ventura, and counties. 

indicated by symbol W. 

were for filtration, filler, pozzolan, insula- tinued lag in residential comstruction. 

tion, and lightweight aggregate. Crude gypsum from mines in California, 
Feldspar.—All_ feldspar was obtained Nevada, and Mexico was calcined in Cali- 

from dune sands of the Monterey peninsu- fornia plants. The new wallboard plant of 

la where Del Monte Properties Co. and U.S. Gypsum Co. at Santa Fe Springs, Los 

Owens-Illinois Glass Co. mined and proc- Angeles County, was placed on stream in 

essed feldspathic sands near Pacific Grove. 1966, using calcined gypsum from the com- 

Both companies removed heavy minerals pany plant at Plaster City, Imperial 
from the sand, Owens-Illinois by magnetic County. 

i h flot - e . . , 

separation and Del Monte by frot a Iodine.—Crude iodine was _ recovered 
tion. The latter also produced feldspar and ; . . 
i trates by flotation and blended from oil well brines in the Los Angeles 

St iV oe end "he, y vctomer specifica basin at the Seal Beach plant of The Dow 

Ne groune’ 1 ra f ° , nufacturi P sani Chemical Co. Dow closed the plant in Sep- 
lons, principally for manuta & San’ tember. The 1966 production was con- 
tary ware and glass fiber. Owens-Illinois oi: ws . 

. ; sumed in making titanium and potassium 
shipped its plant product to company glass sg: qag 

plants. Total marketable feldspar was 5 n ; 
, Deepwater Chemical Co. operated a 

percent above that in 1965. ; plant at Compton, Los Angels County, on 
Gypsum.—Production of crude gypsum . 2. . . 

purchased foreign crude iodine. Various io- 
was 25 percent below the 1965 figure. Out- ye 

. . dates and iodides were produced and some 
put for agricultural use declined because of 4s . 
: . crude iodine resublimed for resale. 
increased byproduct production at phos- 
phoric acid plants and that for manufac- Lime.—Production of lime and dead- 

ture of gypsum products because of a con- burned dolomite declined 9 percent from
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the record high of 1965. The 50,000-ton Mica.—Western Industrial Minerals 
drop was attributed primarly to lesser de- mined and processed mica (sericite schist) 
mand by sugar refineries. Although de- near Ogilby, Imperial County, and sold the 
clines also were reported. for use in recov- product for use in paint. and welding-rod 
ering magnesium. compounds, making re- coating. Sericite was mined at the Banquet 
fractories, sewage: treatment, and petroleum Canyon property of Rockton Mining & 
refining. .Gains.. were reported for use in Manufacturing, Inc., near Saugus, Los An- 
ore treatment and _ processing plants, agri- geles. The material was purchased by Mac- 
culture and soil stabilization, metallurgical co Corp. and ground in its plant at Rosa- 
flux, paper manufacture, and magnesium mond, Kern County, for use in well 
(dtead-burned . dolomite): be . drilling muds. Sunshine Mica Co. at Los 
. Producers used abotit 369,000 tons of Nietos, Los’ Angeles County ground . stock- 
lime in their own plants and sold 183,000 Piled scrap mica for use as an ingredient 

_ tons to California: and out-of-State cus- im paint and roofing materials. The com- 
tomers. California consumers received pany ceased grinding operations in July for 
208,000 tons of lime from producers in Ari: 2" indefinite period. ee 
zona, Missouri; Nevada, ‘Ohio, Utah, and - Near LeGrand; Mariposa County, Kelly- 
Washington,. up slightly from the 1965 to- Moore Paint Co., Inc.,:mined and_stock- 
tal. Overall consumption of primary lime piled mica schist. The material was to be 
in California was about 742,000 tons, 45,000 processed in a flotation plant expected to 
tons less than in 1965. - be on stream in June 1967. - iho, 

Two new lime plants went on stream in _—_ Perlite-—Except for a small tonnage 
1966—near Cool, El Dorado County, by mined in Napa County and used by the 
Sierra Lime Products Corp: and at Rich- producer for lightweight aggregate, crude 

_ mond, Contra Costa County, by U.S. Lime perlite production was limited to the Fish 
Division, The Flintkote Co. In both in- Spring quarry of American Perlite Co.,'In- 
stances ‘plant products were used principal- yo County. American sold the crude mate- 
ly for soil stabilization. . rial to expansion plants in Fresno and Los 

Lithium Compounds.—Dilithium sodium “"8¢les Counties. « - 
phosphate was recovered from Searles Lake A total of 11 expanding plants, 7 of 
brines at Trona, San Bernardino County, Which were in Los Angeles County, operat- 
by American Potash & Chemical Corp. The ed in 6 counties. Production and sales of 

| compound was converted to finished lith- ¢xpanded products declined 10° percent 
ium carbonate. Production and sales were from that of 1965. About 47 percent of the 
up nearly 8 percent from that of 1965 but expanded output was used as plaster aggre- 
the value of the output was lower owing to gate, 28 percent for filter aid, 6 percent 
a unit price drop duririg the year. _ for loose fill insulation, 5 percent as con- 
Magnesium Compounds.—Productioh, ‘Ite aggregate, 4 percent for soil condi- 

sales, and producer consumption of all ene 3 percent as filler, and 7 percent for 
grades of magnesia except heavy USP and % _ Omer Uses. 
technical were lower than in 1965. The de- _ Potassium = ‘Salts——American Potash & 
cline was particularly noticeable in the ma- Chemical Corp. was California’s only pro- 
jor consuming industries—refractories and ducer of potassium compounds, The com- 
pulp and paper. FMC Corp. extracted amy extracted potassium chloride from 
magnesia from salt-works bitterns at plants Searles Lake brines at Trona, San Bernar- 
in Alameda and San Diego Counties. The ‘ino County, and converted part of the latter plant also produced magnesium ©Utput to potassium sulfate. Overall pro- 
chloride. Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical duction was below that of 1965. Less sul- 
Corp. and Merck & Co., Inc., recovered fate was produced but sales were higher. 
magnesia from sea water at plants in Mon- Customers used both products for direct 
terey and San Mateo Counties, respectively. application to soils and in the manufacture 
Kaiser consumed most of its output in the of fertilizers. 
manufacture of refractories, chiefly for use Pumice.—Combined output of crude 
in the Fontana plant of Kaiser Steel Corp. pumice, pumicite, and volcanic cinder de- 
Merck also produced magnesium carbonate clined nearly 15 percent and that of pre- 
and magnesium trisilicate. pared material was down 13 percent from
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1965 levels. Sales declines were most notice-. struction, flood’ control programs, and 
able for crude pumice and pumicite, down water resource projects. In most areas of 
97 percent, and prepared volcanic cinder, major sand and gravel production, the vol- 
53 percent lower. Only 23 percent of the ume of: material produced for these 
combined output of all materials: was projects more: than offset’ the losses - sus- 
crushed, screened, ground, or otherwise tained for residential construction. Alame- 
processed before shipment. da, Sacramento, and Santa Clara Counties 

Salt.—Seven companies and one metro- Were the exceptions. co _ 
politan water district produced crude salt Of the total output, 109 million tons of 
by solar evaporation. A high percentage of sand and gravel was processed in stationary 
the output was recovered from seawater at or portable plants and 12 million tons was 
salt ponds in three San Francisco Bay area used as pit-run material. Commercial pro- 
counties—Alameda, Napa, and San Mateo. ducers supplied about 103 million tons, the 

Solar salt also was recovered from sea remainder was produced by government 
water in Monterey, Orange, and San Diego crews and on-site contractors. Of the 385 
Counties, and from inland dry lake areas sand and gravel operations in the State 
in Kern and San Bernardino Counties. Les- classified as commercial, 25 produced over 
lie Salt Co., the State’s largest producer, 1 million tons each, 39 between 500,000 
made all grades of salt, including crude, and 1 million tons each, 121 between | 
kiln-dried, and vacuum-refined, at an 100,000 and 500,000 tons each, and 200 less : 
Alameda County plant. Morton Salt Co. than 100,000 tons each. : : 
refined purchased crude salt in an adjacent Sand and gravel was produced in all 58 
plant. All. other plants in California pro- counties, and output ranged from 16,000 
duced only a crude product. Some rock salt tons in Kings County to over 26 million 
was produced by Leslie at Bristol Lake, tons in Los Angeles County. Six other 
San Bernardino County. Although 60 per- counties yielded more than 5 million tons 
cent of the total output went to consumers each—Alameda, Fresno, Orange, Riverside, 
within the State, significant quantities were San Bernardino, and San Diego. 
exported to Canada and Japan, and Production of ground and unground spe- 
shipped to Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Neva-  cialty sands rose appreciably above the 1965 
da, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, figures, particularly for glass manufacture, 
Alaska, and Hawaii. sandblasting, and railroad (engine) use. 

Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand Sodium Compounds.—Sales of sodium 
and gravel rose to a record of nearly 121 compounds were 1 percent above 1965 
million tons, more than 2 million tons figures. Sodium carbonates were down in 
above the previous high of 1965. The in- quantity but up in value while the reverse 
crease was credited to continued high de- was true for the sulfates. Pittsburgh Plate 
mand for materials used in highway con- Glass Co. recovered soda ash and sodium 

Table 9.—Pumice ' sold or used by producers in 1966, by counties 

7 Crude Prepared Total 
County TT I I 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Inyo__.------.-_---. ee ----- ----- WwW WwW WwW Ww 
Kern_____.-2-___- --__-- _---- ee 1,610 $49 ,100 1,610 $49,100 
Lake__....-------------- 21,000 $27 ,000 WwW WwW 21,000 27, 000 
Lassen. .___..----------- 142 ,302 140 ,302 WwW WwW 142 ,302 140,302 
Madera_____--.--------- ----- ----- WwW W WwW WwW 
Modoc. -__.-------_------ 57,953 43 , 567 WwW WwW o7 ,953 43,567 
Mono. -__--------------- WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Napa__---.----_---.---- WwW WwW ----- ----- WwW Ww 
San Bernardino_________-_ ----- a 16 ,340 33 , 874 16,340 33 874 
Shasta___-_------.------- 62 , 562 71,836 ----- ----- 62 , 562 71,336 
Siskiyou___._---.--------- 148 ,572 182,190 WwW WwW 148 ,572 182,190 
Tehama______--____-___-- 10,000 10, 000 ----- ----- 10,000 10,000 
Undistributed_____.-_---- 1,865 2,865 117,485 1,202,631 119 ,350 1,205,496 

Total___..._______ 444 ,254 477, 760 135,435 1,285,605 579 , 689 1, 763 365 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.’’ ! 
1 Includes pumicite and volcanic cinder. : 

| 

| 

|
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Table 10.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

: Sand Gravel Total 
Year a 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
a 

. 1957-61 (average) ___-.--- 35,321 $41,501 54,464 $63 , 077 89,785 $104 ,578 

1962______-_------------ 47 ,463 54,293 60,197 70,629 107 ,660 124 ,922 

1963____.--------------- 47,831 53 ,658 64 ,354 74,520 112,185 128 ,178 

1964___._____----------- 45 ,297 53 ,309 67,698 76,024 112 ,995 129 ,333 

1965____.___-_----------- 48 ,536 58 ,152 69,774 78,075 118,310 136 , 227 

1966_______.-_----------- 48 ,930 57,144 71,762 82,013 120 ,692 189 ,157 

Table 11.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operation and uses - 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| : : 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use a 

: Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: | 
Sand: 

Glass_.__._--__----------+--------------- 869 $4,138 WwW WwW 
Molding_...__.-------------------------- 87 399 67 $320 
Building_________----------------------- 22 ,323 26,291 21,347 25,046 
Paving_._._.-.-_-----_------------------ 12 ,598 13 ,820 14,906 — 16,128 
Blast___.____.--_.--__------------------- 225 942 271 1,160 
Engine____-_..-.------------------------ 42 131 62 179 
Filter__._________.-__._----------------- 12 56 13 62 
Other______..._-__-_-__-_---------------- 4,786 — 3,993 6,062 8 , 746 

Total. ___________--__---------.------- 40 ,942 49,770 42 ,728 51 ,636 

Gravel: a a 7 Te 
Building___..____.------------------------ 24,859 29 ,958 24 ,904 30 ,054 
Paving.________.-_----------------------- 28,461 33 ,093 31,886 37 ,858 

. Railroad ballast_......._..--------------- — 132 134 153 194 
Other__.....---------------------------- 2,876 2,849 3,513 3,632 

Total___________.-_-_--_-------------- 56 ,328 66 ,034 60 , 456 71,738 

Total sand and gravel..........---...--. 97,270 115,804 108,184 | 128,374 

Government-and-contractor operations: ! a a 
Sand: 

Building._____.___.----------------------- 19 21 103 119 
Paving___._____1---_-------------------- 6,930 7,729 2,870 3,535 
Fill_.--_-..---.--_----_------------------- 574 548 3,222 1,835 
Other_________-____-_--_---------------- 71 84 7 19 

Total___________-._.______------------ 7,594 8,382 6 ,202 5,508 

Gravel: _—_ a —_ a 
Building___._...____--------------------- 99 117 34 82 
Paving__________-_-.-------------------- 12,680 11,281 9,715 8,924 
Fill... 2 ee eee -- 456 456 1,414 1,044 
Other___________-__.__.___-__----------- 211 187 143 225 

Total_______________--_-_______-------- 13 ,446 12,041 11 ,306 10 ,275 

Total sand and gravel_______.....------- 21, 040 20,423 17,508 15,783 

All operations: , —_ 7 _ 
Sand______.-_-- ee 48 ,536 58 ,152 48 ,930 57,144 
Gravel__._____-.-____._-_____---------------- 69 , 774 78,075 71,762 82,013 

Total_____-__--- eee 118 ,310 136 ,227 120,692 139 ,157 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other.”’ 
1 Includes figures for State, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies.
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Table 12.—Sand and gravel production in 1966, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

County Quantity Value County Quantity Value ea 
Alameda____.___--_________- 9,900 $10,808 Placer__.___________________ 344 $553 
Butte_.___._..- -_-_---- ee 1,254 1,327 Plumas_________.___________ 296 285 
Colusa. _.--_-._-----_______- 410 413 Riverside____._..-_________.. 5,212 6,119 
Contra Costa___._.____.____ 352 380 Sacramento________-_________ 4,965 6 327 
Del Norte_--__-------------_ 499 481 San Benito___-.-___._._____ 561 622 
El Dorado___.______--_____- 250 381 San Bernardino_______._____ 7,490 T 383 
Fresno________---------__-- 5,356 6,685 San Diego______._._________ 6,242 9 571 
Humboldt_____..-._--___.___ 1,463 1,529. San Joaquin_______________. 3,555 4 A644. 
Imperial_______--..---_.___- 895 959 San Luis Obispo________.____ 219 280) 

» Inyo..___.-- eee 315 409 Santa Barbara_______.______ 1,809 1,763 
Kern___.-__--____.-__._____. 3,964 4,722 Santa Clara_________________ 2,714 2, 589 
Kings___.-..-.-.--_-________. 16 16 Santa Cruz________________. 1,307 1 , 358 
Lake_._---- 22 ee ee 668 787 Shasta__._.__-..____.______ 2,691 2, 529: 
Lassen _____---.-_---------- 436 461 Sierra_...-.--.--_-----___-- 37 77 
Los Angeles____._.-_.-.-_.--. 26,317 29,522 Siskiyou___..--.....______-. 589 OTs 
Madera____________________ 587 524 Sonoma___________________. 2,521 So , oAT 
Mariposa________________.__ 56 85 Stanislaus.____..._...______- 1,250 1 459 
Mendocino___.__--_-.--.--_- 601 862 Tehama__....-----___-._.-- 786 629 
Merced_____________._______ 1,902 2,383 Trinity_._...-__..._________ 69 92 
Modoec______-______-_______ 205 254 Tulare... -__- ~_-________. 932 1,102 
Mono._.-_--.-------.------- 307 321 Tuolumne. -_..-.-_-.--...--- 25 3 
Monterey_____..-._________ 925 1,873 Ventura....._._.______ ._l_- 4,034 3,984 
Napa__.-_-------------..-- 77 110 Other counties!_.__._______- 6,613 9,074 
Nevada. __-.---.----------- 251 332 —_ 
Orange._.__---------------. | 9,425 9,890 Total._..--.-.-.----- 120,692 139 ,157 

1 Includes Alpine, Amador, Calaveras, Glenn, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, Solano, Sutter, Yolo, and 
Yuba combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

sesquicarbonate from the brines of Owens tons was consumed in cement and lime | 
Lake, Inyo County; U.S. Borax & Chemi- plants. More limestone was used in making | 
cal Corp. produced byproduct salt cake in glass, paper, whiting, and mineral filler in 
its Wilmington refinery, Los Angeles animal feeds; less was used for sugar | 
County, from borates mined by the com-_ refining, metallurgical flux, and refrac- 
pany in Kern County; and American Pot- tories. 
ash & Chemical Corp. and Stauffer Chemi- Dimension stone production totaled less | 
cal Co. each produced both soda ash and than 250,000 tons but was more than dou- ! 
salt cake from Searles Lake brines, San ble the 1965 figure. The entire increase was 
Bernardino County. Stauffer also recovered rubble used in highway construction anc 
byproduct anhydrous sodium sulfate from water resource projects. Output for build- 
purchased Kern County borates in its San ing construction declined appreciably. 

Francisco plant. Sulfur—Operators at seven plants in 
Stone.—Stone production rose to more three counties—two in Contra Costa, four 

than 43 million tons, up 1 percent from in Los Angeles, and one in San Luis Obi- 
that of 1965. The slight increase was cred- spo—recovered elemental sulfur from sour- 
ited largely to requirements for riprap natural and refinery gases using a modified 
used in flood control in the northern coun-. Klaus process. Production rose 8 percent, 
ties, the San Luis water project in Merced but shipments were virtually unchanged 
County, and harbor construction in Los from 1965 levels as producers used more 
Angeles and San Diego Counties. The de- sulfur to produce other products. 
mand for stone for concrete aggregate and Production and shipments of sulfur ore 
roadstone was relatively high in the pro- from the S Bar S deposit, Lake County, 

ducing areas. Sharp declines were reported were virtually the same as in 1965. Sulfur 
in those areas where a lag in residential ore was mined and shipped from the 

construction was most notable, particularly Gulch claims, Inyo County, after a lapse oft 

Alameda and Contra Costa Counties. several years. 

Outputs of limestone, granite, miscella- Talc, Soapstone, and Pyrophyllite.—Com- | 
neous stone, and slate increased; those of bined output of talc, soapstone, and pyro- | 
basalt, sandstone, and marble declined. phyllite and shipments to grinders declined : 
Over 16 million tons of limestone and oys- 2 percent from 1965 levels. Consumer re- 
tershell was produced, of which 13 million ceipts were down 17 percent. Consumption
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| Fable 13.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

; 1965 1966 | | Use ae | _ Se —_ 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Dimension stene: 
- Rough censtruction and rubble OF 

a a short tons. - 98 ,130 $685 ,391 240 ,134 ~ . $759 , 823 
Rough architectural ______._cubie feet... 95,227 659 ,372 WwW WwW 
Approximate equivalent__short tons- - 7,912 epee WwW eons 

Monuments and mausoleums , : 
cubie feet... 20 ,268 321 , 812 157,887 1571 ,594 

_ Approximate equivalent._short tons -- - 1,726 a 14,920 -s--2 
Flagging_._._--..-----.---cubic feet_- 48 , 863 71,369 33 ,597 66 , 589 

Approximate equivalent...short tons. . 3,742 ane 2,873 wonne 

- Total dimension stone 
approximate _____._.-.-do__-- 111,510 1,737 ,944 247 ,927 1,398 ,006 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap _-_.-------.-+-----short tons_-_ 9,171 ,137 9,908,418 10,635,683 12,976,784 
Metallurgical____-_--.-.-------do.-_.- WwW — WwW WwW WwW 
Concrete and roadstone_._....-.do_... 16,273,902 21,377 , 686 15,450,210 20 ,509 ,414 

- Railroad ballast........-.-.-.-.do_-_-- WwW WwW W WwW 
Agricultural. ......-.-----.--.-do-..- 20 ,3829 118 ,099 WwW WwW 
Chemica]l__._.._._._-.-.--....---do._-. 33 , 587 398 , 727 WwW Ww 
Miscellaneous 2......._.......--do_._. %16,964,090 %26,126,968 116,716,862 426,451,486 

Total crushed and broken stone_do__.. 42,463,045 57 ,929 ,898 42,802,755 59 ,937 ,684 

Grand total, approximate._...do__.. 42,574,555 59 , 667 , 842 43 ,050 , 682 61,335,690 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes rough architectural. 
2 Includes whiting substitute, filler, mineral food, poultry grit, stucco, roofing granules, filter beds, terrazzo, 

miscellaneous, and crushed and broken stone uses indicated by symbol W. > 
3 Includes 12,352,383 tons of limestone and oystershell used in cement valued at $11,897,936 and 640,320 

tons of limestone used in lime valued at $1,972,412. 
4 Includes 12,022,091 tons of limestone and oystershell used in cement valued at $11,772,970 and 748,698 

tons of limestone used in lime valued at $2,227,037. 

‘Table 14.—Stone* production in 1966, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

County Quantity Value County Quantity Value 

Alameda. .__---.. 22 22-- 8. 2,518 $2,149 Riverside____.........___--- 1,736 $3 , 850 
Alpine_._.-.----..--------- W W  Sacramento__-.------------- 2 3 
Amador____..--.---2.------ 44 92 San Benito______._____.___- WwW Ww 
Butte... wee 84 152 San Bernardino_____.___-__-- 5,915 9,351 
Calaveras... --- ---- WwW W San Diego_________- 2 ee 1,650 2,735 
Contra Costa..._....--..--- 3,185 5,052 San Luis Obispo___...______- WwW Ww 
Del Norte____......-___---- 52 24 San Mateo_______________-- 1,154 1,840 
El Derado___.___..--_------_- 418 1,518 Santa Barbara_____________- 13 97 
Fresno____.___..------------ 218 715 Santa Clara____..________ _- 5,660 5,063 
Humboldt_.____.-.._._____- 213 418 Santa Cruz__________.____--__ 1,140 1,591 
Imperia]_......-..-..------- 83 86 Shasta________--__-- 2 eee WwW WwW 
Inyo_._..-.-.--.---.----_-- 165 863 Sierra______-______________- 111 13 
Kern_.......2-------- ee 2,120 2,578 Siskiyou______.__.._._____-- 191 225 
Lake_..- eee 13 80 Solano_____.____---_-___--- WwW WwW 
Lassen. ....-...--------__-- Ww W Sonoma________.__-_-_----- 384 506 
Los Angeles__........_.___-- 2,261 8,804 Sutter__.________.-________- 90 108 
Madera_._____.._.-________ WwW W #Tehama______-.-.-______--- 10 17 
Marin....2-2--- 2 ee WwW W = Trinity._.__-.-_.-_--_______- WwW WwW 
Mariposa.___..____..-_-__-_- 2 35 Tulare____._..-. 2 -____ eee 200 93 
Mendocino_______.-_-_-__--_- 59 146 Tuolumne__________-_______ 162 790 
Merced____._-_-_-____--___- 6 ,242 4,714 Ventura______-_._-...__-__-- 194 563 
Modoc__._____--_..---_---_ WwW W Yuba_________-_____ ee 215 274 
Mono._____.._---_-__--__--- (2) (2) Other counties_________.___- 6,504 11,721 
Monterey___.__--_-_-______-- Ww WwW —-- 
Napa____ ee WwW WwW Total___..-.__._._.._ 48,051 61 ,336 
Nevada___________________- 13 11 

' Placer._...__-____._________ 24 110 
Plumas___..__..._-_-_________ 6 4 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company data. Included with ‘Other counties.” 
! Includes stone used in cement and lime. 
2 Less than \% unit.
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| Table 15,.—.Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

| | Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Year Basaltandrelated =” 
Granite rocks (traprock) Limestone # 

1962... .--------+------ 4,484 $5,975 1,886 $2,200 15,694 $24,082 
1968_.._..-------------- 3,814 6,098 2,024 2,801 16,447 22 806 
1964__....-------=---+-- 3,994 5,479 2 , 282 3,144 16 ,908 23 , 582 

1965. ..-------------+--=+ 4,286 § ,193 2,480 8,035 15,840 32959 
1966_.__.__------+----=+- 4,862 5,855 2,218 3,202 16,130 23 ,890 

Sandstone Other stone? "Total 

1962_._.-.-------------- 2,399 $4 ,038 10,313 $18 , 427 34,776 $54 , 722 
1963 _._..----+---------- 3 , 363 5 , 898 12 ,829 20 , 650 37 ,977 58,253 
1964._._------------+--- 3,065 6,118 19,556 25,248 45,805 63,566 
1965....----.----------- 4,061 7,202 15,908 20,279 42 ,575 59 , 668 
1966____.-_-------4--++- 3,569 7,080 16,272 21,309 43 ,051 61 336 

1 Includes limestone and oystershell used in cement and lime as follows (in thousand short tons and thousand 
dollars): 1962, 12,799 tons, $15,393; 1963, 13,242 tons, $13,580; 1964, 13,657 tons, $14,226; 1965, 12,993 tons, 

$13,870; 1966, 12,771 tons, $14,000. | } 
2 Includes light-colored volcanics, schist, serpentine, river boulders, and such other stone as cannot properly 

be classed in any main group; also marble and slate. 

dropped in all categories except for use in Thermal Products, a subsidiary of Morton 
paints. Exports (all talc) rose more than International, planned to recover sodium 
sevenfold. Higher average unit prices and calcium chlorides by solar evaporation, 
throughout the industry led to the use of using steam from the wells in the recovery 
substitute materials, particularly in ceram- operation. Morton had generating equip- 
ics and insecticides. ment on its property, used in pilot opera- | 
Water—In 1966, five additional steam tions, but had no immediate plans to gen- ! 

wells were drilled at The Big Geysers, erate electric power. | 
Sonoma County, resulting in an increase of In January 1966, the Office of Saline | 
about 42,000 kilowatts (Kw) of energy ca- Water issued an invitation to bid for con- ! 

pacity. The drilling was a part of the struction of a 1-million-gallon-per-day im- ! 

Magma-Thermal Power Project to develop proved distillation plant at San Diego, 
the geothermal field for additional power Calif. The bids were not to be opened un- 
units of Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (PG&E). til January 16, 1967, about 1 year later. 

A series of delays prevented PG&E from Meanwhile, groundbreaking ceremonies 

placing unit No. 3 (27,500 kw) on stream were held August 10, 1966, marking start 
before yearend. The company scheduled of construction of this 1-million-gallon-per- 
Unit No. 4 (also 27,500 kw) for comple- day desalting plant and the associated San 
tion in December 1968. Late in 1966, Mag- Diego Saline Water Test Facility. The 
ma Power Co. and Thermal Power Co., plant was to be named the Senator Clair 

joint venturers in The Geysers area, en- Engle Desalting Plant in honor of the late 
tered into a letter of intent with Earth U.S. Senator from California. . 

Energy, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of In April, the Office of Saline Water 
Union Oil Company, which contemplated awarded contracts for the construction of 
an exchange of interests in geothermal two reverse osmosis pilot plants larger than 
lease holdings and expenditures by the lat- any currently in use. General Atomic Di- 
ter in development and operation of the vision, General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, 
joint properties. Calif.. was awarded a contract for a 

In the Niland area, Imperial County, 10,000-gallon-per-day plant and Aeroject 
State pollution control regulations, which General Corp., Azusa, Calif, ome for a 
prevented discharge of waste brines into 50,000-gallon-per-day plant. 
the Salton Sea, curtailed geothermal] devel- Other Nonmetals.—Chas. Pfizer & Co., 

opment. Pilot-plant operations of Earth Inc., produced natural and manufactured 
Energy, Inc., were inactive, Western Geo- iron oxide pigments in an Alameda County 

thermal, Inc., was recovering and shipping plant, the State’s only such facility. Output 
calcium chloride at yearend, and Imperial was down 2 percent from that in 1965. De-
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clines were reported in all categories ex- Copper.—There was virtually no activity 
cept manufactured yellows and mixtures of at copper mines in 1966, with only 321 
natural and manufactured reds. tons of copper ore mined and _ shipped. 

Phosphate rock from mines in Idaho, Most of the copper output was as a by- 
Wyoming, and Utah, and pebble phos- product of tungsten ore milling at Pine 

phate from Florida, were shipped to Cali- Creek, nyo County. Lead and lead-zinc 
fornia chemical and fertilizer plants. Peb- ©'€S Mined in San Bernardino County con- 
ble phosphate shipments into the State tained much of the remaining recoverable 

were virtually the same as in 1965 but re- copper credited to the State. 

ceipts of phosphate rock by consumers in Gold.—Gold production rose 3 percent 
the State declined 32 percent. above that 1965 figure, reversing a 3-year 

Blast-furnace slag from Kaiser Stee] downtrend. The increase came from ex- 
Corp. at Fontana was used for railroad bal- Panded placer operations. Gold from 
last, prepared for roofing granules, used as placers represented 97 percent of the total. 

paving material, made into mineral wool One bucketline dredging operation (3 
insulation, subsittuted for sand as fill ma- ‘redges), 3 dragline excavating and sluic- 
terial, and used as a sewage filter medium 198 Operations, 2 suction dredges, and 19 
and a filler in fertilizers. nonfloating washing plants recovered near- 

- oa . ly 99 percent of the placer gold. All but 
Vermiculite exfoliation plants were oper- one of the nonfloat plants were sand and 

| ated in Alameda, Los Angeles, and Sacra- gravel preparation plants where placer 
mento Counties by California Zonolite Co., gold was recovered as a byproduct. Placer 

using crude miner receives en the gold recovery also was reported from two 

Fee ty Count esa wi sey Sf mines and 16 smal handpaning and . sluicing operations. At yearend one of the 
La Habra Products Co. exfoliated crude three pucketline dredges was shut down. 
vermiculite imported from South Africa in Lod 1d 6 1 
an Orange County plant. Plant products oce 80 output was 62 p ercent lower 
were used chiefly as aggregate in plaster and there was one more operating mine 

and concrete, as a soil conditioner at nurs- than in 1965. Only six lode mines yielded 

eries, and as thermal and accoustical insu- 0" than 100 ounces of gold each—the 
lation. All sales except those for aggregate Zaca silver mane, Alp me County; the Co- 
were higher than in 1965. lumbia lead-zinc mine and Pine Creek 

. tungsten mine, Inyo County; the Original 
Float wollastonite collected near Midland 6 to 1 gold mine (ore mined before shut- 

and wollastonite quarried near Blythe, Riv- down in December 1965), Sierra County; 

erside County, was sold for building and the Kelly gold mine, Trinity County; and 
ormamental stone. A comparatively small the Gold Star gold property, ‘Tuolumne 

tonnage of the quarried material was used County. These six mines yielded 69 percent 
in ceramics. In Inyo County, wollastonite oF the lode gold. 
mined at a new operation near Spanish ; 
Springs was stockpiled except for a com- _ Iron Ore.—Production of usable iron ore 
paratively small quantity shipped for test- creased 26 percent above that in 1965. 
ing in ceramics. Some stockpiled wollaston- Shipments to domestic consumers were 
ite at the nearby J. O. claims was sold to a “own 7 percent while exports rose 72 per- 
plastics manufacturer. cent. One-third of all shipments were pel- 

lets, reflecting the first full year of opera- 
METALS tion for the mine-site pellet plant of Kaiser 

Steel Corp. The company’s Eagle Mountain 
Antimony.—A small quantity of anti- mine, Riverside County, continued to yield 

mony ore was mined at the San Buena most of the State iron ore output. In San 
property near Essex, San Bernardino Bernardino County, production and _ ship- 
County, and shipped to a smelter at Lare- ments of concentrate from the Iron Age 
do, Tex. This is the first report of anti- mine were higher; mine production of 
mony ore production in California since  direct-shipping-grade ore at the Silver Lake 
1952 when an equally small tonnage was dropped 77 percent whereas shipments 
mined and concentrated in Kern County were only slightly lower. In both instances 
but not marketed. the customers were domestic steel plants.
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Table 16.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties, 

in terms of recoverable metals 

- Mines producing! Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer} 

- County Troy Troy 
Lode Placer ounces Value ounces Value 

Alpine. _.__.-------------- 1 --- 302 $10 , 570 10,1381 $13 .100 
Butte______.__------------ 1 1 27 945 . 4 6 
El Dorado___-------------- 1 1 30 1,050 4 6 
Fresno______.------------- --- (2) 579 20 ,265 719 102 
Inyo______.--------------- 7 woe 323 11,305 167 , 742 216,890 
Lake______._..------------ --- --- 1 35 WwW Ww 
Madera__.-_-------------- 1 (2) 3 105 WwW Ww 
‘Mariposa..___------------- 3 (2) 90 3,150 12 16 
Merced__.___-_------------ --- (?) 23 805 WwW w 
Nevada___.-_----_--------- 2 6 347 12,145 71 91 
Placer_______-.------------ 2 3 168 5, 880 W WwW 
Plumas______.-____----_--- _-- 3 13 455 ane _oe 
Riverside____.______-.-_-_- 3 --- 4 140 78 101 
San Bernardino__________-- 10 1 30 1,050 WwW Ww 
Shasta______.-...-_---___-- 2 _— 147 5,145 12 16 
Sierra__.___.___.._--__-_-- 6 3 550 19,250 72 93 
Stanislaus. __-_-__..._--__--- --- --- 361 12 ,635 WwW w 
Tulare___...___-.--------- --- _-- 22 770 2 3 
Yuba____-_-__-.---------- _-- 2 58 ,912 2,061,920 2,987 3, 862 
Undistributed 3____________- 13 5 2,832 99,120 8,795 11,370 

Total_..._..--.----- 52 25 64,764 2,266,740 189 ,989 245 656 

Copper Lead Zine 
a erence, eta 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value value 

Alpine.__.-..------------- 500 $181 2,500 $378 3,000 $435 $24,664 
Butte_____-._-___----------. ss _-- ae a a — O51 
El Dorado.__-.---------=--- --- _— --- --- --- --- 1,056 
Fresno___...-.------------ _-- _-- _-- —_— — — 20 ,36T 
Inyo_.._-._--------------- WwW W 3,764,000 568,929 654,500 94,902 $92 026 
Lake____._.._-_-_--.------- a _-- —— a _-. oe 35 
Madera______-_.._-__-_--_-- W Ww --- --- —— ue 105 
Mariposa______------------ --- --- --- ee --- _ee 3,166 
Merced____.-_------------ --- _-.! --- —_— —_— — 805 
Nevada_______-_---------- --- _-- --- --- --- --- 12 ,236 
Placer____.-.-------------- --- --- _- _ae aoe a 5, 880 
Plumas___._._..-__-------- _-- --- --- --- oe —_— 455 
Riverside_____.__.__------- W WwW ‘W WwW WwW Ww BAL 
San Bernardino__________-- 18,100 6,547 12,900 = 1,950 8,700 1,262 10 , 809 
Shasta__.._.._-___-_-__----.- ~-- _-- --- --- a ae 5,161 
Sierra__._._.._..----------- --- --- --- --- a --- 19 ,343 
Stanislaus___...----------- WwW Ww WwW WwW W Ww 12 , 635 
Tulare___.__.._-_--------- --- _-- --- --- --- --- ¢73 
Yuba____._______--------- --- --- --- --- --- _._ 2,065,782 
Undistributed 3____.____..... 2,187,400 773,097 172 ,600 26, 088 3,800 551 910 , 226 

Total_____._______-. 2,156,000 779,825 3,952,000 597,345 670,000 97,150 3,986,716 

” “W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, “‘snipers,”’ ‘‘high-graders,” and others who gave no evidence of legal right 

to property. . 
2 From property not classed as a mine. 
3 Includes Imperial, Kern, Los Angeles, Monterey, Sacramento, San Diego, San Joaquin, Siskiyou, Trinity, 

and Tuolumne Counties and counties indicated by symbol W. 

In Shasta County, a few hundred tons of Mercury.—Mercury production and ship- 
stockpiled ore was shipped from the Iron’ ments rose significantly despite a drop of 

Mountain mine to a domestic consumer. $129 per flask in the average unit price 
Lead.—As in 1965, lead production came from the alltime high of $570.75 in 1965. 

principally from four mines in Inyo Fewer properties were in production but 
County. The Columbia lead-zinc mine and the average grade of ore treated was 21 

the Jubilee, Queen of Sheba, and Santa percent higher. Although 72 operators re- 
Rosa lead mines yielded 95 percent of the ported production, only 12 operations pro- 

total lead recovered. About 166 tons more duced more than 100 flasks each. These 12 

lead was recovered from all ores than in operations yielded 94 percent of the State 
1965, including cleanup material and ship-_ total. The three major producers—New 

ments from unnamed properties at undis- Idria Mining and Chemical Co., San Beni- 
closed locations in the State. to County; Buena Vista Mines, Inc.. San
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Table 17.—Gold produced at placer mines, by classes of mines and methods of recovery ' 

Number Material Gold recovered 
a Mines of treated = 

Class and method produc- washing (thousand Average 
‘ ing 2 plants cubic Troy Value value per 

. (dredges) yards) ounces cubic yard 

Surface placers: 
Gravel mechanically handled: 

Bucketline dredges: 7 
1957-61 (average) ___ 2 7 25,551 105,655 3,697,911 $0 .145 
1962___.__---------- 3 6 17, 547 93 , 707 3,279,745 .187. 
19638__.---.-------- 2 6 12,817 77,448 2,710,680 .212 
1964___..---------- 1 3 11,611 62 ,422 2,184,770 .188 
1965_____---------- 1 3 12,412 53 ,937 1,887,795 .152 . 
1966_____---------- 1 3 12,102 58 , 863 2,060 ,205 .170 

Dragline dredges: ? 
1957-61 (average) - -- 6 7 213 804 28,147 .132 
1962_______.------- 6 6 472 761 26 ,635 .056— 
1963___._-_.------- 3 3 256 1,109 38,815 .152 
1964_______-------- 1 1 132 545 19 ,075 .145 
1965_____.--------- 2 2 ' §40 1,096 38 ,360 | 071 
1966______-_-------- 3 3 191 1,314 45 ,990 241 

Suction dredges: 
1957-61 (average) - -- 2 2 15 22 763 .509 
1962__._-.--------- 5 5 (4) 20 700 5.833 
1963__..----------- 10 10 12 178 6,230 .498 
1964____.__-_-_---- 3 3 1 112 3,920 3.439 

- 41965__-.-_---------- 1 1 (4) 8 280 .560 
- 1966___._------:--- 2 2 10 52 1,820 .182 

Nonfloating washing 
plants: 35 

1957-61 (average) _ _- 4 12 73 909 31,808 .436 
1962__.__-_-____--- 4 10 187 679 23 , 765 .127 
1963___._-__------- 2 19 (4) 1,349 47,215 89.085 
1964___.___---_---- 2 18 5 1,203 42,105 .881 
1965_._.___-------- 1 16 (4) 1,047 36,645 8.500 
1966_________-----. 1 19 (4) 2,028 + 70 ,980 .514 

Gravel hydraulically handled: 
1957-61 (average)_____-- 4 oe 5 63 2,205 441 
1962____________-_-_--- 4 _-- 21 85 2,975 .141 
19638____________------- 4 --- 13 100 3,500 .279 
1964____________-----_- 1 --- 2 73 2,555 1.278 
1965__._____..-.------.- _-- --- --- --- _a- _-- 
1966_____.-.----------- --- --. -_-- --- --- a 

Small-scale hand method: & 
1957-61 (average) 7______ 29 a 59 1,164 40,754 .691° 
1962___._..-.-----------. 14 --- 266 661 23,1385 087 
1963____.__-__--------- 51 _-- 54 2,612 91,420 1.701 

; 1964_________----_----- 30 --- 54 1,420 49,700 .918 
1965_________.---_-_--- 21 _-- 24 2,476 86,660 3.617 
1966__..____.---------- 16 _-- 27 851 29 , 785 1.110 

Underground placers: Drift: 
1957-61 (average)___._------ A --- 1 49 1,708 1.708 
1962___...-_-__---.--------- 1 --- 1 5 175 .170 
1968___.---.--..----------- 7 --- 4 202 7,070 1.656 
1964__________.------------ 1 _-- 16 163 5,705 .852 
1965____.-..-_------------- 1 --- (4). 7 245 4.900 
1966___...____------------- 2 --- (4) 13 455 7.5838 

Grand total placers: 
1957-61 (average)_._..------ 51 --- 25,917 108 , 666 3,803 ,296 .141 
1962__________------------- 37 --- 18 ,494 95,918 3,357,130 .182 
1968____._-____._----------- 79 --- 718,156 82 ,998 2,904,930 .221 
1964_______.-__.----------- 39 _-- 11,821 65 ,938 2 ,307 , 830 .195 
1965__-.._._-__.__----------- 27 _-- 12 ,976 58,571 2,049 ,985 .158 
1966____._________.-------- 25 _-- 12 ,330 63 ,121 2,209 , 235 .179 
1848-1966_____..__.--.----- --- --- NA 68,414,183 1,530,2384,051 NA 

tr Revised. NA Not available. 
1 For historical data by years, see Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 219. 
2 Excludes itinerant prospectors, ‘“‘snipers,”’ ““high-graders,’’ and others who gave no evidence of legal right 

to property. 
3 Includes commercial rock plants and tungsten mines that produced byproduct gold from gravels: byproduct 

gold is included with gold recovered, but material treated and average value per cubic yard refer only to straight 
gold dredging. 

4 Less than 1,000 cubic yards. 
5 Includes all placer operations using power excavator and washing plants both on dry land; when the wash- 

ing plant is a movable outfit, it is termed ‘“‘dryland dredge.” 
6 Includes all operation in which hand labor is principal factor in delivering gravel to sluices, long tons. 
7 Includes gold recovered by electrostatic separation; combined to avoid disclosing individual company 

confidential data.
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Table 18.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 

| in terms of recoverable metals * 

—_ Mines producing 2 Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 
—__—_—_— sodor —— 

Year treated 3 Value Value 
Lode Placer (thousand Troy (thousand Troy (thousand 

short tons) ounces dollars). ounces dollars) 

1957-61 (average) . 92 52 138 144,579 $5 , 060 231 ,298 $210 
1962____._.------ 65 37 43 106 ,272 3,720 132 ,505 144 
1963__._.._------- 50 79 21 86 , 867 3,040 156,528 200 
1964__._..__-_---- 43 39 16 71,028 2,486 171 ,621 222 
1965___..-_------ 51 27 20 62 ,885 2,201 196,787 254 
1966______------- 52 25 25 64,764 2,267 189 ,989 246 

1848-1966. ______- a _— NA 106,194,107 2,418,897 119,865,161 97,999 

Copper Lead Zine 
Total value 

Value Value Value (thousand 
Short (thousand Short (thousand Short (thousand dollars) 
tons dollars) tons dollars) tons dollars) 

1957-61 (average) - 965 $579 874 $240 178 $181 $6,270 
1962__.._..2-..-. - 1,162 716 455 84 322 74 4,738 
1968___.____-.___- 916 564 823 178 101 23 4,005 
1964_._____.---.. . 1,085 675 1,546 405 143 39 3/827 
1965_____.-_----- 1,165 825 1,810 565 225 66 3,911 
1966____-..------ . 1,078 780 1,976 597 335 97 3,987 

1848-1966________ 644,126 211,948 270,031 54,191 151,379 35,771 2,818 ,806 

NA Not available. | - | 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations); ore milled; old tailings or slimes | 

retreated; tungsten ore; and ore, old tailings, slag, flue dust, and pyritic ore residue shipped to smelters during 
ealendar year indicated. 

2 Excludes itinerant prospectors, “snipers,’’ “high-graders,”’ and others who gave no evidence of legal right 
to property. 

3 Does not include gravel washed. | | 

Table 19.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by types of 

- material processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals * | 

- Gold Silver 
Type of material processed, and (troy (troy Copper Lead Zine 

method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: | 
Amalgamation: 

Ore____.__.----------------- 565 179 -eoue _ eee a 
Old tailings._._..-_---------- 70 12 naan ae _o--- 

Total_____-___-___--------- 635 191 a ue- eee a 
Concentration and smelting of con- . 

centrates: Ore 2_._...----------- 766 69,296 2,114,400 56,700 4,800 
Direct smelting: Ore and copper 

precipitates 3___.__.__------------ 242 116 ,947 41,600 3,895,300 665,200 
Placer__________-_-.------------------ 63,121 3,555 -o--e ~ ee _oeee 

Grand total__.._...------------ 64, 764 189,989 2,156,000 3,952,000 670,000 
Oe eee eee 

1 Includes gold recovered as “natural gold.” 
2 Includes tungsten-ore concentrate. . 
3 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

Luis Obispo County; and Sonoma Interna- achieved by New Idria, and by Atlas Min- 
tional, Inc., Sonoma County—accounted for  erals Corp. at the Little King mine, Kings 

68 percent of the total production and 66 County. 

percent of the shipments. New Idria con- Molybdenum.—Molybdenite and powel- 
tinued as the Nation’s individual mercury lite were recovered by Union Carbide 
producer. Corp. as byproducts in the treatment of 

Notable increases in production were re- tungsten ores from the Pine Creek mine, 

ported by Sonoma International and Buena Inyo County. A marked drop in production 

Vista; significant new production was and shipments of molybdenite was report-
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Table 20.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore 
or other source materials in terms of recoverable metals 

we 
Material 

Number _ sold or Gold Silver 
Source of treated (troy (troy Copper Lead Zinc 

mines ! eae ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 
tons Sn 

Lode ore: 
Gold____---------__- 31 3 , 660 939 330 --- ~-- 100 Gold-silver_______-_- 1 2,650 302 10,131 500 2,500 3,000 Silver_..2----2--_____ 6 419 16 4,787 2,000 2,500 2,600 Silver-lead____._____- - 1 14 --- 280 --- 5,500 --- Copper and tungsten 

ore. 22 5 2321 106 57,5388 2,184,300 _-- _— Lead.__.-_--.-______- 6 8,947 84 104,725 . 13,900 3,588,900 571,800 Lead-zine___.__.-____ 2 9,087 126 8,631 5,300 352 ,600 92,500 
_ Total. 22 LLL 52 25,098 1,573 186,422 2,156,000 3,952,000 670 ,000 _ Other lode material: Old . a tailings..-_--______2_ Le (3) 155 : 70 12 — __. oe 

Total lode material_ 52 25,258 1,643 186,434 2,156,000 8,952,000 670,000 Placer_....._-..-------- 25 (4) 63,121 3,555 Lo __ __ 
Total all sources____ 77 ~~ 25,253 64,764 189,989 2,156,000 3,952,000 670 , 000 

. . ° . s 
. 

° . 1 Detail will not necessarily add to total, because some mines produce more than one class of material. 2 Tungsten-ore tonnage not included. 
3 From property not classed as a mine. 
412,305,049 cubic yards. Does not include material washed at commercial gravel plants to produce 2,023 ounces of byproduct gold and 300 ounces of byproduct silver included in placer totals. 

ed but those for powellite rose slightly. All dredging operation on the Yuba River in 
shipments were consigned to domestic con- the Hammonton area, Yuba County. This 
summers. was the only reported recovery of platinum 

The company did not report in 1966 on in California. The quantity recovered was 
its plant for recovering high-purity by- more than 50 percent above that in 1965. 
product molybdenum metal. Rare-Earth Minerals.—As stated in the 

Pig Iron, Sinter, and Ferrous Scrap—All 1966 Annual Report of Molybdenum Cor- 
of the State’s pig iron was produced at the poration of America, (Molycorp.) sales of 
Fontana blast furnace of Kaiser Stcel Corp. rare-earth products were $9.9 million, up 
San Bernardino County. The furnace con- from $3.8 million in 1965. Most of the in- 
sumed 3 percent Icss ore (concentrate) and crease resulted from sales of europium ox- 
f percent less agglomerate (sinter and pel- ide. Approximately 7.5 million pounds of 
lets) in producing 1 percent less pig iron. rare-earth oxides were sold in concentrate 
The output was 94 percent basic pig iron form, and 20 million pounds utilized to 
and 6 percent direct castings. Kaiser steel produce curopium oxide, rare-earth chlor- 
furnaces consumed 43 percent less ore ide, and metallurgical compounds. The to- 
(concentrate), only slightly less pig iron tal rare-earth oxide requirement was 27.5 
(hot metal), and nearly 15 percent more million pounds, compared with 15 million 
scrap (home and purchased) than in 1965. pounds in 1965. 
Only one other steel producer, U.S. Steel In May, Molycorp completed a concen- 
Corp. at Torrance, Los Angeles County, trating plant at Mountain Pass, San Ber- 
used pig iron in addition to scrap. All nardino County, with an annual capacity 
others operated on scrap alone. Overall of 30 million pounds of rare-earth oxides. 
consumption of ferrous scrap was up 6 per- By December this plant was expanded to cent while the use at steel furnaces rose 50 million pounds annually. The company nearly 8 percent. processed 179,000 tons of ore, utilizing both The Bureau of Mines automobile body the old and new concentrating plants, and and chassis scrap accumulation and _ utiliza- produced 25 million pounds of rare-earth tion study in southern California was oxides as against 6 million pounds in 1965. about 75 percent complete at yearend. Operation of the old concentrator was dis- Platinum.—Byproduct platinum-group continued by yearend but was kept on a metals were recovered from stream and an- standby basis. 
cient riverbed gravels at a_ bucket-line Silver—Ores from five lode mines—one
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Table 21.—Mercury production, by methods of recovery 

Recovery method | 

Unclas- Total 
Oper- Furnaced ! Retorted sified 

Year ating 
mines Ore Ore 

treated 76-pound treated 76-pound 76-pound 76-pound 
(short flasks (short flasks flasks 2 flasks Value 3 
tons) tons) 

1957-61 (average) -_--- 44 118,349 17,070 8,015 1,352 263 18,685 4,147,672 
1962___--------------- 37 79,948 15,407 3,728 496 48 15,951 3,049,991 
1963 __.______.-------- 31 61,595 13,273 4,068 303 16 18,592 2,575,004 
1964____---_---------- 39 = 89, 630 8,949 12,595 1,334 8 10,291 3,239,504 
1965_=.--.------------- 84 137,079 11,219 21,060 2,168 17 13,404 7,650,333 
1966_...-------------- 72 136,693 18,714 16,292 2,344 12 16,070 7,100,047 

1 Includes ore and mercury from dumps not separable. 
2 Includes mercury recovered from miscellaneous dump material, placer, and cleanup operations. 
3 Value calculated at average New York price. 

silver (Zaca) Alpine County, and one high percentage of the State’s tungsten 
tungsten (Pine Creek), one lead-zinc (Co- production. The company purchased con- 
lumbia) , and two lead (Jubilee and Santa centrates from smaller producers in Kern 
Rosa) , Inyo County—yielded 94 percent of and Madera Counties, and from producers 
the recoverable lode silver and 92 percent and former producers in Colorado, Idaho, 
of all the silver recovered in 1966. Lode and Nevada. Purchases also were made 
silver production declined 4 percent while from stocks held by firms in California and | 
placer silver (recovered as a coproduct in Texas, and from the Government : 
placer gold mining) rose 8 percent. stockpile. Some of the produced and pur- 

Despite the national interest in silver, chased concentrates were converted to 
exploration for silver ore was in progress paratungstate in the Pine Creek plant. 
at only four properties in California, two Union Carbide shipped concentrates and 
each in Alpine and San Bernardino Coun-  paratungstate to customers throughout the 
ties. , United States. 

Tin.—Production and shipments of tin New Idria Mining & Chemical Co. reacti- 
concentrate rose nearly threefold over that vated its Strawberry tungsten mine and 

in 1965. The producer’s name was changed mill as soon as the weather permitted and 
from Gold Canyon Mines, Inc., to Ameri- 
can Tin Corp. in July. All production was Table 23.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron con- 
from the Meeke-Hogan mine, Kern County, sumption by types of furnaces and 
but American Tin acquired the nearby | miscellaneous uses 
Butler mine. American Tin completed con- (Thousand short tons) 
struction of a 150-ton-per-day gravity con- Ferrous scrap and pig iron | 
centrator to separate the tin oxide (cassite- charged to— 1965 1966 
rite) from the iron oxide (magnetite) with — Steel furnaces: } 
which it is associated. ie hon wt Zn ets 
Tungsten.—The Pine Creek mine, Inyo 0 

County, of Union Carbide Corp. yielded a Total_--------------- 4,520 4,651 
Iron furnaces: 2 

— Serap..__..------------ 391 379 
Table 22.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron Pig iron____..-.--.-.-- 208 208 

consumption Total.....__.......... 599 587 

(Thousand short tons) Miscellaneous uses: 3 Secrap-__-_ 29 20) 

i Total scrap__._------ 2,829 2,991 
Ferrous —_— 

Year scrap Pig iron Total pig iron_.____-- 2,319 2,267 

1957-61 (average)__..------- 2,273 1,588 Grand total_-___------ 5,148 5,203 
1962___-_-_-.--.-.---------- 2,248 1,818 i 
1968_._.__-_-___-____--__--- 2,415 1,891 1 Includes open hearth electric furnace, and basic 
1964____ Li eee 2,575 2,250 oxygen process. 
1965____________--_.------ 2,829 2,319 2 Includes cupola and direct castings. 
1966________-____-- _----- 2,991 2,267 3 Includes rerolling, copper precipitation, nonfer- 
————. rous, and chemical uses.
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shipped concentrates to Union Carbide and activity, total shipments were only a frac- 
to various east coast customers. The Atolia tion of those of the preceding year and the 
mine, San Bernardino County, was reacti- average grade was lower. The major pro- 
vated by Mines Exploration, Inc., and pro- ducers were the South East No. 2 claim 
duced and sold concentrate to a Nevada (David Halmot), Riverside County, and 
tungsten carbide plant. the Juniper mine (Paradox Mining Co.), 

The average unit price for tungsten con- Tuolumne County. 
centrate was over $4 per unit higher than Zinc.—Inyo County mines yielded nearly 
in 1965. 98 percent of the zinc recovered in 1966. 
Uranium.—In 1966, ore was shipped from Ore from the Santa Rosa mine alone con- 

seven uranium mines to a processing plant tained 81 percent of the total recoverable 
in Moab, Utah. In 1965 only one mine was zinc produced in the State. Overall produc- 
operating. Despite the apparent increase in tion was 49 percent above that in 1965. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Each of California’s 58 counties reported Mono County, all feldspar from Monterey 
production of one or more mineral com- County, all wollastonite from Riverside 

modities. However, output in eight coun- County, all antimony, lithium and potas- 
ties—Fresno, Kern, Los Angeles, Orange, sium salts, and rare-earth minerals from 
Riverside, San Bernardino, Santa Barbara, San Bernardino County, and all platinum 

and Ventura—represented 78 percent of from Yuba County. Information on these 
the total State mineral value in 1966. commodities, all reference to sand and 

These eight counties yielded all the State’s gravel, stone, and volcanic cinder used in 
iodine and sodium sulfate; over 90 percent the construction industry, and clays used in 
of its diatomite, iron ore, mica, natural gas making cement and heavy clay products, 
liquids, and petroleum; and most of its will be found in the “Review by Mineral 

boron compounds, calcium chloride, ce- Commodities” section and the commodity: 
ment, gypsum, and sodium carbonate. tables, and will not be repeated in the fol- 

For certain commodities, all of the lowing review. Only those counties with 

State’s production came exclusively from a_ significant additional production or activity 
single county. All lignite came from Ama-_ will be discussed. | 
dor County, all molybdenum from Inyo Alameda.—Salt was harvested from sever- 
County, all carbon dioxide and tin from al thousand acres of evaporating ponds in 
Kern County, all optical grade calcite from the south San Francisco Bay area. The 

Table 24.—Value of mineral production in California, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
EDD 

Alameda__..-..----. $22,775,728 $22,873,682 Sand and gravel, salt, stone, magnesium compounds, 
lime, bromine, clays. 

Alpine.____--_______ 81,251 57,564 Sand and gravel, silver, gold, stone, zinc, lead, 
copper. 

Amador_____-____---- 3,059,571 3,066,348 Sand and gravel, clays, coal, stone, soapstone. 
Butte__.-___________- 3,620,599 3,555,712 Natural gas, sand and gravel, stone, gold, silver. 
Calaveras___________ 18,127,702 19,407,836 Cement, asbestos, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Colusa__....._-_-.-_-- 4,016,858 4,847,288 Natural gas, sand and gravel, mercury. 
Contra Costa_______- 11,639 ,527 17,766,749 Natural gas, stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, peat, 

clays, mercury. 
Del Norte_________-- 470 ,525 504,941 Sand and gravel and stone. 
El Dorado_______-_-- 2,617,346 2,638,668 Stone, lime, sand and gravel, soapstone, gold, silver. 
Fresno______.____--- 74,742,040 74,315,131 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, asbestos, 

natural gas liquids, stone, mercury, gold, clays, 
Sliver, 

Glenn_.__.__---_---_ 5,419 , 879 6,078,993 Natural gas, sand and gravel, lime. 
Humboldt____._.__-- 2,155,768 2,835,261 Sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Imperial_____-_-______- 2,856,839 2,815,964 Gypsum, sand and gravel, lime, stone, clays, cal- 

cium chloride, mica, barite, gold, copper, silver. 
Inyo_..-_--________- 18 , 083 , 716 20,614,146 Tungsten, sodium carbonate, talc, stone, molyb- 

denum, copper, lead, sand and gravel, silver, 
pumice and volcanic cinder, zinc, perlite, barite, 
boron, clays, gold, sulfur. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 24.—Value of mineral production in California, by counties—Continued 

County sey 1965 1966 _ Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Kern...,--.--------- $3881,528,961 $426,956,114 Petroleum, boron, natural gas, cement, natural gas 
liquids, sand and gravel, stone, gypsum, sodium 
sulfate, clays, salt, mercury, carbon dioxide, 

_pumicite, tin, tungsten, lead, silver, gold. 
Kings_.222---.---+-+ 17,190,739 17,039,802 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, mer- 

. eury, sand and gravel. 
Lake_.....----.----- 817 , 742 1,046,879 Sand and gravel, pumicite and volcanic cinder, 

stone, clays, mercury, sulfur, gold, silver. 
Lassen.....-.2.+---- . ; WwW 622,691 Sand and gravel, volcanic cinder, stone, uranium. 
Los Angeles__...-._-.. 266,816,956 290,227,105 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, natural 

gas liquids, stone, clays, iodine, mica, gold, soap- 
stone, silver. 

Madera......--- 2. 1,558 , 545 2,158,821 Tungsten, natural gas, sand and gravel, stone, vol- 
. ; _ canie cinder, clays, copper, silver, gold. 

Marin__._.-------.-- 3,169 ,924 2,973,252 Stone, sand and gravel, clays, mercury. 
Mariposa__.-._-.---- 140,618 123 881 Sand and gravel, stone, gold, silver. 
Mendocino... ___._--. 755,875 1,011,705 Sand and gravel, stone, mercury. _ 
Merced_._.--------- 7,407,520 7,103,427 Stone, sand and gravel, gypsum, gold, silver. 
Modoc__-_.-=-------- 470 ,200 539,940 Sand and gravel, peat, voleanic cinder, clays, stone. 
Mono__...---------- 833 , 287 1,167,169 Pumice and volcanic cinder, sand and gravel, clays, 

. _ pyrophyllite, calcite (optical grade), stone. 
Monterey__....-..-.. "81,355,507 35,835,560 Petroleum, magnesium compounds, lime, sand and 

gravel, stone, natural gas, feldspar, salt, gold, 
silver. 

Napa____._--------- 2,068 ,284 3,841,656 Stone, clays, salt, mercury, diatomite, sand and 
gravel, volcanic cinder, perlite. 

Nevada..__.----.-+-- 798 ,640 _ 354,726 Sand and gravel, gold, stone, silver. 
Orange._.__.--..---. 113,560,571 121,418,023 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, natural gas 

liquids, clays, lime, salt, iodine, peat. 
Placer__...___..----- 1,190,463 1,165,044 Sand and gravel, clays, stone, gold, silver. 
Plumas_____-_.------ 286 ,992 288,953 Sand and gravel, stone, gold. 
Riverside_..__..-_--- '56,484,608 67,046,753 Iron ore, cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays, 

gypsum, wollastonite, petroleum, copper, lead, 
uranium, zinc, gold, silver, natural gas, 

Sacramento__...-.--- 21,751,206 21,199,899 Natural gas, sand and gravel, gold, clays, stome, 
silver. 

San Benito_..__..--- 10,691,141 10,471,981 Cement, stone, mercury, asbestos, sand and gravel, 
petroleum, natural gas, clays. 

San Bernardino_.__... "112,596,522 112,604,458 Cement, boron, stone, sodium carbonate, potassium 
salts, sand and gravel, sodium sulfate, rare-earth 
minerals, salt, iron ore, lime, lithium minerals, 
calcium chloride, tale and pyrophyllite, clays, 
bromine, tungsten, petroleum, pumice and vol- 
canie cinder, natural gas, gypsum, copper, silver, 
barite, lead, zine, gold, antimony. . 

San Diego__......--. 11,799,776 12,811,989 Sand and gravel, stone, salt, magnesium compounds, 
clays, pyrophyllite, gold, silver. 

San Francisco--.----- WwW W Sand and gravel. . 
San Joaquin.__.----- 17,169 ,039 14 , 932 ,952 Natural gas, sand and gravel, lime, clays, gold, 

silver. 
San Luis Obispo..---- 6,477,715 5,141,754 Petroleum, mercury, natural gas liquids, stone, sand 

and gravel, natural gas, gypsum, clays. 
San Mateo.__...-.--- 14,509,513 14,688,201 Cement, magnesium compounds, salt, stone, sand 

and gravel, clays, petroleum, natural gas. 
Santa Barbara._.--.. 126,012,581 126,309,266 Petroleum, diatomite, natural gas, natural gas 

liquids, sand and gravel, lime, mercury, stone. 
Santa Clara_...-..--- 83 ,634,912 82,816,421 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, mercury, clays. 
Santa Cruz___--.---- 12 ,271 , 2384 11,529,324 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, calys. 
Shasta.__._..___--_-- 7,733 ,039 8,921,728 Cement, sand and gravel, clays, voleanic cinder, 

barite, gold, diatomite, iron ore, silver. 
Sierra___._____.----- 101 ,058 109,194 Sand and gravel, gold, stone, silver. | 
Siskiyou__.....------ 799 ,497 1,164,864 Sand and gravel, pumice and voleanic cinder, stone, 

clays, gold, silver. _ 
Solano_.____..._--_--- 14,026,648 16,239,472 Natural gas, stone, sand and gravel. 
Sonoma_______--_-_-- 5,551,505 5,257,405 Sand and gravel, mercury, stone, clays, natural gas. 
Stanislaus____._..---- 1,345,607 1,508,876 Sand and gravel, clays, lead, gold, silver, copper. 
Sutter__..._____..--- 18 ,275 ,844 14,429,138 Natural gas, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Tehama________.__-_- 2,904 ,388 1,489,975 Natural gas, sand and gravel, stone, volcanic cinder. 
Trinity_.......------ 295 ,340 190,450 Sand and gravel, mercury, stone, gold, silver. 
Tulare.__.__.__._--- 8 ,3038 , 002 2,842,214 Natural gas, sand and gravel, petroleum, stone, 

barite, clays, gold, silver. 
Tuolumne___.__..--- 1,678,461 1,479,824 Stone, lime, gold, sand and gravel, diatomite, uran- 

ium, silver, zinc. 
Ventura____.__..---. 104,821,786 107,501,291 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand 

and gravel, clays, stone, gypsum. 
Yolo.______.___------ 8,920,781 4,142,062 Sand and gravel, lime, natural gas. 
Yuba_____________-. 3,391,949 3,235,578 Gold, sand and gravel, stone, clays, platinum, silver. 
Undistributed !_._..... 11,688,175 26,091,905 

Total.._.--.-. 1,597,298,000 1,699 ,359,000 

t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; imcluded with 
““Undistributed”’. . . . / 

1 Includes gem stones, mercury, lead, silver, zinc, tungsten, copper, gold, and uranium that cannot be assigned 
to specific counties and value indicated by symbol W. 

2 Includes petroleum condensate.
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crude salt was processed in plants at Mt. duced portland cement in a wet process 
Eden and Newark, and refined in two _ plant at San Andreas and shipped the out- 
plants at Newark. Leslie Salt Co. supplied put to customers in northern California 
crude salt to the adjacent Morton Salt Co. and outside the State. Raw materials were 
refinery and sold salt-works bitterns to obtained from pits and quarries near Bur- | 
FMC Corp., which recovered magnesia and son and San Andreas. Limestone for ce- 
bromine from the liquor in a nearby plant. ment, riprap, and roadstone came from 
FMC quarried dolomite from a quarry out- two quarries in the San Andreas area. A 
side the county, calcined it, and used it in quarry near Avery supplied dimension 
the process. Byproduct gypsum was another building stone, and one near Alta was a 
plant product. Newark and Fremont gyp- source for roofing granules. Pacific Asbestos 
sum products plants used crude gypsum Corp. produced groups 4, 5, 6, and 7 asbes- 
from Nevada mines. An Emeryville plant tos fibers at its mine and mill near Cop- 
made insulation, using purchased Califor- peropolis. The plant products were used in 

| nia-produced magnesia as a raw material. cement pipe and sheet, and asphalt tile. 
A chemical plant in Berkeley used magne- Colusa.—Natural gas production in- 
site obtained from a Nevada producer to creased 9-percent and reversed the decline 
make epsom salts. Pits in the Niles area reported in 1965. A new gas discovery was 
supplied clay used in making floor and made in the Moon Bend-Meridian field 
wall tile. An Alvarado sugar refinery cal- where two wells encountered gas in the 
cined purchased limestone for use in the Forbes formation. Withdrawals from these 
refining process. Basalt from the Leona wells had not begun at yearend. 
quarry in Oakland and miscellaneous stone A few flasks of mercury were recovered 
from quarries near Fremont, Hayward, by retorting ore mined from the Rathburn 
Newark, and San Leandro was used chiefly claims near Wilbur Springs. 
for base material. | Contra Costa——Dry natural gas produc- 

Open-hearth furnaces at Emeryville and tion increased more than fourfold above 
Fremont were operated entirely on ferrous that of 1965. Most of the increase came 
scrap. from the Dutch Slough field where produc- 

Alpine.—Ore from the Zaca mine in the tion from 28 wells began late in 1965. Oil 
Monitor area was milled by the operator output from the Brentwood field, the only 
and the concentrate shipped to the Selby oilfield in the county, dropped 26 percent 
smelter for recovery of gold, silver, copper, and the associated wet gas was down 20 
lead and zinc. * percent. Petroleum refineries operated at 

Amador.—Pits in the Ione area were Martinez, Richmond, Avon, and Oleum. 
worked for sand used in manufacturing During the year, capacity of the Martinez 
glass products and in foundries, and for refinery was more than doubled, and at the 
clays, some of which were consumed in Richmond refinery hydrocracking and sol- 
making mortar and refractories. Quarries vent-deasphalting units were added. The 
near Volcano and Ione provided stone for new refinery of Sequoia Refining Co. at 
riprap and roadstone. Soapstone was mined Hercules was nearing completion and was 
at the Lavina deposit near Sutter Creek expected to be on stream early in 1967. 
and shipped to a grinding plant near Sac- Sulfur recovery plants were operated at all 
ramento. A small tonnage of pumicite was except the Martinez refinery. 
mined near Buena Vista and used by the Stack gases of the Selby lead smelter 
producer for lightweight aggregate. were treated to recover sulfuric acid and 

Butte.—Natural gas production from the liquid sulfur dioxide. A Pittsburg chemical 
county’s six dry-gas fields declined for the plant produced thermal carbon black as a 
second consecutive year, dropping 12 per- byproduct of hydrogen production. A 
cent from the 1965 figure. Martinez Chemical plant reclaimed copper 

Stream gravels were panned in the from solution residues and shipped the 
Cherokee, Butte Creek, and Oroville areas metal to an out-of-State smelter for recov- 
to recover placer gold and silver. Ore from ery of copper, gold, lead, and silver. 
the 3 Ravines lode claims in the Big Bar Crude gypsum from Mexico was calcined 
Mountain area was treated to recover small at plants in Antioch and Richmond for use 
quantities of gold and silver. in making gypsum products. Byproduct 

Calaveras.—Calaveras Cement Co. pro- gypsum, for agricultural use, was produced
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in a phosphoric acid plant at Nichols. cient riverbed gravels. Over 50 flasks of 
Sand from a pit near Cowell was prepared mercury.were retorted from ore of the Ero 
for foundry use. Sandstone was quarried Cucheo mine near the San Benito County 
near El Sobrante, Pacheco, and Richmond, _ line. 

and basalt near Orinda for riprap and Glenn.—Dry natural gas production was 
aggregate. nearly 8 percent below the 1965 figure. 

Reed-sedge peat was dredged in the San The Black Butte field, discovered in 1965, 
Joaquin River delta and dried, shredded, began producing in 1966. A new produc- 
and packaged for sale to garden supply tive zone in Kione sandstone was discov- 

firms. ered in the Rancho Capay field during the 
: E] Dorado.—Limestone was quarried near year. 

Diamond Springs and Cool, principally for A beet sugar refinery at Hamilton City 
making lime, although some was sold to purchased limestone and produced lime 
sugar refineries. The new lime plant at and carbon dioxide used in the refining 
Cool sold its entire output for soil stabili- process. : 
zation in highway construction. Output Humboldt.—Dry natural gas production 
from the Diamond Springs lime plant was from the Tompkins Hill (Eureka) field 
sold chiefly for construction, metallurgical, rose about 880 million cubic feet, up 42 

and chemical uses. A rhyolite quarry near percent from the 1965 level. A compara- 

Placerville supplied dimension building tively small quantity of dry gas also was | 
stone. Slate quarries near Chili Bar was withdrawn from the Table Bluff easfield, 

used for roofing and flagstone, crushed for discovered in 1960. The Grizzley Bluff 

roofing granules, and ground for flour.  gasfield, discovered in 1964, was still shut- 
Soapstone from the Shrub deposit near in at yearend. 

Shingle Springs was ground in the produc- Imperial.—U.S. Gypsum Co. mined crude 
er’s San Francisco plant. Soapstone from a gypsum from the Fish Creek Mountain de- 

nearby property was ground by the pro- posit and calcined it in the company’s 
ducer for use in ceramics. Plaster City gypsum products plant. The 

Small quantities of placer gold and silver Carlton beet-sugar refinery purchased lime- 
were panned from stream gravels along the stone to produce lime and carbon dioxide 
American River and its tributaries. used in the refining process. Cal-Min Co. 

Fresno.—Crude oil production from the mined bentonite near Brawley and pre- 

county’s 29 oilfields was virtually un- pared it for use as a filler in animal feeds. 
changed from 1965. Increased outputs from Organic Mineral Sales, Inc., mined barite 

fields in the Coalinga area were offset by from the White Swan deposit near Blythe 
corresponding decreases at fields in the and shipped it to the company grinding 

Fresno area. Sixteen exploratory wells plant in San Diego County. Chloride Prod- 

failed to find new production. Two proc- ucts, Inc., recovered calcium chloride from 
essing plants extracted natural gas liquids hot well brines near Calipatria, and sold 

from oil zone gas. Dry natural gas produc- the material in liquid form. Decomposed 

tion from the Gill Ranch field declined granite was quarried near Ocotillo and used 
slightly and withdrawals had not begun for road base. 
from the San Joaquin Northwest gasfield, Ore from the Calcite and Big Chief 

discovered in 1965. claims near Mesquite was treated to recov- 
Atlas Minerals Corp. and Coalinga’ er a few ounces of gold. Copper ore from 

Asbestos Co. mined asbestos from deposits an unidentified property in the Cargo Mu- 
northwest of Coalinga and produced asbes- chacho Mountains was shipped to an onut- 
tos fiber (group 7 shorts) in milling plants of-State smelter for recovery of copper, 
near the mine sites. A Fresno perlite ex- gold, and silver. 
pansion plant was idle all year. Byproduct Inyo.—The Pine Creek tungsten mine of : 

agricultural gypsum was produced in a Union Carbide Corp. was the source of all | 

phosphoric acid plant at Helm. Granite the molybdenum produced in the State, a | 

was quarried near Clovis and Sanger for high percentage of the copper and tung- | 

architectural use and riprap. sten, and a notable quantity of the recover- : 
Four sand and gravel washing plants on able silver. Lead ores from the Santa Rosa | 

the San Joaquin River recovered byproduct mine near Keeler and the Jubilee and | 
placer gold and silver from stream and an- Queen of Sheba mines, together with lead- | 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| 
|
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zinc ore from the Columbia mine in the cent; that from the McKittrick field was up 
Shoshone area, yielded most of the recover- 38 percent. A total of 168 exploratory wells 
able lead, zinc, and silver. Small quantities was drilled, resulting in the discovery of 

of gold and silver were recovered in treat- one oilfield (Seventh Standard), and five 

ing ores from three gold properties and new _ pools in older fields. Eight oil 
one silver property. refineries, all in the Bakersfield area, oper- 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. recovered so- ated at near capacity throughout the year 

da ash and sodium sesquicarbonate from and no additions or changes were reported. 
brines of Owens Lake in a plant at Bart- Oil-zone gas production rose 34 percent, 
lett. Kern County Land Co. mined cole- and production from the county’s 22 dry 
manite and U.S. Borax & Chemical Corp gasfields was up 48 percent. seenuy more 
mined both colemanite and ulexite from wet gas was processed in the 18 processing 
deposits north of Shoshone and shipped to plants in the county, and more liquified 

| refineries outside the county. Talc produc- petroleum gas was recovered, but less natu- 
tion was reported from 11 mines in 1966. ral gasoline and cycle products were pro- 
Output from the Warm Springs deposit of | duced than in 1965. : 
Grantham Mines was more than from all U.S. Borax & Chemical Corp. mined 
others combined. Talc from this mine WaS crude borates from its open-pit Boron 

shipped to grinders in southern California, mine and refined or partially refined them 
Nebraska, and Mexico. Talc also was in the adjacent company plant. Some par- 
ground in plants at Keeler and Laws. tially refined products were shipped to the 

Limestone was quarried near Searles company refinery in Los Angeles County 

Lake by Stauffer Chemical Co. and trucked for final processing. The Boron plant also 

to the company processing plant in San processed crude borates from the pro- 
Bernardino County. Marble from the Pre- ducer’s Inyo County mines, and produced 

mier quarry near Lone Pine was prepared sodium sulfate as a byproduct of boron 
for roofing granules, terrazzo, ‘decorative refining. Plant products were shipped to 

rock, ceramic filler, and other building domestic and foreign customers. California 
trades uses. Some quartzite was quarried IN portland Cement Co., at Mojave, and 

the same area and sold for use in making Monolith Portland Cement Co., at Mono- 
silica brick. Pumice from a deposit near ith, produced cement in dry- and wet-pro- 

Coso Junction and volcanic cinder from cog. plants, respectively. Limestone and 

one near Little Lake were used for con- quartz used in the processes were obtained 
crete aggregate. Perlite was obtained from from quarries near the plant sites. Clays 

the Fish Sp mings quarry near Zurich and were purchased for use in the Mojave 
expanded in a plant outside the county. plant and mined from c ompany-owned pits 

The Calearth and Jones deposits near fo, the Monolith plant. Some cement was 
Olancha yielded fuller’s earth that was Pre-  hagged but most shipments were made in 
pared for use as a carrier in insecticides bulk, principally to ready-mixed concrete 

and a clarifier for mineral and vegetable plants in California and Nevada. Crude 
oils. Bentonite mined at deposits near Te- gypsum was mined near Lost Hills, McKit- 

copa and Death Valley was prepared for trick, and Taft, chiefly for agricultural use, 
various filler uses and was used untreated although some was used in making cement. 
in reservoir linings. The Gunter Canyon ee 
barite mine near Laws was the source for Pits in the McKittrick area yielded clays 
crude barite shipped to a grinding plant in used in oilwell drilling muds and as absorb- 
Kern County. ants; oays from the van area were set 

Kem.—Kern County led all others in 1 Making stone ware. Solar-evaporated salt 
production of petroleum and natural gas. Was harvested from Koehn dry lake by 
Oil production rose 9 percent, to 330,000 Western Salt Co. and processed in the Salt- 
barrels daily. Most of the increase resulted dale plant. Pumicite from the Calsilco 
from steam stimulation projects in heavy- Property north of Saltdale was used as fill 
gravity oilfields, particularly the Kern and prepared for absorbant use, concrete 
River and Midway-Sunset fields where pro- admixture, and scouring agent. Limestone 

duction increased, respectively, 16,000 and was quarried by Chas. Pfizer & Co. and 
9,000 barrels daily. Output of light-gravity prepared for metallurgical flux, poultry 
oil from the Cymric field was up 41 per- grit, and roofing granules. Near Rosamond,
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varicolored quartz was quarried for decora- yielding about 144,000 barrels daily. Natu- 

tive aggregate, and rhyolite from the same ral gas from oil zones rose nearly 5 percent 
area was used for roofing granules. while production from  dry-gas_ fields 

Both furnace and retort were used to dropped 22 percent. Natural gas liquids 

recover mercury from ore of the Techache- plants processed less wet gas and plant 
pi mine. Tungsten ores from the Gwyne products were down 5 percent from the 
and Locarno mines near Claraville, and the 1965 level. The drilling of 14 exploratory 
Last Hope near Mojave, were. milled and wells resulted in the discovery of ome new 

the concentrates sold to ah Inyo County oilfield (Venice Beach), and an extension 

buyer. The Whitmore lode property near of the El Segundo oilfield. | 

Mojave yielded silver ore that also con- Silica sand was obtained from a pit near 
tained recoverable lead, A few ounces of Fy Segundo and prepared for foundry, 

lode gold was recovered in treating ores  pjast, and engine use. Dimension building 
from prospects in the Mojave and Clear  sione was quarried near Palos Verdes and 
Creek areas. Saugus. A quarry near Oxnard yielded 
Kings.—Petroleum production declined sandstone for riprap. Also, large tonnages 

slightly from 1965 but natural gas output, of stone for riprap were obtained from two 
wet and dry, rose 15 and 8 percent, respec- quarries on Santa Catalina Island and 

tively. Eleven exploratory wells were barged to the mainland for use in harbor 

drilled during the year, but no discoveries and shoreline protection. Decomposed 
‘were made. The Hanford oil refinery of granite for base material was obtained at a 

Caminol Oil. Co., Kings County’s only half-dozen locations in the county. Crude 

refinery, operated below capacity through- gypsum was calcined at three plants. A 

out the year. Less oil-zone gas was proc- plant at South Gate received crude ore 

essed in the county’s three natural gas liq- from a Nevada mine, and two plants in 
uids plants, yielding less natural gasoline the Long Beach area used crude gypsum 
but more liquified petroleum gas. | from Mexico. A fourth plant, at Santa Fe 

Atlas Minerals Corp. installed a furnace Springs produce’ wallboare only, and re- 
at the Little King property near Parkfield sian _ Aas eat The K company 
and recovered a substantial quantity of P ae in Imperia " unty. le Satz quarry 
mercury. from the ore. Mercury also was fo t h pan Fernan f area was the sour’ 
recovered by retorting ore from the Davw- ae snare processed oF use as 2a a “ 
son mine in the same area. ry insecticides. Soapstone was mined from 

| . a deposit in Sierra Paloma Valley and 
Lake.—Volcanic cinder was mined from shipped to a Los Angeles grinding plant. 

deposits near Clearlake Highlands and _ Five plants in the county ground tale and 
Clearlake Oaks. About half the material soapstone received from California and Ne- 
was used as concrete aggregate; the Ye- vada producers. Seven plants in the Los 

mainder was sold for landscaping. Shale Angeles area expanded perlite obtained 
was mined from a quarry near Kelseyville from California and out-of-State producers. 
and sold for use as lightweight aggregate A Harbor City grinding plant processed 
and in other building products. crude barite from a Nevada mine for use 

Ores from four mercury mines were re- ' oil-well drilling muds. 
torted to recover the metal, but only the Two sand and gravel washing plant on 
Konocti near Kelseyville produced more the San Gabriel River channel recovered 
than 10 flasks. Cleanup operations at the byproduct placer gold and silver in prepar- 
Wall Street mine near Middletown yielded ing ancient riverbed gravels for comstruc- 
small quantities of lode gold and silver. tion uses. 

Los Angeles.—Petroleum production in- Madera.—Dry natural gas production 
creased 13 percent over that of 1965, prin- was chiefly from the Gill Ranch field and 
cipally because of development in the the yield from five wells in the Moffat 
Wilmington field (east area) where 73 new Ranch field was nearly double that in 
slant wells were drilled from piers and 1965. However, overall output dropped 22 
offshore islands. By yearend Wilmington percent. 
field had surpassed East Texas to become The Strawberry tungsten mine (idle in 
the largest oilfield in the United States, 1965) of New Idria Mining & Chemical Co.
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near Bass Lake yielded nearly 700,000 for lightweight aggregate. The Forest Serv- 
pounds of concentrate that was sold to var- ice also mined over 4,000 tons of clay and 
ious customers. T'wo other tungsten prop- used the material in flood control projects. 

| erties were en and eee ae Mono.—Pumice was mined from four de- 
shipped bid e Inyo county P fo ° posits. Material from one deposit near Lee 

See eee ee ant etige ae Visi wat sld for landscaping use: chat ; | rom a second deposit was prepared for 
ampped to “d Arizona sneer “and. gravel abrasive uses. Pumice from the Cowan 
of silver and copper. san r t Bent s used for con- 
operation in the Grub Gulch area recov- ae aggregate and that fom he Boyd de- 

ered a few ounces of byproduct placer gold posit near Chalfant for an abrasive, an 
and silver. ; . aggregate in plaster, and an ingredient in 
Raymond for ending oad quamiee nn sweeping compounds. The US. Forest Serv- 

‘ice sold and used volcanic cinder for con- 
Volcanic ash was obtained from the Taylor crete ageregate. 

| deposit near Belleview and prepared for . . 
use as a diluent in insecticides. A pit near Kaolin was mined from the Hat Creek Madera yielded a clay used in making deposit in the Casa Diablo area and pre- 
dobe b a y pared for use in plaster. Pyrophyllite from 

ace . TICK the Pacific mine near White Mountain was 
Marin.—Ores from the Corda vrocball ground in the producer’s plant at Laws, 

and the Gambonini mine near Marsha Inyo County. 
were retorted to recover a total of more ; 
than 100 flasks of mercury. Monterey.—Crude oil production rose 37 

In the San Rafael area, shale was quar- Percent from that of 1965, principally as 
ried for use as lightweight aggregate and the result of thermal recovery operations, 
sandstone for riprap and concrete aggre- both steam injection and in situ combus- 
gate. Basalt from a quarry near Novato al- 0n, in the San Ardo field. Natural gas 
so was prepared for aggregate use. output, from oil zones, increased slightly. 

Mariposa.—Slate was produced at several Ten exploratory wells were drilled during quarries near Mariposa for flagging, and in the year, but no discoveries were made. 

blocks and slabs for milling. Dimension Dolomite was quarried and upgraded at 
building stone was quarried near Coulter- Natividad to produce dead-burned dolo- 
ville. mite for use in steel furnaces, and cal- 

Three gold properties in the Mother ‘ined dolomite for a magnesia plant at 
Lode area yielded ores that were treated to Moss Landing. Some crushed dolomite was 
recover gold and silver. A sand and gravel sold to glass and fertilizer manufacturers, 
plant in the same area washed old tailing "4 for roofing granules. A sugar refinery 
and recovered some byproduct placer gold. at Spreckles purchased limestone and pro- 
Mendocino—Ore from the Chew-Janusz duced lime and carbon dioxide used in the 

mercury property near Hopland was retort: refining process. Industrial sands were pro- 

ed and a few flasks of the metal recovered duced from beach and dune deposits near Merced.—Gypsit ined L Castroville, Marina, and Pacific Grove for 
Banos for a ? P th, 1 ase mane Near 08 glass, foundry, ceramic, blast, and filtration 

Bypro due ‘placer. gol d and silver were USCS: Crude salt was harvested from solar 

recovered in two sand and gravel washing evaporating ponds a nd sold to local cus: . lants on the Merced River tomers. A King City asbestos fiber mill 
P operated on ore received from the pro- 
b Modoc.—Peat moss from a Jess Valley qucer’s San Benito County mine. Decom- bog was prepared for sale as a soil condi- posed granite was quarried near Carmel 

Crews and contractors for State and V4alley. Pebble Beach, and Salinas for use 
County road agencies mined volcanic “ base material. 
cinder for maintenance and repair use. Gold ore mined from the Mariposa pros- 
The U.S. Forest Service sold several thou- pect near Los Burros was treated to recov- 
sand tons of the material for use as con- ef small quantities of gold and silver. Mer- 
crete aggregate. Pumice from the Free de-  cury properties in the Parkfield area were 
posit near Glass Mountain was prepared idle throughout the year.
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Napa.—Leslie Salt Co. harvested crude Two producers mined sand-clay mix- 
salt from solar evaporating ponds along’ tures, one in Trabucco Canyon and the 
San Pablo Bay. Shale was quarried near other in the El Toro area, primarily for 
Oakville and expanded in a Napa plant. foundry ganister. Both producers also sold 
The plant also prepared a pozzolan for ce- washed kaolin and sand products. Some sil- 
ment, using diatomaceous silica from a de- ica sand was sold for use in cement. Shale 
posit near Napa. The Phoenix asbestos was mined and expanded for lightweight 
mine and plant, in the Napa area, were aggregate near San Clemente. Near Dyer, a 
shut down indefinitely. Volcanic ash from sugar refinery purchased limestone and 
the Pearl deposit in the McGeorge area produced lime and carbon dioxide used in 
was used for concrete aggregate and sold processing. Western Salt Co. harvested 
for use as a soil conditioner. Dimension crude salt from solar evaporating ponds at 
building stone was quarried near St. Helena Corona Del Mar and sold it locally, chiefly 
and a basalt quarry near Napa was a source to water-softener service companies. Peat 
for riprap and aggregate. A small tonnage humus from a Huntington Beach pit was 
of crude perlite from the Alvo mine was _ sold for soil conditioning. 
expanded in the adjacent plant near St. Placer.—Industrial sand was prepared at 
Helena and used by the producer for a Bear River deposit near Auburn and 
plaster aggregate. sold for blast, foundry, engine, and filter 

Mercury was recovered from ores and uses. Dimension granite was quarried near 
dump material at seven mines in the Rocklin for building stone and monv- 
county, and by three operators who worked ments. A lesser tonnage was crushed for 
the James Creek gravels to recover metal roofing granules. 
washed down from the old Oat Hill opera- Gold ores from the Bowman (Butcher 
tion. Only four mines—Aetna, Corona, Ranch) and one _ unidentified property 

Knoxville, and Oat Hill—yielded more were treated to recover gold and silver. An- 
than 15 flasks each of mercury. The Knox-_ cient riverbed and stream gravels were 
ville was the major producer with more worked at four placer properties in the 
than 275 flasks. Colfax and Iowa Hill areas to recover a 
Nevada.—Lode gold production was vir- few ounces of gold and silver. All other 

tually limited to that recovered in cleanup placer gold and silver was recovered by in- 
operations and the treatment of old tail- dividuals who panned stream gravels along 
ings at the Ancho Erie, Empire, and New the American River and its tributaries. 

Brunswick groups of claims. Several placer Riverside—Iron-ore production at the 
properties were active in 1966, a dragline Eagle Mountain mine of Kaiser Steel Corp. 
dredging operation in the French Corral was 30 percent above that in 1965. The 
area, a drift mine in the Washington area, pelletizing plant completed its first full 
and a number of sluicing operations. How- year of operation. Shipments to the pro- 
ever, most of.the placer gold and silver was  ducer’s steel furnaces in San Bermardino 
recovered by individuals who panned County were lower, but exports rose 72 
stream gravels. percent. Ore from the Bryan gold mine 

Orange.—Petroleum production rose 10 was smelted to recover gold, silver, lead, 
percent from that of 1965 with much of and zinc. Old tailings were treated at the 
the increase resulting from new drilling Hoag gold mine and small quantities of 
and from waterflood operations in the gold and silver recovered. Treatment of ore 
Huntington Beach field. Production was up from the Jubilo silver prospect yielded a | 
150 percent in the Belmont offshore field few ounces of silver and copper precipi- 
where 23 new wells were completed. One tates were recovered from a few tons of 
zone in the Belmont yielded dry natural material at the Silver Bell property. | 
gas and represented the first dry-gas pro- American Cement Corp. produced gray | 
duction in the county. Production of oil- and white portland cements at Crestmore : 
zone gas also increased significantly. The using limestone from a nearby under- | 
volume of wet gas processed in the county’s ground quarry and sand and clay from pits | 
five natural gas liquids plants was essen- near Corona and Riverside as raw materi- . 
tially the same as in 1965. Four exploratory als. Some Corona sand also was sold for | 
wells were drilled but no new oil or gas use in making glass. Quartzite was quar- ! 
reserves were discovered. ried near Whitewater for building stone ! 

| 
| | 

| 
| 

I 

|
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and landscape rock, and granite near Coro- North Star, used furnaces to recover the 
na, Homeland, and Riverside for riprap mercury. The other five used retorts. The 

and base material. Miscellaneous stone New Idria mine continued to be the Na- 

from a Temescal Canyon quarry was pre-  tion’s largest mercury producer. 
pared for roofing granules and concrete The county’s three oilfields yielded 

aggregate. Crude gypsum was mined and _ slightly less crude oil than in 1965, and dry 
calcined at Midland for use in plaster and natural gas production declined virtually 
wallboard products. to insignificance. 

Petroleum production from the Prado San Bernardino.—Four portland cement 
Dam field continued its decline but pro- plants—at Colton, Cushenbury, Oro 
duction from the new Prado Corona field Grande, and Victoryilles-were in opera: 

raised the total yield 7,000 barrels above tion, representing a combined annual ca- 
that in 1965, Oil-zone gas from these fields pacity of nearly 24 million barrels by year= 
was marketed in 1966 but not in 1965. end. All producers worked company-owned 

Sacramento.—Dry natural gas production quarries for limestone and all except the 
was 10 percent above that in 1965 and Sac- _ Victorville plant obtained silica and clay or 
ramento returned to third place among _ shale for cement needs from company de- 
the dry-gas producing counties. Four ex- posits. The Victorville plant purchased its 
ploratory wells were drilled and one new clay and silica requirements. A lime plant 
productive zone was discovered in Hamil- in Lucerne Valley produced a variety of 
ton Sandstone. The discovery was in the lime products for construction, ehemical, 
Sherman Island field but no withdrawals and other industrial uses. Limestone also 
from the zone were reported by yearend. was quarried near Colton for glass and 

Metal production was limited to byprod- poultry grit, in Lucerne Valley for glass, 
uct placer gold and silver recovered at flux, and filler uses, and near San Bernar- 

sand and gravel washing plants on the dino for landscape rock, roofing granules, 
American River, and to recoveries made by and. concrete aggregate. Quarries near Col- 
individuals who panned stream gravels n ton, Ponoma, Big Bear Lake, and Wright- 
the same areas. | wood were sources for decomposed granite 

Clays were mined in the Ione area and used as base material. Quartzite from an 
used in mortar, filler in fertilizers, and asa Oro Grande quarry was used in making 

carrier in insecticides. rock wool and for aggregate. Quartz quar- 
San Benito.—Ideal Cement Go. produced ries near Big Bear Lake, Hinkley, and Bry- 

portland cement in a plant at San Juan man supplied stone for building and deco- 
Bautista using limestone from a nearby rative uses, exposed aggregate, and 
quarry and shale from a deposit in Santa industrial fillers, Some dimension building 
Cruz County as raw materials. The plant stone was quarried near Baker and stone 
also ground clinker from a company facili- from a Barstow quarry was used for 
ty in San Mateo County to meet customer roofing granules. 
demands. Dolomite was quarried near Hol- Searles Lake brines were processed by 
lister by FMC Corp. for use in the com- American Potash & Chemical Corp., at 

pany magnesia plant in Alameda County. Trona, and by Stauffer Chemical Co., at 

The State’s largest granite quarry, at Lo- Westend, to extract boron and sodium 
gan, was a source for riprap, concrete compounds, lithium and potassium salts, 
aggregate, roadstone, and railroad ballast. and bromine. Stauffer also operated a lime 

Asbestos ore was mined south of Idria kiln at Westend using limestone from Inyo 
and processed in the producer’s plant in County. Solar evaporated salt was harvest- 
Monterey County. In the same area, ben- ed at Searles Lake and at Danby and Bris- 
tonite was mined from the Lewis pit and _ tol (dry) lakes. Solar salt harvested near 
prepared for foundry use, and as a carrier Rice was used for water softening purposes 
in insecticides, a component in well-drill- by Metropolitan Water District of South- 
ing muds, and a water seal in reservoirs. ern California. Rock salt also was mined in 

Some was pelletized for absorbent use. the Bristol Lake area near Amboy. 
Of the nine active mercury mines and Iron-ore production at the Iron Age 

prospects, only New Idria and North Star mine near Twenty-nine Palms increased 8 
had yields exceeding 20 flasks of the metal. percent over that in 1965. Shipments of 
Four of the nine, including New Idria and lump ore to steel plants were lower but
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thosé of fines to cement plants rose appre- for decorative building stone, and miscella- 
clably. Production of lump iron ore by neous stone near San Diego for riprap and 
Kaiser Steel Corp. from the Silver Lake aggregate, 
mine near Baker dropped noticeably, but Solar-evaporated salt was harvested from 
shipments, including those from stockpile; ponds at South Bay and processed in a 
were only slightly lower. Relatively small Chula Vista plant for sale locally. Salt- 
tonnages of gold, silver, copper, and lead works bitterns were sold to a nearby plant 
ores were mined and shipped from mines for extraction of magnesium chloride. 
and prospects in the Whipple Mountain, Pyrophyllite was mined from three deposits 

Randsburg, Monumental Peak, Clark in the San Dieguito area; output from the 

Mountain, and Kelso areas. The value of Fotrr Gee mine was shipped to a Los An- 
all precious and base metal production was geles Chemical plant, that from the Har- 

less than $20,000. A few ounces of placer borlite (Harris) property was ground by 
gold arid silver were panned from stream the producer for use in insecticides, and 
gravels in the Belleville area. that from the Kaolinite (Pioneer) deposit 

Clays from deposits in the Ivanpah area WS stockpiled. The owner of the Harbor- 
were used in making whiteware and floor lite property also expanded perlite received 

and wall tile, and to a lesser extent, as a 70M out-of State producers, | 
fine polishing agent. Bentonite was pro- Stream grayels were panned in the Cam- 
duced at the Honey Brown property near PO @fea tq recover small quantities of 
Vidal for use as a filler in animal feeds. Placer gold and silver. © 
Shale was obtained from the Pavolite pit | San Joaquin.—Natural gas production de- 
near Chino and expanded for lightweight clined 19 percent from that of 1965, drop- 
ageregate. Four companies worked nine ping the county from first to fifth among 

talc deposits in the county and produced the dry-gas producing counties. Drilling of 
nearly one-fourth the State's talc output. 16 exploratory wells in 1966 resulted in the 
In all instances, the talc was shipped to discovery of 2 new pools in older fields. 

the producers’ grinding plants in Los An- Sugar refineries at Manteca and Tracy ! 
geles County. The Victorite pyrophyllite purchased limestone to predtce lime and | 
deposit was idle but shipments were made carbon dioxide used in the refining process. ! 
from stockpile to a Victorville grinding Byproduct gypsum recovered in the manu- | 

plant. Gypsum was mined in the Victor- facture of phosphoric acid at a Lathrop | 
ville area and sold locally for agricultural fertilizer plant was sold for agricultural | 
use. Crude barite was mined and shipped _ use. | 

_ from the Leviathan mine near Calico to a Byproduct placer gold and silver were | 

Kern County grinding plant. Volcanic recovered at a sand and gravel washing | 
cinder from the Aiken Cinder Cone near plant working stream gravel on the Moke- | 
Cima was used as lightweight aggregate, jymne River near Clements. | 

and pumice from the Williams Bros. de- San Luis Obispo.—Crude oil production | 
posit in the Opal Mountain area was pre- declined 5 . . | 

. ves ecline percent from 1965 levels and | 
pared for sale as a soil conditioner. natural f ] d d 18 : | 

7 gas from oil zones droppe per | 
Relatively small quantities of petroleum cent. Although 3 percent more gas was | 

and oil-zone natural gas were produced processed in the county’s only processing | 
from two fields near the Orange County plant at the Russell Ranch field, the out- | 
line. Output from these fields had been put of natural gas liquids was 4 percent } 
declining for several years. less. A sulfur recovery plant was operated | 

San Diego.—Silica sand from a deposit in conjunction with the county’s lone oil | 

near Oceanside was prepared for use in ‘éefinery. Exploratory drilling consisted of | 
glass and stucco, as molding and blast sand _‘$1X wells, all dry holes. The Meridian Anti- | 
in foundries, and for various other indus- line field, discovered late in 1965 as a gas ! 
trial uses. Granite was quarried near Es- Producer, became an oil producer in Au- | 
condido and Vista for architectural stone, 8¥St 1966. | 
monuments, and surface plates. Granite Six mercury properties were active in | 
from quarries near Carlsbad, Lakeside, and 1966 but only the Buena Vista and The | 

San Marcos was used for riprap and base Klau yielded more than 30 flasks of metal. : 
material. Quartz was quarried near Campo Ore from the underground Buena Vista 

| 
| 

|
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mine was furnaced; all other operators Most of the California diatomite produc- 

used retorts to recover the metal. tion, and a high percentage of the US. 
Industrial sand mined near Oceano was output, came from three operations in San- 

processed principally for foundry use. ta Barbara County, two near Lompoc and 
Limestone was quarried near Adelaide and one near Santa Maria. A fourth producer, 
sold to sugar refineries or for agricultural in the Lompoc area, mined and processed 
use. Dimension building stone and stone  diatomite for specialty products. A Bettera- 

| for decorative uses were quarried near Paso via sugar refinery calcined purchased lime- 
Robles and Cambria. Gypsite was mined stone for lime and carbon dioxide used in 
near Simmler and sold for agricultural use. the refining process. Limestone also was 

San Mateo.—Ideal Cement Co., at Red- quarried near Lompoc for riprap. Sand- 
wood City the only cement plant in Cali- stone quarried near Goleta and Carpinteria 
fornia located on a navigable waterway, was used for building stone and riprap. 
used oystershell and clay dredged from the Decorative building stone was obtained 
bay as raw materials. At yearend the com- from quarries near Santa Maria, Lompoc, 
pany had completed new storage silos as a and Guadalupe. 
part of its 6-million-barrel-per-year expan- Only two mercury mines were active in 
sion program. Two other companies 1966. Ore from the Gibralter mine in the 
dredged oystershell from the bay and sold Los Prietos area was furnaced to recover 
the washed shell for use as poultry grit, over 500 flasks of mercury while ore from 
filler in animal feeds, and soil additive. the Red Lion property, Cachuma area, was 
Limestone was quarried at Rockaway retorted and a much smaller quantity of 
Beach, sandstone near Brisbane, and basalt the metal recovered. 

near Woodside for concrete aggregate, Santa Clara.—Kaiser Cement & Gypsum 
roadstone, and base material. Corp. operated the State’s largest produc- 

Magnesia was extracted from seawater by ing cement plant at Permanente. The pro- 
Merck & Co., Inc., in a South San Francisco. ducer obtained limestone from a nearby 

Plant, using a purchased dolomite-lime- quarry, and sold some of the stone to local 
stone mixture as a precipitant. Solar-evapo- contractors for a variety of uses. Sandstone 
rated salt was harvested from ponds that was quarried near Los Gatos and used for 
extended into Alameda and Santa Clara base material. Aggregate and base material 
Counties. The crude salt was prepared for came from quarries near San Jose, Los Al- 
shipment, principally export, in a bayside tos, Palo Alto, and Gilroy. 
Redwood City plant. Gypsum was import- Lessees worked various sections of the 
ed from Mexico and stockpiled at Red- New Alamaden mine to produce more 
wood City for use by the cement and agri- than half the mercury output in the 
cultural industries. county. San Jose Mining Co. was by far the 

Less than 40,000 barrels of crude oil was major producer, and was the only lessee 
produced, down 11 percent from that of using a furnace to recover the metal. The 
1965. The volume of oil-zone gas obtained Guadalupe and Last Chance were the only 
with the oil was virtually insignificant. ‘ other producing properties. The former 

Santa Barbara.—Petroleum production re- used both a furnace and retorts while the 
mained essentially the same as in 1965 but latter used only retorts in recovering the 
outputs of oil-zone and dry natural gas mercury. 
rose significantly. The new Carpinteria Santa Cruz.—Lone Star Cement Corp. 
offshore oilfield yielded nearly 1 million (Pacific Cement & Aggregates Division) 
barrels of crude oil and 500 million cubic produced portland cement at Davenport, 
feet of gas. Dry-gas production from using limestone and shale from nearby 
offshore fields, principally the Molino, con- quarries. Shale also was produced at the 
tributed appreciably to the 10-percent total Chittenden quarry for use by a San Benito 
gas increase. The county’s six natural gas County cement producer. Limestone also 
liquids plants processed 15 percent more was quarried near Santa Cruz for agricul- 
wet gas than in 1965 resulting in a 10-per- tural use, building stone, poultry grit, and 
cent increase in plant products recovered. filler in animal feeds. Granite was obtained 
Drilling of 19 exploratory wells resulted in from quarries near Felton and Soquel for 
the discovery of two new oilfields and two aggregate and base material. 
new productive zones in older fields. Shasta.—Calaveras Cement Co. produced
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portland cement in a plant near Redding, was mined in the Klamath Nationai Forest 
using shale and limestone from nearby for a variety of uses, including flood con- 
quarries as raw materials. The limestone trol projects and for fill. 
was delivered to the plant by a 1.5-mile- Stream and bench gravels on Humbug 
long covered belt conveyor. Some of the Creek and the Klamath and Salmon Rivers 
limestone was sold to sugar refineries. Over were worked to recover placer gold and 
30,000 tons of volcanic cinder was mined silver but only one operation, a dragline 
for use by State and Federal agencies in on Humbug Creek, recovered a significant 
road surfacing, maintenance, and ice con- quantity of the metals. 
trol. Cinder from the H&H Ranch near Solano.—Natural gas production rose 13 
Glenburn and the Sanford property near percent above that of 1965, placing Solano 
Fall River Mills was used for the same second among the dry-gas producing coun- 
purpose. A lesser tonnage of the Sanford ties. Exploratory drilling totaled 19 wells 
material was sold for landscaping rock. and resulted in the discovery of two new 

_ Volcanic cinder (scoria) from the Black gas producing zones—the Starkey Sandstone 
Butte deposit near Manton was prepared in the Denverton Creek field and the Mar- 
for sale as lightweight aggregate. Crude  tinez Formation in the Rio Vista field. At 
barite was mined near Castella and yearend no withdrawals had been made 
shipped to the producer’s Sutter County from either discovery. 
grinding plant. Diatomite was obtained Limestone was quarried near Fairfield 
from a deposit on the Pit River and used for rubble and terrazzo chips. Basalt and 
as a filler in fertilizer. miscellaneous stone was obtained from 

Iron ore was shipped from stockpile at quarries near Benecia and Cordelia for rip- 
the Iron Mountain mine to a domestic rap and aggregate. 
steel plant. Gold ore from two prospects in Sonoma.—Production was reported from 
the French Gulch area was treated to 10 mercury mines and prospects in 1966 
recover a few ounces of lode gold. A sand but only the Mt. Jackson and Socrates 
and gravel washing plant near Redding re- mines yielded more than 30 flasks each. 
covered byproduct placer gold and silver in Ore from the Mt. Jackson mine was fur- 
working ancient riverbed gravels. Addition- naced; all other ores were retorted. The 
al recoveries were made by individuals who Culver Bear property was worked by two 
panned stream gravels on Coltonwood operators, in different sections of the mine. 
Creek, and in the French Gulch, Redding, Dimension stone and flagging were pro- 
and Shasta areas. duced from a sandstone quarry near Glen 

Sierra.—Six lode gold mines reported Ellen, and basalt for aggregate from quar- 
yields of gold and silver but only the Orig- ries near Petaluma and Forestville. Base 
inal 16 to 1 mine at Alleghany (from ore material was quarried near Cotati and Oc- 
mined in a previous year) produced a_ cidental. 
significant quantity. Cleanup operations A small volume of natural gas was with- 
and treatment of old tailings at idle prop- drawn from the Petaluma dry-gas field. 
erties also accounted for a few ounces of The output dropped 18 percent from that 
lode gold and silver. Except for one drift in 1965. 
mine, using sluices, and a suction dredge Stanislaus.—Ball clay was mined on the 

in the Alleghany area, all placer gold and Rodden property near Knights Ferry and 
silver: was recovered by individuals who sold for use in making whiteware. Clay 
panned stream gravels in the Alleghany from a pit near Cooperstown was used in | 
and Downieville areas. compounding well-drilling muds. | 

Siskiyou.—Over 90,000 tons of volcanic Cleanup operations at an unidentified : 
cinder was mined and used by county, lead mine yielded material shipped to a | 
State, and Federal agencies and their con- Montana smelter for recovery of lead, ! 
tractors, for concrete aggregate. Additional- silver, and copper. Byproduct placer gold : 
ly, more than 50,000 tons was used in road’ and silver were recovered from stream and ! 
maintenance and repair, and nearly 24,000 ancient riverbed gravels in a sand and 
tons by railroads for ballast. Only a small gravel washing plant on the Stanislaus : 
tonnage was used for other purposes, River. | 
chiefly landscaping rock. The U.S. Forest Sutter—An 1l-percent increase in natu- | 
Service reported that 70,000 tons of clay ral gas production over the 1965 figure |
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moved Sutter into first place among the plants, petroleum refineries, and other in- 

dry-gas producing counties. Two fields, dustries. Marble was quarried in the Sono- 
Grimes and Sutter Butte, yielded 95 per- ra area for terrazzo and exposed aggregate, 
cent of the county output. and miscellaneous stone near Twain Harte 
_A custom grinding plant for nonmetallic was mined for drain rock and concrete 

minerals operated at Sutter. ageregate. Diatomite was mined from a de- 

- Tehama.—Natural gas production was 75 Posit near Keystone and sold for light- 
percent above that in 1965, and was credit- weight aggregate. oe Co 
ed principally to the Rice Creek field. Of Ores from three gold properties were 
the eight exploratory wells drilled in 1966, treated to recover gold and silver but only 
one encountered a new productive zone in the ore from the Golden Star in the East 
the Rice Creek field, the Kione zone of Belt area, which was smelted, yielded more 
Cretaceous age. | than a few ounces of the metals. A few 

Crews of the California Division of ounces of placer gold was recovered by in- _ 
Highways mined and used 10,000 tons of dividuals who panned stream gravels. 
volcanic cinder in road construction, main- Ventura.—Crude oil production declined 
tenance, and repair. | 6 percent from 1965 despite two new dis- 
Trinity—Ore from the Altoona mine in coveries—the Big Mountain field and a 

the Castle Creek area was furnaced to yield ew pool in the Tar Creek-Topa Topa 
over 100 flasks of mercury. Ores from a field. The new discoveries were not in pro- 

gold-silver property in the Trinity River duction until December. Oil-zone natural 

area and from two gold mines in the Hay- aS output also was lower, by 12 percent. 
fork area were treated to recover gold and Dry natural gas production declined almost 
silver. Only the Kelley mine in the latter 0 insignificance. ‘The volume of wet gas 
area yielded more than a few ounces of treated in the county’s 10 natural gas liq- 
bullion. Stream gravels in the Lewiston uids plants was 9 percent less and the 
and Trinity areas were panned by individ- quantities of plant products produced 
uals who recovered small quantities of dropped 6 percent. 
placer gold and silver. Shale was quarried near Frazier Park 

Stone was quarried at Island Mountain and Ventura. In both instances the materi- 
for riprap and railroad ballast. al was expanded by the producer for light- 

Tulare-—Natural gas production was 18 Weight aggregate. Limestone was quarried 
percent above that of 1965 but petroleum "C4? Santa Susana for animal feed, fertil- 
output was slightly lower. The Trico !€? filler, and poultry grit. Sandstone from 

gasfield and the Deer Creek oilfield yielded W'UAMICS Near Camarillo and Oxnard was 
all the county’s natural gas and crude oil. used for riprap. Industrial sands obtained 

Crude barite was mined from the Baro ‘'!0™ pits in the Santa Paula and Oxnard 

claims and Embree property in the Bald %€aS were prepared for sandblasting and 
Mountain area, and from the Barite King filtration uses. Gypsum was mined near 
mine in Nine Mile Canyon. The latter ma- Maricopa for use in the producer’s Kern 
terial was stockpiled; that from the Baro County cement plant as a retarder. 
and Embree was shipped to a Kern County Yolo.—Dry natural gas production rose 
grinding plant. Limestone was quarried 37 percent from that in 1966. Six explora- 
near Porterville for use as mineral filler in tory wells were drilled during the year, re- 
animal feeds and for poultry grit, and near sulting in two new gas discoveries—a new 
Orosi for dimension building stone. formation in the Clarksburg field and a 

Byproduct placer gold and silver was re- new field, the Merritt Island in the 
covered from stream gravels in a sand and Winters formation. No withdrawals had 

gravel washing plant on the Tule River. been reported from either discovery by 

Tuolumne.—The Flintkote Co. quarried yearend. 
limestone from open and _ underground Limestone was purchased by sugar 
quarries in the Columbia-Sonora area. refineries at Clarksburg and Woodland and 

Most of the stone was converted to lime in Calcined to produce lime and carbon diox- 
the company’s Sonora plant but some was e used in the refining process. 
sold to sugar refiners, processors of animal Yuba.—Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields 
feeds, water treatment and magnesia operated three bucket-line dredges on the
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Yuba River near Marysville and recovered stream gravels in the Dobbins (Indian 
a high percentage of the State’s placer gold Ranch) area. . oo, . S 
and silver, and all of the platinum group -— Old dredge. tailings were the source for 
metals. Other producers of placer gold and large tonnages of sand and gravel used in 

silver were the Good Luck “7” Mining Co. Yuba and Sutter Counties. Some industrial 
operation (nonfloat washing plant) near sands were obtained from pits near Marys- 
Challenge, and individuals who panned ville and sold locally. — 

| 

|
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The Mineral Industry of Colorado 

By Carl L. Bieniewski‘ and William C. Henkes ” 

Mineral production in Colorado in 1966 mining oil-shale for the recovery of alumi- 
was valued at $352 million, a record for num and/or sodium would not entitle the 
the State; the previous high was $346.2 agent to recover the oil. A uranium ex- 
million in 1961. The total value increased ploration boom got underway after it be- 
$20.8 million above that of 1965, primarily came known that future demands for 
because of substantial increases in molyd- atomic power would require substantially | 
benum and stone production. Colorado more uranium than previously estimated | 
‘continued to be the leading State in the and that present known ore reserves would | 
Nation for the production of molybdenum, not be adequate to meet the anticipated | 
tin, and vanadium. Record outputs were increase. 
reported for iron ore, molybdenum, sand Employment and Injuries.—Final statistics 

and gravel, stone, and tin. Coal production, for 1965 of employment and injuries in the 

on the rise since 1962, surpassed the 5-mil- mineral industries, excluding the petro- 
lion-ton mark for the first time since 1948. leum industry, and preliminary data for 

Of the 33 mineral commodities produced 1966, compiled by the Bureau of Mines, 
in the State, 22 had increases in value, 9 are given in table 3. 

had decreases, and 2 had no changes. Of Legislation and Government Programs.— 
the commodities produced, 20 had values The Office of Minerals Exploration 
exceeding $1 million. Petroleum and mo- (OME) awarded two contracts for silver 

lybdenum output value amounted to $186.3 exploration in the State. One contract, esti- , 

million, 53 percent of the total State min- mated to cost $31,080, was with M K Ex- 
eral production value. Metals collectively ploration Co., Englewood, for diamond 
accounted for 43 percent of the total value, core drilling at the Bird Creek mine in 
fuels 42 percent, and nonmetals 15 percent. Mineral County. The other contract was 
This was the first year since 1945 that met- With Congdon & Carey, Ltd., Denver, for 
als accounted for more of the total value similar work, estimated to cost $54,660, at 
than did the fuels. its property in the Round Mountain area 

Mineral activity was highlighted by ' Custer County. The Government partic- 
events concerning molybdenum, oil shale, ‘Pation in each project was to be 75 per- 
and uranium. Climax Molybdenum Co. Di- Cent of the cost. a 
vision, American Metal Climax, Inc., Various Government agencies published 

mined a record tonnage, started operation ¢Ports on beryllium and manganese occur- 
of a new $20 million hydrometallurgical ~ayining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, 
plant at its Climax mine, and announced Colo. ; 
plans to sink a shaft to a newly discovered vers eae engineer, Bureau of Mines, Den- 
molybdenum ore body near its Urad mine. * Meeves, Henry C. Nonpegmatitie Beryllium 
The knowledge that Colorado oil shales Utah endl Roar Aa eoeant Sere ae ee 
contain dawsonite, a relatively uncommon of _Inv. 6828, 1966, 68 pp. 
mineral containing aluminum and sodium, 5, °¢ve Salter AM Kone Mel 
and nahcolite, a sodium mineral, resulted Spencer §. Shannon, Jr. Reconnaissance of 
in the staking of numerous claims and ap- Western States: Arisoun, Colorade, New Hexen 
plications for sodium leases on these lands. South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. BuMines 
The status of these claims and leases how- owe Wana oe Map nese Occurrences in 
ever, was placed in jeopardy when the U.S. the Eureka-Animas Forks Area of the San J uan 
Department of Interior announced that Int Ga gaene 1966 52 County » Colo. BuMines 
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. Table 1.—Mineral production in Colorade ! 

1965 1966 . 

._ Mineral oe i _ ‘Value . — Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Carbon dioxide (natural) ._.__.-thousand cubie feet_- 155 , 668 $26 147 ,292 $25 

Clays_.-.-----+---+--+---+-+-thousand short tons _ - 631 1,446 . 569 1,054 

Coal (bituminous) _.___-_.---_---------------d0---- 4,790 24,481 5,222 26,078 

Copper (recoverable eontent of ores, etc.)__short tons_ - 3,828 2,710 4,237 3,065 

Feldspar._.-.-2--+--=----+-----=--+--+-long tons-_- 521 . 3 891 6 

Gem stones___------+-+--:---=------+-2-+---+--+-- . NA . 80 NA _ 80 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete.) --.troy aunces- - 37 ,228 1,303 31,915 1,117 

Gypsum. ..-.-.----------.---thousand short tons. . r 100 r 379 75 — 269 

Iron ore (usable). thousand long tons, gross weight. - 414 187 164 1,133 

Lead (reeoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons__ 22,495 7,018 23 ,082 6,978 

Limé___2.--.--+--:----------thousand short tons_- 118 2,074 126 2,827 

Molybdenum (content of eoncentrate) ae | - . 

BO thousand pounds-__- 250,715 278,609 57 , 289 88 , 851 

Natural gas (marketed) - _------- _million cubic feet. _ 126,881 16,303 136 ; 667 17 , 767 

Natural gas liquids: a . | | 
LP gases___...------:-~----- thousand gallons. . 91,399 3,930 73,390 8,596 
Natural gasoline and cycle products__.__-do.-_-- 54,180 3,034 59 ,420 3,565 

Peat... _____---.--------+-+----------Short tons_- 31,179 236 37,111 (278 
Petroleum (crude). _.----thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 33,511 96,512 33 , 492 97 , 462 

Pumice__.._..----------=-----thousand short tons__ 56 134 46 104 

Pyrites_......__.------+----»-thousand long tons__- 30 90 Ww WwW 

Sand aid gravel_..-------.=--thousand short tons_- 20,810 22,041 22 ,245 23 , 485 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) . 
thousand trey ounces _-_ 2,051 2,652 2,085 2,697 

Stone. _...-2---+:-------------thousand short tons-_.- 4,789 8,638 7,031 11,331 

Tin (content of concentrate) __-._-.----.--long tons_- 32 76 44 99 

Tungsten concentrate (60-percent WO? basis) 
short tons __ 1,176 1,985 1,494 3,626 

Uranium ore_.____--------2--22------------do---- 574,795 10,651 633,113 10,530 
Vanadium________----------+--------------d0---- 4,017 14,056 3,697 15,888 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_. short tons__ 53,870 15,730 54,822 15,898 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Beryllium 
concentrate, cement, fluorspat, perlite, rare-earth 
metal concentrate (1966), salt, and values indicated . —— . 

by footnote 2 and symbol W._.------------ +--+ -- xX 16,234 xX 14,699 

Total. __------e eee n eee eeeeeeee eens (is KK 881,168 XX  —- 352,005 

tT Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; 
included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. / 
ot Froduction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 
producers). . . . ; 

2 Eixéludes shipments and yalue of Nye Metals, Inc.; included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in ownership of about 150,000 oil shale min- 

constant 1957-59 dollars ing claims staked before Congress withdrew 

(Millions) oil shale lands from mineral location in 

7 Year Value! 1920, The U.S. Department of Interior had 
—_—_—.- sought to have the claims declared null 

IObd-- rn oer bors occa $388 and void because the claim owners had not 

1959__._--------------------------- 316 completed annual assessment work. 

TL LITITIETTCITIETT: «== Bdg-«=:“ The «(1966 Colorado State Legislature 
1962 _ -. == 22-2222 e none nn enn 308 passed two bills that would have some 

1964_____-______---- sone eee 305 effect on mineral-processing operations: 
1068 _ ------ 2-22 -n en re one nn renee aie The Water Pollution Control Act and the 

Air Pollution Control Act. 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

. . 4 Howes, Merwin H. Methods. and Costs of 

rences,3 construction of the underground Constructing the Underground Facility of North 

facilities of the North American Air De- American Air pvefense Command at Cheyenne 

fense Command (NORAD), an analysis of Cire, 8294, e966 69 oo Colo, BuMines Int. 
mining the Boulder-Weld coalfield,6 miner- 1 4 Lowrie, Raymond ue ; {Analysis of the Coal 

. ois ndustry in oulder-We oalfield, olorado. 
al resources of the Flat ‘Tops Primitive Bumines Rept. of Inv. 6726, 1966, 79 pp. 

Area,é and strip-mining activities and prob- 6 Mallory, W. W., E. V. Post, P. J. Ruane, 
1 ‘n the State.7 W. L. Lehmbeck, and R. B. Stotelmeyer. Min- 
ems in € . ate. . eral Resources of the Flat Tops Primitive Area, 

A US. District Court decision rendered Colorado. Geol. Survey Bull. 1280-C, 1966, | 30 pp. 
: ; . : ‘ Colorado egislative ouncl. rip ining. 
in Denver in December upheld private p.. pup. 121, December 1966, 24 pp.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

| | | | Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men worked worked ———- 
working Days (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 

daily active sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: . BO . . . . 
Coal_...-.----=-- 1,536 217 334 2,631 11 109 45.61 26,381 
Metal_.__-__-___- 4,528 264 1,198 9,588 3 401 42.14 3,301 
Nonmetal_______ 528 177 93 752 1 21 29 .26 8,784 
Sand and gravel_- 1,278 201 257 2,093 3 AB 22.94 8,995 
Stone__._-_..--- TA9 244 183 1,506 1 28 19.26 4,341 
Peat_____._._-_- 35 84 3 23 a 2 87 .39 2,840 

Total......... 8,654 239 2,068 16,598 19 606 87.67 — 8,020 

1966: P | 
Coal__.-_._-.--- 1,535 ~~ 209 322 2,501 5 104 43 .58 13 ,284 
Metal_______-=--- 4,995 262 1,309 10 ,488 8 393 38.23 6 ,485 
Nonmetal______= 450 157 71 567 oe 12 21.16 610 
Sand and gravel-_- 1,265 196 247 1,994 3 41 22.07 9,703 
Stone. _________- 685 218 150 1,207 2 43 37.28 10,896 
Peat__...-.__2_-_- 21 164 3 23 — a bene eoene 

Total_________ 8,951 (235 2,102 16,780 18 593 36.41 7,991 

p Preliminary. a So | . 

On October 20, the U.S. Atomic Energy cation was the first for a commercial power 

Commission (AE€) received from Public reactor in the Rocky Mountain area. Plans 
Service Company of Colorado an applica- call for building the 330-megawatt capacity 
tion for permission to construct a high- plant on a 2,163-acre site in Weld County, 
temperature, gas-cooled reactor similar to 314 miles northwest of Platteville near the 
the Peach Bottom, Pa., reactor. The appli- junction of the South Platte and St. Vrain 
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum, and total value of mineral production in Colorado.
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Rivers. General Dynamics Corp. was en- of the funds was for road building in the 
gaged to design and construct the reactor National System of Interstate and Defense 
and to fabricate and supply the fuel. — Highways.8 Of the 945.9 miles in this sys- 

Road- and dam-construction projects, tem designated for the State, 546.8 miles 
financed oY Federal, Stale, eed. ang me had been opened to traffic at yearend; 
nicipal Governments, absorbed much o ; . . | 
the cement, sand and gravel, and stone 259.8 miles had work in progress; and 139.3 

production. State highway construction Miles had no work started.9 Major dam 
contracts awarded during the year totaled Construction was under way on the Morrow 
$53.6 million, a $4.4 million increase over Point, Rifle Gap, Ruedi, and Silver Jack 
that of 1965. Slightly more than, one-half Dams. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

_ METALS (over 100 tons of copper) , in order of out- 
a put, were the Eagle mine of The New Jer- 

Beryllium.—Colorado and South Dakota sey Zinc Co. in Eagle County, Keystone 

were the only S tates in the Nation that mine of McFarland & Hullinger in Gunni- 
produced beryllium concentrate. Although son County, Emperius mine of Emperius 

ourput in Colorado was greater than tha t Mining Co. in Mineral County, and Sunny- 
of the previous year, the quantity was still side a mine of Standard Metals Corp. in 
only a few tons of hand-cobbed beryl. The San Juan County 
only known producing operations were the Gold.—Gold production was down 5,313 

Blackhawk operated by Ralph J. Pierce um troy ounces, 14 percent below that of 1965. 

Fremont County and the Lone Pine Hull The decrease was about equal to the de- 
Top operated by Smith Brothers in El Pa- cline in gold recovery at the Idarado mine 
so County. Beryl Ores Co. processed beryl of Idarado Mining Co., even though more 

for making beryllium compounds at its ore was mined than during last year. This 
plant near Arvada; the beryl came from mine still accounted for about three- 
small operations in the State and South fourths of the State gold output 

D akota. . . A total of 43 lode and 14 placer mines 
Cadmium, Indium, and Thallium.—At its pag production, compared with 47 and 13, 

Globe plant in Denver, American Smelting respectively, in 1965. A very small quantity 
and Refining Co. (Asarco) produced cad-  o¢ gold, less than 25 troy ounces, was ob- 
mium, indium, and thallium metal and tained from cleanup operations at mills, an 
thallous sulfate from flue dust, dross, and assay office, and railroad cars that had car- 

other byproduct material from smelters  jieg lead and zinc concentrates, Gold from 
and processing plants outside the State. A placer operations totaled 1,374 troy ounces, | 
facility for producing high-purity indium only 4 percent of the total output. Eight of 
was completed at midyear. The value of the placer mines were actually sand and 
the products was not included as part of  pravel operations from which gold was re- 
the mineral | production of Colorado be- covered. The only lode mines, other than 
cause the origin of the processed material jp. Idarado, that had gold production ex- 

was out of State. a ceeding 1,000 troy ounces were the Eagle 
Copper.—Copper production increased 11 = mine of The New Jersey Zinc Co. and the 

percent in quantity and 13 percent in val- Sunnyside mine of Standard Metals Corp. 
ue; the greater percentage in value reflect- Five lode mines had production between 
ed the increase in the average price, which 199 and 1,000 troy ounces; the other 35 

rose from 35.40 cents per pound to 36.17 jode operations had production varying 
cents. Output came from 47 operations in from | troy ounce up to 100 troy ounces. 
16 counties, compared with 48 operations 
in 17 counties in 1965. The Idarado mine Denenzinecring News-Record. State Highway 

so ° epartments onstruction ontra n 

of Idarado Mining Co. located in Ouray for. 1967 . . . and Budgets for Maintenance: 
and San Miguel Counties yielded two- Highway Construction Ppending Will Reach for 

thirds of the State output; ore production moet oe phis Year. V. 178, No. 12, Mar. 28, 
was 20 percent greater than in 1965. Other 9 Bureau act Public -Roads. Quarterly Report 
mines that had _ substantial production ong. Bren Roleoce BPR 67-5, Feb. 1p "1967, eh
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Table 4.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in terms of 

recoverable metals * | 

Material Gold Silver | 
Mines producing sold or (lode and placer) (lode and placer) . 

treated 2_ —_——_____ 
Year ———_____—_—__—_———_ (thousand Troy Value Troy Value 

short ounces (thou- ounces (thou- 
; Lode Placer tons) sands) (thou- sands) 

sands) 

1957-61 (average) ___----_--- 80 17 899 71,470 $2,501 1,962 $1,783 
1962___._-_-_------------- 25 16 872 48 , 882 1,711 2,088 2,265 
1963___..-_--------------- 47 19 975 33,605 1,176 2,307 2,951 
1964___-_.-_--------------- 58 19 1,052 42 ,122 1,474 2,626 3,396 
1965___..-_--------------- 58 13 1,021 37,228 1,303 2,051 2,652 
1966_._..----------------- 62 14 1,225 31,915 1,117 2,085 2,697 

1858-1966______----------- NA NA NA 40,807,838 922,151 779,624 615,997 

Copper Lead Zinc — Total — 
eS lll oma value 

Short Value Short Value —_—‘ Short Value (thou- 
tons (thou- tons (thou- tons (thou- sands) 

sands) . sands) sands) 

1957-61 (average) __--_----- 3,927 $2 ,332 16,771 $4,033 38,689 $8,899 $19 , 549 
1962___.___-_------------- 4,534 2,793 17,411 3,204 43 ,351 9,971 19 ,944 
19638___._-_-.------------- 4,169 2,568 19 ,918 4,302 48,109 11,065 22 ,062 
1964___..___-_------------- 4,653 3,034 20 , 563 5, 388 53 , 682 14,602 27 , 894 
1965___-_-----------+----- 3,828 2,710 22,495 | 7,018 53,870 15,730 29 ,413 
1966_____.__--------------- 4,237 3,065 23 , 082 6,978 D4 , 822 15,898 29 , 755 

1858-1966____-_----------- 324,593 110,744 2,882,547 357,837 2,221,337 485,199 2,441,928 
rr = 

NA Not available. _ a _ 
‘1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings or slimes 

re-treated, and ore, old slag, or tailings ship ped to smelters during the calendar year indicated. 
2 Does not include gravel washed. 

Iron Ore.—With an output of 164,000 Lead.—The quantity of recoverable lead 

long tons, iron ore production reached a was up 587 short tons, 3 percent more than 

record high, 50 percent greater than in that of the previous year; however, because 

1965, the previous high: The increase was of a drop of about half a cent a pound in 
due to greater production from the Pitkin the average price, production value was I 
Iron Corp. property in Pitkin County; out- percent below that of 1965. With 44 per- 
put from the mine was shipped to the cent of the State output, the Idarado mine 
Pueblo steel plant of CF&I Steel Corp. of Idarado Mining Co. was the largest sin- 
(CF&I). State output came from four opera- gle source of lead; production from this 
tions located in Dolores, Fremont, Pitkin, mine was up 17 percent. 
and San Miguel Counties. Dolores County Of the 51 mines, the same number as in 
production was brown ore (limonite) that 1965, 6 had outputs exceeding 1,000 tons, 
Rico Argentine Mining Co. had produced and accounted for 89 percent of the total 
and stockpiled previously but shipped in lead production. The other mines beside 
1966. Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., mined brown _ the Idarado with such production, in order 
ore (limonite) from its property in San of output, were Sunnyside of Standard | 
Miguel County. The brown ore from Metals Corp., Eagle mine of The New Jer- 
Dolores and San Miguel Counties was used sey Zinc Co., Keystone of McFarland & 

for making paint pigments. A small quan- Hiullinger, Emperius of Emperius Mining 
tity of magnitite was mined in Fremont  Co., and Rico Argentine of Rico Argentine 
County for use as a heavy aggregate. Mining Co. The Brenneman mine of 

Agglomerates (containing about 65 per- Standard Metals Corp. in San Juan 
cent iron) were obtained by General County had an output of about 950 tons, 
Chemical Division, Allied Chemical Corp., — slightly more than twice that of 1965. 
from processing pyrites at its sulfuric acid Molybdenum.—Record molybdenum pro- 
plant in Denver. The output, sold for use duction of 57.3 million pounds, represented 
in making steel and cement, was classified 62 percent of the national total, and ex- 
as a secondary product and, therefore, not ceeded the previous high of 51.6 million 
considered as mineral production. pounds in 1960. The value of production
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Table 5.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties 

in terms of recoverable metals — 

Mines Material Gold (lode and Silver (lode and 
producing ! sold or placer) Placer) 

County -_ treated 2 —-- 
Lode Placer (short Troy Value Troy - Value 

tons) ounces ounces 

Adams_____---.-____-- wuuue 4 3174,524 31,804 3$63,140 3 87,262 3 $112 ,828 
Boulder______-.__-_--_ 4 ~-u-e 72 2 70 154 199 
Clear Creek__--__.-___- 10 a 1,891 113 3,955 15,579 20,144 
Conejos____---_---_--- 1 _ou-e (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Custer___._....---___- 1 _---- 10 ae _ouee 153 198 
Dolores__._--------_--_- 2 _---- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Eagle______---------_- 1 _...- 239,023 $1,195 41,825 357 ,203 461 , 863 
Gilpin_....__-.-.-.-.-_- 3 3 61 20 700 139 180 
Gunnison______-__-_-_- 6 _oo-- 85,083 116 4,060 340 , 733 440,568 
Hinsdale___.-..-.-_-_- 3 ene 723 5 175 1,615 2,088 
Jefferson____-__.-_-_-_- 1 4 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Lake____..-_.-_---_-_- _---- 1 _oeee 8 280 2 3 
La Plata..._.___-__-___- 1 _---- 2,042 99 3,465 163 211 
Mineral_______.-_____- 2 _uu-- 44,895 618 21,630 143 , 034 184 ,943 
Moffat_._....---------___-_- 1 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Montrose______.._____- _---- a -u--- 5 175 _o--- -o--- 
Ouray______-------_--- 6 __.-- 102,563 4,292 150,220 211 ,248 273 ,144 
Park_.._____-.-_-_-_--- 2 1 1,543 69 2,415 17 ,881 23,120 
Pitkin__..___-_-_._-___- 1 _---- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Pueblo______.---_---_- _-u-- oe 133 3 105 749 968 
Saguache___._-_-___-_- 1 _oaee 133 7 245 4,471 5,781 
San Juan___._---_-_._- 13 _---- 197,989 3,364 117,740 252,979 327 ,102 
San Miguel___-_-_-___- 3 _---- 878,585 20,1938 706,755 652,135 843 ,211 
Summit__..---------_- 1 _uu-e 100 2 70 34 44 

Total: 
1966________ 62 14 1,224,970 31,915 1,117,025 2,085,534 2,696,595 
1965________ 58 ‘13 1,020,640 37,288 1,302,980 2,051,105 2,652,079 

Copper Lead Zine 
OS Total 

Short Short Short value 
tons Value tons Value tons Value 

Adams___..-----.----- 334 3 $24,343 31,165 3$351,906 31,159 3$336,241 3 $888 , 458 
Boulder___----.------- _au-- a : 1 378 1 203 850 
Clear Creek__---------- 2 1,664 43 13,185 30 8,772 47,670 
Conejos__-_----------- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Custer____-_---------- (4) 326 2 TAL ae a 1,265 
Dolores. _..----------- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Hagle.___.------------ 492 355,660 2,559 173,571 22,991 6,667,404 8 ,300 ,323 
Gilpin___...----------- _a--- _---- (4) 30 _u--- a--- 910 
Gunnison__.__-----_-_- 247 178,463 2,204 666,375 4,040: 1,171,600 2,461 , 066 
Hinsdale____.-_-.-_--_- _---- _oeee 82 24,894 6 1,595 28,752 
Jefferson____---------- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Lake__.____----------- _oe-- _o-n- _---- a a ----- 283 
La Plata____---------- (4) 36 _---- _---- _e--- ---- 3,712 
Mineral. ____.--------- 232 167,829 1,539 465,089 1,988 576 ,390 1,415,881 
Moffat___------------- (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Montrose____.-_---_--- _---- a _u--- _a--- _---- _---- 175 
Ouray_____--_-------_- 500 361,844 2,059 622,557 2,954 856 , 791 2,264,556 
Park____.------------- 5 3,798 122 36 , 850 18 5,234 71,417 
Pitkin__.._...-_------- (3) (3) (3) (3) (8) (3) (3) 
Pueblo_____-_-.-_-_--- 1 868 7 2,056 48 13 ,978 17,975 
Saguache_______-_-_--- 5 3,508 40 11,941 23 6,757 28 , 232 
San Juan_______-_-_--_- 355 256,879 4,746 1,434,822 8,339 2,418,252 4,554,795 
San Miguel_______-_-_- 2,364 1,709,756 8,508 2,571,908 13,225 3,835,163 9,666 , 793 
Summit__.___-_-_-_-_- (4) - 12 on) 1,436 ~ouee anne 1,622 

Total: 
1966_______- 4,237 3,065,046 23,082 6,977,689 54,822 15,898,380 29,754,735 
1965_______- 3,828 2,710,224 22,495 7,018,440 53,870 15,730,040 29,413,763 

1 Operations at slag dumps and old mill or miscellaneous cleanups not counted as producing mines. 
2 Does not include gravel washed. 
3 Production of Adams, Conejos, Dolores, Jefferson, Moffat, and Pitkin Counties combined to avoid dis- 

closing individual company confidential data. 
4 Less than 4 unit.
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Table 6.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore 

or other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

an Material 
Number _ sold or Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

Source of treated (troy (troy (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 
mines ! (short ounces) ounces) 

tons) 

Lode ore: | | 
- Dry gold___.----_-_- 2. 4 2,132 167 196 100 _---- a 

Dry gold-silver_.___.___- 2 2,049 394 10 ,572 1,400 400 200 
Dry silver. _._._._-___- 13 =139,696 82 51,589 9,800 119 ,500 80,200 

 Total.____--_---___- 19 148,877 643 62 ,357 11,300 119 ,900 30,400 

Copper..__------------ 3 8,787 730 160,001 730,900 59 ,900 a 
Copper-lead___.__----- 2 16 21 369 1,200 7,700 ae 
Copper-lead-zinc. _ - _--- 5 452,164 24,290 792,089 5,739,300 20,592,400 31,919,300 
Lead_..._------------- 15 4,083 162 36 ,339 23 , 700 555 , 400 56,100 
Lead-zine and zinc ?___- 324 615,900 4,671 1,033,326 1,964,900 24,812,900 77,541,500 

Total.____.-__------ 45 1,080,950 29,874 2,022,124 8,460,000 46,028,300 109,516,900 

Other “lode”’ material: 
Gold cleanup__.__----- (4) (5) 11 4 eee _---- ----e 
Gold mill cleanup_.._-- = (4) 2 5 1 _---- _u--- -u--- 
Copper-lead cleanup_ .-- (4) 6 4 15 300 900 300 
Lead cleanup_.__.-_--- (4) 2 1 33 _o--- 1,300 _eeee 
Lead-zine cleanup...-_- = (4) 27 2 237 600 5,000 17,800 
Zine cleanup....------- (4) 106 © 1 512 1,800 8,600 78,600 

Total__...---------- _-- «148 24 862 2,700 15,800 96,700 

Total ‘“‘lode’”’ material_ 62 1,224,970 30,541 2,085,343 8,474,000 46,164,000 109,644, 000 
Placer_..._._.__----------- 14 _---. 1,874 191 _aa-- ~a--- -oaue 

Total all sources_-__._- 76 1,224,970 31,915 2,085,534 8,474,000 46,164,000 109,644,000 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to totals because some mines produce more than one class of material. 
2 Lead-zine and zine combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 Twenty-three lead-zinc mines and one zinc mine. 
4 From properties not classed as mines. 
5’ Less than 44 unit. 

Table 7.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by types of . 

material processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

Gold Silver 
Type of material processed (troy (troy Copper Lead Zine 
and method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: 
Amalgamation: 

Ore____-_-_-_-_-_---_-----_- 7,811 2,777 pannus w------ ~ouee ee 
Cleanup____-__-_-_-_-_-_-_--- 16 5 wo----- a------ ------- 

Total____-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 7,827 2,782 ~aeneee ~------ wan nnee 
- Concentration, and smelting of 

concentrates: Ore...___._---_--- 21,785 1,869,584 7,745,200 45,708,200 109,458,000 

Direct-smelting: 
Ore... 2 ee 921 212,170 726,100 440 ,000 89 ,300 
Cleanup___.___.______--_-_-_- 8 857 2,700 15,800 96,700 

Total_______-_-_-___-_-_---_--- 929 213 ,027 728 , 800 455,800 186 ,000 
Placer_...__._._----_----------------- 1,374 191 weaouee pee neue ~oe eee 

Grand total_.___.____-.-------- 31,915 2,085,534 8,474,000 46,164,000 109;644,000
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was $88.9 million, 25 percent of the State’s output, were Idarado of Idarado Mining 

total mineral production value; only petro- Co., Eagle of The New Jersey Zinc Co., 
leum production had a greater value. All Keystone of McFarland & Hullinger, Sun- 
output was from the Climax Molybdenum nyside of Standard Metals Corp., and Em- 
Co. Climax mine, considered the largest perius of Emperius Mining Co. These five 
underground mining operation in the mines accounted for 84 percent of the State 
world. According to the 1966 annual report total. 
of American Metal Climax, Inc., the parent Of the 22 counties with silver produc- 
company of Climax Molybdenum Co., a tion, San Miguel had the highest: 652,135 
record 15.2 million tons of ore was pro- troy ounces, about one-third of the State 
duced with the mine operating around the output. Other counties with production 
clock, 7 days per week; the daily output over 100,000 troy ounces were Eagle, Gun- 
averaged approximately 42,300 tons. The nison, Mineral, Ouray, and San Juan. 
new $20 million ore-treatment plant for re- Homestake Mining Co. continued explor- 
covering oxidized molybdenum from the ing the Bulldog silver prospect near 
ore was placed in operation in September. Creede. According to the company annual 
The plant was designed to recover 3 mil- report, significant silver values were located 
lion pounds of molybdenum annually. and the property could develop into a 

Mine development work and surface small but profitable operation. 
plant construction continued on schedule Tin.—Colorado, accounting for 45 per- 
at the Urad mine of Climax Molybdenum cent of the total output of the Nation, was 
Co. in Clear Creek County. Initial produc- one of five States with tin production. Pro- 
tion was scheduled for mid-1967. Company duction in 1966 was 44 long tons, 12 more 
evaluation of the Henderson deposit, a than that of the previous high set in 1965, 
newly discovered ore body near the Urad The tin came from tailings at the Climax 
mine, placed the proven and probable ore molybdenum operation of Climax Molyb- 
reserves in excess of 236 million tons ata denum Co. The record outputs were 
grade of 0.45 percent MoS 9. Continued dia- achieved because more ore had been milled 
mond drilling was expected to increase this each year at the Climax operation. The tin 
reserve estimate. concentrate was sold to Fred H. Lenway & 

Rare-Earth Metals.—Climax Molybdenum Co., Inc., which upgraded the concentrate 
Co. resumed recovery of monazite (a com- at its mill near Boulder before shipping to 
bination of rare earth phosphates) from a tin smelter. 
mill tailings at the Climax molybdenum Tungsten.—Surpassed in output only by 
operation. The product shipped from Cli- California, the State production of tung- 
max was a low-grade concentrate contain- sten concentrate was 27 percent greater 
ing the monazite and some wolframite, a than in 1965. Most of the output was ob- 
tungsten mineral. tained as a byproduct of milling molybde- 

Yttrium oxide production began in the num ore at the Climax mine of Climax 
fall at the new million-dollar plant of Yt- Molybdenum Co. Some tungsten concen- 
trium Corporation of America at Louviers; trate came from tungsten ore mined at the 
annual production capacity was expected Canyon Mining Corp. Eureka mine in 
to be 180,000 pounds of pure yttrium ox- Boulder County. 
ide. Molybdenum Corporation of America, Uranium Ore.—Although uranium ore 
part owner of Yttrium Corp., began con- production was up 58,318 tons, 10 percent 
struction of additional facilities at Louviers over that of 1965, value was down $121,000 
to produce high-purity, rare-earth oxides. or 1 percent. The value decline was attrib- 

Silver.—Silver production, up 35,000 troy utable to the facts that lower grade ores 
ounces or 2 percent over 1965, came from were mined and that price was dependent 
61 lode mines, 11 placers, and some clean- on ore grade. The total output contained 
up operations. The 280,000 troy ounce in- 2,680,399 pounds of U30g making the aver- 
crease in production from the Idarado age grade of ore 0.21 percent U3Qs; in 
mine of Idarado Mining Co. offset many of 1965 the average grade was 0.23 percent. 
the declines from other mines. Lode opera- The output of uranium ore came from 
tions accounted for all except 1,053 ounces 351 operations in 15 counties, whereas in 
of the State output. Mines with production 1965 there were 244 operations in 7 coun- 
exceeding 100,000 troy ounces, in order of _ ties. Having 195 operations Montrose was
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the leading county with 47 percent of the in the form of fused vanadium oxide 

State output. Counties that had no ship- (V20s5), was recovered from  uranium- 

ments in 1965 but had some in 1966 were vanadium ores processed at the uranium 

Boulder, Custer, Jefferson, La Plata, Lar- mills of Climax Uranium Co. at Grand 

imer, Park, Saguache, and San Juan; some Junction, Union Carbide Corp. at Rifle 

of these counties had not recorded produc- and Uravan, and Vanadium Corporation of 

tion for 10 years. America at Shiprock, N. Mex. 

Of the 69 producers, 20 had outputs ex- Of the five counties with vanadium pro- 

ceeding 1,000 tons. The principal pro- duction, Montrose had the greatest, fol- 

ducers, in order of output, were Mining lowed by San Miguel, Mesa, Garfield, and 

and Metals Division, Union Carbide Corp.; Rio Blanco. The Rifle mine of Union Car- 

Climax Uranium Co., Climax Molybdenum bide Corp. in Garfield County was the 

Co. Division, American Metal Climax, Inc.; largest single source; most of the ore was 

Vanadium Corporation of America; and mined from pillars left for support from 

Beaver Mesa. Uranium, Inc. Output of previous operations. 

these four companies amounted to 578,305 Zinc.—Zinc output of 54,822 tons was 

tons, or 91 percent of the State total. the highest since the 1951 production of 

Beaver Mesa Uranium, Inc., was purchased 55,114 tons. Compared with that of 1965, 
in the summer by Union Carbide Corp. zinc production was 2 percent more in 

Three uranium mills, Rifle and Uravan quantity and 1 percent more in value. Of 

of Union Carbide Corp. and Grand Junc- the three base metals (copper, lead, and 
tion of Climax Uranium Co., were operat- 7inc) produced in the State, zinc was the 
ed throughout the year. Some of the urani- only one with a value exceeding $10 mil- 

um ore mined in Colorado was processed — Jion; the value, $15.9 million, was the sixth 
at the Moab (Utah) mill of Atlas Minerals highest of all mineral commoditiés pro- 
Division, Atlas Corp. and at the Shiprock  qyced in Colorado. 

v Amex? ah Vanaqum soe Production came from 39 operations, five 

Seen aon cites to AEC ex,  i¢S8 than in 1965. Output of The New Jer- 
ory d se Decen b, nL “Cli ‘0 U; oe sey Zinc Co. Eagle mine, the largest single 

pired on December 91, uimax \Tanium source, was below that of 1965 because of 
Co. was expected to continue operating its ar . 

. . ” an 1l-percent drop in zinc ore production. 
Grand Junction mill because the company . . re » 

. . Other important mines, those with produc- 
had obtained a contract for delivery of |. : 

. tion exceeding 1,000 tons, in order of out- 
| concentrate to General Electric Co. . ae 

The C City» ; ‘Il of Cott put, were Idarado of Idarado Mining Co., 

C . hat dk ity we Feb, mi 19 65. cr Sunnyside of Standard Metals Corp., Key- 

orp., shut down since Bebruary » WaS stone of McFarland & Hullinger, Brenne- 
reopened in the latter part of the year to 14. of Standard Metals Corp., Emperius 

produce uranium concentrate for domestic | ¢ Emperius Mining Co., and Rico Argen- 

ane foreign sale. The Schwartzwareer 4 tine of Rico Argentine Mining Co.; only 

igh-grade uranium mine near “olden the Idarado and Brenneman mines had 
closed since early 1965, was purchased by ; . ‘ greater zinc production than in 1965. The 
Cotter from Denver-Golden Corp. and re- . . . . 

; seven mines, including the Eagle mine, ac- 
opened in the fall to provide part of the feed. Counted for 98 percent of the State total. 

Uranium exploration in the State was 
accelerated when it became known that MINERAL FUELS 

present ore reserves were only sufficient to 
meet short-term future needs and that sig- Asphalt and Related Bitumens (Gilsonite). 

nificant discoveries would be needed to —American Gilsonite Co. operated its gil- 

supply long-term demands. Exploration  sonite refinery near Fruita throughout the 

drilling for uranium was 1.1 million feet, year. Gilsonite for the plant came through 

triple that reported in 1965. a 72-mile pipeline from the company 

Vanadium.—Of the vanadium produced mines at Bonanza, Utah. A major change 

in the United States, 72 percent came from was made in the type of products recov- 

Colorado. Although the State output was 8 ered at the plant. Gasoline and diesel pro- 

percent below that of 1965, the value was duction was cut because of decreasing 

13 percent greater because of a higher profits, and emphasis was placed on pro- 

market price than in 1965. The vanadium, ducing high-quality metallurgical coke and
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asphalt. Additional changes were designed Table 8.—Coal (bituminous) production, 
to produce some chemical products. The by counties 
cOmpany announced development of an _ a (Short tons) __ 
economically feasible extraction and hydro- ‘(Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons} 
genation process for producing a _ broad County 1965 ES 

. . = ae. : e. Delta_.-.222.22-+-----+- 186 ,233 3063 , 508 
range of nitrogen heterocyclics rich if remont._........._..- 282 331 300. 680 

quinolines and indoles from gilsonite. The  @itninson 22227772277. goa’ Tee 868108 
nitrogen heterocyclics can be used aS Or- uerfano_.__......._.. 48 279 36,677 

ganic solvents, ore flotation reagents, as: [Animas ll. amt l0bt = «ALL OTE 
phalt emulsifiers, and corrosion inhibitors. Mesi___________....__. 113,390 109,775 

_ Carbon Dioxide.—-The only carbon diox-  Nfonirose 222221. *eritts A886 
ide sold was to Colorado Carbonics, Inc.,  Pitkin...0--777-"7-=2-_ 767,876 718,205 

Cortez, and came from the McElmo field, Rouen 72227777772 aut ar 1,887 78 
Montezuma County. It was produced from Weld___...-.-.---.-.-. | 704,425 685,399 
the Mississippian Formation in the field;  Total__.......... 4,790,458 5,222,372 
the Shinarump formation (Triassic) yielded. =| 
small quanties of low heat-content natural Steel Corp. (USS) in Delta and Gunnison 
gas used for field fuel. Counties. Of these four, only the Edna 

Unmarketable because of entrained hy- mine was a stripping operation; the others 
drocarbons, 9.6 billion cubic feet of carbon were underground mines. 
dioxide produced with oil in Jackson Using about 45 percent of the total out- 
County, was released to the atmosphere, put, the electric-power genetating com- 
after the oil was extracted. | : panies were the major consumers of coal. 

Coal (Bituminous).—Coal production, on Strip mines in Montrose and Reutt Coun- 
the rise since 1962, surpassed the 5-million- ties and underground mines in Las Ani- 
ton mark for the first time since 1948. Al- mas, Mesa, and Weld Counties were the 
though there were eight fewer mines in principal sources of coal for power genera- 
preduction than in 1965, the output was 9 tion. The other major consumers were steel 
percent or 432,000 tons, greater. The in- companies, which converted the coal into 

crease was due to larger output from four coke for use in making steel, Coal for this : 
strip mines that produced coal for electric. purpose came mostly from the Allen mine 
power generation. The value of the total in Las Animas County; Somerset mine im 
production, $26.1 million, was the third Delta and Gunnison Counties; and Dutch 
largest of all the mineral commodities pro- Creek and Thompson Creek mines in Pit- 
duced in the State. kin County. 

Seventy-two operations had production Public Service Company of Colorado 
exceeding 1,000 tons; 65 were underground, awarded a contract in August for installing 
6 were strip, and 1 was auger. Production a $40 million electric-generating unit at its 
from the underground operations was 3.6 Cherokee steam-electric plant im Denver. 
million tons, 68 percent of the total out- This new 350,000-kilowatt generating wnit 
put; stripping operations 1.6 million tons, would increase plant capacity to more than 

31 percent; and the auger operation 5,000 750,000 kilowatts, thereby making it the 

tons, 1 percent. Of the 5.2 million tons largest generating plant in the Rocky 
produced only 1.3 million tons was shipped Mountain region. Annual coal consump- 
out of State. tion at this plant in recent years had been 

Thirty-five mines had production be- about 800,000 tons. 
tween 1,000 and 10,000 tons, 25 between The status of the Colorado-Ute Electric 

10,000 and 100,000 tons, 7 between 100,000 Association, Inc., new coal-fired steam-elec- 

and 500,000 tons, and 4 between 500,000 tric generating plant at Hayden and asso- 
and 1,000,000 tons. The four operations ciated transmission lines, together valued 

with the largest production were, in order at $30 million, was placed in jeopardy 
of output, the Allen mine of CF&I Stee] when the Colorado State Supreme Court in 

Corp. in Las Animas County, Edna mine February ruled that the plant was illegally 

of The Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining constructed and operated. The Court had 
Co. in Routt County, Dutch Creek mine of acted on protests by Western Colorado 
Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Co. in Pit- Power Co. and Public Service Company of 
kin County, and Somerset of United States Colorado alleging they would be adversely
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affected. Colorado-Ute appealed the deci- visions were insufficient to offset the deple- 

sion to the U.S. Supreme Court; however, tion of reserves by production. 
in October, the Federal high court refused At a cost of $3 million, Colorado Inter- 

to rule on the right of Colorado-Ute to state Gas Co. (CIG) built 60 miles of 20- 
build the plant and transmission lines. inch gas pipeline between Colorado Springs 
The Rural Electrification Administration and Denver. The line was tied into the 
(REA) distribution members of Colorado- Denver system at Watkins Junction, east of 

| Ute later petitioned the Federal Power Aurora, and replaced an older line built in 

Commission (FPC) to assume jurisdiction 1928. In other developments, CIG received 
and prohibit the closing of the plant. At approval from the FPC to absorb its whol- 

yearend the FPC still had the matter ly owned subsidiary, Natural Gas Pro- 

under consideration. ducers, Inc., and to incorporate its gas-stor- 

Of the 14 counties having coal produc- age facilities at the Fort Morgan field into 

tion, only five—Delta, Fremont, Gunnison, CIG Denver supply system; among other 
Montrose, and Routt—had increases above improvements, a 57-mile, 16-inch pipeline 
their 1965 output. Routt County with 30 was to be built from Fort Morgan to 
percent of the State output had the largest Denver. 
production. Late in the year, two companies applied 

The average price of the coal produced to the AEC for approval of proposals to 
was $4.99 per ton, a decrease of 11 cents. fracture by nuclear explosions low-permea- 

Coal from underground operations aver- bility gas sands in western Colorado. The 

aged $5.73 per ton and that from strip proposals were similar to “Project Gas- 

mines $3.37. buggy,” which was approved for northwest- 

Natural Gas.—Marketed natural gas in- ern New Mexico. Continental Oil Co. pro- 

creased 8 percent in quantity and 9 per- posed that in the Dragon Trail area, 17 

cent in value. The State Oil and Gas Con- miles south of Rangely in Rio Blanco 
servation Commission” reported natural County, a 40-kiloton device be fired in the 
gas production of 132.9 billion cubic feet, interbedded sandstones and shales of the 
virtually unchanged from that of 1965. Mancos Formation (Cretaceous). ‘The sand- 

Although La Plata, Moffat, and Rio stone contained an estimated 10 billion 

Blanco Counties were ranked, in order of cubic feet of gas. Austral Oil Co., Inc., 
sales, as in 1965, Mesa County was moved recommended that two 50-kiloton devices 

up to fourth rank because of new pipeline spaced 1,000 feet apart in the same well 

outlets from Divide Creek field. This field bore be fired in the Rulison field in 
was connected to pipeline in November Garfield County. The formation to be test- 
1965; in the first full calendar year of pro- ed was the Mesaverde (Cretaceous) which 

duction, output was 7.4 billion cubic feet contained an estimated 96 to 125 billion 
of gas. cubic feet of gas. 

The most productive dry-gas fields were Natural Gas Liquids.—Output of natural 
Ignacio-Blanco (37.9 billion cubic feet), 848 liquids was down 9 percent; however, 
Divide Creek (74 billion), West Hiawatha because of increased unit value of the 
(5.9 billion) , Piceance Creek (4.6 billion), Products, output value was 3 percent 
and Powder Wash (3.1 billion cubic feet) . higher than in 1965, The number of li- 
The Rangely Weber horizon yielded 22.6 quids-extraction plants increased by one in 

billion cubic feet of wet gas; Adena had August when the Buck Peak plant of West- 
production of 4.1 billion cubic feet. ern Slope Gas Co. went on stream. The 

At yearend, 826 gas wells were produc- plant, a mechanical-refrigeration type, had 

tive; 192 were shut in. Of the 53 new gas 2 design capacity of 700,000 cubic feet of 
wells completed during the year, 10 were 88 P& day at 400 pounds per square inch 
exploratory discoveries. operating pressure; the processed gas came 

The American Gas Association (AGA) from four wells in the Buck Peak field. 

and American Petroleum Institute (API) ————_—_ 

reported ™ natural gas reserves in Colorado o¢ the ‘State of Colorado, Colorado, Oil and. Gas 
at yearend of 1.7 trillion cubic feet, a de- Statistics. 1966, Part II. All field petroleum 

crease of 66.2 billion cubic feet. Additions chapter algo “are cet igures cited in the 

because of discoveries, extensions, and re- Apr 3° i367, a ges Journal, V. 65, No. 14,
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The 15 plants in the State processed a to- early part of the year. The six oil com- 
tal of 104.8 billion cubic feet of gas, yield- panies cooperating in the program unani- 
ing 3.2 million barrels of liquids.12 mously agreed to proceed with Stage II 

‘The API and AGA estimated reserves of and, thus, increased the budget for this 
natural gas liquids at 25.6 million barrels, work from $3 million to $4.5 million. To- 
a 2-million-barrel increase over that of tal expenditures through December 31, 

1965. since the project was formulated in April 
Oil Shale.—Interest in oil shale con- 1964, was $5.2 million; expenditures for 

tinued. One development was the staking 1966 amounted to $3 million. 
of mining claims and filing of applications During the year, studies were made, us- 
for sodium leases on oil shale lands after it ing the smallest pilot retort (No. 1), ‘to 
became known that the oil shale contained determine the effects of shale richness, to 

two minerals, dawsonite (a basic carbonate improve understanding of the process 
of aluminum and sodium) and nahcolite mechanism, and to investigate several prob- 
(sodium bicarbonate). According to the lems identified during Stage I. The in- 
U.S. Department of Interior, these claims termediate-size retort (No. 2) was operated 
and leases did not include the right to the to determine the effect of shale-particle size 
oil contained in the oil shale. and size range on oil yield, quality, and 

Sohio Petroleum Co., Cleveland-Cliffs process operability, and to establish and 
Tron Co., and The Oil Shale Corp. (TOS- demonstrate operating conditions and pro- 
CO) announced their joint plans to con- totype equipment for larger sized retorts. 
tinue oil shale research which had been Some runs were made with the No. 2 re- 
conducted through their agent, Colony De- tort to determine the effects of shale 
velopment Co., headquartered in Denver. throughput and richness; air, dilution, and 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. was to continue recycle gas rates; air-gas distributor 
to mine oil shale and to conduct further configuration; and retort-shell configura- 
research in mining and in materials-han- tion on oil yield and process operability. 
dling methods for the joint account of the Mechanical model studies for the design 
three companies. To obtain more data on and modification of the largest retort (No. 
extraction processes, TOSCO was to utilize 3) were carried out to determine systems 
the crushed oil shale and to operate the and equipment for shale feed, uniform 
Grand Valley plant for a limited period. shale flow, shale drawoff, and air-gas dis- 

The first stage of a multimillion-dollar tributor design. Retort No. 3 was placed in 
oil shale research program conducted by operation on November 15; shakedown 
private industry at the Government experi- operations were still in progress at yearend. 
mental oil-shale facilities leased to the Col- The Anvil Points mining operation was 
orado School of Mines Research Founda- 9 —-~ 
tion, Inc., was successfully completed in the 122 Work cited in footnote 10, part IV, p. 4. 

Table 9.—Natural gas liquids extraction plants in 1966 
ee 

Gas input Products 
Plant County Owner (million (thousand 

cubic feet) barrels) en 
Adena_______...Morgan___.__.._Union Oil Company of Calif___..___._____- 5,389 432 
Bijou____..--_..._._._.do___.___Associated Oil & Gas Co__.______________- 825 143 
Buck Peak --__-~_Moffat___._._....Western Slope Gas Co____________________ 28 1 
Fort Morgan_____Morgan_______..Natural Gas Producers, Ine__.__._________-_ 1,063 19 
Fruita___.......Mesa____......-Continental Oil Co________..-_.___-_____- 5,224 103 
Little Beaver__._Washington___._____________________.do______________.____ 1,394 239 
Loveland. -_-.-__Larimer______..-Associated Oil & Gas Co_____..__________- 194 26 
McClave. __-..__Kiowa_______.__Fleetwood Drilling Co_.__________________ 1,145 25 
Minto_____.__.__Logan____.__._...Sunray-DX Oil Co_______________________ 30 4 
Padroni__-...._______..do_______Associated Oil & Gas Co__________--.-_-_- 815 10 
Rangely___..-.._.Rio Blanco____._Chevron Oil Co.__._____________.____.____ 22,411 968 ; 
Roggen- : 

Southwest __...Weld__.__......MeWood Corp_.____________-___________- 230 18 
San Juan_____.___La Plata_____.__E] Paso Natural Gas Co____.______________ 61,675 861 
Vallery_._.......Morgan_________Associated Oil & Gas Co_________________._ 847 69 
Yenter_____..._.Logan____________-_-_-_____-__-___ doi 3,580 285 , 

Source: The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of the State of Colorado. Colorado Oil and Gas Statis- : 
ties, 1966. Part IV, Gasoline and Extraction Plants, 4 pp. | 

| 

! 
|
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substantially increased in size and scope. sedge. Only 20 percent of the output un- 

Dévelopment of a new mining area on derwent any processing, such as shredding, 

property adjacent to the Naval Oil Shale grinding, pulverizing, and screening. About 

Reserve was undertaken to supply large three-fourths of the peat was used directly 

: tonnages of shale needed for operation of for general soil improvement; the balance 

Retort No. 3.° - for making mixed fertilizers. 

-Célorado Corehole No. 1, drilled in Rio The average price for processed peat was 

Blanco: County in: 1965 for the Federal $9.77 per ton, a drop of $1.73 per ton be- 

Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with AEC, low the 1965 price. Unprocessed peat sold 

was deepened in May from 2,600 feet to for $6.92 per ton, an increase of 30 cents. 

3,140 feet; oil shale was found to be con- -Petroleum.—The recent downward trend 

tinuous to. approximately 3,050 feet in in petroleum output slowed perceptibly 

depth. Because the first oil shale encount- during the past 2 years. Production in 1966 

ered_in the hole was at 985 feet, the total was only 19,000 barrels below that of 1965, 

continuous -section was about 2,065 feet, less than 0.1 percent change; the decline 

thus making it one of the thickest known between 1964 and 1965 was 4 percent. By 

sections of oil shale in the Piceance Creek contrast, the average annual decline be- 

basin. About 12 miles southwest of the first tween 1961 and 1964 was 9.4 percent. Sev- 

hole in the SWi4 NWY, NEY, sec 14, TIS, _ eral factors caused the decrease in rate of 

R99W, 6th PM, Rio Blanco County, a sec- decline: Pressure-maintenance in _ fields; 

ond hole; Colorado Corehole No. 2, was new discoveries; and, probably, additional 

drilled in June and: July. Drilling and cor- production caused by slight price increases. 

ing were terminated at a depth of 2,214 Petroleum was again the most valuable 
feet, when an explosion of undetermined mineral commodity in the State, compris- 

origin occurred at the bottom of the hole. ing 28 percent of the total value. At year- 

Continuous oil shale was first found at a_ end, of 2,37] productive oil wells, 42 were 

depth of 1,120 feet; because the hole was flowing, 1,649 were pumping, and 680 were 

still in-oil shale when drilling was stopped, shut in. | 

the total oil shale section cored was 1,094 The Rangely Weber reservoir, the source 

feet. — : | of 48 percent of the State crude oil output, 

A third Oil Shale Symposium. was held had a cumulative production of 385 mil- 

in Denver on April 14 and 15. Sponsoring lion barrels at yearend. The 1966 yield was 
organizations were the American Institute 1] percent above that of 1965, the result of 

| of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum increased water injection into the reservoir. 
Engineers; the Colorado School of Mines; Bonanza, Boxer, and Brandon were new 

and the Colorado School of Mines Research oilfield names added to the principal fields 

Foundation, Inc. Papers presented at the jn 1966. 

symposium were published in a Colorado The State had a total of 47 fluid-injec- 

School of Mines report.” . tion projects in 45 fields: 43 of the projects 
The Denver Research Institute, affiliated were waterfloods; 1 was gas-injection; and 

with the University of Denver, conducted a 3 were combined gas- and water-injection. 

study on the possible effects of an oil shale Seven new projects were in six fields; three 
industry on the economy of the Rocky projects were inactive. The new projects, 
Mountain region. From this study, a report aj waterfloods, were in the Orchard (two 
entitled “Regional Economic Impact of a units), Pierce, Rake, Roggen-Southwest, 

U.S. Oil Shale Industry,” describing the Sand River, and Westfork fields; the pro- 
possible effects, was published by the insti- grams in Aztec Wash, Phegley, and Xenia- 

tute during the year. West fields were again inactive. 
Peat.—The 1966 peat output of 37,111 Because of a lower level of development 

tons was slightly more than 10 times that drilling, total drilling was down 39 wells 

of 1957. Peat was produced at 15 opera- from the 577 drilled in 1965. Exploratory 
tions: 4 in Boulder County, 3 in Park drilling was 7 percent higher and average 
County, 2 each in Gilpin and Teller Coun- total depth for the wildcats was 5,079 feet, 
ties, and 1 each in Alamosa, Chaffee, Lake, more than 100 feet deeper than the 1965 
and La Plata Counties. Of the total pro- —WH¥~W¥—. 

duction, 15,675 tons was the moss type; 13 Third Symposium on Oil Shale. Quarterly 

15,340 tons, humus; and 6,096 tons, reed- OF ene eo oragO Bono! of Mines. V. 61, No. 3,
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Table 10.—Crude petroleum production, by counties 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

County . 1965 1966 Principal fields in 1966 in order of production 

Adams_-__.=2-..-_2.-_____- 601 434 Badger Creek, Mocassin, Middlemist, Beacon, Deer 
rail. 

_ Archuleta_.....-_-.2-_.-___- 68 64 Prince Gramps. 
Baca....-.-------=------_- 166 121 Flank. 
Bent_-.2-----2----.------- 2 1 Bent’s Fort. 
Boulder___--2---------~--- 2 2 Boulder. . 
Fremont__...-------_-_+-- 21 20 Florence-Canon City: 
Jackson. --_-.-----------2- 303 273 McCallum, Battleship. 
Kiowa. _._--------+-----+: 15 205 Brandon, McClave. | 
La Plata._-_-.----------=- 30 23. Red Mesa.. | 
Larimer _-____-.----------- _ 802 366 Loveland, Wellington, Fort Collins. ' 
Logan___:_--_---_-_---_- ee 3,510 3,415 Mount Hope, Bonanza, Northwest Graylin, Saber, | 

Divide; West Padroni. - ! 
Moffat___.__--.---_2_-_-_- 808 931 Powder Wash, Mandlin Gulch, Iles, Horse Gulch, 

. . Hiawatha. . 
Montezuma__--.__-__-_-_-=- 1,309 825 Cache, Flodine Park. 
Morgan. ___------=_---_-2: 1,488 1,326 Adena, Boxer, Sand River, Zorichak. 
Prowers.____-------.-=---_- 3 ----- . 7 
Rio Blaneo___-_-_._-=.--.._._. 17,769 19,273 Rangely, Wilson Creek. 
Routt_....---------------- 94 ~~ 101 Grassy Creek, North Sage Creek, Tow Creek. 
Washington_-.-_...________ 5,381 | 4,553 Plum Bush Creek, Bison, Rush Willadel, Big Beaver, 

Lindon, Little Beaver, Blade. 
Weld_____-=--_- 2-2 1,636 1,555 Black Hollow, Pierce, Saber, Loam. . 
Yuma____=222----------2+- 3 4 Eastward. 

Total___._.-._-..---. 33,511 33 , 492 | 

Source: The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of the State of Colorado. Colorado Oil and Gas Statis- 
tics, 1966. Part IT: Oil & Gas Production, 85 pp. 

Table 11.—Principal oilfields in 1966 

Production Cumulative production 
to Jan. 1, 1967 

Field County SS 
Oil Gas Oil Gas 

(barrels) (thousand (barrels) (thousand 
. cubic feet) cubie feet) 

Rangely (Weber)__-.__... Rio Blanco_______.__._._ 16,212,520 22,604,886 385,128,580 633,427,972 
Wilson Creek. .___-.__-_-._------_-.do____._.._-. 2,508,768 3,355,978 60,668,238 35,993,806 
Black Hollow. ___...-..-.-Weld__._______-_-_____- 731 ,472 31,777 7,851,862 224 547 | 
Plum Bush Creek. ______.Washington______________ 645 ,146 88,186 16,253,270 1,828,236 

~  Caehe___.__..---.---..-.-Montezuma______________ 610,268 1,584,073 1,839,563 3,123 ,625 | 
Adena_____.____-_----.-Morgan________-_-______ 584,246 4,052,861 58,014,439 67,638,294 

- Rangely (Mancos)_____...Rio Blanco_______-______ 460,942 ._____.__- 10,480,784 22 
Bison. ___.___---.---.-..Washington___.__________ 370,194 ______... 2,646,221 . 2.467 
Rush-Willadel___....-__..-..-.------.do____.___.__ 327 ,982 641 1,888,787 11,406 
Mount Hope.._______-_-_-Logan___._...-_-_-___-_- 310 , 759 333 5,825,236 6,337 ,934 
Bonanza___..-.-------.-----------.d0____-_____- 301 ,281 128 ,027 405 ,182 142,214 
Big Beaver. ___.-_-.-.-..Washington_____________- 291,511 51,128 9,636,044 1,422 ,637 | 
Lindon.__._____-------_-_----------do______-_._- 278,218 _____.-.__ 1,987,289 10,462 
Graylin, NW__.__-_-_-.-Logan__...___._____- __. 277 ,176 45,738 11,151,580 10,991,674 
Pierce_.._._._...-.-.---..Weld_______-_.-_-_____- 266 , 871 20,769 5,937,486 164,265 
Saber___..____.-.-_-----Logan_______..-________- 240,294 1,150,786 588,173 3,915,182 
Little Beaver_____.__._... Washington..____________ 230 , 623 494,923 15,610,061 17,644,947 
Boxer_._..___..---.-.-.-Morgan__.________-___- 217 ,879 280,164 251,475 328,759 
Loveland_______-._.-_..-Larimer________.___-_-_- 215,485 217,806 907 , 462 857 ,458 
Blade_____._.___-_-_-_-..Washington_____________- 202,639 ______._.. 1,512,869 wee nee 
Brandon_______-_-.---.-Kiowa_________-_-_-_._. 199,143 _________ 277 ,132 -- ea eee 
McCallum________-___.__Jackson________._-_-_-_- 188,319 19,555,063 5,338,787 1 439,494,707 
Powder Wash_____.__-.-.-Moffat_________._______- 182,582 3,122,617 3,975,580 72,783,398 
Divide___..___....-_---..Logan____________-_-_-_- 180 , 768 7,200 3,802,672 4,003,114 2 
Padroni W_____-_-_-_-_-.-_-_._-.-_do______-___- 174,741 _____.... 2,024,005 251,221 | 
Flodine Park______.......Montezuma___.___._____- 170 ,647 783,426 1,266,054 3,601 ,243 

1 Carbon dioxide. 

Source: The Oil and Gas Conservation Commission of the State of Colorado. Colorado Oil and Gas Statis- 
tics, 1966. Part II, Oil and Gas Production, 85 pp. °
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Table 12.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties 
ee 

County Oil Gas Dry Total Footage County Oil Gas Dry Total Footage 
eee EEE a 

Exploratory Weld___-.-_ 1 __. 18 19 123 ,699 
completions: . Yuma.-.-. --.  --- 1 1 3,910 
Adams...._ 1 1 6 8 AT ,241 —— 
Arapahoe__- --.  --- 2 2 10,943 © Total._._.. 22 10 230 262 1,330,827 
Archuleta_ - - eo a 1 1 3,433 ———————————————_—_=[{_i IOI 

Baca___.--- --- 4 5 9 40 , 284 
Bent__.-.-.. --- --- 1 1 4,886 Development 
Delta_....-. --. --.- 1 1 410 completions: 
Elbert_--.-. --. -2- 1 1 6,910 Adams___.. 3 2 10 15 84,539 
Fremont... --. --- 1 1 4,240 Archuleta___ __- 1 __. 1 8,056 
Garfield__.. --- 1 2 3 22,661 - Baca__----- --- 5 5 10 33 , 734 

Gunnison_.. --- ---. Il 1 1,480 Boulder___.. 1 --. --- 1 1,580 
Jackson_..-. --.  --- 1 1 4,042 Garfield__._ --- 2 2 4 22,674 

Jefferson... --.  --- 1 1 9,508 Kiowa_._._--- 3 --.. Il 4 19 ,376 

_ Kiowa_----- 1 = —--- 6 7 36 ,338 La Plata___._-. 14 4 18 136 , 562 

Kit Carson_. _-.. _-- 5 5 30 , 222 Larimer. __- 6 LL 2 8 40 ,402 

La Plata__._ _-- 1 1 2 13 ,008 Logan.....- 14  _-. 28 42 210,895 

Larimer.-_. 2 -—-- 2 4 21,001 Mesa__.-.-- --- 1 LL 1 5,170 

Las Animas. --. --- 1 1 1,938 Moffat_._.. 10 5 3 18 96 , 798 
Lincoln--.--- --. --- 3 3 17,200 Montezuma_ 3 --- 6 9 46 ,853 
Logan_..... 4 1 46 51 268 , 089 Morgan_.... 15 5 8 28 161 , 734 

Mesa_-_---- --. --- 1 1 1,540 Pitkin_-_-._ --- 1 _-- 1 5,350 
Moffat_.._-- 2 1 12 15 82 ,939 Prowers__.. --. --- 1 1 5 ,269 
Montezuma_ 1 wl 13 14 . 61,439 Rio Blaneco.. 35 6 44 85 296 ,883 
Montrose_-- --_ --- 1 1 10,650 Routt_._-.. --. --- 2 2 12 ,478 
Morgan.._... 2 _.. 14 16 84,457 Washington. 5 1 9 15 69 ,434 
Prowers_.-- --.- --- 4 4 19 ,906 _ Weld__----- 6 —--- 7 13 76 ,661 

Rio Blanco. 2 1 7 10 45,381 ————_ 
Routt__---. --- --- 1 1 5,464 Total.....101 43 1382 276 1,334,448 
San Miguel we awe 1 1 7,310 rr —————— 

Sedgwick._. --. --- 1 1 3,982 Total all 
Washington. 6 -._ 69 15 336 ,316 drilling. 123 53 362 588 2,665,275 

Oe 
Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, American Association of Petroleum Geologists. 

average of 4,967 feet. The success ratio for the field previously had produced from the 

exploratory wells, 12.2 percent, was consid- Morrison and Sundance Formations (Juras- 

erably better than the previous ratio of 5.3 Sic). | 7 

percent. Two of eastern Colorado’s more promis- 
The Denver basin encompassed 71 per- ing discoveries were the Cayuse and North 

cent of exploratory and 44 percent of de- Shore fields, both in Logan County and 
velopment drilling. Washington and Logan both productive from the “J” sandstone 
Counties were the sites of nearly half (48 (Cretaceous). Cayuse was discovered by 
percent) of the wildcat drilling. Rio Blan- Kimbark Exploration, Ltd., at its No. 1 
co County again led in development drill- Padroni which was completed for a daily 
ing. _ pump gage of 160 barrels of oil. The No. 1 

Three significant discoveries were made _ Roadifer well of South Texas Development 
in western Colorado: Horse Gulch field, Co. and other interests was completed— 
Nine Mine field, and a new pay zone pumping 140 barrels of oil per day to es- 

_at Maudlin Gulch field. Horse Gulch field tablish the North Shore field. 
was discovered by Texaco Inc. when its Three recently discovered fields had sub- 
No. 1 Hall-Government, Moffat County, stantial increases in crude oil output: The 
was completed, pumping 405 barrels of oil Bonanza field, with six wells and produc- 
per day from the Dakota Formation (Cre- tion of 85,568 barrels of oil in 1965, rose to 

taceous) in the 5,893-to-5,900-foot interval. nine wells with yield of 301,281 barrels in 

In Rio Blanco County, Cobra Oil & Gas 1966. The Boxer field had 4 wells with 

Corp. opened the Nine Mile field with its 33,596 barrels of production in 1965 and 16 

No. 1 McBride-Government, which was wells that produced 217,879 barrels in 1966. 

completed for a pump gage of 576 barrels The Brandon field (Mississippian Forma- 

of oil per day from the Dakota. A new pay tion), with one well which produced 

zone was discovered at Maudlin Gulch 11,803 barrels of oil in 1965, had nine wells 

field, Moffat County, by the Texaco Inc. with a yield of 189,358 barrels in 1966. 

No. 2 Unit, which was completed, pumping The three active crude-oil refineries in 

205 barrels of oil per day from the Dakota; the State processed 13.1 million barrels of



Table 13.—Oil and gas discoveries in 1966 
a a a ccc. 

Initial 
Location production 

0 Produci Gross qotal B Thou- Date of 
ll erator roducing producing ep ar- sand  comple- Remarks ! 

County and field We P formation interval (feet) rels cubic tion * 
Sec- Town- Range (feet) of feet 
tion ship oil of gas 

per per . 
day day 

NN 

Baca: named.......No.1-86 St. John.Faleon Seaboard 36 30S 45 W Topeka.......... 8,284-8,805 3,482 _._ 6,160 Sept.2 Flowed; com- 
" State. Drilling Co.- Co, bined with +] 

W. C. McBride, Vilas field. a 
ne. 

Vilas. .....-----No. 1-19 Strobel_ Davis Drilling, 19 318 44 W _._._do____._.--_. 3,302-3 ,312 5,605 --. 5,400 Mar.29 Flowed; new 2 
7s Ine. ' 3,246-8 ,312 field. = 

Unnamed__...--No. 1-12 Lantz- Falcon Seaboard 12 35S 45 W Cherokee_._.._... 4,208-4,212 5,254 --. 2,000 Nov. 15 Flowed; com- Z 
D. Drilling Co.- bined with ry 

W. C. McBride, . Prairie Dog > 
Ine. | . field. '< 

Kiowa: Unnamed_..-No. 1 Dawson. -Fremont Petro- 4 19§S 45 W Mississippian.__._._ 4,716-4,778 4,840 312 _... July 4 Pumped; com- mt 
leum Co. bined with 2 

. Brandon field. 9 
La Plata: Ignacio- No.1-13Gov- David G. Gustaf- 13 82 N 12 W _ Gallup____-_-.-.. 4,251-4, 556 4,950 —_— 302 July 21 Flowed; new io 

Blanco. ernment. son-Chester H. pay. 4 
Loveland. ms 

Larimer: Loveland.-.No. 3 Bunker_-.--Lakota Petro- 32 5N £68 W Fuson____-._.-..- 5,522-5, 562 5,675 3870 .--- May 31 Pumped; new me 
leum Corp. pay. ° 

an: 
Log Chuckwagon. . - “No: 1 Monahan- C.F. Raymond... 19 8N 50 W “J’? Sandstone_._. 4,508-4,516 4,596 _-. 2,500 July 11 Flowed; new 5 

tate. eld. 
Ford.....------No. 1 East Pad- Stuarco Oil Co. 26 9N 52 W ...--do.....---.. 4,583814- 4,611 5 .... Nov.26 Pumped; new g 

roni. Inc.-B. F. Al- 4,53414 field. oO 
lison Estate. - x 

Cayuse. ...-.---No. 1 Padroni..--Kimbark Explor- 80 9N 52 W ___-.do______._._. 4,757-4, 762 4,914 160 _... Apr. 138 Do. B 
ation, Ltd. 

North Shore_....No. 1 Roadifer...South Texas De- 28 10N 538 W ___._do.__________ 4,870-4, 873 4,950 140 ..-. Mar. 18 Do. ° 
velopment Co., 
Stuarco Oil Co., 
Inc., Gary ; 
Sandlin, Tri- 
angle J. Oil Co. — 

M ori----------No. 1 Propst....R. E. Hibbert_.... 88 11 N 58 W ___-_do._.--_-___- 5,350 125 _-.. Sept. 10 Do. 
offat: ; 

- Maudlin Gulch. No. 2 Unit._._..-Texaco Inc_._.-.. 27 4N 95 W  Dakota__.__-._.. 5,754-5, 760 6,409 205 ..-. July 30 Pumped; new 
5, 775-5 , 798 ; _ pay; OWWO, 

Horse-Gulch. _..No, 1 Hall-Gov- mene -GO0n..------ 24 5N 91 W __...do__.__..-.-. 6,898-6,900 6,402 406 .... Jan. 8 Pumped; new 
ernment. eld, 

Craig Dome...-.No. 9-1 Craig Vaughn Petro- 1 6N 91W = Frontier.......-.. 7,466-7,504 10,008 --- 1,148 Junel6é Flowed; new. 
CO Dome, leum, Ine. ; - pay; OWWO. tama 

Pole Gulch Unit. No. 2 Pole Gulch HLM DrillingCo. 16 12 N 92 W Lewis_....-.----. 4,640-4,824 6,500 aoe 700 Sept.1 Flowed; new oO 
Unit-State, field. =]



Table 13.—Oil and gas discoveries in 1966—Continued a 

Initial : 
Location production 

. . Gross Total Thou- Date of - 
County and field Well Operator Producing ‘ producing depth Bar- sand comple Remarks ! 

formation interval (feet) rels cubic tion mo 
Sec- Town- Range (feet) . of feet 
tion ship oil of gas 

per per 
day day 

ee —— nrnrer yin 

Montezuma: Un- No. 2 Ute___....L. & M Ventures- 10 32 N 17 W = Gallup___________ 1,828-1,828 1,855 8 i... Apr. 4 Pumped; new 
named. _ J. W. Holmes. | field. 

Morgan: a : | 
Stagecoach...._..No. 1 Peterson. - -Cardinal Petro- 34. 2N 56 W “D” Sandstone___. 5,078-5,082 5,220 100 _... May 21 Do. 

eum Co.: 
Sawbuck__-__.._No. 1 Funk...-.-A.T.Skaer,Inc-- 8 2N 58 W ____.do__._-___..- 5,879-5,885 6,100 14. _... Mar.1 Pumped; new : 

field; OWWO. 
Rio Blanco: . ; os = 

Unnamed. -_-__...No. 1. SE Douglas Continental Oil 2 38S 101 W Mancos.______... 1,966-2,148 2,354 LL 150 Dec.14 Flowed; new 2 
Creek-Govern- Co. : field. re 
ment . a 

Nine Mile__.._..No. 1 McBride- Cobra Oil & Gas 6 2N 92 W = Dakota___.___..- 7,266-7,300 7,870 576 .... Sept.7 Pumped; new a 
Government. Corp. | . oe field; OWDD. wn 

Rangely._-..--.No. 1 UPRR_-_-._- Pan American 32 2N 102 W Morrison B___.... 3,256- 3,485 60 _... Jan.28 Pumped; new nd 
Petroleum pay. rs 
Corp. ; . oo . > 

Washington: 
. | | > 

Ward_..-.----.-No. 1 Ward. _-- --Alfred Ward & 35 1S 54 W “J” Sandstone__.. 4,835-4,88614 4,908 87 _... Dec.22 Pumped; new 3 
Rance Son. - field. | 

. Epiphany._.._...No. 1 Kloefkorn Plains Explora- 32 2S 53 W ___._do___.-.__-_. 4,756—4, 757 4,915 80 LLL. Julyl Do. g 
tion Co.-Sterl- . 

ing Drilling Co. 5 
Stallion___.._.__No. 1-B Christ- Donzoil; Inc.- 22 38 50 W ____.do__._____-_. 3,920-3926 4,000 38 _... Aug. 22 Do. mR 

ianson. Allison Drill- o 
ing Co., Ine. . . 

Concho____..-.-No. 1 Kincheloe_-Triangle J. Oil Co 11 38S 51 W _____do__________. 3,989-3,994 4,097 60 ____ Oct. 29 | Pumped; new 
eld; . 

Justice. __._..__No. 4 Rudnik____Stuareo Oil Co., 27 3S 51 W _____do._._.___._. 4,009-4,011 4,110 45 _... Aug.5 Pumped; new 
Inc.-Carver- field. 
Dodge Oil Co. 

Wampum.._____No. 1 Anderson. - Don M. Rounds 20 358 52 W _..._do__.___._._. 4,383-—4,387 4,469 120 _._. Aug. 29 Do. 
o., et al. 

Able_.....-...-No. 1 Walters._..Bob Burch-Mule 1 38S 54 W _____do_._..-_..._. 4,686-4,644 4,744 56 _._. Nov. 27 Do. 
Creek Oil Co., 
ne. 

Weld: Vim___-.-.-..No. 1 State___..__U.S. Smelting, 16 LN 58 W _.._.do.....-..-_. 7,081-7,087 7,122 47 _.... May20 Pumped; new 
Refining and pay. 
Mining Co. . 

ee ee ee eee ee ea 

1 OWWO-—Old well workover; OWDD—Old well drilled deeper. 

Source: Petroleum Information Corp., 1966 Resume, Oil and Gas Operations in the Rocky Mountain Region.
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crude oil. Of this, 11.9 million barrels was cent of the portland cement shipments. | 
received from out of State; Wyoming sup- Other customers in order of purchases were 
plied 11.5 million barrels, Montana _ concrete-product manufacturers, building- 
377,000, and Utah 26,000. Shipments out of material dealers, highway contractors, other 
the State totaled 34.8 million barrels: 18 contractors, and miscellaneous customers. 

million barrels went to Utah; and the rest Rocky Mountain Cement Co., a subsidi- 
to- Ohio, Kansas, Indiana, Wyoming, Hili- ary of Martin Marietta Corp., purchased 
nois, and Oklahoma. The active refineries 1,080 acres of land near Lyons as a source 
were Continental Oil Co., Denver; Lubco of raw material for its proposed multimil- 
Oil & Refining Co., Rangely; and Tenneco lion-dollar cement plant to be erected on 
Oil Co., Denver. In April, Lubco expanded the site. 

its daily crude capacity from 3,500 to 5,000 Clays.—Clay production was down 10 
barrels and its catalytic reforming capacity percent in quantity and 27 percent in val- 

from 1,000 to 2,000 barrels. ue below that of 1965. The increase in pro- 
Crude-oil prices in the Denver basin area duction of miscellaneous clay and shale 

were raised 5 cents | per barrel late in the was not enough to ‘offset the decreases in 
year, bringing 40.0 _to 44.9° API oil to output of bentonite and fire clay. The 
$2.93 per barrel. Prices of Rangely crude Jarger drop in value was caused by the | 
oil were raised 7 cents per barrel in Febru- decline in output of the higher priced fire 
ary, to bring 40° to 44.9° API oil in that clays. | 

field to $3.05 per barrel. Of the total clay production, 75.8 per- 
cent was miscellaneous clay and shale, 24.1 

NONMETALS percent fire clay, and 0.1 percent bentonite, 
Cement.—Shipments of portland and ma- compared with 65.3, 34.5, and 0.2 percent, 

| sonry cements decreased 11 and 2 percent, respectively, in 1965. Of the total output, 
respectively. The cements were produced one-fifth was produced and sold as raw 
by Ideal Cement Co. at its Portland plant material; the balance was captive produc- 
in Fremont County and its Boettcher plant tion. Bentonite was used for lining reser- 
in Larimer County. This was the first year voir ponds and as a bonding agent for 
since 1961 that both plants shipped ma-_ pelletized animal feed. Fire clay was used 
sonry cement; in the past few years, only for making heavy clay products (building 
the Portland plant had shipped masonry brick and sewer pipe) and_ refractories 
cement, although some masonry cement for _(firebrick, zinc retorts, and bonding agent 
company use had been produced at the for making foundry molds). Miscellaneous 
Boettcher plant. A total of 91 percent of clay and shale were used for making heavy 
the portland cement and 95 percent of the clay products (building brick and sewer 
masonry cement went to consumers in Col- pipe) and lightweight aggregates. 
orado. Ready-mix concrete companies were Production came from 62 operations in 
the biggest customers, purchasing 59 per- 10 counties. With 21 operations, Jefferson 

| Table 14.—Clay production by counties 7 

County eee 
Short tons Value . Short tons Value. 

Bent__.-.-------------------- een n een 250 $8,125 _........ 9 _-.------ 
Boulder. .-.....--------------------------------- 13,381 22 ,186 23 ,378 $43 , 033 
Custer. .--.----------------------------- +--+ 1,772 7,974 857 WwW 
Douglas..-.-..-.--.----------------------------- 93,179 267 , 860 38 , 564 92,049 
Elbert.....-.-----.----------------------------- Ww WwW Ww Ww 
E] Paso_..-..-_..------------------------------- Ww Ww 16,317 WwW 
Fremont. _...--.-..----------------------------- 26,895 106 , 650 11,829 45,953 
Huerfano...-.._-_------------------------------- Ww Ww Ww WwW 
Jefferson__.------------------------------------- 898 ,984 598 ,341 398 ,974 586 ,009 
Las Animas__.__.-.-.---------------------------- 8,765 25,260 11,456 44,381 
Mesa____----------------------- ee 276 5520 +e e --------- 
Pueblo.......----------------------------------- 61,089 303 , 566 46 , 087 124,500 
Undistributed___.._...-.-----.---.-----------.---- 80,991 110,874 21,860 117,600 

Total. ....-------------------------------- 680,582 «1,446,888 569,817 1, 053,525 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”
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County had 70 percent of the State output. Florence. Crude perlite from New Mexico 

The Idealite Co., a division of Ideal Ce- was expanded at the Denver plant of West- 

ment Co., was the largest producer; its out- ern Mineral Products Co. and at the An- 

put was shale used for making lightweight tonito plant of Grefco, Inc. The principal 
aggregates. uses of expanded perlite were as an aggre- 

Feldspar.—Lockhart & Sons mined feld- gate for making plaster, concrete, and insu- 
spar from the Mica Lode in Fremont lation; as a filter aid; and for oil-well ce- 

County; the output, a 370-ton increase over menting and soil conditioning. 
that of 1965, was used for making decora- The Mining and Mineral Products Divi- 

tive aggregate. sion of Great Lakes Carbon Corp. was ac- 

Fluorspar.—Finished fluorspar production quired by General Refractories Co.; includ- 
was up Il percent. Acid-grade fluorspar ed in the transaction was the Great Lakes 
produced by Allied Chemical Corp. at its perlite processing plant at Antonito. Gen- 
mill at Valmont was used for making eral Refractories organized the division in- 

hydrofluoric acid. Except for a minor to anew company subsidiary, Grefco, Inc. 

quantity purchased from small producers, Pumice.—The output of pumice, consist- 
crude fluorspar for the mill came from the ing of scoria and volcanic ash, decreased 
company Burlington mine at Jamestown. 10,000 tons. Production came from four 

Gypsum.—Gypsum production, down 26 operations—two in Eagle County and one 
percent, came from five mines in Fremont each in Costilla and Routt Counties. The 

County and one in Larimer. The drop re- main use was as concrete aggregate; other 
sulted from decreases in cement production uses were as railroad ballast, for landscap- 
and gypsum board products, the two main ing, and as a pozzolanic admixture to con- 

uses for gypsum. One-third of the total crete. 
output was calcined and used for manufac- Pyrites—Most of the pyrite was recov- | 
turing gypsum building products, 11,000 ered as a byproduct from milling molybde- 
tons was for agricultural purposes, and the num ore from the Climax mine of Climax 
balance was used as a retarder in portland Molybdenum Co. The balance of the out- 

cement. | | put came from the Rico Argentine mine of 
Lime.—Lime production increased 8,000 Rico Argentine Mining Co. Production 

tons, 7 percent above that of 1965. The from both operations was used primarily 

increase was due mainly to more lime pro- for manufacturing sulfuric acid. 
duced at the sugar beet plants because of Salt.—Salt production was the same as 
the increase in the quantity of sugar beets that of 1965. The salt, in a brine pumped 
processed. Of the 15 plants that produced from a well in Montrose County by Union 
lime, 12 were at sugar beet plants. The Carbide Corp., was used by the company 
Great Western Sugar Co. operated nine in its uranium-vanadium milling operation 
plants; The National Sugar Manufacturing at Uravan. 

Co., Holly Sugar Corp., and American Sand and Gra.el.—Sand and gravel pro- 
Crystal Sugar Co., one each. duction, up 7 percent, surpassed the 1959 

Lime was produced at the Pueblo steel record output of 20.9 million tons by 1.3 
plant of CF&I Steel Corp. for use in mak- million. The value, the highest of the 

ing steel; most of the lime was used in the yonmetal mineral commodities, was the 
basic-oxygen process. Colorado Lime Co., fourth highest of all minerals produced in 
Inc., produced lime at its Colorado Springs the State. 

plant for use as a soil conditioner and for Output of sand and gravel consisted of 

treatment of sewage and industrial waste. 189 million tons of gravel and 4.0 million 
Lime produced by Basic Chemical Corp. at tons of sand. About 1 million tons of sand 
its plant at Glenwood Springs was used as d 1 d tert terial: 
a soil conditioner, for metallurgical pur- and’ grave’ was usec as pibrun marera’ 
poses, and water treatment. the balance of the output underwent some 

Perlite—The only producer, Persolite P TOCESSINE such as washing, crushing, and 
Products, Inc., mined slightly more crude “Tem: The average price for pit-run 
perlite at its operation at Rosita than in Material was $0.50 per ton; that for pre- 
1965. Part of the output was sold and part pared material $1.08. The overall average 
sent to the company expanding plant at price was $1.06.
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~ Table 15.—Sand and gravel production in 1966, by counties 

a (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

County Quantity Value County Quantity Value 

Adams_____-------.---.--- 2,717 $3 ,200 Larimer_______._-.-------- 973. $1,000 . 
Alamosa___.._.------------ 325 330 Las Animas____._---------- WwW Ww 
Arapahoe___.-___------__-- 1,024 1,137 LineoIn.____-____--------- 175 168 
Archuleta__._.-_.____-__-- 8 8 Logan______..------------- 628 644 
Baca__..------------------- 75 74 Mesa__._----------------- 803 867 
Bent_____----------------- 28 32 Mineral___-_-------------- 33 33 
Boulder. __-_--------------- 1,387 1,374 Moffat__._.--------------- 591 592 
Chaffee. ___.-------------- 117 108 Montezuma_-__------------- 306 313 
Cheyenne_._..-__--------- 136 126 Montrose__.____.---------- 208 196 
Clear Creek_..._-_---.----- WwW WwW Morgan_______-.----------- 611 642 
Conejos____-_-.-_---_----- 11 10 Otero______._-_----------- WwW WwW 
Costilla_.._..-.-.-_-.----- 15 68 Ouray__..___..------------ 15 14 
Crowley______-_-_--------- WwW W Park___________----------- 43 43 
Custer_____-_-____--_-.--- 49 53 Phillips_______.----------- 160 162 

Delta__.------_----------- 176 199 Pitkin.__...__------------- 132 161 

Dolores. __---------------- 27 14 Prowers.___--------------- 161 182 
Douglas_-__---------------- 608 687 Pueblo_____-_------------- 2,008 2,215 
Bagle____-----_----------- WwW WwW Rio Blanco____.----------- 50 55 
Elbert. .._---------------- 70 70 Rio Grande.__-_----------- 59 70 
El Paso___---------------- 1,409 1,506 Routt_______.------------- Ww Ww 
Fremont__.._-.-.-_---.--_- 231 253 Saguache_______-_---------- 74 61 

Garfield______..-.-_-_----- 260 278 San Miguel_____._-----_--- 139 135 
Grand__._---------------- 323 310 Sedgwick__-_-.------------ 57 60 
Gunnison____-_____-------- 141 145 Summit. _______----------- 48 59 
Hinsdale. __--_------------ 7 4 Teller___._.__------------- Ww Ww 
Huerfano______.-.--------- 61 64 Washington__.____--------- 311 311 

Jackson____-_-------------- 76 TT Weld___..---.------------ 873 906 
Jefferson___--------------- 2,199 2,212 Yuma_____.____----------- 207 176 
Kiowa__.----------------- 90 90 Undistributed_____--------- 900 9238 

Kit Carson_____-_-_------- 473 473 —— 
Lake__._-.---------------- 188 217 Total__...---------- 22,245 23 , 485 
La Plata___--------------- 389 373 ee SO oceessscssese se 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”” 

Sand and gravel used for road construc- order of output—each had production ex- 

tion and maintenance was 15.7 million ceeding 1 million tons; their combined 

tons; that for building construction 5.2 output was 10.7 million tons, 48 percent of 

million tons—increases of 1 million and the total production. Another 30 counties 

900,000 tons, respectively. The balance of each produced between 100,000 tons and 1 , 

1.3 million tons was used for fill, railroad million tons; 24 counties produced less 

ballast, engine sand, and miscellaneous than 100,000 tons. | 
; | 

uses. About 100 million tons of known sand ! 

From the 374 producing operations, out- and gravel reserves along the South Platte | 

_ put was by 162 commercial producers and River were placed in jeopardy when Con- | 

912 Government crews or contractors. Com- gress approved the fiscal 1967 expenditure | 

mercial operators produced 10.4 million of $6 million for design studies and land ! 

tons of sand and gravel and Government- purchases for the proposed Chatfield Dam- | 

crews and -contractors, 11.8 million tons. The reservoir to be created by the dam 7 

The five leading commercial operators, in would cover the reserves. | 

order of output, were Western Paving Con- Stone——A new record for stone produc- 

| struction Co., Cooley Gravel Co., Asphalt tion was established by the 7-million-ton 
Paving Co., The Brannan Sand & Gravel output in 1966; production exceeded the 
Co., and Boulder Gravel Products, Inc., previous high, set in 1965, by 2.2 million 

their combined production was 4.4 million tons. Dam construction in Eagle and Pitkin 

tons, 20 percent of the State output. Counties was the principal reason for the 
Of the 63 counties in the State, 60 had increase. Except for 13,024 tons of dimen- 

sand and gravel production; only Denver, sion stone, production was crushed and 
Gilpin, and San Juan Counties had no pro- _ broken stone. Granite constituted 39.7 per- 
duction. A total of 58 counties had some cent of the stone production, limestone 
Government-and-contractor production; 44 31.2 percent, sandstone 23.6 percent, miscel- 
counties had commercial production. Six laneous stone (unclassified as to type) 438 
counties—Adams, Jefferson, Pueblo, El Pa- percent, basalt 0.6 percent, and marble 0.1 

so, Boulder, and Arapahoe, ranked in percent.
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Table 16.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use OS 

Quantity = Value _ Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Construction: 
Building___-_------------------------ 2,087 $2 ,444 2,057 $2,511 
Paving..._-------------------------- 715 896 330 390 
Fill_____---------------------------- 127 87 120 113 
Other___-_-------------------------- ------- ------- 15 7 

Industrial: 
| Engine__.-.------------------------- + —s«*1: 24 167 11 42 

Filtration._-..----------------------- (1) (*) wacenee a~------ 
Other____-___------------------------ 6) (1) eee ooo 

Total___-------------------------- 3,013 3,494 2,533 3,063 

Gravel: 
Construction: 

. 

Building---------------------------+-- 2,834 3,656 2,784 3,590 
Paving------------------------------ 5,112 5,427 4,447 4,759 
Railroad ballast__._.-----.----------- 1 1 1 1 
Fill___------------------------------ 158 101 540 412 
Other__--_-------------------------- 1 5 26 30 

Miscellaneous_ -_-.------------------------ 70 67 65 ~» wt 

Total. ....---------------------------- 8,176 9,257 7,868 8,869 
Total sand and gravel___--_-.----------- 11,189 12,751 10 ,396 _ 11,932 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Building._...-._------------------------- 4 4 7 TT 
Paving.__-_----------------------------- 963 934 1,470 1,457 
Fill_----_------------------------------- 24 29 22 22 

Total__.------------------------------ ——so9 91 967 1,499 —- 1, 486 

Gravel: . 
Building_-.._-_-------------------------- 125 125 374 333 
Paving__-_-_---------------------------- ‘7,878 7,657 9 , 436 9 ,283 
Fill__--.-------------------------------- 567 481 540 451 
Other___-----.-------------------------- 60 60 _------ ------- 

Total___._.-.------------------------- 8,630 8,323 10,350 10,067 

Total sand and gravel__.___-_-_-.-_-_.-- 9,621 9,290 11,849 11,553 

All operations: | 
Sand_____--.-------------------------------- 4,004 4,461 4,032 4,549 
Gravel____---------------------------------- 16 ,806 17,580 18 ,213 18 ,936 

Total_____-_------------------------------ 20,810 22,041 22,245 23 , 485 

1 Engine, filtration, and ‘other’ (industrial) sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company confi- 
dentialdata. 

Crushed granite was used mostly for dam aggregate for precast panels, decorative 
embankment, concrete and road aggregate, stone, foundry purposes, landscaping, re- 
and riprap; small quantities were used as fractory material, riprap, and stone sand. 

poultry grit and for making precast slabs. Dimension sandstone went mostly for mak- 

Dimension granite was used for monu- ing flagging and rough building stone. 
ments. Principal uses of crushed limestone- Crushed miscellaneous stone was used 
were for making cement, concrete and road ™0Stly for concrete and road aggregate and 
aggregate, flux for producing steel, and Tiprap; other USES walk as an eet or 

lime; other uses. were as an asphalt filler, precast pane’s, as a filter meta, ang root 
. ing granules. Dimension miscellaneous 

coal dust, and riprap. Some rough-con- . wy 4: . 
struction buildi de fr stone was used in building construction. 
he " ui : ing stone was mace trom Crushed marble was used as an aggregate 

the imension _limestone produced. and as terrazzo chips; dimension marble 
Crushed sandstone was used mainly for fill was used for interior dressed building 
in dam construction and for making ce- stone. Crushed basalt was used as concrete 
ment; other uses were as an abrasive, and road aggregate and riprap.
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Table 17.—Stone production in 1966, by counties 

County Short tons Value County Short tons Value aoa 
ee ee 

Adams_____---________ 2,211 $3 ,317 Jefferson. .____________ 25,470 $105 ,368 Alamosa_____..________ 1,203 1,804 Kit Carson_____.______ 198 297 Arapahoe.__.__--_______ 14,369 21,554 Lake__-__-.--_-2_-_ 12,712 . 15,890 Arehuleta_____________ 24,715 48 , 500 La Plata______________ 14 ,278 27,929 Baca__.___-_---.______ 1,734 2,601 Larimer_________-_____ 671,617 1,347,075 Bent______-_---____ 9,143 13,714 Lineoln____~___________ 34 51 Boulder____..-..______ 44,940 121 ,388 Logan__..--_-- 8,736 11,129 Chaffee__._--_________ WwW WwW Mesa____-____________ 2,534 19 ,424 Cheyenne_____________ 381 572 Mineral____-___________ ' 142 213. Clear Creek__________- WwW W Montezuma_.__________ 13 ,147 26,417 Conejos_._____________ 399 798 Montrose_.____________ 249 374 Costilla_._-...-..--____ 1,598 2,397 Morgan_______________ 9,192 13 , 788 Crowley.._._.--_______ 132 198 Otero__-.____-_____-_. |. 1,300 1,950 Custer. 2222-2-_ Le 2,037 W Ouray___.______._.____ 6,284 9,426 Delta__._-._2 2-2 37 ,208 34,650 Park___._-_--__________ 165 376 - Dolores... -___-_______ 123 ,879 96 , 847 Pitkin--._......._-...._ 2,704,500 4,050,000 Douglas.______________ 86 ,067 191,160 . Prowers________.______ 1,708 2,562 Eagle______-.-____..-.. 1,485,480 ~— 1,858,625 Pueblo__..-._---_-___ 11,9538 12 ,930 Elbert_______-________ 1,737 2,606 Saguache______________ 2,032 3,048 El Paso_.______________ 450,458 663 , 747 San Miguel__._________ 2,374 - $3,561 Fremont. _____________ 764,505 1,426 ,984 Teller.____.-_-_-________ 450 6,600 Garfield___.___._______ WwW WwW Weld___._-_- 2 _ ee 10,780 21,989 Grand_._.____________ 1,696 2,302 Undistributed__________ 437 , 066 1,083 , 063 Gunnison____._________ 39 , 538 72,659 —_--- Huerfano._.___________ 816 1,224 . Total_-._.-----.. 7,081,117 11,831,107 EE Re ANE 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.” 

Table 18.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 
, . , 2 e : Basalt and related Granite Limestone Marble 

rocks (traprock) 
Year OOO eee 

Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value 
tons tons tons tons 

1962___...--. 9 __L_Le ------ 20,872 $161,315 2,164,513 $4,395,440 9,094 $79 ,960 19638________ 72,915 $83,173 73 ,580 199,984 2,139,481 4,170,148 8,749 64 ,063 1964________ 5,585 5,535 483 ,361 858,884 2,272,982 4,412,764 10,105 72,666 1965________ (1) (4) 2,058,617 3,089,379 2,208,606 4,066,926 2,230 32,597 1966___._._._. 44,768 47,895 2,789,362 4,357,518 2,191,457 3,910,903 3,474 35,089 

Sandstone Other stone Total EE 
Short tons Value Short. tons Value ~ Short tons Value 

A 

1962________ 67,378 $493 , 597 90,854 $467 ,000 2,352,711 $5 ,597 ,312 1963________ 107 ,731 635 , 054 107 ,271 540, 743 2,509 ,677 5,693,165 1964________ 95,155 733 577 350 ,204 721 ,883 3,217 ,292 6,805 ;809 1965______.. - 189 ,329 832 ,623 1335 ,065 ~ 1616,028 4,788,847 8,637 ,553 1966________ 1,663 , 858 2,443 , 467 338 , 198 536 ,290 7,031,117 11,331,107 i _|EEpprrniit 
1 Basalt and related rocks (traprock) included with “Other stone” to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. | 

Stone production came from 47 of the 63 Vermiculite—At its plant in Denver, 
counties. Pitkin and Eagle Counties, re- Western Mineral Products Co. processed 
spectively, had the most production; the crude vermiculite from Montana. The ex- 
combined output from these two counties foliated product was used for loose-fill in- 
was 4.2 million tons, 60 percent of the  sulation, as an aggregate in plaster, and for 
State production. acoustical purposes.
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Table 19.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

a 
. 1965 1966 

Use 2 
Quantity Value Quantity Value nn 

Dimension stone: 
Rough construction and rubble . 

short tons_- 5,978 $67 ,230 2,595 $37,781 

Rough architectural____-_-_-cubic feet _- 45,165 75,180 (4) (1) 

Dressed architectural___.__-----do_--- 105,105 240, 727 167,377 1 138,679 

Rough monumental___-_-_-.----do_--- 4,798 26,000 10,079 34,525 

Dressed monumental_____._....do_--- 1,190 10,000 _----- pauaue 

Curbing and flagging. ..._...---do_--- 59 ,076 59,635 55 ,268 60 ,227 
ne a 

Total (approximate, in short tons) _-_- 22,900 478 ,T72 13 ,000 271,212 

> 
ee eee eae 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Concrete and roadstone_-_-~-_short tons-_-_ 913 ,175 1,188 ,043 852 ,489 1,152 , 402 

Lime____._--------------------d0o--_- 193 ,067 402 ,030 181,193 415,375 

Metallurgical___..-------------do-_-- 254,832 609 , 362 297 ,316 703 ,008 

Riprap___---------------------do__-- 156 ,076 327 , 714 210,049 417,689 

Other___._--------------------do_-.. 23,248,831 25,631,632 35,477,046 38,371,421 
. eee 

Total. _..-_-.---------------do_--- 4,765,981 8,158,781 7,018,093 - 11,059,895 
| 

Total stone (approximate, in short 
tons).....----------------------- 4,788,900 8,637 , 553 7,031,100 11,331,107 
ONS ewww nnn rrr 

1 Rough architectural and dressed architectural stone combined to avoid disclosing individual company 

confidential data. 
2 Includes stone used in abrasives, architectural aggregate, asphalt filler, cement, coal dust, concrete aggre- 

gates, dam embankment, decorative building, erosion control, filter beds, foundry, ground cover, landscaping, 

mineral food, poultry grit, precasting, roofing granules, stone sand, and terrazzo. 

3 Includes stone used in abrasives, aggregates, asphalt filler, cement, coal dust, concrete aggregates, dam 

fill, decorator rock, erosion control, filter media, foundry, landscaping, poultry grit, precasting, rock gardens, 

roofing granules, rotary drilling, stone sand, terrazzo, and traffic control barricades. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Of the 63 counties in the State, only . Sons, Inc., and Jones Fine Sand Co. Main- 

Denver had no mineral production. tenance crews and a contractor for the 

Thirty-three counties had increases in val- Adams County Highway Department and 

ue of mineral production; 29 had de- contractors for the Colorado Department of 

creases. Thirty-two counties each had a Highways produced 377,000 tons of sand 

value of mineral production exceeding $1 and gravel. Gold and silver were recovered 

million. Only those counties with as byproducts at four of the commercial 

significant production or mineral industry sand and gravel operations. 

activity are discussed. See table 20 for the Petroleum and marketed natural gas ac- 

value of individual counties and the min- counted for 32 percent of the value of 

eral commodities produced. mineral output, an 8-percent decline, 
caused by depletion of the older fields. 

Adams.— i - 
tion ans the g a ov mminera produc Badger Creek, the largest field wholly 

ue of sand and eravel i combined val- within the county, had production of 

ut account 4 f BO. an petforum out- 125,100 barrels compared with 157,020 in 

Petal valu ed for 92 percent of the county 1965. The waterflooding in Badger Creek 
and Middlemist fields continued. The Great 

The county was ranked first in the State Western Sugar Co. produced quicklime at 
in sand and gravel production with output its Brighton plant for making sugar from 
from 23 commercial and 7 Government- sugar beets. Contractors for the Colorado 
crew and -contractor operations. Commer- Department of Highways used the output 
cial output totaled 2.3 million tons and of miscellaneous stone for riprap and ag- 

represented 86 percent of the county pro-  gregate in road construction. 

duction. Western Paving Construction Co. Arapahoe.—Sand and gravel accounted 
was the principal commercial operator, fol- for 98 percent of the county mineral pro- 

lowed by The Brannan Sand & Gravel Co., duction value; the output, sixth highest in 
Boise Cascade Sand & Gravel Co., Cooley the State, came from eight commercial 
Gravel Co., Tower Construction Co., operations and eight Government-crew-and- 

Superior Sand & Gravel Co., Albert Frei & contractor operations.
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Table 20.—Value of mineral production in Colorado, by counties * 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of walue 

Adams____.-------------- $5,168,704 $4,854,704 Sand and gravel, petroleum, natural gas, Ime, 
gold, stone, silver. 

Alamosa_.....------.---.- 182 , 430 332,791 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 
Arapahoe.____----------- 1,292,896 1,158,554 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Archuleta__.__---_-_-.-- 397 , 734 240,500 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Baca__..__-------------- 1,011,990 1,252,601 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Bent________----_------- 162,515 71,714 Sand and gravel, natural gas, stone, petroleum. 
Boulder__....---_-_----- 2,198,011 2,273,336 Sand and gravel, fluorspar, lime, stone, peat, 

clays, tungsten concentrate, petroleum, lead, 
zine, silver, gold, uranium ore. 

Chaffee___..-.-..---.--- 656 , 422 812,439 Stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Cheyenne____.-.-------- W 126,572 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Clear Creek_....____._--- 127,831 668,566 Sand and gravel, stone, silver, lead, zime, gold, 

copper. 
Conejos. ________.------- 126 ,992 37,929 Gold, silver, sand and gravel, stone, lead. 
Costilla_....-.-...-------- WwW 116,578 Sand and gravel, pumice, stone. 
Crowley.._...-_...------ WwW 63,948 Lime, sand and gravel, stone. 
Custer. __.-...-.___----- 159 , 465 91,181 Sand and gravel, perlite, stone, clays, lead, cop- 

per, silver, uranium ore. 
Delta__.__-_.--____------ 1,367 ,082 2,248,247 Coal, sand and gravel, lime, stone. 
Dolores_....--...------- WwW 872,585 Lead, zinc, stone, silver, copper, sand and gravel, 

gold, pyrites, iron ore. 
Douglas. __.._..__---.--- 1,050 ,137 970,209 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Eagle.___-_.--_-_------- 9,526,590 10,269,058 Zine, stone, lead, silver, copper, sand and gravel, 

gold, pumice. 
Elbert_._..._-___-_----- WwW 114,862 Sand and gravel, clays, stone. 
El Paso. __._.-.---.----- 2,255,125 2,412,395 Sand and gravel, stone, lime, clays, beryllium 

concentrate. 
Fremont_____._._------- 11,181,698 10,727,142 Cement, stone, coal, sand and gravel, gypsum, 

petroleum, clays, uranium ore, feldspar, beryl- 
lium concentrate, iron ore. 

Garfield___.....__-_----- 2,521,829 8,081,810 Vanadium, natural gas, sand and gravel, lime, 
. stone, coal, uranium ore. 

Gilpin__.......-.-------- 118 ,559 10,695 Peat, gold, silver, lead. 
Grand.__._----.-------- Ww 312,302 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Gunnison______-_-.------ 5 , 482 ,542 4,752,730 Coal, zine, lead, silver, copper, sand and gravel, 

stone, gold. 
Hinsdale_.___.-.-------- 18 ,755 32,752 Lead, sand and gravel, silver, zinc, gold. 
Huerfano___________----- 463 ,117 271,926 Coal, sand and gravel, clays, stone. 
Jackson__.__.__-..------ 958 , 790 892,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Jefferson______._-_------ 3,120,805 2,948,301 Sand and gravel, clays, stone, uranium ore, gold, 

copper, silver, lead. 
Kiowa_____-__--_---_---- 436 ,000 1,034,000 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, natural 

gas liquids. 
Kit Carson_____._-_----- 119 ,105 473,297 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Lake__._____.--__.-.---- 81,001,305 92,932,806 Molybdenum, tungsten concentrate, samd and 

gravel, tin, pyrites, peat, stone, rare-earth 
metal concentrate, gold, silver. 

La Plata_____----------- 8,669 ,923 9,534,216 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and gravel, 
coal, petroleum, stone, peat, gold, silver, ura- 
nium ore, copper. 

Larimer____.._---------- 11,896 ,256 10,265,868 Cement, stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, lime, 
natural gas liquids, natural gas, gypsum, ura- 
nium ore. 

Las Animas______--.----- 5,951,626 5,571,654 Coal, sand and gravel, clays. 
Lineoln__..--__--------- 86 ,000 168,051 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Logan__..._._.---------- 12,003,400 11,985,129 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand 

and gravel, lime, stone. 
Mesa______._____-.----- 6,908 ,154 8,472,144 Uranium ore, vanadium, natural gas, sand and 

gravel, coal, natural gas liquids, stone. 
Mineral. ....___---.----- 1,590 ,385 1,449,094 Zine, lead, silver, copper, sand and gravel, gold, 

stone. 
Moffat___________-_-_--- 5,825,404 6,281,631 Petroleum, natural gas, coal, sand and gravel, 

natural gas liquids, gold. 
Montezuma_______------- 4,584,283 3,145,470 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, stone, 

carbon dioxide, uranium ore. 
Montrose_...._....------ 11,539,155 12,481,811 Vanadium, uranium ore, coal, sand and gravel, 

salt, stone, gold. 
Morgan__._._____-_----- 7,835,000 7,222,788 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand 

and gravel, lime, stone. ‘ 
Otero__._._._____------- WwW 445,256 Sand and gravel, lime, stone. 
Ouray__._.-..----------- 1,956,414 2,287,982 Zinc, lead, copper, silver, gold, sand and gravel, 

stone. 
Park_...-.-..._---.----- 397 ,944 203,238 Peat, sand and gravel, lead, silver, zinc, copper, 

_ gold, stone, uranium ore. 
Phillips. __....---------- 156 , 000 162,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pitkin... 222-2 9,781,447 10 954,847 Coal, stone, iron ore, natural gas, samd and 

gravel, silver, lead, zinc, copper. 
Prowers__.__________-_--- 136 , 000 184,562 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Pueblo__.._..._-___-.--- WwW 3,040,333 Sand and gravel, lime, clays, zinc, stone, lead, 

silver, copper, gold. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 20.—Value of mineral production in Colorado, by counties ’—Continued 

County 1965 1966 2 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Rio Blanco.._..--------. $55,582,180 $60,582,469 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
vanadium, sand and gravel, uranium ore, coal. 

Rio Grande._.-.-.------- 83 , 800 70,000 Sand and gravel. 
Routt_..---------------- 4,458,507 5,627,187 Coal, petroleum, pumice, sand and gravel. 
Saguache..-------------- WwW 92,303 Sand and gravel, lead, zinc, silver, copper, stone, 

. | gold, uranium ore. 
San Juan_...-.--..------ 4,553 ,906 4,554,802 Zine, lead, silver, copper, gold, uranium ore. 
San Miguel_-.----------- 15,244,780 16,933,288 Vanadium, zinc, lead, uranium ore, copper, silver, 

. gold, sand and gravel, iron ore, stone. 
Sedgwick....------------ 200, 400 165,000 Lime, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Summit__--.--.-.------- 167 , 002 60,622 Sand and gravel, lead, copper, gold, silver. 
Teller_...-.------------- 94,850 - 77,000 Peat, sand and gravel, stone. 
Washington__.......----- 16,728,040 14,383 , 000 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, sand and gravel, 

natural gas. , 
Weld_.....-------------- 8,541,143 8,876,991 Petroleum, coal, sand and gravel, natural gas, 

. lime, natural gas liquids, stone. 
Yuma_.._..----.-------- 202 ,000 188,000 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Undistributed__...-.----- * 4,953,052 80,000 

Total__....------- "881,168,000 352,005,000 | : 

t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Un- 
distributed.”’ 

1 Denver County not listed because no production was reported. . ; 
2 Includes some beryllium concentrate and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and 

values indicated by symbol W. : 

Three-fourths of the county output, 1 mil- covered gas in the Topeka at their No. 
lion tons, came from commercial opera- 1-36 St. John-State well, 4 miles north of 

tions. Miscellaneous stone, accounting for the Davis discovery; it was included in the 
the remaining 2 percent of the county val- Vilas field. At yearend, no pipeline outlets 
ue, was produced by contractors of the were available to the field. 
Colorado Department of Highways for use Crews and contractors for the Colorado 
as riprap. : | | Department of Highways produced sand 

The Arapahoe District Court ruled null and gravel for road building; one contrac- 
and void zoning regulations approved by tor also produced miscellaneous stone. 
the Arapahoe County Commissioners; these Some sand and gravel was produced by F & 
regulations would have allowed sand and G Concrete & Construction Co. | 

gravel operations within 300 feet of the Boulder.—Mineral production increased 
Columbine Hills residential area. Colum- only $75,000 above that of 1965. Of the 13 
bine Homeowners, Inc., Columbine Hills, mineral commodities produced, sand and 
Inc., and Robert H. Koran, Inc., had gravel comprised 60 percent of the total 
brought suit against the commissioners. county mineral production value. Sand and 

Baca.—Natural gas and petroleum again gravel output, fifth highest in the State, 
contributed most, 94 percent, of the miner- was up 218,000 tons. Commercial pro- 

al output value. Production of natural gas ducers, according to output, were Boulder 
increased 71 percent because of pipeline fa- | Gravel Products, Inc., Golden Transfer. Co., 
cilities built in 1965; crude oil yield, how- Asphalt Paving Co., Western Paving Con- 

ever, was down by 45,000 barrels. The struction Co., Turnpike Gravel Co., and 
Morrow Formation (Pennsylvanian) in the Pastore Gravel Co.; the combined output 
Flank field was the source of 99 percent of of these producers was 1,258,000 tons, 91 
the petroleum output of the county; that percent of the total. Crews of the Boulder 
field, including its four other productive County Highway Department and a con- 
formations, contributed 58 percent of the tractor for the Federal Bureau of Public 
natural gas production. Roads produced 129,000 tons, the balance 

A new field discovery, Davis Drilling, of the sand and gravel output. 
Inc., No. 1-19 Strobel, sec 19, T31S, R44W, Canyon Mining Corp. mined tungsten 

opened the Vilas field, with a completion ore from the Eureka mine and produced 
gage of 5.4 million cubic feet of gas per concentrates. This was the first tungsten 
day from the Topeka Formation (Pennsyl- production in-the county since 1959, Out- 
vanian). In September, Falcon Seaboard put of uranium ore again was reported 
Drilling Co. and W. C. McBride, Inc., dis- after a lapse of 1 year. Production was by
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East Range Mining Co. from the Lady Bug deposit found in 1965 near the Urad mine. 
mine. : | To obtain necessary data for mine plan- 

Silver, lead, and zinc were recovered ning and cost estimating, the company 
from ore mined by Hope Mining Corp. at planned to sink a 23-foot-diameter shaft to 
the J. Albion mine. Some silver came from a depth of 2,350 feet for access to this mew 
the Clipper and Clipper No. 2 property ore body. | 
operated by Clipper Mining Enterprise. Delta.—Mineral production increased 
Small quantities of gold, silver, and lead $881,000 in value because of 63 percent 
came from unknown mines. more coal mined than in 1965. Coal pro- 

Stone production dropped from 131,214 ducers, in order of output, were United 
to 44,940 tons. Five companies, one individ- States Steel Corp. from that part of the 
ual, and the University of Colorado pro- Somerset mine in the county, Green Valley 
duced sandstone and three companies, in- Coal Co. from the Green Valley No. 2, 
cluding two contractors for the Colorado The Juanita Coal & Coke Co. from the 
Department of Highways, produced miscel- King mine, Red Canon Coal Mine from 
laneous stone. - a the Red Canon, Emmons Coal Co. from 

Clay production, up 10,000 tons, came the Emmons, and States Coal Co. from the 
from five operations. Miscellaneous clay Top. Production by United States Steel 
was produced by Colorado Brick Co. (two Was captive; that from the other five pro- 

operations) and by Denver Brick & Pipe ducers was sold in the open market. 
Co., and fire clay by Kaiser Aluminum & Holly Sugar Co. produced quicklime at 
Chemical Corp. and Stroud Whisenhunt. its Delta plant for making sugar. The out- 
Allied Chemical Corp. produced acid-grade put of sand and gravel came from six 
fluorspar at its Valmont mill from crude operations. Delta Sand and Gravel Co. and 
ore mined at its Burlington mine. Paonia Ready Mix were the only commer- 

Quicklime was produced by The Great cial producers. Maintenance crews of the 
Western Sugar Co. at its Longmont plant Colorado Department of Highways and the 
for making sugar. Delta County Highway Department also 

Peat production, about the same as in produced sand and gravel. Crushed granite 
1965, came from deposits operated by for road construction. was produced by a 
Beaver Lake Peat Co., Caribou Ranch and _ contractor for the U.S. Forest Service. 

Country Club, McCoy & Jensen, and West- Dolores.—The value of mineral produc- 
ern Peat Co. McCoy & Jensen mined hu- tion was below that of 1965. Output of 
mus peat; the other three mined moss __ gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc came 

peat. The petroleum output, less than 2,000 from the Rico Argentine mine of Rico Ar- 
barrels, came from the Boulder field, the gentine Mining Co. and the Payroll mine 
only one in the county. of Helen Hicks; production value of these 

Clear Creek.—The value of mineral pro- metals was $231,000 below the 1965 value 
duction rose to $668,566 primarily because because less gold, silver, lead, and zinc 

of substantial increases in stone and sand were recovered at the Rico Argentine 
and gravel production stimulated by more operation. In addition to selling sqme pre- 
road construction. Nine underground viously stockpiled brown iron ore (limo- 
mines, a mine-dump recovery operation, nite), Rico Argentine Mining Co. mined 
and an assay office cleanup accounted for and sold a small quantity of pyrite. 
the production of gold, silver, copper, lead, Sand and gravel and crushed basalt and 
and zinc. The value of these five metals granite were produced by contractors for 
was $47,670, compared with $106,824 in the Federal Forest Service. Maintenance 
1965; gold was the only metal that in- crews of the Dolores County Highway De- 
creased in quantity and value. partment produced crushed sandstone and 

Climax Molybdenum Co. continued de- miscellaneous stone. 
velopment of its Urad molybdenum mine. Eagle.—After a lapse of 1 year, mineral 
Scheduled for production in mid-1967, the production, rising $742,000 in value, again 
operation was designed to produce 5,000 exceeded $10 million. Increases in stone 
tons of ore per day and 7 million pounds § and sand and gravel production more than 
of molybdenum annually. Additional ex- offset declines in gold, silver, copper, lead, 
ploration, primarily diamond drilling, was zinc, and pumice. The New Jersey Zinc Co. 
conducted on the Henderson molybdenum produced zinc and copper ores at its Eagle
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mine in Gilman. The mine was ranked Portland and masonry cement shipments 
first in the State in output of zinc, second from the Ideal Cement Co. plant at Port- 
for copper and silver, and third for gold land declined. The company, in conjunc- 
and lead. County stone production was the tion with its cement operation, quarried 
second highest in the State. Except for limestone and sandstone. Other stone pro- 

1,430 tons, the 1.5 million ton output was ducers and the kind of stone quarried were 

crushed sandstone used for fill in the con- Lockhart & Sons (granite, marble, and 
struction of the Ruedi Dam of the Bureau sandstone); Rocky Mountain Aggregates, 
of Reclamation. Some dimension sandstone Inc. (sandstone and miscellaneous stone) ; 
used as flagging was produced by R. E. Colorado Granite Co. (granite) ; CF&I Steel 

Gordon. A contractor for the Colorado De- Corp. (limestone) ; Colonna & Company of 
- partment of Highways quarried miscella- Colorado, Inc., and Cowan Bros. (marble) ; 

neous stone for riprap. Volcanic cinders, A. P. Green Refractories. Smith Bros., and 
classed as pumice, were mined by Dotsero Ray B. Sturbaum (sandstone); and O. L. 
Block Co. and Roaring Fork Pumice Co. Braly and the Colorado Department of 
The output of sand and gravel was pro- Highways (miscellaneous stone). _ 
duced by contractors for the State and Clay production decreased 15,000 tons, 56 
county highway departments, Federal percent; four of the five producers had re- 

Forest Service, and cities of Aurora and duced outputs. Silver Rocker Bentonite Co. 

Colorado Springs, and by maintenance produced bentonite for pelletizing animal 

crews of the State highway department. feed and lining reservoir ponds. Fire clay 

El Paso.—The value of mineral produc- was mined by George O. Stroup (three 
tion increased $157,000. Sand and gravel operations) and Notaeb Development Co. 
production, up 238,000 tons, amounted to for making building brick; by Harbison- 
62 percent of the county total value. The Walker Refractories for making firebrick; 

output from 10 Government-crew and -con- and by Irvin Clay Co. for making firebrick 
tractor operations of the State and county and sewer pipe. 
highway departments and the Colorado The output of coal, up 18,000 tons, came 
Springs Street Department accounted for 57 from 1 auger, 2 strip, and 14 underground 
percent of the county sand and gravel pro- operations. The output from the auger and 
duction; that from 7 commercial operations strip operations was 23,639 tons; that from 
amounted to 43 percent. The principal the underground operations, 277,041 tons. 
commercial producers, in order of output, At one mine, the Beer No. 2 of Beer Coal 
were Transit Mix Concrete Co., Broderick & Construction, Inc., recovery. of coal was 

& Gibbons, Inc., and Castle Concrete Co. . by both auger and stripping operations. 
Colorado Lime Co., Inc., quarried lime- The other strip operation was that of An- 

stone and produced quicklime at its Colo- nex Coal Co. Underground operators, in 
rado Springs operation. Crushed sandstone order of output, were The Corley Co., 
was produced by Springs Silica Sand Co. Canon Black Diamond Coal Co., Vente 
and Colorado Quartz & Minerals Corp. Coal Co., Cedar Canon Coal Co., Golden 

Contractors for the State highway depart- Quality Coal Co., Twin Pines Coal Co., | 
ment quarried miscellaneous stone for rip- Rex Carbon Fuel Co., Canon Monarch 
rap. Fire clay mined by A. P. Green Re- Coal Co., Last Chance Coal Co., Canon Na- 

fractories Co. was used for’ making firebrick tional Coal Co., Canon Liberty Coal Co., 
and sewer pipe; that mined by Robinson Coal Creek Canon Mining Co., Double 
Brick & Tile Co. from two operations was Dick Coal Co., and Nick J. Moschetti. 
used for making building brick. The Na- Part of the gypsum produced by Fibre- 
tional Clay Products Co. mined miscella- board Corp. was calcined for making gyp- 
neous clay for making building brick. sum building products at the company 

Smith Brothers obtained beryl from the plant at Florence; part was sold uncalcined 
Lone Pine Hill Top mine. for use as a portland-cement retarder. Col- 

Fremont.—Mineral production value de- orama Rock Products Co., L & L Truck- 
creased $452,000. Gains in value of berylli- ing, and U.S. Conditioning Co. produced 

um concentrate, coal, feldspar, and sand and sold uncalcined gypsum for agricul- 

and gravel were not enough to offset the tural purposes. 
losses in cement, clays, gypsum, petroleum, The only output of feldspar in the State 
stone and uranium ore. was produced by Lockhart & Sons from the
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Mica Lode mine. Ralph J. Pierce and some increased 60,000 tons. Producers and their 

unknown operators produced some berylli- mines, in order of output, were United 

um concentrate. Heisen & Earl mined ura- States Steel Corp. (that part of the Somer- 
nium ore from the Dicksen Lease, Knob set mine situated in the county), Bear 
Hill, and Last Chance properties. A small Coal Co. (Bear), Champion Coal Mining 

_ quantity of iron ore (magnetite) was Co. (Hawk’s Nest), Nu-Mine Coal Go., Inc. 
mined and sold by Dewight Sims for use as (Nu-Mine No. 2), Ellis Coal Co. (Black 
a heavy aggregate. Production at the old Beauty) , and Baldwin Coal (Baldwin) . 
Florence-Canon City oilfield was continued The combined output value of gold, 
at about the same level as in 1965. Sand silver, copper, lead, and zinc decreased, 
and gravel production, up 142,000 tons, even though more mines were operated. 
consisted of 85,000 tons from four commer- This was due to a drop in production 
cial operations and 146,000 tons from Gov- from the principal mine, the Keystone 
ernment-crew and -contractor operations. operated by McFarland & Hullinger; this 

Garfield.—_With an increase of $560,000, mine, however, still accounted for 95 per- 

mineral production value surpassed $3 mil- cent of the total combined value of these 
lion. Of the seven mineral commodities five metals. Other producing mines were 
produced, only coal and uranium ore had the Daisy and Micawber mines operated by 
decreases in value. Uranium and vanadium Elk Mountain Mining & Milling Corp.; 
were recovered from ores mined at the Clipper, Lucas, and Shakespeare (one 
North Star and Rifle mines of Union Car- mine) by M. C. Double B Mining Corp.; 
bide Corp. and the Garfield mine of Cli: Ruby mine by Ruby Mining & Drilling 
max Uranium Co. Coal production came Co.; and Virginia mine by Lacy Elfim Con- 
from three small underground mines oper- struction Co. 
ated by Bendetti Brothers, Bradley Bros. Stone and sand and gravel production 
Enterprise, and Four Mile Coal Co., Inc. had value decreases of $372,000 and 
Most of the limestone quarried by Basic $284,000, respectively, mainly because the 
Chemical Corp. was used to make lime at Bureau of Reclamation Blue Mesa Dam 
the company plant at Glenwood Springs. project was completed. Stone output con- 
Limestone production by Frank H. Nor- sisted of crushed granite produced by the 
berg Co. was sold for making lime at a Gunnison County Highway Department 
beet sugar plant. A contractor for the Col- and a contractor for the U.S. Forest Service 
orado Department of Highways mined mis- and crushed miscellaneous stone by two 
cellaneous stone for riprap and for use as contractors for the Colorado Department of 
an aggregate in concrete and in road con- Highways. Sand and gravel production 
struction. came from two commercial and three Gov- 

Sand and gravel was produced by three ernment-crew and -contractor operations. 
commercial operators: Brasiers Brothers Jackson.—Petroleum and natural gas 
Construction, Carmack Construction Corp., comprised 91 percent of the value of 
and Zemlock & Sons, Inc.; one contractor mineral production. The South McCallum 

working for the U.S. Forest Service; and field was shut in throughout the year, leav- 
one for the Colorado Department of High- ing three productive fields in the county. ! 
ways. Marketed natural gas was up 6 per- McCallum, the leading field, with output ! 

cent because of new pipeline outlets in the of 188,319 barrels of oil, was followed by ! 

county. Battleship (80,523 barrels) and Canadian 
Oil shale research was carried on River (4,733 barrels) fields. The small 

throughout the year at the Federal Bureau quantity of marketed natural gas produced 
of Mines Anvil Points mine and plant from the Lakota (Cretaceous) reservoir in 
leased to the Colorado School of Mines Re- the Canadian River field was sold to the 
search Foundation, Inc. town of Walden and to Continental Oil 

Gunnison.—Although coal production in- Co. for fuel in the McCallum field. Sand 
creased in value, the seven other mineral and gravel output was by a contractor for 
commodities decreased resulting in an _ the U.S. Forest Service and by the Jackson 
overall decline of $730,000 in the county County Highway Department. 
mineral production value. Although there Jefferson.— Three-fourths of the county 
was one less operation than in 1965, coal mineral production value was derived from 
production from six underground mines sand and gravel. Down 56,000 tons, but still
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the second largest in the State, output development of the Brandon field Missis- 

came from 17 commercial and four Govern- sippian reservoir, petroleum output in- 

ment-crew and -contractor operations. creased nearly eightfold; output rose from 

Commercial operations accounted for 81 11,803 barrels in 1965 (from one well in 3 

percent of the sand and gravel production. months) to 189,358 barrels in 1966 (from 

The principal commercial producers (those nine wells). Output of natural gas liquids 

with over 100,000 tons of output), in order from the Fleetwood Drilling Co, plant at 

of output, were Asphalt Paving Co,, Rio McClave field nearly tripled. Sand and 

Grande Gravel Co., Western Paving Con- gravel production was only one-half that of 

struction Co., and Lee Sand and Gravel Co. 1965, and was produced by the State and 

With 70 percent of the State output, the county highway departments and a con- 

county was the major source of clays. Pro- tractor for the State highway department. 

duction, up 5,000 tons, came from 21 Lake.—The county not only had the | 

operations, 8 more than in 1965. Fire clay highest value of mineral production in the 

: production was 26,742 tons or 7 percent of State but also the largest increase over that 

the county output; that of miscellaneous of 1965, $11.9 million. This was due pri- 

clay was 372,232 tons, 93 percent. marily to an increased molybdenum output 

Fire clay producers, in order of output, of 6.6 million pounds (worth $10.2 million) 

were Robinson Brick & Tile Co. (two at the Climax mine of Climax Molybdenum 

operations) , Leland Doughty, Denver Brick Co. Of the 10 mineral commodities pro- 

& Pipe Co., Garnett G. Bennetts & Sons duced in the county, molybdenum account- 

(two operations) , and Kaiser Aluminum & ed for 96 percent of the total value. Be- 

Chemical Corp. (three operations). Miscel- sides molybdenum, the Climax mine was 

laneous clay producers, in order of output, also the source of pyrites, rare-earth miner- | 

were The Idealite Co., Clalite Concrete als (in monazite concentrate) , and tin and 

Products, Inc, George W. Parfet Estate, tungsten concentrates; these four mineral 

Inc., Colorado Brick Co., Robinson Brick & products were recovered as byproducts 

Tile Co., H. M. Rubey Clay Co., The from the molybdenum ore. 

Lakewood Brick & Tile Co. (three opera- Less than 1 percent of the county value 

tions), and Denver Brick & Pipe Co. was derived from the five mineral com- 

(three operations). — modities not obtained from the Climax 

Stone production increased 12,000 tons. mine. A few troy ounces of gold and silver 

The output—consisting of granite, sand- were recovered from a placer deposit oper- 

stone, and miscellaneous stone—came from ated by Fred W. Garner. & Harry O. Ny- 

eight commercial and two Govern- lene. Peat production, the same as the 1965 

ment-contractor operations. The principal output, came from a moss-peat deposit 

producers were Hamilton Mining Co. (two mined by Mt. Elbert Peat Moss Co., Inc. 

operations) , Table Mountain, Inc., and a A contractor for the Colorado Depart- 

contractor for the State highway depart- ment of Highways produced miscellaneous 

ment (Western Paving Co.); the combined stone for riprap. Two-thirds of the sand 

output of these three producers was 24,500 and gravel output was produced by C. 

tons, 96 percent of the county output. Ryan & Son, Inc., mainly for mine-develop- 

Gold and silver were recovered as by- ment work at the Climax mine. The bal- 

products at four commercial sand and ance of the sand and gravel was produced 

gravel operations, Gold, silver, copper, and by contractors for the Bureau of Reclama- 

lead were recovered from ore mined at the tion and State highway department and by 

Augusta mine operated by C & S Mining crews of the State and county highway de- 

Co., Inc. After a lapse of 1 year, uranium partments. 

ore was produced; the output came from Resurrection Mining Co. a wholly 

the Grapevine mine operated by E. E. owned subsidiary of Newmont Mining Co., 

Lewis, Inc. The Schwartzwalder uranium and American Smelting and Refining Co. 

mine, acquired by Cotter Corp., was reo- continued work in a joint venture to devel- 
pened in July, ore mined was stockpiled op at depth the Ibex-Sunday-Helena lead- 
and, therefore, not reported as production. zinc-silver property near Leadville. After 
Kiowa.—Except for 90,000 tons of sand _ the Irene shaft at the property had been 

and gravel, all mineral production in the dewatered, development work was done on 

county was mineral fuels. Because of rapid the 1,800-foot level, lowest of the mine.
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La Plata—Marketed natural gas and nat- plant for use in the plant operation. A 
ural gas liquids, largely from the Ignacio- small quantity of uranium ore was shipped 
Blanco gasfield, comprised 94 percent of from the Red Hill mine; the previous re- 
the total value of mineral production. Nat- ported uranium ore production was in 
ural gas, valued at $7 million, amounted 1964. 
to 39 percent of the value of marketed nat- Stone production, up 3,000 tons, came 

ural gas in the State. Production from the from 22 operations, 3 less than in 1965. 

three reservoirs in the Ignacio-Blanco field Ideal Cement Co., the leading stone pro- 
were 18 Dakota pool, 15.1 billion cubic feet; ducer, quarried limestone for making ce- 

Fruitland-Pictured Cliffs pool, 315.5 mil- ment. Frank H. Norberg Co. obtained 
lion cubic feet; and Mesaverde pool, 22.5 limestone from two operations and sold the 

billion cubic feet. The San Juan gasoline output for making cement and lime. Lime- 
plant of El Paso Natural Gas Co., largest stone quarried by Pinon Grove Lime Co. 
in the State, processed 61.7 billion cubic went for making cement. Phillips Stome Co. 
feet of gas and recovered 861,000 barrels of produced dimension limestone in the form 
liquids. ae of rough-construction building stone. 

After 9 years, uranium ore production Crews of the Bureau of Reclamation quar- 
was again reported in the county; however, ried granite and sandstone for rfiprap. 
the output, all from the Stearns property Rocky Mountain Aggregates, Inc., produced 
operated by Bailey & Fife, was small. Gold, crushed sandstone for precasting. A con- 
silver, and copper were recovered from the tractor for the Colorado Department of 
Bessie G. mine dump by Mineral Concen- Highways quarried some miscellaneous 
trates & Chemical Co., Inc. Peat produc- stone for riprap. Dimension sandstone was 
tion, about one-half that of 1965, came obtained by 9 producers from 11 opera- 

from one operation, whereas there were tions; the output was used as building 

two in 1965; the moss peat was mined by _ stone and flagging. The producers, in order 
Art’s Truck Service. Although there was of output, were Colorado Stone Co. (three 
one more coal operation than in 1965, coal operations), Arkins-Olin Quarry, Weaver 
production decreased 4,300 tons. It was Stone Co., Arthur Ohline, Berthoud Pink 

produced from six small underground Stone Co., Jacobson-Lyons Stone Co., Inc., 

operations by Hesperus Coal Co., King Lyons Native Stone, Inc., Colorado Quar- 
Coal Mine, Morning Star Coal Co., Oren ries, and King & F. R. Koenig. 
A. Pilcher (two Operations), and Victory Output of sand and gravel totaled 
Coal Co. Crushed granite was produced by 973,000 tons, a decrease of 459,000 tons 
a contractor for the U.S. Forest Service and from that of 1965. Commercial production 

crushed and broken miscellaneous stone by was 552,000 tons, The principal commercial 
a contractor for the Colorado Department producers, those with outputs over 100,000 
of Highways. Sand and gravel output came tons, were Flatiron Paving Co. of Greeley 
from three commercial and four Govern- and Sterling Sand & Gravel Co. Six com- 
ment-and-contractor operations. mercial operators had production of less 
Larimer.—Mineral production decreased than 100,000 tons. Crews of the U.S. Forest 

$1.6 million in value, resulting from sub- Service and the Federal Bureau of Recla- 
stantial declines in the production values mation and contractors for the Colorado 
of cement, stone, and sand and gravel. Department of Highways produced 421,000 
These decreases were due mostly to less tons of sand and gravel. 
road construction than in 1965, especially Because of additional development in 
on Interstate Highway 25. the Loveland and Wellington fields, petro- 

Portland and masonry cement shipments leum yield was 64,000 barrels greater than 

were from the Boettcher plant of Ideal Ce- in 1965. Output from the Lakota reservoir 

ment Co. Regardless of the decline in the in the Loveland field increased 61,000 bar- 

output of cement, this commodity still ac- rels to a total of 90,000. Production of nat- 

counted for most of the county mineral ural gas liquids from the Associated Oil & 

production value. Gas Co. plant at Loveland was twice that 

Gypsum produced by Ernest W. Monroe of 1965. | 
was sold for use as a portland-cement re- Las Animas.—Only three mineral com- 

tarder. The Great Western Sugar Co. pro- ——_—_———— , a . 

duced lime at its Loveland sugar beet Gas wore in 00S. 10, Part Il, Oil and
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modities, two less than in 1965, were pro- Mesa.—Gains of nearly $1.1 million and 

duced in the county; however, coal alone $500,000, respectively, in the production of 
was enough to raise the value of county marketed natural gas and vanadium, re- 
mineral production above $5 million. The sulted in an increase of $1.6 million in 
county had the second-highest coal produc- the value of county mineral production. 
tion in the State; the output, down 27,000 Increases in the value of uranium ore and 
tons, came from six underground mines, natural gas liquids were offset by decreases 
three less than in 1965. Of all coal opera- in coal, stone, and sand and gravel pro- 
tions in the State, the Allen mine of CF&I duction, and the loss of clay production. 

Steel Corp. had the highest production; Uranium ore production, up 20,000 tons, 
the output was shipped to the company came from 65 operations. Only one opera- 
steel plant at Pueblo and converted to coke tion, the Bonanza No. 2 operated by Cli- 
for use in the steel process. The other coal max Uranium Co., had production exceed- 
producers, in order of output, were Eugene ing 10,000 tons. Of the 18 shippers, Climax 
Lopez, Albert Iuppa & Son Coal Co., Son- Uranium Co., Union Carbide Corp., Beaver 

char Coal Co., Maschio Coal Co., and Gua- Mesa Uranium, Inc., Shipman Mining and 
dagnoli Bros. Clay production, all fire clay Exploration Co., Foster and Sons, and 
for making firebrick, came from mines Vanadium Corporation of America were, in 

operated by A. P. Green Refractories Co., the order given, the major firms. Combined 
Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., and output of these six companies was 94 per- 
Scott Mining Co. Sand and gravel was pro- cent of the county production. Vanadium 

duced by Frank Leone Sand & Gravel and oxide was recovered from the uranium ore 
by the State and county highway depart- during milling operations. Climax Urani- 
ments. um Co. operated its uranium mill at 

Logan.—The mineral fuels—natural gas, Grand Junction throughout the year; ores 
natural gas liquids, and petroleum—consti- from company operations and from some 
tuted 94 percent of the value of mineral independent producers were treated at this 
production. Although all three were down mill for recovery of uranium and vana- 

, in quantity, natural gas liquids registered a dium. 
small increase in value because of higher Primarily because of the pipeline outlet 
unit prices. Produced from 338 wells in 76 to the Divide Creek field made in No- 
fields, petroleum, valued at $10 million, vember 1965, marketed natural gas in the 

was the most valuable mineral commodity. county tripled. In its first full year of 
Six fields in the county were ranked among operation, the field yielded 7.4 billion 
the 25 principal oilfields in the State. Five cubic feet of gas. The Divide Creek field 
of the 1966 discovery wells were in the was unusual in that its location, nearly 
county. Initial potentials for the oil discov- 10,500 feet above sea level, imposed operat- 
eries ranged from 5 to 160 barrels per day; ing handicaps: deep snows necessitated use 
and the gas discovery was completed for of special vehicles; severe cold required 
2.5 million cubic feet per day. The three heavily insulated facilities; and the re- 
gasoline plants—at the Minto, Padroni, moteness required constant radio communi- 
and Yenter fields—had a total gas input of cation with personnel in the field. The 
4.4 billion cubic feet yielding 299,000 bar- Fruita gasoline plant of Continental Oil 
rels of liquids. No new pressure-mainten- Co. processed 5.2 billion cubic feet of gas to 
ance projects were initiated; the number recover 103,000 barrels of liquids. Late in 
was unchanged: 1 gas-injection and 10 the year, Western Slope Gas Co. com- 
waterfloods. menced construction of a pipeline outlet 

Lime was produced by The Great West- for the 4-well Hunters Canyon field. The 

ern Sugar Co. at its Sterling beet sugar line, about 11 miles long, was to be on 
plant for use at the plant. very steep slopes—some even vertical; facil- 

Crushed miscellaneous stone was pro-_ ities were to include four dehydrators and 
duced by a commercial operator and a con- a compressor station. 
tractor for the Colorado Department of Coal production, down 4,000 tons, came 

Highways. Three commercial operators from six underground mines operated by 
produced 78,000 tons of sand and gravel; Willis Barstow, Eagle Head Coal Co., Ru- 
contractors for the Colorado Department of dolph & Alta M. Fontanari, The Juanita 
Highways produced 550,000 tons. Coal & Coke Co., H. B. Phillips, and Relia-
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_ ble Coal and Mining Co. Of the coal out- operated by Colowyo Coal Co. and Silengo 
put, 81 percent was produced by The Coal Co. A small amount of gold was re- 
Juanita Coal & Coke Co. Kelly Stone Co., covered from the Amazon placer operated 
from two operations, and the State Home by 3-B Mining Co., Inc. The output of 
& Training School produced dimension sand and gravel increased 361,000 tons. 
sandstone used either as flagging or as Five commercial operators produced 67,000 
building stone. Crushed miscellaneous tons. Crews of the State and county high- 
stone was produced for road construction. way departments and contractors for the 
Sand and gravel output decreased 254,000 State highway department and the Bureau 
tons. Fruita Ready Mix Sand & Gravel, of Public Roads produced 514,000 tons. 

United Sand & Gravel Co., and Whitewater Road construction for the Bureau of Pub- 

Building Materials Co. produced the com- lic Roads required 341,000 tons. A substan- 
mercial output of 293,000 tons. A contrac- tial number of placer claims for platinum 
tor for the Colorado Department of High- were staked in the northwest part of the 
ways and crews of the Mesa County county. The boom was shortlived, however, 
Highway Department produced 510,000 after the U.S. Geological Survey reported 
tons. _ that samples taken at the richest “find” 
Mineral.—Except for $33,213 worth of contained platinum worth only a few cents 

stone and sand and gravel, the county val- per ton. | 
ue was derived from the production of Montezuma.—Output of carbon dioxide 
gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc. These from the McElmo field was 4 percent be- 
metals came from two mines, the Emperius low that of 1965. Colorado Carbonics, Inc., 

of Emperius Mining Co. and the Equity of continued to use the total output for 
Equity Mines, Inc. The Emperius mine ac- manufacturing dry ice and liquid carbon 
counted for 96 percent of the county value dioxide. _ 
of mineral production. Homestake Mining Petroleum production decreased 484,000 
Co. continued exploration work at its Bull- barrels, a $1.4 million loss in value; most 
dog silver property. of the decline occurred at Cache field 

Miscellaneous stone was quarried for rip- (down 422,000 barrels) and Flodine Park 
rap by contractors for the Colorado De- field (down 53,000 barrels). Although 
partment of Highways. Sand and gravel output decreased, Cache field was ranked 
was produced by and for the State highway ‘fifth in the State in production. Marketed 
department. | natural gas was 3.1 billion cubic feet. 

Moffat.—Of the value of mineral output Small quantities of uranium ore were 
91 percent was created by coal, natural gas, shipped by Elree Young from the Blue Ea- 
natural gas liquids, and petroleum. Al- gle 1 mine and by W. D. Tripp from the 
though petroleum displaced marketed nat- C B claims. Stone—granite, sandstone, and 
ural gas as the most valuable mineral com- miscellaneous—was produced by contrac- 
modity, the latter remained a significant tors for the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau 
factor; the county was again ranked second of Public Roads, and the Colorado Depart- 
in marketed natural gas. The leading ment of Highways. Three commercial 
gasfields were West Hiawatha, with output operators produced 85,000 tons of sand and 
of 5.9 billion cubic feet, and Powder Wash, gravel; a contractor for the Bureau of Pub- 
with output of 3.1 billion cubic feet. Petro- lic Roads and crews of the State and 
leum production was up 123,000 barrels. county highway departments produced 
Output from the new field discovery at 221,000 tons. 
Horse Gulch field and the new pay discov- Montrose.—With an increase of nearly $1 
ery at Maudlin Gulch (the Dakota hori- million in mineral production value, the 
zon) more than offset the normal decline county rose from seventh to fifth place in 
in the older fields. Horse Gulch yielded the State. All mineral commodities except 
92,976 barrels and Maudlin Gulch (Dako- sand and gravel and stone had gains in 
ta) 93,512. Western Slope Gas Co. proc- value over those of 1965; in addition to the 
essed 28 million cubic feet of wet gas at its commodities produced in 1965, gold was al- 
new Buck Peak gasoline plant and recov- so produced this year. Uranium ore and 
ered 1,000 barrels of liquids. vanadium accounted for most of the 

Coal production, virtually the same as in county value. The output of uranium ore, 
1965, came from two underground mines largest in the State, increased 12 percent in
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quantity but less than 1 percent in value ond; and natural gas, valued at $1.1 mil- 
because more lower priced ores were mined lion, was third. | | | 
than in 1965. Average grade of the urani- The Adena field was again the leading 
um ore was 0.22 percent uranium oxide field in the county; although oil produc- 
(U30g), 0.02 percent lower than that of tion was down 29 percent, the field was 
1965. Uranium ore production came from ranked sixth in the State. A total of 5.2 
195 operations, 60 more than in 1965. Of million barrels of water was injected into 

the operations 45 had production of less ‘the “J” sandstone to maintain pressure in 
than 100 tons, 86 between 100 and 1,000 the reservoir. Because of development in 

tons, 60 between 1,000 and. 10,000 tons, and | the Boxer field, discovered in 1965, it was 

4 with over 10,000 tons. The largest opera- ranked second in the county with output 
tion was the Eula Belle mine operated by of 217,879 barrels of oil. | . 
Union Carbide Corp. Of 29 operators, Four new waterflood projects begun dur- 
Union Carbide Corp., Climax Uranium ing the year raised the county total to 10. 
Co., and Vanadium Corporation of Ameri- In the Orchard field, two units were estab- 
ca had, in the order given, the largest pro- lished in the “D” sandstone reservoir. 
duction, cumulatively accounting for 95 Water injection in the West Unit was be- 
percent of the county output. Union Car- gun on June 3; by yearend, 91,489 barrels 
bide Corp. operated its Uravan uranium had been injected. Injection was begun in| 
mill throughout the year. 7 the East Unit on June 15; by yearend, 

The county was also the principal source 159,040 barrels of water had been injected. 
of vanadium in the State. The vanadium Waterflooding began in the “D” sandstone 
was recovered from uranium-vanadium at the Rake field on December 24. Water 
ores. Although more ore was produced, less injection began in the “D” sandstone of 
vanadium was recovered because the vana- the Sand River on September 15 totaled 

_ dium content of the ores processed was 80,155 barrels by yearend. 
slightly below that of 1965. However, be- The four gasoline plants processed 8.1 
cause of an increase in price, the value of billion cubic feet of natural gas from 
the vanadium was substantially higher which 662,000 barrels of liquids was recov- 
than in 1965. ered. Three of the plants processed less gas 

Coal production from the Nucla strip and had lower output; the Vallery plant, 
mine operated by Peabody Coal Co., in- however, had slightly higher yield of liq- | 

creased 11 percent. A small quantity of uids from virtually the same volume of 

gold, mined in 1965 from a placer deposit, 88S. 
was reported as production. Union Carbide Lime for use in making sugar was pro- 
Corp. obtained salt brine from a well for duced at The Great Western Sugar Co, 
use at its Uravan uranium mill. Contrac- plant at Fort Morgan. Crews and contrac- 
tors for the Colorado Department of High- tors for the Colorado Department of High- 
ways produced miscellaneous stone for rip- ways produced miscellaneous stone for 
rap. The output of sand and gravel, down road construction. Four commercial opera- 
37,000 tons, was produced by one commer- tors produced 106,000 tons of sand and 
cial operator, Montrose Concrete Products gravel; contractors for the State highway 
Co., and by crews and contractors for the department and crews of the State and 
State and county highway departments. county highway departments produced 

Morgan.—Mineral fuels comprised 89 505,000 tons. : | 
percent of the value of mineral production Ouray.—Gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
in the county. However, all of the three zinc—from six underground mines—ac- 

fuel commodities decreased in quantity and counted for 99 percent of the county min- 

value: Marketed natural gas was down 20 eral production value. Most of the metals 

percent in volume and 21 percent in value; came from ores produced from that part of 

natural gas liquids was down 17 percent the Idarado mine in the county. A large 

and 7 percent, respectively; and petroleum part of the mine, operated by Idarado 

was down 11 percent in quantity and val- Mining Co., was situated in San Miguel 

ue. Petroleum, worth $3.8 million, was the County. The other producers and _ the 

most valuable mineral commodity; natural mines they ‘operated were Federal Re- 

gas liquids, valued at $1.5 million, was sec- sources Corp. (Camp Bird and Revenue
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Tunnel), San Juan Mines, Ltd. (Little Dam. Hemann Sand & Gravel produced 
Mike), Willreed Mining & Milling, Inc. sand and gravel and miscellaneous stone 
(Seniorita), and Kuykendall Mines, Inc. and Charles M. Evans produced sand and 
(Wewissa) . gravel for road construction. The balance 
The only other mineral production was of the sand and gravel output was. provid- 

crushed miscellaneous stone and sand and_ ed by contractors for the Bureau of Recla- 
gravel. valued at $23,426. Stone was pro- mation, U.S. Forest Service, and Colorado 
duced by a crew and a contractor for the Department of Highways. . 
Colorado Department of Highways, and A new gas well was drilled by Sunray 
sand and gravel by the State and county DX Oil Co. in the Wolf Creek gasfield, 
highway departments. : bringing the total to four; yield from the 
‘Park.—The county had the largest peat field was 1.7 billion cubic feet, 17 percent 

production in the State. Harvey F. Kemp _ higher than in 1965. | 
mined moss peat; McCoy & Jensen and Pueblo.—The value of mineral produc- 
Universal Peat mined humus peat. A small tion increased over 1965; sand and gravel, 
quantity of uranium ore production, the with a production increase of 798,000 tons, 
first reported since 1963, was obtained by accounted for nearly three-fourths of the 
W. D. Tripp from the Goermer 1 mine. total value. The 2-million-tons produced 
The value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and ranked the county third in the State in 
zinc production dropped from $113,676 in output of sand and gravel. Road construc- 
1965 to $71,417, and came from two under- tion on Interstate Highway 25 and U.S. 
ground mines, one cleanup operation, and Highway 50 was the principal reason for 
one placer mine. A contractor for the U.S. the production increase. | 
Forest Service produced crushed limestone. Contractors for the Colorado Department 
Sand and gravel was produced by and for of Highways produced 1.1 million tons and 
the Colorado Department of Highways. crews of the Pueblo County Highway De- 
Pitkin.—The value of mineral production partment produced 52,000 tons. The com- 

increased $1.2 million, thereby surpassing Mercial output of 818,000 tons was by 
the $10 million mark. The gain was due to Broderick & Gibbons, Inc., Certified Con- 
more stone being produced for the Home- crete Co., Fountain Sand & Gravel Co., 
stake Dam than in 1965. Coal was still the Pueblo Sand & Gravel Co., and Yaron Sand 
leading mineral commodity in the countyin & Gravel. | | 
terms of value, although output declined | Clay production, down 15,000 tons, was 
49,700 tons. Three underground operations from eight operations. The output, entirely 
of Thompson Creek Coal and Coke Corp. fire clay, was by A. P. Green Refractories 
and one of Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Co., Colorado Fire Clay Co., Denver Brick 
Co. provided the entire output. The Dutch & Pipe Co., Garnett C. Bennetts &_ Sons, 
Creek mine, operated by Mid-Continent, Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., Kaiser 
had the third highest production in the Aluminum &. Chemical Corp. (two opera- 
State. Near yearend, Thompson Creek tions), and Red Mountain Clay Co. Miscel- 
closed down its operations for lack of laneous stone production was by contrac- 
sufficient markets. tors for the Colorado Department of 

Iron-ore production, all from the Pitkin Highways and crews of the Puebio County 
Iron Corp. magnetite deposit operated by Highway Department. Granite for riprap 
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., increased sub- was produced by crews of the Pueblo 
stantially. Silver, copper, lead, and anc County Highway Department. 
came from the Smuggler mine dump. Gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc were 
Aspen Consolidated Mining Co., a subsidi- recovered from lead-zinc and lead concen- 
ary of McCulloch Oil Corporation of Cali- trates obtained from cleanup operations of 
fornia, erected a flotation mill for process- railroad cars. 
ing this and other old mine dumps at its Lime production, about the same as in 
Smuggler Mountain property near Aspen. 1965, was by CF&I Steel Corp. at its steel 

The county led the State in stone pro- plant at Pueblo. 
duction. Most of the output was granite The company changed its mame on 
quarried by Morrison-Knudsen, Inc., the August 1 from The Colorado Fuel & Iron 
contractor for the cities of Aurora and Col- Corp. to CF&I Steel Corp. Congressional 
orado Springs, for building the Homestake legislation passed during the year _per-
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mitted CF&I to use the 25,105 tons of duced by Albert Kirkpatrick, Robert T. 
metallurgical grade fluorspar and 6,667 Herman Construction, and contractors for 
tons of ferromanganese stockpiled by the the U.S. Forest Service. Uranium and vana- 
Federal Government at the steel plant for dium were recovered from uranium ores 
emergency use. However, these materials mined by Climax Uranium Co., Deveraux 
could only be used as they were replaced Bros., and Harry H. Harp, Jr. 
by the company with new materials at a Routt.—Mineral production increased 
new storage area at the plant. The ex- $1.2 million in value. The output of coal, 

change permitted CF&I to expand its facili- up $1.1 million, comprised 93 percent of 
ties into the area where the stockpiles of | the county value. Most of the coal came 
fluorspar and ferromanganese were located. from three strip mines: Edna of The Pitts- 

Rio Blanco.—The county had the second burg & Midway Coal Mining Co., Energy 

highest value of mineral production in the of Energy Coal Co., and Seneca of Seneca 

State and the second greatest increase, $5 Coals, Ltd. The Edna strip mine had the 

million. Mineral fuels—coal, natural gas, second highest coal production in the 

natural gas liquids, and petroleum—again State, Seneca the fifth, and Energy the 

accounted for virtually all the output val- sixth. Dry Creek Coal Co. and Routt Min- 
ue. Petroleum, valued at $56.2 million, ing Corp. produced coal from underground 

comprised 93 percent of the total; Rangely operations. 
and Wilson Creek fields dominated the McCoy Aggregate Co. mined and sold 
output. Production from the Rangely  scoria (classed as pumice) from a deposit 
Weber reservoir was 48.4 percent of the near McCoy for use as concrete aggregate 
State yield of crude oil; if the Mancos res- and for railroad ballast. The output of 
ervoir was included, the percentage would sand and gravel was by Jake Bettger & 
be 49.8. The combined water- and gas-in- Son’s and Bear River Sand & Gravel. 
jection project in the Rangely Weber Res- Petroleum production increased 7 per- 
ervoir had more water and less gas injected cent, entirely because of improved per- 
than in 1965; crude-oil output was 11 per- formance at the Grassy Creek field where 
cent higher. Total water injected was 66.5 output was 67 percent higher than in 1965. 
million barrels, compared with 64 the pre- San Juan.—Base metal mining showed an 
vious year; gas injected was 12.9 billion cu- increase in activity as 13 mines and one 
bic feet, compared with 20.9 billion. The cleanup operation reported production 
Rangely gasoline plant, owned by Chevron compared with 9 mines in 1965. However, 

Oil Co., processed 22.4 billion cubic feet of | the value of county mineral production 
gas fora yield of 968,000 barrels of liquids. was not affected as it remained virtually 

The two secondary-recovery projects at the same as that of 1965. The Belle Creole, 
the Wilson Creek field were operated at a Brenneman, and Sunnyside mines of Stand- 
slightly higher level of activity in 1966. ard Metals Corp. and the Osceola mine of 

The waterflood program in the Sundance ‘Two-Bit, Inc., were the principal sources of 

Formation used 12.3 million barrels of the metal production; the combined out- 
water, compared with 8 million; the com- put of the four mines accounted for 98 
bined water- and gas-injection project in percent of the total county value. The 
the Morrison Formation used 770,000 bar- Sunnyside mine had the second highest 
rels of water and 2.3 billion cubic feet of production of gold, lead,-and zinc in the 
gas, compared with 687,000 barrels and 1.5 State. A small quantity of uranium ore was 
billion cubic feet, respectively. shipped by Loren E. Smith; the last re- 

Cascade Natural Gas Co. reported con- ported uranium production in the county 
struction of a $500,000 compressor station was in 1959. 
at the Piceance Creek field. The station San Miguel.—The county had the third 

increased the capacity of the gas pipeline highest mineral production value in the 

from the Divide Creek field, Mesa County, State, the highest combined value of gold, 
to Bonanza, Utah. silver, copper, lead, and zinc production, 

Coal production, down 800 tons, came and the second highest value of uranium 
from two underground mines operated by ore and vanadium production. Three 
Jenkins & Mathis Coal Co. and Staley-Gor- mines accounted for the gold, silver, cop- 
don Coal Co., Inc. The output of sand and _ per, lead, and zinc production; however, 

gravel, one-third that of 1965, was pro- one operation, that part of the Idarado
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mine in the county, was responsible for Nine active waterflood projects were in 
most of the metal production. The Idarado operation in the county at yearend; the 
mine of Idarado Mining Co. led the State projects in the Phlegley and Xenia-West 
in the production of gold, silver, copper, fields were inactive. A new project in the 
and lead and was second in the output of “J” sandstone reservoir at the Westfork 
zinc. According to the 1966 annual report field was initiated; injection beginning 
of Newmont Mining Corp. which owned February 19 reached 979,680 barrels of 
80.1 percent of Idarado, the production of _ water by yearend. The county had one 
metals was the highest ever recorded by natural gas liquids-extraction plant, that at 
the firm. The report stated that the ore Little Beaver owned by Continental Oil 
grade—0.06 ounce of gold, 2.01 ounces of Co. The plant extracted 239,000 barrels of 
silver, 0.71 percent copper, 2.58 percent liquids from a throughput of 14 billion 
lead, and 4.18 percent zinc—was somewhat cubic feet of wet gas. 
higher than that for 1965 because of in- The output of sand and gravel was by 
creased production from the new higher contractors for the Colorado Department of | 
grade ‘“‘Cross Vein.” Highways and crews of the Washington | 

Although there were 72 operations com- County Highway Department. : 
| pared with 56 in 1965, uranium ore pro- Weld.—Value of marketed natural gas 

duction was about the same. Three opera- _was slightly higher than in 1965; converse- 
tions, with production exceeding 10,000 ly, values of natural gas liquids and crude 
tons, were the Deremo Lease and Burro oil were lower. The mineral fuels, however, 
mines of Union Carbide Corp. and the comprised 88 percent of the value of min- 
Sunrise mine of Vanadium Corporation of eral production. Petroleum, valued at $4.5 
America. Of the 30 operators, Union Car- million, was the most valuable commodity, 
bide Corp., Vanadium Corporation of followed by coal. Two fields, Black Hollow 
America, and Climax Uranium Co. had the and Pierce, were ranked among the princi- 

most production; the combined output of pal fields in the State; Black Hollow was 
the three companies was 90 percent of the ranked third (after Rangely Weber and 
county production. Wilson Creek) and Pierce was fifteenth. 
Vanadium was recovered from uranium- With commencement of two new 

vanadium ores. Vanadium production was waterflood programs, the county had six 
down 19 percent in quantity but less than such projects in operation at yearend. The 
1 percent in value. An increase in price new projects were in the Lyons Formation 
was responsible for the smaller decrease in (Permian) at Pierce field where water in- 
value. Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., mined some jection, begun June 28, totaled 356,933 bar- 
brown iron ore (limonite) from the Iron rels by yearend; in the “D” sandstone res- 
Springs placer. The output of sand and ervoir in the Southwest Roggen field, 
gravel, down 53,000 tons, was by crews and 475,589 barrels of water was injected be- | 

‘contractors for the State Highway Depart- tween April 26 and yearend. The McWood 
ment and San Miguel County Highway De- Corp. plant at Southwest Roggem processed 
partment. 230 million cubic feet of gas for a yield of 
Washington.—The county had the largest 18,000 barrels of liquids. Gas input was 

decrease, $2.3 million, in value of mineral down 22 percent; recovered liquids were 
production in the State and dropped from down 48 percent. 
third to fourth place. Of the value of min- Coal production decreased 19,000 tons. | 
eral production 98 percent was contributed The output was from five mines operated ! 
by the mineral fuels: Natural gas, natural by Boulder Valley Coal Co., Clayton Coal 

gas liquids, and crude oil. Petroleum out- Co. (two mines), and The Imperial Coal 

put, valued at $13.3 million, was 15 per- Co. (two mines). The Great Western Sug- 
cent less than in 1965. Marketed natural ., ¢o. produced lime at its plants in Ea- 

gas declined 17 percent and natural gas ton, Greeley, and Windsor for making sug- 
liquids 24 percent. Although the county St , df 888 ton 
had the largest number of exploratory 9% °‘0n¢ output increased’ trom 862 tons to 
wells and of discoveries, all were relatively 10,780 tons. Most of the output was miscel- 
small in initial production; only one had  aneous stone produced by a commercial 
an initial gage of over 100 barrels of oil operator and a contractor for the Colorado 
per day. Department of Highways. A small quantity
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of granite was produced by crews of the mercial operators produced 332,000 tons of 
Bureau of Reclamation. Sand and gravel sand and gravel and contractors for the 
production was slightly more than twice Colorado Department of Highways and 
that of 1965. The increase, 470,000 tons, crews of the Weld County Highway De- 
was due primarily to construction work on partment and city of Greeley produced 
Interstate Highways 25 and 80S. Five com- 541,000 tons. |



The Mi | Ind £{C 

' This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of 
Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior, and the Connecticut Geological and Natural 
History Survey for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. . 

: By Eugene C. Baker ' 

Value of mineral production in Con- The Connecticut Geological and Natural 
necticut increased slightly compared with History Survey published one bedrock re- 

that of 1965. The merease was attributed port of the Hamburg Quadrangle and one primarily to higher unit prices for stone ae | 
products. The selling price of stone prod- ‘Urficial report of the Hartford South 
ucts increased 5 percent and the revenue Quadrangle was in press at the end of 
from feldspar, lime, mica, and peat in- 1966. 
creased 18 percent over that of 1965. Hart- The Federal Geological Survey published ford County mineral value was the greatest five quadranele rts. Fift romae- 
in the State, followed in order of magni- . 4 ange rep ° 7 *I cen acromag 
tude by New Haven, Litchfield, and Mid- netic maps were published during the year 

dlesex. | | and the flying of the State was completed. _ 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES oe 

NONMETALS Clays.—Production from Hartford, Mid- 
. ; dlesex, and New Haven counties decreased 

_Cement.—Shipments of portland cement 9 percent, compared with that of 1965, 

barrels; masonry cement shipped from output was consumed for building brick; 
other States amounted to 150,400 barrels. = gmail] quantities were utilized by the ce- 
Most of the cement was shipped from ramic and specialty clay industry. and for 

quantities coming from Maine and Mary- 1Industry economist, Bureau of Mines, Pitts- 
land. burgh, Pa. | 

. Table 1.—Mineral production in Connecticut 

1965 1966 . 

Mineral Value Value’ 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays_____--_.-_..-_-__.----_-short tons__ 237 ,251 $322 192 ,240 $296 
Gem stones_______--_-.---------- 2 ----e NA 8 NA 8 
Sand and gravel______thousand short tons__ 9,940 9,106 9,561 8,963 
Stone___.-_...___-_-.---___-_.do________ 5,871 10,444 5,618 10 , 482 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Feldspar, lime, mica (scrap), and peat___ xx 1,354 xx 1,597 

Total____..-.--- 2 e xX 21 ,234 xX 21,346 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consump- 

tion by producers). 
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Figure 1—Value of mineral production in Connecticut. 

Feldspar.—Production of crude feldspar tive in collecting a variety of materials and 

was limited to two operations in Middlesex mineral specimens from quarries, pegma- 

County. Total output and value were tite deposits, and abandoned mine dumps 
greater than in 1965. From one mine, throughout the State. Value of recovered 
recovery was by flotation, with quartz and minerals was estimated to be about the 
flake mica recovered as byproducts. Crude same as that of 1965. 
feldspar from the other mine was processed Gypsum.—National Gypsum Co. pro- 
by dry grinding. The ground feldspar was . 

. . : . duced calcined gypsum at New Haven for 
sold primarily to glass and ceramic manu- . f ; finished buildi 
facturers in New Jersey, Rhode Island, and use an mani acturing nshe pees 
Pennsylvania. Limited quantities were ex- products. The plant’s crude gypsum supply 
ported. There was an additional dry grind- “4S shipped from out of State. | 

ing plant that operated using purchased Lime.—There was 28 percent less lime 

material, and its output was consumed in produced in 1966, compared with the out- 
sweeping compounds. put in 1965, but the unit value was $0.92 

Gem Stones.—Amateur collectors, miner- per ton greater. The one operation was in 

alogical societies, and gem dealers were ac- Litchfield County. Its output of quicklime 

. Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
a 

Year Value Year Value 
ce 

1957__.-_-._------------ r $16,231 1962___..-_------------- r $19 ,304 
1958__.__--_------------ 13,208 1963__..---------------- r 20,289 
1959__.-._-_------------- r 12,828 1964___-_--------------- 721,441 
1960______-------------- 14,896 1965___----------------- 721,090 
1961____--_.------------ 16,251 1966___.---------------- P 20,966 
ne 

r Revised. 
P Preliminary.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 
a a 

Number of Injury rates per . Average Man- Man- injuries million man-hours Year and industry men Days days hours | ————__________ 
working active worked worked Non- Fre- 
daily (thou- (thou- Fatal fatal quency Severity 

sands) sands) 
Eee 

1965: 
Nonmetal and peat_.__ 106 282 30 240 — 2 8.33 125 
Sand and gravel______ 576 228 131 1,071 --- 21 19 .60 330 Stone___-----.2--2-L- 414 262 108 913 ot 11 13.14 6,938 EO 

Total _-.--.2-- 2 2_. 1,096 245 269 2,224 1 34 15.74 3, 022 
Re 

1966: » 
Nonmetal and peat__- 145 292 42 343 --- 7 20.41 303 
Sand and gravel______ 580 231 134 1,092 1 27 25.64 6,264 
Stone__-..-- 2222 .- 415 249 103 894 --- 28 31.32 494 

A 

Total____..2 2-22 - 1,140 245 279 2,329 1 62 27.05 3,171 
a ae 

P Preliminary. 

was sold to processors of calcium metal Average production of the 24 operations 
and for use in paper manufacture; the was about 183,000 tons. The greatest pro- 
hydrated lime output -was marketed for duction of over 2.6 million tons was mined 
masonry construction. A contributing factor from Hartford County; New Haven and 
to the decrease in lime consumption was Fairfield Counties contributed significant : 
the closing of Nelco 36g me ney amounts of 1.4 million tons and 0.7 million | nesium metal plant in 1966 which operate tons, respectively. | 
nearby in Litchfield County. , | | There were 73 operating plants, 65 sta- 
Mica.—The State had one feldspar flota- tionary and 8 portable. | 

tion plant in Middlesex County that recov- . ! 
ered scrap mica (flake mica) as a byprod- tones Total rig production wl + per | 
uct. The mica was ground for use asa ‘C™! Delow that o ur fora’ Value was . slightly greater. The value increase was ! roofing material. . . . . : attributed to the higher selling price of ! 

Sand and Gravel.—Commercial and Gov- dimension granite, limestone, and crushed 
ernment-and-contractor sand and gravel sandstone. Crushed basalt (traprock) ac- | 
output declined for the third straight year counted for 87 percent of total stone pre- | 
from the record high of 10.5 million tons duction. Its unit value of $1.60 per ton | 
established in 1963. Production totaled 9.6 remained the same as in 1965. Of the 49 | 
million tons of which 73 percent was con- million tons of basalt produced, 98 per- | 
sumed commercially and 27 percent was cent was consumed as concrete agpregate | 
utilized by Government-and-contractor and roadstone. The balance was sold for 
operations. The value of production riprap and railroad ballast. All basalt pro- 
amounted to about $9 million, which also duction came from Hartford, New Haven, 
was a decrease of 1.6 percent from the and Litchfield counties. Twelve operations 
1965 value. reported an output ranging from 50,000 to 
Commercial operators processed 86 per- over 1 million tons per year. The second 

cent of their production compared with 81 most important stone produced from the 
percent processed in 1965. Of the 7 million standpoint of value was limestone. The 
tons of commercial aggregate produced, total output of 226,000 tons, all of which 
about 46 and 37 percent were consumed was mined in Litchfield County by four 
in building and paving, respectively, and producers, was primarily utilized for soil 
10 percent was used as fill. Only 3 per- neutralization and in manufacturing lime. 
cent of the commercial sand and gravel Other uses were for filler, whiting, and 
was transported to market by railroad; the metallurgical flux. Sandstone was next in 
balance was moved by truck. rank according to value, with its production 

Of the 86 commercial operations, 24 pro- increased 59 percent over that of 1965. A 
duced 63 percent of the total output. small amount of dimension sandstone was
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Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

— 7 _ 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use —_— nv Oe eee 

7 : Quantity Value. Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Structural. .....----------------- 1,975 $2 ,309 1,828 $2,071 
Paving._-.-------.-------------- 1,578 1,497 1,716 1,757 

. Fill......--..------------------- 302 152 183 107 
Other 1._.....-----------.------- 208 161 285 286 

os Total. .-.-------------------- 4,063 4,119 4,007 4,221 

Gravel: 
Structural. _2.2..2220-2--2-2- 2-22 1,380 2,336 1,412 2,202 
Paving-.------------------------) 1,064 1,055 882 1,072 

. Fill..----------------- eee — 622 . 306 541 260 
Other_.-.------.---------------- 191 251 162 199 

Total.......------------------ 8,257 =, 948 2,997 3,738 

Total sand and gravel........--. 7,320 8,067 7,004 7,954 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
and: 

— Paving... eee 108 38 102 37 
- Other_.....-.------------------- 18 13 27 1 

Total...--------------.------- 126 51 129 50 

Gravel: | | oO 
Building.....-.........--.-.-.--- 7 — 8 wo-- — 
Paving-.-.---.-.---------------- 2,438 955 _ 2,862 916 
Lr r iii cirri 49 80 66 48 

Total__-------------------2--- 2,494 988 2,428 959 
‘otal sand and gravel........... 2,620 _ 1,089 2,557 1,009 

Ali operations: Oo a ae 
Sand__.-..-.------------------------ . 4,189 4,170 — 4,186 4,271 
Gravel. _....------------------------ 5,751 4,936 5,425 _ 4,692 

Total... eee eee eeeeee---- 9,940 "9,106 9,561  —-_-8, 968 

1 Includes molding, filter, grinding and polishing, and other sand. . 

produced.in Windham County for coarse bulk form for use as soil conditioner. Pro- 
masonry. Some quartz was processed and duction was less than that of 1965. => 
sold for abrasives, glass, and fillers. Virtu- oe 
ally all of the granite was produced in : oO _ METALS oo 

Windham County, and was marketed by Nelco Metals, Inc., a subsidiary of Chas. 
five producers as concrete aggregate and Pfizer & Co., Inc., at Canaan, Litchfield 
dimension granite for building construc- County, introduced a process for the pro- 

tion. ‘I'wo companies in New London  quction of high-purity barium metal. Its 
County stopped production. One opera- output was marketed to the Nation’s clec- 
tion's resources were depleted; the other tronics, metals, and chemical industries. 
dismantled its facilities. Also, Nelco was the only calcium metal 

producer in the United States. The com- 

MINERAL FUELS pany ceased production of magnesium 

Coke.—Connecticut Coke Co. continued ™ectal in 1966. 
to operate the only merchant coke plant in Carpenter Steel of New England, Inc., 
the State consisting of 70 slot-type ovens. Was the only processor and fabricator of 
In addition to coke, ammonium sulfate, Steel shapes in the State. However, there 

coal tar, crude and intermediate light oi] Were more than 20 metal foundries. Scrap 
were produced as byproducts. metal collection and distribution was very 

active throughout the State. Practically 
Peat.—The one supplier of peat in Mid- all of the scrap tonnage was exported, 

dlesex County produced a reed-sedge vari- principally to Japan, with small amounts 
ety which was shredded and marketed in sold to eastern United States steel mills.
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| | _ REVIEW BY COUNTIES 7 

Sand and gravel tonnage which cannot Most of the product was hauled to users by 
be credited to a county source amounted truck. Some dimension granite was pro- 
to 2,874,000 tons valued at $1,403,000. duced by Tower Hill Granite Co. and P. A. 

- Armando & Sons of Glastonbury, operating 
Fairfield.—Over 655,000 tons of sand and a ury> OP 2 5 

| . a portable plant, and P. A. Armando & 
gravel was produced in the county, the . . 

. . . Sons of Glastonbury, operating a stationary 
third largest county production in the lant 
State. However, this output was 12 per- Pian . , 

. Sales of commercial sand and _ gravel 
cent below 1965 production. Commercial ans 

: | . totaled 2.6 million tons, a 7-percent de- 
sand and gravel was produced by nine ways . 

. . crease from the 2.8-million ton output in 
companies, the largest of which were John -_ ‘ 

3 1965. Government-and-contractor sand and 
Lamazzo & Sons Corp., Weston, and Dad- } | « 

. : ) gravel purchased amounted to 226,000 fons, 
dario Sand & Gravel, Newton. Most of the . , ‘, 

} . eas . ays a slight decrease from that consumed in 
processed material was utilized in building ., | 

. . 1965. Both commercial and Government- 
and highway construction, with lesser x 

eee } and-contractor sand and gravel were con- 
quantities used as fill. at build; v a ) | sumed primarily by the building and pav- 
Harford.—On the basis of output and ing industries. Also, quantities were used — 

value, the county was the leading mineral as fill material. There were 26 commercial 
producing area for the second consecutive operations. Seven of these produced slightly 
year. However, its total production of sand over 1.5 million tons, on 53 percent of 
and gravel, stone, and clay was 5 percent the total output. A few of the larger com- 
lower than that of 1965, a decrease from panies were The Balf Co., Glastonbury; 
5.7 million tons to 5.4 million tons. Stone Dunning Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., Farm- 
production remained about the same as ington; Connecticut Sand & Stone Corp. 
in 1965 while that of sand and gravel and with plants at Plainville and Burlington; ! 
clay decreased 7 and 22 percent, respec- and Roncari Industries, Inc., East Granby. | 
tively. The Kelsey Ferguson Brick Co., operat- 

Crushed basalt (traprock) production ing at Suffield, was the largest producer 
(2.4. million tons) constituted about 50 of clay and shale and its subsequent proc- | 
percent of the State output, most of which essing into building brick in the State. | 
was consumed as concrete aggregate. Small The Windsor Clay Products Co., formerly 

_ quantities were sold as riprap and railroad Carpenter Brick & Clay Products Corp.. 
ballast. There were six operating quarries stopped mining and processing operations 
of which The Balf Co., Newington, was in late 1966. The Plasticrete Corp., proces- 
the largest. Other sizeable operators were sor of lightweight aggregate, ended opera- 
Roncari Industries, Inc., East Granby; The tions for. economic reasons. Prior to the 
New Haven Trap Rock Co., Plainville; and shutdown of these two plants, there was | 
Sherman-Tomasso Concrete, Inc., Plainville. some production of lightweight aggregate 
All employed stationary mining equipment. and building brick. The Keller Pottery Co., 

Table 5.—Value of mineral production in Connecticut, by counties 

County 1966 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Fairfield_._....---- $1,104,000 $1 , 087 ,000 Sand and gravel. | 
Hartford... _._.._.- 6,844,409 7,005,605 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Litchfield._._.__._- 2,801,319 2,548 , 236 Stone, sand and gravel, lime. 
Middlesex. ____.__- -1,129 , 528 1,580,067 Feldspar, sand and gravel, clays, stone, mica, peat. 
New Haven_-______- 6 ,603 ,902 5, 468 , 267 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
New London. -_-_---- 807 ,008 1,097,000 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Tolland. .__-______- WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Windham. -__ ____- WwW WwW Stone, sand and gravel. 
Undistributed !___.- 1,944,175 2,570,197 

Total_~___-- 21,234,000 21,346,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1 Includes sand and gravel and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values 

indicated by symbol W.
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Kensington, produced clay which was the only increase recorded by any county. 

processed into flower pots. — The commodity was consumed primarily 

Litchfield Quantities of limestone were by the paving industry. Quantities were 

produced and processed into quicklime and used as fill and some sand was utilized for 
hydrated lime by Minerals, Pigments, and highway ice control. ‘The Cc. W. Blakeslee 

| Metals Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co. Inc, * Sons, Inc., plant at Killingworth pro- 
Canaan. Most of the quicklime was used duced a sizeable amount of the county out- 

in the processing of high-purity calcium by put. Clay was mined and manufactured 

Nelco Metals, Inc.; the hydrated lime was 12° building brick by the Michael Kane 
used primarily for construction and agri- Brick Co., Middletown. A small quantity 

cultural’ purposes. The company used a of reed-sedge peat was recovered by the 

sizeable amount of limestone in the proc- Cedar Swamp Peat Co., Saybrook. 

essing of plastics and lesser quantities for New Haven.—The county ranked second 

stucco and rubber filler material, The in the production of stone, sand and 

Conklin Limestone Co., Inc., Canaan, and gravel, and clay. Output of each of the 

Allyndale Corp., East Canaan, produced three commodities was less than that of 

and sold limestone for agricultural pur- 1965. Basalt (traprock) production was 

poses. United States Gypsum Co., Falls down 13 percent, from 2.7 million tons to 

Village, produced limestone, about half of 2.3 million tons. There were five traprock 

which was used by them as paint filler; operations. The New Haven Trap Rock 

the balance was sold as agricultural mate- Co., North Branford and Wallingford, pro- 

rial, stucco, industrial fillers, and for metal- duced most of the. total stone output. 

lurgical uses. Basalt was produced by Other producers were York Hill Traprock 

Oneglia & Gervasini Building Materials, Quarry Co. Meriden; Charles W. Blakes- 
Inc., Woodbury, for use as concrete aggre- lee & Sons, Inc., Hamden; and A. N. Farn- 

gate. The company also mined sand and ham, Inc., New Haven. The bulk of the 
gravel near Torrington. traprock was consumed as concrete aggre- 

Output of commercial sand and gravel gate; some was used as riprap and railroad 

at eight operations was 537,000 tons, ballast. Castellucci & Sons, Inc., was the 

slightly below that of 1965. This produc- only producer of dimension granite, all of 

tion was fourth greatest among the sand which was consumed by the building in- 
and gravel producing counties. Sega Sand dustry. | 
& Gravel, Inc., New Milford; Connecticut Output of commercial sand and gravel 

Sand & Stone Corp., North Canaan; and was 1.4: million tons which was a decrease 

Oneglia & Gervasini Building Materials, from the 1965 tonnage of 1.6 million tons 

Inc., produced 78 percent of the county and a 30-percent drop from the 1964 high 
output. The eight plants marketed the of 2.0 million tons. Government-and-con- 
material by truck for use in paving, build- tractor sales remained about the same. The 
ing, and fill. Quantities of sand were used two largest companies, Waterbury Sand & 

for road ice control. Gravel Co., Waterbury, and Beard Sand & 

Middlesex.—The Feldspar Corp., Middle- Gravel Co., Inc., Milford, produced 38 per- 
town, produced marketable feldspar by the C&M of the output reported by the county's 
flotation process which was shipped to glass 12 commercial _ operations. Most of the 
and pottery manufacturers in other States, COUTYY production was used in building 
over one-half of which went to New Jersey. and for fill. Other sizeable operators were 

Scrap mica was recovered as a byproduct The D. J. Carten Sand & Gravel Co., 
and processed by dry grinding for use as Devon; The Hamden Sand & Gravel Co., 
roofing material. The other feldspar pro- Beacon Falls; Meriden- Wallingford Sand & 
ducer was the Eureka Feldspar Mining & Stone Co., Inc., Wallingford Sand & Stone 
Milling Co., Inc., which mined and _proc- Co., Inc., Wallingford; and Cinque Broth- 

essed the material at its Portland plant for FS Co. and Guilford Sand & Gravel Co., 
use in the pottery industry. A small East Haven. Clay was mined and processed 
amount was sold to R & S Enterprises, Inc., !"t building brick by Stiles Brick Division 

Cobalt, for use in sweeping compounds. of Plasticrete Corp. near Hamden. 
Five operations produced 309,000 tons of New London.—On the basis of value, 

sand and gravel. This was an increase of quartz stone was the most important min- 
12 percent over that of 1965 and it was eral produced. Connecticut Silica Co. at
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North Stonington mined and processed gravel which was sold for building material 
seven grades of quartz. More than half the and fill. Output was below that of 1965. 
production was sold to the glass industry. Windham.—Stone production in 1966 was 
Quantities were con sumed as P laster sand, greatly altered. Contrary to previous years, 
exposed aggregate in building blocks, Took. ‘there was no basalt produced and sizeable ing granules, foundry material, abrasives, amounts of crushed granite were proces- 
and filler material. Unlike previous years, sed. The output of sandstone and “quart- 
there was no production of Sranite. Pro- zite remained about the same as in 19635. 
duction from eight commercial sand and Total stone value increased four times over gravel operations was 276,000 tons, an 11- the value of 1965. The Wauregan and 
percent decrease from that of 1965. Govem- Wilsonville plants “of The New Haven 
ment-and-contractor sales showed an in- Trap Rock Co. produced all of the crushed 
crease of 51 percent over the 35,000 tons granite in the county which was sold for consumed in 1965. One plant with sizeable concrete aggregate and roadstone. R. B 
P roduction in 1965 closed down after pro- Marriott & Sons, Sterling, produced dimen- 
ducing 11,000 tons. Another company Cur: sion granite which was used in construc- 

tailed output from 47,000 fons in 1965 '0 tion and curbing. Quantities of cut sand- 
aoa m 1966. Sst oF the nd hibn PrO- stone for use in rough and finished build- 
uction went into bui MBS ane Aughways. ing construction were produced by Helene One company sold quantities of sand to the Stone Corp. in Sterling, and Hughes Stone 

local government for oil-sand cover and ice Co. and Robert V. Olson, both near Kill. 
control of ays. ue est a Co ingly. There was a slight decrease of sand 
tors were » Fi. Bon an Sand eG nt and gravel production compared with that 
Montville; John J D vie Th *y ea of 1965. The three producers, Dunning 
Co., d Inc., Montville; an C I nae Sand & Stone Co., Inc., Wauregan; R. A. 
Ready-Mixed Concrete Co., Inc., aW- Rawson Sand & Gravel, Inc., Putnam: and 
catuck. Ernest Joly & Sons, Danielson, marketed 

Tolland.—E. Foster Hyde, Ellington, and the commodity to the building and paving 
Richard Lee, Andover, produced sand and industry. 

| 
‘ 

| 

| 
|





The Mineral Industry of Delaware 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of 

Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior, and the Delaware Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Samuel A. Gustavson ! 

Production of minerals in Delaware in’ gravel, stone, and a _ small quantity of 

1966 was valued at nearly $2 million. The mineral specimens. The State also obtains 
net increase of 4 percent over 1965 was these minerals or their products from ad- 
chiefly the result of greater output of jacent States. 
crushed stone. Minerals produced in the “TV Phesical ect dministrator. E : 
State include miscellaneous clay, sand and fines’ Pittsburgh, Pa 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Delaware * 

| 1965 1966 
Mineral a 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) 

Clays.._...2........_..._....-thousand short tons_- 11 $11 — Ti $11 
Gem stones__.__2.....--.------.---2------------- NA 1 NA 1 
Sand and gravel__._......_.__thousand short tons_-_ 1,545 1,441 1,610 1,443 
Stone____- 22-0 ee 180 450 ~  . 210 525 

Total. _...----------------- eee eee ee xx 1,903 xx 1,980 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including econsump- 

tion by producers). 

. | Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

Year : Value Year Value 

1956__2..- ee $1,256 1961.____.-_.-._--_--__--_-----_--- r $1,030 
1957__-2 2 ee 11,054 1962________-____._-____---_-------.- r1,495 
1958... ee r1,149 1968______-_____-__-__--__----.------ 71,321 
1959____ ee 11,264 1964__-_.___-___---.-- ~~~ ~~ 71,711 
1960... eee 1959 1965__.._.____-._____.----------_--- r1,892 

1966___.-...------.-.-----..------- Pp 1,947 

®r Revised. P Preliminary. 
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| Table 3.-Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————--—____——_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fatal Nonfatal Fre- Severity 
daily sands) sands) quency 7 

1965: 
Nonmetal-_-__-_.----- 13 317 4 rr ------ 
Sand and gravel__.-___ 52 214 11 89 Le 1 11.27 45 
Stone... ------------ 10 218 2 20 __---- 0 ------ eee ------ 

Total_._.-.------- 75 227 17 142 LLL. 1 7.04 28 

1966: P 
Nonmetal__-_-.------ 15 317 4 33 Lee 1 30.30 545 
Sand and gravel___--- 65 207 13 106 eee te eee woueee 
Stone. _....--.------ 10 218 2 20 -Leeee eee eee  weeeee 

Total. .----------- 90 211 19 159 LLL. 1 6.30 113 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

: NONMETALS value. The average overall value, f.o.b. 
_ plant, was $1.07 per ton compared with 

Clays.—Delaware Brick Co. continued to $1.08 the previous year. Values ranged 
produce clay at its open pit operation near from $0.75 to $1.50 per ton for building 
New Castle. The clay, classed as miscella- and paving uses to a low of $0.29 per ton 

neous clay, was used by the company im for some fill material. Reports in 1966 indi- 
manufacturing common red building brick. cated that about 343,000 tons of sand was 

Annual output has been stable for several gold for building purposes, 200,000 tons 

years. for highway use, 7,000 tons for engine 
Gem Stones.—Individuals and members’ traction sand, and the remainder for fill 

of mineral clubs collected a variety of and other uses. Most of the sand was 
mineral specimens. The estimated value washed and screened. Most of the sand 
of $1,000 credited each year to the gem sold as “pit run” was used as fill or trac- 
stone collection is based on a consensus of tion sand. Nearly all of the sand was 
several local dealers and the Bureau of _ trucked to destination. 
Mines. Gravel production in 1966 was 1,052,000 

Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel was tons valued at $851,000 compared with 

produced in each of the three counties of 966,000 tons valued at $817,000 in 1965. 
the State and continued to be the State’s  RePorts indicated that gravel sold in 1966 

principal mineral product. Output was ree VS used as follows: For building use 
ported by 11 companies operating a total 85,000 tons; for paving use 925,000 tons; 
of 14 pits. The Henry G. Graves & Sons, and for fill and other uses 42,000 tons. 

Inc., Sussex County, discontinued business This compares with 87,000, 815,000, and 

during the year. Pit-run material only was 64,000 tons, respectively, in the previous 
produced at five operations; eight opera- Y¢™- The overall value of gravel in 1966 

tions had stationary processing plants and 4S $0.81 per ton, 4 cents less than in 1965. 
one had a dredge. Of the total produc- r he price decline for the third year con- 

tion, 730,000 tons of sand and gravel was tinued to reflect an increase in percentage 

processed while 880,000 tons was sold as of unprocessed material, chiefly for high- 

pit run. This compares with 752,000 tons “@Y use. Most of the washed gravel was 
processed and 793,000 tons unprocessed in sold within the range of $2 to $3 per ton, 
1965. while the average for pit-run gravel was 

Sand produced totaled 558,000 tons about $0.60, f.o.b. plant. All the gravel 

valued at $592,000, compared with 579,000 sold was reported as being trucked to its 

tons valued at $624,000 in 1965, a decrease destination. 

of 4 percent in quantity and 5 percent in Stone.—State production of stone was
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about 17 percent greater in 1966 than in chased from producers with quarries in 
1965. Production was from gabbro deposits Maryland and Pennsylvania. State produc- 
in New Castle County, which for statistical tion was chiefly crushed stone for highway 
purposes have been classed as granite. In and concrete aggregate use or for use as 
addition to State sources, crushed stone, stone sand. About 6 percent of the output 
chiefly for highway construction was pur- was sold as uncrushed material for riprap. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Kent.—Sand and gravel was produced by tion, 460,000 tons were processed and 
St. Jones River Gravel Co. at Dover, 828,000 tons unprocessed. : | 
Clough & Caulk Sand & Gravel at Wy- Sand production was 316,000 tons valued 
oming, and Barber Sand & Gravel at Har- at $371,000 about two-thirds for building 
rington. All producers operated stationary and one-third for paving or highway use. 
plants. Demand and production were Gravel production was 972,000 tons valued 
changed little from 1965, with output down at _ $715,000, most of which was for highway 
about 5,000 tons while total value in- use. Producers of sand and/or gravel in- 
creased about $56,000 as the result of sale cluded the following: Delaware Sand & 
of a higher percentage of washed material. Gravel Co., and Parkway Gravel, Inc., near 
Most of the washed product was for build- | New Castle; Whittington’s Sand & Gravel 
ing or highway use, while unprocessed Co. at Bear; John C. Green, Jr., at Middle- 
material was sold for fill. No other mineral town: and Petrillo Bros., Inc., at Wilming- 
production was reported for the county. ton. Production of Parkway Gravel, Inc. 
New Castle—New Castle, the northern (from 3 pits), and John C. Green, Jr., was 

county of the State, produced clay, stone, ll pit-run material. Delaware Sand & 
and sand and gravel. Stone was produced Gravel Co. operated at two locations, one 
near Wilmington from a gabbro deposit. With a stationary plant and the other a 
Sales totaled 210,000 tons valued at $525,000 | dredging operation. The other two pro- in 1966, compared with 180,000 tons valued ducers had stationary plants. All material 
at $450,000 in 1965. In 1966, about 12,000 Was reported as trucked to point of use. 
tons was sold for riprap, 162,000 tons for Sussex.—Sand was produced at two pits 
concrete and roadstone and 36,000 tons and sand with a minor percentage of 
as stone sand. The increase over 1965 was gravel at a third. Total output was only 
chiefly for concrete and roadstone use. slightly greater than in 1965. Lewes Sand 

Miscellaneous clay was mined by the Co. produced bank-run sand _ for engine 
Delaware Brick Co. and there has been traction use from a pit near Lewes. Rail- 
little change in the annual production rate road demand for traction sand decreased. 
for several years. The clay was used in Henry G. Graves & Sons, Inc., operated a 

. manufacturing common building brick. Stationary wash plant at its pit near Lewes 
Sand and gravel production in the that produced sand chiefly for building 

county totaled 1,288,000 tons valued at construction. The corporation closed its 
$1,086,000 compared with 1,223,000 tons sand and gravel operations during the year. 

~ valued at $1,150,000 in 1965, an increase in Atkins Brothers operated a stationary wash 
‘tonnage but a decline in value due to a_ plant and pit near Millsboro producing 
higher percentage of the sales as unproc- sand and a small tonnage of gravel for 
essed material. Of the total 1966 produc- building and paving use.





The Mineral Industry of Florid 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Florida 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Lawrence E. Shirley: and Robert O. Vernon ? 

Florida produced a record-breaking $295 marketable production increased considera- 
million worth of mineral commodities in bly over that of 1965, setting a record high. 
1966—an increase of 19 percent compared The State also continued to lead the Na- 
with 1965 total mineral production value. tion in fuller’s earth production and value; 
During the last decade, mineral production in the production of zircon; ranked second 
value for the State has more than doubled, in production of ilmenite, and was the 

and the future outlook is promising for only producer of staurolite. 
both increased mineral production and cor- Leading companies in value of mineral 
responding value increases, Large gains in production were International Minerals & 
phosphate rock output coupled with small Chemical Corp., Agrico Chemical Co., and 
increases in the production of clays, lime, Mobil Chemical Co., all land-pebble phos- 
sand and gravel, and crude petroleum phate rock producing companies. 
more than offset losses in production of Florida continued to supply national, in- 
cement, magnesium compounds, peat, rare- ternational, and local markets with its 

| , titanium, | zirconium minerals. — 
earth, titanium, and zi con u . 1Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Knox- 

For the 73d consecutive year Florida led ville, Tenn. Division of Geol Florida Board 
* ® ; . Irector, 1Vision O ogy, orida boar the Nation in phosphate rock output; total 4¢ Conservation, Tallahassee, Fla. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Florida‘ 

| 1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 
. (thousands) (thousands) 

Clays_.._.._._........ thousand short tons__ 651 $9 , 752 762 $11 , 408 
Lime. -_---.----------------------d0___- 101 1,558 135 1,966 
Natural gas._.._.__.._._million cubic feet_-_ 107 14 212 30 
Peat___------_-------------~-short tons__ 19,253 109 11,500 91 
Petroleum (crude) 

thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 1,464 WwW 1,799 WwW 
Phosphate rock_._._..thousand short tons_- 21,563 141,258 Ww WwW 
Sand and gravel__..._....---.------do____ 7,298 6,377 7,403 6,417 
Stone. __-_..-....-----------------d0-__.- 35,730 41,148 35 , 023 38 , 167 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Cement, magnesium compounds, natural 
gas liquids, rare earth metal concentrates, 
staurolite, titanium concentrates, zir- 
conium concentrates, and values indi- 
cated by symbol W_____...-.--------- XX 49,104 xX 237 , 368 

Total___._--_-.----.--------------- XX 249 , 320 XX 295,474 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in million short tons of phosphate rock. 
constant 1957-59 dollars World demand for this important agricul- . (Thousands) tural commodity, both as crude ore and as 

processed = fertilizer material, has been 
Year _ . Value growing at a record rate. This increased tony demand has cr incentive - 1957__.-..-.-.----.....sssn $139,198 SC eated incentives for new ex 

1958_____________._____... 027777 145,989 + ploration and discovery in Florida and the 
1959__ eee 166,311 1960.2 2222222 180/228 Southeastern States. — 
1961___.__--- eee 191, 887 Gypsum, perlite, and vermiculite were 
1 180°282 brought in from other States and foreign 
1964. __-------------------------- 218,658 sources and processed for consumption in 
19682 2022TCTITIITTIIIITIITTT ba 8? Florida and nearby States. Increased quan- OO —sititties of fuller’s earth mined and processed 

t Revised. _—_P Preliminary. in the State continued to be shipped as 
processed materials to foreign countries as 

chief mineral commodity—phosphate rock. well as to expanding domestic markets. 
Exports of phosphate from Florida ports Electric power production increased 13 
increased considerably during 1966, and percent over that of 1965, the largest gain 
shipments were made to 34 foreign coun- since 1959. Total. output of both public 
tries, notably Japan, Italy, West Germany, and private plants during the year 
and Canada, all receiving in excess of 1 amounted to 36.7 billion kilowatt hours; to 
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Figure 1—Value of phosphate rock, stone, and total value of 
mineral production in Florida.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

. Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————— 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 

, daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Metal__._-..-------- 170 338 57 461 --- --- --- --- 
Nonmetal__.------.- 3,267 341 1,114 8,957 4 60 7.14 2,924 
Sand and gravel------ 449 257 115 1,002 --- 20 19.96 937 
Stone_.------------- 2,868 287 822 7,014 2 114 16.54 3,141 
Peat_..---.--------- 22 238 5 42 --- --- _-- --- 

Total__-_-.------- 6,776 . 312 2,113 17,476 6 194 11.44 2,813 

1966: P 
Metal.___.-_-..----- 165 342 57 454 --- --- --- --- 
Nonmetal__...------ 3,675 388 1,241 9,969 4 143 14.75 2,860 
Sand and gravel-_----- 440 251 111 9386 --- 22 22.31 1,166 
Stone___.-_..------- 2,810 285 802 7,022 --- 136 19.37 1,337 
Peat__--.-_--------- 14 264 4 29 --- --- --- --- 

Total_..._._-.---. 17,104 312 2,215 18,460° 4 301 16.52 2,115 

> Preliminary. 

produce this power, plants used a total of the Nation in population percentage in- 

more than 3 million short tons of coal, 30 crease. New construction during this period 

million barrels of fuel oil, and 98 billion of growth continued to be a major activity, | 

cubic feet of natural gas. During the year, and this placed continuing demands on 

Florida Power & Light Co. made applica- construction materials, such as crushed 

tion to the Atomic Energy Commission _ stone, sand and gravel, cement, clays, and 

(AEC) to build two atom-powered reactors other nonmetallic minerals. Heavy de- 

at its Turkey Point site in Dade County. mands also were made for other materials 

The reactors would have a capacity of and services required by an expanding 

760,000 kilowatts of electricity and would population. These trends continued 

cost an estimated $133 million. throughout the year and were reflected by 

To cope with the increased traffic in industrial expansion in nearly all areas of 

both imports and exports through Florida the State. 
ports large port expansion programs were During the year, 553 new plants or ma- 

planned. Port Everglades announced a $30 jor expansions were announced in 49 of 

million 20 year expansion program; the 4- Florida’s 67 counties, representing a gain of 

phase program would include land acquisi- approximately 24,000 exployees in all in- 

tion, extensive dredging, and other features _dustries. | 

that would help the port keep abreast of At yearend, Florida had completed 49 

projected traffic during the period. Petro- percent of its total designated system mile- 
leum movements at Port Everglades repre- age of 1,154 miles of Interstate Highways 
sented a large percentage of total traffic in the State. Total mileage open to traffic 
during the year. The Port of Jacksonville, was 565 miles compared with 472 miles in 
in its second year of operation by the Jack- 1965. Total Interstate mileage under con- 
sonville Port Authority, adopted a long- struction at yearend was 412, and the re- 
range harbor development program for ad- maining mileage was in preliminary status. 
ditional deep-water docks and bulk ship- The State highway department announced 
ping terminals. Jacksonville, as the eastern about midyear completion of major con- 
terminus of the Cross-Florida Barge Canal struction projects on primary and second- 
now under construction, anticipates a ary roads in at least 12 counties in the 

steadily increasing upsurge in barge traffic State. 
and demand for handling bulk cargo in New developments in the land pebble 
the future. phosphate district and other areas occurred 

Trends and Developments.—Since 1950 during the year. Several companies, includ- 
Florida, in terms of population has been ing New Jersey Zinc Co., Monsanto Com- 
the most rapidly growing State in the pany, and others, announced plans for en- 
Southeast, and in 1966, it ranked third in tering the field and continued their
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exploration programs. The Occidental Cor- the Rodman Dam and Eureka Lock and 
poration of Florida, already a large pro- Dam to be constructed at a combined cost 
ducer of phosphate in the northern part of of nearly $11 million. It will take several 
the State, obtained the mineral rights to years to complete this project which is ad- 
lands owned by Owens-Illinois Company in ministered by the U.S. Army Corps of En- 
the vicinity of Occidental’s mining opera-  gineers. 

tions in Hamilton County. It is anticipated Legislation designed to permit Florida to 
that the rate of production will be greatly enter the Interstate Mining Compact was 
accelerated because of this acquisition. Ex- considered by the State Legislative Bureau. 
ploration programs continued in Hardee The Bureau recommended that it be 
and Manatee Counties as lands containing adopted, but the legislation was not intro- 
phosphate in the principal field of Polk  qyced into the Florida legislature this year, 
and Hillsborough Counties became harder ang no further progress on joining the 

to acquire. , Compact was obtained. The Interstate 
Legislation and Government Programs.— Mining Compact is principally concerned 

Programs on construction of | he Cross with uniform land reclamation standards 
Florida Barge Canal project continued at a . 
high level during the year. Contracts and was modeled to a great extent by its 
awarded during 1964 for dredging and ex- Creators, an ad hoc committee appointed 

cavation were completed, and 1965 con- by the Council of State Governments, on 
tracts were well underway, including the the Interstate Oil Compact Commission. 

St. Johns and Inglis Locks. Contracts The Compact, itself, serves more in an ad- 

awarded during the current year included _ visory capacity than a regulatory one. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

| NONMETALS _ the State and included limestone and clay; 
| other material needs were supplied princi- 

Nonmetals accounted for 95 percent of pally from out-of-State sources. Of the to- 
the State’s total mineral production value, 44) ‘cement shipments, 78 percent was 

compared with 93 percent in 1965. The shipped by truck and 22 percent by rail. ’ 
principal nonmetals, listed in order of val- +). principal consumers were ready-mixed 

ue, were phosphate rock, stone, cement, concrete companies, concrete products 
clays, and sand and gravel. — | manufacturers, and building material 
Cement.—Cement ranked third in value dealers. 

in the State's mineral P roduction, however Clays.—Clays ranked fourth in value in 
total shipments declined 3 percent, and the State’s mineral production. Total clay 

value ; ned 3 - Portland i val, nt ship- output increased 17 percent in tonnage 
vont » vhetens witpomey veuene eh > Per and value because of increased production 
increase d 2 percent ang value 1 recat of fuller’s earth and miscellaneous clay. 

7 j P ° Kaolin output remained about the same as 
Three plants operated during the year. in the previous year. Florida, for the 9th 

General Portland Cement Co. operated consecutive year, continued to lead the Na- 
plants near Tampa and Miami, and Le- tion in fuller’s earth production and again 
high Cement Co. operated a plant near established an alltime high record for the 
Miami. Lehigh also shipped the remaining  gjate. 
stocks of cement from its Bunnell Plant in . 

. . Fuller’s earth output increased 14 per- 
Flagler County, which was closed in 1965. cent in tonnage an P 18 percent in vitae 

Most of the cement shipments were over that of 1965. Production came princi- 
made within the State, but shipments were pally from Gadsden County, but a new 

also made to Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, operation in Marion County, established 
North Carolina, and other States. A small during 1965, also produced a small quan- 

quantity of cement was shipped to Puerto tity. Gadsden County producers were the 
Rico. Floridin Co. (Quincy mine) , Dresser Mag- 

Raw materials used in the manufacture  cobar, formerly Magnet Cove Barium Corp. 

of cement were mined principally within (Havana mine), and Minerals & Chemicals
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Philipp Corp. (LaCamelia, Midway, and year, placed in operation a new 200-ton- 
McElvey mines). Mid-Florida Mining Co. per-day rotary hearth lime calcining plant 
(Lowell mine) reported first year output near Sumterville, Sumter County. This 
from its mine in Marion County. The plant replaced an old wood-fired shaft-kiln 
principal uses of the material, listed in operation, near Reddick, which had _ be- 
order of tonnage used, were in insecticides, come obsolete. The new plant produced a 

absorbents, drilling muds, and mineral oils; high-quality chemical grade pebble quick- 

95 percent of the material was used for lime for use in neutralizing waste materials 
these purposes; 3 percent was exported, and for other chemical and industrial uses. 
and the remainder was used in paper, soil, Six companies in six counties recovered 
and vegetable uses. 462,000 tons of regenerated lime valued at 

Minerals & Chemicals Philipp Corp., in $7.5 million, an increase of 9 percent in 

its 1966 Annual Report, reported that quantity and 15 percent in value compared 
progress was made in the distribution of with 1965 figures. It was used principally 
products developed for gelling, thickening, in manufacturing paper and alkalies and | 
and emulsion stabilizing uses. Soil stabiliz- for water treatment. The largest producers 
ing experiments were continued in cooper- were Buckeye Cellulose Corp., near Foley; 
ation with various agricultural institutions Hudson Pulp and Paper Corp., near Palat- 
and agencies. The company also reported ka; and International Paper Co. near 
increases in petroleum uses and record Panama City. , 7 
sales of the material for use as floor absor- Magnesia. — Michigan. Chemical Corp., 

bents and pet litter products. near Port St. Joe, produced magnesium 
Kaolin was produced by two firms, both compounds from sea water. Production and | 

in Putnam County; Cyprus Mines Corp., yalue declined slightly. The principal uses 
formerly United Clay Mines Corp., and of the compounds were for refractories, in- 
Edgar Plastic Kaolin Corp. The principal  guylation, and fertilizer. | 
uses for the kaolin were in whiteware and Phosphate Rock.—Marketable production 

pottery. : of phosphate rock again established an all- 
Miscellaneous clay output increased 22 time high, and accounted for the major 

percent to a new record because of in- portion of the State’s total mineral produc- 

creased use of this product in cement and tion value. For the 73d consecutive year, 

lightweight aggregate products. Florida led the Nation in output and value 

Producers, listed in order of output, of this commodity. | 
were General Portland Cement Co., Citrus Florida’s 1966 production is combined 

County; Florida Solite Co., Clay County; with that of North Carolina to conceal the 
Taylor Brick and Tile Co., Escambia  |atter’s output as there is only one produc- 
County; and Appalachee Correctional Insti- ing company in North Carolina. Combined 

_ tute, Gadsden County. marketable output from both States in 

Gypsum.—Three companies calcined im- 1966 was 29.8 million short tons valued at 

ported gypsum for use in gypsum building $195.1 million representing 76 percent of 

products. Producers, listed in order of out- the total national production. In 1965, 
put, were U.S. Gypsum Co., Duval County; Florida’s marketable production totaled 
National Gypsum Co., Hillsborough 21.6 million short tons valued at $195.1 
County; and Kaiser Gypsum Co., Inc., Du- million and accounted for 73 percent of 

val County. Total capacity of the three the total national output. North Carolina 

companies was in excess of 500,000 tons of reported no marketable production in 

calcined product. Most of the crude ore for 1965. Exports from Florida were made to 

the operations was brought in by ship 34 countries and totaled 8.1 million short 

from Nova Scotia deposits owned by the tons valued at $71 million. The largest 

companies. shipments, all in excess of 1 million tons, 

Lime.—Primary lime sold increased 34 were made to Japan, Italy, West Germany, 
percent in tonnage and 26 percent in value and Canada, listed in order of tonnage re- 

compared with 1965 figures. Producers ceived. 
were Chemical Lime, Inc., Hernando Land-pebble phosphate rock was pro- 

County, and Dixie Lime & Stone Co., duced at 21 mines by 11 companies in 

Sumter County. Dixie Lime, about mid- three counties. Leading producers were In-
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ternational Minerals & Chemical Corp. Pierce as three interrelated complexes were 

(IMC) , Agrico Chemical Co., and Mobil described.’ 

Chemical Co. These three firms operated The third largest producer in the land- 
nine mines in Polk County and one mine pebble field, Mobil Chemical Co., formerly 

| in Hillsborough County. V-C Chemical Co., operated two mines, the 

Soft-rock phosphate production decreased Clear Springs and Homeland, and late in 
considerably below the 1965 production the year placed a third mine, the Ft. 
level. Total output from four mines in Meade mine, in operation. In addition to 
three counties was 44,000 short tons valued opening the mine, related facilities includ- 
at $288,000. The material was used for di- ing a washer and flotation plant, were con- 

rect application to the soil and for stock _ structed. 

and poultry feed. W. R. Grace & Co., Agricultural Prod- 
Hard-rock phosphate was produced dur- ucts Division, ranked fourth in phosphate 

ing the first half of the year, at which time production and operated its Bonny Lake 
the only operating hard-rock mine in the mine. About midyear the company an- 
State was closed. Kibler-Camp Phosphate nounced that three new chemical groups 
Enterprise, Marion County, mined 44,200 were formed within the company to man- 
tons valued at $394,000, a decrease of 37 age its expanding business. Phosphate ac- 
percent in tonnage and 43 percent in value tivities were in the new Agricultural 
compared with 1965 figures. The leading Chemical group, formerly Davison Chemi- 
land-pebble phosphate producer, IMC cal Division. 

operated four mines—the Achan, Noralyn, American Cyanamid Co., the fifth largest 
_ Dredge, and Kingsford mines—all in Polk producer of phosphate rock, continued 

County. The latter mine was placed in operation of its Orange Park and Sydney 
operation during the year and increased mines and plants; the new Chicora mine 
the company’s overall production consider- iq plant was nearing completion at year- 

ably. The new mine and plant, located on = enq and will provide new phosphate rock 
a 160-acre site about 3 miles west of Brad- capacity in 1967. 

. ley Junction, is the first operation of its A Agricul 1 Chemical C 

type to use computerized controls. It is re- rmour Agricultura emrcat SO. OPS 
ported that IMC controls about 10,000 #t¢d its Bartow and Lake Hancock mines 
acres of phosphate ore reserves in the and plants. Late in the year, it was an- 
immediate area and that it will use a drag- nounced that Armour and Freeport Sul- 

line with a 49 cubic yard bucket to mine phur Co. had set up a joint venture to 
mine and treat phosphate rock from prop- 

these reserves. The firm announced about . 
. . erties near Ft. Meade. The agreement calls 

midyear that it had withdrawn from the for Armour to install and operate mining 
Concentrated Phosphate Export Association anq peneficiating facilities; Freeport would 
(CPEA), an export marketing group buy one-half of Armour’s rock reserves in 
formed to handle domestic shipments of the area, and each company would take 

phosphate rock overseas. Marketing re- one-half of the output from the new 
quirements of the company will now be operation. Estimated to cost $20 million, 
handled by its international sales depart- the installation will process more than 2 
ment. About 1,700 employees of the com- million tons of rock per year, when opera- 

pany’s Florida phosphate operations, con- tional in 1968. Freeport is presently con- 

sisting of all mines, plants, offices, and a Structing a $40 million phosphate chemical 

terminal company, reportedly worked more Complex near Convent, La., which report- 
than 2 million man-hours during the year edly will Tecelve ts phosp hate rock supply 
without a disabling injury. from this joint Florida operation. 

Agrico Chemical Co., Division of Conti- Bord en Ch emical Co. continued con- 
nental Oil Co., was the second largest land- struction of its new fertilizer complex near 

Port Manatee. The plant, slated for 

pebble producer. The company OP erated completion early in 1967, was to have new 

the Boyette mine in Hillsborough County scrubbing devices to contorl air pollution. 
and the Palmetto and Payne Creek mines 
in Polk County. The Palmetto washer and ’Taeler, David H. Three-Plant Operation for 

processing facilities in Pierce and South fgrico. Miner Processing, v. 7, No. 6, June
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The company continued operation of its year of granular triple superphosphate and 
‘Tenoroc mine during the year. 450 tons per day of run-of-pile superphos- 

Occidental Corp. of Florida operated its phate. 
Suwannee mine in Hamilton County and Sulfuric acid manufacture in the Florida 
continued expansion that would double ca- _land-pebble field continued to climb, as in- 
pacity. The company’s chemical plants and creased production of phosphate rock and 
related fertilizer facilities were completed subsequent acidulation of the rock created 
and placed in operation. Commercial ship- new demands for acid. Practically all of 
ments of diammonium phosphates, phos- the fertilizer producers were imcreasing 
phoric acid, and triple superphosphate acid plant capacities to cope with these 
were reported late in the year. The first needs. In the past 2 years, at least seven 
export shipment of phosphate rock from companies in the Florida field have com- 
the firm’s new $3 million port facility at pleted or have in the planning stage new 
Jacksonville was made to West Germany. sulfuric acid plants with total capacity of 
The company obtained mineral rights on 9,500 tons per day. Individual plant capaci- 
10,000 acres of land owned by Owens-Illi- ties range from 900 to 2,000 tons per day. 
nois Co. and adjacent to mining operations Several companies were looking for alter- 
of Occidental. Also covered in the lease are | nate sources other than Frasch sulfur as a 
30,000 additional acres that may contain means of supplying sulfur needs. Freeport 
phosphate deposits. It was reported that Sulphur Co., about midyear, announced 
Monsanto Co. was actively exploring in the completion of a $1 million expansion of its 
North Florida area and may establish a_ liquid sulfur storage facility néar Tampa, 
mining and processing operation in the with the addition of two 15,000-ton storage | 
near future. tanks, This facility is served by two tankers | 

Swift and Company operated the Watson Carrying liquid sulfur from Freeport’s 3 ! 
and Silver City mines and plants during Mines in Louisiana and one tanker off the 
the year; and continued expansion of the Louisiana Coast. This is the second expan- 

latter mine and related facilities that re- sion since the terminal was established in 
portedly would double its capacity. 1961. Chemicals, Inc., a joint venture of 

Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc., which Interantional Minerals Be Chemical and 
previously announced plans for a large Wellman-Lord Engineering, Inc., an 
mining operation in Polk County appar- nounced completion of new plants, bring- 

ently delayed construction of the mine and ‘8 total daily capacity up to 3.600 tons 
plant for the present. | per day. 

Other companies mining in the land- Perlite——Three companies expanded per- 
pebble district included Hydromines, Inc., lite in three counties from imported crude 
and Minerals Recovery Corp., both process- Ore. Total output was 8,000 tons valued at 
ing tailings from past operations. $602,000, a considerable increase over that 

U.S. Phosphoric Products Division, of 1965. Producers, listed in order of out- 

Tennessee Corporation (a subsidiary of put, were Chemrock Corp., Duval County; 
wes . . . W. R. Grace & Co., Dade County; and Air- 

Cities -Service Co.) which previously pur-_,. " : ° dian Ri ¥ Coun 
chased its rock requirements, announced it lite Processing Corp., . san a cece 
intended to begin mining of properties Uses of the expanded materi we © or 

‘ building plaster, concrete aggregate, insula- 
owned in the Ft. Meade area. The company . . wees d other u 
with a processing plant near Tampa, Hills- tion, soil conditioning, and other uses. 
borough County has been for many years Sand Gravel.—Sand and gravel ranked 
one of the largest processors of phosphate fifth in value in the State’s mineral pro- 
rock in the area. F. S. Royster Guano Co., duction. The total of 7.4 million tons val- 
another prominent fertilizer processing ued at $6.4 million was slightly above 1965 
company announced plans for a multimil- figures and halted the decline of the past 2 
lion dollar expansion of present facilities years. Of the total tonnage, 94 percent was 
near Mulberry, Polk County, scheduled for produced by commercial operators and 6 
completion in mid-1967. The new installa- percent by Government-and-contractor pro- 
tion will use a modified TVA granulator to ducers. There were 45 commercial sand ! 
produce at least 90,000 tons per year of and gravel operations during the year; of ! 
diammonium phosphate, 110,000 tons per these, 13 produced from 200,000 to 600,000
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tons; 19 produced from 50,000 to 200,000 lion tons valued at $35.8 million, decreases 

tons; and 13 plants produced up to 50,000 of 2 percent in tonnage and 8 percent in 

tons. Sixty-eight percent of the output was value from 1965. Output came from 18 

transported by truck, and 32 percent by counties with 73 quarries, 4 fewer quarries 

rail. The value per ton of the commercial and counties than in 1965. The three lead- 

sand and gravel ranged from $0.59 to $6.90 ing producing counties were Dade, Her- 

and averaged $0.87 per ton. nando, and Broward, which supplied 59 

Sand and/or gravel was mined in 94 percent of the total crushed limestone ton- 

counties, the same as in 1965. Leading nage and 60 percent of the value. The 
counties were Polk, Lake, and Clay. The three leading quarries in the State were 

materials were primarily for structural, Seminole Rock Products,  Inc., Dade 

paving, fill, and other purposes. County; Maule Industries, Inc., Dade — 

| Staurolite-—Staurolite was recovered as a County; and Center Hill Rock Co., Sumter 

byproduct of ilmenite production by E. I. County. Twelve quarries produced over 1 
du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc, at its million tons of crushed limestone each. Of 

Highland and Trail Ridge plants in Clay the total crushed limestone produced, 88 

County. Output and value increased com- percent was used for concrete and roads, 2 

pared with 1965 figures. The material has percent for agriculture, less than 1 percent 
found use as an abrasive and as an addi- for railroad ballast, and 9 percent for mis- 

tive in cement. Florida is the only State cellaneous uses. Crushed limestone was . 

with recorded production of the mineral. transported 65 percent by truck, 33 percent 
: | , . . by rail, and 2 percent by water. During the 

Stone.—Stone: ranked second in value in £ th f ds in th 

the State’s mineral production. Total stone year, one of the top satiety awares i me 
tout, includit P hed lim tone. di National Safety Competition, conducted by 

output, meu ing crushed “limestone, Ci the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of © 
mension limestone, and crushed oystershell, the Interior, was won by the Suwannee 

was 35 million tons valued at $38.2 million, ¢ rl ‘da Rock > ducts C. 

a decrease of 2 percent in tonnage and 7 Quarry of Florida ‘Roc | roducts orp 4 

percent in value compared with 1965 Suwannee County. The firm operate 

figures. Reduced output of crushed lime- 430,400 man-hours during the year without 

stone was responsible for the decline as 4 disabling work injury. 

both dimension limestone and crushed oys- Oystershell was dredged and crushed by 

tershell production increased in tonnage five companies in five counties on State 

and value. | leases. Total output was 1.5 million tons 

Crushed limestone output was 33.5 mil- valued at $2.4 million, an increase of 5 
Pp 

| Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 
1965 1966 - 

County eee 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 
EE 

Brevard.......___--------------- 21 $26 27 $27 

Broward. __.-------------------- 328 320 469 338 

Escambia__.-_..-.--------------- 439 420 426 397 

Gadsden_ -_.-_-_------------------- 245 512 238 WwW 

Glades_.__-----.---------------- WwW WwW 154 WwW 

Hendry_.__-.-_----------------- WwW WwW 205 WwW 

Indian River_-.___-._------------ 28 28 20 19 

Lake__..------------------------ 1,382 974 1,588 1,124 

Marion_..-.--------------------- 13 32 11 32 

Orange....__.-.----------------- 152 103 135 93 

Palm Beach....-.---------------- 130 72 130 72 

Pinellas.......------------------ 6 5 7 5 

Polk. __...-.-------------------- 2,369 2,125 2,076 1,886 

Putnam.___._--.-.-------------- 527 378 526 461 

Wakulla.__.-.-.----------------- 20 17 80 68 

Washington.__.__--------------- --- _— 13 12 

Undistributed !__-..__..-.-------- 1,638 1,365 1,298 1,883 
enc EE 

Total. .....--------------- 7,298 6,377 7,403 6,417 
eae ees 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
qanndes Bay, Clay, Dade, Franklin (1965), Hillsborough, Leon, St. Lucie, Volusia, and Walton Counties, 

and counties indica y symbo .
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Table 5.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Value Value 

Use Quantity ———_____—_—-—_ Quantity 9 —_________—__"—— 
. Average Average 

Total per ton Total per ton 

Sand: : 
Structural. -__.-.--- 5,650 $4,373 $0.77 5,689 $4,319 $0.76 
Fill_..-----.-------- 485 277 57 514 302 a 
Paving. .....-------- 465 390 84 445 361 81 
Blast. _-...---------- WwW WwW WwW 62 428 6. SO 
Other sands !_______- 385 746 1.94 399 WwW WwW 

Total. _.....-.---- 6,985 ~ 5,786 88 7,109 W Ww 
Gravel: . 

Structural. ._.._._--- WwW WwW W 294 WwW w 
Paving__-_.--------- WwW WwW WwW ---- ---- ---- 

" Total____--___-__- 313 591 1.89 294, WwW Ww 

Total sand and 
gravel__..__.__-- 7,298 6,377 +87 _ 7,403 6,417 87 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes glass, molding (1965), engine, filtration, and other sands. . 

and 9 percent, respectively, compared with reporting production during the year. The 
1965 figures. Producers listed in order of company produced a small tonnage of 
output were Radcliff Materials, Inc., Wal- rough construction stone and cut stone for 

ton County; Benton & Co., Pinellas decorative uses. 
County; Bay Dredging and Construction Vermiculite——Output of exfoliated ver- 
Co., Hillsborough County; Ft. Myers Shell miculite, all from imported crude ore, in- 

and Dredging Co., Lee County; and Hou- creased slightly in tonnage and walue. W. 
daille-Duval-Wright Co., Duval County. R. Grace & Co. operated plants in Duval, 
Most of the shell was used for roads and Hillsborough and Palm Beach Counties, 
in concrete and a smaller tonnage was used and Surco Manufacturing Co. operated a 
for poultry grit and other uses. Sixty-five plant near Tampa, Hillsborough County. 
percent of the oystershell was transported The exfoliated product was shipped princi- 
by truck, 34 percent by water, and 1 per- pally to consumers within the State and 
cent by rail. . was used for concrete aggregate, loose-fill 

Brandenton Stone Co., Manatee County insulation, agricultural use, building plas- 
was the only dimension limestone producer _ ter, and miscellaneous uses. 

Table 6.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by counties 

1965 1966 
County ———_—— 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Alachua.___..---.--------------- 1,744,237 $1,310,445 2,151,202 $1,804,101 
Broward. ____------------------- 4,615,924 5,103 ,206 4,432,861 5, 222,322 
Collier___...-------------------- 606,052 532,475 678 ,000 531,192 
Dade_-___----------------------- 9,431,795 9,858,759 10,025 , 662 10,016,383 
Hendry. __-_ ee 6,600 5,000 ~eneeee ee woe 
Hernando_ -___-_-_-_------------- 6,786,076 8,930 ,339 5,418 ,505 6,158,091 
Jackson. ___...--_--------------- 20,200 60,700 21,000 63,000 
LaFayette___.....-.-.----------- wW WwW 21,000 24,000 
Lee... eee WwW WwW 707,183 Ww 
Levy...---.--------------------- 355, 872 673 ,899 497 ,611 657 233 
Marion___...-.----------.-_----- 1,721,482 1,764,671 1,684,089 1,373,675 
Palm Beach--_-__~_-.-------------- WwW WwW 796 ,402 T716,716 
Sumter__-___-.-------2---------- 3,876,241 2,966,103 3,498 251 2,461,777 
Undistributed !___--_..-._-_------ 5,160,294 7,767,249 3,610,729 6 678 ,824 

Total______.-----_--_._-_- 34,324,723 38 , 972 ,846 33 , 542 ,445 35, T6T ,824 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”” 
1 Includes Brevard (1965), Citrus, Columbia, Flagler, Manatee, Monroe, Sarasota, Suwannee, and Taylor 

(1965) Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W.
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Table 7.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

9 —sSH 
Value Value 

Use Short tons ———_———---- Short tons —--___----_—_____—__ 
Average Average 

Total per ton Total per ton 

Concrete and roads_.___ 30,258,300 $33,405,119 $1.10 29,514,572 $30,712,720 $1.04 
Agstone..__.-..------- 660 ,970 2,186,057 3.23 880,381 2,048 ,052 2.33 
Fill...---------------- 576 ,381 294 , 887 51 WwW W WwW 
Railroad ballast. _.._.__ 508 , 700 785 ,849 1.54 WwW WwW W 
Other uses !__-.---__-_.-_ 2,820,372 2,350 ,934 1.01 3,147, 492 8,007 , 052 .96 

Total.._..._.-._ 34,824,723 38,972,846 1.14 33,542,445 35,767,824 1.07 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other uses.”’ 
1 Includes cement, lime, riprap, and other uses, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

METALS liquefied petroleum gas output decreased 
f \ i slightly below that of 1965. Peat output 

Metals accounted or on'y 4 small per- declined considerably below that of 1965. 
centage of the State’s total mineral produc- | . 
tion value. Principal metals produced were Natural Gas.—All natural gas production, 

rare-earth minerals, titanium concentrates, C4me from the Humble Oil Co., Sunniland | 
and zirconium concentrates. Output and Field, Collier rounty, ane for used ine 
value of all mineral concentrates decreased COMPaNy Operations as ituel tor pumping 
considerably because of declining mining. crude petroleum. Preliminary production 

iy, Foals WEE POMS ye anton of satel oe companies, but value is not included in . , 
the eo ote total. | obtained from Louisiana gasfields, con- 

Ferroallo Ferroall hipments con tinued to increase. More than 98 billion 
sti rr ie f F me re hong vnetense q cubic feet of gas was reportedly used by 

sisting only oF ie ne osP f 1965, Mobil electric generating stations throughout the 
cn POG ve Nichole and A ico Chen, State. Florida Hydrocarbon Co., near 
aa reno’ Bt h Brooker, Bradford County, continued to be 

ical Co. at Pierce produced ferrophorus as the only natural gas processing plant in 
a byproduct of elemental phosphorus the State | | 
manufacture. | " | 

Rare-Earth Minerals.—National Lead Co., Peat.—Peat production and value de- 

he ony areca mineral pode a ao any a io count the State, recovered monazite at its Jack- | 
sonville mine. Shipments of concentrates Produced 12,000 tons of reed-sedge and /or 
decreased considerably below those of 1965. pumus peat valved n . a Leading 

eens . . roducers were Traxlers Peat Co., near 
Titanium Concentrates.—Ship ments of il: Florahoma, and Raymond Johnson, near 

menite concentrate decreased considerably Plymouth, Most of the material was shred- 
low th 1965. E. I. n Ne- vo vy 

below those of 5 I. du Po - de Ne ded and sold in bulk for soil improvement 
mours & Co., Inc. operated during the arposes 
year, making shipments from its Highland PUTPOSES. 
and Trail Ridge mines in Clay County. Petroleum.—Crude petroleum production 

Zirconium Concentrates.—Zirconium con- from the State’s two oilfields increased 23 

centrates (eircom) were recovered from it Guetion to yearend 1966 totaled more than menite mining by E. I. du Pont de Ne- 
mours & Co. Ic at its Trail Ridge 11.5 million barrels. Both fields are located 

operation in Clay County. in the South Florida basin and produce 
from a depth of about 11,500 feet. In the 

FUELS Sunniland Field, Collier County, no new 

wells were drilled during the year. In the 
Mineral fuels accounted for 2 percent of Sunoco-Felda Field, a total of 34,585 feet 

. Pp e 

the State’s total mineral production value. were drilled in three edge wells producing 
Crude petroleum and natural gasoline pro- a combined yield on initial production 
duction increased; natural gas and_ tests of 148 barrels of oil per day, and
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23,131 feet were drilled in two unsuccessful feet were drilled in two unsuccessful 

offset wells. Sunoco-Felda outpost wells. 

A total of 130,984 feet were drilled in 11 Interest in offshore geophysical activity, 
explora wes in the uate oun. te begun in 1964, continued throughout the 
ear. Eight o ese wells were wildcats, . . . 

‘vith four located in Collier County, two at ee ae lone he engaged - 

in Hendry County, one in Santa Rosa P me Pavy arong tne west coast 0 
County, and one in Okeechobee County. the State. In 1966 offshore State leases to- 

inty, n € € County “ys 
A ninth well, 3.5 miles west of the Sunoco- ‘led more than 3.9 million acres and all 
Felda Field was completed as a producer WET€ located off the west coast of the State. 

of 56 barrels of oil per day; additional Current figures on mainland acreage held 
control is required to determine if this is under oil and gas lease are not available, 
a new field discovery or an extension of but in 1965 this acreage totaled more than 
the Sunoco-Felda Field. In addition, 23,195 3 million. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was recorded in 44 ternational Paper Co. produced regenerat- 
of the State’s 67 counties, 1 county less ed lime at its plant near Panama City for 
than in 1965. The five leading counties, use in the manufacture of paper products; 
ranked according to value were Polk, Hills- | output and value increased. 
borough, Dade, Gadsden, and Clay, which Bradford.—Florida Hydrocarbons Co., a 
accounted for 82 percent of the State’s to- subsidiary of Houston Corp., the only nat- 

tal value. ural gas processing plant in the State, pro- 
Land-pebble phosphate rock, the major duced natural gasoline and liquefied petro- 

mineral commodity in the State, was mined Jleum gas at its operation near Brooker. 
in Polk, Hillsborough, and Hamilton Coun- Natural gas for the plant was obtained 
ties. Sand and gravel, the most widespread from Louisiana gasfields. 
commodity produced in the State, was Brevard.—Valkaria Sand Co. mined 
mined in 24 counties; crushed limestone in building sand for local consumption; out- 

19; clays (including fuller’s earth, kaolin, put and value increased. All of the sand 
and miscellaneous clay) in 7; crushed oys- was transported by truck. 

_ tershell in 5; peat in 4; lime and soft-rock Broward.—Eleven quarries crushed lime- 
phosphate in 3; cement and petroleum in stone for roads and concrete; the leading 
2; and the remaining commodities in 1 individual quarries listed in order of out- 
county each. , put were Maule Industries, Inc. (Prospect 

Alachua.—Five companies crushed lime- Quarry); Houdaille-Duval-Wright Co. 
stone for road and concrete uses; total out- (Green Quarry); and Houdaille-Duval- 
put was 2.2 million tons valued at $1.8 Wright Co. (Deerfield Quarry) . Gold Coast 

million, increases of 23 percent in tonnage Mining Corp. reported for the first year. 

and 38 percent in value compared with Sand was mined by four companies for 
1965 output and value. Producers, listed in building, fill, and lawn dressing uses. Sand 
order of output, were Limestone Products, producers listed in order of output were 
Inc. (Haile Quarry) ; Clalroc, Inc., former- Dania Fill and Silica Sand Corp.; Florida 
ly Williston Shell Rock Co. (Buda _ Silica Sand Co. (Pegram Mine); Davie-Des 
Quarry); Houdaille-Duval-Wright Co. Rocher Sand Co. (Ft. Lauderdale Mine) ; 
(Haile Quarry); Ocala Limerock Corp. and Bennie F. Matthews (Pompano Beach 
(Haile Quarry) ; and Alachua Corp. (High Mine). All of the sand was produced at 
Springs Quarry) . Sixty-seven percent of the. stationary plants and transported by truck. 
limestone was transported by railroad and Citrus.—Three companies crushed lime- 
the remainder by truck. stone at three quarries; total output 1in- 
Bay.—Calloway Sand Co. (Silver Creek creased slightly. General Portland Cement 

Mine) and Cato Sand Co. (Mill Bayou Co. crushed limestone and mined miscella- | 
Mine) mined building, paving, and lawn neous clay for use in manufacturing ce | 

dressing sand for local markets; combined ment at its Tampa plant. Florida Lime | 
output of the two companies increased. All Works, Inc. (Dunnellon Quarry), and | 
of the sand was transported by truck. In- Crystal River Quarries, Inc. (Red Level | 

|
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Table 8.—Value of mineral production in Florida, by counties ? 

County . 1965 . 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Alachua___.-.---22--__-- WwW $1,804,101 Limestone. 
Bay__._-----------__.-- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Bradford._-------.------ WwW W LP gas and natural gasoline. 
Brevard._..--.-.--.----- WwW 27,000 Sand and gravel. - 
Broward._..---------.-- $5,423,206 5,560,322 Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Citrus__.......-----..--- W . W Limestone, phosphate rock, miscellaneous clay. 
Clay_....--------.------ re W Ilmenite, zircon, sand and gravel, staurolite, 

. miscellaneous clay, peat. : 
Collier. _.._...--_-_-.---- WwW W Petroleum, limestone, natural gas. 
Columbia_._..-.-.-.----- WwW W Limestone. > 
Dade. ..---------------- WwW W Cement, limestone, sand and gravel. . 
Duval___--_-__-_--_._---- WwW W  Oystershell, monazite. 
Eseambia-__.-.-..-------=. 450,000 W Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. — 
Flagler..._...----------- WwW W Cement, limestone. . 
Franklin. ........------- WwW aoe 
Gadsden. .._.-.--------- WwW WwW Fuller's earth, sand and gravel, miscellaneous 

clay. 
Gilchrist. _.......------- WwW W_ Phosphate rock. 
Glades__....._._.------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Gulf____-..--___-------- WwW W Magnesium compounds, lime. 

. Hamilton__.._.__._---.-- WwW W Phosphate rock. 
Hendry_._--....-------- WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel. . 
Hernando. _-....---.---- _ WwW W Limestone, lime. 
Hillsborough...._._...._..-. 27,344,444 26,497,868 Cement, phosphate rock, oystershell, sand and 

gravel, peat. 
Indian River__.__._--_--- WwW 19,000 Sand and gravel. 
Jackson__....---.-.----- 60,700 63,000 Limestone. oe 
LaFayette.___.__.____--- WwW 24,000 Do. . 
Lake_.._...-.-_--------- 974,000 1,124,000 Sand and gravel. 

' Lee._-.----------------- WwW W Limestone, oystershell. 
Leon... -. 22 ee WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Levy..-.-----+---------- 673 ,899 657,238 ‘Limestone. 7 . 
Manatee.____.---_-.---- WwW W Limestone. . a 
Marion.._..___.._-.----- | WwW a W Limestone, phosphate rock, fuller’s earth, sand 

and gravel. mo , 
Monroe... ..___._-------- WwW W Limestone. 
Orange__.__._____-.-.--- WwW W_ Sand and gravel, peat. 
Palm Beach._.....__.---- . WwW - 848,716 Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Pinellas__.__.__.._._-.-- WwW 579,000 Oystershell, sand and gravel. 
Polk.__-----------.----- 127,241,900 171,471,900 Phosphate rock, sand and gravel. 
Putnam..........--.---- WwW W_ Kaolin, sand and gravel, peat. 
St. Lucie. ...._..._-.-_-- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Sarasota____...._._.__.-- WwW W ss Limestone. . . . 
Sumter__....._.__.-__.-- 2,966,103 W Limestone, lime. . : 
Suwannee. _._.__-_.__.-_- WwW W Limestone. . 
Taylor___.---______-__- WwW anne 
Volusia_......-_-__-__ _- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Wakulla....._..________- 17,000 68 ,000 Do. 
Walton... 22 ee WwW W  Oystershell, sand and gravel. 
Washington._____________ a 12,000 Sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 2......._._._ 84,168,748 86,690,855 

Total.__......__.. 249,320,000 295,447,000 | | | 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Baker, Calhoun, Charlotte, 

Desoto, Dixie, Hardee, Highlands, Holmes, Jefferson, Liberty, Madison, Martin, Nassau, Okaloosa, Okee- 
chobee, Osceola, Pasco, St. Johns, Santa Rosa, Seminole, and Union. 

2 Includes value of natural gas liquids, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Quarry) , crushed limestone for agricultural Nemours & Co., Inc. (Trail Ridge and 

purposes. Ninety-four percent of the Highland Mines) mined ilmenite, zircon, 
crushed limestone was transported by rail and staurolite; zircon and staurolite output 
and the remainder by truck. Soft-rock and value increased but ilmenite produc- 

phosphate was produced by three com-_ tion decreased considerably. Florida Solite 
panies; total marketable production was Corp. (Russell Mine), near Green Cove 
34,000 tons valued at $231,000 compared Springs, mined miscellaneous clay for use 
with 19,000 tons valued at $163,000 in 1965. in manufacturing lightweight aggregate 
The phosphate rock was used for direct products; output and value were at record 
application to the soil and for stock feed highs. Tomes Peat Humus Co. mined peat 
supplement. near Keystone Heights for soil improve- 

Clay.—The county ranked fifth in value ment uses. All-Florida Sand Co. (Keystone 
of mineral production. E. I. du Pont de Heights Mine) produced building sand;
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output and value increased. The sand was duction and value increased considerably. 
produced at a stationary plant and trans- The City of Hialeah produced and used 
ported by truck. - 21,000 tons of regenerated lime valued at 

- Collier—The county is one of the State’s $320,000, compared with 28,000 tons used 
two petroleum-producing counties. Humble 1" 1965. | : 

Oil and Refining Co. produced crude pe- Duval.—National Lead Co. (Jacksonville 
troleum and natural gas from the Sunni- Mine) reported shipments of rare-earth 
land Field. The limestone crushed at three concentrates. Houdaille-Duval-Wright Co. 
quarries was used for roads and concrete dredged and crushed oystershell, output 

and was transported principally by truck. and value of which decreased, at its White 

Crushed limestone producers listed in Shell plant near Jacksonville. The material 
order of output were Fuller Industries, Inc. was used for roads and poultry grit. U. S. 

(Sunniland Quarry); Leon McCormick Gypsum Co. and Kaiser Gypsum Co., Inc., 
(Naples Quarry); and Naples Limerock calcined crude gypsum ores from Nova Sco- 
Co. (Belle Meade Quarry) . tia at plants near Jacksonville. The output 

Columbia.—White Construction Co. (Co- and value of the calcined product, used in 
lumbia City Quarry) crushed limestone for the manufacture of building products de- 
roads and concrete; output and value de- creased. W. R. Grace & Co. exfoliated 

creased. All of the stone was transported crude vermiculite from out-of-State sources; 
by truck. output and value increased. It was used for 

Dade.—The county again ranked third loosefill insulation, building plaster, con- 

in value of mineral production and led the Crete aggregate and other uses. Chemrock 
State in production of crushed limestone. Corp. expanded crude perlite at its plant 
Thirteen quarries, the same as in 1965, "°F Jacksonville; output and value in- 
crushed limestone; total output and value creased. The expanded product was used 
increased slightly over the previous year. for building plaster, concrete aggregate, 

‘Eighty-five percent of the stone was used soil conditioning and as filler material. Al- 

for roads and concrete, and the remainder [on Box Board Co. regenerated lime for 
for railroad ballast and other uses. Fifty. Use in the manufacture of paper; total lime 
seven percent of the material was trans- used was 55,000 tons valued at $848,000. 
ported by rail and 7 percent by water. The -Escambia.—Sand and/or gravel was mined 
four leading producers of crushed lime- at five locations; sand output was 336,000 
stone, listed in order of output, were Se- tons valued at $298,000 and gravel output 
minole Rock Products, Inc. (Medley 90,000 tons valued at $108,000.:The leading 
Quarry) ; Maule Industries, Inc. (Pennsuco | sand producer was Edward M. Chad- 
Quarry); Lehigh Portland Cement Co. bourne, Inc. (Pensacola Mine), and the 

(Dade County Quarry); and Oolite Indus- leading gravel producer was Escambia ~ 

tries, Inc. (Richmond Quarry) . Materials, Inc., formerly Ward Gravel Co. 

Masonry and portland cement output in- (Century Mine). Most of the sand was 
creased. Lehigh Portland Cement Co. used for building, paving. and fill pur- 

(Miami mill) and General Portland Ce- POSS. Taylor Brick and Tile Co. (Barth 
ment Co. (Everglades mill) shipped port- Mine) mined miscellaneous clay for use in 

land and masonry cement; both companies brick manufacture and other heavy clay 

crushed limestone at nearby quarries for Products; output and value were lower. 
use in cement manufacture. : Flagler.—Lehigh Portland Cement Co. 

Sand was mined by two companies; total shipped masonry and portland cement 
output and value declined considerably. T. from its Bunnell plant prior to its perma- 
J. James Construction Co., Inc. (Miami nent closure. The firm also shipped a small 

Mine), and Des Rochers Sand Co. (Cape tonnage of crushed limestone from its Co- 

Florida Mine) produced building, paving, quina Quarry for use in cement manufac- 

and fill sand for local consumption. All of ture. 

the sand was transported by truck. W. R. Gadsden.—The county ranked fourth in 

Grace & Co. expanded crude perlite at its value of mineral production. Most of the 
plant near Hialeah for building plaster, in- fuller’s earth production, in the State 

sulation, concrete aggregate, soil condition- comes from this county, and a new alltime 

ing and filler uses. Expanded perlite pro- high was recorded. Producers listed in
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order of output were Pennsylvania Glass ville Rock Co. (Broco Quarry). W.. L. 

Sand Co. (Quincy Mine); Minerals & Cobb Construction Co. operated the Aripe- 

Chemicals Philipp Corp. (Midway, La ka Quarry, formerly operated by Lansing 
Camelia and McElvey Mines); and Dresser Rock Co. Ninety-eight percent of the stone 
Magcobar (Havana Mine), formerly Mag- was used for roads and concrete, and the 
net Cove Barium Corp. remainder for. railroad ballast and other 

Florida Gravel Co. (Chattahoochee uses. Fifty-seven percent of the stone was 
Mine) mined building sand and paving transported by truck and 43 percent by 
gravel; total output and value decreased. rail. Chemical Lime, Inc. (Brooksville 
Appalachee Correctional Institute (Chatta- limekiln), produced primary lime from 
hoochee Mine) mined miscellaneous clay rock supplied from Camp Concrete Rock 
for use in the manufacture of building Co.’s Gay Quarry; lime output and value 
brick; output and value increased. increased considerably. | 

Gulf.—Michigan Chemical Corp, (Port Hillsborough.—The county was second in 
St. Joe plant) produced magnesium com- value of mineral production. Marketable 
pounds from sea water and produced lime production of phosphate rock decreased 
for use in its recovery; lime used increased. slightly in both tonnage and value. Ameri- 
St. Joe Paper Co. (Port St. Joe limekiln) can Cyanamid Co, (Sydney Mine) in- 
produced 77,000 tons of regenerated lime creased output but production from Agrico 
valued at $1.2 million, for paper manufac- Chemical Co. (Boyette Mine) decreased. : 
ture, compared with 75,000 tons in 1965. Shipments of both portland and masonry 

Hamilton.—Occidental Corp. of Florida cements from the Tampa mill of General 

increased its output of phosphate rock con- Portland Cement Co. increased. Cement 
siderably during the year. The company 14” materials were shipped from other 
completed plant construction and began counties and nearby States. Bay Dredging 
producing and shipping processed materi- and Construction Co, dredged and crushed 
als. The first exports of phosphate rock oystershell from State Lease No. 1703; out- 
from the company terminal, on the St. Put and value decreased. The crushed shell 

Johns River near Jacksonville, were an- WS used for roads and concrete. Edgar 
nounced. During the year, Occidental ob- P lastic Kaolin Co. (P lant City Mine) 
tained a lease from Owen-lllinois Company mined sand for construction and industrial 
for mineral rights on lands near mines USES: output and value remained about the 

now being operated; it is anticipated that S4™e. A. J. Stearns produced humus peat 
phosphate rock production will be greatly for soil improvement purposes; output and 
accelerated in the near future. value remained at the same level. National 

Hendry.—The county is one of the RP a Co. calcinee crude SYP fom. from 
State’s two counties producing crude petro-  _ ab a a its ae P hen or ‘di " 
leum, the other being Collier County. Sun wallboard, plaster, and other. building 
Oil Co. continued operation of the Sunoco- products. W. R. Grace & Co., and Surco 

. Per . °" Manufacturing Co., exfoliated crude ver- 
Felda field, discovered in 1964, and at year- . 8 ; 

. . as miculte from out-of-State sources at plants 
end cumulative production was 1.7 million near Tampa 
barrels of oil. The entire field, including . P _ _ . 
the portion in Collier County, had 26 pro- Indian River—Airlite Processing Corp. of 
ducing wells, drilled on 160-acre spacing, at Florida expanded crude perlite from out- 
yearend, The yield of the better wells in of-State sources for use in building plaster, 

the field ranged from 320 to 370 barrels of Concrete aggregate, and other uses; output 
oil per day. Ortona Sand Co., Inc. (LaBelle and value of the expanded product in- 
Mine), mined building and paving sand creased. 
for local consumption; output and value Jackson.—Green Valley Lime Co. crushed 
increased. The sand was produced from a_ limestone for direct soil application at its 
stationary plant and transported by truck. plant near Marianna; output and value in- 

Hernando.—The county ranked second in creased. 
crushed limestone output. The three lead- Lake.—The three leading sand producers 
ing quarries were Florida Rock Products listed in order of output were Orange Sand 
Corp. (Diamond Hill Quarry); Camp Con- Co. (Jacksonville Mine); Eustis Sand Co.; 
crete Rock Co. (Gay Quarry); and Brooks- and E. R. Jahna Industries, Inc. (Cler-
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mont Mine). Most of the sand was pro- crushed stone was used for roads and con- 
duced at stationary plants and transported crete, and the remainder for agricultural 
by truck. a : | purposes. Ninety percent was transported 
Lee.—Limestone was crushed at three by trunk and 10 percent by rail. Mid-Flori- 

quarries; total output and value decreased. da Mining Co. (Lowell Mine) mined 
Producers listed in order of output were fuller’s earth. Loncala_ Phosphate Co. 
West Coast Rock Co., Inc. (Fort Myers (Minehead Mine) mined an increased ton- 
Quarry); Harper Brothers, Inc. (Estero nage of soft-rock phosphate. Kibler-Camp 
Quarry); and a new producer reporting Phosphate Enterprise (Section 26 mine), 
for the first year, Lee County Mining Co., the only hard-rock phosphate mine in the 
Inc. Fort Myers Shell and Dredging Co. State, mined 44,000 tons of phosphate val- 
dredged and crushed oystershell from State ued at $394,000. The company closed the 
leases. The crushed shell output and value mine during the year, ending a long peri- 
of which increased over 1965 was used od of production. National Silica Corp. 
principally for roads and concrete. (Lynn Mine) mined a small tonnage of 
Leon.—Two companies mined building, building and industrial sand; output and 

_ paving, and fill sand for local consumption, value decreased. The: sand was produced at 
at about the same level as in 1965. Pro- a portable plant and was transported by 
ducers were Roberts Sand Co. (Norfleet truck. | a 
Mine) and Middle Florida Sand Co., Inc. Orange——The Orange County Highway 
(Tallahassee Mine). The sand was trans- Department mined 135,000 tons of paving 
ported by truck. _ and fill sand, valued at $93,000 for use in 
Levy.—Producers of crushed limestone its road maintenance program; output and 

from three quarries listed in order of out- value decreased. Daetwyler Peat Mine, near 
put were Dixie Lime & Stone Co, (Leba- Orlando, and Raymond Johnson, at Plym- 
non No. 4 Quarry) ; V. E. Whitehurst and outh, mined peat at reduced outputs. The 

Sons, Inc., formerly W & M Construction, humus and reed-sedge peat was used prin- 

Inc. (Raleigh Quarry); and Connell &  cipally for general soil improvement pur- 
Shultz (Williston Quarry). Sixty-four per- poses. 
cent of the crushed stone was transported Palm Beach.—Three commercial opera- 
by truck and 36 percent by rail. Principal tors and one county operation crushed 
uses were for agricultural purposes, roads, limestone. Commercial producers, in order 

and concrete. _ of output were P. C. Smith Co., Inc. (Palm 
Manatee.—Three companies crushed Beach Quarry); Palm Beach Mining Co., 

limestone compared with two in 1965; total Inc. (West Palm Beach Quarry) ; and Belle 
output and value increased considerably. Glade Rock Co. (Belle Glade Quarry). 
Producers listed in order of output were The Palm Beach County Highway Depart- 
Chris Wheeler Rock Co. (Manatee ment crushed 156,000 tons of limestone val- 
Quarry) , reporting for the first time since ued at $125,000, and also mined 130,000 
1963; Florida Southern Dolomite, Ltd. tons of paving sand valued at $72,000, both 
(Palmetto Quarry); and Lee A. Thorpe for use in its road maintanance program. 
Construction Co. (Bradenton Quarry). W. R. Grace & Co. exfoliated crude ver- 
Bradenton Stone Co. produced a small ton- miculite at its Boca Raton plant at an in- 
nage of dimension limestone. The crushed creased rate. 
limestone was used for roads, concrete, and Pinellas—Benton & Co., Inc., dredged 

agricultural purposes. Eighty-five percent and crushed oystershell from State Lease 
of the crushed stone was transported by No. 1788; output and value decreased. ‘The 
truck and 15 percent by railroad. crushed shell was used principally for . 
Marion.—Three companies crushed lime- roads and concrete and was transported 

stone at five quarries; the largest single from the docks by truck. Florida Washed 
producer was Ocala Lime Rock Corp. (No. Sand Co. (St. Petersburg Mine) produced 

7 Quarry). Dixie Lime & Stone Co. operat- a small tonnage of building sand from a 
ed the Lehigh, Zuber, and Reddick Quar- stationary plant, which was transported to 
ries and Southern Materials Corp. con- local markets by truck. _ 
tinued operation of its Lowell Quarry. The Polk.—Polk County continued to lead 
City of Ocala crushed a small tonnage of the State in value of total mineral produc- 
limestone. Eighty-nine percent of the tion as well as in production of marketable
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phosphate rock and sand and gravel. Total used for industrial purposes. Sixty percent _ 
mineral. value was $171.5 million, an in- of the sand was transported by truck and 
crease. of 35 percent, and represented 58 40 percent by rail. Traxler’s Peat Co., near © 
percent of the State total. Florahoma, produced humus peat for soil 
~The increase was due principally to improvement purposes; output remained at 
greater output of marketable land-pebble about the same level as in 1965. Hudson 

phosphate rock, as sand and gravel output Pulp and Paper Corp. (Palatka limekiln) 

decreased slightly. Land-pebble phosphate produced 88,000 tons of regenerated lime 

sock was produced by 10 companies at 18 Valued at $1.3 million for paper manufac- 
mines as follows: International Minerals & ‘UT¢- oe : 

| Chemical Corp. operated four mines St. Lucie-—Sand was produced by two 

(Achan, Noralyn, Kingsford, and Dredge companies at three mines; Indian River 

mines); Mobil Chemical Co. ‘operated Minerals, Inc., who reported for the first 

three mines (Homeland, Clear Springs, and year and Fort Pierce Sand and Materials, 

| Ft. Meade mines); Agrico Chemical Co. Inc, (White City and Ft. Pierce Mines) . 

7 operated two mines (Palmetto and Payne Total output and value increased consider- 

Creek mines); Armour Agricultural Chem- ably compared with 1965, and was used. 

ical Co. operated two mines (Bartow and principally for building and fill with a 

Lake Hancock) ; Swift & Company operated small tonnage used for industrial purposes. 

two mines (Watson and Silver City); All of the sand was transported by truck. 

American Cyanamid Co. operated the  Sumter.—Three firms, Center Hill Rock 
Orange Park mine; W. R. Grace & Co. Co, (Center Hill Quarry), one of the larg- 

operated the Bonny Lake mine; Borden est producers in the State; Dixie Lime & 
Chemical Co. the Tenoroc mine; Hydro- Stone Co. (Coleman No. 2 Quarry); and 

mines, Inc., the Eaton Park mine, and St. Catherine Rock Co. (St. Catherine 
Minerals Recovery Corp., the Sand Moun- Quarry); produced 3.5 million tons of 

tain mine. The leading producers were In- crushed limestone valued at $2.5 million, 

| ternational Minerals & Chemical Corp., compared with 3.9 million tons in 1965. 

Agrico Chemical Co., and Mobil Chemical The material was used for roads, concrete, 
Co. | | and primary lime production. Dixie Lime 

Sand was mined by eight companies at & Stone Co. completed and placed in 

eight mines, all but one company, Stand- © operation about midyear a new 200 ton 

ard Sand & Silica Co., mined sand for per day rotary limekiln; the first of its 

building purposes; Standard produced both — kind in the southeast. 
building and industrial sand. The three Suwannee.—Three quarries crushed lime- 

leading producers listed in order of output stone for roads, concrete, and agricultural 
were Standard Sand & Silica Co. (Standard purposes; output and value increased com- 

Mine), Mammoth Sand Co. (Lake Wales pared with 1965. Producers listed in order 
Mine), and Gall Silica Mining Co., Inc. of output were Florida Rock Products 
(Lake Wales Mine). Sixty percent of the Corp. (Suwannee Quarry), Southern Dolo- 
sand was transported by rail and 40 per- mite & Hical Co. (Live Oak Quarry), for- 
cent by truck. merly Suwannee Valley Dolomite & Lime 

7p —Two companies mined kaolin Co., and Ocala Lime Rock Corp. (haniey 

for whiteware and pottery uses: tout Quarry). Sixty-six percent of the crushe 
. pottery uses, outp stone was transported by rail and the re- 

and value remained the same as in 1965. maining 34 percent by truck. 

producing we antes WETE Cyprus Mines Taylor.—Buckeye Cellulose Corp. (Foley 

orp. (No. mine) and Edgar Plastic limekiln) used 138,000 tons of regenerated 

Kaolin Co.; Cyprus and Edgar also pro-  jime valued at $2.5 million for alkalies and 

duced building and industrial sand. Lead- water uses; a considerable increase com- 
ing producers of sand listed in order of pared with 1965 figure. Williston Shell 
output were Diamond Interlachen Sand Rock Co. formerly operating the Perry 

Co. (Interlachen Mine), and Southern Ma- Quarry did not report production of 
terials Co., Inc., of Florida (Putnam Hall crushed limestone during the year. 

Mine). Most of the sand was used for Volusia.—White Sand and _ Materials 
building purposes, but a small tonnage was Corp. (New Smyrna Beach Mine) pro-
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duced a small tonnage of sand for building (Mossy Head Mine) mined building sand 
and fill purposes; output and value de- for local consumption; output and value 
creased below 1965 levels. All of the sand increased compared with 1965. All of the 
was produced at a stationary plant and sand was produced from a Stationary plant 
transported by truck. and transported by truck. 
Walton.—Southern Materials Corp. dredged Washington.—Miller & Jerkins (Wausau 

and crushed oystershell from State Lease Mine) produced 13,000 tons of sand valued | 
No. 1718; output was 506,000 tons valued at $12,000 for building, paving, fill, and for 
at $506,000, a considerable increase over use in manufacturing concrete block; the 
that of 1965. The crushed shell was used sand was all produced from a_ portable 
for roads and concrete. Adams Sand Co. plant and transported by truck.





The Mineral Ind f Georgi 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement for the collection of 
mineral data, except mineral fuels, between the Bureau of Mines, United States 
Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Georgia. 

| By James L. Vallely: and A. S. Furcron ” 

Georgia’s mineral industry continued to trates (monazite sand) were recovered in 
expand in 1966, and production reached a 1966 as a byproduct of titanium and zir- 
total value of $148.6 million, an increase con concentrates production, which began 
of 10 percent. Nonmetallics made up 97 in 1965. Sheet mica and coal were not pro- 
percent of the value of the State’s mineral duced during the year. 
production, and metals and mineral fuels Georgia ranked first among the States in 
accounted for 3 percent. Increases were re- output of kaolin, second in fuller’s earth 
corded for most minerals; notable excep- and rare-earth concentrates, third in baux- 
tions were cement, which decreased 2 per- ite and kyanite, fourth in barite and il- 
cent in quantity and 5 percent in value, menite, and fifth in feldspar. Leading com- 
and talc, which decreased 8 percent in panies in the mineral industries were 
tonnage and 19 percent in value. Produc- American Industrial Clay Co. (kaolin), 
tion of iron ore and stone, although higher Freeport Kaolin Co. (koalin), Georgia 
in quantity, showed little change in value. Marble Co. (granite, marble, and feldspar) , 
Crushed stone rose 6 percent in tonnage 
and 4 percent in value, while dimension Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Knox- 
stone decreased 22 percent in quantity and ville, Tenn. Georgia D Mi Mi 
15 percent in value. Rare-earth concen- ing and Geology, Atlanta, oan on Muness we 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Georgia ! 

. 1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) eee EOE Ee 

Clays__._.......-._._thousand short tons __ 4,607 $63 , 158 5,128 $73 ,685. 
Iron ore (usable) 
Mi thousand long tons, gross weight _. t 430 2,208 447 2 , 200) 

1¢ca: 

Scrap_-.._...-...thousand short tons _-_ 13 ‘W 17 330 
Sheet__-_...-.-.-.-..._._. pounds __ 2,793 (2) ea ee nee wane eee 

Sand and gravel. ___..thousand short tons _- 3,675 3,588 3,915 4,185 
Stone. _.-. -- 2-2. -- -  -- -- --do-. _- 23 ,421 48 ,265 24,690 £8 ,193 
Tale. __..-.-.-.-------_------short tons __ 44,800 313 41,000 255 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Barite, bauxite, cement, feldspar, kyanite, 
peat, rare-earth metal concentrates, tita- 
nium concentrates, zircon concentrates, 
and values indicated by symbol W .___ ___ xX 17 ,688 XX 19 ,699 

1 XX F 135,220 XX 148 , 597 $$$ OE 
t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. XX Not applicable. 
1 Froduction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Less than 14 unit. 
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Figure 1.—Value of clays, and total value of mineral production in Georgia. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in J. M. Huber Corp. (kaolin), Minerals & 
constant 1957-59 dollars Chemicals Philipp Corp. (kaolin and 

(Thousands) fuller’s earth), and Vulcan Materials Co. 

(granite). 

Year Value Trends and Developments.—Several new 
1957... TA 848 mines end quarries were opened during 

1958__._....0 76.575 the year, including five each brown iron 
1959__.-__- eee 86,007 ore and kaolin, two bauxite, and one each 
1960__..____.-_____ Lee 90,817 , . 
1961__..........0. 93'686  fuller’s earth, miscellaneous clay, sand and 
1962__._-_-_-_-- eee 101 , 528 ; 1968 TTT 11810 gravel, and crushed granite. J. M. Huber 

1964_____.._..._............_.-.~=—s«d20'063 Corp. began operating a kaolin mine and 
1965_____-_-_-___-_--_-__________-_-_. 1'182,237 i ' 1966222 TTT 144808 processing plant at Wrens. Minerals & 

Chemicals Philipp Corp. continued con- 
r Revised. P Preliminary. struction and expansion of their kaolin
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ————————_—_—_—____—___ 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Metal_____---------- 188 251 47 366 --- 2 5.46 106 
Nonmetal and peat... 3,108 300 932 7,498 2 173 23.34 2,830 
Sand and gravel_-____- 212 221 AT 383 1 4 13.05 15,891 
Stone____---.------- 2,671 260 694 5,877 2 113 19,57 3,157 

Total...-.--.----.- 6,179 278 1,720 14,124 5 292 21.03 3,200 

1966: P 
Metal.__..-_----..-- 285 275 65 536 _-- 14 26.12 576 
Nonmetal and peat__. 3,710 316 1,171 9,364 --- 256 27.34 1,755 
Sand and gravel-__--_- 240 261 62 549 1 12 23.68 11,361 
Stone____..-.------- 3,305 260 858 7,173 2 193 27.19 3,350 

Total___..-------- 7,490 288 2,156 17,622 3 475 27.13 2,668 

P Preliminary. 

and fuller’s earth operations. Freeport to traffic, and 407.5 miles, or 37 percent 
Kaolin Co. continued its expansion and of the system, were yet to be built. 
modernization program at Gordon, and Exploratory drilling for phosphate in 
Cyprus Mines Corp. was building a new southeast Georgia was conducted during 
kaolin processing plant at Jeffersonville. the year by the Georgia Department of 

Interstate highway construction con- Mines, Mining and Geology. 
tributed markedly to the State’s mineral Reports relating to the State’s minerals 
production; 243.9 miles were under con- were published by the Bureau of Mines 
struction in 1966, 454.4 miles were open and the Geological Survey.’ 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

. NONMETALS concrete plants (58 percent), highway con- 
tractors (13 percent), concrete product 

Barite.—Primary barite was produced by manufacturers (10 percent), building mate- 
three companies in Bartow County; Paga  rjal dealers (9 percent), and government 
Mining Co. was the leading producer. agencies and other users (10 percent). 
Most of the barite was used in oil well Clays.—Clay comprised 50 percent of the 

drilling muds, barium chemicals, and paint total value of mineral production; kaolin 
and rubber fillers. alone accounted for more than 45 percent. 
Cement.—Cement ranked third in value Kaolin production increased 18 percent in 

in the State’s mineral production. Ship- quantity and 17 percent in value; fuller’s 
ments of portland cement decreased 3 per- earth production increased 14 percent in 
cent in quantity and 5 percent in value, quantity and 17 percent in value. Miscella- 
masonry cement shipments were slightly neous clay production was little changed 
lower and decreased 2 percent in value. from 1965. 
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. pro- Georgia continued to lead the Nation in 
duced masonry and portland cement. Penn- kaolin production and ranked second in 
Dixie Cement Corp. and Southern Cement  fuller’s earth. Kaolin was mined by 18 
Co. manufactured only portland cement. companies from 25 mines in eight counties. 
Eighty-five percent of the portland cement Seven companies produced fuller’s earth 
was shipped to Georgia destinations. Out- from seven mines in four counties, and 13 
of-State shipments were principally to “VBrowning, J.S d Ralph B. Adair. Sel 

. ° rowning, J. »S., an p . alr. ec- 
Florida, North Carolina, and South Caro- tive Flotation of Mica From Georgia Pegma- 
lina with minor amounts to U.S. possessions tites. BuMines erent. of: 6830, 1966, 9 Pp. 

: : : . ite, - ©. an : : enson. Bauxl 
and territories and foreign counties. peposits of Northwest Georgia With Sections on 
Portland cement shipments went to the the Summerville Area by q . C. Dunlap and E. R. 
following consuming industries: Ready-mix 1966, 42 pp. - Survey Bull. 1199-M,
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companies mined miscellaneous clay in Chemicals Philipp Corp., Waverly Petro- 
nine counties. In all, clay was produced leum Products Co., and Georgia-Tennessee 
by 36 companies with 48 operations in 18 Mining and Chemical Co. Principal pro- 
counties. Leading kaolin producers were ducers of miscellaneous clay were Merry 
Minerals & Chemicals Philipp Corp., J. M. Bros. Brick and Tile Co., Chattahoochee 
Huber Corp., American Industrial Clay Brick Co., Cherokee Brick and Tile Co., 
Co., and Freeport Kaolin Co. Principal Burns Brick Co., and Georgia-Carolina 

producers of fuller’s earth were Minerals & Brick and Tile Co. 

Table 4.—Koalin sold or used by producers, by counties 

1965 1966 
County a 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Twiggs._._._.---.------ eee eee 1,146,656 $27 , 259 , 132 1,170,988 $29 ,000 ,518 
Washington___-___. ~~ 1,145,865 25,154,331 1,371,630 29 , 827 ,975 
Wilkinson_______---_--- eee 188 ,337 3,213,509 221,063 4,128 ,338 
Other counties !______- 2 Lee 240 ,384 1,783 , 838 442,773 4,199 ,526 

Total... -2.- 2 ee 2,721,242 57,410,810 3,206 ,454 67,156,357 

1Includes Baldwin, Floyd, Houston (1965), Richmond, Sumter, and Warren (1966) Counties. 

Table 5.—Kaolin sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Use Value Value 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Pottery and stoneware: 
Whiteware___.______- 119,624 $2,515,100 $21.03 97,711 $1,681,680 $17.21 

Floor and wall tile________ WwW W WwW 32 ,579 323 , 300 9.92 
Refractories: Firebrick 
Riga’ block. 2-2 221,309 1,567,182 7,08 469,964 3,636,530 7.74 

illers: 
Paper filling. _-._____- 618,338 11,617,715 18.79 678,136 12,411,412 18.30 
Paper coating.._._.___.._ 1,162,026 31,171,875 26.83 1,251,664 36,176,061 28.90 
Rubber_._.___--__-- 83 ,128 904 ,350 10.88 99 ,631 1,132,400 11.37 
Paint. _~---_-_-_____- 77,758 1,815,900 - 23.85 96,054 2,280,900 23.75 
Fertilizers. __.....__- 9,718 172,000 17.70 29 ,013 431,900 14.89 

Plastics, organiec___._____- 29 ,137 535,300 18.37 WwW W W 
Portland and other hy- 

. @raulic cements_______- 46 ,803 78, 666 1.68 WwW WwW WwW 
Chemicals______________- 16,942 366 , 600 21.64 28,247 611,200 21.64 
Exports. ____-__________.- 142,168 3,401,200 23 ,92 211,963 5 , 433 ,000 25.63 
Other uses !______________ 194,273 3,264,922 16.81 211,492 3,037 ,974 14.36 

Total_._........_.. 2,721,242 57,410,810 21.10 3,206,454 67,156,357 20.94 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Other uses.” 
1 Includes stoneware; art pottery, flower pots, and glaze slip (1966); enameling; mortar; glass 

refractories; foundries, steelwork (bulk); kiln furniture; other refractories; linoleum and oil cloth: 
insecticides and fungicides; other fillers; catalysts; other uses; and uses indicated by smybol W. 

Table 6.—Miscellaneous clay sold or used by producers, by counties 

1965 1966 
County ee 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Fulton_____ eee 344 ,946 $207 ,000 323 ,108 $201 ,000 
Gordon. ____._--_-______-------- 28,851 17,300 27,840 16,700 
Other counties !__________________ 1,305,521 819 , 657 1,334,817 822 ,353 

Total____.__2- eee 1,679 ,318 1,043 ,957 1,685,765 1,040,053 

4Includes Bibb, Columbia, Floyd, Houston (1966), Polk, Richmond, and Walker (1966) Counties.
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Feldspar.—Flotation concentrate was pro- panies mined both sand and gravel in 4 
duced by the Feldspar Corp. at its Monti- counties. Of the 29 sand and gravel plants, 
cello mill from feldspathic rock mined in 1 produced more than 600,000 tons, 6 be- 
Jasper County. Georgia Marble Co. pro- tween 200,000 and 400,000 tons, 8 between 
duced a feldspar-quartz flotation concen- 100,000 and 200,000 and 14 less than 
trate as a byproduct of fines from granite 100,000. The principal producing counties 
crushing operations at Lithonia. Produc- were Bibb, Crawford, Muscogee, Talbot, 
tion and value of feldspar were again and Taylor. Atlanta Sand & Supply Co. in . 
higher than in the previous year. The feld-- Crawford County, Brown Bros. and Taylor ! 
spar concentrate was used for glass and Sand Co., both in Talbot County, and | 
pottery and the feldspar-silica mixture for Butler Sand Co. and Howard Sand Co., | 
glass only. both in Taylor County, were the principal 
Gypsum.—Imported crude gypsum was sand producers. J. J. Brown Sand and 

calcined by two companies at plants in Gravel Co. was the chief sand and gravel 
Savannah, Chatam County, and by a third _ producer. | 
company at Brunswick, Glynn County, for Stone.—Stone ranked second in value in 
use in manufacturing wallboard and other the State’s mineral production. Total 
building products. crushed stone production increased 6 per- 
Kyanite——Aluminum Silicates, Inc. in- cent in tonnage and 4 percent im value. 

creased production of kyanite more than Crushed limestone, marble, and sandstone 
50 percent at Graves Mountain near (quartzite) increased in both tonnage and 
Lincolnton. Its principal use was in refrac- value. Crushed granite output was 2 per- 
tories. cent higher, but its value showed little 
Lime.—Six firms, principally pulp and change. Crushed slate tonnage also in- 

paper companies, in Camden, Chatham, creased, but with a decrease in value. All 
Glynn, Lowndes, Richmond, and Wayne’ dimension stone (granite, limestone, mar- 
Counties regenerated lime. A total of ble, and sandstone) was lower in both ton- 
367,000 tons, valued at $7.1 million, was nage and value; total dimension stone de- 
recovered by burning calcium carbonate creased 22 percent in quantity and 15 
sludge in rotary kilns. The material was percent in value. , 
used in the manufacturing process. Stone was produced at 81 quarries in 36 

Mica.—Scrap mica was produced in counties by 49 companies and 1 govern- 
Cherokee, Hart, and Jasper Counties. ment agency. Dimension granite was pro- 
Grinding plants were operated by the duced in 5 counties from 34 quarries by 
Ruberoid Co. at Hartwell, Hart County, 23 companies. Crushed granite was pro- 
and Thompson-Weinman Co. at Carters- duced in 19 counties from 24 quarries by 
ville, Bartow County. The dry-ground mica 10 companies. Crushed limestone was pro- 
was used principally in the paint, roofing, duced from 12 quarries in 8 counties by 
and rubber industries. Ground mica pro- 10 companies and 1 government agency. 
duction increased 7 percent in tonnage and Crushed marble and dimension marble 
5 percent in value. No sheet mica was pro- were produced in Pickens County, and 
duced in Georgia in 1966. crushed marble only was produced in 

Perlite——Crude perlite shipped into the Chattooga and Gilmer Counties. Crushed 
State was expanded by Zonolite Division of | slate was mined in Bartow and Polk Coun- 
W. R. Grace & Co. at its plant in Atlanta ties, quartzite in Richmond County, by- 
and used principally for building plaster, product quartz in Jasper County, crushed 
concrete aggregate, and horticultural uses. sandstone in Polk County, and dimension 

Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- sandstone in Pickens County. 
duction, ranking fourth in the State’s Leading producers of crushed granite 
minerals production increased 7 percent in were Vulcan Materials Co. (six quarvies), 
tonnage and 17 percent in value. Construc- Dixie Lime and Stone Co. (five quarries), 
tion sands were higher by 6 percent in Weston & Brooker Co. (two quarries), Stone 
tonnage and 14 percent in value; industrial Mountain Grit Co., Inc., and Hitchcock 
sands increased more than 20 percent in Corp. (two quarries). Leading producer of 
both tonnage and value. Production of cimension granite for building stone and 
gravel was somewhat lower than in 1965. curbing and flagging was Davidson Granite 

Twenty-one companies produced sand  Co., Inc.; for monumental stone, Bennie & 

from 24 pits in 18 counties, and 5 com- Harvey, Coggins Granite Industries, Inc.,
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. 1965 1966 
County —_——— 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Chatham____._-.--------.------- WwW WwW 15 WwW 
Cherokee______--.-.-.---.------- 1 $1 ---- ---- 
Cook__..__-.__--.-.------------- 137 106 143 WwW 
Crawford_._.__-.-------.-------- WwW WwW ~ 677 WwW 
Dougherty__.._...--..----------- 142 133 . 87 WwW 
Effingham__....--...------------ WwW WwW 174 WwW 
Evans_..___-..------------------ WwW WwW 19 $28 
Glynn___.__-.--..--------------- | Ww Ww 9 WwW 
Greene________.----------------- WwW WwW 130 162 
Long__.....--------------------- WwW WwW 46 WwW 
Montgomery-...-.---.----------- 38 56 34 25 
Muscogee. __._----------+------- WwW WwW 375 W 
Richmond__...--.--------------- WwW WwW 114 WwW 
Telfair___._....---.-_-------+---- 8 9 8 9 
Thomas______...-.-------------- WwW WwW 197 WwW 
Ware. ___._....-.-.----------.--- WwW Ww 29 23 
 White....__...------------------ ---- ---- 3 4 
Undistributed !_...._...-----.---- 3,349 3,283 1,855 3,934 

Total. ._...-.------------- 3,675 8,588 3,915 4,185 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1Includes Bibb, DeKalb, Fulton, Talbot, Taylor, and Upson (1966) Counties, and counties indi- 

cated by symbol W. 

Table 8.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

96 t—“<i‘“‘i‘is™SOSOS™S™*~*”*”C*zdOO!!C 
ae sts—~—<S~stsi‘sSS~”””SCN 

Use —$——$$$__________—_ $$ ____. 
Quantity Average Quantity Average 

Total per ton Total per ton 

Sand: 
Structural. .......-_- 2,854 $2,231 $0.78 2,951 $2 , 565 $0.87 
Paving___..---__.-_- 304 263 87 AT4 340 72 

Fill... ee 32 14 44 WwW Ww W 
Other sands__.__._._- WwW WwW WwW 1264 1909 13.44 

Total. __...-.-_--- WwW W WwW 3,689 3,814 1.03 
Gravel__.._-__.-...__.-. WwW WwW W 2226 2371 = 2.1.64 

Total sand and i 
gravel__..._._._- 33,675 33,588 3.98 3,915 4,185 1.07 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Total sand 
and gravel’? (1965) and with ‘‘Other sands’? (1966). 

1 Includes glass, molding, blast, fill, and foundry sands. 
2 Includes gravel used for structural and paving purposes. 
? Includes glass, molding, blast, and foundry sands; structural and paving gravel. 

Comolli Granite Co., and Georgia Marble Concrete Co., Inc. Superior Stone Co. was 
Co. were the leading producers. Crushed the only producer of quartzite. Ruberoid 
marble was produced by Georgia Marble Co. and Georgia Lightweight Aggregate Co. 
Co. and Marble Products Co. of Georgia. quarried and crushed slate. 
Dimension marble was quarried by Georgia Talc.—Georgia Talc Co., Murray County, 
Marble Co. Excluding the cement com- the only producer, mined, crushed, and 
panies, the principal producers of crushed ground talc principally for asphalt filler, 
limestone were Dalton Rock Products Co., insecticides, and roofing. Production and 
Georgia Rock Products Co., Lambert & value of both crude and ground talc were 
Lambert Stone Co., Inc., and Ready Mix lower than in 1965. -
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. _. Table 9.—Dimension granite sold or used by producers, by counties 

| . 1965 | 1966 

County Cubic Short tons Cubic Short tons 
feet - (equivalent) Value feet (equivalent) Value 

DeKalb__.___----------- 845,637 69 284 $1,178,685 667 , 744. 73,009 $941,440 
Elbert____..----.------- 766 ,409 63,612 1,860,080 543 ,942 (48,516 1,485,497 
Hancock._._...-.--.---- 17,924 1,488 26 , 886 WwW WwW WwW 
Other counties !.__..._... 659 , 537 54,741 1,040,988 - 656 , 280 52,617 1,430,531 

Total.._....-..--. 2,289,507 189,125 4,106,639 1,867,966 169,142 3,857,468 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Other counties.” _ 
1 Includes Madison and Oglethorpe Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

. | Table 10.—Crushed granite sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

a Value SO . - Value 
Use ——— ne 

. Average Average 
Se . Short tons Total per ton Short tons Total per ton 

Concrete and roadstone.__ 15, 132,245 $21,151,919 $1.40 15,682,753 $20,891,308 $1.33 
Railroad ballast.._..-.... 1,167,099 | 1,449,195 1.24 (‘1,017,506 . 1,267,729 1.25 
Riprap.__......-..--.--. 249 , 502 405, 702 1.63 162 , 728 257 , 607 1.58 
Other uses 1___......-__. 636 , 438 669 ,916 1.05 733 ,464 1,270,851 1.73 

Total.._-..------- 17,185,284 ».23,676,732 1.38 17,596,451 23,687,495 1.35 

1 Includes stone sand, poultry grit, filter stone, fertilizer filler (1965), and other uses. 

Table 11.—Dimension granite sold or used by producers, by uses _ | 

} 1965 ee 1966 | 
Value oo - Value 

Use ——— eee 

| : Average Average 
Cubie per cubic Cubie : per cubic 
feet Total foot feet Total foot 

Rough monumental.....__. 1,368,896 $2,583,586 $1.89 1,147,162 $2,757,028 $2.40 . 
Rubble_.._._....-..-.--- 646 ,337 120 ,496 22 — 361,704 145,966 -40 
Curbing and flagging.-_--_- 280 , 000 576 ,076 2.06 WwW WwW WwW 
Other uses 1.__.....-._.-- 94,274 826 ,481 - 8.77 359 ,100 954,474 2.66 

Total___.....-..... 2,289,507 4,106,639 1.79 1,867,966 3,857,468 2.06 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other uses.” 
1Includes rough construction (1966), dressed monumental, and architectural stone, and uses indi- 

cated by symbol W. ; 

Table 12.—Crushed limestone solid or used by producers, by uses 

| 1965 . | 1966 

Value | Value 
Use —_—— Sa 

Average Average 
Short tens Total per ton Short tons Total per ton 

Concrete and roadstone.._. 2,189,587 $2,929,238 $1.37 2,809,477 $4,097,420 $1.46 
Agricultural stone.._..... | 189,155 331, 457 . 1.75 158 , 632 250 , 484 1.58 
Other uses 1__.___.._._.__... 1,014,960 1,517,261 1.49 1,144,782 1,617,204 1.41 

 Total_.....-...-.. 3,348,652 4,777,956 . 1.43 4,112,891 5,965,058 1.45 

1Includes cement, riprap, fluxing stone, railroad ballast (1965), and other uses. .
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Vermiculite——W. R. Grace & Co., Zonolite pigments, operated in Bartow County, and 
Division, at its Atlanta plant, exfoliated one in Polk County; both counties are in 
crude vermiculite shipped into the State. the northwestern part of the State. Lead- 
Production and value were substantially ing producers were Davis Bros., Dunbar 
higher than in 1965. and Layton, and Lumpkin Mining Co., 

all in Stewart County. Iron ore was shipped 
_ METALS to Birmingham and Gadsen steel plants. 

| . a ; Both crude iron oxide pigments and 
Bauxite.—American Cyanamid Co. the finished pigments increased substantially only Dauxite producer, continued to mine in tonnage and value. , 

and ship crude ore from its mines in a | . 
Bartow, Floyd, and Sumter Counties to its _ Titanium and Byproduct Minerals.—Hum- 
drying plant at Adairsville (Halls Station), Phteys Mining Co. continued to produce _ Bartow County, and to consumers. titanium concentrates from its new opera- 

Iron Ore.—Brown iron ore shipments, tion northeast of Folkston in Charlton 
although 4 percent higher in tonnage, in. County. Recovered as byproducts were creased less than 1 percent in value. Eighty. ™onazite sand and zircon concentrates. 
five percent of the output was mined in 
the southern part of the State below the MINERAL FUELS : 
fall line, in Marion, Quitman, and Stewart | 
Counties. Fourteen operations as in 1965, Peat.—Humus and reed-sedge peat were 
were active in this area. Three companies, produced in Lowndes County. Output in- 
including one producing crude iron oxide creased 7 percent over that of 1965. 

| | REVIEW BY COUNTIES : | 
Mineral production was reported from for roofing granules and slate flour. Ameri- 

72 counties; 24 counties had production can Cyanamid Co. mined bauxite at the 
that was valued above $1 million and Neel and Sutton mines and operated its 
constituted 88 percent of the State’s total. bauxite drying plant near Adairsville 
Ten counties with production of more throughout the year. Joe Mosteller and 
than $4 million were as follows, in descend- Cain Mining Co., Inc., mined brown 
ing order: Washington, Twiggs, Pickens, iron ore. 
Fulton, Richmond, Houston, Polk, De Kalb, Bibb.—Burns Brick Co. and Cherokee 

. Bartow, and Wilkenson. Brick & Tile Co. mined miscellaneous clay 
Baldwin.—General Refractories Co. mined at Macon for brick and other clay prod- 

kaolin at the Wood mine for the manu- ucts. Sand Suppliers, Inc., mined sand, and 
facture of fire brick and block. Cornell-Young Co. mined sand and gravel Bartow.—Mineral production increased 7 for building and paving. percent. Barite, bauxite, and iron ore con- Charlton.—Humphreys Mining Co. in- tributed to this increase. Limestone and creased its production of ilmenite, mona- 
slate production were somewhat lower than zite, and zircon concentrates in its second in 1965. Leading crude barite producers year of production at a new mine and 
were Paga Mining Co. and New Riverside plant near Folkston. 
Ochre Co.; the latter company was also Chatham. — Sayler-Marine Construction, the “only Producer of crude and finished tc, produced building and fill. sand tron oxide pigments in the State. Thomp- Flintkote Co. and National Gypsum Co. son-Weinman & Co. operated a grinding calcined crude gypsum for wallboard and plant at Cartersville to produce fillers and building products at Savannah. 
extenders from barite, kaolin, marble, mica, 
and other minerals. Southeastern Highway Chattooga—Marble Products Co. of Contracting Co. quarried and crushed lime. ©©°T8!4 quarried and crushed marble for stone for concrete and roadstone near  ‘¢!ta2zo chips. 
Adairsville, and Marquette Cement Manu- Cherokee.—Glenn-Ray Corp. and Thomp- facturing Co. produced limestone for use Son-Weinman & Co. mined scrap mica. in its cement plant at Rockmart, Polk Clarke.—Gainesville Stone Co. quarried County. Ruberoid Co. mined and crushed and crushed granite for concrete and road- slate at its Fairmount underground mine stone at Athens.
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Table 13.—Value of mineral production in Georgia, by counties * 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Baldwin___.------- WwW WwW Kaolin. 
Bartow___..------- $4,270, 766 $4,578,206 Barite, limestone, slate, iron ore, bauxite, iron oxide 

. pigments. 
Bibb_.___.-..----- WwW WwW Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Charlton___------- WwW WwW Ilmenite, zircon, monazite. 
Chatham___------- WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Chattooga____----- . WwW WwW Marble. 
Cherokee. ____---~- WwW WwW Mica. 
Clarke__...--.---- WwW WwW Granite. 
Clayton__...------ WwW WwW Do. 
Cobb____-_------- WwW WwW Do. 
Columbia__--------- WwW WwW Miscellaneous clay. 
Cook. ....-------+ 106 , 000 WwW Sand and gravel. 
Crawford_:.-.-.-.- WwW W Do. 
Dade_.__.--.----- WwW WwW Limestone. 
Decatur.___._._-.- WwW WwW Fuller’s earth. 
De Kalb_..---_--- WwW WwW Granite, feldspar, sand and gravel. 
Dooly__..-.------- . WwW aoe -e 
Dougherty__.__..-- 133 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Douglas__._.__-.-- WwW WwW Granite. 
Early__.----..---- WwW WwW Limestone. 
Effingham.____._-- WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Elbert__...._-.--- WwW WwW Granite. 
Evans__.._...----- WwW 28,000 Sand and gravel. 
Fayette____..-.--- . W. WwW Granite. 
Floyd_....-.------ WwW WwW Limestone, miscellaneous clay, bauxite, kaolin. 
Fulton. _.._-_----- 7,060,700 6,448 , 475 Cement, granite, miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Gilmer__.__-.-.--- WwW WwW Marble. 
Glynn___...-.----- WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Gordon__-.-.------ 17,300 16,700 Miscellaneous clay. 

°. Greene_____....-_- WwW 162 ,000 Sand and gravel. 
Gwinnett__....._-- WwW WwW Granite. 
Hall_......------- WwW WwW Do. 
Hancock. .._.----- 26 , 886 WwW Do. 
Hart_.....5--.----- WwW W Mica. 
Henry....-------- © WwW WwW Granite. 
Houston__..__..--- WwW WwW Cement, limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Jasper.......-.--- 621 , 352 WwW Feldspar, mica, sandstone. 
Jefferson... _------ WwW 990 ,000 Fuller’s earth. | 
Jones. ...----._--- WwW WwW Granite. | 
Lamar.._._.----.- WwW WwW Do. | 
Lincoln. ___.___--- WwW WwW Kyanite. 
Long__-....-_----- WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Lowndes. .._..---- WwW WwW Peat. 
Madison. _..__.--- WwW WwW Granite. 
Marion...__..----- Ww W Iron ore. | 
Mitchell________--- W WwW Limestone. : | 
Monroe______._--- WwW WwW Granite. 
Montgomery. -.---- 56,000 25 ,000 Sand and gravel. 
Murray. ___...---- 313 , 200 255,100 Tale. - 
Muscogee. __._.--- WwW WwW Granite, sand and gravel!” 
Oglethorpe. ...---- 588 , 088 WwW Granite. 
Pickens___....---- WwW WwW Marble, sandstone. | 
Polk_.-.---------- Ww Ww Cement, slate, miscellaneous clay, iron ore, sandstone. | 
Quitman. ___.----- ; W WwW Iron ore. 
Rabun__.-.-.----- WwW WwW Granite. 
Richmond_.--.--.-- WwW 5,632,071 Kaolin, ; sandstone, miscellaneous clay, sand and ! 

gravel. 
Spalding. ....----- ------ Ww Granite. : 

Stephens. ._._.---- WwW WwW Do. 
Stewart... _.__-_--- 1,602,800 1, 536 ,300 Iron ore. 
Sumter__._.____--- WwW WwW Bauxite, kaolin. 
Talbot___..._-_--- | WwW WwW Sand and gravel. 
Taylor__.....----- WwW WwW Do. 
Telfair. __...___--- 9,000 9 ,000 Do. 
Thomas__.____---- WwW WwW Fuller’s earth, sand and gravel. 
Twiggs...._..----- WwW WwW Kaolin, fuller’s earth. 
Upson. - - - -------- ------ Ww Sand and gravel. 

alker__._...---.- WwW WwW Limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Ware________----- WwW 23 ,000 Sand and gravel. 
Warren. __.__.---- WwW . Ww Granite, kaolin. 
Washington.-___.--- 25,154,331 29 , 827 ,975 Kaolin. 
White___.__._...-- w----- 4,000 Sand and gravel. 
Whitfield. _.._..--- WwW WwW Limestone. 
Wilkinson_.__._..- 3,213 , 509 4,128 388 Kaolin. 
Undistributed_..._. ‘92,047,068 94 ,932 ,835 

Total__...._ *185,220,000 148,597,000 

r Revised. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” | 

1 Counties not listed in the table reported no production of mineral commodities.
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Clayton.—Dixie Lime & Stone Co. quar- —_—_— Effingham.—Dawes Silica Mining Co., Inc. 
ried and crushed granite at Forest Park for produced building, blast, molding, filter, 
concrete and roadstone. _ and fertilizer filler sands at the Eden mine. 

Cobb.—Vulcan Materials Co. produced _Elbert.—Production of dimension granite 

crushed granite for concrete and roadstone from Elbert County quarries principally 
at the Kennesaw quarry. — | : for monumental stone decreased 29 percent 
Columbia—Georgia Vitrified Brick & in quantity and 20 percent in value. Four- 

Clay Co. mined miscellaneous clay for ‘€¢2 companies operated 16 quarries for 
heavy clay products at its Compania mine mension granite. Comolli Granite Co., 

_ Georgia Marble Co., Service Granite Co., at Harlem. 7 . . | d Elberton Granite Industries, Inc., and 
Cook.—Scruggs Concrete, Inc., produced — Harpers Quarry, Inc., were the leading 

building, paving, and fill sand at the Bur- producers in terms of tonnage. McLanahan 
neyhill mine. | : os _ Crushed Stone Co. at Elberton was the 

Crawford.—Atlanta Sand & Supply Co. only crushed granite producer. 
produced building, paving, blast, and rail- .Evans.—Evans Concrete Products Co. 
road sands at the Rolla mine. _ mined building sand at the Daisy mine 

_ Dade.—Lambert & Lambert Stone Co., near Claxton. __ 

Inc., formerly Dave L. Brown Co.,” in- Fayette.—Dixie Lime & Stone Co. quar- 
creased its production of crushed limestone j;jeq and crushed granite at Tyrone for 
for concrete, roadstone, and riprap at the concrete and roadstone, riprap, and rail- 
Morganville quarry. : oo road_ ballast. | 

Decatur.—Minerals & Chemicals Philipp § Floyd.—American Cyanamid Co, mined ° 
Corp. and Milwhite Co. mined and proc- bauxite from the Hight mine and kaolin 
essed fuller’s earth near Attapulgus for from the Watters mine. Chattahoochee 
fillers in insecticides and fungicides, ab- Brick Co. and Oconee Clay Products Co. 
sorbent uses, filters. for oils and greases, mined shale for use in their brick and 
drilling mud, and other uses. clay products plants at Atlanta and Mill- 

De Kalb.—Total value of mineral pro- edgeville, respectively. Ready-Mix Concrete 
duction increased 21 percent. Higher out- Co., Inc, and Floyd County Highway De- 
put and value of crushed granite and partment quarried and crushed limestone 
feldspar-silica) mixture more than offset at Rome, principally for concrete and road 
lower values of dimension granite. Princi- material. oo 
pal producers of crushed granite were Fulton——The county continued to rank 
core Marple “e. ane Stone Mountain fourth in the State in value of mineral 
mt Co. both of Lit nia. D imension production despite a 9-percent decrease in 

granite producers were Davidson Granite value. Southern Cement Co. manufactured Co., Inc., J. T. Reagan Granite Co., both , . . . . ; portland cement and mined miscellaneous of Lithonia, and Stone Mountain Granite ~ ; . | . clay from a pit adjacent to its plant at Corp. and Coffey Granite Co. at Stone . ; . oy Atlanta. Atlanta Brick and Tile Co. and Mountain. Georgia Marble Co. also pro- . . i Chattahoochee Brick Co. mined , miscella- duced a feldspar-silica mixture as a by- ; . neous clay and shale for manufacturing product from granite fines for use in glass- bri 
; } rick and other heavy clay products. making. Sand and Gravel Pit Co., Decatur, . oy ae Hitchcock Corp. and Vulcan Materials Co. mined building sand for local use. . | crushed granite for concrete and roadstone. 

Dougherty——Albany Lime and Cement W. J. Griffins mined sand and gravel, and Co. and Dawes Silica Mining Co. were the C. J. Ross, and Thompson Bros. Sand Co. 
only sand producers in the county in 1966. mined sand only, all for local use. Zono- 

Douglas.—Georgia Marble Co., Douglas- _lite Division of W. R. Grace & Co. operated 
ville, and Vulcan Materials Co. Lithia plants at Atlanta for exfoliation of crude 
Springs, quarried and crushed granite, vermiculite and expansion of perlite, both 
principally for concrete and roadstone. shipped in from other States. 

Early.—Georgia Rock Products Co. quar- Gilmer.—Georgia Marble Co. mined and 
ried and crushed limestone for concrete crushed marble at the Gobel and White- 
and roadstone. Stone mines for terrazzo and roadstone.
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_, Glynn.—Gray Towing Co, mined build: -  Mitchell.—Bridgeboro Lime & Stone Co. 
ing sand at Brunswick. Bestwall Gypsum critshed limestone for concrete, road mate- 
Co. calcined imported crude gypsum for rial, and agricultural stone (agstone) . 
wallboard and other building materials: Monroe.—Dixie Lime & Stone Co. quar- 
Gordoen.—Plainville Brick Co. mined  rjed and crushed granite at its No. 6 

shale near its brick plant at Plainville. quarry, northwest of Macon. 
Greene.—L, C: Curtis & Sons, Inc. mined Montgomery-—R. W. Geiger mined pav- 

sand for building purposes at Watkins- ing sand at Mt. Vernon. 
ville. oo | Material | Murray.—Georgia Talc Co., the only pro- 

Gwinnett,—Vulcan Materials Co. pro- ducer in the State, mined crude talc near 
duced crushed granite at the Norcross Chatsworth and marketed ground talc for 
ral, er aonertte ane Co. quanied and asphalt filler, insecticides, paint, roofing, 

—_ eSVI meee 7 rubber, and other uses. 
eee Bee Mi ne “Georgi Ou: roaestone. Muscogee.—Vulcan Materials Co. crushed ancock:—Middle Georgia Quarrying Co. rani . vevag . f a ye , oe Oo granite at the Barin quarry morth o 

Pp roduced | dimension granite for monu- Columbus for concrete, roadstone, railroad 
mle “Fr, nee SPN en ‘on of ballast, and riprap. Brown Sand & Gravel 

oe unknouser wis Division =O Co., Inc., and Calhoun Sand & Gravel Co. 
Ruverord vo. mined and Sround mica for mined sand and gravel at Columbus for rooting, joint cement, and other uses. building use. 
Henry.—Vulcan Materials Co. quarried lethorpe-—Dimension taiite princi. 

and crushed pranite at Stockbridge for pally ° for tough monumes tal stork. a 
outer Pen are rae roa allast quarried by 10 companies. Leading pro- 

mined clay and limestone an d manu oe " ducers were American Granite Quarries, i - . . } . Inc., B & H , H B. Brow tured portland cement at Clinchfield. Dixié Gig? Go Dixie Granite. Go. ond 
mame for agricult | cmsned limestone near Liberty- Premier Granite Co., Inc. | erry agric a e. e. _ wad in 

Jasper.—The Feldspar Corp. mined feld- value of mine a production in the Stare . spathic rock and produced flotation-grade , . _ : fy dspar and b P duct mica and quartz Georgia Marble Co. quarried and manutac- : 
t SP Monti nae WI tured dimension marble at Tate and Nel- | 

a Jefferson, “Georgia Tennessee Mining & son for building and monumental uses, and | 
. Cn ~ ;, Mined and crushed marble at Tate and | 
chemical oo. mined ane Pr pocssed Suller’s Whitestone. Marble Products Co. of 
a i theock Co ° G " ar Georgia also mined and crushed marble. 
an qd Woston & Brooker Go (Rub var) The crushed marble was used for terrazzo, 
crushed granite for concrete  miston whiting, neutralizers, and roadstone. Hardy 
and railr & d ballast , * Johnson quarried sandstone for rough | 
Lamar.—Dixie Lime & Stone Co. quarried architectural stone and flags tone. | . ! 

granite at Yatesville for concrete and road- Polk.—Marquette Cement Manufacturing | stone, ~ Co. produced portland and masonry Ce- . 
Lincén.—Aluminum Silicates Co. con- Men's at Rockmart. The company mined 

tinued to expand production at its kyanite a ay ane sanestone C P ul wounty ane | 
mine and processing plant at Licolnton for —™©StOn€ In Bartow County ° SUPP'Y ! use in refractories. cement plant. Georgia Lightweight Agegre- 
Long.—Dawes Silica Mining Co., Inc. gate Co. produced lightweight aggregate 

mined building sand at Ludowici ” from slate mined near the plant at Rock- 
Lowndes Coos ia Peat Moss Co ro. mart, and Chattahoochee Brick Co. mined 

7. 6 . - ?P miscellaneous clay for use in its plant at duced reed-sedge peat and Lake Park Peat ways _ Moss Co. produced moss and humus peat Atlanta. Phillips Holmes Mining Co. was 
for horticultural and agricultural use. a new producer eae iron ore. GC 

Madison.—Coggins Granite Industries, Quitman.—Camellia ning Co. and Gor- , 
Inc. and Georgia Marble Co. quarried di- 400 Gary Mining Co. continued to produce 
mension granite for monumental use. brown iron ore. ; 
Marion.—Pope Mining Co. mined and Rabun.—Rabun Quarries, Inc. quarried 

concentrated brown iron ore near Buena and crushed granite near Dillard for con- 
Vista. crete and roadstone.
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Richmond.—Babcock & Wilcox Co. mined - ducers in 1966. Other producers were Cyp- 
and processed kaolin for refractories, fire rus Mines Corp., Freeport Kaolin Co., 
brick and block, whiteware, paint, chemi- Georgia Kaolin Co., and J. M. Huber Corp. 

cals, plastics, and other uses. Georgia-Caro- General Reduction Corp. mined and 
| lina Brick and Tile Co., Georgia Vitrified processed fuller’s earth. 

Brick & Clay Co., and Merry Bros. Brick Upson.—Jesse Rogers Sand & Gravel Co. | 
and Tile Co. mined miscellaneous clay for was a new producer in 1966. 
building brick and other clay products. Walker.—Lambert & Lambert Stone Co. 
Superior Stone Co. crushed quartzite at the quarried and crushed limestone for con- 
Dan quarry north of Augusta. Speer Sand crete and roadstone. Patton Rock Products 
& Gravel Co. mined sand and gravel for Corp. produced crushed limestone for con- 
building use. crete and roads, agstone, and flux. General 

Spalding.—Dixie Lime & Stone Co. quar- Shale Products Corp. mined shale for use 
ried and crushed granite for concrete and in its Chattanooga, Tenn. brick plant. 
roadstone near Griffin. | Ware.—E. W. Pafford dredged building 

| Stephens.—McLanahan Crushed Stone Co., sand from the Satilla River near Way- 
Inc., quarried and crushed granite near CYOSS. 

Toccoa for concrete, roadstone, and riprap. Warren.—J. M. Huber Corp. has opened 
Stewart—Eleven companies, three of 2 new kaolin mine and processing plant 

them new producers, mined brown iron @¢ Wrens. Weston & Brooker Quarry Co. , 

ore. Principal operators were Davis Bros., Produced crushed granite at Camak for 
Lumpken Mining Co., Dunbar & Layton, concrete, roadstone, and railroad ballast. 

_ Brown-Nuggett Mining Co., and Howell & Washington.—The county ranked first in | 
Chandler. value in the State’s mineral production. 

Sumter.—American Cyanamid Co. mined ‘@olin, the only mineral produced, was 
_ bauxite and kaolin from the Easterlin mine mined and processed by American Indus- 

and kaolin only from the Holloway mine. trial Clay Co., Anglo-American Clays Corp., 
General Portland Cement Co. mined kao- Champ ton Paper & Fiber Co., Cyprus 
lin for use in its Florida plants. Mines Corp., Minerals & Chemicals Philipp 

Corp., and Thiele Kaolin Co. The kaolin 
Talbot.—Brown Bros. Sand Co. and Tay- ld principally for paper coating and 

lor County Sand Co. mined and _ processed filli s° P pany P hh, 3 
building sand. ing; other uses were whiteware, tile, re- 

fractories, plastics, paint, rubber, fertilzer, 
Taylor.—Butler Sand Co. and Howard iyg catalysts. 

Sand Co. mined and processed building Wayne.—Rayonier, Inc., calcined sludge 
and paving sand. _ and recirculated the resulting quicklime in 

Telfair.—Flanders Bros. mined building jis cellulose plant at Jesup. | 

sand near Scotland. White.—Cleveland Ready-Mix Co. mined . 
Thomas.—Cairo Production Co., Inc. a small quantity of bulding sand at Helen. 

Waverly Petroleum Products Co.,and Thor ©  Whitfield—Dalton Rock Products Co. 
Mining Co., a new producer, mined and quarried and crushed limestone for con- 
processed fuller’s earth for absorbent uses. crete, road material, and agstone. 
Dawes Silica Mining Co., Inc., mined and Wilkinson.—Kaolin was mined by Mine- 

processed a variety of construction and rals & Chemicals Phillip Corp. and Evans 
industrial sands. Clay Co. principally for paper coating and 

Twiggs.—The county ranked second in filling, rubber, paint, and other uses. D. C. 

the State in the value of its mineral pro- Hardy Clay Co. and Oconee Clay Products 
duction. A. P. Green Refractories Co. and Co. mined kaolin for fire brick and block, 
Sam Hall & Sons were new kaolin pro- and other refractories.



The Mi 1 Indust { Hawait1 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement for the collection of 

mineral data between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the 

Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources. 

By Roy Y. Ashizawa ' 

Increased shipments of portland cement _ tertiary roads, particularly on the island of 

for export and local consumption boosted Hawaii. 
the total value of Hawaii’s mineral output Lime shipments to sugar mills increased. 
to a record $21.3 million in 1966. Commercial solar-evaporated salt output 

Although demand for sand and crushed 4S unchanges mom that of 1965" A great- 
stone for use as concrete aggregate was at cr quantity of black coral was collected off 
an alltime hich. a sharp decrease in d Maui Island, and a deposit of pink coral 

for fill a P oe © m ce- was discovered off Oahu Island. Clay min- 
mand or and base materials caused the ing resumed on Oahu when a new com- 

production of sand and gravel and stone to pany reactivated a shutdown brick plant. 
decline to 5.6 million tons. Less volcanic Frets 

cinder was produced for maintenance of Francees Can Bureau of Mines, San 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Hawaii * 

a 
1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
EEE Ee ULL S Lt 

Cement.__-_ __ ..thousand 376-pound barrels ._ 1,564 $8 ,297 1,749 $9,046 

Lime... ..-..-.-..-thousand short tons _- 9 305 10 $20 

Pumice, pumicite, and volcanic cinder_do _- -- 380 624 374 716 

Sand and gravel_...-.-.------------do-.-- 751 2,237 511 1,591 

Stone... _._. -. --.-.-..-------------do-_ _- 5,172 9,353 5,079 9 482 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 
Clays, gem stones, and salt _-_.-.--_-.---- xX 19 xx 98 

Total... 0... -- 2 -- ee ee ee xx 20,835 xx 21 ,253 
i 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 

constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

Year Value ! 

1957__.-_-.-.-.-.-.-.--..----------- r $6,018 
1958__..-._.-- 2 we ee ee ee 6,350 
1959__.... ee ee ee ee ee eee 7,524 
1960_____.--_---------- +--+ ++ r9,086 
1961__._.---.- 1... ---- -- -- -- r 14,668 
1962..____-.-.-..----------------- r14,497 
1968 ______..--.-.-- +--+ -- -- +--+ ++ r15,079 
1964.____.-.-.-...---.------------ r19,256 
1965_____.-.-.--..---------------- r 20,710 
1966 ____.__--_-...-.--.----.------ p 20,895 

t Revised. P Preliminary. 
1 The years 1960-66 include the value of portland 

cement shipments (in thousand dollars), as follows: 
1960, $554; 1961, $5,454; 1962, $5,913; 1963, $7 ,020; 
1964, $8,720; 1965, $8,245; 1966, $8,895. 

251
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of . Injury rates per 
' Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked — —————_____—_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 
a ONO OSU 
1965: 

Nonmetal-_-..-------- 117 78 9 70 1 --- 14.33 85,957 
Sand and gravel._---- 152 119 18 145 ae 1 6.90 207 

Stone. ..-..--------- 520 249 129 1,067 --- 35 32.81 608 
a 

Total. __---------- 789 198 156 = 1,282 1 36 28.86 5,210 
eae 

1966: P 
Nonmetal_-_.-------- 90 92 8 64 --- —_— --- a 

Sand and gravel-_----- 50 186 10 17 ane 1 12.99 273 

Stone__.------------ 585 260 152 1,240 --- 56 =. «45.16 5 , 820 
a 

Total.__.--------- 725 234 170 1,381 -~-- 57 41.27 5,241 
a 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Gem Stone.—Beds of coral ranging in 

, color from off-white to deep pink were dis- 
Cement.—A record 1,749,000 barrels of covered in the channel between Oahu and 

portland cement was shipped by the two Molokai Islands at depths of 1,200 to 1,800 
producers on Oahu Island of which more feet, The pink coral was recovered by 

than 205,000 barrels was exported. Ship- dragging tangle nets along the ocean floor 
ments were distributed as follows: 65 per- from surface vessels. As much as $150 per 

cent to ready-mixed concrete companies, 12 pound was paid for a selected “blush-pink” 

percent to government agencies, 8 percent shade of coral named “Hawaiian Angel- 

to building material dealers, 8 percent to skin” by a Honolulu jewelry manufacturer. 

concrete product manufacturers, and 7 pet- The material was polished for use in rings, 
cent to contractors and miscellaneous cus- brooches, and earrings. 

tomers. Over 1,325,000 barrels was distrib- Large quantities of black coral continued 
uted in bulk and 424,000 barrels in paper to be recovered by scuba divers off Maui 
bags. Consumption of cement in Hawail.  istand at depths up to 200 feet. For reasons 
including white and other special types Te- oF health and safety, each diver limited his 

| ceived from the U.S. mainland, reached an deep dives to one per day and to about 18 

alltime high of 1,550,000 barrels. Of this minutes per dive. 

total, 4,000 barrels came from foreign Lime.—The output of lime at plants on 

countries. Oahu and Maui increased to meet demand 
Local raw materials used in cement pro- by Hawaii’s sugar industry, the principal 

duction were 402,000 tons of coral lime- consumer. The lime was used to clarify 
stone and 68,000 tons of basalt and tra- cane juice. Other lime markets were for 

chyte. Silica sand, gypsum, and grinding masonry mortar, soil stabilization, sewage 
aids were imported. The two plants used treatment, water purification, and asa flux 

45.8 million kilowatt-hours of electrical en- 19 the melting of scrap iron. 
ergy. Olivine.—Disseminated crystals and grains — 

Clays—Pacific Clay Corp. acquired the of olivine are commonly found in the Ha- 

brick plant of Hawaii Clay Products, Inc, “@U40. basalts, but few are large enough 
; . and high enough in quality for the gem 

at Barbers Point on Oahu early in 1966. .~ . . : 
. lav near Wai- jewelry market. Readily accessible deposits 

The new company obtained c ty . of medium-grained olivine occur predomi- 

manalo and resumed production of brick nantly on Hawaii Island. Grains of olivine 
and hollow block. Production methods in concentrated by wave action from lava and 
the plant were modified to improve the soils near South Point are deposited along 
quality of the finished products. Larger in- several of the beaches in the area in the 
ventories of brick were maintained to meet form of greenish colored sand. A littoral 

customer demand. cone at Mahana Bay contains an abun-
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dance of fine-grained olivine crystals. was sand produced primarily for use in 
Granular masses of olivine are found in concrete and mortar. Less sand was pro- 
the dunite xenoliths which are exposed, duced for use as landscape material for re- 
like beach cobbles, in a deep channel of sorts than in 1965. A large part of Oahu’s 
the Kaupulehu lava flow. The latter depos- requirements of sand was barged from Mo- 
it contains thousands of tons of subround- _lokai Island. 

ed xenoliths ranging in size from about 1 Stone.—Total stone production was near- 
inch to | foot in diameter. ly 5.1 million tons, of which over 4.5 mil- 

_ Pumice and Volcanic Cinders.—Produc- lion tons was used as concrete aggregate 
tion of pumice and volcanic cinders and base material. The remainder consist- 
amounted to 374,000 tons, of which 80 per- eq mainly of decorative lava slabs and 
cent was used for road maintenance and moss rock, riprap, and coral limestone used 
for surfacing resort and subdivision lands, fo, making cement and lime. 
and 20 percent for concrete aggregate, roof- . . 
ing granules, and decorative o urposes. Stone 3 536.000 taroughout me ats coe 
Much of the output came from Hawaii Is- a © f ; 1 ii tons 0 d 702 000 ? f 
land, where nearly 200,000 tons was mined ons i cora those NY and 702, fons 0 

. primarily for maintenance of sugarcane the ¢ aren stone. Nearly 79 percent of 
haulage roads. Interisland barge shipments me total was produced on Oahu Island, 16 
of lightweight concrete aggregate to Oahu P aan on Hawait Island, and 5 p ercent 
consisted of pumice from Hawaii Island 1 " a Lanai, Maui, and Molokai 
and volcanic cinders from Molokai Island. stan . 
The combined tonnage of these shipments Vermiculite—Crude vermiculite from 
was appreciably greater than in 1965. Montana was thermally expanded on Oahu 

Salt.—Commercial production of  solar- for lightweight aggregate, insulation, and 
evaporated salt at Keehi Lagoon on Oahu gricultural uses. 
was temporarily discontinued by Tamotsu 
Tanaka in October, pending the outcome MINERAL FUELS 
of negotiations for continued rental of the . . oe 
site. The producer established a new facili- asphalt, fl oil paso Ime. jet Pruel. ay: 
ty at Barbers Point, where the recovery of liquefied gas, were produced on Oahu at 

brine from seawater was accelerated with the Barbers Point refinery of Standard Oil 
the use of a surplus U.S. Army distillation Co. of California. The refinery was operat- 
unit. The brine was evaporated in kettles 04 at close to its rated capacity of 35,000 

fired with logs of Keawe trees which grow barrels per day, utilizing crude oil import- 
in abundance in the area. A series of con- og fom forei gn oilfields. 
centrating and crystallizing ponds also was . . . . 
under construction at the new facility for Demand increased in Hawaii for all 
production of salt by solar evaporation. products except aviation gasoline and dis- 

Sand and Gravel.—Output of beach and _ tillate fuel oil. The largest increase was for 

dune sands and streambed sand and gravel kerosine-type jet fuel used in commercial 
totaled 511,000 tons. Much of the tonnage aircraft. 

REVIEW BY ISLANDS 

Hawaii (Hawaii County)—James W. Naalehu to Keaau, from Pepeekeo to 

Glover, Ltd. processed basalt at its Hilo Honokaa, and at Hawi, primarily for con- 
quarry and aa rock near the Hilo airport struction and maintenance of sugarcane 
for concrete aggregate and base material, haulage roads. Government crews worked 
and hauled volcanic cinder from Kapoho the Keaumoku and Kohala Mountain pits 
for manufacture of concrete building prod- as well as other cinder and rock deposits 
ucts. Volcanite, Ltd. produced lightweight for material used in repairing roadbeds 
concrete aggregate at the Puuwaawaa pum- and road embankments. 
ice quarry for local use and for shipment James Kuwana was the principal pro- 
to Oahu via Kawaihae harbor. Miscella- ducer of decorative lava slabs and volcanic 
neous volcanic rock and cinders were quar- cinders in the Pahoa and Kapoho areas. 
ried on plantation lands extending from Yamada & Sons, Inc., quarried a large ton-
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Table 4.—Value of mineral production in Hawaii, by counties 

a 
County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Hawaii..-.-.------------ $1,860,000 $1,886,000 Stone, pumice and voleanic cinder, sand and 

Honolulu _..-.-.--------- 16,983,000 17 ,342 ,000 Cement, ‘stone, sand and gravel, lime, gem stones, 

Kauai____...-----.------ 831,000 582 ,000 Stone’ CBN ic cinder, sand and gravel. 
Maui___..-.------------ 1,161,000 1,443,000 Sand and gravel, stone, volcanic cinder, lime, 

gem stones. 

Total_.-.-.------- 20,885,000 21,253 ,000 

nage of aa near Keauhou and Honokahau Crushed stone requirements for concrete 

for use as base material for several resort aggregate were purchased from a producer 

and subdivision projects. Basalt was quar- on Oahu Island. Large field boulders for 

ried and processed by J. M. Tanaka Con- repair of harbor breakwaters were obtained 

| tractors, Inc., about 6 miles southeast of primarily from Koala gulch. . 

Kona. Kuwaye Bros., Inc., produced pit- Maui (Maui County).—Concrete Indus- 

run and crusher-run aggregates at the tries, Inc., took steps to consolidate the 
299th aa pit near Hilo. The dredged coral quarry and plant operations acquired from 

stockpile at Kawaihae harbor was worked {Kahului Railroad Co. and A & B Commer- 

_ mainly by Yamada, Kuwaye, and Mauna  ¢jal Co. The hollow block and flume cast- 
| Kea Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. The latter ing facility at the junction of Highways 35 

company, formerly known as Kawaihae and 40 was moved to Camp 10, and a port- 
Products, Inc., operated a semiportable able ready-mixed concrete batch plant was 
crushing and screening plant between Ka- set up at the Kaanapali resort development 
waihae and Kamuela, and produced con- ,g;eg. The new company quarried and 

crete aggregate, golf course trap sand, and processed a substantial tonnage of basalt 
fines for mortar and agricultural liming. jock at Camp 10 during 1966. 

Coral was hauled to and from the plant by Maui Concrete & Aggregates, Inc., oper- 

Island Trucking Service. ated a large-scale portable crushing and 

Kauai (Kauai County)—Much of Kauai’s screening plant near Waikapu to process 

requirements for concrete aggregate was alluvial gravels obtained from the nearby 

supplied by Grove Farm Co., Ltd. from its foothills. Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar 

basalt quarry and crushing facility near Co., Ltd. produced lime at lower Paia, us- 

Puhi. The company also reopened its Kol- ing coral sand from the nearby beach as 

oa cinder pit and increased the capacity of raw material. Hydrated lime was shipped 

the crusher at its Koloa limestone quarry primarily to sugar mills and for masonry 

to meet local demand. use. The Kaa and Kaanapali beaches and 

Appreciable quantites of volcanic the Wailuku dunes were sources of coral 

cinders were quarried for road mainte- sand used in concrete and road mainte- 

nance at the McBryde Sugar Co. Kapeku nance. Scuba divers at Lahaina worked the 

hill near Eleele and at the Olokele Sugar deep channel waters off Maui Island to 

Co. pit near Kaumakani. Lihue Plantation gather black coral for the jewelry trade. 

Co., Ltd. obtained volcanic rock from quar- Fong Construction Co. was the principal 

ries near Moloaa and in Kapaia Valley. producer of volcanic cinder from the Olo- 

Accessible beaches and the mouths of prin- | walu pit. The company also mined cinder 

cipal rivers from Haena to Bonham pro- from the Polipoli cone for use in construc- 

vided sand used in concrete and for patch- tion of the Kula Forest access road. The 

ing roads. A newly formed company, Kauai Honokohau ash pit was worked by road 

Concrete and Aggregate Products, planned maintenance crews of Maui Pineapple Co. 
to establish a rock quarry and crushing Other producers mined small quanitites of 
plant near Kapaa. cinder at Puuhele, Puu Laina, Puu Pane, 

Lanai (Maui County).—Construction and Haleakala, and near Ulupalakua. 

maintenance forces of Dole Corp., at Lanai Molokai (Maui County).—HC&D, Ltd. . 

City, hauled beach sand from Polihua, continued to mine large quantities of coral 
dune sand from near Manele Bay, and sand at Papohaku Beach and lightweight 
stone stockpiled at the Kaumalapau quarry. volcanic cinder at Waieli. Both were
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trucked to Lono harbor for shipment to Rock Co. produced basalt at Puu Palailai 
Oahu Island on barges having capacities of | and coral limestone at a new quarry near 
up to 1,400 tons each. Local requirements Waimanalo. Much of the company’s old 
for concrete aggregate were supplied main- quarry site at Kailua was being developed 
ly by Molokai Aggregates, Inc., from the into a residential subdivision. Coral lime- 
Manawainui basalt quarry, 3.5 miles north- stone also was produced at the Kahuku 

west of Kaunakakai. The Puuluahine and and Ewa sugar plantations, at the Barbers 
Kapaakea cinder pits, the streambed grav- Point and Waianae quarries of the cement 
els in the gulches east of Kaunakakai, and _ plants, and by Laie Concrete & Aggregates, 

the Moomomi sand dunes were worked by Inc., near Laie. New high-capacity crushing 
several contractors and public works main- and screening ‘equipment was installed or 

tenance Crews. . 7 being installed at all of the basalt quarries 
Oahu (Honolulu County)—Portland ce- on Oahu during 1966. Completely new 

ment was produced at the Hawaiian Ce- rock processing plants were under construc- 

ment Corp. plant at Barbers Point and the tion at the Halawa and Kapaa quarries. 
Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp. plant at Allied Aggregates Corp., an affiliate of Ku- 

Waianae. Shipments of cement for local waye Bros., Inc., Hilo, used portable equip- 
consumption were 2 percent greater than ment to assist in crushing basalt rock at 
those in 1965. the Kaena quarry. The company later 

Stone producers on Oahu quarried near- moved into the Barbers Point barge harbor 
ly 3.2 million tons of basalt, 790,000 tons of 4%€4 to quarry and process coral limestone. 

coral limestone, and 14,000 tons of miscel- GasprO, Ltd. produced quicklime and 
laneous stone, a record total of 4.0 million hydrated lime at Waianae. Moss rock was 

, tons. An increase in output of basalt rock hand-gathered in the Waianae Range by 
for asphalt and portland cement concrete Joe's Moss Rock Co. for use as interior and 
aggregate contributed significantly to the C©%%erior decorative stone. Clay was mined 
high yield. Demand for fill and road base "C4? Waimanalo and hauled to the clay 
material dropped sharply on Oahu during products plant at Barbers Point. Crude salt 
1966. for local consumption was produced at 

Basalt rock was produced by HC&D, Ltd. Keehi lagoon by solar evaporation. Ee 
. panded vermiculite was produced by Ver- 

at its new Kapaa quarry l mile west of the miculite of Hawaii, Inc., for special light- 
original _ quarry site. Hawaiian Bitumuls weight aggregate and agricultural uses. 
and Paving Co. operated a basalt quarry at wfani Divers of Hawaii, Ltd. operated a 

Kaena. Pacific Cement & Aggregates, a di- Jarge lapidary and jewelry manufacturing | 
vision of Lone Star Cement Corp. of New facility in Honolulu. The company was the ! 
York, quarried basalt at Halawa and coral principal buyer of Hawaii’s black coral and : 

limestone at Lualualei. Pacific Concrete & pink coral gem material. ! 

|
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The Mi 1 Industry of Idah 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Idaho Bureau of Mines and 

Geology for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Fred V. Carrillo, Ronald P. Collins,? and Norman S. Petersen * 

Idaho mineral production in 1966 was established in 1937 at 19.6 million ounces. 
valued at $115 million, an increase of 9.4 The Sunshine mine, continuing as the Na- 

percent over that of 1965. Increases in the tion’s largest silver producer, yielded 7.4 
production values for vanadium, silver, million ounces during the year. Lead and - 
lead, zinc, and particularly phosphate rock, zinc exploration and development activity 
more than offset decreases in sand and _ progressed at a rapid pace in response to 
gravel, copper, lime, and portland cement. persistent market demands. As a result, 
Shoshone County supplied 57 percent of | Coeur d’Alene area mines experienced im- 
the total value primarily due to the domi- proved production schedules for the first 
nant position of the country’s silver and time since 1963 even though the average 
base metal mines. The record-setting total market price of lead declined 2 cents dur- 

value of silver output exceeded $25 million. §§—— WH — 
Production was 19.78 million ounces; the 0 1 Mineral specialist,. Bureau of Mines, Albany, 

. . . regon. 
prior single year production record was 2 Economist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oregon. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Idaho* 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value : Value 
Quantity (thou- Quantity (thou- 

sands) sands) 

Antimony ore and concentrate_-_short tons, antimony content_-_ 818 WwW 834 W 
Clays ?___..___...-.__-___...__...-___-_thousand short tons__ 47 $33 23 $22 
Cobalt (content of concentrate)___.__......thousand pounds... = _____- pe anee 10 6 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..._.._-short tons__ 5,140 3,639 4,961 3,589 
Gem stones: ___.__-__.-.-__--_-_-----------_- eee NA 150 NA 180 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____._.___troy ounces__ 5,078 178 5,056 177 
Iron ore (usable)__.._.-.-....--..-.--.-thousand long tons__ 9 84 11 97 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__...__....-short tons__ 66,606 20,781 12,334 21,867 
Mercury..________-.-----------_---------76-pound flasks __ 1,119 639 1,134 501 
Pumice__.____._....---.-.-..__._.____thousand short tons__ 46 19 55 107 
Sand and gravel.__.__.._-..--_-_-_--_-.-------------do____ 12,151 18,198 7,544 6,672 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_thousand troy ouneces_. 18,457 23 , 865 19,777 25,571 
Stone________.____-_.--_-..-_--_-.-.-thousand short tons__ 1,831 3,440 2,694 5,415 
Tungsten ore and concentrate (60 percent WO; basis) 

short tons__ eee ne ~au--- 2 1 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_......-..----..do___- 58 , 034 16 ,946 60,997 17,689 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, garnet 

(abrasive), lime, peat, perlite, phosphate rock (marketable 
production), titanium, vanadium, and values indicated by 
symbol W___.___-__---_-----_--------------------------- XX 22 ,053 xX 33 , 020 

Total. __.-_------------ eee eee eee eeeeeeeeeee- XX X~—«108, 085 XX 114,914 

NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. XX Not 
applicable. 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 
producers). 

2 Excludes fire clay, kaolin, and bentonite; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

° 257
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‘ing the year. Zinc output increased chiefly Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 

because of tonnages produced at the Bun- constant 1957-59 dollars 

ker Hill mine and Star-Morning Unit area. (Thousands) 

In recent years extensive investments have. —©=_——————_—___—_____—_ 
been made in the State’s phosphate in- Year Value ? 
dustry; in the 2-year period from 1964, the (7 
value of phosphate rock production had 1961----------------------2------- BT 
grown 130 percent. Major producers were 1963-27222 2222TTTTTTTIITIILL 78, 766 
J. R. Simplot Co., El Paso Products Co. 1964--------2---22occaissciiss- 78,728 
and Monsanto Co. 1966_____----_-------------------- 101,078 

Mining gave support to the economy, —————— Data fon 96 ed 
but despite the growth of this basic in- ata for 1961-65 revised. 

dustry, a constraint on business activity as workers. Employment in other sectors of 

a consequence of high interest rates for the construction industry was slowed by 
loans in the commercial money - markets the tight money market. In 1965, average 
caused most of the annual economic indi- employment in the construction industry 
cators in table 3 to show a decline or regis- was up almost 23 percent over that of 

ter only moderate gains. Output of sand 1964, whereas a decline of 6 percent was 

and gravel products and employment in  yegistered during 1966. The number of to- 

| construction were affected adversely be- tal workers employed rose by about 11,500, 
cause of generally decreased building activ yp 4.3 percent compared with that of 1965. 

- ity. The unusually large percentage gain Since 1962, the annual average weekly 

(128.4) in the heavy construction sector earnings and hourly pay for production 

was due to the $131.2 million contract workers in the mining industry had risen 
awarded for the Dworshak Dam by the about 15 percent and 17 percent, respec- 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Growth tively. The work week declined from 39.4 
from 1965 in State per capita income was to 38.7 hours. 

1.9 percent as compared with 7.0 percent Levislati 

for the United States; this was largely at- egislation and Government mee ams.—— 
tributed to the inability of the State’s farm The Office of Minerals Exp oman 
income and employment to keep pace with (OME) signed exploration contracts wit 
the national economy. Beardsley Gulch Mining Co.; Continenta 

Quicksilver, Inc.; and the Sidney Mining 

Employment.—Work was started at the Co. The contracts totaled $146,248; Gov- 

Dworshak Dam near Orofino which in- ernment participation amounted to 

creased employment for heavy construction $96,990. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Idaho business activity 
a 

Change, 
1965 1966 P percent 

Personal income: 
Total.__._..-.------------.--------millions-- $1 ,660.0 $1, 694.0 +2 .0 
Per capita..._.-.-------.-------------------- $2 ,395.0 $2 , 441 .0 +1.9 

Construction activity: 
Building permits_._.......-----------millions_-_ $47.8 $36.9 —22.8 
Heavy engineering awards____.-----.----do_-_-- $73.5 $167 .9 +128 .4 
State highway commission: 

Value of contracts awarded_-..-.----do___. $20.1 $18.6 —7.5 
Value of contract work performed. --.do-_--_- $35.5 $27 .5 —22.5 

Cement shipments to and within Idaho, thousand 
876-pound barrels...----------------------- 1,447.5 1,356.2 —6.3 

Cash receipts from farm marketings-----~-~-millions-- $526.1 $525 .0 —0.2 
Mineral production__....-.-----------------d0_._- $105.1 $114.9 +9.4 
Factory payrolls_____---.------------------do_-_- $180.2 $198.5 +10.2 
Annual average labor force and employment: 

Total labor force.______..---------thousands-- 267.9 279 .5 +4.3 
Unemployment. __..--.----------------do-_--- 10.9 11.1 +1.8 
Employment: 

Construction__..__.__.----.---------do-_-~-- 10.9 10.2 —6.4 
Lumber/wood products. __----.------do_--- 12.4 12.2 ~—1.6 
Food products. ___...-.------------do-__-_- 14.7 13.2 —10.2 
All manufacturing__...-...---------do_-_- 36.5 35.7 —2.2 
All industries__._.....--..---------do-_-- 256.6 268.1 +4.5 

P Preliminary. 
Sources: Survey of Current Business, Construction Review, Pacific Builder and Engineer, Idaho State . 

Highway Commission, The Farm Income Situation, Idaho Labor Market, Labor Force and Employment in 
Idaho, Distribution by Industry of Wages Paid for Covered Employment in Idaho, and Bureau of Mines.
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terms of recoverable metals.
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Table 4.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked —————————_______ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Metal...._.--.-.---. 2,572 264 678 5,424 9 242 46.27 13 ,269 
Nonmetal and peat. -_-_ 771 224 172 1,390 1 28 20.87 4,854 
Sand and gravel._-_--- 426 192 82 659 --- 17 25.80 399 
Stone. _..--.------.- 308 105 32 261 1 4 19.18 28 ,493 

. Total_._...-.-.-... 4,077 236 964 7,734 11 291 39.05 11,007 

1966: P . 
Metal...-.-.-.-----. 2,555 258 660 5,291 10 263 51.60 12,933 
Nonmetal and peat... 545 286 128 1,098 1 37 34.61 6,226 
Sand and gravel_.--_-- 385 171 66 517 --- 11 21.28 368 
Stone. ..-..--------- 265 112 30 244 --- 4 16.89 1,713 

Total__...-...-... 3,750 236 884 7,150 11 315 45.59 10,612 

P Preliminary. 

Table 5.—Annual employment and wages paid in the mineral industries | 

Mining 

Metals Nonmetal Fuels Total 

Year Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual 
average payroll average payroll average payroll average payroll 
employ- (thou- employ- (thou- employ- (thou- employ- (thou- 
ment sands) ment sands) ment sands) ment sands) 

1962...-...-.--- 2,996 $17,836 270 $1,546 _ -- 3,266 $18 , 882 
1963_....-.-...- 2,926 17,650 285 1,519 13 $84 3,224 19 ,253 
1964__...-._.--- 2,951 18,310 327 1,901 14 82 3,292 20 ,293 
1965.....-...--- 2,935 18,663 540 3,431 3 11 3,478 22,005 
1966 PP... ee 2,915 19, 758 704 5,059 3 9 3,622 24,826 

Manufacturing 

Phosphate ferti- 
Stone and clay Primary metals lizers, elemental - Total 

products phosphorus, and 
sulfuric acid 

Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual Annual 
average payroll average payroll average payroll average payroll 
employ- (thou- employ- (thou- employ- (thou- employ- (thou- 
ment sands) ment sands) ment sands) ment sands) 

1962_..---..__- 686 $3 ,936 970 $5 , 497 1,254 $8 , 240 2,910 $17 ,673 
1963.-_-..--.--- 823 4,369 971 5,694 1,217 8,342 3,011 18 ,405 
1964____....-.-- 757 4,138 1,032 6,425 1,106 8, 086 2,895 18,649 
1965__-..-.---.- 854 5,210 1,296 8,234 1,245 9,042 3,395 22,486 
1966 P___--__. Le 955 5,899 1,316 8,951 1,443 11,563 3,714 26,413 

P Preliminary. 

Source: Idaho Employment Security Agency; employment covered by unemployment insurance. Industry 
groups may not correspond with those in the Bureau of Mines canvass. 

Table 6.—Hours and earnings of production workers in mining 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 P 

Annual average: . 
Weekly earnings....-------------- $107 .32 $110.21 $114.91 $116.22 $122.99 
Hourly earnings._._..-.--....---_- $2.72 $2.79 $2.88 $3 .00 $3.18 
Weekly hours_..___...----..----- 39.4 89.5 39.9 38.8 38.7 

P Preliminary. 

Source: Idaho Employment Security Agency.
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Table 7.—Office of Minerals Exploration contracts active during 1966 

Contract 

County and contractor Commodity Government 
: Date Total participation, 

amount percent 

Custer: 
0 Beardsley Gulch Mining Co.._...... Silver_......_..-... July 14, 1966 $44,680 75 
wyhee: 

Continental Quicksilver, Inc. --..-... Gold and silver_...._. Feb. 28, 1966 61 ,360 62.5 
Sidney Mining Co__._-.---.-------. Gold and silver_._..__ Feb. 28, 1966 40 ,208 62.5 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS | of the production was a byproduct of lead, 
An f . zinc, and silver ores from the Coeur 

timony.—Output of antimony rose 2  q-Aalene region and brought total gold pro- 
percent over the 1965 total, and the value quction in the State, both lode and placer, 
increased 5.5 percent because of a higher +, 556 ounces. Placer production was 
average metal price. The antimony, entire- from five small-scale hand operations and 
ly a byproduct of silver ore from the Sun- gne suction dredge. The largest output 
shine mine near Kellogg, was leached from sgn, any placer operation was 37 ounces, 
silver concentrates and recovered as cath- og total production was 67 ounces 
ode metal containing about 96 percent an- ; } ; 
timony at the Sunshine Mining Co. electro- Iron Ore.—Production of iron ore in- 
lytic plant. ans approximately 21 percent abowe the 

. . 1965 output. The Iron Mountain deposit 
Cadmium.—Recovery of cadmium at The near Weiser, operated by Rock Island Gyp- 

Bunker Hill Co. electrolytic zinc plant de- in Co., continued to be the largest indi- 

clined 8 percent below the 1965 total be- vidual source. C. C. Hill increased output 
cause of a lower average cadmium content fom an open pit near Tensed, and Porter 

of zinc concentrate processed. Bros. Corp. shipped magnetite from a | 

Cobalt.—Experimental work on cobalt- stockpile at Lowman. 

bearing copper ore mined by Machinery Lead.—Despite 1-cent-per-pound market 
Center, Inc., at the Blackbird mine, Lemhi price drops in May and in October lead 

County, resulted in the shipment of 9961 Gutput increased over that of 1965 and re- 
pounds of cobalt concentrate containing  ....6q a downward production trend be- 

1,051 pounds of cobalt. gun in 1963. Coeur d’Alene region mines— _ 
Copper.—Production of copper declined mainly the Bunker Hill, Lucky Friday, 

3.5 percent below the 1965 total despite a Star-Morning Unit area, and Page—ac- 
slight increase in value. Output was largely counted for most of the State total. 

a byproduct of silver Pp roduenon from Demand remained excellent throughout 
Coeur Mene region | ae ee hr the year, and mine operators continued ex- 

was mined at the Blackbird mine (Machin- tensive exploration and development pro- 
ery Center, Inc.) . Lemhi County, but Sho- grams in the Coeur d’Alene region. The 
shone County silver and lead-zinc mines funker Hill Co. continued exploration 

oe plied nearly 70 percent of the State to- from its 1,700-foot-long connection between 
fal. d h lead d the Bunker Hill and Crescent mines and 

. A study of the copper, tead, anc anc discovered a sizable high-grade lead-silver 

industries of the Pacific Northwest, pre- Gre zone in the Bunker Hill mine. Produc- 
pared by the Bureau of Mines for the tion from the Dayrock mine (Day Mines, 
Bonneville Power Administration, was pub- j,, c:), reopened in 1965, reached 200 tons 

. 4 3 *} 3 % 

lished. of lead ore per day in October. Explora- 
Gold.—Increased mining costs and a —————— 

. . Knostman, Richard W., and Gary A. Kings« 
fixed price resulted in a record low output. ton. Copper, Lead, and Zine Industries in the 
Only 1,502 ounces was recovered from ores Pacific Northwest. Bonneville Power Adminis- 

: . ‘ d cot t. Most tration Pacific Northwest Economic Base Study 
mined primarily for the gold content. for Power Markets, v. 2, Pt. 7C, 1966, 189 pp.
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Table 8.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in terms of 

recoverable metals * 

a 
Mines producing Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

——______——._ sold or 29 eeeFeFeFfsSFh 

_ Year treated 2 . Troy 

Lode Placer (thousand Troy Value ounces Value 
short tons) ounces (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) 

Tne 

1957-61 (average) - --- 73 23 1,643 10,106 $354 15,776 $14,346 

1962____....-------- 60 13 1,586 5, 845 205 17 , 772 19 ,283 

1968___-.....------- 57 16 1,535 5,477 192 16,711 21,375 

1964___-.._--------- 55 7 1,649 5,677 199 16 , 483 21,313 

1965_.__....--.----- 70 5 1,783 5,078 178 18 ,457 23 , 865 

1966___-...--------- 52 6 1,995 5,056 177 19,777 25,571 

1863-1966 3..___-.--- -- -- 149 866 8,328,046 194,621 823 ,991 664 , 737 
nr 

Copper Lead Zine 
Total 

Value Value value 

. Short (thou- Short Value Short (thou- (thou- 

tons sands) tons (thousands) tons sands) sands) 
aS ES a_.: vwweDIWO ee 

1957-61 (average) - --- 7,001 $4,118 60 , 404 $14,429 51,670 $11,855 $45 ,102 

1962_._...---------- 3,861 2,378 84,058 15,467 62 , 865 14,459 51,792 

1963___....--------- 4,172 2,570 75,759 16 ,364 63 , 267 14,551 55 ,052 

1964_____.__.--.---- 4,666 3,042 - 71,312 18 ,684 59 ,298 16,129 59 ,367 

1965___....--------- 5,140 8,639 66 ,606 20,781 58 , 034 16,946 65 , 409 

1966___--...-------- 4,961 3,589 72,334 21,867 60 ,997 17,689 68 ,893 

1863-1966 3____._----. 198,014 88,700 7,882,111 1,055,821 2,579,259 546,963 2,550 , 842 

eee ee a aaa 

1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings retreated’ 

and ore, old slag, and mill cleanings shipped to smelters during the calendar year indicated. Owing to round- 

ing, individual items may not add to totals shown. 
2 Does not include gravel washed. 
3 Partly estimated for years before 1901. 

Table 9.—Gold production at placer mines 

a 

Mechanical and 
hydraulic methods ! Small-scale hand methods Total 2 

Num- Material Num- Material Num- Material 

Year ber treated Gold ber treated Gold ber treated Gold 

of (thousand (troy of (thousand (troy of (thousand (troy 

opera- cubic ounces) opera- cubic ounces) opera- cubic ounces) 

tions yards) tions yards) tions yards) 

eS 

1957-61 (average) _- 11 112 1,714 12 6 67 23 118 1,781 

1962__...--------- 7 38 318 6 8 58 13 46 376 

. 1963__...---_----- 5 8 90 11 4 54 16 12 144 

1964___.._-------- 3 9 80 A 2 24 7 11 104 

1965__.._--..----- _- _- -- 5 3 31 5 3 31 

1966__.___-------- 1 (3) 6 5 2 61 6 3 67 

en UO 

1 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
2 Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. 
3 Less than 1% unit.
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Table 10.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, 

by counties, in terms of recoverable metals 

Mines producing Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

County Troy Value Troy Value 
Lode Placer ounces (thousands) ounces (thousands) 

Blaine. -_.-------------- 5 -- 143 $5 402,716 $521 
Boise_------------------ 4 1 175 6 1,155 1 
Bonner__.--------------- 3 -- 20 1 4,627 6 
Boundary-.-_.------------ 1 -- -- _ 308 (t) 
Custer. _.--------------- 9 1 69 2 259 , 051 335 
Idaho_.-_.__--_-----_--- 2 1 15 1 5 qy 
Jerome._-_---.---------- -- 1 37 1 1 (t) 
Owyhee. __._--.-.---.-_- _- 1 1 (1) _. __ 
Shoshone. -___--.-------- 21 -- 2,775 97 19,092,200 24,636 
Undistributed 2.__.______- 7 1 1,821 64 16, 722 22 

Total 3... .22-___- 52 6 5,056 177-19, 776,785 25,571 

Copper Lead Zine 
—-———§ —-- -V"""—-——-lrTr?wePr>’en_ ww!" Total 

Value Value Value value 
Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- (thou- 
tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) sands) 

Blaine. -__-------------- 30 $21 3,142 $950 1,923 $558 $2,055 
Boise. ._---------------- (t) (1) (1) (1) (1) () 8 
Bonner____.----.-------- 2 ~ 1 6 2 2 1 10 
Boundary... ----------.- () (4) 8 3 1 (2) 3 
Custer__...------------- 37 27 874 264 164 48 676 
Idaho_ ---.-------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 
Jerome___..---.--------- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 
Owyhee. --_-..---------. -- -- -- -- _- _- (ty 
Shoshone. -._-.---------- 3,454 2,499 67,891 20 , 523 58 , 877 17,074 64 , 830 
Undistributed 2_._.__-__-- 1,439 1,041 413 125 30 9 1,260 

Total 3______._..- 4,961 8,589 72,334 21 , 867 60 ,997 17,689 68 , 893 

1 Less than 4 unit. 
2 Includes values and quantities that cannot be shown separately for Butte, Camas, Gem, Lemhi, and 

Valley Counties. 
3 Owing to rounding, individual items may not add to totals shown. 

tion of the Hunter Ranch property by Day covered as a. byproduct of processing ore 
Mines, Inc., and Hecla Mining Co. was’ from two of the operation’s five open pits. 

continued from the adjacent Lucky Friday Silver.—Production of silver increased to 
property: . an alltime high of 19.78 million ounces, 

The outlook for the Bunker Hill lead 1.32 milli hat of 196%. Th 
smelter operation was brightened by the ‘32 million ounces over that of 1965. The 

, Pera . y price held firm at $1.293 per ounce. Thir- 
firm’s success in obtaining a 5-year contract . : . 

. teen counties recorded silver production, 
to smelt Lucky Friday concentrates; the ; , 

. . . but approximately 97 percent of the out- 
American Smelting and Refining Company . . | 

put came from mines in Shoshone County. 
(Asarco) smelter at East Helena, Mont., +. f sil 7 402.951 
had processed the material until the ex- € largest amount of silver (7,402 

ac P : . . ounces) was extracted at the Sunshine 
piration of its contract with Hecla in ate mine, the Nation’s largest silver producer. 

August. Vong tem Ko wene’ to met for Other major producing mines included: 
ie Bunker Hi i. a “lt A heey AI t f . The Galena (Asarco), Lucky Friday (He- 

c feed ‘rt " smener. ie ted i th cla Mining Co.), Bunker Hill (The Bun- 
100.000 ton-capacity lead emelter as mart of k°t, Hill Co.), Crescent (The Bunker Hill 

‘od ron wae, acity fea smelter as part 0 Co.), Page (Asarco), and the Silver Sum- 
a modernization program. mit (Hecla Mining Co.). Ore from 21 
Mercury.—Mercury production totaled mines contributed to the total silver pro- 

1,134 flasks, slightly higher than the 1,119 duction for the county. 
flasks produced in the previous year, but The increasing demand and the resulting 
the value declined 22 percent because the decrease in U.S. Treasury silver stocks 
average market price fell to $442 from $571 heightened interest in production expan- 
in 1965. As in the previous year, produc- sion and exploration and development ac- 
tion was largely from the Idaho-Almaden _ tivities throughout the State. In the Coeur 
mine near Weiser, where pozzolan was re- d’Alene region, Asarco continued sinking a
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Table 11.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes 
of ore or other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

- - Material . 
Number _ sold or Gold Silver 

Squrce of treated (troy (troy Copper Lead Zine 
mines 1! hore ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) — 

tons : 

Ore: 
Dry gold___.-.---= 7 3,061 448 3,118 900 4,500 9,300 
Dry gold-silver__. 1 1 4 81 nee --= oe 
Dry silver__-_.---- 8 467,754 987 13,347,352 5, 746 , 600 2,432 ,600 704,800 

Total....------- 16 470,816 1,489 18,350,551 5,747,500 2,437,100 714,100 
Copper______-____- 2 72,002 1,502 3,238 2,875,900 --- ee 
Lead... ..-------- 17 297,840 1,361 3,888,072 564,600 65,658,300 7,895,100 
Lead~-zine____-.---- 9 779,961 653 2,142,106 704,500 75,392,500 97,668,700 
Zine. ._-.---.----- 6 37,711 10 27,340 16 ,000 1,380,400 4,737,800 

Totai___.-.----. 34 1,187,014 3,526 6,055,756 4,161,000 132,431,200 110,301,600 

Other lode material: 
Gold cleanings, gold 

and silver old tail- 
ings 2.222222 -_ 4 280,791 18 332 ,006 5,300 6,810,800 1,487,400 

Lead and lead-zinc 
mill cleanings and 
lead-zine old tail- 
ings 2.22. - 2 LL mn) 28,114 11 16,115 8,200 413 ,900 446,700 

Zine slag._--..---- 1 58,628 --- . 22,3852 ae 2,575,000 9,044,200 

Total. __-------. 10 337,433 24 370 , 473 13,500 9,799,700 10,978,300 

Total lode_._---- 52 1,995,263 4,989 19,776,780 9,922,000 144,668,000 121,994,000 
Placer__.__..-----.---- CO) 67 5 _— --- --- 

Total all sources __ 58 1,995,263 5,056 19,776,785 9,922,000 144,668,000 121,994,000 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to totals because some mines produce more than one class of material. 
2 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 2,730 cubic yards. 

Table 12.—Mine production of gold, silver; copper, lead, and zine in 1966 by types of material 
processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

Gold Silver 
Type of material processed and (troy (troy. Copper Lead Zine 

method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: 
Amalgamation. _._..____-.-______- 110 76 a-- --- --- 
Concentration and smelting of con- 

centrates_....-.___.--- -______ Le 4,682 19,742,192 9,918,900 141,834,000 112 , 866,100 

Total. ....---.-.---.---------.- 4,792 19,742,268 9,918,900 141,884,000 112,866,100 
Direct smelting: 

Ore.__.._ ~~~ ee 193 7,856 2,300 146 ,800 20,700 
Mill cleanings__.....____-.-_______ -4 4,304 800 112,200 63 , 000 
Old slag_.__----.------_----_-__-__e --- 22 ,352 --. 2,575,000 9,044,200 

Total__...-.------_ ~~ eee 197 84,512 - 3,100 2,834,000 9,127,900 
Placer_..._-_--..,---------__--__--_____ 67 5 a — _-- 

Grand total_..-.- ..---___-__ _- 5,056 19,776,785 9,922,000 144,668,000 121,994,000 

three-compartment shaft at a rate of about was being converted to hoist ore from the 
230 feet per month as part of the “Coeur lower levels of the mine as part of a plan 
Project” begun in 1965, to explore Rainbow tg expand production capacity approxi- 
Mining and Milling Co., Ltd., and Coeur mately 50 percent above the existing 500 d’Alene Mines Corp. claims at depth. As . 

cate . tons per day. At the Crescent mine, The part of a $l-million expansion at the Ga- Bunker Hill Co. ; d and b d 
lena mine, Asarco installed a new 1,750-hp = ?UNKEr Ell’ \O. intersected and began de- 
hoist, the largest in the Coeur d’Alene re- veloping a 3500-level extension of high- 
gion, at the mine’s No. 3 shaft. The shaft, grade ore first encountered in 1965 on the 
originally begun for ventilation in 1960, 3300 level.
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Sunshine Mining Co. obtained operating at the Bunker Hill mine. Hecla Mining 
leases and initiated exploration at several Co. purchased the Morning mine from 
properties adjacent to the Sunshine mine. Asarco early in the year. The mine was 
The firm announced plans to deepen the formerly leased from Asarco and operated 
Sunshine mine to at least 6,300 feet, 3,300 as part of the Star-Morning Unit area. 

feet below sea level and about 1,700 feet The $13-million expansion of the Bun- 
below the current mining level. Seventy ker Hill electrolytic zinc plant and related 

Beacon Light Mining Co. claims near Mul- facilities at Kellogg progressed as sched- 
lan were leased and examined by Cordero leq. Construction also was begun on a 
Mining Co. new Bunker Hill research and analytical 

Federal Resources Corp. continued mil]- laboratory to replace the one destroyed by 
ing operations at its Bellevue mill in fire ip 1965. 
Blaine County. A substantial portion of oe 
the ore processed originated at the adja- NONMETALS 
cent Silver Star-Queens mine which yielded 
more ore than in 1965. Clayton Silver Cement.—Production and shipments of 

Mines announced plans to increase capacity portland cement by the Idaho Portland 
approximately 25 percent above the 180- Cement Co. declined 21 percent compared 

ton-per-day level achieved through a 1965 with the respective totals for the previous 

expansion at its Clayton operation in Cus- year, reflecting generally curtailed construc- 
ter County. Sidney Mining Co. received a tion activity in the State; masonry cement 
$40,208 Office of Minerals Exploration con- shipments also were lower. Shipments were 

tract to continue exploration of its Silver mainly to destinations within the State; 

City, Owyhee County, properties. out-of-State markets in the Rocky Moun- 
Titantum.—Porter Bros. Corp. shipped tain area also were served. Limestone re- 

fine-grained ilmenite from its Lowman 4¥!vements for the plant continued to be 

millsite at about the 1965 rate. The com- supplied from the nearby company-operat- 

pany expanded ore reserves of columbium- ed Inkom quarry. Shale, gypsum, and iron 
tantalum, ilmenite, and other black-sand %€ tequirements were purchased. 
constituents through churn drilling at its Clays.—The quantity of clays sold or 

Bear Valley, Valley County, property. used by producers declined 25 percent 

Tungsten,—Tungsten ore was shipped from the total of the previous year. The 
from previously stockpiled material to a decline was caused by a sharp drop in the 

California market, The ore, containing 96 quantity of miscellaneous clay mined for 

units of tungsten trioxide, was mined by producing heavy-clay construction prod- 

Salmon River Scheelite Corp. at the Tung- ucts. Fire clay and kaolin production both 

sten Jim mine, in Custer County. were greater than in 1965. Bentonitic clay 

Vanadium.—Output of vanadium was 78 output, used principally for sealing irriga- 
percent above that produced in 1965. tion canals and reservoirs, remained sub- 

Vanadium-bearing ferrophosphorus from stantially the same. Miscellaneous clay’ was | 

the Monsanto Co. elemental phosphorus dug from pits in Ada, Bonneville, Cassia, 

plant at Soda Springs was processed at the Elmore, and Minidoka Counties. Fire clay, 

nearby Kerr-McGee facility, and Vitro for refractories manufacturing, was dug at 

Chemical Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, uti- 4 pit near Helmer, Latah County, by A. P. 
lized similar raw material from the FMC Green Refractories Co. J. CR. Simplot Co. 

Corp. phosphorus operation in Power mined and processed kaolin at operations 

County. in Latah County for use as a filler clay by 

Zinc.—Output of zinc followed the trend the paper industry. . 

of its coproduct lead by increasing for the Garnet.—Producers’ shipments of garnet 

first time since 1963. The increase was _ increased 18 percent over those of the pre- 

largely due to greater production from the vious year. Production was from operations 

Bunker Hill mine, which, along with the of the Emerald Creek Garnet Milling Co. 

Star-Morning Unit area, accounted for over and Idaho Garnet Abrasives Co. (a divi- 

one-half of the State output. sion of Sunshine Mining Co.), near Fern- | 

The Bunker Hill Co, continued utilizing wood, Benewah County. The processed gar- 

a trackless bulk-mining system developed net was marketed mainly as an airblast 

in 1965 to extract low-grade zinc ore bodies abrasive. A quantity of abrasive garnet was
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shipped by Porter Bros. Corp. from stock- pared with that of the previous year. The 
piles at Lowman, Boise County. decline was attributed to curtailed con- 
Gem Stones.—The value of gem materi- struction activity throughout the firm’s 

als collected in the State was estimated at marketing area. Shipments , of expanded 

$180,000. The estimate was based largely perlite produced at the firm's Malad plant 

on a U.S. Forest Service visitor-day count also were less than in the previous year. 
at the Emerald Creek star garnet deposit The expanded perlite was used as loose-fill 
near Femwood, Benewah County. Other insulation, concrete and building plaster 

materials, such as metallic ore specimens aggregate, and for soil conditioning. 
and varieties of quartz, also were sought by Phosphate Rock.—Mine production of 
numerous amateur collectors. crude phosphate rock totaled 4.6 million 

In July, the Bureau of Land Manage- Short tons, an 11-percent increase over the 

ment announced plans for leasing 40 acres 4-2 million tons mined in 1965. Phosphate 
of garnet-bearing lands in the St. Joe Na- rock was mined at four operations in two 

tional Forest in Northeastern Latah counties. J. R. Simplot Co. continued pro- 
County. Under the lease terms there was to duction from the Gay and Conda mines mn 
be no mining of garnet sands for industrial Bingham and Caribou Counties, respective- 
purposes, but the lease was to allow sales ly. Monsanto Co. continued production 
of garnet specimens on a concession basis from the Ballard property near Conda, 
to mineral collectors. Caribou County, and El Paso Products Co. 

roduced from the Mabie Canyon mine, 
_Gypsum.—Rock Island Gypsum Co. con- Also in Caribou County. Increased produc- 
tinued to supply agricultural sypsum tion by all firms contributed to the rise. 
(land plaster) for local markets. Shipments Th tity of phosphat k sold or 
from stocks at the firm’s Rock Creek mine © quaneny OF Phospaate Toc 
near Weiser were lower than for the used by producers was 13 percent greater 

: . than the total for the previous year. The 
previous year. . . 

major use of phosphate rock produced in 
Kyanite-——There was no production of the State continued to be for manufactur- 

kyanite for commercial markets during the ing elemental phosphorus; demand in 1966 
year, but Sunshine Mining Co. continued exceeded that of 1965 by 2 percent. Phos- 

drilling and other exploratory work on phate rock requirements for manufacturing 
| kyanite deposits near Kooskia in northwest- phosphate fertilizers and wet-process phos- 

: ern Idaho County. The Federal Bureau of phoric acid registered sharp gains as the El 
Mines, at Albany, Oreg., continued Paso facilities at Conda were brought into 
beneficiation studies of kyanite-bearing volume production and established opera- 
samples from the Woodrat and Goat tions expanded production. 

Mountain deposits. Phosphate rock was reduced to elemental 

Lime.—Limestone was calcined to lime at Phosphorus at plants of FMC Corp., Min- 
beet-sugar refineries in Bonneville, Canyon, eral Products Division, at Pocatello, and 

Minidoka, and Twin Falls Counties. Cap- Monsanto Co., at Soda Springs. The Mon- 
' tive production, for interplant use at the santo firm completed installation of a 

respective beet-sugar refineries, declined 6 /0,000-Kilovolt-ampere electric furnace as 
prcent compared with output for 1965. part of an expansion and modernization 
Secondary lime, regenerated by calcining program begun in 1965. 
calcium-carbonate sludge, was produced at FMC Corp. completed the first phase of 
a kraft-process paper plant in Nez Perce a multimillion-dollar expansion program 
County. at the Pocatello elemental phosphorus 

Peat.—Shipments of peat remained sub- ol Tks. included val ane cp rnoree by la re 
stantially the same as in 1965. Production prarement ov wo omer fumaces by larger 

. and more efficient units. The first unit was 
was from operations of Idaho Peat, Inc., completed in December with the second 
near Downey, Bannock County. Shipments unit scheduled for construction in 1967. 
were mainly in bulk form for horticultural ; . ; 
and general soil improvement uses. J. R. Simp lot Co. continued producing 

phosphate fertilizers at the firm’s Pocatello 
Perlite.—Production of perlite by Oneida complex. In February, plans were an- 

Perlite Corp. at an open-pit operation in nounced for constructing a third fluosolids 
Oneida County was reduced sharply com-_ reactor and a water-cooling tower at the
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works. In October, shipments of phosphoric to be used as the raw material feed for the 
acid were initiated by the Simplot company plant. Production from the mine and the 
for export to the firm’s newly constructed plant was scheduled to begin in 1967. 
fertilizer manufacturing plant at Brandon, The phosphate resources of Idaho were 
Manitoba, Canada. The Pocatello works reviewed in a report.4 
was to supply the phosphoric acid require- 

PP paosP equire Pozzolan.—FE] Paso Natural Gas Com- 
ments of the Canadian plant. El Paso besin shipoi lan fro lant 
Products Co. began volume production of Phe “et . ne P he pozzolan trom a P Hi ™ 
phosphate fertilizers at the company’s Agri- acjacent toe ms mercury Opera a 
chemical complex near Conda, Caribou near Weiser, Washington County. Calcined 
County. Phosphate rock from the Mabie opalite, a waste proguct from fornacing 
Canyon mine in Dry Valley, some 20 miles feed fi on was on “I a ra hints | 
distant, was shipped by rail to the plant he, i the pozzo hi P a | arty we 

for processing into ammonium phosphate thousan oat was s PE or ae 7 . 
and concentrated superphosphate fertilizers. coo ncte a th ee fi  Nosthw - truction 

. . rojects in the Pacific west. 
The Bunker Hill Co. continued manu- pu ; . 

facturing phosphoric acid and phosphate Pumice.—The quantity of pumice and 
fertilizers at Kellogg, Shoshone County. Volcanic cinder sold or used by producers 
Calcined phosphate rock from Wyoming ‘registered a 20-percent gain over that of 

sources and sulfuric acid produced at the the previous year. Pumice for lightweight 
company Kellogg zinc smelter were used as aggregate use was produced from opeta- 
raw materials for fertilizer manufacturing. tions in Bonneville and Oneida Counties; 
In November, construction was completed the largest tonnage came from Bonneville 
on a second 350-ton-per-day sulfuric acid County pits. A quantity of volcanic cinder 

plant at the Kellogg site. Production from for use in making concrete products was 
the plant was to be used in manufacturing produced from one operation in Camyon 
fertilizers at the Kellogg complex. ~ County. | 

e , 

Mountain Fuel Supply Co., Salt Lake Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- | 
City, Utah, began developing phosphate duction for all uses declined 38 percent | 
deposits in Caribou County, and in De- from the 12.2-million-ton total in 1965. | 
cember announced plans for constructing a The sharp decline was largely due to cur- 
washing and calcining plant near Soda = ——~— | 
Springs. Phosphate rock from deposits in P , Service, A; Le An Evaluation of the Western | 

* ospha naustry an Ss esources. art. 3s. 

the D ry Valley area of Caribou County was Idaho. BuMines Rept. of Inv. 6801, 1966, 201 pp. | 
| | 

Table 13.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses ! 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use —_—— 

Quantity Value Quantity Walue 

Commercial operations: 
Building. _...-.-.----.----------------------- 629 $1,100 603 $932 
Road material. .._----------.---------------- 1,920 2,063 1,484 1,233 
Fill____.--.-------.-------------------------- 161 192 154 146 
Other 1____.-_.--.--------------------------- 101 165 149 243 

Total.____----...----------.-------------- 2,811 3,520 2,390 2,574 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Building....-.-.----------------------------- --- --- 102 75 
Road material__..-.--..--------------------- 8,470 9,137 4,489 3,690 
Fill_..--.--.-------------------------------- 865 539 550 320 
Other 1_____..-.-..-------------------------- 5 2 13 13 

Total. __---------------------------------- 9,340 9,678 5,154 4,098 

All operations: 
Building.....-.---.-.------------------------ 629 1,100 705 1,007 
Road material__._..._...-------------------- 10,390 11,200 5,973 4,943 
Fill_._-..----------------------------------- 1,026 731 704 466 
Other !____-_-_-_-_-_-------- eee e eee 106 167 162 256 

Grand total__....-------------------------- 12,151 13,198 7,544 6,672 

1 Includes special sands, railroad ballast, and sand and gravel used for miscellaneous purposes.
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tailed requirements for sand and gravel at Stone.—Production of stone for all pur- 
State highway department projects (2.7 poses increased 47 percent (863,000 tons) 
million tons versus 5.9 million tons in over that produced in 1965. Greater de- 
1965) . mand for crushed stone at State highway 

Curtailments in the light construction department, U.S. Forest Service, and the 
industry were reflected in the commercial U.S. Army Corps of Engineers projects all 
markets for these commodities. Output by contributed to the gain. | 
commercial producers totaled 2.4 million Production for commercial markets was 

tons, a decline of 15 percent from the 2.8- 946,000 tons, a 14-percent decline from the 
million-ton total of the previous year. .]-million-ton total of the previous year. 
Commercial production was reported from Government-and-contractor tonnage (large- 
* opetatons in 17 comncies. | auc ly contractor production for Federal, State, 

ark Gounty was the largest producing county, and municipal agencies) was 1.7 
area with output of 1.7 million tons. Pro- nillicn tons, compared vith 738,000 tons 
duction exceeded 500,000 tons each in Ada, produced in 1965. | 

Canyon, and Twin Falls Counties. Sand Basalt continued to be the principal 
and gravel production was ep orted from stone quarried. Output, which increased 15 
operations in 4] of the 44 counties in the percent, was used mainly as a road base 

State; however significant fonnages | also and surfacing material, and as _ riprap. 
_owerS produced which con id not be assigned Limestone production declined owing to 

to a specific county of origin. reduced demand by the cement industry. 
Universal Lumber Be Supp ly Co. (Wel Sandstone and quartzite output was more 

Monte Prop erties Co.) continued produc: than double that of the previous year ow- 
ton of quality sand for plaster, glass, abra- ing to increased demand for the material 
SIVe, and other specialty uses from an as a flux at elemental phosphorus plants 
operation near Emmett, Gem County. J. R. | . 
Simplot Co. marketed a quantity of sand 2"4 t© greater use at U.S. Forest Service 

Pp q Y . | ; 
for airblast abrasive and construction uses, PTOjects. Stone production was reported 
produced as a byproduct from the firm’s from 18 counties; in addition, significant 

Miclasil operation near Bovill, Latah tonnages were produced which could not 
County. be assigned to a specific county of origin. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was recorded from Benewah.—Garnet was produced and 
all of the 44 counties. Shoshone County shipped from two operations near Fern- 
accounted for 57 percent of the total min- wood. The production total was significant- 
eral-output value. Sand and gravel and _ ly greater than for the previous year. The 
Stone were the principal or only products Emerald Creek garnet area near Fernwood 
from 30 counties. Selected counties with continued to be a prime gemstone source 
significant metal and nonmetal develop- for collectors and hobbyists. The larger 
ments are discussed in the following re- garnet specimens, which had been rejected 
view. : for processing into industrial abrasive gar- 

Bannock.—The value of mineral produc- Sana nd sought by vd comets conectors 
tion from operations in the county °4@n0 an Pee or Toa Prone an 
dropped sharply compared with the 1965 surfacing also was produced. 
total owing to reduced output of cement Bingham.—Mining of phosphate rock and 
from the Inkom plant of Idaho Portland phosphatic shale continued as the principal 
Cement Co. and to the sharply reduced Mineral industry activity. J. R. Simplot Co. 

production of sand and gravel. Reduced increased output of phosphate rock and 
limestone requirements for cement manu- Phosphatic shale from the Gay mine near 

; . Fort Hall. The higher grade rock con- 
facture also contributed to the decline. i vued to be utilized at the firm’s fertilizer 
Ship ments of reed-sedge peat from an complex near Pocatello, and the lower 
operation near Downey remained substan- grade phosphatic shale was shipped to the 

tially unchanged from those of the pre- FMC Corp. elemental phosphorus plant 
vious year. west of Pocatello. Sand and gravel totals
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Table 14.—-Value of mineral production in Idaho, by counties | 

(Thousand dollars) oe 

~ County 1965 1966 _ Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Ada... .2---- +--+ $882 $538 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Adams._...-..-.2-------.- --. 24 Sand and gravel, . 
Bannock... ...----------. WwW 2,734 - Cement, stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Bear Lake..--....-..-.-- 280 158 Sand and gravel. 
Benewah- -.--..-..------ WwW W Abrasive garnet, sand and gravel, iron ore. 
Bingham. _..-----------. WwW W Phosphate rock, vanadium, sand and gravel. 
Blaine. ....---------.--- WwW 2,086 Lead, zinc, silver, sand and gravel, copper, gold. 
Boise. ....--.--.-------- 2 130 Sand and gravel, stone, gold, silver, lead, copper, 

_ zine. - 
Bonner... --------------- 117 39 Sand and gravel, silver, lead, copper, gold, zine, 
Bonneville_._--...-..--.-. 1,020 727 Sand and gravel, lime, pumice, stone, clays. 
Boundary----.-..-------- 283 66 Stone, sand and gravel, lead, silver, zinc, copper. 
Butte._....----.--.----- 14 W_ Lead, sand and gravel, silver, zinc, copper. 
Camas. ...-----...-----. 21 W §Lead, silver, sand and gravel, zinc, gold, copper. 
Canyon...------------.. 1,247 688 Sand and gravel, lime, pumice. . 
Caribou.....--.-.--.-.-. WwW WwW Phosphate rock, vanadium, stone, sand and 
. gravel. 
Cassia......---..----.--- WwW 122 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Clark. ..-------.-------- 758 897 Sand and gravel, 
Clearwater.......------- 828 1,347 Stone, sand and gravel, 
Custer. ..--.--.---.-.--. 783 830 Silver, lead, sand and gravel, zine, copper, gold, 

stone, tungsten. 
Elmore.__.-..-----..-.-+. 116 209 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Franklin. ....-..-..-..-- 528 76 Sand and gravel. 
Fremont... ....-----.---- mee qT Do. 

Gem, ....--------...---. 238 249 Sand and gravel, gold, silver, zinc, lead, copper. 
Gooding__-_..-..--------. 185 27 Sand and gravel. 
Idaho__..----.----..--.. 155 815 Stone, sand and gravel, gold, silver. 
Jefferson...-----.--.--.- 125 126 Sand and gravel. Do - 
Jerome.._....-.--------- 173 . 15 Sand and gravel, gold, silver. , 
Kootenai-__.---....------ 121 394 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Latah......--.-.-.------ WwW W Clays, stone, sand and gravel. / 
Lemhi_.....-.-..---.--- WwW W Copper, sand and gravel, gold, cobalt, silver, lead, 

: zinc, 

Lewis....-...--------.-. WwW 28 Stone. 
Lincoln... ..-..--.---.-. WwW 35 Sand and gravel. 
Madison....-....-----.. 21 47 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Minidoka__......---.---- 481 2538 Lime, sand and gravel, clays. 
Nez Perce. .._-..-..-...- 616 328 Sand and gravel. 
Oneida__......---.-.-  . 100 W Pumice, perlite. . . 
Owyhee. .....-..---__-. 200 288 Stone, clays, gold. Co 
Payette. ._._..-_....---. 55 155 Sand and gravel. 
Power.._.-__-----.-.---- 18 24 Do. 
Shoshone. ..__.-....--2-- 62,910 65,759 Silver, lead, zinc, copper, antimony, stone, sand 

and gravel, gold. 
Teton_.___-_--. 2, 202 80 Sand and gravel. 
Twin Falls_.....-..----- 1,260 W Sand and gravel, lime. 
Valley... --_...---- Le... 184 68 Stone, sand and gravel, iron ore, titanium, 

abrasive garnet, mercury, gold, silver. 
Washington._..-_...------ 1,226 1,062 Mercury, stone, iron ore. 
Undistributed !....-..-..- 30,491 34,588 | 

4 Xe) :) 105 ,085 114,914 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1 Includes value of mineral production that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by 

symnbol W. 

weré lower owing to redticed requirements concentrator adjacent to the mine, along 
_at State and county road projects. with ore from several smaller mines in the 

Blaine—Federal Resources Corp. con- 7*°* ; ; 
tinued to be the major producer at its A silver-lead ore strike was reported near 

Silver Star-Queens mine at Bellevue. Hailey at the Liberty Gem mine. 

Richer ore than that mined in 1965 sup- Boise.—Minor amounts of gold and silver 
plied more silver and lead from less ton- were produced from one small placer and 
nage than that mined the previous year.  foyr small lode mines. 

Production of 34,732 tons of ore yielded Porter Bros. Corp. shipped a quantity of 

351,244 ounces of silver, 2,721 tons of lead, garnet concentrate from stockpiles at Low- 
1,356 tons of zinc, and 29 tons of copper; man. The material had been produced sev- 
the ore was processed at a 250-ton-per-day eral years previously as a byproduct from
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milling black-sand concentrates dredged at used as furnace flux at elemental phos- 
operations in Valley County. phorus plants was quarried near Soda 

Bonner.—Duval Corp. initiated a surface Springs. Sand and gravel and stone were 
exploration program at the Conjecture produced for commercial and Govern- 
mine in the Lakeview district. The Conjec- ™ent-and-contractor markets. 
ture mine had been idle since early in 1964 Custer.—A record production of silver 
when Federal Resources Corp. abandoned ore (57,442 tons) from the Clayton Silver 
exploration at the property after spending Mines Clayton mine yielded 246,591 ounces 
about $2.75 million. of silver, compared with 26,658 tons of ore 

Bonneville-—Mineral production value which yielded 130,877 ounces of silver in 

from the county declined 29 percent com- 1965, and the previous record year of 1944 

pared with the total for the previous year which yielded 214,418 ounces of silver. Ap- 

owing largely to reduced requirements of proximately 757 tons of lead, 34 tons — of 
sand and gravel at State and county high- copper, 82 tons of zinc, and 54 ounces of 
way projects. The county continued as the gold were recovered from the Clayton ore. 
principal pumice producing area in the Mill capacity was increased to 220 tons per 

State. Output was from the Indian Siding day, and near the end of the year, the zinc 
pit of Idaho Falls Pumice Co., Idaho Falls, separation facilities in the mill were reha- 
and from the Albino pit of Idaho Concrete _ bilitated to produce a separate zinc concen- 

Products, Inc., near Ammon. Utah-Idaho trate. The Clayton Silver Mines annual re- 
| Sugar Co. calcined limestone to quicklime port estimated yearend reserves of 283,858 

at Idaho Falls for use in refining sugar. tons compared with 306,300 tons at the be- 
Clay mined near Idaho Falls was used in ginning of the year. Mining costs reported- 
producing heavy-clay construction products ly totaled $159,000, and milling costs were 
by Idaho Falls Brick and Tile Co. | $125,000. 

Camas.—Russco Silver, Inc., continued to Gem.—Gem._. State Consolidated Mines, | 
be the only metal producer in the county, Inc., increased production at its Dewey 
shipping lead ore from its Buttercup mine Group over the previous year to 2,960 tons 
near Willow Creek to the Federal Re- of ore yielding 261 ounces of gold and 
sources Corp. mill at Bellevue. . 1,834 ounces of silver. 

Caribou.—Production values for phos- Universal Lumber and Supply Co, a 
phate rock, vanadium, sand and gravel, subsidiary of Del Monte Properties ee an- 

and stone ranked the county second in the nounced p ans for constructing a $400,000 
State in terms of mineral production value. sand benefication plant near Emmett. ae 
Increased requirements for phosphate rock new facility, which was to replace an older 
by the elemental phosphorus and fertilizer plant, was to upgrade s and from nearby 
manufacturing industries and greater pro- deposits fo a product suitab e for Slass, cf 
duction values for vanadium accounted for *#™° building, and abrasive applications. 
most of the 75-percent increase in value Latah.—Mineral production value for the 
over the 1965 total. The quantity of phos- county advanced 31 percent compared with 
phate rock sold or used by producers the 1965 total. Greater production of road- 
jumped sharply compared with the total stone for the State highway department 

for the previous year. Phosphate rock was and increased output of kaolin from the 
mined at the Ballard (Monsanto Co.), Miclasil plant of J. R. Simplot Co. near 
Conda (J. R. Simplot Co.) , and the Mabie Bovill accounted for the major portion of 

Canyon (El Paso Products Co.) mines; the increase. Kaolin for the Simplot Micla- 

output from all operations increased. Phos- Sil operation was mined from the Stanford 
phate rock from the Ballard property was Pit northwest of Deary. Fire clay, mined 
reduced to elemental phosphorus at the So- near Helmer, was used at the A. P. Green 
da Springs electric-furnace plant of Mon- Refractories Co. plant at Troy. 
santo Co., and production from the Conda Lemhi.—The Machinery Center, Inc., 
mine was shipped by rail to the Pocatello Blackbird mine near Cobalt yielded 72,000 
fertilizer works of J. R. Simplot Co. The tons of ore from which was recovered 1,500 
Mabie Canyon production was hauled by ounces of gold, 3,224 ounces of silver, and 
rail to the El Paso Products Co. fertilizer 1,438 tons of copper. Producing metal 
manufacturing complex near Conda for mines in the county totaled 3, compared 
producing phosphate fertilizers. Quartzite with 11 small producers active in 1965.
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Sundance Mining & Development Co. be- Day Mines, Inc., annual report to share- 
gan sinking a 5- by 7-foot exploration shaft holders. The combined operations yielded 
on the Broken Hip silver-lead prospect at 34,883 tons of ore, averaging 0.85 ounce of 
Gilmore. silver per ton, 1.9 percent lead, and 4.6 

Owyhee.—Sidney Mining Co. completed percent zinc. Development work consisted 

9,700 feet of trenching in the Silver City of 295 feet of drifting. 
area and began work on the diamond-drill- Evolution District—Production from the 
ing phase of a $40,000 contract with the Sunshine mine, which continued to be the 

Office of Minerals Exploration. leading silver mine in the Nation, in- 

Power.—Phosphate rock from mines in creased 965,731 ounces over that of 1965 

Bingham and Caribou Counties continued with a production of 7.4 million ounces of 

to supply requirements of the phosphate silver from ore assaying 39.6 ounces per 

processing industry centered at Pocatello. ton. Approximately 200 ounces of gold, 
J. R. Simplot Co. utilized phosphate rock 1,260 tons of copper, 250 tons of lead, and 
from company mines in Bingham and 150 tons of zinc also were recovered from 

Caribou Counties to manufacture wet-pro- 190,782 tons of ore. According to the Hecla 

cess phosphoric acid and various grades of Mining Co. annual report, the No. 10 shaft 

ammonium phosphate and concentrated was deepened below the 5000 level, and the 

superphosphate fertilizer products. FMC _ station and pockets were excavated on the 

Corp. continued to expand productive ca- 4800 level. Development was started on the 

pacity at its Pocatello elemental phos- 4800 level, and by yearend, three diamond- 

phorus plant through replacement of drill holes had intersected ore in the Ches- 

smaller capacity furnaces with larger, more _ ter vein. , 

efficient units. The first of two such sched- Sunshine Mining Co. began work on an 

uled_ installations was completed in De- exploration crosscut to the Bismarck prop- 

cember. Phosphatic shale mined in Bing- erty from the 2700 level in the Sun Con 

ham County supplied the plant. area. 

Sulfur from recovery plants in the West- Hecla Mining Co. extracted 39,583 tons 
ern States and Canada was converted to of ore averaging 17.3 ounces of silver per 

sulfuric acid and used by the J. R. Simplot ton and 0.5 percent copper from the Silver 

Co. in manufacturing phosphate and am- Symmit mine. Only a small tonnage of 
monium phosphate fertilizers at Pocatello. new ore was developed during the year, 

Shoshone.—Twenty-one mines supplied including two short ore shoots on the 3600 

94 percent of the State’s base and precious level and one very short ore shoot on the 

metal production. 4000 level. Yearend ore reserves were 31,000 

Beaver District—TZinc-lead ore was pro- [ons compard with 35,000 tons on January 

duced by lessees and contractors at the I. 

Mountain Goat and Monitor mines at the Hunter District—According to The Bun- 

rate of 100 tons per day, according to the ker Hill Co. annual report, 246,311 tons of 

Table 15.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in the Coeur d’Alene 

region, Shoshone County, in terms of recoverable metals 
NN 

Material Silver, 
Mines producing sold or Gold, lode and 

treated! lode and placer Copper ‘Lead Zine Total 

Year —_—___—_—_—_———. (thou-. placer (thou- (short (short (short value 

sand (troy sand tons) tons) tons) (thou- 
Lode Placer short ounces) troy sands) 

tons) ounces) 

a 

1957-61 (average). 22 1 1,877 2,567 15,460 3,463 58 , 622 50,927 $41,857 

1962_.----------- 17 1 1,587 $3,962 17,578 3,435 83 ,339 62,713 51,085 

1963 ..----.------ 16 --- 1,463 3,427 16,523 3,332 74,794 63 ,118 53 ,980 

1964__.-.---.---- 18 --- 1,482 2,952 16,122 3,336 69 , 586 58 , 054 57,146 

1965__-.---------- 21 --- 1,592 2,713 17,918 3,540 63 , 474 56 , 443 62 ,054 

1966_.-.--------- 21 --- 1,786 2,775 19,092 3,454 67 , 891 58 , 877 64,880 

1884-1966___..--- --- _-- 2114,874 477,098 722,432 119,470 6,901,396 2,444,186 2,154,510 

a 
1 Does not include gravel washed. 
2 Complete data not available: 1904-66.
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ore from the Star Unit area yielded 652,356 the Day Mines, Inc., annual report. Devel- 
ounces of silver, 11,469 tons of lead, and opment work consisted of 1,273 feet of 
18,911 tons of zinc. Work on a single deep- drifting and crosscutting and 882 feet of. 
hoisting facility proceeded on schedule raising. | 
with completion to the 7300 level antici- epg . 
pated in 1969. Yearend reserves were in- Yreka District—Increased ore production of 383,630 tons at the Bunker Hill mine . creased to 1,146,043 tons. . “ ‘es 6 

. . . yielded 1,525,229 ounces of silver, 25,974 Production from the Lucky Friday mine } . 
Lage . tons of lead, and 21,968 tons of zinc. Ac- was 179,716 tons of ore yielding 3.19 mil- , . 

. ny cording to The Bunker Hill Co. annual 
lion ounces of silver, 1,278 ounces of gold, 

| : report, ore reserves showed a very substan- 
20,683 tons of lead, and 1,658 tons of zinc, we . fp 

. . naan : tial improvement in the category of mate- 
again making it the Nation’s third largest . : ws ‘ rial amenable to bulk mining methods and silver producer. Development work on the havi . Teng foe ot 

- aving chief values in zinc, and at yearend, 
3450 level exposed 900 feet of ore compar- . } : ! 
sae . . comprised 3,768,664 tons of the total 
ing favorably in width and grade to the 4 go4 158 tons of mine ore reserves oo same vein sections on the 3250 level. The ~~’ ~ | , | 
Lucky Friday shaft was deepened to the The Bunker Hill concentrator processed 
3850 level. At yearend, ore reserves were 2 Tecord 750,000 tons of ore, exceeding the 
658,000 tons compared with 607,000 tons on 627,000 tons processed the previous year. 
January 1. Included in the tonnage treated were cus- 

Hecla Mining Co. and Day Mines, Inc., tom ore and old jig tailings. 
under an agreement to explore the Day At the smelter a new record was set for 
Mines Hunter Ranch property, adjoining tons of lead smelted, surpassing the pre- 
Lucky Friday ground to the west, complet- vious high established in 1961. | 

ed 4,000 feet of diamond drilling and At the Crescent mine, exploration on the 
_drove a lateral 1,500 feet westerly into 3500 level was finished by midyear, and 
Hunter Ranch ground. No important min- production was begun toward the end of 
eralization was exposed. the year. Ore from the deep levels contrib- | 

Hecla Mining Co. purchased the Morn- uted to the 21,099 tons of ore produced 
ing mine from Asarco and announced that from which 816,771 ounces of silver was 
work was begun that ultimately would take yecovered. The yearend reserves of 150,879 - 
the Star No. 4 shaft to the 9100 level. tons were maintained at approximately the 

Placer Center District—Asarco reported 1965 tonnage by development of the 3500 
to its shareholders that the Galena mine _ level. Lo 
was the second largest source of silver in Valley.—Electronic Metals, Inc. (formerly 

the United States with output of 155,411 Antimony Gold Ores Co.), produced 1 

tons of ore yielding 4,206,000 ounces of flask of mercury at the Hermes mine in 
silver and 1,532 tons. of copper. The No. 3 the Yellow Pine district and shipped 30 
shaft was completed to the 3700 level, and flasks from stocks to W. R. Grace & Co. 
a new hoist capable of reaching to the Porter Bros. Corp. shipped small 
6000 level was installed. Milling capacity amounts of magnetite and garnet from 
was to be increased from 500 tons to a stockpiles at Lowman. 
projected 800 tons per day by 1968. . . ii . 

The Asarco “Coeur Project” was con- Washington.—Silver Bu lion Mining Co. 

tinued on Rainbow Mining and Milling began drilling 34 copper claims on Cuddy 
Company, Ltd., property. The surface Mountain, northeast of Cambridge. 

plant was completed, and a new three-com- Most of the iron ore mined in the State 
partment shaft was sunk to a depth of came from the Rock Island Gypsum Co. 
2444 feet. Iron Mountain open-pit mine near Weiser. 

Day Mines, Inc., continued development Production was magnetite for use in manu- 

on the Hornet vein at the Dayrock mine facturing cement. 
1250 level. Preparations were underway for El] Paso Natural Gas Company Idaho- 
deepening the Dayrock shaft 200 feet for a Almaden mine, near Weiser, continued to 
new 1450 level. Ore milled aggregated supply nearly all of the mercury produced 
35,801 tons containing 7.0 ounces of silver jin the State; 58,550 tons of ore was extract- 

per ton and 7.2 percent lead, according to ed yielding 1,133 flasks of mercury.



The Mineral Indust f Illinois 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Illinois Geological Survey, for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. an 

By Richard E. Dawes' and Robert G. Bottge ” 

Illinois mineral production in 1966 was In 1966, the State led in fluorspar pro- 

valued at $618.3 million, over 4 percent duction, ranked fourth in bituminous coal 
_ higher than ft 1965. Increases in total val- output, and was among the leading States 

ue. of coal, fluorspar, liquefied petroleum in the production of construction materials 
(LP) gases, natural gasoline and _ cycle . _ 1. 

—cement, clays, lime, sand and gravel, and 
products, peat, and sand and gravel more Ulinois al ked high in th | 

than offset decreases in portland and ma- stone. Mors also Tankee Arg mn the proc 
sonry cements, clays, lead, lime, natural ‘©SS!98 of mineral Taw materials. 

gas, petroleum, stone, tripoli, and zinc. §=—H+W¥— 
Mineral fuels comprised 73 percent of the 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Minnez- 
State total value, nonmetals over 26 per- polis, Minn. oe 
cent, and metals less than 1 percent. h capa Nine omists Bureau of Mines, Min- 

Table 1.—Miéineral production in Illinois ' 

1965 1966 
Mineral ee 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

~ Cement: | 
Portland. ________.thousand 376-pound barrels __ 9,358 $30 , 622 9,203 $238 ,617 
-Masonry._...-._.- thousand 280-pound barrels _. 615 1,907 614 1,863 

Clays 2?_______.___..__._._.__thousand short tons_. 2,169 4,601 1,894 3,996 
Coal (bituminous) _________..__--____-__.__-do___-_ 58 , 483 218 ,972 63,571 244,337 
Fluorspar._.......-.-.-.-.-_.....___-_-short tons__ 159 ,140 7,861 176,175 8,002 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__...__..do___- 3,005 938 2,285 691 
Natural gas___.__._._._..._.._ __million cubic feet_- 7,396 865 7,230 S60 
Peat_.__.___-._-__-___-___-___.__.___.-_short tons_- 36 , 774 453 44,374 565 
Petroleum (crude)._.._._thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 63 ,708 186 , 664 361,982 3 185,947 
Sand and gravel____._..__.__.__thousand short tons_ - 36 ,228 40,480 38 , 237 43,201 
Stone___._--2 eee doe. 47,066 61,294 46,157 60,961 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__ short tons_- 18 ,314 5,348 15,192 4,406 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Fuller’s earth, . 

gem stones, lime, natural gas liquids, and tripoli-__ __- xX 33 , 020 xX 34,362 

Total______-_-.-------.-_..-_------------- xx 598,025 |  ##$XX 618,313 

XX Not applicable. | 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

2 Excludes fuller’s earth, included with ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.’’ 

3 Final figure; supersedes figure given in commodity section. 
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| Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars | 
(Millions) 

Year Value ! Year Value ! 

1955_-.---.-.--------- eee $575 9 1961.._._______.-- eee eee -- $577 : 
1956__...----- eee 560 1962__.._-_-- eee 604 
1957__..-- ~~ 570 19638_......._._.-_-.----..----------- 604 
1958_...---.-_-_-.-_-----.----------- 582 1964__.._.._... ei +--+ +--+ e+ 608 
1969__._-_---_- eee 582 1965___-_._ Lee ee 612 
1960__.._-_-_-_-------.-_----.--.-.. 596 1966___.._...._._..----------------- P 630 

D Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1955-57, 1959-64 revised. 
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Figure 1.—Value of coal, petroleum, and total value of mineral production in Illinois.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

a 
Average Number of Injury rates per 

. men Days Man-days Man-hours injuries million man-hours 
Year and industry working active worked worked ——_—_——— 

daily (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity . 
a 
1965: 

- Coal__.------------- 8,312 252 2,096 16,351 14 687 42.87 7,356 
Metal___.-.---_----- 67 249 17 133 --- 5 37.47 1,169 
Nonmetal____---.--- 1,399 249 349 2,818 1 83 29.81 4,673. 
Sand and gravel__._.. 1,567 223 349 2,901 --- 61 21.03 2,799 
Stone____----------- 3,597 262 942 7,891 1 139 17.74 1,560 
Peat_..------------- 24 93 2 18 _-- _a- wo--- ----- a 

Total_.__._------- 14,966 251 3,755 30,112 16 975 32.91 5,115 
OOOO Eee 

1966: P . 
Coal___------------- 8,600 246 2,114 16,680 - 8 710 43 .05 5,134 
Metal___------------ 75 249 18 146 --- 10 68.49 1,068 
Nonmetal____------- 1,290 267 344 2,791 1 95 34,40 3,621 
Sand and gravel__._.. 1,645 225 370 3,158 _-- 40 12.67 826 
Stone__.------------ 3,500 271 948 7,967 3 135 17.32 2,876 

~ Peat_...------------ 19 117 2 19 --- 1 52.65 53 

Total___._._.----- 15,129 251 3,796 30,761 12 991 32.61 3,947 

P Preliminary. . 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS sents an increase of nearly 5 percent of the 

oe ao total amount consumed. Electric utilities, 
Coal (Bituminous).—Illinois ranked fourth . 

. . . we the largest consumer, obtained about 90 
in the Nation in the production of bitumi- . . - 

. ay: percent of their requirements from Illinois 
nous coal with an output of 63.6 million | 
tons valued at $2448 million. The totals PTOCuceTs | 
represent a 9 rent in re Be t ora’s Production was reported from 83 mines | 

an a 12-per _ nt iicrease val onnage in 26 counties, exluding mines with less 
1965 1 1. val e bitun a 5 coal over than 1,000 tons of annual production. 

d ion .. ted f : a ly 40. oa f a About 93 percent of the total output came 

he c Stat Oe total, ror Mo y d et cal ° from 12 counties, each of which had pro- 

e state's total mineral procuction value. duction in excess of 1 million tons. Those 

Nearly 59 percent of the State’s coal pro- counties, in order of rank, were Perry, 

duction was utilized in QJlinois. Approxi- Franklin, Fulton, St. Clair, Williamson, 
mately 39 percent was shipped to con- Christian, Saline, Montgomery, Randolph, 
sumers in Indiana,.Iowa, Kentucky, Minne- Jefferson, Knox, and Peoria. 

sota, Missouri, and Wisconsin. The re- Nine companies and their subsidiaries 

mainder was consumed at the mines. Elec- each produced over 1 million tons in 1966. 
tric utilities consumed over two-thirds of Together, they accounted for nearly 95 
the total production, general manufactur- percent of the State’s production; they 

ing and processing industries 26 percent, were Ayrshire Collieries Corp., Bell & 
retail dealers 4 percent, and coke and gas Zoller Coal Co., Freeman Coal Mining 

plants 3 percent. The increase in coal con- Corp., Old Ben Coal Corp., Peabody Coal 

sumption by electric utilities was nearly 5 (Co., Sahara Coal Co., Inc., Southwestern II- 
million tons. Shipments to general manu- linois Coal Corp., Truax-Traer Coal Divi- 
facturing and processing industries and sion (Consolidation Coal Co., Inc.), and 
coke and gas plants increased. Shipments The United Electric Coal Cos. The Pea- 
to retail dealers and to railroads for fuel body Coal Co. No. 10 underground mine 

continued to decline. About 88 percent of in Christian County was the largest bitu- 

the coal was shipped by rail, 9 percent by minous coal mine in the Nation. The 

truck, and 2 percent by water. Southwestern Illinois Coal Corp. Captain 
Total Illinois coal consumption was 46.4 Mine in Perry County ranked second in 

million tons, of which 37.6 million tons the Nation in total bituminous coal pro- 

came from within the State. This repre- duction and was the largest strip mine. a
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_ Table 4,—Coal (bituminous) production in 1966, by counties a 

(Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) . 

- Number of mines operated Production (short tons) | 
County a Value 

Underground Strip Underground Strip ' Total 7 

Adams_....--.---------- _---- 1 _--.. 21,827 21,827 $158,601 
Christian___-_.-_..--._-.- 1 .---- 5,604,931 -.--- 5,604,931 WwW 

Douglas.---------------- 1 ----- 653 ,624 _oaee 658 , 624 WwW 
Franklin. _-_.---.-.----- 4 _---- 7,598,406 -.---- 7,598,406 WwW 
Fulton, -.-.-.-.--------.- ----- 7 ----- 17,370,303 7,370,303 30,375,727 : 
Gallatin._....-..--.-_-.- 1 2 ‘80,621 59 , 724 140 ,845 567 ,837 
Greene _.....---.------_- a 1 wenee 2,318 2,313 13 , 557 
Grundy... ....---.---_-.- ---- 1 _---- 370,041 870 ,041 WwW 
Jackson_.__.-.--_-_-_-.- a 3 a 586 , 620 586 ,620 2,011,924 
Jefferson. .._._-_.---___- 1 _---- 2,767,885 _.--- 2,767,835 WwW 
Knox. ....-2----- Le _eeee 2 _..-- 2,368,324 2,368,324 WwW 
Logan__...._-.---------- 1 ----- 19,477 w---- (19,477 97,385 
Macoupin..:-.-------..- 1 ----- .. 447,719 wiene 447 , 719 1,714,099 
Mercer_.._...-----.----- 1 wanee 12,694 ao--- 12,694 72,356 
Montgomery_.._..-..___. 2 .---- 8,801,384 _.--- 8,801,884 WwW 
Peoria__._------.------- 1 3 7,937 1,415,068 1,423,000 6,867,814 
Perry. ------------------ ao--- 4 ----- 9,414,563 9,414,563 30,752,779 
Randolph.___-----.----- 1 3. 826,485 2,378,802 3,204,787 11,502,369 
St. Clair._...------------ 2 2 421,339 5,761,165 6,182,504 WwW 
Saline._..-..-.------.--- 4 7 1,845,032 1,996,533 93,841,565 15,890,435 
Schuyler. ....----------- wo--- 1 ----- 211,005 211,005 WwW 
Stark__-._.------------- a---- 1 ----- 589 , 093 589 , 093 WwW 
Vermilion. ._.-------.--- 2 3 44,222 784,136 828,358 3,930,901 
Washington._...._._-___- 1 _au-e 32,557 _u--- 32 , 557 WwW 
Will... --.--- 2 _---- 1 _---- 556 , 525 556 , 525 WwW 
Williamson__.___..----.- 10 7 93,794,188 2,227,205 6,021,888 23,389,536 

Total...---------- BA 49 27,458,446 86,112,742 63,571,188 244,886,613 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in total. 

The Peabody Coal Co. River King strip} hundred-ton railroad hopper cars can be 
mine ranked as the fifth largest mine in unloaded at a rate of one every 34 seconds. | 
the Nation and the third largest strip Coke.—Almost 2.6 million tons of coke, 

mine, , . valued at nearly $51.7 million, was pro- 
Strip mines supplied nearly 57 percent of duced at six plants. This represented an 

the total production, and underground increase of nearly 3 percent in quantity 
mines, the remainder. Production increases and 5 percent in value compared with 1965 
over 1965 were about 11 percent for strip  Jevels. Consumption of coke by producing 

mines and 6 percent for underground companies increased about 8 percent to 
mines. The average value per ton was over 2.5 million tons. During 1966, 568 

$3.85, up from $3.74 in 1965. ovens were operated, the same as in 1965. 
All but a minor fraction of the coal pro- Producing plants recovered over 214,000 

duced underground was loaded by ma-_ tons of coke breeze valued at more than 
chines; these included 79 mobile loaders $1.6 million, representing a 7-percent in- 
and 65 continuous miners. Equipment used crease in quantity and nearly a 2]-percent 
at strip mines included 145 power shovels, increase in value from that of 1965. More 
draglines, and wheel excavators. Cleaning than 126,000 tons of coke breeze was used 
equipment operated at 49 plants processed by producers in agglomerating iron ore, 
nearly 81 percent of the total production. compared with 122,000 tons in 1965. Other 

Inland Steel Co. started sinking a shaft products of coke-oven plants included coke- 

for a $20 million, 2.5-million-ton-per-year oven gas, tar, ammonia, crude light oil, 
mine in Jefferson County, to be in produc- and light-oil derivatives. 
tion in 1968. Old Ben Coal Corp. began Peat.—Peat was produced by six com- 
sinking a shaft for a 3-million-ton-per-year panies in Cook, Kane, Lake, and Whiteside 

mine (Old Ben No. 26) in Franklin Counties. Sales increased nearly 21 percent 
County, to be in production in 1969. in quantity and 25 percent in value. Moss 
Yruax-Traer Division (Consolidation Coal and reedsedge types were sold in bulk and 
Co., Inc.) began using its rapid coal-load- in packaged form; humus was sold in bulk 
ing barge facilities on the Mississippi River form. All were used for general soil condi- 

near Kellogg, Randolph County. One- _ tioners.
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Petroleum, Natural Gas, and Natural Gas over 5 million barrels in order of rank 
Liquids.—Crude petroleum production de- were Lawrence, White, Wayne, and Mar- 
creased almost 3 percent in quantity, but ion. Output from these four counties 
only slightly in value, and comprised 30 represented nearly 40 percent of the State 
percent of the State total value of mineral crude oil production. | 
production. Most of the production came The Illinois State Geological Survey re- 
from oilfields in the southeastern part of ported the completion of 1,262 wells in 
the State. Waterflood oil production ac- 1966, of which 675 were producing oil 
counted for about two-thirds of the total wells, 4 were gas wells, 328 were dry holes 
output. in pools, and 255 were unsuccessful wild- 

As reported by the Illinois State Geologi- cats. Total footage drilled was 2,837,879, of 
cal Survey, Fayette County accounted for which 56 percent was in producing wells. 
approximately 8.9 million barrels, or over Data do not include service wells, structure 
14 percent of the State total crude petro- tests, natural gas storage wells, and old 
leum production. Other counties producing wells worked over. 

Table 5.—Crude petroleum production, by counties 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) 

. 1965 1966 
County ee 

Quantity Value ! Quantity Value ! 

Adams__...--.---------------------------------- 8 $23 4 $11 
Bond. ..--------------------------------+-------- 135 396 134 403 
Brown. ._-.------------------------------------- 2 6 8 10 
Champaign.____._------------------------------- ----- a 3 8 
Christian__._.._.-------------------------------- 887 2,599 712 2,135 
Clark 2._....------------------------------------ 776 2,274 124 2,173 
Clay__--------------~--------------------------- 2,703 7,920 2,842 8,524 
Clinton. _._---.--------------------------------- 1,105 3,238 951 2,854 
Coles_.._---------------------------------------- 802 2,350 708 2,125 
Crawford____..--.------------------------------- 3,473 10,176 3,469 10,406 
Cumberland. .-_-.-------------------------------- (2) (2) (2) (2) 
De Witt__.__.-.-.------------------------------- 269 788 283 848 
Douglas. ____...---------------------------------- 104 305 95 286 
Edgar_________..-_-------.---------- eee 57 167 63 190 
Edwards..__._._..----------------------.~--------- 969 2,839 980 2,941 
Effingham. _.-_-----------..---------------------- 441 1,292 426 1,278 
Fayette. _.._..--------------------+----.--------- 10,903 31,946 8,917 26,751 
Franklin. _..--.--------------------------------- 1,360 3,985 1,449 4,346 
Gallatin._.___.---------------------------------- 1,057 3,097 887 2,662 
Hamilton..._.-.--------------------------------- 2,978 8,726 4,321 12 ,963 
Hancock ?___.-------.--------------------------- 44 129 35 106 
Jasper_____....---------+------------------------ TA1 2,171 1,694 5,081 
Jefferson__..__-_------_-----.------------------- 1,411 4,134 1,337 4,012 
Lawrence__...------------------------+---------- 6,908 20,240 7,024 21,072 
McDonough. _...-------------------------------- (?) (2) (?) (2) 
Macon_._..-.-------.--------------------------- 25 73 18 54 
Macoupin__.._._------------------------------.- 7 21 4 11 
Madison._....----------------------------------- 283 829 249 748 
Marion...._..-------------------------+---------- 7,827 22 ,933 5 ATT 16 , 432 
Montgomery_.-.--------------------------------- 2 6 1 3 
Moultrie__...__---------------------.----------- 5 15 6 18 
Perry. ...---------------------------+------------ 43 126 24 72 
Randolph_..__---------------------------------- 122 357 103 309 
Richland.____----------------------------------- 1,961 5, 746 2,128 6,384 
Saline___.._._.---------------------------------- 700 2,051 1,001 3,004 
Sangamon____.....------------------------------- 219 642 167 501 
Shelby. _._._.----------------------------------- 77 226 65 196 
Wabash_____.._---------------------------------- 2,528 7,407 2,779 8 , 336 

Washington._.__..-_----------------------------- 570 1,670 567 1,701 
Wayne.______.----------------------------------- 5,643 16,534 6,082 18 ,096 
White.__.._._----------------------------------- 6,515 19 , 089 6,188 18 , 564 

Williamson... .-.--------------------------------- 48 141 30 89 
Undistributed_-_...-_--..------------------------- ----- ----- 80 241 

Total 3._../-___-.------------------------- 63 , 708 186 , 664 461,982 4185,947 
aa 

1 County values calculated by using State average value per barrel; $2.93 for 1965 and $3.00 for 1966. 
2 Production of: Cumberland County included with Clark County, and that of McDonough County with 

Hancock County because actual source of production cannot be identified. 
3 Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. 
4 Final figure; supersedes figure given in commodity section. 

Source: Illinois Geological Survey.
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According to the American Petroleum clay, sand, slag, and gypsum. About 270 | 

Institute 3, proved crude oil reserves on De- million kilowatt-hours of electricity was \ 

cember 31 totaled over 362 million barrels, used in the manufacturing process; 63 per- 

a 9-million-barrel decrease from the re- cent was purchased and the rest home-gen- 

serves of the previous year. erated. | 

| Proved reserves of natural gas on De- Clays.—Total production and value of 

cember 31 totaled approximately 236,000 fire clay, miscellaneous clay, and shale de- 
million cubic feet, according to the Ameri- lined about 13 percent. Tonnage of mis- 

can Gas Association. This represents an in- ce}laneous clay and shale used in manufac- 

crease of nearly 27,000 million cubic feet turing heavy clay products, lightweight 

over 1965 estimates. aggregate, and cement declined 7, 17, and 
Proved-recoverable reserves of natural 93 percent, respectively. Use of fire clay for 

gas liquids totaled less than 2.9 million heavy clay products, refractories, and pot- 
barrels on December 31, according to the tery decreased 9, 11, and 28 percent, respec- 

American Gas Association.5 tively. Production of fuller’s earth for ab- 
sorbent uses increased 2 percent. | 

NONMETALS | Production of clay and shale was report- 

Cement.—Portland and masonry cements ¢4 from 20 counties. Fire clay was pro- 
were produced by four companies with duced by 10 companies operating in 

plants in La Salle, Lee, and Massac Coun- Greene, Grundy, La Salle, McDonough, 

ties. Total shipments decreased about 2 Marshall, and Scott Counties. 
percent in quantity, and declined over 6 Fluorspar.—Illinois supplied about 70 

percent in value. Nearly 96 percent of the percent of the total domestic fluorspar out- 

portland cement shipments consisted of put, ranking first among the six fluorspar- 

types I and II (general use and moderate producing States. Total shipments in- 

heat). The remainder was high-early- creased nearly 11 percent while value 
strength and special-use types. increased almost 2 percent. Sales of acid 

Over 93 percent of the portland cement and ceramic grades increased about 17 per- 

was shipped in bulk, the remainder in cent and 5 percent, respectively, in quan- 

bags. About 65 percent of the shipments tity and 1 percent and 5 percent in value. 
were by truck and 34 percent by rail. The Sales of metallurgical grade decreased 54 

remainder was shipped by water or was percent in quantity and 53 percent in val- 
consumed by the plants. ue. Acid grade accounted for 59 percent of 

Consumers in Illinois received about 62 the total; ceramic grade, 40 percent; and 
. percent of the portland cement shipped. metallurgical grade, less than 1 percent. 

Nearly 17 percent was shipped to Wiscon- - About 605,000 tons of crude ore was 
| sin and 17 percent was shipped to Indiana, milled to obtain about 182,000 tons of 

Iowa, Kentucky, and Tennessee, combined. finished fluorspar as well as byproduct lead 
Of the masonry cement shipped, about 34 and zinc concentrates. All of the finished 
percent was to consumers in Wisconsin, 30 fluorspar was produced in Hardin County. 
percent to Illinois, and 26 percent to Crude ore came from Hardin and Pope 

Tennessee. ~ 3 Oil and Gas Journal. Reserves Inch Up, but 
Cement production consumed nearly 2.6 Reserves/Production Ratios Plunge. V. 65. Apr. 

million tons of limestone and 350,000 tons 8, 1967, p. 128. 
of other raw materials including shale, 5 Work cited in footnote 3" 

Table 6.—Finished portland cement produced and shipped 

(Thousand barrels and thousand dollars) 

| Shipped from mills 
Year Active Production. —————________ 

plants Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)_.____._-------_----------------- 4 9,163 8,831 $28 ,329 
1962_________-_-_-------------------------------- 4 9,081 9,145 30,205 
1963___-_-_---_--------------------------------- 5 9,465 9,281 30,577 
1964____._.-_-__--------------------------------- 4 9,978 9,790 32,191 
1965________.----------------------------------- 4 9,235 9,358 30 , 622 
1966____..___-_--------------------------------- 4 9,108 9,203 28,617
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Counties in Illinois and from Kentucky. A Kane, Lake, La Salle, McHenry, Peoria, 

small amount of Illinois crude ore was ‘Tazewell, Will, and Winnebago. 

| milled in Kentucky. Stone.—Illinois ranked second in the Na- 

Producers included Hastie Mining Co., tion in stone production and fourth in val- 

| Minerva Oil Co., Ozark-Mahoning Co., J. ue. Nearly all of the production was lime- 

W. Patton & Sons, and Ridge Mining Co. stone with a small amount of sandstone 

| Aluminum Company of America, Hoeb  (ganister) mined in Alexander County. No 

/ Mining Co., and various small producers slate was produced in 1966. Total produc- 

| removed crude ore from stockpile in 1966. tion of crushed and broken stone declined 

Lime.—Total production and value of 2 per cent while value decreased less than 

quicklime and ‘hydrated lime decreased |! percent. The largest use for crushed and 

nearly 5 percent and 6 percent, respective- broken stone was in concrete aggregate and 

ly. About 53 percent was used for chemical roadstone, followed by agricultural pur- 

and industrial uses, 42 percent for refrac- POS€S and cement. About 92 percent of the 

tory purposes, and 5 percent for construc- crushed and broken limestone was shipped 

tion purposes. One-third of the production by truck, 7 percent by rail, and I percent 

was used within the State, while nearly 50 by water. 
percent was shipped to Indiana. Shipments Crushed and broken limestone was pro- 

were made to 18 other States and Canada. duced in 59 counties, nine of which ac 

Perlite—Crude perlite mined outside the counted are a 2 aaa et ho 
State was expanded by eight companies nage and 95 percent of the vale. 1 Ose 

. . : counties with over 1 million tons of pro- 
with plants in Champaign, Cook, DeKalb, . . 

. . duction were Cook, Kankakee, La Salle, 
Kankakee, Lake, and Will Counties. Pro- . | . 

. . . Lee, Livingston, Randolph, Rock Island, St. 
duction increased over 1 percent while val- ; ; “4 

. . oe Clair, and Will. Cook County was the lead- 
ue declined slightly. The' primary uses. . . 

. . . . ing producer with nearly one-third of the 
were in roof insulation, 69 percent; con- ; as 

. State’s total production. The 10 leading 
crete aggregate, 10 percent; loose fill insu- | . ; , 

. - . _companies, representing about 54 percent 
lation, 9 percent; and as a filter aid, 6 per- ee 
cent. of the total output, were Columbia Quarry 

. Co.; Dolese & Shepard Co.; Elmhurst-Chi- 

Sand and Gravel.—Ilinois ranked seventh cago Stone Co.; Industrial Chemicals Divi- 

in the Nation in quantity and fourth in gion (Allied Chemical Corp.); Lehigh 

value of sand and gravel produced. Pro- Stone Co.; Marquette Cement Manufactur- 

duction was reported from 71 counties in jng Co.; Material Service Division (General 

which there were 261 commercial and 83 Dynamics Corp.); Vulcan Materials Co. 

Government - and -, contractor operations. (Midwest Division) ; Moline Consumers 

Commercial operations accounted for over Co.; and Pontiac Stone Co. Dimension 

97 percent of the total production. About stone was produced in three counties. 

86 percent of the commercial sand and Sulfur.—Shipments of elemental sulfur 

gravel output was shipped by truck, 13 increased about 6 percent in quantity and 
percent by rail, and 1 percent by water. — 9 percent in value. The Anlin Company of 

Total production of sand and gravel in- Illinois recovered sulfur by the Amine-Gas- 

creased about 6 percent in quantity and 7 Purification and Modified-Claus processes 

percent in value. The 10 leading producers at its Hartford plant in Madison County. 

of sand and gravel were Chicago Gravel The Pure Oil Co. (Division of Union Oil 

Co.; Concrete Materials Division (Martin Co. of California) recovered sulfur by the 

Marietta Corp.) ; Crystal Lake ‘Trucking & Modified-Claus process at its Lemont plant 

Excavating _Co.; Elmhurst-Chicago Stone in Will County. a 

Co.; Material Service Division (General Tripoli (Amorphous Silica)—Production 

Dynamics Corp.) ; Vulcan Materials Co. of crude material decreased about 1 per- 

(Midwest Division) ; Moline Consumers cent, in quantity and 2 percent in value. | 

Co.; Ottawa Silica Co.; Road Materials Output of prepared material decreased less | 

Corp.; and Wedron Silica Co. These com- than 1 percent in quantity and value. Pre- : 

panies represented about 47 percent of the pared material was used for abrasives, | 

total State production. Ten counties, each filler, and other purposes. 

with an output exceeding 1 million tons, Crude material was recovered from un- 

provided two-thirds of the total sand and  derground mines in Alexander County by | 

gravel. These counties were Cook, Grundy, Illinois Minerals Co. and Tamms Indus-
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of opérations and usés 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | | 

oo a | 1965 | 1966 
Class of operation and use > SS 

| . Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: . . . 

; Building__..__.__.---_-------2---+-------- 6,149 $5,532 6 ,823 $6,181 
Paving..._....-----------------------=+- 5,184 4,583 5,615 4,920 
Railroad ballast...____-_-_--------------- WwW WwW , 25 25 
Glass (unground sand only)_-:.-.--_------- 1,861 4,041 1,745 3,655 
Molding (unground sand only)__-_=-------- 1,029 3,075 1,203 3,916 
Other }_____-_2:---+-------------2+------ 2,843 6,141 2,824 . 6,613 

Total_._-_--------------+-s---------- 17,066 = 28,872 18,235 25,310 

Gravel: oo on ae 
Building.___...--_-_-.-.---------------=-- 7,185 6 ,360 1,513 6,715 
Paving__-.__+--2---+------------+------- 9 , 667 9 ,302 10 ,058 9,723 
Railroad ballast_.-._-._-..__--_---.+-------- 52 39 235 163 
Fill... .22-----22----------2+--------- 1,257 773 1,211 682 
Other_________--2+_-_-_-------------2--- - 33 / 34 10 13 

Total_..-------------s-2------2+----+- 18,194 = 16,508 19 ,027 17,296 

Total sand and gravel_..______.____-=--- 35,260 39,880 37 , 262 42 606 
Government-and-contractor operations: _ . oa, 

Sand: Paving.__-___-___-___-_-=-+---+------- 298 165 207) 114 

Gravel: _, oon 
Paving. __.:-.---_---_----+-------------- 675 435 751 475 
Fill...--_-------.-+--------------------- 0 aeeee w---- 17 — 6 

Total__._.-----..--------------------- 675 4385 768 481 

Total sand and gravel_..._.------------- 968 600 975 595 

All operations: | 
Sand_________.____------_-----+------------- 17,359 23 , 537 18 ,442 25,424 
Gravel__-_____.__---2--------------+--------- 18,869 16 ,943 19,795 17,777 

Total._______-_-_-_----+2----------------+=- 36 ,228 40 , 480 38 , 237 48,201 

W Withheld to avoid diselosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Other.”’ - 
1 Includes blast, engine, fill, filtration, grinding and polishing, oil (hydrafrac), railroad ballast (1965), firé or 

furnace (1966); and other construction and industrial sands. 

Table 8.—Limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 7 
Use — 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Dimension: 
Rubble-_..___________._-_thousand short tons__ 2 $17 2 $14 
House stone veneer______._thousand cubic feet__- 24 102 23 106 
Flagging. _________________-____________do____ 5 5 12 9 

Total_____approximate thousand short tons !__ 4 2123 5 7 129 

Crushed and broken: 
Riprap________._._.__.___thousand short tons__ 124 1,071 645 941 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone__-_____-do___- 35,399 45 ,984 34,521 45 ,381 
Railroad ballast____...._._-------------do___- 558 528 552 581 
Agriculture__________________-___--_-___.do____ 4,755 7,053 4,923 7,319 
Cement_._______-_ eee dol 2,716 2,009 2,550 2,093 
Other 3_..-- eee do. 2,908 4,517 2,961 4,510 

Total. _-_______.---_-_--2------do___- 47,060 61,162 46,152 2 60,824 

Grand total_............-------------do_... 247,065 61,285 ~=~—««46,157.~=——«&O, 95 

1 Average weight of 170 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 
2 Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. 
3 Includes limestone for asphalt filler, chemical uses, dust for coal mines, fertilizer, lime, metallurgical uses, 

mineral food, poultry grit, stone sand, whiting or whiting substitute, and other uses.
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tries Co. Both companies operated plants and the newly opened, Rehm-Bauer mines. | 
and sold finished material. Tamms Indus- The Graham was closed in January. | 

tries Co. installed new equipment at its Pig Iron and Steel—About 6.5 million 
operation during the year. tons of pig iron, valued at $364.8 million, 

Vermiculite.—Production increased about was shipped from Illinois blast furnaces or 
6 percent, shipments increased about 2 per- consumed by the producing companies. . 
cent, and value of shipments increased 3 The quantity increased over 1 percent 
percent. The material was used primarily from the 1965 level. Five companies operat- 
for insulation, concrete and plaster aggre- ed blast furnaces in Chicago and Granite : 
gate, masonry fill, and agricultural pur- City. Of the 22 blast furnaces in the State, 
poses. ‘Three companies operated plants in seven were inactive during the year, eight _ 
Cook, DeKalb, and Macoupin Counties uti- were out of blast part of the year, and 
lizing crude material mined outside the seven operated throughout’ the year. 
State. | | Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. began dis- 

mantling its three blast furnaces, which | 

| METALS | | had been inactive since 1960. 
Lead and zinc production in terms of About 4.8 million short tons of domestic 

recoverable metal, decreased 24 percent hort ane manganifcrous Od - meion 
and 17 percent, respectively. Total value of S10FF f0nS © sinter, ang 4.2 mullion shor 
lead production decreased 26 percent and ae “ pellets Peller consumed in Illinois 
zinc production value decreased 18 percent. S 7 noreeat emet consumption was Up 
Principal producers were Eagle-Picher In- Th. a and teel indust . d 
dustries, Inc., in northern Illinois, and © jron anc’ ste’ ncusiry Consume | 
Aluminum Company of America, Minerva over 2.5 million short tons of limestone 

Oil Co., and Ozark-Mahoning Co. in south- and dolomite; about 59 percent in blast 

ern Illinois. Southern Illinois producers re- furnaces, ae percent in steel furnaces, and 
covered lead and zinc as byproducts of the remainder in agglomerating plants. In 

their fluorspar operations. Reduced crude addition, more than 4.5 million short tons 

ore production from northern Illinois of coke was consumed by blast furnaces. 
operations was the principal reason for de- [Illinois agglomerating . plants consumed 
creased lead and zinc production. ; over 3.2 million short tons of iron ore. | 

Average weighted yearly prices used to Over 21 percent of the iron ore consumed 

calculate total lead and zinc values were by agglomerating ‘plants and 62 percent of 

15.115 cents per pound for lead and 14.5 the 641,000 tons of ore consumed in steel | 

cents per pound for zinc. Prices were down __ furnaces was foreign. 

from the 1965 average of 15.6 cents per According to the American Iron & Steel 

pound for lead and 14.6 cents per pound Institute, steel production decreased 2 per- 

for zinc. cent to 10,960,000 tons in 1966. 

Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc., formerly Other Metals——American Zinc Co. recov- 

the The Eagle-Picher Co., conducted ex- ered cadmium and germanium as byprod- 

ploration work in northern Illinois and ucts at its Monsanto zinc smelter and Fair- 
operated the Blackjack, Graham -group, mont City roasting plant. American Potash 

Table 9.—Mine production of lead and zinc 

| Crude ore sold or treated Lead Zine 
Mines (short tons) (recoverable metal) (recoverable metal) 

Year pro ——— ____ Total 
ducing Lead value 

Fluorspar- and/or Total Short Value Short Value 
lead-zine zinc tons tons 

1957-61 
(average) __ 21 363,080 590,534 953,614 2,716 $645,168 26,057 $6,037,776 $6,682,944 

1962__.____- 17 399,742 571,158 970,900 3,610 664,240 27,413 6,304,990 6,969,230 
1963_____-_- 18 400,283 350,647 750,930 2,901 626,616 20,337 4,677,510 5,304,126 
1964_______- 14 359,247 177,894 537,141 2,180 571,160 13,800 3,753,600 4,324,760 
1965_____._- 8 495,686 185,444 681,130 3,005 937,560 18,314 5,347,688 6,285,248 
1966__.-___- 8 520,891 128,088 648,979 2,285 690,756 15,192 4,405,680 5,096,486
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& Chemical Corp. processed concentrates a byproduct at its Depue zinc refinery. 

containing thorium, rare-earth elements, United Refining & Smelting Co. produced 
and yttrium at its West Chicago plant. bismuth, cadmium, and some low-melting 
New Jersey Zinc Co. recovered cadmium as alloys at its Franklin Park plant. 

_ REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production in 1966, excluding About 70 percent of the product was 
natural gas and natural gas liquids, was cleaned by jigs. 
reported from 100 of the 102 counties. Of Crude petroleum was produced from . 

this group, Cook County led in value of fields in the southeast part of the county. | 
mineral output with $33.7 million. Mineral Production decreased. about 50 percent in 

production values of over $30 million were quantity. , oe , 

recorded in Franklin, Fulton, La Salle, and Alexander.—Trip oli (amorphous | silica) 

Peny counties. Other leading countis with was produecd by Illinois Minerals Co. and : ~ yt a amms Industries Co. from undergroun 
con were Caines Fayere: Pawrences ot mines near Elco and Tamms, respectively. 

ne vod 4 lamson, a rn ° att The material was used for abrasives, fillers, 
eral production increased in 64 counties 4nq other uses. 

and decreased in 36 counties. | Sand and gravel for building, road con- 

and nd ag Production me conded struction, and engine use was produced by ° the : . allida an Oo. Irom a 
ing sand and gravel production by, and/or dredge operated near vane. 
under contract for, the State, county, and Sandstone was - ro duced b Vireil 

municipal highway departments are not in-- Bridges near Elco from an underground | 
eee ne ; ind and gravel output are mine under lease from the Western Fire 

“yes . . Brick Co. (Division A. P. Green Fire Brick 
generally limited to commercial operations Co.). The product was shipped to the 

omy: ; Western Fire Brick Co. plant in Granite 
nam meson was procuced om City for processing into refractory material. | 

the underground mines of Calcium Car- _ 
bonate Co. (formerly Black White Lime- Bone 1 aL de eh, cunt was Produced 
stone Co.), Marblehead Lime Co. (Divi- rom Helds located throughout the county. 

: vion General Dynamics Corp.) , and Menke pute t ownes about 1 percent from 
Stone & Lime Co. Moline Consumers Co. ‘ he 979 000 € sand and éravel 
operated six quarries with portable plants ood ve tons ° san an gravel 

and Tumer Stone Corp. operated a porta- ‘4° P¥O 4 All Me. . "C ee Pit OO Pcaite 
ble plant at one quarry. Quantity of out- Sand OP; " ted rave K it an ad 
put increased 25 percent and value 11 per- anc fit operated near Keyesport an: 
cent over that of 1965. Material was used Greenville, respectively. The former com 
for riprap, flux, roadstone, chemical uses, pany oerated monn Portable “and ea 

manufacture of lime, and agricultural (ag- ary plants wine the Jatter operated on y a 
lime) purposes. stationary plant. The plant of Greenville 

Marblehead Lime Co. produced hydrated Gravel Co., Inc., near Greenville, was idle 

lime and quicklime at its Marblehead ene ne ns KC 4 
plant and quicklime at its Quincy plant. renares  eTae 0. produced about 
Menke Stone & Lime Co. produced both 63,000 tons of clay and shale near New. 
types of lime at its Quincy plant Douglas for use in manufacturing heavy 

. clay products. | 
Blick’s Sand Co. and Quincy Sand Co. 

mined sand and gravel near Quincy for Brown.—Hollembeak Gravel Co. operated 

building, road construction, and fill. Pro- portable sand and gravel plant near Mt. duct ? 4 , ’ _ Sterling and produced material for paving 

uction increase 17 percent. and fill. Moline Consumers Co. and Pea 
Triple S Mines, Inc., produced about Ridge Stone Co. operated a portable and a 

22,000 tons of coal from a strip mine near stationary plant, respectively, near Mt. 

Augusta. Value and quantity declined Sterling and produced crushed limestone 
about 17 and 18 percent, respectively. for roadstone and aglime. Frederic Brick &
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Illinois, by counties 1 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
. e Adams.______------..__.. $2,176,597 $2,396,648 Stone, lime, coal, sand and gravel, petroleum. Alexander________.______ 247,210 266,203 Tripoli, sand and gravel, stone. Bond_____-------_-___ 721 ,300 736,516 Petroleum, sand and gravel, clays. Boone______-._--_________ 438 ,276 403,171 Stone, sand and gravel. Brown_._..-.-----_-___. 37 , 860 100,069 Stone, sand and gravel, clays, petroleum. Bureau________-_________ 592 ,000 514,000 Sand and gravel. Calhoun__._-.-_-._-______ 21,720 W Stone. 

Carroll._..-_.-------.__. = 372 , 634 419,344 Stone, sand and gravel. Cass_._...-- 2-8 2,000 won e ee 
Champaign__.._._._____. WwW 587,965 Sand and gravel, petroleum. Christian___.-__._________ WwW W Coal, petroleum, stone. Clark 2... 22-222 ee 3,156,625 3,082,242 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. Clay..__..--.------- 22. WwW 8,757,465 Petroleum, stone. Clinton. _______-._______ WwW W Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. . Coles_____-- WwW W Do. 
Cook._.___---------___. 38,400,798 33,672,505 Stone, lime, sand and gravel, clays, peat. Crawford_____._._.______ WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel. Cumberland 2____________ WwW 193,000 Sand and gravel. DeKalb_____.---_- 2. 736, 450 823,377 Stone, sand and gravel. De Witt__..... 2-2-2. - WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel. Douglas._....-__._--_____. WwW W_ Coal, petroleum. Du Page__.___-________. WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. Edgar.._.___.__-_-2__ 8. 169.010 189,990 Petroleum. Edwards________--_____. 2,839,170 2,941,446 Do. Effingham_______.-_____- WwW 1,288,042 Petroleum, sand and gravel. _ . Fayette_____.__-__-______ WwW 27,081,914 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, clays. Ford_.....___-------___. 222 ,000 289,000 Sand and gravel. Franklin... ..-2---2_____ We W Coal, petroleum. Fulton. _--_----------.... 29,296,031 30,903,727 Coal, sand and gravel. Gallatin......-.-2-2- 3,556,348 3,597,762 Petroleum, coal, sand and gravel. Greene___._______-______ 512,446 . 487,936 Stone, clays, coal. Grundy______2_---_-___. 4,947,057 5,290,795 Sand and gravel, coal, clays. Hamilton... 2-2 8.725, 540 12,963,390 Petroleum. Hancock ?______---_-_____ 765,150 609.574 Stone, petroleum. Hardin__.__________-____ 13 630,187 12,986,493 Fluorspar, zinc, stone, lead. Henderson.__._____-_-____ 715,794 557,638 Stone, sand and gravel. Henry_______-_---_-____ 355 ,975 335 ,600 Do. 
Troquois......-----.-___. WwW W_ Sand and gravel. Jackson ___-_._-------___- WwW 2,352,174 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. Jasper__. 2,171,180 5,118,064 Petroleum, sand and gravel. Jefferson... ..-------____ WwW W Coal, petroleum, stone. Jersey__..__..-.-----___. 172 ,972 184,903 Stone. 
Jo Daviess______.--______ 1,945,763 1,592,362 Zinc, stone, lead, sand and gravel. Johnson. ____.-_-----_1_- 1,229 ,019 914,883 Stone. 
Kane_____.._-------____ 2,979 ,703 3,296,179 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. _Kankakee______-----____ WwW W Stone, clays, sand and gravel. Kendall_______-.----___. 499 ,529 492,768 Stone, sand and gravel. Knox___-_----------.__- WwW W Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. . Lake_____________---____ WwW 778,344 Sand and gravel, peat. La Salle_._.---------._.. 80,574,721 30,275,715 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays. Lawrence_...--------.-.. 20,451,440 21,260,646 Petroleum, sand and gravel. vy Lee_______.---------2__- WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. Livingston__..-...-.-___- 2,656 ,587 - 2,843,469 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. Logan_..-.--2-- 2 717,710 800,387 Sand and gravel, stone, coal. McDonough 2.__-_-_-____ WwW W Stone, clays. 
McHenry__......----___- 4,069 , 662 4,210,826 Sand and gravel, stone. McLean__.__.-.------___- WwW 764,000 Sand and gravel. Macon..____.-------___. WwW W Sand and gravel, petroleum. Macoupin___...-_---___- 1,589,551 1,725,151 Coal, petroleum. . Madison.____....----___- 2,676,161 2,388,909 Stone, petroleum, sand arid gravel. Marion_______-_-_---____ WwW W Petroleum, stone. _  Marshall___..-------____ 452 , 780 546,354 Sand and gravel, clays. Mason.________._--_--___. 32 ,000 23,000 Sand and gravel. 
Massac___.__.-.-----___- WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel. Menard____._.-.---.-____ WwW W Stone. 
Mercer__._.....-----____ 320,706 291,616 Stone, coal, clays, sand and gravel. Monroe... _..__----_-____ WwW W Stone. 
Montgomery____..-_-____ Ww W Coal, stone, petroleum. Morgan___.-_._-_-_-____ moon --eee 2,000 Sand and gravel. Moultrie. _._....___-____ 27,650 36,450 Petroleum, sand and gravel. Ogle___-.._-.-.-----_._- 1,740,657. 1,985,660 Sand and gravel, stone. Peoria... ...-.-.---___- 8,852,974 9,357,805 Coal, sand and gravel, stone. Perry. --------------.-.. 21,305,515 30,825,118 Coal, petroleum. Pike. __.-..__2---- Le 758 ,854 719,551 Stone, sand and gravel. Pope.___.--___------___- 2,000 2,000 Sand and gravel. Pulaski__..__-_-____-______ WwW W = Clays, stone, sand and gravel. ; Putnam__.___.._-_-_-____ 11,000 57,000 Sand and gravel. | Randolph_____--_---.... 11,388,178 13,806,021 Coal, stone, petroleum, sand and gravel. Richland. ____...-.--___- 5,745,730 6,384,123 Petroleum. 
Rock Island_____.-_-___- 1,847,331 2,133,802 Stone, sand and gravel. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Illinois, by counties 1__Continued 

, a — 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value . 

St. Clair___.---.--------- $24,525,879 $26,781,897 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Saline...__._..---------- 19,506,603 18,894,776 Coal, petroleum. 

Sangamon_-__------------ 1,649 ,327 1,354,754 Sand and gravel, petroleum, clays. 

Schuyler. _..------------ W W Coal, stone. 

Scott__..--------------- WwW W Stone, clays. . 

_ Shelby__.--.------------ 411,610 W Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 

Stark____--_------------ WwW W_ Coal. 

Stephenson. _------------ 615 ,343 564,866 Stone, sand and gravel. . 

Tazewell____.----------- 1,387 ,500 1,544,000 Sand and gravel, clays. 

Union_____.------------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Vermilion. __._---------- 5,583 ,216 5,376,908 Coal, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 

Wabash_____------------ 7,579 ,040 8,475,364 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 

Warren_____------------ WwW W Stone. 

Washington___----------- 2,255,170 2,411,561 Petroleum, stone, coal. 

-Wayne___..------------- 16,533,990 18,097,303 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 

' White.____.-..---------- 19 ,271 ,950 18,753 ,087 Do. 

Whiteside_____---------- 883,904 949,771 Peat, stone, sand and gravel. — 

. Will. ______------------- 7,966,685 9,111,525 Sand and gravel, coal, stone. 

Williamson.__._--------- 22,698,932 23,478,798 Coal, petroleum. 

Winnebago. __----------- 2,209 ,924 2,119,404 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Woodford... ._----------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 

Undistributed 3________-.. 228,093,426 184,303, 894 

Total........--.--- 593,025,000 618,313,000: 
Pt OtaL~----------- 7 DERE eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”” 

1 Data for natural gas and natural gas liquids are not available on a county basis; however, value for these 

commodities are included with “Undistributed.”’ Piatt County is not listed because no production was re- 

ported. 
2 Value of petroleum production in Cumberland County included with Clark County, and McDonough 

County with Hancock County because actual source of production cannot be identified. 

3 Includes value for natural gas, natural gas liquids, some petroleum and sand and gravel that cannot be 

assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 

Tile Co. produced shale near Mt. Sterling Cook.—Value of the county’s mineral | 

for use in manufacturing draintile. production increased to nearly $33.7 mil- 

Crude petroleum production increased _ lion, ranking it first in Illinois. The county 

about 50 percent from 1965 levels. Produc- led in production of crushed limestone 

| tion came from the southwestern part of | with 14.7 million tons valued at $18.4 mil- 

the county. : lion, representing an 8-percent increase 

Bureau—New Jersey Zinc Co. operated a over that of 1965. Producers included Do- 

zinc smelter at Depue and also recovered  lese & Shepard Co., near Hodgkins; R. P. 

cadmium as a byproduct. About 7 33,000 Donohoe Co., Inc., near Lemont; Material 

tons of sand and gravel was produced by Service Division (General Dynamics Corp.) 

10 companies, operating stationary and with quarries near Chicago, McCook, and 

portable plants near Buda, Bureau, Man- Thornton; and Vulcan Materials Co. (Mid- 

lius, Princeton, Seatonville, Spring Valley, west Division) with quarries near Hillside, 

Tiskilwa, and Walnut. Lemont, and McCook. Processed materials 

Christian.—About 5.6 million tons of coal were used for concrete aggregate, road- 

was mined by Peabody Coal Co. at its No. — stone, aglime, dead-burned dolomite, lime 

10 underground mine near Pawnee, the manufacturing, flux, and railroad ballast. 

largest bituminous coal mine in the Na- The Riverside quarry of Material Service 

tion. The county ranked second in under- _ was idle. 
. . . . ; _ 

5 ound production and sixth in total out Marblehead Lime Co. produced hydrated | 

put in the State. About 46 percent of the 1j d ck . 1 

roduct was cleaned, and 96 percent of the ime and quicklime at ls plants Bea’ 

_ duct was shippe db 4] P South Chicago and Thornton. Standard 

P Sm™UPP y rane . Lime & Refractories Co. (Division of Mar- 
Crude petroleum production declined . . Sate 

; tin Marietta Corp.) produced quicklime 
about 20 percent from 1965. Production ; 

. near McCook. Total quantity and value of 

came from fields in the northern and east- . . . | 
county lime production declined. 

ern parts of the county. 
Tri-County Stone Co. produced lime- The nearly 1.1 million tons of sand and 

stone at a stationary plant near Nokomis gravel produced, a slight increase over 

for roadstone and aglime. 1965, was used chiefly for building and !
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road construction. Chicago Gravel Co. Hutsonville. Bowman Gravel Co. operated | 
operated a Stationary plant near Elgin; a stationary plant near Palestine. 
Doetsch Bros. operated portable plants Douglas.—Moffat Coal Co. produced 
near Glenview, Schaumburg, and Wheel- nearly 654,000 tons of coal from its under- 
ing; Material Service Division (General ground mine near Murdock. All of the 
Dynamics Corp.) operated stationary product was cleaned by jigging. Nearly 70 
plants at Spaulding, Wheeling, and Worth; percent was shipped by rail. | 

and Worth Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., operat- Crude petroleum production decreased _ 
ed a stationary plant near Worth, about 9 percent. Production came primari- 

Clay was processed by American Brick ly from fields in the southwestern part of 
Co. (formerly Chicago Brick Co.) near Ri- the county. | 
verdale, Brisch Brick Co. near Stickney, Fayette—The county led the State in 

and mois Brick an Oo. near aos Isla nd. production of crude petroleum with out- 
Carey Bric ae vue were d op or ond put of 8.9 million barrels, representing 14 
pie output an vey. were down 12 an percent of the total. However, production 

percent, respective y . declined 18 percent from that of 1965. The 
Humus peat was mined near Barrington ouden field, located in the eastern part of 

by Henry Frenzer, Inc., and sold in bulk jp, county, was the principal producing 
for general soil improvement. _ field. Crude petroleum production helped 
Blast and steel furnaces were operated int) make the value of this county’s mineral 

the Chicago area by. Interlake Steel Corp., output sixth in the State (excluding natu- 
: Republic Steel Corp., United States Steel a) gas and natural gas liquids) . 

Corp., and Wisconsin Steel Division (Inter- Crushed limestone was produced by 
national Harvester Co.) . Winter Stone Quarry. at its stationary plant 

Crude perlite was shipped into the State pear Ramsey, chiefly for road construction 
and was expanded by Research Sales (ITT = ang aglime. 
Bell & Gossett Hydronics) near Dolton and - gang and, gravel was produced at station- | 
by Silbrico Corp. near Chicago. The prod- ary plants near Hagarstown and Mulberry 
ucts were used as filter aids, loose fill insu- Gyove by Dugan Sand & Gravel and Lutz 
lation, concrete aggregate, plaster aggre- sand Co., respectively. Total county pro- 
gate, soil conditioning, and several quction more than doubled from 1965 and 
miscellaneous uses. was used for building, paving, fill, and 

Crude vermiculite, mined outside the molding purposes. 

State, was expanded by the Zonolite Divi- Diller Shale Products Co. produced 

sion (W. R. Grace & Co.) at its Chicago 9500 tons of clay for use in manufactur- 
plant for loose fill insulation, plaster and ing heavy clay products at its St. Elmo 
concrete aggregate, agricultural uses, and plant. 

th iscellan . 
° Mi msec . ind be U S$. Mica Co.. Inc Franklin.—The county ranked second in 

nica Was grou ye? . ~ total value of mineral production in the at its Forest Park plant. The material was . . 
. . . . State, second in total coal production, and 

sold for use im P aint, roofing, insulation, first in underground coal production. Coal 
plastics, well drilling, joint cement, and output increased about 23 percent to 7.6 other uses. | “ays . 

. . . million tons. Production came from the 
7 United Refining & Smelting Co. pro- Orient No. 5 mine operated by Freeman 

duced bismuth, cadmium, and low melting Coal Mining Corp. near Benton, and from | alloys at its Franklin Park plant. Old Ben Coal Corp.’s No. 9 mine near 

Crawford.—Crude petroleum production West. Frankfort, its No. 21 mine near 
decreased less than 1 percent. The Main Sesser, and its No. 24 mine near Benton. 
Consolidated field was the principal pro- All of the mines were underground. About 

, ducing area. The county was the seventh 69 percent of the coal was cleaned at three 
largest crude petroleum producer in the plants, and 98 percent was shipped by rail. 
State. Old Ben Coal Corp. began sinking a shaft 

7 County sand and gravel production was in August for its No. 26 mine near Sesser. 
used for building, paving, and fill. Craw- Production was planned for 1969. 
ford Sand & Gravel Co. operated a dredge Production of crude petroleum increased 
(formerly owned by W. J. Wyke) near 7 percent from 1965. Although the Benton
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field was the primary source, production Grundy.—Sand and gravel was produced 
was obtained throughout the county. | near Morris by Material Service Division 

Fulton.—The county ranked third in to- (General Dynamics Corp.) and Penoyer 
tal value of mineral production in the Gravel Co. Output was used for building 
State, third in total coal output, and sec- 2"d road construction. | 
ond in strip production. Seven strip mines Coal was produced by Peabody Coal Co. 
produced over 1 percent more coal, with a at its strip mine near South. Wilmington. 
value nearly 6 percent greater than in Production increased over 5 percent from 
1965. Producing companies included Mid- the 1965 level. The mine extends into Will | 

land Electric Coal Corp., Peabody Coal County, and the cleaning plant is in Kan- 

Co., Thunderbird Collieries Corp., Truax- kakee County. All of the coal produced 
Traer Coal Division (Consolidation Coal was cleaned by jigs, and nearly 53 percent 

Co., Inc.) (formerly Little Sister Coal was shipped by rail. | 
Corp.) , and’ The United Electric Coal Cos. Illinois Clay Products Co. (Division A. 

Seven cleaning plants were operated. Over P. Green Fire Brick Co.) produced clay 
65 percent of the production was shipped near Coal City for use in manufacturing 
by rail, 27 percent by barge, and 8 percent __ refractories. . 

by truck. Hardin.—Shipments of finished fluorspar 
| Duck Island Sand & Gravel Co., Glasers increased 11 percent in quantity and 2 per- 

Gravel, Holle Building Service Co., and Ot- cent in value. Major producers were Alu- 
ter Creek Sand & Gravel Co. produced minum Company of America, Minerva Oil 
492,000 tons of sand and gravel for build- (o., and Ozark-Mahoning Co. These com- 

ing, paving, and fill purposes. Production panies also produced lead and zinc concen- 

declined 6 percent in quantity and 15 per- trates as byproducts of their fluorspar 
cent in value. operations. Aluminum Company of Ameri- 

Gallatin.—Crude petroleum production ca continued to process stockpiled material. 

declined 16 percent from that of 1965. Pro- Rosiclare Lead & Fluorspar Mining Co. 

duction came from the northeastern part and several other companies sold stockpiled 

of the county. — fluorspar. Some Illinois crude ore was proc- 

JoLor Mining Co., Marshall Equipment — essed in Kentucky. 
Co., and Wenzel Coal Co., Inc., produced Crushed limestone was produced by five 

over 140,000 tons of coal, an increase of 47 companies operating five stationary plants. 
percent from that of 1965. The first two Denny & Simpson Stone Co., Inc., Rigsby & 
companies operated strip mines, and the Barnard Quarry, Beecher Williams, and 

latter an underground mine. Mines operat- Ozark-Mahoning Co. produced crushed 
ed by Marshall Equipment Co. and Wenzel limestone chiefly for road construction and 
Coal Co., Inc., discontinued production. aglime. The latter company’s product came 
Peabody Coal Co. began developing a new’ from mill tailings of its fluorspar opera-_. 
strip mine late in the year. tions. Missouri Portland Cement Co. quar- 

Delta Materials Co. produced sand and _ ried limestone for use in cement manufac- 
gravel near Shawneetown from two dredges ture. | 

and a stationary plant. Output was for Jackson.—Coal was produced from two 
building, road construction, and fill. new strip mines operated by the Main 

Greene.—Crushed limestone was pro- Line Coal Corp. and from one strip mine 
duced at four stationary plants operated by operated by Truax-Traer Coal Division 

, Orton Quarry, Inc., near Hillview; Raid (Consolidation Coal Co.). All mines were 
Quarries, Inc., near Eldred; and Martin near Elkville. The Truax-Traer Coal Divi- 
Valstad near Hillview and Kane. Output sion Burning Star No. 1 strip mine was 
was for concrete, roadstone, and aglime. abandoned in June. All of the coal produc- 

American Vitrified Products Co. pro- tion was shipped by rail, and over 67 per- 

duced clay and shale near White Hall for cent was cleaned. Total county coal pro- 
use in manufacturing vitrified sewer pipe. duction declined to 587,000 tons, a 56- 
Ruckels Potteries, Inc., sold modeling clay percent drop from the 1965 level. 
to schools and colleges from its stockpile. Lawder Sand Co. produced sand from a 

Birch Creek Coal Co. produced about dredge near Grand Tower for building, 
2,000 tons of coal from its strip mine near paving, fill, and filtration purposes. Illinois 
Roodhouse for local consumption. Quarry Co. produced crushed limestone
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from a stationary plant near Ava, chiefly Reed-sedge peat was produced by Bata- 

for roadstone and aglime. via Soil Builders near Batavia for general 

Jefferson.—Coal was produced by Free- soil improvement. Material was sold in 

man Coal Mining Corp. at its Orient No. 3 bulk. | : 

underground mine near Waltonville. ‘The George B. Smith Chemical Works, Inc., 

entire output was cleaned, and nearly 96 produced iron oxide pigments at its plant 

percent was shipped by rail. Production near Maple Park. 
was up slightly over that of 1965. Inland Kankakee.—Crushed limestone produc- 

Steel Co. began sinking a shaft near Sesser tion declined slightly from 1965 to rank 

for its underground coal mine which will the county fourth in the State. Lehigh 

produce about 2.5 million tons per year Stone Co. and Manteno Limestone Co. 

when it becomes operational in 1968. operated stationary plants near Kankakee 

Belle Rive Mining Co., Inc., and Randall and Manteno, respectively. Output was 

Stone Co. quarried limestone from two sta- used for concrete, roadstone, railroad bal- 

tionary plants near Mt. Vernon, chiefly for _ last, and aglime. | | | 

road construction and aglime. Clay was produced by Eastern Illinois 

Production of crude petroleum came Clay Co. and St. Anne Brick & Tile Co. 

from fields located throughout the county. near St. Anne and by Kankakee Clay Prod- 

Production declined 5 percent from that of ucts Co. Division (Eastern Illinois Clay 

1965. - Co.) near Kankakee. Production which in- 

Jo Daviess.—Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc., creased 9 percent, was used in heavy clay 

produced lead and zinc ore from its Black- products and lightweight aggregate. 
jack, Graham group, and Rehm-Bauer Sand and gravel was produced by Engle- 

mines. The Graham group was closed in man Trucking and John Grosso & Sons 

January and the Rehm-Bauer was opened aa Kankakee. Material was used for | 

in February. All ore was concentrated at building, paving, and fill. 

the Graham mill. The Schoenhard Mining US. Perlite Corp. produced expanded 

; Co. continued to rob pillars at the old perlite from material mined outside the 

Dinsdale mine. This ore. was processed in State at its Momence plant for use in 

Wisconsin. acoustical tile. 
About 472,000 tons of crushed limestone Peabody Coal Co. operated a cleaning 

was produced by seven companies for con- plant for coal produced in Will and 

crete, roadstone, railroad ballast, and ag- Grundy Counties. 

lime. Production declined over 11 percent Knox.—Midland_ Electric Coal Corp. 

from that of 1965. Some Of the material operated its Mecco and Middle Grove strip 

came from lead-zinc jig tailings. mines near Victoria and Farniington. Coal — 

Dubuque Sand & Gravel Co. operated a produced at the Mecco mine was cleaned 
stationary plant near East Dubuque and at the company plant at the mine site; 

produced sand and gravel for building that produced at the Middle Grove mine 

purposes and fill. was cleaned at the company’s Fulton 

Kane.—Eleven companies produced near- County plant. About 98 percent of the 

ly 3.3 million tons of sand and gravel to county’s total coal production was shipped 

rank the county third in Illinois in that by rail. | 

commodity. Production was up nearly 8 Abingdon Rock Co., Inc., produced 

percent over that of 1965. Products were crushed and broken limestone at its sta- 

used for building, paving, fill, and railroad tionary plant near Abingdon for road con- 

ballast. struction, aglime, and riprap. 

| Three portable plants produced lime- Lawrence Downin and R. A. Cullinan & 

stone near North Aurora, South Elgin, and Son, Inc., produced sand and gravel from 

Big Rock. These plants were operated by portable plants near London Mills and Ab- 

Conco-Western Stone Co., Fox River Stone ingdon, respectively, for paving use and 

| Co., and Elmer Larson, Inc., respectively. fill. | 

| Total.production increased about 2 percent Galesburg Brick Co. near East Galesburg 

from that of 1965. Output was used for produced about 27,000 tons of shale, which 

concrete aggregate, roadstone, aglime, rub- was used in the manufacture of building 

ble, and flagging. brick.
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Briggs Manufacturing Co. produced tion increased 2 percent in quantity and 7 
. ground feldspar at its Abingdon plant for percent in value. The county continued to 

| use in pottery making. Crude material was rank second in quantity and first in value 
mined outside the State. : in the State in- this commodity. Products 
Lake.—Sand and gravel production in- Were used for building, paving, fill, rail- 

creased 1 percent to nearly 1.2 million road ballast, and industrial purposes. In- 
tons. Seven companies operated plants near dustrial sand was produced by six com- 
Antioch, Gurnee, Half Day, Libertyville, panies: The American Silica Sand Co., Inc., 

Prairie View, Wadsworth, and Wauconda. fear Utica; Arrowhead Silica Corp. and 
Material produced was used for building, Pure Silica Co. near Troy Grove; Bellrose_ 

: road construction, and fill. Silica Co. and Ottawa Silica Co. near Otta- 
| Joseph W. Grenus and Marvin J. Walker Wa; and Wedron Silica Co. near Wedron. 

produced peat moss near Millburn and Lawrence.—This county supplied 11 per- 
Lake Villa, respectively, for general soil im- cent of the State’s crude petroleum, rank- 
provement. Output was sold in bulk. | ing it second in the State in this commodi- 

National Gypsum Co. produced calcined ty. Production increased 2 percent. The 
gypsum and expanded perlite at Wauke- Lawrence field was the primary producing 
gan. Filter Materials Corp. expanded per- field in the county. | 
lite at its Lake Zurich plant. Crude materi- Production of sand and gravel declined 
al processed at the plants came from slightly to 250,000 tons. Output was for 
outside the State. Expanded perlite was road construction and fill. Ambraw Gravel 
used in building plaster and as a filter aid. Co. and Gregory Gravel Co. operated sta- 

National Brick Co. discontinued its clay tionary plants near Lawrenceville. H & B 
operation near Deerfield. Gravel Co., Inc., operated a dredge, also 
_La Salle-—The county ranked-fifth in the ear Lawrenceville. — | 

. State in total mineral production value, al- Lee—Portland and masonry cements 
though mineral production decreased 1 were produced near Dixon by Medusa 
percent to $30.3 million. Portland Cement Co. The company mined 

Portland and masonry cements were pro-. limestone and clay for use in cement 
duced by Alpha Portland Cement Co. and manufacturing. 
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. at Sand and gravel production and value 
La Salle and Oglesby, respectively. Both increased from that of 1965. Output was : 
companies also produced limestone and _ used for building, road construction, en- 
clay or shale for use in cement manufac. gine use, and fill. C. C. Macklin, Nelson 
turing. | Sand & Gravel Co., and Rock River Ready 

Total production of clay and shale de- Mix, Inc., operated plants near Steward, 
clined 29 percent. Hydraulic-Press Brick Nelson, and Dixon, respectively. 
Co. and Ristokrat Clay Products Co. pro- Crushed and broken limestone was pro- 
duced clay for use in brick manufacturing. duced by six companies at eight plants 
Illinois Valley Minerals Co. and La Salle near Ashton, Dixon, Lee Center, and Stew- 
Canyon Quarry mined clay for use in the ard. Total production of 1.3 million tons 
manufacture of refractories. Material Serv- was used for cement, concrete aggregate 
ice Division (General Dynamics Corp.) and roadstone, and aglime. 
mined shale for use in manufacturing Livingston.—Limestone production  in- | 
lightweight aggregate. creased 8 percent to nearly 1.8 million 

Four companies quarried limestone for tons. Seven companies operated quarries 
use in cement, road construction, and ag- near Chenoa, Fairbury, Pontiac, and Wes- 
lime. Total production declined 14 percent ton, and produced material used for con- 
from that of 1965. Producing companies crete aggregate, roadstone, riprap, aglime, 
were Alpha Portland Cement Co. near La chemical uses, and asphalt. 
Salle; H & F Stone Co. near Sheridan: Sand and gravel was produced by Ho- 
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. near ward Arnold Construction, Inc., Rowe Con- 
Oglesby; and Utica Stone Co. near Utica. struction Co., and Valley View Dirt & 
Troy Grove Stone Co. did not operate its Gravel Co. near Fairbury, Strawn, and 
limestone quarry in 1966. Manville, respectively. Total output of 

Nearly 4.4 million tons of sand and grav- 79,000 tons was used for building, paving, 
el was produced by 13 companies. Produc- and fill.
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Diller Tile Co., Inc., Hydraulic-Press underground mine near Gillespie. The en- 
Brick Co., and Streator Clay Pipe Co. pro- tire output was cleaned by jigs and concen- 

_ duced clay and shale near Chatsworth and trating tables. About 72 percent was 
| Streator for use in manufacturing building shipped by rail. | 

brick, vitrified sewer pipe, and other heavy International Vermiculite Co. exfoliated 
clay products. The output increased over 6 vermiculite at its Girard plant for insula- 
percent in quantity from that of 1965. tion purposes. | : 

Logan.—The Rocky Ford Limestone Co. Crude petroleum production declined 43 
produced crushed limestone at its station- percent to about 4,000 barrels. Production 
ary plant near Lincoln for roadstone and came from fields in the east-central part of 
aglime. | the county. 

Total sand and gravel production in- Madison.—Limestone was produced at 
creased 29 percent to. 323,000 tons. All- three stationary plants near Godfrey and 
sopp’s Sand & Gravel near Mt. Pulaski; R. Alton for use as concrete aggregate, road- 
A. Cullinan & Son, Inc., near Atlanta; and stone, aglime, riprap, and in fertilizer. Pro- 
Hoagland Transfer, Inc.; and The Lincoln ducing companies were C. M. Lohr, Inc., 

Sand & Gravel Co. near Lincoln produced Reliance Quarry, Inc., and Mississippi 
material used for building, road construc- Lime Co. The latter company operated an 

tion, engine sand, and fill. a underground mine. Total quantity. and 
EI-B Coal Co., Inc., produced over 19,000 — value of production declined about 10 per- , 

tons of coal from an underground mine cent. 
near Lincoln. Output was consumed local- Sand production declined 14 percent 

ly. from that of 1965. C. E. Barker Trucking 
McDonough.—Crushed and broken lime- Service, Inc., and Mississippi Lime Co. pro- 

stone was produced by Colchester Stone duced sand near Granite City and Alton 
| Co. and McClure Quarries, Inc., near for building, paving, engine use, and other 

Colchester and by Olson Bros. near In- purposes. 
dustry. Production was used for roadstone, The Anlin Company of Illinois recovered 
aglime, and riprap. . sulfur by Amine-Gas-Purification and a 

Booz & Co., Colchester Brick & Tile Co., | Modified-Claus processes at its Hartford 
and Martin’s Clay Pits produced clay and _ refinery. 
shale near Colchester for use in pottery Granite City Steel Co. operated coke 

and stoneware, refractories, building brick, ovens and blast and steel furnaces at Gran- | 
and other heavy clay products. : ite City. Work continued on the company’s 

Crude petroleum was produced, although modernization program. 
actual county production data were una- Crude petroleum production declined 12 
vailable. Petroleum production data for percent to 249,000 barrels. Producing fields 
McDonough and Hancock Counties are were in the eastern part of the county. 

combined and shown under Hancock Marion.—The county ranked fifth in the 
County in table 5. State in crude petroleum production. Out- 
McHenry.—This county ranked first in put was 5.5 million barrels, representing 9 

the State in the quantity of sand and grav- _ percent of the State total. 

el produced; nearly 6.2 million tons, or 16 Shoots Stone Quarry produced limestone 
percent of the State total. Thirteen com- from a stationary plant near Iuka for road- 

panies and the county highway department stone, aglime, and riprap. 

operated plants near Alden, Algonquin, Marshall.—Hydraulic-Press Brick Co. 
| Cary, Crystal, Griswold Lake, Harvard, mined clay near Sparland for use in build- 

Huntley, Island Lake, McHenry, Marengo, ing brick manufacture. Vernon Henry and 
and Woodstock. Production was used for  wijson’s Gravel Co. produced sand and 
building, road construction, railroad bal- gravel from seven pits near Henry, Lacon, 
last, and fill. Garden Prairie Stone Co., [a Rose, Magnolia, and Washburn. Total 

: Inc., produced about 30,000 tons of lime- production was 436,000 tons, up 10 percent 
stone from a stationary plant near Maren- from that of 1965. 

go for roadstone, aglime, and flagging. Massac.—Missouri Portland Cement Co. 

Macoupin.—Little Dog Coal Co. pro- produced portland and masonry cements 
duced about. 448,000 tons of coal from its near Joppa, from limestone quarried in
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| Hardin County and barged to the cement Coal Co. operated an underground mine 

plant. | near Peoria. 

Columbia Quarry Co. produced lime- Six companies produced over 1.4 million 

stone at its Mermet No. 10 quarry near tons of sand and gravel from eight pits 

Karnak for roadstone, aglime, and riprap. and a dredge. Production was about the 

About 134,000 tons of sand and gravel Same. as in 1965. Output was for building, 

was produced for building, paving, and fill. Pav'ne; and fill. : a ; 

Material was. produced by Delta Materials Production of crushed limestone declined 

Co. near Joppa, and Federal Materials Co., about 16 percent to 805,000 tons. LaMar 

Inc., and Metropolis Ready Mix Concrete Stone Co., Long Rock Co., and Princeville 

Co. near Metropolis. Stone Co. operated stationary plants near 

- ‘Menard.—Crushed limestone was pro- Princevile ane produced material for | 

duced by Athens Stone Quarry and D-P roadstone and’ agiume. 

Indian Point Limestone Products Inc, at Perry.—The county ranked first in total 

stationary plants near Athens. Output was coal output. Over 9.4 million tons, an in- 

used for roadstone, aglime, and riprap. crease of 45 percent over that of 1965, was 
| Petersburg Clay Products Co., Inc., produced from four strip mines. Southwest- 

| closed its pit and plant operations. ern Illinois Coal Corp. operated its Cap- 

Mercer.—Hazel Dell Coal Corp. produced rain and Sueemne mines near ee pe | 

about 13,000 tons of coal at its undet- Nation and had the second largest output 

ground mine near New Windsor. All of the of all mines. Truax-Traer Coal Division 

P roduction was shipped by truck. (Consolidation Coal Co., Inc.) operated its 

Hydraulic- Press Brick Co. produced shale Burning Star No. 2 mine near DuQuoin, 

near Aledo for use in manufacturing build- and The United Electric Coal Cos. operat- 

ing brick. | ed its Fidelity No. 11 mine also near Du- 

Crushed limestone was produced by Quoin. All of the companies operated 

Mercer County Stone & Coal Co. and Viola cleaning plants, and over 98 percent of the 
Materials, Inc., from stationary plants near county coal production was shipped by 

Viola, chiefly for roadstone. rail. | 

Montgomery.—Freeman Coal Mining A decline of 44 percent occurred in | 

: Corp. and Truax-Traer Coal Division crude petroleum production. Producing 

(Consolidation Coal Co., Inc.) produced fields were in the northern part of the 

| coal from their underground mines near county. 

Farmersville and Coffeen, respectively. To- Pope.—Crude fluorspar-lead-zinc ore was 

tal production increased about 40 percent produced by Ozark-Mahoning Co. from its 

to 3.3 million tons. Truax-Traer Coal Di- Barger, Parkinson, and Barnett properties. 

vision shipped its entire output to a pow- The ore was processed at the company’s 

erplant by conveyor; Freeman Coal Min- mill in Hardin County. Fluorspar ore 

ing Corp. cleaned its entire output by mined by James W. Patton & Sons was sold 

jigging or pneumatic methods and shipped to processors in Hardin County and Ken- 

87 percent of its total production by rail. tucky. 

Central Illinois Stone Co., Inc., Nokomis Pulaski.—Star Enterprises, Inc., mined 

Quarry, Inc/, and Tri-County Stone Co. fuller’s earth near Olmsted and sold it for 

produced crushed limestone near Nokomis absorbent uses. Limestone was produced 

for concrete and roadstone, aglime, and near Ullin by Columbia Quarry Co. and 

railroad Pallas Total output decreased 13 sols Niprap. Delta ea oe ny aoe 

P Sead to 64 000 tons. Gravel Pit produced sand and gravel for 
roduction of crude petroleum decreased paving. 

e about 1,000 barrels. . Randolph.—About 3.2 million tons of 

Peoria.—Total production | of coal i coal was produced from three strip mines 

creased 9 percent to 1.4 million tons. Strip = and one underground mine. Total produc- 

mines were operated by Peabody Coal Co. tion increased about 12 percent over that 

near Edwards; Sherwood-Templeton Coal of 1965. About 98 percent of the total out- 

Co., Inc., near Laura; and The United put was cleaned, and over 95 percent was 
Electric Coal Cos. near Glasford. Zaborac shipped by rail. Southwestern Illinois Coal
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Corp. operated its Streamline strip mine Missouri-Illinois Material Co. produced 
near Percy. The mine extends into Perry sand from a stationary plant near East St. 
County. Truax-Traer Coal Division (Con- Louis for building, paving, fill, and engine 
solidation Coal Co., Inc.) recorded first uses. 
production from its Burning Star No. 3 Clay and shale were mined by Hill Brick 
strip mine near Sparta. Zeigler Coal & Co. and Hydraulic-Press Brick Co. near 
Coke Co. operated its underground Spartan Fairview and East St. Louis for use in- 
mine near Sparta. R & N Mining Co. ac- manufacturing building brick and _light- 
quired the strip mine formerly operated by weight aggregate. 
Eden Mining Corp. near Sparta but sus- American Zinc Co. operated a zinc 
pended operations in July. . smelter at Monsanto and a roasting plant 

Chester Quarry Co. near Chester; Indus-. at Fairmont City. The Minerals, Pigments, 

trial Chemicals Division (Allied Chemical & Metals Division (Chas. Pfizer & Co., 
Corp.) (formerly Solvay Process Division) Inc.) produced ground barite and iron ox- 

and Stotz Quarry Co. near Prairie du ide pigments at East St. Louis. 
Rocher; and Randolph Quarries, Inc., near Saline-—Coal was produced from seven 
Roots produced limestone for concrete, strip mines and four underground mines. 

| roadstone, ,aglime, riprap, chemical, and Production declined 18 percent to 3.8 muil- 
other miscellaneous uses. lion tons. Nearly 99 percent of the county's 

Southern Illinois Sand Co. operated a coal was shipped by rail and the remainder 
dredge near Chester and produced build- by barge and truck. Companies operating 
ing, paving, and engine sand. strip mines were as follows: Houston Coal 

Crude petroleum was produced from Co.; R & F Coal Co.; Sahara Coal Co., Inc.; 
fields in the northeastern part of the Shawnee Coal Co.; and Stonefort Coal 
county. Production declined 16 percent to Mining Co., Inc. The New Gallatin Coal 
103,000 barrels. noe Sabana Coal Co. Inc.; ane ea 

| . . rove inin o., Inc., produ coa. 
St. Clair.—The county ranked fourth in gom undergreund mines. near Harrisburg. 

total coal output and third in strip mine During the year, the R & F Coal Co. aban- 

production. Total production was nearly  doned all three of its mines. Shawnee Coal 
6.2 mon rege increase of 8 percent Co., J. W. Coal Co., Inc, New Gallatin 

over that of 1965. Pro uction came from Coa} Co., and Walnut Grove Mining Co., 
two underground mines, operated by Belle Inc., also abandoned their mines. Stonefort 
Valley Coal Co., Inc., near Belleville and Coal Mining Co., Inc., sold its Will Scarlet 

Pepe neecine ot Corp. at Marissa. mine near Stonefort to Peabody Coal Co. 
eabody Coat 0. operated two strip Crude petroleum production increased 

mines, the . Midwest mine near Millstadt about 43 percent to 10 million barrels. Pro- 

and the River King mine near Freeburg. qucing fields were in the Northern part of 
The River King mine was the fifth largest jp. county. | 
bituminous coal mine in the Nation and Sangamon.—Buckhart Sand & Gravel Co., 

the third largest strip mine. Midland Elec- Inc., near Buckhart and Clear Lake Sand & . 

tric Coal Corp. abandoned its mine in Gyayel Co. and Springfield Sand & Gravel 

March. Neary - of ue panel coal out- Co. near Springfield operated stationary 
put was cleaned an percent was lants and produced sand and gravel for 
shipped by rail. building, paving, and fill. Total production 

Four companies operated five stationary decreased 9 percent to 701,000 tons. 
plants for producing crushed limestone. Clay Products Co. and Poston Brick & 

The county ranked second in the State in Concrete Products Co. produced shale near 
crushed Stone output wen nearly 2.3 au Springfield for building brick and light- 

ion tons, a decrease of 15 percent from weight aggregate. Tamms Industries Co. 
that ie 1965. “oma Quarry ve OPO produced iron oxide pigments at its Lyons 

ed plants near Dupo an olumbia; East lant. 

St. Louis Stone Co. and The Casper Stolle P Crude petroleum was produced southeast 

Quarry & Contracting Co. operated near of Springfield. Production decreased 24 
Dupo; and Quality Stone Co., Inc., operat- percent to 167,000 barrels. 

ed near Hecker. Products were used for Schuyler.—Coal was produced by Pea- 

concrete aggregate, roadstone, railroad bal- body Coal Co. from its Key strip mine 

last, aglime, stone sand, and riprap. near Rushville, through July when the
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mine was closed. All of the output was Sand and gravel production increased to 

cleaned, and over 93 percent was shipped 262,000 tons. Eight companies operated ~ 

| by barge. | | eight pits to produce material used for 

7 Elas Quarry produced crushed limestone paving. and fill. Material Service Division 

| from a stationary plant near Pleasant View (General Dynamics Corp.) produced 

or road construction. , crushed limestone from a Stationary plan 

Scott.—Limestone was produced by Mat Fairmount, chiefly for road construc- 

Krueger Quarry and Thomas Quarry, Inc., tion and aglime. Western Brick Co. Divi- 

near Winchester for concrete aggregate, Dae Guimors Brick Co.) gninet enya 

roadstone, aglime, and riprap. Sterling prick, 4 tie use In manutacturing DULicIng 

Shafer mined clay and shale near Alsey for rick and lightweight aggregate. 

building brick manufacture. Wabash.—Crude petroleum production 

Stark.—Stonefort Coal Mining Co., Inc., increased 10 percent to 2.8 million barrels. 

operated its Allendale strip mine near proeucing fields partie ay whoty wn 

| Wyoming until June, when the mine was ‘We county were the Alencale, Mt ware” 

acquired by Peabody Coal Co. Nearly all ae oe ae Aulvi 

| of the coal was cleaned and shipped by 5 fe oe aD on : cree on 
rail. an avel Co., DunBar San rav 

| Tazewell.—Sand and gravel was produced Co., and Mt. Carmel Sand & Gravel Co. 

| at eight locations by four companies. Total produced sand and gravel near Allendale, 

production of 1.4 million tons was about Cowling, Bellmont, and Mt. carmel re- 

the same as in 1965. R. A. Cullinan & Son, spectively. Output was for building, pav- 

Inc., operated four pits, Concrete Materials ing, and fill. Total production decreased 15 

Division (Martin Marietta Corp.) operated percent to 153,000 tons. | | 

: two dredges, and Peoria Concrete Construc- Washington.—Venedy Coal Co. produced 

tion Co. and C. A. Powley Co. operated coal from an underground mine near Ven-—— - 
one pit each. edy. Nearly all of the output was shipped 

Peoria Brick & Tile Co. produced shale to local consumers via truck. 

| near East Peoria for use in building brick Limestone was crushed by Covington 

manufacture. _ Stone Co, at its quarries near Okawville 

Union.—Crushed limestone was produced and Nashville and by Pitts Quarry, Inc., at 

by American Limestone Co. Division its quarry near Radom. Output was for 

_ (American Zinc Co.) at two stationary oad construction and aglime. Covington 

plants near Jonesboro and by Midwest stone Co.’s Nashville plant was bought 

Stone Co. at its portable plant near Anna. from the Nashville Stone Co. Division 
Production was sold for concrete aggregate (Five Star Exploration & Development 

and roadstone, railroad ballast, aglime, and Corp.). 

flux. The Illinois Marble Co., Ane. (sub- Crude petroleum production declined 

sidiary of General Stone & Materials Corp.), slightly to 567,000 barrels. Producing fields 
_ produced house stone veneer at its mill in were located throughout the county. 

Anna from limestone quarried near Mill Wayne—The county ranked fourth in 

Creek. - : ; 

Sand and gravel was produced by Bittle crude petroleum production with an out: 
Construction Co. at a portable plant put of 6.0 million barrels. Production in- 

. Pp e plant near 
Anna for road construction and fill creased 7 percent from that of 1965. A por- 

Vermilion. —Coal production __ totaled Hon of the Clay City Consolidated field is 

1065, "D Dv lley c eo Fm ec ° | White,-Crude petroleum production to . Deep Valley Coal Co. an -Day Coa ° : 
Co. operated underground mines” near taled 6.2 million barrels, ranking this 

Danville. Ayrshire Collieries Corp. (form- County third in the State with 10 percent 

ay Pave ae teres OTP Mee ne clined 5 percent. from that of 1965. Por 
O., an wo Rivers Coa Oo. Operate : - 

strip mines near Danville and Oakwood. tions of the New Harmony Consolidated 
Lee Coal Co. suspended operations in and Roland Consolidated fields are in the 

| January. Over 98 percent of the coal was County. 
cleaned, and 76 percent was shipped by Sand and gravel production declined 
rail. slightly to 179,000 tons. Eastwood Sand &
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Gravel. Works and Mt. Carmel Sand & Quarry, Inc., and National Stone Co. Divi-. 
Gravel Co. produced building and paving sion (Dolese & Shepard Co.) operated 
material at plants near Grayville and quarries near Joliet while Material Service 
Crossville. Division (General Dynamics Corp.) and 

Whiteside.—Limestone was crushed at six Wm. D. Tierney & Son operated quarries 
quarries, operated by four companies. To- near Lockport. Production was used for 

tal production decreased 12 percent to concrete aggregate, roadstone, aglime, rail- 
214,000 tons, which was used for road con- ‘oad ballast, and metallurgical purposes. 

trun 08 Aline Pg a ed ts ace Recaeke Bisse were ritt Bros. near Fulton; Cordova 
Quarry Co. near Erie; Johnson Coal Co. roof insulation and at its Joliet plant for 
near Morrison; and Rein, Schultz & Dahl, filler and filter aid. The Pure Oil Co. (Di- 

Inc., with quarries near Emerson, Erie, and vision of Union Oil Co. of California) re- 

Sterling. The operation of Johnson Coal covered sulfur by the Modified-Claus proc- 
Co. was sold to Alldritt Bros. in December. ess at its Lemont refinery. 

Total sand and gravel production was Williamson.—The county ranked fifth in 
110,000 tons, used entirely for road con- total coal production in the State, third in 

struction. Collinson Bros. operated a fixed Underground production, and sixth in strip 
plant near Prophetstown and McCue Bros., me on ae proguction ot °° 

ne fe ee _ met wee, eat 1965. Sixty-three percent of the production 
ncerson teat \0. produced moss peat came from 10 underground mines and the 

and Markman Peat C 0. produced reed- remainder from seven strip mines. Of the 
sedge peat at operations near Morrison. total, over 95 percent was cleaned and 91 
Material was sold in bulk and packaged percent was shipped by rail. 

form for general sou nmProvement. Companies producing coal from under- 
Will.—Coal was produced from two ground mines were Barbara Kay Coal, Inc., 

scams by Peabody Coal Co. at its str "P Black Crystal Coal Co., Freeman Coal Min- 
mine near South Wilmington. Production ing Corp.; Harrisburg Coal Co., Inc. Par- 

was Up 12 p ercent from that of 1965. The ton Coal Co., Inc., and Peabody Coal Co. 
mine extends into Grundy County, and all all near Marion; Basin Cream Coal Co., 
of the production was cleaned at a plant Inc., near Herrin: Bell & Zoller Coal Co. 
in Kankakee County. Nearly 53 percent near Zeigler and Johnson City; and Blue 
was shipped by rail. Bird Coal Co. near Harrisburg. Companies 

Sand and gravel production totaled 3.2 operating strip mines were Forsyth-Energy 

million tons, ranking the county fourth in Co. near Herrin; Liberty Coal Co. near 

the State in that commodity. Production Carterville; Main Line Coal Corp. near 
was up 10 percent over that of 1965. Six a ane meno “oat SOs Ine cn | 
companies operated nine plants near Joliet, Ine y et Thondecbind Collieries om. 
Lemont, Lisle, Lockport, and Plainfield. near Marion. Operations sus - d P. | 
Output was for building and road con- one SP . penece 2 

. closed during the year included the strip 
struction, railroad ballast, and fill. mine of Menow Coal Co., Inc., Peabody 

Crushed limestone was produced at four (Cgal Co.’s Utility strip mine, Bell & Zoller 
Stationary plants. Production increased 9 Coal Co.’s Zeigler No. 3 underground mine, 
percent to 2.1 million tons, ranking the and the underground mine of Black Crys- 
county third in the State. Lincoln Stone tal Coal Co.
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The Mi | Ind { Indiana 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of | | 

Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey, Indiana Depart- 

ment of Natural Resources, for collecting information on all minerals except. fuels. 

By Donald F. Klyce: and Mary B. Fox 2 | 

Indiana mineral production was valued leum declined. Lime was produced at a 
at more than $230 million in 1966, 5 per- commercial plant for the first time since 
cent greater than that of 1965. Production 1953. Nonmetals accounted for 56 percent 

| of 11 mineral commodities was reported, of the value of State mineral production, | 
with output value of five commodities (ce- and the remainder represented the value of 
ment, coal, petroleum, sand and gravel, mineral fuels, as no metallic ores were 

_ and stone) accounting for 97 percent of mined in the State. | 
the State total. a 

. . 1 ¢ . ° + . / 

Value of abrasives, cement, clay, coal, ,, janet Wine Bureau of Mines, Min 
gypsum, sand and gravel, and stone in- ?Mineral statistician, Geological Survey. Indi- 

creased, while natural gas, peat, and petro- _ ington, Inds ‘Natural: Resources, Bloom- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Indiana ! 

1965 1966 
Mineral ee 

. Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Abrasives (whetstones)_.___._._._._._______short tons__ 5 $15 5 $15 
Cement, portland_____.thousand 376-pound barrels __ 14,925 48 ,797 15,305 49 ,826 
Clays_......._.._......__L___-thousand short tons__  - 1,459 2,160 1,491 2,196 
Coal (bituminous)__.__..__........_-_-_.-._-do____ 15,565 59 ,927 17,326 67 , 857 
Natural gas_._..__.__._._....._..-_million cubic feet__ 239 56 215 51 
Peat____ ee _____.__.__-__short tons__ 53 ,873 511 38,111 456 
Petroleum (crude)-_.._._.thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 11,429 32 ,458 10,617 31,850 
Sand and gravel_____._._.____thousand short tons__ 24 , 867 22 ,220 24,992 23 , 542 
Stone__._.__--.-_-- eee do 24,574 42,124 24,323 42 ,474 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Masonry 

cement, gypsum, and lime, (1966)_____..__-______ xx 10,299 xX 11,743 

Total._........--------------------------- xx 218 , 567 Xx 230,010 
XX Not applicable. | 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Millions) 

ee 
Year Value ! Year Value ! 

EEE 
1967.22 ee $199 1962__. 2-2 $206 
1958.22 eee 201 19638_____._- eee 208 
1959.22 210 1964___.___- 2 ee 215 
1960.22 eee 211 1965.22 ee 224 
1961_._____.______._._._..._._.____- 204 1966_____._.___-.____._________-___. P2338 
er A A tt 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1958-64 revised. 
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| Figure 1—Total value of mineral production in Indiana. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Average Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
men Days days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry working active worked worked ———————————————— 
daily (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 

. sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency’ Severity 

1965: 
Coal___._._..-...- 2,570 208 535 4,101 _-- 132 32.19 3,393 
Nonmetal______--- 827 261 216 1,728 a 32 18.51 964 
Sand and gravel_..._ 1,129 250 282 2,529 1 32 13.05 4,875 
Stone__._._..-.--_ 2,812 276 776 6,389 3 127 20.35 4,349 
Peat_......-.-_--_- 41 180 T 62 _-- 2 82.52 3,740 

Total_._.._..... 17,3879 246 1,816 14,809 4 325 22.22 3,777 

1966: > 
Coal_..-.-.-.-_--- 2,455 216 531 4,104 2 155 88 .26 6,890 
Nonmetal_____.-_- 800 257 206 1,621 — 26 16.04 2,512 
Sand and gravel._.. 1,190 244 291 2,502 3 38 16.39 7,550 
Stone__......_.-.- 3,075 291 896 7,383 2 153 20.99 8,748 
Peat__......__---- 30 260 8 70 __e 4 57.31 1,118 

Total.___.._..... 7,550 256 1,932 15,680 7 376 24.43 5,038 

> Preliminary.
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| REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES a 

NONMETALS ess plant in Putnam County to replace its 
: . resent Limedale plant. Lehigh Portland . 

Abrasives.—Whetstones were fabricated P . t Co. installed ne shers and 
at a mill near Orleans in Orange County mement tt sts Mitchell plant emis . 

| from sandstone obtained from one of the L isvill e Cement Co announced plans 

oldest quae. on pe ae sae to be in t4 double the capacity of its Logansport | 
P | a years. plant. A second 12- by 450-foot process kiln 
Cement.—Cement was produced at five was added as well as additional cement 

plants: At Buffington in Lake County, by storage. 
Universal Atlas Cement Division of United Clays.—Clay production was about 2 per- 

| erates Stee! Sore a tne Co aawrence cent greater than that of 1965. Fire clay 
at Linge dale in Putnam County. b Lone was mined in 7 counties.and miscellaneous 

Star Cement Corp: and at Lovans port in clay and shale in 19 counties. Clay was : 
Cass Count nas eed in Cl et vount used in the manufacture of cement, light- | 

by Louisville Cement Co. Portland and weight ageregate, heavy cray products 
mason cements were roduced at ‘all (building brick, pipe, draintile) » and mis. lant ty P cellaneous. uses including pottery and 
plants. . : stoneware. 
The average mill value of portland ce- The Indiana Geological Survey pub- 

ment was $3.26 per barrel compared with . . . 63.27 in 1 ie while masonty ee nent was lished a map showing locations of clay and 
wes ? : shale operations. / $8.09 in 1966 and $3.06 in 1965. An in- "o. P ned by the Indiana Ceol 
crease in portland cement shipments offset | ‘18UT€S compiled by the Indiana Geolog: 
a decrease in sales of masonry cement. ical Survey indicated that the value of 

Yearend stocks of portland cement were 2.0 products manufactured from clay and shale 
million barrels compared with 1.5 million exctuing Tigo a, ane ich is reported else- 
barrels. in 1965. About 38 percent of the W'S? was $48.2 million. : 
portland cement shipped was. used in In- Gypsum.—Output of crude gypsum was | 
diana. Out-of-State shipments went chiefly 43 percent greater than that of 1965, 
to consumers in Illinois, Kentucky, and reflecting an increased demand for build- 
Wisconsin, and shipments were also made ng materials. Crude gypsum was mined 

to 12 other States. About 3.5 million tons from underground deposits near Shoals, in 
of limestone and more than 1.1 million Martin County, by National Gypsum Co. 
tons of slag, clays and shale, gypsum, sand, and United States Gypsum Co. Both com- 

air-entraining compounds, and grinding panies operated plants adjacent to the | 
aids were used in manufacturing cement. mine sites for the manufacture of lath, 
Approximately 339 million kilowatt-hours plaster, and wallboard. Uncalcined gypsum 
of electrical energy was used at the plants. was sold for use as portland cement re- 
The dry process of manufacture was used tarder and agricultural use (land plaster) . 

at three plants and the wet process at two United States Gypsum Co. also operated a 

plants. Annual finished portland cement board plant at East Chicago in Lake 
capacity of Indiana plants was 20.3 million County. 
barrels. | —— 

Lone Star Cement Corp. announced Sh, ee William M. aocations. of giay and 
. “a0° ale erations in Iindlana, indlana OlOZICAa 

plans to build a 4-million-barrel wet proc- Survey Miscellaneous Map No. 14, 1966. 

Table 4.—Clays sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

y ' Fire clay Miscellaneous clay Total 
ear nee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)__.-.-....-.--.----- 352 $610 1,192 $2,150 1,544 _ $2,760 
1962__..--_-.-.- ~~~ +--+ -- 347 569 1,103 1,686 1,450 2,255 
1968__.._._-..---.-.-.-------.------- 448 - 724 1,098 1,623 1,546 2,347 
1964_...--.-_-_-_---------.--------- 376 644 1,169 1,620 1,545 2,264 
1965.._-.-.-.....-.-----.----------- 329 526 1,130 1,634 1,459 2,160 
1966_._...-._---.---.--------------- 314 511 1,177 1,685 1,491 2,196
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The Indiana Geological Survey reported States, was expanded at plants in Lake, 
that the purity of low-grade gypsum depos- Martin, and Scott Counties. It was used 

7 or dolomite can be raised significantly by  cyete aggregate. . . 
. . . «ce 4 . 

auferential crushing and duced con " merciall Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- 
. Th "an "tos ih, . P t nn Snes 1953 2 duction was slightly larger (125,000 tons) 

| ih n ook or ' M " ; head Linn Co. at than that of 1965 and totaled nearly 25 
| B “inet P Th ° 1 t c . nt ime are million tons. Increased demand chiefly for 

ou eee d ha pian 300-f . ° whe kilns road materials and railroad ballast offset 
in } uty and has £1000 : “HOOE To daw. oO t declines in industrial sand, and sand and 
and a capacity of LAN heel eG ®t u gravel for building purposes and fill. Pro- 
put rn so for use «bron he ‘ ee al rs _ duction was reported in 68 counties from | 
stone or this p a nt is Drought in by take 215 commercial and 69 Government-and- 

freighter from Michigan. contractor operations . 
Mineral Wool.—Blast furnace slag from P 7 : 

| steel mills in Lake County, and small The largest output again was from Mar- 
: quantities of clays, gravel, and limestone ion County. Large production also was re- 

‘were used to manufacture mineral wool. ported from Allen, Elkhart, Hamilton, Kos- _ 
Plants were located in Huntington, Madi- , : 

| son, Wabash, and Wayne Counties. * French, R. R. Dry Beneficiation of Gypsum. 
Perlite—Crude perlite, mined in Western /2278actions of SME. V. 235, June 1966, pp. : 

Table 5.—Sand and gyvavel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses _ 

oe (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

| | . "1965 1966 - 
Class of operation and use —_—_—_--———— 

: Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: - SO 

Sand: 
Building..........-_--.- 2 eee 4,933 $4,172 4,654 , $4,005 
Paving.._..__-.._--_-.----- ee eee 3,577 2,887 4,127 3,454 

|| 2,193 969 2,099 1,446 
Industrial 1. _.-.-.22 22 eee eee Ww WwW 672 1,689 

: Other 2__- 22-2 eee 844 1,582 81 52 

Total... _.-.-.-------------eeeeeeeeeeee-------- «11,547 «9,610 11,683 ———:10, 646 
Gravel : | NN 

Building....._-.-.-_.-.- 22 e eee 3,793 4,409 2,947 3,480 
Paving.._..__.-_..----.-2- ee eee 6,615 6,623 7,091 7,191 
Railroad ballast_.........-.---_-- 22 eee - AB. 35 WwW WwW 
Fill... 22 eee eee 1,956 1,041 1,910 1,201 
Other,....--.-2 eee 203 99 584 548 

Total. ...-.---- 2 eee eee. = 12,612 12 ,207 12,532 12 ,420 

Total sand and gravel__-...-.....-.......-...__. 24,159 21,817 24,165 23,066 

Government-and-contractor operations: | 
Sand: 

Paving. ._..-._--- eee 14 6: 23 10 
Other_._..--2 2222 ~a--- woeee 16 9 

Total. .__2 eee eee eee 14 6 39 19 

Gravel: 
Building.._...-.-.-2 eee 3 1 oe ee a 
Paving.___.-_.-.__-----2- eee 647 380 785 456 
Fill. 22. 44 16 3 1 

Total__.--.--- 2-2-2 eee 694 397 788 457 

Total sand and gravel__........---.---.-____..... 708 403 827 476 
All operations: 

Sand__-_..--.-_- 2-2 eee eee. 11,561 9,616 11,672 10,665 
Gravel_._..-.---------------------_-------_-__-_-___. 13,306 12,604 13 ,320 12,877 

Total... -_---------2--------------------------- 24.867 22,220 24,992 «28.52 
W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Other.”’ 
’ Includes abrasives, blast, engine, fire or furnace, glass, molding, and other industrial sand. 
2 Includes railroad ballast and other construction sand.
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ciusko, La Porte, Madison, St. Joseph, limestone, probably Indiana’s best known 
Tippecanoe, and Vigo Counties. mineral product. With the exception of 

The leading commercial producers, in al- small amounts of sandstone and calcareous 

phabetical order, were American Aggre- marl, the rernainder was crushed limestone, 

gates Corp.; Hanna Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. used principally in concrete aggregate and 

| (Western Indiana Aggregates, Inc.) ; Irving roadstone, agricultural limestone (aglime) , 

Materials, Inc, No. 2; Neal Gravel Co., and in cement manufacture. - 

Inc. (Interstate Sand & Gravel Co., Inc.) ; Production of Salem limestone, which 

Rieth-Riley Construction Co., Inc; S. & L. supplied most of the building stone, was 

Gravel Co., Inc.; Standard Materials Corp. centered in Lawrence and Monroe Coun- 

(Martin Marietta Corp.); and Western In- “es around Bedford and Bloomington. 
diana Aggregates, Inc. Leading dimension stone producers includ- 

Slag (iron-Blast Furnace).—Slag, a by- ed Bloomington Limestone Corp., Empire | 

product of pig iron production in Lake . tone Co Independent tamesione 0. In- 

County blast furnaces, was used in manu- tana “Ine. Th ai a | to ‘cal Sor. 

facturing cement, mineral wool, and roofing Quarni he 4 e In hou we nati vot 

granules. Crushed slag was used as an vey published 4 map showing toa von © 

ageregate and expanded for lightweight mills, quarries, and outcrops of Salem 
SBres ' P 8 8 limestone in the Bedford-Bloomington di- | 

aggregate. - mension limestone belt.5 
Stone.—Stone output in Indiana was val- = Crushed stone was produced from dolo- a 

ued at $42.5 million, a slight increase over mites and limestones. Ste. Genevieve lime- 
that of 1965. More than one-quarter of the stone was the most important formation 

amount represents the value of dimension and was mined. by numerous companies in 

Table 6.—Limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 
A 

, 1965 1966 
_ Use nanan nnnnn Inne NNO ee 

Value Value 

. . . | Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Dimension: 
Rough construction... ....thousand short tons_ - WwW WwW au ne ~aaee 

Rubble__.____.__.--_------------------do___- WwW WwW 51 $173 

Rough architectural_____..thousand cubic feet_ - 2,651 $3 ,095 2,648 3,266 

Sawed__..._-----_-----_-_---_---------do___- 1,167 2,889 1,234 3,230 
House stone veneer_.__2_..-_---_------.d0___- 886 1,614 844 1,491 | 

- Cut_____._..__---_-..--_-.-------------do--.- 481 3,091 523 3, 547 

Flagging... --..-----------------------d0o..-_- WwW WwW 123 30 

. Total (approximate thousand short tons) 1_____ 456 10,998 440 11,737 

Crushed and broken: 
Riprap__..._.------------thousand short tons_- 143 230 159 205 

Concrete aggregate and roadstone__._.-..do_--_- 18,170 28 ,718 19,784 23 ,055 

Railroad ballast___.______-.------------do_--- 436 544 882 484 
Agriculture__.._-.......---------------do___- 2,453 3,489 2, 567 3,697 

Cement____..._..-_-------------------do_-_- 2,616 2,071 2,646 2,187 

Other 2________-______-.---------------do___- 207 606 260 699 
a ee DEW ES—S—SESSS 

Total_______-.___-------_------------do___- 24,025 80,658 3 23,799 30 , 327 
rn 

Grand total__..___...._-.2--.--------do___- 8 24,480 41,651 24,239 42,064 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in total. 
1 Average weight of 145 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 
2 Includes limestone for asphalt filler, dust for coal mines, fertilizer, filter beds, mineral food, metallurgical 

uses, and stone sand. 
3 Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. 

Table 7.-—Calcareous marl production a belt that extends from Harrison and 

Crawford Counties, on the Ohio River, 

Year Number orttons Value northward through Orange, Lawrence, 
producers Monroe, Owen, and Putnam Counties. 

19 51-61 (average) 8 62 87 0 $40,431 Other Mississippian limestones also were 

Wee8ci«=si(‘ia‘E:CO#OCROROE=sBG35 «Carr, D. D. and L. F. Rooney. Map. of 
1964____........ 29 86,493 52.335  Bedford-Bloomington Dimension Limestone, Belt 
1965.._..__.___. 21 64,493 40,260 Showing Mills, Quarries, and Outcrop of Salem 
1966____.__..___ 21 61,532 38.778 Limestone. Indiana Geological Survey Miscella- 

neous Map No. 18, 1966.
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quarried within and to the east and west Refinery of American Oil Co. using the 
of this belt. Crushed stone production was  Mathieson-Fluor process.. 
extensive in southeastern Indiana, where 
Silurian and Devonian limestone and dolo- | MINERAL FUELS 

mite were quarried in qatk, Scott, Jen Coal Gituminous).—In 1966 coal _con- 
. Sheth e 2 h Ce "ies. M t ne he tinued to be Indiana’s principal mineral 

c ho t, us d ios ne ther, In commodity, with a value of nearly $68 mil- 

diana carne frots Silaciay, dolomite, -~=«OM» Compared with $60 million in 1965. 
jana came om , nan 7° Oomitte. | Output was more than 11 percent larger 
The leading counties in crushed stone han that of 1965. Fifty-one mines were 

production, in order of output, were Clark, operated, 10 less than in 1965. Of these, 38 

Putnam, Lawrence, Allen, Crawford, and were strip mines which accounted for 89 
Huntington Counties. The leading crushed percent of the output, and 13 were under- 
stone producers, in alphabetical order, ground mines. Nearly 13.9 million tons of 
were Bloomington Crushed Stone Co., Inc.; coal was mechanically cleaned at 11 plants. 
Erie Stone, Inc. (Irving Bros. Gravel Co., About 61 percent of the coal was moved by 

| Inc.) ; Louisville Cement Co.; May Stone & rail, 13 percent by truck, 10 percent by 
Sand, Inc.; Mulzer Bros.; Newton County water, and the remainder principally by | 

7 Stone Co., Inc.; Standard Materials Corp. conveyor or tram. Nearly 63 percent of the 

(Martin Marietta Corp.) ; Utica Limestone  ¢9a] mined in Indiana was used for power 
Quarry (Louisville Sand & Gravel Co.); generation by electrical utilities. | 
and Western Indiana Aggregates, Inc. | Coal was mined in 15 counties, but more 

Calcareous marl, used for ‘soil enrich- than 97 percent came from 6 counties, with 
ment, was produced principally in La- mines in Warrick County having the larg- 
grange, La Porte, Marshall, and Noble _ est output. 

Counties. Five other counties reported mi- The Kings Station Mine, which the ) 

. nor production. Princeton Mining Co. closed on March 31, 
Sandstone was quarried in Crawford, was acquired by Old Ben Coal Corp. and 

Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Morgan, and operation resumed in September. | 

Spencer Counties. About two-thirds of the Coke.—Coke was produced at five plants 

output was milled for use as building with 2,218 ovens. Output was 8.4 million 
stone, while the remainder was sold as tons, compared with 8.3 million tons in 

| crushed or broken stone. A quartz con- 1965. About 12.1 million tons of coal was 
glomerate, quarried in Martin County, was carbonized at Indiana coke plants, most of 
crushed for use in manufacturing refrac- which came from Kentucky ahd West Vir- 

tories. ginia. None was mined in Indiana. Most of 
Sulfur.—Byproduct sulfur was recovered the coke produced in Indiana was used in 

from crude petroleum at the Whiting northern Indiana blast furnaces. 

Table 8.—Coal (bituminous) production in 1966, by counties 

(Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) _ 

Number of mines operated Production (short tons) 
County SE REE EEERE EEE RDEREEREERRERREeeN Value 

Underground Strip Underground Strip Total 

Clay._.---------------- nee 5 _.--.---- 1,185,828 1,185,823 $4,805,687 
Daviess____..__________- _uaee 1 _Lee eee 30 , 284 30 , 284 149 ,000 
Fountain__.._..-.---_-_- Laas 1 __ti----- WwW WwW WwW 
Gibson_______---_-_---_- 2 _---- 262,365 __..-___- 262 ,3865 WwW 
Greene_.__.-_-.---_----- 1 4 1,100 2,385,300 2,386,400 9 ,300 ,993 
Knox. ___-_-_------------ 1 w---- 70,060 _____-__- 70,060 WwW 
Owen__._-_-.-.---.----- a 1 _Liieee-- Ww WwW WwW 
Parke__.._.-.-.--------- _oa-- Lo Lie eeee 11,751 11,751 71,013 
Perry__..-_-_-_-_-__-_____-_ _oee- Lo __Leeee ee WwW WwW WwW 
Pike. _-------------_-_--- 2 5 56,739 2,241,190 2,297,929 8,989 ,205 
Spencer. ___---_-_--___-_- _---- 6 ____- eee 93,494 93 ,494 423 ,572 
Sullivan.___._-.-_-.--_-- 2 2 1,350,218 1,585,940 2,986,158 11,823,694 
Vermillion...___.-__.-_-_- 1 ----- 6,516 ________- 6,516 28,019 
Vigo_._-.--------------- 1 1 77,054 472,915 549 ,969 WwW 
Warrick.__--_-_-_-_-.--- 3 10 36,865 7,486,788 17,473,653 28,182,469 

Total..-_.-_---_--- 13 38 1, 860.917 15,465,433 17,326,350 67,857,125 

W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in total.
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Peat.—Reed-sedge, moss, and humus peat recent years, the most significant explora- 

were dug from bogs in Grant, La Porte, tion success was discovery of a new field in 

Marion, Marshall, Warren, and Wells the ‘Trenton (Ordovician)’ in Wabash . 

Counties. Marketed output reported was 29 County. By the end of the year, 17 wells 

percent less than that of 1965. The peat had been completed in this field. This dis- 

_ was used principally for soil conditioning covery has stimulated intensified explora- 

and horticultural use. tion efforts in the eastern part of the State. 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Both the La Porte County, in northwestern In- 

amount of oil produced and the number of diana, led the State in exploration activity 

wells completed were less in 1966 than in with 48 wells drilled, but no significant re- 

the previous year. Production amounted to S€tV€s WeTe discovered. 

10,616,748 barrels, or 812,054 barrels less The principal production of natural gas 
than that of 1965. was reported from the Trenton field in 

| A total of 794 well completions was re- east central Indiana, the Huntingburg and 

ported for 1966 as compared with 862 for Zoar fields in Dubois County, and the 

1965. Of the 794 wells, 529 were drilled for Moore field in De Kalb County. — 
exploratory and developmental purposes, The proved oil reserve at the end of 

107 in connection with gas storage projects, 1966 was 47.9 million barrels, and the total 

and 158 for secondary recovery purposes. liquid hydrocarbon reserve was 63 million 

The 331 exploratory tests produced 35 barrels.6 

oil wells, 6 gas wells, and 290 dry holes, . 

| and the 198 development wells drilled pro- METALS | 

duced 101 oil wells, 7 gas wells, and 90 dry Aluminum.—Aluminum Company of 

holes. Successful exploratory drilling result- America operated a smelter in Warrick 

ed in 1 new field, 23 new pools, and 4 County. In April, a fourth potline was put 

extensions in Mississippian formations; |! into operation increasing annual rated ca- 

new field and 3 new pools in Pennsylva- pacity to 175,000 tons of primary alumi- 

nian formations; 3 new fields, 2 new pools, num. Capacity of the Warrick plant was 
and 1 extension in Devonian formations; 

and 1 new field, 1 new pool, and 1 exten- = ——_——______ | 

sion in Ordovician formations. ' 6 American Gas Association, American Petro- 

Although exploration i n roduction eum Institute. and Canadian Petroleum Associa- . 

£ 8 P . ation in and p ° uctio tion. Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas 

rom the Ordovician has been negligible in Liquids and Natural Gas. V. 21, 1966. 

Table 9.—Crude petroleum production in 1966, by major fields 

ne 
Number of wells 

Year Area, —_—______—_—_—_———— Production 

Name of field dis- acres Location, county Pro- Com- (barrels) 

covered ducing pleted 
ee sno 

oO 

Caborn Consolidated__.....----. 1940 1,820 Posey__--------------- 103 6 170 , 828 

Coe South_______-_--------:--- 1961 430 Pike____-..----------- 17 _-- 175 ,871 

College Consolidated....-------- 1941 750 Posey___.------------- NA 3 179 ,195 

Evansville._..__..-----.------ 1947 . 400 Vanderburgh_._-_------ NA 1 193 , 862 

Griffin Consolidated_.____.----- 1938 7,250 Gibson and Posey_----- NA T 2,584,131 

Heusler Consolidated__.__..-.--- 1938 2,120 Posey and Vanderburgh_ NA 2 432 ,529 

Mount Carmel Consolidated___.. 1941 1,890 Gibson and Knox_---_-- NA 11 116 , 806 

Mount Vernon Consolidated_._..- 1941 2,280 Posey._-.------------- 140 9 464,778 

Newtonville Consolidated__..--- 1948 510 Spencer___--.--------- NA _-- 254,261 

Owensville Consolidated___..._-- 1940 1,830 Gibson___-.----------- NA 1 170 ,618 

Owensville North Consolidated_.. 1948 1,960 .-.-do_..------------- NA 2 197 , 762 

Plainville_.___._..------------- 1950 850 Daviess_.._----------- NA _— 104 ,550 

Princeton North Consolidated_..-. 1948 960 Gibson___..-_--------- NA 2 171,119 

Spencer Consolidated_._.------- 1948 520 Posey____------------- NA __- 107 ,235 

Springfield Consolidated__._.-..-- 1946 2,500 ___.do___-_----------- NA 5 918 , 862 

Union-Bowman (New) Consol- 1941 15,000 Gibson, Knox, and Pike- NA 14 578 ,080 

idated. 
Welborn Consolidated___._.__... 1941 1,730 Posey__.-------------- NA 4 212,729 

Welborn North Consolidated._--. 1953 870 ___.do.__-__----.----- NA _-- 119 ,932 

Wheatonville Consolidated__._.. 1949 1,520 Gibson._.-...--------- NA 1 159 .277 

Undistributed___..._..--------- xx XK Lu _----------------- NA 84 3,354,323 
ee 

Total___._.__----------- xX xX NA 152 10,616,748 
Oe r rrr 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 

Source: Petroleum Section, Indiana Geological Survey.
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also increased with the installation of new plant presently has steel finishing facilities, 
furnaces. The second of two continuous but a 5-year program will provide the © 
cold rolling mills and two continuous coil plant with steelmaking facilities, including 
preparation lines went into regular opera- a blast furnace, coke ovens, basic oxygen 
tion early in the year. | furnaces, raw materials handling and other 

Pig Iron and Steel—Pig iron and steel auxiliary facilities. | 
| were produced in Lake County, at East State output of pig iron was nearly 12 

Chicago, by Inland Steel Co. and Young- million tons, compared with 11.1 million 
stown Sheet & Tube Co., and at Gary by in 1965. 2 

| United States Steel Corp. In September The American Iron & Steel Institute re- 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. began producing ported that steel production in Indiana to- | 
coils from its hot strip mill at Burns Har- _taled 18.0 million tons, compared with 17.1 | | 
bor, in Porter County. The Burns Harbor million in 1965. ) 

oe | 
REVIEW BY COUNTIES - 7 

i 

_ Mineral production was reported from Sand, Inc., operated sand and gravel plants | | 
88 of the 92 counties; Benton, Brown, and limestone quarries and crushing plants | 
Ohio, and Tipton Counties were the excep- in the county. In addition to building and | 
tions. In each of 25 counties the value of paving materials and fill, limestone for | 
mineral production was $1 million or agricultural use, flux, and asphalt filler / 
more. were produced. | | 

Some oilfields extend over county lines Sand and gravel was also produced at 
, and exact production for each county can- plants near Fort Wayne by Paul C. Brudi | 

_ not be determined; thus value of petro- Stone & Gravel Co., Inc., and Aboite by W. | 
leum production cannot be accurately dis- W. Gravel Co., Inc. It was used chiefly for | 
tributed to the county level. Nearly building, road construction, and fill. 
two-thirds of the State value of mineral _ Bartholomew.—Meshberger Stone, Inc., 

production, exclusive of petroleum and operated a limestone quarry and crushing | 
natural gas, came from 10 counties: Cass, plant in the Columbus area and produced ! 
Clark, Greene, Lake, Lawrence, Monroe, material for riprap, flux, roadstone, aglime, _ | 
me ae Suman, and Coammck. In filter beds, and stone sand. | 
aceon abson andr osey Mounties ac- Blackford.—Clay was mined near Hart- — | counted for more than half of the State . . . : . _ ford City by the Inman Tile Co. for their | petroleum production. . . ar 2 Only those counties with significant pro. OW" Use im manufacturing draintile. J & K _ 
ducti Y vit di er bel - Stone Corp. (Old Fort Industries, Inc.) / | 
table 11 fo aera oy Th d il crow. see operated the Montpelier quarry and pro- Py 

. apie ora itona etal. duced material for concrete aggregate, Lo 

Cordon was operated by Jom We Karch fence Seema Sema C : produced by ravel Co., Inc. _ Oo 
Stone Co. wana for concrete ageregate, Brown—The Brown County Stone Co., . 
roadstone, aglime and a small quantity o Inc., discontinued its sandstone quarry : 
flagging was produced. Meshberger Bros. operation during the year. 
Stone Corp. operated quarries at Linn toh 1 C q \ 
Grove and Pleasant Mills, producing lime- Carroll.—Delphi Limestone d 0. operate 
stone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and 4% GUatty near Delphi and produced riprap, 
agricultural use. aglime, and roadstone. Gravel for fill was 

The Krick-Tyndall Co. mined clay near mined near Delphi. The county highway 
Decatur for manufacturing vitrified sewer department produced sand and gravel for 
pipe. Sand and gravel was produced for 04d use. The Brim Gravel Co. (Brim 

4: . Gravel Transit Mix Co., Inc.) discontinued 
building, road construction, and fill at. . 

its sand and gravel operation near Flora. 
fixed plants near Decatur and Geneva. . 

. . Cass.—Louisville Cement Co. operated a 
Alfen.—Limestone was quarried near Ed- plant at Logansport and produced _pott- 

gerton by Midwest Aggregates Corp. (Old jand and masonry cements. A second 450- 
Fort Industries, Inc.); riprap, roadstone, foot kiln was added during the year. The 
and aglime were produced. May Stone & company mined clay and quarried lime-
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. Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Indiana, by counties * 

Adams____-------------- $733 ,612 $718,825 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Allen___=_..------------ 2,441,385 2,618,726 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Bartholomew. ~~ --------- WwW W_ Stone. 

Blackford___.----------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel, clays. . 

Boone___..__------------ 174,000 188,000 Sand and gravel. . 

Brown ____..------------ 8,245 _.--------- 

Carroll__.__------------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Cass__.__.-------------- W W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Clark. ____-.------------ WwW WwW Do. 

Clay__...--------------- 8,483,715 5,097,391 Coal, clays. 

Clinton_____.----------- 39,000 —i«zj. 46,000 Sand and gravel. 

Crawford____------------ WwW W_ Stone. . 

Daviess_.____----------- 198 ,873 210,000 Coal, sand and gravel. 

Dearborn_____----------- WwW W Sand and gravel. = 

: Decatur______----------- WwW W Stone. 

_ De Kalb___------------- 425 ,000 385,000 Sand and gravel. 

' Delaware_.__-.---------- 1,408 ,188 1,400,409 Stone, sand and gravel. ~ 

 Dubois___.__..---------- 16 ,673 1,515 Clays. 

 Elkhart_____------------ 431,782 618,803 Sand and gravel, stone. 

' Fayette.__.-.----------- W W Sand and gravel. “ 

| Floyd___.---.----------- WwW W Stone. 
. 

- Fountain.__..----------- 574 ,410 652.546 Sand and gravel, coal, clays. 

Franklin. ___.----------- WwW 33,280 Sand and gravel, clays. 

' Fulton. _-_------------- 185,100 230,600 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Gibson_____.------------ WwW W Coal, sand and gravel. 

'  Grant..__--------------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel, peat. . 

| Greene. _--.------------- 4,930 ,486 9,604,993 Coal, clays, sand and gravel. 

| Hamilton__.-._~--------- 1,443 ,890 1,626,912 Sand and gravel, stone. 

' Hlaneock_.__------------ 83 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 

_ Bfarrison._.------------- 609 ,900 818,550 Sand and gravel, stone. 

- Hendricks. ___.---------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 

” Henry_.---------------- , WwW WwW Do. ; . 

- Bloward__.--.----------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Huntington___-_--------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravei, clays. 

Jackson.___-_----------- $21,854 - 815,620 Sand and gravel, clays. 

_ Jasper__---------------- WwW 676,306 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Jay_.---._-------------- WwW WwW Do. | - 

' Jefferson. .__.----------- WwW W Stone. 

' Jennings___.------------ 320 ,671 | 322 ,503 Do. 

' Johnson____.------------ WwW W Sand and gravel. 

Knox. ....-------------- 644,577 719 ,258 Sand and gravel, coal. . 

:  Koseiusko__.------------ 554,949 - 577,378 Sand and gravel, stone. 

'  Pagrange_..------------- 338 , 150 WwW. Do. 

Lake_______------------- WwW W Cement, sand and gravel, clays. 

‘La Porte. __------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 

Lawrence...._.---------- 14,161,378 14,199,452 Cement, stone. 

- Madison_...-..---------- 1,631,264 1,726,200 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Marion___.__------------ WwW W Sand and gravel, peat. 

_ Marshall_._------------- 246,201 320,384 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 

: Martin.-_-..------------ WwW W Gypsum, clays, stone. 

- Miami___--------------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 

| Monroe___--_------------ 7,127,485 8,262,478 Stone. 

-  Montgomery------------- 68 , 454 73,428 Clays, sand and gravel. 

Morgan. -_--------------- 789 ,988 950,068 Clays, sand and gravel, stone. 

| Newton____------------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Noble._-_---------------- 216 ,275 224,612 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Orange_----------------- 763 ,061 749,974 Stone, abrasives. 

Owen. ___--------------- 826 ,401 898,604 Stone, clays, sand and gravel, coal. 

Parke... _.--------------- 408 , 486 405,587 Sand and gravel, clays, coal. 

Perry. _.---------------- WwW W Stone, coal. 

Pike___..--------------- 6,891,988 8,991,875 Coal, stone. 

' Porter. .---------------- wt. W Sand and gravel, clays. 

| Posey___---------------- 73 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 

Pulaski__..-.------------ WwW W Stone, clays. 

Putnam.__.__------------ 10,117,110 11,078,845 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Randolph- - - - ----------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Ripley_----------------- 307 ,951 484,373 Stone. 

Rush. __.--------------- 309 , 583 331,956 Stone, sand and gravel. 

St. Joseph_-------------- 589 ,996 629,220 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Scott_._..__---------------, 218,118 258,432 Stone. 

Shelby__---------------- 1,368 ,874 1,222,310 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Spencer. .--------------- 352,059 498.176 Coal, stone, sand and.gravel. 

Starke. _-..-_----------- 40 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 

Steuben__..------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 

Sullivan.....------------ 14,097,199 11,985,644 Coal, sand and gravel, stone. 

Switzerland... ..-.------- 181,481 W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Tippecanoe. -_-_--------- WwW W Sand and gravel. . 

Union__...._-_----------- 9,000 13 ,000 Do. 

Vanderburgh. -_--..-------- 26 ,264 21,042 Clays. 

Vermillion.___....-------- 587 , 703 575.727 Sand and gravel, clays, coal. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Indiana, by counties '—Continued : 
a 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value Tae Ee me meen VS 
Vigo... ee $3 , 210,603 $3,362,275 Coal, sand and gravel, clays. "Wabash____---._______ WwW 441,250 Stone, sand and gravel. Warren__.__--__________ W W Sand and gravel, peat. Warrick._._.----____.... 24,186,580 28,299,401 Coal, stone. Washington._..._________ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. Wayne_______-_-2 645,927 712,236 Sand and gravel, stone. Wells... WwW W Stone, sand and gravel, peat. . White__---___-2- 331, 730 348,895 Stone. Whitley_________________ 162,000 W_ Sand and gravel. Undistributed 2.__..-_..._ 108,708,386 106,141,941 . 

Total_.__....-.... 218,567,000 280,010,000 ~ = 
* s * s e » 2 

2 
: W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. - 1 Data for petroleum and natural gas are not available on a county basis; however, values for these commodi- ties are included with “Undistributed.” Benton, Ohio, and Tipton Counties are not listed because no produc- tion was reported. 

co . 2 Includes value for petroleum, natural gas, some sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 

stone in the area for its own use. The Cass crushed for use as roadstone, concrete. | County Stone Corp. and The France Stone aggregate, railroad ballast, and aglime. 
Co. operated limestone quarries and crush- Sandstone was quarried and milled for 
ing plants in the Logansport area and pro- building use near Taswell by French Lick - 
duced roadstone, railroad ballast, agricul- Sandstone Co., Inc., from the Hill quarry; 
tural limestone, fluxstone, and riprap. Sand and by Springs Valley Sandstone Co. from | and gravel was produced from fixed and the Westall quarry. 
portable plants for building and road use. Daviess.— The J. & H. Coal Co. produced 

Clark.—Louisville Cement Co. operated a coal from a strip mine southeast of Can- ~ plant at Speed and manufactured portland nelburg. The Mize Gravel Co. dredged oe and masonry cements. The company also sand and gravel near Elnora for building, produced clay and limestone as raw mate- road use, and fill. 
rial for its cement plant. Limestone was Decatur.—Harris City Stone Co., Inc., 
quarried and crushed at Jeffersonville by operated the Harris City quarry near YT. J. Atkins & Co., at Sellersburg by the Greensburg, and the New Point Stone Co. Sellersburg Stone Co., Inc., and at Utica by operated the New Point quarry near New Utica Limestone Quarry (Louisville Sand & Point. With the exception of a small Gravel Co.) . Over 24 million tons of lime- amount of riprap, the limestone was 
stone was produced in the county. Princi- crushed and used for concrete aggregate, pal uses were for cement manufacture, con- roadstone, and aglime. 
crete i . . rete aggregate, roadstone, aglime, and Delaware.—Limestone quarries and sand riprap. Sand and gravel was produced near . . .e . . . and gravel pits were operated in the vicin- Jeffersonville and Utica and sold for build- ‘ . . ing, road use, and fill ity of Muncie. The production was used 

8» , " for building and road materials, fill, ag- Clay—Nearly 1.2 million tons of coal lime, and flux. Output was about the same was produced from five strip mines. The as that of 1965. The principal operators largest production came from the Ayrshire were Irving Bros. Stone & Gravel (Irving Collieries Corp. Chinook mine. Fire and Bros. Gravel Co., Inc.) , J & K Stone Corp. 
miscellaneous clays were produced in sever- (Old Fort Industries, Inc.) , Muncie Stone 
- coal T Syate te erays of the rent & Lime Co., and Park Sand & Gravel, Inc. Sylvanian System. e clays were used in . . 
the manufacture of brick, tile, stoneware, Dubois.—The Frick Bros. Coal Co. un- cements, and for other purposes. derground mine, near Jasper, was aban- 

doned in 1965. Hugo H. Bartelt mined cla Crawford.—Mulzer Bros. operated the f . ee turi Ct f y Cape Sandy quarry near Leavenworth and or use in manu ac uring s oneware rom the Eckerty quarry. Part of the latter an underground mine near Huntingburg. 
Operation was underground. Hy-Rock The Huntingburg clay pit, which had been Products Co. operated an underground operated by Sylvester Stenftenagel, was quarry at Marengo. The limestone was abandoned.
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Elkhart.—About 745,000 tons of sand and Grant.—Flagstone and crushed limestone : 
gravel was produced compared with half a for road and agricultural use were pro- 
million tons in 1965. Most of the produc- duced from the Pipe Creek quarry near 
tion came from pits in the vicinity of Elk- Sweetser by Pipe Creek Stone Co. (Irving 
hart and Goshen, and was used principally Bros. Gravel Co., Inc.). The same company 
in road construction, although some was operated a large sand and gravel plant at 
used for building construction and fill. Marion and produced building and road 
Marl was dipped from pits near Elkhart materials. Moss peat was dug from a bog 
and Middlebury and sold for soil enrich- near Jonesboro and sold for soil improve- 
ment. ment. . 

Floyd—The New Albany quarry near Greene.—Nearly 2.4 million tons of coal 
Greenville was operated by Standard Mate- was produced, mostly from strip mines. 
rials Corp. (Martin Marietta Corp.). Most The Richardson mine, the only remaining 
of the limestone was crushed and sold for underground mine in the county, closed in 
roadstone and agricultural use; some was April. The largest coal production was re- . 
used for riprap. ported from the Airline-Hawthorn and Old 

Fountain.—Coal was produced from the Glory strip mines of Peabody Coal Co. Fire 
Maple Grove No. 2 strip mine. Shale clay was mined from the Comet clay pit 
mined near Veedersburg was used in mak- near Switz City by Micheals, Inc. It was 
ing building brick by Hydraulic-Press used in the manufacture of building brick, 

_ Brick Co., and that mined near West Point aS was miscellaneous shale mined near 

in the manufacture of inorganic plastic by Bloomfield. Sand and gravel was produced 
Rostone Corp. Neal Gravel Co., Inc. (In- ear Bloomfield for building, road use, and 

terstate Sand & Gravel Co., Inc.) operated _ fill. 
a large plant at Attica and produced mate- Hamilton.—A limestone quarry was oper- 
rial for building, road use, and fill. The ated near Noblesville by Stony Creek Stone 
county highway department produced and  Co., Inc. The output was crushed for agri- 
contracted for road gravel. cultural use and road material. Sand and 

Franklin.—Miscellaneous clay was mined gravel plants were operated near Carmel 
near Batesville by Batesville Brick & Tile by American Aggregates Corp., Noblesville 
Corp. for its own use. The county highway _ by F. Beaver & Sons, Inc., and Fortville by 
department produced road gravel. Standard Irving Materials, Inc., No. 2. The material 

Materials Corp. (Martin Marietta Corp.) | Was used for building, road use, and fill. 
did not operate its sand and gravel plants Harrison.—Limestone was quarried and 
at Metamora and New Trenton in 1966. crushed near Corydon and Depauw for : 

Fulton.—Sand and gravel was produced concrete aggregate, roadstone, and agricul- 
with both fixed and portable plants in the tural use. Industrial sand (glass, blast, and 

Kewanna and Rochester areas, and was for other uses) was mined near Elizabeth 
used for building, road construction, and by Indiana Glass Sand Corp. The drying 
fill. A small quantity of marl was dipped facilities added last year almost doubled 

from several pits in the county for agricul- the capacity of the | original plant. Sand 
tural use. and gravel for building, road use, and fill 

. : was obtained from a pit near Mauckport. 

Gibson.—Coal was produced from the So- Howard.—Limestone output from the 
merville No. 1 and Kings Station under- yeoman Stone Co. quarry near Kokomo 

ground mines. The latter was closed by the was crushed and sold for roadstone, con- 
Princeton Mining Co. in March and reo- crete aggregate, and agricultural use. Grav- 
pened in September by Old Ben Coal el for road use and fill was mined near 
Corp. No coal was produced from the Gib- Alto and Kokomo. 

son County portion of the latter company’s Huntington.—Limestone was quarried 

Enos strip mine in 1966. Sand and gravel near Huntington by Erie Stone, Inc. (Irv- 

for road use, fill, and building purposes ing Bros. Gravel Co., Inc.) and sold for 

was mined near Owensville and Patoka. riprap and crushed for use as flux, road- 
Much of the petroleum produced in In- _ stone, railroad ballast, and agricultural use. 

diana came from fields in Gibson and ad- At Markle, Heller Stone Co., Inc., quarried 

joining Posey Counties. and crushed limestone for road and agri-
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cultural use. Majenica Tile Co., Inc., ‘Lake.—Portland and masonry cements 

mined miscellaneous clays at Majenica for were manufactured at Buffington by Uni- 

its own use. Sand and gravel was produced versal Atlas Cement Division of United 

at several sites for building, road use, and States Steel Corp. Slag from Lake County , 

fill. _ blast furnaces and limestone from Michi- 

‘Jackson.—Lehigh Portland Cement Co. gan quarries, shipped by water, were the 
mined shale from the Brownstown pit for principal raw materials used. Adjacent to 

use at its Mitchell cement plant. Miscella- the cement plant is the new lime plant. of 

neous shales were mined at Brownstown Marblehead Lime Co., which began opera- 

and Medora, and used in manufacturing tion in July. Limestone used at the plant 

building brick and other heavy clay prod- Was supped by ee from Mcngan eed 

ucts. Sand and gravel pits near Brown- Tiles. Plant output of pebble lime was so 
stown and Seymour yielded building and for use in steelmaking. Clay, mined near 
road materials and fill. | Munster, was used in making building 

‘Jasper—Limestone was quarried’ near brick by American Brick Co. (formerly Na- | 

Pleasant Ridge and Rensselaer and crushed tional Brick Co.) . Sand and gravel was 

for road and agricultural use. Sand and produced from pits near Lowell and was | 
used for building, paving, and fill. United 

gravel was dredged near Rensselaer for States G C d Icini 
building and road use. States Gypsum Co. operated a calcining 

-_ and board plant at East Chicago and 

| Jay.—Rockledge Products, Inc., operated manufactured building materials. Crude _ 

| a limestone quarry near Portland, and pro- perlite, mined in Western States, was ex- 

7 duced riprap and crushed material for con- panded at the plant for use in plaster and 
crete aggregate, roadstone, and aglime. The insulation. Perlite was also expanded by 

| company installed a new crusher, elevators, Federal Cement Products, Inc, at Ham- 
and loaders which increased capacity to 500 ond for use in concrete aggregate. 

tons an hour. $ & L Gravel Co., Inc., pro- Roofing granules were manufactured by H. 
duced road gravel with a portable plant. B. Reed & Co., Inc., from blast furnace slag 
crefferson. Standard oper . aoe: at Hammond. Byproduct sulfur wie recov: 

artin arietta Corp.) operate € ered from crude petroleum at iting by 
' Hanover limestone quarry and produced American Oil Co. using the Mathieson- 

roadstone, material for concrete, and agri- Fluor process. Pig iron and steel were 
cultural limestone. = manufactured at East Chicago by Inland 

Jennings.— Berry ‘Materials Corp. operat- Steel Co. and Youngstown Sheet & Tube 

ed a quarry near North Vernon and pro- Co., and at Gary by United. States Steel 

duced limestone for road material and ag- Corp. 
lime. La Porte—Humus pcat was dug from a 
Knox.—The White Ash Coal Corp. pro- bog near La Porte and sold in packaged 

duced coal from an .underground mine form as an ingredient for potting soils. 

near Wheatland. About 577,000 tons of Marl, for agricultural use, was dipped from 

sand and gravel was produced near Patoka pits near La Porte and Walkerton. More 

and Vincennes and ‘used principally for than 1 million tons of sand and gravel was 
building, road materials, and fill. | produced from sand dunes and pits in the 

Kosciusko.—Marl was dipped from sever- county. In addition to materials for build- 

al pits in the county and sold for agricul "8 paving, and fill, dune sands were proc- 
tural use. About 677,000 tons of sand and essed at a Plant i Michigan Oty rer use 
gravel was produced from pits near Etna 28 8/888 Sand, Molding, anc’ engine sane. 
Green, Leesburg, Syracuse, and Warsaw for Lawrence.—Dimension limestone was 
building, road use, and fill. The county produced in and around Bedford by com- 
highway department produced gravel for panies that operated both quarries and 
its own use. stone mills. Building stone was also fabri- 
Lagrange—Marl was dipped from pits cated by independent mills from stone pur- 

near Howe, Lagrange, and Middlebury, chased from local quarries. Crushed and 

and sold for agricultural use. Sand and broken limestone used as riprap, roadstone, 
gravel, mostly for road use, was mined in concrete aggregate, aglime, railroad ballast, 

the Lagrange area. Output was slightly and cement was produced by Bloomington 
above that of 1965. Crushed Stone Co., Inc., Mitchell Crushed
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Stone Co., Inc. (Ralph Rogers & Co., Inc.), Quarries, Inc., Independent Limestone Co., , 
Oolitic Ground Limestone Co., and Lehigh Indiana Limestone Co., Inc., Midwest 

Portland Cement Co. who also manufac- Quarries Co., Inc., Texas Quarries, Inc., 

tured portland and masonry cements at Victor Oolitic Stone Co., and Woolery 
Mitchell. _ Stone Co., Inc. Bloomington Crushed Stone 

Sandstone was quarried and milled by Co., Inc., operated a quarry and crushing 
Cummings Stone Co., Indiana Sandstone Plant near Bloomington and produced 
Co., Inc., and Springs Valley Sandstone Co. oadstone, concrete aggregate, and aglime. 
The sawed stone was used in building con- Indiana - Calcium Corp. operated a fine- 
struction. : grinding plant at Bloomington using spalls | 
Madison.—The Lapel limestone quarry purchased from stone mills and produced 

was operated by Standard Materials Corp. filler material for use in pottery manufac- 
(Martin Marietta Corp.). Riprap and ture and other uses. Hinkle Sandstone Co. 

crushed stone for concrete aggregate, road- operated the Hinkle quarry and milled 
stone, railroad ballast, and agricultural use sandstone for building use. 
was produced. About 924,000 tons of sand Montgomery.—Clay and shale were 
and gravel was obtained from deposits near ined near Crawfordsville by American 
Anderson and Frankton and used for road “Vitrified Products Co. and Hydraulic-Press 
material, fill, and building purposes. Brick Co. for their own use. Sand and 
Marion.—The county continued to rank gravel for building, paving, and fill was 

- first in the production of sand and gravel. also mined near Crawfordsville. 
Plants were operated in and around Indi- Morgan.—Clay and shale were mined 

- anapolis by American Aggregates Corp., near Brooklyn and Martinsville for use in 

Fisher Oil & Gravel Co., Inc., Shannon Making building brick and heavy clay 
Gravel Co., and Standard Materials Corp. products, and was bloated for lightweight 
(Martin Marietta Corp.). Reed-sedge peat aggregate. Sandstone was quarried from the 

| was produced in the Indianapolis area and High Bluff quarry near Mooresville and 
sold in bulk for general soil improvement. used principally for retaining walls. Lime- 
Marshall.—Marl and peat, both sold for stone was quarried and crushed at Gosport 

, il improvement, were produced in the *" sold for use in concrete aggregate, 
sol P , P roadstone, and for agricultural use. About ) 
Argos and Bremen areas. Sand and gravel 432,000 tons of sand and gravel was mined 
was produced near Argos and Culver and near Martinsville and Waverly and used 
used in building, paving, and for fill. for building, paving, and fill. 

Martin.—Clay was mined near Loogootee Newton.—At Kentland, limestone was 
by Loogootee Clay Products Corp. for use quarried and crushed by Newton County 
in manufacturing building brick. General stone Co., Inc., for use as railroad ballast, 
Refractories Co. quarried a quartz con-  yoadstone, concrete aggregate, and for agri- 
glomerate near Shoals for use in manufac- cyjtural use. Building and paving sand and 
turing silica brick. Springs Valley Sand- gravel was produced near Morocco. 
stone Co. operated the Sellers quarry and . . 
produced building stone. Crude gypsum Noble.—Marl was dipped from a pit near 
was produced from underground mines Topeka and sold for agricultural use. 

near Shoals by National Gypsum Co. and About 297,000 tons of sand and gravel was 
United States Gypsum Co. and manufac- mined at several sites in the county with 
tured into building materials (wallboard, fixed and portable plants. The material 

lath, plaster, etc.) at plants adjacent to the was used for building purposes, road con- 
mine sites. ‘At both plants crude perlite,  gryction, maintenance, and fill. 

mined One tates was expanded for Orange.—Whetstones were fabricated 

P . . —_ from sandstone quarried near Orange by 

Monroe.—Dimension limestone was PtO- tindostan Whetstone Co. Limestone was 
duced in the Bloomington area by com- . . 

. . . quarried near French Lick, Orleans, and 
panies operating both quarries and stone . | . 
mills, as well as by independent mills that P@0li. Most of the material was crushed 
fabricated purchased stone. Leading pro- and used for roadstone, concrete aggregate, 
ducers included Bloomington Limestone and agricultural purposes. A small amount 

Corp., Empire Stone Co., B. G. Hoadley was sold for riprap.
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Owen.—Coal was produced from the Limedale. In January the company an- 
Burcham strip mine. Fire clay was mined nounced plans to construct a $25 million, 
from the Old Glory strip mine by Peabody 4-million barrel wet-process-cement plant — 
Coal Co. and sold for use in making floor to replace the present plant. About 2.4 
and wall tile, and refractories. Limestone million tons of limestone was produced ~ 
was quarried near Spencer and crushed for from seven quarries and used for riprap, 

use as road material and for agricultural cement, flux, roadstone, filler, agriculture, — 

purposes. The Romona (dimension lime- and other uses. United Aggregate Corp. be- 
stone) quarry, which had been operated by gan producing limestone from a quarry — 
Ingalls Stone Co., Inc., was idle in 1966. near Cloverdale in 1966. Indiana State 

Sand and gravel was mined near Gosport Farm, at Putnamville, mined clay for use 

and Spencer for building and road use. at its brick plant. Sand and gravel was 
Parke—S. L. Turner Coal & Clay Co., mined at Reelsville and used for building, 

Inc., produced coal from the Turner strip road construction, and fill. 
mine and also mined fire clay from the Randolph.—Limestone quarries were 
underclays of the Brazil Block coal bed. operated near Albany by Portland Stone 
The clay was sold to a brick manufacturer. Corp., and near Ridgeville by H. & R. 
American Vitrified Products Co. abandoned Stone Co. With the exception of a few tons 
its plant and clay pit and did not operate of riprap, the material was crushed for use 
in 1966. Cayuga Brick & Tile Co. also did as road material and aglime. Sand and 
not operate in 1966 because of fire damage gravel was produced at a fixed plant at 
to its plant in 1965. Sand and gravel was Lynn by Hutchens Gravel Co. for building, 
mined near Montezuma and Rockville and road use, and fill. S & L Gravel Co., Inc., 

used for building, road construction, and produced road gravel with a portable 
fill. | plant. | . | | 

Perry.—Coal was produced from the Fos- Ripley.— About 338,000 tons of limestone 

ter. strip mine. Mulzer Bros. operated the was quarried near Napoleon, Osgood, and 
Derby limestone quarry and crushed the Versailles. The material was used for rip- 
output for use as roadstone, concrete aggre- rap and crushed for road and agricultural 
gate, and aglime. use. - | 
Pike.—About 2.3 million tons of coal was Rush.—Dimension limestone was quar- 

produced from four strip and two under- ried and milled for use as house stone 
ground mines. The Enos Coal Corp. (Old veneer at Milroy by Indiana Rubble 
Ben Coal Corp.) had the largest produc- Veneer Co. Also in the Milroy area, 
tion from the Enos and Blackfoot No. 5 McCorkle Stone Co. and Rush County 
strip mines. The county highway depart- Stone Co. produced riprap, roadstone, rail- 
ment quarried sandstone (riprap) for its road ballast, and aglime. Gravel was mined , 
own use. with portable plants at pits near Carthage, 

Porter.—Fire clay was mined from pits Mays, and Rushville and used for building, 

near Portage and used in the manufacture paving, and fill. 
of refractories and flowerpots. Crisman St. Joseph.—About 749,000 tons of sand 
Sand Co., Inc., mined industrial (furnace) and gravel was produced from pits near 
sand near Portage. Bethlehem Steel Corp. Mishawaka and South Bend, and used for 

| continued development of its large manu- building, paving, and fill. Marl was dipped 
facturing complex at Burns Harbor. A from a pit near North Liberty and sold for 
blast furnace, coke ovens, basic oxygen fur- soil improvement. 
naces, and other facilities are to be built. Scott.—Limstone was quarried by Scott 

Pulaski—The mineral industry of Pulas- County Stone Co., Inc., near Scottsburg 
ki County was concentrated in the Frances- and crushed for road and agricultural use. 
ville area where clay was mined by At Vienna, Airlite Processing Corp. ex- 
Francesville Drain Tile Corp. for its own panded perlite, mined in Western States, 
use and Francesville Stone Division of for use in plaster, insulation, concrete 
Western Indiana Aggregates, Inc., quarried aggregate, soil conditioning, and other pur- 
and crushed limestone for road materials, poses. 
railroad ballast, and agricultural use. Shelby.—Limestone for flagging and 

Putnam.—Lone Star Cement Corp. manu- house stone veneer was quarried and 
factured portland and masonry cements at milled at Waldron by Blue Ridge Quar-
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ries. Limestone was quarried near Morris- bash River near Cayuga. When in full 

town, St. Paul, and Waldron and used for operation, it is estimated that 3 million 

riprap and crushed for use as fluxstone, tons of coal will be consumed annually. 
railroad ballast, roadstone, and aglime. The first unit is scheduled to be in service 

About 308,000 tons of sand and gravel was by 1970, and the second unit by 1972. 
produced at several fixed plants in the Arketex Ceramic Corp. mined fire clay 

county and sold for building use, paving, near Hillsdale and manufactured structural 

and fill. , tile. Colonial Brick Corp. mined miscella- . 

Spencer.—Coal was produced from five neous clay and manufactured brick at 

strip mines. The Graham strip mine was Cayuga. Sand and gravel was produced at 

closed in April. The C. Loran Day Coal fixed plants at Cayuga and Clinton and 
Mining Co., Santa Claus mine, began oper- used for building, paving, and fill. | 

ating in August. Sandstone was quarried at Vigo.—Coal was produced from one strip 

St. Meinrad’s Arch Abbey. The material and one underground mine. Shale was 

was fabricated at a mill in Dubois County mined at West Terre Haute by Terre 

for building use. The Hardy Sand Co., Haute Vitrified Brick Works, Inc., for its 

which had produced molding sand for 50 own use. More than | million tons of sand 

years near Richland, closed down in Sep- and gravel was produced, mostly in the 

tember. Terre Haute area. It was used principally 

Steuben.—Marl was dipped from three for building, paving, railroad ballast, and 

pits (Abbott, Delaney, and German) by fill. | 
Taylor & Son, and sold for agricultural Wabash.—A limestone quarry was operat- | 

use. Sand and gravel was produced in the ed at Wabash by Mill Creek Stone & Grav- 

Angola and Fremont areas and used princi- el Corp. The material was crushed and | 
pally for building, road construction, and sold for road and agricultural use. Gravel 

fill. was produced at sites throughout the 

Sullivan-—More than 2.9 million tons of County, mostly with portable plants. Most 
coal was produced from two strip and two of the material was used for road construc- 

underground mines. The largest produc- "0M and maintenance. 
tion was reported from Ayrshire Collieries Warren.—Moss peat was dug from a bog 

Corp., Minnehaha strip mine and Thun- near Otterbein and sold in packaged and 

derbird Collieries Corp., Thunderbird un- bulk form for general soil improvement. | 

derground mine. The Pandora under- Sand and gravel was produced from a fixed 

- ground mine remained closed during the plant near Covington and by the. county 

year. Limestone, for agricultural use, was highway department. In addition to road 

quarried and crushed near Freelandville by construction and maintenance, the material 

Kixmiller Bros., Inc. Sand and gravel for .was used for building purposes, railroad 

building, paving, railroad ballast, and fill ballast, and fill. 

was produced near Carlisle, Graysville, and Warrick.—Nearly 7.5 million tons of coal 

Sullivan. was mined, the largest county output in 

Switzerland.—Tri-County Stone Co. quar- the State. Coal was produced from eight | 

ried and crushed limestone for roadstone strip mines and three underground mines. 

and agricultural use at a site 4 miles south The Decker and Kennedy No. 1 strip 

of Cross Plains. Gravel was produced with mines did not operate in 1966. The Purity 

portable plants for building and road use. underground mine of R. & K. Coal Co., 

Vanderburgh.—Shale was mined near Inc., was abandoned in June. The Peabody 

Evansville by Standard Brick & Tile Corp. Coal Co. quarried and crushed limestone 
The material was used in building brick 0Tth of Boonville for its own use. 
manufacture. The West Franklin limestone Washington.—A limestone quarry was 

quarry of Mulzer Bros. which was idle in operated near Salem by Hoosier Lime & 

1965, was permanently abandoned. Stone Co., Inc. The material was crushed 

Vermillion.—Coal was produced from the for road and agricultural use. The county 

Black Diamond underground mine near highway department mined road gravel for 

Blanford. The Public Service Co. of In- tS Own use. 
diana announced plans to build a large Wayne.—DeBolt Concrete Co., Inc., oper- 
coal-fired electric powerplant on the Wa- ated Middleboro and Richmond limestone
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quarries and produced material for riprap, Bros. Gravel Co., Inc.) operated the 
roadstone, and aglime. About 401,000 tons Biuffton quarry and crushing plant and 
of sand and gravel. was produced, mostly in produced fluxstone, roadstone, concrete 
the Richmond area. Most of it was used aggregate, and aglime. Road gravel was 

for road construction and maintenance, produced with a portable plant by S & L 
and the remainder for. building purposes Gravel Co., Inc. 

and fill. White-—The Monon Crushed Stone Co., 
Wells——Moss peat, used for general soil Inc., operated a limestone quarry and 

improvement, was produced for bulk sale crushing plant near Monon and produced 
: near Warren. Erie Stone, Inc., (Irving  roadstone, railroad ballast, and aglime.



The Mi 1 Indust f Iowa 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Iowa 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. | 

By James H. Aase* and Ronald W. Michelson * 

Iowa mineral production continued at an No production of, nor exploration for, — 

accelerated pace, setting a record in 1966. metallic minerals was recorded during the 

The total value of the State mineral pro- year. Oil and gas exploration activities con- 

duction was $119.3 million, an increase of 6 sisted of one test hole drilled in Davis 

percent over the 1965 figure. Value of pro- County, no production was reported. 

duction for all commodities increased. | 

Nonmetals, the major commodity group, ~~ | 

accounted for 97 percent of the State total 1 Minerals specialist, Bureau of Mines, Min- 

value. The remaining 3 percent was sup- neapolis, Minn. . ; . 
plied by mineral fuels. M __ Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Minneapolis, 

| : Table 1.—Mineral production in Iowa * | 

nNOS 
1965 1966 

oe 

Mineral , Value Value 
Quantity (thou- Quantity (thou- 

sands) sands) 

Cement: 
Portland......_..---------thousand 376-pound barrels_ - 13,643 $46,273 14,058 $46 , 736 

Masonry......------------thousand 280-pound barrels_ - 608 1,867 633 1,890 

Clays._.....-------------------------thousand short tons_. 1,085 1,347 1,130 1,488 

. Coal (bituminous). .._..-.--------------------------d0_--- 1,043 3,694 1,025 3,783 

Gypsum..__..-.----------------------------------d0---- 1,254 5,554 1,285 5,577 

Sand and gravel....._-.----------------------------d0_--- 18,205 17,152 19 ,644 18,213 

Stone..__.-- ene eee eee een eee een eee dO. = 25,891 35,468 27,729 40,081 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Other nonmetals and 

peat__.....------------------------------ 2-2 xX 1,428 xx 1,595 
Snir an 

Total. __._._.._------------------------------------ XX 112,783 xX 119 ,318 : . 

XX Not applicable. 
. ; 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

TT 

Year Value! Year Value } 

1955___________-.----------------- $70, 452 1961___._____--------------------- $93 , 303 

1956________.._-.----------------- 71,210 1962___.___.____------------------- 94,812 

1957___...--.--------------------- 73,035 1963___________------------------- 96 , 728 

1958.___.---_-_._----------------- 89, 722 1964___.._.-_____----------------- 105,102 

1959_______-.-___---.--------+---- 91,715 1965_______._--.-...-------------- 112 , 469 

1960___.___----_------------------- 96,684 1966__________-------------------- p 117,641 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1955-64 revised. 
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

eee 
Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per ‘ Average days hours injuries million man-hours Year and industry men Days worked worked ——— HH —___ 

- working  aetive (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Coal and peat________ 270 214 58 491 --- 13 26.48 756 Nonmetal___......-. 1,018 289 294 2,379 _-- 28 11.77 1,261 Sand and gravel..._._._. 1,374 201 276 2,482 _— 46 18.92 1,450 Stone__.-.-.-.2..--. «=. 2, 553 281 717 6,091 1 15 12.48 1,437 

Total....--------. 5, 215 258 1,345 11,393 1 162 14.31 1,374 
SSS 

1966: P 
Coal and peat__._____ 255 ‘224 57 492 1 15 32.52 13,079 Nonmetal...-..._... 1,065 272 290 2,338 a 53 22.67 1,630 Sand and gravel______ 1,405 208 292 2,592 3 ‘49 20.06 7,506 Stone__._...-.__._.. 2,455 280 687 5,905 1. 98 16.77 1,573 eee 

Total.__.-..--._... 5,180 256 1,326 11,327 5 215 19.42 3,442 

_ -? Preliminary. 
. 
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Figure 1.—Value of cement, stone, and total value of mineral production in Iowa.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Shipments of masonry cement increased 
| . . 4 percent in quantity and 1 percent in val- 

Cement.—The 14 million barrels of port- ye over those in 1965. The average value 
land cement production during the year per 280-pound barrel, f.o.b. mill, declined 
represented approximately 89 percent of to $2.99 from $3.07 in 1965, a 3-percent 
the combined capacities of the five cement decrease. About 76 percent of the masonry 
plants operating 19 kilns in the State. cement marketed went to Iowa and Minne- 
Shipments of portland cement increased 3 gota. Other States, in order of receipts, 
percent in quantity and I percent in value, were Illinois, Wisconsin, North Dakota, 
compared with 1965 totals. The average south Dakota, Nebraska, and Missouri. All 
value per barrel decreased to $3.32 from of the State cement plants except the 

$3.39 in 1965. Types I, II, (general-use and Ppenn-Dixie Cement Corp. plant No. 8 in 
moderate-heat) and. INI  (high-early- West Des Moines, Polk County, produced 
strength) cements were produced by: Le- masonry cement. : 
high Portland Cement Co. and Northwest- . | 

| ; Clays——Clay and shale production dur- 
crn States Portland Cement Co. in Cerro. . 7 . 
Gordo County: M C Manu. 28 the year increased 4 percent in quan- 
ordo County; Marquette Cement Manu . ; 

f: . ve tity and 7 percent in value over that of 
acturing Co, and Penn-Dixie Cement C . ) 1965. A total of 25 firms operated shale 
orp. in Polk County; and Dewey Portland : ee . “1 

C woes wo wa and clay pits in 17 counties and utilized 
ement Co. Division, Martin Marietta . . , . 

C in S their entire output in their own manufac- 
orp. in Scott County. Northwestern States turing plants 

Portland Cement Co. replaced 10 of its n8 P . 
kilns during the year with one 594-by 16- The principal use of the State clay and 
foot kiln, reducing the number of operat- shale output was for cement manufacture, 

ing kilns to 2, from 11 in 1965. | acconnune for 49 percent of ane proaue 
Types I and II cements accounted for 94 ron, to vowe by. 21 percent for building 

: brick, 19 percent in other heavy clay prod- 
percent of total portland cement produc- ee ass 

. 7 . . ucts, and 11 percent in vitrified sewer pipe, 
tion, 13 percent was air-entrained and 87 . . . 

| . . lightweight aggregate, mortar mix, floor 
percent non-air-entrained. Type III cement and wall tile, and other uses 
accounted for 6 percent of total produc- : , . 
tion; 42 percent was air-entrained and 58 No fire clay was produced in the State in 
percent was non-air-entrained. The wet 1966. The sole producer in recent years, 
process was used in manufacturing cement Ver Steeg Coal Co., discontinued operations 

in three plants, and the dry process was 1 1965. 
used in two plants. Electrical energy con- Gypsum.—Iowa continued as one of the 

sumed in all plants totaled 335.9 million Nation’s major producers of gypsum and 

kilowatt-hours; 80 percent was purchased, gypsum products, ranking second in quan- 

and 20 percent was home generated. The tity of crude gypsum produced in 1966. 
marketing area for the portland cement State output of crude gypsum increased 
was principally in Minnesota and Iowa, nearly 3 percent in quantity and slightly in 

which received 85 percent of the total. value compared with 1965. 

Other States, in order of shipments, were Production was from an underground 
Wisconsin, [llinois, North Dakota, South mine, operated by United States Gypsum 
Dakota, Nebraska, and Missouri. About 52 Co. in Des Moines County, and four open- 

percent of the total shipments were by rail pit mines, operated in Webster County by 
and 48 percent by truck. Of the total ship- Bestwall Gypsum Division of Georgia- 

ments, 92 percent were in bulk form and Pacific Corp., The Celotex Corp., National 
the remaining 8 percent in packaged con- Gypsum Co., and United States Gypsum 

tainers. Approximately 62 percent of the Co. All companies produced a wide variety 
State shipments were to ready-mixed con- of gypsum products, including base-coat 

crete companies, 16 percent to concrete plasters, premixed perlite plasters, gaging 
product manufacturers, 13 percent to high- and molding plasters, prepared finishes, 
way contractors, 6 percent to building ma- roof deck plasters, gypsum lath, wallboard, 

terial dealers, and 3 percent to other users. sheathing, tile, and other preformed items.
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Lime.—Total production of quicklime G..A. Finley, Inc. 
and hydrated lime increased 8 percent in Hallett Construction Co. 
quantity and 10 percent in value over that Keefner-White Materials Corp. 
of 1965. | | | Ronald Kenyon Construction Co. | 

Sales of lime were principally to markets Maudlin Construction Co. 
in Iowa, which received 39 percent of the — Peters Construction Co. a 

shipments. Other important markets, in Stevens Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. | | 
order of shipments received, were Illinois, Welp & McCarten, Inc. 

| Indiana, and Michigan; remaining quanti- ST . i. 
ties were sold in surrounding States. Water Stone.—Production of stone, consisting 

| purification accounted for 44 percent of entirely of limestone, increased 7 percent 
the lime production, steelmaking for 24 '" quantity and 13 percent in value over 
percent, sewage treatment for 13 percent, that of 1965. The largest single increase in 
and construction, paper and pulp manu- Ue of stone was for agricultural purposes. 

facture, and sugar refining for 19 percent. Limestone was produced in 64 of the 
| American Crystal Sugar Co. produced State’s 99 counties from. 239 commercial 

quicklime for internal use in sugar refining ©P¢Tations and 5 government operations. _ 
| at its Mason City plant in Cerro Gordo The average unit value of crushed and 

_ County. Purchased limestone was burned broken stone was $1.44 per ton, a 6-percent 
in a shaft kiln using coke as fuel. increase from $1.36 per ton in 1965. 

The sole commercial producer of quick- Production of dimension limestone de- 

lime and hydrated lime in the State was creased 29 percent in quantity but in- 

Linwood Stone Products Co. Inc. The teased 9 percent in value compared with 
company operated three rotary kilns at its 1965 figures. 
plant near Buffalo, in Scott County, burn- The State total stone output was used 
ing high-calcium limestone mined at its principally in concrete aggregate and road- 
nearby quarry. The kilns used coal and stone, accounting for 71 percent of the pro- 
natural gas as fuel. duction, followed by 13 percent for cement 

| Perlite—Gypsum producers in Webster manufacturing and 16 percent for agricul- 

County expanded crude perlite, mined out- ‘Ua! purposes and other uses; 
side the State, at their plants. The expand- The five leading -limestone-producing 
ed perlite was used in manufacturing light- COUntES, listed in descending order of pro- 

. weight building plaster. - duction, were Madison, Scott, Linn, Cerro 

Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- Conn ane Humboldt d ) f hed 
duction increased 8 percent in quantity € Hive largest producers k onus fol 
and 6 percent in value compared with 1965 and broken limestone during the year fol- 
figure. Production was reported in 79 coun- low: 

| ties from 261 commercial operations and 71 Concrete Materials Division, Martin 
Government-and-contractor operations. The Marietta Corp. 

overall average unit value for sand and Dewey Portland Cement Co. Division, 
gravel . decreased to $0.93 per ton from Martin Marietta Corp. 

$0.94 in 1965. Trucks were used in han- Kaser Construction Co. : 
dling 97 percent of the shipments; the re- The River Products Co. 
mainder were by rail and water. Weaver Construction Co. 

Production for building use increased 12 
percent and that for paving use, 9 percent. MINERAL FUELS 

‘These two uses accounted for 91 percent of a . 
the total sand and gravel produced in the Coal (Bituminous).—Coal production in- 
State, followed by 7 percent for fill and 2 creased 2 percent in value, but decreased 2 
percent for other uses. percent in quantity, compared with the 

Major producers of sand and gravel in 1965 figures. Average value per ton in- 
the State during the year follow: creased to $3.69 from $3.54 in 1965. 

‘The only new mine opening during the 
Acme Fuel & Material Co. (W. G. Block year was the Jude Coal Co., Inc., strip 

Co.) mine in Mahaska County. Mine closings re- 
Concrete Materials Division, Martin ported in 1966 included one each by 

Marietta Corp. Clarke Coal Co., D. C. Coal Co., New
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Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
| | - (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ee ] 1965 ] 1966 
Class. of operation and use —_——$—$— 

_ Qantity Value Quantity Value 
Commercial operations: _ | 

_ Sand: | 
_ Building----.-.---------- 2,609 $2 ,559 3,054 $2,899 

Paving... .-.--.---------- 2,470 2,446 2,715 2,659 
Railroad ballast____.._.-.- _-- _-- 4 2 
Bille 1,064 632 1,112 T21 

Other live eee 262 635 204 Doz 

- otal... -------- 6,405 6,272 7,089 6,813 

Gravel: _ — | 
Building......-----------. 1,257 2,043 1,278 2,213 

Paving. -...--=---------- 6,149 6,071 7,032 6,524 

Railroad ballast__...-..-- WwW WwW 69 46 

2) Bille 498 330 336 198 
Other 2....__._..__------ 70 94 32 41 
a 

 Total_..-..-._.------- 7,974 8,588 8,747 9,022 

Total sand and gravel_.- -. 14,379 14,810 15,886 15,835 

Government-and-contractor opera- 
tions: 

Sand: | . 
Paving.-....-.---------- 474 248 98 51 

Fill. eee 22 8 15 5 

Other_........-.--.----- --- He 2 1 
a 

Total_._.......---...- 496 ' 256 115 57 

Gravel: . 
Building.......-..------- . 15 8 oe — 

Paving._........-------- 8,315 2,078 3,680 2,317 

Other_.....-.----._----- oe a 13 | 
a 

Total__....-.._..----. 3,330 2,086 3,693 2,321 
—————————eeeeEeeeeoeoEoEoeoooooeoeeeeooaoeooaoaoeoeoooooooaQnmnnnns,,seme Swamy] 

Total sand and gravel_-_- 3,826 2,342 3,808 2,378 

All operations: 

.Sand__...-.---.----.-------- 6,901 6 , 528 7,204 6,870 

Gravel. ...........---------- 11,304 10 ,624 12,440 11,343 
na an 

Grand total_...__....-.---- 18 ,205 17,152 19,644 18 ,213 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Other.” 

1 Includes blast, molding, and other construction sand. 
2 Includes railroad ballast (1965) and other construction gravel. 

Table 5.—Limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Use Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Dimension: | 
Rough construction. _..___. thousand short tons_- 8 $18 --- _-- 

Rubble___......-_.-.----------..------do.__- 1 10 3 $28 

Sawed stone____._...._.._thousand cubic feet__ 4 15 2 10 

House stone veneer.___._._-----.-.-----do.-.. 14 37 24 61 

Cut stone. .__.._._..--.__-.-_-----.---.-do_..- 12 119 13 116 

Flagging .....-.-.---------------------d0_..- 2 4 4 5 
eo 

Total___..approximate thousand short tons '__ 17 203 12 220 
oN 

Crushed and broken: 
Riprap....-..-.---------thousand short tons_- 450 575 991 1,436 

Concrete aggregate and roadstone- _.-_.--do_.-- 19 , 622 26 , 283 19 , 746 27,899 

Agriculture_..._....-.-----------------d0._.- 1,848 2,861 2,857 4,831 

Railroad ballast_...._.......------.----do.__- 144 128 164 156 | 

Cement______..__-...---------.-------d0___- 3,359 — 4,001 3,628 4,232 

Other 2._......._.------__---.--------.-d0_.-- 451 1,417 831 1,308 
a 

Total. ........_---.---.-------------d0__-- 25,874 335,266 27,717 339 861 

Grand total_._.._...._-_-------------do._-- 25 ,891 335,468 27 , 729 340,081 

1Av e weight of 170 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 

2 Includes limestone for asphalt filler, fertilizer, flux, lime, mineral food, and other purposes. 

3 Data do not add to total shown because of rounding.
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Block Coal Co., Appanoose Coal Co., and seams mined in strip mine operations 
L. & M. Coal Co. in Appanoose County; ranged from 36 to 60 inches, and overbur- 
Angus Coal & Hauling Co. in Mahaska den thickness reported ranged from 20 to 
County; Hopkins Coal Co, and Jude Coal 70 feet. No mechanical cleaning plants 
Co., Inc., in Mariion County; New Lanning were operated in the State during 1966. 
Coal Co., Inc., and South Iowa Coal Co. in Peat.—Peat production increased in 
Wapello County; and Silvers Coal Co. and quantity and value in 1966. The Colby 

Lundy & Sons Coal Co. in Keokuk County. Pioneer Peat Co. and Eli Colby Co. mined ~ 

Approximately 74 percent of the coal peat from deposits in Worth and Winneba- 

production from the State’s 8 underground go Counties, respectively. Processing plants 

and 15 strip mine operations was used in were operated by both firms in Hanlon- 

electric powerplants. Of the total State pro- town. 
duction, nearly 70 percent was shipped to Petroleum and Natural Gas.——No produc- 

consumers by rail, and the remainder by tion of petroleum or natural gas was re- 

truck. ported in the State. According to the Iowa 

Coal seams mined in underground opera- Geological Survey, exploration activities 

tions during the year ranged in thickness consisted of the drilling of one exploratory 

from 32 to 68 inches. Thickness of the coal _ test well in Davis County. 

- Table 6.—Coal (bituminous) production in 1966, by counties oe 
(Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) 

Number of mines 
operated Production (short tons) 

OS County OO Value 
-. Under- Under- 
ground Strip ground Strip Total a 

Appanoose...__-_-------- 5 --- 14,781 --- 14,781 $101,240 | 
Lucas_-._..------------- 1 --- 81,756 --- 81,756 346 ,576 
Mahaska_____.--.------- --- 7 --- 339,492 339 , 492 1,231, 736 
Marion.__..------------- 1 . 6 2,714 403 , 767 406 ,481 1,471,651 
“Monroe. __-.------------ 1 . --- 164,691 --- 164,691 552 ,000 
Van Buren____---------- --- 1 --- 16,121 16,121 72,755 
Wapello.________-------- ee 1 ee 1,942 1,942 6,603 

Total__.---------- 8 15 263 , 942 761,322 1,025,264 3,782,561 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Adair.—Limestone was produced by Coal Co., New Block Coal Co., and the No. 
Schildberg Construction Co., Inc., at three 4 Coal Co. The other was operated by New 
quarries near Greenfield. Production. was Gladstone Coal Co. near Numa. Clarke. 
principally for highway construction, agri- Coal Co., D. C. Coal Co., and New Block 
cultural limestone (aglime) , and riprap. Coal Co. all discontinued operations in the 
Appanoose.—Limestone for road con- year. L. & M. Coal Co., which operated the 

struction and aglime was produced by only strip mine in the county in 1965, and 
Beryl Farnsworth from a.stationary plant Appanoose Coal Co., which operated an 
near Cincinnati and by L. & W. Construc- underground mine, ceased mining opera- 
tion Co., Inc., and Porter & Magnall Con- tions in late 1965. 
struction Co., Inc., from portable plants Paving gravel was produced by Ewing 
near Centerville. Gravel Pit, near Cincinnati. 

The Carter-Waters Corp. produced light- Black Hawk.—Crushed limestone was 
weight aggregate from expanded shale at produced from quarries near Janesville, La 
its plant near Centerville. The Adel Clay Porte City, and Waterloo by Concrete Ma- 
Products Co. mined clay near Centerville terials Division, Martin Marietta Corp. and 
for manufacturing building brick and from a quarry near Raymond by DeWees 
other heavy clay products. Potthoff Stone Co. Output was used princi- 

Bituminous coal was produced from five pally for road construction and aglime. 
underground mines. Four were operated Sand and gravel was produced by seven 
near Centerville by Clarke Coal Co., D. C. companies from six stationary plants and
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Table 7.—Value of mineral production in Iowa, by counties * 

eee 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
eee OE SnSsess Oo SS eee Oe Oe 

Adair_.__-.---- 22 ee WwW W Stone. 
Adams.__.--------.--___- WwW WwW Do. 
Allamakee._....-________ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Appanoose.__...-._.______ $868,288 $650,639 Stone, clays, coal, sand and gravel. 
Audubon.__-.--_2-__ 336 , 000 152,000 Sand and gravel. . 
Benton._._--_.-_--______ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Black Hawk____________- 1,410,082 1,702,347 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Boone. .__.-_------_---_- WwW Ws Sand and gravel, clays. 
Bremer__...-.--..---_--- W W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Buchanan. ______________ 304,044 346,537 Stone. 
Buena Vista_____________ 211,000 308,000 Sand and gravel. 
Butler... ---___-._-_ 2 __- 381,968 426,487 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Calhoun_._______._______ 47,000 32,000 Sand and gravel. 
Carroll_.____-____________ 130,000 201,000 Do. . 
Cass____2-_ ee WwW W_sStone. 
Cedar__.___--____________ ‘WwW: W Do. 
Cerro Gordo_______...-.__ 28,293,014 26,200,513 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel, lime. 
Cherokee_______________- 336 , 000 324,000 Sand and gravel. 
Chickasaw__.____________ WwW 131,775 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Clarke. ____-._.__________ WwW W Stone. 
Clay_________..______L_. 208 , 000 135,000 Sand and gravel. 
Clayton_._______________ 698 , 227 723,044 Sand and gravel, stone. . 
Clinton... 2222-2 eee 582 ,102 W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Crawford__.____._______- W W_ Sand and gravel. 
Dallas... 2 eee 547 ,236 1,770,255 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Decatur_________._.___-- 739 ,316 679,746 Stone. 
Delaware_._____.____.__- 324 ,281 327,053 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Des Moines_____________- 1,909 ,600 2,184,574 Gypsum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Dickinson______________- 168 ,000 166,000 Sand and gravel. 
Dubuque_______________-_ 626 ,513 683,457 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Emmet._._.-.-- 310,000 269,000 Sand and gravel. 
Fayette. ____.._______.__ 726 , 642 716,511 Stone, sand and gravel. . 
Floyd.___.__-.-.________. 267 ,503 363,934 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Franklin__..._-__.__.____- 310,881 317,488 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Fremont______.___.___- WwW 2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Greene________________._ 292 ,000 W Do. 
Grundy._._-_______-__-- WwW 135,147 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Guthrie. ____.__.._.-_--- Ww W_ Sand and gravel. _ 
Hamilton___________-_.__ 113 , 783 W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Hancock. __.._________-_- 406 , 755 406 ,934 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Hardin_____.___________- 1,428,811 1,482 ,373 Do. 
Harrison_______._______- WwW 1,292 ,072 Do. 
Henry___._____________- W WwW . Do. 
Howard_____.__________- WwW 219 ,392 Do. 
Humboldt_______.______- 994 , 442 1,310,955 Do. 
Ida______ ee 10,000 20,000 Sand and gravel. 
Towa__.____.._.______..- WwW W Do. 
Jackson___________.____- 310,189 406,282 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Jasper... 22 - 512,782 W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Jefferson. ____.__.__.___-_ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Johnson_______..________ 1,287,590 1,457,155 Do. . 
Jones. ee 439 ,186 539 , 209 Do. 
Keokuk_____-__-_2-_-____' WwW W Stone, clays. 
Kossuth_._____.._____--- 271,000 365,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lee.._.22.-- eee 383 , 199 W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Linn.___-_- eee 2,714,881 2,754,116 Do. 
Louisa______-_____.___.. WwW W Stone. 
Lueas.. 2-2 ee 248 ,645 346,576 Coal. 
Lyon... __-_--_ ee WwW 224,000 Sand and gravel. 
Madison_______________- 3,159 ,307 3,615,011 Stone, clays. 
Mahaska.____________.__- 1,587 ,083 1,601,099 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Marion___.___._._._._.-_- 2,543,155 2,740,729 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 
Marshall__________.=.._- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Mills... WwW WwW Do. 
Mitchell. __.. -___-___-_- 489 , 855 WwW Do. 
Monona__._____________. WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Monroe___._-____.______ 356 , 000 552,000 Coal. 
Montgomery____________- W W_ Stone. 
Muscatine.______.______- 1,010,000 1,111,468 Sand and gravel, stone. 
O’Brien________________- 171,000 132,000 Sand and gravel. 
Osceola___._.__.._.__.-. 212,000 251,000 Do. 
Page.______.._____ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Palo Alto___.._-___.______ 87 ,000 W_ Sand and gravel. . 
Plymouth. ___._________- 270,000 574,000 Do. 
Pocahontas_____________. WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Polk. ..2-2-.-- 22 ------- = 15, 572,331 17,264,121 Cement, sand and gravel, clays. 
Pottawattamie__.________ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Poweshiek..____.________ W W = Stone. 
Sac_..--.2--- 511,000 665,000 Sand and gravel. 
Scott_......--....._-.--.. 18,898,895 14,992,308 Cement, stone, lime, clays, sand and gravel. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—Value of mineral production in Iowa, by counties '(—Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Shelby. __..-__.---------- $ 461,000 $ 565,000 Sand and gravel. 
Sioux. ._---------------- 540,000 603 , 000 Do. 
Story__.-.-------- eee W — 1,121,415 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Tama___..-...--..------ 198 ,639 _W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Taylor. ._-.-------------- WwW W Stone. — 
Union____..-----.------- WwW WwW Do. 
Van Buren... .-.------ 705,776 802,301 Stone, coal, sand and gravel. 
Wapello__.__.---.------- 632 , 487 523,271 Stone, sand and gravel, clays, coal. 
Warren. _..-.-----.----- WwW 82,847 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Washington. .....-.----- WwW W Stone. . 
Webster._.....-.-------- 5,154,968 5,474,157 Gypsum, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Winnebago. ____--------- WwW W Sand and gravel, peat. 
Winneshiek_.._..-.--.--- 313 ,987 439,596 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Woodbury.....--.------- 257 ,000 224,632 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Worth__....--..-------- 322 , 752 W Stone, peat, sand and gravel. 
Wright___...--.-.------- 185,000 ~ 171,000 Sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 2__._....... 15,554,905 16 ,084, 524 

Total...-.-------. 112,783,000 119,313,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Davis, Ringgold, and Wayne Counties are not listed because no production was reported. 
2 Includes some sand and gravel and stone that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated 

by symbol W. 

one portable plant near Cedar Falls, Dun- American Crystal Sugar Co. produced 
| kerton, La Porte City, and Waterloo and _ lime for use at its sugar plant in Mason 

also by the City of Waterloo. Total output City. 
of 453,000 tons was used for building and Approximately 254,000 tons of sand and 

_ road construction, railroad ballast, fill, and gravel was produced by five companies, | 
other purposes. | operating plants near Clear Lake, Fertile, 

Cass.—Limestone was produced for con- Mason City, Portland, and Swaledale, and 
crete aggregate, roadstone, aglime, and rip- by the Cerro Gordo County Highway De- 
rap by Schildberg Construction Co., Inc., partment. The material was used for 
from two quarries near Atlantic. building, paving, fill, and other purposes. 

Cerro Gordo.—Ranking first, the county Clayton.—Sand was mined from a friable 
produced over 21 percent of the State total sandstone deposit near Clayton by Concrete 
mineral value. The major commodities, Materials Division, Martin Marietta Corp. 
portland and masonry cements, were pro- for use as molding sand. Sand produced by 
duced by Lehigh Portland Cement Co. and Enno Burrack, H. Leslie Leas Co., Roverud 
Northwestern States Portland Cement Co. Construction Co., and Swales Concrete 
at their plants near Mason City. Both com- Products near Elkader and Strawberry 
panies also operated limestone quarries Point was used for paving and other pur- 
and clay pits, producing raw material for poses. 
manufacturing cement. Northwestern States Enno’ Burrack, Harold Hartman, Kuhl- 

Portland Cement Co. completed installa- | man Construction Co., H. Leslie Leas Co., 
tion of a new 594-foot-long, dry-process ce- and Paul Niemann Construction Co. pro- 
ment kiln at its plant. This kiln, along duced 204,000 tons of limestone from 15 
with an older 390-foot kiln, is operating quarries. The material was used for road 

under complete computer process control. construction and aglime. 
Mason City Brick & Tile Co. produced Clinton.—Limestone was produced at Il 

clay and shale for the manufacture of quarries operated by Lowe & Eschman 
building brick and other heavy clay prod- Construction Co. at various locations 
ucts near Mason City. throughout the county, and at a quarry 

Limestone was also produced for con- near Grand Mound by the Techau Lime- 
crete, roadstone, and aglime by Grupp _ stone Co. The material was produced prin- 
Construction Co., Green Limestone Co.,  cipally for roadbuilding and aglime. 
Ideal Sand & Gravel Co., and Weaver Con- Sand and gravel was produced at one 
struction Co. Quarries were operated near stationary plant operated by Acme Aggre- 
Portland, Swaledale, and Mason City, re- gates (Acme Fuel & Material Co.) near 
spectively. Clinton and at two portable plants operat-
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ed by Bandixen Gravel Pit near Camanche and contracted for limestone for use in 
and Lowe & Eschman Construction Co. road construction. 
near DeWitt. Output was for building, | Fayette—Five companies produced about 
road construction, and fill. 73,000 tons of sand and gravel from seven 

Dallas.——Limestone was produced by plants near Alpha, Clermont, Eldorado, 
Gendler Stone Products Co. at a portable Fayette, Randalia, and West Union. 

plant near Dexter, for roadbuilding and Limestone for roadbuilding and aglime 
aglime. was produced by Fayette Stene Co., Inc., 

Adel Sand & Gravel Co., Booneville Paul Niemann Construction Co., and the 
Gravel Co., K. H. Buttler, Hallett Con- county highway department.. 
struction Co., Ronald Kenyon Construction Hardin.— About 353,000 tons of sand and 

Co., and Perry Sand & Gravel Co. produced gravel, principally for road construction 
approximately 1 million tons of sand and and fill, was produced by five companies at 
gravel from 11 plants. The material was two stationary and nine portable plants 
used for building, road construction, rail- near Alden, Eldora, Gifford, Hubbard, 

road ballast, and fill. Iowa Falls, and New Providence. 

Adel Clay Products Co., Redfield Brick & The Iowa Limestone Co. and Weaver 

Tile Co., and United Brick & Tile Co. of | Construction Co. produced limestone from 
Iowa produced clay and shale and used the quarries near Alden. The material was 
material for manufacturing building brick used principally for roadbuilding, aglime, 
and other heavy clay products. and various fillers. 
-Decatur.—Limestone was produced by ‘Harrison.—Clark Limestone Co. and W. 

Grand River Quarries, Inc., Jackson Quar- A. Schemmer Limestone Quarry, Inc., from 
ries, Inc., and E. I. Sargent Quarries, Inc. stationary plants near Logan produced 

for use principally in roadbuilding and ag- limestone for road construction, aglime, 

lime, Quarries were operated near Davis riprap, and rubble. | 

City, Decatur, Grand River, and Weldon. Sand and gravel was produced by three | 

Des Moines.—Limestone was produced by companies operating seven plants near Lo- | 

Kaser Construction Co., operating a sta- gan, Little Sioux, Pisgah, and Woodbine. 

tionary plant near Mediapolis, and by Production was principally for read con- | 

Raid Quarries, Inc., operating portable struction. : 

plants in quarries near Burlington, Dan- Humboldt.—Nearly 1.1. million tons of 2 

ville, Mediapolis, and Oakville. The mate- limestone was produced by Hallett Con- | 

rial was used principally for road construc- struction Co., P & M Stone Co., Inc, and : 

tion, aglime, and riprap. Welp & McCarten, Inc., at portable and 

United States Gypsum Co. produced gyp- stationary plants near Bradgate, Dakota | 

sum from an underground mine near City, Gilmore City, and Humboldt. The | 

Sperry and processed the material at its material was used for concrete, roadstone, | 

plant at the same location. railroad ballast, aglime, and riprap. | 

Sand and gravel was produced by Spring Approximately 152,000 tons of sand and | 

Sand & Gravel Co. at a stationary plant gravel was produced for buidling construc- | 

near Burlington for use in building con- tion, paving, and other purposes. Hum- | 

struction, paving, and fill. boldt Concrete Products Division (Zeidlers, | 

Dubuque.—Sand and gravel was pro-_ Inc.), Midwest Limestone Co., Inc., and 

duced by Molo Sand & Gravel Co. near Welp & McCarten, Inc., produced sand and 

Dubuque for building, road construction, gravel from plants near Bradgate, Gilmore 

and other uses. | City, and Humboldt. 

Wm. Becker & Sons Stone Co. produced Johnson.—Limestone was produced by 

limestone from a stationary plant near Du- Concrete Materials Division, Martin Mari- 

buque for architectural purposes, rough etta Corp. from two ‘quarries near Fairfax 

construction, and riprap. Crushed lime- and Iowa City, and by The River Products 

stone for road construction, railroad bal- Co. from a stationary plant near Coral- 

last, and aglime was produced near Dubu- ville. Production was used principally for 

que by Beecher West Dubuque Quarry, road building and aglime. 

Dubuque Stone Products Co. (Spahn & The River Products Co. and Stevens 

Rose Lumber Co.), and L. A. Light, Inc. Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., produced sand 

The county highway department produced and gravel from dredging operations near
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Iowa City for use in building and road Co, and Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. were the 
construction and fill. principal producers, using the output in 

Jones.—Nearly 270,000 tons of limestone their Polk County cement plants. Substan- 
was produced by three companies, operat- tial tonnages of crushed limestone was also 
ing seven quarries near Monticello, Olin, produced for roadbuilding and aglime. 
Scotch Grove, and Stone City. Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. 

About 39,000 tons of sand and gravel was mined shale near Earlham for use in its 
produced for concrete aggregate and road cement plant. 
material by Eganhouse Sand & Gravel, Jen- Mahaska.—Six companies produced over 
sen Ready Mix, and Serbousek Sand & 339,000 tons of bituminous coal from strip 
Gravel, operating two stationary plants and operations near Bussey, Oskaloosa, and Pel- 
one portable plant, respectively. Plants 1a. Operators were Angus Coal & Hauling 
were located near Wyoming, Olin, and Co., Jude Coal Co., Inc., Lost Creek Coal 
Monticello. | Co., Mich Coal Co., New Lanning Coal 

Keokuk.—Kaser Construction Co. pro- Co., Inc., and Star Coal Co. Angus Coal & 
duced limestone from three quarries near Hauling Co. discontinued operations, but 
Harper, Keswick, and Ollie for concrete, Jude Coal Co., Inc., initiated its operations 

| roadstone, and aglime. in the county during the year. 
Oskaloosa Clay Products Co. and _ Silver Clay was mined by Oskaloosa Clay Prod- 

Leaf Pipe Plant produced clay for the ucts Co. for use in manufacturing building 
raanufacture of building brick and vitrified brick. 

sewer pipe, respectively. Both operations Concrete Materials Division, Martin 
were near the town of What Cheer. Marietta Corp. produced sand and gravel | 

No coal was produced in the county in from a stationary plant near Eddyville for 
: 1966. Strip mines formerly operated by use in building and road construction. 

Lundy & Sons Coal Co. and Silvers Coal Crushed limestone for road and _ agricul- 
Co. were closed. 
Linn.—Over 1.7 million tons of limestone tural purposes was produced by Kaser Con- " : struction Co. from its portable plant near 

was produced by B. L. Anderson, Inc., Oskaloosa 
Concrete Materials Division, Martin Mar- a ; . 
ietta Corp., Lee Crawford Quarry Co., De- Marion.—Over 406,000 tons of bitumin- 

Wees Potthoff Stone Co., and G. W. Gaines 0US coal was produced by six companies. 
& Son. The companies operated portable Walter Coal Co. operated an underground 

and stationary plants near Cedar Rapids, ™ine near Bussey, and Beard Coal Co., 
Center Point, Central City, Marion, Mt. Hopkins Coal Co., Jude Coal Co., Inc., Ot- 

Vernon, Robins, and Springville. The ma- /¢y Coal Co., and Weldon Coal Co. pro- 
terial was used for concrete, roadstone, rip- duced from strip mines near Bussey, Ha- 
rap, and agricultural purposes. milton, Knoxville, Melcher, and Pella. 

Approximately 473,000 tons of sand and Otley Coal Co. acquired the mine formerly 

gravel was produced from one portable operated by Newton Coal Co. Hopkins 
and four stationary plants located near Ce- C0al Co. and Jude Coal Co., Inc., discon- 
dar Rapids, Marion, and Mt. Vernon, oper- tinued operations in the county during the 

ated by B. L. Anderson, Inc., Concrete Ma- Y°@?- 
terials Division, Martin Marietta Corp., Durham Quarry, Inc., C. D. Hess & Son 
DeWees Potthoff Stone Co., King’s Con- Rock Materials Co., and Pella Limestone 
crete Co, and Frank J. Meyer Sand & Co. produced crushed limestone from sta- 
Gravel. Production was principally for tionary and portable plants in quarries lo- 
building, paving, and fill. _ cated near Harvey, Melcher, and Pella. 

Lucas.—Big Ben Coal Co. produced The material was used chiefly for road- 

about 82,000 tons of bituminous coal from _ building and aglime. 
an underground mine near Chariton. About 281,000 tons of sand and gravel 

Madison.—Six companies and the county for building, road construction, fill, and 
highway department produced over 2.2 other uses was produced from plants near 
million tons of limestone from portable Knoxville, Pella, and Harvey by Knoxville 
and stationary plants operating in quarries Sand & Gravel, Pella Construction Co., 
near Earlham, Greenfield, Peru, and Win-  Ltd., and Riggen Bros., respectively, and 
terset. Marquette Cement Manufacturing by the county highway department.
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No fire clay was produced in the county, Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. 
Ver Steeg Coal Co. having closed its opera- and Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. produced 
tion in 1965. portland cement at plants in Des Moines 
Marshall.—Crushed limestone for road- and West Des Moines. The former com- 

building and aglime, was produced by pany also produced masonry cement. 
Concrete Materials Division, Martin Mar- Clay and shale was produced by Des 
ietta Corp. from a stationary plant near Moines Clay Co. and Iowa Clay Pipe Co. 
Ferguson. at plants near Des Moines for use in 

Concrete Materials Division, Martin manufacturing building brick and vitrified 
Marietta Corp. and Hallett Construction sewer pipe. 
Co. produced sand and gravel from station- Nearly 2.5 million tons of sand and grav- 
ary plants near Marshalltown and Clemons el was produced by seven companies oper- 
for building construction, paving, and fill. ating portable and stationary plants in the 

Mitchell—L. R. Falk Construction Co., Des Moines area. 
Grupp Construction Co., and Kollman Pottawattamie.—Schildberg Rock Products 
Quarries, Inc., produced limestone from Co., Inc. (Missouri Valley Limestone Co.) 
portable plants located at quarries near produced crushed and broken limestone 
Graston, Little Cedar, New Haven, Osage, from portable plants operating mear Coun- 
and St. Ansgar. Production was principally cil Bluffs and Macedonia. The material 
for concrete, roadstone, and aglime. was used principally for roadbuilding, ag- 

Sand and gravel for building, road con- lime, and riprap. | 
struction, and fill was produced by L. R. G. A. Finley, Inc., operated a portable . 

Falk Construction Co. from portable plants plant near Oakland and produced 23,000 
near Little Cedar, Mitchell, Osage, and St. tons of sand and gravel for building, road 

Ansgar, and by Seeber & Wetter from a sta- construction, and other uses. 
tionary plant near Osage. Poweshiek.—Limestone was produced at a 

Monroe.—Lovilia Coal Co., the only min- portable plant operated by Kaser Construc- 
ing operation in the county, produced tion Co. near New Sharon and at a station- 
about 165,000 tons of bituminous coal from ary plant operated by Malcom Stone Co. 
its No. 4 underground mine near Melrose. near Malcom. Production was principally 
Muscatine.—A total of 550,000 tons of for roadbuilding and aglime. 

_ sand and gravel was produced by Acme Sac.—Approximately 575,000 tons of sand 
Fuel & Material Co. (W. G. Block Co.), and gravel was produced by six companies 
Hahn Brothers Sand & Gravel Co., and operating portable and stationary plants 
Northern Gravel Co. from stationary plants pear Aubum, Early, Lake View, and Sac 

near Muscatine and by Harold F. Storm City. The material was produced primarily 

and Wending Quarries, Inc., from portable for building, road construction, and rail- 
plants near Lone Tree and Moscow. road ballast. The Ida and Sac County 

Crushed and broken limestone was pro- ‘Highway Departments contracted for 

duced by Wendling Quarries, Inc., from a 138 000 tons of gravel for road construction 
Stationary plant near Atalissa for concrete, 4nd maintenance. 

roadstone, aglime, and riprap. Scott.—The value of Scott County miner- 

Plymouth.—Higman Sand & Gravel Co. a} production ranked third in the State, 
and Maudlin Construction Co. produced comprising over 12 percent of the total 
sand and gravel from plants near Akron  ¢tate value. 

and Kingsley, resp ectively. The princip al Dewey Portland Cement Co. Division, 
use was for road construction and mainte- . ; nance ; Martin Marietta Corp. produced portland 

De. . and masonry cements near Davenport. 
Pocahontas.—Crushed limestone was pro- 

duced by Midwest Limestone Co., Inc., and Lime was produced by Linwood Stone 
Welp & McCarten, Inc., from quarries near Products Co., Inc., near Buffalo. 
Gilmore City. The material was principally Sand and gravel was produced by 
for road construction, concrete, and agri- Builders Sand & Gravel Co. and Le Claire 

cultural purposes. Quarries, Inc., from dredging operations 
Polk.—The county ranked second in the ear Princeton and Le Claire, respectively. 

State in value of minerals produced with Clay and limestone were produced by 
over 14 percent of the State value. Dewey Portland Cement Co. Division, Mar-
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tin Marietta Corp. for use in cement about 1,900 tons of bituminous coal from a 
manufacturing at its plant near Davenport. strip operation near Eddyville. The com- 

Crushed limestone was also produced by pany discontinued its operation in the 

Le Claire Quarries, Inc., Linwood Stone county during the year. 

Products Co., Inc., and Weaver Construc- Clay was produced by Ottumwa Brick & 

tion Co. at plants near Le Claire, Daven- Tile Co. for the manufacture of building 
port, and McCausland, respectively. — brick and floor and wall tile. 
Shelby—Approximately 354,000 tons of Douds Stone, Inc., produced crushed 

sand and gravel was produced from a sta- limestone for road construction and aglime 
tionary plant near Corley by G. A. Finley, from a stationary plant near Ottumwa. 
Inc. The material was used for building, Sand and gravel was produced by Con- 
road construction, and other purposes. crete Materials Division, Martin Marietta 

Sioux.—Six companies and the county Corp. from a portable plant near Ottumwa 
highway department produced about and by a new operator, Materials Service, 
700,000 tons of sand and gravel for build- Inc., from a stationary plant near Ottum- 
ing, paving, and fill. Stationary and porta- wa. Output was for building and road con- 
ble plants were operated near Boyden, struction. 
Chatsworth, Hawarden, Ireton, and Rock Washington.—Limestone was produced by 

Valley. | : Kaser Construction Co. and The River : 
| Story.—Sand and gravel was produced by Products Co. from portable plants at quar- 

. Ray Cook Construction Co., Inc., Hallett ries near Keota, Washington, and West 

Construction Co., and Maudlin Construc- Chester. Production was used principally 
tion Co. from portable and stationary for concrete, road construction, and aglime. 
plants near Ames and Maxwell. The mate- Webster.—Gypsum was mined by open 
rial was principally for building and road — pit methods near Fort Dodge by The Celo- 
construction and fill. tex Corp., Bestwall Gypsum Division of 

Clay was produced by Nevada Brick & Georgia-Pacific Corp., National Gypsum 
Tile Co. from a pit near their plant at Co., and United States Gypsum Co. Proc- 
Nevada for use in manufacturing draintile. essing and fabricating facilities were oper- 

Ray Cook Construction Co., Inc., and ated by each company. 
Weaver Construction Co. produced lime- Sand and gravel was produced _ by 
stone from a stationary plant near Ames Scheideman Sand & Gravel and from eight 
and a portable plant near Roland, respec- portable plants operated by Welp & 
tively. Production was chiefly for road con- McCarten, Inc., near Clare, Coalville, Dun- 

struction and aglime. combe, Fort Dodge, and Lehigh. Sand and 
Van Buren.—Over 16,000 tons of bitu- gravel was produced under contract for the 

minous coal was produced from a strip Calhoun County Highway Department and 
mine operated near Eldon by Laddsdale the city of Fort Dodge. The Webster 
Coal Co., Inc. . County Highway Department also pro- © 

Limestone was produced from an under- duced 14,000 tons of paving gravel. 
ground mine near Douds by Douds Stone, Clay was produced by Fort Dodge Brick 
Inc., and from open quarries operated by & Tile Co. (formerly Johnston Clay Works, 
Kaser Construction Co. and Triangle Quar- Inc.) , Kalo Brick & Tile Co., and Vincent 
ries, Inc. near Selma and Farmington, re- Clay Products Co. for the manufacture of 

spectively. The material was used for road building brick, draintile, and other heavy 
construction, railroad ballast, and aglime. clay products. 
The county highway department produced Fort Dodge Limestone Co., Inc., pro- 
limestone for road use. duced limestone from an _ underground 

Valley Limestone & Gravel, Inc., pro- mine near Fort Dodge for road construc- 
duced sand and gravel from a stationary tion and aglime. Northwest Limestone Co., 
plant near Farmington for use in building Inc., also produced limestone for road con- 
and paving. struction from a stationary plant at a 
Wapello.—South Iowa Coal Co. produced quarry near Fort Dodge.



The Mineral Ind {K 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the State Geological Survey of 

Kansas for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Joseph C. Arundale,! A. L. Hornbaker,” 
Margaret O. Oros,’ and R. G. Hardy ? 

For the sixth consecutive year, the value for all of the decline. The number of ex- 
of mineral output in Kansas increased and _ploratory wells increased. Success ratios im- 
reached a new record high—$568 million. proved in both categories of drilling. 
Principal mineral commodities produced in Much of the oil industry drilling in 1966 . 
order of value were petroleum, natural gas, was again in the Central Uplift area. | 
natural gas liquids, helium, cement, and About one-fourth of the State’s wildcats in | 
stone. Mineral fuels and related products 1966 were drilled in six counties—Barton, 
comprised 87.4 percent of the total mineral Ellis, Graham, Rooks, Russell, and Stafford. 
value, nonmetals 12.3 percent, and metals An estimated 1,139 secondary recovery 
0.3 percent. and pressure maintenance projects in 70 

Crude oil output decreased slightly from counties had State approval for operation 
1965 levels despite increased allowables, in 1966. | 
higher prices, and relaxed restrictions on = — | 

exploration. Oil well drilling activity in 2 Physical scientist, Bureau of Mines, Bartles- 
the State dropped below that in any recent ville, Okla. t. State Geological § °K 

year, with development drilling accounting University “of Kansas “Lawrence, Kans. _“— 

| Table 1.—Mineral production in Kansas‘ 

965 —<“it~=‘™SC‘*dSSSO! 
Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 

- (thousands) (thousands) 

Portland cement_-_-_-...-thousand 376-pound barrels_ - 8,801 $26 , 972 8,979 $27 ,246 
Masonry cement_-__...-thousand 280-pound barrels- - 404 1,178 395 1,151 
Clays......_...._.............-thousand short tons. _ 789 9538 847 1,066 
Coal____.---.-----------------------------d0- 2. 1,310 6,072 1,122 5,355 
Helium: Grade A __._....._..-thousand cubic feet__ 19 , 763 904 75,500 1, 885 

Crude___-.------------------------do___. 2,551,026 29,518 2,624,200 30,951 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons. _ 1,644 518 1,109 335 
Natural gas_.......-.-----..-.--million cubic feet - 798 ,379 105 ,519 847 , 495 114,412 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline. __........--- thousand gallons_- 153 , 485 7,791 175 ,053 9,399 
LP gases_.-.----------------------------d0_.-- 587 ,416 22 ,322 664,164 25,902 

Petroleum (crude)._....-thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 104,733 305 , 820 108 , 738 306 , 027 
Salt 2....._.............._..-thousand short tons-. 1,053 12 ,376 969 13 ,388 
Sand and gravel__.__--.--------------------do_--- 12 ,544 8,473 11 ,627 8,374 
Stone. __-_---------------.----------------do___- 15,270 20 ,538 14,027 18,789 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._ short tons_- 6 ,508 1,900 4,769 1 ,383 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Natural . 

cement, gypsum, pumice, and salt (brine)-_._..--- XxX 2,642 xX 2,789 

Total___.-.--..--------------------------- XX 558,491 XX 568 ,392 | 

XX Not applicable. : 
1 jun as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes salt in brine included with ‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
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. Figure |—Value of petroleum, and total value of mineral production in Kansas. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in rate than oil in Kansas, responded better 

constant 1957-59 dollars - to increased demand and higher prices. 
(Thousands) Production of natural gas reached a record 

—_.—$_+$_—___1_—1_1—————._ level, accounting for corresponding gains in 
1 . . ° 

Year Value helium, natural gasoline, and liquefied pe- 
1957___.------.--------_---------- 508,785 troleum (LP) gas products. 
1958____----_--------------------- | 506,198 Heli . . 
1959____.._. 516,678 elium extraction from natural gas 1n 

1960____----_----_---------------- 486,415 Kansas has increased steadily in the past 
1961___.-_.--_---_---------------- 485 ,341 
1962___..._............2 493,899 several years because of the Federal Gov- 
1908 - ~~ = ---- <= 22222 ence reno one, 026 ernment’s conservation program and_in- 

1965... ellllli.-. 650,115 creasing demand by commercial users. The 
1966-~-.--------------------------__? 554,442, = Government conservation program allowed 

Pp Preliminary. storing only crude helium; private industry 
' 1957-65 figures revised. was expanding production for the increas- 

ing needs of refined helium. 
Refinery capacity continued to increase The Kansas Geological Survey proposed 

along with the demand for crude oil. With expanded activities for the future. As part 
the Kansas output declining and refinery of a national program sponsored by the 
demands rising, increased quantities of American Association of Petroleum Geolo- 
crude oil were shipped in from other 

States. . * Hambleton, W. W. New Dimensions for 
Natural gas, which has a better reserve- Mineral Resources Studies. Kansas Geol. Survey, 

to-production ratio and a better discovery ygecrinn, New York Mare 1) 1986. eA
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gists, the Kansas Geological Survey was col- sas Regional Planning Committee with co- 
laborating with a number of groups in de- operation of several State agencies. A plan 
veloping. computer files of oil well was prepared which included an inventory 
information, to cover all exploration and and analysis of existing conditions and 
development wells. Information was to be characteristics of the area, a statement of 
put on a standard form and sent to Okla- long-range development goals, a summary 
homa City for key punching and entering of regional development policies, and ree- 
onto magnetic tape. The information in- ommendations on implementing the plan. 
cluded location, formation top elevations, Mineral, metal, and water resources were 
and certain production and test data. an integral part of the plan. Methodology 

The oil discovery bill, passed by the Kan- developed in this pilot project was expect- 
sas Legislature in 1965, was amended to_ ed to assist in general planning and devel- 
increase the number of development wells opment of other regions of the State. The 
affected and the time for which bonus pro- Kansas Geological Survey provided a 
duction allowables could be granted. “study design’ for optimum development 

In 1966, Kansas oil groups were again and conservation of natural resources as an 
considering the advisability of unitization integral part of the State Planning Pro- 
and pooling legislation. A bill was being gram. 
prepared to empower the Kansas Corpora- Employment and Injuries.—According to 
tion Commission to approve a unit opera- the Employment Security Division of the 
tion with agreement of at least 75 percent Kansas Department of Labor, average an- 
of both working and royalty interests. Such nual employment in crude petroleum and 
a law was considered to improve the natural gas production industries in 1966 
changes of reviving the State’s declining oil was 11,100, compared with 11,800 in 1965. 

and gas production by permitting estab- An additional 4,000 were employed in pe- 

lishment of secondary recovery projects troleum refining and related industries. The 

that had been held up by dissent of minor- tone, clay, and glass manufacturing indus- 
he Kansas program of planning for tries employed an average of 7,300 workers 

economic development progressed in 1966. and the primary metal industries an aver 
As a part of “Phase I” of the program, 8° of 1,800. Except for a slight increase in 

nine counties in southeast Kansas were se- 1959, mining employment has declined 
lected for a pilot project to be conducted steadily since its post-World War II peak 
under the leadership of the Southeast Kan- in 1956. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS | onstream in December. Both produced 

; grade A helium for sale to commercial 

camo _ mck one, fens Columbian ron Feral) easomer and wer capable 
Kansas. ‘The company used more natural oF Progneing Tquid helum. either plant 
gas liquids and natural gas to steadily in- “Com bined production of gra °e A helium 
crease output, in aesponse e ‘b, upware from the two plants was estimated at 75.5 

end the Principal us of carbon black; milion cubic feet valued at about $1.9 mil 
tubes. lion. Most of the liquid helium from the 

Coal (Bituminous).—The quantity and Kansas Refined Helium Co. plant was dis- 

value of bituminous coal produced in tributed by Air Reduction Sales Co. The 
. , liquid helium was transported in 10,000- 

nero me Counties declined gallon trailers to several redistribution 
Helium.—Two new helium plants, pri- centers in various parts of the country. At 

vately owned and operated, were complet- the centers, the helium _ was Tega sihed, 
ed. The plant of Kansas Refined Helium packaged, and ultimately distributed to the 

Co. near Otis became operational in April, consumer. The liquid trailer method of 
and the Greenwood plant of Alamo Chem- transportation effected economies in ship- 
ical Co.-Gardner Cryogenics, Inc., went ping.
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| Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | — 

| . Average © Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per . 
men Days days hours injuries _Million man-hours 

Year and industry working active worked worked ——————————_———— 
daily (thou- (thou- me 

sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 

1965: | . 
Coal____.--------- 235. 263 62 506 ---- 138. 25.70 413 
Metal__..-.------- 61 280 17 187 ---- 2 14.61 424 
Nonmetal___------ 1,199 280 335 2,685 1 49 18.62 2,538 
Sand and gravel___- 869 216 187 1,610 a 21 | 13.05 371 
Stone__..--------- 2,001 228 456 3,745 ---- 35 9.35 = 469 

Total_..--..---.- 4,865 242 1,057 8,683 1 120 13.94 _ 1,086 

: 1966: P | | , 
Coal. __..--------- 210 268 56 436 ---- 10 22.94 367 
Metal____--------- 60 283 16 131 ---- 4 30.53 | 794 
Nonmetal___.--.-- 1,110 282 312 1,495 2 64 26.45 5,498 
Sand and gravel__-_-_ 875 217 190 1,619 ---- 42 25.94 «TT 

. Stone_..---------- 1,830 233 426 3,516 3 38 11.66 5, 522 

-  Yotal...---.---- 4,085 245 1,000 7,197 5 158 19.89 4,215 

P Preliminary. _ 

- Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production ' Oo | 

—_ . Number of mines 
. Short tons Value 

Year Under- Strip Total (thousands) (thousands) | 
ground 

1957-61 (average)._-----------------: —_ —_ Lanne 779 $3,590 
1962__.__-_-.----------------------- 1 10 11, 915 4,249 
1968__...--------------------------- 1 9 10 1,169 5,311 
1964___._____._-.------------------- _oee 4 7 | 1,268 °°» 5,749 
1965__...--._---.------------------- ----- 6 6 1,310 6,072 
1966___.__-.------------------------ ----- 5 5 /1,122 5,355 

1 Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons. 

As part of a long-range helium conserva- build a new helium plant near Scott City. 
. tion program, crude helium (purity 50 to The plant has a designed capacity of 

80 percent) was produced at four plants in about 150 million cubic feet of helium a 
the State. These plants—Northern Helex year and was expected to be operational in 
Co. plant near Bushton, Ellsworth County; the spring of 1968. 

Cities Service Helex, Inc., plant near Natural Gas.—The Kansas Corporation. 
Ulysses, Grant County; National Helium Commission listed 58 firms producing natu- 
Corp. plant near Liberal, Seward County; ral gas in the State in 1966. Marketed pro- , 
and Federal Bureau of Mines plant at Otis, duction of natural gas continued a long, 
Rush County—produced a combined total steady increase and approached the tril- 
of 2,624.2 million cubic feet of crude he- lion-foot-per-year rate. The number of pro- 
lium valued at $30.95 million. This pro- ducing natural gas wells also increased to 
duction compared with the 2,551.0 million 8,874 in 1966, compared with 8,534 in 1965. 
cubic feet (value $29.51 million) produced A higher unit price at the wellhead im- 
in 1965. The entire output of the three proved the position of the Kansas gas in- 
privately owned conservation plants was dustry. 
purchased by the Bureau of Mines, and Natural Gas Liquids—Natural gas liquids 
transported by pipeline to the Cliffside production continued to increase. Output 
gasfield near Amarillo, Tex., where it was of natural gasoline, which has remained 
pumped into a partially depleted under-_ fairly steady over the past several years, 
ground natural gas reservoir for storage. As_ was only slightly higher. Liquefied petro- 
needed, the helium can be withdrawn, leum gas production, which has been in- 

purified, and sold. creasing rapidly, rose 13 percent in 1966. 
The Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. A refrigeration-type gasoline plant was 

and Cities Service, Inc., announced a joint added to the Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas 

venture, Cities Service Cryogenics, Inc., to Co. facilities at Scott City. The new instal-
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Fable 5.—Marketed production of natural gas © City—-Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. 
— HH __ will supply the gas for the plant that will 

Million Value iti ‘ ; Year cubic feet (thousands) be operated by Cities Service Oil Co. The 
—_________—________————._ plant was to have capacity to process 75 
ioe faverage) - - 7707 gor 282 $71 164 million cubic feet of natural gas daily and 
19638___.-----.-------. _ 782,946 97,482 to extract 51 million gallons of natural gas 
1964___._..----------- 764,073 96,081 4: | ne eat . 
1965_._.._____._-..____ 793 379 105,519 liquids per year. The gas liquids will be 

1966_____-__----------. 847,495 114,412 transported by pipeline to the Cities Serv- 
: } ice Oil Co. plant in Hutchinson for further 

lation can handle 200 million cubic feet of | processing. A 70-mile pipeline will be built 
natural gas per day to produce 55,000 gal- to connect with an existing Cities Service 

_ lens of product per day. Subsidiary com- natural gas liquids pipeline. 
panies of Cities Service Oil Co. and Kan- Petroleum.—Output of petroleum dropped | 
sas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. planned to _ slightly to continue a slow, steady decline 
build a gas processing plant west of Scott that began a decade ago. Value of the out- 

| Table 6.—Natural gas liquids production — 

(Thousand gallons and thousand dollars) 

Natural gasoline LP gases Total 
Year 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)__-_.---_----------- 117,081 $6,172 121,291 $5,630 238,372 $11 , 802 
1962___-_--------------------------- 151,360 7,696 166,769 6,295 318,129 13 ,991 
1963___----------------------------- 165,370 9,811 395,877 15,481 561,247 25 ,292 
1964__._.-_-.--_--------------------- 162,725 8,713 512,747 18,121 675,472 26 , 834 
1965_.--_--------------------------- 158,485 7,791 587,416 22,322 740,901 30,113 
1966__..----_-----------------------.- 175,053 9,399 664,164 25,902 839,217 35,301 

_ put was up slightly, reflecting higher unit Kansas had 41,923 stripper wells produc- 
prices. The average price of crude oil sold ing oil on January 1, 1966, up 261 wells 
in Kansas during 1966 was $2.95 per barrel. from 1965. Petroleum recovered from strip- 
At yearend, prices ranged from $3.05 to per wells totaled 68.3 million barrels in 
$3.08 for top gravity crude. | 1966, compared with 69.1 in 1965. Oil re- 

The falling capabilities of Kansas oil serves attributed to stripper wells totaled 
wells caused producers to be unable to —— 
meet the allowables set by the Corporation *The Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. . 14, 
Commission. The commission provided APr- 3. 1967, p. 180. 
bonus incentives that apparently were giv- . ; oo 
ing some well producers higher runs; it Table 8.—Crude petroleum production, indi- 

| was considering a proposition that would cated demand and stocks in 1966 by months 
not restrict the number of wells eligible (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 7 
for discovery allowables in newly found Stocks 
fields and reservoirs. origi- 

. : nating 
At yearend, 12 refineries were operating Month Pro- _Indi- in 

i i duction cated Kansas in Kansas. Crude capacity was up to demand (end of 
376,860 barrels per stream day from 350,585 month) 
barrels in 1965.4 About 123 million barrels jo nuary_.............. 8,560 9,029 5,911 
of crude went to refineries during 1966, February. -. ----- ------ 8, 022 q. 619 6,314 

: 2172 : arch___._ ~~ __-_ ; ' , 
compared with 113 million in 1965. April... ---------------- 8,696 8,153 7,136 

“ page a ae ° une. ___--.-_--------- ,671 , ’ Table 7.—Crude petroleum production July 222227277777. 3°726 «9848 6° 745 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) August_-_.-.---------. 8,910 8,836 7,319 

ee ee ccs gee fase rte : ctober______...-.---- , , ’ 
Year Quantity —__—-Value November_____-------- 8,586 8,806 6.351 

1957-61 (average)...... 117,759 $846,683 | December-.-------.--- 8,284 8,893 5, 742 
Becton Totter sss s secon ’ ’ 1966__._....103,738 104,376 XX 

1965. 222222cc2ZZ72 «1078308820 1965_--.----104,783 105,897 XX 
1966__..-------------- 108, 738 306 , 027 XX Not applicable.
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Table 9.—Crude petroleum production by fields? 

(Thousand 42-~gallon barrels) 
a ce 

Cumula- 
Field 2 - 19638 1964 1965 1966 tive 

Dec. 31, 
1966 eee 

Bemis-Shutts 3__..-.--------.----- eee 3,812 3,594 3,371 3,267 197 , 802 
Chase-Silica 3___---_-------------- eee 2,876 2,799 2,690 2,579 237, 642 
El Dorado 3___-__-------- eee 3,773 3,329 © 2,899 2,534 266 ,905 
Fairport__._--------------.-------- +--+ eee 1,035 1,196 1,121 1,012 38 ,159 
Geneseo-Edwards_._..--_-_-------------------_- 1 ,3827 _ 1,299 1,212 1,187 74,072 
Gladys..._-_------------------------- ~~ -ee- 1,135 1,065 1,177 967 14,307 
Gorham____-_-_-------.-..---------- eee 1,186. 1,375 1,328 1,275 72,647 
Hall-Gurney 3._.__..------_-------------_ ee 3,232 3,396 3,345 3,290 107,495 
Kraft-Prusa 3___-----2.- 2 eee 2,023 1,988 1,942 1,992 101,461 

. Lost Springs_-_-.----.-------- eee 1,396 933 722 701 25,120 
Marcotte____-_-----_-----2--------ee 1,047 1,014 948 947 28 ,028 
Morel__.__._----------------------.-.---_.------ 1,161 1,162 1,068 975 34 ,205 
Pleasant Prairie__--.-.-.---.-----.-----_---_-_- 1,443 1,110 1,221 1,057 12,015 
Ray. ._...--------------------- =e 1,315 1,214 1,147 1,132 32 ,527 
Spivey-Grabs. .--------.----------------------- 3,731 3,457 3,168 2,796 32,708 
Trapp 3____--__.---------------.----_- eee 2,540 2,758 2,772 3,055 188 , 682 
Other fields 4_..-.-.-----------------.--------.. 176,075 74,563 74,602 74,972 NA 

Total_._----------------------------.--- 109,107 106,252 104,733 108,738 NA eS 

NA Not available. 
' Fields with annual production in excess of 1 million barrels. 
2 Breakdown for individual fields from the Oil and Gas Journal. 
3 Giant fields. | 
4 Bureau of Mines figures.
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Table 10.—Oil and gas well drilling in 1966, by counties 

Proved field wells Exploratory wells 
County a SSSESSSSSFSS—é<iTT Ot] 

Oil Gas Dry Oil Gas Dry 

Allen. ...2------- 2-2 17 a 6 2 week 1 26 
Anderson... --.-----...-___- 11 wees 1 ----- .---- 3 15 
Atchison. -.-----.--. 2-2 _ eee eauee ----- ----- ~---- 1 1 
Barber___-.-..--------_--- 9 12 17 3 2 12 55 
Barton..--.----------.---- 48 nneee 76 11 ~---- 37 172 
Bourbon_...----.----.---- waeee 3 6 waaee wou ee 4 13 
Brown. ...---------.--_--- 1 woaee ~ooee wane a 1 2 
Butler___.-------.--.-._. 39 -o--- 14 2 _---- 77 182 
Chase___.--.-.---..------- wee ~---- a a -u--- 2 2 
Chautauqua._-..--.....--- 13 w---- 9 3 ----- 10 35 
Clark__..-----------_----- 8 1 3 anaes _---- 7 19 
Coffey....-.----.--------- 2 wau-e 1 a ----- 2 5 
Comanche.._.-..2-..---- week 3 1 _---- -a--- 3 qT 
Cowley_...---.------.----.- 29 1 20 1 ----- 18 69 
Crawford__.._..-_.----._-- 2 ~ueee 2 a anne 1 5 
Decatur____._._..__.---.-- 6 enue 4 3 a 3 16 
Dickinson... _-_2 22-2 2 ne 1 wean w---- 1 4 
Douglas____._......-.__._. 1 a a a an 2 3 
Edwards....-_.-.--_----_-- 1 1 _---- a eeu-e 8 10 
Elk_._- eee qT --a-- 6 aeuee .-- 4 17 
Ellis. ..--.---.2--2-22 Le 52 ---- 52 12 ae 40 156 
Ellsworth.._..-.-.--------- 13 1 10 eeu-e ----- . 15 39 
Finney...--.----.-.-.----- a a---- wa--- eua-e -au-- 2 2 
Ford___.--..---.---------.- 3 enue --uee 1 w---- 10 14 
Franklin. __..----------.-- ----- eee ee 3 ----- a 3 6 
Gove_____---.--- eee 1 anes 7 1 ae 10 19 
Graham__..-.-_..--- ee 16 ee 17 5 a 22 60 
Grant___.-....--.--------- 1 8 2 waa ue a 1 12 
Gray__...-.--------------- a 1 wa--- ~---- _---- 1 2 
Greeley...._..----------..- o---- an nee weeee ~---- a---- 1 1 
Greenwood___._.._._------ 92 wean 35 5 ----- 15 147 
Hamilton____....222 2-2 ee w---- 6 w--ue -ooee a 1 q 
Harper____..._----.-...--- 12 5 9 5 2 25 58 
Harvey___...----.------ 6 aenue 9 a weeee 4 19 
Haskell... 2. 7 5 5 3 _---- 1 21 
Hodgeman._..-_.----...--. 2 a wa-ue 1 aaee 13 16 | 
Jefferson. _.-...---..-..-_- 1 4 2 a 1 2 10 
Johnson._----------------- 3 ----- 1 1 -~---- 2 7 
Kearny....--.------------ 1 2 5 1 aoue- 4 13 
Kingman_____-_.---------- 10 5 22 3 1 31 72 
Kiowa.....--.--------_--- 11 2 5, 4 1 9. 32 
Labette___..-..-...--.---- 3 1. 2 wenee ----- a 6 
Lane___ 2 ee _---- wouee weaee a _---- 1 1 
Linn_... 2-2-2 eee 6 wonee 15 -ooue ----- _---- 21 
Lyon___.--------------- +e 5 ----- 1 wa--- a 3 9 
McPherson. .__.-.-__------ 33 enue 7 2 a 18 60 
Marion._.._...--.-----=--.- 10 ao--- 3 1 3 8 25 
Meade__._.__.---__---.--2 2. 5 6 ----- 6 10 29 
Miami____.__-.__--.-.--.- 16 w---- 13 eee eee 3 _ 32 
Montgomery__.------------ 18 a 5 ----- 2 1 26 
Morris. ___-..-_-------..-- -a--e wou-- ~---- _aa-- a---- 2 2 
Morton...--..----.------- 4 7 _---- 1 3 8 23 
Neosho__..-.--.----------- | 30 a 18 ----- _---- 2 50 
Ness____-_----------.----- 35 -ou-- 19 17 ----e 30 101 
Norton____-----..--+------ 1 ----- 2 week ~e--e 5 8 
Osborne___-..--.------.--- ----- ----- ~auee _u--- wo--- 5 5 
Pawnee. ___..------------- 1 1 6 3 ----- 10 21 
Phillips. ....--.---.-----_- 19 a 3 1 a---- 4 27 
Pratt... 22 e 5 ----- 2 _o--- _o--- 9 16 
Rawlins.._....-...----_-_- 3 _eoee 3 2 wees 5 13 
Reno___. ~~~ eee 20 4 8 2 w---- 15 49 
Rice____._--._-_---____-___- 37 weuee 31 7 1 25 101 
Riley_.._-.------_-----____ a _---- w---- _---- _---- 3 3 
Rooks___..----_.-------_-- 46 uae 26 4 _oaee 17 . 93 
Rush_____--- ee 10 5 12 4 _---- 14 45 
Russell_____.2--- ee 63 2 27 5 _o-ee 23 120 
Saline... -._-._-_- --___- 8 ----- 2 a eeee _ eee 4 14 
Scott... ae _e-ee 1 2 2 1 6 
Sedgwick__._...---.---____ 4 ----- 7 ----- a 15 26 
Seward___._.._..._--.----- 6 3 q 2 1 3 22 
Sheridan___.._-.--_.--_-___- 5 ~enee 4 2 _oaue qT 18 
Stafford.....-.-_22-- 2 ee 43 1 38 11 _---- 15 108 
Stanton. ___._.__.-_-_.___- _---- ----e 1 woe _---- 3 4 
Stevens. _________-_______. 1 14 4 a _---- 3 22 
Sumner. ____.--.---_-- ee 18 wouee 16 4 ae 30 68 
Thomas__....-_.-.-_____--- a ----- week _a--- _---- 1 1 
Trego_.....--.-------._--- 14 ----- 13 3 ----- 20 50 
Wabaunsee_.___.__.______- a -ooee 2 a ae 8 5 
Wichita__.____.__-_______- ----e ~oaee a _---- waoee 4 4 
Wilson_._..______________- 8 1 5 a _---- 1 15 
Woodson_____.____--__---- 30 ~---- 17 4 _---- 9 60 

Total_____._-._____- 931 104 677 144 25 749 2,630 

Source: American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
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| Table 11.—Estimated proved recoverable reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids, 
and natural gas 

. Changes in 
. proved Proved an 

Proved reserves, reserves, Changes 
Product reserves, owing to Dec. 31, 1966 from 

Dee. 31, 1965 extensions (production 1965, 
and new was deducted) percent 

discoveries, 
in 1966 7 

Crude oil_____.-.--..-_--thousand barrels_-_ 751 , 629 77,265 726 ,429 —3.2 
Natural gas liquids 1..___.-........_-do___- 200 ,317 70,993 256 ,848 428.2 
Natural gas___._._-.-----million cubic feet_. 16,596,404 196 ,017 15 ,923 ,275 —4.1 

1 Includes condensate, natural gasoline, and LP gases. . 
Source: American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, and Canadian Petroleum Association 

Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids, and Natural Gas. Tulsa Daily World, 62d yr., No. 201,. 
Apr. 3, 1967, p. 27. ' 

456 million barrels as of January 1, 1966, by Wyandotte Chemical Corp. in Norton 
compared with 475 million at the begin- County for use in scouring compounds and 
ning of 1965.5 | Soaps and as aggregate in asphaltic mix- 

| | tures. Output was considerably less in 1966 
| NONMETALS | than in 1965. The Kansas Geological Sur- 

_ A seeming incongruity—increased output ve ke ‘ acuve’y Searching or new uses and 
of ‘cement and decreased sales of sand and 9 ‘“@'X€!S for the voicanic ash. | 

gravel and stone—is explained by cutbacks “sy. Oi and Gas Journal, V. 64, No. 45, 
in building and highway construction for Nov. 7, 1966, p. 56. 
1966, a reduction in cement stocks in the : 7 
boom period of 1965, and anticipated gains Table 12.—Portland cement production . 
in construction and building in the year and shipments a 

ahead. (Thousand 376-pound barrels and thousand dollars) 
Cement.—Shipments of portland cememt ©] ________ 

again increased and approached the Year Proe Shipments — 
records attained in 1956 and 1959. Seven | duction Quantity Value. 
plants produced during 1966—four wet 957 6] (average) 8,773 8,625 $26,825 
process and three dry process. Cement 1962____-----.-. | 8,285 8,058 25,184 
tock —— light] t rend and 19638_.__---.__-- 8,248 8,201 25 ,372 
StOCKS were up Slightly at yea at 1964............ 8,835 8,483 =. 25,959 
represented about 2 months production. 1965. ----------- 8,877 8,801 26,972 
About 65 percent of cement output was ee 
used in ready-mix concrete and 17 percent 
in highway construction. Table 13.—Shipments of portland cement 

Clays.—Fourteen firms produced clay to Kansas consumers 
from 22 pits in Kansas. About 15 percent © _———————————_______—_________ 
of the clay mined was fire clay. About one- Year S16 pet 
third of the clay and shale was used in barrels 
making cement at plants in eastern Kansas. 4957-61 (average)_________._______- 5,821 
The balance went into building brick, 198d - ~~ = === 22 e enna nn en 3,331 

pipe, lightweight aggregate, pottery, and 19¢4727727777277777777772707000072 B'132 
1965__._------------------ eee 5,041 other clay products. 196622222 B'199 

Gypsum.—National Gypsum Co. operated 9 7 
an underground gypsum mine in Barber 
County and Georgia-Pacific Corp. in Mar- Table 14.—-Clays sold or used by producers 

shall County. Crude gypsum was used (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

largely as a retarder in portland cement, ‘Year Quantity —s-Vailue 
for agricultural purposes, and in making =©£—————___ 

plasters and wallboard. 1962. nea 895 1081 
Pumice.—Small tonnages of pumice were 1963__.__----.-------- 893 1,104 

produced by Ernest Hanzlicek and San Ore beg TTT TTT TTT 738 gee 
Construction Co. in Lincoln County and  1966____------_------- 847 1,006
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‘Table 15.—Evaporated and rock salt sold or used by producers . | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars). 

| Evaporated salt Rock salt 
Year ee 

Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value: 

- 1957-61 (average)__._.._._._._.-_-__---------------------- 389 $8,559 505 $2,508 
1962__...----.-_------------ eee 482 9,446 512 2 208 
1963...-.------------------------------------- eee 435 9 , 669. 489 2 324 
1964___..___--- 2-2 eee eee eee . 438 9,485 492 2 314 
1965___..--------.----------.---.--------- ee 453 9,828 600 2,543 
1966_____.-----.------------- eee 452 10 , 836 517 2 , 552 

Table 16.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Commercial Government-and- Total 
contractor sand and gravel 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)___---...-.-----.--- 8,474 $6 ,152 1,940 $942 10,414 $7,094 
1962___.___--___.--- +e 9,274 6,953 2,278 1,086 11 , 552 8,039 
1968_......------------------------- 9,763 7,603 2,299 1,073 12 , 062 8,676 
1964__.2-.----_---.----_------------- 10,227 7,788 2,741 1,320 12,968 9,108 
1965..--.-_------.------------------ 9,960 7,494 2,584 979 12,544 8,473 
1966_._..--------------------------- 9,316 7,193 2,311 1,181 11,627 8 374 

Table 17.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. — 1965. 1966 
Class of operation and use ———_.- 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building___.......--..----.------.-----------+--- 4,065 $3 ,188 4,026 $3 ,186 
Paving__...-....--.----------------------------- 2,768 1,937 2,636 1,980 
Fill... 2. eee eee 940 425 869 393 
Other 1________.-__-- ~~ ee ee 186 199 220 236 

Total. __.__-...---.------ ~~ eee 7,959 5,699 7,751 5,300 

Gravel: 
Building___..-.....----.-.-.---.----------------- 494 487 2i9 225 
Paving_.......-..--..-.----------2-------------- 1,353 1,131 1,184 995 
Fill... 22. eee ee ee 36 - 34 66 43 
Other 2_._.___..------ 2 eee eee 118 143 96 126 

Total__.__.-..--...----..--------------------- 2,001 1,795 1,565 1,393 

Total sand and gravel__._...__...-----.-.------- 9,960 7,494 9,316 7,193 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
and: 

Building_......-.---.-----------.--.------------- - 65 45 108 108 
Paving..._-------------------------------------- 1,314 485 1,096 510 
Other #__._.---.-._-------.------.--------------- 156 48 4 2 

Total.__-.--_-..--.---.----.------------------ 1,535 578 1,208 620 

Gravel: . 
Building........--.------------------------------ 18 16 ----- ~---- 
Paving. .---.----------------------------------+-- 966 871 1,006 521 
Other 4____-_._..-------------- +--+ ee 65 14 97 40 

Total_.__.._.-_------------------------------- 1,049 401 ‘1,103 561 

Total sand and gravel___.____------------------- 2,584 979 2,311 1,181 

Grand total._._.._.-.-------------------------- 12,544 8,473 11,627 8,374 

1 Includes railroad ballast, other construction, and industrial sand (ground and unground). 
2 Includes railroad ballast (1966), other construction, and miscellaneous gravel. 
3 Includes fill and other construction sand (1965). 
4 Includes fill and other construction gravel (1965).
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Salt.—Six companies produced rock or Another producer pumped brine in Sedg- 
evaporated salt in the central Kansas coun- wick County for use in making chlorine vap ALY KIN 
ties of Barton, Ellsworth, Reno, and Rice. and caustic soda. 

Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand 
Fable 18.—Sand and gravel production in and gravel was widespread across the State 

1966, by counties with most counties recording output. Larg- 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) est tonnages came from Wyandotte, Sedg- 

~ County. Quantity Value wick, Shawnee, and Reno Counties to sup- 
HH ply the State’s larger cities—Kansas City, 

Barber. --.---------------- 408 $02 Wichita, Topeka, Hutchinson, and Law- 
Chase..__.-.____________- 29 21 rence. The slight drop in output of sand 
cplerokee..---------------- ge 31 and gravel was attributable largely to de- 

| Comanche. __-----__-_____- 23 11. creased highway construction. 
Cowley___.-.---.---------- 274 195 Stone.—Output of st in K de- . Decatur... 2222222222077 13 1 — put of stone in Kansas de 
Dickinson. ----------.--- 15 14 creased. Consumption of stone is cyclical 
Ek BBecca nna ttrrrr cst 18 7 in highway  construction—clearing and- 
Fineey. crate 182 tee grading predominating 1 year and surfac- 
Gord. «~~ =. 2-22 222-222----- tt 4 ing in the following year. Road and high- ove_.___. ee . . Greeley___.._.-_-_-__-_____ 22 18 way maintenance tends to level out this 
G . d_ 8 3 y reenwood..... Lee : : 
Hamilton..._________-_.--.._ 27 11 Variation. 7 
Hodneman 22777 77777777777 a 8 Water.—In accordance with the Federal 
Kearny....---------------- 2 19 Water Quality Act of 1965, Kansas devel- 
Leavenworth. 2227277277777 16 22 oped water quality standards for all river 

| Loman, TTT 24 12 basins in the State. | 
MePherson__--------.----- 35 7 _ In October 1966, Congress authorized $43 eade___.-_--_----__-___- eaas . Nemaha-_-..-.-_.--.---___- 25 23 million for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Osbome 133 and Bureau of Reclamation projects in 
Ottawa. ------- lalate Lod 7, Kansas. The Milford Dam was completed, 
Phillips. ----------------- 6 4 and the Almena irrigation project was 
Reno. sven 261 | nearly completed. Detailed planning was to 
Sees gg TTT 1 sin gor start on the Hays project, and Clinton Res- 
Seward -----~------------- se aoe ervoir was allotted initial construction 

awnee__.. Le 

Sheridan__...___.-__________ 18 9 funds. 

Sumner na 36 In addition to the Kansas projects, $8.3 
wyapaunsee. - crcrrrrrrttt O18 1 784 million was scheduled for construction on 
Other counties!____----__-- 47554 3,400 the Missouri River navigation project 

Total....-.-_._.-__... 11,627 8,374 — downstream from Sioux City, Towa. 

a The Kansas and Oklahoma Legislatures 
1 Includes Butler, Cheyenne, Clay, Cloud, Coffey, 

Douglas, - Edwards, Ellsworth, Geary, Grant, Gray, approved the Kansas-Oklahoma Arkansas 
arper, Harvey, Johnson, Kingman, Lyon, Marshall, . . . . witchell, Rts Neosho, Ree tawatomie, Pratt, River Compact which was designed to per 
epublic, Rice, Riley, Rush, Russell, Saline, Stafford, mit harmonious development of h Yr Thomas, Trego, Washington, and Wichita Counties, S develop the wate combined to avoid disclosing individual company resources of streams common to the two data. Undistributed amounts from various counties State 

are also included. ates. 

Table 19.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

nets eee 
y Limestone ! Other stone Total stone 
ear nse 

Quantity § Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
lee OH 

1962______..2--2 2-22-22 -- 2-2... 18,098 $17,106 429 $168 213,527 2$17,274 
1963 ___-.-. eee 12,904 17,600 654 883 13 ,558 18 , 483 
1964______-__. ee 13 ,412 17,747 726 1,165 14,138 18 ,912 
1965_____-.._-_ 22 14,673 19 , 566 597 972 15,270 20,538 1966..__--.---- 2-2-2 --- = «185508 «177886 524 903 14,027 18,789 

eee 
1 Includes diatomaceous marl, limestone for cement, and limestone for lime. 
2 Excludes crushed sandstone.
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Table 20.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds and uses 

(Short tons) 

. 1965 1966 
Uses ne 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Limestone: ! 
Riprap__------------------------------------ 1,189,802 $1,081,812 1,202,347 $1,175,314 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone_______.._._.. 9,927,107 18,356,196 8,826,102 11,618,915 

Agriculture. _.__....-------------------------- 521,579 850 , 086 581 ,979 949 974 
Cement_.____..-_.---------------____.---.--. 2,558,595 2,686,353 2,515 , 582 2,672,949 
Dimension......-..----------------------.--- 16,129 614,830 21,085 64T ,802 
Other 2._----..-_---------------------------- 459,988 976,500 355,78 821,046 

Total__.-_...--__-------------_-_--------- 14,673,145 19,565,777 18,502,798 17,886,500 
| Sandstone: Dimension... -.-.---------------------- 514 10,349 805 5,323. 

Total stone 8__.___------------------------- 15,269,846 20,587,795 14,027,004 18,789,408 

1 Includes diatomaceous marl. 
2 Includes railroad ballast, cement rock, coal dust, whiting, and other uses. 
3 Includes dimension sandstone and miscellaneous stone. . 

METALS ing prices and depletion of reserves may 
. . further reduce activity. Lead prices were 

- The Kansas lead and zinc producing y Pan ws . 
. < low enough to reactivate the Lead-Zinc 

area in Cherokee County is part of the ne eye gs 
. ar . a _ Mining Stabilization Program. 

Tri-State District which © also’ includes . . . . 
a ._ Zinc-lead mining began in southeastern 

northeastern Oklahoma and southwestern . | 
. . . Kansas about 1876, and the industry ex- 

Missouri. Further details on Tri-State ac- . . a. . . panded steadily until 1926 when peak an- 
tivity are in the Oklahoma chapter. | . . 

Lead a Zi nual production was valued at $23.5 mil- 
“ead an inc.—Ten | small lead-zinc lion. Total recorded output through 1966 

mines operated in the Kansas portion of was about 2,875,000 tons of zine and 

the Tri-State District, but output of both 650,000 tons of lead, with a combined val- 
metals was down sharply from 1965. Fall- ue of over $500 million. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported in all Allen.—This county was the State’s lead- 
105 counties in Kansas. Petroleum was pro- ing clay and cement producer and third 
duced in 83 counties and natural gas in 56. largest stone producer. Lehigh Portland 
One-third of the State total value of min- Gement Co. at Iola and The Monarch Ce- 

eral output came from seven counties— ment Co. at Humboldt produced portland 
Grant, Stevens, Seward, Russell, Ellis, Bar- and masonry cements; limestone and clay 

ton, and Ellsworth. _ | for the cement were obtained nearby. 

Table 21.—Mine production of lead and zinc, in terms of concentrate and recoverable metals 

Recoverable metal content 2 
Lead concentrate Zinc concentrate —————________-—_ 

(galena) (sphalerite) 
Mines Lead Zine 

Year pro- —_ OO nom 
ducing Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value 

tons (thou- tons (thou- tons (thou- tons (thou- 
sands) sands) a sands) sands) 
a 

1957-61 (average)_..----- _--. 2,811 $342 9,652 . $717 1,653 $423 5,172 $1 185 

1962___._-_-.----------- 10 1,290 138 7,237 493 970 178 3,943 907 

1963_____..--..--------- 8 1,402 172 6,433 514 1,027 222 3,508 BOT 

1964___.___-__-___------- 10 1,603 228 8,636 768 1,185 310 4,665. 1,269 

1965__.._-.------------- 9 2,304 380 12,003 1,157 1,644 513 6 ,508 1,900 

1966______.-_._-__------ 9 1,574 242 8,911 849 1,109 335 4,769 1,383 
ea 

1 Based on Kansas ore and old tailing treated at mills during calendar year indicated. 
2 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays, allowance made for smelting losses of both lead and 

zine. In comparing values of concentrate (ore) and metal, value given for concentrate is that actually received 
by producer, whereas value of lead and zinc is calculated from average price for all grades. 

i
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Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Kansas, by counties 
Eee 

County 1965 © 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value eee nesses Sn eS 
Allen.._....---- $12,948,729 $12,978,013 Cement, petroleum, stone, clays, natural gas. 
Anderson....-.-- | 1,266,849 1,259,461 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Atchison. __.-__- WwW W_ Stone, petroleum. 
Barber.._._____- 9,040,161 9,279,204 N atural gas, petroleum, gypsum, natural gas liquids, sand 

and gravel. 
Barton.......... 24,152,319 24,175,220 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, clays, salt. 
Bourbon. ______- 692 , 484 692,409 Stone, petroleum, cement. 
Brown. ...--._- 12,976 12,985 Petroleum. 
Butler..._...... 16,620,064 16,557,973 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Chase.._...__.-- 385 ,250 437,846 Stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Chautauqua. _--_- 2,622 ,605 2,669,274 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Cherokee_______- 6 , 426 ,891 5,931,127 Coal, zinc, lead, clays, stone, sand and gravel. . 
Cheyenne_____-- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Clark_....__.._- 2,394,429 2,498,530 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Clay__..______-_- 536 ,537 272,286 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Cloud_.___.-___- 318 ,712 280,004 Clays, sand and gravel, stone. 
Coffey._____._-- 437,742 | 445,087 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Comanche. _..__- 1,141,947 1,191,460 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Cowley._._.____- 9,974,451 9,942,233 Petroleum, natural gas, stone, sand and gravel. 
Crawford___.__-- 2,427 ,922 1,682,325 Coal, petroleum, clays, natural gas. 
Decatur____.___- 1,322 ,146 1,316,029 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Dickinson ___.--- 829 , 289 807,626 Stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Doniphan_______ Ww 731,620 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Douglas__...__.- 301 , 846 301,505 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas. 
Edwards.______- 1,161,479 1,190,668 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Elk_.-...-.-.-_- 1,347,499 1,252,979 Stone, petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. | 
Billis....:-..---. 25,499,413 25,528,950 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Elisworth........ 22,601,264 22,079,917 Natural gas liquids, helium, petroleum, salt, clays, natural oo a, gas, sand and gravel. ; Finney.__..___.- 9,477,757 9,724,241 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
-Ford__...--.-_.2- 360,579 284,056 Natural gas liquids, sand and gravel, petroleum, natural 

gas. 
Franklin. ___-__- 1,052,704 1,007,655 Petroleum, stone, clays, natural gas. a Geary...-.-. 2 _- 470,731 734,393 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Gove___.___.__- 896 , 834 908,421 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 

| Graham__---.-.. 15,096,690 15,115,896 Petroleum, stone. 
Grant_.....-.-.. 31,639,894 36,731,391 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, helium, petroleum, sand 

and gravel, . 
Gray__-. 2-8 Wt W Sand and gravel. 
Greeley___..._.- 7,000 18,000 Do. 
Greenwood __-__- 9,715,261 9,726,086 Petroleum, stone, helium, natural gas, sand and gravel. Hamilton________ 1,974,170 2,081,030 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Harper______.____ 4,864,037 4,657 ,774 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Harvey.._._--_- 2,844,458 2 , 832 ,539 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, natural gas 

iquids. 
Haskell......-.. 11,783,345 12,104,972 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Hodgeman_______ 5,581,745 5,569,496 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Jackson... ___- 359, 685 302,502 Petroleum, stone. 
Jefferson. ______- WwW W Stone. . Jewell... 1,086 ,242 ~ 883,880 - Do. 
Johnson. ---_____ 1,891,184. 2,339,843 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum, natural gas. Kearny.._..-... 11,263,025 11,885 ,997 Natural, gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, sand and 

. gravel. 
Kingman_._.-.... 14,730,489 14,929 ,548 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

. gravel. 
Kiowa_..__2___ 3,208 , 899 3,289,277 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. Labette.__._____ 474 ,800 456,182 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Lane__....-- 2 e 292 ,940 293,138 Petroleum. 
Leavenworth-_____ 304 ,613 455,512 Stone, natural gas, sand and gravel, petroleum. Lincoln... ______- 888 , 828 W Stone, pumice. 
Linn. 2.222 365 ,073 278,310 Petroleum, stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. Logan__._-___.___ 3,000 1,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lyon... ____- 713 ,454 573,439 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
McPherson _- -_ _- 6,540 ,975 6,544,001 Petroleum, natural gas, clays, sand and gravel. Marion__________ 4,899,649 4,659,737 Petroleum, natural gas, stone, natural gas liquids. Marshall________ 883 , 096 970,423 Gypsum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Meade..___..__- 3,852,836 3,959,160 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. Miami._._______ 730 ,949 756,609 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Mitchell__._.____ 21,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Montgomery____- _7,310 ,338 7,125,715 Cement, petroleum, stone, natural gas, clays. Morris..-.-.-._-_ “1,169,939 1,205,940 Petroleum, stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. Morton.__.-.-.._ 18,108,496 19,657,222 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. Nemaha________- 115,599 93,041 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Neosho_..______- 8 048 ,232 8,825,482 Cement, petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, clays, natural 

gas. 
Ness__-------.-- 5,255 , 664 5,075,033 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Norton_.__..___- 1,773 , 668 1,744,700 Petroleum, pumice. 
Osage. _.....--- WwW W Stone. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Kansas, by counties—Continued 

County 1965 * 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Osborne. -------- $125 , 885 $253,030 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone. : 
Ottawa____.----- 2,000 7,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pawnee_..------ 3,407 ,360 3,484,051 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Phillips. ....---- 6,138,656 6,073,856 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Pottawatomie-__- 331 , 967 130,297 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Pratt______----- 4,307 ,696 4,219,126 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Rawlins_._------ 1,610,805 1,603,140 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Reno_...------- 17,360,398 18,768,670 Salt, natural gas liquids, petroleum, natural gas, sand and 

gravel. : 

Republic. _------ 118,750 W Sand and gravel. 
Riee__-._-_.---- 20,223,505 20,934,075 Petroleum, salt, natural gas, stone, sand and gravel. 
Riley___-._-_--- 654 , 753 709,830 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Rooks___..--.--- 15,590,361 15,588,905 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Rush___..------ 2,422 ,387 3,914,667 Helium, petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Russell___-_..--- . 25,615,080 25,785,185 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Saline___.._-_____ 2,195,629 2,418,936 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Seott__.._--_ -_- 259 , 730 261,319 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Sedgwick_..--.--- 11,218,504 11,065,871 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, salt, sand and gravel, 

natural gas, stone. 
Seward_.......-. 26,849,788 27 ,355 , 444 Helium, natural gas liquids, natural gas, petroleum sand 

and gravel. 
Shawnee. _____-- 1,541,856 1,413,881 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Sheridan... ____-- 1,009 ,078 979,335 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Sherman_.------ 113 ,512 101 , 565 Do. . 
Smith__.-.------ 4,923 15,648 Stone. 
Stafford....-.--. 14,740,798 14,749,817 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Stanton. .-.----- 4,131,803 4,345,804 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Stevens.._.._... 25,398,136 27,510,807 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. 
Sumner. _____-_- 7,643 ,510 7,645,433 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Thomas. -_------- 100,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Trego. __--.----- 4,475,684 4,427,677 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Wabaunsee__-__-_- 746 ,697 745,910 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Wallace___.-_.-- WwW W Stone. _ 
Washington__-__-- 165 ,307 159,000 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Wichita_.----_-- 13 ,850 20,852 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Wilson________-- 5 344,964 4,874,078 Cement, petroleum, stone, clays, natural gas. 
Woodson_-_.--_--- 2,757,646 2,812,384 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Wyandotte... __- 8,419 , 583 7,903,149 Cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Undistributed__--- 4,034,617 6 , 847 , 436 

Total__._._. 558,491,000 568,392,000 
a i er EE tL Sn 

r Revised. . 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

Humboldt Shale Mining Co. mined shale Bourbon.—Portland and masonry cement 
for Humboldt Brick & Tile Co. Limestone were produced near Fort Scott by Fort 
was quarried and crushed for concrete Scott Hydraulic Cement Co., Inc. Dimen- 
aggregate by Allen County Highway De- sion sandstone was quarried and sawed 
partment and The Monarch Cement Co. near Redfield by Bandera Stone Co., Inc. 

Barber.—Barber County ranked first in Limestone was quarried and crushed for 

gypsum production. Gypsum was mined concrete aggregate, roadstone, agricultural 
and processed at Medicine Lodge by Na- lime (aglime), and coal mine dusting by 
tional Gypsum Co. Natural gas liquids Cullor Limestone Co., Inc., and Fort Scott 
were recovered by Skelly Oil Co. at its Hydraulic Cement Co., Inc. Coal was strip 
Medicine Lodge plant. Sand and gravel for mined by Palmer Coal Co. 
building and paving was processed by Butler.—Mobil Oil Co., Inc., operated its 
Whitfield Sand & Concrete, Burl Gaunt, refinery at Augusta. Mobil Chemical Co. 
and the county highway department. added a 1,400-barrel-per-day propylene al- 
Barton.—Barton County ranked sixth in kylation unit and a_ 1,200-barrel-per-day 

overall value of mineral production and LPG unit to its existing 2,400-barrel-per- 
third in value of petroleum output. Evapo- day butylene alkylation facility. Skelly Oil 
rated salt from brine wells was produced Co. operated its refinery and an aromatics 
by Cargill, Inc. Kansas Brick & Tile Co. complex to produce phenol acetone, ben- 
used fire clay to make building brick. Sand zene, toluene, and other naptha com- 
and gravel was recovered for building, pav- pounds, using naphtha fractions as feed- 
ing, and fill by Stone Sand Co., Arkansas stock. American Petrofina Co. of Texas 

Sand Co., Klepper Sand Co., and the operated a refinery at El Dorado. 
county highway department. More than 2 million barrels of oil was
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produced by secondary recovery methods Elisworth.—The county was the leading 
from nearly 1 thousand wells in the producer of natural gas liquids. Northern 
county. George M. Myers, Inc., Carr Rock Gas Products Co., subsidiary of Northern 
Products Co., and Starnes Rock Products Natural Gas Co., operated an extraction 

Co. quarried and crushed limestone for plant at Bushton. Northern Helex Co., also 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, aglime, and a subsidiary of Northern Natural Gas, re- 
riprap. covered helium in the same area. Inde- 

Chase.—Dimension limestone was quar- pendent Salt Co. mined rock salt near 
ried and prepared by J. T. Lardner Cut Kanopolis. Truhlars Ready Mix Concrete 
Stone Co. and Bayer Stone, Inc. Crushed and. Stoppel Construction Co. processes 
limestone was produced by Hallet Con- sand and gravel for building and paving. 
struction Co. and Anderson-Oxandale Co. Acme Brick Co. and Kansas Brick & Tile 
The county highway department processed Co., Inc., made building brick from locally 
limestone for riprap and gravel for paving mined clay. 
and road maintenance. Franklin.—Buildex, Inc., expanded shale 
Cherokee.—The county ranked first in for lightweight aggregate near Ottawa. Fo- 

the State in coal production. Wilkinson gle Quarry Co., Inc., Concrete Materials 
7 | Coal Co. and Pittsburg & Midway Coal Co. Division of Martin Marietta Corp. and 

strip mined coal. All lead and zinc opera- Killough-Clark, Inc., quarried and crushed 
tions in Kansas were in Cherokee County. limestone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, 
(sulf Chemical Corp. produced ammonia, and agstone. | 
nitric acid, fertilizers, dry ice, and methan- Geary.—Junction City Stone Co. pre- 

ol near Baxter Springs, using natural gas pared dimension limestone. Walker Cut 
as feedstock. The Eagle-Picher Ca, pro- Stone Co., Bayer Construction Co., Inc., 
duced lead and zinc pigments and sulfuric Grosshans & Petersen, Inc., and Anderson- 
acid at Galena from concentrates shipped Oxandale Co. quarried and crushed lime- 
in from the Tri-State District and from Il- stone for concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
linois and Kentucky. It also roasted zinc More Sand Co., Inc., and Junction City 
concentrates for the smelter at Henryetta, Sand & Gravel Co. produced sand and 
Okla., which was not equipped to take raw gravel for building, paving, fill, and other 
concentrates. Southwest Rock & Chat Co. construction purposes. Milford Dam, on 

_ Sold chat for concrete aggregate and road- the Republican River, was completed by 
stone. Barnard Clay Co. and Victor Wilkin- the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
son, Inc., mined clay for various products. Grant—The county ranked second in 

Cloud.—The county ranked first in value value of natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
of clay production. Fire clay for building and helium production, and first in overall 
brick was mined by Cloud Ceramics. Fyfe value of mineral production. Four natural 
Sand & Gravel Co. processed sand and _ gasoline plants were in operation, two by 
gravel for building. Dimension limestone Pan American Petroleum Corp., and one 
was quarried and prepared by Prickett each by Hugoton Production Co. and Mo- 
Quarry. bil Oil Co. Helium was extracted by Cities 

Cowley.—Apco Oil Corp. operated its Service Helex at its Jayhawk plant near 
refinery at Arkansas City. Limestone was Ulysses. Columbian Carbon Co. produced 
quarried and dressed by H. J. Born Stone carbon black at its Hickok plant. 
Co. and Silverdale Limestone Co. Crushed Harper——The Bauer oilfield, discovered 
limestone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, early in 1966. had 10 producing oil wells 
and agricultural stone (agstone) was pro- by yearend. 
duced by Daniels Stone Co. Building, pav- Jefferson.—Limestone was quarried and 
ing, and fill sand and gravel, railroad bal- crushed for concrete aggregate, roadstone, 
last, and engine sand were produced. riprap, and agstone by N. R. Hamm 

Crawford.—Crawford County ranked sec- Quarry, Inc., and Roy Baker Quarry, Inc. 
ond in coal and clay production. Clemens ‘The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was 
Coal Co. operated two strip mines and constructing Perry Dam on the Delaware 

Cliff Carr Coal Co. operated one. W. S. River. 
Dickey Clay Manufacturing Co. and Bar- Marion.—Rounds & Stewart Natural Gas- 
nard Clay Co. mined clay for sewerpipe  oline Co., Inc., recovered natural gas liq- 
and other clay products. uids at its plant near Marion. Hallet Con-
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struction Co., Anderson-Oxandale Co., and liquids at its fractionation plant in Hut- 
The Walt Keeler Co., Inc., quarried and chinson. 
crushed limestone for concrete aggregate, Rice.—The county ranked fourth in val- 
roadstone, agstone, and riprap. The U.S. ue of petroleum production. American Salt 
Army Corps of Engineers was constructing Corp. produced evaporated salt from brine 
Marion Dam on the Cottonwood River. wells and mined rock salt near Lyons. To- 
Mitchell—Glen Elder Dam was being bias & Birchenough, Inc., and Arensman 

constructed on Solomon River by the Fed- Sand & Gravel Co. produced building and 
eral Bureau of Reclamation. Completion paving sand. Limestone was quarried and 
was scheduled for 1968. crushed for concrete aggregate, roadstone, 
Montgomery.—Shale and limestone were agstone, and riprap by Hallett Construc- 

mined and processed into cement by Uni- tion Co. 
versal Atlas Cement Division of U.S. Steel Rush.—Kansas Refined Helium Co. com- 
Corp. Nelson Bros. Quarries and Carr pleted its 24-million-cubic-foot-per-day gas 
Rock Products, Inc., quarried and crushed processing plant during 1966. The plant 
limestone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, will recover 500,000 cubic feet of helium 
and riprap. CRA, Inc., formerly Coopera- per day. 
tive Refinery Association, operated its pe- Russell.—The county ranked first in val- 
troleum refinery at Coffeyville. Elk City ue of petroleum production. Nearly 3 mil- 
Dam, constructed on Elk River by the U.S. lion barrels of oil were recovered by sec- 
Army Corps of Engineers, began impound- ondary methods from 740 producing wells. 
ing water in the summer of 1966. Ozark The Wilson Reservoir on the Saline River 
Smelting & Mining Co. produced various was completed. 
pigments from metals and nonmetal raw Scott.—Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. 
materials at Coffeyville. Cherryvale Zinc completed a 200-million-cubic-foot-per-day 
Co. recovered a variety of metals from refrigeration plant, that can produce 15,000 
drosses and residues at its Cherryvale gallons of butane and 40,000 gallons of gas- 
plant. oline per day. Century Refining Co. oper- 
Morton.—The county ranked third in ated its petroleum refinery at Shallow 

value of natural gas production. Natural Water. 
gas liquids were recovered by Anadarko Sedgwick.—The county ranked second in . 
Production Co. at its Interstate plant near value of sand and gravel production. Fron- 
Elkhart, and Cities Service Oil Co. at its tier Chemicals Division of Vulcan Materi- 
Wilburton plant. Alamo Chemical Co., als Co., was expanding its facilities at Wi- 
subsidiary of Phillips Petroleum Co., was chita for producing chlorine and caustic 
building a 76-million-cubic-foot-per-day gas soda from brine pumped from wells in the 
processing plant near Elkhart. The plant area. The company also produced ammo- 
will recover helium. nia from natural gas. Cities Service Oil Co. : 

Neosho.—Ash Grove Lime & Portland recovered natural gas liquids at its Wichita 
Cement Co. produced cement at its recent- plant. Derby Refining Co. operated its pe- 
ly rebuilt plant. Harry Byers & Sons, Inc., troleum refinery at Wichita. Dodson Manu- 
and O’Brien Rock Crusher quarried and facturing Co., Inc., of Wichita exfoliated 
crushed limestone for concrete aggregate, crude vermiculite from Montana. 
roadstone, and agstone. Hy-Grade Con- Seward.—National Helium Corp. operat- 
struction & Materials produced sand and_ ed its helium extraction plant near Liberal 
gravel for building, paving, fill, and filtra- to rank the county first in helium produc- 
tion uses. Mid-America Refining Co., Inc, tion value. Natural gas liquids were recov- 
operated its petroleum refinery at Chanute. ered by National Helium Corp., Anadarko 
Reno.—Reno County ranked first in salt Production Co., and Northern Natural Gas 

production and third in natural gas liquids Co. 
output. The Carey Salt Co., Morton Salt Sumner.—The Bates field was reportedly 
Co., and The Barton Salt Co., and The one of the most important oil discoveries 
Barton Salt Co. recovered salt from brine in Kansas in 1966. 
wells. The Carey Salt Co. also mined rock Wyandotte.—The county ranked first in 
salt. Sand and gravel was processed by sev- value of sand and gravel production and 
eral firms for building, paving, and fill. second in value of stone production. Lone 
Cities Service Oil Co. recovered natural gas Star Cement Corp. quarried limestone and
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processed it into cement at its Bonner  out-of-State, was expanded by Lite Weight 
Springs plant. Thompson-Strauss Quarries Products, Inc., at its Kansas City plant for 
and J. A. Tobin Construction Co. quarried use as building material. Phillips Petro- 
and crushed limestone for concrete aggre- leum Co. operated its petroleum refinery at 
gate, riprap, and roadstone. Sand and grav- Kansas City. The company produced rub- 
el for building and paving was processed ber extender and process oils, using petro- | 
by seven producers. Crude perlite, mined leum fractions as feedstock,



The Mineral Indu: f Ke ky 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Kentucky Geological Survey, 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By H. L. Riley? and Preston. McGrain * , 

Mineral production value in Kentucky Legislation and Government Programs.— 
increased 7 percent, the second highest The U.S. Geological Survey and the Ken- 

production value on record, but was 1 per- _ tucky Geological Survey continued the co- 
cent below that of 1948, the record year. operative program of mapping the geology 

The value of coal production increased 12 of the State on 7.5-minute quadrangles. At 
percent, and the total tonnage increased 9 yearend, 235 maps involving all or parts of 

percent for a new record. Am ong the 959 quadrangles had been published. The 
States, Kentucky ranked second in produc- . . 

; . ; . Kentucky Geological Survey issued the first 
tion of bituminous coal, with 17 percent of of a 1 ries of t mic reports 
the national total, and second in produc- T he Abii tes ° al y b, conoml na ve ° 

tion of ball clay and second in shipments © pu ications wi © Prepare® for 
of fluorspar, with 11 percent of the na- counties covered by geologic quadrangle 
tional total. maps, and will emphasize proven and po- 

Coal mining dominated the Kentucky tential mineral resources. 
mineral industry and supplied 73 percent At yearend, a total of 343.9 miles of In- 
of the total value, compared with 70 per-  terstate highway and toll facilities had 
cent in 1965. Leading companies based on 

value of production were P eabody Coal 1 Mining engineer, Area II Mineral Resource 

Co., Island Creek Coal Co., Pittsburgh and Office, Bureau of Mines, Knoxvine ren , 
Midway Coal Co., and U.S. Steel Corp. ical Survey Donington ty. ey ones 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Kentucky ! | 

1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) 

Clays 2___.__......_....._.._..thousand short tons_- 1,059 $2 ,580 1,152 $2,277 
Coal (bituminous)...._.-..-._-..-2---_-_-_-_-_-do____ | 85, 766 324 , 523 93 , 156 363 , 440 
Fluorspar_____.-.__.......-_...___--_--short tons__ 81,992 1,485 28,725 1,361 
Lead (recoverable content of ores)._______._..do.__- 756 236 484 146 
Natural gas_____..__..__.._.___-__million cubic feet __ 78,976 18 ,688 76,536 18,139 
Petroleum (crude).._....thousand 42-gallon barrels- - 19 ,386 55 ,638 18,066 51,488 
Sand and gravel______.__._...__ thousand short tons_- 6 , 742 6 , 332 8,064 7,524 
Silver (recoverable content of ores) _____troy ounces. _ 1,931 2 1,086 1 
Stone.___.._._....._._._._._.thousand short tons__ 8 26,029 334 533 22 ,667 31,179 
Zine (recoverable content of ores)._____._short tons_- 5,654 1,651 6,586 1,910 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Asphalt (1966), cement, ball clay, natural gas 
liquids, and dimension sandstone (1965) _._.-__ xx 20, 7638 xX 20,899 

Total____.--_---__-__--_ eee ee xx 466 ,381 xX 498 , 364 

XX Not applicable. . . 
1 iuewn as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes ball clay, included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
3 Excludes dimension sandstone. 
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Figure |.—Value of coal and total value of mineral production in Kentucky. | 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production been completed to full or acceptable stand- 
in constant 1957-59 dollars ards and was open to traffic. An additional 

(Thousands) 389.0 miles either was under construction 
OO Year Value or work was in progress on engineering or 
1957... 8B 989 $488,989 obtaining right-of-way. 

1958... - ------ 2222-22-22 22222222 405 ,300 The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 

1960.2222200727TTTTTTTITTITITTTTID ~— aggi4or shad three = 487-foot-high cooling _ towers 
Wog7 cnr concn rccrt croc cece 401, 868 under construction at the Paradise Steam 

1963.22 oe 467,604 Plant. TVA purchased the coal rights 

1965220022 2TTITITTTticcetzt «= Agetget © underlying Camp Breckenridge for $7.4 
1966... 2-2-2222 le tel2l--------- 524,872 ~~ million. A total of 24.6 million tons of coal 

P Preliminary. __* Revised. was delivered to TVA’s steamplants; of
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men -Days worked worked ——————————_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- Sever- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency ity 

1965: | 
Coal___-_-----------: 24,726 181 4,484 35,640 41 1,609 46.30 9,346 
Metal and nonmetal. - 511 257 131 1,051 --- 70 ~~. 66.60 1,296 
Sand and gravel_._._- 318 254 81 807 1 26 33.46 3,210 
Stone_.-.-------.--- 2,227 227 506 4,128 3 107 26.65 5,386 

Total__--_--..---- 27,782 187 5,202 41,626 45 1,812 44,61 8,778 

1966: P rs 
Coal___-_-----_----- 25,200 171 4,311 34,980 42 1,650 48.37 9,751 
Metal and nonmetal. . 485 225 109 ' 875 1. 49 57.14 9,018 
Sand and gravel______ 380 270 1038 958 _-- 25 26.10 364 
Stone. _...---..-.-.. 2,160 237 512 4,188 4 109 26.98 6,625 

Total_._..-.-_---- 28 , 225 178 5,085 41,001 47 1, 833 45.85 9,197 

P Preliminary. 

this, 15.4 million tons was shipped from . The commonwealth of Kentucky enacted 
western Kentucky and 1.8 million tons more restrictive legislation relating to regu- 
from eastern Kentucky. lations and control of strip mining. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

. MINERAL FUELS =—sy cent by rail or water and 13 percent by 
| oo, | truck. Captive tonnage was 10 percent of 
The value of bituminous coal, natural the total. 

gas, and crude petroleum was $433 million, Equipment used at 1,423 underground 

87 percent of the total mineral value of mines included 1,068 cutting machines, 
the State, compared with 86 percent in which cut 76 percent of the tonnage; 1,561 
1965. power drills, which drilled 84 percent of ~ 

Coal (Bituminous).—Production of coal the tonnage; 514 mobile loading machines, 

increased 9 percent above that of the 1965 Which loaded 58 percent of the tonnage; 67 
record year. The value of production was, Continuous mining machines, with six mo- 
however, $363 million, 18 percent below bile loaders used in conjunction, which 

that of the 1948 record year. Bituminous Produced 16 percent of the tonmage; and 
coal was mined at 1,704 mines in 37 coun- !2 hand-loaded conveyors. Other equip- 
ties, compared with 1,827 mines in 41 ment included 627 locomotives, 646 shuttle 

counties in 1965. Leading producing coun- ars, 582 shuttle buggies, and 156 gathering 
ties on basis of tonnage were Muhlenberg, COnVEyOTs. ; ; ; 

, Pike, Hopkins, Harlan, and Letcher. Lead- Equipment used at 74 strip mines in- 

ing producing companies on the same basis cluded 105 power shovels, three draglines, 
were Peabody Coal Co., Island Creek Coal 93 bulldozers, 29 power drills, and 193 
Co., Pittsburgh & Midway Coal Co., and trucks. An estimated 32 million cubic yards 

Gibraltar Coal Co. of overburden was removed. 

In the eastern Kentucky coalfield, 1,623 Equipment used at 126 auger mines in- 

mines in 27 counties produced almost 51 cluded 130 coal recovery augers, three 
million tons, compared with 1,785 mines in power shovels, 73 bulldozers, one carryall 
31 counties and 46.6 million tons in 1965. scraper, 11 power drills, and 143 trucks. 
Average production per mine increased Of the total coal production from the 
from 27,000 tons to 31,400 tons. Under- eastern Kentucky field, 34 percent was 
ground mines produced 80 percent, auger cleaned at 29 cleaning plants, 25 percent 
mines 10 percent, and strip mines 10 per- was crushed, and 11 percent was treated 
cent of the total. Shipments were 87 per- with oil or other materials.
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In the western Kentucky coalfield, 81. Equipment used at 37 strip mines in- 
mines in 10 counties produced 42.2 million cluded 87 power shovels, 33 draglines, 128 

tons compared with 92 mines in 10 coun- bulldozers, two carryall scrapers, 53 power 
ties that produced 39:2 million tons in drills, and 233 trucks. An estimated 212 
1965. Average production per mine in- million cubic yeards of overburden was re- 
creased from 426,000 tons to 521,000 tons. moved. 7 

Underground mines produced 35 percent Equipment used at two auger mines in- 
and strip mines produced 65 percent of the cluded two recovery augers and one bull- 

| total.-Shipments were 85 percent by rail or dozer. — . 7 | 
water and 15 percent by truck. All coal Twenty-five cleaning plants cleaned 70 
was sold on the open market. percent of the coal; 59 percent was crushed 
Equipment used at 42 underground and 4 percent was treated with oil. 

mines included 91 cutting machines, which Natural Gas Liquids.—Production of nat- 

cut 98 percent of the tonnage; 93 power ural gasoline increased 20 percent, whereas 
drills, which drilled 98 percent of the ton- output of liquefied petroleum gases de- 

nage; 88 mobile loading machines, which creased 2 percent. Natural gasoline output 
loaded 98 percent of the tonnage; and five was 41 percent below its 1958 record and 
continuous mining machines, which mined that for LPG 16 percent below its 1956 

2 percent of the tonnage. record. | | 

. Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production, by counties | . | 

| 1965 1966 
County . —_—_ 

- Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Bell__..-.------------------- =e 2,247,149 $6,891,281 _ 2,678,746 $8,491,469 
Boyd... --.----------+----------- 30, 736 - 121,038 16,171 71,152 . 
Breathitt__.......-.------------- 470 , 833 1,415, 484 . 834,489 2,246,043 
Butler___--..-------------------- 170,000 657,760 | WwW WwW 
Caldwell_....-------------------» w+------ -------- 17,280 54,619 
Carter__.-..--------------------  .-—-:119,, 155 77,769 28,800 127 , 584 
Christian..._-_-..--------------- 36 ,354 182 , 423 26 , 530 86, 500 
Clay._-------------------------- 1,482,991 5,906 ,475 1,207 , 659 5 ,059 , 718 
Clinton__.-_..------------------ 11,500 46 ,690 12,200 48,800 
Daviess__--.---.-+-------------- 1,052,780 2,717,377 WwW WwW 
Blliott_.._...---.---------------- 8,251 36 , 799 1,500 6,240 
Floyd.___..--.------------------ _ 4,957,516 26 , 1238 ,150 5, 348 , 456 29 , 506 , 620 
Hancock_.__-..-.---------------- 4,000 12 ,000 -~------- wenn --- 
Harlan._....-.------------------ 5,634,624 29 ,065 ,220 6 ,268 , 082 32,235, 695 . 
Henderson__.._....-_------------ 154,901 399 ,644 158,396 | 454,596 
Hopkins___..__..---------------- 9,794,918 33 , 874,689 9, 752,003 34,426,391 
Jackson __-.__-.-.-----------.--- 21,581 86 ,324 30 , 463 152,315 

.  Johnson__..-.-.----------------- 214,092 622 , 782 675,803 1,719,907 
Knott__....--------------------- 2,371,683 7,456 ,233 2,942 , 782 8,904,293 
Knox_---.---------------------- WwW WwW 177,121 609 ,926 
Laurel. ....--------------------- Ww WwW 16,100 71,001 
Lawrence__._....---------------- 2,800 9,408 -------- ~o------ 
Lee____------------------------- 23 ,900 119 , 500. 20 , 500 102 , 500 
Leslie___...--.------------------ 1,864,239 T,T16 ,388 1,483,114 5, 748 ,127 
Letcher__....---.--------------- 5,787,726 © 24,062,912 6,117,820 28 ,081, 686 
Magoffin___-_-_-.--------------- 62 ,333 193 ,232 190 ,395 535,986 
Martin___..-.-------_----------- 406 ,180 1,313 ,916 519 , 834 1,864,154 . 
McCreary-__-_-------------------- 466 , 532 1,665,519. 586 , 654 2,123,687 
Morgan__.___-------------------- 62,199 .:. 286 , 246 30,808. 159 ,200 
Muhlenberg_--_------------------. 17,618 , 846" 56 , 482 , 664 18,853,730 . 62 , 508 , 627 
Ohio. ___------------------------ 5,039,971. * 16,343,167 5,997,654 19,812,991 
Owsley__------------------------ 3,500 10 ,500 won----- -------- 
Perry--_------------------------- 3,922 ,686 16 ,297 , 408 4,763,729 19,685,521 
Pike__._------------------------ 15,420 ,122 60 , 808 , 493 16 ,307 , 862 66,984,912 
Pulaski__-..---.----------------- 272 ,524 1,230,412 303 , 443 1,391,042 
Rockeastle._.._._..._.__---------- ween ueee _a------ 1,000 4,160 
Union__._.___-_-_--------------- 5,315,584 19,198,873 5,089 , 434 19,914,248 
Wayne-_-_-_---------------------- 21,384 60,819 4,000 16,640 
Webster___..-------------------- 16,711 51,527 997 ,581 2,996,134 

- Whitley. -..--------------------- 541 ,230 2,140,772 398 , 086 1,684,701 
Wolfe___-_____------------------ 4,000 16,240 -------- -------- 
Undistributed_____..-_----------- 235,180 811,769 1,297 , 752 5,552 ,997 

Total___.-_.-------------- 85,765,711 324 , 522 ,853 93,155,877 3638 , 440,177 
Earliest record to date.__..-_----- 3,089,766,000 NA = 8,182,922,000 NA 

NA Not available. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.”
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Petroleum.—Crude oil production totaled _ were completed as oil wells; 159 were com- 
18.1 million barrels, a decrease of 1.3 mil- pleted as gas wells; 12 were injection wells 
lion barrels from the 1965 production. Of for gas storage and oil field water supply; 

the State’s 120 counties, 62 contributed to five were classified as stratigraphic tests, 

total production. ; and 1,301 were reported as dry holes. Base- 
Henderson Conny i vine ail Kentucky ment tests were drilled in Campbell, 

continued to be the leading ou-producer Carter, Clark, Jessamine, and Metcalfe 
with 3.1 million barrels. Other western . | _ 

. . Counties; all five were reported dry and 
Kentucky counties producing more than 1 | 

vats . 3 | abandoned. 
million barrels were Union, Daviess, Hop- 
kins, McLean, and Webster. Lee County There were no outstanding new oil dis- 

led eastern Kentucky counties with 2.2 mil- coveries in Kentucky in 1966. Important 
lion barrels. | development, however, continued to take 

According to State records a total of place on the former Camp Breckinridge 
2,244 wells was drilled during 1966; 655 tract in western Kentucky. 

: Table 5.—Crude petroleum production by counties 

. 1965 1966 
County ee 

Barrels Value Barrels Value . 

| Adair___.__..-.----.------------- 2,218 $6,351 1,155 $3,292 
Allen____--_-------.------------ 65,039 186,661 59,993 170,980 
Barren_....-.------------------- - 18,355 52,678 16,907 43 ,185 . 
Bath_.._-_------.--------------- 4,216 . 12,099 4,168 11,379 
Bell__...------------------------ : 259 743 82 . 2o4 
Boyd__._....._---.-----.------- 37 ~ 106 39 114 
Breathitt..._-.------------------ 52,506 150 , 692 44,541 126 , 942 
Breckinridge__.._.....--....----- 35,504 101,896 24,659 T0 ,278 
Butler._.---.------------------- 117, 865 $88,272 94,789 270,149 
Casey___.-.--------------------- 12,118 34,778 8,366 23 , 843 
Christian_____._...-..--..----.-- 429,771 1,238, 442 296, 415 844.783 
Clay._.-__---------------------- . 16,643 47,765 32,355 92,212 
Clinton. __..-------------------- 52,902 151, 828 58 , 182 165 , 819 
Crittenden_._..._-_-------------- 251 720 232 661 
Cumberland. ....-_-------------- 54,972 157, 769 43 ,270 123,319 
Daviess. __.--.---.-.------------ 1,479,103 4,245,025 1,825,548 3,777 , 812 
Edmonson_..._-.-.---_.--_------ 945 2,712 965 2,750 
Elliott. _._---.------------------ 55,298 158 , 705 54,155 154,342 
Estill. .....-.------------------- 164,216 471 ,300 174,713 497 ,932 
Floyd_____---------------------- 30,107 86 , 407 28 ,070 79,999 
Green_.__-.--------------------- 136,022 390 , 383 138 ,338 394,293 
Greenup--.-_-------------------- 833 2,390 2,063 5, 380 
Hancock. ..--------------------- 165, 246 AT4,256 139 , 780 398 , 373 
Hart______..-------------------- 44,433 127 , 522 40 ,839 116 ,391 
Henderson__._-_..-.-.----------- 8,610,474 (10,362 ,269 3,134,702 8,905 , 304 
Hopkins. _._....-.--------------- 1,089,817 3,127,774 1,233 ,665 3,515 ,945 
Jackson__._...-..-------.------- 835 2,396. 253 T21 
Johnson__..-..--_- ee 536,630 1,540,128 635 , 467 1,311 , 081 
Knott_.__...-------------------- 11,134 31,954 10,337 29 ,460 
Knox_-_~---.---------.---------- 1,953 5,605 2,636 7,513 
Laurel____---...---------------- 1,485 4,261 2,727 7, TI 
Lawrence_..._...-----.---------- 521,578 1,496 ,928 509 , 572 1,452,280 
Lee. _..------------+------------ — 2,604,011 7,473,511 2,193 ,978 6,252 , 837 
Leslie_....---.--..---.---------- 3,328 9,551 2,596 7,399 
Letcher_-_.---.----------------- 18,599 39 ,029 . 16 ,606 47 ,327 
Lincoln____-.--.---------------- 4,382 12 , 482 2,071 5,902 
Logan________-___-____------------ 927 2,660 819 2334 
Magoffin___._...---------------- 734,018 2,106,631 603 , 948 1,721,252 
Marion.__._-_-.----------------- ------ ------ 123 351 
Martin.__._._-----_-------------- 14,187 40,716 13 ,331 37 ,993 
McCreary-_-._-_----------------- 4,290 12 ,312 2,690 7,666 
McLean______-._---------------- 1,502,797 4,313 ,027 1,220 , 582 3,478,659 
Menifee_-__....-.---------------- 1,199 3,441 878 2,502 
Metcalfe____._--_.--_----------- 273,433 784,752 172,764 492,377 
Monroe_ _____.-_---------------- 22,988 65,975 221,709 631,371 
Morgan. _.._-_-_..---_..-_------- 1,077 8,090 1,466 4,178 
Muhlenberg---_~_..-_------------- 675, 556 1,938,845 677 , 877 1,931,949 
Qhio._..----.------------------- 741,190 2,144,435 620,390 1,796,611 
Owsley__.-.._------------------- 994 2,852 977 2,784 
Perry. _..-.--------------------- 25,315 72,654 25,400 72,390 
Pike. .--.----------------------- 34,087 97 , 829 33,118 94,336 
Powell. __----_------------------- 146,979 421 , 829 108 ,329 308,738 
Russell... ..-.-------------s----- 1,876 5,384 965 2,750 
Simpson_-_____..-..-------------- 6,282 18 ,029 5,391 15,364
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Table 5.—Crude petroleum production by counties—Continued 

| 1965 1966 
County nn ern 

. Barrels Value Barrels Value 

Taylor. ...-__-..---------------- 1,218 3,495 1,398 3,970 
Todd___..---------------------- 1,434 4,115 1,007 2,870 
Union___.-_--------------------- 2,507 ,590 7,196 , 783 2, 166,633 7,884,904 
Warren. ..___------------------- 36 842 105 , 736 31,475 89,704 
Wayne__._______.-------.-------- 20 , 539 58 ,946 18,299 - §2,152 
Webster.._.....----------------- 1,249 ,244 . 3,585,330 1,173,616 3,344,806 
Whitley_...._-.----------------- 19,793 56 , 806 14,768 42 ,088 
Wolfe___.----------------------- 18,115 51,990 13,818 39,381 

, Total._.-..--------------- __19, 886,000 55 , 638 ,000 18,066,000 51,488,000 
Earliest record to date.-_.-..--.-.- ~ 510,833,000 1,210,384,000 528 , 899 ,000 1,261,872 ,000 

Source: Kentucky Geological Survey. ~ 

NONMETALS manufacturing hydrofluoric acid, glass, 
; steel, ceramics, ferroalloys, and for use in 

Production of ponmeras accounted for 9 iron foundries. Shipments were 29,000 tons 
percent of the total value of mineral p *O- valued at $1,361,000, a decline of 14 per- 
duction in the State. | : . | 

cent, from the previous year. 

Cement.—-Kosmos Portland Cement Co. Lime.—National Carbide Co. regenerated 
operated the Kosmosdale plant throughout _,. woe . 

} lime by calcining sludge at plants in Mar- 
. the year. Shipments of portland cement de- shall and Jefferson Counties | 

creased 10 percent, from those of 1965 and — ° | 
masonry cement shipments decreased 5 per- Perlite—Great Lakes Carbon Corp. of 

used in portland cement included lime- Western States at its Florence plant. The 
_ Stone (76 percent), miscellaneous clay (20 perlite was used in the manufacture of in- 

percent), gypsum (3 percent), and iron  sulation board. W. R. Grace & Co. expand- 
_ ore (I percent) . ed perlite at the Wilder plant near New- 

Clays.—Kentucky ranked second in the port. 

United States in ball clay production. Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel was 

Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. and Old mined by 25 producers, including State 
Hickory Clay Co. mined ball clay at three and County highway departments, at 33 
mines in Graves County. Eight companies operations in 21 counties. Leading counties 
mined fire clay at 11 mines in three coun- were Jefferson, Boone, and Trimble. Lead- 

ties for firebrick, mortar, and other uses. ing commercial producers were Standard 

Leading producers were General Refrac- Materials Corp., Ohio River Sand Co., 
tories Co., Harbison-Walker Refractories Owensboro River Sand & Gravel, Inc., and 
Co., and Burchett Clay Co. Total fire clay Nugent Sand Co. Producetion increased 20 
production was 178,000 tons valued at $1.1 percent over the 1965 record. Of the com- 
million, 20 percent below that of 1965. mercial production 92 percent was proc- 

Miscellaneous clay was mined by 12 com-_ essed, 62 percent was hauled by truck, 32 
panies at 14 mines in nine counties for percent by water, and 6 percent by rail. 
heavy clay products, leightweight aggre- . 
gate, and cement. Leading producers were __ Stome.—Eighty-one producers _ crushed 
Ohio River Sand Co., Inc., Kosmos Port. limestone at 113 quarries in 67 counties. 

land Cement Co., and General Shale Prod- Leading counties were Livingston, Jeffer- 
ucts Corp. Production increased 16 percent 8, and Warren. Leading producers were 

. over that of 1965, the previous record year Kentucky Stone Co. (Anderson, Breckin- 
and totaled 974,000 tons valued at $1.2 mil- ‘idge, Hardin, Jessamine, Laurel, Lee, Lo- 
lion. gan, Rockcastle, and Todd Counties) , Reed 

Crushed Stone Co., Inc. (Livingston 
Fluorspar.—In Livingston and Crittenden County), and Vulcan Materials Co. (Fayette 

Counties, fluorspar was mined for use in and Jefferson Counties).
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
County we 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Ballard__-..---.-----------_---_- 30 $18 32 $19 
Boone_..-.-----.--+-----_-_---_- 1,357 1,340 2,027 1,922 
Carlisle. ....---.-.----_-_-_----- 25 16 27 16 
Fulton___..--...-.---_--.-_--_-- 27 14 WwW WwW 
Gallatin....-..--.---.-..-------- W. W 299 WwW 

_ Graves__..-------.----.--------- 56 28 57 29 
Henderson.__.--.--.---.-.------- > WwW WwW 550 WwW 
Hickman.___.----.-..----------- 28 14 29 14 
Jefferson__..-----------------.-- 2,012 1,693 2,161 1,848 
Livingston_____.-...-.--- 2 _-- _oee _--- 28 14 
Lyon__._- +. eee _--- wee 21 11 
Marshall__.-.-.-.....-.-_-_-.--- 76 38 77 38 
Martin_._-__ 22 ee 23 20 20 20 
Mason. __..__----.-.-.-_-_-_---- 71 111 81 116 
McCracken____-.-_2- 2 eee WwW WwW 319 WwW 
Pike. ._._----.-2- 2-22-22 e ee 4 4 ---- ---- 
Trimble____.._..-.-..--_.__.--_-- WwW WwW 895 WwW 
Union___.. 2 eee 34 36 349 377 
Other counties 1_____________-_ 2,999 3,000 1,092 3,100 

Total... eel 6, 742 | 6,332 8,064 T, 524 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘Other counties.”” 
1 Includes Breckinridge, Calloway, Daviess, Floyd (1966), and Oldham (1965) Counties, and counties in- 

dicated by symbol W. 

. Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use a FN 

Quantity Average Quantity Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Sand: 
Structural. _.....--...-_..._----- 2,104 $2,119 $1.01 2,809 $2,945 $1.05 
Paving____._.-___-_-.-___-- -  __-- 1,499 1,308 87 1,352 1,296 -96 
Fill_.2 222 eee 800 475 .59 1,007 489 49 

Gravel: 
Structural......-.._..-.-.-.-.--- 1,383 1,423 1.03 1,302 1,355 1.04 
Paving.___-.-_..-...---_.-.----- 145 823 1.10 1,205 1,097 -91 
Fill... eee eee 161 89 55 153 82 54 

Total sand and gravel }________- 6,742 - 6,332 94 8,064 7,524 93 

1 Includes molding, engine, and other sands; railroad ballast (1965) and other gravel. 

Vermiculite—W. R. Grace & Co. exfoliat- Lead.—Byproduct recovery of lead con- 
ed vermiculite from other States at the centrate from fluorspar milling decreased 
Wilder plant. 36 percent. 

METALS : Pig Iron and Steel.—Armco Steel Corp. 
| produced foundry and basic pig iron at 

Mining and milling of metallic ores ac- Ashland; production declined 10 percent 
counted for less than 1 percent of the total below the 1965 record. Steel was produced 

value of mineral production in Kentucky. by Armco Steel Corp. at Ashland, Interlake 
Ferroalloys.—Shipments of ferroalloys, in- Steel Corp. at Newport, Green River Steel 

cluding ferromanganese, silicomanganese, Co. at Owensboro, and Kentucky Electric 
silvery pig iron, ferrosilicon, ferrochro- Steel Co. near Princess. Iron ore consumed 
mium, and ferrochromium-silicon, increased was 1 percent domestic and 99 percent im- 
51 percent over those of 1965. ported.
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Table 8.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by counties 

a tt 

1965 1966 

County 
eee 

. Short tons Value Short tons Value ns 

Allen_..__-___-------------------- WwW WwW 114,098 WwW 

Barren___..--------------------- WwW WwW 2138 ,000 WwW 

Bourbon_._..------------------- Ww WwW 153 ,351 WwW 

Boyle__.--.--------------------- 228 ,248 $354, 637 209 ,625 $324 ,634 

Butler. __...-------------------- WwW WwW . 81,611 WwW 

Calloway..-.-------------------- 208 , 606 ~. 312,787 WwW WwW 

Carter____._-_------------------ 415,605 571 ,625 504,414 667 , 016 

Casey___-.-.--------------------- 91,123 155 ,273 115,210 204,585 

Christian____-...---------------- 943 , 876 1,118,265 949 ,244 1,076,514 

Fayette__...-------------------- 1,073,420 1,530 ,961 1,191,833 1,483 ,610 

Fleming..._...------------------ WwW WwW 218 ,261 WwW 

Franklin_..___...---------------- WwW WwW 593 ,474 801 ,000 

Garrard__._._._------------------ 97,984 149 ,200 . 63 , 499 82 , 548 

Grayson_..__-------------------- W WwW 189 ,374 WwW 

Greenup_._...------------------- ~eoeeee poe eee 53,476 80 ,200 

Hardin___._..------------------- 2 ,280 , 628 2,580,672 1,271,428 1,629 ,000 

Harrison... _..------------~----- WwW WwW 185 ,304 WwW 

Hart__.__.__-_-_----------------- WwW WwW 134,449 201 ,673 

Jackson __.__._------------------- WwW WwW 73,600 110 ,000 

Jefferson____..------------------ 1,652 ,606 2,529 ,036 1,561,450 2,255,147 

Kenton__.__.--.---------------- 5,734 8,585 1,732 2,598 

Marion__...__------------------- 139 ,000 273 ,000 WwW WwW 

Meade. _.___--------------------- 887 ,271 1,328 , 747 991,155 1,336,500 

Menifee_..__...----------------- _ 85,845 138 , 922 88 , 434 136 , 160 

_ Mercer__...--------------------- WwW WwW 108 ,000 170 , 800 

Monroe_.-_.--------------------- 125 ,000 156 , 040 156 ,073 811,676 

Montgomery..-------------------- - %6,800 91,460 71,144 83 ,258 

Morgan. .._-.------------------- 478 , 067 564,072 445,408 712 ,232 

Nelson______--_------------------ WwW WwW 197 , 600 Ww 

Nicholas____--.----------------- 44,000 88 ,000 63 ,000 126 ,000 

Oldham_.____--.----------------- 508 , 000 620 , 200 853, 877 1,172,000 

Powell___.___-_------------------- wi. -W 209 , 564 309 , 938 

Simpson_.___-------------------- WwW WwW 81,250 WwW 

Trigg.._..---------------------- WwW WwW 172 ,000 215,000 

Warren_.___-------------------- WwW WwW 1,231,331 1,519 ,335 

Wayne__._---------------------- WwW WwW 90,311 WwW 

Other counties !____..------------ 16,686,761 21,960 ,902 10 ,029 , 264 16,167 ,331 

Total. ._.._-.._------------ 26 ,028 , 574 84,532 ,384 22 ,666 , 844 $1,178,755 

a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other counties.” 

1 Includes Adair, Anderson, Breckinridge, Caldwell, Clinton, Crittenden, Cumberland, Edmonson, Estill, 

Green, Harlan, Henry, Jessamine, Laurel, Lee, Letcher, Livingston, Logan, Madison, Metcalfe, Muhlenberg, 

Ohio, Pendleton, Pike, Pulaski, Rockcastle, Rowan (1965), Scott, Taylor (1966), Todd, Washington, and Wolfe 

Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Table 9.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

a 
1965 1966 
en ven 

Value Value 

Use — ———— 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 

Total - per ton Total per ton 
I a 

Concrete and roads____._. 19,969,952 $27,345,994 $1.37 17,964,878 $24,424,998 $1.36 

Agstone._____----------- 2,221,865 3,120,335 1.40 1,923,659 2,929,806 1.52 

Railroad ballast___._.---- WwW WwW WwW 341 ,078 407 , 400 1.19 

Stone sand___._-.------- 32 , 400 35 ,246 1.09 WwW WwW WwW 

Other uses !____________-- 8,804,357 4,030,809 1.06 2,487,229 3,416,551 1.40 
nn ME 

Total._...__.----- 26,028,574 34,532,384 1.33 22,666,844 31,178,755 1.38 

a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other uses.” 

1 Includes riprap, asphalt filler (1965), cement, fertilizer filler (1966), and other uses, and uses indicated 

by symbol W. 

Silver—Byproduct recovery of silver increased 16 percent above the 1965 record. 

from milling of fluorspar ore decreased 44 Most of the zinc was produced by Eagle- 

percent. Picher Co. at the Hutson mine. Some zinc 
was recovered as a byproduct of fluorspar 

Zinc.—Production of zinc concentrates milling.
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, REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Of the 120 counties, 108 reported pro- Barren.—J. F. Pace Construction Co. 
duction, one more than in 1965. The lead- crushed limestone for concrete, roads, ag- 
ing counties were the large coal and petro- stone, and other uses. | 
leum _— producers, Pike, © Muhlenberg, 
Hopkins, Harlan, Floyd, Letcher and Bell.—Leading producers of coal were 
Union, which supplied 58 percent of the Mountain Drive Coal Corp. (No. I-C strip | 
State total mineral value. In addition to mine), Round’ Mountain Coal Co. Inc. 

_ detailed county production listed in table (No. 1 strip mine), and Brownies Creek 
10, natural gas and natural gas liquids, of Colleries, Inc. (No. 1 strip mine) . 
undetermined county origin, were pro- . _ 
duced. Boone.—Standard Materials Corp. (Belle- 

. | | view mine), R. W. Greene, Jr., Sand & 
> Adair.—Shamrock Stone Co. (Butler and Gyavel, Inc. (Burlington mine), Kentucky Patton quarries) crushed limestone for sand Co. (Taylorsport mine) and Cooke 
concrete, roads, and agricultural stone (ag- Aggregate, Inc. (Petersburg mine) mined 
stone) . sand and gravel for structural, paving, and 
Allen.—McLellan Stone Co. (Scottsville fill uses. Great Lakes Carbon Corp. of Ken- 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, tucky expanded perlite at the Florence 
roads, and agstone. plant for use in man ufacturing insulation 

board. 
Anderson.—Kentucky Stone Co. (Tyrone 

mine) crushed limestone for concrete, Bourbon.—Quincy Quarries, Inc., crushed 
roads, agstone, and railroad ballast. limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Kentucky, by counties ! 

eee 
County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 2 

Adair. ___...------ 2-2 Le WwW W Limestone, petroleum. 
Allen... 2-22-22 ee WwW W Petroleum, limestone. 
Anderson_._____._______. WwW W Limestone. 
Ballard.........._-..___- $18,000 $19,000 Sand and gravel. 
Barren___._...---._----- WwW W Limestone, petroleum. 
Bath.___-_.....--_-_- -- 12,099 11,879 Petroleum. 
Bell__.....-.-2-2-_ 2 __e- 6,891,974 8,491,703 Coal, petroleum. 
Boone... ee 1,340,000 1,922,000 Sand and gravel. 
Bourbon... ___ 2-2 WwW W Limestone. 
Boyd.___.-_.--.--------- 195,544 120,263 Coal, miscellaneous clay, petroleum. 
Boyle__....__-.._---__ __- 354,637 324,634 Limestone. 
Breathitt__......._____-_ 1,566,176 2,372,985 Coal, petroleum. 
Breckinridge____._...___- WwW W Limestone, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Bullitt. _..- 2-2-2 ee WwW W Miscellaneous clay. 
Butler.__._..-_---..-_-_- WwW ‘W Coal, petroleum, limestone. 
Caldwell. ....-.----_---- WwW W Limestone, coal. 
Calloway_.._..---.-_-_-- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Carlisle. ._____--_--_--__.- 16 ,000 16,000 Sand and gravel. 
Carter____-_-_..-______- 1,367,955 1,288,200 Limestone, fire clay, coal. 
Casey..__-...--.----- +e 190,051 228,428 Limestone, petroleum. 
Christian_____..-_-._.._-___ 2,488,718 2,011,847 Limestone, petroleum, coal, miscellaneous clay. 
Clay._.--...-.-.- +  -- 5,954,240 5,151,925 Coal, petroleum. 
Clinton.._.--.-.-_------ Ww W Petroleum, limestone, coal. 
Crittenden____.____.___-_- WwW W Limestone, fluorspar, zinc, petroleum, lead. 
Cumberland___________-- WwW W Petroleum, limestone. 
Daviess. ._-.__._-_-.-.-- WwW Ww Coal, petroleum, sand and gravel, miscellaneous 

clay. 
Edmonson..___.___.__--- WwW W Native asphalt, limestone, petroleum. 
Elliott... 2.222222 195 , 504 160,582 Petroleum, coal. 
Bstill. -.--_. 2-2 2 ee WwW W Petroleum, limestone. 
Fayette._._.............. | 1,580,961 1,483,610 Limestone. 
Fleming... _._....__._--- WwW WwW Do. 

' Floyd_--.--.--..---..--- 26,209,557 W Coal, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Franklin. 2.2... .---__-- WwW 801,000 Limestone. 
Fulton. _.-... 222-2 ee 14,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Gallatin. __..--__--.____- WwW WwW Do. 
Garrard___.__.__..--___- 149 ,200 82,548 Limestone. 
Graves____....._-_..--__ WwW W Ball clay, sand and gravel. 
Grayson____.__.________- WwW W Limestone. 
Green__. 2.2 ee Ww W Petroleum, limestone. 
Greenup._.._____________ 322,990 W Limestone, fire clay, petroleum.
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Kentucky, by counties '—Continued 

rr ste RS LE 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value? _- 
a LL LD 

Hancock....--_--------- $790 ,956 $733,173 Petroleum, miscellaneous clay. 
Hardin__.._..-_._-_-_--- 2,580,672 1,629,000 Limestone. 
Harlan__._____-__.------ WwW W Coal, limestone. 
Harrison.._.-._..__-.--- WwW W Limestone. 
Hart_.._.-.-_-___-_..-_--- WwW 318,064 Limestone, petroleum. 
Henderson__.__---------- WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel, coal. 
Henry. _.__------------- WwW W Limestone. 
Hickman.-__---.--------- 14,000 14,000 Sand and gravel. . 
Hopkins......---.------- 37,002,463 37,942,336 Coal, petroleum. 
Jackson___.-.-----.----- WwW 263,036 Coal, limestone, petroleum. 
Jefferson... ___-.----_---- WwW W Cement, limestone, sand and gravel, miscellane- 

ous clay. 
Jessamine____-.--------- WwW . W Limestone. 
Johnson_.__..----------- 2,162,910 3,530,988 Petroleum, coal. 
Kenton_..._.--.--------- 8,585 2,598 Limestone. 
Knott___.2.--_-_--------- 7,488,187 8,933,753 Coal, petroleum. 
Knox. __._--------------: WwW . W Coal, miscellaneous clay, petroleum. 
Laurel__._..___-_-------- Ws W Coal, limestone, petroleum. 
Lawrence__.___-_---.---- 1,506,336 1,452,280 Petroleum. 
Lee___...--.------------ ‘WwW W Petroleum, limestone, coal. 
Leslie. __._.....-__.----- 7,785,939 5,755,526 Coal, petroleum. 
Letcher_.__....--------- WwW W Coal, limestone, petroleum. 
Lineoln__.._--._--------- 12 , 432. 5,902 Petroleum. . 
Livingston_.._..--------- WwW WwW Limestone, zine, fluorspar, lead, sand and gravel, 

silver. 
Logan___.___.----------- wW W Limestone, petroleum. 
Lyon___.__-.__---------- eee 11,000 Sand and gravel. 
Madison___..-.--------- WwW W Limestone. 
Magoffin.____.---------- 2,299 , 863 2,257,288 Petroleum, coal. 
Marion__...-._---------- 273 ,000 W Limestone, petroleum. _ 
Marshall.______--------- 88 ,000 88,000 Sand and gravel. 
Martin___._____--------- 1,374,632 1,922,147 Coal, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Mason_-______.-.-------- 111,000 116,000 Sand and gravel. 
McCracken.__...-------- WwW W Do. 
McCreary. __..-.-------- 1,677,831 2,131,353 Coal, petroleum. 
McLean....__----------- 4,318 ,027 3,478,659 Petroleum. 
Meade__.___------------ 1,328,747 1,336,500 Limestone. 
Menifee_.__.._.--------- 142 ,363 138,662 Limestone, petroleum. 
Mercer__.__------------- WwW 170,800 Limestone. 
Metealfe__....---------- WwW W Petroleum, limestone. 
Monroe_.____..--------- 222 ,015 948 , 547 Do. 
Montgomery.-.-.--------- 91,460 83,258 Limestone. 
Morgan. .___.._--------- 853 , 408 875,610 Limestone, coal, petroleum. 
Muhienberg._..--.------ WwW W Coal, petroleum, limestone. 
Nelson. _.._...---------- WwW W Limestone. 
Nicholas_._..-.--------- 88 ,000 126 ,000 Do. ; 
Ohio___...._.----------- WwW W Coal, petroleum, limestone. 
Oldham_.._------------- WwW 1,172,000 Limestone. 
Owsley_....------------- 13 ,352 2,784 Petroleum. 
Pendleton___......------ WwW W Limestone. 
Perry....--------------- 16,370,062 19,757,911 Coal, petroleum. 
Pike____..._.----------- WwW W Coal, petroleum, limestone. 
Powell. _.--------------- WwW W Limestone, petroleum, miscellaneous clay. 
Pulaski__....__.....----- WwW W Coal, limestone. 
Rockceastle._.._...------- WwW W Limestone, coal. 
Rowan__.__._.-__------- 468 ,380 W Fire clay, miscellaneous clay. 
Russell__.._...-...-.----- 5 384 2,750 Petroleum. 
Scott. ._.--------------- WwW W Limestone. 
Simpson._....---.------- WwW W Limestone, petroleum. 
Taylor__..._..-.-_------ 3,495 WwW Do. 
Todd_._.-.------------- WwW WwW Do. 
Trigg. .-._-------------- WwW 215,000 Limestone. 
Trimble-._-------------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Union_...._-..-...------ 26,481,656 28,176,152 Coal, petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Warren_._______-_------ WwW 1,609,039 Limestone, petroleum. 
Washington______.--_--- WwW W Limestone. 
Wayne__._________------ WwW W Limestone, petroleum, coal. 
Webster________-____---- 3,636,857 6,340,940 Petroleum, coal. 
Whitley_._._.._._-_------ 2,197 ,578 1,726,789 Coal, petroleum. 
Wolfe______-___-_------- WwW W Petroleum, limestone. 
Undistributed #___._._._... 296,270,809 340,665,101 

Total_...._.._.....- 466,381,000 498,364,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1 Excludes natural gas and natural gas liquids; included with “Undistributed.”’ The following counties did 

not report production: Bracken, Campbell, Carroll, Clark, Grant, Larue, Lewis, Owen, Robertson, Shelby, 
Spencer, and Woodford. 

2 Other than natural gas and natural gas liquids. 
3 Includes natural gas, natural gas liquids, and values indicated by symbol W.
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Table 11.—Oil and gas wells drilled, by counties 

Development wells Wildcat wells 

County ; Total Completed Total Completed 
Drilled depth, ——————————- Drilled depth, —-————————— 

feet Oil Gas feet Oil Gas 

Adair. _....----------------- 8 3,241 2 _- 23 13 , 642 _- -- 
Allen. ..._-_---.--------.---- 23 8,723 7 _- 11 6,096 _- -- 
Barren_._.._.---------------- 10 4,327 3 _- 85 40,973 1 1 
Boyd_...-.----------------- _— -_- | _- _- 2 6,690 _- 2 
Breathitt....-.-------------- 4 6,493 _. 3 2 3,335 _- 1 
Breckinridge_....--.---.----- 9 4,267 _- _ 2 2,286 _- _- 
Bullitt_....----------------- _- _- _- _- 1 150 _- _- 
Butler___._.--------.------- 15 6 , 585 10 _- 3 3,301 _- _- 
Campbell__..--------------- -- _- _- _- 1 3,602 _- -- 
Carter......-.-_-----.------ _- _- _- oe 1 5,252 _- _- 
Casey___..-.----.--.-------- _- -- _- _- 9 8,885 _- _- 
Christian__..-..._..-....----- 4 2,346 1 -- 5 6 ,425 _- _- 

; Clark____...----...-..------ _- _- _- _- 1 2,775 _- 1 
Clay._....---------..------- 28 62 ,250 5 9 12 30 , 838 1 3 
Clinton___..--....._.------- 20 15 ,955 11 _- 1 15,316 3 _- 
Crittenden___-.-_...._.-.---- -- _ _- _- A 4,967 _- _- 
Cumberland. -.-._.._..------ 34 16,019 11 _- 29 16 ,397 5 -- 

Daviess -------------------- 93 122,836 50 _. 27 = 44,605 4 77 
Edmonson_...--_..-.-------- -- _ _- _- 1 3,131 -- _- 
Elliott_...------------------ 9 9 , 782 7 -_- 5 4,505 2 _- 
Estill. ...--.---------------- 21 19 ,281 19 _- 5 5,053 _- _- 
Floyd__..------------------- 5 13 , 467 _- 4 3 6,325 1 _- 
Garrard___------------------ 5 458 3 — 2 2,532 -- -- 
Grant__.__...-..------------- -- -- _- oe 1 3,557 _- _- 
Green.___.-_-.-------------- 53 21,895 50 _- 11 5,774 5 _- 
Greenup..--.-.-.------------ 1 829 1 _- 2 2,460 1 _- 
Haneock_-._.-.-_------------ 18 7,602 7 -. 4 3,397 __ -- 
Hardin_____._-_-.-_-_------- -- -- -- _- 7 7,461 _- -- 
Hart_._._..._-_---_-.------- 6 4 ,269 2 a. 4 3,707 1 __ 
Henderson..._.__.-.-.------- 65 110,280 34 _- 11 20,874 2 _- 
Hopkins__....-_-.-.-_------- 59 139,306 21 12 49 119,060 8 2 
Jackson. _._-_-_-.----------- -- a _- _- 2 3,983 _- -- 
Jessamine_...-_-.-.-.------- © _-- -- _- _- 1 5,800 _- -- 
Johnson. ___..-__.---_------- 22 34,804 10 8 2 4,941 _- 1 
Knott__....._--_---.-_------- 15 36 , 406 _- 14 —_ _- _- _- | 
Laurel_....-__.._.----------- -- -- -- -- 5 15,179 3 -- | 
Lawrence._.___..._-_-------- 15 - 21,629 6 9 4 %,763 1 2 
Lee___.--___-____-_-_------- 11 11,261 11 _. _- _- _- _- 
Letcher. _--_---------------- 18 47,436 _- 12 i 4,071 _- i | 
Logan..-.-...___..---------- -- -- -- _- 1 210 _- —_ 
Magoffin. __._._._..._------- 18 18,178 16 1 3 4,670 -- -- 
Marion___________-_-_------- 2 280 _- _- 3 5,860 _- _- 
Martin_.________.-_-_------- 7 16 , 573 _- 7 _ _- _- _- 
McCreary. ___-__----.------- 2 740 1 _- 3 4,452 _- _- 
MecLean_______._...--------- 46 17,496 17 _- 19 39 ,814 2 1 
Menifee______.._____.------- -- -- _- _- 2 2,066 _- _- 
Metcalfe. ___._._-_-..------- 52 17,471 20 _- 50 28,170 3 i 
Monroe. ____._-.__------------ 187 74,822 85 2 221 110,661 11 1 
Montgomery____...---------- -- -- -- _- 5 3,206 i _- 
Muhlenberg. ..__...--------- 45 64,625 14 10 21 85,469 -- -- 
Ohio___.._....._-_---------- 69 48 ,900 28 1 18 21,494 . 1 _- 
Owen. ________._-_.---------- -- -- _- _- 3 4,003 -- -- 
Pendleton.____.___..-------- -- -- -- -- 1 400 -- -- 
Perry_.-...___..-..--------- 28 96 ,302 1 26 1 2,715 1 _- 
Pike__..-....___..---------- 19 65 , 989 _- 18 _- -- _- _- 
Powell. ....___.-_-_---.----- 5 3,541 3 _- 2 5,074 _- _- 
Pulaski__...__.__...-.------- -- _- -- -- 2 3,682 1 -- 
Rockeastle_____.__.._-------- -- -- -- -- 1 2,750 _- -- 
Rowan__._____..--.--------- 2 785 2 -- 1 3,353 _- _- 
Russell___._..-...---.------- -- -- -- -- 2 2,051 1 _- 
Simpson._._.._....---------- -- -- _- _- 4 2,670 -- -- 
Taylor...._._._______-------- 1 587 _- _- 1 485 _- _- 
Todd__._____..__-.--------- -- -- -- -- 2 2,641 _- -- 
Union___________.-_-_------- 164 363,321 95 _- 71 190,348 20 1 
Warren. _.. .___-_---.-------- -- -- -- _- 6 7,498 1 _- 
Wayne____________-_-------- 8 8,749 6 _- 14 13 , 484 1 _- 
Webster_______._.-_.__------ 46 102,807 23 _- 14 37,310 T _- 
Whitley. __________-_-.-.---- 6 7,433 -- 4 8 10,820 1 _- 
Wolfe______.-._---_--_--------- 13 19 , 769 _- 10 1 4,772 _- _- 

Source: American Association of Petroleum Geologists. | 

|
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Boyd.—Big Run Coal & Clay Co. (Big Carter.—Acme Stone Co. Inc. (Olive Hill 
Run strip mine) and Rush Coal Co. (No. quarry), Valley Stone Co., Inc. (Olive Hill 

: 1 strip mine) mined bituminous coal. Big quarry), Standard Slag Co. (Carter quarry), 
Run Coal & Clay Co. (Princess mine) and Smith’s Branch Stone Co. (Coalton 
mined miscellaneous clay for manufactur- quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 
ing brick. | roads, and agstone. Eight mines produced 

Armco: Steel Corp. produced pig iron fire clay for firebrick and block, and fire 

and steel at the Ashland plant. Kentucky clay mortar. The leading producers were 
Electric Steel Co. produced steel near Prin-  Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. (Brinegar 
cess. Allied Chemical Corp. produced by- strip mine) and General Refractories Co. 
product coke. (Grahn and Grefco Bennett strip mines) 

: _ Elliott County Mining Co. (No. 6 mine). 
Boyle.—Caldwell Stone Co. Inc. (Dan- and Lost Creek Coal Co. (No. 1 mine) were | 

ville quarry) and Boyle County Highway the only coal producers. 
Department (Perryville quarry) crushed . 
linxestone for Snare, roads, ond agstone. c asey-—Casey Stone Co, (Bethel Ridge 

: : mine) crushed limestone for concrete, 

Breathitt—The leading producing coal roads, and agstone. 

mines were Trail Run Coal Co. (No. 1 Christian.—Hopkinsville Stone Co. Inc. 
strip mine), Breathitt County Coal Corp.  (qyopkinsville quarry), Christian Quarries, 

: (No. 1 strip mine), and Terry Elkhorn jy.” (Hopkinsville quarry), and. Harry 
Mining Co. (No. 4 strip mine) . Berry, Inc. (Fort Campbell quarry) crushed 

Breckinridge.—Kentucky Stone Co. (Web- limestone for concrete, roads, agstone, and 

ster quarry) and White Stone Co. (Har- ‘prap. Auger Mining Co. (No. 2 and No. 3 
dinsburg quarry) crushed limestone for Mines) produced coal. Dalton Bros. Brick 
concrete, roads, railroad ballast, and ag- ©0. mined miscellaneous clay. 
stone. Cloverport Sand & Gravel Co. pro- Clay.—Shamrock Coal Co. (No. 15 

| duced sand and gravel. mine), and Mountain Clay, Inc. (No. 1 
Bullitt—Ohio River Sand Co. (Shep- strip mine) were the leading coal pro- 

herdsville mine) mined miscellaneous clay ducers in the county. 
for lightweight aggregates. Clinton.—Shamrock, Inc. (Caldwell quarry) 
Butler—The leading coal pro ducers were Ctushed limestone for concrete, roads, and 

Key-Wils on Co. Inc. (Key No. 2 strip agstone. M & G Coal Co. (No. 3 mine) and 
mine), Skoog & Stuart Coal Co. (No. 2 ross Coal Co. (No. 2A mine) produced 

mine) , and M. R. Melton Coal Co. (Green coa". 
River No. 2 mine). Gary Bros. Crushed Crittenden.—Alexander Stone Co. Ine. 
Stone Co. (Morgantown quarry) crushed crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and 
limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. agstone. Minerva Oil Co. and Marion 

Caldwell.—Cedar Bluff Stone Co. Inc. Chemical Co. mined fluorspar. 

(Princeton mine) and Fredonia Valley Cumberland.—Shamrock Stone, Inc. (Wells 
Quarries, Inc. (Fredonia quarry) , crushed quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 
limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. joads, and agstone. 
Auger Mining Co. (Caldco mine) mined 
coal. Daviess—The leading coal producers 

. . were Green Coal Co. (K~9 strip mine) and 
Calloway. — Greenville Quarries, Inc, Morris Enterprises (Morris strip mine). 

crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and : . 
. Owensboro River Sand & Gravel Co. and 

agstone. Calloway County Highway Depart- Daviess County Sand & Gravel C ‘ned 
ment and the State highway department aviess Vounty san travel (0. Tine 
mined paving gravel. Murray Silica Sand sand and gravel for structural, paving and 

Co. mined molding and miscellaneous in- fill uses. Joseph L. Clark Tile Co. (Mosely- 
dustrial sand. ville mine) mined miscellaneous clay for 

. use in heavy clay products. 
Campbell.—_W.. R. Grace & Co. exfoliated 

crude vermiculite, and expanded perlite at Edmonson.—McLellan Stone Co. (Park 
the Wilder plant. Interlake Steel Corp. City quarry) and Nolin Stone Co. (Bee 
produced steel at Newport. Springs quarry) crushed limestone for con-
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crete, roads, and agstone. Gripstop Corp. C. H. Chaney Clay Co. (No. 5 mine) 
(Indian Creek mine) mined. asphaltic mined fire clay. 

sandstone for road surfacing. Hancock.—Four mines produced miscel- 
. Estill—Estill County Stone Co. Ine. laneous clay for heavy clay products. Hars- 

mined limestone for concrete, roads, and co Corp. (No. 1 mine) and Owensboro 
agstone. Brick & Tile Co. were the leading produc- 

. . ing mines. | 
Fayetre.—Vulcan Materials Co. (Lexing- ; ; 

ton quarry) , Central Rock Co. Inc. (Lex- Hardin.—Four quarries produced lime- 
ington quarry and mine), and Blue Grass Stone for concrete, roads, and agstone. The 

Stone Co. crushed limestone for concrete, leading producers were Kentucky Stone Co. 
roads, and agstone. (Upton quarry) , Osborn Bros. Quarry Co. 

and Waters Construction Co. (Elizabeth- 
Fleming.—Gorman Construction Co., Inc. town quarry) . 

(a cote. toate wy agstone Himestone for Harlan.—Harlan County ranked fourth 
in the State in value of mineral produc- 

Floyd.—Floyd County ranked fifth in the tion. The leading producing coal mines 

State in value of mineral production. The were United States Steel Co. (No. 32 and 

leading producing coal mines were Island No. 7 South Main mines). and Internation- 

Creek Coal Co. (Buckingham mine), Cedar al Harvester Co. (No. 10 mine). Nally & 
Creek Coal Co. Inc. (Cedar Creek No. 9 Boone Stone Co. (Harlan quarry) crushed 
mine), and Island Creek Coal Co., Inc. limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

(Price No. 2 mine). Mare Creek Sand Co. Harrison.—Genet Stone Co. Inc. (Cyn 
(Allen mine) produced structural sand. . . oe 

: thiana quarry) crushed limestone for con- 
Franklin.—Falls City Concrete & Stone crete, roads, and agstone. 

Co., at three mines, crushed limestone for Hart.—Hart Stone Co. (Horse Cave 

concrete, roads, and agstone. quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 

Fulton.—Hickman Sand & Gravel Co. roads, and agstone. 

and the State highway department pro- Henderson.—Evansville Materials, Ine. 
duced sand and gravel. dredged sand and gravel for construction 

Gallatin.—Standard Materials Corp.(War- and fill purposes. The leading coal pro- 
saw mine) mined sand and gravel for build- ducers were Dolph Hazelwood Coal Co. 
ing and paving. (No. 3 mine) , Goldberry Coal Co. (No. 2 

mine), and Peckenpaugh & Hazelwood 
Garrard.—Camp Nelson Stone, Inc. (Lan- (gal Co. (No. 1 mine) . 

caster quarry), crushed limestone for con- 
crece and roads. Henry.—Geoghegan & Mathis, Inc. (Lock- 

port quarry) crushed limestone for con- 
Graves.—Kentucky-Tennessee Clay (Co. crete, roads, and agstone. 

and Old Hickory Clay Co. (Hickory and | 
Lampkin mines) mined ball clay for | Hopkins——Hopkins County ranked third 
whiteware, art pottery, floor and wall tile, in the State in total value of mineral pro- 
enameling, foundries and steel works, plas- duction. The leading producing coal mines 
tics, and other uses. The State highway de- were Island Creek Coal Co. (East Diamond 
partment mined paving gravel. mine), Pittsburg & Midway Coal Co. (Co- 

lonial strip mine) and Island Creek Coal 
Grayson.—Ragland Quarry, Inc. (Rag- Co. (Fies mine) . 

land No. 2 quarry) and Rogers and 
Brunnhoeffer (Grayson County quarry) Jackson.—M. A. Walker Co., Inc. (Indian 

crushed limestone for concrete and road- Creek and Clover Bottom mines) crushed 
stone. limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

The leading producing coal mines were 
Green.—Nally & Gibson Quarries, Inc. Hamm Coal Co. (No. 4 mine) , Hamm 

(Greensburg quarry), crushed limestone (Coal Co. (No. 3 mine), and T. R. Marcum 

for concrete, roads, and agstone. Coal Co. (No. 2 mine). 

Greenup.—Greenup Stone Co. crushed Jefferson.—Kosmos Portland Cement Co. 
limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. produced masonry and portland cements at
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the Kosmosdale plant. Limestone was’ were the leading producing coal mines. Le-. 
crushed at three quarries and one mine. visa Stone Corp. (Jenkins quarry) and 
The major producers were Vulcan Materi- Hurricane Gap Quarries, Inc., crushed 
als Co. (Okolona quarry), Louisville limestone for concrete and roads. 
Crushed Stone Co. Inc. (Louisville os : 
quarry), and Falls City Stone Co. (Fern G. ade Re rushed T, a Co. 
Creek quarry) . Four producers mined sand (Gran ives quarry) an Fee NIVETS 
and gravel for structural, paving, fill, and Rock Co. (Smithland quarry) quarried 
other uses. Ohio River Sand Co. Inc., Nu- limestone for riprap, concrete, roadstone, 
gent Sand Co., and E. T. Slider, Inc., were agstone, and railroad ballast. Calvert City 

| the leading producers. Kosmos Portland Chemical Co. mined and milled. fluorspar 
Cement Co. (Kosmosdale mine) and Gen- at the Dyer’s Hill maine and treated the 
eral Shale Products (Coral Ridge mine) concentrate in the Mexico mill in Critten- 

mined miscellaneous clay for use in cement sen wounty to recover acid-gr ace wine 
manufacture and heavy clay products. Na- ancy Hanks Mines, Inc., produced MuOT: — 
tional Carbide Co. regenerated lime for ‘*P4? at the Nancy Hanks mine. Byproduct 
chemical and industrial uses at its Louis- crushed limestone, and zinc and lead con- 
ville plant. | centrates were recovered from fluorspar 

milling. A small quantity of silver was re- 
Jessamine.—Kentucky Stone Co. crushed covered from the concentrates. Eagle-Picher 

_ limestone at High Bridge for concrete, Co. mined and milled high-grade zinc ore 
roads, and agstone. at the Hutson mine. The State highway 

Johnson.—Geoglein Coal Co. (3G strip department mined gravel for paving. 

mine), Triple G Coal Co. (No. 1 strip Logan.—Kentucky Stone Co. (Russellville 
mine), and Tudor Key Coal Co. (No. 1 mine) and Kemp Stone Co. (Russellville 
mine) were the leading coal producers. quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 

- _Kenton.—Franxman Bros. crushed lime- Yoadstone, agstone, and railroad ballast. 

stone for roadstone. Madison.—Boonesboro Quarry, Inc., 
Knott.—Leading coal producers were mined limestone at Boonesboro for .con- 

Mountain -Top Stripping Co., Inc. (No. 1 crete, roadstone, and agstone. 
strip mine) , Caperton Coal Co. (Caperton Mavoffin.—The leading coal producers 

mine) , and Pine Bluff Coal Co. (No. 1 were "Ken Lick Coal Co, (No. y auger 
auger mine) . mine), Terry Elkhorn Mining Co. (No. 3 
Knox.—Brownies Creek Coal Co. (No. 2 strip mine), and Oakley Coal Co. (No. 1 

mine) , Co-Op Coal Co. (No. 1 mine), and mine). | | 
Hill Coal Co. (No. 1 mine) were the lead- Marion._-Lebanon Stone Co. Inc. and 
ing coal producers. Corbin Brick Co. Inc. word x Montgomery (Lebanon quarry) 

mined miscellaneous clay for brick. crushed limestone at Lebanon for concrete, 
Laurel.—Kentucky Stone Co. (Laurel roadstone, and agstone. 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete and . 
roadstone. Coal was produced by Margin me Nd een te ee 
Coal Co. (No. 4 mine) and London Fuel . paving & fc on 
Co. (No. 3 mine). bide Co. regenerated lime for chemical and 

industrial uses at the Calvert City plant. 
Lee.—Kentucky Stone Co. (Yellow Rock Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co. produced fer- 

mine) crushed limestone for concrete, roalloys at the Calvert City plant. New 
roadstone, railroad ballast, and agstone. York Mining & Manufacturing Co. pro- 
Coal was produced by Congleton Bros. duced metallurgical coke. 
Coal Co., Inc. (No. 5 Pacemaker mine) . Martin—The leading coal producers 

Leslie—The leading producing coal were Wolf Creek Colliers, Peter Cove Coal 
mines were Deby Coal Co. (No. 2 mine) Co. (No. 1 mine) and Francis & Sons Coal 
and Finley Coal Co. (No. 9 and No. 10 Co. (No. 3 mine). Sands of Rockcastle 
mines) . Creek, Inc., mined sand for building and 

_ Letcher.—Beth-Elkhorn Corp. (No. 22 paving. 

mine) , Scotia Coal Co. (Scotia mine) , and Mason.—J. F. Hardyman mined sand and 
South East Coal Co. (Polly No. 4 mine) — gravel for structural, paving, and fill uses.
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McCracken.—Federal Materials Co., Inc. Ohio.—Peabody Coal Co.’s Homestead, 
(Paducah mine) mined sand and gravel Ken, and Ken No. 3 strip mines were the 
for building and paving. leading coal’ producers. Fort MHartford 
McCreary.—The leading producing coal Stone Co., Inc. and State Contracting & 

mines were worked by B. R. Campbell & Stone Co. crushed limestone for concrete, 
Son, Inc. (No. 16-2, No. 21, and No. 23 roadstone, railroad ballast, agstome, and 

mines) . . riprap at Hartford. — 

Meade.—Kosmos Portland Cement Co. Oldham.—Ohio River Stone Co. (Pros- 
crushed limestone for use in its cement Pect mine), Liter’s Quarry, Inc. (Crest- 
plant at Kosmosdale. Owensboro River Wood mine), and Joe Clark Stone Co. 
Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. (Riverside mine) (Clark quarry) crushed limestone for con- 
and Osborne Bros. Quarry Co. (Doe Run “rete, roadstone, and agstone. 
quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, Pendleton.—Geoghegan & Mathis, Ine. : 

roads, and agstone. (Butler and Falmouth quarries) crushed 
Menifee—A. W. Walker & Son (Indian limestone for concrete, roadstone, and ag- 

Creek quarry) crushed limestone for con- Stone. 

crete, roads, and agstone. Perry.—Blue Diamond Coal Co. (Leath- 
Mercer. — Mercer Stone Co. (Mercer erwood No. I mine) , Blair Fork Coal Co. 

quarry) and the county highway depart- (Blair Fork mine) and Black Eagle Coal 

ment crushed limestone for concrete, road- Co. (No. | auger mine) were the leading 
stone, and agstone. coal producers. , 

Metcalfe.—Montgomery & Co. (Chapman Pike.—Pike County ranked first in total 
quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, value of mineral production. Eastern Coal , 
roadstone, and agstone. Corp. (Stone mine), Kentland Elkorn Coal 

Monroe.—Trico Stone, Inc. (Monroe Corp. (Kentland No. I mine) and Republic 
Steel Corp. (Republic mine). were the lead- 

quarry), crushed limestone for concrete, Ts 
roadstone, and agstone. ing coal producers. Johnson Bros. Lime- 

: , stone Co. crushed limestone for concrete 
Montgomery.—Montgomery County Stone and _ roads. 

Co. (Mount Sterling Quarry) crushed | 
limestone for concrete, roadstone, and ag- Powell.—A. W. Walker & Son (No. 213 
stone. quarry) and Natural Bridge Stone Co., Inc. 

crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and 
Morgan.— Magoffin, Johnson & Morgan  agstone. H. B. Sipple Brick Co. (Ponderosa | 

Stone Co. Kentucky Road Oiling Co. No 1 mine) and Big Run Coal & Clay Co. 
(Wrigley quarry), and Licking River Lime- (west Bend mine) mined miscellaneous 
stone Co. (Zag quarry) crushed limestone clay for use in heavy clay products. 
for concrete, roadstone, and agstone. Bran- 

ham Coal Co. (No. 2 strip mine) was the Pulaski.—Strunk Construction, Inc. (Tate- 
leading coal producer. ville quarry) and Somerset Stone Co., Inc. 
Muhlenberg.—Muhlenberg County ranked crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and 

second in the State in total value of miner- 288tone. The leading coal producers were 
al production. The leading producing coal Cumberland net on Co., Inc. (No. I 
mines were Peabody Coal Co. (Sinclair mine): and I N h an dy Cc oal Co., Ine. 
strip mine) , and Peabody Coal Co. (Vogue (No. 4H and No. 4I strip mines). | 
strip mine). Greenville Quarries, Inc., and Rockcastle-—Kentucky Stone Co. (Mul- 
AAA Stone Co., Inc., crushed limestone at ing and Mt. Vernon mines) crushed lime- 

Greenville for concrete, roadstone, and ag- stone for concrete, roads, railroad ballast, 
stone. and agstone. Crooked Creek Coal Co. (No. 
Nelson.—Geoghegan & Mathis, Inc. (Nel- 1 mine) produced coal. 

crete, hoadyone, and agstone for con- Rowan.—General Refractories Co. mined 
, fire clay at two strip mines for use in mak- 

Nicholas.—The county highway depart- ing firebrick and block. Lee Clay Products 
ment crushed limestone for concrete and  Co., Inc., mined miscellaneous clay for use 
roadstone. in heavy clay products.
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Scott—Nally & Gibson Stone Co. Tradewater Bar mines) and Union Sand & 
(Georgetown quarry) crushed limestone Gravel Co. (Morganfield mine) mined 
‘or concrete, roads, and agstone. sand and gravel for structural, paving, and 

Simpson. — Southern Stone Co., Inc. fill uses. 

(Franklin quarry), crushed limestone for Warren.—McLellan Stone Co. (Warren 
concrete, roads, and agstone. County quarry) and Gary Brothers Crushed 

| Taylor—Nally & Gibson Stone Co. Stone Co. crushed limestone for concrete, 

(Campbellsville quarry) crushed limestone roads, and agstone. 
for concrete, roads, and agstone. _ Washington.—Nally & Gibson Stone Co. 

Todd—Kentucky Stone Co. (Todd (Washington quarry) crushed limestone 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, for concrete, roads, and agstone. 
roads, and agstone. | Wayne.—Reynolds Coal Co. (No. 2 
Trigg.—Ce dar Bluff Stone Co., Inc, mine) , produced coal. Bassett Products Co. 

crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and — 
agstone. | : agstone. | | 

Trimble—Standard Materials Corp. (Mil. Websters “Pyro Mining Co. (Pyro mine) 
ton mine) produced sand and gravel for was the ca Ing coal producer. 
building, paving, and fill uses. Whitley.— Royal Jellico Coal Co. (No. 1 

Union.—The leading coal producers were me ie Peaks Coal Co. o “3 mine) ° 
"Pittsburgh & Midway Coal Mining Co. (De- 200 Collins & Peace Woal Go. (No. 5 mine) 
Koven mine), Island Creek Coal Co. (Un- were the leading coal producers. 

iontown mine), and Pittsburgh & Midway Wolfe.—Porter Construction Co. (Rogers 
| Coal Mining Co. (DeKoven No. 6 mine). quarry) crushed limestone for concrete and 

Delta Materials Co. (Shawneetown Bar and roads.
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The Mineral Industry of Louisi 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 
of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Louisiana Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. | 

By Owen W. Jones‘ and Leo W. Hough? — 

Louisiana’s mineral industry, with an out- Trends and Developments.—Industrial in- 
put value of $3.4 billion, 15 percent more vestment and spending in Louisiana in 
than the 1965 value, maintained its impor- 1966 continued its upward spiral to a 7 
tant position in the economy of the State record 10-year high. Since 1962, the State 
and of the Nation. For the ninth consecu- has experienced an unbroken rise in indus- 
tive year Louisiana ranked second nation- trial spending. The Louisiana State Board 
wide to Texas in value of mineral produc- of Commerce and Industry approved ad 
tion. New records were achieved in output valorem tax exemption applications repre- 
of crude petroleum, natural gas, natural senting a total investment of $496.5 mul- 
gas liquids, sulfur, salt, sand and gravel, lion. Not included in this total is more 
stone, and clay. than $545.5 million in new facilities 
Hydrocarbon fuels—crude petroleum, ($429.5 million of this involved chemical 

natural gas, and natural gas liquids—fur- _ processing installations) announced in 1966 
nished 94 percent of the total value of but not yet under construction at yearend. 
mineral output. Discovery of 60 oilfields Chemical and petroleum processing facil- 
and gasfields (34 onshore and 26 offshore) _ities accounted for 52.4 percent of the total 
increased proved recoverable reserves of the industrial development investment during 
fuels to new highs despite record produc- the year. More than $261 million went into 
tion rates. In quantity of reserves added = —~ 
during 1966, Louisiana ranked first in the 1 Petroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Bart- 
Nation in crude petroleum, second in nat- lesville, | Okla, st, Louisiana Geolori al S 

ural gas liquids, and third in natural gas. Baton Rosse, fa ee 

| Table 1.—Mineral production in Louisiana ‘ a 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value | Vaiue 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clay_..-............-...-.--.-thousand short tons_- 909 $986 1,005 $983 
Lime. ___---_-----.--------_--------------d0...- 842 9,980 835 9,274 
Natural gas__._....-.----------million cubic feet__ 4,466,786 812,955 5,081,485 $29 ,902 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products 
thousand gallons... 1,481,836 102,731 1,562,075 113,802 

LP gases. ....-------------------------do.--- 1,300,038 46,101 1,469,716 72,016 
Petroleum (crude)....-.-thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 594,853 1,841,714 674,318 2,097 ,129 
Salt__........____-_-.-.._.-_thousand short tons_.-. 8,126 41,812 8,736 44,189 
Sand and gravel___.-_-----_.----------------do.-.- 14,298 16,405 18,216 22,504 
Stone (shell)._....-------------------------d0---- 7,452 10,905 8,091 11,253 
Sulfur (Frasch process) -_-_.....-thousand long tons__ 3,577 r 81,372 4,018 104,472 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, gyp- 

sum, and miscellaneous stone- ------------------- xX 23 ,350 XX 24,616 

Total__.....-----_------------------------ XX *2,988,261 XX 3,430,140 

r Revised. | XX Not applicable. ; 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

, 355
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

| (Millions) 

Year Value 1 Year Value ! 

1957__.__---------------------------- $1,502 1962______-._------------------- +--+ $2,392 
1958_____-_--------_---------------- 1,523 1963____._-------------------------- 2,606 
1959____--------1------------------- 1,792 1964________------------------------ 2,717 
1960_____-_-------------------------- 1,995 1965_____--_------------------------ 2,968 
1961______--------------------------- 2,156 1966________-_-----_-.--------------- 3,363 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

construction of 106 new plants or addi- During 1966, New Orleans Public Serv- 
tions, a continuation of.a long-term trend. ice, Inc., spent an estimated $40 million on 
Since 1956, more than $2 billion—nearly new construction. The largest single | 
two out of every three dollars invested by project underway was installation of a | 
industry in that period—has gone into’ third generating unit at Michoud generat- 
chemical or petroleum facilities. Among ing station in eastern New Orleans. Started 1 
the major expenditures in these two cate- in 1965, this 560,000-kilowatt unit is sched- | 
gories in 1966 were the following: $68 mil- _uled to be completed in 1967. 
lion for three major petrochemical plants Central Louisiana Electric Co., Inc. 
at Geismar to be built by Wyandotte (CLECO), completed the $14 million gen- 
Chemical Corp., Shell Chemical Co., and erating unit at Coughlin power station, St. 
Allied Chemical Corp.; $31 million for a Landry, Evangeline Parish. This new 
new plant to be built by Union Carbide  230,000-kilowatt unit increased the station 
Corp. at Taft; $9 million for a new natural capacity to 464,000 kilowatts. 
gas processing plant at Creston to be built The Federal Power Commission reported | 
by Placid Oil Co.; and $9 million for ex- that the electric. power generated im 1966 
pansion of the Humble Oil and Refining by all Louisiana plants was 21,691 million 
Co. refinery at Baton Rouge. kilowatt-hours. This was 21.6 percent 

Other major investments of interest to higher than the 1965 total and compared 
the mineral industry, especially the miner- with a national increase of 8.7 percent. 
al fuels industry, included electrical power Louisiana’s 1966 electricity output was 
generating facilities, $79 million; paper about 1.9 percent of the national output 
and paper products, $47.5 million; and (1.7 percent in 1965). 
stone, clay, and glass products, $2.5 million. Louisiana ports expanded and updated 

The electric utility companies of Loui- facilities. In May, a $3.5 million Federal 
siana were in the midst of a large construc- grant was approved to help install addi- 
tion program to provide constantly ex- tional bulk-handling facilities at the Port 
panding service. Electrical transmission of Lake Charles; local funds were to match 
systems were being readied so the individ- those of the Federal grant for a $7 million 
ual companies could supply each other’s project. Petroleum, petroleum products, 
needs in anemergency. _ and chemicals are the major commodities 

In 1966, Louisiana Power and Light Co. handled. 
made progress in construction of 147 miles The Port of Baton Rouge, which com- 

of transmission line to be part of an $8 pleted a $9 million expansion program in 
billion nationwide 500,000-volt transmission 1965, handled increased tonnage in 1966 ! 

grid scheduled for completion by 1970. It and general cargo movement increased. The , 
was installing a third computer-controlled port ranked seventh in the Nation in ton- 
generating unit at Little Gypsy generating nage handled. 
station 25 miles upriver from New Orleans Louisiana and Texas continued a joint 
in St. Charles Parish. The $37 million, project at Toledo Bend to turn the Sabine 

560,000 kilowatt generating unit, when River into a giant water reservoir and pow- 
completed in late 1968, will be one of the erplant. The dam was partially closed in 
largest in the South. October and started backing up the river- 

Gulf State Utilities Co. began a $41.7 waters. The height of the present closure 

million expansion of the Iberville Parish will back water approximately half the 65 
generating plant. miles of the final planned project. Target 

|
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date for completing the $65 million project substantial increase in employment in 

was May 1968; at the end of 1966, the chemicals and allied products industries, 

project was about 70 percent completed. shown in table 4, results from a reclassifica- 

Capacity of Louisiana natural gas proc- tion of workers by one large company. As a 

essing plants was increased 9 percent. Six result, chemical workers were removed 

. new plants were completed and four old from the refining classification and added 

plants were closed. Storage space in salt the chemicals and allied products 

dome caverns to be used for the recovered classification, somewhat distorting the em- 

plant liquids was increased 4.0 million bar- ployment growth picture of these two seg- 

rels (36 percent) . ments of the industry. 

Of $620 million total tax collections in Covered 8 employment in the mineral 

Louisiana for the Fiscal Year 1965-66, $204 production industry increased about 3 per- 

million was from the severance tax levied cent. Oil and gas operations provided 92.6 

on minerals: ($200 million of this total was percent of employment and 93.3 percent of 

from the severance tax on mineral fuels). Wa48°S derived from mineral industries itt 

An additional $89 million was from gaso- 1966. Labor-management relations were 

line, lubricating oil, special fuel, and other considered good in the mineral industry 

mineral-related taxes for a total of $293 for 1966. | 

million (or 47.5 percent of total tax collec- Two men were killed and five severely 

tions) . ; burned near Larose, Lafourche Parish, in 

- Legislation.—The State of Louisiana and January when a newly constructed natural 

the U.S. Government awaited final adjudi- gas pipeline exploded. This was the second 

cation of the May 31, 1960, U.S. Supreme JOP pipeline explosion in Louisiana in | 

Court decree fixing Louisiana’s boundary less than a year. Three men were killed 

at 3 geographical miles from the coastline. and. six injured in March when an explo- 

Exact location of the coastline is the point S10" and fire occurred on a. compressor 

needing clarification. In late 1965, an inter- barge in- the Delta Farms oilfield, La- 

im agreement awarded Louisiana approxi- fourche Parish. Also in March, one man 

mately 152,000 acres and some $37 million as killed and another injured near Pat- 

in escrowed revenue. Although negotiations t¢erson, St. Mary Parish, when the super- 

7 continued, no final decision has been Structure of a drilling rig toppled in high 

reached. winds. In April, a crude oil pipeline explo- 

Employment and Injuries——The _petro- sion near Ajax killed four men and in- 

leum production, refining, and related in- jured two others. In the Bayou Sale area 

dustries in 1966 employed 98,400 workers, ~~” 

3.200 more than in 1965. The decline in 3 Coverage provisions under the Louisiana Em- 

petroleum refining employment, and the Oe Security Law are four or more em- 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

an 
Man- Man- #$/Number of Injury rates per 

; Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———_—_ 

working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- Sever- 

daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency ity 

ac 
EE 

1965: 
Metal_.___.__..----- 1,088 365 397 3,182 -- 15 4.71 203 

Nonmetal_...------- 1,727 292 505 4,563 2 99 22.14 5,050 

Sand and gravel___.-- 1,280 274 351 2,943 -- 35 11.89 345 

Stone___------------ 438 344 151 1,295 -- 38 29 .35 1,037 

a 

Total__...-------- 4,533 310 1,404 11,983 2 187 15.77 2,173 

ee 
nnn 

1966: P 
Metal_._._..-.------ 1,065 365 388 3,255 -- 25 7.68 328 

Nonmetal__..------- 1,745 293 511 4,638 -- 100 21.56 585 

Sand and gravel.._.-. 1,560 261 408 3,480 1 64 18.68 3,670 

Stone. _.--.-.------- 515 327 169 1,430 -- 31 21.68 611 
ee 

Total.__..-------- 4,885 302 1,476 12,803 1 220 17.26 1,361 

srr 

P Preliminary.
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Table 4.—Total wage and salaried workers in petroleum production, refining, and | 
| related industries 

. . Crude ° Pipeline 
petroleum trans- Petroleum Chemicals 

and Petroleum portation Gas bulk Retail and 
Year natural refining! (except utilities tank filling allied Tota. 

gas pro- natural stations stations products 2 
| duction _ gas) . 

1957-61 (average) 41,240 14,160 1,324 6,186 4,408 8,710 14,040 90 , 068 
1962____._._.._.. 40,400 12,000 ‘1,000 6,250 3,900 8,900 16,100 88 , 550 
1968___..__....-. 40,400 11,400 1,000 6,200 4,000 9,400 16 ,500 88 , 900 
1964____.____... 48,100 10,400 ... 950 6,100 4,100 9,650 17,100 | 91,400 
1965___......... 46,500 10 , 400 850 6,050 4,300 10 ,000 17,100 95 , 200 
1966 p__._-.__..._. 47,600 39,200 900 5,950 4,350 ..10,200 %20,200 93 , 400 

P Preliminary. 
1 Employment in petroleum refineries and petrochemicals manufactured in petroleum refineries. 
2 Employment in petrochemical manufacturing facilities located outside petroleum refineries. . 

_ 3 Apparent decrease in “refining” and increase in ‘‘chemicals” due to separation of one refinery’s activities 
| into two firms, one in petroleum refining and one in chemicals. . , 

Source: Louisiana State Department of Labor, Division of Employment Security. 

| Table 5.—Value of construction contracts awarded | 
(Thousands) - 

oO Percent 
change 

Type 1963 1964 1965 1966 from 
oo 1965 

Residential 1____.._..--.------------- $844,422 $419,174 $447,880 $874, 650 —16.4 : 
Nonresidential ?____.....------------- 216,579 289 ,026 A477 ,167 333 , 731 —30.1 
Nonbuildings 3____.........-.-------- 377 ,909 287 , 530 265,166 401 ,824 +51.5 

Total__..___....------------- 938 ,910 995,730 1,190,213 1,110,205 —6.7 

1 Includes apartments, hotels, dormitories, one- and two-family dwellings, and other residential buildings. 
2 Includes commercial, manufacturing, educational, and other nonresidential buildings. , 
3 Formerly reported as Public Works and Utilities. . 

Source: Dodge Statistical Research Service. Louisiana Business Review. V. 31, No. 2, February 1967, p. 14. 

| near Franklin, St. Mary Parish, four men conscious by fumes, the workers drowned 

were killed in a gas-filled water disposal in 3 feet of water in the bottom of the 

and storage tank. Apparently knocked un- tank. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

| MINERAL FUELS greatest in the northeast part of the dis- 

New records f d ti nd value trict. Leasing in the Sligo trend continued 

e abl; he d "he Pll menon f le wn VErY active in Winn, Natchitoches, and 

1966 L, alisne ik a ond ta Te. s Jackson Parishes. Terms of leases and lease 

- Louisiana ranked second to *exas 1 ‘ponuses remained stable, bonus prices gen- 

petroleum, natural gas, and natural gas erally ranging from $1 to $50 per acre. 

qs eee a yearen’ we In south Louisiana, the onshore acreage 

ot t © f s an AC 04 0. "tle 38 . 19 © 1965" leased for petroleum in 1966 decreased 

ve h OL . sy 4 (38, d bios fr )- moderately; offshore lease activity main- 

1 4.959 T welle ag d 4640 P nt val on vs: tained a high rate. Ten lease sales of pub- 

° th L wes an h , d na ‘octien. he m lic lands were held in 1966, eight by the 

12.187 7. aed 3. 4B] a t P - penn i > State of Louisiana and two by the Federal 

he o a4 617 ] na 1 886 2 hn ; ne Government. The State of Louisiana has 

s Me ech , onan natura’ 4 undisputed ownership of Zone I acreage, 
Wen OMSNOTE. . and the Federal Government has undisput- 

Leasing Activity..—In the north Louisiana _ 

area, leasing activity by oil companies was P ‘ Adapted qrom The jamerican Association of 
greater than in 1965. Block leasing was (june 1967), °-
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ed ownership of Zone IV acreage. Owner-_ Exploration, Development, and Reserves.— 

ship of acreage in Zones II and III re- Of the 1,164 exploratory holes drilled (State- 
mained in dispute. In 1966, offshore leasing wide and offshore) for oil and gas, 22 per- 
was as follows: 54,329 acres in Zone I net- cent were productive. Inland, 836 explora- 
ted a $12.6 million bonus for the State; tory holes (18 percent productive) opened 
61,964 acres in Zones II and III, the dis- 34 new fields—nine oil and six gas dis- . 

puted area, netted a bonus of $123.4 mil-  coveries in north Louisiana, and six oil 
lion for the escrow account; and 69,662 and 13 gas discoveries in south Louisiana. 
acres in Zone IV netted a bonus of $64.6 Offshore, 328 exploratory holes (32 percent 
million for the Federal Government. In ad- _ productive) opened 26 new fields—seven oil 
dition, the State received approximately and 19 gas. 
$4.1 million from onshore leases of State Of the 2,800 development wells drilled, 

lands. 70 percent were productive. Inland, 2,121 

Several Federal units were established in development wells were drilled—67 percent 

the offshore area during 1966, comprising were successful; offshore, 679 were drilled— 

acreage where leases will expire in 1967. 78 percent were successful. 
The Federal unit (drilling or producing) The Louisiana Department of Conserva- 

| is merely a legal agreement whereby relief tion granted 4,964 permits to drill during 
| is given to the operator faced with explor- the year (6,349 in 1965). There were 1,195 

ing or developing vast acreage within a producing wells abandoned, compared with 
relatively short period. 1,079 in 1965. 

Table 6.—Oil and gas well drilling and total crew-weeks spent in geophysical 

oil and gas prospecting in 1966 

Drilling Geophysical, crew-weeks 

| _— Reflec- | 
Location Proved field Exploratory Gravity tion 

"wells wells Total meter seismo- Total 
: ee Te _™method graph 

Oil Gas Dry Oil Gas Dry method 

Parish: . oo. 
Acadia___---------- 10 9 15 3 4 21 62 il 110 121 
Allen... ..--------- 9 --- --- --- 2 1 8 11 9 33 42 
Ascension... -------- 14 --- ( 1 1 23 --- 5 5 
Assumption_.__._._- _-- 3 3 3 3 7 19 _-- 20 20 
Avoyelles_.....___-- Pe 3 2 _-- 14 20 _-- 2 2 
Beauregard________ 4 1 3 7 1 il 27 oe 30 30 
Bienville._.._.------ 1 4 5 _-- 5 4 19 --- 22 22 
Bossier_.___._..---- 4 _-- 8 _-- —_— 8 - 20 --- --- --- 
Caddo___-_.-.----- 196 3 22 2 --- 4 227 --- 2 2 
Caleasieu_________-- 6 8 9 3 2 13 41 --- 51 51 
Caldwell_....---.--.- --- 2 1 _-- —_— 4 7 --- 12 12 
Cameron. ___-____-- 28 15 23 1 4 28 99 11 70 81 
Catahoula_________- 27 --- 46 4 --- 51 128 --- 1 1 
Claiborne___.___---- 2 1 --- 1 3 2 9 aoe 10 10 
Concordia__..._.__- 57 1 93 4 --- 73 228 _-- --- --- 
De Soto________----- 10 18 22 --- 2 8 60 --- 12 12 

. East Baton Rouge._-_  =s-_ __.- --- 1 _-- ee 2 3 --- 19 19 
East Carroll.___._...  _-- --- _-- — --- 1 1 --- 8 8 
East Feliciana.....- = _-- --- --- _-- --- 1 1 --- --- --- 
Evangeline_________ 3 3 6 1 1 5 19 oe 37 37 
Franklin. ...__.---- 1 --- 6 1 1 15 24 --- 2 2 
Grant___.__..------ 17 _— 4 eee eee 3 24 --- 10 10 
Tberia_-_____-.----- 5 7 5 --- 4 14 35 --- 130 130 
Iberville..-_._._._--- 14 --- 13 3 --- 19 49 --- 57 57 
Jackson__--.-------- ~~~ 3 --- _-- 2 1 6 --- 22 22 
Jefferson_.___-_---- 22, 1 3 1 4 10 41 --- 39 39 
Jefferson Davis-_---- 12 7 9 1 1 13 43 --- 45 45 
Lafayette.---..----.  --- 2 4 1 2 5 14 --- 18 18 
Lafourche____------ 63 11 19 7 7 34 141 --- 88 88 
La Salle__.__.__-..-- 17 ane 83 2 _-- 19 221 --- 6 6 
LineoIn_...-------- ~~~ 2 --- --- 3 1 6 --- --- --- 
Madison..._..-----  --- --- --- _— aoe 1 1 --- 1 1 
Morehouse___.----- = _-_- 52 8 --- --- --- 60 --- 17 17 

Natchitoches______-- 38 4 9 _-- _-- 10 61 --- 15 15 
OQuachita_.._...---- 9 __- 20 2 --- 2 1 25 --- 1 1 
Plaquemines___...._. 167 qT 17 1 4 38 234 ue 64 64 
Pointe Coupee_-_-_--_- 18 --- 9 4 _— 4 35 _—— 11 11 
Rapides_______._--- 29 —— 48 1 _-. 16 94 woe q qT 
Red River____..---- 5 2 10 --- 1 4 22 --- 10 10 
Richland_.___.----- 1 5 5 --- 1 4 16 --- 10 10
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Table 6.—Oil. and gas well drilling and total crew-weeks spent in geophysical : 

oil and gas prospecting in 1966—Continued 

. Drilling . Geophysical, erew-weeks 

. . . Reflec- 
_ Location Proved field ' Exploratory Gravity tion 

wells wells Total meter seismo- Total 
———_____—_—— method graph 
Oil Gas Dry Oil Gas Dry method 

Parish—Coutinued | | 
Sabine__-....------ 43 1 82 2 1 13 142 _— 3 3 
St. Bernard____..___- 2 _-- 1 ae --- 5 8. ee 29 29 
St. Charles. ....-__- 21 1 4 _-- _-- 8 34 oe 12 12 
St. James_____._.__- 2 _-- _-- 2 2 2 8 — 30 30 
St. John the Baptist_ _-- _— —_— ee 1. 3 4 — on _-- 
St. Landry________-_ 10 4 6 1 _— 18 39 ae 28 28 
St. Martin...._.___- 20 8 9 1 3 21 62 —_— 62 62 
St. Mary___..._._-- 64 - 20 15. 2 6 19 126 _— 281 281 
St. Tammany-_-_-___- —— a _-- _-- — —— oe __- 15 15 
Tangipahoa__-__-_.. __.. _-- eee eee —_ oe _-- _-- 39 39 
Tensas____-..__.___- 10 3 15 a _-e 16 44 oe 3 3 
Terrebonne________- 54 21 24 3 5 36 143 _-- 188 188 
Union__.--- 22 ee AT 4 _-- 1 2 54 5 8 13 
Vermilion. _~.______- 4 13 11 1 7 28 64 a 174 174 
Vernon__._________- —— _-- a — —— 5 5 _— 19 19 
Webster___._______- 1. 1 1 —_— 1 2 6 oe 3 3 
West Baton Rouge.__ = ___ ek 1 —— —_— 1 2 a 23 23 
West Carroll_______- a ee — a ue 1 1 _-- 10 10 
Winn. ee 8 a. 6 _-- 1 24 39 _-- 39 39 

Total: 
1966__.....-_ 1,111 310 700 67 87 682 2,957 36. 1,963 1,999 
1965____..... 2,026 468 1,272 94 85 575 4,520 _.. 2,173 2,173 | 

Offshore: __ CO 
Bay Marchand... --_- 17 1 4 2° Le 2 26 es a — 
Breton Sound. -_-____- 3 _-- 3 6 2 °»&8 22 _-- 114 114 
Cameron East_-_-_-_-_- —— 4 6 1 8 23 42 5 63 68 

- Cameron West_____- 1 12 6 a 4 20 43 1 136 137 
. Chandeleur Sound. .- 19 a-- 0 wee 3 2 20 44, _-- 52 52 

Delta West___._.--- 73 5 17 6 5 14 120 a 4T AT 
Eugene Island_._._- 68 9 19 8 3 10 »=6117 1 100 101 
Grand Isle__.____._- 24 4 8 3 3 12 5A a 46 46 
Main Pass.___.___.__ 62 5 9 6 1 21 104 oe 130 130 
Marsh Island, South. 18 18 22 6 6 19 89 _— 37 37 
Pelto, South. _..__-- 3 a 3 ee a 1 7 ee T q 
Ship Shoal_..______- 33 12 13 6 9 26 99 1 104 105 
South Pass_____.._- 40 . 3 13 _— —— 4 60 = Le At 41 
Timbalier, South~ .-_ 74 6 13 5 6 22 126 _-- 85 85 
Vermilion____..___- 14 1 14 1 4 20 | 54 5 8ST 92 

Total: | 
1966___...... 449 80 ‘150 53 53 222 1,007 13 =1,049 1,062 
1965____._._. 458 97 158 20 28 ili 867 — $78 978 

Grand total: - . 
. 1966___._.._. 1,560 390 850 120 140 904 3,964 49 3,012 3,061 

1965__._._..._. 2,479 565 1,430 114 113 686 5,387 _.. 8,151 3,151 

Source: International Oil Scouts Association. International Oil and Gas Development. Austin, Tex., v. 37 
in 1966 Review. 

Table 7.—Crude petroleum, natural gas, and natural gas liquids production and 

addition to reserves 

Crude petroleum Natural gas Natural gas liquids 
Yy (million barrels) (billion cubic feet) (million barrels) 

ear Oe eee 
Net additions Net additions Net additions 

Production toreserves Production toreserves Production to reserves 

1962_____.__-_.---_.__-- 477 155 3,525 5,906 45 204 
1968_____._ 2 Lee 515 2 3,928 3,821 54 143 
1964__._.- ee 550 74 4,153 3,711 62 101 
1965__.. 22-22 595 83 4,467 3,735 65 227 
1966... ee 674 163 5,081 873 72 114 

Total proved reserves by Dec. 31, 1966 

1966__._.. --- ~~ ee 5,408 83 , 684 2,282 

Source: Reserves based on American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, and Canadian Pe- 
troleum Association. Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids, and Natural Gas. Tulsa Daily World, 
62d yr., No. 20, April 3, 1967, p. 27.
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The search for production from the Eo- duction represented 35 percent of the U.S. 
cene Wileox Formation, continued in cen- carbon black production. About 22,100 mil- 
tral and eastern nort ouisiana Bayou lion cubic feet of natural gas was con- 
Louis field in Catahoula Parish, with four sumed by the industry for an average yield 
oil producing wells at yearend, was proba- of 13 pounds of carbon black per thousand 
ay the most ynportant weno ceecovery of rue feet of Bas: 135 million gations of 
the year, an evelopment drilling was liquid hydrocarbons was consumed for an 
continuing. Exploration for Pettet (Sligo average yield of 4.5 pounds per gallon. 
Formation) production, as found in Black All the carbon black produced in Loui- 
Lake field of Natchitoches Parish, con-  siana was from furnace plants; none was | 
tinued. Several tests were drilled in Jack- from channel plants. St. Mary Parish had 
son, Natchitoches, and Winn Parishes, all three plants; Ouachita Parish, two plants; 

rane " dry holes.5 1 | ane Avoyeres. Calcasicy: ane na anectine 
orth Louisiana experienced a genera arishes each had one plant. The product 

decline in all drilling activity, with all re- was mainly used as an additive in rubber 
gions of north Louisiana being affected. manufacturing. Nationwide, 93.5 percent 
In south Louisiana, offshore exploratory was directed to the rubber industry; nearly 

drilling increased considerably although 3 percent was used for ink; 1 percent for 
development drilling decreased. The most plastics; and the remainder was for paint, 
significant new fields discovered included paper, chemicals and food, and miscella- 

Block 133 West Delta area; Coon Point, neous uses. . 

Block 38 Ship Shoal area; and St. Amelia, 

a ares Parish, All were on salt dome Table 8.—Carbon black production 

. According to The Oil and Gas Journal, | : Million 
30.5 million feet of hole (35.0 million in . Year pounds 

1965) was drilled in the State during 1966. 1957-61 (average)__..__-_-_-.--.- 2-2 Le 570 

An average of 98 drilling rigs operated  1902---------------2--2-2-r-r2rro- 608 
offshore in 1966 (95 in 1965); an average 1964-00272 D726 
of 256 operated in the entire State in 1966 1968. == never ener ty 
(270 in 1965) . oo ee ... 

According to the American Petroleum In- : 
stitute, proved recoverable reserves of crude . Natural Gas.—Marketed production of 

oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids in natural gas increased 14 percent over that 
ouisiana reached oy highs "6 hon. a“ of 1965, continuing a strong growth trend 
yearend, the crude oil reserve (5,408 mil- for the 2ist consecutive year. Louisiana re- 
lion barrels) comprised 17.2 percent of the tained second position among the States as 

(88,684 billion cubic feet) was 289 per. “iuPPlicr of natural gas, furnishing 20. . ree "percent of the total natural gas marketed. 
cent; the natural gas liquids reserve (2,282 Existing and new reserves entered the 
million barrels) was 27.4 percent of the . «cs - .. , growing gas market as gas transmission 
total. Of the gross additions to Louisiana’s a oar er 

companies installed more pipeline facilities 
crude petroleum reserve in 1966, 13.9 per- - : ; and entered long-term purchase contracts 
cent was attributed to newly discovered res- £ . ; 

. . . or withdrawal and marketing of the huge 
ervoirs; the remainder to extensions and as supplies 
revisions of previously discovered reser- 8 PP . er 
voits. ‘Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Co. pro- 

According to The Oil and Gas Journal, posed construction of facilities which 
. would enlarge its capacity and, when com- 

29.4 percent of the Louisiana crude reserve . ; ; cs pleted, place it first in purchases of the 
was Offshore; offshore production in 1966, , oe, ; State’s natural gas, a position now held by 
according to the State Conservation Com- os . 

. . Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. United 
mission, accounted for 55.9 percent of total . as 

wos ; Gas Pipeline Co. was the largest total pur- 
Louisiana production. ; . . 

chaser, but approximately a third of its 
Carbon Black.—The carbon black in- purchases were from natural gasfields and 

dustry produced 899 million pounds valued the remainder from casinghead gas. 
at $60.5 million in 1966, a 9.4-percent in- 
crease in value over that of 1965. This pro- 5 Work cited in footnote 4.
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| Table 9.—Natural gas data . 

. (Million cubic feet) 

Withdrawals ! Value Disposition 
—— ——_ Marketed at wells ———————— 

Year From gas‘ From oil produc- (thou- Repres- Vented and 
wells wells Total tion 2 sands) suring wasted 3 

1957-61 (average)... 2,482,620 550,340 2,982,960 2,692,206 $416,634 203 , 140 87,614 
1962_._.._---------. 3,124,000 730,000 3,854,000 3,525,456 694,515 221,167 107,377 
1963____----------- 3,540,100 710,000 4,250,100 3,928,427 TTT ,829 212 ,116 109,557 
1964____-_-.-------- 3,682,200. 808,400 4,490,600 4,152,731 793 ,328 221,280 116,589 
1965_____-.-------- 3,912,300 852,000 4,764,300 4,466,786 812,955 174,951 122 ,563 
1966__..._.-------- 4,168,820 1,196,457 5,365,277 5,081,435 929 ,902 182 , 734 101,108 

1 Marketed production plus quantities used in repressuring, vented, and wasted. 
2 Comprises gas sold or consumed by producers, including losses in transmission, amounts added to storage, 

and increases in pipelines. 
3 Partly estimated. Includes direct waste on producing properties and residue blown to the air. 

The application of Red Snapper Pipe this gas is the largest from any single field 
Line Co. to construct a $127 million in the natural gas industry’s history. 
offshore pipeline system to serve natural Shell Oil Co. contracted to sell 1 trillion 
gas producers off the coast of Louisiana cubic feet of gas to Truckline Gas Co. over 
was contested early in 1966, and the Feder- the next 25 years, a $200 million transac- 

_al Power Commission (FPC) was requested tion. The gas will be produced mainly 
to dismiss the application. At the end of from fields Shell found on acreage it ac- 
1966, however, a preliminary decision by quired in the Federal Government's lease 

an FPC examiner gave approval to con- _ sales of 1962. 

struct the line. The Red Snapper line, Purchaser nominations for gas during 
backed by 29 producers, was conceived a 4 the final quarter of 1966 were at a record 
common carrier to transport gas from dis- high, 17.88 billion cubic feet per day. Of 

_ tamt reserves in the outer Continental ‘this amount, 14.46 billion was scheduled to 
Shelf, 1 miles or more offshore. The pro- come from natural gasfields and 3.42 bil- 
posed line would be 229 miles long and lion from gas produced in oilfields. 

serve an area Ww ith potential TESCTVES esti Increased sales are attributable to greater 
mated at 28 trillion cubic feet. Capacity of - oy 

. “148 . use of gas in industrial plants and to new 
the line would be 1,113 million cubic feet | 

. customers. 
per day. The two-phase line also would United Gas Pipeline C -nued 
transport 8.8 million barrels of liquids per nited Gas Pipeline Go. continued con- 
year | struction of a gas storage reservoir to de- 

. | velop more than 102 billion cubic feet of 
rats a uthorized Texaco m0 ro en gas storage in the old Bistineau gasfield of 

bie f as teas from M aes Point and Bienville and Bossier Parishes in mnorth- 

Ti *€ Sho I. eo1 fs h  V milion Par western Louisiana. The company plans to 

. ent 0 s . ‘; tho ore d cab "feet for Store gas in the nearly depleted Pettet zone 
1s! , a cents per ousan cubic of the Sligo Formation. The Pettet, at 
gas in the Federal domain and 20.65.cents 4999. to 5 500-foot. depth, has produced 

for Bas See to pate ho a he commis" more than 131 billion cubic feet of gas 
sions guideiine ceilings tor the area Were since discovery in 1937. Gas from the gulf 
19.5 and 21.25 cents per thousand cubic coast area will be transported and stored 
feet. | during seasons of low gas demand and held 

Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America late ready for immediate distribution to meet 
in 1966 received approval to connect 1.4 winter’s peak demands. The company ex: 

trillion cubic feet of reserves from Texaco ects to withdraw up to 500 million cubic 
Inc. Exath field, Vermilion Parish. This et of gas daily during the 1969-70 heat- 

_ . . oe ing season when the project should be 
would require a 114-mile, 30-inch pipeline completed 

estimated to cost $19.5 million. " 
T E v sion C k Natural Gas Liquids—The 1966 produc- 

_ 7 exas astern Tansmission °. was fak- tion of 3,032 million gallons of natural gas 
ing gas from Gulf Oil Corp.’s big West Jiguids valued at $186 million again 
Delta area offshore from Plaguemines Par- ranked second in the Nation, but was a 

ish. A 4.6-trillion-cubic-foot contract for new production record for Louisiana. New
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plants and expansions completed in 1966 115-million-cubic-foot-per-day plant at 
raised the State’s daily processing capacity Ville Platte, Evangeline Parish. (3) Gulf 
from 13.1 to 14.3 billion cubic feet (23.1 Oil Corp. completed an 800-million-cubic- 
percent of the Nation’s total capacity) . foot-per-day gas processing plant at Venice. 

Natural gasoline and cycle products were The liquids produced will be used at 
recovered at 107 gasoline plants, 16 recy- Gulf’s refinery nearing completion at the 
cling plants, and four fractionators (108 same location. (4) Humble Oil & Refining 
gasoline, 14 recycling plants, and three Co. early in 1966 completed the Delta gas 
fractionators in 1965) in 33 parishes. plant, a 310-million-cubic-foot-per-day re- 

Recovery of natural gas liquids gained  frigerated absorption plant near Venice. In 
11 percent and amounted to 15.4 percent April it completed a 100-million-cubic- 
of the Nation’s annual output. Production foot-per-day plant at Grand Isle and plans 
was 51.5 percent natural gasoline and cycle to complete a 45-million-cubic-foot-per-day 
products and 48.5 percent liquefied petro- plant at Thibodaux in early 1967. A $4.8 
leum (LP) gases. million contract for expansion of a gas 

Although Louisiana ranked second in processing plant .at Garden City was let in 
production of natural gas liquids, the aver- November. The capacity of this plant, al- 
age liquid content of the gas is below the . ready the State’s largest, will be increased 
national average. The State produced near- by 350-million-cubic-feet-per-day to 1.25- - 
ly 29 percent of the marketed production _ billion-cubic-feet-per-day. It is planned to 
of gas in the United States during 1966 but extract more than 20,000 barrels of liquids 
produced only 20.7 percent of the natural per day at the plant. (5) Placid Oil Co. , 
gasoline and 12.1 percent of the LP gas was constructing a 130-million-cubic-foot-  =— 
and ethane fraction. per-day plant in Black Lake field, Natchi- 

New plant construction continued its toches Parish. The company planned to 
trend toward large capacity refrigeration make the plant one of the most modern in 
absorption systems operating in low tem- the country. , _ 
perature ranges, more automation, and use = Much new plant construction was de-: 
of central fractionators. _ voted to increased recovery of ethane. De- 

Some of the major new facilities for mand for the complete LP gas fraction dur- 
processing natural gas and for recovering, ing the year equaled or exceeded the 
delivering, and storing the plant liquids, supply. This posed a new situation for the 
put into service during the year, were as LP gas producer as this product has, in 
follows: (1) Cities Service Oil Co. at Lake recent years, gone from great surplus to 
Charles completed a fractionation and __ scarcity, a situation which promises to last 
product treating plant to produce 563,000 at least through 1975. The increased de- 
gallons per day of ethane, propane, unsplit mand is due largely to fast-growing re- 
butane, and debutanized gasoline. (2) quirements of the petrochemical producers 
Continental Oil Co. at Grand Chenier plus steady growth of other LP gas mar- 
built a 500-million-cubic-foot-per-day re- kets. | 
frigerated absorption plant to handle Capacity of underground storage facili- 
offshore gas from fields in East Cameron ties increased 36 percent. As reported by 
and West Cameron areas; this plant re- The Oil and Gas Journal’s annual survey, 
placed an old 350-million-cubic-foot-per- capacity was 13.1 million barrels of natural 
day plant. The company shut down a_ gas liquids plus 2.2 million barrels of 

Table 10.—Natural gas liquids production 

(Thousand gallons and thousand dollars) 

Natural gasoline 
Year and cycle products LP gases Total 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1962____..----_-_-_--__.. 1,010,137 74,726 862,772 29,037 1,872,909 103 , 763 
1963____...2_--------_-__ 1,148,707 81,332 1,113,670 41,043 2,257,377 122,375 
1964_.____________...._. 1,852,980 91,9381 1,247,484 45,9385 2,600,464 137 , 866 
1965____.-._-______._.... 1,481,836 102,731 1,300,038 46,101 2,731,874 148 , 832 
1966____..----_-__.__.__. 1,562,075 113,802 1,469,716 72,016 3,031,791 185,818
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ethylene for a total capacity of 15.3 million Table 12.—Crude petroleum production, indi- 
barrels. cated demand, and stocks in 1966, by months 

Petroleum.—The petroleum industry of (Thousand barrels) 

Louisiana established a production record. © _— 2 ————WW____— 
“Wi : Stocks | of 674 million barrels, 13 percent higher Month Produe- Indicated (end of 

than last year’s record production and sec- tion demand month) 
ond highest in the Nation. Daily allowable Jonuary..__._ +55, 418 56,399 24 099 
production at the end of 1965 was 34 per- February. ---- BI, 368 3} 752 23 910 

aren... ’ ’ iy cent of the per-well depth-bracket formula. Apri 7777777 54570 53,199 26 , 801 
This was changed to 35 percent in 1966 May. -------- 56.911 De 166 BS, 946 

except for the May-June and November-  July..-2---7. 56168156902 25/183 
December periods when 36 percent of the August.-.-.-. 56,924 57,047 25 060 

P P September - __ 55,276 55,800 24,536 
depth-bracket formula was the allowable.  October_...__. 57,441 56,230 25,747 
Production at the end of November- _-- 57,412 53,117 30,042 

. . © . of 1966 was at an December- ---_ 60,256 63 , 548 26,749 
alltime high rate of just under 2 million TT 
barrels , i Total: , | per day. Petroleum was produced in 1966... 674,818 672,648 xx 
all but eight of the 64 parishes in Loui- 1965... 594,853 592,345 XX 
siana. | SR 

Secondary recovery projects (water, gas, XX Not applicable. 
or other injection) accounted for 101.0 | 
milion barrels or 15 percent of the 1966 ‘able 13.—Number of producing oil wells 

_ Production. and average production per well | 
In 1966, a survey® reported that Loui- 

siana had 12,209 oil wells classified as strip- Average 
per wells at the end of 1965. For 1965, Number of production 

i Year producing per well 
stripper wells represented 30.5 percent of wells per day 
total oil wells but only 2 percent of the Dec. 81 (barrels) 
annual production and 3 percent of the 1957-61 (average)______. 23 , 581 43.0 

’ , : 1962____._.------------ 26 ,382 49.6 State’s recoverable oil reserves. Thus, MNOY- 49637 7777777777777 27° 638 51.8 
mal production decline from stripper wells 1964_____---------__-- 29 ,452 51.0 
was not expected to affect appreciably the loee 22777 Sa “P4ae : 
State’s productive capacity and reserves in.—©—@_<—, 
the immediate future. t Revised. — 

In December, the State Conservation 

Commissioner announced formation of a d for the hazards of hurri d 
new coastal or intermediate producing zone pensate d or . © f azar tie necited “30 
with higher oil production allowables. The tncreased Costs Of © Pe cloweble - “h t 
zone includes an area from the shoreline P© enh mcrease h amowa S OVET £ th 

northward to the Intracoastal Canal. Jan- given ne true ons ‘<. vend ome of me 
uary and February 1967 production rates hoceee h ve facies a. attendant the sealite 
scheduled for this coastal zone were raised tse : her eke in hoes on mie reamty 
15 percent above onshore well rates and ° belay ms ati, the area. di 1 of 
are to be raised later to 30 percent above 1 held waste OTIVE fae P vite xe thet in on 
onshore rates. The commissioner stated °° d “Lilli mn ve tt P te ‘hi ue tw is. 
that results of a prolonged study showed aly i 19 66. n TL water ce Osa ion 
operators in this area, in order to be com- arly 1 9, Ene Oulsiana Onset wa 

Commission issued shutdown orders to 23 
oil operators in Caddo Parish because of 

. Table 11.—Crude petroleum production their failure to comply with the State’s an- 

(Thousand barrels and thousand dollars) _ tipollution order. The shutdown involved 
>. ——_—_—_—_———— 142 marginal oil wells, mostly in the Cad- 

Year Quantity _Value do-Pine Island field of northwest Loui- 
1957-61 (average)_---_-_.. 366,449 $1,171,957  siana. Texas and Oklahoma also indicated 
1962__.-.-_----_---------- 477,153 1,502,568 . . : . 4 
1963..._................ 515/057 1.608'120 determination to intensify controls on 
1964_____._....--------- 549,698 1,709,622 water pollution. 
1965___----------------- 594,853 1,841,714 P 
1966___.--.---------..-. 674,318 2,097,129 —_—_—— 

6 Interstate Oil Compact Commission. National 
1902-66_________________ 8,753,127 238,003,161 Stripper Well Survey, Jan. 1, 1966. Oklahoma 
——————— City, Okla., October 1966.
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Table 14.—Production of crude petroleum by districts and selected fields 

(Thousand barrels) 

District and field ! 1965 1966 District and field ! 1965 1966 

Gulf Coast: Main Pass Block 35___ 4,301 4,393 
Onshore: 2 Main Pass Block 41___ 3,438 8,486 

Bastian Bay__......_.. 3,874 5,493 Main Pass Block 69___ 10,946 11,807 
Bay St. Elaine._.._... 7,481 1,447 South Marsh Island 
Bayou Sale__....--..._ 8,365 9,325 Bloek 73_.__.____--- 538 1,469 
Caillou Island____.._.._ 23,500 26,521 South Pass Block 24___ 21,576 22,163 
Cote Blanche Bay West 5,437 6,953 South Pass Block 27___ 18,323 20,179 
Delta Farms.__.__-_.. 2,545 2,366 South Timbalier Block 
Erath.__-------.--.-. 2,772 2,890 1385__.._._.-___.__ 6,753 9,310 
Garden Island Bay__.. 6,682 8,772 Timbalier Bay___..._._._ 19,037 23,775 
Golden Meadow___-.-. 3,168 © 4,064 West Delta Block 24__ 3,487 5,948 
Grand Bay__.._._.... 6,188 6,374 West Delta Block 30._ 21,103 20 , 556 
Hackberry West____._ 3,840 4,085 West Delta Block 73.. 6,467 10,689 
Iowa__.-------------- 1,022 1,093 Other_______.._.._.. 47,3874 48 ,368 
Jennings_______.__-_- 455 405 ———_——_——-——___—_ 
La Fitte._....__._.... 6,448 7,642 Total offshore.__.... 212,458 248,176 
Lake Barre_.____..... 12,414 15,049 ——— 
Lake Washington_.... 9,661 10 , 203 Total Gulf Coast__.. 585.555 620,101 
Leeville_...........-._ 3,863 3,907 ———S———— 
Paradis._._.....__--_-. 2,585 3,630 Northern: 
Quarantine Bay_...-. 5,506 6,708 Black Lake. ______---__-- 10 1,560 
Venice_.........----. 5,466 5,803 Caddo-Pine Island__.._._._.. 6,297 5,691 
Vinton...____-_.--.. 1,692 1,789 Cotton Valley__...._._..... 3,171 3,059 
Weeks Island________- 6,310 6,883 Delhi_-_....___.__-_---_._ 4,580 4,634 
West Bay_-_---.----- 9,122 10,692 Haynesville..__..._._.... 2,005 2,033 
Other__.__..__._--__ 184,761 218,831 Homer.________-_-__------ 459 546 

> Lake St. John________._.. 1,709 1,959 
. Total onshore_____. 323,097 376,925 _  Pendleton-Many_......--. 4,178 2,261 

————— Rodessa___________.___ 812 694 

Offshore: 2 Other__._.._-.-..-.-.__-.. 36,127 31,780 
Bay Marchand_....._ 25,298 27,211 ———$ 
Eugene Island Block Total Northern____._ 59,298 54,217 

126________-_______ 4,702 5,145 —— 

Grand Isle Block 16___ 11,743 12,963 Total Louisiana_._._._ 594,853 674,318 
Grand Isle Block 47_.__ 3,813 4,069 ncn anne 
Grand Isle Block 48... 3,609 6,645 1 Breakdown for individual fields from The Oil and 

———————_——_—___— Gas Journal. 
See footnotes at end of table. 2 Some fields include onshore and offshore. 

Table 15.—Crude petroleum production and estimated reserves in Louisiana offshore area 

(Thousand barrels) 

Number of wells Production 
-_l FH  ——-_ Estimated 

Offshore area Cumula- reserve 
1965 1966 1965 1966 tive Dec. 31, 

total 1966 

Bay Marchand: Block 212_____-_ 491 453 25,298 27,211 178 ,614 417,002 — 
Belle Isle ?__..._.__---..._-_-_-- 63 62 1,605 1,732 15,686 19 ,314 
Caillou Island !12_______________ 6938 TAL 23 ,500 26,521 289 ,816 210,184 
East Cameron: Block 64_______- 36 39 1,100 1,347 2,447 9,653 
Eugene Island: 

Block 18__...-_--.___-_-__- 54 55 2,609 2,814 22 ,285 17,715 
Block 32____.-.__.__---_---- 46 38 1,233 1,504 12 , 742 22 ,258 
Block 45_______-__________. 9 11 570 625 5,185 ‘5,815 
Block 100________-_-_--__- 25 23 962 947 5,490 14,510 
Block 126 1_._.__-.__________- 102 137 4,702 5,145 45,800 79,200 
Block 128_____.__._-_-___-_~- 52 val 2,837 2,647 20 , 643 39 ,357 
Block 188______._________- 30 AT 1,323 2,166 9,218 25, 782 
Block 208________--__---_- 16 25 427 659 6,891 28,109 
Block 238_....._-_._-_----- a 20 en 837 1,078 9,465 

Grand Isle: 
Block 41_.___-____.--_____- oe 9 woe 596 [27 5,967 
Block 16 !_____---_-__-_ 227 214 11,743 12 ,963 65,924 109 ,076 
Bloek 18____-_-_---------- Al 43 1,778 1,791 23 , 792 16,208 
Block 48_____---_____-_-__- 74 126 3,609 6,645 14,721 18,355 
Block 47 1_____--_- ee 83 81 3,813 4,069 35,636 61,788 

Lake Washington: 1 2___________ 365 354 9 ,661 10,203 125,053 174,947 
Main Pass: 

Block 6__.__._--____-_____- _-- 18 _-_ 1,012 1,337 10,120 
Block 41_____-_-___-____-_- 115 197 3,438 8,486 14,126 29 , 874 
Block 69 1__ 222 257 247 10 ,946 11,807 102 , 962 197 , 038 

Rabbit Island........-...__.___- -- 10 _— 691 3,126 6,921 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Crude petroleum production and estimated reserves in Louisiana 
offshore area—Continued 

(Thousand barrels) 

Number of wells Production . 
SS _ Estimated 

Offshore area Cumula- reserve 
1965 1966 1965 1966 tive Dec. 31, 

total 1966 

Ship Shoal: 
Block 28_...-------------- 22 31 1,901 3,370 8,578 21,522 
Block 107___-------------- 54 55 3,857 3 , 853 16 ,923 43 ,OT7 
Block 154__.__--_---------- 22 42 792 1,696 14,321 25 ,689 
Block 176__._-._---------- 7 18 477 1,283 9,368 15,780 
Block 208__.-------------- 52 53 3,027 3,602 9,368 56 ,398 
Block 118.___...---------- --- 30 --- 692 1,640 7,003 

South Marsh Island: 
Block 6__.--_-_----------- 26 28 1,305 1,319 3,227 35,185 
Block 238__.--------------- 48 42 1,839 2,002 5,919 48 ,063 
Block 73__.__------------- 11 32 538 1,469 2,031 14 ,992 

South Pass: 
Block 24 12.__._- 22 -- ee 625 682 21,576 22,163 256 ,025 493 ,975 
Block 27 1_____-_.---------- 465 474 18 ,323 20,179 111 ,345 199 ,655 

South Pelto: 
Block 28__._._..---------- --- 12 --- 517 1,629 6,123 
Block 20...--------------- 33 35 1,034 1,337 5 , 330 14,670 

Tiger Shoal___-_-._------------ 20 23 854 1,027 5,439 14,561 
Timbalier Bay !12_-.-._--------- . 480 573 19 ,037 23,775 159 ,187 140,813 
South Timbalier: 

Block 54__._--.------------ --- 10 --- 520 2,365 5,467 
Block 131__.__------------ 63 62 2,698 3,067 12,081 37 ,919 
Block 185____------------- --- 148 --- 9,310 25,944 27,100 
Block 176____------------- --- 21 —_— 480 928 4,802 

_ Vermilion: 
Block 14__._._------------ 35 42 1,698 1,910 9,033 22 ,967 
Block 16_____------------- 5 4 523 - 606 1,353 5 ,398 

West Cameron: 
Block 45_..__------------- 27 37 633 594 7,107 18 , 594 

Block 192__._--_------------ 39 34 415 460 3,435 16 , 565 

West Delta: 
Block 24._._-------------- 52 125 3,437 5,948 11,890 41,110 

Block 30 !___-.------------ 462 444 21,103 20 , 556 121 , 646 278 ,354 

Block 58 #_____------------ 16 27 729 492 8,752 18 , 248 

Block 27__.--------------- 10 8 731 446 2 , 886 10,021 

Block 41___--------------- 33 55 1,984 3,519 5,567 27,481 

~ Block 58___--------------- 4 3 496 385 2,179 4,615 

Block 73__._-------------- --- 206 --- 10 , 689 18,580 10,000 
a 

Total____--------------- 5,390 6 ,350 220,161 279,192 1,839,223 3,176,557 
— OMARS ert crrrrrcs EE Se lll 

1 Estimated ultimate recovery of 100 million barrels or more. 
2 Combined onshore and offshore. 

Source: The Oil and Gas Journal, v. 65, No. 5, Jan. 30, 1967, pp. 162-164. 

Shell Pipeline Corp. in 1966 proposed a ed about 48.6 percent of the crude oil pro- 

650-mile crude oil pipeline, named “Cap- duction in the State. 

line,” from Donaldsonville to the Wood Gulf Oil Corp’s. new refinery at Venice 

River-Patoka, Ill., area. The 40-inch pipe- was partially onstream before yearend. 

line, costing in excess of $100 million and This refinery, the first in the Umited States 
requiring 2 years to construct, would have designed only for natural gas liquids treat- 
a planned initial throughput of 400,000 ment, will have a throughput of 20,000 

barrels daily. Ultimate capacity was to be barrels daily. Output was to be more than 

in excess of 1 million barrels per day. It 80 percent gasoline. The firm’s natural gas 

will be the largest crude oil pipeline built. | processing plant, recently completed on an 

Refineries—At yearend, 13 petroleum adj acent site, is to furnish natural gas liq- 

. . vos uids to the refinery. No crude oil is to be 
refineries were in Louisiana; all were oper- . . . | 

ti Crude oil ‘tv. (barrel cal used in making gasoline and other prod- 

ating. Crude oil capacity (barre S per ucts. Gulf Oil Corp. also announced plans 

endar day) totaled 924,150, a gain of ap- tg build a $50 million chemical complex, 

proximately 50,508 over that of 1965. including a refinery near Donaldsonville. 
Crude oil processed in State refineries to- A construction project at the Humble 

taled 327.6 million barrels (17.6 million Oil & Refining Co. Baton Rouge refinery ; 

barrels more than in 1965) and represent- in progress during 1966, would raise plant
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capacity from 380,000 barrels daily to acid per day. Also under construction was 
415,000 barrels. This expansion and mod- a new ammonia facility and a new urea 

ernization of the No. 10 pipe still was facility. Allied Chemical Corp. expected to 
budgeted at a total cost of more than $7 complete in 1967 a plant to produce 1,000 
million. The refinery was to be the first in tons per day each of ammonia and urea. 
the United States to exceed 400,000-barrel- Union Texas Petroleum Division was 
per-day crude capacity. The plant has been’ building a 500-million-pound-per-year 
the largest in the United States and, after ethylene plant. Monochem, Inc. (owned by 
expansion, will be one of the four largest Borden. Chemical Co. and U.S. Rubber 
refineries in the world. Co.), completed a 120-million-pound-per- 

| Murphy Oil Corp. completed a new year expansion of vinyl chloride facilities. 

alkylation unit at the Meraux refinery on Shell Chemical Co. was constructing plant . 
the Mississippi River near New Orleans. facilities for ethylene oxide and derivatives, 

The new unit was scheduled to produce used in detergents, paints, and antifreeze; a 

1,620 barrels daily of alkylate, a high- plant to produce primary alcohols used in 
octane material used in blending gasoline. ™manufacturing soft detergents; and a plant 

Texaco Inc. continued constructing a to produce 100 million pounds per year of 
new $75 million refinery near the Sunshine paraxylene. Wyandotte Chemicals Corp ° 
Bridge in St. James Parish. Completion was ©™Pleted expansion of an ethylene oxide, 
scheduled in 1967. This is the company’s ethylene glycol facility with the annual ca- 

only refinery in Louisiana although it has pacity increased by 50 percent toa total of 
been the leading producer of crude oil in /#9 million pounds. Construction of a tol- 

| the State for many years. uene diisocyanate plant was nearing com- 
. . pletion by Wyandotte. | 

At Norco, Shell Oil Co. was completing In the Bat R Covol | 
an expansion and modernization program mn tie Paton Rouge area, Lopolymer 
to increase refinery capacity to 150,000 bar- Rubber and Chemical Co. was constructing 
rels per day. a $10 million synthetic rubber plant. Enjay 

Chemical Co. was expanding its ethylene 
Petrochemicals.—Louisiana’s already enor- plant capacity by 400 million pounds per 

mous petrochemical industry continued to” year (to more than 800 million pounds per 
grow in 1966. This growth is partially due year) ; its butadiene plant capacity; and 

to the availability of the Mississippi River planned to complete in 1967 a new 50 mil- 

water supply, convenient economical ship- lion gallon per year benzene plant. Allied 
ping facilities, and the nearness tO Chemical Corp. announced construction of 
refineries and chemical producing plants. 4 large-scale chlorine caustic soda facility. 
The supply of experienced labor in the Ethyl Corp. completed ethylene dichloride, 
area also contributes to the desirability of vinyl chloride, trichlorethylene, and perch- 
the region. . lorethylene producing facilities. The vinyl 

_In 1966, it became apparent that tradi- chloride plant capacity was doubled to 100 
tional raw materials for petrochemical million pounds per year. 
plants feedstock were becoming more , 
scarce. Cheap feedstock, primarily LP gases At Sterlington, Commercial Solvents 

and their immediate derivatives, was the Corp. was adding 1,000-ton-per-day ammo- 
basis of the rapid growth of the industry la capacity to its plant. | 
in the United States following World War In the New Orleans area, Shell Chemical 

II. ‘The price of these feedstocks has been (Co. completed facilities at Norco for mak- 

rising, and demand has grown faster than ing sulfolane, an extractive solvent used in 
supply. Although there is plenty of poten- refineries and natural gas plants, and 
tial petrochemical feedstock available in planned to complete in 1967 a $30 million 

other forms, these low-priced and easily 500-million-pound-per-year ethylene plant. 

converted hydrocarbons may not remain American Cyanamid completed a 450-ton- 

available at economically attractive prices. per-day urea plant at Avondale. A methyl 

At Geismar, Borden Chemical Co. com- methacrylate monomer expansion of 48 

pleted, at a reported cost in excess of $5 million pounds per year was scheduled for 

million, the world’s largest acetic acid completion in 1967. First Nitrogen Corp. 

plant, capable of producing 100 tons of began production in November at its new
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1,000 ton per day anhydrous ammonia fa- NONMETALS 
cility at Donaldsonville. Gulf Oil Corp. was . 
constructing a 1,000- to 1,500-ton-per-day Value of nonmetals (chemical and con- 
ammonia plant also at Donaldsonville; it struction materials) produced in 1966 was 
was planned as part of a fertilizer complex, $217 million or 6 percent of total. minerals 

costing about $50 million, to be completed value, an MCEEASE of 18 percent over the 
in 1968. Union Carbide Corp. began con- 1965 total. Combined value of construction 

structing a 120 million pounds per year materials (clay, lime, cement, Sypsul™ sand 
peracetic acid unit at Taft. Additional fa- 2"4 gravel and stone or shell) gained 11 
cilities for production of 200 million PSC?" . 
pounds per year of peracetic acid deriva- Barite.—Crude _barite from Arkansas, 
tives, including caprolactum used in mak- Missouri, and various foreign countries was 

ing textile fibers, special printing inks, and crushed and ground in three plants at New 
electronic goods were also under construc- Orleans and in one at Lake Charles. Out: 
tion. Included in the Taft complex were put was used mainly as 3 weighting agent 
facilities for producing ethylene oxide and in oil well drilling fluids. Production was 
other ethylene-based chemicals. somewhat higher than in 1965. 

In the Lake Charles area, Pittsburgh cement Portland i ement was produced , at four Louisiana nts—o n _Lak 
Plate Glass Co. appropriated $37 million Charles. one at Bate, Rouge, ne a 
for a chlorine-caustic-power complex at its , . ‘ . 
Lake Charles plant; it will include one of New pars 1965, Readyanie concr eny 

Me are "Stautfe, ae crore re ls panies were the chief consumers, followed 
t wh Co un heme Of < emica HP oom by highway contractors, concrete products | 
wi onuinental Ul Uo., expected to Co manufacturers, and other contractors. | 
plete one of the world’s largest vinyl chlo- | 
ride monomer plants in the fall of 1967. . | 
Continental Oil Co. also started construc: Table 16.—Shipments of portland cement to 
tion of a new ethylene facility. In April, Louisiana consumers 
Continental completed facilities at Lake © °° 
Charles which doubled the company’s ca- Year barrels 
pacity to manufacture cyclohexane, an im- 4957-61 (average)....._... 8088 
portant raw material in manufacturing ny- 1962_____...--------_------------- 8,875 

lon. Calcasieu Chemical Corp. was ggq-07777277777702TTTTTTTTT 101408 
expanding ethylene glycol plant capacity to 1965_______.---------------------- 11,294 
more than 20 million gallons per year. 1966. - .- ---------2-207 777727777777 11,619 
Firestone Synthetic Rubber and Latex Co. 
was expanding its polybutadiene plant. Na- Clay—A 10.6- t gain i les of 
tional Distillers and Chemical Corp. was misecllaneou 5 “day was oe corde 1 Seven 

building a polyethylene plant. Petroleum . . . ; . " 
Chemicls i. ‘a subsidiary of Columbian brick companies with nine brickworks, two 

Carbon Co.) “was constructing a 25-mil- lightweight ageneee Soe in LA and sour 7? t plant 1 ishes. 
lion-pound-per-year cyclic chemicals plant, Output Of clay use a for neem ent. gained 
the first of its kind in the Western Hemi- : . . . 

sphere. The $8 million urea plant at the sae eee the quantity used for brick 
_ : : gained slightly. 

Olin Mathieson chemical complex began The Louisiana Geological Survey has a 

operation near yearend. Capable of pro- cooperative agreement with the Bureau of 
ducing 150,000 tons annually of high-nitro- 

gen fertilizer, the plant was the last major Table 17.—Miscellaneous clay sold or used 
project in a $45 million expansion begun by producers 

last year. Earlier in 1966, the world’s larg- (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

est anhydrous ammonia plant began opera-_—_—_—#£—__T?—____lll"_—™ 
tion as part of the Olin Mathieson com- _sKear Quantity Value 

plex. Cities Service Petroleum Co. was 992) @¥%*®°2 77-77 Gea 
constructing a paraxylene unit and a ben- 1068 =~ =n sare rccct tcc 655 685 

zene plant, and was making additions to its 1965_____--- 271227272 909 936 
ethylene oxide-glycol plant. 1966___.---.-------------- 1,005 983
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Mines for a project surveying clay re- Cargill, Inc., will boost production at its 
sources of the State. Much of the clay test- Belle Isle salt dome mine to more than 1 
ed thus far has been found suitable for million tons per year, more than double its 
industrial use. When completed, the Loui- present capacity. Major additions will in- 
siana Geological Survey will publish results clude new storage capacity in the mine; 
of this study. | new crushing, screening, and_ grading 

Gypsum.—Winn Rock, Inc., Winn Parish, ¢quipment; and new barge-loading machin- 
mined crude gypsum for retarder in port- CTY: | 
land cement. National Gypsum Co. at Salt was used in tanning, food process- 

Westwego and Georgia Pacific Corp. at ing, manufacture of rubber, paper and 
New Orleans calcined imported crude gyp- chemicals, livestock feed, snow and ice re- 

sum and manufactured plaster, lath, and moval and numerous other industrial ap- 

wallboard. __ plications. 

Lime.—Lime production was down Sand and Gravel.—Production was 18.2 

slightly from 1965. Four companies pro- million tons: (7.8 million tons of sand and 

| duced lime—Olin Mathieson Chemical 10.4 million tons of gravel) , about 27 per- 

Corp. in Calcasieu Parish and Allied cent more than in 1965. Processed sand 

Chemical Co. in East Baton Rouge Parish and gravel amounted to 17.8 million tons 

produced lime for their use; U.S. Gypsum = or 98 percent of the total. Sand use was as 

Co. in Orleans Parish and Pelican State follows: Building sand, 55 percent; paving 
Lime Co. in St. Mary Parish produced pri- sand, 41 percent; industrial, other construc- 

mary lime from oystershell for sale on the tion, and fill sand, 4 percent. Gravel use 
open market. The lime was used principal- was as follows: Building gravel, 51 percent; 

ly at chemical and industrial plants and paving gravel, 46 percent; other construc- 

for refractories. Regenerated lime for use tion and fill gravel, 3 percent. A total of 99 
in paper and pulp was produced by five sand and gravel operations were reported 

companies at six plants as follows: Calca- in 21 parishes. 
sieu Paper Co., Allen Parish; Olin Mathie- The Louisiana Geological Survey began 
son Chemical Corp., Ouachita Parish; Con- a study of Louisiana sands from the stand- 
tinental Can Co., Inc., Jackson Parish; point of suitability for industrial use—glass 
International Paper Co., Morehouse and manufacture, foundry sand, etc. Results 

Webster Parishes; and Crown Zellerbach will be published when the study is com- 
Corp., Washington Parish. Regenerated plete. 
lime production in 1966 was 451,000 short Stone.—Stone production, consisted pri- 
tons, only 52 percent of 1965 production. marily of shell (clam and oyster), and 

Salt.—Louisiana was the nation’s leading some anhydrite produced in Winn Parish 
salt-producing State. Output gained about for road surfacing and concrete. Lacking 
7.5 percent in 1966. Demand for all types an adequate supply of stone, Louisiana re- 
of salt—evaporated, rock, and brine— lies on shell as a substitute. About 77 per- 
showed moderate increases, although in- cent of the shell was used for concrete 
creased consumption of rock salt accounted aggregate and road construction; cement 
for most of the overall gain. Evaporated raw material comprised 19 percent; the re- 
and/or rock salt was produced by six salt mainder was burned to lime. Total output 
companies; brine was produced by seven of shell was about 8.5 percent higher than 
chemical companies. in 1965. 

Table 18.—Salt sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Evaporated salt Rock salt Brine Total 
Year ee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average) 163 $3 , 820 1,557 $11,094 2,525 $5,914 4,245 $20 , 828 
1962____.___--_- 246 6 ,298 2,004 13,531 2,998 7,578 5,248 27 ,407 
1963___..___--_- 250 5,988 2,294 15,227 3,655 9,235 6,199 30 , 450 

- 1964___-._-__-___- 252 6 ,080 2,516 16 ,537 3,633 13 , 439 6,401 36 , 056 
1965___-.__-__-- 256 6,293 3,106 17 , 828 4,854 17,691 8,126 41,812 
1966_____.__-_--- 267 6,354 3,502 19 ,681 4,967 18,154 8,736 44,189
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, Table 19.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Oe 

Government-and- 

Y Commercial contractor Total sand and gravel 

ear —_—— OO oaoaoaowm oe 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
i e060 eco 

1957-61 (average)___----- 18 , 662 $17 ,052 348 . $128 14,010 $17,180 

1962______-------------- 11,701 14,682 339 135 12 ,040 14,317 

1963_.__.--------------- 12,125 14,551 375 150 12,500 14,701 

1964____--.------------- 13 ,228 14,959 366 294 13 ,594 15,253 

1965__._---------------- 14,024 16,306 274 99 14,298 16,405 

1966_____--------------- 18,171 22,459 45 45 18 ,216 22,004 

eeOO nnn rrr 

| Table 20.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Cn 

1965 1966 

Class of operation and use roo 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

ne 

Commercial operations: 
/ 

Sand: 
Building__.._.-..-.---------------------- 2,717 $2 ,643 4,295 $4,632 

Paving...-_------.---------------------- 1,708 1,593 3,170 3,287 

Other 1________.---_--------------------- 340 302 301 514 
a 

Total__.___.-----.-------------------- 4,765 4,538 7,766 8,433 
eee eee 

_ Gravel: 
Building......--_..---------------------- 5,313 6,640 5,307 7,099 

Paving._..---_.------------------------- ~~ 8,409 4,121 4,765 6,499 

_ Other 2_.__.____-.-_--.-------------------- 537 1,007 333 428 
a 

Total_.__.___.------------------------ 9,259 11,768 10 ,405 14 026 

Total sand and gravel_____-------------- 14,024 16 ,3806 18,171 22,459 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: Paving-_..-..------------------------- 1 2 aenne _a--- 

rE 
——————— 

Gravel: 
Building.......-------------------------- 168 19 ~---- _---- 

Paving_....--.-------------------------- 105 18 45 45 
OE | 

| Total___.._.---.---------------------- 278 97 45 45 

Total sand and gravel.._-.-------------- 274 99 45 45 
————————————————————

———ooo 

Grand total__..__---------------------- 14,298 16,405 18,216 22,504 

en UU serene 

1 Includes fill, other construction, and industrial sand (ground and unground). 

2 Includes fill, other construction, and miscellaneous gravel. 

Sulfur—Shipments of Frasch sulfur were Table 21.—Sulfur produced and shipped 

at a record level, exceeding the 1965 total from Frasch mines : 

by 12 percent. Sulfur remained in short (Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) 

supply during the year and several new ne 
. pmen 

sulfur operations started. Year Produce, ———__—_______ 

During early 1966, United States Frasch tion Quantity Value 

produ cers did not increase their domestic 1957-61 (average). 2,217 2,209 $52,185 

prices but continued a program begun in 1962. woe nanan 2 363 2 262 2 are 

1965 of eliminating allowances and adjust- j9¢47777~7-----.— 2739 2° 733 54.996 

ing transportation and handling charges. 1965_----------- 3,582 3,577 «81,372 

: 1966_____------- 4,085 4,018 104 ,4T2 

Effective December 1, 1966, Freeport Sul- 9 7777777 

phur Co. increased its domestic price by t Revised. 

$2.50 per ton to $28.50 per ton for dark 

sulfur f.o.b. Port Sulphur. Late in the year, Freeport Sulphur Co. continued to be 

export prices for Frasch sulfur were $39.00 the world’s largest producer and supplier 

per ton and upward for bright sulfur fo.b. of sulfur. Its production came from three 

gulf ports. mines in the bayou country of Louisiana—
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Grande Ecaille, Lake Pelto, and Garden Is- A plant to recover sulfur from crude oil 
land Bay—-and from the Grand Isle mine 7 was placed onstream at the Shell Oil Co. 
miles offshore from the Louisiana coast. Norco refinery. Louisiana crude has low 
The company installed a new production sulfur content, but the company expected 
platform at the Grand Isle mine to main- to produce about 40 long tons per day. 
tain production levels while the two exist- A plant, built by Union Texas Petro- 
ing platforms were being relocated. The leum Co. to reestablish production at the 
new addition was unique because it floats old Sulphur Mines salt dome—site of the 
and thereby will not need to be relocated first successful installation of the Frasch 
because of subsidence caused by mining method—came onstream during the latter 
sulfur. The pontoons were sunk about 50 part of 1966 but produced only a relatively 
feet below the water’s surface, and it was small tonnage of sulfur. 
expected the platform would be stable The current interest in sulfur led a 
even in the most severe storm. In April, number of companies to seek leases for ad- 
Freeport Sulphur Co. announced plans to ditional prospecting and drilling on other 
construct a $25 million offshore facility to known onshore dome structures in the gulf 
mine a sulfur deposit 6 miles seaward from coast area. | | 
Caminada Pass in the Gulf of Mexico. De- 
velopment drilling at the site was complet- METALS | 
ed, fabrication of mining facilities proceed- Aluminum.—Kaiser Aluminum & Chemi- 
ed onshore, and production was scheduled cal Corp. produced alumina at its Gra- 

to begin in 1968. mercy and North Baton Rouge plants, cal- 
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. mounted equip- cined coke at Norco, and produced 

ment on barges preparatory to mining the aluminum at its reduction plant at Chal- 
Bully Camp deposits in Lafourche Parish mette. To meet increased demand, tabular 

just above Golden Meadow. Production and calcined alumina production was in- 
probably will start in 1968. creased at the company’s Baton Rouge 

Jefferson Lake Sulphur Co., a subsidiary plant. The new facilities should be ade- 
f Occidental Petroleum Corp., discovered ‘¥4°C for the increased demand for tabular ° ; P» . alumina—so named because it is composed enough sulfur in Lake Hermitage salt 6¢ tablet-type crystals—used in making 

dome, Plaquemines Parish, to justify a high-temperature refractory brick and elec- 
mining operation. This, too, was to be a trical insulators for sparkplugs and in 
barge-mounted operation. other wide applications. 

REVIEW BY PARISHES 

Minerals were produced in all but one ing natural gas liquids, valued at $37 mil- 
of the State’s 64 parishes. Mineral fuels lion. Seven gasoline plants and one frac- 
were produced in 58 parishes; other miner- _ tionator recovered the liquids. 
als were produced in 39 parishes. Nine Allen.—Eleven exploratory wells were 
parishes reported mineral production val- drilled; two oilfields, W. LeBlanc and E. 
ued at over $100 million (eight in 1965). LeBlanc, and one gasfield, N. E. Fontenot, 
Mineral production in these nine parishes were discovered. 
totaled $2,556 million or 75 percent of the Ascension.—This parish had tax exemp- 
total value for the State. Three parishes tion applications for $63 million of chemi- 
reported between $100 million and $50 PP . . cae : cal and petroleum construction, the highest - 
million, and 39 other parishes reported in the State, as the Geismar chemical com- mineral production valued at over $1 mil- ] _ ae 
lion. Parishes with significant mineral pro- P.S% Comunues to expand. Shell Pip cline . ; 15 aa 4 Corp. proposed a 650-mile crude oil pipe- duction or mineral industry activity are re- li P JO line.” frf Donald ‘le to 
viewed separately. (See table 22 for Ww, © d Ril , cI Con; vail sonv1 hi 
additional details.) 0° VEE a line will be the 1B 

gest crude oil pipeline ever built. Gulf Oil 
Acadia.—Twenty-eight exploratory holes Corp. announced plans to build a $50 mil- 

were drilled, but no discoveries were made lion chemical complex, including a refinery 
in 1966. The parish ranked first in recover- near Donaldsonville, in the near future.
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Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Louisiana, by parishes * 

Parish 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Acadia_._._-_---._------- $110,659,704  $121,816,941 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum. 
Allen_...--------------- 9,744,441 9,670,524 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Ascension. -------------- 4,831,547 5,455,913 Petroleum, salt, natural gas. 
Assumption__......------ 19 ,940 ,938 22,514,927 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Avoyelles.___------------ 3,660,447 4,122,753 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas Hquids. 
Beauregard__.----.------ 8,998 ,340 10,047,596 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

. - sand and gravel. 
Bienville._._.---..------ 9,072 , 233 10,185,393 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Bossier___...------------- 34,714,994 36,692,474 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. 
Caddo___..------------- 33 , 498 , 076 37,198,454 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

clays. 
Caleasieu_...------------ 41,514,907 46,654,238 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

cement, lime, salt, clays. 
Caldwell__..------------ 2,560,937 2,871,208 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Cameron_____----------. 153,745,670 177,177,409 Natural gs, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

salt, shell. 
Catahoula. _..-.-..------ 10 ,377 ,000 11,751,196 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Claiborne.......-.------- 25 , 682,140 27,965,028 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Coneordia__.._.-_-_----- 18,972,201 21,367,246 Petroleum, natural gas. 
De Soto__.._-.-_----_----- 11,159,099 11,986,411 Natural gas, petroleum. 
East Baton Rouge-------- 16 , 830, 602 17,970,526 Cement, petroleum, lime, sand and gravel, 

natural gas, clays. 
East Feliciana________--- 1,068 , 000 W Sand and gravel. 
Evangeline. ___...------- 10 ,634, 252 11,835,645 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

. sand and gravel. 
Franklin. _.._-.-._-=----- 1,978,104 2,249,370 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Grant_....-- 2-2 ee 862 ,082 517,801 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Iberia__--.-------------- 92,224,859 103,242,582 Petroleum, natural gas, salt, natural gas liquids, 

clays. — 
Iberville._._......------- 44,193,599 49 256,501 Petroleum, salt, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Jackson ____------------- 330 , 272 _ 371,169 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Jefferson____..__._...--.° *187,288,905 161,149,572 Petroleum, sulfur, natural gas, sand and gravel, 

salt, natural gas liquids, shell. 
Jefferson Davis_._...-.-. . 52,118,465 57,909,016 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. 
Lafayette__.._...__------ 14 ,034, 723 15,848,364 Natural gas, petroleum, clays. 
Lafourehe___.__.....---- 309,069,232 350,723,699 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
La Salle._.....-....----- 18 , 531, 842 21,071,503 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Lineoln____.-..-.-.------ 22,204,665 25,525,726 Natural gas liquids, natural gas, petroleum, 

Se, clays. 
Livingston........-.-.--- 306 , 054 201,459 Petroleum, natural gas. © 
Madison_____..--------- 1,598,662 1,793,802 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Morehouse. ____.-__----- 1,872, 566 2,182,724 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum. 
Natchitoches. __...__---.- 212 ,935 240,181 Petroleum, natural gas, clays. 
Orleans____._._-_------- 13,487,675 15,004,223 Cement, lime, shell, natural gas. 
Ouachita. _._......------ 9,417,485 11,357,642 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, 

a -.. Sand and gravel, clays. 
Plaquemines___..-.-.--.. 673,429,716 783,913,858 Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, natural gas 

. Poa. - liquids, salt. . 
Pointe Coupee. .__-.----- 11,422,011 12,704,906 Petroleum, natural gas, natura] gas liquids, | 

_ clays. 
Rapides____....--------- 5,111,374 5,595,025 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, clays. | 
Red River__.__..._-_----- 961,137 1,458,162 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. | 
Richland. --..----------- 15,069,511 16,871,372 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. | 

Sabine____..._---------- 20 , 427 , 484 23,283,443 - Do. 
St. Bernard___...-------- 16 , 560,800 17,285,915 Natural gas liquids, petroleum, natural gas, 

Ls clays. 
St. Charles____...------- 44,676 , 567 48,449,530 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. ; 
St. Helena_...____------- 280 , 000 592,000 Sand and gravel. . | 
St. James_____-.-------- 5,353 , 749 6,066,614 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 

St. John the Baptist__._-- 3,729 ,536 4'972 351 Petroleum, shell, natural gas. . 
St. Landry____.-.------- 47 , 483 ,163 56,850,857 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
St. Martin._._._._-..---- 64, 502 , 426 12,741,769 Petroleum, natural gas, salt, natural gas liquids. 

St. Mary___..-.....-.--. 234,936,040 267,250,412 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
salt, shell, lime. 

St. Tammany_-___.------- 3,445 , 532 2,947,336 Shell, sand and gravel, natural gas, petroleum, 
clays. 

Tangipahoa_-_.._..------ _. 790,064 384,365 Sand and gravel, petroleum, clays.: _ 
Tensas_______.---------- 17,405 , 067 19,476,105 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 

Terrebonne___..__....-.. *° 366,582,522 420,200,599 Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, natural gas 
liquids, salt. 

Union_.._.....----.2:--- 13 , 480,705 15,118,160 Natural gas, petroleum. _ 
Vermilion__._....-.-.... 149,061,774 170,756,350 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

sand and gravel. 
Vernon._._...-.--------- 3,000 8,000 Sand and gravel. 
Washington_._._...-_---- 869 ,000 790,000 Do. _ 
Webster.......---------- 28 ,500 , 894 33,189,485 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

; sand and gravel. 
West Baton Rouge. __--__- 651 ,679 703,910 Petroleum, natural gas, clays. 
West Carroll... _- 210,618 236,121 Natural gas. 
West Feliciana_._._____._ WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Winn. ___.-------------- 3, 826 ,302 3,610,941 Petroleum, stone, gypsum, natural gas, sand 

and gravel. 
Undistributed_........... "12,192,676 38 , 758 ,298 

Total____...._._  2,988,261,000 3,430,140,000 

® Revised. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 Kast Carroll not listed because no production was reported.
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Assumption.—During the year, 13 ex- and are reportedly similar to deposits in 
ploratory holes were drilled, proving two East ‘Texas. 

gasfields, Northwest Oakley and Ratcliff, Concordia.—The parish ranked first in 
and one oilfield, Bayou Grosbec. exploratory drilling (77 wells) and second | 

Avoyelles.—Drilling of 16 exploratory in total drilling (228 wells). Natchez Ferry 
wells proved one oilfield, Vick. _ oilfield was opened. 

Bienville——The Danville gasfield was diss | De Soto.—-Ten exploratory wells were 
covered. United Gas Pipeline Co. con- drilled. Mansfield gasfield was opened. 
tinued constructing a gas storage reservoir South Louisiana Production Co. operated 
in the old Bistineau gasfield. | _ its underground gas storage system in the 

Caddo.—The parish ranked third in to- Holly field reservoir. Working capacity of 
tal number of wells drilled—227 wells in the storage was | billion cubic feet. 
1966 (716 in 1965). All but six were devel- East Baton Rouge.—Construction of pe- 
opment wells, many in the Pine Island  troleum and petrochemical facilities and 
area. One oilfield, Walnut Bayou was _ expansion of existing facilities was wide- 
opened. spread in the Baton Rouge area. Clay for 

| Calcasieu.—Exploratory drilling of 18 brick manufacture was mined by Acme 
wells proved one oilfield, Newton. The Brick Co. Ideal Cement Co. produced port- 
Lake Charles industrial area remained one and and masonry cements from shell 
of the important industrial concentrations Which was barged up the Mississippi by a 
in the State, and it continued to expand. New Orleans supplier. Kaiser Aluminum & 
The sulfur plant, built to reestablish pro- Chemical Corp. processed bauxite into alu- 
duction at Sulphur Mines salt dome, pro- Mina at its North Baton Rouge plant. Ac- 
duced a relatively small tonnage of sulfur. cording to tax exemption records of the 
The parish ranked fourth in mineral in- Louisiana Department of Commerce and 
dustry investment, according to tax exemp- Industry, the parish ranked third in miner- 
tion records, with $43 million. _al industry investment with $45 million. 

Cameron.—The parish ranked fifth in to- _Franklin.—Drilling of 17 exploratory 
tal value of mineral production; sixth in wells proved Longview gasfield. | 
value of petroleum, fourth in value of nat-  _Iberia.—The parish ranked first in value 
ural gas, and seventh in value of natural of salt output. Natural gas liquids were 
gas liquids. Two gasfields were discovered recovered at three plants. West Lake Ferme 
onshore—South Lake Misere, and Twin Is- gasfield was discovered onshore. South 
land. Exploratory drilling of 56 wells Marsh Island Block 27 oilfield and South 
offshore proved five gasfields: E. Cameron Marsh Island Block 142 gasfield were dis- 
—Block 118, —Block 139, —Block 189, — covered offshore. 

Block 224; and West Cameron—Block 456. Iberville.—Gulf States Utilities Co. began 
A 1964 gas discovery offshore was named ing $41.7 million expansion of its generating 
1966 (E. Cameron Block 49). Natural gas plant in Iberville Parish. In addition, min- 
liquids were recovered at 12 gas processing eral industry investment for 1966, accord- 
plants. Continental Oil Co. completed a ing to tax exemption records, ranked fifth 
500-million-cubic-foot-per-day gas process- in the State with $25 million. Willow Glen 
ing. plant at Grand Chenier. It will replace  oj]feld was discovered. 
slant old 350-million-cubic-foot-per-day Jefferson—Freeport Sulphur Co. _pro- 

; duced sulfur at its Grand Isle offshore 
Catahoula—Exploratory drilling of 55 platform. The company began develop- 

wells resulted in two productive oilfields: ment work on another offshore sulfur mine 
Bayou Louis, probably the most important about 5 miles west of the Grand Isle mine. 
Wilcox discovery in Louisiana this year, production is scheduled to begin in 1968. 
and Serena. The parish ranked fifth in petroleum 
Claiborne——The Forest Grove School production, valued at $112 million. In 

oilfield was opened. Natural gas liquids April, Humble Oil and Refining Co. com- 
were recovered at four gas processing pleted a 100-million-cubic-foot-per-day nat- 
plants. Bedded siderite and limonite depos- ural gas processing plant at Grand _ Isle. 
its exposed in hillsides have been investi- This again put Jefferson Parish in the 
gated by the Louisiana Geological Survey ranks of natural gas liquids producers.
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Two gasfields were discovered offshore in Jefferson Lake Sulphur Co. discovered 

the Grand Isle area (Block 33 and Block enough sulfur in Lake Hermitage salt | 

72) . dome to justify a mining operation. 

Lafourche.—The parish ranked third in Red River.—The East Hope gasfield was 

| exploratory drilling with 48 wells and sev- opened. 
| enth in total drilling with 141 wells. Only Sabine.— The East Sardis and Columbus 

one gasfield, Plum Point, was discovered  ojlfields were discovered by 16 exploratory 

onshore. South ‘Timbalier Block 190 wells. The Toledo Bend Dam was partially 

gasfield was discovered offshore. The total closed and began collecting water that will 

mineral production value was $351 million, eventually back up 65 miles. This joint 

third in the State. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. Texas-Louisiana built reservoir and hy- 

was preparing to mine the Bully Camp droelectric project was about 70 percent 
sulfur deposit. Production will probably complete, and the target date for comple- 

start in 1968. tion of the $65 million project was May 

La Salle-—Mosquito Bend oilficld was 1968. 
discovered. | St. Bernard.—Chandeleur Sound Block 5¢ 

Natchitoches.—Placid Oil Co. was con-  gasfield and Breton Sound Block 12 oilfield 

structing its Black Lake natural gas proc- Were discovered offshore. Tenneco Oul Co. 

essing plant. It will have a capacity of 130 planned to expand its refinery at Chal- 

million cubic feet per day and was expect- mette in the near future, and Murphy 

ed to be completed in March 1967. Initial Corp. completed a new alkylation unit at 

yield from the field was gas, but subse- the Meraux refinery. Kaiser Aluminum & 

quent drilling discovered a big reserve of Chemical Corp. operated its Chalmette alu- 

crude oil. minum reduction plant. 

Ouachita—Acme Brick mined clay at St. SJames.—The Kaiser Aluminum & 

Monroe for brick and tile. Drew gasfield Chemical Corp. plant at Gramercy operat- 

was opened. Natural gas liquids were re- ed during the year to produce alumimum 

covered at the Calhoun plant of Arkla fluoride, isocyanates, hydrogen fluoride, 

Chemical Corp., and the Calhoun plant of and fluorcarbons. St. Amelia gasfield was 

Southwest Gas Producing Co., Inc. Work discovered. Texaco Inc. continued construc- 

continued on the anhydrous ammonia tion of its new $75 million refinery near 

plant of Commercial Solvents Corp. at the Sunshine Bridge. Completion was — 

‘Sterlington with completion scheduled for scheduled in 1967. , 

mid-1967. St. John the Baptist—The Edgard gasfield 

Plaquemines.—Total value of mineral “* discovered. 

production, highest in the State, increased St. Mary.—The parish ranked fourth in 

from $673 million in 1965 to $784 million total value of minerals, petroleum, and 

in 1966, a gain of 16 percent. The parish natural gas liquids production. It was fifth 

ranked first in total drilling, fifth in ex- in natural gas production. The West 

ploratory drilling, first in petroleum and Bayou Carlin oilfield and the East Franklin 

sulfur production, second in natural gas gasfield were discovered. Offshore, a gasfteld 

production, and third in natural gas liq- —Eugene Island Block 231—was discovered. 

uids production. Lake Lery gasfield was The Humble Oil & Refining Co. let a $4.8 

opened. Three new offshore oilfields, West million contract to expand its Gardem City 

Delta Block 133 and Breton Sound Block gas processing plant. Already the State's 

31 and Block 37, were opened. West Delta largest, capacity will be increased 350 mil- 

Block 35 gasfield was opened. Gulf Oil lion cubic feet per day to 1.25 billion cubic 

Corp. was completing its: new 20,000-bar- feet per day. 

rel-per-day refinery at Venice. The com- Terrebonne.—The parish ranked second 

pany completed a new 800-million-cubic- in total value of minerals produced, first in 

foot-per-day natural gas processing plant at natural gas production, third in petroleum 

the same location. | production, and fourth in exploratory 

Humble Oil and Refining Co. early in drilling for petroleum and natural gas. 

1966 completed its Delta gas processing East Lake Decade, a 1965 discovery, was 

plant at Venice with a capacity of 310 mil- named in 1966. North Kent Bayou gasfield 

lion cubic feet per day. was discovered onshore. Offshore in the
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Ship Shoal area three gasfields (Block 40, ral gas liquids production. Vermilion area 
Block 58, and Block 224) and one oilfield Block 193 gasfield. offshore was discovered 
(Block 299) were discovered. South Tim- in 1964 but named in 1966. Vermilion area 
balier, Block 245 gasfield was discovered. Block 171 gasfield and South Marsh Island 
Union.—Shiloh gasfield was discovered. Block 16 oilfield were discovered in 1966. 
Vermilion—The parish ranked third in Natural gas liquids were recovered at six - 

natural gas production and second in natu- _ gas processing plants.



~The Mineral Ind f Mat 

By Robert E. Ela * 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of 
Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Maine, for 
collecting information on all minerals except fuels. | 

Value of Maine mineral production Noranda Mines, Ltd., were active south of 

totaled $16.7 million, a 6-percent decrease Jackman in Somerset County. 
from the record high established in 1965. According to the new Federal Highway 
The decline was attributed principally to Act, passed by Congress in 1966, a mini- 
lower demand for sand and gravel in high- .mum standard of four-lane divided high- 
way construction and to the lower volume ways must now be provided on the inter- 
of shipments of portland cement. Decreases state system. This new standard will affect 
in value were also reported for clay and 108 miles of highway between Old Town 
feldspar. 7 and Houlton. Substantial quantities of 

Exploration for and development of sand and gravel, stone, and cement. will 
metallic mineral deposits, including gold, be required for the highway work that will 
silver, copper, lead, zinc, and nickel, con- have to be done before Maine’s interstate 
tinued. Spooner Mines and Oils Ltd., oper- system _is completed. : 
ating through North American Explora- “a Statistical « . t ; B MG Pitt 

tion; Northern Canada Mines, Ltd.; and burgh. Ps Beene Sy 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

NONMETALS | cement using the wet process. ‘Two types 
of finished portland cement were produced: 

Cement.—Dragon Cement Co., Inc., Divi- Types JI and II (general use) and type Ill 

sion of Martin Marietta Corp., the sole  (high-early-strength). Stocks of finished 
cement producer in Maine, manufactured portland cement at yearend rose to their 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Maine * 

1965 1966 
Mineral 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays.............--.--.---.------thousand short tons_- 49 $63 45 $58 
Gem stones_.______---------------------------------- NA 35 NA 35 
Peat_____________-____-___-_._.-..-_-- _--short tons__ 1,275 56 1,600 60 
Sand and gravel____....._._.._..__..thousand short tons._ 17,294 7,831 15,036 7,027 
Stone___________-.-_----_---------------------do___- 1,100 3,409 1,092 3,622 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement 

(portland and masonry) and feldspar__.___._.-_.------ xX 6,347 xx 5,932 

Total___-.--._---------------------------------- xX 17,741 XX 16,734 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
; 1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consump- 

tion by producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
nee 

Year Value Year Value 
SEER ee 

1957____-_.--------_----- t $12 , 842 1962____-_--_---_- 2 Lie r $14,598 
1958_____-.---------_--- r 12,651 1963___-------- 2 r 13,894 
1959__ 2 rT 18,529 1964_____2 2 ee r 17,256 
1960___.-.----------_--- r 13,692 1965___---_------ 2 Lee r 17,631 
1961_____.-------- eee r 15,282 . 1966__--.-------------- Pp 16,451 

eee 
T Revised. | 
P Preliminary. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Average Number of Injury rates per 
men Days Man-days Man-hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry working active worked worked —--_______________—_— 
daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 

1965: 
Metal and 

nonmetal_____- 195 212 41 330 1 22 69.73 18,844 
Sand and gravel... 1,652 235 389 3,128 ___- 56 17.90 378 
Stone. _.._.----- 466 248 115 960 ___e 12 12.50 222 
Peat.._--------- 20 110 2 VT eee ---- ---- ---- 

Total._..-.--. 2,333 234 547 4,435 1 90 20.52 1,716 

1966: P . 
Metal and 

nonmetal-_ _ __- 120 189 23 181 1 7 44.20 34,569 
Sand and gravel... 1,620 233 378 2,499 ____ 50 20.01 530 
Stone._.-_.----- 445 248 110 9138 __Le 28 30.67 697 
Peat_...-.------ 21 136 3 23 Lee ---- ---- ---- 

Total.._...... 2,206 233 514 3,616 1 85 23.78 2,272 

P Preliminary. 

highest level since 1962 as shipments failed clay, used in pottery manufacture, was 
to keep pace with production. Cement recovered from property in Hancock 
rock, the principal raw material consumed County. Cumberland County continued to 
in the two rotary-kiln plant, was quarried be the principal clay producing area. Clay 
by the company. Purchased sand, gypsum, mining on property near Eliot, York 
and iron-bearing materials were also used County, by Morin and Sons, Inc., was not 

as raw materials. In order of size, the prin- | economical and was terminated in mid- 
cipal consumers of finished portland July. 

cement were ready-mixed concrete com- Feldspar.— Production of marketable crude 

panies, concrete product manufacturers, ore was limited to Oxford County. Output 

and building material dealers. Total ap- which had increased for 3 successive years 

parent consumption of portland cement in WS / percent lower than in 1965. Feldspar 
vr: . from mines in Oxford County together 
Maine during 1966 was 997,000 barrels. . . . . 
Eich € th land with a substantial quantity of high potash 

8 ty P ercent or the portian cement Was feldspar mined in New Hampshire was 
shipped in bulk to consumers in Maine, processed at a grinding plant at West Paris. 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Is- Ground feldspar production was about the 
land, and Vermont. same as the previous year and was used 

Clays.—Clay production, predominantly chiefly for ceramic materials, although a 
. limited quantity was consumed for soaps 

miscellaneous clay, was 8 percent less than : , ; 
in 1968. Miscell 1 . . and abrasives. Ceramic uses included elec- 

um 7 sce taneous clay mMANes, two In trical porcelain, tile, sanitary ware, and 
Androscoggin County and three in Cum- other pottery products. Most of the ground 
berland County, supplied local brick-manu- feldspar was consumed at plants located 
facturing plants. A small quantity of fire in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New Jersey.
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| Gem Stones.—Oxford County continued Penobscot produced 2.2 million tons less 
to be the chief area for collecting gem- than in 1965. 
quality stones and mineral specimens in Shifts in use patterns reflected the vari- 
Maine. Other counties in which the recov- ous phases in highway construction. Sand 
ery of mineral specimens has been reported and gravel for paving accounted for 91 per- 
were Franklin, Sagadahoc, Washington, cent of total production, compared with 63 
and York. Minerals collected included percent in 1965. Fill, principally sand, 
agate, autunite, beryl, gem-quality aqua- dropped 4.9 million tons and represented 
marine, lithium minerals, and amethyst. only 3 percent of the total production, 

Lime.—Regenerated high calcium lime compared with 31 percent in 1965. Eighty- 
three percent of the sand and gravel was 

produced by Oxford Paper Co. at Rum- beneficiated by washing, screening, or other 
ford, Oxford County, was used for manu- thods: y . 1 d 6» d 
f ; Th . methods; commercial producers processe 
acturing paper. e quantity of lime lost 54 percent of their output, while Govern- 
was relatively small, and was supplemented P d pues d 
with purchased material ment-and-contractor operations processe 

. more than 87 percent of their total output. 

Nitrogen Compounds.—Anhydrous ammo- Stone.—In terms of value, dimension 
nia, used as a fertilizer component, was ; . . 

. . granite and crushed limestone continued 
produced by Northern Chemical Industries, be th ‘ncipal f . 
Searsport, Waldo County to be the principal types of stone quarried 

, . in the State. Stone production totaled 
Peat.—Despite a 25-percent increase in 1,092,000 tons and remained near the rec- 

the tonnage of peat sold, the value rose ord high established in 1965. Value of 

only 7 percent. Lower unit prices were re- stone rose $213,000 due largely to the 
portedly due to increased competition from higher unit value of crushed limestone. | 
Canadian producers. All peat sold during Output of dimension granite, in order of 
the year was the sphagnum variety and was decreasing value, included dressed archi- 
used principally as a soil conditioner. tectural, dressed monumental, curbing, | 

flagging, dressed construction, and rough 

Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand contrition stone. Crushed granite Was 
and gravel, which had set new records in jjarketed as riprap, concrete aggregate 

the 4 previous years, dropped to 15 million and roadstone. Crushed and broken lime- 
tons; 13 percent below the record high one was used principally in the manu- 

established in 1965. The Maine Highway facture of cement with sizable quantities 
Commission, the State’s largest single user being used for concrete, roadstone, and 

of sand and gravel, reported a substantial agricultural purposes. Slate, the only other 
decrease in consumption. Completion of gimension stone produced, was marketed 

Interstate Highway 95, in the central part as electrical slate and flagging. Miscellane- 
of the State, and a reduction of highway oy. stone was crushed or broken and used 
size from four to two lanes in the northern primarily for concrete aggregate and road- | 
section were the chief reasons for the de- sione. The principal limestone-producing 
crease in demand. Construction on the last 3.2.4 was Knox County followed by Aroos- 

yemaming gap on Interstate 95, extending 49k and Kennebec. Dimension granite was 
for 41 miles between Medway and Oakfield, produced in Hancock, Knox, and York 
is currently underway and is scheduled for Counties; crushed granite was pr oduced in 

completion in 1967. . Cumberland, Knox, and York Counties. 

Commercial production was only 14 per-  gjate production was exclusive to Piscata- 
cent of the State total and was reported quis County; crushed miscellaneous stone 
from all counties except Lincoln and Pis- ,.,. produced in Cumberland County 
cataquis. Shipments to consumers were 
predominantly by truck. METALS 
Combined production of both commer- 

cial and Government-and-contractor opera- Development of the Black Hawk Mining 
tions exceeded | million tons in only four Corp., Blue Hill property, was virtually at 
counties. The counties of Aroostook, Pen- a standstill. Shortage of experienced per- 
obscot, Cumberland, and York, in order of sonnel was the main reason for the delay. b Cumberland, and York, i der of ] h i for the delay 
decreasing contribution, accounted for Black Hawk Mining Corp., a subsidiary of 
more than half of the State production. Denison Mines Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, 
Government-and-contractor operations in started exploration at the site in 1961.
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Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
A 

. 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use —_————— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

a 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Structural. _..-.------------------------------------- 331 $254 2380 $166 

Paving..._-.---.------------------------------------ 255 193 | 300 270 

Fill..-.--_-___-------------------------------------- 277 121 279 105 

Engine____..._-.-.---------------------------------- 4 6 4 6 

Other_._.._._---------------------------------------- 51 40 72 47 

Total. ....-------------e eee eee eee eee 918 614 935 594, 

Gravel: 
Structural. ...--------------------------------------- 195 202 199 184 

Paving._._.----------------------------------------- 667 695 680 726 

Railroad ballast. __-.--...---------------------------- _ 81 10 26 _9 
Fill._....------------------------------------------- 257 111 199 79 

Other. _.._--.---------------------------------------- 142 62 1126 152 

Total. _._.-.-------------------------------------- 1,292 1,080 1,230 1,050 

Total sand and gravel_...___..----------------------- 2,210 1,694 2,165 1,644 

Government-and-contractor operations: - —_ 7 

Sand: _ . 
Structural___.__._.....-..--------------------------- 3 2 ---- ---- 

Paving._.._.---------------------------------------- 792 600 3,065 1,400 

Fill...-.....-_-------------------------------------- 4,629. 1,622 awe ---- 

_ Other_._.-_----------------------------------------- 227 178 238 = =—s_—«- 188 

— Total... ----.------------------------------------ 5,651 2,402 . 3,303 1,583 

Gravel: | . 
Paving_.__.-...------------------------------------- 9,199 3,639 9, 566 3,799 

Fill_...._-..---------------------------------------- 231 95 2 1 

Other_._...-.--------------------------------------- 3 ---- 

Total. _.------------ee eee n eee e eee eeeeeeee------- (9483-87859, 5688, 800 

Total sand and gravel__._..._..--------------------- 15,084 6,137 12,871 5,383 

All operations: 
Sand______--__------------------------ +--+ ------------- 6 569-3, 016 4,238 2,177 

Gravel__..._..-.---------------------------------------- 10,725 4,815 10,798 4,850 

Total.___._..-__---_----------------------------------- 17,294 17,831 15,036 7,027 

a 
1 Includes miscellaneous and other gravel. 

Passage of legislation by a special ses-  flect local drainage has been completed. 
sion of the Maine Legislature, permitted The company planned to have the mine in 
Callahan Mining Corp. to proceed with production by mid-1967. 
the development of its open pit copper- Knox Mining Company, with Office of 
zinc mine in Hancock County. Construc- Mineral Exploration assistance, completed 
tion of a dam to block the ocean and a __ half of its current nickel exploration proj- 
retaining wall around the pit area to de- ect near Union, Knox County. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

The Maine State Highway Commission for local roads and street maintenance. 
produced paving sand and gravel in each Production of Government-and-contractor 

of the State’s 16 counties; output was ob- sand and gravel was over 2 million tons 
tained by its own crews and by workers jn Aroostook and in Penobscot Counties, 
under contract. A small quantity of gravel the principal producing areas. 
for fill was also mined. In addition, five 
municipalities in Androscoggin County, Androscoggin.—Eleven commercial sand 
two in Hancock, one each in Cumberland and gravel operations reported output in 
and Penobscot recovered sand and gravel 1966 compared with 12 in 1965. Fifty-six
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| Table 5.—Value of mineral production in Maine, by counties 

County - 1965 1966 - Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Androseoggin..------------------ $577,050 $502,040 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Aroostook. _--------------------- 1,590,848 1,555,576 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Cumberland. ___....--_---------- 1,088,795 1,125,971 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Franklin_...----.------------=--- 177,000 168,000 Sand and gravel. 
Haneock. _.--.------------------ 571,949 1,247,087 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Kennebee___--------------------- 474,961 400,000 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Knox. ._-.---------------------- WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Lincoln. _._--------------------- 130 , 000 98,000 Sand and gravel. 
Oxford____.....-.--------------- 236,110 287,084 Sand and gravel, feldspar. 
Penobscot. _.___-__---_----------. 2,088,000 1,110,000 Sand and gravel. 
Piseataquis._-.._---------------- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. _ 
Sagadahoc___._.__--------------- 161,000 W Sand and gravel. : 
Somerset____.__.-_-------------- 294,000 315,000 Do. 
Waldo. __-_..------------------- WwW 278 ,000 Do. 
Washington___..__.-------------- 351 , 900 W_ Sand and gravel, peat. 
York__._.--.--.-..-------------- W W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Undistributed !__._._.-.---------- 10,049,632 9,647,650 . 

Total_.___.__.------------ 17,741,000 16,734,000 

| W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. . | 
1Includes value of sand and gravel and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties 

and values indicated by symbol W. 

percent of the sand and gravel was pre- Sand & Gravel, and Hamlin Sand & Gravel 
pared and used chiefly as building and Co., Inc. Granite quarried near Portland 
paving material; smaller quantities of sand by Cook & Co., Inc., was used as riprap, 
were prepared for ice control and for fill. concrete aggregate, and roadstone. Miscel- 
Principal producers were Lewiston Crushed laneous crushed stone produced by Blue 
Stone Co., Inc., Lewiston; Blue Rock Sand Rock Quarry at Westbrook was sold for 
& Gravel, Leeds; and G. A. Peterson, Co., the same uses. Cumberland County led in 

Auburn. The Morin Brick Co. and the clay output and value. Miscellaneous clay 
Dennis Brick Co., Inc., produced miscella- used for manufacturing brick was produced 
neous clay from open pits near Auburn by Lachance Bros. Brick Co., Gorham; 
for use in brick manufacture. Fred S. Liberty & Sons, Inc., North Yar- 

mouth; and Royal River Brick Co., Inc., 

Aroostook.—Although total output of Gray. - | 
sand and gravel decreased 13 percent below | 
that of 1965, production exceeded 3 million Franklin—Commercial sand and gravel : 

tons for the second consecutive year. The used for building and paving was recovered | 
decline was attributed to completion of from pits near Wilton and Weld. Brown 
Interstate Highway 95 between Oakfield Co., a paper manufacturer at Berlin, N.H., | 
and Houlton. Commercial sand and gravel, produced gravel on company-owned prop- | 
only 2 percent of the total output, was erty for use in maintaining their access | 
used as paving, railroad ballast, and roads. | 

miscellaneous gravel. McKay Rock Prod- ; | 

ucts, Inc., quarried limestone near Presque Hancock.—Deer Island Granite Corp. ! 
Isle; the output was used mainly for con- Completed its contract to supply granite ! 
crete aggregate and railroad ballast. for the John F. Kennedy grave site at | 

Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia. | 

Cumberland.—Output of commercial sand The company produced dimension granite | 
and gravel increased 12 percent and totaled from the Deer Island quarry, located on ! 
533,000 short tons. Cumberland County an island off the coast near Stonington, 
continued to lead in commercial tonnage and the Settlement quarry at Buckmaster 
but ranked second in value. Fifty-seven Neck, also near Stonington. Dimension | 
percent of the material produced was granite was also produced by Joseph | 
processed, and the entire output was Musetti from Joe’s quarry at Mt. Desert. | 
transported by truck. The leading pro- Grenci & Ellis, Inc., ceased all operations 
ducers were Harry C. Crooker & Sons, Inc., at their Hall quarry at the end of Decem- 
Cumberland Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., May- _ ber 1965. Harold MacQuinn, Inc., Bar Har- 

nard W. Robinson & Sons, Leroy S. Prout bor, the principal commercial producer,
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used two portable plants and one sta- near West Paris, Sumner, Hebron, Albany, 

tionary plant to process sand and gravel and Bethel. All of the crude material was 

for use in construction of highways and ground at Bell Mineral Co.’s mill at West 

parking areas and for ice control. Commer- Paris. Feldspar was ground for ceramic 

cial sand and gravel production was also  us¢s, including electrical porcelain, sanitary 

reported from pits near Gouldsboro, Ells- tile, and pottery, and for soaps, abrasives, 

worth, Blue Hill, and Winter Harbor. and metal polishes. Oxford County con- 

Stoneware clay recovered from a pit near tinued to be the gem collectors’ main 

East Blue Hill was used for making art source of gem materials and mineral spe- 
pottery and dinnerware. cimens. 

Black Hawk Mining Ltd., temporarily Penobscot.—Completion of Interstate 
discontinued development of its Blue Hill jy. 04 .4y 95 between Howland and Med- 
property. A shortage of experienced miners puway I flected th d and 1 
delayed development of the mine and ndustr y in the. area ‘ C. ombin et produc. 

curtailed plans to construct a 600-ton-per- tion of commercial and Government-and- 
day mill. contractor operations totaled 2.4 million 
Kennebec.—Output of commercial sand tons, a drop of 2.2 million tons from the 

and gravel increased slightly over the previous year. Decreases of 44 and 49 per- 
previous year. Production was reported by cent were recorded for commercial and 
V. E. Dunn & Son, Augusta; Calvin Rund- Government-and-contractor production, re- 

strom, Pittston; and Lee Brothers, South spectively. 

China. Blue Rock Quarry, Sidney, pro- Piscataquis —Portland-Monson Slate Co. 

duced limestone for concrete aggregate and mined slate by the block-caving method at 

roadstone. its No. 2 and 4 underground slate mines. 

Knox.—Portland and masonry cements The Slate was fabricated at the local 
were produced at Thomaston by Dragon finishing mill, for use as heavy switch gear 

Cement Co., Division of Martin Marietta panels, flagging, and floor tile. 

Corp. Cement rock quarried nearby was Sagadahoc.—Production of commercial 
the principal raw material utilized by the sand and gravel remained virtually the 
company. The Dragon Cement Co. Division same as in 1965. Most of the output was 
was awarded a Certificate of Achievement used as construction material; a limited 

in Safety for its outstanding safety record quantity was used as fill. The principal 
in 1966. A total of 30,280 man-hours were — supplier was Jack’s Pit located near Top- 
worked without a disabling work injury. sham. 

Limestone quarried by Rockland-Rock- . 
port Lime Co., Rockland, and Lime Prod- Somerset—Commercial sand and gravel 
ucts Corp., Union, was used principally for mainly for building and paving uses was 
agricultural purposes. Limited quantities recovered from pits near Fairfield, Pitts- 
were marketed for concrete and roadstone, field, and 8 mithfield. 

poultry grit, and for use at papermills. _Exp loration for base metals on Proper: 
Hocking Granite Industries, Inc. Clark ties south of Jackman increased. Northern 

Island, quarried dimension granite mainly Canada Mines, Ltd., was granted Prospect: 
for use as dressed construction, architec- ing and exploration rights covering 10,000 

tural, and curbing stone. Limited quanti- acres. Spooner Mines & Oils, Ltd., of 
ties of fill material and stone sand were Toronto has taken out options on 200.2 
also produced. square miles of land. The region is near 

As in 1965, C. R. Wallace & Sons, Inc, {H® 12,000 acres where Noranda Mines, 
Warren, continued as the county’s only Ltd., has been doing exploratory work. 
source of commercial sand and gravel. Waldo.—McKay Rock Products, Inc., 

. processed sand and gravel with a high 
ve covered bank run gravel on company. granite silicate content for use in concrete 

owned property in the county for use in an roaustone. Grenck a aS 
maintaining access roads. Commercial sand Quarry near Frarefort 
and gravel was also produced by Donald E. 
Wood from a pit near Norway. Eight pro- Washington.—Commercial gravel for rail- 
ducers recovered crude feldspar from mines road ballast and other miscellaneous uses
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was recovered from pits near East Machias. Dimension granite was used in construction 
Eric W. Kelley Peat Moss Co., Inc., Cen- and architectural applications; crushed 
terville, and New England Peat Industries, stone was used chiefly as riprap. 
Inc., Jonesport, accounted for the State’s Sand and gravel production by com- 
peat production. All of the peat was pack- mercial operations totaled 277,000 tons, 
aged and marketed for general soil im- compared with 281,000 tons in 1965. The 
provement. out put was used mainly as building and 

paving material and as fill, and was re- 
York.—John Swenson Granite Co., Inc., covered from operations near Biddeford, 

of Concord, N. H., quarried dimension North Berwick, Saco, Sanford, and York. 
granite from the Swenson Pink quarry, Clay mining by Morin & Sons, Inc., was 
Wells, and the Swenson Green Quarry, terminated in mid-July. The property near 
York, and processed at the Concord plant. Eliot will be put up for sale.
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The Mineral Ind f Maryland 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Maryland Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By E. L. Hemingway * 

The value of muneral production in Calvert, and St. Mary’s and the second is 
Maryland in 1966 was $74 million, a slight an investigation of the Wakefield marble 
decrease from the record high of $78 mil- belts in Frederick and Carroll Counties. 
lion in 1965. The decline was attributed to Exploratory drilling in the Southern Mary- 

_ a slowup in construction which resulted in land study is programmed to outline the 
lower output of cement and crushed lime- potential areas of diatomite, greensand, 
stone. Stone, accounting for over one-third sand and gravel, and clays. 

l i ae of the total value of State mineral ovtPut) Legation and Government Programs — 
roduct P P The 1966 session of the General Assembly 

P . . of Maryland enacted a new strip mining 
Baltimore County continued to rank first , . . : . 

. . ‘law which provides for the licensing of all 
in value of mineral output, followed by . . | ) 

. . coal strip mine operators.and the reclama- 
Carroll. Mineral production was reported ; ee 

tion of lands after stripping is completed. 
from every county in the State except . . . . 

Noncompliance will result in revocation of 
Queen Annes and Somerset. , 4 

» . the operator’s license. The law also pro- 
The Maryland Geological Survey an- ; . 7 

wee a . vides for the establishment of a Land Rec- 
nounced the initiation of two new mineral . . . 

; ; . . lamation Advisory Committee. 
resource studies—the first is an investiga- - 

tion of the mincral resources of the three 
, on of the . sot . s the 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Pitts- 
Southern Maryland Counties of Charles, purgh, Pa. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Maryland ' 

a a a 5005 

Mineral _ Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays 2_.____....__..---------thousand short tons_- 914 $1,088 856 $1,084 
Coal (bituminous). _._-------.--------------do-_-- 1,210 4,389 1,222 4,367 
Gem stones. -__-_-------------------------------- NA 3 NA 3 
Lime___.__.__.______-.------_--------short tons--_ 37,294 481 29 ,447 386 
Natural gas_______...___---_--_million cubic feet _ 408 103 696 181 
Sand and gravel_____._..__-.--thousand short tons_. 16,200 21,188 15,108 20,383 
Stone__...-__------_----------------------d0-~-- 14,553 28 , 432 13 ,868 27,229 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Ball clay, 

cement (portland and masonry), greensand marl, 
peat, potassium salts, talc and soapstone__--_.----- xx 22,311 xX 20,528 

Total__...__-__---------------------------- KX 77,995 XX 74,161 
esse 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. ; 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes ball clay; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
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Figure |—vValue of mineral production in Maryland. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

- 7 Year 7 Value ! - —— Year —_ Value L 

1957___.-_-_-__-_--___-------------- ° $89,904 1962____________.--- ~~ --- ee eee $65 ,460 
1958_._.._____.___---.--..-------- 46 ,012 1968___._.____-.-_----_----------- 69 , 772 
1959___._____.---.----..---------- 54,512 1964______..__-----_-------------- 73,119 
1960___...._____-_-__------------- 56 , 232 1965____-_..____-----------.------ 78,006 
1961___.____________-__----------- 61,800 1966________-_-_-.-_-_------------ P 73,329 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

: Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per / 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ——————————_————_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 

daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Coal and peat________ 424 191 81 652 — 18 19.95 9,935 
Nonmetal__________- 288 271 78 617 _-. 38 61.55 1,160 
Sand and gravel____.. 1,024 252 258 2,150 — 1 56 26.52 3,919 
Stone_-_....-2-2---- 1,266 255 323 2,809 --- 46 16.38 285 

Total__........... 3,002 247 740 6,228 1 153 24.73 2,636 

1966: P 7 
Coal and peat_______- 425 191 81 668 _-- 18 26.95 892 
Nonmetal____.___--_- 360 263 94 757 es 25 33.03 8,483 
Sand and gravel___-_-_- 995 262 261 2,225 — 49 22.02 2,614 
Stone._.....----.--. 1,115 265 295 2,480 —_ 52 20.97 2,138 

Total__.___....-.. 2,895 253 731 6,130 --- 144 23.49 2,959 

P Preliminary.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

NONMETALS in Washington County produced as a by- 

Cement.—Production of cement was lower roduct a low-grade potassium sulfate for 
than in 1965. Portland cement accounted agricultural uses. 
for 90 percent of the total output. Three Sand and Gravel.—Sand and_ gravel 

plants, one each in Carroll, Frederick, and Yanked second in value of mineral produc- 
Washington Counties, produced both port- tion in 1966 however, tonnage and value 
land and masonry cement. In Frederick declined from that of 1965. Output was re- 

County, at another plant, only masonry ported from 17 counties, the foremost of 

cement was produced. More than one-half which were Prince Georges, Cecil, Balti- 

of the total output was used for ready- More, and Anne Arundel. Commercial pro- 
mixed concrete. Concrete product manu- duction amounted to 98 percent of the to- 
facturers, highway contractors, and_build- tal State output. The chief uses were for 

ing material dealers also consumed large structural use, highway construction and 
quantities. maintenance, and fill. A total of 73 com- 

Clays.—Total output of clays remained mercial operations were active. 
about the same as in 1965. In 10 counties Stone.—In terms of value, the stone in- 
there were 17 active operations mining ball dustry was the most important mineral in- 
clay, fire clay, and miscellaneous clay. Ball dustry in the State. Output was reported 
clay was produced only in Baltimore from quarry operations in 11 counties; 
County and was used in pottery, floor and limestone was the leading industrial stone. 

wall tile, and fire brick and block. Fire Crushed limestone comprised over one-half 
clay products included fire brick and block of the stone produced and was used mainly 
and vitrified sewer pipe. Miscellaneous clay for concrete aggregate, roadstone, filler, 
and shale were used mostly in manufactur- and the manufacture of cement. 

ing building brick and cement. Shale in Several other varieties of stone were 
Frederick County was used in manufactur- mined. Basalt (gabbro) and crushed gran- 

ing lightweight aggregate. Small quantities ite were used for concrete aggregate, road- 
were used in other heavy clay products and stone, railroad ballast, and riprap. A small 
as a filler for fertilizers. = tonnage of dimension granite was quarried 
Gem Stones.—A wide variety of semipre- for architectural building stone. Crushed 

cious gem material and mineral specimens sandstone was used in cement manufacture, 

were collected by hobbyists. and crushed quartzite was used for refrac- 

Lime.—Three plants in Frederick County tory silica brick; dimension sandstone and 
produced lime for agricultural purposes. quartzite were used in rough construction. 

| Crushed marble was used for terrazzo. Mis- 
Marl, Greensand.—An open pit mine cellaneous stone (serpentine and mica 

near Dunkirk, Calvert County, yielded schist) was used for building stone, rubble, 
greensand marl for use as a fertilizer and flagging, concrete aggregate, and roadstone. 

soil conditioner. Baltimore County ranked first in stone 
Perlite-—Expanded perlite was produced production, followed by Washington and 

at plants in Baltimore and Prince Georges Fy ederick Counties. 
Counties from crude perlite mined in 
other States. The largest portion of total Talc and Soapstone.—Lava-grade talc was 
output was utilized as lightweight aggre- sawed and processed in Harford County. 
gate in plaster and concrete. Ground soapstone was produced in Carroll 
Pigments—Two plants in Baltimore County. Most of the ground material was 

County produced titanium pigments by the sold for asphalt filler, roofing granules, an 

sulfate process from ilmenite concentrate. foundry facings. 
Finished natural and manufactured iron Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—-Crude vermicu- 

oxide pigments were produced at a plant lite was processed in Prince Georges 

in Prince Georges County. All crude pig- County from material originating outside 

ment material was shipped in from other the State. It was sold for insulation, con- 
States. crete and plaster aggregate, and agricul- 

Potassium Salts—One cement company _ tural purposcs.
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Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use —— 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: . 
Sand: . 

Structural_.._.-.------------------------ 4,094 $5,390 3, 874 $5,256 
. Paving. _.--..------------_-------------- 2,157 3,277 1,860 2,758 

Other 1___.._-.-------------------------- 2,017 1,837 2,303 2,239 

Total____-_._-----------------.-------- 8 ,268 10,504 8,037 10,253 

Gravel: a 

Structural. _.....------..2--- eee 2,848 5,361 2,907 5,438 
Paving.--.------------------------------ 2,207 | 3,017 2,524 3,311 
Fill._--------------- eee 1,649 900 549 327 
Other 2___-_____-__--_-.----------------- 1,075 1,347 822 966 

Total___.___-___--_-------------------- 7,779 10,625 6,802 — 10 , 042 

Total sand and gravel______-___--------- 16 ,047 21,129 14,3839 20,295 

Government-and-contractor operations: . 
Sand__.-.--------------------- 6 2 6 2 
Gravel___.-.-------------------------2------ 147 57 263 86 

Total sand and gravel__.______---2.--_----_- 153 59 269 88 

All operations: ne 
Sand__.-...--_------------------------------ 8,274 10,506 8,043 10,255 
Gravel________--.--------------------------- 7,926 10 , 682 7,065 10,128 

Total__..----.----- +--+ --- 16,200 21,188 15,108 © 20 ,888 

1 Includes sand for glass, fill, and other uses. | | 
2 Includes railroad ballast (1965), miscellaneous, and other gravel. 

MINERAL FUELS Point Plant. Coproducts included coke 
ae . breeze, coke oven gas, ammonium sulfate, 

veal Bituminous). Goa I production and soft pitch of tar, crude tar, crude chemical 
1965, were approximately te same as m oil, intermediate light oil, crude light oil 

. and derivatives (benzene, toluene, and xy- 
Production was from 52 active mines; 23 lene) , and naphthalene. 

. underground mines (9 fewer than in 1965) Natural Gas and Petroleum.—Mountain 

pro duced 35 percent of the coal; 27 strip J ake Park in Garrett County was the lead- 
for 63 8 rewer pan in io 965) lth nted ing source of natural gas in Maryland with 
OF OD ° pe uetron, od . © " 17 producing wells. After the Texas East- 
wager e en was recovered trom ern Transmission Corp. established a gas 
auger operations. storage reservoir there was only one active 

Production came from mines in Allegany well in the Accident field. Five miles east — 
and Garrett Counties in the mountainous of the Accident field, and separated from it 
western part of the State. Allegany County by a fault, were three wells in the ‘Negro 

had 9 deep mines, 11 strip mines, and 1 Mountain area. A gas well discovery added 
auger mine. Garrett County had 14 deep Allegany County as a gas-producing area in 
mines, 16 strip mines, and 1 auger opera- Maryland. This well, in the Green Ridge 
tion, Garrett County produced 79 percent Forest, was an extension of the Artemas 

of total State production. field in Pennsylvania. 

Underground coal was valued at an aver- Chevron Asphalt and American Oil Co. 
age of $3.82 per short ton, compared with processed imported crude oil at refineries 
$3.44 for strip-mined and auger coal. The near Baltimore. 

ced. vee alue ae. ton r oe pro- Peat.—Value of Maryland peat produc- 
ton f was ° 1968 a decrease of $0.06 per tion increased slightly over the 1965 value. 
on trom the aveTage. Reed-sedge and humus peat was recovered 
Coke and Chemicals.—Bethlehem Steel at peat bogs and processed at plants in 

Corp. produced coke and coal chemicals Garrett and Kent Counties. Output was 
from slot-type coking ovens, at its Sparrows sold in bulk and packaged form.
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Table 5.—Value of mineral production in Maryland, by counties * 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
th 

Allegany___------------- $2,547,885 $2,663,434 Coal, sand and gravel, stone, clays. 

Anne Arundel___-__------ 2,492 ,000 3,131,000 Sand and gravel. 

Baltimore.__..-.-------- 14,000,315 13,627,663 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Calvert___.------------- W W Greensand marl, sand and gravel. 

Caroline___-...---.------ W W Sand and gravel. 

Carroll. _.__--.----------- WwW W Cement, stone, clays, soapstone. 

Cecil__._.--------------- 3,790,552 3,894,318 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Charles_.._------------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 

Dorchester_-..---------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 

Frederick.__------------- 7,363 ,668 7,058,077 Cement, stone, lime, clays, sand and gravel. 

Garrett____--------_----. 13,663,319 4,002,113 Coal, stone, natural gas, sand and gravel, peat. 

Harford__--------------- 1,767 , 835 1,763,079 Stone, sand and gravel, clays, talc. . 

Howard___-..----------- W W Stone, sand and gravel. 

Kent____....------------ W W Peat, clays. 

Montgomery...---------- WwW W Stone. 

Prince Georges_-__-------- 9 ,471 ,300 8,201,700 Sand and gravel, clays. 

St. Marys____.---------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Talbot. _...-.--.-------- WwW WwW Do. 
Washington____.._------- W W Cement, stone, clays, potassium salts. 

Wicomico__.._-.-------- W W Sand and gravel, clays. 

Worcester. ___...-_------ WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 2__......... *™ 32,897,652 29 ,819 , 740 

~Total___-....-.--. 77,995,000 74,161,000 
ac 

t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 Queen Annes and Somerset Counties are not listed because no production was reported. 

2 Includes some sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific counties (1965), gem stones, and values 

indicated by symbol W. 

| METALS | : Corp., at its Sparrows Point plant near | 

: . Baltimore, produced basic and offgrade .pig 

di wep P ‘L ape: plants a Baltimore pro- ison from imported iron ores. Steel ingot 

, odes hi ec dinto heat nt rom copper an- as well as semifabricated products are pro- 

es shipped into the ofate. duced at this integrated iron and _ steel 

Iron and Steel.—The Bethlehem Steel plant. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Allegany.—Bituminous coal mining, repre- in the National Safety Competition for 

senting almost 50 percent of total value of 30,473 man-hours worked without a dis- 

mineral production, was the largest in- abling work injury. 

dustry in the county. Output decreased 11 Fire clay was produced at an under- 

percent from the 1965 tonnage, owing ground mine near Frostburg by Kaiser Re- 

mainly to a reduction in the number of  fractories Division of Kaiser Aluminum & 

active mines. Total number of mines oper- Chemical Corp. 

ated was 21, of which 9 aL underground, The world’s largest lime sludge reburn- 

were TD MANES, i. aa an auger ing kiln was put in operation at Luke, 
operation. Largest underground mine was wq_ by the West Virginia Pulp & Paper 

the Bakerstown No. 6 of the W. & W.Coal  ¢& ing eptember 1966 

Co. The Winner Bros. Coal Co., Inc., No. 1 A bandoned stri . F 

was the largest strip operation. ' c “th a M, oie as P De, near CF 

Production of sand and gravel decreased Heal h “1 i aryran 3 tate * Cea volect ° 

slightly in tonnage and value. Building “ t lise oo a o-year pliot ee on 

and glass sand was produced by the Man- v ecte 4 see dy ares wastes W1 , € ered 

ley Sand Division, Martin Marietta Corp. Poh , Pan d in > i, on. f an o ain 

The Cumberland Cement & Supply Co. ™ "an ? se ° ster 4 a be caret nd 

produced processed sand and gravel for groun a surface water will be caremy 

building and paving. Crushed limestone ™OMOTEC. 
for use as concrete aggregate and road- Anne Arundel.—Sand and gravel was the 

stone was produced at Corriganville by the only mineral commodity produced in the 

Appalachian Stone Division, Martin Ma- county; output increased 14 percent and 

rietta Corp. This operation won an award value 26 percent. Leading producers were
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The Arundel Corp., Chesapeake Terrace ment and general-use, moderate-heat, and 
Corp., and The Belle Grove Corp., all near _high-early-strength portland cements. Ship- 
Baltimore; Reliable Asphalt, Inc., Millers- ments were to ready-mixed-concrete com- 
ville; and Ferndale Farms, Inc., Glen Bur- panies, concrete product manufactures, 
nie. Chief uses were for building and pav- highway contractors, and building material 
ing. dealers. Crushed limestone for concrete 

‘ . . ; aggregate and roadstone was produce 
Baltimore and Baltimore City.— Baltimore Toten Stone, Inc., subsidiary of Harry 7 continued to lead in terms of value among Campbell Sons’ Corp. Both the Union 

the mineral-p roducing counties in the Bridge quarry of Lehigh Portland Cement 
State, supplying 18 percent of Maryland's: Co. and the Teeter Stone Inc. won awards mineral value in 1966. Stone was the lead- in " the National Safety Competition for 
ing mineral produced. Crushed basalt, man-hours worked without a disabling in- 
(gabbre) and serpentine, used mostly for jury. Liberty Talc Mines, Inc., mined soap- 
concrete aggregate and road base, was OS. stone at its Marriottsville mine. The out- 
beny oy a Me Aran de Cow suarries. The put was processed at the company’s Sykes- 
Weaver Stone Co. near Butler quarried di- me plant, or fox may as roofing, — 
mension quartzite used for dressed archi- we oil See. an nd and » ravelep erations 
tectural stone, rough construction, and were a vive in the county; output and val 

flagging. Crushed smestone we produced ue were slightly higher than in 1965. York by The Arundel Corp. at its Greenspring Building Products Co.. Inc. formerly Ma. 
quarry for concrete and roadstone. Harry son-Dinen Sand and c ravel Co wos the. 

he Ghee ons orodvced aoeeay ot largest producer. At its Perryville and 
. : . . North East operations, sand and gravel was stone at the Texas and Marriottsville quar roduced for use in ready-mixed concrete 

ries mainly for oor oereBate, Toad: Maryland Sand, Gravel, z Stone Co., Elk- 
stone, filler, and agricultural p mn POSES , ton, produced and processed building sand. 

Four sand and gravel pits were active Stone production decreased slightly in val- 
during 1966. The largest producer was ue, but production remained nearly static. 
Harry T. Campbell Sons’ Corp. at their D. M. Stoltzfus & Son, Inc., quarried gran- White Marsh operation. Other producers ite gneiss at Elk Mills for riprap and con- 
were Nottingham Farms, Inc., at its Joppa crete aggregate. Crushed granite for riprap 
Road plant and Harry A. Smuck & Sons at. and dimension granite for rough architec- their Lansdowne plant. Output from these tural stone was produced by the Port De- 

pits Was Use d for building and paving. posit Granite Co., at its Port Deposit 
William Spiegel & Son, Kingsville, pro- quarry. Maryland Materials, Inc., produced 
duced sand for building use. Clay was Pro- crushed granite near North East; crushed 
Guced by three operators. Miscellaneous quartzite for use as silica brick was quar- 

clay was recovered from the pits of the ried by Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., 
Bal more Brick Co. and the Champ 10n near Leslie. Plastic fire clay for manufac- 
Brick Co. and was used for manufacturing turing fire brick and block was mined by 
building brick. Ball clay was produced by Fred S. Russell at a pit near North East. the United Sierra Division, Cyprus Mines Charles.—Building sand and _ building Corp. for use in whiteware pottery, floor .. d paving gravel were produced near and wall tile, and fire brick. Oyster Shell Waldorf by the Charles County Sand & 
Corp. crushed and ground oystershell for Gravel Co., Inc. Potomac Sand & Gravel poultry grit and lime at its mill in Balti- Co., Washington, D.C., subsidiary of Dravo 
more. Corp., dredged sand and gravel from the Calvert.—The Kaylorite Corp., Dunkirk, Potomac River near Washington for build- produced greensand marl for use as a soil ing and paving and concrete product 
conditioner. dealers, Gravel fas chiefly used in con- Carroll—The county ranked second in __ struction. 
the value of mineral production and led Dorchester.—Oystershell for poultry grit the state in output and value of cement. At and lime was processed by J. M. Clayton the Union Bridge operation, Lehigh Port- Co., Cambridge. J. Edwin Rosser, Inc., land Cement Co. manufactured cement at Federalsburg, produced sand and gravel for its three-kiln plant, producing masonry ce- construction and sand for fill.
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Frederick.—Cement ranked first in value Plastic fire clay was recovered by Stan- 
of county mineral output. At the Lime cill’s Inc., Edgewood, and Maryland Clay 
Kiln plant, portland and masonry cements Co., Aberdeen, for use in vitrified sewer 

were manufactured by the Alpha Portland pipe. 
Cement Co. At Frederick, M. J. Grove Howard.—Howard-Montgomery Crushed 

Lime Co., Division of the Flintkote Co., Stone Co., Inc., quarried and crushed lime- 
manufactured masonry cement. Shale was stone for concrete aggregate at Clarksville. 

quarried and expanded into lightweight Crushed basalt - (gabbro) was produced at 

aggregate by Lehigh Portland Cement Co. Savage by The Arundel Corp. for concrete 
at its plant near Woodsboro. Total output aggregate and riprap. | 
was sold for concrete block mix. Crushed Kent.—Maryland Peat and Humus Co. 
limestone and cement rock for concrete recovered reed-sedge peat from a bog near 

aggregate and roadstone, cement, agricul- Betterton which was processed and market- 
tural lime, stone sand, and railroad ballast eq for general soil improvement use. 

| was reported by five companies. M. J. Chestertown Brick Co. mined miscella- 
Grove Lime Co., Division of the Flintkote neous clay from a pit near Chestertown for 
Co., was the largest producer. Three opera- manufacturing building brick. 
tors of limekilns near Le Gore, ‘Woodsboro, Montgomery.—Rockville Crushed Stone 

and Middletown produced quicklime and. quarried and. crushed basalt (serpentine 
hydrated lime for agricultural uses. and gabbro) for concrete aggregate. Mica 

Garrett.—Bituminous coal output repre- schist was quarried for rough and dressed 
sented 82 percent of the value of the building stone, flagging, and rubble by 
county’s mineral production. A total of 31 | Stoneyhurst Quarries near Bethesda. 
mines were in operation, of which 16 were Prince Georges.—The county ranked first 
strip mines, 14 underground mines, and 1 in output and value of sand and gravel. 

was an auger mine. Most production was Commercial sand and gravel accounted for 
from the Kittanning and Freeport coal 96 percent of the value of county mineral 
seams. With one underground mine in the | production. There were 17 active commer- 
Freeport seam and one strip mine in the cial operations with the larger producers 
Kittanning seam, the Buffalo Coal Co., being Contee Sand & Gravel Co. Inc., Lau- 
Inc., was the largest producer in the rel; Arundel Supply Corp., District 

county. Heights; Silver Hill Sand & Gravel Co., 

| Vetter Brothers, Inc., mined and crushed Silver Hill; and Buffalo Sand & Gravel Co., 
limestone near Oakland for concrete aggre- Inc., Washington, DC. Sand be gravel 
gate and roadstone. Near Grantsville, M & Was used chiefly for building, paving, and 

S Quarries and B & B Stone Co. operated fill. o. 
sandstone quarries. Output was for rough The Washington Brick Division of 
construction and flagging. Thomas Somerville Co., Muirkirk, and 
Humus and reed-sedge peat was recov- ‘West Brothers Brick Co. near Washington, 

. D.C., mined miscellaneous clay from open 
ered from a bog near Accident by Garrett . . : wy as 

. . pits, mainly for manufacturing building 
County Processing and Packaging Corp. brick. 

Harford.—Five operators produced sand Expanded perlite for use as lightweight 

and gravel, the largest producer of which aggregate in plaster and concrete was pro- 
was Stancill’s, Inc., Edgewood, followed by duced by Atlantic Perlite Co. at its plant 
Joppa Sand and Gravel Corp., Joppa. The near Washington, D.C. 

chief uses of sand and gravel were for Exfoliated vermiculite from imported 
building, paving, and fill. crude raw material was produced by the 

Gatch Crushed Stone Co., Inc., and D. Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co., at 

M. Stoltzfus & Sons, Inc., produced crushed Beaver Heights. Mineral Pigments Corp. 
gneiss and grabbro, respectively, at quarries manufactured a variety of iron oxide pig- 
near Churchville and Aberdeen. Maryland ments at a plant in Muirkirk. 
Green Marble Corp., Division of General St. Marys.—Leonardtown Sand & Gravel 
Stone & Materials Corp., produced crushed Co., Leonardtown, and Charlotte Hall Sand 
marble for terrazzo at Cardiff. Harford & Gravel Co., Charlotte Hall, produced 
Talc & Quartz Co., Inc., mined talc near sand and gravel used chiefly for building 

Dublin for foundry facings and ceramics. and paving. Bank-run gravel was produced
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by a contractor for the Maryland State bury, was the largest of four sand and 
Road Commission. gravel producers in the county. The out- 
Washington.—Cement, comprising 68 per- put averaged 97 percent sand and was sold 

cent of the total value of minerals pro- mainly for fill. 
duced, was the leading commodity in the Salisbury Brick Co., Inc., mined miscella- 
county. Portland and masonry cements neous clay for use in manufacturing build- 
were produced by the Marquette Cement _ ing brick. | 
Manufacturing Co. at its Hagerstown Worcester.—Processed sand and_ gravel 
plant. Nearly all the limestone quarried for building and road construction was 
and crushed at the Security quarry was uti- produced by Mervin L. Blades & Son from 
lized. Some crushed limestone was used as a dredge operation near Pocomoke City. 
commercial stone. Crude potassium sulfate Worcester County Roads Board at Snow 
was recovered as a byproduct during the Hill produced unprocessed sand and gravel 
burning of the cement materials. for highway construction, maintenance. 
Wicomico.—Raymond A. Weisner, Salis- and _ repairs. :



The Mi IInd {M h 

By Melvin E. Hinkle * | | 

The value of mineral production in Mas- Middlesex County retained its lead in 
. sachusetts reached a new high of $38.5 mil- terms of value as the State’s chief mineral- 

lion, a gain of 6 percent over that of 1965. producing county; Berkshire County was 
The combined values of sand and gravel second. 
and stone production represented 92 per- “TMinine enci B . Mi Pitt 

ming engineer, ureau oO ines, 1ivts- cent of the State total. burgh, Pa. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Massachusetts 1 

eee 

. 1965 1966 
Mineral —— 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

eee 

Clays__-_.-...---------------.short tons__ 181,100 $238 201, 754 $260 
Gem stones_____.__.__.----_--- eee eee NA 2 NA 2 
Lime_____............_..._.__short tons__ 169 , 684 2,779 181,974 2,712 
Sand and gravel______thousand short tons__ 22,141 16,172 17,321 17,846 
Stone______2 ee _-do____ 6,168 16,980 6,424 17,624 : 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Non- 
metals__._ 2 eee -XX 27 xx 29 

Total___.-- KX 36,198 XxX 38 , 473 

NA Not Available. XX Not applicable. , 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 

Year Value! Year Value} 

1957__-2_- 2-2 eee. «= $325, 065 1962_.___-_-_- 2 eee 29 ,332 
1958___ eee 24,031 1963_____..-_-_- eee 32,177 
1959__ eee 26 , 266 1964_____. ee 35,723 
1960_____--- eee 27 ,396 1965__2 35,981 
1961_____-_-_ eee 30,127 1966_____--.---- eee e_ei___ =P: 87, 829 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 
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Figure 1.—Total value of mineral production in Massachusetts. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

eee 
Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 

Average days hours injuries million man-hours 
Year and industry men Days worked worked ——-———————________ 

working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

TN 

1965: 
Nonmetal and peat___ 91 229 21 167 a 1 6.00 102 
Sand and gravel______ 1,332 215 287 2,506 1 47 19.16 2,762 
Stone. _ 2-2-2 1,025 255 261 2,105 --- 45 21.38 845 

Total... _ 2,448 232 569 4,778 1 93 19.67 1,824 
EE 

1966: P 
Nonmetal and peat___ 15 291 22 180 _— 3 16.67 983 
Sand and gravel______ 1,350 218 294 2,410 1 53 22.41 3,025 
Stone. _.____.._____- 1,115 246 273 2,200 --- 50 22.73 753 eS 

Total. ___- oe 2,540 232 589 4,790 1 106 22.34 1,905 $$ Ee 
P Preliminary. 

REVIEW OF MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS folk County for use in manufacturing 
. . lightweight aggregate. Clays.—Production of miscellaneous clay 5 6 BEres ; 

and shale increased 11 percent in tonnage Gypsum.—Crude gypsum imported from 
and 9 percent in value over that of 1965, Nova Scotia was manufactured into cal- 
Norfolk County remained the leading clay ined gypsum products at a plant in 7 
producer. Miscellaneous clay also was Charlestown, Suffolk County. 
mined in Hampden and Plymouth Coun- Lime.—Three producers in Berkshire 
ties by three companies for use in building County produced quicklime and hydrated 
brick. One company mined shale in Nor- lime from local limestone. Production in-
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creased by 7 percent, but value declined 2. ed the product mainly for use as a light- 
percent below that of 1965. The chemical weight aggregate and as a soil conditioner. 
industry consumed 76 percent of the total Production and value was less than in 
production, with the remainder used in 1965. 
the building industries and agriculture. Sand and Gravel.—Total value of sand 
Peat.—Peat was produced in Essex and and gravel increased 10 percent over that 

Worcester Counties. Production and value of 1965, but output declined 22 percent, 
increased 7 and 6 percent, respectively, reflecting an increase in value per ton. 
over that of 1965. Gravel accounted for 59 percent of the to- 

Perlite (Expanded).—Crude perlite mined tal production. 
outside the State was. expanded at a Ros- Building and paving markets consumed 

lindale, Suffolk County, plant that market- 83 percent of the sand and gravel output. 
Small quantities of sand were used for fill, 

Table 4.—Lime sold or used by producers molding, blast, filtration, and other uses. 

| Pits in operation increased from 193 in 
Year Short tons Value 1965 to 318 in 1966. Middlesex County pro- 

1957-61 (average).____. 143,691 $2,263,885 duced 4.5 million tons of sand and gravel, 
1962__-_--------.----- 148,401 2,337,027 to lead all counties. Other counties produc- 
1968. .-.--.-----_.---- 144,889 2,425,699 . e114: ° 
1964___......000 07 171,398 2.703'276 ing over | million tons were Bristol, Essex, 
1965____ 2-2 ee 169,684 2,779,055 Franklin, Hampden, Norfolk, and Worces- 
1966__._--.---..------ 181,974 2,711,920 
a ter. 

Table 5.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use SS eos 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Structural. _....---.------------- 2,952 $2 , 808 3,485 $3 ,586 
Paving._.__.__...--_.-.-_-.-_-_--- 2,024 1,877 2,197 2,070 
Fill_..-------------------------- 478 193 604 213 
Blast___._.--------------------- WwW WwW 4 45 
Filtration___....-.-.------------- WwW WwW 9 16 
Undistributed !__-__-.-.-_---_-_--- 553 1,013 575 1,069 

Total.._..-------------------- 6,007 5,891 6,874 6,999 

Gravel: 7 
Structural. ._..------------------- 2,741 3,646 3,170 4,534 
Paving.__.---------------------- 2,247 2,364 2,968 2,904 
Fill. .--------------------------- 1,172 678 1,126 680 
Other._.------------------------ WwW WwW 221 331 
Miscellaneous. _.._---.-.--------- 366 337 373 370 
Undistributed 2__._....--.-------- 558 536 _-- --- 

Total_.__-.------------------- 7,084 7,561 7,858 8,819 

Total sand and gravel...__._...- 13,091 18,452 14,732 15,818 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Paving___-..--.-_-----_--------- 13 5 178 176 
Other_.__----------------------- 21 27 22 27 

Total___------.--------------- 34 32 200 203 

Gravel: 
Paving-_------------------------ 2,224 1,080 2,295 1,761 
Fill__.---------------- ee 6,777 1,579 50 22 
Other__--.------.--------------- 15 29 44 42 

Total____-----.--------------- 9,016 2,688 2,389 1,825 

Total sand and gravel_.._._-_--- 9,050 2,720 2,589 2,028 

All operations: 
Sand._..__._-.----------------------- 6,041 5,923 7,074 7,202 
Gravel____.------------------------- 16,100 10,249 10,247 10,644 

Total. __--_.-------_--------------- 22,141. 16,172 17,321 17 , 846 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with undistributed. 
1 Includes molding and sand for other uses. 
Includes railroad ballast.
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Stone.—Both tonnage and value of stone ern end of the State. Middlesex County 
| increased 4 percent over that of 1965 owing was the leading stone-producing county. . 1: d 

to greater production of limestone an Roofing Granules.—Roofing granules were miscellaneous stone. Production of basalt, . ys . . prepared from rhyolite quarried in Norfolk granite, and sandstone declined. Basalt, C Lon ounty. For statistical purposes the stone used mostly for concrete aggregate and . . : was Classified as miscellaneous stone. Pro- roadstone, remained the most important ; 
. . duction and value of roofing granules was stone produced in the State in both quan- . . . . less than in 1965. tity and value. Production of dimension 

stone increased slightly over that of 1965, Vermiculite-—Exfoliated vermiculite for 
but value declined 4 percent. Crushed and use in agriculture, for insulation, and as 
broken stone used for concrete aggregate lightweight aggregate for concrete and 
and roadstone accounted for 80 percent of plaster was produced at a plant in Hamp- 
the total stone sold in 1966. shire County. Two other vermiculite exfo- 

Stone was produced in all counties ex-  liating plants in the State were idle 
cept Dukes, Barnstable, and Nantucket. throughout the year. Sales increased 20 
Limestone production, as in the past, was percent and value 26 percent over that of 
confined to Berkshire County in the west- 1965. 

Table 6.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 
Use eee 

. Short tons Value Short tons Value 
I 

Riprap_._._.---_-------.-- 22 eee 60,905 $105 , 860 40,509 $63 , 749 Concrete aggregate and roadstone__________ 4,901,260 8,222 ,542 5,148,856 8,855,099 Agricultural (limestone)________.__________ 187 , 526 621 , 836 181,553 632 ,912 Undistributed !_____- 22 ee 1,018,367 8,030,148 1,053 , 407 8,072,119 eee 
Total____--------- eee 6,168,058 16,980,386 6 ,424 ,325 17,623 ,879 Tn 

1 Includes dimension stone, railroad ballast, furnace flux, and other uses. 

| REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Berkshire-—This is the only county in 
Department of Public Works, quarried ba- the State to produce limestone. Five opera- 
salt in Franklin, Hampden, and Hamp- tors were active; they were the Minerals, 
shire Counties, and granite in Plymouth Pigments & Metals Division, Chas. Pfizer & 
County an aL whic ack, Sand ane gravel Co., Inc., Adams; Georgia Marble Co., Cal- 
was produced by this agency in a counties cium Products Division, Adams; John S. except Nantucket. The municipalities of ; Lane & Son, Inc., West Stockbridge; Lee Dartmouth, Fall River, Malden, North Li C L d kbyi 
Adams, and Watertown also produced ime orp -» Lee and West Stockbridge; 
small quantities of sand and gravel. Total 2nd United States Gypsum Co., F arnams. 
production of Government-and-contractor The chief uses for limestone’ were lime 
sand and gravel was about one-fourth that manufacture, rubber and asphalt filler, 
of 1965 and was used mainly for paving agriculture, concrete aggregate and road- 
and fill. stone, mineral food, and blast-funace flux. 

Barnstable.—Production of sand and Lime for chemical, construction, and 
gravel sharply increased over that of 1965. agriculture uses, was produced by Lee 
rohan Sand & ora el, nee pe annis, Pro: Lime Corp., Lee; Minerals, Pigments & 
ucec and p Tocessed san _ ane gravel for Metals Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., building and paving. Whitehead Brothers . . Adams; and United States Gypsum Co., Co., Provincetown, produced and processed F In the National Saf . 

molding sand. Frederick V. Lawrence, Inc., arnams, in the National Sa ety Competi- 
Falmouth, mined and processed sand and On, Quarry Group, the Lee Lime Corp. gravel for paving and fill. Falmouth Ce- Was cited for its outstanding safety record 
ment Works, Inc., Teaticket, was idle in in 1966—99,050 man-hours worked without 
1966. a disabling work injury.
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Table 7.—Value of mineral production in Massachusetts, by counties 

. Minerals produced in 1966, _ 
County 1965 | 1966 in order of value 

Barnstable__.._-..-...-_- $215 ,000 WwW Sand and gravel. oS ne 
Berkshire_......-...-_-_- 6,565,005 6,839 ,133 Stone, lime, sand and gravel. . 
Bristol. __..-_-.-------_- 2,390,930 3,100,229 Sand and gravel, stone. . 
Dukes__..-------.------ W W Sand and gravel. : 
Essex. _..-----------_-_- 2,659 , 453 2,820,970 Stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Franklin. _------------- 1,300,467 (1,241,691 Sand and gravel, stone. © 
Hampden_-____---------- 2,570,219 2,567 ,372 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. . 
Hampshire_.__.._-_---_- 1,809 , 530 942 ,420 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Middlesex_____...-_..-_- 10,043,102 11 , 268 , 960 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Nantucket__._-.-...._--- 16,000 WwW Sand and gravel. 
Norfolk_-_-------------- 4,883 ,563 4,547,926 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Plymouth. ._------------ 748 ,903 750,215 Do. — —— 
Suffolk___._.--..------_- 486 , 836 397 ,937 Stone, sand and gravel... 
Worcester. ___----------- 2,253,602 2,895,279 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 
Undistributed !__.__.____- 255,000 1,101,000 . -. 

° Total__-_--.------ 36,198,000 38,473,000 - oe — 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. Included with “Undistributed.”’ 
1 Includes value of gem stones and some sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific coumties, and 

values indicated by symbol W. | . 

Production of commercial sand and grav- granite was produced by Karl A. Persson, 
el increased 21 percent over that of 1965; Rockport, for rough construction and curb- 

12 operations were active. The largest pro- ing, and by Rockport Quarries Co., Inc., 
ducer was General Sand & Stone Corp., Rockport, for rough architectural purposes. 
Dalton. Other large producers included Commercial sand and gravel output re- 
Catskill Material Corp., Great Barrington; ported from eight operations. decreased 8 
Abby & Sons, Lee; and W. E. Williams, percent. The largest producer was Merri- 

Inc., Lenox. mack Materials, Inc., Groveland. Other 

Bristol.—Morse Sand & Gravel Co., Attle- large producers were Georgetown Sand & 
boro, quarried and crushed basalt and Gravel Co., Georgetown, and Miles River 
Warren Bros. Roads Co., Acushnet, quar- Sand & Gravel Inc., Ipswich. co 
ried and crushed miscellaneous stone for Andover Sand & Gravel, Inc., recovered 

concrete aggregate and roadstone. humus peat from a bog near Lawrence for 
Thirteen operations produced commer- general soil improvement use. 

cial sand and gravel; output increased 5 Franklin.—Warner Brothers Inc, near 

percent over that of 1965. The leading pro- East Deerfield, quarried basalt for use as 
ducer was Assonet Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., concrete aggregate and road-stone, railroad 
Freetown, Other large producers were ballast, and riprap. oo | 
Morse Sand & Gravel Co., Attleboro; River Commercial sand and gravel for paving 

Sand & Gravel Co., Seekonk; Curtois Sand and building was produced at five opera- 
& Gravel Co., North Attleboro; and Joseph tions; production increased 24 percent over 
Borge & Sons, Inc., Swansea. | that of 1965. Gravel accounted for 72 per- 
Dukes.—Commercial sand and gravel for cent of the output. The largest producer 

paving and building was produced by two was Warner Brothers Inc., Sunderland, fol- 
operators, Goodale Construction Co., Inc., lowed by Northfield Washed Sand & Gravel 
Vineyard Haven, and Grant Brothers, Inc., Co., Inc., Northfield, and Mackin Sand & 

Edgartown. Concrete Products, Greenfield. 
Essex.—The county ranked second in the Hampden.—Basalt was quarried and 

State in production of stone, exclusive of crushed by John S. Lane & Son, Inc., 
limestone. Lynn Sand & Storfe Co., Westfield, for use as concrete aggregate and 
Swampscott, quarried basalt mostly for railroad ballast. McCormick Longmeadow 
concrete aggregate and roadstone; small Stone Co., Inc., East Longmeadow, pro- 
quantities were used for railroad ballast, duced dimension sandstone for architectur- 
mineral stabilizer, and riprap. Basalt was al purposes. 
also produced by Trimount Bituminous Commercial sand and gravel produced at 
Products Corp., Saugus, and Essex Bitu- nine operations increased 2 percent. The 
minous Concrete Corp., Peabody, for road- largest producer was North Wilbraham 

stone and concrete aggregate. Dimension Sand & Gravel & Concrete Co., Inc., North
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Wilbraham. Other producers were John’s The vermiculite plant of Zonolite Divi- 
Trucking Co., Agawam, and Monson Sand sion, W. R. Grace & Co., North Billerica, 
& Gravel Corp., Monson. was idle during 1966. 

Miscellaneous clay for building brick was Nantucket.—Nantucket Construction Co., mined by the Hampshire Brick Mfg. Co., Nantucket, produced a small tonnage of Inc., Chicopee, and Westfield Clay Products processed sand for paving. 
Co., Westfield. | Norfolk.—Although Norfolk ranked sec- Hampshire.—Total sand and gravel out- ond among Massachusetts counties in put was only one-seventh that of 1965 due quantity and value of sand and gravel pro- to a sharp drop in highway construction. duced, output declined 27 percent from : The largest commercial producers were that of 1965. There were 11 active commer- | Bill Willard, Inc, Northampton; Eli cial operations. The largest operators were Quenneville, South Hadley; and D. D. L. Romano Construction Co., Raynham; Ruxton Co., Inc., North Wilbraham. Wrentham Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., Wren- 
John S. Lane & Son, Inc., Amherst, quar- tham; Tresca Brothers Sand & Gravel, Inc., 

ried and crushed basalt for concrete aggre- Millis; and West Sand & Gravel Co., Walpole. 
gate and roadstone. Dimension and crushed granite was pro- The Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & duced at three operations. Bates Brothers 
Co., exfoliated vermiculite at Easthamp- Seam Face Granite Co., near Weymouth, . ton for sale mainly as insulation, light- produced dimension granite for architec- 
weight aggregate, and agricultural use. ture, rubble, and flagging, and crushed 

Middlesex.—Middlesex County led the 8¥anite for riprap. Old Colony Crushed | State in total value of mineral output as Stone Co., Quincy, and Simeone Stone well as in output and value of both stone C0rp., Wrentham, produced crushed gran- and sand and gravel. Dimension granite _ ite for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and 
was quarried in the Westford-Chelmsford Stone dust. Simeone Stone Crop., Stought- area by six operators: Le Masurier Granite ©» also quarried and crushed basalt for Quarry, Inc, and Guilmette Bros. Corp., concrete aggregate. S. M. Lorusso & Sons, 
both near North Chelmsford; H. E. Inc., quarried rhyolite near Wrentham and - Fletcher Co., West Chelmsford: and Oak sold the crushed stone to Bird & Son, Inc., 
Hill Granite Co., Inc., Morris Bros. Granite East Walpole, for roofing granule manufac- Co., Inc., and Forrest Road Granite Co., ‘ure. _ ; 
Inc., all near Westford. Dimension stone Masslite, Division of Blackstone Indus- sold included curbing, architectural and ‘ries, Inc., Plainville, mined shale and con- 
monumental stone, rough and dressed con- Vr ted it into lightweight aggregate. - _ struction stone, paving blocks, and rubble. The vermiculite plant of the Zonolite Crushed granite was produced by H. E. Division, W. R. Grace & Co., Hingham, Fletcher Co. for agricultural use, and by Was idle during 1966. 
Le Masurier Granite Quarry, Inc., for use Plymouth.—Production of commercial as riprap. Crushed basalt was produced by sand and gravel declined 25 percent from 
Rowe Contracting Co., Malden; Massachu- the 1965 tonnage. The leading producers setts Broken Stone Co., Weston; George included Marshfield Sand & Gravel, Inc., 
Brox, Inc., and Essex Bituminous Concrete Marshfield: Whitehead Brothers Co., Mar- Corp. of Dracut (formerly John P. Condon ion and Onset; and Bridgewater Materials, Corp.), both of Dracut; and B & M __Inc., Bridgewater. 
Crushed Stone Corp., Ashland. Output was Granite was quarried by Plymouth Quar- used for roadstone, concrete aggregate, rip- _ ries, Inc., East Weymouth, at its Hingham rap, and railroad ballast. quarry as rough architectural block, irregu- 

Production of commercial sand and_ lar shapes for building purpose, and rub- gravel, in terms of tonnage, increased 22 __ ble. 
percent over that of 1965. Twenty-six oper- The Stiles & Hart Brick Co., Bridge- ations were active. The largest producers Water, mined miscellaneous clay for build- included San-Vel Contracting Co., Little. ing brick manufacture. 
ton; Lexington Sand & Gravel Co., South Suffolk.—West Roxbury Crushed Stone Acton: Stow Sand & Gravel Co., Boxbor- Co., West Roxbury, quarried and crushed ough; and Pomerleau Brothers, Inc., West- basalt for concrete aggregate and road- ford. stone.
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United States Gypsum Co., Charlestown, lucci & Sons, Inc., Milford, quarried pink 
manufactured calcined gypsum products dimension granite for rough architectural 
from raw material imported from Nova purposes. 
Scotia. | Output of commercial sand and gravel 

Perlite was expanded by Whittemore increased 38 percent over that of 1965. 
Products, Inc., Roslindale, for sale as a soil There were 20 active operations. The larg- 
conditioner, as insulating material, and as est producer was the Worcester Sand & 
lightweight aggregate in plaster and con- Gravel Co., Shrewsbury. Other producers 
crete. were the Rosenfeld Washed Sand & Stone 
Worcester—Holden Trap Rock Co., Hol- Co., Hopedale; F & G Sand & Gravel Co., 

den, and Mario Pandolf Co., Inc., Sterling, Shrewsbury; E. L. Dauphinais, Inc., Graf- 

quarried and crushed basalt for concrete ton; and P. J. Keating Co., Lunenburg. 
aggregate and roadstone. H. E. Fletcher Sterling Peat Co. mined reed-sedge peat 
Co., Milford, quarried and dressed dimen- near Sterling for use in packing flowers, 
sion granite for architectural use. Castel- plants, and shrubs.





The Mi 1 Indust £ Michi 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 
of Min es, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey Division of 
the Michigan Department of Conservation, for collecting information on all minerals 
except fuels. . . 7 

By Donald F. Klyce 1 

In 1966 the value of mineral production gravel, and stone) and chemicals recov- 
in Michigan totaled $602.1 million, exceed- ered from natural salines (bromine, cal- 
ing $600 million for the first time. In- cium chloride, calcium-magnesium  chlo- 
creased output of nearly every major min- ride, iodine, magnesium compounds, potas- 
eral product, except petroleum, helped set sium salts, and salt) accounted for more 
this record. | | than 55 percent of the State’s total mineral 

Iron ore remained first in value, fol- value. Value of copper, iron ore, and silver 
lowed by cement, copper, and sand and was 35 percent of the total, and mineral 
gravel. fuels made up the remainder. 

Nonmetals, chiefly construction materials “TVndust ee . ; 
(cement, clays, gypsum, lime, sand and _ ,, capalig’ Mine Bureau of Mines, Min- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Michigan* 

| | ; } : 1965 1966 
Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 

(thousands) (thousands) NEE ee See 
Cement: 

Portland____...... thousand 376-pound barrels_- 27,565 $86 ,996 28,171. $87 ,413 
Masonry-_____.....thousand 280-pound barrels. _ 2,108 5,373 2,032 5,221 

Clays___.___...._...........__ thousand short tons__ 2,402 2,580 2,450 2,620 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_ short tons__ 71,749 50,798 73,449 63,133 
Gypsum________________.____thousand short tons__ 1,338 5,027 1,522 | «5,489 
Iron ore (usable)___thousand long tons, gross weight __ 13,527 - 145,482 14,377 15T 377 
Lime_____._..___.____..______thousand short tons__ 1,095 '- 138,057 1,701 20,016 
Magnesium compounds_________._______short tons__ 319 ,389 26,143 342 , 482 28,105 
Natural gas___..___._._._._.___.___million cubie feet__ 34,558 8,674 34,100 8,598 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline______.._..... thousand gallons__ 9,054 607 15,703 1,099 
LP gases. ___.._________-.____.___-____.do___. . 176,299 3,815 79,719 ~ 4,385 

Peat________._...-___-_________.__.__short tons__ 230.950 2,184 235 , 842 2,175 
Petroleum (crude).__....thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 14,728 41,091 14,273 | 40,913 
Salt__...-.__.-.__........._.thousand short tons__ 4,171 36,087 4,465 38 ,611 
Sand and gravel_____.__.______-__._________do___- 53,168 47,176 55,123 49 ,521 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces__ 458 592 483 625 
Stone__.____.__.___._.____.__thousand short tons__ 34,713 36 , 438 37 , 864 40 ,380 
Value of items that cannot. be disclosed: Bromine, 

calcium chloride and calcium-magnesium chloride, 
gem stones, iodine, and potassium salts___._______- ».@.¢ 53 , 490 xX 56,446 

Total_._--- eee xX 565, 560 xX 602 127 
OE 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Figure 1—Vaiue of iron ore, petroleum, cement, and total value of all minerals 
produced in Michigan.
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 
constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Millions) 

Year Value ! | 

1955_____-_- 1. - 2 +--+ +--+ ee $388 
1956______..-_-__-_--_------ ee 397 
1957___._-_---_- 2 411 
1958_____.--___------- +e . 353 
1959_ 22 eee ee 884 
1960___..__._-_ eee 427 
1961_... 2 eee 439 
1962__.___-_______---- eee ee 436 
1963__.._-_-__-_-_-.---.------------- 478 
1964_____. 2+ 528 
1965__.._-_--___._---.- eee 534 
1966_._.--___--_-_- eee P §62 

P Preliminary. 
‘1 Data for 1955-64 revised. 

| Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 
a 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ————————————_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fatal Non- Fre- Severity 

daily sands) sands) fatal quency 
eee el Es EE —— 

1965: 
Metal__...._-------. 5,662 284 1,607 12,855 4 345 27.15 2,726 
Nonmetal.....-.----. 1,548 265. 410 3,310 --- 31 9.37 1,244 
Sand and gravel__._-. 2,547 222 567 4,822 2 85 18.04 3,342 

Stone..........--.-. 3,414 292 998 7,997 —_— 61 7.63 457 

Peat__...----------- 189 159 30 270 es 3 11.11 148 
es) wv, TS». Ss 

Total__......._---. 18,360 270 3,612 29,254 ~ 6 525 18.15 2,018 
en ene 

1966: P 
Metal____....------. 5,980 296 1,767 14,126 q 484 34.76 4,613 

Nonmetal____.-.---. 1,790 272 487 8,901 _-- 39 10.00 S47 

Sand and gravel...._. 2,505 220 551 4,659 2 83 18.24 3,656 

~ Stone__.___--..-.--. 3,490 298 1,039 8,348 1 90 10.90 1,428 

Peat_...-.---.------ 162 192 31 281 ~-- 2 7.11 T47 
ahaa 

Total___......-... 18,927 278 $8,875 31,315 10 698 22.61 3,126 
ee nnn ee 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

: NONMETALS in the State. Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, 

. Indiana, Western New York, and Minne- 

Cement-—t° tal shipments a 3 of orean d sota received most of the remainder. 

be Ie for ch ot a Pp c land mt ont Ready-mixed concrete companies purchased 

ha Tels for the frst time, thon “O cemen 60 percent of the shipments with the re- 

hi ee th “a | 065. whil an PP a mainder going principally to concrete prod- 

igher than - i hs Mt » ha tae of ma- uct manufacturers, highway contractors, 
sonry cement da, od slightly. Portland ce- and building-material dealers. 

ment we M. roduced at eight plants in six Raw materials used in cement manufac- 
Caen ak hee ow cement was produced at tyre included 7.2 million tons of limestone, 
seven 0 ; a Pp eal Total plant capacity and 2.3 million tons of clay or shale, as 
was eat y 8 ™ ion barrels. Yearend well as. gypsum, iron ore, sand, slag, mill 

stocks of portland cement at mills were scale, air-entraining compounds, and grind- 
nearly 3.3 million barrels, about 1.2 million ing aids 
barr. " eats . ' * spoctl than 1965. Nearly 96 percent About 708 million kilowatt-hours of elec- 
° 5 portland cement shipped was of trical energy was used. The wet process 
types and II (general-use and moderate- was used at seven plants and the dry 

heat); the remainder was type III (high- process at one. 
early-strength). More than 52 percent of Automation of the industry continued 

the cement was shipped to consumers with- with computer controls planned at the new
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Table 4.—Finished portland. cement: produced, shipped, and in stock 

(Thousand 376-pound barrels and thousand dollars) 

Year Active Production —-—-_—-_—_—_____—__—___ at mills 
plants Quantity Value Dee. 31 

1957-61 (average)____---_.--_------.-- 8 21,010 21,056 . $70 , 437 2,664 
1962______--_---- eee 9 23,070 22 ,682 . 73,267 3,354 
19638__...-_------------------------- 9 24,194 25,016 76,944 2,532 
1964__.__----- 2 eee 9 26 ,802 26,745 84,316 2,737 1965__._________.._._.__.......____. 8  - 27,018 27° 565 86,996 r 2,110 
1966__._..------------ ee ----- 8 28 , 848 28,171 87,413 3,264 

| r Revised. . 

Charlevoix plant of Medusa Portland Ce- ture, metallurgical operations (particularly 
ment Co. and in operation at the Dundee _ basic-oxygen converters) , water and sewage 
Cement Co., Dundee, and at the Alpena treatment, and paper and sugar manufac- — 
plant of Huron Cement Co. (Division of ture. Data for lime regenerated at paper 
National Gypsum Co.). oo mills, water purification plants, and acety- 
Clays—Output of miscellaneous clay and _ lene processors are excluded from total 

shale from 12 pits in 10 counties was about | State production. — | 
2 percent above that of 1965. About 89 — Natural Salines.—Bromine, calcium chlo- 
percent of the production was used in ce- ride, calcium-magnesium chloride, iodine, 
ment manufacture. The remainder was magnesium compounds, and potash were 
used in manufacturing heavy clay products : extracted from natural well brines at proc- 
(sewer pipe and draintile), lightweight essing plants in Gratiot, Lapeer, Mason, 
aggregates, and art pottery. The largest Manistee, Midland, and Wayne Counties. 
production was reported from operations _ The value of chemicals produced from nat- 
in Alpena, Monroe, Saginaw, St. Clair, and ural salines, excluding salt, was more than 
Wayne Counties. . _ 6 percent higher than in 1965. / 
.Gem Stones.—Gem stones were collected, Perlite——Crude ore, mined in Nevada 

principally in the upper peninsula, by and New Mexico, was expanded at plants 
hobbyists. Agates, thomsonite, and other in Iosco, Kent, and Wayne Counties. The 
semiprecious. stones were found as well as output was used chiefly as lightweight 
specimens of native copper and hematite. aggregate and plaster. | | 

Gypsum.—Gypsum was produced from un- Salt.—Salt was recovered from natural | 
derground mines in Kent County and __ and artificial brines at processing plants in 
quarried in Iosco County. Output was 14 Gratiot, Manistee, Midland, Muskegon, St. 
percent higher than 1965. Most of the ore Clair, and Wayne Counties. In April, 
was processed at plants in National City, American Salt Corp. began operating a 
Grand Rapids, and Detroit for use in wall- new plant in Midland County. One under- 
board, lath. and plaster, and other building ground salt mine was operated in Detroit 
uses. Crude ore was also shipped to plants by International Salt Co., Inc. Salt output 
in other States. Uncalcined gypsum was was about 7 percent higher than in 1965, 
sold as a cement retarder. | and was sold principally for use in chemi- 
Lime.—Lime output was 55 percent Cal manufacture, meat packing, ice control, 

higher than in 1965. Much of the increase Water softening, and animal feed. 
was due to the operation of two new facili- Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- 
ties in Wayne County, as well as the unin- duction increased 4 percent to 55.1 million 
terrupted operation of the -Wyandotte tons, the second highest in the Nation 
Chemicals Corp. plant, also in Wayne (after California) and a record high for 
County, which was shut down for seven the State. Sand and gravel for building use 
months in 1965 because of a strike. More was up 6 percent over 1965, while paving 
than 58 percent of the lime manufactured and road material was nearly 3 percent 
was used by producers. About 94 percent higher. Industrial sand (foundry, molding; 
of the lime was consumed in the State. glass, grinding and polishing, and engine, 
Most of the lime manufactured was quick- etc.) output was about 12 percent greater 
lime, and was used in chemical manufac- than in 1965. Sand and gravel production
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Table 5.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use OH 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: | 
Sand: 

Building._-......-.-------------- 6 , 469 _ $4,726 6,350 $5,093 
Paving.___..-------------------- 5,377 4,697 5,469 4,645 
Fill...-------------------------- 3,265 1,484 3,639 1,659 
Molding-._.._.-.----------------- 3,298 5,903 3,611 6,735 
Other 1_______--_---------------- 917 2,014 868 2,002 

Total. __._.------------------- 19 ,826 18 , 824 19 ,937 20,134 

Gravel: 
Building-..-..__------------------ 5,436 7,406 6,385 8,329 
Paving. __...-------------------- 17,696 14,969 17,533 14,849: 
Railroad ballast___.....---------- 240 264 201 212 
Fill._..----.-------------------- 378 199 353 205 
Other____..---_--_-------------- 347 397 56 70 

Total___.__...-.---_---------- 24,097 23 ,235 24,528 23,665 

Total sand and gravel__.____----- 43 ,423 42 ,059 44,465 43,799 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Building_...._.__._-...-..------- 74 33 ----- _o---- 
Paving__.__......--------------- 1,699 790 2,115 1,008 
Fill_-.-.-----1------.----------- 1,224 400 1,116 397 
Other___-.---------------------- 102 41 114 42 

. Total______------------------- 3,099 1,264 3,345 1,447 

Gravel: | 
Building-.......----------------- _ 103 56 87 438 
Paving__.__--------------------- 6,265 3, 707. 6,828 | 4,083 
Fill_..-------------------------- _ 190 , 6B 396 137 
Other___._-.-.------------------ 88 27 2 2 

Total_.___..-.--.._--..-----.-- 6,646 3,853 7,313 4,275 

Total sand and gravel.__.------- 9,745 5,117 10,658 5,722 

All operations: 
Sand__..._-.------------------------ 22 ,425 20,088 23 , 282 21,581 
Grave]. ._--..----------------------- 30,743 27 ,088 31,841 27 ,940 

Total___._.-.--------------------- 53,168 47,176 55,123 49,321 

1 Includes sand for foundry, grinding and polishing (1965), abrasive, enamel, engine, glass, railroad ballast, 
other construction and industrial uses (1965-66), and fire or furnace and pottery, porcelain, and tile (1966). 

was reported from all counties except Bay Leading producers of sand and gravel, in 
and Monroe. The Detroit metropolitan alphabetical order, included the following: 
area (Livingston, Macomb, Oakland, Wash- American Aggregates Corp. 

tenaw, and Wayne Counties), produced Construction Aggregates Corp. 
nearly 20 million tons, more than a third Grand Rapids Gravel Co. 
of the State total. Production of more than Holloway Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. 

1 million tons was also reported from each Holly Sand & Gravel Plant, J. P. Bur- 
of the following counties: Berrien, Branch, roughs & Son, Inc. 

Genesee, Ingham, Kent, Mason, Ottawa, Michigan Silica Division, (Ottawa Silica 
and Tuscola. More than 90 percent of the Co.) 
sand and gravel was processed. About 93 Mickelson Corp. 
percent was moved by truck and the re- The Nugent Sand Co., Inc. 

mainder by rai] and water. Production was Pickitt & Schreur, Inc. 
reported from 389 commercial operations Sargent Sand Co. 
and 191 Government-and-contractor opera- Stone.—Total stone production increased 
tions. 9 percent over that of 1965. Limestone ac-
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Table 6.—Dimension stone sold or used by producers, by kinds : 
a 

Basalt Limestone Sandstone Total 
Year A Ay ; 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Shorttons Value Shorttons Value EEE SO eee ee 
1962___.-.------ Lee waonee 7,798 $51,603 15,223 $65,406 23,021 $117,009 
1963__--.------- 0 _L Lee ------ 4,938 60,371 8,937 62 ,348 13 ,875 122 ,719 
1964... 150 $150 5,383 68,711 8,306 62 ,030 13 ,839 130,891 1965_----------- eee ~----- 5,286 76,989 6,396 42,760 11,682 119,749 
1966_.-.-------- LL ------ 4,266 64,166 8,109 53,510 12 ,375 117 ,676 

a 

Table 7.—Crushed and broken stone sold or used by producers, by kinds and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
eee 

_ 1965 1966 
Kind and use eS 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Basalt: Concrete aggregate and roadstone_ __ ------ -~----- 5 $6 

Limestone: . 
ee Riprap------------- eee ee eee eee 100 $151 109 173 

Flux_.-------------- ee 12,550 14,447 13,391 15,789 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone..-____ 5,614 6,540 6,479 7,748 
Agriculture. .....---..--.-- 2-2 -- +e 609 1,069 669 1,040 
Cement.-_.--.---2-- 2 eee 8,999 7,303 9,443 7,786 
Lime_._._-.- eee 4,514 3,814 5,560 5,125 
Other 1_._-- 2-2 2,183 2,904 2,053 2,495 7 OD 

Total. __..-_----.------.---------2 234,570 36 ,228 237,703 40,156 
aeaEee—=aeaeammeoooaaeaaEoqeEeEeEeEeEe 

Marl: Agriculture. __.__....--_----- 2 _-e 132 90 143 100 
Nan SSS nn 

Grand total____._.-.--..-.--_-..__- 34,702 36,318 2 37,852 40 , 262 
EEE ees 

1 Includes limestone for dust for coal mines (1965), asphalt and miscellaneous filler, chemicals, mineral food, 
poultry grit, railroad ballast, stone sand, whiting or whiting substitutes, and other uses. 

2 Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. 

counted for more than 99 percent of the The Michigan Stone Co. 
total, and was quarried in 15 counties by Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. 
20 commercial producers and four county Presque Isle Corp. 
highway departments. Most of the output United States Steel Corp. o. 

. . The Wallace Stone Co. (Division of came from large quarries, in Alpena, . ‘ | J. P. Burroughs & Son, Inc.) Chippewa, Mackinac, Monroe, and Presque _ 
Isle Counties, Ab "8 f th Marl production was reported from 12 
sie Sounties. out percent © © counties at 29 operations. The largest pro- 

stone was moved by water from company- duction came from Allegan, Barry, Cal- 
operated ports on Lakes Huron and Michi- houn, Cass, and Kalamazoo Counties. 
gan to steel mills, cement and lime plants, Sandstone, used principally for building, 
and other consumers. was quarried and milled in Baraga and 

Total crushed stone production was 9 Jackson Counties. 

percent greater than in 1965. & emand for Sulfur—Byproduct sulfur was recovered fluxstone increased 7 percent, for concrete from crude petroleum at Alma by Leonard 

agetegate and roadstone 15 p excent, for ce- Refineries, Inc., using the hydrofining proc- 
ment tock 5 percent, and for lime 23 P aL ess, and at Detroit by Marathon Oil Co. cent. Major producers of limestone, in al- cin g the Parsons process. 
phabetical order, included the following: a . io. 

; Vermiculite—Zonolite Division, W. R. 
Drummond Dolomite, Inc. Grace & Co. exfoliated crude vermiculite, Dundee Cement Co. . . 
The France Stone Co mined in southern and western States, at 
Huron Cement Co. (Division of Na- its plant in Dearborn. The material was 

tional Gypsum Co.) used for insulation, plaster and concrete 
Inland Lime & Stone Co. (Division of aggregates, agricultural, and miscellaneous 

Inland Steel Co.) uses,
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METALS , | Table 8.—Mine production of copper in 1966, 
by months, in terms of recoverable metal 

Metals accounted for 35 percent of the y ° 
total value of mineral production. Month Short tons 

Copper.—Production of copper in terms janyary..__________.____-_--------- 6,275 

of recoverable metal was 2:-percent more  February..__-----_------------------ 5,875 

than in 1965 and its value nearly 5 percent Komp Mc 7777 bats 
higher. The average weighted priced in- May. ~~ -~-------2-2-020 2022000070777 6,615 

creased to 36.2 cents per pound compared July 072722TTTTTITIIIIIISIIIIIII B88 
with 35.4 cents in 1965. During the year August___-_---.--------------------- 6,085 

. . September____...__------------------ 5,605 
the average weekly price for domestic Oetober__._.____-_------------------- 6/240 

r r, i i , | November. -------------------------- 6,055 refine y coppe with few exceptions, }OVOMmDOr. ------------200ro rere 8’ 008 

moved in a narrow range around 36 cents ——___—. 

per pound and at yearend was 36.2 cents. Total__._----------------------__ 78,449 

Calumet & Hecla, Inc., operated eight 

mines, one reclamation plant, and one aed tailings. Quincy ang Co. operated 

smelter in Houghton and Keweenaw Coun- a reclamation plant and smelter in Hough- 
ties ton County. White Pine Copper Co. oper- 

° . ated a mine, mill, and smelter in Ontona- 
‘Copper Range Co. operated the Cham- gon County. 

pion mine and the Freda mill in Hough- The Bear Creek Mining Co. explored for 
ton County. The mill concentrated ore possible copper deposits near Negaunee, on 
from the mine and from the old Atlantic the Marquette Range. 

Table 9.—Mine production of copper, in terms of recoverable metal 

Mines producing - Material treated Copper 

Year Lode Tailing _ Ore Tailing Short tons Value 
(short tons) (short tons) 

OEP Aa 
1957-61 (average)-_-_----- 11 3 6,054,732 1,992,236 59,667 $35,593, 560 

1962_...---------------- 9 3 7,555,357 1,812,530 74,099 45,644,984 

1963_____--------------- 10 3 7,211,387 2,226,129 75,262 46,361,392 

1964____.-_------------- 9 3 6,717,862 2,174,478 69,040 45,014,080 

1965___-_--------------- 10 3 1,367,571 1,611,378 71,749 50,798,292 

1966___-.-.------------- 10 3 7,999,770 1,850,860 73,449 53,133,006 
ce 

Iron Ore.—Shipments of usable iron ore small quantity used in manufacturing iron 

totaled 14.4 million long tons, an increase oxide pigments. 

of 850,000 tons over the 1965 total. Value About 95 percent of the ore was shipped 

of shipments increased by $11.9 million. by rail to ore docks in Escanaba and Mar- 

Concentrates comprised 70 percent of the quette and then by water to lower lake 

shipments of usable ore compared with 63 ports. The remainder was shipped by rail 

percent in 1965. In 1966 pellets produced to the consuming districts. The lake ship- 

from low-grade ores, as well as from ore ping season for Michigan iron ores opened 

from the Mather B mine in Marquette at Escanaba on March 31 and closed at the 

County, increased to 60 percent of ship- same port on December 23, the latest clos- 

ments from 56 percent in 1965. Shipments ing date on record. No ore was shipped 

were made from 13 underground and 5 from Ashland, Wis. because the port was 

open pit mines. About 75 percent of the closed late in 1965. 
crude ore mined came from open pit The Federal Bureau of Mines sampled 

operations. Average iron content of usable selective low-grade iron ore resources.’ An 

ore produced was 58.9 percent, natural. experimental all-rail shipment of iron ore 

The average weighted mine value of Mich- pellets via a unit train from the Marquette 

igan iron ore, without respect to grade, Range and Ohio steel plant was made 

was $10.95 per long ton compared with ——_— 
10 7 : 19065 6 P 2 Heising, L. F., and D. W. Frommer. Lake 

$10.76 in ° Superior Iron Resources. Preliminary Samples 

Michigan iron ore was shipped to pro- and Metallurgical Evaluation of Selected Michi- 
2s f gan-Wisconsin Iron Formations. Bureau of 

ducers of pig iron and steel, except for 4 Mines Rept. of Inv. 6895, 1967, 31 pp.
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Table 10.—Crude iron ore data, in 1966, by counties and ranges 
(Thousand long tons) 

Production Shipments Stocks © ———_ Stocks County and range Jan. 1 Under- Open pit Direct to To con- Dec. 31 ground consumers  centrators 
County: , 

Dickinson___________ --- _—— 3,578 _-- — 3,578 --- Gogebie_____._-_____ 441 113 --- 364 _-- 190 Tron. ______-__ 776 2,980 --- 2,717 189 850 Marquette___________ 1,015 3,479 14,670 1,191 17 ,281 692 ne 
Total___-_________. 2,232 6,572 18 ,248 4,272 21,048 11,7381 : 

. Range: 
Gogebic_____________ 441 113 =. 364 =. 190 Marquette___________ 1,015 3,479 14,670 1,191 17,281 692 Menominee__________ 7176 2,980 3,578 2,717 3, 767 850 | TE Total_____________ 2,232 6,572 18,248 © 4,272 21,048 1 1,781 

. 
° 

. 
! Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. 

. 

Table 11.—Usable iron ore + produced (direct-shipping and all forms of concentrate) by ranges 
. : (Thousand long tons) 

Menominee Gogebic Year Marquette range range Total 2 range (Michigan (Michigan 
part) part) 

1854-1956... 289 , 298 — 240,884 | 236 ,187 766 ,369 1957_.__--- ee” 6,557 4,201 2,868 13 ,626 1958__-__2 ee 4,111 2,896 1,397 8,404 1959__-_- 2,851 2,616 1,663 7,129 1960_.__.- 22-2 6,619 4,079 2,169 12 , 866 1961___-_- 3,205 4,097 1,062 8,364 1962_..- eee, 4,563 3,460 1,237 9,259 1963_-__-- 2 5,706 3,729 902 10 ,336 1964_____-- 7,898 4,551 1,227 13 ,676 1965____-_- ee 8,973 4,595 753 14 ,322 1966___-_-_-_2 eee 9,589 4,620 113 14,322 eS 
Total 2__-___- 2 349.,369 3 279 , 728 3 249,577 878,675 

1 Exclusive, after 1905, of iron ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 2 Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding. # Distribution by range partly estimated before 1906. 

Table 12.—Usable iron ore shipped from mines, by ranges ! 
(Thousand long tons) 

Menominee Gogebic . Year Marquette range range Total 2 range (Michigan (Michigan 
part) part) 

1957-61 (average)._.______.. | 4,454 3,532 1,746 9,731 1962_____2 ee 4,479 3,462 1,480 9,422 1963__--.. eee 5,809 4,168 813 10,789 1964___.0 0 7,909 4,560 1,403 13,871 1965_-__. ee 8,303 4,451 773 13,527 1966_____- 0-2 9,686 4,327 364 14,377 

1 Exclusive of iron ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 2 Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding.
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prior to the opening of the lake shipping Table 13.—Production of usable iron ore 

season. . ., (Thousand long tons) 
According to a study by the Michigan © ———— SS 

Department of Conservation, the average | Gross weight Iron 
mining cost per ton for underground Year Ore Iron _—content. 
mines was $9.15 in 1966 compared with content (percent) 
$9.80 in 1965. Labor costs decreased to 1957____________ 18,626 7,108 52.16 

: 1958____----_--- 8,404 4,460 53.07 
$2.70 per ton compared with $2.77 per ton 1959____________ 7,129 3,791 53.17 

in 1965, while taxes (excluding Federal in- 1960----___--_-- 12, 866 6,920 53.78 
1961______-_----- 8,364 4, 87 come tax) decreased to $0.33 per ton from 1962.22 2 t.St«O BD 5'160 55 73 

$0.41. Deferred costs per ton were $0.50 in 1963___--_.----- 10,336 5,918 57.21 
1966 and $0.55 in 1965. Other ts 7 t 1964_____-..---- 18,676 7,923 57.93 

wo im ivoo. Other costs per ton 1965___-_-------- 14,822 8,343 58.25 
in 1966 compared with 1965 were as fol- 1966_.---------- 14,822 8,482 58.87 

Table 14.—Iron ore’ shipped from mines _— 

(Thousand long tons) 

Concentrates Proportion 
Direct- a Total of concen- 

Year shipping usable trates to 
ore 2 Agglom- Other Total ore total usable 

erates ore (percent) 

1957-61 (average)__-_---- 7,865 692 1,175 1,867 ~ 9,731 19.18 
1962___..--------------- 5,557 2,222 1,644 3,865 9,422 41.03 
19638___-_..------------- 4,852 4,364 1,574 5,938 10,789 55.03 
1964______-------------- ”, 753 6,573 1,546 8,118 13,871 58.53 
1965___.-_--.------------ x, 969 7,554 1,004 8,558 13 ,527 63 .26 
1966___-----_-.---------- 4,272 8,690 1,415 10,106 14,877 70.28 

1 Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 
2 Includes crushed, screened, and sized ore not further treated. 

lows: General overhead, $1.17 and $1.42; ume and value. Macomb and St. Clair 

transportation, $3.02 and $3.04; royalty, Counties each supplied about a quarter of 
$0.32 and $0.31; and marketing, $0.05 and the State total while the Albion-Scipio 

$0.09. trend fields in Calhoun, Hillsdale, and 

Pig Iron and Steel—Pig iron and steel Jackson Counties accounted for nearly a 

| were manufactured in the Detroit area. Pig third. The remainder, about 15 percent, 
iron shipments and value were 6 percent Cé#™Me from fields in 20 counties. 
and 5 percent higher, respectively, than in At the end of 1966 there were 81 pro- : 
1965. Basic, foundry, and low phosphorus ducible gas fields, of which 59 produced 
grades were produced. According to the 84S for commercial sale. —— 
American Iron & Steel Institute, Michigan Total production of natural gasoline 
steel production was 10 million tons, about 4nd liquid petroleum gases was about 12 
3 percent larger than in 1965. percent higher than in 1965. Nearly all (99 

. ; percent) of the production came from 
Silver.—Silver was recovered from copper . ot aye 

. . . . processing plants in Hillsdale, Oscoda, St. 
ore mined at the White Pine mine. Con- . . 

. . ele Clair, and Washtenaw Counties. Gas proc- 
centrate from a silver-recovery circuit in . 
the White Pine mill was smelted separately  SS¢d in Washtenaw County was from out- 
for delivery to electrolytic refineries where f State fields, delivered by interstate pipe- 
the silver was recovered. The amount of _ line. 
silver recovered was about 5 percent higher Peat.—Michigan again led the Nation in 

than in 1965. Silver contained in peat production with 39 percent of the 
bre-relined Wee was not recovers but U.S. output. Peat was produced in 15 
was mar - . . . 
per arketed as a constituent Of take COP" — counties with the largest production com- 

" ing from Lapeer, Oakland, St. Clair, and 

MINERAL FUELS OO 
. 3 Geological Survey Division, Michigan Depart- 

Natural Gas and Natural Gas Products.— ment of Conservation. General Statistics Cover- 

_ Natural gas production decreased in vol- Mines 196? o pp roduction of Michigan Iron
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Sanilac Counties. Peat was marketed prin- active exploration and development areas 
| cipally as a soil conditioner. None was sold were in St. Clair and Macomb Counties, 

for fuel. Over three-quarters of the peat also along the Albion-Pulaski-Scipio trend 
mined was reed-sedge. The remainder was and in the general northwest quadrant of 
moss and humus. ~ the Southern Peninsula. Most of the 11 
Petroleum.—Petroleum production again "ew discoveries were made in the latter 

declined, about 500,000 barrels less than rea. No large fields were found in 1966. 
the 1965 figure. About half of the decrease The small areal extent of the new fields 
occured in the fields of the Albion-Pula- and the greater well spacing contributed to 
ski-Scipio trend in Calhoun, Hillsdale, and the decline in oil and gas field activity. 
Jackson Counties, although the area still Total drilling permits for oil and gas wells 
accounted for about 61 percent of the State were 430 in 1966 compared with 494 in 
production. Petroleum was produced in 43 1965. Of the 388 well completions in 1966, 
counties and natural gas in 25 counties. 186 were exploratory and 202 development 

Eleven refineries had an operating capacity wells. Of the exploratory wells, 175 were 
of 172,200 barrels a day. dry, eight yielded oil, and three yielded 

D uring the. year production came from gas. Of the development wells, 111 were 193 active oilfields and two reactivated dry, 49 yielded oil, and 42 vielded 
fields, while three fields were abandoned. TY: *¥ yle € 0 7 an 2 yielded gas. ; 

According to data compiled by the Geolog- An analysis of discovery wells by geologic 
ical Survey Division of the Michigan De- system indicated that seven were in the 
partment of Conservation, oil and gas field Devonian, two in the Silurian, and one 
activity was below that of 1965. The most each in the Ordovician and Mississippian. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Mineral production was reported from and portland cements at Alpena. The com- 
all counties in Michigan. Value of output pany produced shale and limestone for its 
increased in 54 counties and decreased in own use at sites near the plant. About 
19 counties. More than $1 million in min- 374,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- 
erals was produced in each of 45 counties. duced, mostly for road construction and 
Marquette County led in value of produc- maintenance, at several commercial opera- 
tion, furnishing 19 percent of the State to- tions and by and for the county road com- 
tal. mission. 

Allegan.—Sand and gravel was produced Antrim.—Shale was mined near Ellsworth 
at fixed plants near Allegan and Fennville. by Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. for manufac- 
Portable plants were employed at several turing cement at its Petoskey plant. Sand 
other sites throughout the county. Output and gravel was produced for use on county 
declined to 719,000 tons from 877,000 tons and State roads. 

in 1965 because of lower demands for pav- Arenac.—Petroleum production totaled 
ing and road materials. Marl was produced _ 998.900 barrels, down 5,000 barrels from 
from pits near Allegan, Dorr, and Hopkins the previous year’s total. The largest out- 
and sold for agricultural use. Moss and put was reported from the Deep River and 
reed-sedge peat were dug from bogs near Sterling fields. Crushed limestone and sand 
Middleville and Wayland and sold for soil and gravel for road construction and main- 
improvement and for packing plants and tenance were produced by county highway 
shrubs. crews. Sand and gravel for building, fill, 

Natural gas production declined 21 per- and road use was produced at the Eastman 
cent from 1965 to 245 million cubic feet, Gavel Pit, Standish. 
while petroleum output increased about 10 . 
percent to 280,000 barrels. The largest gas Baraga.—Sandstone was quarried and 
production came from the Dorr and Hil- Milled at Arnheim for building use by Su- 
lards fields, while the greatest petroleum perior Natural Redstone Quarry. Sand and 
production came from the Wayland field. gravel for fill and road use was produced 
Alpena.—Huron Cement Co. (Division of | with portable plants at several sites in the 

National Gypsum Co.) produced masonry county.
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Table 15.—Value of mineral production in Michigan, by counties 1 

County. 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Aleona__..---._____- $141,000 $203,000 Sand and gravel. 
Alger__._----=-.-___- 25,000 28,000 Do. 
Allegan. _..---..---- 1,284,132 21,184,491 Petroleum, sand and gravel, peat, stone, natural 

gas. 
Alpena_...----..---- WwW W Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Antrim_.-.---.------ 204,696 336,034 Clays, sand and gravel. 
Arenac..__---.------ 1,153 ,056 1,154,790 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Baraga.._..-.-_----- 104,400 W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Barry__..----------- 497 ,631 712,685 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone. 
Bay.._.------------ 10 ,342 ,073 10,355,213 Cement, petroleum, lime. 
Benzie___..--------- 30,000 57,000 Sand and gravel. . 
Berrien___._-.__-_--- 1,376,055 2,064,741 Sand and gravel, stone, petroleum. 
Branch____...------- 199 537 1,088,607 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Calhoun______._----- 6,784,379 27,143,796 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas. 
Cass_____..-_-.----- 334 ,969 234,882 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone. - 
Charlevoix__..__.---- 17 ,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Cheboygan. .___----- 141 ,097 127,170 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Chippewa. __...----- 4,789 ,350 4,381,768 Do. 
Clare__._..--------- 1,903 ,929 21,761,103 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Clinton__..._.-.---- 369 ,366 399,120 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Crawford._.._------- 269 , 202 ?331,157 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Delta________.------ 259 , 148 353,722 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Dickinson__..-.----- - 20,102 ,845 19,630,518 Iron ore, stone, sand and gravel. . 
Eaton____...-------- 562 ,878 547,057 Stone, sand and gravel, clays, peat. 
Emmet... -.------- 7,285,985 6,104,336 Cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Genesee____._.------- 652 ,164 755,485 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Gladwin__..--------- WwW W Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Gogebic.-.---------- 6 , 587 , 762 3,020,680 Iron ore, sand and gravel. 
Grand Traverse - ---- WwW 96,000 Sand and gravel. 
Gratiot_....--------- WwW W_ Salines, salt, sand and gravel, petroleum, natural 

: gas. 
Hillsdale. _..-------- 14,235,692 213,656,957 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas. 
Houghton 3___._----- 7,829,391 9,390,415 Copper, sand and gravel, stone. 
Huron..._---------- 1,295 ,026 1,256,104 Stone, sand and gravel, lime, petroleum. 
Ingham__.....------ 1,221,912 1,259,650 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Tonia__._-..-------- 274,000 354,000 Sand and gravel. 
Ioseo.__..---------- 4,555,659 4,720,390 Gypsum, sand and gravel. 
Tron___.-..--------- 21,225,886 20,101,578 Iron ore, sand and gravel. 
Isabella___..-------- 1,729,101 21,398,765 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas. | 
Jackson____.-------- 4,753,171 25,164,714 Do. | 
Kalamazoo. . -..----- 945 ,341 1,091,634 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 
Kalkaska___-..------ 59 ,281 74,357 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Kent_____..--------- 3,081, 727 23,124,266 Sand and gravel, gypsum, petroleum, peat, natu- 

ral gas. 
Keweenaw... .------- (4) (4) Copper, sand and gravel. 
Lake__._....-------- 75,816 49,661 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Lapeer_._.._.------- 1,642 ,947 21,610,956 Peat, sand and gravel, salines, petroleum, natural 

. gas. 
Leelanau. ___-------- 53 ,000 113,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lenawee_____.------ 708 ,357 635,284 Sand and gravel, peat, clays, petroleum. 
Livingston.-_--------- 3,748 ,000 23,561,000 Sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Luce_____..--------- 90,000 25,000 Sand and gravel. 
Mackinac... ------- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Macomb. _---------- 1,950 ,236 22,305,800 Sand and gravel, petroleum, natural gas. 
Manistee__._.------- 19,964,216 20,425,526 Salt, salines, sand and gravel. 
Marquette__._.------ 99 ,075, 859 115,647,036 Iron ore, sand and gravel. 
Mason______-------- Ww W_Salines, lime, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Mecosta__.__..------ 223,611 ? 432,113 Petroleum, sand and gravel, peat, natural gas. 
Menominee. - - ------- 1,063 , 482 889,822 Lime, sand and gravel. 
Midland__.___.------ WwW W Salines, salt, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural 

gas. 
Missaukee____._----- WwW 21,296,269 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Monroe. __..-------- Ww W Cement, stone, clays, peat, petroleum. 
Montealm___..-.---- 968 , 561 £950,187 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Montmorency. ------- 3,000 19,000 Sand and gravel. 
Muskegon..__.------ 2,166,691 2,271,854 Salt, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Newaygo_______..--- 186 , 857 231,689 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Oakland___..__.__--- 8,083 ,804 8,595,441 Sand and gravel, peat, petroleum. 
Oceana__.._._..-_--- 660 , 047 522,515 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Ogemaw__...--...-.. 898 ,233 21,200,812 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Ontonagon_____.---- 43,817,777 44,732,771 Copper, silver, sand and gravel. 
Osceola. .__.__..-_-- 1,489 ,667 21,601,104 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Oscoda._.......----- 28 ,688 124,667 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Otsego______.._.--_- 33 ,000 230,000 Sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Ottawa__.._._._.___- 2,781,187 22,719,979 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Presque Isle__.___--- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Roscommon. -. ------ 675,618 2 697,755 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Saginaw________..--- 449 ,643 478,618 Clays, lime, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural 

gas. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Value of mineral production in Michigan, by counties '—Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

St. Clair....--.._2 2 $16 , 487 , 453 2 $16,498,116 Salt, cement, petroleum, peat, clays, sand and 
gravel, natural gas. 

St. Joseph___._-_-_-- 269 , 746 261,989 Sand and gravel, peat, stone. 
Sanilaec_____________- 982,419 912,100 Peat, sand and gravel, lime. 
Schooleraft_____._--- 2,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Shiawassee___---_--- 569 ,152 671,887 Sand and gravel, clays, peat. 
Tuscola_._.._____--- 2,065,030 2,152.398 Sand and gravel, petroleum, lime, peat. 
Van Buren_..__-_--- 258,041 - 318,640 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Washtenaw_______--- - 1,564,849 21,279,249 Sand and gravel, petroleum, natural gas. 
Wayne_______._._--- 40 047,759 250,556,371 Lime, cement, salt, sand and gravel, salines, 

stone, clays, petroleum, natural gas. 
Wexford__...______-- 106 ,000 2147,000 Sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Undistributed 5__ ~~ -- 185,855 ,913 194,502,311 

| “Total..__._..-. | 565,560,000 602 , 127,000 . 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Values for natural gas and natural gas liquids are not available on a county basis, but are included with 

‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
2 Exeludes value of natural gas. 
3 Includes value of mineral production in Keweenaw County. 
4 Value of mineral production is included in that of Houghton County. 
5 Includes values for natural gas, natural gas liquids, gem stones, some sand and gravel that cannot be 

assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 

Barry.—Sand and gravel production was 262,000 tons in 1965, due to greater de- 

up 30 percent to 757,000 tons because of mand for gravel for road construction and 
increased demand for building and road maintenance. Marl for agricultural use was 
materials in the area. Marl was dipped obtained from pits near Kinderhook and 
from pits near Caledonia and Nashville Sherwood. 
and sold for agricultural use. About 13,000 Calhoun.—The county held its position 

barrels of petroleum were produced, most as second largest petroleum producer in 
of it from the Hope field. - the State. Output from fields in the AI- 
Bay.—Masonry and _ portland cements bion-Pulaski-Scipio trend was nearly 2.4 

were manufactured at Bay City by Etna million barrels in 1966 compared with 2.3 
Portland Cement Co., Division of Martin million barrels in 1965. The output of 4 

Marietta Corp. Monitor Sugar Division, billion cubic feet of natural gas, about the 
Robert Gage Coal Co. produced quicklime same as in 1965, ranked the county fourth 
for use in sugar refining. About 338,000 in the State in production of this commod- 
barrels of petroleum was recovered from ity. Sand and gravel output increased to 
county oilfields. Largest production came 777,000 tons from 733,000 tons in 1965. 
from the Kawkawlin and Essexville fields. Most of the material was used for road 
Bay Refining, Division of The Dow Chemi- construction and maintenance. Marl was 

cal Co., refined crude oil at Bay City. obtained from pits near Burlington and 

Berrien.—Sand and gravel output totaled Union City and sold for agricultural use. 
nearly 1.8 million tons, about 52 percent. Cass.—Sand and gravel output of 255,000 
more than in 1965. The increase was de- tons was reported from a fixed plant near 
rived from a greater demand for building, Niles and portable plants operating in the 
road materials, and industrial sand. In Dowagiac, Edwardsburg, and Niles areas. 
March the Sawyer plant of Manley Sand Marl pits were operated near Cassopolis, 
Division, Martin Marietta Corp., discon- Dowagiac, and Union and the output sold 

tinued operation. The company reported for agricultural use. A small amount (4,759 
their Bridgman plant would continue in- barrels) of petroleum was produced from 
dustrial sand production. Marl was pro- the Jefferson field. 

duced from pits near Three Oaks and sold Charlevoix.—Construction continued on 
for agricultural use. A few barrels of petro- the 4-million-barrel plant of Medusa Port- 
leum was recovered from one well in the Jand Cement Co., scheduled for operation 
Pipestone field before it was abandoned in jn mid-1967. The plant will have one of 

1966. the industry’s most advanced computer sys- 
Branch.—Sand and gravel output in- tems to control raw material blending, raw 

creased to nearly 1.7 million tons from mill, kiln, cooler, and finish mills. About
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127,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- 372,000 tons in 1965, because of road build- 
duced for building, road use, and fill. ing requirements. Delta Terminal Co. 

Cheboygan.—Limestone was quarried and refined crude oil at Rapid River. _ 

crushed near Afton and sold for use in Dickinson.—The Hanna Mining Co. 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, agricultural operated the Groveland open pit iron 
limestone, and fluxstone. Sand and gravel — mine, concentrator, and pelletizing plant 

output totaled 93,000 tons, down from near Randville. The traveling grate pelle- 
154,000 tons in 1965. Smaller requirements  tizing furnace at the operation was exten- 
for road gravel by the State highway de- sively remodeled. Limestone, quarried near 
partment caused most of the decline. ‘Randville and Felch, was used principally 

Chippewa.—Limestone was quarried and for terrazzo, ornamental concrete, and 
crushed on Drummond Island, in Lake ‘ooOfing granules. About 80,000 tons of sand 

Huron, by Drummond Dolomite, Inc. The 2d gravel was produced, mostly in the 
output, from one of the largest quarries in von Mountain area, for building and road 

the State, was shipped by water to con- USE. — 
sumers of fluxstone, concrete aggregate, Eaton.—Clay, used in manufacturing 
roadstone, and agricultural limestone. vitrified sewer pipe and other heavy clay 
About 355,000 tons of sand and gravel was products, was mined by the Grand Ledge 
produced, and was used mostly for roads. Clay Product Co. Limestone was quarried 

Clare.—Petroleum production was‘603,000 by Cheney Limestone Co. near Bellevue for 
barrels, down from 651,000 barrels in 1965. USe€ In Concrete aggregate, roadstone, agri- 
Two-thirds of the petroleum came from cultural limestone, and rubble: About 

the East Cranberry Lake and Hamilton 353,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- 
fields. Natural gas output increased to 212 duced, mostly with portable plants at sev-_ 
million cubic feet from 187 million in 1965, eval sites in the county; principal use was 
and come from the North Hamilton and for road construction’ and maintenance. 
Headquarters fields. Sand and gravel pro- Humus peat was produced near Charlotte 
duction for road use fell to 76,000 tons’ and sold for soil conditioning. . 
from 189,000 tons in 1965. State and county Emmet.—Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. pro- 
highway requirements decreased. duced portland and masonry cements at 

Clinton.—Clay was mined near Grand Petoskey and, in the same area, quarried 

Ledge and used in manufacturing vitrified and crushed limestone for its own use. 
sewer pipe and other heavy clay products About 92,000 tons of sand and gravel for 
by Grand Ledge Clay Product Co. In the road use was produced under contract for 
same area, operations of the American the State highway department and by the 
Vitrified Products Co. had been discon- county road commission. | : | 
tinued, and the plant was abandoned late Genesee.—Sand and gravel output was | 
in 1965. About 419,000 tons of sand and nearly 1.1 million tons, compared with 

gravel was produced, primarily for build- 732,000 tons in 1965. Most of the increase 

ing and road use. was in gravel for road use. Five, fixed 
Crawford.—P . «plants and several portable plants were 
rawford.—Petroleum production in 

} operated. About 3,000 barrels of petroleum 

creased to 87,000 barrels from 66,000 bar- was produced from the Otisville field. 

rels an 1965, Natural Bas output was 370 Gladwin.— About 386,000 barrels of petro- 
million cubic feet, an increase of 25 mil- leum was produced, over half of which 

lisn cubic feet over the 1965 total. The came from the Beverton, Bentley, and 

Beaver Creek field yielded all the petro- Buckeye fields. Road gravel was produced 

leum and gas production. Sand and gravel near Oberlin. 

production, used mostly for road construc- Gogebic.—Pickands Mather & Co. 

tion and maintenance, increased 23 percent shipped iron ore from stockpiles at the 

to 113,000 tons. Geneva and Peterson mines, as well as ore 
Delta.—Limestone was quarried and mined at the Peterson mine in January. 

crushed near Escanaba for use as roadstone The mine was closed January 29. The hoist 

and in concrete aggregate. Sand and gravel was purchased by the White Pine Copper 

output increased to 511,000 tons from Co. and moved to the White Pine mine.
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The Geneva mine was shut down in Jan- gravel for building and road construction 
uary 1965. These were the last operating was produced by two companies and the 
iron mines on the Gogebic range. About county road commission. Portable plants 
107,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- were operated near Hancock and South 
duced in the county, mostly for road use. Range. 

Gratiot.—Michigan Chemical Corp., at St. Huron.—Michigan Sugar Co. produced 
Louis, produced bromine, calcium chloride, lime for its own use in sugar refining at 
calcium-magnesium chloride, and magne- Sebewaing. The Wallace Stone Co. Divi- 
sium compounds from natural well brines. sion J. P. Burroughs & Son, Inc., quar- 
Also at St. Louis, Michigan Salt Co. pro- ried limestone for stone veneer, rubble, 
duced salt from natural well brines. About  riprap, roadstone, concrete aggregate, rail- 
35,000 barrels of petroleum from the _ road ballast, and agricultural use. About 
Sumner field and 2 million cubic feet of 216,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- 

‘natural gas from the North Star field were duced compared with 738,000 tons in 1965. 
produced. About 399,000 tons of sand and The decrease was due to smaller demand 
gravel was produced with stationary plants for State and county highway needs. Ap- 
and dredges at Alma and Ithaca and with proximately 3,000 barrels of petroleum was 
portable plants at several sites in the produced from the Dwight and Grant 
county. Leonard Refineries, Inc., operated a _ fields. 

crude oil refinery at Alma, where byprod- Ingham.—Sand and gravel production to- 
uct sulfur was also recovered using the  taled 1.6 million tons, up from 1.5 million 
hydrofining process. tons in 1965. Most of the material was used 

Hillsdale-—Petroleum production totaled for road construction and maintenance. 

nearly 4.6 million barrels, the largest in Humus peat was dug from a bog near 
the State. About 4.5 billion cubic feet of Lansing and sold for soil improvement. 
natural gas was produced. The county The Lansing Board of Power & Light re- 
ranked second in the production of natural covered quicklime from calcium carbonate 
gas liquids. Sand and gravel output was_ precipitated at the city water purification 
559,000 tons compared with 339,000 tons in plant. | 
1965. Production came from two fixed Josco.—The county had the largest gyp- 

plants and several portable plants. Most of sym production in the State, all from open 
the increase was due to larger demand for quarries. National Gypsum Co. operated a 

road gravel. Marl was produced from pits  qyarry and board plant at National City 
near Allen and Mosherville for agricultural ing port facility at Tawas City. At the 

use. plant, crude perlite, mined in the South- . 
Houghton.—Copper was produced by Cal- west, was expanded for use in plaster. 

umet & Hecla, Inc., Copper Range Co., United States Gypsum Co. operated a 
and Quincy Mining Co. Calumet & Hecla quarry, processing plant, and port facility 
operated the Ahmeek group of mines in at Alabaster. Michigan Gypsum Co. opened 
Houghton and Keweenaw Counties and the a quarry about a mile southeast of their — 
Tamarack reclamation plant and a smelter processing and crushing plant at Whitte- 
near Hubbell. The Seneca No. 2 mine was’ more. About 120,000 tons of sand and grav- 
closed in July. In its annual report the’ el for road use was produced by and for 
company indicated that the Hills Creek the county road commission. 

copper deposit would require further geo- Iron.—The Hanna Mining Co. mined 
logical work to determine the extent of the ang shipped iron ore from the Hiawatha 

ore body before adopting a mining plan. No, 2, Homer, and Wauseca underground 
The Copper Range Co. operated the mines. The Hiawatha No. 2 mine, opened 
Champion mine and Freda mill, where in 1892, was closed the latter part of De- 
Champion ore as well as tailings from the ember because of depletion of ore re- 
old Atlantic mine were treated. Quincy  geyyes. A second screening unit to serve 
Mining Co. operated a reclamation plant oth the Homer and Wauseca mines began 
at Hubbell and a smelter at Hancock. The operation April 1. Inland Steel Co. operat- 

Limestone Mountain Co. quarried and_ ed the Bristol and Sherwood underground 

crushed limestone for agricultural use near mines, and North Range Mining Co. oper- 

Pelkie. About 128,000 tons of sand and ated the Book underground iron mine.
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About 86,000 tons of sand and gravel for Lake.—Nearly 15,000 barrels of petro- 
road use was produced. leum was produced from five fields, with 

Isabella—About 280,000 barrels of petro- the major portion coming from the Luther 
leum, mostly from the Coldwater and field. The county road commission pro- 

Mount Pleasant fields, and nearly 5 million duced 16,000 tons of sand and gravel for 
cubic feet of natural gas from the Fremont 0ad use and other purposes. 
field were produced. Leonard Refineries, Lapeer.—Calcium-magnesium chloride was 
Inc., operated a refinery at Mount Pleas- produced from natural well brines at May- 
ant. Sand and gravel output totaled 703,000 ville by Wilkinson Chemical Corp. Nearly 
tons and was sold for building and road half of the State peat production came 
use. Marl for agricultural use was pro- from bogs near Imlay City. The reed- 
duced near Weidman. sedge peat was sold both in bulk and pack- 

Jackson.—Nearly 1.7 million barrels of 48¢d form for soil improvement and pot- 
_ petroleum and 2.1 billion cubic feet of nat- D8 materials. About 457,000 tons of sand 

ural gas were produced, slightly more than nd gravel was produced for building and 
in 1965. Limestone was quarried and road use at sites throughout the county. 

crushed at Parma for use as roadstone, The Rich field yielded about 33,000 barrels 
concrete aggregate, and agricultural lime- of petroleum and 25 million cubic feet of 

stone. Sandstone was quarried and milled 4tural gas. 
for building use in the Napoleon area. Lenawee.—Clay for manufacturing drain- 
Sand and gravel production was 308,000 tile was mined near Tecumseh. Reed-sedge 
tons, and was used for building and road peat was dug from a bog near Adrian and 
construction. Marl was obtained from pits sold in packaged form for general soil con- 
near Horton and sold for agricultural use. ditioning. About 626,000 tons of sand and 
Kalamazoo.—The sand and gravel output gravel was produced near Adrian and Te- 

of 917,000 tons was about the same as in Cumseh and used chiefly for building, road 
1965. Reed-sedge peat for soil conditioning Purposes, and railroad ballast. The Macon 
was produced near Kalamazoo. Marl was Creek and Medina fields yielded a small 
dug from pits near Vicksburg and Paw amount of petroleum (less than 1,000 bar- 

Paw Lake and sold for agricultural use. els). : | 
Lakeside Refining Co. operated an_ oil Livingston.—About 16.7 million cubic 
refinery at Kalamazoo. . feet of natural gas was produced. Sand and 

Kalkaska.—About 17,000 barrels of petro- gravel output totaled more than 3.3 mil- 

leum was produced, nearly all from the lion tons, most of it from the Brighton, 

Beaver Creek field. The county road com- Fenton, and Howell areas. Output was 
mission produced 68,000 tons of sand and used for building, road purposes, railroad 

gravel for road use and other purposes. ballast, and fill. At the American Aggre- 
Kent.—Gypsum was produced from un- gates Corp. operation near Brighton, al- 

derground mines by Bestwall Gypsum Di- terations were made to increase capacity 

vision of Georgia-Pacific Corp. and Grand and improve product quality. Included 
Rapids Gypsum Co. The material was were an enlarged railr oad dump hop Pet: 
processed and manufactured into building raw material surge P ile, Teclamation sys 

| products at company-owned plants in the tem, and hydraulic separation facility. 

Grand Rapids area. Perlite, mined in the Mackinac.—Large limestone quarries 
Western States, was expanded for use in were operated by Inland Lime & Stone Co., 

plaster at the Bestwall plant. Over 1.8 mil- Division of Inland Steel Co., near Port In- 

lion tons of sand and gravel was produced and and United States Steel Corp. near 
compared with 2 million tons in 1965. Cedarville. The Inland Lime & Stone Co. 
Most of the decline was caused by lower processing plant and port were located at 
demand for road materials. Humus, moss, Port Inland in adjacent Schoolcraft 
and reed-sedge peat were dug from several C Th hed Jaen 1 c hi a d 
bogs in the county and sold for soil im- ounty. ihe crushed material was shippe 
provement. About 101,000 barrels of petro- from company-owned ports to consumers of 
leum and 15.5 million cubic feet of gas fluxstone, roadstone, agricultural limestone, 

were produced. Most of the petroleum and _ railroad ballast, and riprap, and cement, 
all of the gas came from the Walker field. lime, and chemical manufacturers.
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About 133,000 tons of sand and gravel well brines at Ludington by The Dow. 
| was produced, mostly for road use. | Chemical Co. The company also produced 

Macomb.—About 2.9 million tons of  Quicklime. Harbison-Walker Refractories 

sand and gravel was produced, compared 9°. produced refractory magnesia from 
with 2.4 million tons in 1965. Much of the Purchased magnesium hydroxide. 
material came from the Armada, Romeo, Molding and glass sand was produced 

and Utica areas. Principal uses were for "ear Ludington, and road gravel was 
building and road construction. mined at several sites with portable plants. 

Natural gas production was about 9 bil- About 127,000 barrels of petroleum was 
lion cubic feet, mostly from the Ray field. recovered from six fields. ‘The Eden, Scott- 

More than 3,000 barrels of petroleum was Ville, and Wiley fields yielded the major 
recovered from the Chesterfield and Ray Portion of county output. 

fields. Mecosta.—About 90,000 barrels of petro- 
Manistee.—Natural well  brines were eum and 92 million cubic feet of natural 

processed at several plants to recover bro- 84S were produced. The Hardy Dam and 
mine, calcium-magnesium chloride, and Paris fields accounted for most of the pe- 

magnesium compounds. Salt was recovered ‘roleum output. Natural gas was produced 
from artificial brines. Chemical plants were ftom seven fields. 
operated in the Manistee area by Great About 303,000 tons of sand and gravel 
Lakes Chemical Corp., Manistee Salt Was produced, mostly for road use. 
Works, Michigan Chemical Corp., Morton Reed-sedge peat _was produced near 
Chemical Co., Division of Morton Interna- Lakeview and sold in bulk and packaged 
tional, Inc., Morton Salt Co., and Standard form for soil improvement. Two marl pits 
Lime & Refractories Co., Division of Mar- Which were operated near Mecosta in 1965 
tin Marietta Corp. At Filer City, Packaging Were idle during the year. 
Corp. of America produced quicklime for Menominee.—Quicklime and hydrated 
its Own use in paper manufacturing by cal- lime were produced at Menominee by 
cining carbonate sludge. Gravel for road Limestone Products Division of The C. 
use was produced at several sites, and Reiss Coal Co. The lime was sold for use 
molding sand was produced at Manistee. in insecticides, paper and pulp manufac- 

Marquette.—Value of mineral production ure, tanning, steelmaking (in basic-oxygen 
was nearly $116 million, the highest in the Converters), water purification, and other 
State. Iron ore shipments were up nearly PUTposes. | 
17 percent. Open pit mines accounted for About 698,000 tons of sand and gravel 
62 percent of the total iron ore shipments. was produced and used principally for 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. operated four 10ad construction and maintenance. 
underground and four open pit iron Midland.—_The Dow Chemical Co., at 
mines. The company operated the Pioneer Midland, processed natural well brines and 
pellet plant near Negaunee at full capacity recovered bromine, calcium chloride, cal- 
during the year. The plant treats natural cium-magnesium chloride, iodine, magne- 
ore from the Mather underground mine. sium compounds and potash. The company 
The company also operated the Empire also extracted salt from artificial brines. In 
mine complex near Palmer, which expand- April, the American Salt Corp. began pro- 
ed its pellet capacity to 3.2 million tons duction of salt in its new plant at Mid- 
per year. land. Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. operated produced refractory magnesia from pur- 
the Tracy underground mine, and North chased magnesium hydroxide. Sand and 
Range Mining Co. operated the Champion _ gravel for building, road use, and fill was 
underground mine. produced near Midland. 

About 880,000 tons of sand and gravel About 225,000 barrels of petroleum and 

was produced, up from 787,000 tons in a small quantity of natural gas were pro- 
1965. Most of the material was used for duced from six fields. The Porter field had 
building, road construction, and fill. the largest petroleum output. 

Mason.—Bromine, calcium chloride, cal- Missaukee.—About 444,000 barrels of pe- 
clum-magnesium chloride, and magnesium _troleum and 673 million cubic feet of nat- 
compounds were recovered from natural ural gas were produced from eight fields.
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The largest petroleum production was _ use. About 24,000 barrels of petroleum was 
from the Enterprise and McBain fields and produced from several small fields. No nat- 
natural gas from the East Norwich and ural gas production was reported in 1966. 

Falmouth fields. . Oakland.—Sand and gravel output, the 
The county road commission contracted  Jjargest in the State totaled 8.8 million tons, 

for 36,000 tons of road gravel. compared with 8.7 million tons in 1965. 
Monroe.—Portland and masonry cements The material was used for building, rail- 

were produced by Dundee Cement Co. at road ballast, road construction, and fill. 
Dundee. Clay and limestone were mined = Moss and humus peat were produced 

near the plant site for use in manufactur- pear New Hudson and Novi and sold in 

ing cement. The company’s large rotary bulk for soil improvement. 
kiln is now controlled by a digital com- About 1,000 barrels of petroleum was re- 
puter, installed during the year. covered from the Northville field. 

Limestone was quarried and crushed at Oceana.—About 82,000 barrels of petro- 
Monroe by The France Stone Co., and by j d from eight fields. with 
The Michigan Stone Co. at Maybee and the 1 was Sect . 5 d frc ° th 
Ottawa Lake. The material was used for P © ieee, Stow Toke i Elba d “he id © 
flux, roadstone, railroad ballast, and for entwater, stony Lake, an MBE DENCS. | 

‘cultural use About 464,000 tons of sand and gravel agricu . .y 4 | 
F. W. Ritter Sons Co. mined miscella. “4S Produced, principally for building and 

neous clay at South Rockwood for use in road use. 
making art pottery and other clay prod- Ogemaw.—About 278,000 barrels of pe- 
ucts. troleum and 627 million cubic feet of nat- 

Reed-sedge and humus peat were dug ural gas were produced. Most of the petro- 

from pits near Ida and Petersburg and leum came from the West Branch and 
used for potting soils and general soil im- Rose City fields, and the gas came from 
provement. the Rose City and Logan fields. Osceola 

About 7,000 barrels of petroleum was Refining Co. refined crude oil at West | 

produced from the Deerfield field. Branch. | 
Montcalm.—About 202,000 barrels of pe- About 671,000 tons of sand and gravel | 

troleum and 5.9 million cubic feet of natu- Was produced, compared with 222,000 tons | 
ral gas were produced from 12 fields. Crys- in 1965. Demand for road material ac- 
tal Refining Co. refined crude oil at Carson counted for the increase. 
City. Ontonagon.—White Pine Copper Co. a 

Sand and gravel output was about subsidiary of Copper Range Co., operated | 
790,000 tons compared with 733,000 tons in a mine, mill, and smelter at White Pine. ! 
1965. Most of the material was used for In December, the new reverberatory fur- ! 

road construction and maintenance. nace at the smelter was completed. Con- | 
Muskegon.—Salt was extracted from  Struction continued on the new 1,600 foot 

artificial brines at Montague by Hooker Shaft, 5 miles from the original mine por- | 
Chemical Corp. tals. The shaft had reached the ore hori- | 

Union Carbide Corp., Olefins Division, 2”: and hoisting and surface facilities | 

produced hydrated lime as a byproduct of Were near completion at yearend. 
their acetylene-producing operations. Out- Sand and gravel output increased to 
put was sold for mason’s lime and treat- 318,000 tons from 140,000 tons in 1965, be- 

ment of sewage and industrial wastes. cause of demand for road materials. 
About 35,000 barrels of petroleum was pro- Osceola.—Petroleum production totaled 
duced from five fields. Naph-Sol Refining about 435,000 barrels, with the largest 
Co. refined crude oil at Muskegon. The amount coming from the Reed City field, 
Marathon Oil Co. refinery at Muskegon which lies in both Lake and Osceola Coun- 
was abandoned. ties. About 291 million cubic feet of natu- 

About 528,000 tons of sand and gravel ral gas was produced, principally from the 
was produced for molding sand, building, Middle Branch and Reed City fields. 

road use, and fill. Sand and gravel for fill, railroad ballast, 
Newago.—About 298,000 tons of sand building, and road construction was pro- 

and gravel was produced, mostly for road duced.
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Oscoda.—Approximately 222,000 tons of Salt was recovered from artificial brines 
sand and gravel was produced for county by Diamond Crystal Salt Co. at St. Clair 
and State highway use. and Morton Salt Co. at Marysville. 

Nearly 2,000 barrels of petroleum was re- Reed-sedge peat was produced near Ca- 

covered from the Mio field. About 12 mil- pac and sold in bulk and packaged form 
lion gallons of natural gas liquids were re- for general soil improvement. Sand and 
covered at the Reed City plant. gravel was produced, mostly for road use. 

Ottawa.—Sand and gravel output totaled About 710,000 barrels of petroleum and 

2.6 million tons, about the same as in 1965. 9.3 billion cubic feet of nautral gas were 
Industrial sand (glass, molding, and en- produced. Major oilfields were Big, Boyd, 

gine) was produced, as well as large quan- and Peters. The largest gas production 
tities of building and road materials. came from the Capac, Columbus, Boyd, 

A small quantity of marl was extracted and Peters fields. Gas production was the 
from pits near Hudsonville and Jenison largest in the State. More than 34 million 
and sold for agricultural use. gallons of natural gas liquids were pro- 

About 133,000 barrels of petroleum and duced at the Boyd plant. 
151 million cubic feet of natural gas were St. Joseph.—Marl and reed-sedge peat 
recovered, principally from the Dennison, were produced near Three Rivers and Not- 
Fillmore, and Walker fields. tawa. 

Presque Isle——Limestone was produced at About 346,000 tons of sand and gravel 
Rogers City by United States Steel Corp., was produced, mostly in the Three Rivers 
and near Presque Isle by Presque Isle and White Pigeon areas. The material was 
Corp. The crushed stone was shipped by _ used principally for building, road con- 
water to steel mills, cement and lime _ struction, and fill. 
plants, as well as users of concrete aggre- Sanilac—Lime was produced at Croswell 
gate, roadstone, and agricultural limestone. by Michigan Sugar Co. for its own use. 

Onaway Stone Co. produced limestone for Moss and reed-sedge peat were dug from 
building use at Onaway. bogs near Minden City and Sandusky and 

Sand and gravel production was 413,000 sold chiefly for potting use and soil im- 
tons, down from 569,000 tons in 1965, be- provement. About 602,000 tons of sand and 
cause of smaller demand for building and gravel was produced for building, road use, 
road materials. and fill. 

Roscommon.—About 177,000 barrels of Shiawassee.—Shale was mined at Corruna petroleum and 714 million cubic feet of by Michigan Vitrified Tile Co. for use in 

natural gas were produced from the East manufacturing vitrified sewer pipe. Humus Norwich, Enterprise, Headquarters, and St. and reed-sedge peat were produced near 

Helen fields. Perry and. Ovid, respectively, and sold for 
About 296,000 tons of sand and gravel oi) improvement and packing material for 

was produced, chiefly for road use. shrubs and plants. About 794,000 tons of 
Saginaw.—Clay was mined near Saginaw sand and gravel was produced, compared 

by. Etna Portland Cement Co. Division, with 684,000 tons in 1965. Output was used 
Martin Marietta Corp., for use in manufac- for building, road construction, and _ rail- 
turing cement at its plant in Bay City. oad ballast. 

Michigan Sugar Co. produced lime at Car- Tuscola.—About 80,000 barrels of petro- 
roliton for sugar refining. About 132,000 leum was recovered from four fields, with 

tons of sand and gravel was p troduced by the largest production reported from the 
and for the county road commission for Ak field. M 

ron field. Moss peat was produced near road use, fill, and other purposes. . . 
About 26,000 barrels of petroleum was Juniata and sold in bulk and packaged 

recovered from five fields. Birch Run field form for general soil improvement. 
had the largest production. Sand and gravel output totaled 1.7 mil- 

St. Clair—Portland and masonry cements 10M tons, up from 15 million tons in 1965, 
were produced at Port Huron by Peerless 22d was used for building, road construc- 
Cement Co., Division of American Cement tion, and molding sand. 
Corp. The company mined clay for its own Lime was produced at Caro by Michigan 
use at Smiths Creek. Sugar Co. for sugar refining.
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Van Buren.—About 330,000 tons of sand Corp. The latter company also produced 
and gravel for road use, molding, and en- calcium chloride. Sand and gravel output 
gine sand was produced. Petroleum output declined to about 3.2 million tons from 
totaled about 11,000 barrels mostly from nearly 4.4 million in 1965, reflecting a de- 

the Bloomingdale field. cline in building and road construction. In 

sand and gravel was produced, slightly less industrial sand for a variety of uses was 
than in 1965. The material was used for Produced. Limestone for riprap and road 
building, road construction, and fill. About Use was quarried from the Sibley quarry at 
28,000 barrels of petroleum and 177 mil- Trenton by Michigan Foundation Quarry 
lion cubic feet of natural gas were recov. ©9. Inc. Clay was mined at Livonia by 
ered from the Lyndon and Northville Light Weight Aggregate Corp. and at Al- 
fields. len Park by Peerless Cement Co. for their 

Wayne—In the Detroit metropolitan own use. Flat Rock Clay Products Co. did 
. cos not operate its pit or plant in 1966.. 

area lime was produced by Detroit Lime — . 
Co., a subsidiary of Edward C. Levy Co:; About 1.2 billion cubic feet of natural 

Industrial Chemicals Division Allied gas and 18,000 barrels of petroleum were 
Chemical Corp. Marblehead Lime Co.: recovered from the Northville field. Socony 

P- . ', Mobil Oil Co. refined crude oil at Trenton. 
and Wyandotte Chemicals Corp. Portland . 

Marathon Oil Co. recovered byproduct sul- 
and masonry cements were produced by . . . 

aor . fur from crude oil at its Detroit refinery. 
Peerless Cement Co., Division of Ameri- . 

. United States Gypsum Co. operated a 
can Cement Corp., at two plants in De- Icini d board vl D ‘t. Th 

‘t: and by Wvandotte Chemicals Cor calcining and board plant at Detroit. e 
troit; and by Wy P- crude ore was shipped by water from the 
at Wyandotte. company-owned port and quarries at Ala- 

Salt was mined by International Salt Co.,  baster in Iosco County. The company also 

Inc., at Detroit, and recovered from expanded perlite at the Detroit plant. 
artificial brines.at Wyandotte by Pennsalt Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co. exfo- 
Chemicals Corp. and Wyandotte Chemicals _liated vermiculite at a plant in Dearborn.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Minnesota Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Keith S. Olson * 

Value of Minnesota mineral production record of 21.4 million long tons. Quantity 
increased 8 percent to $550.3 million. The and value increases were recorded for the 
State continued to lead the Nation in pro- production of portland cement, miscella- 
duction of iron ore, contributing 61 per- neous clay, iron ore, peat, sand and gravel, 
cent of the total usable ore shipped from stone, and tube-mill liners. Production of 
mines in the United States. Ironbearing masonry cement, fire clay, grinding peb- 
ores (including manganiferous ores) repre- bles, lime, and manganiferous ore de- 
sented 91 percent of the total value of the creased both in quantity and value. 
State mineral production. | 

Shipments of taconite concentrates in- | , 
P S wa: 1Industry economist, Bureau of Mines, Min- 

creased by 14 percent, establishing a new  yeapolis, Minn. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Minnesota 1 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value _ Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays?2____________-_..--._.-thousand short tons_. | 207 $311 224 $336 
Iron ore (usable)... thousand long tons, gross weight __ 50,873 459 ,290 55,133 499 , 383. 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn) 

short tons, gross weight __ 280,705 WwW 275,581 Ww 
Peat_...___-.--__-------_-__-_-_--.--short tons_-_ 7,346 123 11,366 19T 

. Sand and gravel____.._...__----thousand short tons_-_ 37,545 27 ,296 39 ,331 28,972 
Stone_______...---------__-___.----------.do___- 4,371 11,680 4,901 11,6838 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive 
stones, cement, fire clay, gem stones, lime, and 
values indicated by symbol W______-_----------- XxX 9,060 xx 9,696 

Total______..-.--_._-___-_----.----------- xX 507 , 760 xx 550,277 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘Value of items that 
cannot be disclosed.”’ 
XX Not applicable. ; ; ; ' 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes fire clay included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Millions) 

Year Value! Year Value ! 

1957_______-___ eee eee $594 1962____________...----------------- $410 
1958_____-__-_ eee - 395 19638___________-_-_.---------------- 420 
1959____ eee - 340 1964_________-.--------------------- 448 
1960_____._____-_ eee ee 502 1965_________._.-.-.----------------- 452 
1961______-__ eee 428 1966___________-.---__--------------- PASS 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-64 revised. 

421
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Figure 1.—Value of iron-ore shipments and total value of 
mineral production in Minnesota.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

a 
Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 

Average days hours injuries million man-hours 
Year and industry men Days worked worked —————— 

working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

So 
1965: 

Metal__..----------- 9,801 28 2,793 22,382 --2 92 4.11 258 
Nonmetal___-------- 225 269 60 484 1 33 70.27 13,876 

Sand and gravel_____- 2,334 160 374 3,187 ne 57 17.89 416 

Stone_...----------- 1,601 240 384 3,170 _- 57 «17.98 376 
Peat__-------------- 38 60 2 16 --- _-. --- _-- 

Total___.-...----- 18,999 258 3,613 29,2389 1 239 8.21 509 

1966: P 
Metal___.-.--------- 10,065 293 2,944 28,575 © 4 99 4.37 1,283 

Nonmetal_-__------- 220 269 60 482 1 29 62.24 14,822 

Sand and gravel_-_--_- 2,330 167 390 3,367 2 60 18.41 4,021 

Stone.-._----------- 1,615 240 387 3,208 _ 73 22.79 599 
Peat___....--------- 25 | 112 3 19 --- --- --- --- 
a 

Total.__._-------- 14,255 265 3,784 30,646 . 7 261 8.75 1,725 
a 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES _ 

METALS the State of Minnesota granted 50-year 
; ; leases totaling about 86,500 acres to Il 

Copper-Nickel.—Stimulated by high de- companies. | | 

mand, Coed a exploration a alone a The University of Minnesota Mines Ex- 

copper-nicke" were ¢ cted along tie periment Station conducted tests on cop- 
Duluth Gabbro in Cook, Lake, and St. . . 

. . Or per-nickel ores from northeastern Minne- 
Louis Counties. Indications are that the eae . . 

" . sota utilizing bacterial leaching and sulfide 
low-grade sulfide ores contain about one . 

. . . flotation methods. 
percent combined copper-nickel in ‘the ra- } . 

tio of three parts copper to one of nickel. Iron Ore.—Shipments of usable iron ore 

It was estimated that nearly all mining from Minnesota mines (excluding ore con- 

would be by underground methods. Major taining 5 percent or more manganese) 

mining companies holding leases in the WST® 55.1 million long tons, 8 percent 

area and/or conducting exploration activi- Stealer than in 1965. Mine value of ship- 
ies included: American Metal Climax, ments totaled $499.4 million, an increase of 

Inc. Bear Creek Mining Co. (the explora- $40.1 million. About 77 percent of the ore 

tion arm of Kennecott Copper Corp.) , shipped during the year was beneficiated. 

Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co., Duval Corp. The Greater demand by the Nation’s blast 

International Nickel Co., Inc. (Inco), New- furnace operators for a high quality feed 

mont Exploration Ltd., New Jersey Zinc was evidenced by shipments of taconite 

Co., United States Steel Corp., Phelps concentrates increasing to 21.4 million long 

Dodge Corp., and The Hanna Mining Co. tons, compared with 18.9 million tons in 

In June, Inco acquired leases on ap- 1965. Taconite concentrates comprised 

proximately 5,000 acres of Federal lands in nearly 39 percent of all iron-ore shipments 

the South Kawishiwi River area near Ely. in 1966. Average natural iron content of 

A 1,300-ton bulk sample was transported to usable iron ore produced was 56.4 percent. 

Inco’s Copper Cliff laboratory near Sud- Fourteen companies operated mines in four 

bury, Ontario, Canada, for metallurgical counties. Nearly 95 percent of the ore pro- 

testing. Inco also announced tentative duced was from the Mesabi Range in Itasca 

plans for a mining and milling operation and St. Louis Counties. Mines on the 

capable of producing 125 million pounds Cuyuna Range in Crow Wing County, the 

of copper and nickel per year. After revis- | Vermilion Range in St. Louis County, and 

ing rules and regulations covering mining the Spring Valley district in Fillmore 

permits and leases for copper, nickel, and County produced the remainder. No pro- 

associated minerals on State-owned lands, duction was recorded in Olmsted County.
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Figure 2.—Locations of currently operating and proposed Mesabi Range 
| taconite-processing plants. 

Growth of Minnesota’s taconite industry capacity to 10.7 million tons, At Hoyt 
continued during 1966 with three plants Lakes, Erie Mining Co. was engaged in a 

under construction and a fourth in design $50 million expansion project designed to 
stage. In addition, expansion programs increase its annual pellet-making capacity 
were taking place at two existing plants. to 10.3 million tons. | 
The Hanna Mining Co. was nearing» Combining existing plants with facilities 
completion of two new pellet plants with a under construction, Minnesota will have an 
combined capacity of 4.4 million tons per annual taconite concentrate capacity of 32 
year. At yearend, the company was con- million tons in 1967. 

| ducting preoperational testing at the But- The two remaining underground iron 
ler Taconite Project near Nashwauk. The mines in the State were scheduled to be 
company was also slated to begin produc- closed in 1967. Inland Steel Co. announced 
tion in 1967 at the National Steel Pellet plans to cease mining operations at its Ar- 
Plant near Keewatin. Development work mour No. 2 mine on the Cuyuna Range, 
was conducted at the Kevin pit, which will Crow Wing County. United States Steel 
supply crude taconite to the Butler Corp. plans to close its Pioneer mine, at 
Project. Crude material for the National Ely, the sole producer on the Vermilion 
Steel Plant will be mined from the Section Range, St. Louis County. 
18 pit, an exhausted natural ore mine. The navigation season for ports shipping 

Near Mountain Iron, United States Steel Minnesota iron ores began at Duluth on 

Corp. was building the largest of the new March 30, the earliest opening for a Lake 
pelletizing plants, the 4.5 million-ton-per- Superior port since 1953. On December 13 
year Minntac operation. Production was the final shipment left Silver Bay. The Du- 
scheduled to begin in 1967. Jones & Laugh-  luth, Missabe & Iron Range Railroad re- 
lin Steel Corp.’s proposed 2-million-ton- opened its Two Harbors ore docks which 
per-year pellet plant near Biwabik was in had been inactive since 1962. 
preliminary design stage. Reserve Mining Lake Erie base prices for iron ore were 
Co. completed an expansion program at its unchanged from 1965. Increasing shipments 
Silver Bay pellet plant, increasing annual of taconite concentrates resulted in a gain |
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Table 4.—Crude iron ore’ data, in 1966, by counties and ranges 

(Thousand long tons) 

Production . Shipments 
Stocks —. ———$ ee _———_ Stocks 

County and range Jan. 1 Under- Open Direct to To con- Dec. 31 
ground pit consumers centrators . 

County: ; 
Crow Wing.-.-.---.------- 73 438 1,217 443 1,209 76 
Fillmore__----------------- a ee 1,404 _-- 1,404 -e 
Itasea____---_----.-----_--- _-- Do 23 ,056 51 28,005 _-- 
St. Louis___._-_-.---.-.--- 983 789 =—s- 89,178 12 ,369 78,176 AOL 

Total ?___--_-_----------- 1,056 1,227 114,851 12 , 863 103 , 794 ATT 

Range: 
. Cuyuna.__.-_-_----------- 73 438 1,217 443 1,209 76 

Mesabi____.__-_.---------- 983 ue 112 ,229 12,420 - 100,391 401 
Vermilion. _____._-.-_-.--- —_— 789 _-- a. 789 —_— 
Spring Valley district. ___--_- _-- a 1,404 a. 1,404 a 

Total ?_______.---------- 1,056 1,227 114,851 12 , 863 103 , 794 ATT | 

1 Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 
2 Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding. 

Table 5.—Usable iron ore! data, in 1966, by counties and ranges 
. (Thousand long tons) 

‘ 

Stocks Iron content Stocks 
County and range Jan. 1 Production of production Shipments Dec. 31 
UP 

County: 
Crow Wing. ___.------------ 73 1,299 657 1,296 T6 

Fillmore_.....-.-.----------- 98 . 2 361 575 295 

Itasea______---------------- 2,722 8,084 4,488 9,247 1,560 
St. Louis. _____._..--------- 2,619 44,125 25,118 44,015 2,729 

Total 2______-.---_------- 5,512 54,280 30,625 55,133 4,659 

Range: . 
, Cuyuna___-__-_------------- 73 1,299 657 1,296 T6 

Mesabi___...-.------------- —  -B,245 - 561,506 29 ,186 52,549 4,202 

Vermilion__.___._-.--------- 96 704 421 713 87 

Spring Valley district_._-_-_- 98 772 361 575 295 

Total 2______..----------- 5,512 54,280 30,625 55,133 4,659 

1 Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 
_ 2 Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding. 

Table 6.—Usable iron ore! produced (direct-shipping and all forms of concentrate), by ranges — 

(Thousand long tons) 

a 
Spring 

Year Cuyuna Mesabi Vermilion Valley Total 2 
district 
NN SO 

1884-1956______..-_-------- 58 , 842 2,095,500 93 , 566 3,142 2,251,050 

1957____.__.__-_----------- 2,018 64,537 1,349 382 . 6.8 , 286 

1958__.______.---.--------- 1,119 39 ,833 1,027 241 AZ 221 

1959_______-_-_----------- 745 33 , TAT 809 576 30,907 

1960_______-_-_----------- 1,166 54,442 1,361 473 57,442 

1961_______-_._----------- 1,095 41,199 930 A491 43,714 

1962____.__-_-.----------- 655 43 ,041 1,158 362 45 216 

1968_______-_-_----------- 515 43 ,570 774 524 45 , 383 

1964_____._-.-_-_--------- 513 47 ,256 865 420 49 054 

1965_______-.-.-_--------- 367 50 ,279 782 625 52,053 

1966_____-.--------------- 1,299 51,506 704 772 54, 280 
nO 

Total 2_______-_-_--_- 68 ,334 2,564,909 103 ,325 8,008 2,744,576 
a nnn 

1 Exclusive, after 1905, of iron ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 
2 Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding.
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in the average weighted mine value of Table 7.—Production of usable iron ore | 
Minnesota iron ore to $9.06 per ton, com- | (Thousand long tons) 
pared with $9.03 in 1965. | 

: Nearly all iron ore shipped from Minne-__ OTT . . os Gross weight sota was for use in manufacturing pig iron tron 
and steel. Small quantities were sold for Year 0 Tron ' content 
cement manufacture and foundry purposes. re __ content (percent) 

Research on the beneficiation of non- 1957. ee 68.286 35.842 52.49 
magnetic taconites and semitaconites was 1958.___._______ 42.221 22.793 58 -99 
continued by the Federal Bureau of Mines i9¢9-----77-777- BBE AR BA 
at its Twin Cities Research Center. The 1961 wa one 2 e_ eee 48 . u14 24,216 55.39 

Bureau of Mines $4.5 million plant de-  jogg-"--""""-7""_ 45'383 «= 28'576 sb '88 
signed to demonstate commercial feasibility 1964_____.___... 49.054 —- 27.660 56.39 

. 4} : : 1965____________ 52,053 29,510 56,69 of magne tically roasting nonmagnetic tac- 1966_......_..... 54,280 30, 625 56.42 
Onites, semitaconites, and off-grade iron — 

Table 8.—Iron ore’ shipped from mines 
(Thousand long tons) ee 

Proportion 
Direct Concentrates Total of con- 

Year shipping = ———-————____—______________ usable centrates 
ore 2 Agglom- ore 3 to total 

erates Other Total usable ore 
(percent) a eee NRE 

1957-61 (average)__.____- 21,373 9,984 17,781 27,765 49.138 56.50 
1962___.__ 11,466 14.085 18,744 32,829 44 ,295 74.11 

-19638_..-_-_- ee 7,468 16,857 21,110 37,967 45 485 83 .56 
1964____-_2 ee 10.441 19 ,267 19.917 39 ,184 49 ,626 78.96 
1965_ 2.2 eee 11,579 19,039 20,255 39 ,294 50,873 77.24 
1966__.--- 12,863 21,580 20,690 42,270 55,133 76.67 mE ee E 

1 Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese. 
2 Includes crushed, screened, and sized ore not further treated. - 
’ Data may not add to some totals shown because of rounding. 

Table 9.—Dates of first and final cargoes of iron ore at U.S. upper Great Lakes ports 
nena 

a 1965 1966 
Port and dock _ 

First Final First Final 

Ashland, Wis.: 
C&NW_ eee May 3 1 Oct. 30 --- --- Soo Line..__- ee. May 3 1 Oct. 30 --- se Duluth, Minn.: DM&IR______________.. Apr. 19 Nov. 20 Mar. 30 Nov. 27 Eseanaba, Mich.: CQONW_______________.__._.____- Apr. 7 Dee. 19 Mar. 31 Dee. 23 Marquette, Mich.: 
Soo Line... __. eee. Apr. 26 Dec. 5 Apr. 26 Nov. 20 
LS&I____- eee Apr. 17 Dec. 12 Apr. 4 Dee. 13 Silver Bay, Minn.: Reserve___._.._______._.________ _ Apr. 23 Dec. 14 Apr. 8 Dec. 18 Superior, Wis.: 
GN__o eee. Apr. 24 Dee. 9 Apr. 11 Dec. 1 NP-Soo Line_.._--- 22 Apr. 29 Oct. 25 _ Apr. 22 Oct. 24 Taconite Harbor, Minn.: Erie...._.____.___.________ Apr. 21 Dec. 9 Apr. 8 Dec. 10 Two Harbors, Minn.: DM&IR_____.._.._...______ a es May 20 Nov. 20 

1 Dock closed August 16 but reopened for October shipment making October 30 shipment figure final for 1965 
season. Docks not utilized in 1966. 

Source: Skillings’ Mining Review. 

ores using scrap iron as a reductant, was in The University of Minnesota Mines Ex- 
design stage. Construction was to begin in periment Station, the University’s School of 
1967, and the plant was slated to be in Mineral & Metallurgical Engineering, and 
production in 1968. Approximately 250,000 the Minnesota Geological Survey began a 
tons of crude ore and 25,000 tons of auto- drilling project south of the Mesabi Range 
mobile and other ferrous scrap will be con- to investigate and explore the deep-lying 
sumed annually to produce 100,000 tons of taconite formation. Plans were to drill 10 
prereduced pellets containing about 82 per- holes on State-owned lands in the area, at 
cent iron. intervals of about 10 miles. Drilling began
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December 21 at a site about 114 miles NONMETALS | 
south of Keewatin in Itasca County. The . o., 
initial phase of the project was financed by Abrasive Stone.—Grinding pebbles and 
a $100,000 grant from the Iron Range Re- tube-mill liners were produced by Jasper 
sources & Rehabilitation Commission. Stone Co. from a quartzite deposit in Rock 

. M € County. Quantity and value of grinding 
»Manganiterous ewe inganerous cre pebbles decreased from that of 1965. The 

manganese natural) Siecreased 2 percent quannty of 4 bem ane ts sold during the , ear increased significantly. 
from those of 1965. Shipments totaled y Cement.-Porthand and masonry cements 

ee one tons seri OG ae Sot were manufactured at Duluth by Universal 
or direct-shipping ore an , ons Of Atlas Cement Division of United States 
concentrates. Ninety-eight percent of the steel Corp., the sole producer in the State. 
shipments were classified as ferruginous production of portland cement increased 
manganese ore (containing 10 to 35 per- over that of 1965 chiefly because of in- 

Se gear Tan Std, lft highway, coneructio } ° . ales of masonry Cement reflected the de- 
and manganese contents of shipments were Crease in residential construction with a 
34 and 13 percent, respectively. decline in both quantity and value. Output 

Manganiferous ore was shipped from of portland cement consisted of types I and 
seven Cuyuna Range mines in Crow Wing’ II (general use and moderate heat) and 
County. Operating companies were The portland-slag cement. Raw materials used 

Hanna Mining Co. and Pittsburgh Pacific in the manufacturing process were lime- 
Co. stone from Michigan, sand, slag from the 

A method for recovering a high-grade nearby blast-furnace operations, bauxite, 

manganese product from Cuyuna Range gypsum, grinding aids, and air-entraining 
tailings by thé R-N direct reduction proc- compounds. One 100-foot and two 200-foot 

ess was developed by the University of rotary kilns were operated, using bitumi- 
Minnesota, Mines Experiment Station in a mous coal and natural gas for fuel. Ship- 
2-year project sponsored by the Economic ments of portland and masonry cement 

Development Administration and the Iron WCTe primarily to Minnesota consumers 
Range Resources & Rehabilitation Commis- with lesser amounts shipped to Michigan 
sion. The Mines Experiment Station also orth Dakota, South Dakota, and 1S- 

continued testing programs involving high Dan dee Cement Co. began construction | 
intensity wet magnetic separation and 1: O88 tps : 
Hotation recovery processes of a $1 million service and distribution 

At ite Twin tat y Research Center. the center on the weer Fao of the Missis- 
s , sipp: River at Minneapolis, 

Federal Bureau of Mines continued re- Clays.—Production of miscellaneous clay 
search in developing methods of utilizing and shale was reported from Brown, Carl- 
Cuyuna Range low-grade manganese ores. ton, Goodhue, Hennepin, Ramsey, and 

Table 10.—Shipments of usable! manganiferous iron ore and ferruginous manganese ore from 

mines in the Cuyuna Range 

a 
Manganiferous iron ore Ferruginous manganese ore 

(5 to 10 percent Mn, natural) (10 to 35 percent Mn, natural) Total 
i Oo 

Year Contents (natural) . Contents (natural) shipments 
Sheen's ko Ma Sh nene rr iene 

ong e n ong e n ons 

tons) (percent) (percent) tons) (percent) (percent) ee 
1957-61 (average) - -- 284 ,877 39 .34 6.66 92,777 34.52 12.19 377 , 654 
1962_____-_-------- 129 ,979 40.40 6.19 131,431 33.28 12.60 261, 410 
19638_.._..--------- _-- --- --- 310,121 33.39 12.18 310,121 
1964____---__------ 27,725 36.59 9.68 140 , 562 32.61 12.38 168 .287 

1965__.------------ 32 ,935 33 .99 7.27 217,695 35.47 12.75 250 , 630 
1966_.-----_------- 4,035 33.55 8.61 242 ,020 33.87 14.12 246 ,055 
nn 

1 Direct-shipping and beneficiated ore.
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Redwood Counties. Output increased 8 State was expanded my Minnesota Perlite 
percent in both quantity and value over Corp. at Bloomington and by Zonolite Di- 
that of 1965. Chief reason for the increase vision, W. R. Grace & Co. (formerly West- 
was greater demand for raw material used ern Mineral Products Co.) at Minneapolis. 
in the manufacture of building brick and Expanded perlite was used for lightweight 
lightweight aggregate. A’ small quantity aggregate in concrete and building plaster, 
was also used in producing floor and wall filler, and_ soil conditioning. Production 
tile. a | was less, both in quantity and value, than 

Fire clay production, all of which was in 1965. 
used in the manufacture of vitrified sewer Sand and Gravel.—A record high was es- 
pipe, decreased substantially from that of tablished for sand and gravel production. 

| 1965. Red Wing Potteries, Inc., produced The 1966 output, 39.3 million tons, exceed- _ 
dinnerware and art pottery at Red Wing, ed the previous record established in 1965 
chiefly from raw materials produced in by 5 percent. Chief reason for the gain was 
other States. | a 3.7-million-ton increase in production of 

The Minnesota Geological Survey con- paving material. Sales of industrial sands 
tinued investigating kaolin and other clay increased 19 percent in quantity and 16 
resources at numerous locations through- percent in value. Sand and gravel used for 
out the State to obtain information useful building declined 12 percent in quantity 
to individuals and industries interested in and 5 percent in value. Average value of 
developing the State’s clay potential. all sand and gravel produced in Minnesota 

The Federal Bureau of Mines conducted was $0.74 per ton, compared with $0.73 per 
; a sampling program near Cook, St. Louis ton in 1965. Production was reported from 

County, to test the suitability of local clays each of the 87 counties in the State. Coun- 
as a binding agent for iron-ore pellets. ties producing over 1 million tons in de- 
Pelletizing tests were run at the Bureau’s scending order of production were Henne- 
Twin Cities Metallurgical Research Center. pin, Washington, Dakota, St. Louis, Gem Stones.—Minor quantities of semi. Carlton, and Clay. Collectively, these six 
precious gem stones, principally agates, COUNties comprised 38 percent of the State 
were collected by hobbyists. Gem materials ‘tal. Ninety-two percent of the total com- were found chiefly along the north shore ™ercial production was hauled by truck, 5 
of Lake Superior, along the Mississippi Pe™ent by river barge, and 3 percent by 
River, and in gravel pits in the southeas- rail. | . tern part of the State. | : Stone.—Total stone output increased to a 

. : J oo. record 4.9 million tons, exceeding the pre- 
Lime—Total shipments of quicklime and vious record set in 1965 by 12 percent. A 

hydrated lime decreased about 4 percent in 16-percent increase in the value of crushed 
mon and C percentan valve from “lene and broken stone production and a de- 

Ainerican  Grystal Sugar ©. produce crease of 15 percent in the value of dimen- 
quicklime for sugar refining at its plants at sion stone output resulted in an increase of 
Chaska, Carver County; at Moorhead, Clay jess than 1 percent in total value. Greater 
Fonts and Coane okston ane Grand demand for material used as roadstone and 
mercial tod y C Nee as only com- concrete aggregate was the major reason 

procucer, —Gutler-Magner Co., for the increase in crushed stone produc- manufactured both quicklime and hydrat- tion. 

ed lime at its Duluth plant, using lime- Limestone was quarried from deposits in 
stone vensborted by lake vessel from Mich- 5 southcentral and southeastern counties. 
ae an pproxmmately 92 Oboe a ne Major producing counties in descending 
an d- industeigl” urposes inchading emical order of value were Blue Earth, Scott, Da- 
manufacture whtere urification S do. kota, Washington, and Winona, collectively 

tallurgical uses, Construction and agricul- eDresenting 00 percent of the State lime- tural uses made up the remainder. Moet of stone value. Crushed and broken limestone 
the commercial production was consumed production increased more than 20 percent 
within the State, with lesser amounts _ both quantity an d value. The largest 
shipped to Iowa, Michigan, North Dakota increases occurred in limestone used for and Wisconsin , , concrete aggregate and roadstone, agricul- 

tural limestone, and _ railroad _ ballast. Perlite—Crude perlite mined outside the Eighty-seven percent of the commercial
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Table 11.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use ee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: |. 

Building._.._.__-.-.-----.------- 4,454 $3 , 461 3,702 $3,131 
Paving.___.--------------------- 1,670 1,111 2,481 1,406 
Fill____._._ eee 855 317 846 319 
Railroad ballast_............___-_- 5 5 WwW Ww 
Other !___-_-_- ee 380 1,027 461 1,185 

Total____..-----,------------- 7,364 5,921 7,490 6,041 : 

Gravel: _ | 
Building_.__..---_--------------- 3,319 4,896 3,123 4,842 | 
Paving. ___-_.--_-_-_-_----------- 13 , 786 8,962 15,920 10,562 
Railroad ballast___......-_------- 357 165 405 249 
Fill... 2-2 - eee 1,951 951 1,010 382 
Other__._-.----- eee. 39 24 29 33 | 

Total. ____--_-_-___ ee 19 ,452 14,998 20 , 487 16,0638 

Total sand and gravel__________- 26 , 816 20,919 27,977 22,109 

Government-and-contractor operations: — a I 
Sand: 

Building__-.._-_-.---.-----.----- vi 4 1 (2) 
Paving. _______-_-__.__---_-___-_- 2,036 — 1,083 2,310 1,247 
Fill, -- eee 123 42 118 56 
Other__..-_.._-_-_-_._---_-_-_--- 36 12 14 6 

Total____-___-_-_-__-_-.-_----- 2,202 1,141 2,443 1,309 

Gravel: 
Building.....--.-.-.-_---_- 7 4 3 z 
Paving. __-_-_-_-___-___-_-L-_--- 8,202 5,165 8,703 5 , 482 
Fill__--.-- ~~~ eee 298 60 165 5T 
Other__._._-_-_--_-_--_--_-_---_--_- 20 7 40 13 

Total____-...----------------- 8,527 5,236 - 8,911 5 B54 

Total sand and gravel._________- 10,729 6,377 11,354 6,863 : 

All operations: i i 
Sand________-__.-___-_---_- eee 9,566 7,062 9,933 7,350 
Gravel___.___-.-_-_-_-.-_----_-_-_--.- 27,979 20 ,234 29 ,398 21,622 

Total________..._-___-_-_-_-_-_-_- 37,545 27,296 39 ,331 28,972 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other.”’ 
1 Includes blast, engine, filler, foundry, glass, molding, oil (hydrafrac), pottery, porcelain, tile, and other 

construction and industrial sand (1965-66), and railroad ballast (1966). 
2 Less than 4% unit. 

crushed and broken limestone production of both crushed and broken and dimension 

was trucked, 12 percent was transported by granite declined substantially from that of 

water, and the remainder was shipped by 1965. Dimension granite production de- 

rail. Dimension limestone production de- clined due to a lesser output of rough and 

clined due to a decrease of more than 50 dressed monumental stone. Crushed and 

percent in the sales of house stone veneer. broken granite production declined 44 per- 
Cut stone represented 82 percent, in value, cent in quantity and 20 percent in value. 
of all dimension limestone produced in the Decreases were reported in virtually all use 
State. patterns. 

Granite was produced in seven westcen- New Ulm Quartzite Quarries, Inc., pro- 
tral and central counties. The three largest duced crushed and broken quartzite from a 
producing counties in descending order of deposit in Nicollet County for concrete 
value were Stearns, Big Stone, and Lac qui aggregate and roadstone, filter uses, furnace 
Parle. Finishing plants were operated at and converter linings, poultry grit, railroad 
Delano, Cold Spring, and St. Cloud. Opera- _ ballast, and riprap. 
tions of the North Star Granite Corp. were Crushed and broken basalt for use in | 
acquired by Cold Spring Granite Co. Sales concrete aggregate and roadstone was pro- ! 

| 

| 
| 
| 

|
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Table 12.—Granite sold or used by producers, by uses 

Eo 

1965 1966 
Use CC 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

USS UnSOS nn 

Dimension: 
Rough monumental____-_.--thousand cubic feet. - WwW WwW 21 $73 

Dressed architectural. ._...__.----------do-_-- WwW WwW 150 2,102 

Dressed monumental_____..___-.-_-.---do_--- 84 $1,217 4 1,089 

Other_.__..___._-_-._-------------------d0__.- 1226 12,837 wo- --- 

Total. .__-_approximate thousand short tons ?_- 26 4,054 20 3.264 
————————————————— oo ——————— 

Crushed and broken: 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone 

thousand short tons-- WwW WwW 86 166 

Railroad ballast_........-..--.-.-------do__-- WwW WwW 233 346 

Other *_____-.----------_--------------d0___- 617 857 26 170 

Total. ._._.---.---_-..--------------d0___- 617 857 345 682 

Grand total_.-......-..--------------do___- 643 4,911 365 3,946 
ee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other.”’ 
1 Includes granite for dressed architectural and rough monumental use. 
2 Average weight of 166 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 

’ Includes granite for concrete aggregate and roadstone, railroad ballast, and fill (1965); and grit, stone sand, 

and riprap. 

Table 13.—Limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

eNO 
1965 1966 

Use — 
Value Value 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
i 

Dimension: ; 
Rough construction_......thousand short tons_- WwW WwW (2) $3 

Rubble._._.__._.__--_-----------.-----do-____ WwW WwW _-- —_— 

Rough architectural__.....thousand cubic feet_. WwW WwW 9 40 

'  Sawed_____.--_--_-__------.-----------do__.- 21 $96 32 157 

House stone veneer_____.....-----------do_..- 95 254 45 114 

Cut____.__-_----------.---------------d0_-_- 134 1,416 97 1,425 

Flagging. ___.-..----------------------d0___- WwW WwW 13 1 

Total__...approximate thousand short tons 2__ 24 1,847 16 1,740 

Crushed and broken: Te 
Riprap_....-.--..-.-----thousand short tons__ 159 100 151 198 

Concrete aggregate and roadstone_ __..._.do___- 3,043 3,718 8 , 706 4,377 

Agticulture__.._._..__.--.----..-------do_..- 293 466 324 518 
Rajlroad ballast___.__...._._.-_-....----do_-.. 7 10 - 44 60 
Other *___.....-__.--_--------~----.----do___- 57 343 99 433 

Total 4.002... -d0_ 3,560 4,631 A ,323 5,585 

Grand total 4_____.-..-.-.-----------do___- 8,588 6,478 4,339 7,324 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Total.” 
1 Less than 14 unit. 
2 Average weight of 160 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 

b ay cigee) limestone for fertilizer and other uses (1965), asphalt, flux, poultry grit (1965-66), and filter 
eds . 

4 Data may not add to total shown because of rounding. 

duced in St. Louis County by Arrowhead creased both in quantity and value com- 
Blacktop Co. (formerly Zenith Dredge pared with those of 1965. 
Co.) . Vermiculite——Crude vermiculite mined 

A small quantity of marl was produced outside the State was exfoliated by three 
in Wadena County for agricultural pur- firms in Minneapolis and St. Paul. Sales 

poses. increased both in quantity and value, with 
Sulfur.—At its Pine Bend refinery in Da- the latter showing a larger increase. Mate- 

kota County, Great Northern Oil Co. re- rial sold for lightweight concrete and plas- 
covered elemental sulfur, as a byproduct, ter aggregate increased significantly, where- 
utilizing the Claus process. Shipments in- as that sold for insulation decreased. Sales
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of exfoliated vermiculite for other uses, in- reed-sedge comprised over 99 percent of 
cluding masonry fill, litter, and acoustical the State total with humus peat represent- 

purposes, remained approximately the ing the remainder. Sales increased 55 per- 
same as in 1965. cent in quantity and 60 percent in value, 

chiefly because of more favorable weather 
MINERAL FUELS conditions than in 1965. Material was sold 

Peat.—Seven companies in Aitkin, Carl- in bulk and packaged form for soil im- 
ton, Itasca, Otter Tail, Pine, and St. Louis provement and other horticultural pur- 
Counties reported production. Moss and poses. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was recorded from quarry near Ortonville, and by Delano 
every county in the State. Due to its large- Granite, Inc., at the Odessa quarry near 
scale iron-ore operations, St. Louis County Odessa. Processing plants were operated by 
produced 77 percent of the State total min- the former at Cold Spring and St. Cloud 
eral value. Itasca County ranked second, and by the latter at Delano, producing 
contributing 13 percent of the State total. finished stone for architectural and monu- 
Mineral values in 13 counties exceeded $1 mental purposes. 
million. Mineral value increased in 47 Approximately 311,000 tons of sand and 

| counties, decreased in 39, and in 1 county gravel was produced for building and road 
remained the same, compared with 1965. construction. Hallett Construction Co. and 
Nearly all increases and decreases, exclud- Mark Sand & Gravel Co. operated pits near 
ing the three major iron ore producing Odessa. 
counties, were attributed to changes in de- Blue Earth.—Value of mineral produc- 

mand for road construction materials. tion increased 8 percent over that of 1965, 
Sand and gravel production was recorded chiefly because of greater output of sand 

in each of the 87 counties. In all but 3 and gravel. Dimension limestone was quar- 
(Goodhue, Ramsey, and Scott) of the 35 ried near Mankato by Mankato Stone Co. 
counties discussed in this section there was and Vetter Stone Co., principally for archi- 
some sand and gravel production by and/  tectural purposes. The latter company also 
or contracted for the State, county, and produced broken limestone for riprap. 
municipal highway departments. Refer- Lundin Construction Co. and Mankato Ag 
ences to this output is not included in the Lime & Rock Co. produced crushed and 
individual county sections; discussion being broken limestone near Mankato for con- 
limited to commercial operations only. crete aggregate and roadstone, agricultural 

a . limestone (aglime) , and riprap. 
Aitkin.—Sand and gravel production for About 673,000 ‘ons of ‘sand and gravel 

highway purposes totaled 145,000 tons, a wa, produced for building and road con- 
25-percent decrease from the previous year. jiction purposes, Stationary plants were 

Portable plants _ were operated by Dropps operated near Mankato by Guaranteed 
Bros. Construction, Inc., near Hill City; Gravel & Sand Co., Hiniker Sand & Gravel 

Megarry Bros., Inc. near Aitkin; and UI- Co., and North Star Concrete Co. H. R. 
land Bros., Inc., near McGrath. Loveall produced paving gravel at a porta- 

Colby Pioneer Peat Co. and Jake McKo- ble plant near Beauford. 

donski produced peat from bogs near Wa- Brown.—Approximately 163,000 tons of 

wina and Hill City, respectively. Approxi- .3nq and gravel was produced for building 
mately 1,500 tons were produced, all of nq road construction, less than half the 
which was used for soil improvement. The —_ 1 gg5, output. As a result, value of mineral 
peat operation of Kimball & Sons Co. near production decreased 35 percent compared 
Hill City was inactive in 1966. with 1965. Fixed sand and gravel plants 

Big Stone.—Decreased output of dimen- were operated by Roberts Bros. and 

sion granite was the chief reason for the Wallner Sand & Gravel near Sleepy Eye 

15-percent drop in value of mineral pro- and New Ulm, respectively. Portable plants 

duction from 1965. Granite was quarried were operated by Carlson Bros., Inc., near 

by Cold Spring Granite Co. at the Agate Essig and New Ulm.
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Table 14.—Value of mineral production in Minnesota, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Aitkin______________ $170, 800 $89,500 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Anoka_.______-____-_ WwW 251,000 Sand and gravel. 
Becker__________.-_- 468 , 000 W Do. 
Beltrami_____._.___- 157,000 370 , 000 Do. 
Benton___________-_- 64,000 172,000 Do. 
Big Stone______-_--- W 744,992 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Blue Earth____-____- 1,528,448 1,654,522 Do. 
Brown___________--- 319 ,593 206,306 Sand and gravel, clays. . 
Carlton____________- 292 ,000 656,500 Sand and gravel, peat, clays. 
Carver_____________-_ 419 ,926 505,690 Sand and gravel, lime. 
Cass_____-_________- 169 , 331 94,000 Sand and gravel. _ 
Chippewa__.__--.--- 191,000 227,000 Do. 
Chisago__..___.-_--- 115 ,000 WwW Do. 
Clay___....--------- 1,540 , 827 1,764,093 Sand and gravel, lime. 
Clearwater___._.____-_ — 129,000 64.000 Sand and gravel. 
Cook. _____-_--.---- 270,000 302 ,000 Do. 
Cottonwood______-_-_ 117 ,000 155,000 Do. 
Crow Wing____-_---- 4,460,550 11,022,327 Iron ore, manganiferous ore, sand and gravel. 
Dakota_____.____--- 2,145,585 2,941,187 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Dodge________-__--- WwW W _ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Douglas_____-_.----- 74,000 551,000 Sand and gravel. 
Faribault__.._._.___-_ 410,000 205,000 Do. 
Fillmore__.___-.----- WwW W Iron ore, stone, sand and gravel. 
Freeborn_____--_____- 314,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Goodhue__________-=- 385.781 476,206 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Grant___...__._---_- 137 ,000 W _ Sand and gravel. 
Hennepin_________-___ 4,299 ,500 3,707,000 Sand and gravel, clays. . 
Houston___.________- 96,696 W _~ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Hubbard___-__.____- 35,000 13,000 Sand and gravel. . 
Isanti.__...2- 2 ___ 41,000 35,000 Do. 
Itasea___-. ~~ 71,644,513 72,242,887 Iron ore, sand and gravel, peat. 
Jackson______._.___- 107 ,000 60.000 Sand and gravel. 
Kanabec._.______-_- 619 , 700 136 ,000 Do. 
Kandiyohi____.______ 369 , 000 438 ,000 Do. 
Kittson_____________ 49 ,000 31,000 Do. 
Koochiching~________- 87,000 74,000 Do. a 
Lac qui Parle___.____ 520 , 852 539.878 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Lake_.__.-______- 2 115,000 115,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lake of the Woods_ __ 108 ,000 89,090 Do. 
Le Sueur____________ 1,868 .972 1,703,979 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Lineoln_._.___ 2-8 173 ,000 118,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lyon___.____- ee 213 ,000 273 ,000 Do. 
McLeod________-___- 143 , 000 177 , 000 Do. 
Mahnomen____.____- ‘W WwW Do. 

' Marshall. _.-_-_-____ 195,000 WwW Do. 
Martin...-...._____- 254,000 158 ,000 Do. 
Meeker___.___.____- W 146 ,000 Do. 
Mille Lacs___.__.___- 283 ,100 305,500 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Morrison_______-___- 193 ,000 224,000 Sand and gravel. 
Mower_____._______- 577 ,683 511,217 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Murray______-_-___-_ 79.000 82,000 Sand and gravel. 
Nicollet____..-..-____ 569.095 606,484 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Nobles__._..--______ 119 ,000 173,000 Sand and gravel. 
Norman_____________ 146 ,000 123 .000 Do. 
Olmsted_____________ 646 ,685 743,573 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Otter Tail___________ 752,000 479,500 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Penningten__________ 183 ,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Pine. __--__.--2____e 79,975 281,543 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Pipestone____________ W 212,000 Sand and gravel. 
Polk____--__-- ee 1,002 ,014 874,264 Lime, sand and gravel. 
Pope____--__________ 88 , 000 119,000 Sand and gravel. 
Ramsey__.-_________- 706 , 500 W_ Sand and gravel, clays. 
Red Lake__________-_ 61.000 44,000 Sand and gravel. 
Redwood___________- 373 ,350 532,472 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Renville_..___________ 531,600 524,300 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Rice. __---_________- 344,154 406,512 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Rock___._.-_-_____- 588 , 410 452.163 Sand and gravel, abrasives. 
Roseau__.___________ 129 ,000 85,000 Sand and gravel. 
St. Louis._._....__.__ 389,850,510 423,257,480 [Iron ore, cement, sand and gravel, lime, stone, peat. 
Scott. __._.--_______ 1,270.998 1,255,058 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Sherburne___________ 143 ,000 377,000 Sand and gravel. 
Sibley__-..--______ _ 157 ,000 WwW Do. 
Stearns__..--________ 3,049,741 2,689,587 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Steele._-.-.---________ 436,414 494,158 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Stevens___._________ W W_ Sand and gravel. 
Swift. ...---2 2 113,000 139 , 000 Do. 
Todd_______________ 119 ,000 WwW Do. 
Traverse.___________ 21.000 36,000 Do. 
Wabash_____________ 160 , 646 310,315 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Wadena_____________ 61,280 66,040 Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Value of mineral production in Minnesota, by counties—Continued _ 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Waseca______-_-_-_- $20 , 000 $49,000 Sand and gravel. 
Washington_________- 2,506,529 3,380,736 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Watonwan__.._.----- WwW 75,000 Sand and gravel. 
Wilkin__-__--.------- 42,000 29 , 000 Do. 
Winona____-----_--- 896 ,943 1,104,197 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Wright___._-_-_----- 33 , 000 207,000 Sand and gravel. 
Yellow Medicine_ _- _- 399 , 000 314,886 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 1____--- 6,209 , 299 7,203,998 

Total..__._...- 507,760,000 550,277,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing. individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.” 
1 Includes some sand and gravel and stone that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated 

by symbol W. 

Ochs Brick & Tile Co. produced shale At Moorhead, American Crystal Sugar 
from a pit near Springfield. Material was Co. produced quicklime for sugar refining. 
used in the manufacture of building brick Cook.—Approximately 8.6 million tons 

and lightweight aggregate. of taconite pellets were shipped by Erie 
Carlton—Due to a greater demand for Mining Co. from Taconite Harbor. Pellets 

road construction materials, sand and were produced at the company’s Hoyt 

gravel production increased to 1,076,000 ‘Lakes plant, St. Louis County. The 1966 
tons, Seven companies operated pits near Shipping season began at Taconite Harbor 
Barnum, Carlton, Cloquet, Cromwell, on April 8 and concluded on December 10. 

Moose Lake, and Scanlon and produced Sand and gravel production increased to 
sand and gravel for road construction, about 512,000 tons, a 13-percent increase | 

building, fill, and railroad ballast. from 1965. Edwin E. Thoreson, Inc., pro- | 
At Moose Lake, Nemadji Tile & Pottery duced building sand and gravel near ‘Ta- ! 

Co. produced clay used in manufacturing conite Harbor. Ulland Bros., Inc., produced | 

floor and wall tile. Moss (sphagnum) peat material for road construction near Brule | 
for soil improvement was produced by Red River, Grand Portage, and Hovland. The 
Wing Peat Corp. from a bog near Crom- State and county highway departments 
well. All sales were in packaged form. produced and/or contracted for paving and 

Carver.—About 460,000 tons of sand and _ fill material. 
gravel was produced, an increase of 29 per- Crow Wing.—Value of mineral produc- 

cent over that of 1965. Production was tion in the county was more than 244 
used for road construction, building, and times that of 1965. Iron-ore shipments were 
fill. Stationary plants were operated by at the highest level since 1957, although 
Wm. Mueller & Sons near Hamburg and = shipments of manganiferous ore decreased 
Rosenwinkel Sand & Gravel Co. near 2 percent in both quantity and value. 
Chaska. Fairway Construction Co. operated Operating companies and mines from 

a portable plant near New Germany. which iron and/or manganiferous ores 
Hallett Aggregates, Inc., produced pit-run were shipped were as follows: 
material near Chaska. American Crystal 
Sugar Co. produced quicklime for use in Company: Mines 
its sugar refining plant at Chaska. The Hanna, | AI Merritt No. 2 

Clay.—About 1,074,000 tons of sand and Mining soe ee abbit Lake. and. 
gravel was produced for building, highway Inland Steel Co... Aopetts oo. 2. 
purposes, and fill. Rollo & George Lewis Pittsburgh 

operated a dredge near Sabin, producing Pacific Co oon Os eee East, 
60,000 tons of paving gravel. Other pro- Sagamore, Sultana, 

ducers were Ames Sand & Gravel, Inc., Trojan, and Virginia 
near Glyndon; Clay County Sand & Gravel © " 

Co., near Felton; Kost Bros., Inc., and The Hanna Mining Co. constructed a 

Hubert Oye Construction Co., near Moor- washing plant at its Rabbit Lake mine 

head; Northern Improvement Co., near Fel- near Cuyuna and dismantled the washing 

‘ton and Sabin; and Ulven Gravel Co.,near and sintering plant near its Portsmouth 

Hawley. open-pit mine. Pittsburgh Pacific Co. be-
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gan production from the Virginia Exten- ton, and Spring Valley, produced approxi- 
sion mine and reopened the Trojan Mine. mately 381,000 tons of crushed and broken 

Ores from these two operations were limestone for concrete aggregate and road- 

beneficiated at the Virginia plant, a central stone, aglime, and riprap. 

ore-treating facility for Cuyuna Range About 49,000 tons of sand and gravel was 
mines operated by Pittsburgh Pacific Co. produced by Bothun & Tongerson Sand & 

Inland Steel Co. announced plans to Gravel near Lanesboro, Thompson Sand & 

close the Armour No. 2 mine near Crosby, Gravel near Rushford, and by the State 

the remaining underground producer on highway department. Output was used for 
the Cuyuna Range. building, highway construction, and fill. 

Approximately 309,000 tons of sand and Goodhue.—Output of crushed and_ bro- 
gravel was produced for building, paving, ken limestone increased 64 percent to ap- 
fill, and other purposes. Commercial plants proximately 349,000 tons, resulting in a 23- 

were operated near Garrison by Jay W. percent increase in value of county mineral 

Craig Co., near Fort Ripley by Ripley Sand production over 1965. The material was 
& Gravel, Inc., and near Brainerd by C. L. used for concrete aggregate and roadstone, 
Stodolka Co., Inc., and Les Roberts Sand & aglime, and riprap. Portable plants were 
Gravel. | operated by Kielmeyer Construction Co. 

Dakota.—Sand and gravel production in- near Kenyon; Mann Construction Co. near 

creased to 2.9 million tons, a 28-percent Cannon Falls, Goodhue, Red Wing, Wana- 
increase over 1965. Output was used for mingo, and Zumbrota; and Quarve & An- 
building, road construction, fill, and other derson Co. near Aspelund, Cannon Falls, 
uses. Portable plants were operated by Roscoe, Wanamingo, and Zumbrota. Valley 

_ Alexander Construction Co., Inc., near Limestone Co. operated a stationary plant 
Rosemount and South St. Paul; B-Tu-Mix near Zumbrota. 
Co., near Inver Grove Heights; Fischer Sand and gravel production, about 79,000 
Construction Co., Inc., near Rosemount; tons, was approximately half the 1965 out- 
Kimmes Bartelma Construction Co., Inc., put. Material was used for building, road 
near Burnsville, Hastings, and Lakeville; construction, and fill. Stationary plants 
Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., near Savage; were operated by six companies near Can- 
and Solberg Construction Co. near South non Falls, Frontenac, Lake City, Pine Is- 
St. Paul. Fixed plants were operated by land, Red Wing, and Zumbrota. Mann 
Fischer Sand & Aggregate, Inc., near Rose- Construction Co. produced paving gravel 
mount; Northwestern Gravel Co., Inc., near _ with a portable plant near Red Wing. 
Savage; and Standard Building Material Plastic fire clay was produced near Good- 

Co. near South St. Paul. hue by Red Wing Sewer Pipe Corp. at its 
Crushed and broken limestone was pro- Bellchester and North Star pits. Material 

duced by Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & was used in the manufacture of vitrified 
Pacific Railroad Co. and Mann Construc- sewer pipe at the company’s Red Wing 
tion Co., both near Hastings, and Edward plant. 
Kraemer & Sons, Inc., at its Burnsville Hennepin.—Despite an 1l-percent de- 
quarry. Sulfur was recovered as a byprod- © crease in quantity, the county continued to 
uct at the Great Northern Oil Co. Pine yank first in production of sand and gravel 
Bend refinery. with 4.5 million tons. Decreases in produc- 

Fillmore.—Iron-ore shipments from Fill- tion were recorded for building, road con- 
more County mines totaled 575,223 long struction, fill, and other purposes. Nearly 
tons, an increase of 8 percent from 1965. all production was centered in Minneapolis 
Virtually the entire output was shipped suburban areas. Commercial producers in- 
all-rail to consuming furnaces at Granite cluded Alexander Construction Co., Inc.; 
City, Ill. Shipments totaling 524,758 tons Anderson Aggregate Inc., Commercial Ag- 
were made by The Hanna Mining Co.  gregate, Inc.; Consolidated Materials Co. r 
from its Spring Valley mine group. The (Hedberg & Sons Co.); J. A. Danens & Son, 
remainder was shipped by Schroeder Min-  Inc.; Dunkley Surfacing Co.; Chas. M. 
ing Co. from the Mathison mine. Friedheim Co.; Glacier Sand & Gravel Co.; 

Seven companies, operating stationary J. V. Gleason Co., Inc.; F. W. Hedberg & 
and portable plants near Chatfield, Foun- Sons Co.; Mapco Sand & Gravel Co.; and 
tain, Hamony, Lanesboro, Ostrander, Pres- R. J. Potter Inc.
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North Central Lightweight Aggregate Mining Co. were Inland Steel Corp. and 
Co., Inc., produced clay for lightweight Wheeling Steel Corp. Production was to be 
aggregate at its Minneapolis plant. shared on a percentage basis. The plant 

Minnesota Perlite Corp. and Zonolite Di- _ will produce oxide pellets using the Allis- 
vision, W. R. Grace & Co. (formerly West- Chalmers grate-kiln process. Construction 
ern Mineral Products Co.) operated plants continued at the National Steel Pellet 
at Bloomington and Minneapolis, respec- Plant near Keewatin. This plant, with an 
tively, and expanded perlite from crude annual capacity of 2.4 million tons of pel- 
material mined outside the State. The ex- lets, was scheduled for operation in 1967. 
panded product was used for building National Steel Corp. has an 85-percent in- 
plaster, concrete aggregate, soil condition- terest and The Hanna Mining Co. has a 
ing, and filler. B. F. Nelson Manufacturing 15-percent interest in the venture, The 
Co. and Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & plant will be capable of producing either 
Co. produced exfoliated vermiculite from oxide or prereduced pellets using a Mid- 
crude material mined outside the State. land-Ross designed rotary hearth furnace. 
Sales of the exfoliated product were for Autogenous grinding methods will be em- 

aggregate in concrete and plaster, loose-fill ployed at both operations. Stripping opera- 
insulation, fireproofing, pet litter, acoustical tions were conducted by the company at 
purposes, and miscellaneous uses. the Kevin mine which will supply crude 
Dundee Cement Co, began construction ore to the Butler Taconite Project. Crude 

of a $1 million distribution center on the taconite will be mined at the Section 18 

Upper Harbor in Minneapolis. The center mine, a depleted natural ore operation, to | 
will be one of several supplied by the com- supply the National Steel Taconite Plant. 
pany’s plant now under construction at The company has installed 60-inch gyra- 
Clarksville, Mo. tory primary crushers at each of the above 

Itasca.—Itasca County ranked second in mines. The Hanna Mining Co. made stock- 
total value of mineral production, compris- pile shipments of concentrates from the 
ing 13 percent of the State total. Iron-ore Harrison, Mississippi, and Patrick groups. 

shipments, representing 17 precent of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. reopened the 
State total tonnage, increased 2 percent Morrison mine—last operated in 1953 by 
over 1965. Approximately 99 percent of the Oliver Iron Mining Division of United 
iron-ore shipments were concentrates. All States Steel Corp. The Morrison was oper- 

opreating mines were open pits. Operating ated in conjunction with the adjacent 
companies and mines from which iron ore Canisteo mine near Coleraine. Jones & 

was shipped were as follows: Laughlin Steel Corp. reactivated its Hill- 
Company: Mines Annex semitaconite plant at Calumet, 

 Gleveland-Cliffs which had been closed in 1964. Mining 
Iron Co ~_--.~--Canisteo, Hill-Trum- operations were discontinued by Jessie H. 

pod’ sae Mining Co. at its Jessie No. 2 mine. Stocks 
The Hanna of concentrate remain at the property. 
Mining Co so een ere astppi United States Steel Corp. conducted only 

group, and Patrick stripping operations at its Arcturus mine 
Jessie H. Sroup. near Taconite. 

jotining Co 5.---Jessie No. 2. A total of 607,000 tons of sand and grav- 
ones & Laughlin “1 4: . 
Steel Corp __.--Hill Annex and Lind- el was produced for building, highway con- 

Pic Greenway. struction, and fill. Plants were operated by 
ickands Mather . 
& Co _____._---Danube and West Hill. Brink Sand & Gravel Co., and Megarry 

United States Steel Bros., Inc., both near Grand Rapids; and 
Corp. Minnesota . . . 
Ore Operations__Plummer group. Hawkinson Construction Co., Inc., near Co- 

The two taconite plants of The Hanna passer en Grand Rapids, Marble, 
Mining Co. near Nashwauk and Keewatin " 
with a combined initial capacity of 4.4 mil- Arrowhead Peat Co. produced moss peat 
lion tons of pellets neared completion. At fr horticultural purposes from a bog near 
the yearend, preoperational equipment Wa@wina. 
testing was being conducted at Butler Ta- Lac qui Parle.——Bellingham Granite Co. 

conite Project near Nashwauk. Partici- and Northern Quarry Corp. quarried gran- | 
pating in the project with The Hanna _ ite for monument use near Bellingham and
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Louisburg, respectively. Near Odessa, Cold Ontario, Canada, for metallurgical re- 
Spring Granite Co. produced granite at its search. 
Red quarry. The company operated finish- Le Sueur.—Value of mineral output de- 
ing plants at Cold Spring and St. Cloud, clined 9 percent from that of 1965. Near 
both in Stearns County, producing stone  Kasota, The Babcock Co. quarried dimen- 
for architectural and monumental pur- sion limestone for architectural purposes. 
poses. The Cold Spring Granite Co. ac- Some of the output was marketed as mar- 
quired the North Star Granite Corp. and ple for interior trim and facings. Ed Swar- 
operated the former North Star Medallion tout, Inc., produced roadstone and riprap 

Quarry No. 9 Production from this quarry at a limestone quarry near Kasota. 
was placed in stockpile. Dakota Granite Approximately 776,000 tons of sand and 
Corp. quarried granite from a quarry near gravel was produced. Silica sand was pro- 
Bellingham and shipped the rough stone duced by Gopher State Silica, Inc., from 

_ to its Milbank, S. Dak. plant for finishing. the Jordan Sandstone formation. Material 
Due to an increase in contract produc- was used for glass manufacture, molding, | 

tion for the county highway department, engine sand, oil-field fracturing, filler, 
sand and gravel output was about 285,000 foundry uses, and other purposes. Glander 
tons, more than double that of 1965. John- Washed Sand & Gravel Co. operated a 
son Road Co., Inc., and Mahnomen Con- fixed plant near Le Sueur and produced 
struction Co. operated portable plants and material for building, paving, fill, and 
produced paving gravel. W. J. Stolpman other purposes. Portable plants were oper- 
produced 15,000 tons of sand and gravel ated by Ed Swartout, Inc., near Kasota: H. 
near Rosen, for building, paving, and fill. R. Loveall, near Waterville; and Lundin 
Lake.—Reserve Mining Co. completed an Construction Co., Inc., near Kasota. Materi- 

expansion program at its Silver Bay pellet 4! produced was used for building, paving, 
plant, increasing annual capacity to 10.7 9 and fill. 
million tons. The company shipped 31 mil- Mille Lacs.—Cold Spring Granite Co. 
lion tons of crude taconite from the Peter operated the Diamond Grey quarry near 
Mitchell mine near Babbitt, St. Louis Isle. The company operated finishing 
County, to its Silver Bay plant and pro- plants at Cold Spring and St. Cloud, both 

| duced a record 10.8 million tons of iron in Stearns County, producing finished stone 
ore pellets. Output exceeded the previous for architectural and monumental pur- 
record set in 1965 by 8 percent. The Du- poses. 
luth, Missabe, & Iron Range Railroad Co. Production of sand and gravel was ap- 
reactivated its Two Harbors iron ore docks proximately 186,000 tons. Carlson Bros., 
which were idle since 1962. Inc., produced paving gravel, operating 

Sand and gravel production totaled portable plants at four pits near Milaca 
186,000 tons, about the same as in 1965. and Princeton. Mille Lacs Sand & Gravel 
Paving gravel was produced by Ulland Co. operated a stationary plant near Mila- 
Bros., Inc., who operated portable plants ca and produced building and road con- 
near Finland, Isabella, and Little Marais. struction material. Paving material was 
TI'wo Harbors Aggregate Co. (North Shore produced and/or contracted for by the 
Investment Co.) operated a Stationary State and county highway departments. 
plant near Two Harbors and produced Mower.—Value of mineral output de- 
sand and gravel for building purposes and creased 12 percent, mainly because of a de- fill. cline in production of crushed and broken 

Extensive exploration activity for copper- limestone. Hickok Calcium White Rock Co. 
nickel was conducted in the Duluth gabbro produced limestone for flux and poultry 
area by several major mining companies. grit with a stationary plant near Le Roy. 
The International Nickel Co., Inc, an- Martin Bustad & Son operated a stationary 
nounced that it was studying the feasibility plant near Austin, and Osmundson Bros. 
of constructing a mining and milling operated a portable plant near Grand 
operation, about 8 miles southeast of Ely, Meadow. Both companies produced 
capable of producing 125 million pounds crushed limestone for road use and aglime. 
of copper-nickel each year. The company About 255,000 tons of sand and gravel 

‘ shipped a 1,300-ton bulk ore sample to its was produced for road construction, fill, 
Copper Cliff Laboratory, near Sudbury, and other uses. Producers included Os-
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mundson Bros. near Adams; and Martin moss peat for soil improvement from a bog 

Bustad & Son, Lea Sand & Gravel, and Ul- near Underwood. | 

land Bros., Inc., all near Austin. Polk.—Sand and gravel production de- 

Nicollet.—About 549,000. tons of sand and creased 43 percent to 431,000 tons, and re- 

gravel was produced for building, paving, sulted in’a 13-percent decline in value of 

and fill. Portable plants were operated mineral output in the county. Plants were 

near St. Peter by Duininck Bros. & Gil- operated by five companies near Crookston, 

christ, and near Cambria and Courtland by Euclid, Fertile,- and Trail, and by the 

H. R. Loveall. Courtland Ready Mix, Hal- county highway department. Output was 

lett Construction Co., and North Star Con- for building, road construction, railroad 

crete Co. operated fixed plants near Court- ballast, fill, and other uses. 

land, St. Peter, and Judson, respectively. American Crystal Sugar’ Co. produced 

Crushed and broken quartzite was pro- quicklime at Crookston and East Grand 

duced near New Ulm by New Ulm Quartz- Forks for use in supar refining. All produc- 

ite Quarries, Inc., for refractory purposes, tion was from shaft kilns, utilizing coke as- 

concrete aggregate and roadstone, railroad fuel. | | 

ballast, filter use, riprap, and other pur- Ramsey.—Value of county mineral pro- 

Poses. | duction declined substantially from that of 

Olmsted.—Value of mineral production 1965, chicfly because of a 24-percent de- 

increased 15 percent over 1965, mainly be- crease in value of sand and gravel output. 

cause of a greater demand for crushed and Arsenal Sand & Gravel Co. operated a fixed 

broken limestone. Quarve & Anderson Co. plant at New Brighton. Portable plants 

operated eight quarries near Byron, were operated by Alexander Construction 

Rochester, and Rockdell. Patterson Quar- Co., Inc., near North St. Paul and St. Paul; 

ries, Inc., operated its quarry near Eyota. and Duininck Bros. & Gilchrist near Lit- 

Both companies operated portable plants tle Canada. Output was used for building, 

| producing crushed and broken limestone road construction, and fill. | 

for roadstone and aglime. | Twin City Brick Co. produced 25,000 

| Sand and gravel production totaled tons of shale for the manufacture of build- 

355,000 tons, a 3-percent decrease compared ing brick. Exfoliated vermiculite was pro- 

with 1965. Stationary plants were operated duced by MacArthur Co. in St. Paul from 

by Quarve & Anderson Co., Riverside Sand = crude material mined outside the State. 

& Gravel Co., and Rochester Sand & Gravel Output was used for aggregate in concrete 

Co., all near Rochester. Output was used and plaster, building insulation, and steam 

for building, road construction, fill, and pipe insulation. | 

other uses. Redwood.—Due primarily to an increased 

The Baker property, from which output of sand and gravel, value of miner- 

Schroeder Mining Co. produced iron ore in = 4]_ production increased substantially from 

1965, was inactive. that of 1965. About 776,000 tons of sand 
Otter Tail—Sand and gravel production and gravel was produced for building, road 

decreased 50 percent to about 666,000 tons. construction, fill, and. .other purposes. 

Major reason for the decrease was a Chapman Sand & Gravel Co. and Walnut 

smaller output of road construction materi- Washed Sand & Gravel operated fixed 

al. Plants were operated near Battle Lake, plants near Belview and Walnut Grove, re- 

Bluffton, Dalton, Fergus Falls, Foxhome, spectively. Portable plants were operated 

Henning, New York Mills, Pelican Rapids, by Carlson Bros., Inc., near Vesta and Del- 

Underwood, and Vergas. Producers includ- hi; Duininck Bros. & Gilchrist, mear Red- 

ed J. D. Nelson Excavating Co.; John Dic- wood Falls; and Werner & Unzeitig near 

seth Co.; Thomas Leo Horstman; K. & G Lamberton. 

Aggregates, Inc.; Mark Sand & Gravel Co.; Johnson Quarry Co. and View Quarry 

the Soo Line Railroad Co.; and the State Co. produced granite near Bellview for 

and county highway departments. Output monument. purposes. Miscellaneous clay 

was for building and road construction, was produced near Redwood Falls by Ochs 

railroad ballast, fill, and other uses. Brick & Tile Co. for manufacturing build- 

Northland Products Co., Inc., produced _ ing brick at its Springfield plant.
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- Renville-—Cold Spring Granite Co. quar-  Mesabi Range: Mines . . ue . ; The Hanna a near ens ried granite from its Rainbow quarry é Mining Co .....Aenew No. 2-South 
Morton. The company operated finishing Agnew, Douglas 
plants at Cold Spring and St. Cloud, both group, Morton-South 
° vos . Eddy, and Pierce . in Stearns County, producing finished stone group. 
for architectural and monument purposes. inland Steel Co... Dean. Jones & Laughlin 

Approximately 408,000 tons of sand and 0 Steel Corp --.--Schley group. 
gravel was produced in the county, a 5-per- “(Hveleth Tacos 
cent increase over 1965 output. The mate- P nite Co.) ~~-~--Thunderbird. 
rial was used for building and road con- | “Mining Co _____ Higgins No. 2. 
struction. Commercial producers included Pickands Erie C ercial 
Danube Washed Sand & Gravel Co., near Mather & Co__- "Mahoning, and 
Danube; Duininck Bros. & Gilchrist, near Pittsbureh Remer Stockpile. | on. ittsburg Renville; John Enestvedt, near Sacred Pacific Co ___-_Arne, Corsica Lean-ore 
Heart; Fairway Construction Co., near Stockpile, Corsica- 

: . ougias Lean-ore Hector and North Redwood; and Morton Stockpile, Embarrass 
Aggregates, Inc., near Morton. Lean-ore Stockpile, 

° ; _ . Leonidas, Lincoln, . Rice——Sand and gravel production was Minnewas, Nelson, 
approximately 421,000 tons and was used Stevenson Reserve, Hae ey a0 .. . Syracuse, and principally for buildirig, road construction, Wyoming Annex. 

; ; . Reserve Mining and fill. Owatonna Aggregate Corp. operat Co | ___. Peter Mitchell, 
ed a fixed plant, whereas Charles W. Bick- Rhude & | 

; ‘ructi . Fryberger —..._.Hull-Rust and Wade. el and Kielmeyer Construction Co. operat Snyder Mining Co.. Kosmerl Lease Area, 
ed portable plants. Pit run material was : Wanless, Whiteside, 
produced by Condon Sand & Gravel and United States Steel and Woodbridge. 
Hallett Construction Co. Operations were Corp. Minnesota 
located near Dundas, Faribault, and Ore Operations__Kosmerl, Pilotac, Northfield . -Rouchleau group, 

orthteld. Sherman group, 
Nearly 102,000 tons of crushed and bro- —_vermilion Range: and Stephens. 

ken limestone was produced for roadstone, ‘United States Steel | 
* © orp. innesota 7 aglime, and riprap. Producers were Bryan | Ore Operations... Pioneer. | 

Rock Products, Inc., B. H. Heselton Co., 
and Kielmeyer Construction Co. Material Erie Mining Co. (Pickands Mather & 
was produced at portable plants located  Co., operating agents) mined over 24 mil- 
near Faribault, Nerstrand, and Northfield. lion tons of crude taconite near Hoyt Lak- 

Rock.—Jasper Stone Co. produced grind- es. Development work was conducted on 
ing pebbles and tube-mill liners from a the company’s area No. 9 about 6 miles 
quartzite deposit near Jasper. Finished west of Hoyt Lakes, which originaily was 
products were sold for industrial grinding used to supply Erie Mining Co.’s prelimi- 
of feldspar, silica sand, paint, ceramics, and nary plant. At the Hoyt Lakes plant, the 
other materials that would be affected by firm produced 8.6 million tons of taconite 
iron contamination. pellets, exceeding the record set in 1965 by 

Sand and gravel production was about 7 ‘percent. The pellets were shipped 73 
413,000 tons and was used for building, miles on the company-owned railroad to 
road construction, and fill. Production was the company’s shipp ing port at Taco nite reported by three commercial producers Harbor. Work continued on a $50 million 
with pits near Luverne and Leota. expansion program designed to increase 

St. Louis—Value of mineral output in annual pellet production capacity to 10.3 
; aD million tons in 1967. St. Louis County increased $33.4 million to . ; , : $423.3 million. Iron-ore shipmen ts—repre- At its Peter Mitchell mine near Babbitt, 

senting 98 percent of the total mineral val- Reserve Mining Co. mined about 31 mil- ue in the county—increased 9 p eG lion tons of crude taconite, increasing its — ercent in . : 
value over 1965. Eighty percent of the total accumulative total co more tha . oe a iron-ore shipments in the S lion tons since initial production in 1952. 

_ipments in the State were from Ore was crushed to about 3-inch size at the 
mines in St. Louis County. Companies mine and transported on the 47-mile com- 
shipping iron ore in 1966 were as follows: pany-owned railroad to the Silver Bay
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plant for further crushing, concentrating, ity of the plant was 25 tons per hour, with 

and pelletizing. : provision for future expansion. 

Eveleth Taconite Co., owned by Ford At yearend, the 175-ton-per-day oxygen 

Motor Co. (85 percent) and Oglebay Nor- plant at Babbitt of Union Carbide Corp.’s 

ton Co. (15 percent), completed the first Linde Division was nearing completion. Pp P S Pp 
year of operations at its Fairlane pellet Scheduled to go on stream in January, 

plant near Forbes. Capacity of the plant 1967, the plant will be a central oxygen 

was 1.6 million tons of pellets per year. supplier for jet-piercing drills operating at 

Crude taconite was shipped to the plant by various taconite operations on the Mesabi 

rail from the company’s Thunderbird mine Range. 

located 10 miles to the north. . American Steel & Wire Division of Unit- 

operate its Pilotac mine and plant near iron and steel at Duluth. During periods 
Mountain Iron. Concentrates were shipped of maximum production, two blast fur- 

to the company’s Extaca plant near Virgin- naces were operated. Nine open hearths 
1a for agglomeration. Construction con- were available for steel production. 

tine na United rate Steel wan . . ; Universal Atlas Cement Division of Unit- 

mitiion-ton-per-year peliet plant on me ed States Steel Corp. produced portland 
Continental Divide north of Mountain Iron. 444 masonry cements at its Duluth plant 

Comp ction was cocoa o 1967. sposed Raw materials used included limestone 

9 Jone, t augeen sell ae -S prop i“ shipped from Michigan and slag from the 

bik was in design stage et plant near %l- nearby blast furnaces. The company was 
. the only producer of cement in the State. 

Rhude & Fryberger leased the Gross-Nel- Ouicklime and hydrated lime were pro- 

son property from United. States Steel luced by Cutl uM ner Co. from Michi- 

Corp. The company conducted stripping CU . ee nee : ae D hath I | Th 
operations at the site and began construc- gan limestone at its Duluth plant. 4 he 
tion of a 500-ton-per-hour washing plant. company operated a rotary kiln, utilizing 

At McKinley, Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. bituminous coal as fuel. Output was used 

also leased a natural ore deposit from °F Paper manufacture, agricultural pur- 
United States Steel Corp. Plans were to de- poses, mason’s lime, soil stabilization, paint, 

velopan open-pit mine to be in operation petroleum purification Steet softening 

in . : . 

Pittsburgh Pacific Co. reported cancella- p Reed seer an formert proaurce cre. 

tion of the following leases: Corsica Lean- Co. In re C, ( LL i 0 

ore. Stockpile, Nelion, Stevenson Reserve, C2 1) nee Oe eigen cal 
mbarrass Lean-ore Stockpile, Minnewas, . : . 

Syracuse, South Stevenson, and Susquehan- provement and meron . Pel oe 
na Lean-ore Stockpile. | Production of sand and gravel was <. 

Natural ore mines poucing 2 np ee ene et or bling 
ping more than | million long tons in de- oo, ; 

resin order of shipments wee the Sher PSV es te es operated ate 
man group, Stephens, an ouchleau re . 
group, all operated by United States Steel tionary and portable plants at various loca- 

Man ve Co Bane Oe hler by ae Arto head Blacktop Co. (formerly Ze 
ather o.; and the Schley group, oper- TrOWw ) . - 

ated by Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. nith Dredge Co.) produced crushed and 

United States Steel Corp. announced bowen basalt for ee aBereare and 

plans to close its Pioneer mine near Ely roadstone at a quarry near Mulurn. 

early in 1967. The Pioneer was the only Scott—More than 397,000 tons. of 

operating underground mine in the county crushed and broken limestone was pro- 
in 1966 and the sole producer on the Ver- duced for concrete aggregate and road- 

milion Range. stone, aglime, railroad ballast, asphalt 

Hallett Minerals Co. began construction filler, and riprap. Producers were B & R 

of a plant at Burnett to process crude ben- Rock Products, Bryan Rock Products, Inc., 

tonite from Montana for use as a binder both near Shakopee, and J. L. Shiely Co. 

for taconite pellets. Estimated initial capac- near Savage.
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| Sand and gravel production declined to Bryan Rock Products, Inc., Schumann 
280,000 tons. Output was used for building, Contracting Co. (who purchased the 
road construction, sandblasting, and fill. quarry formerly operated by Nienaber 
Fixed plants were operated by Belle Plaine Contracting Co.) , and J. L. Shiely Co. pro- 
Sand & Gravel Co., near Belle Plaine; Ha- duced crushed and broken limestone near 
ferman & Stark, Inc., and Shakopee Sand & Marine-on-St. Croix, Lake Elmo, and St. 
Gravel Co., near Shakopee; and Minnesota Paul Park, respectively. Output was used 
Quartz Co., near Jordan. Wissota Sand & for concrete aggregate and roadstone, ag- 
Gravel Co. operated a portable plant near lime, railroad ballast, and filter beds. 
New Market. . Winona.—Value of mineral production 
4 ee ue ot en are increased 28 percent to eh anillion, chiefly 
ecrease percent, chiefly - ecause of greater demand for road build- 

clines in output of both crushed and bro- ing materials. Biesanz Stone Co., Inc., pro- 
ken and dimension. granite. Cold Spring duced dimension limestone for architectur- 
Granite Co. operated five quarries near a] purposes at its Winona quarry. Lloyd 
Cold Spring, Rockville, St. Cloud, and St. Debold, Fakler Road Construction, Inc., 
Joseph. The company operated finishing Wector Construction Co., Inc., and Patter- 
plants at Cold Spring and St. Cloud where son Quarries, Inc., produced crushed and 
rough stone was processed for architectural broken limestone for road construction and 
and monument purposes. Poultry grit, trac- aglime. Portable plants were operated near 

| tion sand, and bituminous aggregate were Dresbach, La Crescent, Lewiston, Rolling- 
produced as byproducts frorn stone finish- stone, St. Charles,. Wilson, and Witoka. 
ing wastes. North Star Granite Corp. was The Spitzer quarry, operated by Patterson 

acquired by Cold Spring Granite Co., who Quarries, Inc., was depleted in 1966. 

continued operations at the former did Biesanz Sand & Gravel Co. and Winona 
pany’s St. Cloud finishing plant but ‘d Aggregate Co. (Wissota Sand & Gravel 
not operate the Minnesota Pink an Co.) operated stationary plants near Win- 
Pioneer Gray quarries. Delano Granite, ona and produced sand and gravel for 
Inc., quarried granite at its Rockville building, road construction, and fill. | quarry and processed the rough blocks at . 
its Delano plant. Output was sold for ar-__ Wright.—Delano Granite, Inc., operated 
chitectural purposes. Crushed and broken "8 sawing and finishing plant at Delano, 
granite was produced near Waite Park by Producing architectural and monument 
Shiely-Petters Crushed Stone Co., Inc., for 8tanite from rough blocks quarried in Big 
concrete aggregate and roadstone, railroad see 00 and Steams Counties pProximately 
ballast, and stone sand. Ons OF sane and gravel was pro- About 451,000 tons of sand and gravel duced for building and road construction. 
was produced, chiefly for building and Rockite Gravel Co. operated a fixed plant 
road construction. A. C. Petters Co., Inc, ™@ Soa Tay W conane Piants were 
and Richmond Sand & Gravel Co. pro- Operated by Jay W. Craig Co. near Rock- duced sand and gravel near St. Cloud Oi ford and Duininck Bros. & Gilchrist near 
Richmond, respectively. Peano. Victor Jonnson produced pit-run 
Washington.—The county ranked second ™4terlal near South Haven. 

in the State in sand and gravel production, Yellow Medicine.—Crushed and _ broken 
with output of nearly 3.5 million tons. Ma- granite for riprap and railroad ballast was 
terial was used for building, road construc- produced near Granite Falls by The Green 
tion, railroad ballast, and fill. Commercial Co., Inc., contractor for the Great North- 
producers included Alexander Construction ern Railway Co. Delano Granite, Inc., did 
Co., Inc.; Kimmes Bartelma Construction not operate its Signet quarry in 1966. 
Co., Inc.; Cemstone Products Co.; Commer- About 203,000 tons of sand and gravel was 
cial Aggregates, Inc.; Jay W. Craig Co.; R. produced for building, road construction, 
J. Jager Gravel Co.; Carl Olinger; and J. and fill. Deutz & Crow Co., Inc., operated 
L. Shiely Co. Plants were operated near its fixed plant near Canby. Portable plants 
Forest Lake, Hugo, Lake Elmo, Lakeland, were operated near Clarkfield and Granite 
Newport, Scandia, St. Paul Park, Stillwater, Falls by Johnson Road Co., Inc., and Duin- 
and White Bear Lake. inck Bros. & Gilchrist.



The Mineral Indust { Mississippi 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Mississippi Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Nicholas A. Kendall‘ and William H. Moore ’ 

Value of Mississippi mineral production Comprehensive studies initiated in 1963 
increased slightly to $211.4 million. Miner- for overall development of water resources 
al fuels—petroleum, natural gas, and natu- of the Pearl and Pascagoula River Basins 
ral gas liquids—represented 83 percent of continued. Area IV Mineral Resource 
the total value. Office of the Federal Bureau of Mines 

- Construction of the Mississippi Power transmitted to the U.S. Army Corps of En- 
and Light Co.’s 550,000-kilowatt Baxter | 
Wilson steam-electric station near Vicks) §=————— . 

burg was completed in December. The 1 Petroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Bart- 
generating plant will require an average of _ lesville, Oe ‘esinpi Geological 8 Tack 
110 million cubic feet of gas daily for fuel. gon, Mise.” ISSISSIPP! MCOloe ical wave ys ee 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Mississippi * 
a 

1965 1966 

Mineral Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) 

a UO 

Clays__._._._..--------------thousand short tons_- 1,502 r $6,997 1,727 $7 , 489 

Natural gas.__._..._....__---.----million cubic feet_- 166 , 825 28,861 156 , 652 27,257 

Natural gas liquids: 
Natural gasoline and cycle products 

thousand gallons_- 26 , 582 1,606 23 , 765 1,483 

LP gases_________.-_------------------d0o---- 22,150 975 18,621 987 

Petroleum (crude)__....-thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 56,183 148 , 487 55,227 146 ,353 

Sand and gravel. ___-.._------thousand short tons-_- 8,447 8,717 212,675 13,563 

Stone 2 (includes shell) _____---.-------------d0_-_- 2,357 2,358 1,532 1,641 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, iron . 

ore, lime, magnesia, stone. ____------------------ xX r 12,082 XX 12 ,587 

Total______________--.-------------------- xxX r 210,033 xX 211,360 
LN 

r Revised. XX Not applicable. 
1 daoelustion as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Increase in production in 1966 due mainly to expanded coverage. 
3 Excludes certain stones included in ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
nn 

Year Value ! Year Value ! 
eee b.CFUodGW..e«CDbuj ESE 

1957_.........--- eee e eee eeeee-- ~~» $148,982 =: 1962___- eee ----------- $209, 622 
1958_________-.--_---------------- 151,731 1968__________.----- eee 216,913 

1959_________-.------------------- 188 ,841 1964_______-_----- ----- +--+ -- 211,493 

1960________---_------------------ 199 ,297 1965_______...-------------------- 208 , 597 

1961__________-_------------------ 210 ,336 1966_______-_-.------------------- Pp 205 , 800 
oe nrrt nn eee 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

44]
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Table 3.—Wage and salaried workers in petroleum production, refining, and related industries 

| EEF 
Chemicals 

Crude oo. manufactured 
petroleum Pipeline Retail as byproducts 

Year and natural Petroleum  transporta- Gas filling of petroleum 
gas refining! tion (except) utilities stations or used in 

production natural gas) . refining 
petroleum 2 

en E 

1962___.__.-_----------- 5,232 392 202 2,376 | 4,850 92 
19638__._..____----------- 5,548 586 178 2,292 4,900 366 
1964_____.__.-.-.------- 5,300 700 150 2,300 5,250 300 
1965_..__.-_------------- 4,800 710 155 2,290 5,300 380 

1966_________---.------- 4,700 750 100 2,300 5,300 410 

in 
1 Employment in petroleum refineries and petrochemicals manufactured in petroleum refineries. 
2 Employment in petrochemical manufacturing facilities located outside petroleum refineries. 
Source: Mississippi Employment Security Commission. 

| gineers a report entitled “Potential Miner- panies announced plans for, or had under 
al Cargo, Pearl River Waterway, Mississip- construction, paper manufacturing plants 
pi and Louisiana.” costing a total of $210 million. Lime is im- 

Prospective markets for lime improved portant in the papermaking process. 
during the year, as three major paper com- Employment and Injuries.—Overall miner- 

250 : 7 
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum and total value of mineral production in Mississippi.
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Table 4.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

_ Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked —————————________—__ 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- Sever- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency ity 

1965: 
Metal and nonmetal_ _ 963 257 248 2,011 _- 46 22.87 1,176 
Sand and gravel. _-_- 540 263 142 1,223 _- 22 17.99 473 
Stone. _._----------- 304 297 90 729 _- 6 8.23 156 

Total___--.------- 1,807 266 480 3,963 -- 74 18.67 772 

1966: P 
Metal and nonmetal _ - 875 251 219 1,755 -- 55 31.34 5, 303 
Sand and gravel_._._- 565 264 148 1,339 a 25 18.67 504 
Stone___.----------- 300 291 87 698 -- 9 12.89 315 

Total.._.-._-._-...-- 1,740 261 454 3, 792 -- 89 23.47 2,690 

» Preliminary. 

al industry employment decreased 3.5 per- sion. Employment in petroleum and natu- 
cent and constituted 1.1 percent of the ral gas industries dropped 6.4 percent and 

~ nonagricultural labor force, according to the constituted 82 percent of the labor force im 
Mississippi Employment Security Commis- mineral industries. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS County; West Clara (dual oil completion) 

in Wayne County; Day Creek, Hazlit 
Combined value of natural gas, natural Creek, North Mud Creek, Old River, and 

gas liquids, and crude petroleum declined Elliston in Wilkinson County; and Satartia 
for the third consecutive year. It comprised pn Yazoo County. 
83 percent of the value of fora mineral The Mississippi Geological, Economic, 

production, compared with 86 percent NM 44g opographical Survey published 

1965. oo. Bulletin 106, Sediments and Microfauna 
Mississippi again ranked ninth among Off the Coasts of Mississippi and Adjacent 

the oil-producing States. The six leading States, and Bulletin 107, Claiborne County, 
petroleum-producing counties were Jasper, Geology and Mineral Resources. 

Adams, Pike, Jones, Lamar, and Franklin, According to the Mississippi State Oil 

um descending order. oo and Gas Bulletin, as of December 31, 1966, 
Total drilling activity increased 2 per- the State had 321 oil pools and 55 gas 

cent, in contrast to a national decline of pools producing in 302 fields; there were 

11.6 percent. Average depth of all holes 3505 wells capable of producing, compared 
drilled was 7,608 feet, 223 feet less than in with 3,524 wells in 1965. 
1965; total footage drilled remained vit- | ; 
tually unchanged at 5.9 million feet, ac- Natural Gas.—Marketed production of 
cording to The Oil and Gas Journal. natural gas was De billion cubic feet, 

There were 28 new field discoveries; value at $27.3 million, based on an aver” 
ne age unit price of 17.4 cents per thousand 

Mercer, Natchez Ferry, Fairchilds Creek, . . . 
cubic feet, compared with 17.3 cents in 

Painters, Greens Bayou, Cloverdale, North 1965 and 1964 
Cowpen Point, Cotton Valley, Pleasant , ; 
Hill, and Mistletoe in Adams County; Four counties—Jefferson Davis, Marion, 
Panther Creek, South Providence, Spring Forrest, and Walthall—supplied 75 percent 
Hill, and East Franklin in Franklin Of the State’s natural gas production. 
County; East Paulding in Jasper County; Reserves dropped 304,584 million cubic 
Calvits Lake (gas) and Stampley in Jeffer- feet and represented 0.6 percent of the na- 
son County; West McComb in Pike tional reserves (0.7 percent in 1965). Ratio 
County; Pearl in Rankin County; Talla- of reserves to yearly production was 9:1 
halla Creek and Shongelo Creek in Smith (11:1 in 1965 and 13:1 in 1964).
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Table 5.—Oil and gas well drilling and total crew-weeks spent in geophysical oil and gas 

prospecting in 1966, by counties 

- Drilling Geophysical 
Oo nn RR POS PD ECHINE 

County Proved field wells Exploratory wells (reflection 
vn Nem TOtal seismograph), 

Oil Gas ! Dry Oil Gas ! Dry crew-weeks 

Adams_.______._--.---_----.- 71 2 58 10 -- 85 226 -- 
Amite_..____._..---.-..---.-- 5 4 _- -- _- 5 14 8 
Attala_...------------------ -- -- -- -- _- 1 1 1 
Clarke.__....-.-.---.---..-- 10 -- -- -- _- 1 11 31 
Clay__---------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 
Copiah____.-_-.------------- -- -- -- -- -- _- -- 8 
Covington.___._._-..-..------ -- _- _- _- _- 3 3 5 
Forrest_......_-.------.------ 3 10 10 _- _- 1 24 11 
Franklin. __-._--_-....-..------ 51 -- 38 4 _- 77 170 15 
George. .-_....-------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- _- 18 
Greene_..___-_._-----.-----.- 1 _- 1 _- _- _- 2 10 
Haneock._._-.-.-_.--------- -- -- 2 _- _- 2 4 4 
Harrison. _.___....-...------ -- -- -- -- -- _- _- 2 
Hinds.______._---.---------- -- -- 1 _- _. 4 5 4 
Holmes. ___.---.-_---------- -- -- -- _- _- _« _- 11 
Issaquena_.....-.----------- -- -- -- -- -- -- a 4 
Jasper__.2__.-.------------- 8 -- 9 1 _- 8 26 68 
Jefferson_____-_--__.__-.------ 3 _- 4 1 1 20 29 1 
Jefferson Davis._...._._------ -- 4 1 -- _- 1 6 10 
Jones_______.--_._---------- 10 -- 5 _- -- 1 16 31 
Lamar______-_.-_-_.-------- 1 2 1 _- _- 2 6 8 
Lauderdale________...------- -- -- -- -- _- 3 3 _- 
Lawrence.__._._......-.------ -- -- 1 -- _- 1 2 13 
Lineoln. ~~. ---L- -- -- -- _- _- _- _- 9 
Madison___..._._._-.------- 6 -- 5 _- _- 11 22 1 
Marion__...-_._._-_-.------- 1 7 3 _- _. 3 14 14 
Monroe____.-_-._..-.------- -- -- -- -- _- 3 3 -- 
Newton. __._._.-.-.-.------- -- -- -- -- _- 2 2 4 
Pearl River.._......_-.------ -- 4 2 -- _- 3 9 9 
Perry. __...-..--.-.--------- -- -- -- _- -- _- -- 17 
Pike___._.-.-.-.-.-_-------- 9 -- 4 1 _- 3 17 4 
Rankin___.._-__-____---_----- 3 2 1 1 _- 4 11 25 
Scott_______________-__-_---- _- _. _- _- _ 2 2 40 
Sharkey.__...._..._-.------- -- -- 1 _- _- 3 4 13 
Simpson_________.._._.---.-- 6 _- 2 _- _- 4 12 25 
Smith._.-....--2----- eee 1 -- 2 2 _ 9 14 94 
Stone. __.___.-.__-.-..------ -- -- -- = _- _- _- 6 
Tippah_.____..-_-_-.-_-.---- -- -- -- -- _- 1 1 _- 
Walthall_..._--.-_--.-----.-- -- 2 3 -- _- 3 8 4 
Warren_._._..---_---_------ -- -- -- _- _- _- _- 4 
Washington._....___..---.--- -- -- -- _- _- _- _- 1 
Wayne____._ + ----- 4 -- 7 1 _- 12 24 58 
Wilkinson_.._.__.--.-_----_-- 20 -- 18 5 _- 61 104 3 
Yazoo__....-_._.--- 2 eee 8 1 2 1 _e 2 14 74 

Total: 
1966______.______- 221 38 181 27 1 341 809 669 
1965_____________- 201 21 231 22 3 315 793 666 
nS 

! Includes condensate. 

Table 6.—Estimated proved recoverable reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids, 
and natural gas 

eee 

Changes in 
proved Proved 

Proved reserves, reserves Change 
reserves, due to Dec. 31, from 
Dec. 31, extensions 1966 1965 
1965 _ and (production (percent) 

discoveries was 
in 1966 ! deducted) eee I 

Crude oil___..._.___._.__..__.____thousand barrels__ 359 , 756 54,950 374,102 
Natural gas liquids 2+ --do___. 27,014 1,777 17.015 37 
Natural gas____.--.-..---_-----million cubic feet._ 1,973,447 92,608 1,668,863 —15 

ee 

1 Excludes revisions. 
guncludes condensate, natural gasoline, and LP gases. 
ource: American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, and Canadian Petr lati 

Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids and Natural Gas. etroleum Association.
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Table 7.—Marketed production of natural gas ! Natural Gas Liquids.—Natural gas liquid 

output decreased 13 percent in volume and 
Million Value . . 8 Year ‘ cubic feet (thousands) 4 percent in value; average price increased 

orn ad ee from 5.3 cents per gallon in 1965 to 5.8 
1962.2 TT] Ttolate«—Sga'gey cents per gallon in 1966. | 1963_..-----------.-.- 116,807 31,825 Reserves of natural gas liquids in Missis- 
1965-22220272777072~—tee's28 © Ba'86r—SiPPi dropped about 10 million barrels, ac- 1966_...-----.----.--- 156,652 27,257 cording to the American Gas Association, 
1 Comprises gas either sold or consumed by pro- and constituted 0.2 percent of the national 

ducers, including losses in transmission, amounts reserves, Compared with 0.3 percent in 1965. 
added to storage, and increases in gas pipelines. Ratio of reserves to yearly production 

dropped from 23:1 in 1965 to 17:1. 
One new gasfield was discovered—Calvits Skelly Oil Co. completed a gas processing 

Lake in Jefferson County. facility in the new Bay Springs field in 
Mississippi Valley Gas Co. had a working Jasper County. Initial input capacity was 5 

storage capacity of 1,150 million cubic feet million cubic feet per day; initial output 
of gas in the Amory field of Monroe was 570 barrels of LP gas mix and depro- 
County; United Gas Pipe Line Co. con- panized natural gasoline per day. 
trolled 5,816 million cubic feet of storage Total capacity of the State’s natural gas 
capacity in formations of the Jackson processing and_ cycling plants remained 
Dome, Rankin and Hinds Counties. At 432.2 million cubic feet per day, according 
yearend, the State gas storage capacity to- to The Oil and Gas Journal. 
taled 6,966 million cubic feet, an increase According to The Oil and Gas Journal, 
of 24 percent compared with 1965 capacity. solution caverns in a Forrest County salt 

Table 8.—Natural gas liquids production 

(Thousand gallons and thousand dollars) 

Natural gasoline 

Year ____ and evele products CP gases Total 
ee ‘Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)... ...._ 24,576 $1, 560 10,611 $541 35,187 $2,101 
1962... 222-2 le. 25,891 1,616 20,401 732 46 ,292 2,348 
1963. .....2-22 20 ee 28 , 757 1,755 24,541 956 53,298 2,711 
1964... 2 ne 27 ,485 1,644 23,277 780 50 , 762 2,424 
1965_..22 2222 eee 26 , 582 1,606 22,150 975 48, 732 2,581 
1966__.....-_ 2-2 Lee. 23 , 765 1,483 18,621 987 42 ,386 2,470 

dome contained the following fuels as of completion of its 22nd well, proving up 
October 1966: propane, 3,149,000 barrels; 1,760 acres. With a strong, natural water- 
butane, 500,000 barrels; LP gases, 1,865,000 drive and a low gas-oil ratio, the field pro- 
barrels. duced 3.5 million barrels of 48° API gravi- 

Petroleum.—Production of crude oil de- ty oil from the Cotton Valley Formation at. 
creased 1.7 percent in volume and 14 per- 4 depth of about 14,500 feet. The intensive 
cent in value. Average price increased ¢xploration campaign set off by this suc- 
slightly to $2.65 per barrel, compared with cessful strike led to discovery of three addi- 
$2.64 in 1965. Jasper, Adams, Pike, Jones, tional Cotton Valley oilfields with similar 
Lamar, and Franklin Counties supplied abundant flow characteristics. Two are in 

about 60 percent of the State’s crude oil . 
production. Table 9.—Crude petroleum production 

An average of 2.6 barrels of salt water (Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) 

was produced with each barrel of crude Year Production Value 
oil. ee 

Discovery of 27 oilfields constituted a loep (average) - ___ Be ns aTBd Bee 

record high. Bay Springs ficld in Jasper teq-7772277072c221 Belmar ios 
County, discovered in January 1965,  4965.7~~777777777777777 56,183 148 437 
reached full development in August with 1966_..--------------- 55, 227 146 , 353
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Table 10.—Crude petroleum production, indicated demand, and stocks in 1966, by months 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

a 

| Stocks 

Month Production Indicated originating in 
demand Mississip pi 

a 

January__.__.._--------------------------------- 4,842 4,959 2,818 

February____.----------------------------------- 4,133 4,220 2,231 

March______------------------------------------ 4,689 4,838 2,082 

April.___.___-_------------------- eee eee eee 4,538 3,997 2,623 
May._____._-.---------------------------------- 4,653 4,908 2,368 

June____.___..-_----------- eee eee 4,520 3,995 2,893 
July_.___._..-.--------------------------------- 4,677 4,707 2,863 

August______._--.------------------------------- 4,732 4,949 2,646 

September___._...------------------------------- 4,359 4,314 2,691 

October___.....--------------------------------- 4,669 4,635 2,725 

November___.____------------------------------- 4,541 4,632 2,684 

December___._._-------------------------------- 4,874 4,732 2,776 

Total: 
1966__.___----------------------------- 55,227 54,886 xX 
1965____...--------------------------- . 56,188 56 , 269 XX 

eee eee 

XX Not applicable. 

Smith County west of Bay Springs, and one oilfields produced from the Smackover 

is in Clarke County east of Bay Springs. Limestone (East Paulding in Jasper County 

The search to expand production from and West Clara in Wayne County), and 

the Smackover Lime continued, as nineteen two new oilfields produced from the | 

exploratory wells were drilled to this ob- shallower Cotton Valley Formation (Talla- 

jective. The search extended from Yazoo halla Creek and Shongelo Creek, both in 

County in the northwest to Wayne County Smith County). Cotton Valley production 

in the southeast, and included Rankin, was also established in the Quitman field 

Scott, Newton, Lauderdale, Simpson, Smith, of eastern Clarke County, 35 miles east of 

and Jasper Counties. Depth ranged from Bay Springs and 10 miles from the Ala- 

7,850 feet in Lauderdale County to 21,052 bama border, at a depth of 11,154 feet. 

feet in Simpson County, the latter well set The field, discovered in 1945, previously 

a new Mississippi depth record and was _ produced only from the Upper Cretaceous 

_ still in Smackover Lime at total depth. As Eutaw Formation at 3,700 feet. The singu- 

a result of the drilling campaign, two new _ larly successful discovery of the Bay Springs 

Table 11.—Crude petroleum production, by fields ' 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Field 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 
a 

Baxterville..___....-.--.--_--------- 5, 808 5, 823 5, 822 5, 592 5,399 
Bay Springs. _.-.-------------------- ---- ---- ---- 970 3,487 
Bolton. __--------------------------- 1,127 1,256 1,190 906 646 
Brookhaven. _-..-------------------- 1,498 1,545 1,456 1,299 1,073 

Bryan__.._-.------------------------ 2,068 2,017 1,773 1,312 1,125 

Dexter____-------------------------- (2) (2) 1,566 1,174 796 
Eucutta____..----------------------- 1,151 1,088 1,232 1,050 814 
Heidelberg_..._-_-------------------- 3, 137 3,620 3,491 3,904 3,830 

La Grange, N & S__-.---------------- 1,322 1,234 1,236 1,245 950 

Little Creek._-_.-.------------------ 5,384 6,107 5,589 4,137 2,841 

McComb_.--..----------------------- 4,383 4,482 4,379 3,837 2,797 
Pool Creek. ._----------------------- (7) () (7) 1,055 1,077 
Quitman Bayou_______---------------- (?) (2) (2) (2) 1,392 
Raleigh__--.------------------------ 1,392 1,573 1,511 1,304 1,191 
Smithdale__.-._--------------------- (2) (?) 1,019 1,155 950 

Soso____._-_------------------------ 2,998 2,643 2,380 2,070 1,939 
Summerland_____-_-._---------------- (2) (1) (?) 1,096 1,291 
Tinsley__-....._--------------------- 2,835 2,855 2,650 2,447 2,325 

Yellow Creek, N & W__--------------- 1,492 1,409 1,276 1,191 1,027 

Other fields '_._.___------------------ 20,518 22 , 967 20,207 20, 4389 20,277 

Total__..----.---------------- 55,713 58,619 56,777 56, 183 55 ,227 
ee 

1 Based on The Oil and Gas Journal] data adjusted to Bureau of Mines total. 
2 Included with “‘Other fields.” 
3 Bureau of Mines data.
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Cotton Valley oilfield of Jasper County Thiokol Chemical Co. announced a $3 
provided added incentive tothedeep Upper million expansion of its 3-year-old Moss 
Jurassic exploration which extended into Point plant in Jackson County near Pasca- 
Washington and Choctaw Counties, Ala- goula. The new facility will produce 

-bama. polytetrafluorethylene resins used in manu- 
Reserves of crude oil in Mississippi facturing gaskets, seals, bearings, insulators, 

gained 14.3 million barrels, according to the 4nd diverse molded goods. 
American Petroleum Institute, and consti- 
tuted 1.2 percent of the national reserves, NONMETALS 

compared with 1 Percent 2065 Rat Bromine and Yodie sine samples from 
: . . three newly discovered oilfields, producin slightly, from 6.4:1 in 1965 to 6.8:1 in 1966. p0 Upper Jurassic Smatkover Lime 
In 1966, the National Stripper Well As- stone at a depth of approximately 14,000 

sociation classified 221 wells as stripper feet, were analyzed and found to contain 
wells in 1965. These wells represented 8.8 fom 1,581 to 2,016 parts per million 

percent of the producing oil wells and 1.4 (ppm) of bromine. The concentrations are 

percent of the State’s 1965 reserves. insufficient for economical exploitation but 
Four of the State’s five plants refined are significantly higher than the bromine 

19.4 percent of the annual crude oil pro- concentrations in brines from the Eocene 
duction; their capacity remained un- Wilcox Formation (48 to 118 ppm, 142 
changed at 34,500 barrels per stream day. samples analyzed) or from the Lower Cre- 
The fifth plant—the Standard Oil Co. of taceous Sligo Formation (1,232 to 1,488 

Kentucky refinery at Pascagoula—processed ppm, two samples analyzed). These data 
Louisiana crude oil exclusively; its capacity indicate an increase in bromine content 
was 130,000 barrels per stream day. with age of formation or depth or possibly 

Secondary recovery operations accounted both. Iodine concentrations in the Smack- 
for about 10 million barrels or 18.5 percent Over samples were insignificant. 
of the State’s crude oil production. Pilot Cement.—Production of portland cement 

secondary recovery projects using steam increased 3 percent; output of masonry ce- 
and carbon dioxide were completed in Eu- ment decreased 2 percent. 
cutta and Junction City fields; poor results ; 
were reported. Conventional waterflood Clays.—Clay production was 15 percent 
operations for secondary recovery were ap- VET that of 1965, establishing a record for 

proved for the unitized portion of the Eu- the seventh consecutive year. Gains were 
cutta field in Wayne County and Summer- reported in quantities of miscellaneous 

land field in Covington and Jones Counties. clay, fuller’s earth, and bentonite sold or 
used. Total tonnage of miscellaneous clay 

Petrochemicals.—Construction of the Mis- used for heavy clay products and light- 
sissippi Chemical Corp>Coastal Chemical weight aggregate increased 25 percent and 
Corp. 1,000-ton-per-day, single-train ammo- constituted 67 percent of the State’s clay 
nia plant near Yazoo City was completed production. Bentonite production rose 4 
in June. A similar plant, but of 1500-ton- percent over that of 1965. Fire clay produc- 
per-day capacity, was nearing completion tion decreased 15 percent. Ball clay was 
at the Standard Oil Co. of Kentucky produced in Panola County. 

refinery complex at Pascagoula. Construc- In February, production of bentonite for 

tion continued on a $30 million plant bonding foundry sands began at the new 
owned by Chevron Chemical Co., a subsidi- 
ary of Standard Oil, for making paraxylene Table 12.—Shipments of portland cement to 

and toluene; completion was scheduled for Mississippi 
. ississippi consumers 

mid-1967. 

Completion in early 1967 was scheduled Thousand _ 

for the First Mississippi Corp. plant under Year barrels 

construction at Bayou Casotte Pascagoula, as 

adjacent to Coastal Chemical Corps plant. 1855-81 (@veraee)----s---2-r-v--v-7 2.088 
Annual production of the new plant will  1968------------------------------ $ .999 
be 30 million pounds of aniline and 6 mil- 1965-77202 4,212 
lion pounds of diphenylamine. 1966__..--.----------------------- 4,708
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$250,000 plant built by Magnet Cove Bar- decreased 2.5 percent in tonnage but in- 
ium Corp. at Vaiden. The plant has an creased 33 percent in value compared with 
annual capacity of 50,000 tons, an increase the 1965 figures. Stone production (exclud- 
of 250 percent over the company’s old fa- ing shell) dropped 40 percent in volume 
cility at Kosciusko, and processes bentonite and value, falling back to the 1964 level, 
mined in the company’s open-pit mine near owing to a decreased use of crushed lime- 
West, Holmes County. stone as dike revetment by the U.S. Army 

On March 8, a tornado wrecked the Jack-. COPS of Engineers. 
son Tile Co. plant at Jackson. Sulfur.—Recovery of sulfur from refinery 

. . f and natural gases increased significantly 
Magnesium Compounds.—Production °" owing to full operation of the National magnesium compounds increased 7 percent Sulphur Co. plant in the Loring conden- 

over 1965. Magnesium-bearing lime, made cate Feld of Madison County. 
from dolomite mined in Alabama, was Phillips Petroleum Co. completed its 
used in the process. Smackover discovery well of the Black 

Sand and Gravel—Data on output of Creek gas condensate field in Perry County. 
sand and gravel between 1965 and 1966 are The well, testing 1.4 million cubic feet per 

not directly comparable. The reported in- day with 33 long tons of sulfur per million , 
crease in output of 50 percent in tonnage cubic feet, was shut-in while construction 
and 56 percent in value, is due mainly to of a sulfur extraction plant was heing 
increased coverage. Production was report- planned. 
ed from 54 of the State’s 82 counties; lead- 
ing producers in order of value were METALS 

sane wep ahs forrest Adams, ane - Iron Ore.—Magnolia Mining Co., under 
ts ° Cont OF the ve coun aap TOCUCE , new ownership, continued to mine iron ore 

f oy on ine ronnage an Percen from several small open pits near Porter- 
on ene value. ville, Kemper County. The ore was being 

Stone and Shell.—Offshore recovery of shipped by rail to a mill near Birming- 
oyster and clam shell in Harrison County ham, Ala. 

Table 13.—Clays sold or used by producers, by kinds 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eee 

Ball clay, fire 
clay, and Miscellaneous 

Bentonite fuller’s earth earth Total Year TTT 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value ee eee Value 

1957-61 (average) 213 $2 , 537 146 $1,181 453 $454 812 $4,172 1962_____-______ 276 3,429 207 1,666 646 647 1,129 5, 742 1963___________- 280 3,480 230 1,761 725 727 1,235 5,968 1964____________ 270 3,352 286 2,003 775 775 1,331 6,130 1965___-__-______ 280 3,477 299 2,570 923 950 1,502 ° 6,997 1966___._-_-.__- 291 3,615 280 2,673 1,156 1,201 1,727 7,489 
eee 

T Revised. 

Table 14.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
eee 

Government-and- 
Commercial contractor Total 

Year an 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value $a (Ve 
1957-61 (average)________ 5,725 $5,421 543 $539 6,268 $5,960 1962___-_-- ee 6,394 6,336 607 926 7,001 7,262 1963______-_---. 2 ee 6,306 6,266 519 790 6,825 7,056 1964______-- ee 7,479 7,871 346 698 7,825 8,569 1965____-__-_-- ee 7,192 7,785 1,255 932 8,447 8,717 1966____--------- ee 112,307 12,815 368 748 12,675 13 ,563 

eee 
1 Increase in production in 1966 due mainly to expanded coverage.
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Table 15.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eee 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use SSS 

Quantity Value Quantity Value eee 868 eee i ees 
Commercial operations: 

Sand: 
Building-_--.._---__-----_-2- 22 ee 889 $783 2,629 $2,429 
Paving-_._-----------.-----_-2- eee 1,245 1,094 2,304 2,171 
Other 1___ eee 201 275 104 182 

Total______---------------_-2- ee ee 2,335 2,152 5 , O37 4,782 

Gravel: 
Building.__..-..--.------------.-___-___- 1,272 1,456 3,195 3,689 
Paving______----_---_--_-------.-_-_-___- 3,130 3,721 3, 783 4,051 
Railroad ballast_____-_-.-----.-.---___-__ 36 13 35 13 
Other 2_._-____-_- eee 419 443 257 280 

Total_____----_--------------- 2-2 _-_e 4,857 5 , 633 7,270 8,033 

Total sand and gravel__._-..__._________ 7,192 7,785 12,307 12,815 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Building_---._____..----.-.-_---2-- ee 7 7 _---- ---ue 
Paving..__...__._.----_--- eee 35 10 4 4 
Fill._-.-------------- ee 999 426 142 191 

Gravel: . 
Paving.______-.._-.-.-_-----_-.--_-_____- 27 10 10 10 
Fill..------------- eee eee 187 479 212 543 

Total sand and gravel__..____.._._______ 1,255 932 368 748 

Grand total_____-___-.---.-_--------- 8,447 8,717 312,675 13 , 563 
eee ! 

1 Includes railroad ballast, fill, other, and industrial sand. 
2 Includes fill, other, and miscellaneous gravel. 
3 Increase in production in 1966 due mainly to expanded coverage. | 

| 
| 

| 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES ! 

Only counties with significant mineral Forrest—The county ranked third in 
production are discussed in the following sand and gravel and natural gas output, ! 
section. Additional details are presented in accounting for, respectively, 8 and 19 per- | 
table 16. cent of the State’s production. 

Adams.—The county again led the State Fr anklin.—Exploratory drilling of 81 
in oil well drilling activity. Ten new Wells resulted in discovery of four oilfields: 

oilfields—Mercer, Natchez Ferry, Fairchilds Panther Creek, South Providence, Spring 

Creek, Painters, Greens Bayou, Cloverdale, Hill, and East Franklin. The county again 
North Cowpen Point, Cotton Valley, Pleas- ranked second in oil well drilling activity, 
ant Hill, and Mistletoe—were discovered as 4dding 51 oil wells to existing fields. 
the result of 95 exploratory wells drilled. Harrison.—Jahncke Service, Inc., dredged 
Development drilling added 73 oil wells to oyster and clam shell in Mississippi Sound. 
existing fields. —The county ranked second Hinds.—The county led the State in sand 

in total value of minerals and petroleum and gravel production and retained its lead 
produced and accounted for 13 percent of jn quantity and value of miscellaneous clay 
the State petroleum production and about mined and used for manufacturing light- 
three-quarters of its regenerated lime out- weight aggregate, face brick, and other cl ay 

put. Production of expanded perlite was products. 
reported by Johns Manville Perlite Co. oi 

P yJ Itawamba.—The county ranked third in 
Copiah.—The county was the second value of clay output. Bentonite was mined 

largest sand and gravel producer in the from open pits and processed for filtering, 

State, accounting for 13 percent of its out- decolorizing, molding, and oil well drilling 
put. mud.
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Table 16.—Value of mineral production in Mississippi, by counties * 

_ County 965 1966s Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value _ 
Adams___.-------------- $17,593,639 $20,328,309 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, natural 

gas liquids. 
Aleorn_._-.------------- W W Clays, sand and gravel. 
Amite__.___------------- 4,629 , 867 3,964,577 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Attala__...--.----------- 286 , 442 W = Clays. 
Bolivar__.._-.----------- 103 ,000 49,000 Sand and gravel. 
Carroll____--.----------- WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 

Chickasaw__-.----------- 10 ,328 69,297 Natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Claiborne___-_-.--------- 11,094 17,704 Natural gas. 
Clarke_____------------- 978 ,626 1,106,966 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 

Clay__------------------ 366 , 798 435 ,321 Natural gas, sand and gravel, petroleum, natural 
gas liquids. 

Coahoma___---_--------- _--------- 1,000 Sand and gravel. 
Copiah____--.----------- WwW WwW Do. 

Covington. _-.-.--------- 847 ,027 1,258,748 Sand and gravel, petroleum, natural gas. 
De Soto____-_-_--------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Forrest__...-...--------- 6,921,228 7,574,848 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural 

gas liquids, clays. 

Franklin___-.----------- 8,709 ,094 9,704,059 Petroleum, natural gas. 

Greene_____..----------- 273 ,008 235,064 Do. 
Grenada________---------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Hancock__._.----------- 118 , 776 226,823 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 

Harrison. .._._---------- WwW W Shell, sand and gravel. 

Hinds_.__.---.---------- 3,260 ,369 4,269,158 Petroleum, sand and gravel, clays, natural gas. 

Holmes... -_------------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Itawamba____----------- WwW 1,154,889 Clays, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Jackson____.------------ WwW 4,691,555 Lime, magnesium compounds, sand and gravel. 

Jasper_.....------------ 16,760,295 23 ,323 ,115 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand 
and gravel. 

Jefferson. _.------------- 2,999 ,569 2,558,734 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Jefferson Davis..--.--.--- 10,956,358 5,846,931 Natural gas, petroleum. 

Jones_.____._----------- 12,828,575 12,951,620 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, clays. 

Kemper-_-_-.------------ WwW W fron ore, sand and gravel. 
Lafayette__...----------- | ---------- 40,000 Sand and gravel. 

Lamar____..------------ 11,871,112 11,223,748 Petroleum, natural gas. 

Lauderdale_-.------------ 111,953 66,041 Clays, sand and gravel. 
Lawrence__..------------ 1,282 2,816 Petroleum, natural gas. 

Lee________------------- WwW W Clays, sand and gravel. 
Leflore_____.------------ _ ---------- 156,000 Sand and gravel. 

Lineoln__._.------------ 11,411,206 8,757,203 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas liquids, 
natural gas, clays. 

Lowndes_-_-_.------------ 289 ,200 232,700 Sand and gravel, clays. 

Madison___.------------ 1,507 , 664 2,273,778 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas liquids, 
natural gas. 

Marion_____------------- 6,796 ,343 7,751,693 Natural gas. petroleum, sand and gravel, natural 
gas liquids. 

Marshall. -_------------- WwW 369,450 Clays, sand and gravel. 
Monroe_._-------------- 2 , 886 ,503 2,645,188 Clays, natural gas, sand and gravel, petroleum. 

Noxubee__-_.------------ WwW 485,683 Sand and gravel, clays. 

Oktibbeha._..----------- _--------=- 8,000 Sand and gravel. 

Panola____-------------- Ww . W Clays, sand and gravel. 
Pearl River_._----------- 2,091,163 1,953,977 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, clays. 

Perry____--------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Pike_______.------------ 22,092,180 16,609,969 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand 

and gravel. 
Pontotoe___.------------ WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Prentiss___..-.---------- 7,500 6,750 Clays. 
Rankin___--------------- 6,461,229 7,031,052 Cement, petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, 

; natural gas. 
Seott___._-------------- 90 ,023 136,886 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Simpson____.------------ 3,141,456 3,412,007 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Smith_____-.------------ 8,384,212 7,609,442 Petroleum, clays, natural gas, sand and gravel, 

stone. 

Stone____.-------------- WwW Ws Sand and gravel. 
Sunflower__...---------- WwW 19,200 Clays. 
Tate.______.-_---------- 9 ---------- 32,000 Sand and gravel. 
Tippah____-------------- WwW W Clays. 
Tishomingo..------------ WwW 296,500 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Tunica____-------------- pean eee eee 32,000 Sand and gravel. 
Union______-------------_ ---------- 604 ,000 Do. 
Walthall__..------------ 6 , 032 , 532 5,708,886 Natural gas, petroleum. 

Warren____.------------ WwW W Cement, sand and gravel, stone. 
Washington.____-_---_--- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Wayne____-------------- 9,891,820 8,438,382 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Wilkinson________-___-__- 3,670 ,442 4,563,278 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Winston_.....----------- 9 --------=- W Clays. 
Yalobusha_..___-_------- WwW W = Sand and gravel. 
Yazoo______._____-_-_--- 7,348,999 7,144,493 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Undistributed_.__.-____-- 18 , 792 ,088 13,981,715 

____ Total..-.--------- 210,083,000 211,360,000) 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 The following counties were not listed because no production was rep orted: Benton, Calhoun, Choctaw, 

eoree, Humphreys, Issaquena, Leake, Montgomery, Neshoba, Newton, Quitman, Sharkey, Tallahatchie, 
ebster. r Revised.
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Jackson.—The county led the State in reportedly amounting to 33 long tons per 
value of total lime and magnesium com- million cubic feet. 
pounds produced. Pike.—The county ranked third in total 

Jasper.—The Bay Springs oilfield, discov- value of minerals and petroleum produced, 

ered in January 1965, produced 3.5 million accounting for 10 percent of the State’s to- 

barrels of oil, boosting the county to first tal oil production. It led in production of 

place in the State in oil production (15 natural gas liquids. Drilling of four ex- 

percent of State’s total) and value of min- ploratory wells resulted in the discovery of 

erals produced. Nine exploratory wells re- the West McComb oilfield. Development 

sulted in the discovery of East Paulding drilling resulted in nine new oil wells in 

oilfields, producing from the Smackover €xisting fields. 
Limestone. Eight new producers were add- Rankin.—The county led in production 

ed to existing fields. of crushed marl and limestone used for 

Jefferson.—Twenty-two exploratory wells ™anufacturing cement. Marquette Cement 
resulted in the discovery of the Calvits Manufacturing Co., one of the State’s two 
Lake gasfield and the Stampley oilfield. Ex- cement plants, produced portland and ma- 

isting fields added three new producing ‘S°MTy cement at Brandon. Drilling of five 
wells. exploratory wells resulted in discovery of 

Jeera ashe county Ted he re a ee el 
State in natural gas production, accounting . vue 

for 21 percent of its total output. Four and two gas wells in existing fields. 

new gas wells were added to existing fields. Smith.—Exploratory drilling of 11 wells 
; resulted in discovery of the ‘Tallahalla 

Jones.—The county again ranked fourth . 
‘a value of petroleum and total minerals Creek and Shongelo Creek oilfields, both 
in P ; producing from the Cotton Valley Forma- 
produced, accounting for 9 percent of the . : 

a tion below 15,000 feet. Development drill- 
State’s petroleum production. Development. . ous 

way: . . . ing added one new oil well to an existing 
drilling resulted in 10 new oil wells in ex- 
‘tine fields field. 
sung " ee Tippah.—The county was again the 
Lamar.—Development drilling added one — State’s only producer of fuller’s earth. 

oil well and two gas wells to existing fields. Walthall_The county ranked fourth in 

ae P? Cu Renning “ 4 pact “reek the State in natural gas production. ‘Two 
leu coke to Kaiser “Al, wainum Cocs ad. "ew gas wells were added to existing fields. 
es . Warren.—The county ranked second in 
joining calcining plant for use as electrodes . ’ 
in that company’s alumina reduction production of crushed marl and limestone 
lants used for manufacturing cement. Mississippi 

P ; Valley Portland Cement Co., one of the 

Marion.—The county, second in natural state’s two cement plants, produced port- 
gas production, produced 0 Percent of the jand and masonry cement. 

Stare total. Bae ec ieuin fel ds seven Bas Wayne.—Drilling of 13 exploratory wells 
web's were ade 5 __ resulted in one dual discovery—West Clara 

Marshall.—Holly Springs Brick and Tile oilfield—producing from the Lower Creta- 
Co. and Southern Brick and Tile Co. ceous Rodessa Formation at 12,000 feet and 
mined fire clay from open pits to make the Jurassic Smackover Formation below 

floor and wall tile and building brick. 13,000 feet. Development drilling added 

Monroe.—The county retained its lead in four new oil wells to existing fields. 

value of clay production. Bentonite was Wilkinson.—The county again ranked 

mined from open pits and processed for third in total drilling activity; drilling of 

moldmaking, absorbing, filtering, and de- 66 exploratory wells led to discovery of 
colorizing. Day Creek, Hazlit Creek, North Mud 

Perry.—Phillips Petroleum Co.'s No. 1]. Creek, Old River, and Elliston oilfields. 

Josephine, discovery well of the Black Development drilling added 20 new oil 

Creek gasfield, tested 1.4 million cubic feet wells to existing fields. 

of gas per day, producing from two inter- Yazoo.—Drilling of three exploratory 

vals between 19,768 and 20,138 feet in the wells led to discovery of Satartia oilfield; 

Smackover Limestone. A plant was being eight oil wells were added to existing 

designed to extract the sulfur from the gas, _ fields.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Division of Geological Survey 

and Water Resources, Department of Business and Administration of Missouri, 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Joseph C. Arundale* and James A. Martin ” 

Value of mineral output reached a _ minerals industry. Principal mineral com- 
record high of $228 million, up 1 percent modities produced in order of value were 
from $225.6 million in 1965. Output of stone, cement, lead, iron ore, and lime. 

most minerals increased, but the quantity Development of the Nation’s largest re- 
and value of sand and gravel and stone serve of lead ore highlighted Missouri min- 
decreased slightly because of reductions in eral activities in 1966. Discovery and ex- 
building and highway construction. Lead ploration over the past decade of the new 
production was down slightly because the 
smelter at Herculaneum was closed during J . ; 

. 1 Physical scientist, Bureau of Mines, Bartles- 
December in order to convert to the use of ville, Okla. 

newly installed facilities. Nonmetals, with Dis Chief, Peonomic Geology Section, Missouri 
63 percent of total valuc, dominated the sources, Rolla, ‘Mo “ee | 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Missouri * 

1965 1966 | 
Mineral ee | 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

TT | 
Barite_______.__.___.-._-___....-____-_short tons__ 328 , 585 $4,219 337 ,076 $4,280 
Cement: 

Portland______..._. thousand 376-pound barrels_ - 13 ,334 46 ,034 138 , 848 46 ,228 
Masonry___.--_---thousand 280-pound barrels__ 377 1,173 382 1,075 

Clays__.._..._.-..._.-.._._._-thousand short tons_ _ 2,226 5,439 2,329 5,989: 
Coal (bituminous)______...._..-.-.----...--do_._- 3,564 14,779 3,582 14,834 | 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._short tons__ 2,331 1,650 3,913 2, oo1 
Iron ore (usable)__ thousand long tons gross weight_ - 1,784 24,607 1,887 26,450 | 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etec.)_._short tons__ 133 , 521 41,659 132 ,255 39 .981 ! 
Lime____.___..____..__._._._thousand short tons__ 1,442 16,782 1,494 17,910 
Natural gas___.____._._.__....-. million cubie feet__ 84 21 ----- _-- 
Petroleum (crude)_____._thousand 42-gallon barrels. -_ 13 W 97 Ww 
Sand and gravel______.__._-_-thousand short tons__ 12 ,068 13,735 10 , 702 13 ,540 | 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ! 

thousand troy ounces__ 300 387 _a--- ----- 
Stone____._.________.____.____thousand short tons__ 36 , 247 53 ,574 35,240 53 393 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons__ 4,312 1,259 3,968 1,131 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Asphalt and tripoli (1965), and values indicated by | 
symbol W_____.-________--______________- ee xXx r 250 xX 288 

Total. _.___--- 22 eeeeeeeee xX 225 , 568 XX 227,950 ; 

r Revised. 
W . Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in “Value of items that 

cannot be disclosed.”’ 
XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

Year Value ! Year Value !} 

1957_._._--------------------------- $151,660 1962___-_..-- eee ---------- $151,182 
1958_....-__------------------------ 147,579 1963_...--.--2-2--------------------- 157,584 
1959_.__.-.-.----------------------- 154,876 1964_...2.2-2 eee ---------- 182, 733 
1960_._._-.-_----------------------- 151,051 1965___..---- ee -------- «=: 214, 508 
1961_._._-.-_-_--------------------- 149,184 1966__-_-_-.-_- eee ---- = 214,548 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked —————————_—______— 
working active (thou- (thou- Fatal Non- Fre- Severity 
daily sands) sands) fatal quency 

1965: 
Coal___._------------------- 408 266 108 833 6. 31 37.22 8,088 
Metal____..----------------- 2,476 275 680 5,478 2 254 46.73 3,593 
Nonmetal and native asphalt___ 1,035 233 242 1,962 —____- 638 32.11 868 
Sand and gravel_..._.__-_._-_- 789 242 191 1,594 —____- 24 15.06 4,241 

. Stone.-..-_-.--.------------ 4,899 260 1,272 10,359 1 200 8 19.40 1,049 

Total____.-.--------------- 9,607 259 82,493 20,226 3 572 28.43 2,262 

1966: » 7 
Coal___..-.----------------- 360 271 98 717 1 30 43.24 9,414 
Metal__--.-_-_-------------- 2,530 272 689 5,550 3 268 48.83 5,171 
Nonmetal and native asphalt__. 1,075 228 245 1,974 ___-_- 61 30.90 TTT 
Sand and gravel__._.---.----- 710 240 171 = 1,409 1 19 14.19 4,696 
Stone. _-_._._---------------- 4,830 266 1,288 10,519 9 191 19.01 5,644 

Total___.-.--_.----------- 9,505 262 2,491 20,169 14 569 28.91 5,105 

> Preliminary. 

lead belt, called the “Viburnum trend,” and American Smelting and Refining Co. 

has been one of the most significant miner- at Glover are scheduled to begin operation 
al developments in the country’s history. in early 1968. Rated smelter capacity for 
Although no official reserve figure has been the State by 1969 will be about 380,000 
released, it has been widely stated that the _ tons of pig lead per year. 
area has an estimated potential of 1 billion Much of the new mineral development 
tons of ore containing 20 to 30 million in southeast Missouri is in the Clark Na- 
tons of recoverable lead. This tonnage tional Forest. Construction of mines and 
represents between two and three times ancillary facilities has had great impact on 
more recoverable lead than has been pro- management of the forest and to the gen- 
duced in Missouri in recorded history (10.7. cral economy of the region. About 80 per- 
million short tons valued at $1.6 billion) cent of the development is in national for- 
and more lead than has been produced in est lands and one-fourth of. the royalty 
the United States in this century. Missouri, receipts from minerals are to be returned 
for many years the Nation’s leading lead to the counties included in the Clark Na- 
producer, appears destined to continue this tional Forest tracts for improvement of 
leadership for the foreseeable future. roads and schools. 

The lead smelting capacity in the State Major processing facilities were complet- 
is being increased to handle the expansion ed or under construction by the cement, 
of mine-mill production. St. Joseph Lead refractories, and glass industries at yearend. 
Co. completed an expansion and moderni- In northeast Missouri, Universal Atlas Ce- 

zation program at yearend at its Herculan- ment Co. began operations at its new wet- 
eum, Jefferson County, smelter. Two new process plant south of Hannibal, and the 
smelters under construction in Iron County 7-million-barrel plant of Dundee Cement 
by Missouri Lead Operating Co. at Bixby Co. at Clarksville neared completion. H. K.
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Porter Refractories Division completed Table 4.—Exploratory drilling in Missouri 

construction of a plant at Fulton, and an (Linear feet) 

expansion and modernization program be- —©§_———___ 
gan at the Kaiser Refractories Division Year Churn Rotary Diamond 

plant at Mexico. The Pittsburgh Plate) ©°3———OOOOOUHH———— 
Glass Co. float-glass plant registered its first tog T2277 77 Tee SES 3 35 eon eet 
full year of production. 1962-63.___..-._ 73,120 8,549 188,120 

Peabody Coal Co. expanded production j9g577777-777777 lit'7as. = *s'aa4 1807 
at its Bee Veer mine, Macon County, and 1966_____..._..- 183,879 4,086 292,699 
Pittsburg and Midway Coal Mining Co. an- OOOO 

pounced pans ‘County, a strip mune in Bixby, and terminate at Buick. | It will 

The Missouri Mining Industry Council, S¢tve St. Joseph Lead Co.'s Viburnum 
a newly formed organization, held its first ™imes and mill, the Cominco American, 
annual meeting in Jefferson City on March Inc.-Dresser Industries, Inc., Magmont mine 

1; nine basic mineral commodity groups and mill, and the Missouri Lead Operating 
were represented. The meeting, believed to Co, smelter, mine, and mill. Freight was 
be the largest ever held by the mineral expected to move over the new railroad in 

industry in Missouri, indicated the in- the latter half of 1967. 
dustry’s concern with problems such as ur- Legislation.—A bill regulating oil and gas 
banization, zoning, reclamation, pollution production in Missouri was passed by the 
control, and increased taxation. 1966 Missouri Legislature. It established a 

Exploration.—Lead ore exploration con- ‘State Oil and Gas Council composed of 
tinued in the Viburnum trend and other members from five State agencies (Univer- 
areas but to a lesser degree than in recent ity of Missouri, Division of Commerce and 
years. Industrial Development, Public Service 

Records of the Clark National Forest in. Commission, Water Pollution Board, and 
dicated that 85 prospecting permits, cover. Geological Survey and Water Resources). 
ing 100,000 acres, and 29 mineral leases, The State Geologist acts as administrator 
covering 30,000 acres, were in effect by Of the council and is responsible for en- 
yearend. This was a significant increase forcement of the provisions of the act. The 

over the 1965 land under prospecting per- council was given power to regulate drill- 
mits and mineral leases which totaled ing, spacing, production and plugging of 
82,772 and 25,661 acres, respectively. oil and gas wells; to require logs on al] 

Mining companies drilled nearly 431,000 holes; and to require drilling permits. 
feet in 1966. Much of the drilling was Water.—The Missouri Geological Survey 
confined to delineating known deposits and and the Missouri Water Pollution Board 
for metallurgical processing data; the ex- have a continuing program to analyze sur- 
ploratory drilling indicated a favorable face water in the new lead producing area. 
possibility of increasing reserves. These analysis will be used as a base to 

Transportation.—The St. Louis-San Fran- determine any pollution after mining and 
cisco Railway Co. (Frisco) began construct- smelting begin. Mining companies in the 
ing a new 32.3-mile railroad to serve the Viburnum trend area expressed their inten- 
new mineral developments in Crawford, tion to prevent pollution of either surface 
Washington, Reynolds, and Iron Counties. water or ground water. Prospecting holes 

The new rail line, estimated to cost in the area have been sealed at two sepa- 
slightly over $6 million, will extend from rate levels to guard against ground water 
Keysville, Mo., through Viburnum and __ pollution. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS of sand and gravel and stone resulted from 
Significant nonmetallic minerals _ pro- reduced quantities used for building and 

duced in Missouri, in order of value, were highway construction. 
stone, cement, and lime. Higher production Barite——Missouri was the leading barite 

of barite, cement, clay, and lime was offset producing State for the fifth consecutive 

by declines in sand and gravel and stone year. Barite ores were mined mostly in 
compared with 1965. Decreases in output Washington County with a minor amount
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Table 5.—Barite sold or used by procedures control the mill operations. The plant was 

expected to be in full production by 

Year Short tons Value mid-1967. 
ee Dundee announced plans to build a rail- 

1957-61 (average).____.__._. 244,147 $3,233,623 truck distribution and service center in St. . 

1968222 TTTTTTITD «3881750 3e7a'7e4 Louis. The terminal would include two 
1964________...-_.-------- 266,814 3,450,580 5,000-barrel storage silos and be located on 

IEG TTT «BaTlo7e 41279'770 2 2-5-acre tract with 400 feet of frontage on 
site “Mississippi River. It was designed for 

. . the future addition of barge facilities and 
being produced in Benton County. Most of was the fifth in a series of terminals built 
the washed crude barite was processed at or planned by Dundee to distribute the 

crushing and grinding plants in St. Louis output of its new plant. Dravo Corp. was 
and Washington Counties. Processed barite awarded a $4-million contract to build 34 

was shipped mainly to out-of-State markets covered-hopper barges for use on the Mis- 

for use as a weighting material in oil well sissippi River and its tributaries to trans- 
drilling fluids, in glass, and in chemicals. port cement from Dundee’s plant to the 

Cement.—Two plants in St. Louis County distribution centers. Each barge will be 195 
and one each in Cape Girardeau, Jackson, by 35 by 12 feet and have a capacity of 
Jefferson,’ and Ralls Counties produced 1,500 tons or 7,500 barrels. 

portland and masonry cement. River Universal Atlas Cement Division of Unit- 
Cement Co., Division of Stewart Concrete & ed States Steel Corp. completed construc- 

Materials Co., with a new plant near Sel- tion of a new, fully automated, single-kiln 

ma, Jefferson County, completed its first wet-process plant south of Hannibal, Ralls 
: full year of operation. The 3-million-barrel County. The 620-foot, coal-fired kiln, the 

facility, currently the Nation’s largest dry- second largest in the Nation, went on- 
process unit, included a 560-foot, gas-fired stream in April. The 14-kiln, dry-process 

kiln. plant, constructed in 1901-05 and located 
Construction of a 7-million-barrel, wet- on the same site, was phased out of opera- 

process plant and barge slip at Clarksville, tion and dismantled. Quality control at the 
Pike County by Dundee Cement Co. new plant was maintained by automatic 
neared completion. F. L. Smidth & Co., of samplers, on-line X-ray analyzer and 

New York, fabricated the world’s largest closed-loop computer, and TV monitors. 

(760-foot) rotary cement kiln for Dundee. New distribution centers were constructed 
Built in sections by Avondale Shipyards at Bettendorf, Ga., and Summit, IIl., and 

Co., of New Orleans, the kiln was barged two new barges, with unloading equip- 
up the Mississippi River to the plant site. ment, were placed in service. 

General Electric was building the electrical Clays.—Output of fire clay and miscella- 

system to power the kiln and ball mills. jeous clay used in refractories, heavy clay 
The grinding mills, also fabricated by F. L. products, and lightweight aggregate con- 

Smidth & Co., are the world’s largest and tinued to increase from a low in 1963. 
consist of one raw mill 15 feet in diameter Opening of new pits, construction of new 

and 54 feet long and two finish mills 15 plants, and expansion and modernization 
feet m diame ter and 49 feet long. Electron- of existing facilities greatly improved the 
ic transmitting and recording instruments  ondition and outlook of the clay industry 

in Missouri. 
Table 6.—Portland cement production and 

shipments Table 7.—Shipments of portland cement to 

(Thousand 376-pound barrels and thousand dollars) Missouri consumers 

Shipments Thousand 
Year Pro-  ———____—_—_——_ Year 376-pound 

duction Quantity Value barrels 

1957-61 (average) 12,233 11,977 $40 ,234 1957-61 (average)_________________- 7,812 
1962.___._..-.-_. 12,239 12,739 44,004 1962____.._._----_-.---- -_---_-_--- 8,814 
1963.____-.-_--- 12,692 12 ,402 41,640 19638___._-___-------_---------_-_- 8,990 
1964.___...._-.. 12,399 12,378 42,618 1964_____.__.--------- ~~ ___- 10,266 
1965._._.-_-._--- 18,975 13 ,334 46,034 1965_____._- eee 10,414 
1966.___._.-_--- 18,956 13,848 46 ,228 1966_______----------------------- 9,230
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Table 8.—Clays sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Fire clay 1 Miscellaneous clay Total 
Year eS 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)__.____- 1,451 $5,603 952 $953 2,403 $6 , 556 
1962___-_-------_------- 1,080 4,060 973 973 2,053 5, 033 
1963___-_--------------- 850 3,568 896 899 1,746 4,467 
1964___-_-------.------- 1,002 3,905 964 969 1,966 4,874 
1965___-_--------------- 1,128 4,313 1,098 1,126 2,226 5,439 
1966___---.------------- 1,285 4,898 1,044 1,091 2,329 5,989 

1 Includes diaspore and burley. 

Table 9.—Lime sold or used by producers 1961. Construction sand and gravel produc- 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) tion was reported by 64 commercial opera- 
——_______—__—_—_——  ttions in 40 counties. Government-and- 

Year Quantity Value Contractor production by State and county 
1957-61 (average).......... 1,263 $14,980 highway departments was reported from 
1962_____----------------- 1,176 18,703 seven counties. Five operations im three 
1968____--_--------------- 1,240 14,386 . . . ope 
1964_.__._................. 1219 14'32g counties produced industrial silica sand. 

W962 vwccvvvvzcz:~=s4ed «= ir'gig «The new float-glass facility at the Pitts 
_ burgh Plate Glass Co. Crystal City plant, 

Jefferson County, was completed in late 
Mid-America Clay Co. was completing a 1965 and operated continuously during 

new plant near Oran in Scott County. 1966. 
Porters Creek clay will be mined, calcined, Stone.—For the fourth consecutive year, 
and used as absorption material, fillers, stone ranked first in value of mineral out- 
and carriers for insecticides. put in Missouri. Limestone, granite, mar- 

Missouri Clay Products Co., a subsidiary ble, sandstone, and miscellaneous stone 

of St. Joseph Lead Co., investigated the were produced. Total production declined 
Porters Creek clay in Stoddard County for slightly over 1 million tons from the 1965 
an iron ore pellet binder and other uses. record high, largely the result of a nearly 2 

The Refractories Division of H. K. million ton decrease in the quantity of 
Porter Co., Inc., began production in No- stone for concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
vember at the new Fulton plant in Calla- Stone production was reported by 218 
way County. The plant was completed in commercial producers from 79 counties. 
December, and the Laclede plant in St. More than 99 percent of the production 
Louis was phased out. was marketed as crushed and broken stone 

Kaiser Refractories Division, Kaiser Alu- for concrete and bituminous aggregate, and 
minum & Chemical Corp., began an expan- roadstone. Limestone and dolomite  ac- 

sion and modernization program at its counted for more than 90 percent of the 
Mexico plant in Audrain County. total tonnage and value. 

A new rotary calcining kiln went on 
stream at the Harbison-Walker Refractories METALS 

Co. Fulton works, Callaway County. Metal mining and processing supplied 

Lime.—Four plants in four counties pro- about 30 percent of the total mineral value 

duced lime. Output has risen steadily and jn 1966 or $70.4 million. Lead and iron 
reached a record high in 1966. Most of the were the principal metals produced. The 
lime was for chemical, industrial, refrac- average annual recovery of silver from Mis- 

tory, and building uses. Valley Dolomite  souri lead ores was 234,300 ounces during 

Corp. announced plans for producing dolo- the 1954-63 period. Silver-bearing residues 
mitic quicklime at its Bonne Terre plant derived from smelting lead and zinc con- 
by mid-1967. centrates were not processed for silver in 

Sand and Gravel.—A decline in building 1966. Copper output nearly doubled and 
and highway construction resulted in lower was expected to increase further as copper 

sand and gravel output from the record circuits are installed in the mills being 

high of 1965. Silica sand production for built at the new lead mines. 
glassmaking and other industrial uses con- Copper.—Output of copper was higher 
tinued the upward trend which began in because of increased production of lead
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Table 10.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Government-and- | 
Year Commercial contractor Total 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average). _------ 8,686 $9 ,941 776 $532 9 , 462 $10,473 
1962_____-_---.--------- 9,445 10,927 859 645 10 ,304 11,572 
1963___-.-_-_-_--------- 9,808 11,580 845 680 10 ,653 12 ,260 
1964____.-_-.-_---------- 10,761 12,762 722 618 11,483 13 ,380 
1965_____._.--_---------- 11,229 12,954 839 781 12 ,068 13 ,735 
1966__.._._._._--------- 10,454 13 ,283 248 257 10, 702 13 ,540 

Table 11.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes 

of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

| _ -:1965 1966 
Class of operation and use ee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: . | 

Building__.._-.----.--------------------- 4,265 $3 , 763 3,831 $3 , 547 
Paving__..__---------------------------- 859 821 629 638 
Fill..-.--------------------------------- 405 358 392 345 
Industry glass__....-_._....-.-.----------- 527 1,364 540 1,321 
Other !_-___-_-_..----------------------- 672 2,285 554 2,263 

Total. ..-_---------------------------- 6,728 8,591 5,946 8,114 

Gravel: . 
Building_.____.-------------------------- 2,749 3,094 2,274 2,770 
Paving..-.------------------------------ 1,001 828 1,808 2,114 
Fill._..-.------------------------------- WwW Ww 209 103 
Other 2__._.-.---.---_------------------- 751 441 217 182 

. Total.._..--.------------------------- 4,501 4,363 4,508 5,169 

. Total sand and gravel_.._............-.. 11,229. 12,954 10,454 18,288 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
’ Sand: Paving._...--.....-_-_-_-.-.-_-_-----_- 79 92 124 124 
Gravel: Paving..........--._-_-.---_-_---___- 760 689 124 133 

Total sand and gravel_______-___------------- _ 839  T81 248 257 

Grand total........-.-..------------------- 12,068 13,735 10,702 13,540 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other.” 
1 Includes railroad ballast, other construction sand, and various industrial sand (unground and ground). 
2 Includes railroad ballast, miscellaneous gravel, fill (1965), and other construction gravel. 

ores containing the metal. When all facili- the company used magnetite and _ stock- 
ties and arrangements are made for recov- piled hematite concentrates. 
ering copper from the lead ores of south- One of the oldest active iron mines in 
east Missouri, output will be several times the United States, Iron Mountain mine 
the present rate. operated by The Hanna Mining Co. in St. 

Iron Ore.—Missouri was rapidly becom- Francois County, was closed at mid-year. 
ing one of the important iron ore produc- The property was recorded before 1800, 
ing States. Output of concentrates has and the mine has been active sporadically 
jumped to nearly 2 million long tons in a __ since 1843. 
few years. New facilities were about ready Pilot Knob Pellet Co., a joint venture of 
to increase this total, and large reserves Hanna and Granite City Steel Co., began 
hold promise for further developments. underground mine development work at its 

Expansion of production at the Meramec new Pilot Knob mine in Iron County. The 
Mining Co. Pea Ridge mine from 1.8 to 2.2. ore, encountered at a depth of about 400 
million long tons of pellets per year by the feet, extends to about 1,500 feet. Ore re- 
addition of pelletizing facilities for hema- serves were considered by officials to be 
tite ores was being considered. Previously, sufficient for many years of production; the
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Table 12.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

a 
1965 1966 

Use nga nS 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Dimension and building: | 
Rough construction_._.._._.__-.---short tons__ 4,278 $101 , 804 3,386 $114,744 

Dressed (cut or sawed)__.___._.-_.------do___- 11,286 2,011,563 12,983 2,301,704 

Other !_________-_--_---_-.- -__-__-----do_-_- 4,569 40 ,773 4,250 37 ,900 

Total___.__.._..._..-approximate short tons_- 20,078 2,154,140 20,619 2,454,348 | 

Crushed and broken: 
Riprap.__.__-_---.-_---.-.-_-----short tons_. 3,473,232 2,671,388 83,280,007 2,316 , 866 

Concrete aggregate, roadstone, ete.._._....do_._. 20,887,782 28,388,518 18, 908,975 25,747,986 

Railroad ballast__....._.._.-_.-_-..-.---do___- 356 ,924 252 ,282 435 ,328 210,772 

Agricultural. .._......-.-_-------------do.... 3,509,192 5,572,749 8,873,175 6,491,515 

Cement_...__________.___....-_-_---.-do_... 4,068,484 4,068,484 4,248,079 4,248 ,079 

Other 2..._.__________..._....__-.-...-do_... 3,981,741 10,466,505 4,473,564 11 ,923 , 767 

Total.._.._.__________._---_-_.------do_... 36,227,855 51,419,926 35,219,128 50 ,938 ,985 

Grand total___..__..._....___---------do_._. 86,247,483 538,574,066 35,239,747 53 , 393 , 333 

a 

1 Includes flagging, rubble, and rough architectural stones. 
2 Includes stone for terrazzo, roofing granules, glass, whiting, asphalt filler, fertilizer filler, other filler, coal 

dust, filter beds, mineral food, poultry grit, lime, refractory, flux, and miscellaneous uses. 

Table 13.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 
Granite Sandstone 

y (dimension) Limestone (dimension) Other stone ! Total stone 

ear ——_———_————————— 0 nn 

Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- 

tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value 
ee 

1962_._. 4,452 $286 27,900,975 $40,889 2,943 $38 968,052 $2,793 28,876,422 $44,006 

1963__.. 2,958 317 29,776,088 42,711 $3,655 55 1,101,840 3,047 30,884,541 46,130 

1964_... 3,226 292 30,567,256 44,586 2,208 29 914,026 3,077 31,486,716 47,984 

1965._.. 3,124 234 34,952,692 49,770 2,258 52 1,289,359 3,518 36,247,433 53,574 

1966_... 2,471 253 33,698,016 48,468 1,500 86 1,537,760 4,686 35,239,747 53,393 

ne 

1 Includes crushed granite (1965, 1966), marble, miscellaneous stone, and crushed sandstone. 

Table 14.—Iron ore (usable) capacity of the facility, originally 750,000 

Th alone t dth 4 doll tons of iron ore pellets averaging about 64 

(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) percent iron, was increased to 1 million 

Year Quantity Value tons. This will supply half of the iron ore 

1957-61 (average)_...__..-- 394 $3,823 requirements for the enlarged capacity of 

1962____.---..------------- 346, 3,188 the Granite City Steel Company’s two large 
1968__________-_-_-__------- 345 3,085 . : . 
1964.____.__._.--- ee eee 1,116 14,907 blast furnaces in Granite City, til. In- 

1965_______.-__-_--------- 1,784 24,607 creased pig iron production from the blast 
1966.22 2221213887 26450 ps proeu , 
1900-------------nnnnnnnee PE SO furnaces was to coincide with the conver- 

sion to the basic oxygen process. 
deposit contains a magnetite ore body that 
has been exceptionally well Suited for con- Table 15.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron 

centrating and for producing high-grade consumption 

iron ore pellets. Frazier-Davis Construction 

Co. “bottomed-out” the main production (Thousand short tons) 

shaft at 1,356 feet. Sinking of the 15-foot- Cero tt*~*~*~*«S a tal 7 

diameter ventilation shaft, 1,200 feet sou th- Year scrap _-Pig iron serap end 

west of the main shaft, began late in 1966. pig iron 

Contracts were awarded for design amd 1 1 ne 

construction of the concentrating and  1962------------ a6 23 ao 

pelletizing plant. Target date for begin- 1964. Wane ne neee 1,028 40 1,069 
* : * * . 1965____.-_._---- ; 4 ' 

ning operations at the mine, mill, and pel-  39¢677777777777. 1,068 “1 1'104 

let plant was early 1968. Designed annual 9 __
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Lead.—The St. Joseph Lead Co. Fletcher which began in 1962, located an ore body 
mine and mill, with a designed capacity of of about 5 million tons about a mile 
5,000 tons of ore per day, neared the pro- northeast of the present plant and about 
duction stage. One of two shafts is for men, 300 feet lower than the present mining 
materials, and ventilation, and the other operations. Another shaft, 1214 feet in di- 
is for automatically receiving and hoisting ameter, was being sunk to a depth of 1,176 

ore. The production shaft, the deepest in feet to service three separate levels of min- 

the St. Joe system, is 1,348 feet deep, and ing. Headframe, hoist, compressors, and 

the ventilation shaft is 1,033 feet deep. buildings were reclaimed from Mine La 

Ore will be mined on two levels, at 980 feet | Motte properties. 

and at 1,116 feet. The primary crusher is Missouri Lead Operating Co., a joint 

underground and the automated flotation venture of American Metal Climax, Inc., 

mill, controlled by an X-ray analyzer and and Homestake Mining Co., was develop- 

a computer, is on the surface. ing a 4,000-ton-per-day mine and mill at 

A second shaft in the Indian Creek Di- Buick. The mine featured two 18-foot-diam- 

vision was begun in October. Exploration, eter shafts almost 1,400 feet deep. Target 

Table 16.—Mine production of silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in terms of recoverable metals 

wRCOV CL A CC ER Le 

Material 
. = 10) or . 

Year ‘pro treated Silver Copper 

. ducing Crude ore Troy Value Short Value 
(short tons) ounces (thousands) tons (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)________ _..-- 5,906,791 160 ,298 $145 1,333 $791 
1962___. 222 6 2,991,463 490 , 896 533 2,752 1,695 
1963222222 ee 4 3,258,245 131,664 168 1,816 1,119 
1964___.__ ee 5 4,965,814 wae ne onan ee 2,059 1,343 
1965_.2 2 ee 5 5,279,420 299 , 522 387 2,331 1,650 
1966 ILL ee 7 5,887,330 ween nee eon ene 3,913 2,831 

EO A CL LC I OA SA tt Pe rp hc st gS . 

Lead Zine 
OO Total value 

Short Value Short Value (thousands) 
tons (thousands) tons (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)__.__._____________- 111,073 $26 , 668 2,415 $570 $28 ,174 
1962______2- eee 60 ,982 11,221 2,792 - 642 14,091 
19638_______..- eee 719 , 844 17 ,246 321 14 18 ,607 
1964____.2 ee 120,148 31,479 1,501 408 33 , 230 
1965__. 22 133 , 521 41,659 4,312 1,259 44,955 
1966 1L2 2 182 ,255 39 ,981 3,968 1,151 43 ,963 

1 Includes Southwest Missouri. 

Table 17.—Mine production of lead and zinc in Missouri, in terms of concentrates and 
recoverable metals ! 

eee 

Recoverable metal content 2 
Lead concentrates Zine concentrates =§_——— $$ ______ 

(galena) (sphalerite) Lead Zine 
Year A 

Value 3 Value Value Value 
Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- 
tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) 
meee 

1957-61 (average) 155,768 $23,610 4,701 $384 111,073 $26,668 2,415 $570 
1962_____._._.._. 83,897 10 ,620 5,135 492 60 ,982 11,221 2,792 642 
1963_..._...._.. 109,960 15,054 666 50 79 ,844 17,246 321 74 
1964___.___.._.. 167,630 28,125 3,115 205 120,148 31,479 1,501 408 
1965___._._._... 186,368 36 ,537 8,792 891 133,521 41,659 4,312 1,259 
1966____.__._._. 185,410 33 ,816 8,525 795 182,255 39 ,981 3,968 1,151 eee 

1 Based on Missouri ore “dirt” and old tailings treated at mills. 
2 In calculating metal content of ores from assays, allowance has been made for smelting losses. In comparing 

values of concentrate ‘‘ore’”’ and metal, value for concentrate is that received by producer, whereas value of lead 
and zinc is calculated from average price for all grades. 

3 Values are arbitrary because part of lead concentrate is smelted by producer.
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Table 18.—Tenor of lead and zinc ore milled and concentrates produced in Missouri 

1965 1966 

Concentrate production: 
Lead__._-----------_------- 2-22 ee. short tons__ 186 ,368 185,410 
Zinc... --..----.--------------------- 2-2-0, 8,792 8,525 Concentrate obtained from crude ore: ~ 
Lead_._---------------------- eee --percent._ 3.53 3.44 Zine. _-.--.----------------------- eee -d0.- 17 16 

Metal content of ore: ! 
Lead_.-_------------------------- 2 OL 2.53 2.45 
Zine. ._.--------.---------------------ee----d 0 .08 07 

Average lead content of galena concentrate____.____._.._._.___.__.......do__... 73.11 72.79 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrate.____.._..__._._...__....-do____ 54,49 51.71 
Average value per ton: . 

Galena concentrate__________-----.-_- 2-2 eee $196.05 $182 .38 
Sphalerite concentrate___._.._.....__-__.______._._____.__. tt $101.32 $93 .27 

Total material milled______-.--.-......._...........-.-_-short tons._ 5,279, 420 5,387,330 
eee 

1 Migures represent metal content of crude ore only as recovered in the concentrate; data on tailing losses not 
avalabie. 

date for startup of the mine and mill was of 1,220 feet, and a Koepe hoist frame was 
early 1968. installed. A contractor also was drilling the 

The Bunker Hill Co. was rotary drilling 6-foot auxiliary and ventilation — shaft, 
the main production shaft at the Higdon about 14 mile east of the main shaft. Tar- 
mine in Perry County northeast of Frede- get date for production was early 1968. 
ricktown. The decision to drill followed the St. Joseph Lead Co. began using its new- 
successful drilling of the 1,500-foot, 60-inch ly expanded Herculaneum smelter in . 
(46-inch casing) ventilation shaft at the Jefferson County which had been under 
property. The production shaft will be 108 construction for the past 2 years. The 
inches in diameter, drilled to 1,500 feet, plant expansions included a_thawhouse, 
and lined with an 84-inch casing. Ore will concentrate unloading Stations, sintering 
be hoisted with a single cage and skip with plant using an updraft roasting principle, 
a counterbalance. larger blast furnaces, and a_ simplified 

Ozark Lead Co., a wholly owned subsidi- drossing plant of four 250-ton kettles. A 
ary of Kennecott Copper Corp., used an sulfuric acid plant for waste smelter gases 
84-inch rotary bit to drill the exploratory was planned. The expansions increased the 
shaft at its new Adair Creek mine in Rey- smelter capacity to more than 200,000 tons 
nolds County in 1964 and 1965. The rotary of refined lead per year. 
drilling rig sank the 1,200-foot shaft in 12 Construction of Missouri Lead Operating 
months. The shaft, fitted with a steel liner, Co.’s (MOLOC) smelter near Bixby, Iron 
6 feet in diameter, sect in sections welded County, is expected to be completed by 
together for the total depth of 1,200 feet, yearend 1967. The smelter will consist of a 
was being used for underground develop- sinter-roasting plant, blast furnaces, 
ment work. Ore recovered during mine de- refinery, casting plant, and sulfuric acid 
velopment was being stockpiled. An $11- plant. Capacity is 100,000 tons per year of 
million contract was awarded for the firm’s refined Iead. An estimated 50,000 tons per 
6,000-ton-per-day concentrator on an |18- year will be produced from MOLOC’s 
acre site northwest of Ellington. The lead Buick mine concentrates; the other 50,000 
concentrates, expected to yield about 60,000 tons will be produced on a toll basis from 
tons per year of pig lead, will be treated in} Cominco-Dresser’s Magmont mine concen- 
ASARCO’s new lead smelter at Glover; trates. 
zinc, silver, and cadmium will be recovered American Smelting and Refining Com- 
at out-of-State facilities. pany (ASARCO) began building a multi- 

Cominco American, Inc., operator of the million dollar custom lead smelter at 
Magmont project near Bixby, is developing Glover in Iron County. The plant will 
a 4,000-ton-per-day lead mine and con- process the concentrate from the mill now 
structing a mill. Dresser Magcobar, a divi- being constructed by Ozark Lead Co., a 
sion of Dresser Industries, is a joint owner. wholly owned subsidiary of Kennecott Cop- 
At yearend, the 19-foot-diameter produc: per Corp. The smelter, reportedly, also will 
tion shaft was down to its designed depth process concentrates from ASARCO’s lead
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deposit at West Fork, when and if the Table 19.—Coal (bituminous) production 

mine is developed there, and may provide (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
custom smelting facilities for small mines|©|©_——2W—_________ 
in the Mississippi Valley. The smelter, be- Year Quantity Value 

| ing built by Kaiser Engineers, Oakland, 9. 

Calif, would have an initial capacity of j9g3 0° G¥eE°)---------- 3896 *3"oBT 
about 80,000 tons of refined lead per year 1963_____-.-_-._.-..--.--- 3,174 18,196 
with provisions for future expansion. The 1968222 2022222222227000072 3/564 «14.779 
plant was expected to be in operation by 1966__._...-..---.-------- 3, 582 14,834 
early 1968. The facility, adjacent. to the | |©=—-—H\——— 
Missouri-Pacific Railroad, would employ supply, adequate for 40 years, has been 
about 150 men. 

. . developed. Zinc.—Output of zinc, a coproduct of eats 
. . Plans to construct a $25 million, steam- 

lead, is expected to increase as develop- . . 
. eos generating plant in Jasper County by the 

ment progresses at the new mines. Mining . ges . 
woes . - - Empire District Electric Co. and the devel- 

activity in the Missouri part of the Tri- . . 
ae opment of a coalfield in adjacent Barton 

State District resumed on a small scale for County be the Pittsbure & Mid Coal 
the first time since 1957. Paul Childress ~OUDTY D© tne tMISOUTE reway \0a 

Mining Co. to serve the plant were made 
reopened the old Hyde Park shaft near .°, . 
Duenweg in Jasper County. public in a joint announcement by the two 

| companies. The plant, with a capacity of 
MINERAL FUELS 200,000 kilowatts, will be located in the ex- 

. treme northern part of Jasper County, just 
Production of mineral fuels approximat- south of Barton County where Pittsburg & 

: ed that of 1965. Coal output had the great- Midway holds substantial coal reserves. 
est value. A small amount of petroleum Coal will be delivered directly from the 
was recovered. Leading coal producing strip mine by conveyor belts to the power- 
counties were Henry, Macon, Boone, and plant. The plant and mine were scheduled 

Putnam. to be in production by mid-1970. 
Coal.—The Thomas Hill steam-generat- Petroleum.—Output of petroleum in the 

ing plant of the Associated Electric Coop- State, although not large, was a record 
erative, under construction in western Ran- high in 1966. At yearend, the State had 150 
dolph County, was completed. The producing oil wells. Some wildcat activity 
facilities will produce 150,000 kilowatts of was reported in the “Boot Heel” area in 

electricity that will go into a Statewide extreme southeast Missouri. Shell Oil Co. 
power network suppling five private utili- completed its evaluation of two thermal re- 
ties and six cooperatives. The plant, locat- covery pilot projects in Vernon County. 
ed on the western edge of the largest coal The Marathon Oil Co. expanded its sec- 
basin in the State, will consume 2,000 tons ondary recovery projects at the Clark- 
of coal per day. Coal was to be supplied by Miller oilfield in Jackson County. Heavy 
the Peabody Coal Co. Bee Veer mine, oil activity, reported in 1965 for west-cen- 
Macon County, from strip-mine operations tral Missouri, apparently was not con- 
of the Bevier and Wheeler coalbeds. A coal _ tinued. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported in 92 turing firebrick, blocks, and high-alumina 
of the 114 counties in Missouri, 14 less mortars. 

than in 1965. The newest county to be Barton.—Coal was produced by Palmer 
added was Andrew County with reported Rock and Coal Co. and crushed limestone 

| production of stone for riprap. by John J. Stark Contractors. 
Andrew.—Mineral production was report- Bates.—Bates County Rock, Inc., Under- 

ed in Andrew County for the first time wood Quarry, and Wade Agricultural 
since 1962; Missouri City Stone Co. quar- Products Co. quarried and crushed lime- 
ricd and crushed sandstone for riprap. stone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and 
Audrain.—The county was the leading aglime (agricultural lime) . 

clay producer in the State. Seven com- Boone.—The Peabody Coal Co. Mark 
panies mined refractory clays for manufac- Twain mine near Hinton was onc of the
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Table 20.—Value of mineral production in Missouri, by counties ! 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Adair. ._.._._..-----.----- $107 , 400 eee e nee 
Andrew_-___..---------_- wee eee eee W = Stone. 
Atchison... _------------ 9,790 $12,131 Petroleum. 
Audrain____.__-.-----___- 1,433 ,885 1,458,175 Clays, stone. 
Barry__.__.-.----------- WwW 148,920 Stone. 
Barton_.._____-.-------_- WwW 216,396 Stone, coal, asphaltic sandstone. 
Bates__.._....----------- WwW Ws Stone. 
Boone_...-....---------- 4,188 ,047 4,280,716 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Buchanan. .__----------- 382 ,075 394,584 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Butler____.._.---------- 15,314 W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Caldwell. ....-.--------- 254,096 148,472 Stone, natural gas. 
Callaway.__-.----------- 2,097 ,627 1,760,938 Clays, stone, coal, sand and gravel. 
Camden___._...._---_--- 258 ,900 weer eee 
Cape Girardeau__.-.-.... 12,721,664 10,319,770 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Carter_.._..------------ 12,000 ~ ae nen nee 
Cass___..-.-.----------- 576 ,349 280,350 Stone, petroleum, clays. 
Cedar___._.---..----.--- 155 ,047 110,685 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Christian......----.-.-.- 11,000 Wee eee eee 
Clark__.._--_-_---.---_- W 291,546 Stone, coal. . 
Clay__..-.-------------- 1,516 ,267 1,288,962 Stone. 
Clinton. __.._-.-----.-_- 186 ,823 838,061 Stone, natural gas. 
Cole. _._.--------------- 495 ,000 464,280 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Cooper____-.------------- 351,653 — 334,567 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Crawford_..-.----------- 5,623 ,264 6,354,555 Lead, copper, zinc, sand and gravel. 
Dade_____.------------- 199 , 800 193,402 Stone, coal. 
Dallas__..-._.-------_-_- 28 ,000 Deeeeeeee 
Daviess. __.------------- 539 , 400 438,496 Sand and gravel, stone. 
De Kalb___------------- 373 ,477 220,834 Stone. 
Dent__._-___-.----------- 3,000 _e eee nee 
Douglas_._--.----------- 115,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Dunklin_._.------------- 53,000 WwW Do. . 
Franklin. _.._------------ 629 ,843 593,796 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Gaseonade__-_----------- 1,124,050 1,657,593 Clays. 
Gentry_...--.----------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Greene__...------------- 3,449 ,637 3,827,328 Stone, lime. 
Grundy... _.------------- 278 ,960 237,842 Stone. 
Harrison. ..------------- WwW 450,021 Do. 
Henry__..-------------- WwW W Coal, stone. 
Hieckory_.--------------- 8,000 wee eee eee 
Holt___....-.-.--------- WwW W Stone. 
Howard_..-------------- 362,791 W _ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Howell... ...------------ WwW 115,355 Iron ore. 
Tron_._-_.--_------------ 9,469 ,799 9,514,281 Lead, stone, copper, zinc. 
Jackson._._------------- 13,633,377 12,395,635 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, petroleum. 
Jasper___.-------------- 2,914,783 3,218,535 Stone, sand and gravel, zinc, lead. 
Jefferson__....---.------ 5,889 ,893 13,196,132 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Johnson._._...---------- 545 , 803 613,806 Stone. 
Knox... ...-------------- ‘WwW Ww. Do 
Laclede_.._..----------- 41,000 WwW Do. 
Lafayette._...-.--------- 441,771 544,238 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Lawrence_....----------- 654,075 W = Stone. 
Lewis__....------------- 579 ,253 677,000 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Lineoln.__.-.----------- 446 ,450 328,396 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Linn__...._------------- 244 ,343 250,659 Stone. 
Livingston_....---------- 645,615 667,284 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
MeDonald....----------- 39 ,123 W Stone. 
Macon. ._--------------- WwW W Coal. 
Madison__.------------- W W Stone. 
Maries_____------------- 144,050 135,487 Stone, clays. 
Marion_....------------- 1,038 ,169 986,236 Stone, lime. 
Mercer.._.-------------- 346 ,155 W_ Stone. 
Miller_.....------------- 183 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 

- Mississippi_...--.------- 22 ,000 oe eenee 
Moniteau_......-.------- 94,750 105,134 Stone. 
Monroe___..------------ 429 ,109 460,115 Clays, stone, sand and gravel. 
Montgomery.--.-.------- 913 , 464 688,264 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Morgan......----------- 32 ,000 ou ann nee 
Newton___.--._--------- 139 , 840 W Stone. 
Nodaway...------------- WwW 613,203 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Oregon_....------------- 46 ,000 85,500 Stone. 
Osage... _.--------------- 24,355 W = Clays. 
Ozark___..-.------------ WwW 82,426 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Pemiscot__..------------ 277 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Perry. _..--------------- WwW 287,950 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Pettis_.....------------- WwW W_ Stone. 
Phelps. __--------------- 106 ,245 98,727 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Pike__.__.---.---------- 513 ,058 627,093 Stone. 
Platte_.._._..-.---_-_-_- 222 , 864 192,706 Clays, stone, petroleum. 
Polk_.___--------------- 28 ,000 wee nee eae 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 20.—Value of mineral production in Missouri, by counties {—Continued | 

| County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Pulaski__-._..--.--------- $255 , 000 W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Putnam.._..---_-.------- 437 , 292 $441,216 Coal, stone. — 
Ralls.....-.----------__- 7,862,133 6,437,821 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Randolph______--------- WwW W Stone. 
Ray___._-.---_------_---_- 877 , 500 821,900 Stone. 
Reynolds____.__.-------- 8,000 ween eee ee 
St. Charles____---------- 2,031,489 1,540,836 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
St. Clair_......---------- 157 , 098 W Stone. 
St. Francois.....-------- 24,888,998 22,397,256 Lead, lime, iron ore, stone, copper. 
Ste. Genevieve___-------- 20,059,481 22,074,269 Lime, stone, sand and gravel. 
St. Louis._....._-.-_-._-.. 32,653,471 29,019,460 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, petroleum. 
Saline._._._..----=------ 640 , 440 544,543 Stone. 
Scotland...__-_-_-----_- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Scott_...--------------- WwW W_ Stone. 
Shannon__-_------------- Ww Ww Do. 
Shelby__..-_.---_-_----- 15,121 _e eee eeee 
Stoddard_____..-.------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Stone____-_-------------- 6,000 a 
Sullivan___.------------- 3,000 --------- 
Taney_____-_------.-_-_- WwW 32,400 Stone. 
Texas____.___-------_-_- 23 ,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Vernon________-_-_-_--_-_-_. 274,102 331,784 Coal, asphaltic sandstone, petroleum, stone, sand 

and gravel. 
Warren______-_-_-_----- 314,424 254,024 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Washington.__..-...-..-- 38,419,711 41,312,065 Iron ore, lead, barite, copper, zinc, sand and 

gravel. 
Wayne__.___.---_-_-_-_- WwW W Stone, iron ore. 
Webster____.------------ 57,206 wove een ee 
Worth.____------------- WwW W_ Stone. 
Wright__._..------------ 188,000 WwW Do. 
Undistributed_____._._._. 18,730,026 20,535,844 

Total___.-_------- 225,568,000 227,950,000 

W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 The following counties were not listed because no production was reported in 1965 or 1966: Benton, Bol- 

linger, Carroll, Chariton, New Madrid, Ripley, and Schuyler. 

State’s major coal producers. Columbia by Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. 
Brick and Tile Co. mined clay and shale Brick and pottery were produced by Kas- 
and manufactured building brick. Adrian ten Clay Products, Inc., and Ceramo Co., 
Materials Co., Boone Quarries, Inc., and Inc., respectively. Crushed limestone was 
Garrets City Quarries, Inc., produced produced by Federal Materials Co., Inc., 
crushed stone for concrete aggregate, road- and Farmers Limestone Co. A new lime- 
stone, and agricultural uses. Brown Quar- stone quarry was opened by Southeast Mis- 
ries produced stone for riprap. Columbia  souri Stone Co. to produce crushed stone 
Sand Co. recovered sand for building, pav- and riprap. 

: ing, and fill. Cass.—Acme Brick Co. processed clay in- 
Buchanan.—A new producer, E. F. Bros- to building brick near Harrisonville. Deitz- 

nahan, reported output of crushed lime- Hill Development Co., Hackler & Limpus 
stone for riprap, concrete aggregate, and Quarry, and Marino & Hoover Construc- 
aglime. Everett Quarries, Inc., and L. S. tion Co., Inc., produced limestone for road- 
Stafford continued producing crushed _ stone, riprap, and aglime. 
stone. Pioneer Sand Co. produced sand for Clark.—Baker Quarry Co. quarried and 
building, paving, and railroad ballast. crushed limestone for various uses. A small 

Callaway.—The county again ranked tonnage of coal was strip mined by Hamlin 
third in value of clay output with four Bros. Coal Co. for local use. 
firms producing fire clay from 12 pits. Four Clinton.—Everett Quarries, Inc., operated 
firms crushed stone for riprap, roadstone, several quarries in the county and crushed 
railroad ballast, and aglime. Callaway Sand stone for various local uses. The Turney 
Co. processed sand for building. Clayton-  gasfield continued to produce for local 
Hensley strip mined coal at the Hammitt heating use. 

pit. Cole.— Three commercial operators washed 
Cape Girardeau.—The county was an im- and screened sand and gravel for building, 

portant producer of stone, clay, and ce- paving, and other uses. Jeff-Cole quarries 
ment, the stone and clay being used mostly at Jefferson City and Boone Quarries, Inc.,
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at Marion produced crused limestone for pany’s mine in Iron County. Heyward 7 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, and aglime. Granite Co. quarried and processed granite 
Crawford.—Over 500,000 tons of lead- near Graniteville for dimension construc- 
See Ne op nned from the St. Jo- tion stone and for monumental stone. The 
seph Lead Co. No. 27 mine. , Ruberoid Co. had its first full year of 
Dade.—Tyler Coal Co. strip mined coal operation at Annapolis where it quarried, 

east of Arcola. Allen Quarries mined and crushed, and processed felsite into roofing 
crushed limestone for concrete aggregate, granules. 
roadstone, and aglime. Jackson.—T he county ranked second in 

Daviess.—Snyder Quarries, Inc., produced the State in stone output with 12 pro- 
crushed limestone and sand and gravel for ducers. Shale and limestone were mined by 
various uses. Bethany Falls Transit Mixed Missouri Portland Cement Co. for process- 
Concrete processed sand for building and ing into cement at its Sugar Creek plant. 
paving purposes, Hallett Construction Co. nome onc “0 mine? shale for aking 
produced gravel for fill. uilding brick. Zonolite Co. exfoliate 
Douglas.—Welton & Gray Gravel Co. in- crude vermiculite from Montana at its 

creased its output of gravel for extensive Kansas City plant. A small quantity of 
paving projects in the area. crude oil was produced. 
Franklin.—Four firms mined fire clay at Jasper.—Geo. M. Baker Co., Independent 

seven pits for making firebrick and blocks. ©tavel Co., Joplin Stone Co., Nelson Quar- 
Five firms produced stone principally for "és, and Valentine Supply produced 
riprap on Missouri River projects. Sand crushed stone for a variety of uses. Two 
and gravel were produced by three com- producers accounted for a small quantity 
mercial firms and by the U.S. Army Corps °F zinc and lead concentrates. 
of Engineers. Jefferson.— Value of mineral output in 
Gasconade.—The county ranked first in Jefferson County increased substantially 

value of clay produced. Eight companies °°" the past few years because of new ce- 
mined fire clay for refractory use at more ment facilities and increased sand, gravel, 
than 50 pits. ane tO ee pighway construction 

Greene.—Carthage Marble Co. quarried ane Quvcmsg needs. Miver “ement SO. Pro 
. duced limestone, sandstone, and loess for marble blocks at the Phoenix quarry and . . . . cement manufacture. Three companies, 

processed the blocks into commercial build- . 
: : Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Masters Bros., and 
ing stone. Ash Grove Lime & Portland Ce- ae . . 

er . Manley Sand Division of Martin Marietta 
ment Co. quarried limestone for conversion wa . 

; ads . Corp., produced silica sand for glassmaking 
to hydrated lime and quicklime at its Gal- . ; | . 
j and other industrial sand uses. Five com- 
oway plant. . ; . 
Henry.—Henry County was the State’s P2mies quarried and crushed limestone, 

lead FY: ; y 4 "h ; SMe state and a sixth, Fred Weber Contractors, Inc., 
cacing Coa re. by, ae. ; ree strip mines began clearing for a limestone quarry 
Pow active. sd. 1 Tob Co. operated the south of Festus-Crystal City. Marble Prod- 
ower mine and the Tebo mine, and Ma- ucts Co. of Georgia and Paul H. Guidic 

dole Bros. Coal Co rated the Black 8 y Snak . F fit operate eMac crushed marble for terrazo chips. 
vine € ne our firms produced crushed Lafayette.—Deitz-Hill Development Co. 
nd aanig leg bec concrete aggregate, crushed limestone for concrete agercgate, 

and agricultura uses. roadstone, and agricultural use. Red Stone 
Holt.—A large limestone quarry was Co. crushed stone for riprap. Kemco Sand 

operated by Gordon Bros. Quarries, Inc. g Gravel and Raymond Drivers Sand Co. 
The crushed stone was used for riprap, produced sand for building and paving 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, and aglime. use. 

Howell.—Plateau Iron Ore Corp. mined Lewis.—Missouri Gravel Co. processed 
and washed brown iron ores in the first sand and gravel, and quarried and crushed 
quarter for shipment to Alabama. The limestone for aglime and roadstone. Hamill 
sisson brown iron ore has very low Lime Co. produced crushed limestone near 
phosphorus content. Monticello, largely for road uses. 

Iron.—The Viburnum mill of St. Joseph Lincoln.—Harbison-Walker Refractories 
Lead Co. treated nearly 2 million tons of Co. mined fire clay near Whiteside for 
lead-zinc-copper ore during the year, about making firebrick, block, and mortar. 

650,000 tons of which came from the com- Crushed stone was produced by Dawson
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Dameron, Presley & Roberts, R & B Rock early in 1967, started stockpiling lead ore 

Co., and Watson Quarries. Kimaterials and at the end of 1966. Ozark Lead Co., north- 

Glacial Gravel Co. recovered sand and west of Ellington, continued developing its 

gravel for building, paving, fill, and other lead mine and mill ‘which are scheduled to 

uses. go into production in early 1968. | 

Livingston.—Midland Brick & Tile Co. St. Charles—Pennsylvania Glass Sand 

mined and processed shale for building Corp. processed sand for use in glass, 

brick and heavy clay products. Cooley molding, and industrial uses. Fire clay was 

Gravel Co. produced sand for building and _ produced at Kilker by General Refractories 

fill purposes. Farmers Stone Products Co., Co. Highland Fire Clay Co. mined shale at 

Green Quarries, Inc., Fred McVey Quarry, St. Charles for building brick. Crushed _ 

and Trager Quarries, Inc., crushed stone limestone was produced for a wide range 

for riprap, concrete aggregate, and aglime. of uses by Consumers Stone & Supply Co., 

Macon.—The county was second in coal Defiance Quarry Co., Joerling Bros., O’Fal- 

output with the State’s largest strip mine, lon Quarry & Supply Co., St. Charles 

the Bee Veer mine of Peabody Coal Co. Quarry Co., and Schiermeier Quarry. 

Maries.—Kaiser Refractories and H. K. St. Francois——The county was the State’s 

Porter Co., Inc., produced fire clay from leading producer of lead and copper. Trap 

three pits for firebrick and blocks. Crushed Rock Materials & Engineering Co. proc- 

limestone was produced by the Virgil essed felsite mine tailings for roadstone 

| Smith Quarries. and concrete aggregate from the wastepiles 

Monroe.—Walsh Refractories Corp., Joe at Iron Mountain. St. Joseph Lead Co. pro- 

Gilliam Mining Co., and Christy Firebrick duced more than 3 million tons of lead- 

Co. produced fire clay for zinc retorts, fire- copper ore from its Federal Division mines. 

brick, and block. Hamilton Lime Co. and Valley Dolomite produced refractory dolo- 

Wilkerson Bros. quarried limestone for mite (burned dolomite) and marketed 

concrete aggregate and aglime. Wilkerson crushed stone for a variety of uses. Dolo- 

Bros. also produced sand and gravel. mite tailings (chats) from the St. Joseph 

Montgomery.—Wellsville Fire Brick Co., Lead Co. operations were shipped to in- 

General Refractories Co., and Kaiser Re- State and out-of-State markets for aglime. 

fractories produced fire clay from 12 pits Ste. Genevieve——The mineral commodity 

for firebrick and block. Edwin Bebermeyer with highest value produced in the county 

and McClain Lime Quarry crushed lime- was quicklime and hydrated lime which 

stone for roadstone and agriculture use. was processed by the Mississippi Lime Co. 

The Two Rivers Sand and Gravel Co. pro- Crushed limestone for concrete aggregate, 

duced sand largely for building use. roadstone, aglime, and other uses was pro- 

Pike.—Galloway Limestone Co., Inc. duced by Cliffdale Quarry & Manufactur- 

Magnesium Mining Co., and Smith’s ing Co., Mississippi Lime Co., and Roth 

Grandview Quarries produced crushed Building Stone Co. Tennessee Marble Co. 

limestone for concrete aggregate, riprap, and Weiler Marble Co. quarried rough 

and agricultural use. marble blocks. Dressed dimension stone for 

Platte—Shale was mined and processed building and other uses was produced by 

into lightweight aggregate by the Carter Roth Building Stone Co. Several companies 

Waters Corp. at its Haydite plant near maintained limestone quarries in the 

New Market. county that were operated intermittently 

Putnam.—Coal was produced from three for riprap. 
underground and three open-pit mines in St. Louis.—St. Louis County mineral out- 

the county. Putnam County Stone, Inc., put was the second highest in the State, 

produced crushed limestone for aggregate, and the county ranked first in production 

surfacing, and aglime. of crushed limestone and sand and gravel. 

Ralls.—Universal Atlas Cement Division Eleven firms produced stone in the county 

of United States Steel Corp. mined shale for a wide range of uses. Fourteen com- 

and limestone for cement at its plant south panies produced sand and gravel. Five pro- 

of Hannibal. Central Stone Co. crushed ducers mined and processed clay and shale 

stone for roadstone, railroad ballast, and for building brick, heavy clay products, ce- 

agricultural use. ment, firebrick, and block. Two plants, Al- 

Reynolds.—The Fletcher mine of St. Jo- pha Portland Cement and Missouri Port- 

seph Lead Co., scheduled for completion land Cement, produced cement. A barite
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grinding plant, a vermiculite exfoliating ried and crushed limestone for comcrete 

plant, and a perlite popping plant contrib- aggregate, riprap, and agricultural uses. 
uted to the large and varied mineral in- Wayne.—Taft-Dow, Inc., mined brown 

dustry of the county. iron ore and treated it at a washing plant 

Vernon.—Asphaltic sandstone for road in Williamsville during the year. Harris 

surfacing was produced by Midwest Silica Lime Co. quarried and crushed dolomite 
Rock Co. Ellis Coal Co. and Nichols Coal = fo, aglime. 

Co. strip-mined coal for local markets. Ne- Washington.—The county ranked first in 

vada Limestone Co. quarried and crushed . . 
. . . the State in value of mineral output. 
limestone for roadstone. Pilot plant studies : . 

conducted by Shell Oil Co. on fireflooding Twelve firms mined barite from numerous 

of heavy-oil deposits near Richards were P15 throughout the county. Meramec Min- 
discontinued. ing Co. increased its output of iron pellets 

Warren.—Fire clay was mined and proc- from the Pea Ridge mn e and . ill, The 
essed into brick, block, and mortar by St. Joseph Lead Co. Indian Creek Division 

Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. and and Viburnum No. 29 mines produced 

Kaiser Refractories. Joerling & Narup, about 1 million tons of lead-zinc-copper 

Sprick Quarry, and Brown Quarries quar- ores. |
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Montana Bureau of Mines and 

Geology for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Fred V. Carrillo,: Ronald P. Collins,? and William N. Hale? 

Montana’s 1966 mineral production value of combined copper and petroleum values 
was the highest ever recorded—$245 mil- to the total value has grown steadily—67 
lion. The advance of $17 million over that percent in 1964, 71 percent in 1965, and 73 
of 1965 was the result of greater produc- percent in 1966. 
tion of copper, petroleum, silver, and phos- The Butte district operations of The 

phate rock. The gain in value furnished by Anaconda Company contributed 97 percent 
these commodities more than offset produc- Of the State’s copper, lead, zinc, gold, and 
tion and value declines in lead, zinc, and Silver output value. The Anaconda mom 
stone. Production of copper and crude pe- P@?Y: 17 Tesponse to industrial deman« i 

. strove to expand facilities that would in- 
troleum continued to show strong annual . | 

. , crease copper production. The firm an- 
gains—nearly three-fourths of the State’s 

total production value was derived from 0 * Mineral specialist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, 
. wee . reg. 

these two mineral commodities. The ratio 2 Economist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oreg. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Montana! 

1965 1986 | 
. Mineral Value Value 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays ?_....-....__------_-___-_._-_-_thousand short tons__ 76 $98 53 $56 
Coal (bituminous and lignite)________.___._.-_-____..__do___- 364 1,050 419 1,290 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_.._...__short tons__ 115,489 81,766 128,061 92 639 
Gem stones______._.--_----------_---.----_-- eee NA 17 NA 109 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete.)___......_troy ounces_._ 22,772 197 25,009 875 
Iron ore (usable)__-_.___.__thousand long tons, gross weight __ 9 71 12 93 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)____.__.____short tons__ 6,981 2,178 4,409 1,333 
Lime. _._.-.-.--..-...---.._-__...._ thousand short tons_- 159 1,512 225 2,116 
Manganese ore and concentrates (35 percent or more Mn) 

short tons, gross weight__ 23,621 WwW Ww Ww 
Manganiferous ore and concentrate (5 to 35 percent Mn)_do-_-__-_ 1,968 W 1,755 28 
Natural gas._..__._._.._...---_-_..._---_million cubic feet_. 28,105 2,305 30,685 2, OAT 
Petroleum (crude).___._....-_.._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 32,778 79 ,624 35,330 86 , 273 
Pumice_____._.....--...-_-.._-._...-thousand short tons__ _o--e eee 22 5 
Sand and gravel_____._..___-___--_-_-_--.---.-.__-._.._do____ 12,048 13 ,587 13,816 13 ,523 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.).thousand troy ounces_ 5,207 6,733 5 ,320 6,878 
Stone______.._.----------.-.-.-..-_..thousand short tons__ 5,512 5,971 4,150 5,212 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)._____..____short tons_-_ 33 , 786 9,866 29 ,120 8,445 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Antimony (1966), barite, 

cement, fluorspar, gypsum, natural gas liquids, peat, phosphate 
rock, tale, tungsten (1966), uranium (1966), vermiculite, and 
values indicated by symbol W___________--_---- ee XX +* 22,528 ».@.4 23 , 846 

Total.___- 22 XX +* 228,163 xX 245,268 

T Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
XX Not applicable. 
1 due as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes bentonite; included with “‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
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Figure 1—Value of copper, petroleum, and total value of mineral production in Montana. 

nounced that the copper mill at Anaconda, The value of silver output increased pri- 
idle since 1964, had been activated; that marily as a result of the byproduct silver 
the Butte concentrator was to be enlarged produced from Butte district copper and 
by 1967 to recover additional copper from zinc mines. 
acid-soluble ores; and that a sixth con- The petroleum industry experienced 
verter was to be added to the Anaconda _ significant growth, as the value of crude 
copper smelter where the fifth was already petroleum output advanced 8 percent, 
under construction. reaching an alltime high exceeding $86 

Anaconda Aluminum Company an-_ million. The Williston Basin supplied 60 
nounced that a fifth potline was to be percent of the total production. 
built at its Columbia Falls smelter after Strong growth trends were shown in the 
construction underway on the fourth was production of phosphate rock, lime, cement 

finished in 1968. The planned additions (except masonry), and natural gas. The 
were to add 70,000 tons to the plant’s rated value of sand and gravel output remained 
annual capacity. about the same as the 1965 figure—$13.5 

Lead and zinc production and value de- million. 
creased because of reduced output from Economic indicators of business activity 
the Badger State mine and the slag-fuming (table 3) were closely alined to the nation- 
plant at East Helena; nevertheless, the al profile—personal income and employ- 
combined production value of the two ment were up, and construction activity 
metals amounted to nearly $10 million. was down. Because of a national monetary
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Figure 2.—Mine production of copper and zinc in Montana, by months, 
in terms of recoverable metals. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in conditions far into the winter months ) 

constant 1957-59 dollars throughout most of the State, income from 
(Thousands) agricultural activity increased nearly 20 

percent. 

Year Value ' Employment.—According to reports by 
the Montana State Employment Service, 

1961_____--------------------------- $181,978 . 
1962_..___..._._............. 2 186.172 record-breaking nonfarm employment 

1963_______._..._-_----------------- 117,307 | reached crests each month that. exceeded 

1965222222 wLITIIITTIIIIIIIIIE 208120 the respective monthly figures of the pre- 
| 1966__-_-.-------------------------- 221,587 vious year. Total employment averaged 

08080 ——eo_oeououe «185,000 workers, a gain of 4,100 above the 
1 Data for 1961-65 Revised. 1965 average figure. A record total employ- 

ment for 1 month was reached in July 
policy that limited the flow of investment when 195,000 wage earners were reported. 
funds, interest rates rose, exerting heavy Declines caused by seasonal factors existed 
pressure on the construction sector of the jy many scctors, but the adjusted levels 

economy. However, construction activity Were higher than in past years. Increased 
did increase in the State late in the year. . . 

. . . employment was evidenced in Government, 
The Libby Dam project, Lincoln County, . . . 
and the addition to the aluminum reduc. CMStruction manufacturing, and service in- 

tion plant of Anaconda Aluminum Co., dustries. Serious shortages of qualified 

Flathead County, required greater numbers workers were reported in logging, metal 
of workers. Aided by fairly mild weather mining, and trade industries. ‘The average
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Table 3.—Indicators of Montana business activity 7 

Change, 
1965 1966 P percent 

Personal income: 
Total__.._--_______________-___________-_-___-_-million dollars... 1,714.0 1,836.0 +7.1 
Per capita____________-_--____________-._________._____.-_dollars_. 2,488.0 2,615.0 +7.3 

Construction activity: 
Building permits______._.___.-_._____-___._-_-_---_million dollars __ 33.6 25.5 —24.1 
Heavy engineering awards_____________________.__---_--_--do____ 128.1 107.4 —16.2 
Highway construction contracts awarded____.__.___.____.._-do____ 41.6 36.5 —12.3 
Cement shipments to and within Montana 

thousand 376-pound barrels__ 1,493.3 1,412.5 —5.4 
Cash receipts from farm marketings__._.._.._._.______.-_-million dollars _. 420.5 500.4 +19.0 
Mineral production____.__._____.__-_-_-_-_-_- eee do 228.2 245.4 +7.5 
Annual average employment: 

Total nonagricultural industries____......._......_.....thousands__ 181.3 185.4 +2.3 
Total manufacturing________.________.._--_-_._-____--_-._do___- 22.2 23.4 +5.4 
Lumber and timber industries___.___..___________-_--_._____do___-_ 8.6 9.3 +8.1 
Metal-mining and primary-metal industries______.___..._._...do___-_ 8.2 8.7 +6.1 
Contract construction__________._.___-__-- eee - do 12.0 11.4 —5.0 
Transportation and utilities....._....._........___.-....._.do___-_ 17.5 17.6 +0.6 

P Preliminary. 

Source: Survey of Current Business, Construction Review, Pacific Builder & Engineer, Montana Highway . 
Commission, The Farm Income Situation, Montana Labor Market, and Bureau of Mines. 

Table 4.—Employment for selected mineral industries 

| Processing 
Total Metal Nonmetals, Petroleum = —————————__—_—_— 

Year mining mining including and natural Primary Petroleum 
coal gas metals refining 

1957-61 (average)_______- 8,400 5,200 740 2,480 3,900 1,000 
1962____.__-______ Lee 6, 800 3,800 800 2,200 3,500 1,000 
19638___....._-_________- 7,100 4,100 900 2,100 3,200 1,200 
1964___________________- 7,600 4,800 900 1,900 3,300 1,200 
1965_._.---- eee 7,500 4,600 1,100 1,800 3,600 1,100 
1966 P___-_-- ee 7,400 4,800 1,000 1,600 3,900 1,100 

P Preliminary. 

Source: Montana State Employment Service, Montana Labor Market. Excludes proprietors and self- 
employed. Industry groups may vary from those in the Bureau of Mines canvass. 

Table 5.—Hours and earnings data in mining and related industries 

Industry . 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 

Mining: 
Average weekly earnings_________- $111.24 $113.85 $114.76 $119.12 $125.51 
Average weekly hours_____________ 41.2 41.2 38.9 38.8 39.1 
Average hourly earnings.__________ $2.70 $2.77 $2.95 $3 .07 $3.21 

Metal mining: 
Average weekly earnings__________ $107.25 $110.76 $111.97 $114.39 $122.80 
Average weekly hours_______---..- 39.0 39.0 37.7 36.9 37.9 

_ Average hourly earnings_____._____ $2.75 $2.84 o2.97 $3.10 $3.24 
Primary-metals processing: 

Average weekly earnings_________- $102.82 $105.74 $110.40 $116.40 $122 .25 
Average weekly hours________-_.-- 39.7 39.9 40.0 40.7 41.3 
Average hourly earnings__.__.____- $2.59 $2.65 $2.76 $2.86 $2.96 

Source: Montana State Employment Service, Montana Labor Market. Hours and earnings data exclude 
administrative and salaried personnel. Average weekly and hourly earnings include overtime and other pre- 
mium pay.
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. Table 6.—Employers, wage earners, and wages in mining 

a Average Average 
. Fiscal year number of number of Wages Average 

. ' -. employers wage earners (thousands) annual wage 
Eee 

1957-61 (average)__--_--_-.-.- 2 ee 472 8,771 47,932 5,465 
1962_________-- +2 e-lee 464 6 , 882 41,800 6,675 
19638____.-__.------------ ee 421 6 , 837 43 ,107 6,316 
1964_____2 eee 433 7,163 45,225 6,314 
1965____.-_-_-- 2-2 lee 421 . 7,456 49 ,048 6,578 
1966_._____-_-_-------- eee 423 7 7,579 51,262 6,764 

Source: Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana, Montana Labor Market. Industries and 
employment covered under unemployment insurance laws of Montana. 

Table 7—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Average Man- Man- Number of . Injury rates per 
men Days days hours injuries million man-hours . 

Year and industry working active worked worked ——-——————————_ 
daily - ~ (thou- (thou- 

sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 
A RR 

1965: 
Coal and peat__.. 111 1510 17 13820 Lee 9 67.96 1,495 
Metal___.._-_--- 4,391 254 1,115 8,920 7 149 17.49 6,768 * 
Nonmetal._-___-- 861 265 229 1,829 2 31 18.05 7,186 
Sand and gravel__ 807 196 158 1,268 _eeee 23 18.15 A484 
Stone___.------- 548 205 112 905 © ____e. 18 19.89 551 

— -Total...------ 6, 718 243 1,681 18,054 _ 9  — 280 18.31 5.731 

1966: P ae 
Coal and peat____ 105 149 16 124 1 9 80.65 43 984 
Metal__._______- 4,160 301 1,254 10,030 | 7 189 19 .54 5,623 
Nonmetal_______ | 855 263 225 1,797 = ____- © 29 16.14 41 
Sand and gravel__ 1,025 184 188 1,459 ____. 34 23.30 554 
Stone__-___-.__- 515 216 111 887 Le ——-:18 20.29 407 

Total._.__..-. 6,660 269 1,794 14,297 8 279 20.07 4,528 
: a 

P Preliminary. 

weekly earnings of mining industry workers tracts already in effect. Carroll R. Bennett 
had increased to $125.51. in 1966 from received a $66,220 contract to develop a 
$108.14 in 1961; the average hourly work silver property (Florence mine) in Cascade 
weck declined in the same period from 40.2 County. The American Mining Co. con- 
hours in 1961 to 39.1 hours in 1966. The tract ($61,880) continued at the Nancy 
average annual wage had increased by Hanks mine in Granite County. Two con- 
nearly $1,300 to $6,764 from the 1957-61 tracts in Jefferson County were active at 
average mark of $5,465. two mines: The Ruby mine belonging to 

Government Programs.—The Office of Ruby Silver Mines, Inc. ($132,000), and 
Minerals Exploration (OME) approved the Meadow mine of Mascot Silver-Lead 
one new contract and continued three con- Mines, Inc. ($28,200) . 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS lines. Construction continued on a fourth 

. . potline, and work began on an additional 
Aluminum.— According to The Anaconda potline; when completed in 1968, they will 

Company annual report, aluminum pro- increase the company’s annual aluminum 
duction from the Anaconda Aluminum Co. capacity from 105,000 to 175,000 tons. 

plant at Columbia Falls was 105,821 tons, Antimony.—A carload of antimony con- 
an increase of 24,978 tons over the 1965  centrates was shipped from the Stibnite 

_ total. This record production resulted from mine in Sanders County to the National 
the first full year’s operation of three pot- Lead Co. smelter at Laredo, Tex.
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Beryllium.—The Anaconda Company con- in 1965, The largest production came from — 
tinued research on the extraction of beryl- the LaChambre placers and the Twin 
lium from ore at its pilot-plant electrolytic- | Creek placers in Missoula County. — 
beryllium-refining operation at Anaconda. — Indium.—The Anaconda Company pro- 

Cadmium.—The Anaconda Company re- duced indium during the year at the Great 
covered cadmium as a byproduct from Falls smelter. Yearly production totaled 
electrolytic zinc sludge. Production at 177,000 ounces and reached a monthly rate 
Great Falls was 822 tons, highest since 1957 of 16,000 ounces by November. 

7 and a 26-percent increase over that of 1965. Iron Ore.—Production of iron ore, entire- 

Copper.—Production increased 10.9 per- ly by R & S Iron Co. from the Iron Cross 
| cent over the 1965 total as The Anaconda Mine near Radersburg, increased because 

ernize copper-producing facilities in the County cement plant. | 
State. Mines at Butte yielded 127,885 tons Lead.—Production of lead was 36.8 per-— 
of copper, of which 79,178 tons came from cent below that of 1965 largely because of 
the Berkeley pit. The firm reactivated the curtailed output from the Badger State 
Anaconea Deution works ease ah ‘i block-caving operation at Butte and from 
Anaconda, Deer Lodge County, which ha the slag-fuming plant at East Helena. Not 
been idled and partially dismantled when only was less ore processed at the Badger 
all copper milling activities were switched tate mine, about 10 percent below 1965, 
to the Butte on he Bot fate m 1964. the lead content of the ore mined was also 
Vein ore from the Butte Hill mines = jgwer. 

(Mountain Con, Leonard, and Steward) Most of the lead not produced by The __ 
was shipped to the Anaconda concentrator Anaconda Company at Butte or East Hele-. 
beginning in February, but Berkeley pit na came from the Nancy Lee mine (E.G. 
ore continued to be processed at the Smith), Mineral County, and from the 
nearby Butte concentrator. Recovery of Maulden mine (Ida B. Hand), Beaverhead 
copper from precipitates increased to over County. | : 
11,000 tons compared with 7,800 tons in | | 

- 1965. Manganese.—Shipments of manganese ore 
C iti ity at the Anacon and concentrate (35 percent or more man- 

| d Renction Wo kee act yi © a deq  8anese) dropped sharply because of re- 
by ih adit oe s “Afth ong ee and duced sales of stockpiled nodules by The 
m4 ae adeiton 0 qs j to add c ‘sixth Anaconda Company. Taylor-Knapp Co. 
anit Ine tallation of Pe the eon ors wa shipments of manganese concentrate were 

. we onstablation ot fe Ewe conver . slightly below those of 1965. Taylor-Knapp to raise the operation’s annual anode-pro- . i . was the sole shipper of manganiferous ore ducing capacity by 50 percent. The new 
| . and concentrate (5 to 35 percent manga- furnaces were to be housed in a 105-foot ; . ; . waa: nese) ; the ore originated from the firm’s extension of the old converter building Philips! . 

equipped with a 100-ton overhead crane ipsburg operation. } ey: TUipP . The outlook for ferromanganese, silico- and a new fan system to maintain good 
; oye . . manganese, and other ferroalloys was sur- environmental conditions in the working d F . rea | veyed by the Federal Bureau of Mines for 

area. ; the Bonneville Power Administration.4 
A study of the Pacific Northwest copper, Silver—-The increasing industrial de- 

lead, and zinc industries by the Bureau of mand and_ the declining U.S. Treasury 
Mines for the Bonneville Power Adminis-  gijyer stocks prompted considerable interest 
tration was published.3 in silver-bearing properties. Despite re- 
Gold.—Production of gold rose nearly 9 duced output from Butte zinc mines, silver 

percent because of increased recovery from production increased 2.1 percent over 1965 

copper ore, offsetting decreased output 3 Knostman, Richard W., and Gary A. Kings- 
from zinc ore produced at Butte mines by ton. Copper, Lead, and Zine pindustries _in the 

1 aciiec ortnwest, onneviile ower ministra- 
The Anaconda Company. Approximately tion Pacific Northwest Economic Base Study for 86 percent of the State total originated in Power Markets, v. 2, pt. 1G, 1966, 139 PP wen 

* tes ingston, Gary A., an ober - Miller. the Butte district. Alloy Metals Outlook in the Pacific Northwest 
ve erations to- States. Bonneville Power inistration Pacific 

Placer output from fi io "1 ° Northwest Economic Base Study for Power taled 423 ounces compared with 171 ounces Markets, v. 2, pt. 7D, 1966, 76 pp.
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Table 8.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in terms of recoverable metals * 

Oo Mines producing Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 
———_———  soldor ————— 

treated 2 Troy 
Year Lode Placer (thousand Troy Value ounces Value 

; short tons) ounces (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) 

1957-61 (average).___ 122 14 11,108 33 , 724 $1,180 3,941 $3 , 581 . 
1962____._-----.___- 107 5 11,8385 24,387 854 4,561 4,948 
19638_____------_____ 117 8 9,506 18 ,520 648 4,242 5,426 
1964_____._---_-___- 110 8 14,872 29,115 1,019 5,290 6,840 
1965_____-------_ _- 121 11 15,634 — 22,772 197 5,207 6,733 
1966___._..-----___- 117 5 17,645 25,009 . 875 5,320 6,878 

1862-1966____-.---..  ___Le ook NA 17,777,581 406 , 669 857 ,516 653 , 764 

Copper Lead Zine Total . 
> —__ value 

short Value Short Value Short Value (thou- 
tons (thou- tons (thou- tons ' (thou- sands) 

sands) sands) sands) 

1957-61 (average) ____ 88 ,816 $52 ,941 7,386 $1,846 26,884 $6 ,101 $65 , 648 
1962_._..-_._..-_- Le 94,021 57,917 6,121 1,126 37 ,678 8 ,666 73,511 
1968___.....--_-_-.- 79 , 762 49 ,133 5,000 1,080 32 ,941 7 576 63 , 864 
1964____._-.-.-.-_-L- 103 , 806 67 , 682 4,538 1,189 29 ,059 7,904 84,634 
1965___..-.-_-_-_-_. 115,489 81,766 6,981 2,178 33 , 786 9 ,866 101 ,340 
1966_____._-_-_-.-_- 128,061 92 , 639 4,409 1,333 29 ,120 8,445 110,171 

1862-1966...-------- 8,205,099 2,890,338 944,129 150,050 2,834,005 548,068 4,648,888 

NA Not available. . . 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer mines), ore milled, and ore, old slag, copper 

precipitates, and cleanings shipped to smelters during the calendar year indicated. Owing to rounding, in- 
dividual items may not add to totals shown. 

2 Does not include gravel washed. 

Table 9.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore or 

other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

i Num- Material Gold Silver 
Source ber sold or (troy (troy Copper Lead Zinc 

of treated ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 
mines! (short tons) 

Ore: 
Dry gold_______- 6 1,110 458 900 1,400 300 1,800 
Dry gold-silver-___ 11 2,513 507 12 ,637 4,400 4,900 6,600 
Dry silver____._- 34 18 , 897 442 110 , 585 52,200 136 ,800 219 ,600 

Total__.__-__- 51 22,520 1,407 124,122 58 ,000 142 ,000 228,000 

Copper________-_- 6 16,595,484 19,685 3,553,060 232,695,200 _---- _---- 
Lead_____._--.-- 28 17,632 665 65,750 220,800 1,969,400 673 ,200 
Lead-zine___..--- 11 1,239 119 13,717 2,700 411 ,800 191,400 
Zine. ._..-.-.--- 5 926,455 2,057 1,479,414 1,806,100 5,263,100 47,563,000 

Total______._- 50 17,540,760 22,476 5,111,941 234,224,800 7,644,300 48,427,600 

Other lode material: 
Gold-silver old 

tailings and 
gold cleanings... 4 1,731 358 18 ,235 4,600 a 100 

Silver old tailings_ 8 14,867 342 56 , 205 49 ,900 10 ,400 13 ,200 
Copper precipi- 

tates_________- 1 wanes eee ee _---. 21,782,300 w---- ----- 
Lead assay sweep- 

ings and lead- 
zinc cleanings - - 2 7 3 172 100 4,200 600 

Lead-zinc.and 
. zine slag._.___- 3 64,880 __.__ 14,095 2,300 1,017,100 9,570,500 

Total____._--- 18 81,485 703 83,707 21,839,200 1,031,700 9,584,400 

Total lode material _ __ 117 17,644,765 24,586 5,319,770 256,122,000 98,818,000 58,240,000 
Total placer________- 5 (3) 423 15 ----- -u--- ----- 

Grand total____ 122 17,644,765 25,009 5,319,785 256,122,000 8,818,000 58,240,000 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to total, because some mines produce more than one class of material. 
2 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 36,139 cubic yards.
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Table 10.—Gold production at placer mines 

Mechanical and Small-scale hand methods Total 2 
hydraulic methods ! 

Year Material Material Material 
Number _ treated Gold. Number _ treated Gold Number treated Gold 
of mines (thousand (troy ofmines (thousand (troy .ofmines (thousand. (troy 

cubic ounces) cubic ounces) . cubic ounces) 
yards) yards) yards) 

1957-61 (average) _ _ 6 113 578 7 4 54 14 117 632 
1962___._________- 3 7 64 2 4 46 5 11 110 
1963___....__._-_- 2 2 16 6 5 40 8 8. 56 
1964___.._-_____-_- 5 27 270 3 2 22 8 29 292 
1965_._..-.____--- 7 93 161 4 1. 10 11 94 171 
1966__._.____._-_- 34 36 422 1 (4) 1 5 36 423 

1 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. . 
2 Owing to rounding, individual items may not add to totals shown. 
3 Includes three dragline dredges and one power rocker. — 
4 Less than 1 unit. 

‘Table 11.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties, 

in terms of recoverable metals 

Mines producing Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) . 

County Lode Placer Troy Value Troy ounces Value 
ounces (thousands) (thousands) 

Beaverhead_-_.__--- 13 wooee 513 $18 35 ,386 $46 
Broadwater__.__--- 4 aeeee 1 (¢) ee - 324 () 
Cascade.__.-_----- 2 a ~---- anne 23 (1) 
Fergus. ....------- 4 nana 2 (2) 190 (2) 
Granite___.-.-.--- 19 ee 556 19 217 ,948 282 
Jefferson__.__..--- 21 1 729 25 102,251 ~ 132 
Lewis and Clark._-. 9 eee 56 2 21,615 28 
Madison_______--- 16 a 939 33 13 ,598 18 
Missoula_____-_--- 1 2 317 11 80 (1) 
Park___._..-_-_--- 2 ee 10 (2) 163 (4) 
Powell__-_......--- 5 1 89 3 1,125 1 
Sanders____._._-.-- 3 ~ouee 1 (1) 2,260 3 
Silver Bow_____--- 5 _---- 21,608 756 4,863 ,997 6,289 
Undistributed 2_.__. 13 1 188 7 ~ 60,825 79 

Total #_____- | =117 5 25 ,009 875 5,319,785 6,878 

Copper Lead Zine 
Oo Total 

Short Value Short Value Short Value value 
tons (thousands) tons (thousands) tons (thousands) (thousands) 

Beaverhead_.--____- 8 $6 373 $113 74 $21 $204 
Broadwater_______- weeee _---- 2 1 3 1 2 
Cascade.____-_____- _o--- _oan- (1) >) _uu-e ----- (4) 
Fergus____...-_-_- W WwW 1 (4) WwW WwW 1 
Granite______-___- 15 11 222 67 1,498 434 814 
Jefferson____.____- 22 16 137 41 150 44 258 
Lewis and Clark__-_- 7 5 571 172 4,783 1,387 1,595 
Madison_____.___- 3 2 7 2 2 1 55 
Missoula___.__-___- WwW WwW Ww WwW WwW WwW Ww. 
Park_._..._-___--- 1 1 (2) (1) eo) (1) 2 
Powell_._---___--- (4) (1) 9 3 2 1 8 
Sanders.__.__-_-_- _ooee __--- 142 43 59 17 63 
Silver Bow_____._-.- 127,885 92,512 2,411 729 22 ,284 6 , 462 106,749 
Undistributed 2_____ 120 87 534 161 265 TT 421 
ae 

Total 3__.___. 128,061 92 ,639 4,409 1,333 29 ,120 8,445 110,171 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Less than 14 unit. 
2 Includes values and quantities that cannot be shown separately for Deer Lodge, Flathead, Gallatin, Lincoln, 

Meagher, Mineral, and Ravalli Counties, and items indicated by symbol W. 
3 Owing to rounding, individual items may not add to totals shown.
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Table 12.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in 1966, by types of 

material processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

Type of material processed and Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 
method of recovery (troy (troy (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

ounces) ounces) 

Lode: . 
Concentration and smelting of 

_ concentrates. .....--.-------- 21,952 5,055,539 233,548,300 6,455,600 48,168,400 

Direct smelting: . . 
Ore____----------------------- 1,931 180 , 524 734,500 1,330,700 487 , 200 
Old tailings._._.-_---.--------- 690 69 , 430 54,500 10, 400 13,200 
Assay sweeps and cleanings !_____ 13 182 100 4,200 700 
Precipitates__.._...._....___-_- _--ee _---- 21,782 ,300 _---- wo--- 
Old slag_--_-------------------- ----- 14,095 2,300 1,017,100 9,570,500 

Total____.------------------ 2,684 264,231 22,573,700 2,362,400 10,071,600 
Placer ____-_---_------------------- A423 15 wnnee wo--- ----- 

Grand total__.-_____--_--_--- 25,009 5,319,785 256,122,000 8,818,000 58,240,000 

1 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

to a total of 5,319,785 ounces. Silver recov- _centrates. Anaconda began producing slab 
cred from copper ores accounted for over zinc in September at a reactivated elec- 
3.6 million ounces of the total silver pro- — trolytic plant at Anaconda after signing an 
duced. agreement to smelt 9,000 to 10,000 tons of 

Exploration and development activities concentrates produced annually by Pine 
were reported in Beaverhead, Jefferson, Le- Point Mines, Ltd., a subsidiary of Cominco 

wis and Clark, Madison, Mineral, and of Canada, Ltd., at Pine Point, Northwest 

Sanders Counties. The OME signed a Territories, Canada. Reopening the plant 

$66,200 agreement with Carroll R. Bennett required rehabilitating ore-roasting facili- 

to explore the Florence mine near Neihart. tiés and four electrolytic units that had 

Thorium.—Sawyer Petroleum Co. and _ been idle since January 1961. | 
Union Pacific Railroad Co. signed an 
agreement to pursue development, mining, NONMETALS 
and marketing of Sawyer’s thorium and Barite——The tonnage of barite ground 
rare earth deposits in the Lemhi Pass area declined 53 percent below the 1965 figure. 

of Beaverhead County. Initially, Union Ore was beneficiated from stockpiled mate- 

Pacific planned to conduct market and en- rial by Baroid Division, National Lead Co., 
gineering feasibility studies. The Union at a plant near Greenough, Missoula 
Pacific agreement covered 64 mining claims County. In November, the operation was 
and did not affect a 1965 contract under shut down. It reportedly was not competi- 
which Lemhi Minerals Co. was to process tive with alternate sources in domestic 

ore from a 100-acre segment of Sawyer’s markets, and preparations were made to 

property at a Baker, Idaho, mill. dismantle the mill and ship it to another 

Zinc.—Production of zinc declined about !0cation. 
15 percent largely because of reduced out- Cement.—The quantity and value of ce- 
put from Anaconda operations at the ment shipments increased 15 and 9 per- 
Badger State mine in the Butte distrist and cent, respectively, over 1965 totals. Output 

at the slag-fuming plant adjacent to the was by Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp. 
American Smelting and Refining Company (Jefferson County) and Ideal Cement Co. 

(Asarco) smelter at East Helena. Zinc pro- (Gallatin County). Destinations within the 

duction from the Badger State mine was to State accounted for 57 percent of the ce- 
be terminated for economic reasons early ment sold, Shipments also were made to 
in 1967 after all existing undercut cave Colorado, Idaho, North Dakota, Utah, 
blocks were mined. Washington, and Wyoming. 

Despite the bleak outlook for zince mine Of the total portland cement shipped, 59 
production at Butte, the future of slab zinc percent was transported by rail and 41 per- 
production in the State was greatly im- cent by truck. The ratio of bulk to paper 
proved by the availability of foreign con- bag shipments was about 8:1. Approxi-
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mately 48 percent of the portland cement 1965 production. Mining was conducted in 
produced was distributed to firms manufac-  Beaverhead, Granite, Powell, and Silver 
turing commercial concrete products, such Bow Counties. Elemental phosphorus, 
as ready-mixed concrete companies (37 made at Silver Bow from Beaverhead and 
percent), concrete products manufacturers Silver Bow County rock, was shipped to 
(5 percent), and building material dealers Stauffer Chemical Co. processing plants at 
(6 percent) . The remaining 52 percent was Chicago Heights, Ill., and South Gate and 

_ sold to highway (24 percent), and other Richmond, Calif. Low-grade rock from 
contractors (23 percent), miscellaneous Powell County was milled at Hall, and 
customers (5 percent), and to Federal, the concentrate was shipped to fertilizer 
State, and local government agencies (less manufacturing plants in Canada. Some 
than 1 percent) . rock mined in Powell County was shipped 
Clays.—Miscellaneous clay and shale sold directly to fertilizer plants in Canada. 

or used by producers declined 30 percent, Phosphate rock was defluorinated to make and bentonite output dropped 6 percent animal-feed products at a plant in Powell 

below the 1965 total. Miscellaneous clay sonny f hosphate i: . 
and shale for making heavy clay products M € tuture 0 the phosphate industry in 
such as building brick was dug in Fergus. ontana was _Teviewed in October at an 
and Yellowstone Counties. Gallatin and indu strial seminar at Butte. The meeting; Jefferson Counties were sources of clay and designed to stimulate interstate cooperation 

| shale used for manufacturing cement. Shale 07 Western p hosphate production and 
from Cascade and Yellowstone Counties PT0C€Ssing, was sponsored by the Montana 
was expanded for use as lightweight aggre- eae of aes and Geology and the 
gate. Bentonite dug in Carter County was ate Manning Boar " 
used as oil-well-drilling mud. _. Sand and Gravel.—A 15-percent advance 
Fluorspar.—Roberts Mining Co. mined sand and gravel output was attributed 

fluorspar at the Crystal Mountain mine in to increased demand for t he materials in 
Ravalli County. Ore was trucked 26 miles road construction and maintenance by the “to Darby for processing at the company nner highway department and Bureau of 
heavy-media separation plant. Metallurgi- ublic Roads. . cal-grade fluorspar from the processing Commercial firms operated 46 plants in 
operation was marketed largely to the steel Producing 2.4 million tons. Government- 
industry. Some was sold for smelting nickel  2%4-contractor production (largely for roads and for manufacturing cement. and dam construction by Federal, State, 

| and local government agencies) totaled 11.4 Gypsum.—The quantity of crude gypsum million tons. 
mined declined 3 percent below the 1965 i OB total. Mines in Carbon, Fergus, and Judith counties. Output exceeded T milion ton Output from Tanished the Production. in Cascade, Phillips, and Yellowstone 
calcined and sold af ground gypsum Un. Counties. The use distribution of sand and 
calcined material was sold for agricultural gravel alin in road material, 89 ae purposes, ; ng, 5 percent; and miscella- 

neous uses, including fill and railroad bal- 
Lime.—Output of lime, all for captive last, 6 percent. 

al "Line was "manufacoed i Dey SON The tonnage of sone, produced 
Lodge County for metallurgical use and in 99 Ten ee ° topped 25 p ercent owing 
water treatment. It was manufactured by iL mane otoicets. ents at State highway 
two sugar companies for refining sugar in t “mB wee. * . Big Horn, Richland, and Yellowstone asalt, granite, limestone, marble, miscel- 
Counties, The open-market primary lime ancous stone (unclassified as to type) , and 
plant in Powell Coun ty was destroyed by a sandstone were produced. The basalt, gran- fire in 1965. A captive plant at a sugar ite, and miscellaneous Stone were used 
refinery in Missoula Coun ty was inactive. largely in road construction, although some 

was used as riprap and for railroad ballast. Phosphate Rock.—The quantity and val- Output of 1.3 million tons of limestone ue of marketable phosphate rock increased valued at $1.6 million was used largely in 9 and 21 percent, respectively, over the manufacturing cement, lime, and sugar.
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. Table 13.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

a 

1965 1966 

Class of operation and use - $$ 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

a 

Commercial operations: — 
Building..-.....------------------------------------- 828 $1,227 678 $984 

Road material_______.-.----------------------------- 2,135 1,746 1,383 1,462 

Fill...-.-.___-_-_--_-_------------------------------- 231 202 115 75 

Other !.____------- 2-2-2 eee 139 169 193 175 

Total____-_________------------------------------- 3,333 3,344 2,369 2,696 

Government-and-contractor operations: a 

- ‘Building_--____.-.----------------------------------- _---- a w---- ----- 

Road material___.________--------------------------- 7,914 9 ,403 10,927 10,325 

Fill_.-...---.------ 2-2-2 293 177 216 127 
Other 1________________------------------------------- _ 508 663. 304 . 375 

Total.__..._.----- eee eee eee eee eee eeeeee- = 8, TB 10,248 11, 447 10,827 

. All operations: 
Building._._...__...-.-.----------------------------- 828 1,227 678 984 

Road material.___________-_-------+------------------ 10,049 11,149 12,310 11,787 

Fill_...--___--_--_-.-_------------------------------- 524 379 331 202 

Other 1___-_-.--------------------------------------- 647 832 497 550 

Total. ._._._.._----------- eee eee nee eee eee --- = 12, 048 13 , 587 13,816 18 , 523 

a 

1 Sand and gravel used for railroad ballast and miscellaneous and unspecified purposes. 

Some was used for riprap, in road con- time recovering sulfur as a byproduct were 

struction, and for metallurgical purposes. reviewed.’ 

It was produced in Big Horn, Broadwater, oo 
Carbon, Deer Lodge, Gallatin, Jefferson, Talc.—Production of talc advanced 12 

Madison, and Teton Counties. percent, but value declined 11 percent 

Marble, produced in Carbon and Madi- compared with 1965 output. The talc 

son, and travertine in Park Counties, was mined by three companies came from one 

used mainly for building purposes as "ine Mm Beaverhead County and four 

| dimension stone. Some crushed and sized = ™es 1D Madison County. It was ground 

material included products for marble 4" d sized at plants in Beaverhead, Galla- 

whiting, terrazzo, and roofing granules. tin, and Lewis and Clark Counties. 
Sandstone, quartz, and quartzite output The use distribution of talc by industry 

for use as industrial silica totaled 158,263 was paper, 36 percent; paint, 22 percent; 

tons valued at $382,780. It came from Bea- ceramics, 9 percent; and exports and mis- 

verhead, Deer Lodge, Gallatin, and Jeffer- cellaneous uses, including insecticides, tex- 

son Counties and was used for manufactur- tiles, toilet preparations, refractories, rice 

ing abrasives, cement, ferrosilicon, and for _ polishing, and roofing, 33 percent. 

metallurigcal purposes. Sandstone also was . as ar 

produced in Cascade, Missoula, and Teton | vermiculite emu vermiculite ee 

Counties for use as riprap, railroad ballast, Th. Te i Poi a Ww R C z ‘Go ° 

and for use in road construction. Quartz ¢ ono ite Iv1s10n, . Li bby Li in 

deposits in Montana were the subject of a open-pit operation near Libby, ‘incon 
report. County, continued to be the principal 

" source of vermiculite in the United States. 

Sulfur.—Production, as well as the aver- Much of the milled material was shipped 

age unit value, of high-purity elemen tal out-of-State to be exfoliated. Some was ex- 

sulfur by Montana Sulphur & Chemical foliated by a company in Great Falls, Cas- 

Co. advanced above the 1965 totals. Two cade County. 

oil refineries near Billings, Yellowstone 

County, continued to furnish raw material 5 Chelini, J. M. Some High-Purity Quartz De- 

to the recovery plant. posits in Montana. Montana Bureau of Mines 

Pyrometallurgical, hydrometallurgical and and ey Bun ee 43 pp. ‘a tal 
, . . : apasnil, atnil. e ecovery oO emen 

electrolytic processes aimed at recovering gsr from Sulfide Ores. Montana Bureau of 

metals from sulfide ores and at the same ines and Geology, Bull. 51, 1966, 41 pp.
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| MINERAL FUELS © leum recovered came from three fields, the 
. Coal.—Output of bituminous coal and Cabin Creek and Pine fields in the Willis- 

lignite increased 15 percent above the ‘n Basin, and the Cut Bank field in | 364,473 tons produced in 1965. Of 12 active North-central Montana. Each field had out- 
| mines in eight counties, 8 were under- PUt exceeding 3 million barrels. Other ground, and 4 were open-pit operations oilfields exceeding 1 million barrels each 

a Elk Basin, F d | Nine mines—seven underground and two Coon e Creck Tooke Bane pee a d 
open-pit supplied the bituminous coal. Wel ia , a 
Carbon County led in bituminous coal pro- / | 

| duction, followed by Musselshell, Blaine, | Marketed production of natural gas to- : Big Horn, and Rosebud Counties. taled 30.7 billion cubic feet, and withdraw- 
Lj . duced at th . al of natural gas continued to be highest 

| one vinderereaed and two o on it omen in the Cut Bank-Reagan field with output 
Hons Theo omit o crating, na Richian q  (otaling 8.3 billion cubic feet. The Keith 
C " led pen-p - . Lien; 1 Block field ranked second with production | 
sme bron an umoee ‘und mine in sho, of 48 billion cubic feet. More than 3 bil- 

an C rom an ‘4 erproune mane in Sierl- lion cubic feet came from the Cedar Creek 
Pow d oR “C an open-pit operation field, and. over 2 billion cubic feet was owder tver County. | _ withdrawn from the Bowdoin field. Output 

Construction began in May at pening. in excess of 1 billion cubic feet was record- 
on the Montana Power Co. coal-fired elec- eq from the Cabin Creek, Dry Creek, Elk 
tric generating plant. The source of lignite Basin, Lake Basin, and Whitlash fields. 
serip for the Rocha County pe one “Or Exploratory drilling totaled 198 wells, of 
miles east of Billings. At peak operation, which 10 were oil discoveries, 8 were gas 

the steam generator was designed to con- wells, and 185 were dry holes. Development sume about 100 tons of coal per hour, or drilling totaled 284 wells, and 179 were oil 
about 1 million tons annually. In its first Producers, 9 were gas wells, and 96 were 
year of operation, scheduled for 1968, com- dry holes. Exploratory and development 
pany officials estimated that 214 trainloads drilling continued to be highest in Toole 
of coal would be brought into Billings County, particularly in the vicinity of Fred 
each week to fuel the steam-electric plant. and George Creek field, where 136 wells 

The State Land Board adopted leasing were drilled. The average well depth con- 
procedures whereby coal operators in the tinued to be less than 2,500 feet, and 39 
State were required to restore stripped were oil producers, 3 were gas wells, and 
areas and spoil banks. to a suitable condi- 94 were dry holes. 
tion in keeping with the concept of Nine refineries processed 33.4 million beneficial land use. An auction was held in barrels of crude oil. Montana wells sup- 
Tees ne ATLAS tae mining plied 32 percent of the crude oil refined; 

- 54 percent came from Wyoming and 14 were offered for a maximum of 10 years on percent from Canadian well. 6 
lands in Big Horn, Custer, Dawson, Fallon . ? ’ > ’ Th 6 d . Powder River, Prairie, Richland, Rosebud, Cre were 96 secondary recovery proj Treasure, and Wibaux Counties ects active; 33 were waterflooding, and 3 

Proceedings of the first Montana Coal Rocce enon Projects. Four water- . flooding-secondary-recover rojects were Resources Symposium and other articles di- ene son " y pw) 
rectly related to coal in Montana were 7 Bryson, R. P., and N. W. Bass. Geologie Map 
published.7 and Coal Sections of the Moorhead Coal Field, 

Montana. U.S. Geol. Survey open-file report, 
Petroleum and Natural Gas %.—Recovery 1966. 15 pp. 

. . Gilmore, Ernest H., and Gardar G. Dahl, Jr. 
of crude P etroleum was an alltime high Index Map and Bibliography of Coal Studies in totaling 35.4 million barrels valued at $86.3 Montana. Montana Bur. Mines and Geol., Spec. 
million. Crude oil represented about 35 P *. °°. a. 1 p. ' MG d Geol P : ontana ureau oO ines an eclogy. ro- percent of the Montana mineral produc- ceedings of the First Montana Coal Resources tion value. Over 60 percent of the total Symposium. Spec. Pub. 36, 1966, 89 pp. 
crude oil produced came from the Willis- _* Montana Oil and Gas Conservation Commis- . sion. Montana Oil and Gas Statistical Bulletin ton Basin. About 32 percent of the petro- 354 Annual Review, v. 10, 1966.
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| started, one each in the Big Wall, Keg dustry in the Williston Basin were de- 
Coulee, Little Beaver, and Ragged Point  scribed.9 

| fields. The petroleum industry was the major 
_Exploratory and development practices water user in Montana, followed by the 

and other aspects of the petroleum in- copper and zinc industries.1° 

| REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Mineral production for 1966 was report- the Tri-State Minerals Co. talc mining 
ed from all of the State’s 56 counties. Smith-Dillon and Crown mine and process- 
Silver Bow County accounted for 44 per- ing operations. Talc output from the prop- 
cent of the total mineral output value. On- erty was shipped for processing to a com- 
ly counties with significant metal, nonme- pany mill at Barratts. Additional milling, 
tal, or fuel developments are discussed in screening, and materials-handling facilities 
the following review. | were installed by the company at the talc 

Beaverhead.—Metal production value mining and milling complex. 
from 13 mines increased $16,000 over that Big Horn.—Recovery of crude oil from 
of 1965 to $203,700. The largest producer four fields totaled 155,864 barrels. Lime- 
in the county was Ida B. Hand’s Maulden stone was calcined for use at the Holly 
mine in the Argenta mining district. Gold, Sugar Corp. plant at Hardin. 

silv er, and lead output from the Maulden Broadwater.—Gold, silver, lead, and zinc 
mine increased to 398 ounces, 9,599 ounces, 

: " valued at $2,074 were recovered from 50 
and 324 tons, respectively. From 2,130 tons - 

. | tons of ore extracted at four mines. Iron 
of ore shipped to the East Helena lead . . 1s . 

| ore (magnetite) containing 45 percent iron 
smelter 2 tons of copper and 45 tons of ; 

was trucked from the Iron Cross mine of R 
zinc were recovered. Nearly 7,000 ounces of 

. & S Iron Co., near Radersburg, to a cement 
silver and small tonnages of copper, lead, vs 

. | ; plant at Trident. . 
and zinc were produced from the Lively 
Mining Co. Hecla and Keokuk mines in Carbon.—The county continued to rank 

| the Bryant (Franklin) area. second in value of nonmetals and fuels 
Golden . Eagle Consolidated Mines Co. Output. Recovery of crude oil from the Elk | 

uncovered high-grade silver ore in an Basin field, fourth largest source of oil in | 
open-pit operation near Wisdom. A limited the State, totaled 3 million barrels. Natural | 

exploration program was conducted by 8a§ withdrawals from the Dry Creek field | 
Newmont Mining Co. on the Ermont gold totaled 1.1 billion cubic feet. The principal | 
property south of Argenta. source of bituminous coal in Montana was ! 

Sawyer Petroleum Co. signed an agree- the Brophy Coal Co. Brophy No. 2 mine. | 
ment with the Union Pacific Railroad Co. Limestone output from the Warren quarry | 
for studies of thorium and rare-earth met- Of Big Horn Limestone Co. was used at : 
als ore reserves on the Sawyer property in ‘SUgar plants in Wyoming and at Hardin | 
the Lemhi Pass district. and Sidney. | 

. Asarco completed an exploratory drilling Carter—The county continued as _ the | 
program in the Hecla district, but results leading source of clay in the State. Ben- ! 
were not sufficiently encouraging to justify tonitic clay for use in oil-well-drilling mud 
further work. Minerals Engineering Co. de- was produced by National Lead Co. 
watered the Calvert Creek tungsten pit and . , 

. “7° Cascade.—Productive capacity of ‘The 
began diamond drilling from the bottom ; . 
of the pit Anaconda Company’s electrolytic copper 

| pe k duced by Stauff refinery at Great Falls was increased to 30 | 
Phos phate roc d pros ) ch y Di “million pounds of copper per month by 

Chemical Co., Industria emica IVI: adding cells within the existing plant 
sion, at the Canyon Creek and East La 

. . structure. 
Marche mines was shipped to the company 
elemental phosphorus plant at Silver Bow. *Hamke, J. R., L. C. Marchant, and C. Q. 

Quartz from the Maiden Rock quarry was Cupps,Oilfelds in the Miston, Basin in, Mon. 
used as a flux in the elemental phosphate Bull. 629, 1966, 487 pp. 
furnaces. Chas. Pfizer & Co.. Inc., Miner- 10 Hale, William N. Water Requirements and 

_ " arr . Uses in Montana Mineral Industries. BuMines 
als, Pigments, and Metals Division acquired fn. Cire. 8305, 1966, 103 pp.
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_ Table 14.—Value of mineral production in Montana, by counties 

(Thousand dollars) . 

- County — 1965 1966 oO Minerals produced in 1966, in order of value 

Beaverhead____.-.------- WwW W Phosphate rock, stone, sand and gravel, lead, tale, silver, 
zinc, tungsten, gold, copper. 

Big Horn._..___--..-.--.- $1,015 $537 Petroleum, lime, sand and gravel, stone, coal, natural gas. 
. Blaine__..____-_.__--_-_-_- 356 509 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas, coal. 

Broadwater_____.___.--_- 540 239 Sand and gravel, iron ore, stone, zinc, lead, silver, gold. 
Carbon_....-.-.-----.--- 9,410 9,030 Petroleum, coal, stone, natural gas, sand and gravel, 

gypsum, uranium. 
Carter_____..-.--------- 443 W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Cascade_._-_.----------- 834 111 Stone, clays, lead, silver. 
Chouteau__.__-.--------- 26 W Stone. 
Custer. ._.....---.------- 1,461 328 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone. 
Daniels__..._---.------- 203 11 Sand and gravel. 
Dawson______..__------- 3 , 752 3,888 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. . 
Deer Lodge.._._-_------- 1,694 2,252 Lime, stone, sand and gravel, silver, gold, copper, lead, zinc. 
Fallon_____..-.-.----_--- 19,049 19,798 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Fergus__.__.__---------- T27 369 Gypsum, sand and gravel, clays, lead, zinc, silver, gold, 

copper. 
Flathead. __..----------- 1,326 1,393. Sand and gravel, stone, silver, copper, gold. . 
Gallatin.....-.----------- Ww WwW Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays, pumice, lead, zinc, 

silver. 
Garfield__.....-.-------- 279 250 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Glacier_.-__-.----------- 1,881 2,269 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. . 
Golden Valley__-..------- ----- 121 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Granite. ._..._---------- WwW W Phosphate rock, manganese ore, zinc, silver, sand and 

. gravel, lead, manganiferous ore, gold, copper. 
Hill-_-.._------------_---- 719 135 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Jefferson.......--------- Ww. W Cement, stone, silver, zinc, lead, gold, copper, sand and 

gravel, clays. 
Judith Basin..._..___---- 35 116 Sand and gravel, gypsum. 
Lake_.__.--------------- 64 237 Sand and gravel, peat, stone. 
Lewis and Clark__.-___--- 3,437 2,093 Zinc, sand and gravel, lead, silver, copper, gold, stone. 

. Liberty__....----------- 1,908 1,971 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Lineoln__..__--.-------- WwW W  Vermiculite, stone, sand and gravel, lead, zinc, silver. 
McCone_.__-__-_---------- 3,008 5,557 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Madison___.__---------- 1,324 1,055 Talc, stone, sand and gravel, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc. 
Meagher._____-_--------- WwW ‘W_sLead, zine, silver, copper, gold. 
Mineral. __..-__--.------- 1,073 W sLead, copper, zine, stone, silver, sand and gravel, gold. _ 
Missoula.__..-_.-------- 808 947 Sand and gravel, stone, barite, gold, zinc, lead, silver, » 

copper. . 
Musselshell____...------- 3,163 2,686 Petroleum, coal. 
Park__._.-.._----------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel, copper, gold, silver, lead, zinc. . 
Petroleum_____.-.------. 48 7 Sand and gravel. 
Phillips...._.-----...---- WwW 1,388 Sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Pondera.._..___----.---- 365 871 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Powder River__-..------- 102 162 Petroleum, sand and gravel, coal, stone. . 
Powell. _..-.------------- WwW W Phosphate rock, sand and gravel, stone, gold, lead, silver, 

zine, copper. 
Prairie__.....-.-.---.--- 159 140 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Ravalli_...-------------- WwW W _ Fluorspar, sand and gravel, silver, lead, zinc. 
Richland.____---_-_____- 1,155 1,628 Petroleum, coal, lime, sand and gravel. 
Roosevelt... _--.-_____- 6,643 W Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Rosebud_._.~-_--_-_-___- WwW 2,398 Petroleum, sand and gravel, coal, stone. ; 
Sanders___...-.-.-.-__-- WwW 244 Sand and gravel, stone, lead, zinc, antimony, silver, gold. 
Sheridan.__--_---.-.-_.-- 5,276 6,720 Petroleum, coal. 
Silver Bow._...-.__..... 99,517 107,297 Copper, zinc, silver, gold, lead, phosphate rock, manganese 

ore, sand and gravel, stone. 
Stillwater___..-.._._-_--- 16 104 Natural gas. 
Sweet Grass__._________- 12 113 Sand and gravel. 
Teton_....-- 2 ee 385 394 Sand and gravel, stone, petroleum. 
Toole__....---_-- ee 4,709 5,058 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Treasure______-___-._-.-_- 8 489 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Valley__...---_-_-_-_-_- 212 67 Do. 
Wheatland__.._.___-___- 483 377 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Wibaux -..-.--.-_ 2 -___- 6 103 Do. 
Yellowstone. ___._.___._- 3,310 2,825 Sand and gravel, petroleum, lime, stone, clays. 
Combined counties !___.._. 21,140 23,733 
Undistributed 2._....._.... * 26,082 35,248 

Total.._.._.___._. ' 228,163 245,268 

b Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data inlcuded with ‘“Undis- 
tributed.” 
C 1 Petroleum and natural gas production from fields underlying two or more counties. See “Combined 

ounties.”’ 
2 Includes value of mineral production that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by 

symbol W.
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| Combined output of two mines, the Bull Lewistown by Lewistown Brick & Tile Co. 
of the Woods and the Mogul Lode, was 7 to make heavy clay products. | 

tons of ead and silver ore for the total Flathead.—Minor amounts of gold, silver, 
metal mining production of the county. and co duced f£ 

pper were produced from the Sanko 
Treasurlite, Division of Treasure State Cyeek mine in the Star Meadow district 

Industrial Products, Inc., expanded shale and from the West Flathead mine in the 

for lightweight aggregate. Hog Heaven district. 

Dawson.—Recovery of crude oil from five Gallatin—The Ideal Cement Co. plant at 
fields totaled 1.2 million barrels. The Gas Trident was the leading mineral industry 

City field was the principal source. operation in the county. Limestone for 
Deer Lodge.—Gold and silver output de- Manufacturing cement came from the Tri- 

clined in the county as the number of dent quarry adjacent to the cement plant, 
operating mines was reduced to two. and silica from a quarry several miles east 

The Anaconda Company constructed a of the op craton. Talc from Madison 
new plant at the Anaconda Reduction County quarries was ground at the Three 
Works to receive copper concentrates Forks plant of Sierra Tale & Chemical Co., 

shipped as a slurry in tank cars from Division of Cyprus Mines Corp. 
Butte. Construction began on two addition- Glacier.—Crude oil output totaling 
al converters which would increase capacity 763,000 barrels was from seven fields. 

” P ercent an d result in closer balance be- Granite.—The significant increases in the 
ween the mines and the smelter. . . . 

., quantity and value of silver, lead, and zinc 
The electrolytic zinc plant at Anaconda production occurred principally in the 

was rehabilitated during 1966 with four flint Creek (Philipsburg ) district where 
production units. Approximately 9,000 to Taylor-Knapp mines accounted for the ma- 
10,000 tons of zinc concentrate a month jor portion of the ore mined. Output of 

was shipped to the Anaconda plant from Copper and gold declined from 1965 levels 
Pine Point, near Great Slave Lake, Canada. both in quantity and value. The total 

During 1966, the Anaconda plant produced yymber of nonferrous and precious metal 
- 400,000 pounds of treated zinc concentrate, nines being operated in the county 
but plans were made at yearend to phase dropped from 22 in 1965 to 19 in 1966. 
out the zinc concentrating owing to the | .4q and zinc production in the Hender- 
closing of the Badger State zinc mine at  .4), district ceased. 

Butte. | The Taylor-Knapp Co. continued its ex- 

Work continued throughout the year at ploration and development program at the 
the _electrolytic-beryllium-refining pilot Algonquin, Scratch All, True Fissure, and 
plant at Anaconda, Improvements in the Moorlight properties throughout the year, 
process were being tested on beryllium mining silver-lead-zinc ores. Processing of 
concentrates from Spor Mountain, Utah. manganese ores continued at Philipsburg 
Work on manganese was suspended. where the ore was upgraded to battery- 

Limestone from Brown’s quarry was cal- fade concentrates. _ 
cined by The Anaconda Company and Phosphate rock from the Douglas Creek 
used for metallurgical and water purifica- mune and from mines in Powell County 
tion purposes. was upgraded at the Cominco American, 

Inc., flotation concentrator near Hall. The 

Fallon.—Crude_ oil recovery increased concentrate was shipped to fertilizer manu- 
slightly from 7.8 to 8.0 million barrels. facturing plants at Trail and Kimberley, 
The Cabin Creek field accounted for 3.1 British Columbia, Canada. 
million barrels, and the Pennel and Look- 
out Butte fields contributed 2.1 and 1.9 Jefferson.—Ore output from 21 nonfer- 
million barrels, respectively, to the total. rous lode mines increased from 14,590 tons | 

in 1965 to 25,472 tons, in 1966. Silver pro- | 
Fergus.—T'wenty-three tons of ore con- duction increased from 41,732 ounces in ! 

taining 2 tons of lead and zinc and small 1965 to 102,251 ounces, and gold produc- 

quantities of gold, silver, and copper was tion from 544 ounces to 728 ounces. In ad- 
shipped from four mines. dition, 21 tons of copper, 137 tons of lead, 
Gypsum was mined near Heath by Unit- and 150 tons of zinc were produced. 

cd States Gypsum Co. Clay was mined near Significant shipments of silver, copper, and
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zinc were obtained from tailings at the Eva the second largest source of gas in the 
Mae property and the Crystal mine in the State, and Whitlash (1.9 billion cubic 
Basin/Cataract district. Shipman Mining & feet). 

Exploration Co. shipped some high-grade Madison.—Relatively small amounts of 
silver ore from the Hope-Bullion mine in pase and precious metal ore were extracted 
the same area. The firm also reopened the 3+ 16 mines in six mining districts as 3,402 
Elkhorn Queen shaft and shipped 17 tons ions of ore yielded $32,865 gold and | 
of ore containing 120 ounces of silver and . $17,582 silver. Small amounts of copper, 
2,600 pounds of lead and zinc. Preliminary lead, and zinc added to a total value of 

exploration work was started in the Ruby $55,159 for the year. Northern Pacific Rail- 
mine area of the Lowlands district by The way Co. initiated exploratory work in the 
Anaconda Company. Amax, Inc., engaged Pony district. 

in exploratory drilling near Wickes. Talc was mined by three companies at 
Cement production was up sharply at four operations: The Bozo Lobo mine of 

the Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp. Mon- American Chemet Corp.; The Yellowstone 
tana City plant, the leading nonmetal min- mine of the United Sierra Division, Cyprus 
eral industry operation in the county. Mines Corp.; and the Regal-Keystone and 

Greater tonnages of limestone were quar- Treasure State mines of Chas. Pfizer & Co., 
ried by the firm at the Montana City Inc. 

quarry for manufacturing cement and by 
Maronick Construction Co. at the McClel- McCone—Crude oil recovery from four 
lan Creek quarry for metallurgical pur- fields totaled 2.3 million barrels. Produc- 

poses. Co tion from the Weldon field increased 1 

_ million barrels to 2.1 million barrels. 
Lewis and Clark.—The Anaconda Com- 

pany slag dump accounted for 98 percent Meagher.—Production from the Yellow- 
of the ore treated in the county. Zinc pro- Stone mune (Hamilton Mines, Inc.) and 
duction from the slag-fuming plant at East ‘the Cumberland mine (United Nuclear 

| Helena was down 35 percent from 1965 to ©®"P-) accounted for all the metal output 
4,737 tons. Lead production declined 55 1 the county. Harpoon, Inc., a subsidiary 
percent to 497 tons. Five small mines were of United Nuclear Corp., continued ex- 
responsible for the remaining 2 percent of ploratory drilling at the Cumberland mine. 

gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc produc- Mineral.—Four mines produced limited 
| tion. amounts of gold, silver, copper, lead, and 

. Asarco completed installation of a new’ zinc. An 8-foot vein of copper-silver ore 
$1.5 million updraft sintering machine at was reportedly found on the 940 level of 
the East Helena lead smelter and began the Nancy Lee mine, near Superior, and 

successful operations. A new building, re- plans were announced to extend discovery 
quiring 500 tons of steel, housed the facili- work below the 940 level. Nancy - Lee 
ty which replaced nine Dwight-Lloyd units Mines, Inc., signed working agreements 
formerly used. with seven neighboring mining properties 

Mascot Silver-Lead Mines, Inc., con- and also added 70 newly located claims to 

tinued silver exploration at the New Mead- _ its holdings, giving it control of an area 
ow mine south of Helena under a contract 344 miles wide and more than 7 miles 
with the OME. The Anaconda Company ong. 

continued developing a large low-grade Missoula—Barite mined in previous 
copper-molybdenum deposit in the Mike  jears at the Elk Creek mine was processed 
Horse mine area near Lincoln. About 85 at the Baroid Division, National Lead Co., 
men were engaged a drilling, sampling, plant at Greenough. The mining operation 
and metallurgical analysis. _ Bear _ Creek ceased in 1965, and plans were made to 

Mining Co. was actively drilling in the dismantle the mill. The lime kiln at the 
Heddleston district. American Crystal Sugar Co. plant at Mis- 

Liberty.—Recovery of crude oil from four soula was inactive. 
fields totaled 554,000 barrels. Natural gas Musselshell.—Crude oil recovery from 13 

withdrawals increased to 8.1 billion cubic fields totaled 1 million barrels. The Big 

feet. Principal gasfields were Keith Block Wall, Keg Coulee, and Ivanhoe fields fur- 
(4.8 billion cubic feet) , which continued as  nished most of the output. Bituminous
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coal output from five mines totaled 34,362 Sheridan.—Crude oil output from 10 
tons. oilfields totaled 3 million barrels, and the 

Powell.—Five small lead-zinc lode mines COU"*Y ranked third as a petroleum source. 
A large part of the production came from 

and one placer produced small amounts of ' 
. } . the Flat Lake and Goose Lake fields. Ex- 

gold, silver, lead, and zinc valued at ap- age . 
7 : ploratory and development drilling, im 

proximately $8,000. . : . . 1. 
| . | terms of total footage drilled, continued to 
Bear Creek Mining Co. located 82 quartz 4. highest for any county in the State. 

claims in the area northwest of Avon. Two oil discoveries came from exploratory 
Phosphate rock production was greater drilling 18 wells, and 22 oil producers re- 

than the 1965 total. Operations of Cominco sulted from development drilling of 30 
American, Inc., (Anderson-Brock, Gimlet, wells. 

and Luke mines) and George Relyea (Re- . . a 
lyea mine) were active. Most of the output Silver Bow.—Production by The Anacon- 

. was . da Company from Butte district mines sup- 
was exported to Trail, British Columbia, : , . 
Canada, for manufacturing phosphate fer- plied 97 percent of the State’s gold, silver, 

tilizers by the Consolidated Mining & COPPer lead, and zinc output value. These 
. mines furnished 86.4 percent of the gold, 

Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd. Rocky Moun- a | 
. . , 91.4 percent of the silver, 99.8 percent of 

tain Phosphates, Inc., operating a phos- the c B44 t of the lead d 

phate-rock defluorinating plant at Garri- | "65 coPP a f th percent oF tie leads an 
son, continued to be involved in litigation " Percen ° © 2ine . 
over alleged responsibility by the company Virtually uninterrupted — production 
for air pollution at Garrison. On April 3,a throughout the year enabled the 42,000- 
district court at Bozeman awarded seven ton-per-day Butte copper concentrator to 
Garrison area ranchers $123,283 after a be operated at near capacity. Construction 
trial in which the ranchers claimed both continued on a concentrator addition de- 

their livestock and their land were dam- ‘Signed to increase recovery by treating 
aged by the plant’s fluoride emisssions. _ acid-soluble ores not amenable to standard 

. i; ; : flotation procedures and was to be com- 
Richland.—Lignite production from the pleted early in 1967. 

_ Savage mine of Knife River Coal Mining soo . | 
Co. at Sidney, increased moderately. Out- Anaconda continued programs designed 

, ; - to modernize mining, haulage, and hoisting — 
put was used as fuel at the Sidney steam- t t its Butte Hill mi A pipeline 
electric plant of Montana-Dakota Utilities systems an NS cee mimes, 2 pape 

. . distribution system was being installed to 
Co. Limestone was calcined by Holly Sugar was . 
Corp. for use at its refiner | transport tailings for mine fill from the 

| ps ren y | Butte concentrator to the Kelley mine 
Roosevelt.—The county ranked fourth in where a suitable product was to be pre- 

output of petroleum. Crude oil production pared and distributed to the 2000 level of 
from 12 fields totaled 2.5 million barrels. A | the Leonard mine, the 3000 level of the 

large part of the production came from the Steward mine, and the 4200 level of the 
Poplar and Tule Creek fields. Mountain Con mine. Completion of the 
Rosebud.—Crude oil re covery totaled Kelley No. 2 shaft was planned for early in 

820,000 barrels, most of which came from 1967 to replace the High Ore as the pump 
the Sumatra field. shaft for all Butte Hill mines. Planned ex- 

_. pansions of the Berkeley pit were to en- 
Sanders.—Lucky Star Mining Co. re-  croach on the High Ore shaft. A pump 

sumed underground exploration and devel- station was cut on the 3900 level of the 
opment for lead-zinc-silver ore at the Blue Kelley No. 2 shaft and equipped with eight 
Creek mine. Silver, lead, and zinc valued at 1l-stage centrifugal pumps rated at 1,000 
$62,800 were produced from three mines. gallons per minute each, and capable of 

Knute Kirkenburg mined 400 tons of ore lifting mine water 4,100 feet in a single 
from the Stibnite mine west of Thompson lift. 
Falls. The ore was trucked to a flotation A large-size haulageway from the Kelley 

plant at Copper King for concentration mine to the Steward mine was completed 
and shipment to Laredo, Tex. 7on the 4200 level. Work was also begun on 

Bear Creek Mining Co. was actively a 4600-level connection to the Steward sub- 
drilling in the Prospect Creek district. shaft.
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Table 15.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Silver Bow County, | 

. in terms of recoverable metals 

Mines producing Material Gold, Silver, 
——_——_—__—_——-—-___ soldor lode and lode and 

Year treated ! placer placer 
Lode Placer (thousand (troy ounces) (thousand 

| short tons) troy ounces) 

1957-61 (average)________________ eee 15 1 10,980 20, 702 3,453 
1 9 1 11,654 © 17,657 4,027 
1963___-_-------_-_-----2----------- ee 10 2 9,346 14,287 3,951 
1964_______-.-_--_-_--------- ieee 10 ----- 14,694 20,999 4,614 
1965___-.------------------------------- 8 2 15,462 18,420 — 4,790 
1966___--------------------------------- 5 a--+- 17,503 21,608 4,864 

1882-1966_.._-_-------------------e-e-e eee -i--- ?888,687 2,423,827 643,179 | 

Copper Lead Zine Total value 
(short tons) (short tons) (short tons) (thousands) 

1957-61 (average). ._____-_-.------------e 88 , 660 4,378 19 , 669 $62 ,256 
1962____.-_---_----- eee ee 93,845 4,319 28 , 636 70,176 
1963_.__.-------_----------_-.----------- 79 ,636 3,185 24,140 60 , 850 
1964____...- eee 103 ,600 2,678 20,239 80,455 
1965____-.--_-_-_------- ee 115,279 4,594 25,629 97 ,373 
1966____.-.---.-_----- eee 127 , 885 2,411 22 ,284 106,749 

1882-1966___._.-_-_---- 2-2 e- 8,164,972 415,361 2,406, 002 3,971,659 

1 Does not include gravel washed. 
2 Complete data not available for 1904-66. 

Additional refrigeration and dehumidi- the State in terms of number of wells 
fier units were added for improvement of drilled, but most wells were drilled at shal- 
underground air conditioning. Old-style low depths (less than 2,500 feet), and the 
reciprocating compressor units were re- area ranked second in total footage drilled. 
placed with modern centrifugal ones. . ; , “Phas t” of the Badger § . Yellowstone.—Crude oil production from 
the only ora “ine fine nine in Butte wan the two fields in the county totaled 330,000 

| y operas barrels, 125,0000 barrels above the 1965 
completed at the end of the year. The tout. El tal sulf db 
mine was closed because it was unprofita- ourpur, Mremental sulrur weal Co. fun 3 
ble under present cost and market condi- Montana Sulphur & Chemical Co. from oi 
tions, although production for the year to- Tefimery waste gases supplied by the Conti- 
taled 22,284 tons. Concentrating equipment ental Oil Co. and Humble Oil & Refining 
at Anaconda which was used for Badger 0. operations at Billings. The county con- 

State zinc ore was scheduled to be convert- _ tinued to rank first in sand and gravel out- 
ed for treatment of ores from deep mines put. Shale from the Lockwood Flats pit 
at Butte. was expanded to lightweight aggregate by 

Van Butte Exploration Co. of Butte en- Montana Lightweight Aggregate Co. Clay 
gaged in deep diamond drilling on the dug near Billings by Lovell Clay Products 
north and east margins of the Butte dis- Co. was used to make heavy clay products. 
trict. Limestone was calcined for use at the 

Phosphate rock production from the Great Western Sugar Co. refinery. 
Maiden R r . . ; . ock mane near Melrose . by Combined Counties.—The following coun- Stauffer. Chemical Co., Industrial Chemical ties h b bined int indi 
Division, was greater than 1965 ou tput. tes ave been com ine BnKO areas as WC 
Elemental phosphorus was produced at the cated because a major oilfield or gasfield 
company’s Silver Bow plant. underlies parts of more than one county, 

; and its production cannot be assigned to a Toole—Crude oil recovery increased single c ee ty Bn 
from 19 to 2.1 million barrels. Production 
was from seven fields, but a large part, 1.5 Dawson, Fallon, Prairie, and Wibaux.— 
million barrels, came from the Fred and Crude oil recovery from the Pine field, 
George Creek field. Exploratory and devel- which continued as the largest source of 
opment drilling continued to be highest in petroleum in the State, totaled 4 million
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barrels. Natural gas withdrawn from the from the Cut Bank-Reagan field, the lead- 
Pine field totaled 778 million cubic feet. ing source of natural gas in the State, to- 

Glacier and Toole.—Production of crude taled 8.3 billion cubic feet. 

oil from the Cut Bank field, the second Golden Valley and _ Stillwater.—Natural 
largest source of petroleum in the State, gas withdrawn from the Big Coulee field 

totaled 4 million barrels, compared with 3 totaled 1 billion cubic feet. 

million barrels in 1965. Successful Phillips and Valley.—Withdrawals of nat- 
_  waterflooding projects in the Cut Bank  yral gas from the Bowdoin field totaled 2.1 

field continued to augment response to sec- billion cubic feet, compared with 2.2 bil- 
ondary production. Natural gas withdrawn lion cubic feet in 1965. 

| 

| 
| 

| |





The Mi | Ind f Nebrask 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Nebraska Geological Survey for — 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Matthew J. Sheridan‘ and William C. Henkes ” | 

Nebraska’s 1966 mineral output, continu- Of the 93 counties in Nebraska, 88 re- 
| ing a downward trend since the 1962 peak ported mineral production. The five lead- , : 

of $108.4 million, was valued at $78.5 mil- - ing counties in rank of production value 

_ lion, a decrease of $5.3 million or 6 percent were Cass, 22 percent; Kimball, 15 percent; 
less than the 1965 total. This 4-year decline Cheyenne, 13 percent; Banner, 12 percent; 
can be directly attributed to decreasing oil and Red Willow, 7 percent. Cass, Hall, 
production and lack of exploratory success Lancaster, Madison, and Platte Counties - 
by the petroleum industry. The value of registered record high values for minerals 

mineral fuels production in 1966 dropped Produced. ~ a 
to $41.1 million. 16-percent below 1965. Employment and Injuries.—Final data for 

Crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liq- 1965 and preliminary data covering 1966 
uids, however, comprised 52 percent of the complied by the Federal Bureau of Mines | 
State mineral value. for employment and injuries in the Ne- 

Other mineral commodities, including braska mineral industries, excluding all 
a. _. _, ...  -mineral. fuels except coal,.are reported in 

cement, clays, lime, pumice, sand and table 3 | 
gravel, and stone, had a significant gain of =~ ~~ | | 

$2.3 million (7 p ercent), but this was in- 1Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, | 
sufficient to offset the loss in output value Colo. | : So | 

2 Petroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, 
of fuels. Colo. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Nebraska! _ . . 

1965 | 1966 
Mineral | - Value Value — 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays.........._.._._....--.--thousand short tons- - r141 r $141 153 $153 
Gem stones_____.___.-_-...-- 2-2-2 eee. NA 5 NA 5 
Natural gas (marketed)____._.._.million cubic feet. _ 10,720 1,565 10,196 1,621 
Natural gas liquids: 

LP gases_..............-..-..thousand gallons. . 16,946 847 19 ,670 1,141 
Natural gasoline and cycle products._._._._.do_... = 7,822 516 9,195 653 

Petroleum (crude)-__....-thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 17,216 45,796 13, 850 37 ,673 
Sand and gravel___..__.......thousand short tons_ . 11,993 13 , 697 13,5389 14,179 
Stone___..__-___-----------.----.---.-.---do___- 4,198 6,637 5,055 7,916 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, lime, 

and pumice._____-_.__-.----__-__- 2 eee eee XX 14,622 xX 15,180 

Total____ 2 ee eee ee xX r 83,826 - xX 78,521 

' Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum and total value of mineral production in Nebraska. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Interstate and Defense Highways, $24.9 
constant 1957-59 dollars . million for the Federal-Aid Primary and 

(Thousands) | Secondary System, and $1.6 million for 100- 
Year ~‘Valuet percent State-financed projects.3 The total, 

1957 «oo eneccceceneneneeeeeenee $82,414 $42.2 million, was 6 percent or $2.7 million 

1958_- 22-2222 llllllillll. “90,076 ~=— Jess than that of 1965. By the end of the 
1008 ~~ = on wenn one en ene e enero lon aay calendar year, 300 of 478 miles designated 
1961. =... 2-2-2 snee secon once 104,420 in the Interstate highway system was open 

196822 LTTTTTIITICIIIIIIIIIIIITI2 7871589 to traffic, a gain of 59 miles; 65 miles was 
eet n a cnna ro rcncccnec ecto eaten ree 31 292 under construction; and 113 miles was in 
1966.22 2.2LIIIIIIIITIIIIITITIIIIID «~—o77126—s the» design or right-of-way acquisition 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. stage.‘ 
3 Engineering News-Record. State Highway 

Government Programs.—Federal, State, | Department’s Construction Contracting Plans for 
ici ; 1967 . . . and Budgets for Maintenance: High- 

county, and municip " construction way Construction Spending Will Reach For a 
prouects were major markets for cement, Record This Year. V. 178, No. 12, Mar. 28, 1967, 
stone, and sand and gravel. State highway pp. 24-25. 
contracts awarded during the year totaled * Bureau of Public Roads. Quarterly Report on 
15.8 milli £ he Nati is The Federal-Aid Highway Program, Dec. 31, 

$15.8 million for the National System of 1966. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | 

oO . Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
. Average days hours injuries million man-hours - 

Year and industry men §§$ Days worked worked ———————————— 
. working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 

daily —s. sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: | . 
Nonmetal-_-_..--_-.- 14 249 3 28 --- +e --- --- 
Sand and gravel--_-_--- 937 225 211 = 2,045 4 16 9.78 11,953 
Stone. .-..----.----- 566 265 150 1,248 — 1 16 18.63 5,962 

Total__..--------- 1,517 | 240 364 3,321 “5 — 82. 11.14 9,602 

1966: P . | - 
Nonmetal_.._.__---- 10 234 16 141 _— 7 49.65 922 
Sand__---.---------- 1,080 224 231 2,160 1 24 11.57 3,182 
Stone. ...2---------- 575 282 162 1,842 eee 14 10.43 321 

| Total.....-.------ 1,675 244 409 8,643 1 45 12.68 2,041 
P Preliminary. - . 

The Federal Bureau of Reclamation con- $1.4 million category: The Branched Oak 
tinued construction at the Frenchman- Dam and Reservoir near Lincoln; Flood 
Cambridge Division and the Ainsworth, Protection project, Stage 1 near Norfolk; 
Farwell, and Red Willow units of the Mis- Missouri River bank stabilization near 
souri River Basin project. This construc- Bellevue; Missouri River bank stabilization _. 
tion, all contracted to construction or irri- near Brownville; channel improvement on 
gation companies, absorbed selected earth Little Papillion Creek near Omaha; and | 

fill for canal lining, aggregate mixes for channel stabilization of the North Platte 
road surfacing, concrete for drainage struc- _ River and tributaries near Gering. These 
tures, and riprap for erosion control and projects included construction or repair of 
bank stabilization. dams, outlet works, spillways, levees, chan- 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers en- nels, roads, railroad and railroad bridges, 
gaged in 13 flood control, river bank stabi- revetments, drainage structures, and park- 
lization, and recreation facility projects, all ing areas. Construction materials utilized 
by contractors, totaling $6.7 million. The included concrete, riprap, sand and gravel, 

| following projects were in the $500,000 to track ballast, and dimension stone. | 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS sions of existing fields failed to offset losses 
to reserves caused by production. | 

clined. 5 percent because of lower produc. ,, Kansis-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. con- 
tion of casing head gas associated with e- structed appro ximately 125 miles of 4- to 
troleum. Although output of dr pas 16-inch gas pipelines in the central part of 

increased 9 percent, the gain did not offset the State. Some of the work wes looping of the 22-percent d aaa Id of casing head existing lines; some was installation of 
perce Top in yiere OF casing ea gathering and distribution lines. 

gas. Cheyenne County, with 64 percent of sea | 
the output, was again the leading producer Natural Gas Liquids.—Output of natural 
of natural gas. No gas discoveries were 828 liquids was 17 percent higher than in 
made during the year. At yearend, accord- 1965. Yield of natural gasoline was 92 mil- 
ing to the Nebraska Oil and Gas Conserva- lion gallons compared with 7.8 million in 

tion Commission, 37 dry-gas wells were 1965; liquefied petroleum (LP) gases 
producing; 7 were shut in. amounted to 19.7 million gallons compared 

The American Gas Association (AGA) with Oe million. 
. ; e Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. and the American Petroleum Institute lant at Bie Springs field’ was shut down 

(API) reported® that proved reserves of P ing th 5 ©P co, tions at the Ante- 
natural gas in the State at yearend were uring the year. “iperations 4 . 
72.8 billion cubic feet, a 9-percent decrease. ~~ | 
Additions because of extensions and revi- Apres ern eas Journal. V. 65, No. 14,
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_.... Table 4.—Crude petroleum production, by counties . 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

cn 
County . 1965 1966 . Principal fields in 1966 . eee eee 

Banner__...__---_----_-_ 4,836 3,463 Willson Ranch, Singleton, Harrisburg, Vedene, 
| . Johnson, Olsen !, 

Cheyenne. _._--_-_.-_____ 3,192 2,873 Juelfs-Gaylord, Southwest Potter, Reimers, 
an Doran, Filon. 

Dundy--._---.----.----- 14. 9 Indian Creek, Pierce Lake, Rock Canyon. _ 
Frontier_........---- __. (2) 14 Spring Creek. 
Furnas._....-..---.----- 3 4 Wilsonville. 
Garden__...-__-..--_-____- 10 | 11 Richards, McCord. 
Harlan__....---------_-- 82 °° 26 South Alma, Prairie Dog Creek. 
Hayes___..--------2 Le 3 1 Blackwood Creek. . 
Hitchcock. -..----- 2-2 213 OC 2538 Reiher, Dry Creek, Bush Creek, Culbertson. ; 
Kimball_...-_.-.--._---- 5,218 3,946 Sloss, Enders, Fernquist, Long, Kimball, Heide- 

man. 
Lincoln. ...--.--_------- 9 4 Red Willow Creek. 
Morrill_..-...-----___-_- 708 726 Waitman, Dunlap, Lindberg. 
Red Willow_._..__._/___- 1,966 1,764 Sleepy Hollow, Silver Creek, Ackman, Midway. 

. Richardson. _..__._._.--- 59 59 Dawson, Falls City, Barada. 
Scotts Bluff._..-...-_.2_- 953 697 Cedar Valley, Stage Hill 3, Minatare. 

Total_.-- 2-2 Le 17,216 13,850 . 

1 Partly in Morrill County. . 
- 2 Less than 14 unit. an i So - 

3 Partly in Banner. County. . . . Ss 
. Source: Nebraska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. 

Table 5.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties 

—————— CAL LC A errr er 

. . County - Oil. Gas . Dry. Total . Footage 

Exploratory completions: SO! = . oo, ne 
. Banner__..---_.-.-.-------- 1 -- 25 26 159 , 816 

Box Butte... ------- eee eee -—- ae tl 1 4,160 
~ Chase... 2-2 eee eee oo _ 2 2 10,505 

Cheyenne____.-_-------------e- |—«68 _- 18 26 129,460 
Clay..-----.-.---------.-------- a _ 1 1 3,250 
Dakota._2 2-22. eee eee _- _- 1 1 1,097 
Dawes..__--_------------- eee -- “- 1 1 3,205 
Deuel___...-.-- ee ue _- 2 2 6,305 
Dundy_..222-2-- lee Le Se 2 2 7,200 
Frontier__...-.--..---.---2- -_-- —_ _-- 2. 2 -8,186 
Furnas. ___.--.----------- eee 1 _— 1 2 7,460. : 
Gosper_ oe eee -- a 1 1 3,800 
Hitcheock__._._---22-- ele -- _. 4 4 A6,715 
Holt_..2- 2 -- _- 2 2 3,557 
Jefferson. ____.----.----------_.. ~~ ae 1 1 2,902 
Kearney_._---. 2-4 ee. ° ba oe 1 1 4,400 
Keya Paha_________--- 2 ee _- _- 1 1 2,344 
Kimball____-__-----.------ Lie 3 _- 35 38 244,627 
Lincoln... eee SL _- 3 3 14,176 
Morrill___-o ee 1 ae 11 12 55,515 
Otoe_._... eee _- _ 1 ‘1 ~ 1,010 
Platte..--- 22 _- . _- 1 1 2,595 
Red Willow_.__......- 2 2-2 ee 4 _. 7 11 41,448 

_ Richardson....222.2202 2 Le _ _ 3 3 8,619 
Scotts Bluff__.. 222 oO . 28 28 144,752 
Sheridan. _ 2-222 2 e -- _- 4 1 3,230 
Sherman. _._.-2_-- eee _. _- 1 1 3,680 
Sioux..._- 2222-2 ee _ _. 1 1 5,373 

Total___-.-- eee 18 -- 158 176 899 ,387 

Development completions: 
Banner..._.-. 2-2 ee 4 _- 11 15 92,934 
Cheyenne___._..__._____________ 10 1 19 30 145,693 
Frontier_._...2-222-2_22-- eee 3 _ _. 3 11,613 
Garden___._-.._-- 22 _. _- 1 1 3,295 
Hitcheock. 2-2 _. _. 3 3 12 ,567 
Kimball... 2-2 ee 15 _- 15 80 188,612 
Lincoln. 222 eee a _- 1 1 4,509 
Morrill__._-.-2 2-2 eee 5 _- 7 12 54,207 

_ Red Willow_.._-.--.2--2-_-_ ee 6 _- 5 11 39 , 342 
Scotts Bluff-____-__-.2---- 2 1 _- 6 7 31,533 

Total... -2 ee 44 1 68 113 584,305 

Total all drilling...-..___.______ 62 1 226 289 1,483,692 
” : 

Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
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lope Gas Producers Co. plant at Long field, low County, 272 in Banner County, and 
the Kansas-Nebraska plant at Huntsman, 269 in Cheyenne County; these four coun- 
and the Marathon Oil Co. plant at West ties had 86 percent of the producing wells. 

Sidney were continued. The three fields in the Nebraska part of 
Estimates by API and AGA®6 gave the the Forest City basin yielded 58,723 barrels 

State reserves of 2.5 million barrels of nat- of oil from 14 wells. Four unsuccessful 
ural gas liquids, a decline of 1.2 million wildcat wells were drilled in the basin: 
barrels. Three in Richardson County and one in 

Petroleum.—For the fourth consecutive Otoe County. 
year since the record high of 1962, crude Overall drilling activity was 31 percent 
oil production declined. Output in 1966 less than in 1965; exploratory drilling was 
declined 20 percent and was approximately down 16 percent, the lowest level since 
at the same rate as in late 1955, 6 years 1953. Most of the drilling was in the 
after the discovery of oil in western Ne- Denver basin part of the State, with the 
braska. The decline in production roughly Chadron-Cambridge Arch region second. 
paralleled the decline in drilling, which Only scattered drilling was conducted in 
reached a high of 1,005 wells in 1961, then central and eastern Nebraska. 
decreased steadily to the 289 wells drilled Several important discoveries were made 
in 1966, the lowest level of activity since in the Denver basin. White Feather Petro- 
1952. The discovery ratio, however, suggest- leum completed a wildcat in Banner 
ed that better quality prospects were being County for 320 barrels of oil per day from 
drilled. Success ratios were 1966, 10.2 per- the “J” Sandstone (Cretaceous). Regal 
cent; 1965, 3.8; 1964, 10.5; 1963, 8.5; and Drilling Co. and Tom Vessels Oil & Gas 
1962, 6.5 percent. The number of discover- Co. discovered the Clara field, Cheyenne 

ies made in 1966 was the lowest since 1953, | County; the discovery well initially yielded 
a fact also evident in the steady decline in 208 barrels of oil per day. Petroleum, Inc., 
production. discovered the East Simpson field, Kimball 

Output of petroleum in Kimball County, County, with its No. 1 Rodman-B well; | 
the largest source, was down 1.3 million initial daily production was 182 barrels of 

barrels, a loss of $3.1 million. Banner Oil. 7 . 

County production declined by 1.4 million The Bed Canyon field, found by Ben J. | 
barrels. Production from the major fields Taylor and Pubco Petroleum Corp. in July, 
was down significantly. No field yielded was a significant discovery in the Cam- 
more than | million barrels of oil; where- bridge Arch area. The discovery well, the 
as, in 1965, two fields were over that mark. No. 1 Doyle, Red Willow County, pumped 
The largest numerical decline was in the 1109 barrels of oil per day from the Reagan 

Singleton field where output dropped by sandstone (Cambrian). At yearend, the 
349,200 barrels ‘° oo barrels. natge de: field had nine producing wells. 
creases were also evident at the Sloss . . . 
(down 300,200 barrels) and Sleepy Hollow In October, crude oil prices were raised 

5 cents per barrel for Denver basin petro- (down 259,800) fields. . . 1957 
Proved petroleum reserves, estimated by leum, the first price increase ran . £ 

API and AGA 7, were 57.1 million barrels, The ee se brought the poste 93 P ob ° 

13.5 million barrels less than estimated at 40 t© 449° API crude oil to $2.93 per bar- 
the end of 1965. Additions resulting from Tél 
new discoveries and extensions of older Because of the decline in petroleum out- 
fields exceeded by only 500,000 barrels the put in the State, the Oil and Gas Con- 
losses resulting from revisions of previous servation Commission increased its levy on 
estimates, and were not sufficient to offset Oil and gas production to 1.75 mills per 
the 1966 production. dollar value at the wellhead, effective Jan- 

The Nebraska Oil and Gas Conservation Uary 1, 1966. On September 1, the levy, 
Commission reported that, at yearend, designed to provide operating revenues for 
1,511 wells were on production and that the Commission, was further increased to 

583 wells were temporarily abandoned or 2.00 mills per dollar value. 
shut in. Of the producing wells, 409 were 6 Work cited in footnote 5 
in Kimball County, 348 were in Red Wil- i Work sited in footnote 5.
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NONMETALS percent was used in highways and associat- 
. ed structures and 27 percent in building. 

. cements Shp ont i of portland 43 ben The five leading suppliers were Central 
ease ie, eh Ie eoipae. an f Per Sand & Gravel Co., Hartford Sand & Gravel 
cent in va L dex vase 9 ipments 0 both Co., Luther & Maddox Gravel Co., Lyman- 
Sonry Cement Cecrease percent in Dot Richey Sand & Gravel Corp., and Western 
quantity and value. Ideal Cement Co. sup- 

: : Sand & Gravel Co. 
plied consumers in Nebraska, Iowa, and 
Kansas; Ash Grove Lime & Portland Ce- Stone.—Increasing demand for crushed, 
ment Co. shipped to consumers in Nebras- broken, and dimension limestone generated 
ka, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, North Da- a production of 5.1 million tons in 1966. 

kota, and South Dakota. Major users were Contractors for the U.S. Army Corps of 
ready-mixed concrete companies and high- Engineers consumed 13 percent of the out- 
way contractors. put as riprap in public works facilities. 

Clays——Output of clays increased 9 per- The aggregate industries marketed 58 
cent to 153,000 tons. Ash Grove Lime &  Peteent for use in concrete, base course, 

Portland Cement Co., Endicott Clay Prod- and road surfacing material and for rip raP 
ucts Co.. Omaha Br ick Works, Western and rubble. The remainder was used in 

Brick and Supply Co., and Yankee Hill producing cement, lime, and whiting; for 
Brick Manufacturing Co. produced the en- filler in asp halt and other products and for 
tire output. Most of the clay was used in poultry grit; and as agricultural stone for 
manufacturing building brick; the re- soil conditioning and as railroad ballast. 

mainder constituted part of the raw mate- The four major Supp liers of stone were 
rial mix for portland cement Ash Grove Lime & Portland Cement Co., 

. ne " Fort Calhoun Stone Co., Hopper Bros. 
Lime.—Utilization of 100 percent of Ne- Quarries, and United Rock Construction, 

braska’s sugar beet acreage quota, com- nc. 
bined with favorable growing conditions, . an 
effected a near-record production of 1.2 Tale.—United Sierra Division of Cyprus 
million tons of beets processed at four Mines Corp. (formerly Sierra Talc and 
plants of The Great Western Sugar Co. Chemical Co.) _ obtained ore from a com- 

The high beet output stimulated a 24-per- Pany-owned mine in Montana and from 
cent increase in production of lime, used as ‘h¢ Grantham mine in California. The 
milk of lime in refining beet sugar liquors. C™Ude ore was processed at the company 
‘Value of lime, however, was up 44 percent Grand Island plant and shipped to domes- 

| because of higher consumption and an in- tc buyers for use in manufacturing paper, 
crease in production cost. paint, ceramics, rubber, textiles, tile, and 

Perlite-—Crude perlite mined outside of toilet preparations; some was exported. 
: the State was expanded by Western Miner- Vermiculite——Crude vermiculite mined 

al Products Co. of Omaha for use as light- OUt-of-State was exfoliated at the Omaha 
weight aggregate in concrete and_ plaster. plant of Western Mineral Products Co. and 

Plant output was 30 percent below that of | Shipped to consumers for use as loose-fill 
1965. insulation, plaster aggregate, acoustical ma- 

Pumice.—Crude pumicite ore mined at terial, and pet litter. 
its La Master property in Lincoln County METALS 
was treated by LaRue-Axtell Pumice Co. 
near Callaway. The tonnages of finished The American Smelting and Refining 
products increased 47 percent and their Co. (Asarco) lead refinery in Omaha was 
values increased 41 percent. Virtually the operated at a slightly higher rate than that 

entire output of processed pumice was used Of the previous year, refining lead bullion 
in cleansing and scouring compounds. received from smelters in El Paso, Tex., 

Sand and Gravel—The 14 million tons of £ast Helena, Mont, and Tooele, Utah. 
sand and gravel produced from 83 of the The bullion was derived from lead ores 

93 counties in the State represented a 13- that originated principally in western 
percent increase in quantity and a 4-per- United States, South America, and Canada. 

cent increase in value. Of this output, 64 Commercial grades of refined lead were
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousang dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use —_-—- > 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Construction: 
Building____.__._...-----------------. 2,267 $2 ,606 2,351 $2,209 
Paving______-_-___-_-_--_---------_-___ 981 1,179 990 918 
Railroad ballast_.......__._-____.____- 1 570 1 646° (2) (?) 
Fill_.-.--- eee (4) (2) 785 680 
Other___.- 2-1 ee eee _-- _— 211 212 

Total...__.___-_.__-_---_--------- 3,818 4,431 4,137 3.819 

Gravel: : - ] 
Construction: 

Building._.-_______.- eee 1,265 1,519 1,293 1,545 
Paving. ___.___--.--- 2 eee 5,079 5,923 5,500 6,414 
Railroad ballast_.__._-_-_._---_-_.____ 3 209 3 240 84 106 
Fill... eee eee (3) (8) 259 222 
Other___.______----_-- ee eee Loe _-- 1 1 

Miscellaneous____..__.-.-------__-----_-_- 50 61 101 120 

Total_________ eee 6,603 7,743 7,238 8,408 

Total sand and gravel_______________ 10,421 12,174 11,375 12,227 
Government-and-contractor operations:. 

Sand: 
Paving_.__.______- ee eee eee 483 482 549 549 

Gravel: 
Building....__.._-.-0- 2 eee 12 13 13 6 
Paving__..._-.__-.---l---------- ee eee 1,077 1,028 1,602 1,397 

Total___-_--_- 2 eee eee eee 1,089 1,041 1,615 1,403 

Total sand and gravel____.___..____-___- 1,572 1,523 2,164 1,952 

All operations: EEE . 

Sand_______ eee eee eee 4,301 4,913 4,686 4,368 
Gravel_____- 22 eee 7,692 8,784 8,853 9,811 

Total_.._----_-__- eee eee 11,993 13,697 13 , 539 14,179 

1 Railroad ballast and fill sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
2 Railroad ballast and “‘Other” sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 Railroad ballast and fill gravel combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

produced and shipped to fabricators and — tellurium, some of which were shipped as 

manufacturers throughout eastern and _— salable products in refined or alloyed form 

midwestern United States. and the others were concentrated for 

Other metals recovered from the bullion further treatment at plants outside Nebras- 
were gold, silver, antimony, bismuth, and _ ka. . 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Banner.—Although production dropped well was drilled to a total depth of 7,595 

1.4 million barrels, the county again feet (in Permian) without finding oil or 

ranked second in petroleum output. Mar- gas below the Cretaceous. The county had 

keted natural gas was 45 percent less than 15 development wells drilled; 4 were com- 

in 1965. Of the 5 county oilfields ranked pleted as oil wells. 
among the State’s 25 largest, the Willson The entire output of sand and gravel 
Ranch field was the largest, displacing the was produced by the county highway de- 
Singleton field. partment. 

Of 26 wildcat wells drilled, only 1 was Buffalo.—Eight commercial producers, 
successful; a discovery of an unnamed field Bruner Bros., C. H. Luther Sand & Gravel 

by White Feather Petroleum. A significant Co., Johnson Gravel Co., Leonard Sand & 
exploratory failure was drilled by Sinclair Gravel, Olsen Sand & Gravel Co., Triplett 
Oil & Gas Co. in the Singleton field; this Sand & Gravel Co., Carl W. Whitney, and
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel production in 1966, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

County Quantity Value . County Quantity Value 

Adams___..__--- ee 93 $114 Keya Paha_______________-_ 9 $9 
Antelope. ____._---.-__.-_- 80 88 Kimball... 2222 Lee 38 36 
Banner...__...---_------ 8 9. Knox. __-.--- eee 301 298 
Boone___._-.--.--------- ee W WwW Lancaster__.__--...-_ 2 ---- 58 58 
Box Butte__._.....2 2-2 52 52 Lincoln. 222 ee 243 267 
Boyd___._--------1--- Le. 24 24 Logan__.-__--__..-.-___-_- 2 2 
Brown_..---.-.--.-.-_---- 183 100 Loup... 2-2 eee 28 35 
Buffalo_......_----.-.--- - 511 556 Madison__.____.._____---_- 448 530 
Butler__. 2... 2---_2 22 eee 142 159 McPherson. ___-______-______ 4 6 
Cass___....--------------- 568 454 Merrick. -_____---- eee 139 145 
Cedar._...-_-----.-----.-- 110 116 Morrill.._.....-..-_._----- WwW WwW 
Chase__..._-.-._._-.----_- 5 — 2 Nance __..-.------------- 64 82 
Cherry__.--_.--_-_-.--_-_. 18 18 Nemaha_..___-_-.__-___-_- 17 16 

- Cheyenne__..-.-__-.2- 2 __ 151 80 Nuckolls._. 222-2 eel 43 50 
Clay......-----.-.-------- 90 82 Otoe.__..-- 2 eee 32 32 
Colfax... 2-2. --_-- 78 78 Pawnee.____-_--.-------.- WwW WwW 
Cuming. ___.....----.----_ 332 361 Perkins. ...---.--._---- 2 41 13 
Custer_.__-..---.------_-- - 166 166 Phelps___-_. 22 2 ee 213 244 
Dakota_...--.-----.-.-_-- 59 61 Pierce_____-_2 ee ' 86 86 

- Dawson.__..------------_- 398 478 Platte_.-.-.--2- 22 -ee 670 874 
. Deuel____---.:-.---------- 100 100 Polk____--------.-.------- WwW WwW 

Dixon__..____-.----------- 23 29 Red Willow____.__._.--_-_- 246 299 
Dodge____..---_---------- 891 837 Rock... 22.-- 2 eee 19 _ 19 
Douglas....._..-----.---_- 1,492 1,365 Saline... - 2 -- L  ee 194 212 
Fillmore_._.._..--.-------- 12 12 Sarpy__..-.---.-.__--__--- 568 535 
Franklin. ...2..-------_-_- 108. 126 Saunders__.....__..--_-___ 946 945 
Furnas_._-_..-2----2 eee 98 81 Seotts Bluff_...-2--22 2-2 Le 238 216 
Gage__.___----------.---- 161 184 Seward_____.__..-.-_--- 3 3 
Garden_..._..-.----------- 11 13 Sheridan_ 2.2222 ee 2 2 
Garfield____.-.-..--.-_--_- WwW. WwW Sherman______-_--_-_-_-___ 21 21 
Grant___2.-_------------_-e 2 2 Sioux. 2-2 ee 40 21 
Hall. -..------ eee 1,053 1,318 Stanton__._.- 2-2 ee T7 T7 
Hamilton___...-....----__- 186 216 Thayer___.._-___-_-_-__--- 124 132 
Harlan_._-__.-.-----=----- 87 92 Thomas... _._-._-_._- “15 19 
Hayes..._.--------------- WwW W Thurston.___.__-_.____---- 17 17 
Hitcheoeck_.-----------.-_- WwW WwW Valley__.._--_-_-_-------- 138 155 . 
Holt_._...-..-------------- 141 166 Wayne______- eee AT AT 
Hooker____.....------._--- 12 . 14 Webster____-___-_-_---_--___ 17 112 
Howard_._......---.-.---- 76 92 Wheeler____._._._-._-_---_- 21 20 
Jefferson. ___..---------_ 246 253 York_______-_-_-_- eee 107 . 120 
Johnson..._.....----.-_--- WwW WwW Undistributed_._..__.-..._- 238 245 
Kearney_..-_--_---------_-_ 92 103 —_—_ 
Keith. _..- 2 ee 156 178 Total_:_-.-__-.-.-..-. 18,539 14,179 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 

Table 8.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 
Use OS 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Dimension stone: Rubble________________2__-_-___- 9,335 $48 , 869 12 , 783 $68 ,281 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap_.__.-_-..-.____-._-_-_-____-___-.__.-_. 1,539,953 1,910,966 1,982,203 2,371,941 
Concrete and roadstone_______.____.______.__. 1,747,828 2,962,000 1,885,875 3,145,080 

Agriculture. ________ 2 eee (4) () 208 , 927 358 , 257 
Other_______.___-._-_-_____-___-_- eee eee )=— 3: 901,545 11,715,005 2965,351 21,972,164 

Total___._---2-- 2 eee _____e-__. =©4,188,826 6,587,971 5,042,356 7,847 , 442 

Total stone_________________________.______. 4,198,200 6,636, 840 5,055,100 7,915,723 

1 Stone used for agriculture combined with ‘Other’ to avoid disclosing individual company confidential 
data; combined data includes stone used in agriculture, asphalt filler, cement, lime, other filler, poultry grit, 
and rubber filler. 
all Includes stone used in asphalt filler, cement, lime, other filler, poultry grit, railroad ballast, and rubber 

er.
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Whitney Sand & Gravel, Inc., and two con- from 208 barrels of oil per day in the 
tractors for the Nebraska Department of Clara field to 20 barrels per day in the 
Roads and Crews of the Buffalo County Flah field; the other discoveries were the 
Highway Department produced 511,000 Larson Ranch, Pasha, and Ursa fields and 

tons of sand and gravel valued at $556,000. one as yet unnamed. 
Seventy-four percent was used in road con- The Cheyenne County Highway Depart- 
struction. ment, White Excavating & Ditching, and 

Cass.—Value of mineral production in- . two contractors for the Nebraska Depart- 

creased 16 percent, reaching a record $16.9 ment of Roads, produced 151,000 tons of 
million owing to a higher demand for ce- sand and gravel valued at $80,000, all for 
ment, stone, and clay. A 12-percent in- Use in road construction. 
crease in the value of portland cement pro- Custer.-—Sand and gravel totaling 166,000 
duced by the Louisville plant of Ash Grove tons and valued at $166,000 was produced 
Lime & Portland Cement Co. and a sub- .by Arnold Redi-Mix, Middle Loup Sand & 
stantial increase in value of stone were the Gravel, Inc., and contractors for the Ne- 

| principal factors that effected the overall braska Department of Roads and the Cus- 
_ increase. Sand and gravel output increased ter County Highway Department. 
substantially in tonnage but dropped The only pumice processor in the State, 
slightly in value. . the LaRue-Axtell Pumice Co., treated pu- 

Crushed and broken limestone, used mMicite from its mine in Lincoln County. 
mainly as cement rock, riprap, aggregate, Value of finished pumice products in- 

soil conditioner, and filler, was produced creased 41 percent. 
by Ash Grove Lime & Portland Cement Dawson.—Sand and gravel, 398,000 tons 

Co., Heebner Quarries, Hopper Bros. valued at $478,000, was produced by C. H. 
Quarries, Tanner & Lockhart, United Min- Luther Sand & Gravel Co., C. Kirpatrick & 
eral Products Co., United Rock Construc- Son Sand & Gravel, G. F. Luther Sand & 

tion, Inc., and Kerford Limestone Co. Gravel, Lindekugel Sand & Gravel, Worley 
Adolfe Fedde and one other supplier pro- Sand & Gravel, and contractors for the Ne- 
duced limestone for use as rough building braska Department of Roads and the Daw- 

stone. Tanner & Lockhart provided crushed son County Highway Department. High- 
stone for the Cass County Highway De- ways and related structures consumed 63 
partment; United Mineral Products Co. percent, and buildings used 25 percent of 
supplied crushed rock to the Nebraska De- the output. 
partment of Roads; and Midwest Construc- Deuel.—In marketed natural gas, the 

tion Co. produced riprap for the US. county, with 1.5 billion cubic feet valued 
Army Corps of Engineers. at $238,000, was ranked second after 

Clay mined by Ash Grove Lime & Port- Cheyenne County. No natural gas liquids 
land Cement Co, was used in manufactur- were produced because the plant of Kan- 

ing cement. : sas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. at Big 
Fedde Sand & Gravel, Lyman-Richey Springs field was shut down during the 

Sand & Gravel Corp., Western Sand & year. The only drilling in the county was 
Gravel Co., and two Nebraska Department two unsuccessful wildcats south of the Big 
of Roads contractors produced 568,000 tons _ Springs fields. 
of sand and gravel valued at $454,000. Sand and gravel, totaling 100,000 tons, 

Roads and associated structures absorbed was produced by suppliers contracted by 
51 percent and buildings 44 percent of the the Nebraska Department of Roads and by 
output. crews and a contractor for the Deuel 
Cheyenne.—Ranked first in marketed nat- County Highway Department. 

ural gas, the county also ranked third in Dodge.—Suppliers of sand and gravel in 
crude oil output. The two gasoline plants Dodge County marketed 891,000 tons val- 
yielded 51 percent of the State total natu- ued at $837,000. Building construction ab- 
ral gas liquids. Six of the county oilfields sorbed 44 percent, and roads and related 

—4 in 1965—were ranked among the top structures used 36 percent of the output. 
25 in the State. The county had the most Producers were Christensen Gravel, Inc., 

successful exploratory program of the State; Christensen Sand & Gravel Co., Cowles 
26 wildcats resulted in 8 oil discoveries. Gravel Co., Lincoln Sand & Gravel Co., 
Initial production in the new fields ranged Lux Sand & Gravel Co., Lyman-Richey
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Table 9.—-Value of mineral production in Nebraska, by counties ! 

County 1965. 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

- Adams..__...-..__2--._- WwW $114,000 Sand and gravel. 
Antelope. _..--.-.--..- - $171,000 88,000 | Do. 
Banner.........--.---.-. 18,010,000 9,503,000. Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Blaine_...--.---.-.-.--- 8,000 — weueee 
Boone__.------- 22 WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Box Butte._.....-------- ------ 52,270 Sand and gravel, stone. — 
Boyd___..-...---.------ 25,000 24,000 Sand and gravel. co 
Brown _..-.--..-_-------- 76,000 100 , 000 Do. 
Buffalo_.....-.....-.-_-- 502 ,000 556,000 Do. 
Butler_.._..-.---.___--- 164,000 159,000 Do. . 
Cass_._..--.....-.....--- "14,561,090 16,916,979 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Cedaf_....._._-.---_---- 91,000 116,000 Sand and gravel. 
Chase_....2.....-------- 9,000 2,000 Do. 

’ Cherry_.....-.-.-------- 7,000 18,000 . Do. 
Cheyenne.........-.---- 10,051,000 9,858,000 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, natural gaso- 

_ line, sand and gravel. 
Clay_...--.--...-------- WwW 82,000 Sand and gravel. 
Colfax. ...-...---.-.---- 100,000 78,000 Do. 
Cuming. .._.-.._-------- 274,968 W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Custer_....-...--.------ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, pumice. 
Dakota._.._..---------- wa uune 61,000 ‘Sand and gravel. 
Dawes_.......-.-------- week 13,658 Stone. 
Dawson..___..-.-_-_---- 522,000 478,000 Sand and gravel. 
Deuel__._-.....-.--.---- 478,000 338,000 Natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Dixon._..-.-_._-.-------- 66,118 60,512 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Dodge. ._.--_._--_------ 1,015,000 837,112 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Douglas._....-.....----- 1,608,097 . 1,456,138 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Dundy_.......---------- 88 ,000 25,000 Petroleum. 
Fillmore__._._.__.------ 18,000 - 12,000 Sand and gravel. 
Franklin. ......-.------- 305,000 W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Frontier._.........------ 23,000 38,000 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Furnas_._....-..-------- 70,000 92,000 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Gage.__....------------- . Ww W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Garden_______..-.-..---- 66 , 000 43,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel. ; 
Garfield__._......------- woncee W Sand and gravel. 
Grant__....--.-.-------- ~----e 2,000 Do. 
Hall. ._.-_..------------ 1,058 ,000 1,318,000 Do. 
Hamilton_........------- 133 ,000 216,000 Do. 
Harlan_._.......---.---- 136 ,000 163,000 Sand and gravel, petroleum. _ 
Hayes__.___....-.------- 87,000 W Do. . 
Hitcheock.-...--.------- 579 ,000 703,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Holt_._..-.-.-----------. 204,000 166,000 Sand and gravel. 
Hooker.._..-.---------- wee nee 14,000 Do. . 
Howard._.....-.-------- 4,000 92,000 Do. 
Jefferson__._-..--------- WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Johnson. ......-.----.--- 1,000 11,547 Sand and gravel, stone. , 
Kearney_......-.-------- 140,000 103,000 Sand and gravel. 
Keith.........---_------ 257,000 178 , 000 Do. 
Keya Paha_______-_----~- ~ee--e 9,000 Do. 
Kimball..........------- 14,783,000 11,841,000 Petroleum, LP gases, natural gasoline, natural 

gas, sand and gravel. 
Knox. _....-----_-_------ 217,000 298,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lancaster__......_._---- WwW 384,188 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Lincoln._....--_-.------ 371,000 278,000 Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Logan..._...-...-_.----- 2,000 2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Loup. ...--.---_-___---- 7,000 35,000 Do. 
Madison. ._..-.._.------ 297,350 530, 000 Do. 
McPherson. _.-..._._---- ~----- 6,000 Do. 
Merrick._.._.-..-.-.---- WwW _ 145,000 Do. 
Morrill............------ 2,047,900 2,182,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel, lime, natural gas. 
Nance. .._.-.----------- WwW 82,000 Sand and gravel. 
Nemaha...__...._.------ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Nuckolls.___.....---.--- WwW W Cement, sand and gravel. 
Otoe.__.-_. eee 116,679 171,057 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Pawnee.___....__.-_---- 171,130 162,180 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Perkins._____...-.-.---- 62 ,000 13,000 Sand and gravel. 
Phelps_.__.._.--.------- 117 ,000 244,000 Do. 
Pierce_.......----------- 98,000 86,000 Do. 
Platte..........-----.--- WwW W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Polk__-._..-.-.-.------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Red Willow.__...-_------ 5,379,000 5,097,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Richardson__._._._.----- 167 ,027 381,512 Stone, petroleum. 
Rock__...---_-.-------- --.--- 19,000 Sand and gravel. 
Saline._..__.-.-.-------- 256,000 212,000 Do. 
Sarpy....--------------- Ww W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Saunders. _.___..-.------ 1,383 ,000 945,000 Sand and gravel. 
Scotts Bluff__........-.-- 2,997 ,350 2,487,455 Petroleum, lime, sand and gravel, natural gas, 

stone. 
Seward..._._....-_---_-- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Sheridan. _..-.-.-------- wanoee 9,875 Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Value of mineral production in Nebraska, by counties ‘(—Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Sherman_--.---.-------- 84,000 21,000 Sand and gravel. 
Sioux. _..._---------- --- 11,348 26,782 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Stanton. ____----.-___._- WwW 77,000 Sand and gravel. 
Thayer_.___----..--.---- 187,000 | 132 , 000 Do. 
Thomas. -..------------- 26,000 19 ,000 Do.: 
Thurston__-_------------ ~----- 17,000 Do. 
Valley__..-.---.--------- 57,000 156,920 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Washington_.--.-.-_----- WwW W Stone. 
Wayne. _.--------------- ------ 47,000 Sand and gravel. 
Webster.__..------------ 55,000 112 ,000 Do. 
Wheeler___-------------- 10,000 20,000 Do. 
York__...--------------- 149 ,000 120,000 Do. 
Undistributed 2._......_.__ * 8,866,115 8 063, 865 

Total.__..-.---.-. 1 83,826,000 78,521,000 

a Revised, W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Un- 

dis The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Arthur, Burt, Gosper, and 

OT includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 

Sand & Gravel Corp., and a contractor for Hitchcock.—The county was one of the 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Ebsen few which had increases in yield of crude 
Construction Co. produced riprap for its oil. This increase was mainly the result of 
use aS a contractor for the U.S. Army a marked increase in output from the 
Corps of Engineers at the Elkhorn River Reiher field which more than offset de- 

Basin flood protection project mear  clines in other fields. The Reiher field 
Hooper. moved up to be ranked 15th among the 
Douglas.—Mineral output was valued at fields in the State. Drilling in the county 

$1.4 million. Hartford Sand & Gravel Co., consisted of seven unsuccessful wells, four 

Johnson Aggregate Co., two plants of Ly- wildcats, and three development wells. 

man-Richey Sand & Gravel Corp., McCann G & J Gravel Co. and Stratton Gravel 
Sand & Gravel Co., Ready Sand & Gravel, Co. produced aggregate used equally in 

Inc., and Sorensen Sand & Gravel produced _ building and road construction. 

1.5 million tons of aggregate; 37 percent Keya Paha—One of the most remote 

was used in highway construction and 51  wildcats drilled in the State was in the 
percent in buildings. A contractor for the eastern part of the county, a 2,300-foot test 
US. Army Corps of Engineers produced to granite with no shows of oil or gas. 
and used gravel for road construction. Contractors for the Nebraska Department 

Dugdale Construction Co., Martin R. of Roads produced 9,000 tons of paving 
Eby Construction Co., Miller Excavating gravel. 
Co., and Peter Kiewit Sons’ Co. supplied Kimball.—The county again was ranked 
crushed limestone for their own use on fry in petroleum production, second in 

projects for the Nebraska Department of  yatural gas liquids, and third in marketed 
Roads; Hawkins Construction Co. produced natural gas. Although yield of petroleum 

riprap for its U.S. Army Corps of En- and natural gas declined, the total produc- 
gineers project. tion of natural gas liquids, because of in- 
Hall.—Although Hall County produced creased output of LP gases, was up 19 per- 

only sand and gravel, a record mineral out- cent. Output of petroleum was down 1.5 
put was established in 1966. Armour Con- million barrels, a loss of $3.1 million. Six 

struction Co., H & M Equipment Co., Inc., of the 25 largest fields in the State were 
Luther & Maddox Gravel Co., Meister in the county; Sloss and Enders were 
Bros. Sand & Gravel, and Third City Sand among the top 5 fields. Kimball County 
Co. produced 1.1 million tons valued at had the largest number of wells drilled: 
$1.3 million. Construction of Interstate 80 Of the 38 wildcat wells, 3 were successful, 

and other highways and related structures and 15 of the development wells were oil 
consumed 64 percent, and building, mainly producers. Two of the discoveries appeared 
in Grand Island, accounted for 16 percent to have significant production: East Simp- 
of the county output. : son field (see Petroleum section) and the
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unnamed discovery by Regal Drilling Co. 30 percent in tonnage and 49 percent in y by Kes P 8 Pp 
and Petroleum, Inc., at their No. 1 Bos- value. 
trom well, appear to have significant ini- Output of sand and gravel by Lyman- ~ 
tial production. This well was completed Richey Sand & Gravel Corp., Morrill 
for 142 barrels of oil per day. County Highway Department, and _ con- 

Wilson Bros., Inc., and a contractor for tractors for the Nebraska Department of 

the Nebraska Department of Roads pro- Roads increased substantially in tonnage 

duced 38,000 tons of sand and gravel val- but decreased slightly in value. | 

ued at $36,000. Highway structures ab- | Nemaha.—Value of mineral output 
sorbed 68 percent of the output, and dropped 6 percent. All the sand and grav- 

buildings used 26 percent. el, produced by Wittwer Brothers, Inc., was 

Lancaster.—Value of the three mineral Used in road construction, The output of 
commodities—stone, sand and gravel, and crushed limestone by Nelson Quarries, Inc., 
clay—produced in Lancaster County to- Ws used for concrete aggregate, roadstone, 

taled a record $384,188. | and agricultural stone. 
J. D. Schwarck Quarries, Inc., produced Nuckolls.—Mineral output dropped 19 

limestone for use as aggregate, soil condi- percent in value because of ‘ reduced de- 
tioner, and rubble. Brandt Construction, mand for masonry and portland cme 
Inc., produced riprap and concrete aggre- by Ideal Cement Co. and because of a 
gate for its own use as a contractor for the sharp decline in the output of sand and 
Lancaster County Highway Department gravel. Virtually the entire output of ag- 

and riprap for its use at a US Army gregate was used in constructing roads. 

| Corps of Engineers project. Yankee Hill Otoe.—The county produced three min 
Brick Manufacturing Co. mined clay for eral commodities, all of which increased in 

manufacturing brick and hollow tile at its GUanuty. — : | 
plant in Lincoln, owe BE" Western Brick and Supply Co. mined 

7 | Lincoln—Output at the Red Willow clay for its plant at Nebraska City. Con- 
Creek field declined sharply to 4,461 bar- tractors for the Nebraska Department of 
rels of crude oil ? Roads produced 32,000 tons of sand and 

Lg gravel. Hopper Bros. Quarries produced 
5 Pr on or sand anc grave" °Y Brewer crushed limestone for aggregate and agri- 
rane an Riches “foe o . mon On ne cultural stone; Tanner & Lockhart sup- 

ley Sand & Gravel and the Nebraska De. pied imestone Deena to the Otve 
partment of Roads contractors totaled aoe of aineral production in- 

| 00 none 8) Percent of which was used creased threefold, a record high. Ace Sand 
& Gravel Co., Central Sand & Gravel Co., 

Madison.—Value of mineral production Columbus Sand 7 Gravel, Lyman-Richey 

attained a record $530,000. Five suppliers sand & Gravel Corp., and a contractor for 
ocean ane ee ae ane and Gravel, the Nebraska Department of Roads pro- 
G - c. Elkh aC o., Einung Sand & duced 670,000 tons of aggregate valued at 

PAVED Mey orn Construction Co., and $874,000. Sixty percent was used in road 
Midwest Bridge and Construction Co., pro- construction and 27 percent was used in 
duced 448,000 tons. Sixty-seven percent of building construction. 
the output was used in road construction. Ace Sand & Gravel Co. produced crushed 

Morrill.—Increased petroleum production _ limestone for riprap. 
was the result of a threefold gain in yield Red Willow.—With petroleum production 

at ae Waitman field; the field was unit- declining by 202,000 barrels, the county was 
Ne ane a wenn at program initiated in yanked fourth in oil yield. The State’s larg- 
ovember 04. though no marked _ est oilfield, Slee Hollow, was in the 

change was apparent in 1965, during 1966 county, as were 3 “others of the 25 largest 
response to the waterflooding was dramat- fields. Output of the Sleepy Hollow field 

cee tm eondn te ong eee oe in was down 260,000 barrels, The significant 
, » MOTT ounty new fie iscovery, Bed Canyon field, was 

had one successful wildcat well and five oil on the Red Willow-Frontier county line. 

development completions. Four other discoveries were recorded in the 
Production of lime at the Bayard plant county; six successful development wells 

of The Great Western Sugar Co. increased _ were drilled.
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Davidson Gravel Co., Midwest Sand & Scotts Bluff.—Petroleum production de- 
Gravel Co., and McCook Hollostone Co. clined 27 percent and marketed natural gas 
produced 246,000 tons of sand and gravel, was down 22 percent. Output of the 
an increase of 103 percent; road construc- county's largest field, Cedar Valley, de- 

tion absorbed 85 percent of this output. creased by 22,813 barrels to 234,757 barrels. 
Richardson.—Total output of the three Stage Hill field, partly in Banner County, 

Forest City basin oilfields was relatively had a 52-percent decline in production to 
unchanged. Three unsuccessful wildcat 198,777 barrels. Scotts Bluff County had 28 
wells were drilled. Crews of the Richardson exploratory wells (second to Kimball 
County Highway Department mined County); all were dry. Only seven develop- 
177,210 tons of limestone for concrete ment wells were drilled and six were un- 

aggregate and roadstone. For the first time successful. The State’s only refinery, owned 
in several years no sand and gravel produc- by Cooperative Refining Association, Inc., 
tion was recorded. located at Scottsbluff, had a crude oil 
Sarpy.—The value of the two mineral throughput of 966,000 barrels, down 7 per- 

commodities produced in the county de- cent from that of 1965. ' 

clined 5 percent. Three plants of Lyman- Sand and gravel output of 238,000 tons 
Richey Sand & Gravel Corp., Sorensen Sand was valued at $216,000. Producers were Ei- 

~& Gravel, Maystrick Brothers, Johnson  gele Concrete Products Co.; Kembel Sand & 
Sand & Gravel, and contractors for the Ne- Gravel Co., Inc; Willis Young, Sand & 
braska Department of Roads produced Gravel; Scotts Bluff County Highway De- 

568,000 tons of sand and gr avel valued at partment; and the Nebraska Department 
$535,000. Building construction consumed | 
52 percent and road construction used 42 of Roads contractors. Roads and related 

percent of the output. City Wide Rock & Structures consumed 58 percent and build- 

Excavation Co. mined limestone for riprap. img construction used 36 percent of the 
and as aggregate for concrete and road- production. Industrial Builders, Inc., used 
stone; Welsh Stone Co., Inc., produced 970 tons of limestone riprap valued at 
crushed limestone for road construction. $1,455 at a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Saunders.—Wolf Sand & Gravel Co., Ly- project. 
man-Richey Sand & Gravel Corp., Western . | | 
Sand & Gravel Co, and Ashland Ready _ Washington—Fort Calhoun Stone Co. 
Mix marketed 946,000 tons of aggregate produced limestone for riprap, concrete 

valued at $945,000. Road construction ab- 88regate, roadstone, and agricultural stone 
sorbed 55 percent and building 45 percent for soil conditioning. No production of 

of the output. | sand and gravel was reported. 

| 

| 

| 

|





The Mi 1 Indus f Nevada ec inera n ustry O Cvada 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement for the collection of 

mineral data, except mineral fuels, between the Bureau of Mines, United States 

Department of the Interior, and the Nevada Bureau of Mines. 

| By L. E. Davis * 

| The value of Nevada’s mineral produc- for iron and uranium ores. More mercury 
tion was the third highest on record, ex- was produced, but the overall value was 

ceeded only by that of 1955 and 1956 when less. Declines, however, were reported for 
| government purchase programs for tung- half the nonmetallic minerals produced in 

sten and manganese were in effect. Metals 1966 / 

represented 72 percent of the total value, Petrol t f Nevada’ 1 
nonmetals 27 percent, and mineral fuels, 1 fk id cum output from Nevadas only 
percent. Mineral exploration activity in  dlfield was much higher despite a lack of 
1966—chiefly for gold, copper, mercury, ‘@nsportation and refining facilities. No 

and silver—reached a record level. new wells were completed to production. 
Of the metals and metal ores produed —TPhusical scientist, B of Mi 5 

in Neveda, decreases were reported only francisco Calif 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Nevada * | 

— 1965 | 1966 

| Mineral | : “Value _ | Value 
. Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Antimony ore and concentrate (content) - short tons- - | 26 $19 68 $63 
Barite___._._..............-..thousand short tons__ ~ gl 583. - 189 933 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_short tons-_~ 71,332 50,503 73,720 56,946 
Gem stones___._..-.-.--.----.---.---------------- NA ~ 100 NA 100 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..troy ounces... 229 ,.050 8,017 366 ,903 12,342 
Gypsum_......-.-.-.--..-..-thousand short tons-- _ 410 2,518 594 2,023 
Iron ore (usable)... thousand long tons, gross weight - 1,141 5,330 1,000 4,931 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___-short tons-_- 2,277 710 3,581 1,083 
Mercury. -....-------------------76-pound flasks -- 3,333 1,902 3,355 1,482 
Perlite..............------------------short tons-- 13 ,780 121 WwW Ww 
Petroleum (crude)_.....-thousand 42-gallon barrels. . 209 WwW 807 WwW 
Pumice, pumicite and volcanic cinder 

thousand short tons-- 68 187 55 190 
Sand and gravel___._......-..-..-..--------d0__-- 9,455 11,796 9,085 9,134 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces. . 507 656 867 1,122 
Stone_._................----_thousand short tons- - 1,248 2,247 2,002 2,519 
Sulfur ore____........-..-------.------long tons. - 336 6 a _-- 
Talc and soapstone._.__..-.------------short tons... — 3,592 81 4,715 24 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.)..-....-do---- 8,858 1,127 5,827 1,690 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Brucite, 

cement, clays, diatomite, fluorspar, lime, lithium 
minerals (1966), magnesite, molybdenum concen- 
trates (content), peat, salt, tungsten concentrate, 
uranium ore, and values indicated by symbol W---- xX r14,118 XxX 1T 550 

Total__.....-----.-. eee xX r 99 ,966 xx 112,632 

tr Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Figure 1.—Value of copper and total value of mineral production in Nevada. 

Consumpion, Trade, and Markets.—All'of were processed in mills and smelter outside 
| Nevada’s requirements for mineral fuels the State. The one smelter in Nevada (cop- 

and meals, and virtually all its nonmetal- per) was dependent on Nevada ores. All 
lic mineral needs other: than construction usable iron ore was exported or shipped to 

, materials, were supplied by out-of-State steel plants in other States. In Clark 
processors. Most of the barite and perlite (County, an electrolytic manganese dioxide 
and some of the gypsum and limestone jjant operated on ore obtained through a 
.produced was shipped out of the State in te 

na New Mexico broker, and a titanium sponge 
crude form. Much of the lime output went 1 di ted titani . Is A 
to customers in California, Washington, piant use tmp orte uitanium munerals. 

and Arizona. All petroleum production was  ‘"ngsten carbide plant in Mineral County 
consigned to refineries in Utah and Cali- utilized purchased tungsten concentrates, 

fornia. Metal ores, concentrates, precipi- principally from the General Services Ad- 

tates, and residues, with few exceptions, ministration stockpile. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) | 

_ Year Value ! Year Value ! 

1957__.___------------------------ $84,408 1962______.-.--------------------- $80 , 556 
1958__._- eee 72,297 19638____-------------------------- 82,156 
1959______________.-_---_-____.__- 69,018  1964____._.----.--------__-_____- 78,398 
1960__.____________._.------_____- 75,968 1965__-_-.--_-----------..-_-._._- 87,935 
1961____.------2-- ~~~ eee ee 79,645 1966__.------------------.---.---- P 97,844 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised.
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Trends and Developments.—Exploration day antimony oxidizing plant. under con-— 
for gold was in progress in Clark, Douglas, struction at Panaca, Lincoln County. Ti- 
Elko, Eureka, Humboldt, Mineral, Nye, tanium Metals Corporation of America 
Pershing, Storey, and White Pine Counties. (TMCA) announced a multimillion dollar 
Carlin Gold Mining Co., Eureka County, expansion program at its Henderson, Clark 
completed its first full year of production County, facility. The company planned a 
and became the second largest gold mine 50-percent increase in ingot melting capaci- 
in the United States. The Atlanta gold ty, with new furnaces capable of melting 
mine, Lincoln County, closed in September 15,000-pound ingots; a 60-percent increase 
for an indefinite period. in output of sponge titanium including in- 

Federal Resources Corp. began shipping  Stallation of a new electrolytic sponge 
lead-silver ore from the Simon mine near plant using a new production process. The 
Mina, Mineral County, to its Bellevue, Ida- company expects that the new process. will 

ho, pilot. mill. Exploration for silver ore have significent influence on the price and 
was underway in Elko, Esmeralda, Eureka, quality of titanim products by 1970. 

Lander, and White Pine Counties. Foote Mineral Co. dedicated its lithium- 
Several companies were exploring for mineral recovery facility at Silver Peak, Es- 

copper ores in Elko, Humboldt, Lincoln, meralda County, in August, and began 
Lyon, Mineral, Pershing, and Washoe shipping lithium carbonate. Georgia-Pacific 
Counties. Development of the Lander Corp. announced purchase of the Tule 
County copper-gold-silver properties of Valley gypsum deposit, Lincoln County. 
Duval Corp., which was initiated in 1965, Western Marble Co. began developing a | 
proceeded on schedule throughout 1966. At white marble quarry near Lages Station, 
yearend, most of the overburden stripping White Pine County. In May, General Re- 
had been completd and one of two pre- fractories Co. (GREFCO, Inc.) acquired 
cipitation plants was in operation. Con- the assets and liabilities of the Mining and 
struction of the milk and the second pre- Mineral Products Division, Great Lakes | 
cipitation plant was nearing completion. Carbon Corp., including a diatomite min- 
Both were scheduled for production early ing and processing facility in Esmeralda 
in 1967. The $4.5 million additional copper County. The limestone quarry of Kenne- . 
sulfide ore milling facility of The Anaconda cott Copper Corp., White Pine County, was 
Company was nearing completion at Weed leased to Morrison. & Weatherly Chemical 
Heights, Lyon County. In White Pine Products Co. The latter planned to install 
County, Kennecott Copper Corp. an- a kiln to supply lime to Kennecott and 
nounced that operations at the Liberty Pit others, with full operation scheduled for 
were to be terminated after 60 years of early 1967. All sulfur holdings (land and 
continuous operation. Mining was moved equipment) of Sulphur Products, Inc, | 
to the two adjacent pits, Tripp and Veter- Humboldt County, were sold to Great 
an. Phasing out at the Liberty, and strip- American Industries, Inc. of New York. Ex- 
ping at the Tripp-Veteran, were conducted _ ploration for sulfur was in progress in the _ 
simultaneously so there would be no inter- area and in Esmeralda, Eureka, and Wa- 
ruption in production. shoe Counties. | 
Anaconda reported that drilling at the Legislation and Government Programs.— 

Hall molybdenum prospect, Nye County, There were no reported revisions or addi- 
had defined the characteristics of a large tions to the Nevada State mining laws by 

low-grade molybdenum orebody. Duval the Nevada Legislature. Public land orders 
Corp. obtained an option to purchase the withdrew nearly 5,300 acres of land from 
Gibellini vanadium property, Eureka mineral location under U.S. mining laws, 
County. Exploration for mercury ore was 4,400 acres of which was withdrawn by the 
conducted in Elko, Humboldt, Nye, and B  Recl .« 7 
Pershing Counties. Negotiations were com- ureau of Reclamation in Clark County. 
pleted for sale of the Cordero mercury Land orders also restored about 7,200 acres 
mine, Humboldt County, to Fred H. Len- to mineral location and leasing, 2,400 acres 

way & Co., Inc. of San Francisco, Calif. by the Bureau of Land Management in 
The purchaser was to assume operational Pershing County. Nevada received a U.S. 
control of the property January 1, 1967. Treasury check for $279,982.31 in bonuses, 
Antimony Reduction Co, had a 25-ton-per- royalties, and rentals covering mineral
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leases and permits for the first 6 months of physical properties of refractory metals, 
1966. The amount due the State for the (c) to develop high-strength alloys, and 
last 6 months had not been announced. (d) to develop methods of separating and | 

On October 5, 1965 the Lead-Zinc Stabi- purifying rare-earth oxides. Ferrous rare-. 

| lization Program was extended to De-- earth metal alloys and rare-earth metals 
cember 31, 1969, by enactment of Public with very low impurity content, electrowon 

Law 89-238. Revisions under the law re-_ from their oxides, were found to have dis- 

quired producers to be recertified after tinctive magnetic properties. Tungsten car- 
June 1, 1966, to be eligible for stabilization pide having a hardness equal to commer- 

payments. Of the 11 (corrected figure) ap- jal grade material was prepared by 
plications received from Nevada producers, ejectrodeposition. Also, a study as initiat- 
since enactment of the program in ao ed to extract gold from refractory ores. 
1 had been recertified, 2 were denied, . . 
962, 2 had b ; The Bureau of Mines Boulder City Met- 

and 7 had been withdrawn, suspended, or . : 
. . . allurgy Research Laboratory continued to 

otherwise disqualified. No payments were OF , . 
. specialize in the winning and refining of 

made on 1966 production. j . 
, specialty metals in molten salt electrolytes, 

The Bureau of Mines provided consult- . . . . 
, oe ; ; obtaining extremely high purity vanadium 
ing services to the Atomic Energy Commis- . . . 

; , and beryllium metals. These high-purity 
. sion (AEC) during 1966 on four preshot 1 ht b . . vat 

_ and postshot surveys of selected mines and metals were sought by university, po © 
tunnels within and adjacent to the Nevada and various government agencies for 
Test Site to determine the extent of struc. further research on alloy development and 

| tural damage that might be attributed to for determination of physical properties. 
underground nuclear tests. The Region II Field Office, Office of 

Research on electrowinning of rare-earth Minerals Exploration (OME), U.S. Geolog- 

metals and refractory metal compounds at ical Survey, received 12 applications from 
the Bureau of Mines Reno Metallurgy Re- persons interested in exploring for Nevada 

search Center, Reno, included studies (a) minerals under the OME programs. Of 
to better define reactions involved in pre- these, nine applications were processed, 
paring rare-earth and other reactive metals three contracts were let, and four contracts 
from molten salts, (b) to measure the were active at yearend. | 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the. mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of | Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————_-—______—__—_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: | 
Metal._-._._-------. 2,189 297 650 5,206 1 117 22.67 1,746 
Nonmetal and peat--- 772 276 213 1,712 --- 47 27.45 3,503 
Sand and gravel____-- 648 205 133 1,072 --- 12 11.20 192 
Stone___-_.--------- 213 290 62 494 --- 7 14.18 352 

Total__.-.-------. 3,822 277 1,058 8,484 1 183 21.69 1,823 

1966: P 
Metal.___-__-------. 2,210 293 648 5 , 229 2 141 27.35 3,460 
Nonmetal and peat. __ 735 257 189 1,521 --- 38 24.98 1,384 
Sand and gravel-_-_---- 610 200 122 977 --- 19 19.45 657 
Stone. _.----_------- 205 263 54 433 --- 5 11.55 460 

Total__.-...------- 3,760 269 1,013 8,160 2 203 25.12 2,578 

P Preliminary.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

METALS per were recovered as a byproduct from 
. ; complex lead, zinc, and silver ores. 

_Antimony.—Mines in Lander County At yearend the copper operations of Du- 
yielded all the antimony ore mined in’ yal Corp. at Copper Basin and Copper 

1966. The Last Chance mine was the major Canyon, Lander County, were nearing the 

producer. Although some lump ore was production stage. 

shipped, most of the ore was concentrated Gold.—Production was reported at 16 
in the Stevens mill at Austin before ship- lode gold mines, but only 2 mines contrib- 

ment, Stevens also shipped concentrates uted more than 5,000 ounces each to the 
produced from ores mined in preceding total output. The Carlin mine and mill, 

years. All shipments were. made to the an- Eureka County, was chiefly responsible for 

timony smelter in Laredo, Tex. the 60-percent increase over the 1965 out- 
Copper.—Copper production was 10 per- put. The Getchell mine, Humboldt County, 

cent greater than in 1965, and the highest W4S the other major lode gold mine 1 pro- 

since 1963. The Nevada copper industry duction, although the Atlanta mine, Lin- 

was again dominated by The Anaconda coln County, made substantial output be- 
| fore it closed for an indefinite period 

Company, Lyon County, and Kennecott , 
; shortly after midyear. Byproduct gold at 

Copper Corp., White Pine County. Only — . . . 
f h oF d - other lode mines, principally copper mines, 
our ot er mines, one copp er pro ucer accounted for 8 percent of the lode gold 
each in Elko and Pershing Counties, a recovered. | | 

lead-zinc producer in Lincoln County, and Placer gold recovery was insignificant by 
a silver-lead-zinc producer in White Pine comparison. Only one property, Nevada 

County, contributed appreciably to the to- Porphyry in Nye County, yielded more 
tal copper output. Lesser quantities of cop- than a few ounces. 

Table 4.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, in terms of 

recoverable metals * 

a 
Mines producing 2 Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

TT sola or a arr 

_ Year treated 3 
Lode Placer (thousand Troy Value Troy Value 

short tons) ounces (thousands) ounces (thousands) 

a 

1957-61 (average) - -- 82 10 10, 886 81,527 $2 , 853 719,611 $653 

1962____----------- 39 4 13,121 62 , 863 2,200 245,164 — 266 

1968_....---------- 37 7 13 ,676 98,879 3,461 214,976 275 

. 1964___...--------- 38 6 13 ,383 90,469 3,166 172 , 447 223 

1965_..------------ 48 5 15,817 229 , 050 8,017 507,113 656 

1966_..------------ 51 10 16,229 366 ,903 12, 842 867 , 567 1,122 

1904-66 4___..------ --- -=- NA 16,015,422 408,560 318,320,457 219 ,805 

| Copper Lead Zine 
$e  —_. Total value 

Short Value Short Value Short Value (thousands) 
tons (thousands) tons (thousands) tons (thousands) 

ea 

1957-61 (average) --- 71,354 $42 ,676 2,853 $719 1,295 $302 $47 , 203 

1962__.____-------- 82 , 602 50, 883 771 142 281 65 53 , 556 

19638_.___.--.------ 81,738 50,351 1,126 243 571 131 54,461 

1964_._.__.-.------ 67 , 272 43 ,861 809 212 582 158 47 ,620 

1965__.._..-------- 71,332 50,503 2,277 710 3, 858 1,127 61 ,013 

1966_____..-------- 78,720 56 ,946 3,581 1,083 5, 827 1,690 73 ,683 

1904-66 4___._.----- 3,110,474 1,308,002 400,214 64,678 494,192 96 ,594 2 ,097 ,638 

nn 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings or slimes 

retreated, and ore and old tailings shipped to smelters during calendar year indicated. 
2 Excludes itinerant prospectors, “snipers,” “high graders,” and others who gave no evidence of legal right 

to property. 
3 Does not include gravel washed. . . 
4 The first satisfactory annual canvass of mine production was made in 1904.
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Table 5—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties, 
| in terms of recoverable metals 

SSE 
. Mines producing 1! Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

i cern rr gee 

County Troy oe Troy 
Lode Placer ounces Value ounces Value 

. . 

° Elko____-...---_--__- 8 1 29 $1,015 22,337 © $28 , 882 
Eureka____..-_______ 3 --- W wW 2,919 8,774 oo Humboldt__._.___.___- 6 | 2 W WwW 7,275 9,406 
Lander._......-.___-- 2 . 1 54 1,890 24 ~ 31 
Lincoln... -.2.2-___- 2 --- 4,000 140 , 000 473 ,938 612, 802 
Nye. __~---_-- ee 5 . 8 715 25 , 025 WwW WwW 
Ormsby. --_.___.-____. 1 --- 1 35 . 2 3 
Pershing___.__.-____- 5 2 19 «665 3,597 — 4,651 
Washoe___._.__.____- 2 . 1 51 1,785 639 » 826 
Undistributed 2_______- 17 _— 362,084 12,671,190 356,836 | 461,389 eee eee 

Total_________- 51 10 366,903 12,841,605 867 , 567 1,121,764 
eee ET * 

Copper Lead _ Zine mo 
TT as I Total 
Short Short - Short value - 
tons Value tons _. Value tons Value . . 

Elko_..-._-.---2_-____. W wi 106 $382,165 — 39 $11 ,.295 $73 ,357 
Kureka___...22- 2 2 __ 1 $977 92 27,872 268 17,784 110 ,357 
Humboldt.._-._______- WwW W WwW a WwW WwW WwW 9,406 
Lander__..-...-------. ee nee --- --. ee -s- 1,921 
Lincoln. _.___.--_____- 22 16 ,240 2,495 754,223 5,265 1,526,676 3,049 941 
Nye... --..---------e w-- --- WwW WwW WwW WwW 25,025 
Ormsby. .-._----.___- --- --- --- --- --- --- | 38 
Pershing... _._..__-___ WwW WwW 3B) 136 (3) 102 5,554 
Washoe. ____________- (8) 36 16 4,852 1 392 © 7,891 

. Undistributed 2__._._... 78,696 56,928,795 871 263,288 254 73,631. 70,398,293 

Total.._._..-.. 78,720 56,946,048 3,581 1,082,536 —. 6,827 — 1,689,830 73,681,783 Sesser Ss Berm bo 
W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed”’. 
1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, “‘snipers,” “high-graders,” and others who gave no evidence of legal rights 

to property. 
2 Includes Churchill, Clark, Douglas, Esmeralda, Lyon, Mineral, White Pine counties and counties indicated 

by symbol W. 
3 Less than 14 unit. 

Table 6.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore 
or other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

ee 

Material 
Number sold or Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

Source of treated (troy (troy (short (short (short 
mines! (short tons) ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) Eee Ee 

Lode ore: 
Gold__.._-...-_____- 16 1,254,946 386,359 10, 826 — (2) (2) 
Silver___-- 2 _ 13 26 , 020 103 149,918 27 290 146 Copper_____.________ 5 14,628,899 29,214 199,669 78,657 _-- — Lead.__..-_-.____ 11 3,705 54 29 ,136 4 193 68 
Lead-zine._..________ 4 311, 042 291 475,110 27 2,570 5,335 
Zine___________.____ 2 1,234 4 1,448 2 95 275 eee 

Total.____________ 51 16,225,846 366,025 866,102 78,718 3,148 5, 825 
SSsSsSsssSsSsSaS9939030.0.0.,S SS SS 

a 

Other lode material: 
Gold (slag)_____.____ (3) 2 561 966 a --- --- Lead residue_________ (3) 2,742 a 340 2 433 2 Old tailings__________ (3) 145 q 2 _— _-- _-- meee 

Total________ aoe 2,889 568 1,308 2 483 2 
—uVW<53—36—_—ema eee 

Total lode material_ 51 16,228,735 366,593 867,410 78,720 3,581 5 , 827 Placer____._-_---_-_______ 10 (4) 310 157 --. aoe _— a et 
Total all sources____ 61 16,228,735 866,903 867,567 78,720 3,581 5 , 827 
ae . — tL 1 Details will not necessarily add to totals shown, because some mines produce more than one class of material. 2 Less than 14 unit. 

3 From property not classed as a mine. 
47,040 cubic yards.
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Table 7.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by. types of 

material processed, and methods of recovery in terms of recoverable metals 

. Gold Silver Copper Lead - Zine 
Type of material processed, (troy (troy (short (short (short 

and method of recovery ounces) ounces) tons) tons) tons) 

Lode: . 
Amalgamatron and cyanidation: 

Ore..-_---_.-------------------------- 385,942 8,007 — --- lee 
Old tailings___.._._-.-...--...--_--_---_- 7 2 — a+ ae 

Concentration and smelting of concentrates: 
Ore____--------------------------------- 29,040 715,568 76, 769 2,805 5,416 

Direct smelting: 
Lead residue__._-...-..----------------- --- 340 2 433 2 
Ore__._----------------- +--+ ---------- 1,048 142,527 1,949 . 348 409 

| Slag_._-...--------------------------- 561 «966 — oa _-- 

Total____--------------------------- 1,604 148,833 1,951 776 411 
Placer___.-----.-----.------------------------- 310 157 --- --- a 

Grand total__.________...-_-------.---... 366,903 867,567 78,720 3,581 5, 827 

Iron Ore.—Production and shipments of ores 3 percent, and all other 12 percent. 
usable iron ore totaled nearly 1 million Residues from a former manganese mine 
tons, but was 12 percent below the 1965 in Clark County, and byproduct lead from 
figure. More than half of the shipments silver ores of the Ward group of claims, 
were direct shipping-grade ore; 93 percent White Pine County, contributed a com- 
of the total output was exported. All mines bined total of nearly 1.5 million pounds of 
except the Iron King, Humboldt County, recoverable lead. | 

were open pits. Only Standard Slag Co., § Late in 1966 shipments of ore began 
Douglas County, produced other than di- from the Simon lead mine, Mineral 

rect shipping grade ore. This firm pro- County. Exploration and development had 
duced at its plant in Wabuska, Lyon been underway for 2 to 3 years. 
County, a concentrate largely for export, Mercury.—Mercury production rose 
with a relatively small quantity sold to a_ slightly despite a drop in the average unit 
nearby cement plant. price to $441.82 per flask from the alltime 
Lead.—Although 11 mines—7 lead, 2 high of $570.75 in 1965. The number of 

lead-zinc, 1 silver, 1 zinc, and 1 former producing properties declined one-third, 
manganese mine—yielded most of the re- and the average grade of ore treated was 
coverable lead, the Pan American mine in 25 percent lower. Four properties produced 
Lincoln County dominated the lead in- more than 100 flasks each and together ac- 
dustry in Nevada and was directly respon- counted for 93 percent of the output. The 
sible for the 57-percent increase in total Cordero mine, Humboldt County, the 
output. Lead-zinc ores accounted for 72  State’s major producer, produced and 
percent of State’s lead production, silver shipped 68 percent of the total. ‘Twenty 
ores 8 percent, lead ores 5 percent, zinc operators reported less than 10 flasks each. 

Table 8.—Mercury production, by methods of recovery 

Direct-furnaced Retorted Total 
——_———————_-  Un- —- —————————_. Op eer-- 

Year Ore Ore classi- ating 
(short Flasks (short Flasks fied! Flasks Value ? mines 
tons) tons) flasks (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)__-.-------. 43,299 6,353 12,502 861 8 7,222 $1,599 28 
1962_____------------------- 52,545 6,554 416 18 1 6,573 1,257 14 
1963 ___-_------------------- 42,768 4,908 356 36 --- 4,944 937 11 
1964_____-.--------.-------- 42,685 3,181 653 81 --- $8,262 1,027 21 
1965___--------------------- 48,197 2,877 3,575 456 --- $3,3833 1,902 42 
1966____-------------------- 48,818 3,021 14,633 334 --- $8,855 1,482 29 

1 Includes mercury recovered from miscellaneous dump material. 
2 Value calculated at average New York price.
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Molybdenum.—Molybdenite was recov. View mine, Eureka County, yielded an 
ered in the McGill concentrator, White appreciable quantity of recoverable zinc. 
Pine County, by Kennecott Copper Corp. The 5l-percent increase over 1965 was 
as a byproduct in treating copper ore credited to lead-zinc mines, principally the 
mined in the nearby Robinson district. Pan American, which accounted for 90 per- 
Production and shipments were more than cent of Nevada’s recoverable zinc in 1966. 
double the 1965 figures. All shipments were The remaining 10 percent came from other 
consigned to domestic consumers. ores, residues, and slags. 

The Anaconda Company stated that 
drilling at the Hall molybdenum prospect NONMETALS 
north of ‘Tonopah, Nye County, had . . 
defined the characteristics of a large low- Barite——Primary barite production was grade molybdenum orebody. The company 59 percent above the 1965 figure; sales, in- — 

reported no operational decisions at year- Cluding tonnages used by producers, rose 
end. | 53 percent. Lander County mines yielded 

Silver—Recoverable silver production 5° Percent of the production and 83 per- 
rose 71 percent above the 1965 output. Al- Oe of the shipments. The major pro- 
though decreases were reported in the ucets were FMC Corp. (Mountain Springs 
number of active lode silver properties, mine) and Magnet Cove Barium Corp. 

and in the tonnage of silver ores treated, (Greystone group) . Magnet Cove and Na- 

the output of recoverable silver from these tional Lead Co. ground barite in their Te- 
mines increased 5 percent over that in tendon Gants ond Bate h Mountain, | 
1965. Byproduct recovery from gold, cop- Com cr N “homey an unphy,  Sureka 7 
per, and lead ores also was higher but ‘ ounty. Nationa Lead contracted the min- 

most of the increase in total output was ing of barite from its Own property in 
credited to the Pan American lead-zinc Eureka County fo sup ply requirements of 
mine, Lincoln County. This mine was the the company grinding plant. 
State’s leading producer of recoverable Cement.—Nevada Cement Co. produced 
silver. Lead-zinc ores yielded 55 percent of portland cement in its dry-process plant at 
the total lode silver, copper ores 23 per- Fernley, Lyon County, utilizing limestone 
cent, silver ores 17 percent, and all other from a nearby quarry, clays from Washoe 
ores 5 percent. County, gypsum from Pershing County, 

Less than 160 ounces of silver was recov- 4nd iron ore from Douglas County. Bulk 
ered from placer gold operations in Ne- 2nd bag shipments were made to ready- 
vada. mixed plants and _ building materials 

Tungsten.—No activity was reported from __ dealers in Nevada and northern California. 

any Nevada tungsten mine. Concentrates Consumption of cement in Nevada was 
produced in preceding years at the Neva- bout 200,000 barrels less than in 1965, 
da-Massachusetts Co. mine, Pershing principally because of lower demand in 
County, were shipped from stockpile to a Clark County. , 
California paratungstate plant. Kenname- Clays.—Industrial Minerals & Chemical 
tal, Inc. operated a tungsten carbide plant Co. mined fuller’s earth from its Lyon 
near Rawhide, Mineral County, on concen- County mine and prepared the material 
trates purchased from the GSA stockpile. for use as a filler in animal feeds, and as 
The company also purchased a smaller an absorbent. Bentonite was mined by Sili- 
tonnage of scheelite concentrate from a cates Corp. in Esmeralda and Nye County 
California producer. from pits, prepared, and sold for use in 
Uranium.—Apex Minerals Corp. mined cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. Nevada Ce- 

uranium ore from the Rundberg mine, ment Co. obtained miscellaneous clay from 

Lander County, and U.S. Mining and Ex- a Washoe County deposit ‘for use in its 

ploration worked the Red Bluff mine cement plant. 
(Lowry claims), Washoe County. Both Diatomite.—Prepared diatomite sales rose 
producers shipped to a processing plant at 16 percent whereas crude sales were only a 
Moab, Utah. Production and shipments fraction of the 1965 figure. Four deposits 
were at the lowest level since 1963. were worked—one each in Esmeralda, Lin- 

Zinc.—T'wo zinc mines were in operation coln, Pershing, and Storey Counties. Major 
during the year, but only the Mountain processing plants were operated in Per-
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shing and Storey Counties by The Eagle- early in 1967. Kennecott had discontinued 
Picher Co., and in Esmeralda County by lime production in December 1961. 
GREFCO, Inc., formerly Great Lakes Car- Lithium Compounds.—Foote Mineral Co. 
bon Corp. United Sierra. Division, Cyprus began producing lithium carbonate at its 
Mines Corp., operated a mine in Churchill Silver Peak, Esmeralda County, facility. De- 
County and a plant in Lyon County. The signed capacity of the operation was 5 mil- 
Lincoln County mine of Morgan & Bush, lion pounds of lithium products per year, 
Inc., yielded the only crude sales reported. but demand was such that capacity was be- 
The material was processed in Dublin, ing doubled at yearend. Serious considera- 
Calif. tion was being given to increasing capacity 

Fluorspar.—Production and shipments of to 20 million pounds annually. During the 
fluorspar, higher than in 1965, came from year Foote reduced the price of its lithium 
three Nye County mines. Metallurgical and carbonate at Silver Peak from 45 to 38 
‘ceramic grade fluorspar from the Crowell cents per pound. 
mine was shipped to southern California Magnesite and Brucite—Basic, Inc. at 

customers. Lower grade material from the Gabbs, Nye County, operated openpit 
Goldspar and Mary mines, the latter a new mines for magnesite and brucite, a milling 
‘producer in 1966, was shipped to the pro- plant, heavy medium plant, three rotary 
ducer’s California cement plant. kilns for deadburning, two Herreshoff fur- 
Gypsum.—A depressed homebuilding naces for lightburning, and a special prod- 

market was chiefly responsible for a crude ucts plant for grinding, blending, and bag- 
gypsum output that was 16 percent less ging various refractory materials. During 
than in 1965, and declined 23 percent in the first half of 1966, a new flotation plant 
the tonnage of gypsum calcined at plaster was completed as part of Basic’s moderni- 
and board plants. Gypsum was mined from zation program. 
two deposits in Clark County and one in Perlite——Crude perlite sales declined for 
Pershing County. Output from Pershing § the ninth consecutive year. No sales of ex- 
County was used for gypsum products panded material were reported in 1966. 
manufactured in the Washoe County plant- Three mines were active, two in Lincoln 
of U.S. Gypsum Co. One Clark County de- County and one in Pershing County. Crude 
posit supplied the lath, plaster, and wall- perlite from the latter deposit was expand- 
board plant of The Flintkote Co. at Blue -ed and used in the producer’s .Washoe 
Diamond; the other supplied the wall- County wallboard plant. 
board plant of Fibreboard Corp. near Pumice (Volcanic Cinder)—Pumice mined 

Apex. Some Clark County crude gypsum from the Naturalite group of claims, Storey 
was shipped to three gypsum products County, was prepared for sale as concrete 
plants in California. The gypsum deposit aggregate, and a small tonnage mined at 

in Lincoln County was sold to the Pumco Aggregates property, Mineral 
Georgia-Pacific Corp. and remained idle County, was used by the producer for the 

throughout the year. same purpose. In Lincoln County, pumicite 
Lime.—Nevada’s only lime producer, The was mined at the Lory Free pit, processed 

Flintkote Co., operated three lime plants at Panaca, and sold for pozzolan in south- 

in Clark County, producing quicklime at ern California. Volcanic cinder was ob- 
Apex and Henderson and hydrated lime at tained and prepared for concrete-block 
Henderson and Sloan. Combined output aggregate at the Cinder Cone deposit, Nye 
exceeded the 1965 figure chiefly because of County, the Cinderlite mine, Ormsby 
increased sales to steel plants. Sales to the County, and the Steamboat property, Wa- 
construction industry declined; those to the shoe County. Cinder from Cinderlite also 
chemical and other industries were virtual- was sold for asphalt aggregate, railroad 
ly unchanged. Although shipments were ballast, and landscaping rock. Sales of 
made throughout the Western States, the crude (all material) were above those in 
majority were to southern California con- 1965 but sales of prepared material 
sumers. dropped appreciably. 

Morrison & Weatherly Chemical Prod- Salt.—Solar-evaporated salt was harvested 
ucts Co. leased the McGill limestone from the surface of a dry lakebed near 
quarry from Kennecott Copper Corp. and Sand Springs, Churchill County. The out- 
planned to re-establish lime production put was sold principally to State, county,
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and. local agencies in Nevada and Idaho, were operated predominantely by commer- . 
for ice control. Lesser quantities were used cial producers. 
by meat packers, tanners, and dairies. Production of specialty sands, mainly for 

Sand and Gravel.—Over 9 million tons of | glass, molding, and other industrial uses, 
sand and gravel was produced at 111 was limited to operations in the Overton 
operations, 11 more than in 1965. Of these, area, Clark County. | 
40 were classified as commercial and 71 as | | | . 
Government-and-contractor. Only one com- Table 9. . anes ann Brave production 
mercial operator produced over 500,000 m 2 OY Commies 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) tons; 10 produced between 100,000 and — Gounty.—~—”—~CSCuantity ~~ Valuo 
7 500,000 tons each; and 29, less than 100,000 _Ounty Quantity Value . Churchill_______.___ 29 $27 tons each. | Clark. 22222222 ZLIITT> 4,414 4,654 

A larger volume of low-value material Douglas. .---------+------- mt are . . , was produced for highway construction at Eureka___._____.__..____.. 229 162 
Government-and-contractor operations than Humboldt____---______.__- 105 141 . -. Lander_______________.____ 187 105 in 1965 but the output by commercial pro- Lineoln_________-__._....... 15 59 
ducers. chiefly for building construction, Ty on. —---------2-22--- === 512 | 468 | 
dropped nearly 2 million tons and account- Nye__- 22222222 345 242 
ed for an overall decline in value. A high | Porchetta 135 Apa 

: percentage of the total output was at port- _ Washoe._______________ 1,581 - 2,274 
able plants, principally Government-and- White Pine____---.--___-_-. 1 35 
contractor operations. The stationary plants Total__.-___________. 9,085 9,134 —___- Otal--~------------- 9,080 9, 134 

. Table 10.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
: a (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use TTT 

| Quantity Value Quantity | Value 
Commercial operations: 

Sand: 
Glass_____--_-------- +2 eel WwW W W W Molding______-_-.___-_- 2-2 ee WwW WwW Ww _ W 
Building..__.._-_2-- 22 700 $1 , 484 520 $1,204 Paving.__..-.____-_-___- 2 -__ ee 238 402 52 99 Fill_._-_---2 eee. 22 16 134 105 Other______-__ W W 183 106 Gravel: 
Building._..___-._.---2 eee 947 1,704 607 1,073 _ Paving....__..___--_._-_._:_____..__.._. 2,612 3,706 1,333 1,691 Railroad Ballast_____.....________._______ W W 2 3 Fill. 2 eee 419 376 273 315 
Other____._-_- 2. | W W 1 1 Miscellaneous. ______.____.__-____________ 129 . 245 382 575 Undistributed sand and gravel!____________ 441 914 175 . TTT 

Total sand and gravel___________________ 5,508 8 , 847 3,662 5,949 mI 
Government-and-contractor operations: 2 

Sand: 
Building. __._____..._----_-__- 27 27 123 90 Paving.._._________-_-- -- ee 72 63 25 26 Fill._--2 eee 5 5 12. 24 Other______ 2 a --- ee --- 

Total________ eee. 104 95 160 140 

Gravel: 
Building. ____-_--____--2 eee 25 25 217 116 Paving. ____._-_____2- eee 3,633 2,636 4,797 2,629 Fill. - eee 185 193 243 291 Other__.-__-_-2 eee — --- 6 9 ee ? 

Total. _--_-_--- eee. 3 , 843 2,854 5,263 3,045 
00—R0@«@—M SSS 

Total sand and gravel____._._____._______ 3,947 2,949 5,423 3,185 
BOO 

All operations: 
Sand__-- 2 1,446 2,860 1,224 2,431 Gravel_______2 2 8,009 8,936 7,861 6,703 

Grand total__________-_-e 9,455 11,796 9,085 9,134 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 1 Includes fire or furnace sand, other industrial (imground) sand, and items indicated by symbol W. 2 Includes figures for State, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies.
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Stone.—Stone output exceeded 2 million to three in 1966, production and shipments 
tons for the first time, up 60 percent from rose 31 percent. All shipments were con- 
1965. The previous high was 1.8 million in signed to California grinding plants. 
1954, The increase was due principally to 
the marked rise in, crushed stone require- | 
ments for road construction in Churchill Table 11.—Stone! production in 1966, by 

and Clark Counties and to a lesser degree, | counties 

for crushed limestone for cement manufac- | 
ture in Lyon County. A marble quarry was —— Gounty =—st~*«<«é«Sré toms = Value 
activated in White Pine County to supply 

floor tile and exposed aggregate chips in a Churchill__._________- 700, 000 $551 , 000 

wide variety of colors. Elko wv. a200i BAS 
Basalt and decomposed: granite were Bureka- do 43,218 72,135 

quarried for road and building construc- Lincoln._-_---...--.-- Ww Ww 
. . . . Lyon____._-_- eee ‘W WwW 

tion in Churchill County; limestone for Mineral ~9~-7~777 2777 189 14,175 
lime and metallurgical flux, quartz for di- Ooeaby TTT 16.738 14.288 

mension building stone and flagging, gran- Washoe__________.__-- 61,108 46 , 694 
. . White Pine______-.._-_- WwW Ww ite and sandstone for roads, and miscella- Other counties......... 1,189,859 1,751,531 
neous stone for roofing granules in Clark - Total.......... 2,002,867 2,519,348 
County; granite for riprap and paving ma- 
terial and quartzite for ferrosilicon in Elko W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual com- 

. . | pany confidential data; included with “Other coun- 
County; limestone for road maintenance _ ties.” 
and repair and miscellaneous stone for 1 Includes stone used in cement and lime. 

railroad ballast in Eureka County; dimen- 
sion sandstone for building construction in Water.— Western Geothermal, Imc.,  re- 

Humboldt County; marble for dimension ported disappointing results from three 
decorative stone in Lincoln County; lime- geothermal wells drilled in the Pyramid 
stone for cement and miscellaneous stone Lake area and abandoned the project. No 
for road and building construction in Lyon work was done in development of thermal! 
County; crushed marble for terrazzo in energy in any other area. 
Mineral County; calcareous marl for min- 
eral filler and opaline silca for refractories MINERAL FUELS 
in Nye County; decomposed granite and 
miscellaneous stone for road construction Peat.—Reed-sedge peat was obtained 

in Ormsby County; decomposed granite for from a bog in the Amargosa Desert, Nye 
road and building construction, and calcar- County, near Death Valley Junction, Calif., 

eous marl for mineral filler and test ship- and prepared for use as a soil improve- 
ments in Washoe County; limestone (stock- ment agent. Production and shipments 

pile) for smelter flux, and dimension more than doubled those in 1965. 

County, for building stone in White Pine Petroleum.—Nine wildcat wells were 
, drilled in 1966, five in Nye County, three 

In Lander County, Magnet Cove Barium . . ; . . 
: , in White Pine County, and one in Lincoin 

Corp. ground a few hundred tons of lime- County. Of th ‘oh drv hol d 
y. ese, eight were dry holes an 

stone for a producer of animal feeds. a completion report had not been filled on 

Sulfur.—Despite the high interest in sul- the ninth at yearend. As a result, no new 
fur, and the exploration for sulfur at var- oilfields were discovered and Nevada’s only 
ious localities in Nevada, no sulfur produc- field, Nye County, was not extended. De- 

tion or shipments was report. spite the lack of new discoveries, improved 

Talc and Soapstone.—All talc and soap- transportation, or the availability of 

stone production came from deposits in Es- refining facilities, the yield was 55 percent 

meralda County. Two talc and two soap- above that of 1965 and the highest since 
stone deposits were worked. Despite a oil was discovered in 1954. Cumulative pro- 
decrease in producers from seven in 1965 duction though 1966 was 1,488,500 barrels.
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Each of Nevada’s 17 counties reported Churchill.—Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc., 
production of two or more mineral com- mined diatomaceous earth from pits in the | 
modities. However, output in four counties Hazen area and processed the material into 
—Clark, Eureka; Lyon, and White Pine— specialty products in th company’s Storey 
represented 76 percent of the total State County plant. United Sierra Division, Cy- 
mineral value in 1966. These four counties prus Mines Corp. obtained diatomite from 
yielded most of the State’s copper, gold, a pit in the northwest corner of the county 
gypsum, sand and gravel, and stone. _ and processed it at Fernley, Lyon County. 

A number of counties reported exclusive A silica pit in the Hazen area, a source of 
commodity production. All lime came from _ silica for use in cement in 1965, was aban- 
Clark County, all cement from Lyon  doned. 

_ County, all molybdenum from White Pine Lead ore from a Chalk Mountain prop- 
County, all salt frém Churchill County, all erty and silver ore from the San Rafael 
talc, soapstone, and lithium compounds prospect contained recoverable silver, lead, 

OO from Esmeralda County, all antimony from and zinc. A few ounces of gold was recov- 
Lander County, all brucite, magnesite, ered from the lead ore and a small quan- 
fluorspar, peat, and petroleum from Nye _ tity of copper from the silver ore. A few 
County, and all tungsten from Pershing tons of mercury ore from the Red Bird 
County. Information on these commodities, claim, Bernice mining district, was retorted 
and all references to sand and gravel and to recover less than 1 flask of the metal. 
stone used in the construction industry, | Clark.—Blue Diamond Co., Division of 
will be found in the “Review” by Mineral The Flintkote Co., mined and processed 
Commodities” section and the commodity crude gypsum at Blue Diamond, for use in 
tables. plaster and wallboard. Some crude gypsum 

Table 12.—Value of mineral production in Nevada, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Mineral produced in 1966 in order of value 
On t8080nnenneesesee eee eee eee 

Churchill.__.._.____- $85,521 $606,714 Stone, sand and gravel, salt, lead, silver, zinc, mer- 
, cury, gold, copper. 

Clark_-.........--.. 12,219,180 11,291,358 Sand and gravel, lime, stone, gypsum, lead, copper, 
zine, silver, gold. 

Douglas__.___-______- 2,347,112 2,355,006 Iron ore, sand and gravel, mercury, silver, lead, zinc. 
Elko. ._..222222 Lee 507 ,997 1,066,050 Sand and gravel, copper, barite, stone, lead, silver, 

zine, gold, mercury. 
Esmeralda___..______ 883 , 094 1,802,124 Lithium minerals, diatomite, mercury, tale and soap- 

stone, lead, zinc, silver, copper, perlite, clays, gold. 
Eureka__.__.._.__-_- 6,494,722 10,220,873 Gold, iron ore, sand and gravel, zinc, stone, lead, 

barite, silver, copper. 
Humboldt____.______ 4,440,740 4,198,443 . Gold, mercury, iron ore, sand and gravel, barite, silver, 

stone, lead, zinc, copper. 
Lander____..-_-_____ 825 , 269 940,739 Barite, sand and gravel, antimony, uranium, gold, 

mercury, silver. 
Lincoln_____-_______ 1,726,004 3,224,134 Zinc, lead, silver, gold, perlite, sand and gravel, 

pumicite, copper, stone, diatomite. , 
Lyon__._------..--. 28,879,245 33,011,545 Copper, cement, sand and gravel, stone, diatomite, 

silver, gold, clays. 
Mineral_____________ 123 , 481 52,350 Stone, lead, zinc, silver, barite, mercury, sand and 

gravel, gold, pumice. 
Nye___--- 2 3,694, 866 3,201,340 Magnesite, petroleum, brucite, sand and gravel, 

fluorspar, peat, gold, mercury, silver, volcanic cin- 
der, lead, zinc, clays, stone. 

Orsmby_____________ W 145,890 Volcanic cinder, sand and gravel, stone, gold, silver. 
Pershing. __________-_ 5,002,103 5,564,641 Diatomite, iron ore, gypsum, sand and gravel, mer- 

cury, tungsten, perlite, copper, silver, gold, lead, 
zinc, 

Storey_._.._..__-___ WwW W  Diatomite, pumice. 
Washoe._---.-..._-. 4,093,775 2,395,779 Sand and gravel, clays, stone, voleanic cinder, lead, 

gold, silver, zinc, uranium, copper. 
White Pine___..__.___ 26,598,818 30,521,676 Copper, gold, molybdenum, silver, lead, sand and 

gravel, zinc, stone. 
Undistributed1_...._.. 12,044,073 2,033 ,338 

Total___..._._ 199,966,000 112 ,632 ,000 

r Revised. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 Includes gem stones, mercury, gold, tungsten, and silver that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W.
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was shipped to a company wallboard plant recovered. About 1 flask of mercury was 
at Fremont, Calif. Southeast of Apex, recovered by retorting ore from the Silver 
Fibreboard Corp mined gysum and pro- Cloud mine, Ivanhoe district. | 
duced plaster and other gypsum products Esmeralda.—Diatomite was mined near 
in a plant (new in 1965) at the mine site. Basalt by GREFCO, Inc., and processed in 

Some crude gypsum also was shipped to the producer’s plant. The plant products 
company-owned wallboard plants in Cali- were sold in bulk and bags, chiefly for 

fornia. filler use in paint, paper, and insecticides. 
Gold ore from the Capitol group of Crude perlite was mined at the Hurry Up 

claims in El Dorado Canyon also contained claims near Crow Springs and sold for 
recoverable silver. The Sego lily claims in aggregate use. Bentonite from the Blanco 
the Yellow Pine district yielded lead-zinc pit near Coaldale was sold to the cosmetic 
ore from which small quantities of gold and pharmaceutical industries. 
and silver also were recovered. Lead resi- Kollsman Mineral & Chemical Co. fur- 
due from the former Three Kids manga-  naced ore from the B & B mine, Fish Lake 

nese mining and milling facility east of Valley district, and recovered more than 
Henderson was treated to recover silver, 400 flasks of mercury. A few flasks of the 

copper, lead, and zinc. metal also were obtained by retorting ores 
_ In the Overton area, silica sand was from the Bee, Lucky, Sundown, and Wild- 

mined from five established pits and sold horse claims. Lead-zinc ore from the Sally 
for glass manufacture and foundry use. Louise mine, Lone Mountain district, was 
The major producer, Simplot Industries, smelted in Utah to recover precious and 
Inc., operated two pits and two hydro- base metals. The mine output was appre- 
classification plants. ciably below that in 1965. 
Douglas.—The Standard Slag Co. mined Eureka.—The Carlin Open-pit mine, | 

iron ore from its Minnesota open pit in Lynn district, became the Nation’s second 
the Buckskin district and upgraded it at largest lode gold producer. Gold recovered 
the company concentrator near Wabuska, from the company’s adjoining cyanide mill 
Lyon County. This mine was Nevada’s ma- was more than double the 1965 figure. Zinc 
jor producer of usable iron ore and pro- ore from the Mountain View mine, Lone 
duction was at about the 1965 level. All Mountain district, was shipped to a Utah 

except 1 percent of the plant output was smelter for recovery of gold, silver, copper, 
shipped for export; the remainder was sold lead, and zinc. Silver ore from the Dorsey 

to a cement producer. No. 1 claim, Safford district, also contained 
A small tonnage of lead ore from the recoverable copper and lead. Direct-ship- 

Silver Crown mine, Red Canyon district, ping-grade hematite ore was mined from 
also contained recoverable silver and zinc. the Barth open pit near Carlin and the 

Elko.—Crude barite from the Rossi de- entire output shipped for export. 
posit of National Lead Co.’s Baroid Divi- Crude barite from the Queen Ann de- 
sion was ground for use in well-drilling posit near Carlin was shipped to a Califor- 
muds in the company plant at Dunphy. nia grinding plant. 
Shipments of ground barite were I1 per- Humboldt.—The Getchell mine of 

cent above those of 1965. Goldfield Corp. was the State’s second larg- 
Relatively small tonnages of ores mined est lode gold producer. Gold recovery at 

from the Challenge, Cleveland, Selby, and the treatment plant was nearly 10 percent 
Tecoma properties, and from the Diamond above that in 1965. Gold ore was mined 
Jim and Gold Note groups of claims, were and treated at the Austin Jumbo property 
shipped to smelters outside the State for in the Awakening district to recover gold 
recovery of gold, silver, copper, lead, an and silver, and old tailings were treated at 
zinc. Ore from the Annex mine in the the Alabama mine where a few ounces of 
Merrimac district yielded silver and cop- gold and silver were recovered. Three gold 
per. Near Mountain City, copper ore was properties (Golden Amethyst, Grandview, 
leached at the Rio Tinto mine and copper and Silver Cloud) were active in the 
was recovered by precipitation, a new Winnemucca (Ten Mile) district with 
operation in 1966. Stream gravels in the most of the gold and silver output coming 
county were worked by small-scale hand from the Silver Cloud mine. An unnamed 
methods and a few ounces of placer gold lead property yielded ore that was smelted
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in Tacoma, Wash., to recover gold, silver, mine, Comet district, produced throughout 
copper, lead, and zinc. A dragline was used the year and continued to be Nevada’s 
to work bench gravels on the Seco claims, largest lead-zinc producer. The Caselton 
and a very small quantity of placer gold mill treated the ore and produced a lead 
was recovered. A few ounces of placer gold and zinc concentrate that was shipped to 
was obtained from stream gravels near smelters: outside the State. The Atlanta 

Gold Run using small-scale hand methods. gold mine and cyanide mill, Atlanta dis- 
Mercury ores from the Cordero mine, trict, operated until August, and then was 

McDermitt district, were furnaced to yield shut down. Activity at the Bristol Silver 

over 2,000 flasks of mercury. At yearend mine, Jack Rabbit district, was limited to 
the mine and plant were sold to a Califor- exploration and development. The Tem- 
nia corporation. Four other mercury prop- piute mine, Tempiute district, was award- 

erties were active part of the year, only ed a contract to explore for silver ore 
one of which, the Cahill mine, Poverty under the Office of Minerals Exploration, — 

_ Peak district, produced more than a few  U-S. Geological Survey. 

| flasks of mercury. Direct-shipping grade Crude perlite was mined at the Hol- _ 
iron ore was produced at the Iron King jinger pit near Pioche and the Mackie de- 
underground mine in the Jackson Moun-  josit in the Delamar district, and shipped _ 
tains and the nearby Red Bird open pit 4 California expanding plants. Diatomite 
mine. All of the Red Bird ore and most of © ya, mined and shipped from the Robin 

‘the Iron King ore was consigned to domes- claims at Panaca to a preparation plant in 
tic steel plants; some of the Iron King ore Tos Angeles, Calif. Pumicite from the Lori 
was exported. Free pit near Cathedral Gorge was proc- 

Crude barite from the Horton claims essed in a plant at Panaca for use as pozzo- , 
near Golconda was shipped to a southern lan. The Snow Flake gypsum claims near 
California grinding plant. The claims had Carp were idle throughout the year. 7 
been sold to Sierra Chemical Co. of Reno, Lyon.—The Yerington open pit mine of 

Nev., late in 1965. The Anaconda Company yielded both 
| Lander.—Five barite mines, all in the sulfide and oxide copper ores that were 

Battle Mountain area, were active all or treated in the company concentrator or 
part of the year and their combined out- leaching plants at Weed Heights. Concen- 
put represented 85 perent of the State trates and precipitates were shipped to the 
crude barite production. All producers ex- producer’s smelter in Montana, although 
cept Magnet Cove Barium Corp. shipped most of the sulfide concentrate went to a 
to grinding plants in California and Utah. smelter in Tacoma, Wash. The concen- 
Magnet Cove ground its crude barite in a_ trates contained recoverable gold and 
company mill at Battle Mountain. The _ silver. Both gold and silver were recovered 

_M™ajor producers were the Mountain in cleanup operations at a gold prospect 
Springs mine of FMC Corp. and the Grey- near Dayton. 

stone group of claims of Magnet Cove. The Fernley plant of United Sierra Di- 
Apex Minerals Corp. mined and shipped vision, Cyprus Mines Corp., processed dia- 

uranium ore from its Rundberg mine near tomite from the company mine, Churchill 
Austin to a Utah processing plant. The County, for out-of-State customers. Indus- 
mine output was appreciably below that in trial Minerals & Chemical Co. mined 
1965. Two lode gold properties—Cahill fuller’s earth from its Jupiter pit near 
(Birch Creek), Birch Creek district, and | Weeks, The material was sold for use asa 
the Hilltop, Hilltop district—were worked filler in animal feeds and as a filtering and 
part of the year. Some gold and silver were clarifying agent. 
recovered in treating the ores. A few Mineral.—Three lode mines, two lead 

ounces of placer gold was obtained by and one silver, were active but only the 
working stream gravels at the Dahl placers gion mine, Cedar Mountain district, of 
near Battle Mountain. Mercury ores from Federal Resources Corp. had more than a 
two unknown prospects were retorted and token production. Lead ore from the Si- 
about 4 flasks of the metal was recovered. mon mine, containing recoverable silver 

Lincoln.—Only two lode mines were ac- and zinc, was shipped to an out-of-State 
tive in Lincoln County. The Pan American company mill. Mercury ores mined from
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the Jeanne (Warlock) and New Cardinal Seven mercury mines were active during 
properties, Pilot Mountains district, were the year but only two yielded more than 
retorted to recover a few flasks of the 15 flasks of the metal. Cordero Mining Co. 

metal. furnaced ore from the Kitten Springs mine, 

Crude barite was mined and shipped Relief district, and produced more than 
from the Columbus deposit south of Mina 250 flasks of mercury. Crofoot Lumber Co. 
to a grinding plant in southern California. retorted mercury ore produced from the 
A few tons of pumice was obtained from Brinkerhoff (Loretta) mine to recover over 
the Pumco pit east of Mina and used by 100 flasks. Copper ore from the Big Mike 
the producer for concrete aggregate. mine, Goldbanks district, was shipped to 
Nye.—Gold ores from the Crown Point the Tacoma, Wash., smelter for recovery of 

Globe property, Johnnie district, and the copper and silver. Ores from the Keyrock 

Nevada Porphyry mine, Round Mountain group of claims, Central district, and the 

district, were treated to recover gold and Rosal and Wabash mines, Rochester dis- | 
silver. Ores from the Giant mine, Millett trict, were smelted in Utah to recover pre- 
district, and the Tybo mine, Tybo district, cious and base metals. A few ounces of 

were smelted outside the State and yielded gold was recovered in the treatment of ore 
gold, silver, lead, and zinc. Placer gold and from the Windy Bay prospect. Stream 
silver were recovered from bench gravels gravels were worked on several claims in 
on the Nevada Porphyry property, and a_ the Sierra district by small-scale hand 
few ounces of placer gold was recovered methods to recover placer gold and silver. 

from the Georgie No. 1 claim, Manhattan Storey.—Diatomite was mined by Eagle 

district, by small-scale hand methods. Mer- Picher Industries Inc., from its Celatom 

cury ore from the Red Bird (Toquima) open-pit mine and processed in a nearby : 
mine was retorted and more than 40 flasks company plant at Clark Station. The plant 

of mercury produced. product was sold to both domestic and for- 

Volcanic cinder was obtained from the ¢i8n Customers for a wide variety of uses. 
Cinder Cone deposit near Beatty and pre- Pumice was mined from the Naturalite 

pared for use as a lightweight concrete 8TOUP of claims near Sutro Springs and 
ageregate. The New Discovery claims in prepared for use as a lightweight concrete 

the Beatty area yielded bentonite that was 288rt¢egate. 
shipped to California for use in cosmetics Washoe.—Nevada Cement Co. obtained 
and pharmaceuticals. clay from a pit near Flanigan and used the 

Ormsby.—Volcanic cinder was obtained material in making . cement at its Lyon 

from the Cinderlite deposit near Carson County plant. Volanic cinder (scoria) was 
City and used for concrete and asphalt mined from a pit near Sparks and sold to 

y 4 . P he Bureau of Land Management for use 
aggregate and for landscaping. t 8 

: as concrete aggregate. 
A very small quantity of gold was recov- Ore from the Galen Hill property, Ga- 

ered from. the ore of a gold prospect at an Jeng district, was shipped to the smelter at 
undisclosed location in the county. Selby, Calif., for recovery of precious and 
Pershing.—Nevada Barth Mining Corp. base metals. A few ounces of gold and 

mined direct-shipping iron ore on the Sec- silver were recovered in treating a small | 
tion 29 Southern Pacific lease. The entire tonnage of ore from the Olinghouse mine, 

output was exported. In the adjacent Sec- Olinghouse district. In the same district, | 
tion 30, Nevada Iron Ore Co., Inc., mined placer gold and silver were recovered by | 
direct-shipping ore that was sold to domes- panning stream gravels. A carlot of urani- : 
tic steel plants. um ore was mined and shiped from the | 

Eagle Picher Industries, Inc., mined dia- Red Bluff mine, Pyramid district, to a ) 
tomite from pits in the Velvet district west | Utah processing plant. | 

of Lovelock. The material was processed in White Pine—Kennecot Copper Corp. | 
a plant at Colado for filtration uses. Crude mine copper ores from the Liberty and | 
gypsum was quarried at Empire by U.S. Veteran pits, Robinson district, and treated | 
Gypsum Co. to supply the company gyp- them in the company concentrator and ! 
sum products plant near Gerlach, Washoe smelter at McGill. The ores yielded consid- 
County. The plant also used perlite hauled erable gold, silver, and molybdenum, in 
from the Pearl Hill quarry near Lovelock. addition to copper. Ore from the Ward
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group of claims, Ward district, was concen- Lead ore from the Grand Prize mine, 

trated in the producer’s East Ely mill. The White Pine district, and silver ore from 

concentrate was shipped to a Utah smelter the Schuette property, Cherry Creek dis- 
for recovery of precious and base metals. trict, were shipped to the same smelter.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New Hampshire Department of 

Resources and Economic Development for Collecting information on all minerals 

except fuels. 

| By William Cochran * 

Mineral production in New Hampshire reached a peak. Over 95 percent of the 
in 1966 was valued at $7 million, a 9 per- total value of mineral production was de- 

| cent decrease from a record $7.7 million rived from products consumed primarily in | 
produced in 1965 when aggregate require- highway and building construction. 
ments for interstate highway construction 

Table 1.—Mineral production in New Hampshire ! 

GBR BG | 
Mineral Value Value 

| Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays__.....-.-_------.------short tons_- 53 , 200 $47 50,790 $51 
Peat____._...--.-------------------do__-_- ----- ----- 175 2 
Sand and gravel_.__._...._..__-.-_-.-do.._. 10,584,000 5,559 7,626,000 4,807 
Stone______-__-.---.-------------=-do___- 153 , 397 1,932 206 , 454 2,091 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Feldspar and gem stone. ___-__.--------- xx 127 xX 49 

Total_._.-.--...-------.----------- xX 7,665 xX 7,000 

XX Not applicable. | 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS Table 2.—Value of Mineral Production in 

constant 1957-59 dollars 
Clays.—Output of clay was about the Th as 

same as that of 1965, Clay from pits in (Thousands) 
Grafton, Rockingham, and Strafford Coun- Year Value! 

ties was used principally in manufacturing © ©—=_—<€£-_$ 2-2 
building bricks. One pit in Rockingham too d- 72 2a 2a nrc ener ec eco roc $3 348 

County was closed during the year for eco- 1959.7 78 4,674 
‘ 1960_______________-_ eee 5,302 nomic reasons. 19610 5392 

Feldspar.—A decline in total value and 1962. - _---------------2- 22727077 5.900 

production of crude feldspar was due to — j9¢4777777777772727227272222020022 7'169 
i i i 1965____._________-________ ee 7,615 suspended operations in Cheshire County. leee. TTT TTT > 6’ BR2 

Two mines and one grinding mill pre- 9 7777 

viously operated by Golding-Keene Co. P Preliminary. 
were closed in 1966. The Ruggles Mining + Data for 1957-65 revised. 

Co., Inc., Grafton County, was the only ac- 1 Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

519
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries ee 
. Man- . Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours — injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ————_______ 
working active (thou- (thou- _ Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

I A A A A 

1965: 
Nonmetal and peat_____ 23 179 4 33 ae 2 61.30. 705 
Sand and gravel____.-_- 329 194 64 536 --- 10 18.66 411 
Stone___-._---.-------- 198 219 43 349 --- 6 17.18 166 

Total. _...-----.---- 550 202 © 918 18 19.61. 328 
1966: P 7 Se 

Nonmetal and peat. -_-___ 25 180 5 36 —— 1 27.78 139 
Sand and gravel____.__. 335 183 62 518 --- 11.21.24 647 
Stone__.._-_---------- 200 221 44 352 --- 12 34.09 344 

Total. __-.----------- 560 198 111 906 --- 24 26.49 509 

P Preliminary. . 

tive operation in the State. Ore was selec- Sand and Gravel.—Compared with that | 
tively mined and hand sorted. Lump feld- of 1965, most of the 3 million-ton decrease 
spar was shipped by truck to a grinding in production was due to a decline in Gov- 
mill at West Paris, Maine. The finely ernment-and-contractor usage, principally 
ground product was used primarily in ce- highway construction. This reflected a de- 
ramics, enamel, and as an abrasive in crease in the number of active interstate 
cleaning compounds. highway projects. Commercially produced 
Gem Stones.—Semipreci ous gem stones sand and gravel increased 6 percent in vol- 

and mineral specimens were collected from Ume and 12 percent in value. The average 
pegmatites and other mineral localities in wane of washed and screened material 
Cheshire, Carroll, and Grafton Counties. ''0™ commercial plants remained at $1 08 Amateur collectors recovered beryl, ame- | per ton, but unprocessed material increased 

thyst, smoky quartz, and topaz crystals in- cents in value to an average of $0.40 per cluding some of gem quality. ton. Bank run material accounted for 21 
| . | percent of the commercial production. Of Peat.—A limited quantity of reed-sedge the 44 operations reporting commercial 

peat was recovered from a reactivated bog production, 18 had an output of less than 
in ane County. The bog had been idle 25,000 tons, 15 were in the 25,000- 
SINCE to-100,000-ton range, and 11 operations 

Perlite——National Gypsum Co. expanded produced over 100,000 tons each. Ten per- 
crude perlite in its Portsmouth plant, Raw cent of the com mercially produced materi- 
material was obtained from mines in the al was shipped by rail; 90 percent by 
western States. ‘The product was used prin- truck. All Government-and-contractor out- 
cipally in acoustical plaster. put was delivered by truck. 

Table 4.—Sand and gravel, and stone production by Government-and-contractor 

operations, by counties 
Pe 

Sand and gravel Stone 
(thousand short tons) (short tons) 

County OTT 
1965 1966 1965 1966. eee 

Belknap_.---_-___ 2. 911 557 21,108 4,898 Carroll____-_-. 22 180 108 183 17 Cheshire_.-_.- 2-2 462 201 6,812 933 Coos__----.-_ 2-22 584 150 2,498 --- Grafton__-.-_____- eee 1,387 743 5,538 63 , 844 Hillsboro... _...--.2---2222- lt 160 360 80 6,502 Merrimack_____-_..__..__..__.___..__-______.._.. 453 310 _ 5,302 Rockingham_____-___._____.._____________...___. 1,043 308 741 59 Strafford.__-__--- 22-2 135 140 --- --- Sullivan_.__-_- 2-222” 266 363 1,917 249 Unspecified.._._.--.. 2-222 1,582 750 oe _-- 

Total... 2-2-2 7,163 3,990 38,877 81,804 i eA BOE
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Stone—Total value of stone production quarry in Hillsboro County and the Swen- 

increased 8 percent compared with that of son Gray quarry in Merrimack County. Ar- 

1965, while the total tonnage increased  chitectural and monument granite was pro- 
nearly 35 percent. The increase was due duced from these quarries as well as im- | 
primarily to increased requirements for d ¢ ut-of-State a . f 

crushed stone in highway construction. portec rom ou ° are quarnes or 
The New Hampshire Department of Pub- finishing. Dimension granite was valued at 

lic Works and Highways produced crushed 47 4V°TA@8© of $58 per ton. Quartz was 

granite for riprap and fill in all counties mined and crushed at one operation in 
except Coos and Strafford. Crushed granite Hillsboro County and another in Sullivan 

for construction was valued at $0.89 per County. The product was used as exposed 

ton. Rough dimension granite, used pri- aggregate in decorative precast concrete. : 

marily for curbing, flagging, and paving The average value of crushed quartz was 

blocks, was produced at the Kitledge $23 per ton. 

_ REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Sand and gravel and stone produced by Coos.—Sand and gravel was produced by 

Government-and-contractor operations are the Lessard Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., near 

shown in table 4 and are not included Gorham for building and paving. The 

under the individual county reports that Brown Co., Berlin, produced bank run 

follow. . oe gravel for paving and fill. The Gray Con- 

Belknap.—Tilton Sand & Gravel, Inc., struction Corp., Colebrook, has been dis- : 

produced sand and gravel for building, solved, and sand and gravel production has 

paving, fill, and other uses. Perkins Peat been suspended. a | 

Bog in Center Barnstead produced peat for Grafton.—Sand and gravel for building, 

use in soil improvement. paving, and fill was produced from five 

Carroll.—Sand and gravel used primarily pits located near Campton, Plymouth, 

for fill was produced by Alvin J. Colemafi Littleton, and West Lebanon. Washed and 

& Son, Inc. from a pit near Madison. screened material accounted for 87 percent 

Sparks Construction Co. produced paving of the output. All sand and gravel was de- 

sand and gravel from a pit near Ossipee. livered by truck, Ruggles Mining Co., Inc., 

Cheshire-—Keene Sand & Gravel, Inc. Gtafton, produced potash feldspar from 

Keene, and Cold River Sand & Gravel pegmatite. Hand picked materia] was deliv- 

Corp., North Walpole, preduced material ered by truck to a feldspar grinding mill 

for building, paving, and fill. Most of the at West Paris, Maine. Densmore Brick Co. 

output was washed and screened; oversized produced miscellaneous clay from a pit 

gravel was crushed. The feldspar mining near Lebanon for use in manufacturing 

and milling operations of Golding-Keene _ building brick. 

Co., including the Surry and Pearson mines Hillsboro.—This county continued to 

and the Alstead mill, were closed during lead the State in mineral production, ac- 

the year. counting for 29 percent of the State’s total 

Table 5.—Value of mineral production in New Hampshire, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Belknap.____-------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, atone, peat. 

Carroll_.___.-------------- _ WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 

Cheshire____.__----------- $657 , 700 WwW Do. 

Coos_..-_._--------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, 

Grafton________----------- 947 , 734 $932,960 Sand and gravel, stone, feldspar, clays. 

Hillsboro___..-._---------- 1 , 767, 869 2,035,305 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Merrimack_____----------- WwW 1,242,472 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Rockingham. -_------------- 1,273 , 567 W Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 

Strafford_._--------------- 253 ,250 208 , 290 Do. 

Sullivan_____.._._--------- 188 ,625 W Sand and gravel, stone. 

Undistributed !___.--------- 2,576,011 2,581,465 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

symbol We value of sand and gravel and gem stones not assigned to specific counties and values indicated by
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value. Block granite was produced at the primarily in ready-mix concrete. Iafolla 
Kitledge Granite Corp. quarry near Mil- Crushed Stone Co., Inc., Portsmouth, pro- 
ford. All of the stone was finished by the duced sand and gravel for paving and fill, 
Barretto Granite Corp. Curbing, mon ané also produced crushed stone for riprap 
ments, and architectural stone accounte and roadstone. ‘wo other pits in Exeter 
for most of the total value with construc- and Londonderry produced unprocessed 
tion stone, paving, and durax blocks the sand and gravel used primarily for fill. 
remainder. Five sand and gravel operators The Eno Brick Corp. suspended operations 
produced aggregate used principally in at its clay pit during the year; W. S. 
building construction and paving. J. J. Goodrich, Inc., Epping, continued to pro- 
Cronin Co., Manchester, was the largest duce clay for use in manufacturing build- 
producer with 42 percent of the county’s ing brick. 7 : 
tonnage. North Country Aggregates, Inc., Strafford.—Iafolla Crushed Stone Co., 
South Lyndeboro, produced crushed quartz Inc., produced sand and gravel from a pit for use in precast decorative concrete. near Madbury; the product was used in 
Merrimack.—The county ranked second paving material and fill. Dover Sand & in the State for value of mineral produc- Gravel, Inc., produced sand and _ gravel | tion. Manchester Sand, Gravel & Cement from pits in Dover and Farmington for use 

Co., Inc., Hooksett, was a large producer of ag aggregate in concrete. James S. Pike, 
building and paving material. Weaver Durham, produced bank run sand and Brothers Construction Co., Inc., Concord, gravel. The Kane-Gonic Brick Corp. pro- 
also produced a large volume of sand and duced clay for building brick from a pit gravel for paving. Of the total tonnage, 91. near Gonic. 

percent was washed and erecneds . per Sullivan.—Eaton Jones Sand & Gravel 
cent was ship pee by rail an _t ol ‘ke Co., Inc., Newport, produced sand and 
mainder by truck. Rough granite blocks gravel for building and paving. Most of from the Swenson Gray quarry were proc- . _- the production was processed and all was essed at the finishing plant of the John . | . ‘ncj. delivered by truck. Quartz, Inc., produced Swenson Granite Co., Inc., Concord. Princi- hi f 
pal products were curbing and architecture "Ute quartz from a quarry near South Ac- al stone. ; worth. The material was crushed for use as 
Rockingham.—Manchester Sand, Gravel, ¢XPosed aggregate in precast concrete. The 

& Cement Co., Inc., processed sand and Globe mine near New London previously 
gravel at their Raymond plant for shipment operated by Mineral Materials, Inc., as a 
by rail to Boston. The product was used source of crushed quartz, was closed.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New Jersey Division of Resource 

Development, Bureau of Geology and Topography, for collecting information on all 

minerals except fuels. 

By Joseph Krickich * 

Value of mineral production in New Jer- moderate increases in value of stone, sand 

sey decreased 6 percent below the record and gravel, peat, manganiferous residuum, 

high value of $80.2 million established in  greensand marl, and ilmenite were record- 

1965. Major contributing factors for the de- ed. _ 
cline were the cessation of iron ore mining a Mineral evecialict, B : Mi Pitts 

and decreased output of zinc ore. Slight to pyreh Pa 

Table 1.—Mineral production in New Jersey * 

aE 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
I 

Clays__......_-------thousand short tons- - 506 $1,388 488 $1,319 

Gem stones__-.----.--------------------- NA 10 NA 10 

Peat_.._.__--------_-__-------short tons-- 40,480 431 36,312 489 

Sand and gravel_...--thousand short tons-- 17,389 28 , 646 17,782 29 , 3822 

Stone___.___.-----.---------------do-_-- 12,232 27,247 12,453 28 ,056 

Zinc 2 (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
short tons -- 38,297 11,106 25,237 7,319 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Iron 
ore, lime, magnesium compounds, man- 
ganiferous residuum, greensand marl, and 
titanium concentrate (ilmenite)... ------ xX 11,330 xX 9 , 080 

Total__....__-_--.---------------- xX 80,158 xX 75,595 
eee eee 

NA _ Not available. 
XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption 

by producers). 
2 Recoverable zinc valued at yearly average price of prime western slab zinc, East St. Louis market. Rep- 

resents value established after transportation, smelting, and manufacturing charges have been added to the 

value of ore at the mine. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 
(Thousands) 

a 

Year Value 1 Year Value! 

1957___._-__-____------------------- $65,231 1962____._____---_-_.-.--.---------- $64,002 

1958___._-__...---_--..--.----------- 50,588 1963__._....--_-_-.----------------- 71,564 

1959___._..--...----..-------------- 58,597 1964_._______---_------------------- 75,396 

1960___..__-.__....--..-------------- 54,881 1965_.____.---_--.------------------ 76,998 

1961__-.-.---.--------.------------- 57, 746 1966_.__._-__-_-___---------.------- P 72,701 
an 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

| 523
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ————————___________ 
working active (thou- (thou- Non« Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965; 
Metal_.___.-._-.-_L.- 463 258 117 941 ~<e 55 58,44 5,706 
Nonmetal__._.--.... 395 280 111 886 —— 27 30.46 1,178 
Sand and gravel____.. 976 . 250 244 2,104 --- 39 18.54 395 
Stone__..-..----- .- 1,111 249 276 2,282 es 57 24.98 602 
Peat_....----4-_--2- 16 259 4 88 --- en a --- 

Total,...-----..-. 2,961 254 752 6,246 _.. 178 28,50 1,379 
1966: P 

Metal___....--_.-__- 456 149 68 548 ee — QT 49 27 1,228 
Nonmetal. -_.--..__- 400 281 113 904 se 16 17.70 497 
Sand and gravel_____- 1,045 264 275 2,274 a 55 24.19 663 
Stone. -......---___. 1,085 243 252 2,124 1 49 23.54 3,38] Peat.---2.2-22222t2. | 9 208 4." 81 --- --- w an 

Total...--.-._____ 2954 241 _ 12 5,881 Oo 1 _ 147 . 26.17 1,668 

P Preliminary. . 

76 

us 
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eo 
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Figure 1—Value of sand and gravel and stone, and total value of mineral production in 
New Jersey.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

a | NONMETALS Iodine.—Chemical and pharmaceutical 
companies reported consumption of 573,000 | 

Cement.—Portland cement shipments in- pounds of organic and inorganic iodine. 
to New Jersey totaled 9.8 million barrels; (Consumption was 4 percent below that of | 

nearly 670,000 barrels of masonry cement 1965. Mostly imported crude iodine was 
were distributed within the State. Most of ysed_ for manufacturing medicines and 

| the portland and masonry cement came sanitation products and other icdine-based _ | 
from plants in Pennsylvania and New York, chemicals. 

but some portland cement was shipped Lime.—Production and value of hydrated 
from Maryland and Texas and some lime produced in Sussex County was below 
masonry cement from Virginia and West that of 1965. However, an increase in the 
Virginia. Cement distribution terminals average unit price was reported. Hydrated 
were operated at Bayonne, Elizabethport, lime was sold for use in construction, agri- 
Jersey City, and Newark. cultural applications, sewage treatment, 

| -Clays.—Fire and miscellaneous clay and 2" water purification. 
shale production decreased 4 percent in to- | _™Magnesium Compounds.—Compared with 
tal tonnage and 5 percent in value com- that of 1965, refractory. magnesia produc- 

pared with that of 1965. Miscellaneous clay 0n and value was lower but a_ higher 
and shale accounted for most of the quan- 2V€Tage unit value was reported. Produc- | 
tity but fire clay contributed most of the 0M was centered in Cape May County and 
value. Nearly all of the fire clay was of the W4S from out-of-State dolomite and sea- 
plastic variety and was recovered from pits W4ter. Various magnesium compounds were 
in Cumberland and Middlesex Counties. éfined from purchased materials at a 
Output was used chiefly for manufacturing Pant in Warren County. 
refractory products but some went into Marl, Greensand.—Production and value 
pottery and stoneware, floor and wall tile, Of greensand marl increased above that of 

and architectural terra cotta. Quantities al- 1965. Output of the material (natural zeo- 
so were used as filler material in insecti- lite) was limited to one operation in 
cides and linoleum and as rotary drilling Gloucester County and was used for soften- | 

_ mud. Miscellaneous clay and shale was pro- 1g water. | 
duced mainly in Middlesex and Somerset Mica.—Synthetic flake mica used in glass- 
Counties, with some quantities coming bonded ceramic materials was produced by 
from Bergen, Burlington, and Camden Molecular Dielectrics, Inc., Clifton, and 

Counties, Production was primarily for Synthetic Mica Co., Division of Mycalex 
manufacturing heavy clay products such as Corp. of America. Molecular Dielectrics al- 
building brick and sewer pipe. so continued production of high-quality 

. . synthetic mica crystals for splitting and 
Gem Stones.—Various mineral specimens punching. Four plants in the State fabri- 

continued to be collected from stone quar- cated sheet mica (muscovite block and 

ries and old mine dumps throughout the film) mainly for consumption by the elec- 

State. Mineral collectors were particularly —tyical and electronic industries. 
active at the mine dumps at Franklin, Sus- Perli . | 

+s . erlite—Production and value of ex- 
sex County, acquiring specimens of fluores- ded lite j d 29 cent ab 
cent calcite, franklinite, willemite, and zin- P@NSCC Per ite Micrease percent anove 

. . that of 1965 and was reported from four 
cite. Value of the minerals collected was . . . 

. plants. Production was discontinued at a 
estimated at the same level as that of 1965. ~ 

| Passaic County plant but a new plant be- 
Gypsum.—Calcined gypsum was produced gan operations in Burlington County. 

at four plants, two in Burlington County Other plants operated in Middlesex, So- 
and one each in Bergen and Camden Coun- merset, and Union Counties. Crude perlite 

ties. Calcined gypsum was used in manu- shipped from other States was processed 
facturing plaster, lath, sheathing, wall- for manufacturing acoustical plaster, ultra- 

board, and other building products. Com- lightweight concrete aggregate, loose-fill in- 
panies processed crude materials shipped ulation, shingles, and other uses. 
from other States as well as that imported Pigments.—Iron oxide pigments were 
from Newfoundland, Canada. produced by E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
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Co., Inc, Newark; Columbian Carbon Co., ing material. Demand for most industrial _ 

Trenton and Monmouth Junction; and _ sand, including ground sand, decreased but 

Stabilized Pigments, Inc., New Brunswick. higher average prices were recorded. Most 
New Jersey Zinc Co., Gloucester City, and of the industrial sand was sold to the glass 
National Lead Co., Perth Amboy produced industry and to foundries. Ground sand 

7 titanium dioxide. National Lead also production in Cumberland, Middlesex, and 
manufactured lead pigments at Perth Am- Ocean Counties was marketed principally 
boy, Royce Chemical Co., Carlton Hill, for use in foundries and for glass ceramic 

| manufactured zinc oxide and leaded-zinc manufacturing. Some was sold as abrasive 
oxide pigments. and filler material. , oe 
‘Sand and Gravel.—Greater activity in As in previous years, sand and gravel 

highway and building construction resulted was produced in 14 counties. Cumberland 
in higher output of sand and gravel. Pro- County continued to rank first in value be- 
duction increased 2 percent in quantity cause of higher priced industrial sand pro- 
and value compared with that of 1965. duction; Morris County led in tonnage 
The output was virtually all commercial with production of 4.1 million tons. Other 
production; limited quantities were pro- important areas with production exceeding 
duced by Government-and-contractor oper- 1 million tons were Bergen, Burlington, 
ations in Atlantic County. Over 12.4 Camden, Middlesex, and Ocean Counties. 
million tons of the commercial output was Production was reported from 105 opera- 
used in construction as a building and pav-___ tions, (104 commercial and 1 Govern- 

Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Z - 

' 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use OO 

oe Quantity Value Quantity Value 
a 

Commercial operations: / 
Sand: . 

Building._.-._------------------- 4,940 $5,911 5,182 $5 , 485 
Paving... ..---------------------- 2,906 2,790 2,923 2,825 
Fill, .2---------- 2 eee, 720 354 597 © 315 
Glass. _...----------4---------- 843 3,139 WwW WwW 
Molding.....-.--..--.----------- 1,740 5,454 1,817 5,918 
Blast____----------------------- 151 699 141 748 
Engine__--.-..--.----.------_._- W WwW 24 81 
Ground. __....------------------ 191 1,513 157 1,481 
Other tL. 907 1,579 1,259 4,704 

Total__..--.------------------ 12,398 21,439 12,100 21,557 

Gravel: . 
Building.....__-___--.__-._-_- -__ Le 2,868 5,090 2,879 5,280 
Paving_._.-. 22-2 1,416 1,533 1,456 1,707 
Fill, ---2 22-2 eee 485 325 WwW WwW 
Other 2___-__-_-- eee 220 258 1,327 767 

Total____-.----_-------------- 4,989 7,206 5,662 7,754 

Total sand and gravel__________- 17 ,387 28 ,645 17, 762 29 ,311 
Government-and-contractor operations: 

Sand: Other____-_.-..22 2-2-2 ee 2 1 1 (3) 

Gravel; 
Paving._________-._______-_____. oe — 12 7 
Fill. -----2 eee --- --- 7 4 

Total. __._-.-- 2 eee --- --- 19 11 

Total sand and gravel___________ 2 1 20 11 

All operations: 
Sand.___.-----_----- 2 eee 12,400 21,440 12,101 21,557 
Gravel___.---- ee 4,989 7,206 5,681 7,765 

Total__._--------------- eee 17 ,389 28 , 646 17,782 29 ,322 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other.” 
1 Includes fire or furnace, filtration and other sand. 
2 Includes miscellaneous (1965) and other gravel. 
3 Less than 4 unit.
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ment-and-contractor) compared with 97 sively as terrazzo was produced in Warren 
the previous year. Production exceeding County, and dimension sandstone was pro- 

900,000 tons was reported by two commer- duced in Hunterdon County. Oystershell 

cial producers, and six operators produced was used in Gloucester County for lime 

between 500,000 and 900,000 tons. The ma- manufacture and poultry grit. 
jority of the State’s commercial producers Sulfur.—Although byproduct sulfur ship- 
had tonnages ranging from 25,000 to ments decreased 2 percent below that of 

300,000 tons; output below 25,000 tons was 1965, value was greater because of higher 
reported at only 16 operations. Over 15.4 unit prices. Shipments totaled 45,000 long 
million tons were shipped to consumers by tons valued at $1.4 million; average unit 
truck and 1.9 million tons by rail. Nearly value increased $25.86 to $29.93 per ton. 
15.1 million tons of the commercial out- Four plants recovered elemental sulfur as a | 

put was processed by washing, crushing, byproduct of gas purification, two in 
sizing, or screening. Gloucester County and one each in 

Stone.—Total stone output and value Middlesex and Union Counties. Most of 
. . the sulfur was sold for manufacturing sul- 
increased 2 and 3 percent, respectively, . . 

. . furic acid but part of the output was re- 
compared with that of 1965. The higher . . . , . 

“ya: tained for captive use for various chemical 
output reflected greater building and high- rocesses. A refin ‘na Union Count 
way construction activity. Stone was pro- Processes ennery wn karen Sounmy re 

. . . covered hydrogen sulfide. Freeport Sulphur 
duced in 11 counties and included basalt, ; 

; ; . Co., Warners, Pan American Sulphur Co., 
granite, limestone, marble, miscellaneous 

. at Newark; and Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 
stone, oystershell, and sandstone. Leading Carteret and Paulsboro, operated liquid 

producing areas were Somerset, Passaic, . 7 P d 
. . sulfur storage and transhipment terminals. 

Hudson, and Sussex Counties, in decreasing > . 
. Total capacity at the terminals was 72,500 

order of value. As in 1965, basalt (trap- i 
or . ong tons per year. 

rock) was quarried in seven counties and Vermiculi ses ermiculite.—Crude vermiculite imported 
accounted for 86 percent of the tonnage ; . 

and shipped from other States was exfoliat- 
and 81 percent of the total value of all . . 

. -ed at plants in Essex and Mercer Counties. 
stone produced in the State. In terms of . 

, . The processed material was used as 
both production and value, the most im- . . 

. loosefill insulation, plaster and concrete 
portant use of basalt was as a construction . . 

aggregate, and for agricultural and miscel- 
aggregate. Output and value of basalt for laneous uses. Total output and value of 
concrete aggregate and roadstone were less . err exfoliated vermiculite was greater than 
than that of 1965, but the average value that of 1965 
increased $0.05 to $2.10 per ton. Other uses " 
for basalt included riprap, roofing granules | METALS 
and railroad ballast. Limestone, produced / 

at two quarries in Sussex County, ranked Ferroalloys.—Shieldalloy Corp., Newfield, 
second in value. Principal uses of limestone Gloucester County, produced chiefly fer- 

were as agricultural stone (agstone), con- yoalloys/ of titanium, vanadium, boron, co- 

crete aggregate, filler material, livestock J|ymbium, and columbium-tantalum. The 
feed additive, and as a raw material for company utilized a thermite furnace for 

lime manufacturing. ferroalloy production. 
Granite was quarried and crushed in Iron Ore.—An era of iron ore mining ex- 

Hunterdon and vos coun omen tending back to Colonial times came to an 

and value increased moderately but the end in February when the State’s last ac- 

average value was slightly less than the tive mine ceased operation. The Scrub 

$1.96 per ton reported in 1965. Virtually Oaks mine in Morris County was shut 

the entire output was processed for con- down due to increasing costs. Buildings 

crete aggregate and roadstone. Other uses and equipment at the site were dismantled 

were for riprap and fill. Miscellaneous and sold. The final inventory of crude ore 

sone was produced in two counties; was beneiciated and shipped to, company 
rushe owned blast furnaces at Conshohocken, Pa. 

crushed argillite from Hunterdon County Some concentrates were sold to other steel 

was used in construction applications. Out- producers. Also in Morris County the en- 

put and value decreased compared with tire stockpile of iron ore concentrates from 

that of 1965. Crushed marble used exclu- the Mt. Hope mine was sold for consump-
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tion at a Pennsylvania steel plant. The ore (LP gas) storage facilities were operated _ 
was mined and beneficiated in previous by Humble Oil & Refining Co. and Trans- 
years. The State’s total shipment and value continental Gas Pipe Line Corp. The 
of iron ore, however, were below that of former company operated two facilities, 
1965. = - one propane, and one butane in Union 

| Titanium.—Production and value of il- ' County; the latter company operated a fro- | menite concentrate continued to increase zen earth facility for liquefied natural gas 
| but the average value was below that of in Bergen County. Total capacity of the 

1965. Output from a titanium-bearing sand __ three operations was 803,000 barrels. | 
deposit in Ocean County was processed and Peat.—Production of peat declined but concentrated for shipment to Baltimore, value was greater compared with that of Md, The concentrate was further processed 9g, Higher unit values were recorded for 
into titanium dioxide for use as a white some producers resulting in higher total 
paint pigment. oo value for 1966. Producers recovered both 
Zinc.—Production and value of mangani- humus and reed-sedge peat from bogs in : ferous zinc ore from the underground. Ster- Passaic, Sussex, and Warren Counties. The 

ling Hill Mine in Sussex County was below material was processed and sold mostly for that of 1965, Average unit value was the  gojj conditioning, in both bulk and pack- same as that of the previous year but ages. | | | 
monthly production levels at the mine Petroleum.—Total crude oil capacity at | were lower. Ore from the mine was ; , . . . active petroleum refineries as of January 1, crushed and shipped without processing to 1966, was 488,500 barrels per day, com- 

a_company-owned sm elter at Palmerton, pared with 508,900 barrels the previous Pa., for recovery of zinc and manganiferous year. Gasoline output capacity per day de- 
residuum. creased from 155,600 barrels to 150,100. 

Other materials recovered at the State’s 
| MINERAL FUELS refineries included asphalt, coke, lubricants, 

Coke and Coal Chemicals.—Coke and coal and paraffin. Refineries were operated by 
chemicals were produced by Koppers Co., Chevron Oil Co., (formerly California Oil 
Inc., at its merchant ovencoke plant at Co.) , Perth Amboy; Cities Service Oil Co., 
Kearncy, Hudson County. Coal chemical Linden: Hess Oil & Chemical Co., Sewaren; 
products recovered included crude coal tar Humble Oil & Refining Co., Bayonne and 
and crude light oil. Linden; Mobile Oil Co., Paulsboro; and 

: Natural Gas.— Underground natural gas Texaco, Inc., Westville. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Production of minerals was reported in Mays Landing, Bargaintown, Folsom, Ham- all counties except Salem. Compared with monton, Cedar Lake, and Somers Point. that of 1965, value increases were reported The Atlantic County Road Department for eight counties; the greatest increase was near Pleasantville produced gravel for road in Somerset County because of higher de- repair and sand for controlling icy high- 
mand for stone. The county also replaced ways, Most of the county output was proc- Sussex County as the State’s leading min- essed material and shipped mainly to con- eral-producing area. Other leading areas, sumers by truck. Some rail shipments were in decreasing order of value, were Cumber- _ made. 
land, Morris, Passaic, and Ocean Counties. Bergen.—Sand and gravel production in- Sand and gravel production by Govern- creased 14 percent above that of 1965 and ment-and-contractor operation was limited totaled 1.1 million tons. Output was mostly to Atlantic County. Value of mineral Speci- processed sand and gravel used in construc- mens (gem stones) was not assigned to the tion and in manufacturing concrete pipe specific counties. and block. Producers were Braen Sand & Atlantic.—Production of commercial sand Gravel Co., Wyckoff; Samuel Braen & Co., and gravel was above that of 1965. Output Mahwah; and McKee Bros., Inc., Ramsey. consisted chiefly of construction material; Clay for manufacturing building brick was quantities of molding sand were produced. produced near Moonachie, Barrett Divi- Commercial operations were active near sion, Allied Chemical Corp. produced cal-
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Table 5.—Value of mineral production in New Jersey by counties * | a | 

. - Minerals produced in 1966 
County . 1965 1966 in order of value 

| | _ i _ 

Atlantic. _..-_-.---------- $858,000 ~ $361,000 — Sand and gravel. . 

Bergen__..-------------- 1,712,565 1,946,000 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Burlington____----------- 2,265,000 1,500,725 Do. 
Camden-_-_--------------- 1,805,000 1,930,500 Do. 
Cape May._------------- WwW W Magnesium compounds, sand and gravel. . 

Cumberland_-__---------- 9,998,696 11,026,796 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Essex__--.----------+--- _ WwW WwW Stone. 
Gloucester___------------ 475 , 500 499 ,500 Sand and gravel, greensand marl stone. 

Hudson___.-_---------=- W WwW Stone. 
Hunterdon___.---.------ 1,394,578 1,309 , 760 Do. 
Mercer___-_.------------ WwW WwW Do. 
Middlesex__.___.._------ 2,588 , 033 2,567,748 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Monmouth-_ ._____.------ 915,000 885 , 000. Sand and gravel. 

Morris_...------_------- 9 , 738,676 8,866,093 Sand and gravel, iron ore, stone. 

Ocean___..___.------_---- 4,945,546 © 4,721,270 Sand and gravel, ilmenite. 

Passaiec_... 22 e e+e e- 5, 760,267 5,118,959 Stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Somerset..__.___..------- 11 ,563 , 844 12,715,273 . Stone, clays. 
Sussex. _..-.--..-------- 15 , 463 ,277 WwW Zine, stone, manganiferous residuum, lime, 

sand and gravel, peat. 
Union..._-.------------- WwW WwW Stone. 
Warren______.--___----- 617,627 791 ,420 Sand and gravel, peat, stone. 
Undistributed ?_.__-.--.-- 10,056 ,474 21,355,376 

Total____.-------- 80,158 , 000 75 ,595 ,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 No production reported in Salem County. 
2 Includes value of gem stones and values indicated by symbol W. . 

cined gypsum and fabricated gypsum plants at Grenloch, Penbryn, Williamstown 

building products at its South Kearney Junction; and Taggart Brimfield Co., Hay- | 

Plant. _ ville. The Pine Hill plant of Triangle Sili- 

Burlington.—Output of sand and gravel ca Sand .Corp. was idle. The Alliance Clay 

| ery: . Product Co. produced miscellaneous clay 
totaled 1.4 million tons, a sharp decline waa: . ; 

. for building brick at Winslow Junction. 
compared with 1965 output of nearly 2 . 

“17: on : Crude gypsum imported from Newfound- 
million tons. Principal producers were . 

. . 4. land, Canada was calcined and processed 
Amico Sand & Gravel Co., Riverside; . “ya: 

. . . into plaster and gypsum building products 
American Dredging Co., Burlington; Lock- bv The Flintkote Co., Camden 

hart, Inc., Riverton; Asphtar, Inc., Haines- >y ” " | 

port; and George F. Pettinos, Inc., Mt. Cape May.—Northwest Magnesite Co. 

Holly. The Franklin dredge of Warner Co. produced refractory magnesia from a com- 

did not operate. Church Brick Co., Fields- bination of seawater and purchased dolo- 

boro, produced miscellaneous clay for mite at its Cape May plant. Output of 

manufacturing building brick. Kaiser Gyp- sand and gravel was below that of 1965 

sum Co. produced calcined gypsum and and consisted chiefly of processed construc- 

finished building products at its newly.con- tion material. Tuckahoe Sand & Gravel, 

structed plant near Delanco, Calcined gyp- Tuckahoe, was the principal producer. 

sum and expanded perlite were produced Other producers were John F. Gandy, | 

at the Burlington plant of National Gyp- Ocean View; Matalucci Brothers, Dennis- 

sum Co. ville; and Curtland Sand & Gravel Co., 

e. 
Camden.—Although sand and gravel pro- Cape May Court Hous 

duction was slightly below that of 1965, Cumberland.—The county continued to 

value increased 6 percent. The increased rank first in terms of value, and second in 

value in 1966 was due chiefly to higher tonnage as a sand-and-gravel . producing 

unit prices for most uses including mold- area. Production increased 8 percent above 

ing sand. Construction material was pro- that of 1965 and totaled 3.2 million tons; 

duced by Tri-Borough Sand & Stone, Inc., value was 11 percent greater than that of 

Gibbsboro; Con.-Agg., Inc., Chews Land- 1965. Output was chiefly industrial sand 

ing; and Ward Sand & Materials Co., used for manufacturing glass and molding 

Pennsauken Township. Molding sand was purposes. Quantities of blast, furnace, en- 

produced by George F. Pettinos, Inc., with gine, and filtration sand as well as con-
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struction sand and gravel also were pro- gate and roadstone by Houdaille Construc- 
duced. Ground industrial sand for special tion Materials, Inc., Oldwick, and Lambert- 
applications was produced by Pennsylvania ville Quarry Co. with operations near 
Glass Sand Corp. and National Glass Sand Lambertville and Pennington. A_ sizable 
Corp., both near Millville. Other industrial tonnage of basalt was also marketed for 
sand producers were Millville Silica Sand & railroad ballast by the latter company. 
Gravel Co., Inc., George F. Pettinos, Inc, Traprock Industries, Inc., Kingston, pur-— 
and Port Silica Sand Co., Inc., all near Port chased Lambertville Quarry Co. late in 
Elizabeth; Whitehead Brothers Co., Divid- 1966. The Clinton granite quarry of Som- 
ing Creek; Jesse S. Morie & Son, Inc., Vine- erset Crushed. Stone Division, Anthony 
land and Mauricetown; and New Jersey Si- Ferrante & Sons, was inactive during 1966 
lica Sand Co. and Tri-State Co., both near while the company’s newly reporting Pat- 
Millville. Construction sand and gravel was _ tenburg quarry produced granite for con- 
produced by Whitehead Brothers Co., Dor- crete aggregate and roadstone. Dimension 
chester; Mays Landing Sand & Gravel Co., miscellaneous stone (argillite) was pro- 
Inc., Cedarville; Ricci Brothers Washed duced by Delaware Quarries. Dimension 
Sand & Stone Co., Port Norris; and sandstone for construction and flagging was 
Brunetti Brothers, Vineland. All of the produced by H. W. Lindblad near Lam- 
county output was processed material. Plas- _ bertville. 
tic fire clay used as a bond for molding Mercer.—Pennington Quarry Co., Pen- 
sand was produced at Vineland by Daniel nington, produced diabase (traprock) for 
Goff Division, Jesse S. Morie & Son, Inc. concrete aggregate, roadstone, railroad bal- 
Essex.—Crushed basalt (traprock) was last, and riprap. The company was pur- 

produced by M. L. Kernan Quarry, South chased by Traprock Industries, Inc., Kings- 
Orange, and Orange Quarry Co., West ton, late in 1966. Basalt was produced for 
Orange, chiefly for use as concrete aggre- riprap by inmates of the Mercer County 
gate and roadstone. Vermiculite Industrial Workhouse, Trenton. Exfoliated vermicu- 
Corp. produced exfoliated vermiculite at lite used for insulation, aggregate, and 
Port Newark. Output was used mainly in agricultural purposes was produced by 
insulation applications and as: an ultra- Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co. 
lightweight aggregate. ‘Trenton. 

: Gloucester.—Sand and gravel production Middlesex.—Sand and gravel output in- 
totaled 290,000 tons, 5 percent greater than creased slightly above that of 1965 and to- 
that of 1965. Mostly construction sand was taled 1.7 million tons. Output was mainly 
produced by Crown Point Sand Co., Inc., processed material for building and high- 
Bridgeport; L. R. Curtis Son, Bridgeport; way construction and maintenance. South 
and Wenonah Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., Re- River Sand Co. produced industrial and 
paupo. Industrial sand was produced by ground sand at its Old Bridge plant. Prin- 
Downer Silica Co., Downer, and William cipal producers of construction sand and 
Thorn & Son, Grenloch. Inversand Co., Se- gravel were Crossman Co. and Sayre & 
well, produced greensand maxl for use in Fisher Co., both near Sayreville; Herbert 
water treating equipment manufacture, Sand Co., Inc., and Buck Brothers, Inc., - 
and for water softening purposes. Oyster- both near East Brunswick; Raritan River 
shell was processed for poultry grit and Sand Co., Nixon; and Dallenbach Sand 
lime at Franklinville by Joseph Bauder &  Co., Inc., Milltown. 
Sons, Mobil Oil Corp. used the Claus proc- The county continued as the leading 
ess for recovering sulfur at its Paulsboro clay-producing area accounting for nearly 
refinery. Freeport Sulphur Co. recovered 50 percent of the State’s total output. Pro- 
byproduct sulfur in the liquid purification duction was 231,000 tons, 7 percent below 
of gas at its Eagle Point (Westfield) plant. that of 1965. Fire clay output increased 
The company used the modified Baehr slightly but miscellaneous clay production 
process for recovering sulfur. declined. The miscellaneous clay was used 
Hudson.—Callanan Traprock Corp., at its for manufacturing building brick and 

Laurel Hill plant near Secaucus, quarried other heavy clay products. Most of the fire 
and processed basalt for use as concrete clay was used for manufacturing refractory 
aggregate, roadstone, and riprap. products, but quantities also were used for 
Hunterdon.—Basalt was quarried and pottery and stoneware, floor and wall tile, 

processed mainly for use as concrete aggre- architectural terra cotta, rotary-drilling
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mud, and as a filler material. Sayre & Over 4.1 million tons of sand and gravel 

Fisher Co.. produced plastic fire clay and was recovered from operations in the 

miscellaneous clay at Sayreville. Miscella- county. Value totaled $5.1. million, com- 

neous clay was produced by Natco Corp., pared with 3.4 million tons and $4.1 mil- 

Perth Amboy, and Oschwald Brick Works, lion in 1965. The increase was attributed 

Clifftwood. Fire clay producers were A. P. to greater construction activity and to the 

Green Refractories Co., Perth. Amboy and addition of two new operations. New 

Woodbridge; Almasi Clay Co., Wood- plants were operated by Houdaille Con- 

bridge; Crossman Co., South Amboy; struction Materials, Inc., Morristown; and 

McHose Clay Co., Edison; and Such Clay Flanders Sand & Gravel Co., Flanders. 

Co., Sayreville. H. C. Perrine & Son, Inc., Houdaille Construction Materials, Inc., also 

discontinued its clay operation at Mata- operated plants at Kenvil and Riverdale 

wan. The State has taken over the proper- and continued as the county’s largest pro- 

ty for development of a park. Marcus S. ducer. Other leading producers were Conk- 

Wright, Inc., Milltown, discontinued busi- lin Brothers, Montville; Wharton Sand & 

ness at the end of 1965. Sulfur was recov- Stone Co., Inc., Montville Township; T. 

ered by the Amine gas purification and the Landi & Sons, Inc., Morristown; Pequan- 

modified Claus processes by The Anlin Co. nock Sand & Gravel Division, Union Build- 

of New Jersey, Perth Amboy. Coralux Per- ing & Construction Corp., Pequannock; 

lite Corp. of New Jersey produced expand- Certified Aggregates Co., Inc., Mount Olive 

ed perlite used mainly as an aggregate for Township; and Berkshire Sand & Stone 

plaster and concrete at Metuchen. Co., Inc., Jefferson Township. Other opera- 

Monmouth.—Sand and gravel production tions were active near Stanhope, Whip- 

continued to decline; output was 645,000 pany, and Pequannock. Most of the materi- 

tons, 7 percent below that of 1965. Eight al was processed for building and highway 

operations were active producing mainly construction. 

processed construction sand and gravel. Ocean.—Sand and gravel output totaled 

Bennett Sand & Gravel Co., Manasquan, 2.3 million tons valued at $3.0 million and 

was the leading producer. Other leading was slightly below that of 1965. Houdaille 

producers were Hause Gravel Co., Asbury Construction Materials, Inc., Lakewood, 

Park: Hoffman Sand & Gravel, Belmar; was the leading producer of construction 

and New Jersey Gravel & Sand Co., Farm- sand and gravel. New Jersey Pulverizing 

ingdale. Production also was reported at Co., Pinewald, produced industrial sands, 

operations near Hazlet, Wayside, New both ground and unground. Other con- 

Shrewsbury, and Wall Township. struction sand and gravel producers were 

Morris.—-Che Scrub Oaks iron ore mine  Brick-Wall Corp., Lakehurst; Clayton’s 

of Alan Wood Steel Co. was closed and the Sand & Gravel Corp., Barnegat; Ralph 

installation dismantled in February. It had Clayton & Sons, Lakewood; Robert E. Ka- 

been the State’s last remaining active iron ach, Staffordville; and Lacey Materials, 

ore mine. Stocks of magnetite iron ore con-  Inc., Forked River. Ilmenite concentrate 

centrate were liquidated, mostly by ship- was produced by The Glidden Co., at its 

ment to the company’s steel plant at Con- —_ Lakehurst mine and concentrating plant 

shohocken, Pa. The inventory of stone near Jackson. The material was shipped to 

(granite) resulting from processing of the company-owned plant in Baltimore, 

mine wastes and mill tailings was sold for Md., for conversion to titanium dioxide for 

use as concrete aggregate and roadstone. use in manufacturing paint. 

No production of iron ore was reported Passaic.—Production of crushed stone de- 

from the Mt. Hope mine of Shahmoon In- clined moderately but the county con- 

dustries Inc., but the company sold its en- tinued to rank second in output and value 

tire stockpile of concentrated ore in 1966. among the State’s stone-producing areas. 

The company, however, continued to Output was basalt and miscellaneous stone, 

quarry granite at Mt. Hope for use as con- used mostly for concrete aggregate and 

crete aggregate, stone sand, fill, and riprap. roadstone. A sizeable tonnage also was pro- 

Substantial tonnages of granite were also duced for riprap and limited quantities 

produced for concrete aggregate and road- were marketed for roofing granules and 

stone by Braen Industries Inc., near River- railroad ballast. Basalt producers were Sa- 

dale; a limited quantity was also produced muel Braen’s Sons, Haledon and North 

for riprap. Haledon; Great Notch Corp., Little Falls;
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Houdaille Construction Materials, Inc., manganiferous zinc ore to Palmerton, Pa. Montclair; Sowerbutt Quarries, Inc., Pros- for smelting. Manganiferous zinc residuum pect Park; and The Union Building and also was recovered from the ore. Limestone 
Construction Coe waiton massac was quarried and crushed by per White | 

rushed stone Co., Inc., quarried miscella- imestone Co., ranklin, an imestone 
neous stone (gneiss) near Pompton Lakes. Products Corp. of America, Newton, for Sand and gravel production was below that varied uses. -The latter company calcined of 1965 and totaled 365,000 tons valued at limestone at its Lime Crest plant and pro- $610,000. Output consisted chiefly of proc- duced hydrated lime for construction, agri- essed material for building construction. cultural, and chemical applications. Sand | Producers were Herbert J. Hinchman & and gravel production was above that of Son, Inc., Van Orden Sand & Gravel Co., 1965. Output was reported from operations | Inc., and Van Decker Bros., Inc., all near near Andover and Sparta. P. Michelotti & 

. Wayne, and Van Orden Sand & Gravel, Sons, Inc., and Sparta Sand & Gravel Co., Ringwood. Humus peat was produced by Inc., both near Sparta, were the leading | Horticultural Products, Inc., from a bog producers. Hyper-Humus Co., Newton, and near Newfoundland. The material was Netcong Natural Products, Stanhope, pro- shredded and sold in packages. The pro- duced reed-sedge peat. Hyper-Humus Co. duction of expanded perlite at the Patter- sold peat in bulk and in packages; Natural — son plant of Peralex of New Jersey, Inc, Products marketed its material in bulk was discontinued and the corporation dis- form only. | 
solved. — a Union.—Houdaille Construction Materi- | Somerset.—-Somerset County continued as als, Inc., Summit, produced granite for 
the leading stone-producing area with ba- concrete aggregate and roadstone. Industri- 
Seen 6 5.4 ron tons valued al Chemicals Division, Allied Chemical 

at ‘© million. Output and value were Corp., (formerly General Chemical Divi- and 10 percent respectively, higher than sion) recover. sulfur by the modified 
that of 1965. The average value per ton (Claus process at its Bayway plant. Hydro- increased 6 percent. Uses for crushed stone gen ~tafide “was recovered by hydrofining 
included concrete aggregate, roadstone, rip- and sour gas scrubbing at the Bayway pe- 
rap, railroad ballast, roofing granules, and troleum refinery of Humble Oil & Refining filler material. Producers were Dock Watch Co. Expanded perlite used mainly as an 
Quarry Pit, Inc., Martinsville; Fanwood aggregate in concrete and plaster was pro- 
mrone Tes & Quarry Mee wy atchung; duced at the Hillside plant of Certified In- oudaille onstruction aterials, Inc., dustrial Products, Inc. 
Censton and Bound Brook; Somerset _Warren.—Production of sand and gravel a © Prone Division, Anthony Ferrante — was greater than that of 1965. Steckel Con- 
ha rice Ine pare svile Traprock In- crete Co., Phillipsburg, was the leading . us ne nc., ( ormerly Kingston Traprock producer. Other producers were Houdaille 
ae ¢ ingston; and Minnesota Mining & Construction Materials, Inc., Carpenter- N anufacturing Co., Belle Mead. Produc- ville; Warren Paving Co., Inc., Stewarts- fact 0! hes ancous shale used for manu- ville; and Van Horn Sand & Gravel Co., above te t oP Loge) products was slightly Belvidere. Most of the material was proc- 

ve mat o , roducers were Natco essed for use in construction. The Royal 
Corp., New Brunswick; New Jersey Shale Green Marble Co., Phillipsburg: produced Brick & Tile Corp., and American Vitrified ” Psnures P Products Co., both near Somerville. Ex. marble for terrazzo. Humus peat was recov- 
panded perlite for roofing and siding shin- cred from bogs near Great Meadows by gles was produced at the Manville plant of Kelsey Humus Co. and Partac Peat Co. Johns-Manville Products Corp., Building The material was shredded for sale in bulk 
Products Division. and in packaged form. J. T. Baker Chemi- 
Sussex.—The underground Sterling Hill cal Co., Phillipsburg, produced a variety of mine near Ogdenburg continued active the refined magnesium compounds, including entire year and shipped crushed crude chloride, sulfate, and trisilicate.



The Mg | Ind { New Mexi 

By R. B. Stotelmeyer‘ and William C. Henkes ” 

Mineral production in New Mexico was amounted to 66 percent of the total value 
valued at $820.3 million, a new high. The of mineral yield. Production value of met- 

State again led the Nation in the produc- als ($141.2 million) was slightly more than 
tion of perlite, potassium salts, and urani- that of nonmetals ($138.1 million) —the 
um ore. . reverse of the order in 1965. Start of opera- 

Multimillion-dollar projects, announced tions at a new molybdenum mine, and in- 
or brought into production, were to in- creased copper production, were mainly re- 

crease substantially the output of copper, sponsible for a 15-percent increase in value 

coal, and molybdenum. Announcements of of metals ou tput. Lower potash prices were 

private sales of uranium concentrate as- mainly the cause of a 4-percent decline in 
sured steady growth in output of this com- value of nonmetals production. 

modity. . 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Socorro, 
Mineral fuels production was valued at N. Mex. 

$541.0 million, a 7-percent increase. Output yer etroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Den- 

| | Table 1.—Mineral production in New Mexico ? 

. 1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Barite_________-._____.----------------short tons-- 200 $2 ook ----- 
Carbon dioxide (natural)_....._thousand cubic feet - - 833 , 819 62 795 , 885 . $58 | 
Clays.__.......-.------------thousand short tons_- 60 101 WwW WwW 
Coal (bituminous) _.__._.-------------------do---- 3,212 10,710 2,755 9,110 . 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_-short tons - - 98 ,658 69 , 850 108 ,614 78,571 
Gem stones_____-__-.---------------------------- NA 45 NA 45 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___troy ounces - - 9,641 337 9,295 325 
Gypsum_._____.--------------thousand short tons. WwW W 146 545 
Helium__._.___---__..____.-.-thousand cubic feet _- 80 ,583 12,821 95,900 3,357 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__.-short tons - - 3,387 1,057 1,596 A82 
Lime________.---------------thousand short tons_- 33 465 34 472 
Manganese ore and concentrate (85 percent or more 

Mn)__.-___._--.--------short tons, gross weight- - 5,637 156 WwW W 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn)-_--_---do__-- 50,090 328 47,590 324 
Mica (scrap).----.--------------------short tons _-_ 4,263 45 WwW WwW 
Natural gas (marketed). ---------million cubic feet - - 937 ,205 110,590 998 , 076 124 ,760 
Natural gas liquids: 

LP gases__..----------------thousand gallons_-_ 759 ,311 25,817 816 , 202 31,832 
Natural gasoline and cycle products. -_---do_--- 358 , 487 20 ,824 338 , 732 19 , 736 

Perlite_____________.____--------------short tons_- 331,011 2,905 343 ,334 3,423 
Petroleum (crude)__..._.thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 119,166 334 ,977 124,154 352,101 
Potassium salts 

thousand short tons, K2O equivalent_-_ 2,848 117,771 2,953 108 , 653 
Pumice_________..--_--------thousand short tons_- 264 915 245 787 
Salt_________.__----_---------------------d0___- 64 572 66 716 

Sand and gravel_____..__----.----------+----d0---- 11,763 12,130 15,503 13 ,029 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
thousand troy ounces-- 288 372 243 314 

Stone__________-__-_..-....---thousand short tons-- 1,911 3,020 2,652 4,056 

Uranium ore______..------------------short tons._ 2,013,861 38,311 2,080,481. 38 , 754 

Vanadium_______..____--------------------d0---- WwW 221 WwW 53 

Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _-_-----do-_-_- 36 ,460 10,646 29 ,296 8,496 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, iron 
ore, molybdenum, tin, and values indicated by sym- _ 
bol W_______---_------------------------------- xX 8,070 xX 20 ,328 

Total__________________------------------- xX r 773 ,120 xX 820 ,327 

t Revised. NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential 

data; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. ; 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum, and total value of all mineral production in New Mexico. 

Employment and Injuries.—Final data for major water-diversion projects in_ the 
1965 and preliminary data covering 1966 northern part of the State, both under the 
compiled by the Federal Bureau of Mines’ direction of the Federal Bureau of Recla- 
for employment and injuries in the New mation. At the Navajo irrigation project, 
Mexico mineral industries,. excluding all east of Farmington, the first of six pro- 
mineral fuels except coal, are reported in posed tunnels was holed through. The tun- 
table 3. nel, 2 miles long, was more than 20 feet in 

Legislation and Government Programs.— diameter. The six tunnels were to have a 

Substantial progress was made at the two combined length of 13 miles when com-
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in The New Mexico Bureau of Mines and 

constant 1957-59 dollars Mineral Resources in cooperation with the 

os Office of the State Inspector of Mines pub- 
(Thousands) . . ie . . 

CM ROusaneS) CC CSsishedd a directory listing active and imac- 

Year — Value * tive mines and mining companies. Other 

1957............................-. $542,993 State Bureau of Mines’ publications includ- 

1958_______-_---------------------- 561,557 hh . | 
1929222 800707 ed a bibliography of New Mexico geology 

1960____-------------------------- 656.616 and mineral technology for 1961-65 (Buile- 
1961____.------------------------- 694 , 092 : * oes +3 © tees h 

1962.2 672,499 «in 90) and a listing of mining districts by 

1963___.-_------------------------ 683,646 legal subdivisions (Circular 84) . 

1964--------------------777777777. Taba «=| A new geologic map of the State was 
1966____.------------------------- 739,619 issued by the U.S. Geological Survey. The 

1 1957-65 figures revised. map replaced one published 40 years ago. 

~The Federal Bureau of Mines published 

a report3 on fluorspar deposits in New 

pleted in 1971. At the San Juan-Chama di- Meine P P 

version project in northern Rio Arriba 

County and southern Colorado, work con- 3 Williams, Frank E. Fluorspar Deposits of 

tinued on the 13-mile-long Azotea tunnel. Me pe BuMines Inf. Cire. 8807, 1966, 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

a 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 

Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———————_——— 

working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 

_ daily . sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 
I I 

1965: a : . 

Coal._---------------- 284 233 66 530 1 15 30.20 12,206 

Metal___-------------- 3,279 278 — 912 7,308 5 392 54.33 5 , 427 

Nonmetal___---------- 2,889 345 997 7,974 --- 255 31.98 2,341 

Sand and gravel_-_---~--- 1,109 176 195 1,572 — --- 33 =. 21.00 503 

Stone. __-------------- 219 255 56 526 1 138 26.60 11,955 

Sree 

Total____----------- 7,780 286 2,226 17,910 7 708 39.92 4,013 

nn 
1966: P 

Coal_._.-------------- 285 223 64 504 1 14 29.76 12,766 

Metal____------------- 3,290 280 923 7,386 4 361 49.42 6,285 

Nonmetal_--_---------- 2,905 340 989 8 , 069 2 222 27.76 3,141 

Sand and gravel_-_-_----- 1,650 178 294 2,360 --- 56 23.73 602 

Stone. _--------------- 210 233 49 380 --- 13 34.21 566 

hh 

Total. ___----------- 8,340 278 2,319 18 ,699 7 666 35.99 4,270) 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW OF MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS its dry ice (carbon dioxide) plant near Des 

, . Moines early in the year; daily capacity 

ee sees ee evale for 8 P a was increased from 20 to 100 tons. Produc- 

° 1 $35 2. ai nt on P ro i 2084 tion by the three Harding County opera- 

crease 6 million, or / pereen' tors declined 7 percent, to 772.6 million 

Carbon Black—The annual report‘ of cubic feet. 

the New Mexico Oil & Gas Engineering Coal (Bituminous).—Coal output in the 

Committee stated that United Carbon Co. State declined 14 percent. Coal from the 

and Continental Carbon Co. used 15.2 bil- Kaiser Steel Corp. mines (Koehler and 

lion cubic feet of natural gas to produce York Canyon), The Pittsburg & Midway 

52.1 million pounds of carbon black, 8 per- Coal Mining Co. (McKinley) , and Utah 

cent less than in 1965. United Carbon Co. Construction Re Mining Co. (Navajo), com- 

produced 54 percent of the output. prised most of the production. Other 

bon Dioxide.— Id Carbonic Divi- —— 
. Carbon . foxwee Emera b 4New Mexico Oil & Gas Engineering Com- 

sion of Frick Co., Union County, expanded mittee. Annual Report, V. 1, 1966, p. 397.
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operators were Julius Seidel in Colfax nal. About 40 persons were employed at 
County, Sundance Coal Co. in McKinley the plant and terminal. | 

| County, and Hogback Coal Co. in San Natural Gas.—Production of marketed 
Juan County. Output decreases were re- natural gas increased 6 percent, most of the 
ported from all three producing counties: increase coming from wells in the San Juan 
Colfax County production declined 9 per- basin. As in the past, however, slightly 
cent, as did that of McKinley County; pro- more than half of the gas was produced 
duction from San Juan County declined 16 from the southeastern part of the State. 
percent. The Colfax County decrease was At yearend, according to the Oil Con- 
principally due to curtailment of activities servation Commission, 8,325 gas wells were 
at the Koehler mine of Kaiser Steel Corp.; in production in 164 gas pools; casinghead 

| main operations were transferred to the gas was also produced from many of the 
new York Canyon mine nearby. Production. 624 oil pools. | : 
at the latter mine, begun in August, was Annual estimates by American Petro- 
expected to reach an annual rate of leum Institute (API) and American Gas 
700,000 tons. Coal from the new mine was Association (AGA)¢ indicated a 4-percent 
Shipped by unit train to the company steel decline in gas reserves to 14.8 trillion cubic 
plant at Fontana, Calif. feet; the State was ranked fifth in the Na- 

Upon completion of a $150 million expan- tion in these reserves. New discoveries add- 

sion program at the Four Corners power- ed 31.1 billion cubic feet to the reserves; 
plant, production at the Navajo mine revisions and extensions in existing fields 

of Utah Construction & Mining Co. near added 337.2 billion cubic feet. 
Farmington will increase substantially. The On July 26, the Federal Power Commis- 
addition of two 755,000-kilowatt generating sion (FPC) settled a long-standing dispute 
units, to be completed by July 1969 and over supplying gas to the southern Califor- 

July 1970, respectively, would result in a nia market. By a 4 to 1 decision, it ap- 
total generating capacity of 2,085,000 kilo- proved plans of El Paso Natural Gas Co. | 
watts for the plant. The firm has contract- and Transwestern Pipeline Co. to provide 
ed to supply coal for these units and ex- an additional 600 million cubic feet of gas 

pects coal output to reach 8.5 million tons per day from the Permian and San Juan 
per year by 1970. The open-pit mine was basins to this market; with the decision, 

to be the largest coal mine in the United the FPC rejected a counterproposal to sup- 
States. Treatment of coal, other than by Ply the market with gulf coast gas. El Paso 
crushing, included the use of washing and Transwestern were to spend a total of 
plants at the Kaiser Steel Corp. operations. $94.6 million to build 259 miles of pipeline 
Output from the Navajo mine was treated and to add compressor stations; the expan- 
with a dust supression detergent; Sundance sion was to boost deliveries to 2 billion 

_ Coal Co. used oil to treat most of the pro- cubic feet per day. . 
duction. Coal from the McKinley mine was In other legal action, the Court of Ap- 
treated with a chemical and water. peals for the Tenth Circuit extended its. 

Helium 5.—The Federal Bureau of Mines S!4Y of the August 1965 or der of FPC 
Navajo helium plant at Shiprock, San Juan ing Permian basin gas prices. At year- 
County, was the only helium producing fa- end, the Court had reached no decision. 

cility in the State. During 1966, the plant Project Gasbuggy, the proposed experi 
produced 95.9 million cubic feet of grade-A ent to use a nuclear explosion fo fracture helium (99.995 percent purity), a low-permeability, gas-bearing sandstone in 
significant increase over the 80.5 million the San Juan basin, neared reality during 
cubic feet produced in 1965. At the Bureau the year. Government funds for the Project 
of Mines established sales price of $35 per Jointly sponsored by the U.S. Atomic En- 
1,000 cubic feet (fob. plant), the 1966 ‘"8Y Commission (AEC), the Federal Bu- lf reau of Mines, and El Paso Natural Gas production was valued at $3.4 million. :; ; Co.—were rejected by the Bureau of the 

Rail shipments of gaseous helium were Budget early in the year, but were later 
made rom the wane mipPing terminal, restored by Congress. El] Paso increased its 
connected by pipeline to the Navajo plant. —>>———— ; ; 
Highway semitrailers were loaded either Helium. Washington, D.C. Assistant Direetor— 
from the plant or from the Gallup termi- Apr 1967 ey. ag gurnal, V. 65, No. 14,
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share of the cost to $2 million; total cost ral gas liquids as 559.8 million barrels, 3 
was estimated to be $5 million. Revised percent higher than at the end of 1965; 
plans called for using a 20-kiloton device the State again was ranked third im the 
instead of the 10 kilotons originally pro- Nation. | | 
posed. The tentative explosion date was set The Indian basin gas plant of Marathon 
for late 1967. — - Oil Co. was completed in January. The 

The large Indian basin gasfield in Eddy plant, with a daily capacity of 180 million 
County had virtually reached completion cubic feet of gas, extracted liquids from 
of its development drilling; 12 dry holes the gas produced at Indian basin; the dry 
defined the field limits. Gas production in gas was then delivered to Natural Gas 
the field during 1966 was 39.9 billion cubic Pipeline Co. for shipment to markets im 
feet. the Chicago area. The Indian Hills Gas 

In May, a very significant gas discovery System, Ltd., built a liquids extraction 
was completed in southwestern Lea County. plant just north of Carlsbad to process In- 
The discovery well—Texaco Inc.-Pauley Pe- dian basin gas. The plant had a daily ca- 
troleum, Inc., Cotton Draw Unit No. 64, pacity of 30 million cubic feet of gas which 
sec 18, T25S, R32E—was completed for a was received from a desulfurization unit im 
calculated absolute open flow gage of 92 the field; the dry gas was then sold 
million cubic feet of gas per day from a through the Southern Union Gas Co. sys- 
Devonian formation at a depth of 16,492 to tem. 
16,537 feet. The test, in the deep part of In September, plans were announced for 
the north end of the Delaware basin, at- $3 million in new facilities and improve- 

tracted: wide attention. The completion ments at the Hobbs gas plant of Northem 
gage was significant because the gas had to Natural Gas Co. The expansion would in- 
rise through 4,769 feet of debris in the crease daily gas capacity of the plant by 5.5 
hole: Junked 314-inch drill pipe and drill- million cubic feet. | 
collars, milled packers, fishing tools, and Warren Petroleum Corp. expanded gas- 
other equipment lost in the hole and not processing facilities at its Euncie. plant. In 
recovered. More than 350,000 barrels of the latter part of the year, Cities Service 

mud .and lost circulation materials were Oil Co. took over operation of the Bluitt 
pumped into the producing formation plant, Roosevelt County, formerly owned 
when high pressures threatened a blowout by Capitan Petroleum, Inc. 
during the fishing job. Part of the gas A fire on December 16 destroyed the 

from the well was sold to New Mexico processing area of the Tatum gas plant of 

Electric Co. for its 109,000-kilowatt electric- Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. Damage was esti- 

generating plant west of Hobbs. At year- mated at $1 million to $1.5 million. 

end, the first development well was being Petroleum.—For the fourth « successive 

drilled about 214 miles northwest of the year, crude oil production increased and, 

discovery. . for the third time, reached a new high. 

‘Natural Gas Liquids——-The New Mexico Output was 4 percent higher than in 1965 

Oil & Gas Engineering Committee annual and the State again ranked sixth in the 

report’ listed production at the 42 natural Nation in oil and condensate production. 

gas liquids extraction plants as 29.8 million The New Mexico Oil Conservation Com- 

barrels. The plants processed 918.7 billion mission reported that, at yearend, 16,504 

cubic feet of raw gas and returned 812.7 oil wells were producing from 624 reser- 

billion cubic feet to pipelines for market-  voirs; 14,981 of the wells and 574 of the 

ing. Products included 11.7 million barrels pools were in the Permian basin; the re- 

of natural gasoline, 4.1 million barrels of | mainder were in the San Juan basin. Lea 

butane, 4.4 million barrels of propane, and County again yielded 68 percent of the 

9.6 million barrels of composite liquids. State production. 
As in the past, most of the production (71 Overall drilling activity was slightly 
percent) was from the 34 plants in south- higher than during the previous year: 
eastern New Mexico; the rest was from the 1,236 wells compared with 1,137 in 1965. 
northwestern counties. The State had facil- Total footage drilled was slightly less than 
ities for underground storage of 1.4 million the 6,726,431 feet drilled in 1965. Explora- 

barrels of LP gases. Whee tena: 207 
API and AGA reported reserves of natu- and iy nD. cited in footnote 4, v. 1 pe S97,
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Table 4.—Crude petroleum production by counties 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

ce Ra 
Principal fields (those producing more than 1 

County 1965 1966 million barrels) in 1966, in order of production eens ae ea eseseseeeeeeoeaeeeeeeee 
Chaves__.--_-_-__----------___ 7,579 5,883 Caprock. 
Eddy. _---.-----_-2--_----_-__ 16,663 18,380 Empire, Lusk, Loco Hills, Grayburg. 
Lea__._. 2 ee 80,999 84,064 Vacuum, Justis, Monument, Hobbs, Denton, 

Maljamar, Lusk, Lovington, Bagley, Cross- 
roads, Eunice, Tobac, Pearl, Blinebry. 

McKinley. ._-_-._.-__-_-__--____. 179 204 
Rio Arriba______-.._-_-._2 __ ee 1,409 1,365 Tocito. 
Roosevelt___=___-._-_.__________ 2,343 4,508 Chaveroo, Milnesand. . 
Sandoval___._--_-_----------_- 10 7 . 
San Juan___..__-_- 2 ee 9,984 9,743 Horseshoe, Bisti. 

Total___---_-_-----_--_- 119 ,166 124,154 a 
Source: New Mexico Oil & Gas Engineering Committee. Annual Report 1966. V. 1-2, 1966, 651 pp. 

Table 5.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties ; 
eee 

County Oil Gas Dry Total Footage | OE OO KARC 
Exploratory completions: . 

Catron____.-----.----------------- eee --- --- 1 1 12,284 
‘Chaves___._-.---------------------- ee 5 3 30 38 167,177 
Colfax__..----------- 2 eee _— --- 2 2 3,634 
Dona Ana_______- eee --- _oe 1 1 6,620 
Eddy. _-.--------------.-----------_--_- 7 3 27 37 255 , 702 
Guadalupe_____-----------------------_- --- --- 4 A 5,186 
Lea__...___------------------------_-__-- 6 5 42 . 53 475 ,245 
McKinley. ___--_-___-- ee eee _-- --- 39 39 75,761 
Rio Arriba____.-.------------------_----- --- --- 1 1 3,519 
Roosevelt___._..__-_---_____--- 22 __-- ee 2 --- 28 30 . 144,901 
Sandoval____..______-_-- eee — --- 8 8 10,215 
San Juan_______._. eee - 2  . 6b 31 38 - 116,810 
Union___.._-__-------------------------- --- --- 2 2 . 2,220 

Total___.--_-------_-------- ee eee 22 16_ 216 254 1,279 ,274 

Development completions: 7 ‘ 
Chaves.____-.----------------------_---- 78 --- 15 93 338 , 433 
Eddy. _---------------------------------- 71 22 31 124 537 ,812 
Lea__._---------------- eee 175 12 44 231 1,745,086 
MeKinley___.---_--_-_-----.---- ---- ee 7 --- 3 10 17,142 
Rio Arriba___-_..-----__-..- 2-2 --- eee 6 47 7 60 334,790 
Roosevelt____._-___. eee 198 . 2 6 ' 206 |. 918,705 
Sandoval... 2s se 3 3 6 13,276 
San Juan__---_-------- 22-2 eee 6 240 6 252 1,322,218 

Total___..-____--__---------------_--e 541 326 115 982 5,222 ,462 

Total all drilling___-._.-.__-__... -_____- 563 342 331 1,236 6,501 , 736 EE 
Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, American Association of Petroleum Geologists. 

tory drilling accounted for 21 percent of stones of the San Andres formation; at 
the wells; this activity resulted in 22 oil least one discovery had been made about 
and 16 gas discoveries for a success ratio of 20 miles west of Chaveroo. 
15 percent. A significant oil discovery was the 

‘The Chaveroo field, discovered in March Winchester field, Eddy County. The discov- 
1965, continued to be the area of greatest ery well, J. C. Williamson, State No. 1-A, 
petroleum activity. Development drilling, sec 36, T19S, R28E, was completed in Feb- 
on 40-acre spacing, proceeded at a fast ruary with a flow gage of 605 barrels of 
pace. At yearend, the field had an average 49° API oil per day from the Wolfcamp 
daily production of 12,492 barrels of oil formation (Permian) at 9,112 feet. 
from 300 wells. Depth to the main produc- Eddy County also had an important new 
ing horizon—the San Andres formation pay discovery in the Big Eddy Wolfcamp 
(Permian)—was about 4,400 feet; well (Permian) gasfield. Pan American Petro- 
costs were about $55,000 to $65,000 for a leum Corp., Big Eddy Unit No. 7 well, sec 
pumping well and $27,000 for a dry hole. 19, T20S, R31E, was completed in the 
Exploratory drilling southwest of the field Strawn formation (Pennsylvanian) at 
was aimed at establishing further produc- 11,402 feet for a flow gage of 579 barrels of 
tion from the stratigraphic-trap-type sand- 50° API oil per day. The field reportedly
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had 50 feet of net pay and, at yearend, had lion) for the first time since 1962, and ac- 

four producing wells. counted for 17.4 percent of the State min- 

A significant wildcat failure was drilled eral-output value. Although decreases of 76 

in the southwestern part of the State, an and 54 percent, respectively, were noted for 

area of little previous petroleum interest. vanadium and lead plus smaller declines 

Sun Oil Co. drilled the San Augustin for other metals, the dollar value of these 

Plains Unit No. 1, sec 29, T3S, R9W, Ca- declines was not significant compared with 

tron County, on a unitized block of 404,293 increases in other metals, particularly mo- 

acres at a cost of $500,000. The well, lybdenum and copper. Output of copper 

drilled to 12,284 feet into Precambrian was the largest recorded and exceeded 

granite, found no significant shows of oil 100,000 tons. 

or gas. me Presence in this we a he Copper.—Increased production was re- 

Permian b ucing formations foun fan th © ported for the Chino Mines Division of 

drillin The d, hol. encourage d . he Kennecott Copper Corp. at Hurley. ‘The 

Be cay note was presented to tne increase was the result of expansion of the 
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Tech- vege . . 

. precipitation section where mine-dump 
nology, Socorro, to be used for experiments leach soluti treated t di 

involving heat flow, rock mechanics, and ac so utions were treated fo Fecover tS 

seismic research. solved copper. Output from this operation 

Six petroleum refineries in the State is expected to increase to a total of more 

processed 12.3 million barrels of crude oil. than 100,000 tons of copper per year. 

Shipments of crude oil out of the State A major development in the New Mexi- 

amounted to 111.6 million barrels, most of | co copper industry was the announcement 

which went to Texas (40.2 million barrels) that Phelps Dodge Corp. was to open a 

and Illinois (34.7 million) . large mine at Tyrone in Grant County. 

| Annual production from the open-pit mine 

METALS was to be about 55,000 tons of copper. An 

Output value of metals ($141.2 million) initial investment of about $100 million 

exceeded that of nonmetals ($138.1 mil- was expected. 

Table 6.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in terms of 

recoverable metals * 
a 

Silver 
Mines producing Material Gold (lode and placer) (lode and placer) 

———_-_--. aaa sola or nwa 

Year treated 2 Troy 

(thousand Troy Value ounces Value 

Lode Placer short tons) ounces (thousands) (thou- (thou- 
sands) sands) 

a Oo 

1957-61 (average) . 36 ----- 6,835 4,274 $149 243 $221 

1962_____-------- 22 ----- 7,687 7,529 264 302 327 

1963_...--------- 25 ----- 7,404 7,805 273 256 328 

1964.___.-------- 41 1 7,882 6,110 214 242 313 

1965____--------- 34 2 9 ,006 9,641 337 288 372 

1966__..--------- 36 ----- 9,438 9,295 325 243 314 

1848-1966__------ NA NA NA 2,276,060 52,996 73 , 954 59,010 
ne 
Copper Lead Zine 

Total 
Value Value value 

Short Value Short (thou- Short (thou- (thou- 

tons (thousands) tons sands) tons sands) sands) 
ee ee 

1957-61 (average) - 61,919 $37 , 033 2,314 $583 16,604 $3 , 862 $41 , 848 

1962.__---------- 82,683 50,933 1,134 209 22,015 5 , 063 56 , 796 

1963__--.-------- 83 , 037 51,151 1,014 219 12,938 2,976 54,947 

1964._..--------- 86,104 56,140 1,626 426 29 , 833 8,115 65,208 

1965__.---------- 98 ,658 69 , 850 3,387 1,057 36 , 460 10,646 82,262 

1966._----------- 108 ,614 78,571 1,596 482 29 , 296 8, 496 88,189 

1848-1966__._.--. 2,798,936 1,259,853 344,039 49,208 1,362,776 267,820 1,688,388 

i 

NA Not available. ; . _. . 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings or slimes 

retreated, and ore, old tailings, old slag, or copper precipitates shipped to smelters during the calendar year 

indicated. 
2 Does not include gravel washed or tonnage of precipitates shipped.
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Figure 2.—Value of mine production of copper and zinc and total value of gold, silver, 
copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico. The value of gold, silver, and lead produced 

annually has been relatively small.
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Table 7.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by counties, 

in terms of recoverable metals 

—— ~ - ~ . Fade ; 

Mines producing! material Gold Silver 
County —_——-——————  soldor 9 ———— 

treated 2 Troy Troy 
Lode Placer (short tons) ounces Value ounces Value 

Grant_.__-.---------+---------- 13 _.. 9,277,455 3,760 $131,600 136,520 $176, 520 
Hidalgo... -.------------++----- 4 wosee 139, 620 5,420 189,700 70, 263 90, 850 
Lincoln__..-__..__--.-.--------- 2 wesee 260 1 35 1,111 1, 437 
Luna__..--.--22----+-+--------- 3 a 13 a _---- 12 16 
Otero__,----.-------------+----- 1 a 288 ----- a 76 98 
Rio Arriba__.---,--------------- 1 a 46 oe a 12 16 
Santa Fe_.__....__--.---.------ 1 ae 800 23 805 592 765 
Sierra. ....--------------------- 1 a 1 wouee _o-e 31 40 
Socorro____..-.._.s-------+---+- 9 wooo 19, 228 91 3, 185 34,000 43, 962 
Taos___.-----..2-------- eee ee 1 ween 4 a a 3 4 

Total: — | . | ; BO 
1966___--.--_-__-----_- 36 _.--._ 9,437,715 9,295 325,325 242,620 313, 708 
1965. _____-------_.-__- 34 2 8,966,349 9,641 337,435 287 , 509 371, 749 

Copper Lead Zine | 
. ee, Total 

Short Short Short value 
tons Value tons Value tons Value 

Grant....---------------------- 106,021 $76,695,302 633 $191,265 27,885 $8,081,010 385,275, 697 
Hidalgo... -....-------------+-- 2,535 1, 833,638 156 47,114 138 39, 962 2,201, 264 
Lincoln_..._.....--------.--=--- (3) 72 2 574 (2) 29 2,147 
Luna__._..----..--------- eee (3) 145 (3) 106 _---- __o-e 267 
Otero_..-...--.----------=-e-eee 5 3,617 wo cee _aeee ae _---- 8,715 
Rio Arriba....-.2--.-------_-=-- 2 1,339 a woeee a _ou-e 1,355 
Santa Fe_.___....----_-------s-- 24 17,362 woe ee wonee aoe ee 18, 932 
Sierra_.___---.------------=---- --+-- w---- w---- ~---- ----- _--=- 40 
Socorro._.._.-.------------------ 27 19,821 805 243,412 1,293 374, 839 685, 219 
Taos._..-----.-------- eee eee (3) 72 wanes an a eee 76 

Total: | 
1966._.._-._.---------. 108,614 78,571,368 1,596 482,471 29,296 8,495,840 88,188,712 
1965_._..--.-.-__.-.... 98,658 69,849,864 3,387 1,056,744 36,460 10,646,320 82,262,112 

1 Operations at plants leaching runoff water and old mill or miscellaneous cleanups not counted as producing mines. 
2 Does not include tonnage of precipitates shipped or gravel washed. 
3 Less than 14 unit. 

Table 8.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore 

or other source materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

} Material | . 
Number sold or Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc © 

Source of treated (troy (troy (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 
mines! (shorttons) ounces) ounces) 

Lode ore: | 
Dry gold-silver........--.-..-- 4 61, 543 4,076 39, 183 2,538, 900 3,700 14, 000 
Dry silver. _..__.-_.---__----- 8 2, 202 6 7,816 13, 200 5, 800 5,500 

Total_..-----.----- ee 12 63, 745 4,082 46,999 2,552, 100 9,500 19, 500 

Copper.._......-------------- 10 8,842,366 3,725 69,912 126, 222,700 a 9,200 
Copper-zine and lead zine2__.._- 6 100, 846 572 49, 538 2,923,700 1,806,400 4,565, 100 
Lead and lead tailings 2_...____- 6 1,755 6 793 700 124,700 2,000 
Zinc._-..--_------------------ 4 376, 907 804 75,354 781,000 1,261,400 53,996,200 

Total...........------------ 26 9,321, 874 5,107 195,597 129,928,100 3,182,500 58,572,500 

Other “‘lode” material: 
Gold cleanup._._......-.------ (3) (4) 106 24 aoe ee a _---- 
Copper precipitates. _..._..---- 5] 52,096 ae _---. 84,747,300 a _---- 

Total.........___---_------- 1 52,096 106 24 84,747,800 _---- a 

Total “lode” material ___..__-_ 36 =. 9, 437, 715 9,295 242,620 217,228,000 3,192,000 58,592,000 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to total because some mines produce more than one class of material. 
2 Combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
3 From property not classed as a mine. 
4 Less than % unit. . . 
5 Operations at plants leaching runoff water not counted as producing mines.
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Table 9.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by types of material 

processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

Gold - Silver 
Type of material processed (troy (troy Copper Lead Zine 
and method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: | 
Concentration and smelting of concen- 

trates: 
Ore__._------------------------ 5,102 196,233 129,415,100 3,128,200 58,571,800 

Direct-smelting: 
Ore____------------------------ 4,087 46 ,363 2,625,500 63 , 800 20,200 
Cleanup__.--------------------- 106 24 a -oeee ----- 
Copper precipitates___._-_------- ----- _..--. 84,747,800 _o--e wane 

Total__---_------------------ 4,193 46,387 87,373,300 63 , 800 20,200 
Leaching of copper ore____--------------- ----- a 439 ,600 ----- ween 

Grand total___.--------------- 9,295 242,620 217,228,000 $3,192,000 58,592,000 

The $14 million construction project of | County. Most of the mines were classified 
United States Smelting Refining and Min- as copper, lead, or zinc mines. . 

ing Co. (USSR&M Co.) at the Continental Iron Ore.—Magnetite iron ore, about the 
mine near Fierro continued. Expected to game quantity as in 1965, was produced by 

be the largest underground copper mine in Dotson Minerals Corp. of Socorro. Output 
the State, production was to begin in 1967. was from the Jones mine in Socorro 
The old section of the Continental con- County, the Scholle mine in Torrance 
tinued to be mined by lessees L. A. Patten County, and the Yellow Jacket mine in 

& Associates. Lincoln County. All of the mines were 
Development and construction continued open pit. Before shipment, the ore was 

at the John H. Trigg Co. copper-leaching concentrated by magnetic separation at 
site near Tyrone; a small amount of pre- Coyote in Lincoln County. Most of the 
cipitates was produced. Construction was production was used in cement manufac- 
begun at the Elena Mining Co. copper- ture. The remainder was used as a heavy 
leaching plant south of Cuba in Sandoval aggregate to increase density of atomic-ra- 
County. diation shielding. 

. Banner Mining Co. closed the Bonney- Lead.—Shutdown of the Ground Hog 
Miser’s Chest operation in late December. mine in Grant County was the main cause 

However, an exploration-option agreement for the 53 percent decrease in lead produc- 

was signed with Federal Resources Corp. of — tion and the 54 percent decrease in value. 
Salt Lake City, Utah. The Ground Hog mine, owned by Ameri- 

Copper was produced at 40 operations, can Smelting and Refining Co. (Asarco) , 
including 16 leaching operations. In addi- had been shut down following a labor 
tion to the Banner Mining Co. operations, strike in July 1965. When in operation, the 
other major underground mines were the ine yielded much of the State lead out- 
“85”, operated by Diversified Mines, Inc., put. Lower lead prices contributed some- 

and the Continental No. 1, leased to L. A. What to decreased value of production. 

Patten & Associates by USSR&M Co. Lead ore was produced at 17 mines. The 
Gold—Gold production declined 4 per- major production was from the Linchburg 

cent. Although output from the major pro- Mine near Magdalena in Socorro County. 
ducer, the Diversified Mines, Inc., “85” L. A. Patten & Associates leased the mine 

mine increased, decreases were noted at the from The New Jersey Zinc Co. The other 
other principal sources; the copper mines major production was from the Hanover 

of Kennecott Copper Corp. (Chino mine) mine of The New Jersey Zinc Co. and the 
and Banner Mining Co. (Bonney-Miser’s Kearney mine of American Zinc, Lead and 

Chest mine). Gold was recovered from 20 Smelting Co. The Kearney mine was to be 
mining operations, including 9 in Grant closed early in 1967. 

County, 3 in Hidalgo, 1 each in Lincoln Manganese Concentrate—Manganese ore, 

and Santa Fe Counties, and 6 in Socorro mined from the Black Canyon under-
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ground mines in Socorro County, was up- Tin.—Tin from placer deposits was re- 
graded for shipment to out-of-state users. covered at a jig plant operated by Tinco, 
Late in the year, operations were trans- Inc., in Catron County. The plant was dis- 
ferred to a nearby leased property. In mantled during the year, and all produc- 

Grant County, Luck Mining Co. produced tion activities ceased after the final clean- — 

ferruginous manganese ore for direct ship- up. Stockpiled concentrates were shipped 
ment to the CF&I Steel Corp. plant at by Anommco, Inc., from the company 
Pueblo, Colo. The ore, mined by open-pit property in Sierra County. Output from 
methods, contained 36.01 percent iron and both counties was shipped to Texas City, 
11.78 percent manganese. Tex. 

Shipments of manganese ore began from. Uranium Ore.—There were 57 uranium 
the Government stockpile at Deming in mining operations in 1966 compared with 
Luna County; the ore was used for blend- 50 in 1965. Although the number of opera- 
ing by private consumers. tions increased, the amount and value of 
Molybdenum. — Continuous production ore produced were essentially unchanged. 

began at the new Molybdenum Corpora- The six largest producing mines, in order 
tion of America (Molycorp) mine-mill or rank, were the Section 25 mine of 
complex near Questa in Taos County. Ore Homestake-Sapin Partners, the Section 30 
was processed at the recently completed mine of Kerr-McGee Corp., the Section 23 — 
concentrator; the concentrates were trucked mine of Homestake-Sapin Partners, the 
to the railhead at Fort Garland, Colo, a Section 22 mine of Kerr-McGee Corp., the 

distance of 76 miles. | Black Jack No. 1 mine of Homestake-Sapin 
Molybdenite concentrate continued to be Partners, and the Paguate open-pit mine of | 

recovered as a byproduct at the Chino The Anaconda Company. | 
mine of Kennecott Copper Corp. in Grant Four uranium mills were active during 
County. Beginning March 1, the concen- the year, with some concentrates stockpiled 
trate was shipped to a company plant near for future sales. Claim-staking and explora- 
Salt Lake City, Utah, for further process- tion activities increased in all uranium 
ing. mining districts. Ranchers Exploration and 

The Utah plant processed the molybden- Development Corp. announced that com- 
ite to molybdic oxide and ammonium perr- pany uranium-claim holdings in the north- 
henate. The oxide was sold to steel plants, western part of the State had been in- 
and the perrhenate was shipped to a con- creased to approximately 40,000 acres, more 

sumer for conversion to rhenium metal for than double the size of previous holdings. 

high temperature uses in electronics. The company reportedly received royalties 

Byproduct molybdenum was also recov- on about half of the producing properties 
ered during the processing of uranium ores in the Ambrosia Lake district. Preparations 
by Kerr-McGee Corp. at the company were under way to begin again large-scale 
plant in McKinley County. Uranium-bear- stripping at the Paguate open-pit mine of 

ing lignite ash from South Dakota was The Anaconda Company in Valencia 

treated at the plant. Because the ash con- County. The principal new developments 

tained molybdenum in excess of permissa- in State uranium-producing activities were 

ble limits allowed in uranium concentrates, the announcements of contracts for sale of 

the molybdenum was removed along with uranium concentrates to electric utility 
small amounts contained in New Mexico firms. A contract totaling more than $70 

sandstone ores. million, negotiated between The Anaconda 
Silver.—Silver continued to be produced Company and Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

mainly as a byproduct of the treatment of provided for delivery of U3Og concen- 

copper, lead, and zinc ores. Output de- trate over a 7-year period beginning in 

creased 16 percent principally because of 1968. Reportedly, a contract also had been 

the shutdown of the Ground Hog mine of negotiated with a Swiss firm for concen- 

Asarco in Grant County. Major producing trate deliveries to begin in 1968. Homes- 

mines were Chino, Continental, Hanover, take-Sapin Partners concluded a contract to 

Kearney, and Princess, all in Grant sell 628,000 pounds of U3Og concentrate to 

County; Bonney-Miser’s Chest and “85” in a West German electric utility company; 

Hidalgo County; and Linchburg in Socorro shipments were scheduled for 1966 and 

County. | 1967. Kerr-McGee Corp. contracted to sell
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concentrate valued at $15 to $20 million to however. Substantial increases in dollar 
Commonwealth Edison Co. in the period value of portland cement, perlite, sand and 
1968 through 1970, and. to sell about $50 gravel, and stone were not great enough to 
million worth to Philadelphia Electric Co. offset the decline in potash production val-. 
in the period 1968 through 1973. Common- ue. | a | 
wealth Edison Co. also arranged a purchase Barite——No output of barite was report- 
of about $15 million worth of concentrates  ¢q: a small aimount had been produced in 
from United Nuclear Corp. a (1965. : : | 

__ Vanadium.—Vanadium output declined Cement.—The Tijeras plant of Ideal Ce- 
81 percent, and value declined 76 percent. ment Co. produced both portland and ma- 
All of the vanadium was recovered asa sonry cements. Output of portland cement, 
byproduct of uranium-ore milling. The de- the principal product, increased 9 percent, 
crease in production was mainly the result whereas masonry cement output declined 
of a large drop in the amount of _vana- 10 .percent. - 

dium-rich solutions shipped from uranium Kaiser Cement & Gypsura Corp. an- 

mills not having vanadium recovery cir- nounced plans for construction of 4 new 
_ cuits. At mills having vanadium recovery cement plant at Scholle in Socorro County, 

circuits—the Shiprock mill of. Vanadium 55 miles south of Albuquerque. The plant 

Corporation of America (VCA); the Grand was to have a rated capacity of 1.7 million 
Junction, Colo., mill of, Climax Uranium barrels of cement per year. CS , 

Co. Climax Molybdenum Co. Division, Clay.—Production of clay was about the 
American Metals Climax, . Inc; and _the same as in 1965. Most of the output was 
Rifle, Colo., mill of Union Carbide Corp.— ‘miscellaneous clay used j anufacturi 

Le . neo y used in manufacturing 
uranzuim ores containing vanadium wer’ cement at the Ideal Cement Co. plant and 
processed from four operations in McKin- 5 1, for manufacturing building brick at 
ley County and five in San Juan County. the Albuquerque plant of Kinney Brick 
The VCA’ mill also processed the vana- Co., Inc. Other miscellaneous clay was pro- 
dium-rich solutions. os bie duced by Louis O. Romero, in Taos 

Zinc.—Zinc production, which previously County, for use in building brick, and 
had been ranked third in value of metals shale by US. Mining Corp., in McKinley 
output, declined 20 percent, and dropped County, for use as rotary-drilling mud. __ 
to fourth place behind copper, uranium Fire clay produced by Phelps Dodge 
ore, and molybdenum. Declines in output Corp. in Hidalgo County was used as fur- 
from three of the principal mines were nace stoppers—a_ refractory .use. In addi- 
large enough to offset a slight increase tion, Mathis & Mathis produced refractory 
from the Hanover mine, the major pro- fre clay in Luna County. | 
ducer. Output was reported from 17 mines: G Producti f a 
8 in Grant County, 4 in Hidalgo, 1 in Lin- ypsumes rocuction or 8ypsum = in y, 4 in algo, 1 in Lin 
coln, and 4 in Socorro. The principal creased slightly and was used mostly in 

_ . principa manufacturing wallboard at the Rosario mines were the Hanover, Princess, Oswal- slant of Kaiser Gypsum Co.. Inc.. and the 
do, and Kearney in Grant County and the P YP oN 
Linchburg in Socorro Count Albuquerque plant of American Gypsum 

} y: Co., a division of The Susquehanna Corp. 
Zinc concentrates were recovered from Kaiser Gypsum obtained crude material 

ores treated at the Peru mill of American from its plant quarry. American Gypsum 

Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co., near Deming, Co, purchased material from White Mesa 
the Hanover mill of The New Jersey Zinc Gypsum Co., which operated a mine about 
Co., and the Bayard mill of USSR&M Co. 30 miles northwest of Albuquerque. 

Ideal Cement Co. obtained gypsum from 
NONMETALS Duke City Gravel Products Co. for use in 

Output of nonmetals, declining 4 per- cement manufacture. The gypsum was add- 
cent in value of production—from $144.3 ¢d to portland cement to retard the rate of 
million to $138.1 million—accounted for 17 setting. Associated Materials Co., Sierra 
percent of the State mineral production, County, began producing gypsum for agri- 
Most of the decline was because of lower Cultural use. 
prices for potassium salts (potash). The Lime.—All of the lime output, about the 
amount of potash produced increased, same as in 1965, was by Kennecott Copper
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Corp. for use in treating copper ores and the other producers shipped sized material 
for water purification. - | to out-of-State expanding plants before sale 

_ Mica.—Scrap mica (sericite) was mined on the open market. : 

by Mineral Industrial Commodities of Potash—New Mexico with 10 mines and 
America (M.I.C.A.) from the leased To-Jo 7 refineries continued to lead the Nation 
mine in Taos County. Processed at its Po- in the production of potassium salts. Out- 
joaque dry-grinding plant north of Santa put reached a new high, increasing by 4 
Fe, all of the output was sold” to paint percent; value of output declined 8 percent 

manufacturers. A large decrease in output ecause of lower prices. Stocks of crude 
value was reported. MILC.A. had discon- salts on hand declined 37 percent to 49,428 
tinued production of muscovite mica in tons containing 7,741 tons of K20 equiva- 
December 1965. A small amount of mica Jent, Average grade of ore mined was 17.5 
was purchased by M.I.C.A. from independ- percent, compared with 18.1 percent in 
ent producers. 1965. | 

Perlite.—The State continued to lead the United States Borax & Chemical Corp. 
Nation in perlite production. Increases of (U.S. Borax) announced that it would dis- 

18 percent in value and 4 percent in out- pose of its New Mexico operations in 1968 
put indicated continued growth of the in- and concentrate on its Canadian potash 
dustry. (Production increased 13 percent In holdings. A group of Carlsbad investors ob- 
value and 16 percent in output in 1965.) tained options on the properties and 
Most of the output was from deposits in  pjanned to continue operations. U.S. Borax 
northern ‘Taos County. Grefco, Inc., Johns- was the first to operate in the Carlsbad 
Manville Perlite Corp., and United Perlite area, having started in 1931. . 

Corp. were the producers in this area. The new operation of Kermac Potash 
Grefco, Inc., a new subsidiary of General (Co, completed its first full year of produc- 
Refractories Co., was formed in April when tion. The 500,000-ton-per-year plant was 

the latter firm acquired the Mining and brought into production in November 
: Mineral Products Division, including the 1965. 

Nee atte periite Uhted Stay ° Great National Potash Co. came under the sole 
C “s ‘ar 2on d Orp. "tae in ypsum ownership of Freeport Sulphur Co. For- 

0. continue : to _Pro uce per ite at the merly, Consolidation Coal Co. had been a 
Grants operation in Valencia County. All partner. 
of the output was used by the company; . . 

Pumice.—Output of volcanic rock—pum- 
. ice, scoria, and volcanic cinders—declined 7 

Table 10.—Crude perlite sold or used percent. Most of the production was used 
by producers as concrete aggregate or in other construc- 

tion products. The decrease in output 
Value reflected a general decline in construction 

Year Short tons (thousands) — activities. Five companies were engaged in 
1962__..-------------- | 258,164 $2,148 producing or processing pumice; five com- 

19640222222 (3861329 2568  Panies produced scoria; and two produced 
1965. ----------------- 381,011 2,905 volcanic cinders. Average value of sales, in- 

wa 334 3, 428 cluding crude and _ prepared material, 

Table 11.—Potassium salts production and sales 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Marketable potassium salts 
Crude salts, OO 

. mine production Production Sales 
Year a 

K20 K2O K20 
Gross equiv- Gross equiv- Value Gross equiv- Value 
weight alent weight alent weight alent 

1962__.____--.--- 14,115. 2,619 3,758 2,208 $85,124 4,206 2,476 $95,851 
1963__-__-._.---- 16,414 3 , 083 4,504 2,643 101,458 4,213 2,484 94,925 
1964___..-._---.- 17,356 3,122 4,585 2,675 104,861 4,815 2,814 110,772 
1965__--_.------- 18,557 3,363 4,919 2,848 117,771 4,607 2,677 110,424 
1966__.-.------- 20,105 3,528 5 ,096 2,953 108,653 4,872 2,827 104,668
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ranged form $1.65 to $50.28 per ton for industrial sand output was produced by 
pumice, $1 to $5.83 per ton for scoria, and Hites Sand and Gravel, of Chavez County, 

$1.60 to $1.83 for volcanic cinders. for use in sand blasting. At four commer- 

In addition to that used for concrete cial operations, production was between 
aggregate, pumice was used mainly in 100,000 and 300,000 tons of sand and grav- 
scouring and cleansing compounds. Scoria el; in addition, two operations produced 
was principally used as railroad ballast, more than 500,000 tons. 
concrete aggregate, and as a roofing and As of December 31, 76 miles of Inter- 
landscaping material. Nearly all of the vol- state highway was under construction. Of 
canic cinders was used as concrete aggre- the 1,003 miles designated for the State, 
gate. 517. miles had been completed to full or 

Salt.—Although production of salt rose acceptable standards. 
only 3 percent, the value of production in- Stone.—Stone produced in 24 counties, 
creased 25 percent. Substantial increases compared with 19 in 1965, increased more 
were noted in the salt produced for use as than $1 million in value or 34 percent. San 

livestock feed. All of the output was from Miguel County with an output valued at 
Eddy County. With the exception of brine more than $1.4 million led the State and 
produced by Pioneer Water Co., Inc., from was the only county having production val- 
open lakes, and used in oil refining, salt ued in excess of $1 million. State output, 

was obtained from tailings resulting from in order of value, consisted of the follow- 

the refining of potash minerals. Most of ing crushed and broken stone: Limestone, 

the output by the salt companies was rock miscellaneous stone, sandstone, and _ basalt. 
salt or pressed blocks used mainly as live- Following crushed and broken stone in 
stock feed. The Salt Supply Co., Inc., was value of production were dimension stones 
the only producer of solar-evaporated salt. TT 

Southwest Salt Products Co. acquired the *Bureau of Public Roads. Quarterly Report 
. oO on The Federal-Aid Highway Program, Dec. 31, 

Salt Lake properties of Curtis Salt Co. near 1966. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967. 
Quemado in western Catron County in 

May. No shipments were made during the Table 12.—Sand and gravel production in 
year; development of the property was to 1966, by counties 

be completed about April 1967. Most of (Thousand short. tons and thousand dollars) 
the output was to be sold for use in) © — WW 
uranium-ore milling. County Quantity Value 

Sand and Gravel.—Total production of Bernalillo--..___-_._-_- 1,619 $1 , 800 
d and lf 177 . in 31 Catron.._--._----___-- 287 367 sand and gravel from Operations in Chaves...__.....00.0 429 452 

counties increased 32 percent in quantity Colfax. --------------- 195 19° 
: : Try. -.---------.---- 

and 7 percent in value. Only Harding De Baca. 222227777777 32 Al 
County had no reported production. Gov- Dona Ana___.--------- 4,562 2,882 
ernment-and-contractor operations consti- Grant. 22277777777 Ww W 

Guadalupe_____________ 262 265 tuted 78 percent of output and 69 percent Hidalgo 27277777777 o 8° 
of value; commercial operations accounted l[ea__...__._____..._- 57 64 

for the remainder. Bernalillo, Dona Ana, Pineoln_--------------- WwW WwW 
. . Los Alamos___________- 15 75 

San Juan, and Valencia Counties were the Luna____.____________- 131 118 
: . _  McKinley__-_-----_-.--- 43 455 only ones to have production valued in ex- yop ®Y---7 777 ono 197 194 

cess of $1 million. Otero___.___._..-____-- 346 328 

Sixty percent of the sand and gravel was Ru ay noone n ocr rtn roe 23 ae 
crushed, screened, washed, or otherwise Roosevelt._..___._____- 6 504 

treated. Thirty operators reported having San Juans 2222222221, 188 1,089 
Stationary plants; 70 reported having port- San Miguel. ----------- itt 110 

able plants; 7 had both types; and 1 opera- Sierra.) 388 386 
tor reported using a dredge. Material POCOTTO. ~~ --=---------- 323 rea 

. . a08__-----------~----- 
classified as gravel comprised 90 percent of Torrance... 328 212 

Union_--_-_----------- 163 164 the sand and gravel output. Sand and Vina 1.969 1.431 

gravel used for paving was 87 percent of Undistributed.____:___- 227 192 
the total output. Building construction ac- Total... 15,508 13,029 
counted for 12 percent; the remainder was We Withheld to avoid disclosing individual Company 

: ithheld to avoid disclosing individual company 
used as railroad ballast and fill. The only confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”
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Table 13.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

a 
1965 1966 

Class of operation and use eh 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Construction: 
Building._...------------------------ 949 $1,105 839 $1,021 

Paving_-_--------------------------- _ 480 556 135 157 

Railroad ballast_-..---.-------------- 48 16 ----- ----- 

Fill. ...-_.--------------------------- 40 34 52 26 

Industrial: 
Blast____.-------------------------- ----- ----- 1 1 

Other (unground sand only) - ---------- — 2 1 ~ooee ee 
a 

Total___.------------------------- 1,519 1,712 1,087 1,205 
ooo eee 

Gravel: . 
Construction: 

Building____------------------------- 1,106 1,397 1,009 1,298 

Paving_._---------------------------- 2,963 3,246 1,280 1,433 

Railroad ballast__.__----------------- 20 24 () (1) 

Fill....-..-------------------------- 88 66 64 49 

Miscellaneous_--------------------------- ae ----- 114 19 
a 

Total_____-.-------------------------- 4,177 4,733 2,367 2,789 

Total sand and gravel___---------------- 5,696 6,445 8 ,454 3,994 
aoa VT _e_ee__o_aalas 

Government-and-contractor operations: 

Sand: . 
Building___._.-_------------------------- ~oaee _oeue 3 4 

Paving____-__--------------------------- 682 679 488 SOL 

Fill._.._..-._-.-------------------------- 60 41 ----- ----- 

Other_______---------------------------- 6 6 ----- ----- 
So 

Total______..------------------------- 748 726 A491 385 
—— 

Oooo 

Gravel: 
Paving______---------------------------- 5,282 4,924 11,550 & , 646 

Fill..._-...__---------------------------- 37 35 8 4 
a 

Total______.-.------------------------ 5,319 4,959 11,558 8 , 650 

Total sand and gravel___--_------------- 6 , 067 5,685 12 ,049 9 G35 

— 
ooo 

All operations: 
| 

Sand______-_-------------------------------- 2,267 2,438 1,578 1,590 

Gravel______-_------------------------------ 9,496 9,692 13 ,925 11,439 
ne i 

Total___..-_------------------------------ 11,763 12,130 15,503 13 , 029 
I TTI 

1 Railroad ballast and “Miscellaneous” gravel combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential 

data. 

of granite, marble, miscellaneous stone, Twin Peaks Products Co., in Lincoln 

basalt, sandstone, and limestone. Dimension County, was the only commercial producer 

marble and crushed granite were the only — of basalt. The output was for dimension 

classifications to show declines; no crushed building stone and for landscaping. Dimen- 

granite was produced in 1966. Dimension sion granite produced by New Mexico 

limestone was produced in 1966, but not in Granite Co. in San Miguel County was 

1965. used as monumental stone. The only di- 

The largest increases were for crushed mension-limestone producer was Mathis & | 

and broken sandstone and miscellaneous Mathis in Grant County. Dimension mar- 

stone. Most of the sandstone was quarried ble, both rough and dressed building stone, 

for the State highway department in San was produced by Ultra Marbles, Inc., in 

Miguel County. The miscellaneous stone Valencia County and processed at the com- 

was also used mainly in highway construc- pany’s Albuquerque plant. William H. 

tion in various counties. Crushed and bro- Thomas Stone Quarries produced dimen- 

ken limestone, accounting for 51 percent of sion sandstone in Luna County; dimension 

the value of all stone produced, was used sandstone was also produced by Sandeno 

principally in highway construction. Stone Co. in four other counties. The
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sandstone was used as rubble and as Table 14.—-Stone production in 1966, 

dressed building stone, by counties | 

Sulfur.—Sulfur was recovered as a by- County Short tons Value — 

roduct from two natural gas processin SST) 
P . oo _ 4 . 8 P ing Bernalillo. _-....2-._____ WwW WwW 
plants in Eddy County and from two in GCatron_______......_.. 201 $302 

| Lea County. Production was 12,450 long Chaves_-----2+-------. 148,075 214,614 , y luction was 12,450 long Goltax-ssses sn. 10'928 16/392 
tons of sulfur. Shipments were 13,022 tons De Baca______._______- 8, 650 12,975 

979 Hr i ti. Dona Ana__22:----__--. 16,879 22 , 833 valued at $273,776. Value of shipments in Rddy 77 414’ 408 598400 

creased 38 percent, reflecting higher prices;  Grant_____-__________- 80,404 126,408 
Ati * ; . . Lea__._2_----- ee 288 ,247 349 ,870 the quantity of shipments increased 24 per- ogy 29777 123 590 

cent. The modified Claus process was used  Luna__-_---_---_------ 40 1,200 
. - ny. / McKinley______----__.-. 41,219 41 ,335 

at the plants of Pan American Petroleum Otero... Ww WwW 
‘ : 4c ' Rio Arriba__._---_-._--- 2,124 6 ,470 Corp., Climax Chemical Co., and Sinclair Qeivelt 2 36'437 54656 

Oil & Gas Co. Phillips Petroleum Co. used  Sandoval_-_-_---------- 7,590 12,635 
the standard Cl San Juan___-_-----_--- . Ww _W 
‘(he standar aus process, san Miguel. - ---------- 91f or 1 460 630 

sae. . ae : ta Fe.__-_.--------- 2, 08( ,12 
Yermiculite——Vermiculite from Montana _ Sierra. 861 1,292 - 

: 7s : . . Socorro_________2------ 16 , 233 24 , 562 was exfoliated, sized, and bagged at the Al Ta0s....0 0s "OB 250 
buquerque plant of Southwest Vermiculite Torranee__.___-.------- 28 42 
C Fi - f ‘cull id Valericia_______..____-_ 1,184. 42,351 

Oo, ‘ve SIZES Oo vermicu ite were solid. Undistributed__._______ 645 354 941 ; 705 

Most of the product was used as an aggre: Total_........... 2,651,745 4,085,632 
gate; the remainder was used for insula-©©<_ WW —— 

. ti W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company 
10n. confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

Table 15.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

_ Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Year Basalt and related | 
rocks (traprock) Granite Limestone 

1962___..---.--. 148,858 $201,758 oe _---- 918,483 $1,298,410 
1963__-_-.__---_- 6,716 8,211 996 $25 , 997 1,264,243 2,017,667 
1964____.__--._- 42,941 81,376 190 4,140 1,260,898 1,936,041 
1965____--_---_- 84,490 248 , 500 3,445 17,130 1,452,401 2,084,281 
1966___--_---_-- 185,635 274,627 WwW Ww 1,478,686 2,088,792 

Sandstone Other stone! Total 

1962____.------- 95 1,125 936 ,336 1,280 ,947 2,003 , 772 2,782,240 
1963__--..------ WwW WwW 1, 236 , 783 2,184,264 2,508 , 738 4,236,139 
1964____.._____- 26,724 210,086 31,449,331 32,212,383 2,760,084 4244 026 
1965__-_..--_--- 488 42,036 5 370,739 > 667,616 1,911,163 3,019 , 563 
1966____-.__----- 325 , 079 492,765 712,345 1,199,448 2,651,745 4,055, 632 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other stone.” 
1 Includes marble. 
2 Excludes dimension sandstone; included with “Other stone.” 
3 Includes dimension sandstone. 
4 Excludes crushed sandstone; included with “Other stone.” 
5 Includes crushed sandstone. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production, recorded for all 32 tion and road building. Value of mineral 
counties, ranged in value from $38,000 for output increased 5 percent. Clay and 
Curry County, where a small amount of crushed limestone were produced mainly 
sand and gravel was produced, to more _ for use in manufacturing portland and ma- 
than $325 million for Lea County, where  sonry cements at the Tijeras plant of Ideal 
production of mineral fuels predominated. Cement Co. A direct digital-control system, 
Counties having significant mineral pro- reported to be the first installation of its 
duction activities are discussed in detail. kind at a cement plant in the United 

Bernalillo.—Al] mineral commedities pro- States, was installed at the plant. Use of 
duced in the county were used in construc- the system enabled highly automated
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operation for maximum production and Albuquerque; travertine, quarried in Va- 
quality control. lencia County, was cut by a gangsaw before 

Sand and gravel was produced at 17 being finished or shipped as rough stone. 

operations, Output, 1.6 million tons, about Sandeno § tone Co. quarried =a small 

the same as in 1965, was used for building 9™0U"" of dimension sandstone, and Edgar 
construction (62 percent), paving (35 per- D. Otto & Son, Inc., produce pumice for 
cent), and fill (3 percent). Albuquerque use as concrete aggregate. asa t and lime- 

Grayel Products Co. and Springer Transfer Stone Were produced for the U.S. Army 
Co. were the principal commercial pro- Corps of Engineers and the State highway 
ducers | department; respectively, for use as riprap. 

i In addition to that used in cement manu- 
Crego Block Co., Inc., mined volcanic facture, clay produced by Kinney Brick 

cinder in Santa Fe County for use in (o., Inc., was used to manufacture build- 
manufacturing building block at the com- ing brick. 
pany’s Albuquerque plant. Ultra Marbles, Catron.—Sand and gravel production ac- 
Inc., operated a stone finishing plant near counted for most of the mineral output 

Table 16.—Valie of mineral production in New Mexico, by counties 

. County | 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Bernalillo._.__-.__-__-__-_ $8,614,631 $9,087,986 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays, pumice. 
Catron______..._.___--_--- 102 ,931 : W Sand and gravel, tin, stone. 
Chaves____.-..--.---.----. 22,062,923 17,793,614 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Colfax__..---------------- WwW  W_ Coal, sand and gravel, stone. 
Curry__...----------------- _- ae 38,000 Sand and gravel. 

. De Baca_______-_-_- +e W 58,975 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Dona Ana_____-_--_------- W 2,948,681 Sand and gravel, pumice, stone. 
Eddy_.-.__------:-------- 171,683,511 178,901,121 Potassium salts, petroleum, natural gas, LP 

gases, natural gasoline, salt, stone, sand and 
gravel. 

Grant___...-.--_--.---.--. 82,809,703 87,928,094 Copper, zinc, molybdenum, lime, manganifer- 
ous ore, lead, sand and gravel, silver, gold, 
stone. 

Guadalupe___..----_-.----- WwW 265,000 Sand and gravel. 
- Harding._----.------------ 61 , 562 56,481 Carbon dioxide. 

Hidalgo_______.----------- 2,069 , 024 W Copper, gold, silver, sand and gravel, lead, 
zine, clays. 

Lea____------------------- 309,517,995 325,292,906 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, natural 
gasoline, potassium salts, stone, sand and 
gravel. 

Lineoln____-__.----------- WwW 150,286 Stone, iron ore, silver, sand and gravel, lead, 
copper, gold, zinc. 

Los Alamos___.-.---------- 100 , 000 75,000 Sand and gravel. 
Luna___________---------. 793 , 795 122 , 067 Sand and gravel, clays, stone, copper, lead, 

silver. 
McKinley__.__--.---------- 383,090,084 33,225,984 Uranium ore, coal, petroleum, sand and gravel, 

molybdenum, stone, clays, vanadium. 
Mora_-_------------------- . WwW 194,000 Sand and gravel. 
Otero__._..--------------- W ' W_ Sand and gravel, stone, copper, silver. 
Quay______--------------- 352,588 _ 364,000 Sand and gravel. 
Rio Arriba_____------------ 13 , 898 ,172 12,339,210 Natural gas, petroleum, LP gases, sand and 

gravel, natural gasoline, pumice, stone, 
copper, mica (scrap), silver. . 

Roosevelt___.__.__.-------- 8,351,000 14,459,656 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, natural 
gasoline, stone, sand and gravel. 

Sandoval__...--.---------- 782,121 1,033,734 Sand and gravel, gypsum, pumice, petroleum, 
stone, natural gas. 

San Juan________-__-.-----. "95,471,454 105,119,044 Natural gas, petroleum, LP gases, coal, helium, 
natural gasoline, sand and gravel, urantum 
ore, vanadium, stone. 

San Miguel. --------------- 810,483 © 1,570,630 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Santa Fe___._._-_--------- 860 ,912 925,351 Sand and gravel, pumice, gypsum, copper, 

uranium ore, stone, gold, silver. 

Sierra__......------------- WwW 392,314 Sand and gravel, tin, stone, gypsum, silver. 

Socorro. .__.-------------- W 1,155,269 Zinc, lead, sand and gravel, manganese con- 
centrate, iron ore, silver, stone, copper, gold. 

Taos__.__._--------------- 2,787,611 15,161,423 Molybdenum, perlite, sand and gravel, mica 
(scrap), stone, clays, copper, silver. 

Torrance__._.___.---------- 172 ,000 W Sand and gravel, iron ore, stone. 
Union. ____--------.------- WwW W Pumice, sand and gravel, carbon dioxide. 

Valencia______._----------- WwW W Uranium ore, sand and gravel, perlite, stone. 
Undistributed !_.___._._..._._ 1'18,777,866 16 ,678 , 556 

Total_____________-_ 773,120,000 820,327,000 
a 

t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W.
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value. Output from five operations was produced for use in concrete or as road- 
used for paving. stone. 

Production of tin was discontinued; the Colfax.—Operations began at the York 
jig plant of Tinco, Inc., was dismantled Canyon coal mine of Kaiser Steel Corp., 36 
and sold. A small shipment of tin concen- miles southwest of Raton. Annual produc- 
trates resulted from cleanup operations. tion from the new underground mine was 

No salt was sold by Curtis Salt Co. be- to reach 700,000 tons, compared with pre- 
fore the property, near Quemado, was sold vious output of about 400,000 tons per year 
to Southwest Salt Products Co. in May. from the company’s nearby Koehler mine. 
The new company began constructing fa- The high-grade coking coal from the York. 
cilities to mine the salt directly from the Canyon mine was shipped by unit train, in 
bottom of a lake that occupies the crater custom-built, 100-ton railroad cars, to the 
of an extinct volcano. A barge was to move company steel mill at Fontana, Calif. The 
slowly across the lake carrying apparatus mine was being developed by driving four 
for cutting the salt and for pumping it by adits into the 84-inch York seam. Opera- 
means of a floating pipeline to screen and tions were highly automated; continuous 
washing operations on the shore. Most of | miners were used, and the coal transported 
the output was to be used by uranium- by conveyor to the mine mouth for crush- 
processing companies; some was to be used ing. The new 400-ton-per-hour-capacity 
by water-softening companies. Salt also was washing plant provided a sized, washed, 
to be recovered by solar evaporation, and dewatered product. Coal, discharged 
mainly for use as livestock feed and in from the plant, was dropped from a 160- 
highway deicing. foot tower to form a cone-shaped stockpile 

No production of copper, gold, or silver directly over a loading tunnel. 
was reported. Ores of these metals had Julius Seidel produced coal from the 
been produced from the Bearup mine in Franks No. 1 mine. Output of about 4,000 
the Mogollon district in 1965. tons was from the 36-inch Yankee seam. 
Chaves—A decline of $4.3 million (19 Sand and gravel and stone were produced 

percent) in the value of mineral produc- from three operations. The sand and grav- 
tion was the result of a decrease in petro- el was used in highway construction. Lime- 
leum output; the slight increase in market- stone was quarried for use as riprap and as 
ed natural gas failed to offset in value the roadstone or concrete aggregate. 
1.7-million-barrel decrease in output of Dona Ana.—Sand and gravel from 15 
crude oil. Success ratio for the 38 explora- operations amounted to 96 percent of the 
tory wells in the county was 21 percent. A | mineral output value; most of the output 
significant discovery was that of Pan was by Government-and-contractor pro- 

American Petroleum Corp., D.C. Baskett ducers. Material used for paving constitut- 
No. 1 well, sec 11,T8S, R30E, which was _ ed 97 percent of the tonnage produced. 

completed for a flow gage of 322 barrels of Volcanic cinders, used mainly as concrete 
27° API oil per day from the San Andres aggregate, were produced by Volcanic 
formation; the discovery was believed to be Cinder Co. and Builders Block & Supply 
on trend with the Chaveroo field to the © Co., Inc., which also sold cinders for use in 

east. Development drilling in the county asphalt and for landscaping and roofing 
was successful with 78 oil wells resulting aggregate. Coconino Stone Co. produced 
from a total of 93 wells drilled; this was pumice for use as concrete aggregate. 
up markedly from the 36 successes out of Output of stone decreased 93 percent in 
56 wells for 1965. value, to $23,000. The U.S. Army Corps of 

Other than petroleum and natural gas, Engineers and the State highway depart- 
which accounted for 96 percent of the min- ment used 68 percent of the output— 
eral output value of more than $17 mil- crushed limestone—for riprap and for con- 
lion, only sand and gravel and stone were’ crete or roadstone. Builders Block & Stone 
produced. Sand and gravel, produced at 10 and Robert & Juan Singh produced 
operations, the same number as in 1965, crushed and dimension miscellaneous stone. 

was used in building and road construc- Eddy.—Value of production increased for 
tion. Armstrong & Armstrong was the prin- all mineral commodities except potassium 
cipal commercial producer. Crushed lime- salts (potash). The county was ranked sec- 
stone and miscellaneous stone were ond in total value of mineral production.
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Output of potash increased 2 percent, Flotation was used to process the ore. 
but value of production declined 9 percent. Southwest Potash Corp., Amax Chemical 
Production by Duval Corp. was from the and Petroleum Division, American Metal 
Nash Draw, Saunders, and Wills-Weaver Climax, Inc., continued to produce red 
mines. Products of the refinery, located at muriate of potash by the flotation process. 

the Saunders mine, were muriate of potash, The company used the room-and-pillar 

sulfate of potash-magnesia, and sulfate of | method of advance and retreat by umder- 

potash. Output from the Saunders and cutting, drilling, and blasting. Principal 
Wills-Weaver mines was mainly the potash ‘haulage was by rail, as contrasted with the 
mineral sylvite (KCl), and output from more common conveyor haulage at other 
the Nash Draw mine was langbeinite (a operations. 
potassium-magnesium sulfate). The sylvite U.S. Borax granted a 2-year option to 

was refiined by standard flotation methods, a group of Carlsbad investors to purchase 

but the langbeinite was refined by a crys- the company potash operations in New | 
tallization process utilizing the different Mexico. Reportedly, high-grade reserves 

rates of solution between chlorides and sul- were nearing exhaustion, and new facilities 
fates. Facilities at the recently developed would have to be constructed to process 

Nash Draw mine, which was the southern- the large low-grade reserves. U.S. Borax was 
most operating mine in the area, included the first company to begin operations in 

separate storage bins for the langbeinite, the Carlsbad area; production began in 
which occurred on the 1,075-foot level, and 1931 when the company was called U.S. 

for sylvite, which occurred mainly on the Potash. The company was to concentrate 
900-foot level. Ore mined on the lower lev- _ activities at its Canadian potash holdings. 

el was transported by inclined conveyor Salt production increased and the county 
belt to the 900-foot level where the crusher , ~oynted for all of the State output. The 

was located. | production was obtained from tailings at 
International Minerals & Chemical Corp. potash refineries, except for some brine ob- , 

(IMC) mined sylvite-langbeinite from the tained from open lakes by Pioneer Water 
800-foot level, langbeinite from the 850-foot  (Co., Inc. Pioneer Salt Co. resumed rock salt 
level, and sylvite from the 900-foot level of production in July, following completion 
its mine. The IMC mine was the only one of a new drying, screening, and bagging 

in the area where production was from plant, which replaced the one destroyed by 
several levels. Products were muriate of fire. Other producers were The Great Salt 

potash, potassium sulfate, and potassium Lick, Inc., and Williams Salt Co., producers 
magnesium sulfate. of rock salt, and New Mexico Salt Co. and 

Kermac Potash Co. completed the first The Salt Supply Co., Inc., producers of 
full year of production. Sylvinite ore, rock salt and pressed blocks. The Salt Sup- 
which is a combination of sylvite (KCl) ply Co. also produced solar-evaporated salt 
and halite (NaCl), was mined by both used for oil refining. Livestock feed ac- 
continuous mining and conventional min- counted for the major part of the total salt 
ing methods from a depth of 1,625 feet. output. Other uses were for ice manufac- 
White crystallized muriate of potash was ture or cold storage, paper manufacture, 
produced at the refinery. water softening, and highway deicing. 

_ National Potash Co. continued opera- Sand and gravel and stone were pro- 
tions at its Eddy mine; output was shipped duced at five and six operations, respective- 
by rail 15 miles to its refinery in Lea ly. The sand and gravel was used for high- 
County. Freeport Sulphur Co. assumed full way construction, as was most of the 
ownership of National Potash upon acquir- crushed limestone and miscellaneous stone. 
ing the Consolidation Coal Co. 50-percent A small amount of stone sand was pro- 
share of the operations. duced. 

Potash Corporation of America produced Output of all the hydrocarbons was 
muriate of potash from ore occurring 1,000 higher than during the previous year: Pe- 
to 1,400 feet deep. Continuous miners, de- troleum was up 10 percent, marketed natu- 
veloped by the company, removed the ore ral gas more than doubled, and natural gas 
in an advance-retreat method that resulted liquids increased 39 percent. Value of pro- 
in an extraction rate of about 90 percent. duction was $51 million, $10 million, and
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$4 million, respectively, for the three com- be removed. Construction of shops, a rail } 
modities. The increase in natural gas and haulage system, and a 25,000-ton-per-day 
natural gas liquids was attributed to devel- concentrator were to be undertaken before 
opment of the Indian basin gasfield. the start of mining. Concentrates were to 

Overall drilling was down slightly from De shipped to the company smelter at 
that in 1965; the decrease was in develop- Douglas, Ariz., and thence to the company 
ment drilling: 124 wells compared with 143. lectrolytic refinery at El Paso, Tex. 
Wildcat drilling was up by nine wells and At the Kennecott Copper Corp. Chino 
resulted in seven oil and three gas discov- Mines Division operations near Santa Rita, 
eries. The discoveries included the new pay increased copper-precipitate recovery was 
discovery at the Big Eddy oilfield, the accomplished by changes in the precipita- 
Winchester oilfield (J. C. Williamson, State tion process. A pressurized system was in- 
No. 1-A well), and the Hackberry Hills stalled to obtain greater efficiencies in re- | 

” Unit gas discovery by Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. covery of copper dissolved in solutions 
(initial flow gage 14 million cubic feet per percolated through low-grade mine dumps. 
day). | Another improvement was the installation 
Two men were burned critically in a of a faster method for drying the precipi- 

gas-well fire about 15 miles northeast of ‘ated copper. Changes at the company mill, Carlsbad. The well, Stoltz Oil Co., No, 1 Smelter, and refinery complex near Hurley Hudson-Federal, blew out and caught fire; included start of construction on a 625-foot 
after burning for a week at an estimated smokestack, augmenting the existing 500- 
rate of 30 to 40 million cubic feet of gas ft stack. The project, including repairs 
per day, the fire was brought under control ©? the old stack, was to take 2 years. 
and extinguished. Cost of extinguishing the According to the company annual report, 
fire was about $750,000. Kennecott Copper mined and milled 8.1 | 

. . . million tons of 1.02 percent copper ore and 
oon 5 5 anillion, or 6. percent, clue ‘to produced, from flotation and precipitation, ended outputs of copper, molybdenum 105.3 million pounds of copper. These 
and Lime. Kennecott Copper Corp. pro. figures compare with 7.9 million tons of 

duced all of the molybdenum, lime, and aye pescent ore mined’ and milled, and ost of the copper 90.9 million pounds of copper produced in 
mos PPer. 1965. As of March 1, molybdenite, recov- Except for copper, which increased 12 ered as a byproduct, was shipped to the 
percent, output value declined for gold. to company plant near Salt Lake City, Utah, 

$131,600 (a decrease of 19 percent), silver for further treatment. Previously, it had 
to $176,520 (30 percent), lead to $191,265 been sold to steel plants for use in making (76 OO Th and ine to $8.1 million (21 alloy steel. 
ercent). e declines were mainly the 

‘result of two factors. The first was the con- Construction and never Tae neared 
tinued shutdown of the Ground Hog mine leaching ot ae © Je . L hie ob mts of Asarco. This mine, idled by a labor dis- cacaug Sites near tyrone. Leaching p ants 
pute in mid-1965, was a major source of oa the Copp er Leach and Copper Moun- 
lead, silver, and zinc. The second factor was am Properties were virtually comp leted. the decline in output from the Kearney Full-scale production was to begin in 1967. 
mine, scheduled to be closed carly in 1967. Other than at the Kennecott Copper 

The major new development affecting Corp. op erations, Copper was _P toduced 
county mineral production was the an- trom 8 lode mines and 15 leaching opera: nouncement by Phelps Dodge Corp. of a tions. The underground mines also were 
$100 million copper-mine project. The the source of gold, silver, lead, or zinc. 
company planned to open a large open pit These mines, and the metals produced in 
at the old mining camp of Tyrone. Annual order of value, were the Continental mine 
output of 55,000 tons of copper was ex- Of USSR&M Co. (partly leased) —copper, 
pected, with full operation in 3 to 4 years. Zinc, gold, and silver; the Hanover mine of 
A rail spur to the mine site was to be com. The New Jersey Zinc Co.—zinc, lead, silver, pleted by March 1967, and removal of over- copper, and gold; the Jim Crow mine burden expected to begin in April 1967. operated by Grant County Mining Co. in Fifty million tons of over-burden were to the Steeple Rock district—silver, gold, and
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copper; the Kearney mine of American and _ building construction. There were 
Zinc, Lead ‘and Smelting Co.—zinc, lead, three stone and four sand and_ gravel 
copper, silver, and gold; the Oswaldo mine _ operations. oe 
operated by The New Jersey Zinc Co.— Harding.—The only mineral production, 
zinc, lead, silver, copper, and gold; the carbon dioxide declined 7 percent and was 
Princess mine of USSR&M Co. (leased to from wells operated by R. W. Adams, Car- 
Frank Van Cleave) —zinc, copper, silver, bonic Chemicals Corp., and Schwartz Car- 

gold, and lead; the Royal John mine oper- _ bonic Co. | | ; 

ated by West America Mining & Milling, © Hidalgo—Value of mineral output in- 

Inc., in the Swartz district—zinc, lead, and creased. The county was ranked first in 
silver; and the Silver King mine of Silver value of gold production ($189,700), and 

King Mining Co.—-silver, zinc, copper, lead, second in silver ($90,850) and copper 

and gold. The major underground copper ($1.8 million). Output of these commodi- 
production was from a part of the ties increased. - 

USSR&M Co. Continental mine, leased to In late December, Banner Mining Co. ° 

L. A. Patten & Associates. The ore was closed its Bonney-Miser’s Chest mine and 
treated at the USSR&M Co. flotation mill mill near Lordsburg, which the company 

near Vanadium, as was zinc ore from the had operated since 1935. More than 2 mil- 
Princess mine. Reportedly, this mill was lion tons of ore containing copper, silver, 
to be closed upon completion of the Conti- and gold had been: mined during the 31- | 

nental mine-mill project. year period. Increased costs and controlled 
-USSR&M Co. continued development at prices caused the shutdown. About 100 

its Continental mine copper-zinc project persons were employed at the operation. 

near Fierro. During the year, the No. 3 Federal Resources Corp., Salt Lake City, 
shaft was completed to a final depth of Utah, negotiated with the company for an 

1,468 feet; a 3,300-foot crosscut between the exploration-option agreement to resume. 
No. 2 and No. 3 shafts and another cross- operation of the properties. According to 
cut between the No. 3 and No. 4 shafts the company annual report, from 74,702 
were completed. Shaft stations were cuton tons of ore, concentrates containing 2.6 
the 850-, 1,000-, 1,150-, and 1,300-foot lev- million pounds of copper, 1,384 ounces of 
els. Surface facilities were completed at the gold, and 28,911 ounces of silver were pro- 

No. 3 shaft, and construction began on the . duced. me 

concentrator that was to have a daily ca- Diversified Mines, Inc., operated the “85” 

pacity of 3,000 tons of ore. Consideration mine under lease from Phelps Dodge Corp. 
was being given to recover magnetite from The mine was the major source of gold 
the ore, in addition to copper and zinc. produced in the State and was exceededl 
Production was to begin in 1967. only by the Kennecott Copper Corp. Chino 

Ore processing mills operated in the mine in output of silver. The ore, also 
county, other than that of Kennecott Cop- containing some copper, was shipped to 
per Corp., were the Hanover mill of The the El Paso, Tex., copper smelter as flux 
New Jersey Zinc Co. and the Bayard mill ore. 
of USSR&M Co. Ore from the Kearney Don Still operated the Crystal mine in 
mine was treated at the Peru mill of the San Simon district. Lead-zinc ore con- 
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. at taining gold, silver, and copper was 
Deming in Luna County. shipped for custom milling. Herbert John- 

Luck Mining Co. continued to produce son mined ore containing silver, lead, and 
ferruginous manganese ore from open pits zinc from the Red Hill mine in the Gilles- 
at Silver City. All output was shipped to pie district. 
the CF&I steel plant at Pueblo, Colo. Sand and gravel from two operations was 

Limestone was quarried by Kennecott used for paving and building construction. 

Copper Corp. for use as a smelter flux and Phelps Dodge Corp. produced clay for use 

for manufacturing lime used in the flota- a8 a furnace stop. 

tion circuits and for water purification. Lea.—Mineral production valued = at 

Other limestone was produced mainly for $325.3 million, ranked the county first in 

use in road building. Mathis & Mathis pro- the State in total mineral output as well as 

duced some rough-dimension dolomite. in production of petroleum, marketed nat- 

Sand and gravel output was used for road ural gas, and natural gas liquids. Crude oil
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output was valued at $238.4 million, up liam H. Thomas Stone Quarries produced 
nearly 5 percent from 1965. Marketed nat- some dimension sandstone. Mathis & 
ural gas declined slightly as did natural Mathis produced clay for use as “Sagger 
gasoline, but output of LP gases was 1 per- _Pins’”—a refractory use. | 
cent higher. Los Angeles By-Products Co. completed 
Total drilling in the county accounted construction of a tin-can shredding plant 

for 23 percent of the Statewide drilling. at Deming. Most of the output of shredded 
Both exploratory and development drilling, metal was used by Phelps Dodge Corp. at 
however, were much less than in 1965; copper-precipitation operations in Arizona. 
down 26 percent and 35 percent, respec- Raw material, shipped to the plant by rail- 
tively. One of the two gas discoveries was road from out of State, consisted of de- 
the very significant Cotton Draw gas field. tinned metal, mainly in the form of can 

National Potash Co. continued to oper- stampings. The metal was shredded to ena- 
ate the Lea potash mine and refinery. Out- ble optimum contact by copper-bearing so- 
put of the mine was mixed with ore from lutions. : : | | 
the company Eddy mine (Eddy County). McKinley.—Mineral-output value was 
At the refinery, flotation accounted for about the same as in 1965. The county 
about 84 percent of production, and crys- again was the source of most of the urani- 
tallization the remainder. “Red” and um ore mined in the State; value of pro- 
“white” muriate of potash were the prod- duction was $30.9 million. Approximately 
ucts of flotation and crystallization, respec- 1.8 million tons of uranium ore was pro- 
tively. : duced at 47 operations, compared with 1.7 

Miscellaneous stone, valued at $350,000, million tons of ore from 41 operations in 
_ was produced by the county and State 1965. Activities continued at the uranium 

highway departments. Sand and gravel out- processing mill of Kerr-McGee Corp. Claim 
put from two commercial operations was staking, exploration, and development ac- 
used for paving and building construction. tivities increased as favorable market indi- 

. Lincoin.—Value of mineral production cations began to appear. Scattered tracts of 
declined. Stone from three operations com- Navajo Indian land, which possibly con- 
prised 82 percent of mineral output value. tained significant uranium-ore occurrences, 
Twin Peaks Products Co. quarried basalt were leased late in the year. The 193 tracts 
for use as dimension stone and for land- consisted of more than 30,000 acres. An- 
scaping. Two companies produced crushed nual rentals and royalties from any future 
limestone used in concrete or as road uranium production were to be paid to the 
metal. 250 Navajo families who owned the land. 

Other minerals produced included mag- Along with other mining methods, “jack 
netite iron ore mined from the Yellow stoping,” a modified form of longwall min- 
Jacket mine by Dotson Minerals Corp. The ing, was used at Kerr-McGee mines for ore 
ore, after being upgraded by magnetic sep- bodies less than 8 feet thick. The method 
aration, was sold for use in cement manu- was more efficient than the standard open 
facture and as a heavy aggregate to in- stoping in general use. Three rows of hy- 
crease density of atomic shielding. Silver draulic jacks were placed parallel to the 
Bar Mining Co. produced ore containing ore face to be mined. Six-foot-deep cuts 
gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc from the across the face, parallel to the development 
Bird mine in the Nogal district. Little Ida- _ crosscuts, were drilled and blasted; the ore 
ho Mining Co. also produced ore contain- was slushed out. The rear line of jacks was 
ing silver and lead. Ruidoso Gravel Service then advanced to within 6 feet of the new 
mined building gravel. ore face, and the mined-out area was al- 

Exploration and development were un- lowed to cave. 
dertaken at various old mining districts in- Kerr-McGee Corp. again recovered by- 
cluding the Jicarilla placer district and the product molybdenum at its processing 
White Oaks gold-tungsten district. operations. The molybdenum occurred in 
Luna—Total output value declined; small amounts in sandstone uranium ores 

however, clay increased slightly. Most of from McKinley County. 
the decline was the result of decreased out- Liquids resulting from uranium process- 
put of sand and gravel and crushed lime- ing, containing significant vanadium, were 
stone used in highway construction. Wil- shipped to processing plants having vana-
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dium-recovery circuits. Output of vana- covered. Open-pit mining of the 2.75 per- 

dium declined somewhat. cent copper ore from the limestone-replace- 

Coal was mined mainly at the McKinley ™ent ore body was to begin in 1967. 

mine of The Pittsburg & Midway Coal Rio Arriba.—Value of mineral produc- 

Mining Co. northwest of Gallup; coal was. tion was 11 percent lower than the 1965 

also produced at the Sundance Coal Co. figure. Output of petroleum and natural 

operations southeast of Gallup. The coal at gas declined from that of 1965, but natural 

the McKinley mine occurred as a series of gas liquids increased slightly. Marketed 

seams varying in number and in individual natural gas was valued at $6.9 million com- 

| seam thickness. The parting members pared with $8.3 million for the previous 

also varied in thickness. Coal seams as thin year; this remained, however, the most val- 

as 12 inches were mined by stripping uable mineral commodity in the county. 

methods. A 33-cubic-yard stripping shovel Value of LP gases was 21 percent greater 

was used to remove the 20 to 50 feet of than in 1965. 
overburden. Loading of coal into 30-ton, Output of sand and gravel, pumice, 

bottom-dump trucks was by a front-end  gtone, and mica decreased. Ninety percent 

| loader and a 6-cubic-yard shovel. Output of the sand and gravel, produced at eight 
was sold to Arizona Public Service Co. at operations, was used in highway construc- 

Joseph City, Ariz. The coal at the Sun- tion and the remainder for building con- 
dance strip mine occured as a single 5- to struction. Pumice was mined by General 

8-foot thick seam covered by 20 to 40 feet pymice Corp. and sold for use in cleansing 
of overburden. Output was used locally. or scouring materials and for concrete 

Sand and gravel, valued at $455,000, was aggregate. Crushed decorative sandstone 

produced at eight operations; output was was produced by Petaca Mining Corp. and 

used principally for paving. Sandstone was by John W. Moran. The latter also mined 

produced for the State highway depart- scrap mica, which was sold for use in paint 

ment for use as riprap, and miscellaneous manufacture. Miscellaneous stone, used to 

stone for the Federal Bureau of Indian check erosion, was produced for the State 

Affairs for concrete or roadstone. Value of highway department. 

stone output was $41,000. US. Mining Construction was a year ahead of sched- , 
Corp. produced clay for use as rotary-drill- je on the $89 million San Juan-Chama 

ing mud. diversion project. Excavation of the 13- — 

Crude oil production from the Red _ mile-long Azotea tunnel was expected to be 

Mountain field decreased by 7,400 barrels, essentially completed by the end of 1967. 

but yield from the Hospah field was up The diversion project is in the northern 

32,700 barrels to give the county a net in- part of the county, and in southern Colo- 

crease of 14 percent. The county had 39  rado. | 
wildcat wells (all unsuccessful), exceeded Roosevelt.—Value of mineral production 

only by Lea County with 53. The seven increased $6 million, and was 1.7 times the 
successful development wells were drilled 965 figure. As was expected from the rap- 

in the Hospah field. id development of the Chaveroo field, oil 

Otero.—Mineral-production value de- production in the county jumped 92 per- 

creased 47 percent because of a decline in cent. Output of natural gas and natural 

sand and gravel output, particularly that gas liquids, however, declined. Higher unit 

used for paving. There were nine sand and prices for LP gas caused an increase in 

gravel operations; one less than in 1965. output value of this commodity even 

Stone produced at two operations was used though quantity decreased. Largely because 

in road construction. of development of the Chaveroo field, de- 

Frazier Enterprises produced ore contain- velopment drilling in the county totaled 
ing a small amount of silver and copper 206 wells compared with 84 in 1965; 200 of 

from the Shay mine about 10 miles north the wells were successful (97 percent). Ex- 

of Orogrande. Construction began on the ploratory drilling, also influenced by the 

Cameron Mineral Corp. copper flotation Chaveroo successes, amounted to 30 wells 

mill. Ore for the mill was to come from compared with 13 the previous year; only 2 

the Shay mine initially at about 125 tons of the 30 wells were successful. 

per day. Some gold and silver was re- Sand and gravel and stone were pro-
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duced at one operation each. Output of than during 1965. It. was anticipated that 
sand and gravel was used for building con- the FPC decision opening the southern 
struction; and the miscellaneous stone was California gas market ta gas from the San 
produced for the State highway depart- Juan and Permian basins would result in 
ment for use. as concrete aggregate and an even larger yield of these commodities 
road metal. OS . in future years. | | ) 
Sandoval.—Except for petroleum output, Overall drilling in the county was 29 

production increased for all mineral com- Percent higher than in the previous year, modities, Stone was produced; no produc: With exploratory drilling up 9 wells and 
tion had been reported in 1965. The net development drilling up 56. The wildcat result was an increase in praduction value activity was more successful than during 
of. 32 percent to a total of more than $] 1965 (18 percent compared with 7 per- 

million. | cent); the development drilling resulted in 
Gypsum was mined at the San Ysidro 240 new gas wells—plus 6 oil wells—which open-pit mine by White Mesa Gypsum Co. was reflected in increased gas production. 

The crude gypsum was crushed and Utah Construction & Mining Co. con- 
screened, and the coarse size, constituting ‘cted to supply coal for additional gener 
most of the production, was trucked to the ating units to be constructed at the Four 
American Gypsum Co. wallboard plant at Corners powerplant. ‘Two 755,000-kilowatt 
Albuquerque. Some of the fine-screen ma- UNIt8, to be completed by 1969 and 1970, 
terial was sold locally as a soil conditioner, WOuld bring: total generating capacity to Gypsum mined by Duke City Gravel Prod- 2,085,000 kilowatts, at the plant of the six 
ucts Co: was used at the Ideal Cement Co, ™ember Western Energy Supply and Tran- plant near. Albuquerque. | mission Associates (WEST). Arizona Public 

: - ee Service Co. was to operate the plant and 
, and and gravel, all for paving, was pro- take 15 percent of the power; Southern 
duced at seven operations. Stone output California Edison Co. was to receive 48 ued a mprap Army. Cowp sof Haginens percent of the power. Other members were 

. “~ ye 2 ~~ to. be ~Public Service Company of New limestone produced for the State highway Mexico (13 percent), Tucson Gas and Elec- 
department, and miscellaneous stone PTO" tric Co. (7 percent), El Paso Electric Co. 
sucee for the Federal Bureau of P ublic (7 percent), and the Salt River Power Dis- | Oads. — | trict (10 percent). Cost of new investment 

Construction began at the Elena Mining in the plant and mine was expected to be 
Corp. copper leaching plant south of Cuba. about $191 million. 
Output of sponge copper was expected to The coal agreement called for deliveries begin in 1967. Copper ore, containing some over a 35-year period and a 15-year exten- 
silver, was to be mined from the San Mi- sion option. Coal was to be supplied from 
gn property, about 8 miles east of the the Navajo strip mine just east of the plant site. owerplant. Current output of about 2.5 aa crude oil continued to decline million tons per year Was to be increased down 30 percent from that of 1965. to 85 million tons. The mine would be- Drilling activity was 14 wells compared come the largest coal mine in the United with 8 the previous year, but results were States. Royalty to the Navajo Indians, on the same, 3 gas development wells. whose land the coal occurs, was to be 15 

San Juan.—Mineral production value ex- cents per ton of coal mined from the first ceeded $100 million for the first time, and 25,000 acres that were leased. 
was greater in only two other counties— Operations continued at the VCA ura- 
Lea and Eddy. The county continued to nium-vanadium ore processing plant near 
rank second in the State in natural gas and = Shiprock. Feed for the mill consisted of 
third in crude oil production. Output of uranium ores, some of which contained 
petroleum, valued at $27.6 million, de- vanadium, and vanadium-rich solutions 
clined slightly, probably as a result of re- from uranium mills not having vanadium 
duced drilling in previous years. Marketed recovery circuits. Raw material for the 
natural gas, valued at $53.0 million, and plant came from New Mexico, Arizona, 
LP gases, valued at $12 million, had higher Colorado, and Utah. Production value of 
production (9 and 11 percent, respectively) vanadium decreased 73 percent. Uranium
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production value increased 46 percent. screened it at its plant south of Santa Fe. 

Ores were produced at five operations, one The product was bagged and sold mainly 

more than in 1965. for use in soaps and cleansers. Kauffman 

Sand and gravel production, from 11 Trucking Co. also produced pumice for 

operations, was valued at more than $1 landscaping and roofing material. Crego 

million, moré than double the 1965 yalue. Block Co., Inc., mined scoria and shipped 

Eighty-nine pefcent of the 1.2 million tons it to its building-block plant in Albuquer- 
produced was used for paving. Production que. 
for the New Mexico State Highway Com- Production of wallboard continued at 

mission accounted for most of the output. the Rosario plant of Kaiser Gypsum Co., 

Allison & Haney, Inc., was the major com- Inc. Crude gypsum was obtained from a 

mercial producer. Sandstone was produced quarry located at the plant. 

for the State highway department, and M.1.C.A. mined scrap mica (sericite) in 

miscellaneous dimension stone was quar- Taos County, and processed it at its dry 

ried by J. W. Jones Construction Co. grinding plant near Pojoaque. All of the 

San Miguel.—Stone production valued at Production was sold to paint manufac- 
$1.5 million, compared with only $40,000 "UCTS: | 
in 1965, came from seven operations, an Silver Bar Mining Co. produced ore con- 

increase of three. Sand and gravel, the only (2#UR8 COPPS: gold, and silver from the 

other mineral commodity produced, de- sutput was valued the oecar $19,000. Lom 

clined in value from $770,000 to $110,000 wv oe one 
and came from wight Operations *niphty. Star Mining & Development Ca. produced 

nine percent of the sand and gravel output uranium ore at the La Bajada No. I mine. 

was used for paving, the remainder for _ Sierra -—Sand and gravel from four 

construction and fill. The New México nnn accounts for most of ne total 

State Highway Commission used crushed RET! OUEPUE va ae. aes ee nary 
limestone and sandstone valued at $866,000 duced for the State highway department 

and $472,000, respectively, accounting for represented 98 percent of the output. The 

most of the production increase. New only stone produced was a small amount of 
Mexico Granite Co. produced granite for _ limestone quarried for the State highway 
dressed monimental stone. Output of department for use as Nprap. Associa ted 
crushed and broken sahdstone, used for auras Co. pfoduced gypsum for agricul- 

riprap, was reported by Atchison, Topeka & tural use. . 
Santa Fe Railway Co. Vegas Ready Mix Output of metals ae a_ small 
Concrete Co. produced crushed limestone amount of tin produced by Anommco, Inc. 

for use in concrete or as roadstone. The company operated a jig plant at 
: | a oe placer properties about 25 miles west of 

Santa Fe.—Total value of mineral pro- Winston. Jimmy Zook produced ore con- 

duction increased 7 percent. Sand and taining a small amount of silver from the 
gravel output value, from 10 operations, [Little Boy Blue mine in the Chloride dis- 
was $529,000, 57 percent of the total. Pav-  tyjct. Barefoot Mining Co. began coistruc- 

ing utilized 86 percent of the sand and tion of a mill to treat gold ore from a 
gravel output. Atowi Materials, Kauffman proposed open pit near the old Rattlesnake 

Trucking Co., and Santa Fe Sand & Gravel mitie east of Hillsboro. Daily capacity of 
Co. were the commercial producers. Miscel- the mil] was to be 200 tons of ore. 

laneous stone production, valued at $3,000, Socorro.—Value of mineral output, $1.2 

was used by the State highway department million, was less than that for 1965. Gold, 

for plating and erosion control. silver, copper, lead, and zinc produced | 

Output of pumice and scoria was valued from the Magdalena district was the source 

at $294,000. Copar Pumice Co., Inc., of 59 percent of the value of mineral yield. 

at the company plant near Pojoaque, The principal producer in the district was 

crushed and screened pumice from its open LL. A. Patten & Associates who operated the 

pit mine near Los Alamos. A carload of Linchburg mine leased from The New Jer- 

pumice was used for testing as firewall sey Zinc Co. The ore was shipped to the 
brick, and reportedly excellent ‘esults © Hanover mill in Grant County. The major 
were obtained. James H. Rhodes & Co. source of lead produced in the State, thie 
purchased pumice and dried, crushed, and mine was ranked fourth in silver and fifth
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in value of zinc production. Eight mines burden of 9.5 million tons was removed 
were operated in the Magdalena district. before mining started. In addition to this 

‘Manganese ore was produced at the Capping, more than 62 million tons of 
Black Canyon underground mine operated Waste was to be moved. The overall strip- 
by L. A. Goret & Valente Aguilar. Output P!0g Yatlo was expected to be 3.49 tons of 
was crushed, screened, and graded at the waste for every ton of ore. 
partnership plant near Socorro. Late in the Perlite accounted for most of the value 
year, mining operations were transferred to Of other minerals produced; output in- 
the adjacent leased properties of Tower creased 6 percent. General Refractories Co. 

Mining Co. Access to the ore body was acquired the Mining & Mineral Products 
through the Nancy mine tunnel. Iron ore Division of Great Lakes Carbon Corp., one 
produced by Dotson Minerals Corp. from . Of the three perlite producers in the No 
the Jones mine was used in cement manu- Agua area. The others were Johns-Manville 
facture. Perlite Corp. and United Perlite Corp. 

Sand and gravel and stone—five and four The comp anies operated crushing, drying, 
. oo and screening plants near the open-pit 

operations, respectively—were the nonmetal mines. The output was shipped to out-of. 
mineral commodities produced. Paving 5 cs. di P j PP 

gravel produced for the State highway de- tate expanding plants. | 
The To-Jo mica mine was leased by partment was 296,000 tons of the total sand MLCA. Ripping b bulldoze th 

and gravel output of 323,000 tons. Most of conde MIpping Oy a Suligozer was the — the stone produced was crushed and bro- ©”!Y mining procedure required. The scrap p | . oe . 
_ ken limestone and miscellaneous stone used "4 (sericite) was screened betore being . ; | shipped to the company grinding plant in , in road construction. Sandeno Stone Co. Santa Fe County. Sand and | output 

produced a small amount of sandstone for ante 2G oumy: vane and gravel output, use as tubble. valued at $120,000, was used for paving, 
building, and for fill. Sandeno Stone Co. 

Taos.—Mineral production _ increased produced a small amount of dimension 
more than fourfold to a total value of sandstone used as rubble. Louis O, Romero 
more than $15 million. The increase was produced clay for building brick. 
attributed mostly to start of operations at Torrance.—Mineral production increased 
the Questa open-pit molybdenum mine of slightly. Paving sand and gravel, a small 
Molycorp. According to the company an- amount of miscellaneous stone for erosion 
nual report, full-scale, - continuous opera control, and iron ore were the only com- 
tions began in April, and the concentrating = modities produced. Dotson Minerals Corp. 
mill maintained an average ore processing mined magnetite from the Scholle mine. 
rate of 10,735 tons per day for the re- The upgraded output was sold for use in 
mainder of the year. The latter part of the cement manufacture. 
year, mill throughput averaged more than Union.—Mineral output, in order of pro- 
11,000 tons per day and mill recovery 1m- duction value, consisted of pumice (scor- 
proved. Annual recovery of 10 million ia), sand and gravel, and carbon dioxide. 

pounds of molybdenum was expected. Pumice produced by Patterson Mining Co. 
Molybdenum had been mined previously and Twin Mountain Rock Co., was sold 

at the Questa mine site, with more than 18 for use as concrete aggregate, railroad bal- 
million pounds of molybdenite produced last roofing material, and for use on run- 
between 1923 and 1956. In 1954, an under- ning tracks. Most of the sand and gravel 
ground exploration program was begun to was used for paving by the State highway 
determine the extent of the large low- department. 
grade ore occurence, and in the 1957-60 Emerald Carbonic Division of Frick Co. 
period, extensive underground exploration manufactured dry ice (carbon dioxide) at 
was undertaken by the company and the the company plant near Des Moines. Daily 
Federal Government as part of the Defense capacity of the plant was increased from 20 
Minerals Exploration Administration pro- to 100 tons. , 
gram. Metallurgical testing began in 1963, Valencia.—Mineral production value in- 
a surface drilling program was started, and creased 12 percent; the county was second 
a 100-ton-per-day pilot plant was construct- in the value of uranium ore output. Ores 
ed. Contract stripping of waste and con- from the Ambrosia Lake district in McKin- 
struction of the mill began in 1964. Over- ley County were treated at the Homestake-
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Sapin Partners mill. The mill was operated dential and business areas, tailings or re- 
at maximum capacity; some uranium con- jects were trucked 414 miles for disposal on 
centrates were stockpiled in anticipation of leased land. 
private-purchase contracts. The Anaconda Sand and gravel was produced at eight 
Company continued to ship ore from the operations. Nearly all of the output of 2 
Jackpile-Paguate open-pit mines to the million tons was used for paving by the 
company mill near Grants. United Nuclear State highway department. Belen Sand & 
Corp. made shipments of ore from the San Gravel Co. and Tabet Lumber Co. were 
Mateo mine. the commercial producers. Marbleized tra- 

United States Gypsum Co. mined perlite vertine quarried by Ultra Marbles, Inc., 
from a mine 9 miles northeast of Grants. was shipped to the company Albuquerque 
The material was crushed and sized at the finishing plant. Dimension sandstone was 
company plant at Grants and shipped to quarried by Sandeno Stone Co.; limestone 
company-owned plants in other States. Be- and sandstone were produced for the State 
cause of the proximity of the plant to resi- highway department.





3 . , L ; . : . ve , 

The Mineral Industry of New York 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 
of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the New York State Museum anil 
Science Service for collecting information on alj minerals except fuels. 

sy James R. Kerr ! 

The value of New York’s mineral output product lead and silver sharply increased 
exceeded $300 million for the first time, over that of 1965. The State continued to 
increasing $11 million over that of 1965. A lead the Nation in produc tion of tale and 

high level of construction activity, particu-  wollastonite and to be a major producer of . 
larly in the early months of the year, was zinc, cement, salt; sand and gravel, and | 
responsible for the strong markets for stone. | / : , 
stone, sand and gravel, and lightweight Trends and Developments.—Top priority 
aggregate produced from clay and shale. was given to programs to study the State’s 
Residential construction decreased slightly | water resources, with special emphasis on 
from that of 1965 but there were strong water pollution control. The State Water 
increases in nonresidential building and Resources Commission completed a_ 6- 
highway construction. An active chemical month reconnaissance survey to determine, 
industry was reflected in increased con- by river basin, statewide water supply 
sumption of lime and salt. Output of zinc Teuperisoh) mint ; 
was at a record high and recovery of by- Mines. Pittsburgh, Pa engineer, Bureau of 

Table 1.—Mineral production in New York ! 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays_.._.-.-..----------... thousand short tons__ 1,354 $1,717 1 ,464 $1,726 
Emery.__....-.----------_-...-___.__-_-short tons__ 10,720 204 11,102 210 
Gem stones.__.__.-------_---------_-----_------- NA 10 NA 10 
Gypsum.____..------.-.-... thousand short tons__ 662 3,511 559 2,998 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.).._short tons__ 601 188 1,097 332 
Lime. ._..-_...--------.-----thousand short tons_- WwW WwW 1,096 9,870 
Natural gas_......_._.........-.-million cubic feet__ 3,340 1,029 2,699 83T 
Peat____..._.-.--------.-----.---.---short tons_- 25,098 232 27,211 250 | 
Petroleum (crude)__._...thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 1,632 7,246 1,735 7,925 | 
Salt___....._._...._..-_..._.thousand short tons__ 5,002 35,771 4,980 36 ,203 | 
Sand and gravel.........-.- -.------_-_.___-_-do___. 39 ,225 40 ,370 41 ,903 43 ,091 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) | 

thousand troy ounces. . 11 15 22 28 ' 
Stone_._._..-....._.__...._. -thousand short tons__ 30,801 48 ,675 34,130 54,543 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons_- 69 , 880 20,405 73 , 454 21,302 ' 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive gar- 

net, cement, iron ore, tale, titanium concentrate, 
wollastonite, and values indicated by symbol W_ _ __- xX 130 , 684 xx 121,939 

Total_._.-_._-___-.-.-------_- i eee xX 290 ,057 xx 301,264 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Value of items that | 
cannot be disclosed.” 
NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Figure 1—vTotal value of mineral production in New York. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in water resources, water flow, and pollution 

constant 1957-59 dollars : abatement. | 
(Millions) Work advanced on Niagara Mohawk 

——_ _§— Power Corp.'s Nine Mile Point nuclear 
Year Value * power plant. Cooling water intake-dis- 

1957___.---------------------------- $245 charge tunnels 1,780 feet in length were 

1959.22 w22wTTITITIIIIIIIT2 «== 337 completed. The tunnels, which extend 500 
1960_____-___________- eee 254 feet from shore into Lake Ontario, will 

1962.22 TTUTTIIITTTTTTear272~«=«*«dBSS ave the capacity to carry 250,000 gallons 
1968___._---.-.--------------------- 254 per minute of lake water to condense 

1965.22 TTUIITITICIITTT272~=«=«éO.~=« Steam from the turbine before its return to 
1966________------------------------ pP287 the nuclear reactor. 
pPreliminary, Corning Glass Works announced plans to 

1 Data for 1957, 1959-65 revised. build a plant about 8 miles southwest of 
: Canton in St. Lawrence County for the 

needs. Many other State, interstate, and manufacture of fused silica products. 
Federal water resource programs were un- Manufacturing operations were expected to 
derway. Federal Water Pollution Control start by the end of 1966. 
Administration studies on The Hudson- National Lead Co. announced plans to 
Mohawk River Basin-Long Island-New Jer- expand operations at its Albany Nuclear 
sey coastal water region were aimed at pre- Metals Division plant. The company pur- 
venting water quality degradation. The chased and transported to Albany the 
same agency was conducting Great Lakes equipment of Sylvania’s Sylco Division at 
pollution control studies. The U.S. Geolog- Hicksville. The newly equipped plant will 
ical Survey and the U.S. Army Corps of fabricate aluminum and stainless steel-clad 
Engineers carried out continuing studies on metallic uranium fuel.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

NN 
. Injury rates 

Man- Man- Number of per milion 
Average days hours injuries man-hours 

Year and industry men worked worked ———___________ 
working Days (thou- (thou- Fatal Non- Fre- Sever- 
daily active sands) sands) fatal quency ity 

I en E 

1965: 
Metal_____.----------------- 1,782 265 459 3,671 1 59 §86916.34 4,114 

Nonmetal_._____------------ 2,875 258 614 5,019 _-- 189 27.70 1,268 

Sand and gravel___-_--------- 1,672 196 328 2,709 3 48 18.82 1,278 

Stone____-_._--------------- 3,603 256 921 7,547 --- 88 11.66 1,246 

Peat___..-.----------------- 19 149 3 . 23 --- --- --- _-- 
a 

Total_...-..-------------- 9,401 247 2,325 18,969 4 334 17.82 2,667 

1966: P 
Metal_____:----------------- 1,675 279 467 3,743 4 48 13.89 9,479 

Nonmetal____--------------- 2,475 256 635 5,134 2 128 25.32 3,079 

Sand and gravel_____--------- 1,625 203 330 2,727 2 57 621.64 4,893 

Stone__._._..--------------- 3,725 266 991 8,141 2 131 §=16.34 2,411 

Peat____.------------------- 11 191 2 «47 --- _-- _-- _-- 
EASES SEE 

_ Total____----------------- 9,511 255 2,425 19,762 — 10 364 18.93 4,264 
nun I 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

| NONMETALS | rock and limestone; a total of 8.2 million 

| | | ; tons was used. Other raw materials inciud- 

Cement.—New York continued to rank eq clay and shale (275,000 tons), gypsum 

fifth in the Nation in shipments of cement, (220,000 tons), sand and slag (57,000 

and the commodity continued to rank first tons), and iron-bearing materials (20,000 

among the State’s mineral industries with tons). Grinding aids, air-entraining com- 

valuation in excess of $75 million. Com- ‘pounds, fly ash, bauxite, and other materi- 

bined shipments of all types of cement in- ais also were used. Cement plants con- 
creased slightly over those of 1965, but to- symed 680 million kilowatt hours of 

tal value decreased because of lower prices electrical energy of which 97 percent was 

for portland and masonry cements. The purchased; the balance was generated by 

average price of portland cement dropped the cement companies. 

$0.05 to $2.63 per barrel. As recently as 5 Of the combined portland and masonry 

ead ago (1961) we von. value a6 ns cement shipped, 43 percent was consumed 

an ord nd ew *0r was $ 1 a within the State. New England received 33 

arre e ortlan coheed was th Fe "OF percent of the shipments. Nineteen States 

type of cement produced, accounhng for f purchased New York cement and more 

percent of the coheve vaine mp set th than 25,000 barrels were exported. Readly- 

masonry cement ecrease sugntty an € mixed concrete companies were the leading 

average price decline? Me poy pare - customers, purchasing 70 percent of the 

$2.36. an ee s ent coune portland cement shipped. Other large con- 

17 percent \h t 1065 lecel "This 4 prices sumers included highway and other con- 

remained at the | evel, A murteen na tractors, concrete product manufacturers, 

ment plants were in operation of which 11 and pbuilding material dealers. Cement was 
were in eastern and 2 in western New shipped by truck (69 percent) , by railroad 

York. Seven of these plants produced both 2] percent), and by boat (10 percent). 

portland and masonry cement, four pro- Bulk shipments composed 94 percent of 

duced portland cement exclusively, and the total; the balance was shipped in pack- 

one produced natural and masonry cement. aged containers. 

Eight counties had cement production; Al- Most of the portland cement produced 

bany County ranked first, followed by was the non-air-entrained, general-use 

Greene, Columbia, and Ulster counties. type; however, almost 3 million barrels of 

The principal raw materials for manu- air-entrained general-use type and more 

facturing portland cement were cement than 1 million barrels of high-early-
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| strength portland cement was produced. Garnet.—Production and value of garnet 
About three-fourths of the State’s cement increased compared with that of 1965. Gar- 
capacity was at wet-process plants. Yearend net mined in Warren County as a primary 
stocks of portland cement were 31 percent product was precisely ground and sized for 
higher than those of 1965. — : use in coated abrasives and as a polishing 

Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co.’s gent for glass and metal. In Essex County, 
new 33 million barrel capacity plant at garnet was recovered as a byproduct of 
Catskill went onstream in 1966. The heart WOllastonite mining and was sold for 
of the new plant is a 550- by 18-feet rotary sandblasting, Wire sawing; and coated. abra- 

kiln, which replaced five smaller kilns. The  S!V€S. 
plant features electronic control of the Gem Stones.—Amateur gem _ collectors 
kiln, monitoring of the burning operation and lapidarists recovered garnet, beryl, 
by closed circuit television, and quality hematite, magnetite, graphite, and quartz 
control by X-ray analyzers. Universal Atlas from many localities. The garnet mining 
Cement, division of U.S. Steel Corp. an- area near North Creek in Warren County 
nounced plans for construction of a new was popular with collectors. 

dust-controlled 535 foot rotary kiln to re- Graphite (Manufactured).—Petroleum coke 
place three small kilns at its Hudson plant. was used as raw material to produce manu- 

Lake Ontario Cement Co., Ltd., and its  factured graphite at Niagara Falls. Baked 
subsidiary, the Rochester Portland Cement carbon was converted to graphite products 
Corp., announced the awarding | of con- such as powder, shapes, cloth, and fiber. | 
tracts for constructing an ‘$i million ce- Gypsum.—Production of crude gypsum 

ment plant and dock facilities at Stoney declined 16 percent below that of 1965. | 

Point, N.Y. The average price per ton increased $0.07 
Clays—A strong market for lightweight to $5.37. Gypsum was recovered from five 

aggregate led to a sharp increase in pro- underground mines, three in Erie County 
duction of miscellaneous clay and shale as and one each in Genesee and Monroe 
raw material. Other large clay users, the (Counties. Most of the crude gypsum was 

building brick and portland cement indus- calcined at company-owned plants for use 
tries, consumed 4 percent and Il percent jn manufacturing wallboard and lath and 
less clay, respectively, than in 1965. Overall jn the formulation of various types of plas- 
clay production increased 8 percent mainly ters. Other uses for calcined gypsum were 
because of the increased output from Ul- jn manufacturing plate glass, pottery plas- 

ster County, the center of the State’s light- ters, industrial molding, and art and cast- 
weight aggregate industry. Albany slip clay jing plasters. Some crude gypsum was used 
mined in Albany County was used exten- ag a retarder in portland cement. 
sively in the ceramic mix for bonded abra- | 
sive wheels and shapes. Some of the slip ; 
clay was exported. About the same quan- Table 4.—Crude gypsum production 
tity of clay was used for pottery and other | (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

uses, as in 1965. The leading counties in Year Active ‘Quantity Value 
decreasing order of tonnage of clay and mines _ 
shale produced were Ulster and Albany in 1957-61 (average) 5 807 $3 930 

the eastern part of the State and Erie in 16g TTT > oon 3 3a8 
the West. 1964___________- 5 653 3,321 

Emery.—The entire U.S. production of toeer TTTTTTT 662 3 O98 

emery continued to be recovered from 9 7 
three open pit mines in Westchester 
County. Production destined for use as an Lime.—Production of lime increased con- 
aggregate for heavy-duty, non-slip floors siderably over that of 1965 as Bethlehem 
and pavements increased 41 percent and Steel Corp. began operating a lime plant 
raised the total output 4 percent over that in Erie County to supply quicklime for its 
of 1965. The quantity used for general basic oxygen furnaces at Lackawanna. The 
abrasive purposes decreased sharply as the balance of the quicklime output was cap- 
Peekskill Emery mine was closed more tive production by chemical companies. 
than half of the year because of litigation Quicklime accounted for about nine-tenths 
concerning a zoning conflict. of the lime output. Most of the hydrated
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lime was used in chemical manufacture; put was sand as more than 2 million more 
some was used for construction. The lead: tons was produced to meet the increased 
ing lime-producing counties were Ononda- demands chiefly of the building and fill 
ga, Niagara, and Erie. New York ranked markets. Commercial producers operated 
sixth among the lime-producing States. 293 pits and in addition many other loca- 

Nitrogen Compounds.—Atmospheric nitro: tions yielded sand and gravel to highway 

gen, recovered by two companies at Niagara Construction companies working under con- 

Falls, was used to prepare anhydrous am- [ract on State and Interstate highway 
monia which in turn was used in fertiliz Projects and to the crews of State and loca] 
ers, explosives, and other chemical and highway departments. Three operations 
industrial applications. produced more than 1 million tons, and a 
Perlite—Crude perlite mined in Colora- total of nine operations had production: int 

do and Nevada was expanded at five  ©Xcess of 500,000 tons. Output of these nine 

. . large operators comprised 30 percent of the plants; three in Erie County and one each BS OPE P “= PE , . 
in Genesee and Bronx Counties. The most ‘O77 rcial_p roduction. . Many small pus 

important wie for expanded perite was in eT" in Operation: 132 ps, each producing 
acoustical building plaster; other uses in- _ t of h Sean 1 | Of y 
cluded loose fill insulation, soil condition. P alo ort 83 erent output. Ne 
ing, ultra-lightweight concrete aggregate, tota output 83 p ercent was washed and 
and filter aid. screened or otherwise prepared. Nassau 

; and Suffolk Counties ranked first and _ sec- 
Salt.—Production of salt decreased slight- ond in sand and gravel production; output 

ly from that of 1965, but its value was was reported from 52 of the 62 counties in 
greater mainly because of a $0.72 per ton the State. 
increase in the price of evaporated salt and | - . 
a $0.23 increase. in the price of rock salt. . Stones the a ee stone Production 
The State ranked fourth in production and increase y $5. ode ron h : lees, 
third in value among the salt-producing Most ne th was P Foduced t *ribus d 5 
States. There was less production of rock ost 0 nod ion af was hed Tanect fo 
salt and evaporated salt; only salt in brine yall pro nee © vith th tmestone 
had a greater output than in 1965. Rock Ut 4" Fypes of stone, with the exception 
salt was used in manufacturing chemicals of miscellan cous stone, had increased value 
and for highway ice control. Evaporated of production. Dutchess County ranked first 

salt was an important chemical raw materi- am ome ine state s 38 Mond rocmcng end 
al and was used for a wide variety of in- tes ouowe Y Roc and, Onondaga, an | 

dustrial and food processes. Most of the Erie. Sixteen counties had stone industrics 
salt in brine was used in manufacturing with output valued in excess of $1 million. 

soda ash and other chemicals. Rock salt Crushed limestone was the leading stone 
was mined in Livingston and Tompkins Produced, accounting for 90 percent of 
Counties and salt was produced from wells Stone production and 84 percent of the val- 
in Onondaga, Schuyler, and Wyoming Ue. The chief uses for crushed limestone 

Counties. Output was shipped to most W€re as an aggregate material and for the 
States in the East and Midwest. manufacture of cement and lime. A small 

quantity of dimension limestone was quar- 

Table 5.—Salt sold or used by producers nied for rubble in Onondaga County. 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) Basalt, the second-ranking stone, Was 

———_—_ ——— produced only in Rockland County. Out- 
Year Quantity Value put increased 13 percent over that of 1965 

1957-61 (average)__..._.__.- 8,951 $30,219 as a larger quantity was consumed for con- 

ook - ore ne rcrc ect rcr a 82 rie crete aggregate and roadstone and a greatly 
1964-2222 LLLILILILILIIIL12 4,816 = 84,216 += expanded market for riprap was developed. 

1966222 20TZTITITTIZ «41880 ~—«38'208©-Both dimension and crushed sandstone 
——_—_.-———— ~=Swere = quarried. Production was reported 

from seven counties; the leading ones were 
Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand Delaware and Sullivan. More than $1.5 

and gravel increased 7 percent over that of million worth of dimension sandstone, used 
1965. Average prices remained unchanged principally for flagging and sawed and 
at $1.03 per ton. Most of the increased out- dressed construction stone, was produced.
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. Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) _ 
—————ee 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use SSS 

Quantity Value Quantity Value | 
Commercial operations: 

Sand: 
Building........------------------------- 8,418 $10 , 073 10,253 $11,774 
Paving._._.---.---.--- 22 eee 4,644 5,004 4,003 4,331 
Fill...-.---- eee 649 356 1,441 1,167 

. Molding___.__---------------.----------- 187 762 187 768 
Engine____.._-.-.------------ ee 23 34 Ww WwW 
Filtration_..._._-----.-.------------- +--+. 9 15 19 45 
Other. __._-_--.------------------------- 644 561 566 556 

- Undistributed_.._.-.-..----------.-.-.--- ------- woe ee 139 157 

| Total_____--.-_------------_- ee 14,574 16,805 16,508 18,698 

Gravel: | 
_ Building_..._----_------- 22 - ee 4,512 6, 507 4,755 6,905 

_ Paving__---.---------------------------- 3,476 4,239 3,659 4,706 
Fill. .__.-------------------------------- 1,920 1,175 1,670 973 
Undistributed ?___-.__-_-----_-- ee 582 446 561 487 

Total___.-.-------------------------.- 10,490 12,367 10,645 13 ,071 

Total sand and gravel__.________________ 25,064 29 ,172 27,153 31,769 

Government-and-contractor operations: oO 
Sand: . 

Building_........------------------------ 92 188 90 135 
Paving..._.__._..--.--------_-----_-_--- — 618 433 679 449 
Fill._...-._.------------_-------_-----_- 2,851 1,177 2,766 1,151 
Other__.--.-------2--22-------2-2- nee 502 248 = 617 882 

 Total.._.----------- eee 4,063 1,991 4,152 2,067 

| Gravel: 
Paving. _..--_..-..--------------------.- 5, 672 6,373 5,819 6 ,334 

-_ Fill__._--------------------- ee 4,390 2,816 4,705 2,892 
Other. ~~ == 36 18 74 29 

Total___.-..----------------------___- 10,098 9,207 10,598 9,255 

| Total sand and gravel__..._._---_------- 14,161 11,198 14,750 11,822 
All operations: 

Sand__....---------------- ee 18 , 637 18,796 | 20,660 20,765 
Gravel. _._-..------------------------- + eee 20 , 588 21,574 21,243 22 ,326 

~ Total...---------- eee 39 , 225 40,370 41,903 43,091 

W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.’”’ 
1 Includes railroad ballast and foundry sand. 
2 Includes railroad ballast and other gravel. 
3 Includes data for State, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies. 

Production of crushed granite more than from Washington County. Output of mis- 
doubled in response to the strong demand _ cellaneous stone was reported from Rensse- 
for stone aggregates. Less dimension gran-  laer and Clinton Counties for use solely as 
ite was quarried but higher prices for ar- concrete aggregate and roadstone; produc- 

'  chitectural stone brought value of produc- tion was 36 percent less than in 1965. 
tion to a higher level than in 1965. Tale.—New York continued to be the 
Westchester County led in output of di- leading talc-producing State, with output 
mension granite; Warren County led in’ more than 100,000 tons above that of the 
output of crushed granite. Marble was second-ranking State. Production was 5 
quarried in Dutchess, Westchester, and St. percent less than that of 1965 as both pro- 
Lawrence Counties. Output was crushed ducers reported decreased mining activity. 
and ground for a variety of uses, including Higher prices were reported for the prod- 
terrazzo. uct so value of output was only slightly 

Production of dimension slate was lower less than that of 1965. Three underground 
than in 1965 but higher prices, particularly mines and one opencut mine were in 
for roofing slate, caused a higher value of operation in Gouverneur district of St. 
production. The entire slate output was Lawrence County. The crude talc was
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel production by Government-and-contractor operations, by counties 

: (Thousand short tons) 

County 1965 1966 County 1965 1966 

Allegany... _-...----------- wae 10 Oneida____.__..-.---___-_- 94 161 
Broome_.__..__----------- 13 23 Onondaga. _______________- 36 468 
Cattaraugus_._-_-.--.----- 22 13 Ontario. .._---.-_--.------ 86 56 
Cayuga.__.--------------- 15 3 Orange___....._-_-_-_--- 104 56 
Chautauqua_._.__---.---_- W 190 Orleans. ____-------- Lee 16 12 
Chemung__._-__.----.----- 16 ll Oswego________--- ee 62 83 
Chenango____-_-_---_----_- 64 30 Otsego___._._ ee «BA 68 
Clinton. ..__-__--2-------- 20 31 St. Lawrence._..__.__.-_-_- 163 133 
Columbia___..-_-_--------- 16 9 Saratoga____.-_-_-__.-_-_- 82 AT 
Delaware________.-.-_---_- 21 33 Schuyler. ..___-_._____-_-_- 48 39 
Dutchess_______._-..------ —688 58 Steuben____._____--___-___- 116 122 . 
Essex__._._-___-_--------- 3 137 Suffolk__..._.-..____-_____- 50 ~e--ee 
Franklin. 2 2-_------- le ‘W 150 Sullivan._._--._..-__--_-_- WwW ------ 
Fulton. -._.2- eee eee Lee 19 Tioga____.____.--- eee eee 3 
Genesee________-_______--- 35 17 Washington___..- 22-0 W a 
Herkimer__._______-_____-- WwW 21 Wayne___________ eee 117 100 
Jefferson... ____- ee 140 142 Yates_._-_-- eee 19 
Lewis.———---.---------2--- 24 21 Undistributed *._-----------__ 12, 648 12,381 

ivingston_______________ _ OOOO 
Monroe ________..-___--.-- 2 4 Total.._._..-._..... 14,161 14,750 
Montgomery -____.--.------ 3 6 oe 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Includes data unspecified by counties and data indicated by symbol W. 

Table 8.—Crushed and broken limestone sold or used by producers by uses > 

| 7 (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

U 1965 1966 
se eee 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Riprap._.__-__-_-_--------------- +e --- eee eee 87 . $175 234 $352 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone.____..-...-._.-.- 17,026 29,514 19,311 33 ,049 
Agricultural... _-_-...--.---------_---.--------- 379 1,353 515 1,857 
Railroad ballast_._......-...-.-.-_-_---.--------- 557 910 540 863 
Cement____..___-_-___-_- ~~ + -- 7,299 5,994 7,926 6,712 
Miscellaneous uses, including fluxing stone and lime--_- 2,177 3,008 2,184 2,926 

Total. ____--.__---._-_-_--_-___-_-_--------- 27,525 40 ,954 30 ,660 45,759 

_ground in company-owned mills and mar- METALS — 
keted principally for use in ceramics and . ; 
as a mineral filler in paint. Both of these Aluminum.—Production of primary alu- 
outlets were depressed in 1966 as was the ™inum increased slightly in both tonnage 
floor and wall covering market. Some of 2nd value over that of 1965. Two plants 
the ground material was exported. were in operation at Massena. The State 

Vermiculite.—Crude vermiculite mined in dro pped from third fo fourth rank ad an : 
other States was exfoliated at a plant in maul production, being replace Y 

. oe Louisiana. 
Weedsport, Cayuga County. Principal uses ; ; 
for the expanded material was for loose fill tron Ore.—Mine production of magnetite 
insulation, agriculture, ultralightweight iron ore decreased slightly from that of 
concrete aggregate, and acoustical and 1965. Underground mines in Essex and 
other plasters. Clinton Counties had increased production 

Wollastonite.—Crude wollastonite was but combined output from the open pit 
. . . mines in Essex and St. Lawrence Counties 

mined and beneficiated in Essex County. . . . 
. , decreased. Strip-mined production com- 

The quantity of refined material used as a 
filler in paints and plastics and as an posed 79 percent of the crude output. Pro- 

ingredient in ceramic products increased by duction of concentrates decreased 20 per- 
almost one-third over that of 1965. The ‘Cent to narrow the difference between 
Lewis mine of Adirondack Minerals Cor- Production and shipments, but another 
poration, which produced a small tonnage large increment was added to the mount- 

of crude material for experimental uses in ing stocks of mill concentrates. All of the 
1965, did not operate in 1966. ore was beneficiated, and most of the con-
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centtrates’ were agglomerated before ship- Lead.—Sharply. increased quantities of 
ment. Most was consumed in blast furnaces lead were recovered as a byproduct of zinc 
or steelmaking-furnaces but some was used mining at the Balmat mine in St. Law- 
in manufacturing cement and some was rence County. Production and value in- 
sold for..use as heavy media in mineral creased 83 percent and 77 percent, respec- 
preparation. sy. | - _ tively, compared with 1965. According to 

Iron and Steel.—According to the Ameri- the company, a greater proportion of the 
| can Iron-and Steel Institute, production of 1966 zine ore p roduction was mined from a steel, most of which came from open section of the Balmat mine where the vein 

hearth and basic oxygen furnaces increased has a higher lead content. Recovery of lead 
10 percent over that of 1965, to 7.7 million has varied from year to year, depending 

tons. Pig iron production was 6.5 million UP" the proportion of ore coming from 
tons, an increase of 7 percent over that of that section of the mine in the total feed | 
1965. Average production of pig iron per to the concentrator. The lead concentrate 

blast furnace day was 1,432.6 tons, 3 per- WS Shipped to the company’s lead smelter 
cent more than in 1965 and 60 percent at Herculaneum, Mo. National Lead Co. 
more than 10 years ago. Shipments, which converted lead to red lead and litharge at 
were valued at $365 million, consisted its Brooklyn plant. Electric Auto-Lite Bat- 

- mainly of basic and malleable grades. Year- ‘ty Corp., Niagara Falls, manufactured | 
end stocks of pig iron at 363,000 tons were Diack lead oxide... _ | - 
27 percent above those of 1965. Pig iron Silver—The quantity of silver recovered 
was made at three plants in Erie County from the lead concentrates shipped from 
and one each in Niagara and Rensselaer the Balmat mine was almost double that of 
Counties; 14 blast furnaces were in opera- 1965, reflecting the increased recovery of 
tion. sss | lead concentrates. Silver recovery, however, 
. Most of the iron ore used in manufac- Usually reflects the demand for silver-free | 
turing pig iron was of domestic origin, but lead rather than the silver content of the 

some was imported, mostly from Canada concentrate. _ 
and Chile, with a small quantity from Bra- Titanium Concentrate (IImenite).—Ilmenite 
zil. In addition to the iron ore, sinter and concentrate was recovered as a coproduct 

pellets, other materials consumed in the of magnetite from an opencut titaniferous- 

blast furnace included limestone, dolomite, magnetite deposit near Tahawus, Essex 
coke, mill cinder and roll scale, flue dust, County. Mine production, shipments, and 

open hearth and basic oxygen slag, scrap total value were 3 percent less than in 
iron and steel, and slag scrap. 1965. Ilmenite concentrate was used princi- 

Bethlehm Steel Corp. announced the in- Pally in the manufacture of titanium diox- 
stallation of a vacuum degassing unit in its ide pigment. 
No. 2 open hearth shop at the Lackawanna Zinc.—New York ranked second to 
plant. The degassing process removes oxy- Tennessee in U.S. zinc production. Output 
gen and other gases frrom the molten steel was at a record high, exceeding the pre- 
enhancing its metallurgical characteristics vious high of 1965 by 5 percent. It was the 
and enabling its use in making higher al- first full year of production at the renovat- 
loy steels for certain specialty products. ed Edwards mine and mill and, in addi- 

Table 9.—Mine production of silver, lead, and zinc, in terms of recoverable metals 

Material Silver Lead Zine 
Mines soldor = ———-__-___-_______———___ Total 

Year pro- treated Value Value Value value 
ducing (short Troy (thou- Short  (thou- Short (thou- (thou- 

tons) ounces sands) tons sands) tons sands) sands) 

1957-61 (average) 2 591,337 54,407 $49 876 $217 56,453 $13,106 $13 ,372 
1962___-_-_____- 3 596,452 19,451 21 1,063 196 53 , 654 12,340 12,557 
1963___________- 3 594,245 19,544 25 1,009 218 53,495 12,304 12 , 547 
1964___._-_____- 2 683,494 13,306 17 732 192 60,754 16,525 16,734 
1965__---___-___- 2 788,961 11,441 15 601 188 69 , 880 20,405 120,607 
1966__-__-_-___- 2 818,408 21,590 28 1,097 332 73,454 21,302 121,661 

1 Data do not add to total due to rounding.
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Table 10.—Mine production of silver, lead, drilled to the Oriskany sandstone or 

and zinc, in 1966, by months, in terms deeper. This is six wells less than were 

of recoverable metals drilled in 1965. Most of the drillers were 
| interested in drilling to the Oriskany for- 

Giver. Lead Zine  %2ation (Devonian) and Medina group (Si- 
Month (troy (short (short lurian), but 14 wells were drilled to test 

ounces) _tons) tons) Cambrian and Ordovician formations. 
January_.__----- 1,281 69 5,449 Three wildcat wells discovered gas in the 

February - saan 3°87 bs Bae Queenstown (Ordovician) in Yates County. 

Reacrccoro> EB 38 6,216 The State Geological Survey estimated 
June_____------- 1,920 95 6,090 that of the 7,400 gas wells drilled in the 
Aueast 27 =o0oee 1848 33 6409 State (1821-1965) , 1,200 were productive at 
September_...... 1,982 93 5,742 the beginning of 1966. The Oil and Gas 
Notober. — ------- ted a4 Oey Journal 2 reported that Mobil Oil Co. had 

: December__.-_-._ 1, 762 92 5,697 capacity to store 616,000 barrels’ of 

Total... 21,590 1,097 73,454 liquefied petroleum gas (propane, 418,000 

barrels; butane, 198,000 barrels) in Steu- 
ben County; Suburban Propane Gas Corp. 

tion, there was increased output from the had Capacity to store 400,000 barrels of 
Balmat mine. St. Joseph Lead Co. an- Propane in Cortland County. These storage 

nounced that construction work had start- facilities were in underground caverns 
ed on a new shaft at the Balmat zinc mine ™#ned in salt. Brooklyn Union Gas Co. was 
aimed for completion in 1969. In addition Constructing aboveground tank facilities to 

to increasing the efficiency of the existing Store 175,000 barrels of liquefied natural 
mine, the shaft will open a new ore body, 84S. 

containing a large tonnage of good grade 
zinc’ ore for development. Reportedly Table 11.—Marketed production of 
sufficient additional ore will be made avail- natural gas 

able to virtually double Balmat’s milling (Million cubic feet and thousand dollars) 
capacity by the early 1970’s. - page 

Zirconium.—No zirconium ore was mined Year Quantity Value Connts ver 
in the State, but zirconium ingot was pro- thousand 
duced at Akron from zirconium sponge; al- cubic feet) 
loys of zirconium were produced at Niaga- 1957-61 (average) 41888 $1,180 $30.0 
ra Falls; and zircon refractories Were 1963._____._.... 3,962 1,169 29 5 
produced at Niagara Falls and Corning. joes 777 272277 3’a40 1,098 3. 3 

1966__..___----- 2,699 837 31.0 

MINERAL FUELS as 

Natural Gas.—According to the Geologi- Peat.—Sales of peat increased 8 percent 
cal Survey—New York State Museum and over those of 1965, but the average value 
Science Service, the production of natural decreased slightly to $9.17 per ton. Orange 
gas decreased 25 percent, to 2.7 billion cu- County was the leading producing area; 
bic feet. The Federal Bureau of Mines pre- output also was reported from Cattaraugus, 

liminary estimate of marketed production Westchester, and Seneca Counties. Most of 
was 2.3 billion cubic feet. The value of the the output was used for general soil im- 
1966 well production was $809,577 priced provement; some was used for potting 

at $0.30 per thousand cubic feet at the  gojls, in packing flowers and plants, etc. 
wellhead. According to the American Gas | 

Association, estimated recoverable. reserves Petroleum.—An expanded program of 

of natural gas at yearend were 121 billion secondary recovery by waterflooding led to 
| cubic feet, of which 93 billion cubic feet 2 5-Percent increase in production of crude 

were in underground storage reservoirs. ©! compared with 1965. Of the total pro- 
This was a decline of 14.8 billion cubic Guction, 62 percent came from the Cattar- 
feet from the total reserves at the end of 2¥gus field in Cattaraugus County; the bal- 
1965. During the year, 20 exploratory and 9 ~~ —______ 
23 development or extension wells were 1966 Oengoo Journal. V. 64, No. 42, Oct. 17,
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ance came from the Allegany field in and reforming, the refinery had a daily 
Allegany and Steuben Counties. Value of gasoline output of 15,800 barrels. The 
production increased at a greater rate than’ Frontier Oil Refining Corp., Division of 
quantity because of higher average prices Ashland Oil and Refining Co., operated a 
for crude oil at the wellhead—from $4.38  30,000-barrel-per-day crude capacity refin- 
to $453 per barrel for Allegany crude and ery at Tonawanda with cracking and re- 
from $4.48 to $4.63 per barrel for Cattarau- forming capacities of 12,000 and 7,000 bar- 
gus crude. rels per day, respectively. The Mobil Oil 

According to the American Petroleum Co. refinery at Brooklyn was shutdown at 
Institute, reserves of crude oil at the end the start of 1966. Acording to the Oil and 
of the year were 10.2 million barrels, a de- Gas Journal, 1.1 billion gallons of gasoline 
crease of 1.8 million barrels compared with were consumed in New York in 1966. 
1965. Geophysical exploration consisting of 
seismic reflection work and gravity work Table 12.—Petroleum production 
was conducted during the year. (Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) ‘The Geological Survey—New York State © ——————_______ 
Museum and Science Service, estimated Year Quantity Value Average 
that of the 26,332 oil wells drilled in the per barrel 
State in the past 100 years, 12,500 were  j957 6] (average) 1,976 $8,955 $4.53 
operating at the start of 1966. 1962. - - --------- 1,589 7,309 4.60 

Mobil Oil Co. operated a refinery at t9g¢777-77777772 | Tigvawtgsy S88 
Buffalo with a crude oil capacity of 37,500 1965... --------- 1, 682 7 1246 4.44 
barrels per day. Using catalytic cracking “°00------------ 27887925 4.57 

Table 13.—Well completions and drilling footage for field wells and wildcats in 1966 

eee 
Field wells Wildcats - Total 

Type of well Well com- Footage’ Well com- Footage Well com- Footage 
pletions drilled pletions drilled pletions drilled 

SSS eee 
Oil_ __-_--_---------.--- 6 NA ------- NA _6 NA 
Gas___..--------.---.--- 15 NA 4 NA 19 NA 
Dry__.-.-----.-----_-_- . 12 NA 29 NA 41 NA 

Total_..-.-----__- 33 62,640 33 99 , 459 66 162,099 

NA Not available. 
Source: American Association of Petroleum Geologists. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Sand and gravel produced by Govern- aggregate and roadstone. Other uses in- 
ment-and-contractor operations is shown in cluded riprap, railroad ballast, and blast 
table 7 and is not included under the indi- furnace flux. The company received a cita- 
vidual county reports that follow. tion from the National Safety Competition 

Albany.—Even though the value of ce-. for rong he Lb withowt a cisabiing 
ment shipments decreased $1 million below ‘“° ed. bie cicenurs ‘hy Foc, 
that of 1965, the county continued to rank aia d oducts d igraywac €) * ast 
second in value of minerals produced. At- chitectural B . tced cresse@ stone tor ar- 
lantic Cement Co., Inc., Ravena, manufac- - . 
tured portland cement for delivery by ship P owe & Tannock prick won Inc., 
to company-owned distribution centers "47°C Muscellaneous Clay af its 9.&9, pit . and shale at Coeymans Hollow for manu- along the Atlantic Coast. The company . — . . . . . facturing building brick. Shale for light- quarried limestone for raw material at a ob t f ened b but purchased all other raw  “1Sht aseregate manufacture was mine 
nearby quarry P near Cohoes by Northern Lightweight 

materials. Aggregate, Inc. Industrial Mineral Prod- 
Limestone was quarried and crushed by ucts, Inc., mined Albany slip clay for pot- 

the Callanan Road Improvement Co. at tery, as a bonding material for abrasives 
South Bethlehem for use mainly as concrete and for export.
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Table 14.—Value of mineral production in New York, by counties *? 

a 
County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Albany__._--_----------- $22,071,114 W Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Allegany. .--.----------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Broome. __-_-_---------- 1,294,001 $1,348,617 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Cattaraugus___.-----___- 735,000 1,393,400 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Cayuga__.-------------- 868 , 859 861,866 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Chautauqua.___--------- 96,000 227,000 Sand and gravel. 
Chemung_-._------------ WwW WwW Do. 

Chenango_-__----------- 304,000 335,000 Do. . 

Clinton___....---------- W W Iron ore, stone, sand and gravel. 

Columbia__-------------- WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Cortland____.----------- WwW 784,000 Sand and gravel. 
Delaware__._-_._--------- 1,239 , 743 W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Dutchess_______-----_--- ‘W W Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Erie_..____-__----_----. 15,212,084 14,560,533 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, gypsum, lime, 

clays. 
Essex_____-------------- wW W Iron ore, ilmenite, wollastonite, sand and gravel, 

stone, garnet. 
Franklin. _~...-----_-_-_- 184,224 809,465 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Fulton____._------_-_--- 242 ,000 204,000 Sand and gravel. 
Genesee____------------- 3,110,967 3,348,383 Stone, gypsum, sand and gravel. 

Greene______._-----___--. 14,496,706 17,286,207 Cement, stone, clays. 
Herkimer.._------------- : Ww W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Jefferson. _-------------- 1,050 , 483 WwW Do. - 

Lewis_____-------------- WwW W Do. 
Livingston__------------- WwW W Salt, sand and gravel, stone. 

Madison_-_.------------- 699 ,381 854,992 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Monroe. . _--------------- 4,672,163 4,595,122 Stone, sand and gravel, gypsum. 
Montgomery------------- 653 , 800 W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 

Nassau_____------------- 4,239 ,200 4,818,500 Sand and gravel, clays. 
Niagara__..------------- . WwW 4,266,497 Lime, stone. 

Oneida___--------------- 2,486,266 2,947,000 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Onondaga_._.----------- 17,840,928 W Lime, salt, stone, cement, sand and gravel, clays. 

Ontario____.------------ 1,152,200 1,491,395 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Orange_____------------- 1,508 ,350 1,616,320 Sand and gravel, stone, clays, peat. 
Orleans__.__------------ 203 ,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Oswego_._.------------- 538 ,000 579,000 Sand and gravel. 

Otsego_____------------- 226 , 367 Ww Do. 

Putnam ____------------- WwW WwW Do. 

Rensselaer__.------------ 1,138 ,240 1,298,450 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Rockland_-_-_------------- WwW 6,288,000 Stone, sand and gravel. 

St. Lawrence___...-__.__.. 42,364,191 43,159,479 Zine, iron ore, tale, stone, lead, sand and gravel, 
silver. . 

Saratoga___..----------- 1,112,131 909,426 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Schenectady. ------------ 369 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Schoharie___-.----------- WwW W Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 

Schuyler. __.------------ WwW W Salt, sand and gravel. 

Seneca. ____------------- 364,476 322,663 Stone, peat. 
Steuben____-_----------- 682 ,000 W. Sand and gravel. 
Suffolk__.__------------- 5,220,000 4,511,000 Do. 

Sullivan____------------- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Tioga____--------------- 493 ,000 356,000 Sand and gravel. 
Tompkins. __------------ WwW W Salt, stone, sand and gravel. 

Ulster......------------- 18,100,327 16,841,504 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 

Warren. _..__----------- WwW 7,194,616 Cement, garnet, sand and gravel, stone. 

Washington__...--------- 981,753 925,768 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Wayne___-_------------- 513,089. 655,744 Do. — 

Westchester__..--------- 923 , 573 917,982 Stone, sand and gravel, emery, peat. 

Wyoming.__._----------- WwW W Salt, stone. 

Yates____._-_-.--------- | ---------- 7,000 Sand and gravel. 

Undistributed 3._..._.__.__ 122,720,048 156,053,800 

Total.....-------- 290,057,000 301,264,000 
On 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.”’ 

1 Bronx, Hamilton, Kings, New York, Queens, and Richmond Counties are not listed because no production 

was reported. 
2 Natural gas and petroleum not listed by counties; value included with ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 

3 Includes natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific 

counties, and values indicated by symbol W. 

Albany Gravel Co., Inc., produced build- Allegany.— Building and paving sand and 

ing sand and gravel and gravel for fill, gravel was produced by Alfred Atlas Grav- 

paving, and railroad ballast at Cedar Hill. el & Sand Corp. and by The Buffalo Slag 

Whitehead Bros. Co. produced molding Co., Inc., Alfred and by Thomas Moogan 

sand from a pit near Slingerlands. J. H. at Friendship. 

Maloy, Inc., did not operate in 1966. Bronx.—Crude gypsum was calcined and
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| perlite was expanded by the National Gyp- _ produced building sand, and building, pav- | 
sum Co. at its Bronx plant. The finished ing, and fill gravel. 

products were used by the company to Chemung.—E. R. Wolcott, Inc., Big Flats, 
manufacture building products. and Elmira Transit Mix, Inc., Horseheads, 

Broome.—Increased production of sand were the leading sand and gravel pro- 

and gravel was reported in the county. ducers. The bulk of the output was used 
Five pits were in operation, the larger of in highway construction. 

ee oY ame DiKe™ —Chenango—Buiding and paving. sand 
Crushed Stone Corp., Binghamton; and and gravel was p roduced by Ihe Bundy 

, . Concrete Co. from a pit near Sherburne, 
Bob Murphy, Inc., Vestal. Outp ut consisted and B & B Builders Supplies, Inc., pro- 

mostly of building and Paving material. duced building sand and_ gravel near 
Corbisello Quarries and Arborio & Arborio Greene. The entire output was washed and 
produced crushed sandstone at Binghamton screened 
and Windsor, respectively, for concrete —— 
aggregate, roadstone, and riprap. Bluestone Clinton.—Republic Steel Corp. mined 
was quarried as dimension stone by the M™agnetite iron ore by sublevel stoping at 
Paul Tompkins Estate at Hancock and W. its Chateaugay mine, Lyon Mountain. The 
R. Strong & Son at Deposit. Building brick ©re was concentrated at the mine and the 

was manufactured at Binghamton by mill concentrates were sintered at the com- 

Binghamton Brick Co., Inc., from shale pany’s agglomerating plant prior to ship- 
mined nearby. ment to pig iron and steel furnaces. Waste 

Cattaraugus.—Sand and gravel production rock (gneiss) from the Chateaugay mine 

almost doubled over that of 1965. Eight 4S sold for use mainly as roadstone. 
pits were in operation. The Buffalo Slag Limestone primarily for aggregate use was 
Co., Inc., operated pits near Allegany and quarried and crushed near Plattsburgh by 

Franklinville producing mostly construction Plattsburgh Quarries, Inc. 
sand and gravel. The company received a The Chazy quarry of International Lime 
citation for operating its Franklinville pit and Stone Corp. was closed. Concrete Ma- 
throughout 1966 without a disabling work _ terials Inc., recovered and processed build- 
injury. Country Side Sand & Gravel, Inc., ing sand and gravel near Morrisonville. 

prodoed, building and paving sand and“ Calambia-—Cement, the county's leading 
| ea ae ae commodity, was produced by Lone Star Ce- 

A produced meng sane ane Brave! et ment Corp., Greenport, and Universal At- 
Allegany, and Wor LIVIS MO., BNC., Pr las Cement Division, United States Steel 
duced building sand and building and Corp., Hudson. Portland and masonry ce- 

Fe ee Red pat QUE Pest mens were produc. Rath companies pro 
Hinsdale for sale in both bulk and pack- duced limestone from nearby quarries £0 

supply the kilns, and Universal Atlas Ce- 
aged form. ment Division also mined its own shale re- 

Cayuga.—Crushed limestone for concrete quirements. A. Colarusso & Son, Inc., 

aggregate and roadstone was produced by Greenport, quarried limestone for use 
the General Crushed Stone Co. at its Au- chiefly as concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
burn quarry. The company engaged in Sand for building, paving, fill, and ice con- 
overburden excavation in preparation for  tyol purposes was produced by F. H. 

opening a new quarry at Dakwood in Mer Stickles & Son near Livingston. 
. J. Harrington Sand Plant and Ja 

Robinson x Son produced vonsiviction Cortland.—Output of sand and gravel al- 
sand and gravel from pits near Auburn, ™ost doubled over that of 1965. Concrete 
and John W. Dougherty, Inc., produced Materials Inc. produced processed build- 

mostly gravel near Sennett. Zonolite Divi: ig sand and gravel near Homer, | and | 
sion, W. R. Grace & Co., exfoliated crude Aggregate - Materials Corp. and Cortland 

vermiculite at its Weedsport plant. Ready Mix, Inc, produced construction 
Chautauqua.—More than three times the sand and gravel from pits near Cortland. 

amount of sand and gravel was produced Delaware.—Production of dimension 
compared with 1965. Evans Builders Sup- sandstone (bluestone) accounted for most 
ply, Inc., the largest of three producers, of the value of mineral output in the
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county. Five quarries were in operation National Gypsum Co. and Bestwall Gyp- 

producing stone that was finished for sale sum Division of Georgia-Pacific Corp. 

primarily as flagging. Other uses included mined crude gypsum underground near 
architectural work, sawed, dressed, and Clarence Center and calcined the ore in 
rough construction building stone, rubble, nearby plants for use in the manufacture 

and curbing. The leading producers were of wallboard and other building products. 
Johnston & Rhodes Bluestone Co. (Rey- The Bestwall Akron mine received a cita- 
nolds quarry) at East Branch; Willis Han- tion from the National Safety Competition 
kins and Paul Tompkins Estate, both near for the third consecutive year for having 
Hancock, and W. R. Strong & Son, Deposit. had no disabling work injuries. Universal 
Crushed sandstone for use as concrete Atlas Cement Division, United States Steel 
aggregate and roadstone was produced by Corp. mined gypsum in the same district 

Cooney Bros., Inc., Hancock. for use in crude form as a retarder in ce- 

Dutchess.—Production of limestone, the ™ent. The county ranked third in clay 
leading commodity in the county, increased production. Shale was mined for use in 
over that of 1965. New York Trap Rock of manufacturing cement by Hamburg Shale 
Delaware, Inc., a Division of Lone Star Ce- Co., Inc. Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. did not 

ment Corp., the major producer, operated operate its clay mine during 1966 following 
its Clinton Point quarry near Wappingers’ the closing of its cement plant. Anchor 

| Falls and produced concrete aggregate and Concrete Products, Inc., mined shale for 

roadstone, stone sand, and riprap. Dutchess lightweight aggregate manufacture near Je- 
Quarry & Supply Co., Inc., produced  wettville; Acme Shale Brick Co., Inc., and 
crushed limestone for aggregate at its Empire Clay Products, Inc., mined shale 
Pleasant Valley quarry. New York Lime- for manufacturing building brick at Lake 
stone Corp. continued to produce crushed View and West Falls, respectively. Boston 
marble at the Wingdale quarry for sale Valley Pottery Co., Hamburg, produced 
chiefly as floor tile and filler. The com- clay for making flower pots. 
bined output of 10 sand and gravel pro- National Gypsum Co., Clarence Center, 
ducers increased 26 percent over that of and  Bestwall Gypsum Division of 
1965. Colonial Sand & Stone Co., Inc., start- | Georgia-Pacific Corp., Akron, expanded 

ed production at Wingdale. Other large crude perlite for use in building plaster. 
producers were David Alexander, Wap- Buffalo Perlite Corp. expanded perlite at 
pingers Falls, and Amenia Sand & Gravel its Cheektowaga plant for loose fill insula- 

Inc., Amenia. Output, which was almost tion, soil conditioning, ultralightweight 
evenly divided between sand and gravel, concrete aggregate and other uses. 
was mostly for construction purposes. Bea- 
con Brick Corp. mined miscellaneous clay Bethelehem Steel Corp. began operating 
and shale near Beacon for manufacturing its 600-ton-per-day lime plant at Lackawan- 

building brick. na. The three-kiln plant supplied quick- 

Erie.—Portland cement was produced by _ lime for use in basic oxygen steel furnaces. 

the Lehigh Portland Cement Co. at Production of sand and gravel decreased 

Buffalo. Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. ceased by almost 14 million tons to 1.2 million 

operations at its Buffalo plant at the end tons and the county dropped to fourth rank 

of 1965 but planned to convert existing among the State’s sand-and-gravel-produc- 
storage facilities to a distribution station to ing counties. Most of the loss in sales were 

serve the Buffalo area from the firm’s jn paving sand and gravel and fill gravel. 

Howes Cave (Schoharie County) plant. Ce- The larger of seven producers were the 

ment shipments were less than those of pjne Hill Concrete Mix Corp., Lancaster; 

1965. Four companies operated limestone (CJarence Sand & Gravel Corp., Clarence; 

quarries producing crushed stone for us€é and Dan Gernatt Gravel Products, Inc., 
chiefly as concrete aggregate and roadstone. (Collins. 

Buffalo Crushed Stone Co., Lancaster, and Essex._—National Lead Co. mined ilmen- 

Federal Crushed Stone Corp., Cheektowaga, ite-magnetite ore at its MacIntyre opencut 
were the leading P roducers. The latter nine at Tahawus. The ilmenite and mag- 

company received a citation from the Na-  jnetite ore was processed by heavy-medium 

tional Safety Competition . for working separation, flotation, and magnetic separa- 

wiepout a disabling work injury during tion. Timenite was used mostly in the
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manufacture of titanium dioxide pigments. throughout 1966 without a disabling work 
Magnetite concentrate that was agglomerat- injury. 
ed was sold for pig iron and steel manufac- U.S. Gypsum Co. mined gypsum under- 
ture and for use in cement. Unagglomerat- ground and calcined the crude material at 

_ ed concentrates were shipped for use its nearby Oakfield plant. 
mainly as heavy media, for refractory use, Batavia Washed Sand & Gravel Co. Inc., 
and as ballast. Republic Steel Corp. pro- produced mainly paving sand and gravel 

: duced magnetite from its underground Old near Batavia, and Frey Sand & Gravel Corp. 
_ Bed-Harmony mine near Mineville. The produced principally building sand and 

ore was concentrated and agglomerated at gravel near Alexander. 

a nearby mill and sintering plant, and it Greene.—Alpha Portland Cement Co., Inc. 
was shipped to various Republic Steel Catskill, and Marquette Cement Manufac- 
Corp. steel plants. . turing Co., Alsen, manufactured both port- 

Cabot Corp., Oxide Division produced land and masonry cement. Lehigh Portland 
wollastonite and byproduct garnet at its Cement Co., Alsen, produced only portland 
underground mine near Willsboro. The cement in 1966. These companies also 
wollastonite was beneficiated and finely quarried limestone from nearby deposits 
ground for use in manufacturing ceramics, for raw material. In addition, Marquette 
paints, and plastics, and for other uses. mined clay raw material from its own pit. 
Byproduct garnet was sold for sand blast- Both companies received citations from the 
ing, coated abrasives, and other uses. National Safety Competition for working 

Production of sand and gravel was their limestone quarries through the year 
sharply increased because of the output of Without a disabling work injury. Other 
Theodore Zoli Construction Co., Inc. limestone producers were Catskill Materials 

Schroon Lake, for a highway construction COtp., Catskill and Tri-County Stone Co., 
project. Paving gravel was produced by ‘¢. Windham, with output mainly for 
Mrs. Emest Smith near Eliazabethtown. 88'egate. Whitehead Brothers Co. did not 
Rough architectural and monumental Produce molding sand at Coxsackie. 
granite was quarried near Jay by the Lake Herkimer.—Crushed limestone, mainly 
Placid Granite Co., Division of Cold for use as concrete aggregate and road- 
Springs Granite Co. International Paper Co, stone, was produced by Eastern Rock Prod- 
regenerated lime for use in paper manu- ucts Inc., at the Middleville No. 6 quarry 

facture at its Ticonderoga mills. and General Crushed Stone Co. at its Jor- 
. . . danville quarry. The latter company also 

F ranklin.—The value of dimension sand- produced vagstome. Eastern Rock ‘Products, 
stone production almost doubled over that Inc., received a citation from the National 
of 1965. Adirondak Stone Quarries, Inc. Safety Competition for working its quarry 
operated a quarry near Burke producing throughout 1966 without a disabling work 
chiefly sawed and dressed building stone injury. A small quantity of sand and gravel 
and flagging. Building sand and gravel was was produced near Gravesville, and build- 
produced near Malone. | : ing sand was produced near Poland. 
Fulton—Mostly construction sand and Jefferson.—General Crushed Stone Co. 

gravel was produced by seven companies, produced concrete aggregate, roadstone, 
the larger of which were A. Frederick, Glo-  anq agstone at its Watertown limestone versville; Cushing Stone Co., Inc., Broadal- quarry. The operation of Multi-Color 
bin; and Paul Bradt, Northville. Sandstone Co. was discontinued in 1966 

Genesee.—Four companies, three of and no production was reported. Increased 
which had quarries near LeRoy, produced ©Utput of sand and gravel was reported in 
crushed limestone, the primary use for the county but most of it was used for 
which was concrete aggregate and road- construction purposes. Seven pits were ac- 
stone. LeRoy Lime & Crushed Stone Corp. tive; the larger were operated by Colwell 
and Genesee Stone Products Corp. Bros., Inc., Watertown, and Anthony Mar- 
(Stafford) also produced railroad ballast 2zano, Inc., Watertown, and James Steph- 
and riprap. General Crushed Stone Co. was any, Alexandria Bay. 
the other large producer. Genesee Stone Lewis.—Carbola Chemical Co., Inc., a 
Products Corp. received a citation from the subsidiary of International Talc Co., Inc., 
National Safety Competition for working Operated an underground limestone mine
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at Diana near Natural Bridge. The output Crude gypsum mined by The Ruberoid 

was finely ground for use mainly as a paint Co. at Wheatland was processed at the 

filler, Other uses included calcimine and company’s Caledonia plant (Livingston 

filler in rubber and putty. E. G. Delia & County) where it was converted into . 

Son Construction Corp. quarried and _ building products. 
crushed limestone near Boonville for aggre- Montgomery. — Production of crushed 

gate use. limestone more than doubled to meet the 

Livingston——The county continued to demands of an accelerated roadbuilding 

rank as the most important salt-producing P0874". Cushing Stone Co. Inc. and 

area in the State. International Salt Co. Crushed Rock Products, Inc., both operat- 

mined rock salt at its underground Retsof | ed quarries near Amsterdam producing 

mine and marketed the product through- Concrete Sane and rpadsione. The lat- 

out New England and most of the Middle ‘"? Company also procuce agstone. A 

Atlantic States. Among its many uses were small eee of Processed construction 

chemical manufacture, ice removal, and a S@M¢ and gravel was produced by ost. 

wide variety of other applications. Johnsville Supply Co., Inc. at a pit near 
. St. Johnsville. 

Sand and gravel production increased N 

over that of 1965. Valley Sand & Gravel assau.—The county moved into first 

Corp. produced mostly building sand and place in production and value of sand and 
gravel from pits near Wadsworth and gravel in 1966. Output increased 19 percent 
Canawaugus. Cole Sand & Gravel Corp. to 4.9 million tons valued at $4.7 million. 

produced building sand and gravel and Fight pits were reported to be in opera- 
paving gravel near Caledonia. Genera] 02- Colonial Sand & Stone Co., Inc., oper- 

Crushed Stone Co. produced crushed lime- ated pits at Port Washington and Hemp- 

: stone from its Rochester quarry at Hone- stead producing primarily building sand. 

oye Falls for use as concrete aggregate and Penn Industries, Inc., operated a plant at 
roadstone Roslyn also producing mostly building 

‘ sand. Certified Industries, Division of U.S. 

Madison.—Warren Brothers Roads Co., Steel Corp., operated three dredges produc- 
produced crushed limestone near Clockville jing building and paving sand and gravel. 

for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and for pine Hollow Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., also 
riprap. Worlock Stone Co., Inc., Perrysville, was in operation in 1966. Clay was pro- 

and Munnsville Limestone Corp., Munns- duced by Nassau Brick Co., Inc., from a 

ville, produced limestone for aggregate, ag- pit near Farmingdale for use in manufac- | 

stone, and riprap. Cossitt Concrete Prod-  tyring building brick. : 

ucts, . Inc., mined sand ane gravel 1 for Niagara.—Olefins Division of Union Car- | 

Ham il ton and processed the materia’ for pide Corp., Niagara Falls, produced quick- | 

building and paving use. lime and hydrated lime. All of the quick- | 
Monroe.—Crushed limestone was the lime and a small part of the hydrated lime | 

leading commodity produced in the county. was consumed by the company mostly in | 

Dolomite Products Co., the largest produc- the manufacture of calcium carbide. Most | 

er, operated its Gates plant and produced of the hydrated lime was sold for treat- | 

aggregate, railroad ballast, and agstone. ment of trade wastes, ore beneficiation, and | 

Dolomite Products Company produced con- construction. International Paper Co., | 

crete aggregate, roadstone, and agstone at North Tonawanda, regenerated lime used 

its Penfield limestone plant and Concrete in paper manufacture. 

Material, Inc., produced limestone aggre- Crushed limestone mainly for use as con- ! 

gate near Sweden. crete aggregate and roadstone was pro- 

Sand and gravel production dropped 21 oured ey niagara Stone _Div., area paxes 

percent to 1.3 million tons. Ten pits were ‘/O'0F minting “orp., Niagara tals; ron- | 

in operation; the larger ones were operated UF Stone Products, Inc., Lockport; and 

by Dolomite Products Co., Inc., Penfield; Royalton Stone Corporation, Gasport. Some 
Ingersoll Supply & Equipment Corp., Spen- limestone also was sold for railroad ballast, 

. lurgical flux. cerport; Don C. Russo Sand & Gravel Co., 8Stone, and metallurgi 

Mendon; and Clover Sand & Gravel Co., Oneida.— Eastern Rock Products, Inc., pro- 

Inc., Pittsford. Output was used mainly for duced crushed limestone at its Oriskany 

building and for fill. Falls No. 5 quarry, mainly for use as aggre-
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gate in road construction. Some agstone Onondaga Lightweight Aggregate Corp. 
and riprap also were produced. The com- produced sintered lightweight aggregate 
pany completed a modernization program from shale mined at a nearby pit. Red clay 
consisting of new tertiary crushing, re- was mined by Syracuse Pottery, Inc., for 
crushing, and washing departments. Ad- making art pottery at Camillus. 
vanced standards of automation and con- . Ontario.—Sand and gravel production in- 
trol insured product quality and creased 23 percent, to 726,000 tons. Ten 
uniformity, Sand and gravel production in- pits were in operation producing principal- 
creased by almost one-fourth to 800,000 jy construction sand: a small amount of 
tons. Nine pits were in operation. Eastern fiJtration sand also was recovered. The 
Rock Products, Inc.; operated pits at larger producers were Hoadley Sand & 
Barneveld and Boonville, producing mostly Gravel Co., Inc., and Elam Brothers Cor- 
paving sand. The company received cita- poration, both at Victor and DeWitt Con- 
tions from the National Safety Competition crete Corp., Clifton Springs. The latter 
for operating both plants throughout 1966 company received a citation from the Na- 
without a disabling work injury. White- tional Safety Competition for working 
head Brothers Co. and George W. Bryant throughout 1966 without a disabling work 
Core Sands, Inc., produced molding sand injury. Increased production of crushed 
from pits near McConnelsville. Ludlow limestone for concrete aggregate and road- 
Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., produced paving stone was reported by General Crushed 
sand and gravel and miscellaneous gravel Stone Co. at its Geneva plant. 

_ near Clayville. Orange.—Sand and gravel production in- 
Onondaga.—Solvay Process Division, Al- creased 15 percent, to 736,000 tons valued 

lied Chemical Corp., manufactured quick- at $1.1 million. Eleven pits were in opera- 
lime for chemical manufacture from lime- tion producing mainly construction sand 
stone produced at the company’s quarry and gravel. The leading producers were 
near Jamesville. Not all the limestone The Windsor Building Supplies, Co., Inc., 
quarried was converted to lime; the com- New Windsor, and Delaware Valley Sand & 
pany also marketed railroad ballast, ag- Gravel Co., Inc. Port Jervis. Windsor Build- 
stone, and riprap. Brine was recovered by ing Supplies received a citation from the 
the company from salt wells near Tully to National Safety Competition for working 
supply its chemical plant at Syracuse where throughout 1966 without a disabling work 
brine and quicklime was used to produce injury. Dutchess Quarry & Supply Co., Inc., : 
soda ash. Some of the brine was evaporated quartied limestone at its Goshen’ quarry 
in vacuum pans and was sold for highway and crushed the material for use as con- 
ice control and other uses. crete aggregate and roadstone. The Jova 

Alpha Portland Cement Co. produced Brick Works at Newburgh produced mis- 
portland and masonry cement at James-  cellaneous clay and shale for manufactur- 
ville. Ihe company mined shale at a_ ing building brick and for other purposes. 
nearby pit but purchased the other raw Mt. Bethel Humus Co., Inc., recovered hu- 
materials needed in cement manufacture. mus peat from bogs near Middletown for 

General Crushed Stone Company operat- bulk sale for soil improvement. Reed-sedge 
ed its Rock Cut limestone quarry near peat was produced from a bog near Tuxe- 
Jamesville producing concrete aggregate do by Sterling Forest Peat Co., Inc., for 
and roadstone. The company’s new Skanea-__ Sale in bulk and in packages. 
teles quarry began operation late in the Orleans.—B. R. DeWitt, Inc., operated the 
year. Full-scale operation is anticipated in No. 2 and No. 5 sand and gravel pits at 
1967. A small quantity of rubble (irregu- Ridgeway and the No. 4 pit near Shelby, 
lar-shaped stone) was produced at Manlius producing mostly building and _ paving 
by Brickyard Falls Farm. sand and gravel. A small amount of fill 

Sand and gravel production decreased gravel was produced at the No. 2 pit. Oak 
below the 1965 level. Six pits were in Orchard Sand & Gravel Co. produced 
operation producing construction sand and building sand and gravel and fill sand near 
gravel. The larger were operated by Gener- Medina. 
al Crushed Stone Co., Fayetteville; and W. Oswego.—Paving sand and gravel was 
F. Saunders & Sons, Inc., and Consolidated produced by General Crushed Stone Co. 
Aggregates Corp., both at Nedrow. from a pit near Lacona. Midstate Aggre-
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gates, Inc., produced building and fill sand was considerably less fill sand produced 
and gravel for other uses at Hastings, and than in 1965. 

Sea Way Sand & Gravel, Inc., produced St. Lawrence.—Zinc was produced at the 
paving and fill gravel near Oswego. White- -qwards mine, and zinc with byproduct 

head Bros. Co. produced molding sand  jead and silver was produced at the Balmat 
near Pulaski. mine by the St. Joseph Lead Co. Both 

Otsego.—General Crushed Stone Com- mines were located near Gouverneur. Out- 
pany’s Springfield quarry was idle in 1966. put from both mines was greater than in 
A small amount of building sand and grav- 1965. The production of lead and _ silver, 
el was produced near Milford and Unadil- which was recovered, from the Balmat 
la. mine only, was considerably higher than in 
Putnam.—Building and other sands and 1965 because the zinc ore being mined was 

fill gravel was produced by Leemac Sand & from a section of the mine where the vein 
Stone Corp. from a stationary plant near Was Tich in these elements. Zinc concen- 
Cold Springs. trate from both mines was shipped to the 

Rensselaer.—Sand and gravel production C©°™pany smelter at Josephtown, Pa. Lead 
increased 18 percent, to 753,000 tons valued Concentrate from the Balmat mine was 
at $884,000. Sixteen pits were in opera- Shipped to the company smelter at Hercu- 
tion; the larger ones were operated by Al- !aneum, Mo., for the recovery of lead and 
bany Gravel Co., Inc, Albany, Valente ‘llver. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., the 
Sand & Gravel, Troy, and Troy Sand & largest iron ore producer in the State, 

Gravel Co., Inc., West Sand Lake. The A]. ™ined magnetite at the Benson open pit 
bany Gravel Co., Inc., received a citation mine near Star Lake. The ore was concen- | 
from the National Safety Competition for ‘ated at the company’s nearby mill and | 
working throughout 1966 without a disa- ™0St of the concentrate was agglomerated 
bling work injury. Building, paving, and by sintering before shipment. Both concen- 

fill were the main uses for both sand and ‘¥ates and sinter were used in making pig 
gravel. Fitzgerald Brothers Construction 40" and steel. 
Co., Inc., produced miscellaneous stone International Talc Co., Inc., recovered 

(graywacke) for road construction at the talc from the Arnold open pit and the 
Campbell Mountain quarry near Bruns- Wight and No. 3 underground mines. Gou- 
wick. verneur Talc Co., Inc., mined talc at its 

Richmond.—U.S. Gypsum Co. calcined Balmat mine near Arnold. Both companies 

crude gypsum at its New Brighton plant Operated grinding mills and sold tale for 
for use in manufacturing building products. use In ceramics, rubber, paints, and floor 
Rockland.—Rock Industries, Division of covering. The Barrett Division of Allied 

Martin Marietta Corp., produced crushed Chemical . Corp. produced crushed lime- 
limestone for concrete aggregate at Tom- stone at its Norwood quarry for concrete 

kins Cove and crushed basalt for con- 4887¢8ate, roadstone, agstone, cement 
crete aggregate, roadstone, and riprap at manufacture, and riprap. The company re 
Haverstraw. New York Trap Rock Corp. ceived a citation from the National Safety 

quarried and crushed basalt at West Nyack Competition for . working , hh eet 
for aggregate plus a small amount for rip- throughout 1966 without a isang i oF 
rap. The company received a citation from 9 ‘JUTY- McConville, he a oad sane 
the National Safety Competition for work- stone at Ogdensb 1 The Bel ued. vehed 
ing without a disabling work injury during aggregate material. © pareuce i Fe 
1966. Rockland Materials Corp. began Stone Co. produced crushed marble for 
operations of its renovated plant (formerly roadstone near Gouverneur. 
owned by Suffern Stone Co.) and produced Sand and gravel, the majority of which 
crushed basalt for aggregate and roadstone. was used as a building aggregate, was pro- 

Sand and gravel production was: one- duced by seven operators. The larger pro- 
third less than that of 1965. Ward Pave- ducers were Putnam-Hawley Building Ma- 
ments, Inc., Thiells, produced paving sand terials Inc., Potsdam; and the Carry Con- 
and gravel. Mt. Ivy Sand & Gravel Co., Inc, struction Corp., Colton. 
and Graney Building Material Corp. pro- Saratoga.—Crushed limestone was _ pro- 
duced mostly building sand and gravel at duced by Glens Falls Portland Cement Co., | 
Congers and Sparkill. respectively. There Division of The Flintkote Co. near Glens | 

| 

| 
|
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Falls. The limestone was carried by con- used for roadstone; some was used for rip- 
veyor belt to the company’s cement plant rap. Reed-sedge peat was recovered from a 
at Glens Falls across the county line in bog near Junius by Finger Lakes Peat Moss 
Warren County. Pallette Stone Corp. quar- Co. Sales were in bulk mostly for general 
ried and crushed limestone at Saratoga soil improvement. ! 
Springs for aggregate, roadstone, agstone, Steuben.—Less sand and gravel was pro- _ : 
and riprap. duced as the market for paving sand and - 

Thirteen sand and gravel pits were in paving and fill gravel was less than that of 
operation. Considerable quantities of in- 1965. The leading producers were Rhine- 
dustrial sand was produced in addition to hart Sand & Gravel, Inc., Corning; and 

construction sand. Only a small quantity of | Dalrymple Gravel & Construction Co., East 
gravel was produced. The larger producers Corning. | 
of molding sand were Whitehead Brothers Suffolk.—The county dropped from first 
Co., Mechanicville; Jewett Sand Co., Clif- tq second place among the sand-and-gravel- 
ton Park; and W. J. Dyer Molding Sand producing counties in the State. Output 
Co., Jonesville. The latter company and  gecreased 12 percent below that of 1965, to 
William & Douglas Fawthrop produced en- 44 million tons. Over three-fourths of the 
gine sand. Pallette Stone Corp. operated output was sand. Eighteen operations were 
two sand plants at Corinth. active. The leading producers in decreasing 
Schenectady.—Output of sand and gravel order of output were Steers Sand & Gravel 

was 75 percent greater than in 1965. The Corp., Northport; West Hills Silica Sand 
most significant increase was in the pro- Mining Corp., Farmingdale; Jefferson Sand 
duction of building and paving sand. The & Gravel Co., E. Setauket; Suffolk Dredging 
leading producers were the Scotia Stone & Corp., New York; Roanoke Marbro Sand & | 
Gravel Co., Scotia, and De Luke Sand & Gravel Corp. Riverhead; and Suffolk Mate- 

Gravel Co., Inc., Glenville. Capitol Con- rials Mining Corp., E. Setauket. 
crete Products reported its shale pit inac- Sullivan.—Sullivan Highway Products 

tive in 1966. Corp. produced crushed sandstone at the 
Schoharie. — Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. Bridgeville quarry, Monticello, and Foster- 

produced portland and masonry cement at dale quarry, Kenoza Lake. Output was 
its Howes Cave plant. The company mined used for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and 
its shale and limestone raw material at stone sand. The company also produced 
nearby locations and received a citation building and paving sand and gravel at 
from the National Safety Competition for Monticello. Other sand and gravel pro- 
working the limestone quarry a full year ducers were in operation at Summitville 
without a disabling work injury. Crushed and Mongaup Valley. 
limestone for concrete aggregate and road- Tioga.—Production of sand and gravel 
stone was produced by Schoharie Stone decreased 29 percent, to 269,000 tons. The 
Corp., Schoharie. Cobleskill Stone Products leading producers were Concrete Materials, 
Division of Allied Materials Corp. pro- Inc. and C. & C. Ready-Mix Corp., both of duced crushed limestone for aggregate and Owego. The former company produced on- 
agstone and Masick Soil Conservation Co. ly building sand and gravel; the latter, 

produced agstone. both building and paving material. 
Schuyler.—Brine was pumped from salt Tompkins.—Rock salt was produced at an wells near Watkins Glen by International underground mine near Myers by the 

Salt Co. and Watkins Salt Co., Inc. The Cayuga Rock Salt Co., Inc. The principal 
evaporated salt was used mainly by chemi- markets for the products were State and 
cal manufacturers, food processors, and by _ jocal governments for use in ice control. a variety of other consumers. Markets were There was also a variety of chemical uses 
mostly in New York, Pennsylvania, and fo; the product. Much of the production 
other northeastern States. A small quantity was consumed within the State but Pennsyl- 
of construction sand and gravel was pro- vania, Virginia, and New Jersey also re- 

duced near Watkins Glen. ceived considerable shipments. 
Seneca.—Limestone was quarried and Cayuga Crushed Stone, Inc., produced 

crushed at Seneca Falls by Warren crushed limestone at its South Lansing 
Brothers Roads Co. Most of the output was quarry for use mainly as an aggregate in
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road construction. Other uses included ag- open pit mine and plant. The product was 

stone, riprap, and stone sand for ice con- used as coated abrasive, for grinding and 

trol. The company received a citation from _ polishing glass and lapping metal. Garnet 

the National Safety Competition for work- gem and mineral specimens from this area 

ing throughout 1966 without a disabling were in great demand. Some rough speci- 

work-injury. Finger Lakes Stone Co., Inc., mens and polished garnet from this deposit 

quarried dimension sandstone (bluestone) were marketed. 
at its University quarry near Dryden. . . | | 

Much of the stone was sawed for architec- vamestone was be ined and crushed for 

tural purposes; some was sold for dressed The oa Cle y le Jointa — os 

architectural and rough construction uses. NC ae tS ens os ye 

Rumsey-Ithaca Corp. and University Sand granite and sand and gravel was produced 

& Gravel Co. produced construction sand r car on estertown by yoren Aggregates, 

and gravel from pits near Ithaca. ne € granite was tor concrete 2g5re- 
a gate, roadstone, stone sand, and riprap, 

_Ulster.—Hudson Cement Division, Colo- and the sand and gravel was for paving. 

nial Sand & Stone Co., Inc., produced port- . ; 

land cement at its Kingston plant. Raw Washington.—Dimension slate was pro- 

material consisted of limestone quarried duced by 11 operators with quarries at 

nearby; the company purchased gypsum Granville (5), Middle Granville (3). | 

and other necessary products. Much of the Hampton (2), and East Whitehall. Flag- | 

cement was shipped by barge to the New ging was the main use for the product as | 

York City market. Natural and masonry ce- —0*© than 80 percent of the total output 
ment was produced by Century Cement was sold for this purpose. Tile was another | 

Manufacturing Co., Inc., from natural ce- portant product. Other uses included ! 

ment rock mined underground at the plant structural and sanitary applications and | 

site. The Callanan Road Improvement Co., roofing. Western Slate Co. was the leading 

produced crushed limestone at its No. 3 producer followed by Darius Slate Prod- 

plant at Kingston for use in road construc- ucts, The A. B. Potter Slate Co., Inc., and | 

tion. A. A. Hadeka Quarry. Crushed limestone | 

Ulster County was the leading clay pro- Con produced at Hudson Falls by Tr | 
. . ounty, Stone Co., Inc., for use as concrete 

ducing area in the State. Increased con- . 
. aggregate and roadstone. A new operation, 

sumption of clay and shale was reported . | 
. . the Middle Falls quarry, owned by Batten 

for the manufacture of lightweight aggre- . | 
. or Kill Stone, Inc., produced limestone aggre- 

gate. Nytralite Aggregate, Inc., Division of . | 
Lone-Star Cement Corp. and Hudson gate and agstone. Paving gravel was pro- 

. se . duced by John Le Claire near Dresden. 
Lightweight Stone, Division of Colonial va as | 

| Sand & Stone Co., Inc, both located near Building and fill sand and fill gravel were 

Kingston and Hudson Valley Lightweight — produced near Greenwich. 

Aggregate Corp., Mt. Marion, were the Wayne.—General Crushed Stone Co. 

producers. The Hutton Co. and Star Brick quarried and crushed limestone at Sodus 

Corp., both of Kingston, mined clay for for use in road construction and as ag- 

manufacturing building brick. stone. Dolomite Products Co. operated the 

Building and paving sand was produced Walworth quarry producing crushed lime- 
by Hurley Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., High stone for concrete aggregate and roadstone. 

Falls, and Inter-County Block Corp. pro- Construction sand and gravel was produced 

duced building sand at Marlboro. A small by three companies, the largest of which 

quantity of paving gravel was produced Was M. A. Montemorano & Sons near 

near Milton. Clyde. 

Warren.—Glens Falls Portland Cement Westchester—Dimension gramite was 

Co., a division of The Flintkote Co. pro- quarried near Yonkers by Baratta & 

duced portland and masonry cement at its D’Amato and Di Rienzo Brothers and near 

Glens Falls plant, using as primary raw White Plains by Lake Street Granite 

material limestone (cement rock) quarried Quarry, Inc. The greater part of the out- 

in Saratoga County. Shipments were mostly | put was blocks for rough construction, rub- 

to consumers in New York and New Eng- ble, and rough architectural uses. Granite 

land. Barton Mines Corp. mined and proc-_ for curbing and dressed construction and 

essed abrasive garnet at its North Creek architectural uses also was produced. Uni-
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versal Marble Products Corp. produced abrasive purposes and as an aggregate in 
crushed marble near Thornwood chiefly heavy-duty, nonslip floors. Humus peat was 
for terazzo but also for a variety of uses recovered by Stone Age Humus Corp. from 
such as stucco, garden nuggets, agstone, a bog near Armonk. 
filler, and roofing granules. Camarco Mate- Wyoming.—Morton Salt Co. produced 
rials & Supply Co., Carmel, and Peekskill evaporated salt in vacuum pans at its 
Masons Supply Co., Peekskill, produced Silver Springs plant. Sales were chiefly for 
sand and gravel for construction. food processing, chemical, and industrial 

Emery was produced from three open-pit purposes. Rough dimension sandstone 
mines near Peekskill. DeLuca Emery Mine, (bluestone) for rubble was quarried near 
DiRubbo American Emery Ore, and Peeks- Portageville by the American Blue Stone 
kill Emery Co. mined and sold emery for Co.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of 

Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of North Carolina 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By John W. Sweeney‘ and Stephen G. Conrad ’ 

Mineral production in North Carolina Developments during the year included 

set a record of almost $72 million, about the following: 

$12 million above that of the previous _ Approval of a contract between the 

record year of 1965. Principal commodities North Carolina State Ports Authority 

mined were stone, sand and gravel, phos- and Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., calling 

phate rock, feldspar, mica, clay, and for construction of a $10 million bulk 

lithium minerals. Leading companies were cargo handling facility at Morehead 

Superior Stone Co., Ideal Cement Co., and City. 

Vulcan Materials Co. Construction was started on an ad- 

North Carolina ranked first among the ditional potline at the Badin works 

States in the production of lithium miner- 

als, feldspar, and scrap mica, second in 1 Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Knoxville, Tenn. 

the production of olivine, and crushed 2 State geologist, North Carolina Department 
. d third in tal of Conservation and Development, Division of 

granite, and third in talc. Mineral Resources, Raleigh, N.C. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in North Carolina ’ 

eT one 
1965 19:66 

Mineral —_—_— hE 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousands) (thousands) 

Clays 2_____....--------------thousand short tons__- 3,383 $2,162 3,381 $2,241 

Feldspar___...-.--------------thousand long tons- - 279 8,153 802 3,157 

Gem stones__.._._-.----------------------------- NA 15 NA 15 

Mica: 
Scrap_....-.-------------thousand short tons- - 72 1,987 63 2,348 

Sheet___...__-----------------------pounds- - 713 ,293 185 4,500 1 

Sand and gravel___-.._--------thousand short tons-- 10,499 10 ,076 11,601 11,132 

Stone 3_____._------------------------------d0--~.- 18 , 835 30,920 22,377 36 , 136 

Tale and pyrophyllite_.___-.----------------d0---- 110 556 113 576 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asbestos, 
cement, kaolin, lithium minerals, olivine, phosphate 
rock and stone (marble and slate). _-------------- xX 11,329 xx 16,272 

Oe Oe Eee 

Total. __._._-___--------------------------- xx 60 ,383 xx 71,878 
heehee 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consump- 

tion by producers). 
2 Excludes kaolin; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

2 Excludes certain stone, included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
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for Aluminum Company of America Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 
that will increase capacity 50,000 tons constant 1957-59 dollars 
per year. | (Thousands) 

Shallow drilling was begun for possi- Year Value 

ble copper and other mineral deposits 1957___.....__________-______....... $38,066 
on land options in Cabarrus County 1958_____.----.------_-------------- 41,521 

. 1959__.--- eee. = 40, 865 
held by Bear Creek Mining Co. 1960__.__________-______.._..-_..-_. 44/196 

Plans to spend $2.6 million to ex- 1: lalalaliii 30 0S 

pand the brickmaking operations of 1963____________--.---------------. 45,181 
1964_____-_ eee.) 54,982 Boren Clay Products Co. 1965.22 TTTTITTTITITITT Ts 89770 

At yearend, 401.8 miles of North 1966_____.._-___.-____-___-__-___-___. 2 70/855. 

Carolina’s total interstate Highway r Revised.. P Preliminary. 
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Figure 1—Value of stone and total value of mineral production in North Carolina. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

i Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ——-—————-————_-—_____—_—_. 
working active (thou- (thou- Fatal Nonfatal Fre- Severity 
daily sands) sands) quency 

1965: 
Metal and nonmetal_. 1,749 238 416. 3,297 3 91 28.51 6,727 
Sand and gravel__-___-_ 863 229 197 1,702 on ee 34 19 .98 412 
Stone_._._...______- 1,848 237 438 3,614 ~- eee 46 12.73 910 

So) | Se 4,460 236 1,051 8,613 3 171 20.20 3,038 

1966: P 
Metal and nonmetal __ 1,800 262 470 3,799 ~---- 95 25.01 738 
Sand and gravel_____-_ 1,000 217 "217 1,839 -oeee 32 17.40 410 
Stone_.._.__.___.... 1,985 241 ATT 3,996 a aeee 69 17.27 4,373 

Total......_._.... 4,785 248 1,164 9,684 —____. 196 20.34 2,188 

P Preliminary.
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System mileage was open to traffic. sion of Mineral Resources, published 

Work was in progress on an additional an informative book on North Carolina 

353.1 miles, and work had not started geology and mineral resources.* 

on the remaining 15.3 miles. ee 
3 Stuckey, Jasper L. North Carolina: Its Geol- 

The North Carolina Department of ogy and Mineral Resources. North Carolina 

Conservation and Development, Divi- 1986. 5) OD. and Devel., Div. Miner. Res., 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS boat. Sales of portland cement were to 

| ; ready-mixed concrete companies (69 per- 

Nonmetals accounted for the entire cent), concrete product manufacturers (14 
mineral production of the State. No metals percent), highway contractors (6 percent), 

or fuels were produced. building material dealers (5 percent), and 

Asbestos.—Amphibole asbestos was mined others (6 percent). 

by Powhatan Mining Co. near Burnsville, ClayThe quantity of miscellaneous 

Yancey County. Output increased 66 per- clay produced remained about the same, 

cent in quantity and 69 percent in value. but value increased 4 percent. Miscellane- 

Cement.—Shipments of portland cement us clay was mined by 27 companies from — 

from the Castle Hayne plant of Ideal 32 pits in 20 counties for manufacturing 

Cement Co. increased substantially during brick, lightweight aggregate, vitrified sewer 

this plant’s third year of production. pipe, and other clay products. Principal 

Types I and II, general-use and moder- producers were Sanford Brick Corp., Caro- 

ate-heat, and Type III, high-early-strength, lina Solite Corp., Boren Clay Products Co., 

cements were produced. Of the total ship- Borden Brick and Tile Co., and Pine Hall 

ments of portland cement, 51 percent was Brick and Pipe Co. 

within the State, 32 percent was made to Kaolin output. decreased 14 percent 1n 

Florida, 5 percent to South Carolina, 4 per- tonnage and 17 percent in value. Harris 

cent to Oregon, and the remainder to other Clay Co., Avery County, was the only 

States and foreign countries. Seventy-three kaolin producer. 

percent of masonry cement shipments was Feldspar.—Crude feldspar production in- 

in North Carolina. Florida and South creased 8 percent, but value remained 

Carolina each received 11 percent, and about the same. Mixed and soda feldspar 

other States and foreign countries the re- made up the bulk of the tonnage, with 

maining 5 percent. The cement was ship- some potash type produced. Of the total 

ped chiefly in bulk; 63 percent by truck, crude output, 94 percent was in the form 

35 percent by railroad, and 2 percent by of flotation concentrate. International 

Table 4.—Miscellaneous clay sold or used by producers, by counties 
a 

1965 1966 

County a 
Short tons Value Short tons Value 

I I 

Catawba______-.---------------- WwW WwW 126 ,000 W 

Chatham_._--------------------- 398 ,976 $258 ,135 367 , 402 $250 , 038 

Cumberland--------------------- 40 ,000 26,000 W WwW 

Davidson___.-------------------- 80,000 25,000 — 70 ,000 21,000 

Halifax__...--------------------- WwW WwW 83 ,140 WwW 

Harnett____-_----_-.------------ 68 ,620 44,600 WwW W 

Lee___...----------------------- 543 , 636 364,500 549 ,109 377 ,000 

Montgomery-.-------------------- Ww WwW 13 , 413 9,000 

Rockingham. ---.---------------- WwW WwW 204 ,000 W 

Rowan_....--------------------- 253 ,024 164,500 230 ,568 182 ,900 

Stanly__..---------------------- WwW WwW 443 ,680 287 ,000 

- Union.___----------------------- 165 ,585 82 , 792 182 , 833 119 ,000 

Undistributed !___._-------------- 1, 833 ,885 1,196,355 1,060 ,567 995,113 
Seer 

Total____-_.-------------- 3 ,383 , 226 2,161,882 3,380,712 2,241,051 

eee ammo 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.”’ 

1Includes Alamance, Durham, Guilford, Henderson, J ohnston, Moore, New Hanover, Sampson 

(1965), and Stokes Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W.
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Minerals & Chemical Corp. (Hawkins Deneen Mica Co., Kings Mountain Mica 
mine), Lawson-United Feldspar and Min- Co., Inc., Harris Clay Co., Southern Mica 

erals Co. (Minpro mine), The Feldspar Co. of North Carolina, and The Feldspar 
Corp. (Poteat and Wiseman mines), and Corp. Output of ground mica decreased 
Roy Grindstaff (Fluking Ridge mine) were 12 percent and the value decreased 5 per- 
the leading firms mining alaskite and re- cent. Nine mica grinders were active; both 
covering feldspar concentrate in Mitchell wet and dry processes were used. The 
County. Kings Mountain Mica Co, (Moss ground mica was used for roofing (35 per- 
and Patterson mines) and Foote Mineral cent), paint (17 percent), and rubber (10 
Co. (Kings Mountain mine) recovered by- percent), and the remaining 38 percent 
product feldspar from their operations in was used for wallpaper, plastic, well drill- 
Cleveland County. Crude lump feldspar ing, and other uses. 

from Mitchell and other counties com- Olivine.—Output of olivine increased 19 
prised the balance of the production. percent in tonnage and 23 percent in value 

Sales of ground feldspar totaled 337,000 to set a production record for the State. 
tons, an 1l-percent increase over those of The material was used for refractories, 

1965. Value was $3,7 million, an increase of molding sand, and slag conditioner. Mines 

7 percent. Ground feldspar was used were operated in Jackson County by Har- 

mainly for glass and pottery with a small pison-Walker Refractories Co. and Balsam 
amount for enamel. Shipments were made Gap Co. and in Yancey County by North- 
to Hlinois (15 percent), Ohio (13 percent), west Carolina Olivine, Inc. 

| Tennessee (10 percent), West Virginia (9 The major manufacturing assets of E. J. 
percent), Texas (7 percent), and other lLavino and Co. are to be acquired by 
States and exports (46 percent), __ International Minerals and Chemical Corp. 

Lithium.—Foote Mineral Co. mined and This will include E. J. Lavino’s Balsam 
milled spodumene at Kings Mountain, Gap Co. 
Cleveland County. Production increased 16 Phosphate Rock.—The Lee Creek fer- 
percent in tonnage, and value increased 9  tilizer complex of Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. 
percent. went into production on April 1, a ship- 
Mica.—Production of scrap mica was ment of dried phosphate ore was made to 

63,000 tons valued at $2 million, a decrease Europe. The shipment ended the first | 
of 12 percent in tonnage, but an increase phase of development for the $80 million 
of 18 percent in value. Production of sheet industrial complex that began in 1964. 
mica was only 4,500 pounds. Output was The second phase will end with the first 
reported from 13 mines in 5 counties, com- shipments of chemical fertilizers. The in- 
pared with 15 mines in 5 counties in 1965 _ stallation is designed to produce 3 million 
and 78 mines in 10 counties in 1962. Cleve- tons of phosphate rock per year. In addi- 
land County with four mines accounted for tion, product plants under construction at 
54 percent of the total value of mica pro- the Lee Creek complex include the follow- 
duction; Mitchell County with five mines ing: Sulfuric acid, 1 million tons per year; 
accounted for 15 percent; Avery, Macon, phosphoric acid, 54 percent, 640,000 tons 
and Yancey Counties accounted for 31 per- per _ year; triple superphosphate, 357,000 
cent. Principal scrap mica producers were tons per year; diammonium phosphate, 

Table 5.—Ground mica sold or used by producers, by uses 
eee 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use Short tons —-__——_-——-—_——_——. Short tons ——————___—_______ 

Total Average Total Average 
per ton per ton 

eee 
Roofing. _-...-.--. 22. _- 24,139 $809 , 981 $33 .55 18,491 $621,298 $33 .60 Paint._....._._________- 7,896  1,189'430 150,64 8,700 1,155,985 132.87 
Rubber_-_____ 222 ee 4,548 644,592 141.73 5,314 684, 620 128.83 
Plastic. _--..-.- 22 2 e 474 61,677 130.12 503 68 , 400 135.98 Other uses!_____ 2. 21,988 1,039,431 47.27 19,159 1,016,778 53.07 

Total__-_-___.___ 59,045 3,745,111 63.43 52,167 3,547,081 67.99 eee 
? Includes wallpaper, well drilling, and other uses.
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220,000 tons per year; superphosphoric accounted for the remainder, increased 21 

acid, 89,800 tons per year. The entire in- percent in quantity and 27 percent in 
stallation is designed to permit doubling value. Overall average unit values remained 
of capacity. the same. Of the total tonnage produced, 

; commercial operations provided 30 percent 
vaxas on Sulphur Co. ere ins of the quantity and 33 percent of the 

an crab, 8 .. Pe cont y) - t 8 value of sand and gravel used for building 
a te h vet ° ad. th con seane al eet purposes and 27 percent and 31 percent of 
stac itor Ss, an d © hey venta also 8c" the tonnage and value, respectively, used 
up monitoring and weather stations. for paving. Three percent of the commer- 

Perlite—Carolina Perlite Co., Inc. ex- lal sand and gravel production was sold 
panded perlite at Gold Hill, Rowan 48 unprocessed material. Industrial sand 

County, using crude material from other Production (unground) accounted for less 
States. Quantity and value remained about than 1 percent of the total tonnage and 
the same. value. Forty-seven companies operated 56 

pits in 31 counties, compared with 51 pits 
Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel con- in 30 counties in 1965. Commercial sand 

tinued to be the second leading mineral and gravel was produced in 14 counties, 
commodity produced in the State. Pro- sand only in 11 counties, and gravel only 
duction increased 10 percent and came _ in 6 counties. Leading producers were the 
from 79 of the State’s 100 counties. Com- North Carolina State Highway and Public 
mercial sand and gravel accounted for 66 Works Commission, Becker County Sand 
percent of the total tonnage and value. and Gravel Co., lessees of B. V. Hedrick 
Government-and-contractor output, which Gravel and Sand Co., and W. R. Bonsal Co. 

Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

1965 1966 | 
County —_-———_— | 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Alexander. ._.------------------------- 2-0-2222 -- 36 $14 34 $14 | 
Avery...___--.-.------- +--+ eee eee W WwW 43 30 
Beaufort__.----.-------------------------------- 107 38 124 39 
Bertie......-..--.--------------- +--+ eee eee 7 2 8 2 
Bladen_-___--.----------------------------------- 75 48 395 238 | 
Brunswick.__-.----..----------------------------- 40 25 55 3@ 
Buncombe._.....-_------------------------------ Ww Ww 776 Ww | 
Burke___.__---_--------------------------------- WwW Ww 85 WwW | 
Cabarrus__..-.----------------------------------- Ww Ww 6 4 
Caldwell____....--.--.---.------------------------ Ww WwW 139 231 
Camden____...-.-.------------------------------ 14 9 12 8 
Carteret.___-_._--.------------------------------ 8 3 10 3 ! 
Caswell____...-_-------------------+------------- 4 4 14 14 ! 
Catawba___-_._.-.------------------------------ 43 17 65 28 | 
Chowan____._-.._--.---------------------------- 4 1 8 2 
Cleveland____-_.--.------------------------------ WwW WwW 154 Ww : 
Columbus. ._..-..------.-.-------- eee 73 48 101 59 
Craven______-_-_____-.------ e+ eee WwW WwW 57 WwW 
Cumberland. _.-.._-.-.-------------------------.- Ww Ww. 308 Ww | 
Currituck. __._.---------.------------------------ 7 4 12 8 | 
Dare__...._.-.----------------- +--+ 2 1 4 3 | 
Davidson._.__-..--------------------------------- 350 175 357 179 | 
Davie___._._.--.-------------------------------- 36 22 36 23 | 
Duplin_..___---_-.-- eee eeee 15 9 25 17 
Edgecombe_-_-__-_--.---.-------------------------- 133 109 188 167 | 
Forsyth. ___...---------------------------------- 122 147 112 138 | 
Franklin. __.----.--.---.------------------------ 5 2 4 2 
Gates______----_-------------1---------- +--+ --- 20 12 9 6 ' 
Granville___.__._-_------.----------------------- 5 5 ----- -~---- | 
Greene. ____.__-.---_---------------------------- 62 22 67 21 
Guilford__...-...-------------------------------- 3 3 ----- ----- | 
Harnett____________ eee eee WwW WwW 1,924 2,194 
Haywood___._..__-_-.--_.---~.------------------- WwW WwW 350 Ww 
Hertford___.-_---.------------------------------ 23 6 22 6 | 
Hoke. ___..--_---------------------------------- 20 6 8 5 | 
Hyde-______.--------------------+---------------- 5 1 5 1 ' 
Tredell..._-----.-------------------------------- 53 21 63 26 
Johnston ___..-._-_------------------------------ 40 39 32 33 

See footnotes at end of table. | 

| ! 
| 
| 
|
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
County ae 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Jones___-_-___-- eee 45 16 40 12 
Lee______._-_--___.----------~---- +--+ +e 293 238 275 262 
Lineoln__.__-.---.-_--.------------------------- 51 21 69 34 
Macon_-_...___---------------------------------- 8 6 ~---e ween 
Martin___.________-__------_-------------------- ----- ~ oak 14 4 
McDowell. __._.__-_____--_----------------------- 219 134 106 72 
Mitchell____._-_._._-_______-___-------------------- W WwW 274 WwW 
Montgomery.___..--.---------------------+------- 52 21 48 52 
Moore____-__-_____---------------------------=-- 648 353 541 317 
Nash____--_---___----.---------- +--+ +--+ ++ -- a_---- _auee 65 26 
New Hanover_____.____-..----------------------- 12 8 ae ene ~aane 
Northampton.____..-.---_--.-------------------- W WwW 200 WwW 
Onslow____*..-----_------------------------------ 18 11 15 10 
Pamlico___..__.__.------------------------------ 3 1 3 1 
Pasquotank_______.-....------------------------- 18 11 18 12 
Pender___________--_--_-_----------------------- 36 23 25 17 
Perquimans____.___..-..------------------------- 6 4 7 5 
Person_____-_____ 1. 1 -- ee + -- 3 3 1 I 
Pitt. ---_- eee eee -- 140 81 146 T7 
Polk____---- eee eee 34 11 118 61 
Randolph.______.----.---------------------~----- a eee 11 5 
Richmond_.__.__-_-_____.------------------------- 26 14 27 16 
Robeson_____.---.-._--------------------------- 140 83 145 89 
Rockingham____..--.-..-.----------------------- 4 4 3 3 
Rowan____.-_._--..-_-_-------------------------- 65 32 55 28 
Rutherford. ..._..._-_.____-----2----.------------ 103 41 111 44 
Sampson_.__.._.--------------+----------------- WwW ‘W 25 17 
Seotland_.___..-._-__-._------------------------ 42 33 30 24 
Stanly. o_..__--.-------------------------------- 2 4 wane need 
Stokes. _-__-..--__-___.-------~----- +--+ ------ 52 31 48 32 
Surry. _....-.---.------------------------------- 73 87 35 47 
Union_____--_--.--- ee 45 34 48 36 
Vance_______-____-_ eee eee 4 2 wee ee eee 
Wake__________--__----------------------------- 8 6 2 2 
Washington_._.____.----------------------------- 4 1 7 - 2 
Watauga.___________..-..------------------------ W Ww 62 57 
Wayne________-___.------- eee WwW WwW 44 36 
Wilkes. __..___-.-_---- eee eee 29 21 22 20 
Wilson___..._-.__-- eee 154 108 131 93 
Yadkin__...-.. eee eee eee 7 11 4 5 
Yanecey_____-.-_-__---_-_--------- ee WwW W 108 117 
Undistributed 1__....._.-.-___..---------_-------- 6,843 7,829 3,106 5,958 

Total... eee ee 10,499 10,076 11,601 11,132 

- W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“Undistributed.” 

1 Includes Anson, Ashe, Clay (1966), Gaston, Halifax, Lenoir, Madison, and Transylvania (1966) 
Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Stone.—Stone was the principal mineral decreased in tonnage, but increased in 
commodity of the State, with crushed stone value, whereas dimension slate increased 

accounting for over 99 percent of the total in tonnage, but decreased in value. Dimen- 

production. Increased output of crushed sion marble production increased in ton- 

granite, 16 percent in quantity and 15 per- nage but decreased in value. Byproduct 
cent in value, and crushed limestone, 18 quartz was recovered from feldspar flota- 
percent in quantity and 15 percent in tion plants in Mitchell County. 
value over that of 1965, set new records S - a: 

: tone was quarried in a total of 49 coun- 
for the State. Crushed traprock production ties: Granite in 34 k in 9. li 
increased 34 percent and 30 percent, re- res: vrant © uns traproc ns ae 
spectively, in tonnage and value. Produc- stone in 7, Slate in 2, sandstone in 1, and 

tion of crushed sandstone (quartz) de- marble in 1. Commercial stone, excluding 

creased 18 percent in tonnage, but the quartz, was produced by 31 operators from 

value increased 15 percent. Crushed marble 85 quarries; 62 granite, 11 limestone, 7 

output increased in tonnage, but declined traprock, 2 slate, 2 sandstone, and 1 mar- 

slightly in value. Performance of the di- ble. The State highway department crushed 

mension stone industry with respect to stone from six granite and three traprock 

1965 varied. Output of dimension granite quarries.
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
i 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use << ——— 

Quantity Total Average Quantity Total Average 
per ton per ton 

EE 
Sand: 

Paving. -.----------- 2,411 $1 , 626 $0.67 3,363 $2,300 $0.68 
Structural __--------- 2,551 2,133 .84 2,376 2,023 -35 

Fill_._.------------- 618 360 .58 996 616 -62 

Blast_._...---------- 11 11 1.00 ~---- ----- --~-- 

Other sands !____---- 758 332 44 428 213 -50 
a 

Total.__..----_---- 6,349 4,462 ~10 . 7,168 5,152 -72 
eo eee eee] 

Gravel: 
Paving__....---.---- 2,422 2,619 1.08 2,643 2,865 1.08 

Structural__..._----- 1,169 1,888 1.62 1,116 1,698 1.52 

Railroad ballast- - --- - 24 21 .88 W WwW We 

Fill_-.-------------- 12 11 .92 WwW WwW Ww 

Other gravel ?____.__- 523 1,075 2.06 679 1,417 2.09 
a 

Total__..-.----.-- 4,150 5,614 1.35 4,438 5,980 1.35 
ne 

Total sand and 
gravel____------- 10,499 10,076 .96 11,601 11,1382 -96 

BSN 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 Includes railroad ballast, filtration, and other sands. 
2 Includes uses indicated by symbol W and other gravel. 

Leading producers of crushed stone were tile use and toilet preparations. Ground 

Superior Stone Co. (granite, limestone, and pyrophyllite was used mainly in refrac- 

traprock); Vulcan Materials Co. (granite); tories, ceramics, insecticides, and rubber 

Nello L. Teer Co. (granite and traprock); products. Pyrophyllite was mined in 

Ideal Cement Co. (limestone); Nantahala Alamance, Moore, and Orange Counties, 
Talc and Limestone Co. (limestone); and and talc in Cherokee County. Leading pro- 

Young Stone Co. Inc. (traprock). ducers were Piedmont Minerals Co., Inc., 

Leading producers of dimension stone Standard Minerals Co., Inc., and General 

were North Carolina Granite Corp., Harris Minerals Co. | 

_ Granite ; Quarries, Comolli Granite Co., Vermiculite——W. R. Grace & Co. operated 
Columbia Marble Co., and Jacobs Creek an exfoliating plant at High Point, Guil- 

Stone Co. (dimension slate). ford County, and Lee-V-Lite Inc. operated 

Tale and Pyrophyllite—Talc and pyro- an _ exfoliating plant at Sanford, Lee 

phyllite production increased 3 percent in County, both companies used crude vermic- 

tonnage and 4 percent in value. Sawed ulite shipped into the State. Principal 

talc (crayons) production increased 50 per- uses for the finished product were as con- 

cent in tonnage and 16 percent in value. crete aggregatc, loose-fill insulation, and 

Ground talc was sold principally for tex- building plaster. 

Table 8.—Crushed granite sold or used by producers, by counties 

we 
1965 1966 

County a 
Short tons Value Short tons Value 
eee ee SeSe—eeSMSNN AA es SA 

Cabarrus. __--------------------- 80,530 $120,794 92,365 $138 547 

Macon____---------------------- 82,557 82,557 173 , 846 217,300 

Moore_.__.--------------------- 18,265 22,000 --l---- ------- 

Orange._____-------------------- 24, 480 36,720 18,885 28,330 

Undistributed !____.__-.-. -------- 12 , 424,990 19,047,152 14,414,401 21 , 895, 607 
ac i 

Total____..__------------- 12 , 630, 822 19 ,309 , 223 14,699 , 497 22,279,784 
OMA I 

1Includes Alamance, Alexander (1966), Alleghany (1966), Ashe (1966), Buncombe, Burke, Cald- 
well, Caswell, Catawba, Forsyth, Gaston, Guilford, Haywood (1966), Henderson (1965), Iredell, 

Jackson, Lincoln (1966), McDowell, Mecklenburg, Nash, Pitt (1966), Polk, Randolph, Rockingham, 

Rowan, Rutherford (1966), Surrey, Vance, Wake, Watauga (1966), Wilkes, Wilson, and Yadkin 

(1965) Counties.
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

| Ninety-six of the 100 counties reported tails. In addition to the detailed produc- 
mineral production; New Hanover, Cleve- tion listed in table 9, substantial quantities 

land, Beaufort, Guilford, and Mitchell were of crude feldspar and gem stones of un- 

the leading counties. The North Carolina determined county origin were produced. 
State Highway and Public Works Com- Alamance.—Superior Stone Co., a division 

mission produced sand and gravel, crushed of Martin Marietta Corp. (Burlington 
granite and crushed traprock in 77 coun- quarry) crushed granite for concrete and | 
ties for paving, concrete, and roadstone use. roads. Hanford Brick Co., Inc. mined 
These operations are not discussed in the miscellaneous clay for heavy clay products 
following county sections. Counties with from its Hanford mine near Burlington. 
only sand and gravel production by the Boren & Harvey, Inc. mined pyrophyllite 
State highway department also are not at its Snow Camp mine for refractory and 
discussed; see table 6 for additional de- ceramic uses. 

Table 9.—Value of mineral production in North Carolina, by counties ’ 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Alamance. .__------- WwW W Granite, miscellaneous clay, pyrophyllite. 
Alexander. ._..--_.-- $14,000 W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Alleghany. .--.------ ~o--He W_ Granite. 
Anson.__.....--.---- W W Sand and gravel. 
Ashe. ___-.--.-.----- WwW W Sand and gravel, granite. ; 
Avery....-.-----.--- W W Mica, kaolin, sand and gravel. 
Beaufort_..---.---.- 38 , 000 W Phosphate rock, sand and gravel. 
Bertie._.-...-------- 2,000 $2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Bladen_....---..---- 48 ,000 238 , 000 Do. 
Brunswick..._.------ 25 ,.000 37,000 Do. 
Buncombe___.__.-_-- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Burke__.-------.---- Ww W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Cabarrus.._....--.-- WwW 941,847 Traprock, granite, sand and gravel. 
Caldwell_.....-_-.--- W W_ Sand and gravel, granite. 
Camden.....-------- 9,000 8,000 Sand and gravel. 
Carteret_.....-..---- 3,000 3,000 Do. 
Caswell_.........--- WwW W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Catawba_._.....----- WwW W Granite, miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Chatham............ © | 396,946 380,811 Miscellaneous clay, traprock. 
Cherokee_____.-__._- W W Marble, tale. 
Chowan_...._._.---. 1,000 2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Clay__.--.-...--___- ~ane-- W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Cleveland_._....__.- W W Limestone, lithium minerals, mica, feldspar, sand and 

gravel. 
Columbus. _-_______-_- 48 ,000 59,000 Sand and gravel. 
Craven__..._-.--.__- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Cumberland. _______- W W Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Currituck..__....____ 4,000 8,000 Sand and gravel. 
Dare___----2 ee 1,000 3,000 Do. 
Davidson__._.-_____- WwW W _ Traprock, sand and gravel, slate, miscellaneous clay. 
Davie.__-.___-______ 22 ,000 23,000 Sand and gravel. 
Duplin___.--2- 22 Le 9,000 17,000 Do. 
Durham_______.____. WwW W Traprock, miscellaneous clay. 
Edgecombe___.____-. 109 , 000 167,000 Sand and gravel. , 
Forsyth_.._----__._- WwW W_ Granite, sand and gravel. 
Franklin___....____. 2,000 2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Gaston__.._..._____- WwW W Sand and gravel, granite. 
Gates__-..-.-.- 12,000 6,000 Sand and gravel. 
Granville.....-.____- 5,000 weeuee 
Greene__..__..-_._-- 22,000 21,000 Sand and gravel. 
Guilford_....-...-__- WwW W Granite, traprock, miscellaneous clay. 
Halifax__..--_..._-_- Ww W Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Harnett_._.._..____- WwW WwW Do. 
Haywood.___________ WwW W Sand and gravel, granite. 
Henderson____._____. 464,557 W Limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Hertford_._______._. 6,000 6,000 Sand and gravel. 
Hoke_.___-_-__-__-. 6,000 5,000 Do. 
Hyde._____.______.. 1,000 1,000 Do. 
Iredell__._-_.---_.-__- Ww W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Jackson_.....______- WwW W_ Granite, olivine. 
Johnston___.._-._--- WwW W_Traprock, sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Jones. _...---_----.- 16,000 12,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lee. ._..-.____---_-- 602 , 500 639,000 Miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Lenoir___._._____-_-- ‘WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Lincoln__._._____--_-_- 21,000 W Sand and gravel, granite. 
Macon__..___--.--_-- 180,782 235,584 Granite, mica. 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 9.—Value of mineral production in North Carolina, by counties (Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Madison___._...--.-_ WwW W Sand and gravel. | 
Martin___..__-----__ ~aeoee $4,000 Do. 
McDowell. .__.---._- WwW W Sand and gravel, granite. 
Mecklenburg___..._.- WwW - W_ Granite. 
Mitchell......-..-... $8,749,172 8,208,792 Feldspar, mica, sand and gravel, sandstone. 
Montgomery_...----- WwW W Sandstone, sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay, slate. 
Moore.__..--------- W W Sand and gravel, pyrophyllite, miscellaneous clay. 
Nash. .---..----. WwW W_ Granite, sand and gravel. 
New Hanover_______- WwW W Cement, limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Northampton... _.___- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Onslow___.-.---.---- W W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Orange____..-.-----.- 268 , 220 W Pyrophyllite, granite. 
Pamlieo____-2- =. 1,000 1,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pasquotank___....--- 11,000 12,000 Do. 
Pender_....-..--..-- 23,000 17,000 Sand and gravel. 
Perquimans____.-..- 4,000 5,000 Do. 
Person.......--_--.. 3,000 1,000 Do. 
Pitt. 81,000 W_ Sand and gravel, granite. 
Polk... ee WwW W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Randolph-__.._-_-__-_- WwW WwW Do. 
Richmond. -_..._____- 14,000 16,000 Sand and gravel. 
Robeson__________-.- 83 , 000 89 ,000 Do. 
Rockingham_____.__- WwW W_ Granite, miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Rowan___...-_-.---- WwW WwW Do. 
Rutherford. ..__..--- 41,000 W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Sampson___.._-..-_- WwW 17,000 Sand and gravel. 
Scotland_._-...----_- 33,000 24 , 000 Do. 
Stanly__. 2-2 _---- W 347,810 Miscellaneous clay, traprock. 
Stokes__...--.-_---- WwW W Miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Surry. ..----.-.----. W W_ Granite, traprock, sand and gravel. 
Swain___.-.-..------ 152 , 634 102,340 Limestone. 
Transylvania. ..__.._ _oee-- 5,000 Sand and gravel. 
Union__._- ~~. W W_  Traprock, miscellaneous clay, sand and gravel. 
Vance___._---_-.---- WwW W Granite. 
Wake_______--_-.-..- WwW W Granite, sand and gravel. 
Washington____.__..- 1,000 2,000 Sand and gravel. 
Watauga___________- W W Sand and gravel, granite. 
Wayne______ W 36,000 Sand and gravel. 
Wilkes___....-_----- WwW W Granite, sand and gravel, 
Wilson.......--.--_- W ‘W Do. 
Yadkin____- 2.2 ee WwW 5,000 Sand and gravel. 
Yancey____-- W W Mica, olivine, sand and gravel, asbestos. 
Undistributed__...... 53,899,189 65,167 , 816 

Total___..--_. 60 ,383 , 000 71,878,000 

| W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 

'  1The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Graham, Tyrrell, 
and Warren. 

Alexander.—Carl W. Clement Co. crushed Beaufort.—Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. made 
granite at its Taylorsville quarry for con- its first shipment of phosphate ore April 1]. 
crete and road use. The phosphate rock stockpile was built-up 

Anson.—Lessees of B. V. Hedrick Gravel during the year. Construction of plant 
‘and Sand Co. (Lilesville mine) and W. R. facilities was in progress. 
Bonsal Co., Inc. (Bonsal mine) mined sand Buncombe.—Seven companies mined sand 
and gravel for building, paving, railroad and gravel for building, paving, railroad 
ballast, filtration, and miscellaneous uses. ballast, and fill uses. Leading producers 
Ashe.—Maymead Lime Co., Inc. (Buffalo were Grove Stone & Sand Branch (Grove 

mine), and Lyalls Construction Co. (Jeffer- mine) and Western Stone Co., Inc. (Ashe- 
son mine) mined sand and gravel for pav- ville mine). Vulcan Materials Co. (Enka 
ing. C. W. McCreary (Ashe quarry) and quarry) and J. L. Colville Construction Co. 
Blythe Bros. (Ashe quarry) crushed granite (Buncombe County quarry) crushed granite 
for concrete and roads. for concrete and roads. Asheville Mica Co. 
Avery.—Harris Clay Co. recovered mica produced ground mica. 

and kaolin at its Gusher Knob mine. This Burke.—Great Lakes Carbon Corp. manu- 
firm and English Mica Co. ground mica  factured carbon and graphite products at 
for roofing, paint, rubber, wallpaper, plas- its Morgantown plant. A. P. Causby Stone 
tic, well drilling, and other uses. Clark, Co. (Causby quarry) crushed granite for 
Anderson, & Guy (Frank mine) mined concrete and road use. Clark, Anderson, & 

gravel for paving use. Guy, A. P. Causby Sand Co., and A. R.
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Thompson, Contractor, Inc., mined sand miscellaneous clay near Fayetteville for 

and gravel for building and paving use. heavy clay products. 

Cabarrus.—Young Stone Co. crushed trap- Davidson.—Superior Stone Co. (Lexing- 
| rock from its Gold Hill quarry for con- ton quarry) crushed traprock for concrete 

crete and road use. Morrison & White and roads. Jacob’s Creek Stone Co., Inc. 

mined sand and gravel for paving. (Flagstone quarry) quarried dimension slate 

_ Caldwell—Miller Brothers Co. mined for structural millstock and flagging. Cun- 
: paving sand and gravel. Carl W. Clement ningham Brick Co. (Thomasville mine) 

Co. crushed granite at the Whitmill quarry mined miscellaneous clay for heavy clay 
for concrete and road use. Proauets. | Durh 

Catawba.—Superior Stone Co. crushed C urham—Nello L. Teer “0. | pmam 
. ick for concrete ounty quarry) crushed traprock for con- 

granite at the Hickory quarry ; crete and roads. Tri-Angle Brick Co. (Dur- 
and road use. Statesville Brick Co. mined . of : 

. ; ; ham mine) and Borden Brick & Tile Co. 
miscellaneous clay at the Statesville mine (Durham mine) mined miscellaneous cla 
for heavy clay products. : f y 

or heavy clay products. 
Chatham.— Pomona Terra Cotta Co. (Gulf Edgecombe.—Quality Sand & Gravel Co. 

mine), Sanford Corp and Boren Clay (Rocky Mount mine), and Tar River Sand 
Products Co. (Gulf mine), mined miscella- 74q Gravel (Whitehurst mine), mined 

neous clay for heavy clay products. building, paving, fill, and stabilization sand 
Cherokee.—Columbia Marble Co, (Pleas- and gravel. | 

ant Valley quarry) quarried dimension Forsyth.—Vulcan Materials Co. (North, 
marble for rough interior; sawed and cut Piedmont, and 421 quarries) crushed 

| interior building stone; cut and dressed granite for concrete and roads. Ira Pope & 

monumental stone; and crushed marble for  ggns_ Inc. (Yadkin River mine) mined 
terrazzo, roofing granules, and other uses. building and paving sand. 

_ Hitchcock Corp. (Nancy Jordan mine) Gaston.—H. D. Bartlett Sand Co. (Char- 
mined talc for crayons, toilet preparations, 144. mine) mined paving sand, and 

textiles, and other uses. ; Superior Stone Co. crushed granite at the 
Clay.—Nantahala Talc and Limestone Co. Gaston quarry for concrete and roads. 

crushed limestone at the Brasstown quarry Guilford—Superior Stone Co. (Pomona 
for concrete and road use, and mined pav- Jamestown, and Buchanan quarries) and 

ing gravel near Andrews. Vulcan Materials Co. (Stokesdale quarry) 
Cleveland.—Superior Stone Co. (Kings crushed granite for concrete, roads, and 

Mountain Nos. 1, 2, and Shelby quarries), railroad ballast. Superior Stone Co. crushed 
crushed limestone for concrete and road  traprock from the Hicone quarry for con- 

use. Foote Mineral Co, at Kings Mountain crete and roads. Boren Clay Preducts Co. 
mined and milled lithium minerals and (Pleasant Garden mine), mined miscellane- 

also produced byproduct feldspar for glass. ous clay for heavy clay products. W. R. 
Kings Mountain Mica Co., Inc. (Moss and Grace & Co. exfoliated vermiculite at its 
Patterson mines), U.S. Gypsum Co. (Indus- High Point plant. 
trial mine), and Foote Mineral Co. (Kings Halifax.—Superior Stone Co. (Weldon 

Mountain mine), produced scrap mica. mine) mined paving sand and gravel. Nash 

Kings Mountain Mica Co. recovered by- Brick Co., Inc. (Ita and Page mines), mined 
product feldspar from the Moss mine. miscellaneous clay for heavy clay products. 
Shelby Sand & Stone, Inc. (First Broad Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Co. re- 
River mine) mined sand for building, pav- covered quicklime at the Roanoke Rapids 
ing, and fill uses. mill. 

Craven.—Superior Stone Co. crushed lime- Harnett.—Becker County Sand & Gravel 
stone from the New Bern quarry for con- Co, (Senter mine), Nello L. Teer Co. 

crete and roads and Southern Sand Co. (Erwin mine), and Erwin Sand & Gravel 

(New Bern mine) mined building and Co, (Williams mine), mined sand and 
stabilization sand. gravel for building, paving, fill, railroad 

Cumberland.—Becker County Sand &_ ballast, and other uses. Carolina Light- 

Gravel Co. (Fayetteville mine) mined build- weight Aggregate Co., Inc., mined miscella- 
ing, paving, and fill sand and gravel. Ideal neous clay for lightweight aggregate manu- 

Brick Co., Inc. (Linden mine) mined _ facture and Norwood Brick Co. (Lilling-
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ton mine) mined miscellaneous clay for Pine plants), Lawson United Feldspar & 
heavy clay products. Minerals Co. (Feldspar plant), and The 
Haywood.—A. M. Sale, Inc., mined pav- Feldspar Corp. (Spruce Pine plant). Quartz 

' ing sand and gravel from the Waynesville was recovered from these feldspar milling 
mine. Carl W. Clement Co. crushed granite operations and was used for concrete, roads, 
from the Pigeon River quarry for con- glass, and pottery. Southern Mica Co. of 
crete and roads. Champion Papers, Inc. North Carolina (Bailey mine), The Feld- 
recovered quicklime at the Canton mill. spar Corp. (Poteat and Wiseman mines), 

Henderson.—Fletcher Limestone Co., Inc. International Minerals & Chemical Corp. 
and Cogdill Limestone Co. crushed lime- (Hawkins mine), and Lawson-United Feld- 
stone for concrete and roads. Moland-Drys- spar Minerals Co. (Minpro mine} mined 
dale Corp. (Fletcher mine) mined miscel- scrap mica. Diamond Mica Co., Carolina- 
laneous clay for heavy clay products. Southern Manufacturing Co., Inc. and 

Iredell— Gilbert Engineering Co. (Moores- Lawson-Boone Mica Co. ground mica for 
ville quarry) and Superior Stone Co. paint, rubber, wallpaper, plastic, roofing, 
(Statesville quarry) crushed granite for well drilling, and other uses. Pitman Stone 
concrete, roads, and stone sand. Co., Inc. (Bakersville mine), and Crabtree 

Jackson.—Rock Products, Inc. crushed Stone & Gravel Co. mined sand and gravel 
granite at the Dillsboro quarry for con- for paving use. 
crete, roads, and stone sand. Harbison- Montgomery.—Southern Aggregates, Inc. 

Walker Refractories Co. (Addie quarry) and Thomas & Woody Manufacturing Co. 

and Balsam Gap Co. (Balsam Gap mine) produced quartz for use as ornamental ag- 

mined olivine for refractories, molding gregate and precast panels, respectively. ! 

sand, and slag conditioners. Mt. Gilead Brick Co. mined miscellaneous ! 
Johnston.—Nello L. Teer Co. (Princeton clay from the Mt. Gilead mine for heavy | 

quarry) crushed traprock for concrete and clay products. Jacob’s Creek Stone Co., Inc. | 
roads. Crumpler Brick & Tile Co. (Smith- (Edenboro quarry), quarried dimension | 
field mine) mined miscellaneous clay for slate for structural millstock and flagging. 
heavy clay products. Moore.—Five companies mined sand and 

Lee.—Sanford Brick & Tile Co. (Colon gravel for building, paving, and fill. The | 
mine), Borden Brick & Tile Co. (Sanford leading producers were Pleasant Sand & 

mine), and Lee Brick & Tile Co. (Sanford Supply Co. and Aberdeen Sand & Gravel 

mine) mined miscellaneous clay for heavy Co. Standard Mineral Co., Inc. and General 

clay products. Lee-V-Lite, exfoliated ver- Minerals Co. (Glendon mine) mined and 
miculite at its Sanford plant. — ground pyrophyllite for ceramics, imsecti- 

Macon.—Franklin Construction Co. (Tubb cides, paint, rubber, brick and plaster, and 
Mill quarry) crushed granite for concrete refractory uses. Borden Brick & Vile Co. 
and roads. Eugene Owenby (Sheppard mined miscellaneous clay for heavy clay 

Knob mine) mined sheet and scrap mica. products. 

Franklin Mineral Products Co. ground New Hanover.—Ideal Cement Co. manu- 

mica for paint, rubber, wallpaper, plastic, factured portland and masonry cement at 
and other uses. its 3.5 million barrel wet process plant near : 

McDowell.—McCreary Construction Serv- Castle Hayne. Raw materials used in 
ice, Inc. (Woodlawn mine), and E. P. Boyd cement manufacture were limestone, from 

(Clear Creek mine), mined sand and gravel the firm’s Wilmington quarry, miscellane- 
for paving. Pendley & Duncan crushed ous clay, from its Wilmington mine, gyp- 
granite from the Pendley quarry for con- gum, mill scale, pyrite cinder, and other | 
crete and roads. ; __ iron-rich slags. Two 11-by-450-foot rotary 
Mitchell.—International Minerals & Chemi- king were operated. A total of 84 million 

cal Corp. (Hawkins mine) , Lawson- United kilowatt-hours of electricity was consumed; 
Feldspar & Minerals Co. (Minpro mine), ll hased. §S . Stone Co 
The Feldspar Corp. (Poteat and Wiseman 7 “2° Plirchasce. uperior stone : par Corp. (Foteat Castle Hayne qu hed limestone mines), and Roy Grindstaff (Fluking Ridge (C@Stle Hayne quarry) crushed limestone 
mine) mined ‘crude feldspar. Ground feld- for concrete and roads. 
spar for glass, pottery, enamel, and filler Orange.—Piedmont Minerals Co., Inc. 
uses was produced by International Mine- (Hillsboro mine) mined pyrophyllite for 
rals & Chemical Corp. (Kona and Spruce — ceramics, refractories, and brick and plaster
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products. Duke University quarried dimen- and North Carolina Granite Corp. crushed 

sion granite for building stone and rubble. granite for concrete, roads, riprap, and 

Pitt—Hurst Concrete Products Co., Inc. poultry grit. North Carolina Granite Corp. 
(Greenville mine) and White Concrete Co., (Mt. Airy quarry), quarried dimension 
Inc. (Munford mine) mined sand for build- granite for rough and dressed monumental 
ing and other uses. Superior Stone Co. stone, paving blocks, curbing, flagging, 

(Fountain quarry) crushed granite for con- rough and dressed architectural stone, and 

crete and roads. - | rubble. Ararat Products Co. (Surry quarry) 

Polk.—Carl W. Clement, Contractor, Co. crushed traprock for concrete and roads. 

(Columbus quarry) and A. R. Thompson, Mt. Airy Sand Co. mined paving and fill 

Contractor, Inc. (Mill Spring quarry) sand. 
crushed granite for concrete and roads. Swain.—Nantahala Talc & Limestone Co. 

Rockingham.—Superior Stone Co. crushed crushed limestone at its Hewitt quarry near 

granite from the Reidsville quarry for con- Andrews. The material was used for con- 

crete and roads. Virginia Solite Corp. crete, roads, and agricultural stone. 

(Leakesville mine) mined miscellaneous Union.—Superior Stone Co. (Bakers 

clay for use in the manufacture of light- quarry) mined and crushed traprock for 

weight aggregates. Webster Brick Co., Inc. concrete, roads, and railroad ballast. Ken- 

mined miscellaneous clay from the Draper  drick Brick & Tile Co. mined miscellaneous 

mine for heavy clay products. clay from the Monroe mine for heavy clay 

Rowan.—Superior Stone Co. (Woodleaf products. 
and Kannapolis quarries) crushed granite Wake.—Nello L. Teer (Crabtree and 

for concrete, roads, and railroad ballast. Raleigh quarries) and Superior Stone Co. 

Five companies quarried dimension granite (Garner and Knightdale quarries) crushed 

from seven quarries for use as rough and granite for concrete and roads. 
| dressed monumental stone, curbing and Watauga.—Maymead Lime Co., Inc. 

flagging, and rubble. The leading producer (Maymead mine) and J. W. Hampton Stone 
was Harris Granite Quarries Co. (Collins, Co. (Boone mine) mined sand and gravel 
Balfour, and Shuping quarries). Carolina for paving. J. L. Colville Construction Co. 
Tuff-Lite Corp. and Isenhour Brick & Tile crushed granite form the Watauga quarry 
Co. (East Spencer and Clearwater mines) for concrete and roads. 
mined miscellaneous clay for lightweight Wilson.—Superior Stone Co. crushed 

aggregate and heavy clay products, re- granite for roadstone and for railroad 
spectively. Carolina Perlite Co., Inc., ex- ballast at Neverson Gray Concrete Pipe 

panded: crude perlite shipped from Colo- Co., Inc. (Stantonsburg mine) and Deans 
rado at the Gold Hill plant for use as Sand Co. (Wilson mine) mined sand for 

building plaster, concrete aggregate, soil paving, building, fill, and stabilization uses. 
conditioner, insulation, and charcoal base. Yancey.—Deneen Mica Co. (International 

Rutherford.—A. R. Thompson Contractor, mine) produced scrap mica. Deneen Mica 
Inc. crushed granite at the Miller Creek (Co. and Hassett Mining Co. ground mica 

quarry near Rutherfordton for concrete for roofing, well drilling, and other uses. 
and roads. | Northwest Carolina Olivine, Inc. (Wray 

Stanly.—Carolina Solite Corp. (Aquadale mine), mined olivine for refractory uses. — 
mine), Stanley Shale Products, Inc. (Nor- The Feldspar Corp. ground feldspar at the 
wood mine), and Yadkin Brick Yards, Inc., Burnsville plant for use in pottery and 
mined miscellaneous clay for lightweight enamel. Clark, Anderson, and Guy (Burns- 
aggregate and heavy clay products. ville mine), Yancey Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. 

Stokes.—Pine Hall Brick & Pipe Co. (No. (Fox mine), McCrary Associates (Pensacola 
1 mine) mined miscellaneous clay for heavy mine), and Deneen Mica Co. (International 

clay products. mine), mined sand and gravel for build- 
Surry—Vulcan Materials Co. (Elkins, ing, paving, and fill. Powhatan Mining Co. 

Pilot Mountain, and Mount Airy quarries) mined amphibole asbestos at Burnsville.



The Mineral Indu: 

This chapter has been prepared by the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the 
Interior, and the State Geological Survey of North Dakota. under a cooperative 
agreement for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By R. G. Raabe’ and William C. Henkes ” 

North Dakota mineral production was produced dropped sharply whereas sand 
valued at $101.8 million, 10 percent more and gravel production increased signifi- 
than in 1965. Mineral fuels—coal (lignite), cantly. | 
natural gas, natural gas liquids, peat, and Employment and Injuries.—Final employ- 
crude petroleum—comprised most of the ™ent and injury data for 1965 and prelim- 
total value of mineral production. The * Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Denver, Colo. 
quantity and value of metals and stone ver, Cole cngineer, Bureau of Mines, Den- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in North Dakota ! 
eee 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) me eee ons Oem eee 

Clays_...._._._..._._...___.___thousand short tons__ 81 $114 68 392 
Coal (lignite). .__.-.__-_.__ 8 do. 2,732 5,848 3,543 6.976 
Gem stones._..-__-___-.-.2--_- 2 ee NA 1 NA 1 
Natural gas (marketed) __________million eubic feet__ 35,652 5,704 46,585 T DLT 
Natural gas liquids: , 

LP gases___._._.-_._.-_.____ thousand gallons__ 85,174 3,066 91,884 3,839 
Natural gasoline and cycle products______do____ - 21,059 1,263 23,200 1.415 

Petroleum (crude)___.___thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 26,350 65,875 27,126 69,170 
Sand and gravel.______..______thousand short tons__ 17,574 7,895 10,145 10, 568 
Stone____._._--_-__ ee do. 356 624 170 305 
Uranium ore. __________..._._._.______short tons__ 44,558 1,359 W Ww 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Lime, molyb- 

denum, peat, salt, vanadium (1965), and values in- 
dicated by symbol W______________________.____ xx 1,129 xX 1,874 

Total... ee xX 92,878 xX 101 , 807 | eee Se | 
NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data, included 

with “‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. . 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
! 
| 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
eee 

. Year Value ! Year Value ! eee 
1957__ eee $56 ,025 1962__. ee $89 922 
1958_______-__- ee 59 , 440 19638___..-2- eee 94,162 
1959__ ee 68 , 196 1964_____. eee 93 ,095 
1960___________ ee 78,670 1965___-___ eee 92 977 
1961______. ~~ eee 84, 858 1966__________ eee 106, 634 

eee 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 

993
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Figure 1—Value of petroleum and total value of mineral production in North Dakota. 

inary data for 1966—excluding all mineral the Federal Bureau of Mines are shown in | 
fuels industries except coal—compiled by _ table. | 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———— 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 
a 

1965: 
Coal and peat__.._____-_ 324 195 63 500 1 22 46.00 14,018 
Metal_____________-_- 55 217 12 96 — 2 20.93 6,477 

Nonmetal________-____ 42 217 9 73 _-- 1 13.69 233 

Sand and gravel_______- 491 179 88 753 a 17 22.59 456 

Stone__._._._.__.___--- 34 68 2 18 —— oe _-- _-- 
CC 

Total. ~~. -__--_- 946 184 174 1,440 1 42 29.86 5,577 a 

1966: P 
Coal and peat__________ 330 186 61 476 — 20 42.02 2,017 
Metal_____..-_.________- 55 251 14 113 — 1 8.85 9 
Nonmetal__._..---_--- 25 302 8 60 — 1 16.67 433 
Sand and gravel________ 550 169 93 806 — 15 18.61 443 
Stone. __________--.--- 15 69 1 9 _— — —_— --- 

Total_________------ 975 182 177 1,464 ~-- 37 25.27 918 
ee 

P Preliminary.
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| REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

MINERAL FUELS trail, Renville, Ward, and Williams Coun- 

- . a ties; and Richland, Roosevelt, and Sheri- 

Coal (Lignite).—Production of lignite coal gan Counties of Montana. North Dakota, 
reached a record high of 3.5 million tons, with over 350 billion tons, had the largest 
exceeding 3 million tons for the first time * j¢serves of all ranks of coal in the United 
since 1955. The value of production was $7 — ctates. 
million, 7 percent of the total value of Natural Gas.—Production of dry gas de- 

mineral production in the State. _ lined appreciably because of reservoir 
Truax-Traer Coal Co. Division, Consoli- depletion in the Cedar Creek field, Bow- 

dation Coal Co., which operated the Glen- man County. Gas associated with crude oil 
harold, Velva, and Kincaid mines, pro- (casinghead gas) increased substantially; 
ance almost half of the State output. The  hecause of the large volume of casinghead 

enharold mine, site of the largest buck- gas in comparison with dry gas, total gas 
et-wheel excavator in the United States, output was up 31 percent. As in previous 

alone yielded 30 percent of the total. Sec- years, the casinghead gas was processed at 
ond leading producer was Knife River Coal  inree gas plants and, after removal of lig- 

Mining Co., which operated the Beulah yids, sold to Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 
and Peerless strip mines. Truax-Traer Coal Natural Gas Liquids——The three gas 
Co. and Knife River Coal Mining Co. pro- plants processed more gas during the year 
duced over 75 percent of the North Dakota = anq, consequently, produced more liquids 

_ lignite. . , than during the previous year. The Signal 
At Stanton, the site of several lignite oj) ¢ Gas Co plant at Tioga, Williams 

mines including the Glenharold, the Le- County, and the Texaco Inc. plant at Lig- 
land Olds powerplant of Basin Electric ite, Burke County, extracted sulfur as 
Power Cooperative went on line, furnish- wel] as liquids from the processed gas. 
ing power early in the year; in addition, Petroleum.—For the third successive year, 
United Power Associates new steam-electric output of crude oil increased slightly 

generating plant, adjacent to the Leland reaching an alltime high for the State. 
Olds plant, began operating in November. From the discovery of oil in 1951 to, the 

ane fon P ans were fueled with lignite ong of 1966, 257 million barrels were pro- 

coat trom nearby mimes. duced. Except for slight declines in 1957 
On September 10, Baukol-Noonan, Inc., and 1963, production had steadily in- 

and Great Northern Railway Co. complet- creased. At yearend, 2,017 wells were pro- 
ed joint exploration for new deposits of ducing oil in 99 fields from 116 reservoirs. 
lignite coal. Three hundred and sixty-two of these. 370 were classed as “stripper” 

drill holes averaging | 144 feet deep were (marginal) wells. Estimated 3 known pri- 
drilled in Burke, Divide, McKenzie, Moun- mary- and secondary-recoverable reserves of 

oil were 667.6 million barrels, an - increase 

Table 4.—Coal (lignite) production, of nearly 6 percent over those of 1965. 

by counties Most of the increase was in the southwest- 
(Short tons) : : : ; 

(Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) that counts koe. Miscissippian ape com. 

“County. —~CS~«YDSCO:*“‘C(<CO(CUON’”:*C~*# tained most of the reserves (76 percent) ; 

—____—SOhooweeverr, reserves in Ordovician rocks in- 

Adams. - ~~ ------------ 17,888 173:482 creased from 1.3 percent of the total in 
Burke._____-_--------- 510,946 479,873 1965 to 7.5 percent of the total in 1966. 

Burleigh. - ------------- 7,827 5,808 A comprehensive report on the oilfields 
Grant______.---------- 19,515 17,924 of North Dakota was published by the 

Monger------------7-_48'088-~——=—sg8'380-«- Federal Bureau of Mines.t The report dis- 
Meteet =~ --- 7727777777 1, BBB 082 2888 a ~ 8 ¥olsom, Clarence B., Jr. North Dakota Crude 
Oliver__._.._......_._- 3.323 110'849 Oil Inventory as of Jan. 1, 1967. North Dakota 
Stark...._____..._____- 77,769 921885 Geological Survey, Miscellaneous Series No. 29, 

Wilsns cv, “88812 1000S Hamke, J. R., L. C. Marchant, and C, Q. 
: _—__ Cupps. Oilfields in the Williston Basin in Mon- 

Total_._.__.._____ 2,781,935 8,542 839 tana, North Dakota. and South Dakota. BuMines 
. nnn ull. 629, , 487 pp.
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Table 5.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, Exploratory drilling during the year re- 

by counties sulted in eight discoveries, a success ratio . 

—_—————————— ———— of 96 percent. Seven of the discoveries 
County Oil Dry Total Footage P . 

were new fields; one was a new pay zone in 
Exploratory | | : the McGregor field. Most interest was 

Cc : Sc . 
Benson oe 1 1 2,850 created by the discovery of the Eleven Bar 
Billings_--..--.  _-- 4 A 38,577 i i | Botteaa BCC 43° 866 field in Slope County with the H. L. Hunt, 
Burke____..--2 ___ A 4 23.325 No. 1 NPRR “A” well, sec 9, TI36N, 
Divide__.---...  __- 2 2 - 13,199 . : Golden Valley.. = 1 1 11'365 RIOILW. This well was completed flowing 
Grand Forks... ___ 1 1 598 640 barrels of oil per day from the Ordovi- 
Netieary. sortt eee : A aa cian Red River formation at a depth of 
McKenzie._--.  __- 4 4 47,343 11,500 feet. Although the discovery touched 
Mercer_.._.-.- _-- i i 8,075 * Jac ef : Mounttall 0. 9 9 19'097 Off a widespread leasing program in the 
Pierce__....--- _-- 1 1 3,228 southwestern part of the State, subsequent 

| Renville. err 2 19 at 108 gio drilling in the field was disappointing— 
| Slope...------- 1 Lee 1 11,566 two dry holes and one small producer. 

Stark_--.----. 2 __- 2 19 535 ; 
Steele....-.--.  --- 1 1 661 Two other significant discoveries were 
Ward... crate 10 10 58 aH made by Continental Oil Co. and Texaco 
Williams..-.--- 1 __- 1 10,396 Inc., both in Stark County. The Continen- 

Total........ 8 67 75 439,452 tal well—the No. 1 Zahradnik, sec 34, 
Devel ' [SSE »©6—hrL TI40N, R9I7TW—was completed for an ini- 
completions: ; os ot9e1t tial potential of 557 barrels per day, on 

Billings._..---. 20 2 , ump, fr f ion iSsis- Botteeaa.«O7::s«‘atstiS 6'887~ PUMP from the Health formation (Miss 5 
Bowman....... 4. 4A 34.005 sippian). The ‘Texaco well was an Ordovi- 

Burke._.------ 7 6 618 86,508 cian Red River formation discovery 50 
Divide_____-__.- 1 .-.. 1 9,012 . . fa: 
MeHenry__....  ___ 1 1 4,660 miles east of the Eleven Bar field, which is 
McKenzie- ----- 8 3 11 114,173 : ; Renville, .«10C«AL'( (sé BCD the nearest Red River producing field. The 
Slope...-.----- 1 2 3 34,546 well—No. 1 Schank, sec 15, T137N, R92W 

Williams...---- 1 1 2 19,663 = __was completed for a flow gage of 265 
Total........ 69 39 108 121,427 barrels of oil per day from 10,425 feet. 

Total all In June, the Fort Berthold Indian 
_ drilling---- 77 106 183 1,160,879 = Agency held an oil- and gas-lease sale at 

Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, Ameri- which 2,796 acres was leased for a total 
can Association of Petroleum Geologists. | bonus of $1 4,831. The State conducted five 

cussed the development and problems of oil- and gas-lease sales at which 111,747 
the industry, the geology of the Williston acres was leased for a total bonus of 
basin, transportation, refining, and details $154,389; response was varied with average 
of the individual fields. bids ranging from $1.25 to $1.80 per acre. 

Table 6.—Crude petroleum production, by counties 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

County 1965 1966 Principal fields in 1966 in order of production 

Billings. .___-__.-------------- 1,252 2,180 Fryburg, Medora, Rocky Ridge. 
Bottineau. _________-_-__ ee 2,685 2,642 Newburg, South Westhope, Wiley, Mohall, 

aas. 

Bowman.-____.__-------------- 706 754 Cedar Creek. 
Burke__-__.-.._- =e 3,392 2,992 North Tioga, Rival, Black Slough, Foothills, 

ortal. 
Divide. _.____________________. 293 352 North Tioga, Stoneview. 
Dunn___.__ eee 24 33 Lost Bridge. 
MceHenry.._..__.._--_--_---_--- 54 43 Pratt. 
McKenzie___._______-.__-__-___- 7,588 7,490 Antelope, Blue Buttes, Charlson, Hawkeye, 

Clear Creek. 
Mountrail___.____.--------___- 1,129 1,189 Tioga, White Earth, East Tioga. 
Renville_.._._-.-_-_____ 22 Le 2,525 2,252 Sherwood, Glenburn, Mouse River Park. 
Slope. __-_-_-_2 Le —— 70 Eleven Bar. 
Stark__...-----------------_- 104 111 Dickinson, West Dickinson, Buffalo Creek. 
Ward. _.-_..----_.------------ 7 5 Southwest Aurelia. 
Williams.___._._.___-__________ 6,641 7,063 Beaver Lodge, Tioga, Capa, Grenora. 

Total__.-__.-_---- 2 ee 26,350 27,126 

Source: North Dakota Geological Survey.
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The North Dakota Industrial Commis- can Crystal Sugar Co. produced lime for 
sion, in June, adopted a policy under use at its sugar factory at Drayton. 
which production restrictions could be im- Salt—The value of salt production, by 

posed on any field where maximum oil re- solution mining from the Charles forma- 
covery might not be obtained because of tion, increased 47 percent; the quantity 
failure to initiate secondary-recovery proj- produced increased 3 percent. Most of the 
ects. As a followup of the 1965 law provid- salt was used for stock and other feeds. 
ing for compulsory unitization of oil fields Other uses included food processing, oil 
and gasfields, this law was part of the State refining, railroad car refrigeration, water 
continuing effort to insure maximum ulti- softening, and ice removal from roads. 
mate recovery of its oil and gas resources. Sand and Gravel—Output and value of 

In July, Shell Oil Co., increased, by 10 sand and gravel, mostly used in construct- 
cents per barrel, prices on about 41,000 ing Federal-aid highways, increased 34 per- 
barrels per day of crude oil production in cent and comprised 10 percent of the State 
the Williston basin, to bring the price of total value of mineral production. : 

40.0° to 44.9° API oil to $2.68 per barrel. At yearend, of a total 570.6 miles desig- 
In October, Pan American Petroleum nated Interstate and Defense Highways Sys- 
Corp. increased its crude oil prices, affect- tem, 386 miles (26th in the Nation) was 

ing about 50,000 barrels per day, by 5 cents pen to traffic, 105.8 miles was under con- 
per barrel to $2.93 per barrel for 40.0° to struction, and 78.8 miles was not yet in 
44.9° API crude. progress.é 

Refinery activity was slightly higher than Ten leading commercial producers ac- 
that during 1965; 17.5 million barrels of  oynted for 33 percent of the total produc- 
crude oil was run to stills, compared with {ion and 36 percent of the total value of 
16.4 million barrels the previous year. A ganq and gravel. Production by Govern- 
relatively small amount of oil, 235,000 bar- ment crews and contractors, 22 and 78 per- 

rels, was received from Montana. Slightly cent, respectively, was used almost entirely 
less than 10 million barrels of oil was for road construction. Production came 
shipped out of the State, virtually all to from 430 operations—193 commercial and 
Minnesota. 237 Government-and-contractor operations 

The proposed expansion of the Williston —52 percent more than in 1965. 

refinery of Westland Oil Co., begun during Prices ranged from 40 cents per ton for | 
the year, had not been completed by year- miscellaneous gravel to $1.43 per ton for | 

— end.5 building gravel. The average value of all : 
sand and gravel produced was $1.04 per ! 

NONMETALS ton, the same as that produced in 1965. | 
Although the quantity and value of Stone.—Output of stone, used for riprap, | 

stone production decreased by more than concrete, and roadstone, decreased sharply. | 

50 percent, the total value of nonmetals Contractors for the U.S. Army Corps of | 
output increased 27 percent. The drop in Engineers used stone in relocating the ! 

stone production was offset by an apprecia- Northern Pacific Railway at the Oahe Res- | 
ble increase in sand and gravel production. | er voir project near Flasher and Mandan in 
Clays—Clay output continued to de- Morton County; at the Garrison Dam and 

Ng: . . Reservoir for slope protection of the Snake 
crease. Miscellaneous clay, including shale, Creek embankment in Burleigh County: 

was used in manufa cturing lightweight and on the Missouri River, Garrison Dam 

aggregate and building brick, A small to Oahe Reservoir bank stabilization, near 
quantity of bentonite was produced for Stanton in Mercer Count 
manufacturing prepared mortar. y: 

. Sulfur.—Elemental sulfur was recovered 

_ Gem Stones.—Chalcedony (chiefly agate), + natural gas processing plants at Lignite 
jasper, petrified wood, and other gemstones; Burke County and at Tioga in Williams 
and mineral specimens, valued at approxi- County. Because of the difficulty in deter- 
mately $1,000, were collected. 

Lime.—Lime production, reported for 5 Work cited in footnote 3, p. 9. 

the first time in 1965, increased 6 percent "Rares of Public, Rode, Quarterly Rong 
in quantity and 5 percent in value. Ameri- 196. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967.
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
nr 

1965 1966 

Class of operation and use ee 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

a 
Commercial operations: 

Sand: 
Construction: 

Building__.-__._.-_---_-------------- 325 $392 538 $645 
Paving..____---_---_---------------- 202 224 — 927 889 
Fill__.------------------------------ 186 194 121 101 

Other___-.-_------------------------- woe --- 1 1 

Total______----------------------- 713 810 1,587 1,636 

Gravel: - 

Construction: 
. 

Building.._-_._---------------------- 363 538 516 737 

Paving_____------------------------- 1,193 1,606 2,524 3,106 

Railroad ballast__.....--.------------ 321 201 207 103 

Fill__--.-.-.------------------------ 397 390 (215 169 

Other____.-------------------------- 2 1 _-- _-- 

Miscellaneous-___-_..---------------------- --- --- 10 4 

Total. .___-_-------------------------- 2,276 2,736 3,472 4,119 

Total sand and gravel________--_-------- 2,989 8,546 5,059 5,755 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: Paving...___-------------------------- 1,702 1,462 2,144 2,034 

: oo ——————— 

Gravel: 
Building.._._..-.------------------------ 8 8 128 128 

Paving__._------------------------------ 2,875 2,879 2,772 | 2,609 

, Fill.....-.------------------------------ --- _-- 42 42 

Total. __....------------------ eee 2,883 2,887 2,942 2,779 
eee 

Total sand and gravel___.____-_--------- 4,585 4,349 5,086 4,813 
eee : 

All operations: 
Sand______---------------------------------- 2,415 2,272 3,731 3,670 

Gravel. _._.___------------------------------ 5,159 5,623 6,414 6,898 

| nn 
Total_______-_-_-------------------------- 7,574 7,895 10,145 10,568 
ONAN ~~ -- nnn nnn 

mining the source of some sulfur recovered Billings and Stark Counties. Quantity and 

at natural gas plants and petroleum value decreased in 1966. 

refineries, particularly on the eastern sea- Uranium Ore.—The quantity and value 

board and Gulf ports, the quantity and of uranium oxide, contained in ash derived 

value recovered is not included in the from uraniferous lignite, decreased. Three 

States mineral production statistics. firms—Union Carbide Corp., Susquehanna- 
Western, Inc., a subsidiary of The Susque- 

METALS hanna Corp., and Geo Resources Explora- 

tion, Inc.—mined uranium-bearing lignite 

Molybdenum.—T'wo companies reported in Billings, Slope, and Stark Counties. The 

recovery of molybdenum from uraniferous- yranium ore was recovered by strip mining 

lignite ores—Mines Development, Inc., a lignite, which was concentrated into ash by 

subsidiary of The Susquehanna Corp., burning. The ash was shipped to mills in 
from ores mined in Billings County, and Colorado and South Dakota for recovery of 

Union Carbide Corp., from ores mined in the contained uranium and molybdenum. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Billings.—Petroleum production increased uraniferous lignites, increased 30 percent in 

74 percent because of development drilling tonnage and 48 percent in value; byprod- 

the Fryburg and Medora fields. Fryburg, “uct molybdenum was recovered at process- 

with nearly 1.2 million barrels output, con- ing plants in other States. 
tinued as the major oilfield in the county. Bottineau.—The county ranked fourth in 

Uranium output, produced by burning the State in oil production, which was vir-
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Table 8.—Value of mineral production in North Dakota, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Adams_____--------_-______ $98,158 $74,804 Coal, sand and gravel. 
Barnes_____-----_-_-_-_-_- WwW 455,000 Sand and gravel. 
Benson._._.--_---_-_----_- 101 , 000 369 ,000 Do. 
Billings___..---..--_ 22 _e 3,690,684 6,280,602 Petroleum, uranium ore, sand and gravel, 

natural gas, molybdenum. 
Bottineau__._....--______- 7,017,700 7,151,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, peat. 
Bowman. _._-_-._--_____-- 2,243,018 2,275,331 Petroleum, coal, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Burke__..__---.-------_--- 12,071,775 11,637,988 Petroleum, LP gases, natural gas, coal, natural 

gasoline, sand and gravel. 
Burleigh_....-.._____..---- 932 , 752 575,338 Sand and gravel, coal, stone. 
Cass._...-.-..-.--_------- 68 ,000 64,000 Sand and gravel. 
Cavalier_.........-_-.-.--- 255,000 315,000 Do. 
Dickey._._...----__------- 93 ,000 73,000 Do. 
Divide____-__._-_.___-___-- 940,160 1,038,324 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, clays. 
Dunn_____-- eee 361 , 400 100,000 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Eddy_._____-___-___------ 367 ,000 509,169 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Emmons. _.____.___-_------ 3,000 135,000 Sand and gravel. 
Foster__.._--..___-_-___--- 114,000 170,169 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Golden Valley___________-_- 12,000 10,000 Sand and gravel. 
Grand Forks________.____-- $26 ,000 730,000 Do. 
Grant_...-_-2 2 eee 169 , 507 163,697 Sand and gravel, coal. 
Griggs_._-.-_--_____ eee _-uee 80,000 Sand and gravel. 
Hettinger___.__-______-___-- 7,000 W_ Sand and gravel, coal. 
Kidder_____________-____-.- 58,000 115,420 Sand and gravel, stone. 
La Moure____________--_-- 94,000 68,000 Sand and gravel. 
Logan__.--2_ eee _o-ee 1,554 Stone. 

_ MeHenry_-__.--.-___.------ WwW 140,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. | 
MclIntosh__._._____.._----- 203 , 000 W Sand and gravel. 
McKenzie. __________-__--- 21,622,750 23,405,000 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, natural 

gasoline, stone, sand and gravel. 
McLean... _______-------- 590, 456 390,249 Sand and gravel, coal. 
Mercer________-___-_-_--_--- 3,131,411 4,456,517 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 
Morton__________._-_-_--- 203 , 769 876,448 Sand and gravel, clays, coal, stone. 
Mountrail___-.______-___---. 3,367,000 3,307,000 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Nelson____._._._-._------- 169 ,000 370,000 Sand and gravel. 
Oliver___.__..._-_-.______--- 124,038 311,453 Coal, sand and gravel. 
Pembina.______-___-------- WwW W Lime, sand and gravel. 
Pierce_._._.___-___--_----- 107 ,000 ’ 387,000 Sand and gravel. 
Ramsey_-_...._-.---------- 270,000 416 ,000 Do. 
Ransom________..._------- 112 ,000 34,000 Do. 
Renville__-..-___________---- 6 ,543 ,000 5,866,000 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Richland. ._..__-_-.-------- 223 ,000 393,000 Sand and gravel. 
Rolette_......-_._.._------- 249 ,000 362 ,000 Do. 
Sargent____._._____-_----- Ww neue 
Sheridan____________------ 17 ,000 51,000 Sand and gravel. 
Sioux___....____-__------- 46 ,000 1,000 Do. 
Slope__.___-.------------- WwW _ W Petroleum, uranium ore, sand and gravel. 
Stark. _._____._---.------- 1,896 ,222 702,114 Petroleum, coal, uranium ore, stone, sand and 

gravel, natural gas, molybdenum. 
Steele.___._____-.--------- WwW 96,000 Sand and gravel. 
Stutsman__________.___--_-- 273 , 860 351,858 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Towner. _.___-.._--------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Traill._......-.-_--._----- 309 ,000 274,000 Do. 
Walsh____....--.---------- 152 ,000 511,000 Do. 
Ward_______-------------- 1,411,361 1,464,360 Sand and gravel, coal, petroleum, natural gas. 
Wells_______---_---------- 90,000 16,000 Sand and gravel. 
Williams..__-.._....---.-. 21,415,531 24,273,186 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, salt, natural 

gasoline, sand and gravel, coal. 
Undistributed !__._.____-_--- 1,328 , 567 959 , 583 

Total_._..._._._.._... 92,878,000 101,807,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1 Includes gem stones and some sand and gravel (1965) that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values 

indicated by symbol W. 

tually the same as in 1965. At yearend, 23 Burke.—Although oil production de- 
fields were productive with the Newburg’ clined 12 percent, the county was ranked 
field continuing to have the highest pro- third in output. Three of the four largest 
duction. fields had declines. Drilling also declined; 

Sand and gravel output, used mostly for there were 4 exploratory and 13 develop- 
road construction, increased 75 percent. ment wells, compared with 10 and 23 wells 

The production of peat, mined and __ respectively, in 1965. 
dried for use as a soil conditioner, from Though production and value declined 

bog deposits at Turtle Mountain, in- slightly, the county was again ranked sec- 
creased. . ond in the value of coal (lignite) . 

|
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Eddy.—Although production and value Renville-—Although production declined 
of sand and gravel increased 21 and 37 11 percent, the county ranked fifth in the 
percent, respectively, the county dropped State in oil output. Renville County had 
from second to fourth in total State out- almost twice as many wildcat wells as the 
put. Sheyenne Sand & Gravel, Inc., the ma- next most active county, Bottineau; two of 
jor producer in the county, sold building these resulted in small oil discoveries. 
sand and gravel, and paving, railroad bal- Slope.—The county joined the ranks of 
last, and fill. gravel. Contractors for the oil producers in late July when the Eleven 
North Dakota State Highway Department Bar field discovery well was completed. At 
produced paving sand and gravel. yearend, the field had two producing wells 

Grand Forks.—With production and val- and two dry holes. | 
ue of sand and gravel increasing 87 and The county also produced uranium ore 
124 percent, respectively, in 1966, the and sand and gravel. 
county was ranked third for total yield in Stark.—Oil drilling resulted in two ap- 
the State. Seventy-eight percent of all sand parently significant and successful explora- 
and gravel was used for paving. Paving tory wells: Continental No. 1 Zahradnik 
sand and gravel, produced by Bradshaw and Texaco No. 1 Schank. The Texaco dis- 
Gravel Supply and the North Dakota State covery was designated the Buffalo Creek 
Highway Department crews and contrac- _ field; the Continental was named West. 
tors, comprised more than one-half of the Dickinson. These new fields, offsetting the 

county total. decline in production at the Dickinson 
McKenzie—The county continued to _ field, accounted for the 7-percent increase 

rank first in oil production in the State; in oil output. 
output was at about the same level as dur- The county dropped from first to second 
ing 1965. Production was from 22 reservoirs place in the production of uranium ore 
in 14 fields. The Sanish (Mississippian/De- and byproduct molybdenum from lignite 
vonian) at Antelope field and the Madison ash, and although the output increased by 
(Mississippian) at Blue Buttes field were 18 percent, from fifth to sixth in coal (lig- 
the principal oil-producing reservoirs. nite) production. 

The county again ranked third in the Ward.—Although the county had the 
State in the output of stone, 24 percent of lowest oil production in the State, it ac- 
the total—all produced by the McKenzie counted for 13 percent of the exploratory 
County Highway Department. drilling; only Renville and _ Bottineau 
Mercer.—The quantity and value of coal Counties had more wildcat activity. The 

(lignite) produced increased 52 and 41 _ reservoir depletion at the Southwest Aure- 
percent, respectively, as the county con- lia field resulted in a 29-percent decline in 
tinued to lead the State in lignite output: oil output. 
66 percent of the total. Output of sand and gravel increased in 
Morton.—The county ranked first in the quantity and value 85 and 71 percent, re- 

output of sand and gravel and clay. Heb-_ spectively, ranking the county second in 
ron Brick Co. produced miscellaneous clay quantity and first in value for sand and 
for manufacturing brick and bentonite for gravel production in the State. Minot Sand 
use in prepared mortar. Baukol-Noonan, & Gravel Co., Northern Improvement Co., 
Inc., produced shale for manufacturing and Schriock Construction Inc., produced 
lightweight aggregates. 77 percent of the county total. The North 

Northern Improvement Co. was the ma- Dakota State Highway Department and 
jor sand and gravel producer in the Northern Improvement Co. produced pav- 
county. The North Dakota State Highway ing sand and gravel and Archie Campbell, 
Department and the U.S. Army Corps of Inc., Oberg Construction Co., and Schriock 
Engineers produced paving sand and grav- Construction, Inc., produced paving gravel. 
el; the Morton County Highway Depart- Great Northern Railway Co. and Soo Line 
ment and Schriock Construction, Inc., pro- Railroad Co. produced  railroad-ballast 
duced paving gravel; Helm Bros., Inc, gravel. The Ward County Highway De- 

produced building sand and gravel and partment produced paving and fill gravel. 
paving and fill gravel; and Mandan Atlas Sand & Gravel, Inc., and Minot Sand 
Transfer & Storage, Inc., produced building & Gravel Co. produced building, paving, - 
and fill sand and gravel. and fill sand and gravel.
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The county was ranked third in output petroleum production, the county main- 
and value of coal (lignite). Lignite was tained its second position in output in the 
produced from the Velva strip mine of State. 
Truax-Traer Coal Co. and the Valley strip Dakota Salt and Chemical Co. produced 
mine of Valley Coal Co. salt by solution mining of beds through 

Williams.—With a 6-percent increase in 8,500-foot wells in the Charles formation.
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— The Mi | Ind f Ohi 

| By Joseph Krickich * 

| Spurred by a substantial increase in the struction also were major contributing fac- 
output of coal, the value of mineral pro- tors with demand for aggregate material at 
duction in Ohio rose to a new high of $488 record levels. Nationally, the State con- 
mene exceeding the previous high year, tinued as an important producer of clay, 
. r y $23.8 million. Aiding in the over- al, lime, and salt, as well as ferroalloys 

/ all value gain were record outputs of salt and iron and steel. 

and sand and gravel, and substantial in- 
creases in shipments of cement and stone. ~ {7 MG : alist. B . MM: Pitt 

Accelerated building and highway con- burgh, Pa, Specialist, Sureaw © THES, ETEES- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Ohio* 
ce 

1965 1966 

Mineral ee 
Value Yalue 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
aS Se et 

Cement: . 
Portland_________________-.-876-pound barrels__ 14,786,190 $47,499 15,180,526 $48 ,740 

Masonry_________._.___._.-280-pound barrels_. 1,050,064 3,004 976,141 2,785 

Clays._......_-..-.___.----.- thousand short tons__ 5,070 14,816 5,089 14,522 

Coal (bituminous).__._._._._-.-------------do_--- - 39,390 146 ,023 43 ,341 164 ,444 

Gem stones_________-__-_.__.-___-_--------------- NA 3 NA 3 

Lime_____._.__._._---_-....-thousand short tons_- 3,831 53,208 3,858 50,997 

Natural gas_.__.__..__...---------million cubic feet__- 35,684 §,421 43 ,133 10 223 

Peat__._.._..__-__---------__--.---_-short tons_- 5,352 80 5,214 S4 

Petroleum (crude)..__...thousand 42-gallon barrels _- 12,908 37 , 940 10,899 - 32,700 

Salt______.___._.._______._.-_thousand short tons_- 5,026 34,316  ~—-§, 138 35,735 

Sand and gravel__.______._-----------------do___- 40 , 852 49 ,305 43,851 52 ,909 

Stone_____.___-______-__----_-----_---------do___- 42 ,263 66,969 45,002 F2,900 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive 
stones and gypsum______-__-------------------- xX . 2,163 xx 1,998 

a 

Total. .___._-.__---____-------------------- xx 464,252 xx 488 ,040 

ae orrrr 
NA Not available. XX Not applicable. oo —— 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

. Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Millions) 
A 

Year Value ! Year Value ! 
ES a _ LL:LWéSaSG LL‘ uA Lclb€€|( WD”De_;lTlll 

1957__________ eee ---- $380 1962_______________-_--------------- $403 

1958.________------------- anne 347 1968__....._.---_------------------- 431 
1959_______________-_--- eee 399 1964__________-_____-____------------ 464 
1960_________________-_-_ eee eee 393 1965________.______-_-_------------- 477 

1961_________________-___-_-_-_----- 386 1966_____________-_-_--------------- » 493 

eee ees es 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957, 1959-65 revised. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS low that of 1965. Output from Lorain 
County was as a byproduct of sandstone 

Abrasive Stones.—Production and value quarrying. Production in Washington 

of abrasive stones (grindstones) were be- County was only for the first half of 1966 

603
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as the operating company discontinued clined from 19.7 million barrels to 19.4 
. business at midyear. million barrels. Companies operated at 81 

Cement.—Production of portland cement Percent of capacity compared with 74 per- 
reached the highest level since 1963 and cent in 1965. Yearend stocks were 671,000 
was 8 percent greater than that of 1965. barrels higher than at the end of 1965. In 
Shipments increased only 3 percent above terms of value of shipments, Greene, 
the previous year. The average value per P aulding, and Muskingum were the lead- 
barrel of portland cement was unchanged ng cement-producing counties. 
at $3.21. Production, shipments, and value Shipments of portland cement were 
of masonry cement were below that of chiefly to consumers in Ohio (65 percent) , 
1965; average value per barrel declined Michigan (15 percent), Indiana (7 per- 
$0.01 to $2.85. Total plant capacity de- cent), and West Virginia (7 percent). 
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Figure |.—Value of coal, sand and gravel, and stone and total value of mineral 

production in Ohio.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

As a Man- Man- Number of | Injury rates | per 
verage ays ours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked eee eee 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: - i : 
Coal___--.------.--- 7,580 229 1,738 13 ,963 8 347 25.42 4,797 
Nonmetal_..__._.-.. 2,494 257 642 5,154 2 125 24.64 3,425 
Sand and gravel_...___ 2,214 238 526 4,369 4 60 14.65 6,024 
Stone._-_-_-.-.-.--- 5,560 274 1,524 12 ,333 4 134 11.19 2,236 
Peat___..-.-.------- 18 100 2 14 _.- --- a---- ----- 

Total_._..-.------ 17,866 248 | 4,432 35,833 18 | 666 19,09 3,883 

1966: P CO 

Nenmetal/c00. 2'bye bel '672 81878 sR BT. onmetal_.._..-_-_. @, , _-- . LL OG 
Sand and gravel.__._. 2,240 239 536 4,464 3 68 15.91 4.764 
Stone......-.-.._-.. 5,380 283 1,520 12,419 2 196 15.94 2,060 
Peat_......._-_-_-.- 17 117 2 15 —_ —_— _---- _---- 

Total..........--. 18,012 252 4,541 86,953 17 751 =. 20.78 3,921 

P Preliminary. - - 

Shipments also were made to Kentucky’ kilowatt-hours of electrical energy, of 
and Pennsylvania. Most of the masonry ce- which 28 percent was generated by the 
ment was consumed in Ohio, Indiana, and producers and the remainder was pur- 
West Virginia. Distribution of portland ce- chased from public utility companies. 
ment shipments by types of customers was ‘The Jonathan mine and plant of Colum- | 

as follows: Ready-mixed concrete com- bia Cement Co. was awarded a Certificate . 
panies, 9.6 million barrels; concrete prod- of Achievement in Safety in National Safe- 
uct manufacturers, 2.6 million barrels; and ty Competition. The company worked | 

highway and other contractors, 2.0 million 120,000 man-hours without any disabling | 

barrels. The remainder went to building injuries. | 

material dealers and miscellaneous cus- os . | 

tomers. Over 13.7 million barrels of port- ese ony P roducten (fire oy ! 
land cement was shipped by truck and the and misceNaneous Clay or sna €) increased’ 
remainder was shipped by rail, or con for the fourth consecutive year. However, 

. , . Ohio was displaced by Georgia as the Na- 
sumed at plants. Bulk shipments predomi- Ne leadi P 1 y “O88 Si Of th 
nated; only 7 percent was shipped in con- tion's leading clay-procucing tate. ¢ “ 
tainers, mainly paper bags total production, 55 percent was miscella- 

Cement companies used over 44 million "O°" clay or shale. compared with 51 per- 
tons of limestone, cement rock, and marl, cent the previous year. Clay output for re- 

623,000 tons of clay and shale, 130,000 tons fractories declined by 105.0 Ys tons fo | 
of gypsum, and 87,000 tons of sand as pri- nearly 1 million tons. Production of clay 

mary raw materials. Quantities of fluor- US¢d— for heavy clay products, (mainly 
spar, iron ore, and mill scale also were building brick) increased by 78,000 tons to 
used. Fuel used for power generation was OVE 2.9 million tons; clay used for manu- 

predominantly bituminous coal but quanti- facturing cement increased 12 percent to 
ties of natural gas and fuel oil also were 676,000 tons. A slight decline was reported 
consumed. Producers used 411.2 million in production of shale used for manufac- 

Table 4.—Finished portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock 

. (Thousand barrels and thousand dollars) 

Number of Shipments from mills Stocks at 
Year active Production ————__—__________ mills, 

plants Quantity Value Dee. 31 

1957-61 (average)____..--.--------.-- 10 16 ,284 16,122 $54 ,298 1.937 
1962_.__.-.-_..-----.-_------------- 10 15,465 15,353 51,006 1,857 
19638_.___._._.-_-_---.-_------------- 10 16,300 16,218 53 ,244 2.064 
1964________-_.___-_- ~~ ------------ 10 15,606 15,553 50, 647 2.079 
1965___-.-.- e+ -- 9 14,599 14,786 47,499 1,600 
1966_________-_-_-.-.-_------------- 9 15,755 . 15,181 48,740 2,271
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turing lightweight aggregate. Fire clay was Total value of lime was 4 percent less than 
used principally in refractories and for in 1965, owing to lower average values for 
manufacturing heavy clay products. Other three of the four types produced; only re- 
uses of Ohio clay included pottery and _ fractory lime had a higher unit value in 
stoneware, floor and wall tile, and as ro- 1966. The greatest change was in building 
tary-drilling mud. Fire clay was produced lime which dropped from $19.66 to $18.36. 
in 16 counties; Tuscarawas, Stark, Colum- Ohio accounted for 21 percent of the na- 

biana, and Jackson Counties led in output tional output in 1966, compared with 23 
and supplied 66 percent of the total fire percent in 1965 but was still the leading 
clay tonnage. Among the 36 miscellaneous _lime-producing State. | 
clay or shale producing areas, Cuyahoga, Data in table 5 excludes regenerated | 
Tuscarawas, Greene, and Stark Counties lime which was produced in Montgomery 

led in production. and Ross Counties; no primary lime pro- 

Gem Stones.—Gem stones (mineral speci- duction was reported in these counties. 
mens) were recovered mostly from mines Two-thirds of the primary lime production 
and quarries throughout the State by Was used for chemical and other industrial 

members of mineral and lapidary clubs. US¢s and was chiefly quicklime. Sandusky 
Specimens collected included calcite, celes- County continued as the leading area for 
tite, flint, and jasper. lime production. 

Almost 57 percent of the total lime pro- 
Gypsum.—Increased production of crude duction was captive tonnage or was mar- 

gypsum was reported, but value declined = ,eted in Ohio. Other leading marketing 
because of lower unit prices. Output from areas for Ohio lime were Pennsylvania (8 
two underground mines in Ottawa County percent), Indiana (7 percent), and Michi- 

was calcined at nearby plants for use IN gay (7 percent). Significant shipments also 
manufacturing building products. Crude were made to Illinois and New York. Lime 
gypsum shipped from outside the State also also was exported to Canada, Chile, United 
was calcined at the Lorain plant of Na- Kingdom, and Venezuela. Quicklime manu- 
tional Gypsum Co. facture was predominately by means of 

Iron Oxide Pigments.—Red iron oxide  shaft-type kilns. Both batch and contin- 

pigments were produced by Minnesota uous hydrators were used by hydrated lime 
Mining & Manufacturing Co. at Copley, producers. Fuels used included anthracite 
Summit County. Primary raw material uti- and bituminous coal, coke, natural gas, 
lized by the company was pyrite cinder re- _ producer gas, and carbon monoxide. 
covered as a byproduct of sulfuric acid Perlite (Expanded).—Expanded perlite was 

manufacturing in Delaware. produced at three plants, one each in | 
Lime.—Continuing an increasing trend of | Cuyahoga, Hamilton, and Lorain Counties. 

the last 5 years, output of lime reached a Crude perlite shipped from Western States 
record high and was | percent greater than was processed mainly for insulation and 
the previous high year, 1965. Greater de- plaster aggregate applications. Producers 
mand for chemical and other industrial were The Cleveland Gypsum Co., Division 

lime more than offset declines in agricul- of Cleveland Builders Supply Co., Cleve- 
tural, building, and refractory lime. Out- land; National Gypsum Co., Lorain; and 
put of agricultural lime resumed a declin- The Philip Carey Manufacturing Co., 
ing trend, temporarily reversed in 1965. Lockland. 

Table 5.—Lime sold or used by producers, by uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Chemical and 
Year Agricultural Building other industrial Refractory Total 

Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- Quan- 
tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value tity Value 

1957-61 (average) 32 $444 460 $8,305 1,341 $14,450 1,073 $17,130 2,906 $40,329 
1962____..--_--- 26 396 383 7,257 1,743 20,734 950 15,405 3,102 43,792 
1963____-------- 24 393 369 7,003 1,820 22,187 994 16,374 3,207 45,957 
1964____.__._--_- 23 352 374 7,561 2,147 26,209 1,120 19,186 3,664 53,308 
1965____.-_----- 27 410 327 6,425 2,387 27,905 1,090 18,468 3,831 53,208 
1966____.-_----- 17 253 299 5,490 2,574 28,740 968 16,514 3,858 50,997
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Salt.—A new record high output of salt awarded Certificates of Achievement in 

was established as production increased 2 Safety for working without any disabling 

percent above that of 1965, the previous injuries. Awards also went to Frederick- 

high year. Value increased $919,000 to town Sand & Gravel Co., Hamilton Gravel 

$35.7 million. Rock salt and brine produc-  Co., and Zanesville Gravel Co. 

tion increased but evaporated salt output Slag (Iron-Blast Furnace).—Production of 

declined. Rock salt recovered in Cuyahoga = jyon-blast furnace slag declined 509,000 

and Lake Counties was’ sold mainly for tons below that of 1965 to 6.1 million tons 
highway ice control and in chemical appli- valued at $11.7 million. However, the aver- 

cations. Brine production in Lake and age yalue per ton increased from $1.89 to 

Summit Counties was primarily captive ¢) 99 and was greater than the mational 

tonnage used for manufacturing chlorine average of $1.75. Of the total processed slag 

and soda ash. Evaporated salt produced in 7] percent was screened air-cooled materi- 
Meigs, Summit, and Wayne Counties was 4). the remainder consisted of granulated 

sold for a wide variety of uses; some waS~ ang lightweight (expanded) slag. The pri- 

marketed as pressed blocks. Producers used mary uses for screened, air-cooled slag were 

both the vacuum-pan and open pan proc- as aggregate for concrete and bituminous 
esses for recovering the salt. As in previous construction, highway and airport comstruc- 

years, Lake County continued as the lead- tion, and as railroad ballast. Processing 

ing area for salt production. _ plants were located primarily near steel- 

Sand and Gravel.—For the second consec- making facilities in Cleveland, Middletown, 

utive year, production of sand and gravel and Youngstown. Nationally, the State 

reached record highs. Output was 3 million ranked second in production and supplied 

tons above the previous year as primarily 23 percent of the total output. 

more structural and paving sand and grav- Stone.—Total stone (limestone and sand- 

el was produced to meet the increased de- stone) output increased in both tonnage 

mand. Commercial sand and gravel used in and value for the second consecutive year, 
- building and highway construction totaled reflecting the continuing high level of ac- 

36.5 million tons, compared with 33.9 mil- tivity in all phases of highway and build- 

lion tons in 1965. Demand for other con- ing construction. Output was 6 percent 

struction sand and gravel increased but greater and value increased by $5.9 million 

production of industrial sand declined above that of 1965. Crushed limestone pro- 
slightly. Industrial sand output was only duction increased by 1 percent and sup- 

12,000 tons below that of 1965, but with plied 98 percent of the total stone tonnage. 

higher average unit prices, value increased — fiscellaneous uses of crushed limestone in- 
3 percent to $5.6 million. Industrial sands cjyded whiting, filter beds, stone sand, 

were mostly for molding, glass manufactur- paper and glass manufacture, poultry grit, 

ing, and furnace construction and repair. fertilizer filler, and for controlling dust in 

Sand and gravel was produced in 69 coal mines. Production of dimension lime- 

counties; Franklin, Hamilton, Montgomery, stone decreased slightly and was used in 

Portage, and Butler Counties were the architectural and construction applications. 

leading areas. In addition, production ex- Limestone was produced in 56 counties: 

ceeded 1 million tons in six other counties. Sandusky, Erie, Wyandot, Seneca, and 

Producers processed 88 percent of the total Franklin Counties were the leading areas 

tonnage, by washing, screening, sizing, OY for production. 

crushing. Over 41.6 million tons was Dimension sandstone production  in- 

shipped to consumers by truck, 1.8 million creased, but that of crushed sandstone was 

tons by rail and the remainder by water. virtually unchanged compared with the 

Of the 433 commercial operations, 156 had previous year. Most of the dimension sand- 

production below 25,000 tons but account- stone was fabricated for use as architectur- 
ed for 4 percent of the total commercial al stone; some of the rough and sawed 

tonnage. Three operators had outputs ex- stone was sold for lining steel furnaces. Di- 

ceeding 1 million tons and seven opera- mension sandstone was also used in con- 

tions produced from 500,000 to 1 million struction and as curbing and flagging. 

tons. Crushed sandstone was sold for refractory 

In National Safety Competition, seven (ganister), aggregate, riprap, glass manu- 

plants of American Aggregates Corp. were facture, and foundry uses. Sandstone pro-
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

_ 1965 1966 
Class of operations and use ——— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building _--______-_-__-_____--__---_----_- 6,407 $6,974 7,044 $7,799 
Paving..______-_____-_-__-_--_-_----_---_- 7,917 8347 8,678 9,011 
Fill___-_-_-_----------------------------- 1,556 937 1,881 1,234 
Molding__.___-_------------------------- 525 2,198 543 2,311 
Fire or furnace______-_-.----------------- WwW WwW 173 523 
Other 1______-_-_---_-------------------- 1,081 3,416 962 3,082 

Total. _._...-.-.---------------------- 11,486 21,872 19,281 23,960 

Gravel: - | 
Building__-_.__._.----------------------- 6,219 7,502 7,024 8,223 
Paving -_-_.---.------------------------ 13,312 16,117 13,716 16,851 
Railroad ballast_____.____._-_------------- 3 2 12 9 
FPill_._.__-.------------------------------ 2,054 1,184 1,931 1,095 
Other____.-_-_----_--------------------- 1,650 2,541 1,773 2,721 

Total_____-.--_-.---------------------- 23 , 238 27,346 24,456 28 , 899 

Total sand and gravel__.__________-_._-_- 40,724 49 ,218 43 , 737 52 , 859 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Paving____.__-_-__..-_-__-_--___-_-_ a ee -ouee --u-e- 7 2 
Fill._.---------------------------------- 16 21 8 2 

Total. __.-.--------------------------- 16 21 15 4 

Gravel: 7 
Paving_________-_.-__-__- -_ ue eee 102 59 84 38 
Fill._---.---------_--------------------- 10 7 15 8 

| Total. ____-_.----- eee 112 66 99 46 

Total sand and gravel______________-___- 128 87 114 50 

- All operations: - 
Sand__._____-------------------------------- 17,502 21,893 19 ,296 23 , 964 
Gravel_______-_------_------------------1---- 23 ,350 27,412 24,555 28 ,945 

Total. .____-------------------------------- 40 , 852 49 ,305 43,851 52,909 

W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes the following sands: Glass, blast, filtration, engine, grinding and polishing (1965), ground, other, 

and data indicated by symbol W. . 

duction was reported in 13 counties; Lo- mines), National Lime & Stone Co. (two 
rain County again ranked first in tonnage mines), National Gypsum Co., Ohio Lime 
and value. Co., Toledo Stone & Glass Sand Co., and 

For the second consecutive year, the Bar- United States Gypsum Co. 
berton, Summi i i . 

. , it County, limes tone mune of Sulfur (Recovered Elemental).—Production 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Chemical Divi- . 

, ; . and shipments of elemental sulfur recov- 
sion, won the Sentinel of Safety trophy in . 

ered at the Toledo refinery of Sun Oil Co. 
the underground nonmetal category of Na- 

. wo . were below that of 1965. However, value 
tional Safety Competition sponsored jointly : : | ; was greater because of a 26-percent in- 
by the Bureau of Mines and the American . . . - ; crease in the average unit price for recov- 
Mining Congress. The mine worked. 297,124 d sulf Sulf d by th 
man-hours without any disabling injur cred sulfur. Sulfur was recovered by the 

y S mjUry: catalytic oxidation of hydrogen sulfide. 
This marks the sixth year of competiton 
for the mine. Other Ohio limestone quar- Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—The Cleveland 
ries had notable safety records for the year. Gypsum Co., Division of Cleveland 
In the quarry group of National Safety Builders Supply Co. produced exfoliated 
Competition, the following companies were vermiculite at its Cleveland plant. The 
awarded Certificates of Achievements in processed material was used in plaster and 
Safety for working without any lost-time concrete aggregate, horticultural and other 
injuries: Basic, Inc., The France Co. (two industrial applications.
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Table 7.—Crushed and broken limestone sold or used by producers, by uses’ 

. (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Use gg a 

, Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Riprap-_---------------------------------------- 218 $314 255 $3665 
Concrete aggregate and roadstone___._.___-________ 22 ,465 29 , 747 24,523 32,685 
Fluxing stone_____________-.-_-_-___-----_---_-_- 5,811 8,876 4,851 6,926 
Agriculture____.__-_-_-_-------------------------- 2,031 3,626 2,218 4,037 
Railroad ballast_._...__....----------------------- 1,103 1,359 1,014 1,274 
Cement_____.----------------------------------- 4,001 5,260 4,619 6 , 924 
Lime_____-_------------------------------------- 5,088 8,398 5,594 10 , 664 
Miscellaneous uses_______._.---_-_ eee 815 2,338 1,175 3,017 

Total. ._.-_------------------------------- 41,533 59,917 44,249 65 , 893 

1 Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. 

MINERAL FUELS ing machines used at underground mines 
; _ increased from 52 to 59, reflecting greater 

Coal (Bituminous).— Production of bitu- mechanization at Ohio underground mines. 
| minous coal increased for the fifth consecu- Ajthough the number of auger mines in- 

tive year and reached the highest level creased, production was 1 percent below 
since 1920, the record high year. Output that of 1965 and totaled 1.7 million tons | 
was 10 percent greater than in 1965 and valued at $6.1 million. The average value 
was the third highest level of production per ton increased from $3.17 to $3.54. No- 
on record. Strip mines supplied 66 percent ple, Jefferson, Tuscarawas, and Belmont 

of the total tonnage; 30 percent came from Counties, in decreasing order of tonnage, - 
underground mines and the remainder (4 were the leading areas for auger mining 

percent) from auger mines. The average and supplied over 50 percent of the out- 
value per ton of coal was $3.79, an increase put. | : 

of $0.08 compared with that of. the pre- Twenty-one coal cleaning and prepara- 

vious year. A total of 426 mines producing tion plants were active, one less than in 
1,000 tons or more were active, 9 more —- 1965. Nearly 16.2 million tons of coal was 
than the total in 1965. Underground mines  Gjeaned. of which only 876,000 tons was 
decreased by 4 to a total of 89 but the cleaned by pneumatic methods; the re- 

number of strip mines increased from 264 mainder was cleaned by washing. At prepa- 

to 274 and auger mines from 60 to 63. ration plants, over 4 million tons of coal 

Strip-mined tonnage was nearly 2.2 mil- was dried after cleaning in 19 thermal dry- 
lion tons above that of 1965 and totaled ing units. At mines having crushing and 

28.5 million tons valued at $101 million.  tyeatment facilities, 21.9 million tons of 

Average value per ton increased from $3.49 ¢oal_ was crushed and 4.5 million tons 
in 1965 to $3.54. Production was reported treated with dust-allaying and antifreezing 
in 23 counties; Harrison, Jefferson, Bel- materials. Of the total output, 26.9 million 
mont, and Coshocton Counties, in decreas- tons were shipped by rail or water, 12.6 

ing order of tonnage, were the leading million tons by truck, and the remainder 

strip mine areas. Equipment used by strip was consumed locally. Coal production by 
mine operators included 44 electric, 16 die- captive operators furnished 10 percent of 
sel electric, 490 diesel, and 24 gasoline the total State output. 

shovels or draglines. Most of the equip- Preliminary employment data indicated 

ment had dipper capacities of less than 3 that an average of 7,800 men worked 14.7 
cubic yards; 13 shovels and 14 draglines ition man-hours compared with 14.0 mil- 
had capacities exceeding 12 cubic yards. lion man-hours in 1965. Twelve fatalities 

Coal tonnage recovered from under- and 365 nonfatal injuries were recorded, 
ground mines increased from 11.3 million four more fatal injuries than in 1965. In 
tons to 13.1 million tons; average value per National Safety Competition, six strip 
ton was $4.38 compared with $4.31 in 1965. mines were given Certificates of Achieve- 
Of the 17 counties with output from un- ment in Safety Awards for operating with- 
derground mines, Belmont and Harrison out any lost-time injuries. They were the 
Counties accounted for over half of the West Farm No. 22, Georgetown No. I, 

tonnage. The number of continuous min- Bradford No. 16, and Crescent Valley No. 7
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mines of Hanna Coal Co., Division of Con- the coke produced was consumed by pro- 
solidation Coal Co.; Betsy mine of Boich ducing companies mainly in blast furnaces. 
Mining Co.; and Mapleton mine of Magno- Coke breeze produced at plants totaled 
lia Mining Co. 547,000 tons valued at $3.9 million. Copro- 

. . ducts reco i - - gas, 
Coke and Coal Chemicals.—Production of . vered included coke-oven ga 

. ammonium sulfate, coke-oven tar, and 
oven-coke was 1] percent greater than in . . . . 

“a: crude light oil. The crude light oil was 
1965 and totaled 8.5 million tons valued at 

way: . ; further processed for recovery of benzene, 
$146.3 million. Average value per ton in- toluene, xvlene. and solvent naphtha 
creased from $16.11 in 1965 to $17.18. Pro- » XY , P " 

ducers carbonized 12.1 million tons of bitu- oo. . 

- minous coal; coke yield decreased slightly Table 8.—Bituminous coal production 
from 70.41 percent in 1965 to 70.34 per- (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

cent. Most of the coking coal received at Year Quantity Value 
Ohio plants came from West Virginia and = 4957-61 (average)___.._- 34,037 $132,065 

Pennsylvania. Thirteen plants (12 in 1965) 1962 - ~----+----------- Be 128 127,001 

operating 2,249 slot-type ovens were in €x-  j9g4° 7777777777777 87810 137,776 
istence at yearend, an increase of 413 ovens 1368 - ao enon ----- rt 300 ise gee 

above that of 1965. Nearly 89 percent of 9) 77> 7TTut 

Table 9.—Coal (bituminous) production, by counties . 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 

C Number of mines Total production Number of mines Total production 
ounty ee Se 

Under- Quan- Under- Quan- 
ground Strip Auger tity Value ground Strip Auger tity Value 

Athens__.______- 9 3 a 142 $487 8 2 1 187 $717 
Belmont.._..__-_ 9 21 12 7,698 31,235 13 22 6 8,286 33,619 
Carroll______-_-_ 1 q ee 268 925 2 8 1 275 906 
Columbiana_---_. 3 38 8 1,428 4,476 6 34 138 »=:1,356 4,440 
Coschocton_ __._- 5 11 1 2,606 10,781 6 10 4 2,761 11,855 
Gallia___....---- 12 7 3 494 1,413 6 qT 2 288 960 
Guernsey___-__-_-- 1 6 1 865 1,144 wae 6 1 1,845 4,710 
Harrison_______- 6 13 3 8,585 34,414 6 17 3 10,650 48,506 
Hocking_.______- 1 6 1 103 339 1 7 2 87 342 
Holmes.________-_ 1 1 ae 188 631 _-- 5 1 244 815 
Jackson. ________ 6 12 _-- 609 2,316 4 17 2 855 3,068 
Jefferson._._____- 8 34 10 4,970 17,802 8 39 10 4,787 18,040 
Lawrence.______- oe 3 _-- WwW WwW _-- 3 aoe WwW WwW 
Mahoning______- a 16 1 689 2,582 es 14 ee 501 1,903 
Meigs____._.-_-- 8 5 3 257 885 4 a 1 30 94 
Monroe. ._____-- oe _o wae — — 1 _-- oe WwW WwW 
Morgan_______-- 1 3 _-. 1,800 5,844 _—— 3 _— WwW ‘W 
Muskingum__-_-__- 5 7 oe 132 575 6 8 a 283 924 
Noble______----- _-- 9 4 2,985 8,584 _-- 12 5 2,222 6,862 
Perry__..______- 5 9 1 WwW WwW 6 10 2 2,133 8,324 
Portage________~- oe 1 --- 7 27 _-- a a _-- --- 
Stark___._______ ee 14 1 435 1,401 oe 17 1 525 1,636 
Tuscarawas_-____-_ 9 29 10 2,986 10,175 8 23 7 $2,995 10,427 
Vinton_________- 3 5 a 141 558 4. 5 oe 154 604 
Washington_-_____ oe 1 1 W W _-- 3 1 200 T07 
Wayne__.______- se 3 —_— 45 136 a 2 _o- 24 57 
Undistributed____ xX xX XX 2,507 9,348 xX xX XX 2,653 9,928 

Total_____ 93 264 60 39,390 146,028 89 274 638 48,341 164,444 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
XX Not applicable. 

Peat.—Shipments of peat were slightly minated. Ohio peat was used mostly for 
below that of 1965 but the value was great- soil improvement purposes and was mar- 
er because of higher unit prices. The aver- keted chiefly in bulk form. Reserves at ac- 
age value per ton rose from $14.99 to tive operations increased from 513,000 tons 

$16.19. Production was reported in eight to 704,000 tons. 

counties; Stark County ranked first in ton- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Petroleum 

nage with three operations. At active production continued to decline but natu- 
operations, production of moss peat predo- ral gas output was greater than that of 

{
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1965. A sharp decrease in drilling activity METALS 

also was recorded. According to the Ameri- 
can Association of Petroleum Geologists, Aluminum.—Primary aluminum was pro- 
total well completions decreased from 1,896 duced at the Hannibal reduction plant of 
to 1,312 and total footage drilled dropped Ormet Corp., jointly owned by Olin- 
from. 5,609,000 to 3,733,000. A total of 1,174 Mathieson Chemical Corp. and Revere 
development completions (662 oil, 217 gas, Copper & Brass, Inc. Output and value 
and 295 dry) was reported. Development Were below that of 1965; the average value 

wells were drilled in 48 counties; Morrow Pet ton was unchanged. Bauxite imported 
(145), Perry (136), Hocking (106), and from Surinam was processed into alumina 

Licking (103) Counties were the leading at the company-owned plant at Burnside, 
areas. Wildcat completions dropped from La. The alumina was then shipped by 
312 in 1965 to 138 (12 oil, 19 gas, and 107 barge to the Hannibal plant for reduction 

dry). Morrow County with 20 completions into aluminum. Annual capacity of the re- 

was the leading area for wildcat activity. duction plant remained at 180,000 tons. 
Other leading areas were Richland (12), . Olin-Mathieson operated a casting and 
Huron (11), and Knox (10) Counties. rolling mill adjacent to the reduction 

Drilling operations in Ohio were mainly _ Plant. 
by the cable tool method. The Division of Beryllium.—The Brush Beryllium Corp. 

Oil and Gas, Ohio Department of Natural at Elmore processed hand-sorted beryl into 
Resources, reported 14,192 petroleum-and  peryllium metal, alloys, and compounds. 
7,000 gas wells were productive at the end production was mostly beryllium and. ber- 
of 1965. yl-copper master alloy. | : 

According to American Gas Association 
and American Petroleum Institute, reserves Ferroalloys.—Ferroalloy shipments totaled 

on December 31, 1966, were 755,215 million 784,000 tons valued at $165.8 million, 4 

cubic feet of natural gas (14.73 pounds per and I] percent, respectively, greater than 
square inch absolute, at 60° F) and 101.2 in 1965. Production was lower than um 
million barrels of crude petroleum, Com- 1965, totaling 745,000 tons. Ohio continued 

pared with the end of 1965, reserves of as_the foremost producer among the 17 
natural gas were up by 378 million cubic ferroalloy-producing States, supplying = 
feet and petroleum up by 238,000 barrels. percent of the total national shipments. In- 
Crude oil capacity as of January 1, 1966, at creased shipments were reported for ferro- 

the State’s 11 petroleum refineries was Manganese, silicomanganese , and ferrochTo- 
464,200 barrels per day, 1,000 barrels less mium and chromium briquets. A though 
than in the previous year. Gasoline output shipments of ferrosilicon and miscellaneous 

capacity increased from 178,000 barrels per silicon alloys declined, value was greater 

day to 187,000. Refineries were operated by because of higher average unit PHCES. 
Ashland Oil & Refining Co., Canton and Thirteen principal ferroalloys were pro- 

Findlay; Chevron Asphalt Co. (formerly duced at Ohio plants. Producers were In- 

American Bitumuls & Asphalt Co.), Cin- terlake Steel Corp., Beverly; Jackson Iron & 

cinnati; Gulf Oil Corp., Cleves and Tole- Steel Co., Jackson; Ohio Ferro- Alloys Cor P- 

do: Pure Oil Co. (A Division of Union Oi! Brilliant, Philo, and = Powhatan’ Fomt; 
Co. of California), Heath (Newark) and Union Carbide Corp., Mining & Metals D1- 

Oregon; Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleve. '910" Marietta and Ashtabula; and Vana- 
land, Lima, and Toledo; and Sun Oil Co., dium Corporation of America, Cambridge 

Toledo. and Vancoram. 

According to a survey, five companies Iron and Steel.—Steel production at Ohio 

operated underground liquefied petroleum plants was 4 percent greater than in 1965, 

(LP) gas storage facilities having a capaci- according to the American Iron & Steel In- 

ty of 2.4 million barrels. Texas Eastern stitute. Nearly 23 million tons was pro- 

Transmission Corp. operated the largest fa- duced, of which 14.9 million tons was 

cility (1.5 million barrels) in Butler open-hearth and Bessemer steel, 5.7 million 

County; other facilities were operated in tons basic oxygen, and 2.4 million tons 

Allen, Butler, Cuyahoga, Hamilton, and _ electric furnace steel. Compared with 1965 

Stark Counties.2 figures, production by the open-hearth and 

Vou and Gas Journal. V. 64, No. 42, Oct Bessemer processes declined by 2.1 million 
| 17, 1966. cee ‘tons and production in basic oxygen fur-
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naces increased by 3 million tons. Steel Reactive Metals, Inc., jointly owned by 
| production in electric furnaces was 92,000 United States Steel Corp. and National 

tons below that of 1965. Shipments of pig Distillers & Chemical Corp. The sponge 
iron totaled 16.2 million tons valued at was shipped to the company’s Niles plant 
$962.2 million, an increase of nearly 1 mil- for melting and processing. Titanium also 
lion tons and $56.8 million above that of was melted at the Massillon and Canton 

1965. Over 13.5 million tons of basic pig plants of Republic Steel Corp. Titanium 

iron was produced, 560,000 tons more than Metals Corporation of America (TMCA) 

the previous year. At the 19 active plants, olled and fabricated at Toronto primary 
nine of the 46 blast furnaces were idle. metal shipped from Henderson, Nev. Ti- 

Over 6.1 million tons of domestic and 44 tanium pigments (titanium dioxide) used 
million tons of imported iron ore were Y€- in manufacturing paint was produced at 

ceived at steel plants. Iron ore receipts the Ashtabula plant of Cabot Titanium 
were 2.2 million tons less than 1965, but Corp 

receipts of agglomerated material having so Reactive Metals. In | 

higher iron content increased by 1.9 mil- Zireonium.—Reactive etals, Anc., pro- 
lion tons. Agglomerates received at plants duced zirconium chunklets at Ashtabula. 
totaled 12.9 million tons, most of which The chunklets were shipped to Niles for 

(10.1 million tons) were iron ore pellets. ingot production. Zircon- and zirconia- 
Most of the foreign iron ore was imported based refractories were produced by The 
from Labrador and other parts of Canada = Chas. Taylor Sons Co., Cincinnati. Zirco- 

and Venezuela. Quantities also were im- nium Corporation of America (ZIRCOA), 

ported from Africa, Chile, and Brazil. Solon, produced zirconium oxide as well as 
Titanium.—Titanium sponge metal was Zircon refractories. Vanadium Corporation 

produced by sodium reduction of titanium of America produced zirconium alloys at | 
_ tetrachloride at the Ashtabula plant of Cambridge. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported in 86 Adams.—Davon, Inc., Peebles, produced 
of Ohio’s 88 counties. As in previous years, limestone for blast-furnace flux, aggregate, 
no mineral production was reported in_ railroad ballast, agricultural stone (ag- 

Clermont and Fulton Counties. Harrison stone), and for dust abatement in coal 
County continued as the State’s leading mines. The Adams County Highway De- 
area as value of mineral output increased partment produced and crushed limestone 
by $9.1 million to $43.8 million. In addi- for road construction and maintenance. 

tion to Harrison County, values in excess Allen.—Production of limestone totaled 
of $10 million were recorded for 13 other 789,000 tons, 15 percent below that of 1965. 
counties. County data on petroleum and Output was primarily for concrete aggre- 
natural gas operations were not available. gate, railroad ballast, and as agstone. Pro- 

Data on gem stones (mineral specimens) ducers were National Lime & Stone Co., 
were not specified by county. Lima; Suever Stone Co., Delphos; The 

Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Ohio, by counties 1” 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Adams__..__--___-__.-.. $1,266,766 $1,362,852 Stone. 
Allen. _~__----_~ =e 1,461,380 1,369,627 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Ashland________________. WwW W_ Sand and gravel, clays. 
Ashtabula. ___.-_-_________ W W Lime, sand and gravel. 
Athens__.______-_-_-_-_- 1,365,302 1,591,870 Coal, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Auglaize_..-_____________ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Belmont_.-._____________ 31,405,605 33,847,850 Coal, stone. 
Brown ..._-______-_____- 102 ,900 120,871 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Butler___--__-____________ 2,512,000 3,001,000 Sand and gravel. 
Carroll__..-._--____- 2 1,063,779 1,133,731 Coal, clays, sand and gravel. 
Champaign______________ WwW W Sand and gravel, peat. 
Clark. __.--__-_-___ ee WwW W Sand and gravel, lime, stone. 
Clinton________-________- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Columbiana____________- 7,565,711 7,097,442 Coal, clays, sand and gravel.
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Ohio, by counties +°—Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Coshocton._-=-.--------- $12,164,347 $18,730,729 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 
Crawford___-.------2---- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Cuyahoga. ---+-.--.--=.- WwW W Salt, lime, sand and gravel, clays, peat. 
Darke_.---2--2----+-=-+- WwW W Sand and gravel, clays, 
Defiance... =--------=--- . WwW . W Sand and gravel. 
Delawate----=-.---=------ 1,600,139 2,095,274 Stone, lime, clays. 
Erie. ___-------+--s+----- 8,395,304 8,966,174 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Fairfield__....----------- WwW _ W_ Sand and gravel. 
Fayette... _---.---------- _ 681,295 718,988 Stone. 
Franklin. __-.----------- 9,914,192 10,307,668 Sand and gravel, stone, lime, elays, peat. 
Gallia_...-._-.-.----_----_- 2,233 ,239 1,724,174 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 
Geauga. __.__-----=------- 1,461,019 1,319,029 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Greene__=_.----------+-+ WwW a W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Guernsey-_-_------------- 1,144,195 4,750,087 Coal, stone. 
tTamilton____------=-=---- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Hancock- . -------------- Ww W Stone, lime, clays, sand and gravel. 
Hardin_....------------- WwW ; W Stone. 
Harrison. ______---.-___- 84,709 , 562 43,807,793 Coal, stone, clays. 
Henry. ._..------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Highland___-_---_------- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Hocking_..__.---.-_--+-- 469,605 563,949 Coal, clays, sand and gravel. 
Holmes_..___-----_-_-_- 1,439 , 756 1,523,829 Coal, stone, clays. sand and.gravel. 
Huron______---_--2-_-_-_- _ 87,000 54,000 Sand and gravel. 
Jackson____-2--+-----_.- 3,673 , 708 4,604,185 Coal, clays, stone, sand and gravel. 
Jefferson. _____-=-----_-- WwW 19,075,645 Coal, clays. 
Kriox. . .---------------- W W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Lake_.____------+------- WwW . W_=sSalilt, lime, sand and gravel. 
Lawrence____-.---=------ 10 , 850 ,028 9,744,328 Cement, stone, coal, clays, sand and gravel. ° 
Licking -__.=.------------ WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Logan_____+--.---------- 543 , 588 911,686 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Lorain__.__.------------ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel, abrasives. 
Lueas.___-_-=+---------- WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Madison_...------------ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Mahoning. _-_------------ WwW W Stone, coal, clays, peat. 
Marion_.___------------- 1,693 ,910 1,540,229 Stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Medina. ___------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, clays. 
Meigs_._..-------------- WwW Ws Sand and gravel, coal, salt, stone. 
Mercer_..--------------- WwW W Stone. 
Miami___.----=---=------ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Monroe. ..-------------- WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, stone. 
Montgomery------------- 4,858 ,983 4,658,041 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Morgan__..------------- WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, stone. 
Morrow____------------- 52,000 W Sand and gravel. 
Muskingum_-_..---------- WwW W Cement, stone, coal, sand and gravel, clays. 
Noble____--------------- WwW W Coal, stone, clays. 
Ottawa________----------- 7,841,931 7,700,649 Lime, stone, gypsum. 
Paulding__-------------- WwW W Cement, stone, clays. 
Perry___.--------------- WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, clays, stone. 
Pickaway-_--------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Pike______-------------- WwW W Do. . 
Portage__..------------- 3,899 ,097 4,360,637 Sand and gravel, stone, peat, clays. 
Preble___._------------- WwW W Lime, stone, sand and gravel. 
Putnam ___-------------- 598 , 227 549,531 Stone, clays. 
Richland. _-.------------ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, clays. 
Ross____.--------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Sandusky_.-------------- 28,945,906 26,424,387 Lime, stone, sand and gravel. 
Scioto___.._------------- WwW '“W_ Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Seneca_____------------- WwW W Lime, stone, clays. 
Shelby__..-------------- 376 , 202: 375,738 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Stark. _______---_-------- 12 ,986 , 528 12,925,662 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, coal, clays, peat. 
Summit__._------------- WwW W Salt, lime, stone, cement, sand and gravel, clays. 
Trumbull__._-_---------- 242 ,000 233,000 Sand and gravel. 
TuscarawaS_.-..--------- 14,252,457 15,186,065 Coal, clays, sand and gravel, stone. 
Union______.------------ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel.’ 
Van Wert____----------- 829 ,421 908,790 Stone, clays. 
Vinton_.____------------ 637 ,915 782,170 Coal, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Warren. ____------------ 1,291,000 1,331,000 Sand and gravel. 
Washington_.--.-_------- WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, abrasives. 
Wayne.______------------ WwW W Salt, sand and gravel, stone, clays, coal. 
Williams___...---------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Wood_______.----------- 1,435,315 1,880,978 Stone. 
Wyandot____------------ WwW W Stone, lime, sand and gravel, peat, clays. 
Undistributed 3______.____._ 258,300,766 240,860,667 

Total________._..._ 464,252,000 488,040,000 
a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 Fulton and Clermont Counties not listed, as no production was reported. 
2 Natural gas and petroleum values are not listed by counties, as data are not available; included with “Un- 

distributed.”’ 
3 Includes natural gas, petroleum, and gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties, and values 

indicated by symbol W.
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Bluffton Stone Co., Bluffton; and Western koneta. Clay for heavy clay products was 

Ohio Stone Co., with two quarries near Li- mined near Spencerville. 
ma. Processed construction sand and gravel Belmont.—The county continued as the 

was produced at the Westminster plant of second ranking coal-producing area. Total 
Wapak Sand & Gravel Co. Bank-run gravel production increased 588,000 tons above 
was produced by Prince Gravel Co. and that of 1965. Production was chiefly from 
Lucke & Treglia, both near Lima. 13 underground mines; The North Ameri- 
Ashland—Sand and gravel production can Coal Corp., with 3 mines and Oglebay- 

was slightly above that of 1965. Most of Norton Co., with 2 mines were the leading 
the commercial output was processed mate- producers. Hanna Coal Co., operator of the 
rial produced principally by Young’s Sand Crescent Valley No. 7 mine, was the lead- 
& Gravel Co., Loudonville, and Bolin &. ing strip mine producer. Most of the 
Son, Ashland. Limited quantities of gravel auger-mined coal was produced by Ohio 
were produced by Jones Trucking Co., Red River Collieries. Six preparation plants 
Haw; R. C. Meyers, Ashland; and Charles were active cleaning coal from under- 
Bucklew, West Salem. The E. Bigelow Co. ground mines. Limestone was produced by 
produced shale for drain tile at New Lon- Thomas E. Ayers Limestone Quarry, Mar- 
don. tins Ferry; Captina Limestone, Inc., Pow- 

Ashtabula.—Quicklime for metallurgical hatan Point; Somerton Crushing Co., 
_ and chemical uses was produced at Ashta- Wayne Township and McCort Brothers, 

bula. Output of sand and gravel was near- Barnesville. 
. ly double that of 1965. Principal producers Butler.—Sand and gravel production to- 

of construction sand and gravel were Paul  taled 2.7 million tons valued at $3 million, 
Campbell Sand & Gravel and Gleason a 17-percent increase in tonnage and 19- 
Sand-Gravel, Inc. both near Conneaut; percent increase in value compared with 
Northeast Materials, Inc., Kingsville; and that of 1965. Although output was greater 
A. C. Meade Excavating Co., Jefferson. the county ranked fifth compared with 
Quantities of molding sand were produced fourth the previous year among the sand- 
by Peerless Mineral Products Co., Con-  and-gravel producing areas. Of the 12 ac- 
neaut. tive operations, the leading producers were 

Athens.—Output of coal was substantially American Materials Corp. (two plants), 
_ greater than that of 1965. Production was Ohio Gravel Co., Division of Dravo Corp., 

chiefly from underground mines; Karns (two plants), The Middletown Sand & 
Coal Co. at mines Nos. 60 and 61, was the Gravel Co., The Hamilton Gravel Co., and 

leading producer. Furr Coal Co. was the The Moorman Sand & Gravel Co. Output 
principal strip mine operator. Ralph Perry from these operations consisted chiefly of 
Coal Co. operated the only auger mine. processed gravel used in building and 

Diamond Stone Quarries, Inc., operated highway construction. Production was cen- 
two limestone quarries near Albany for the tered mainly near Fairfield, Hamilton, 
production of aggregate stone. Natco Corp. Middletown, and Ross. 
mined plastic fire clay near Nelsonville for Carroll.—Coal production was slightly 
manufacturing heavy clay products. Sand greater than that of 1965, but value was 
and gravel production was greater than  lower,.owing to lower average unit prices. 
that of 1965; principal producers were The Of the total tonnage 95 percent was from 
F. H. Brewer Co., Chauncey, and Athens eight strip mines; The James Bros. Coal 
Sand and Gravel Co., Nelsonville. Co: was the leading strip mine operator. 

Auglaize.—National Lime & Stone Co. at Clay production was more than double 

its Buckland quarry produced limestone that of the previous year and consisted 
for aggregate, railroad ballast, and agstone. mainly of shale used for manufacturing 
Production of sand and gravel was 287,000 heavy clay products. Production was re- 
tons compared with 303,000 tons in 1965. ported from five pits; D. & M. Coal Co. 
Processed material was produced by Wapak _was the leading producer. Malvern Sand & 
Sand & Gravel Co., Western Ohio Stone Gravel Co., produced paving sand and 
Co., and Quality Sand & Gravel & Ready gravel at Malvern. Mineral City Sand Co., 
Mix Co, all near Wapakoneta. Bank-run Mineral City, produced molding and loam 
material was produced by Joseph Gravel sand. No production of dimension sand- 
Co. and Hardin-Coates, Inc., near Wapa- stone was reported as in previous years.
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Champaign.—Sand and gravel was pro- tectural uses at the Mullet quarry near . 
duced by American Aggregates Corp., and Layland. For the second consecutive year 
Miller’s Excavating, Inc., both near Ur- output of sand and gravel increased, total- 
bana, Walter R. Dorsey,. Springhill, and R. ing 887,000 tons compared with 569,000 
H. Cushman & Son, Mechanicsburg. Most tons in 1965. Leading producers among the 
of the output from these operations was eight active operations were Spring Con- 
processed gravel used for paving and fill. struction Co., Newcomerstown; W. P. 
Sphagnum Peat Moss Products produced McCarren Co., Walhonding and Canal, Le- 
shredded moss peat for packaged sales at _ wisville; and Boyd Gravel Co., Coshocton. ~ 

West Liberty. Crawford.—Limestone used for flux, 
Clark.—Production of commercial sand aggregate, agstone, railroad ballast and for 

and gravel totaled 1,085,000 tons, 6 percent glass manufacturing was produced at the 
greater than that of 1965. Output was from Spore quarry near Bucyrus by National 
13 operations and consisted mostly of proc- Lime & Stone Co. Construction sand and 
essed construction sand and gravel. Limited gravel was produced by Galion Gavel Co., 
quantities of molding and brick sand was _ Galion. | 

produced near Enon. Leading producers Cuyahoga.—International Salt Co. pro- 
were American Aggregates Corp., Fairborn duced rock salt at its underground mine at 
and Springfield, and Springfield Sand & Cleveland. Most of the salt was sold to 
Gravel Co. and Eagle City Sand & Gravel governmental agencies in Ohio and Penn- 
Co., both near Springfield. Limestone for  sylyania for use in controlling icy high- 

aggregate, blast furnace flux, agstone, and ways. Substantial quantities also were ex- 
for manufacturing lime was produced at ported to Canada. Cuyahoga Lime Co., 

Springfield. Most of the lime was used in Cleveland, produced mainly metallurgical 
metallurgical applications. _ quicklime from limestone shipped from 
Columbiana.—Although the number of Michigan. Sand and gravel production in- 

active mines increased from 49 in 1965 to creased 13 percent above that of 1965, and ~ 
53, total coal production was 5 percent be- totaled 942,000 tons. Output consisted 
low that of 1965. Nearly 85 percent of the chiefly of processed sand used for construc- 
output was strip-mined coal. Buckeye Coal tion. Leading producers among the nine 
Mining Co., Ferris Coal Co., and Industrial active operations were Terra Vista Sand & 

Mining & Engineering Co. were the leading Gravel, Pettibone Sand and Gravel Co., 
strip mine operators. Moore Coal Corp. Testa Brothers, Inc., and Valley View Ma- 
and R. D. Whitaker Coal Co., were the terials, Inc. Clay production was 400,000 
leading auger and underground operators, tons compared with 351,000 tons in 1965. 
respectively. Total output of clay was be-- Production was reported from operations 
low that of 1965; fire clay production pre- near Berea, Cleveland, Garfield Heights, 

dominated. Production was from six opera- and Independence. Hydraulic Press Brick 
tions; H. K. Porter Co., Inc., Refractories Co., Independence, was the leading pro- 
Division, operator of the Pleasant Valley ducer and continued as the State’s only 

underground mine near Wellsville, was the producer of expanded shale lightweight 
leading producer. Production of sand and aggregate. Limited quantities of humus 
gravel totaled 116,000 tons and was report- peat was recovered from a bog near Mid- 
ed from five operations. Most of the mate- dleburg Heights by Dan E. Poljak. 
rial was processed for use in construction Darke.—Output of sand and gravel was 

‘but some furnace sand was produced. _ below that of 1965. American Aggregates 
Coshocton.—Coal production was pri- Corp., Greenville, was the leading pro- 

marily from 10 strip mines. Output was 6 ducer. Other operations were located near 

percent greater than that of 1965. Leading Greenville and New Madison. Darke 

strip mine operators were Peabody Coal County Tile Co., Greenville, produced clay 
Co. and Simco-Peabody Co. Output from for use in manufacturing heavy clay prod- 
the Peabody mine was processed at the ucts. 
company’s Broken Aro preparation plant. Delaware.—Limestone output totaled 1.1 

Briar Hill Stone Co. operated six quarries million tons compared with 776,000 tons in 
for the production of dimension architec- 1965. Four quarries, one each near Dela- 
tural sandstone. Nicholl-McBride Stone ware, Powell, Ostrander, and Radnor, were 

Holding Co. quarried sandstone for archi- active. National Lime & Stone Co., Dela-
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ware, was the leading Producer. Quicklime from a bog near Grove City. Output was 

and hydrated lime was produced from pur- shredded for sale for soil improvement 
chased limestone at the Delaware plant of purposes and as earthworm culture me- 
Scioto Lime & Stone Co., Inc. The lime dium. 

was used. primarily for water purification Gallia—Coal production continued to 

and softening and in metallurgical applica- decline and was 42 percent below that of 
tions. Shale used mostly for manufacturing 1965. Of the total, 63 percent was strip- 

building brick was mined by The Galena mined coal. Orchard Coal Corp. was the 
Shale Tile & Brick Co., Galena, and The  |jeading strip mine operator. Limestone 
Delaware Clay Co., Westerville. used mostly for aggregate and agstone was 

Erie-——Sandusky Crushed Stone Co., Inc., quarried near Bidwell. The Keener Sand & 
Parkertown, Wagner Quarries Co., San- Clay Co. produced molding sand at Kerr. 
dusky, and Kellstone, Inc., Kelleys Island, Mostly construction sand and gravel was 
quarried limestone used mainly for aggre- produced by M. T. Epling Co., Gallipolis. 

gate. The Castalia limestone quarry of Cas- Geauga.—Production of sand and gravel 
talia Quarries Co. was abandoned in No- was below that of 1965. Most of the mate- 
vember 1965. Dimension  architectual rjal was processed for use in construction. 
sandstone was recovered at the Birming- R. ww. Sidley. Inc., Thompson, produced 

ham quarry. Sandstone used for riprap was construction and industrial sands and was 
quarried at Berlin Heights by Harris Bros. the leading producer. Other operations 
Stone Co. Ohio Foundry Sand Co. and The were active at Chesterland, Auburn Center, 
Keener Sand & Clay Co., both near Huron, Burton, Newbury, Parkman, and Bain- 

‘produced molding sand. Bank-run sand bridge ‘Township. Harbison-Walker Refrac- 
used as fill material was produced by Bor- tories Co., Thompson, produced quartzite: 

chardt Construction Co., Inc., Castalia, and = for refractory bricks. 

Harris Bros. Stone Co., Berlin Heights. _ Greene—Southwestern Portland Cement 
Fayette.—Limestone production was (Co. and Universal Atlas Cement Division 

532,000 tons compared with 414,000 tons in of United States Steel Corp. produced port- 
1965. Producers were Blue Rock, Inc., land and masonry cements at Fairborn. 
Greenfield, and Sugar Creek Stone Quarry, Southwestern used limestone and clay 
Inc., and Fayette Limestone Co., both near mined nearby for their primary cement 

Washington Court House. Output was raw materials; Universal Atlas mined lime- - 
mainly for aggregate and agstone. stone and clay and purchased sand _ for 
Franklin—The county continued as the their cement requirements. The latter com- 

‘State’s leading sand and gravel producing pany also used substantial quantities of 
area. Output by commercial producers to- gypsum mined and shipped from out of 
taled 5.8 million tons compared with 4.8 the State. Limestone used for aggregate was 
million tons the previous year. Govern- quarried near Cedarville. Output of com- 
ment-and-contractor production was lower mercial sand and gravel increased 2 per- 
than that of 1965. Among the 19 active cent above that of 1965. Most of the out- 
commercial operations (12 in 1965), lead- put was processed material used for 
ing producers included American Aggre- construction and came from 12 operations. 
gates Corp. (3 plants) , Colvin-Gravel Pits, Hilltop Concrete Corp., Fairborn; Phillips 
Inc. (2 plants), The Olen Corp., Wm. Sand & Gravel Co., Alpha; and Bellbrook 
Miller Sand & Gravel Co., and The Jackson Gravel, Inc., Bellbrook, were the leading 
Pike Sand and Gravel Co. Producers were producers. 

active mainly near Columbus. The Marble Guernsey.—Output of coal increased by 

Cliff Quarries Co. produced limestone near 1.5 million tons and was chiefly from six 

Columbus for commercial sales and for strip mines. Central Ohio Coal Co. ac- 
manufacturing quicklime and hydrated counted for most of the strip-mined ton- 
lime. Sales of limestone were mainly for nage. Coal was cleaned at the Carol No. 2 
flux, agstone, aggregate, and railroad bal- preparation plant of C. V. & W. Coal Co., 
last. The Claycraft Co., Gahanna, and The Inc. Concord Quarry mined limestone for 
Columbus Clay Manufacturing Co., Black- aggregate at New Concord. 
lick, mined shale for manufacturing build- Hamilton.—Although production of sand 
ing brick and drain tile, respectively. W. C. and gravel was slightly below that of 1965, 
Utzinger & Sons recovered reed-sedge peat the county continued as the second ranking
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sand-and-gravel-producing area. Output pan No. 1 preparation plant formerly oper- 
was 4.5 million tons valued at $5.3 million. ated by Tappan Lake Coal Co. Hanna 
The leading producer was Ohio Gravel Coal Co., also produced limestone for 
Co., Division of Dravo Corp., with plants aggregate and agstone at Cadiz. The Bo- 
at Camp Dennison, Cleves, Miamitown, werston Shale Co., Bowerston, mined shale 

and Newtown. Other leading producers in- used for farm drain tile. 
cluded Barrett Division, Allied Chemical ‘Henry.—Napoleon’ Sand. & Gravel Co. 

Corp., Bill Burkart, Inc., Queen City Grav- and Turkey Foot Sand & Gravel, both near 
el Co., (two plants), and Paul Willis Sand Napoleon, produced mostly construction 
& Gravel. Limestone used for agstone was sand. August Honeck & Son, Malinta, and 

recovered as a byproduct of sand and grav- Napoleon Brick & Tile Works, Napoleon, 

el production at the Newtown and Camp = mined clay used for manufacturing drain 
Dennison plants of Ohio Gravel Division ile, . ae o 
of Dravo. Barrett Division, Allied Chemical Highland Highland Stone. Division, Da- 
Corp. also recovered limestone used for ag- von, Inc., and Marshall Quarry, both near 

stone as a byproduct of sand and gravel Hillsboro, and Ohio Asphaltic Limestone 
production at New Baltimore. Co., New Vienna, produced limestone 
Hancock.—Limestone was produced by mainly for aggregate and agstone. Principal 

The Tarbox-McCall Stone Co. and Nation- producers of sand | and ° gravel were 

al Lime & Stone Co., both near Findlay, Greenfield Sand & Gravel ‘Corp., Greenfield, 

and by Pifer Stone Co., Williamstown. and Hillsboro Gravel Co., Hillsboro. The 
Northern Ohio Sugar Co., a subsidiary of Mowrystown Brick & Tile Co. mined clay 

the Great Western Sugar Co., produced and shale near Mowrystown' for use in 
quicklime for sugar refining at Findlay. manufacturing building brick and drain 
Limestone for manufacturing quicklime tile. © a | SS 

was shipped from Michigan. Clay for Hocking.—Coal production declined 15 
manufacturing drain tile was mined by percent and was mainly from se ven strip | 

Hancock Brick & Tile Co., Findlay. Sand mines. Boyle Coal Co., Inc. was the leading | 
and gravel used for building, paving, and strip mine operator. Clay production in- | 
filtration was produced by H. & M. Sand & creased sharply above that of 1965. Miscel- | 
Gravel Co., Findlay. laneous clay and shale predominated. Pits | 

Hardin.—Limestone used mainly for were operated by General-Hocking Brick | 
aggregate and agstone was produced by  Co., Boyle Coal Co., Inc., and Kishler Coal ! 
The Hardin Quarry Co., Dunkirk, and & Clay Co. Construction sand and gravel | 
The Herzog Lime & Stone Co., Forest. The was produced at the Logan stationary | 
latter company also produced quantities of plant of Hocking Valley Sand & Gravel Co. 

fluxing stone. = Holmes.—Output of coal increased chiefly : 
Harrison.—For the second consecutive because of a greater number of active 

year the county ranked first among the 25 operations compared with that of 1965. 
coal-producing counties. Production from Hardy Coal Co. was a leading strip mine 
all types of mines increased as total ton- operator and the only auger mine pro- 
nage was 2.1 million tons greater than that ducer. The underground mine of Union 

of 1965. Value increased by $9.1 million. In Coal Co. did not operate. Briar Hill Stone 
contrast with previous years, strip mining Co., operated two sandstone quarries near | 
predominated and accounted for 56 per- Glenmont. The stone was fabricated for ar- a 
cent of the total output. Hanna Coal Co.,  chitectural applications. Limestone and | 
Division of Consolidation Coal Co., with plastic fire clay was produced at Berlin by } 
four mines, was the leading producer of Holmes Clay Division of The Holmes . 
strip-mined coal. The company was also a Limestone Co. Total clay production was | 
leading producer of underground mined below that of 1965; fire clay output predo- 
coal. The Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co., minated. Production was from pits near 
with two mines, was the leading producer Baltic, Berlin, and Millersburg; The Gen- 

of the underground tonnage. Harina Coal eral Clay Products Co. and The Belden 
Co. processed coal at its Georgetown prepa- _ Brick Co. were the leading producers. Out- 
ration plant and The Youghiogheny & put of sand and gravel was above that of 

_ Ohio Coal Co. operated its Nelms No. 1 1965. Producers were Feikert Sand & Grav- 
plant. Hurley Coal Co. operated the Tap-_ el, Salt Creek Township; Close Sand &
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Gravel Co., Millersburg; and Edgar Spring, River Lime Co. The quicklime was sold 
Inc., Holmesville. The Holmesville pit of for metallurgical uses and for water 

Gallo & Sons, Inc., was closed at the end of _ purification and softening. Sand and gravel 

1965. . _. production was above that of 1965. R. W. 
Jackson.—Coal production continued to Sidley, Inc., Painesville, and Cappelli Sand 

increase and was 246,000 tons greater than & Gravel, Wickliffe, were the principal pro- 
that of 1965. Of the tonnage 90 percent ducers. 
was strip-mined coal; Waterloo Coal Co., Lawrence.—Alpha Portland Cement Co., 
Inc., was the leading producer and operat- Ironton, and Marquette Cement Manufac- 
ed the county’s only preparation plant. turing Co., Superior, produced portland 
Fire clay production was 5 percent greater and masonry cements. Alpha mined lime- 
than that of 1965. Output was from six stone (cement rock) and Marquette mined 
operations near Oak Hill. Leading pro- limestone and shale for use as primary ce- 
ducers were Cedar Heights Clay Co. and ment raw materials. Alpha discontinued 
Ohio Fire Brick Co. Limestone and clay mining sandstone and used purchased sand . 
was produced at Oak Hill by Waterloo as a cement raw material. Both companies 
Coal Co., Inc. Limited quantities of blast consumed quantities of gypsum in manu- 
sand was produced near Oak Hill by Cedar facturing cement. Engle Stone Co., Division 
Heights Clay Co. | of Benedict, Inc., mined limestone at Pe- 
Jefferson—Among the coal producing dro. The Lawrence County Highway De- 

areas, the county continued to rank third partment produced limestone for aggregate 
in tonnage. Output was 4 percent below at its Buck Creek quarry. In addition to 
that of 1965, but an increase in average the clay mined and used for manufacturing 

unit value was reported. Average value per cement at Superior, eight other mines were 
ton increased from $3.58 in 1965 to $3.77. active, three each near Ironton and Pedro 

Nearly 78 percent of the total tonnage was and one each near Blackfork and South 
strip-mined coal. Hanna Coal Co., Division Webster. Jerry Sand & Gravel, Inc., South 

of Consolidation Coal Co. was the leading Point, and Wilson Sand & Gravel Co., Ches- 
strip mine producer and The North apeake, produced construction sand and 

American Coal Corp. was the leading un- gravel. Output of coal was below that of 
-derground operator. Both companies oper- 1965. Production was from three strip 

ated coal preparation plants. Clay produc- ines; producers were Collins Mining Co., 
tion increased above that of 1965; most of D. & D. Coal Co., and Engle Stone Co., 
the output was fire clay used in refrac- Division of Benedict, Inc. Output from the 

tories. Producers were H. K. Porter Co., Collins mine was processed at the com- 
Inc., Refractories Division, and Frederick J. pany’s preparation plant. 
Dando Co., both near Irondale, and Kaul Licking—Sand and gravel production 
Clay Co., Toronto. was below that of 1965 and totaled 706,000 
Knox.—Output of sand and gravel was tons. Commercial output was _ reported 

18 percent below that of 1965 and totaled fyom 12 operations mainly near Newark, 

901,000 tons. Construction sand and gravel Gyanville, and  Kirkersville. American 
was recovered at six operations; Frederick- Aggregates Corp. and Alexandria Sand & 

town Sand & Gravel Co., Fredericktown, Gravel Co., both near Newark, were the 

and Purdy Sand & Gravel Co., Mt. Vernon, leading producers. Shale used for manufac- 
were the leading producers. Glass, molding, ; ; 

turing brick was produced at Hanover by 
and ground sand were produced by The The Bowerston Shale Co 
Millwood Sand: Co., Howard. Briar Hill , 

Stone Co. recovered architectural sandstone Logan.—Production of limestone totaled 
froma quarry near New Castle. 585,000 tons compared with 342,000 tons in 

Lake—Rock salt was recovered from the 1965. Producers were Connolly Construc- 

Fairport underground mine of Morton Salt tion Co., East Liberty; C. E. Duff & Son, 
Co. Diamond Alkali Co. produced quick-  Inc., Huntsville, and Northwood Stone & 

lime and recovered salt brine from wells at Asphalt Co., Belle Center. Sand and gravel 
Painesville. The brine and quicklime were output from 10 operations totaled 202,000 
used for manufacturing chlorines and alka- tons nearly double that of 1965. Neer’s En- 
lies. Limestone quarried in Michigan was_ gineering Labs, Bellefontaine, was the - 
burned at the Grand River plant of Grand principal producer.
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Lorain.—Cleveland Quarries Co. operated Marion, and Tri County Limestone Co., 

sandstone quarries at Amherst and Kipton. LaRue, produced limestone used chiefly for 

Substantial quantities of dimension stone concrete aggregate. Output was below that 

for architectural work and for lining steel of the previous year and totaled 772,000 
furnaces were produced. Some crushed and tons. Marion Brick Corp. mined shale for 

broken stone as well as byproduct abrasive brick manufacturing near Iberia. Output 

grindstones also were produced. Sand and of sand and gravel was above that of 1965. 

gravel production was 459,000 tons, 10 per- Producers were Penry Stone Co., Radnor; 
cent greater than that of 1965. Lorain Prospect Sand Co., Prospect; Green Camp 

Elyria Sand Co., Lorain, continued as the Gravel Co., Green Camp; and Connolly 

leading producer. | | Construction Co., Marion. 

Lucas.—Portland cement was produced Medina.—Sand and gravel production in- 

at Toledo by Medusa Portland Cement creased 10 percent above that of 1965 and 

Co., from limestone, shale, and sand mined _ totaled 690,000 tons. Output was from sev- 

nearby. Limestone quarries also were oper- en operations located in Medina, Lodi, and 

ated by The France Stone Co., Waterville; Seville. Most of the material was processed 

Maumee Stone Co., Maumee; Toledo Stone for construction use. Seville Sand & Gravel. 

& Glass Sand Co., Sylvania; and Toledo  Inc., Seville, and Quillin Bros. Construc- 

House of Correction, Whitehouse. Lime- tion Co., Inc., Lodi, were the principal 

stone output was below that of 1965 and producers. Wadsworth Brick & Tile Co.. 

totaled 2.1 million tons. Production of sand Wadsworth, mined clay for brick manufac- 

- totaled 825,000 tons, 6 percent below that ture. 
of 1965. Output consisted of sand used for Meigs.—Processed sand and gravel was 
construction and as fill material. Bellevue produced by Tri-State Materials Corp. and 

Trucking Corp. and Seaway Sand & Stone Richards & Son, Inc., both near Apple 
Co., Inc., both near Holland, were the Gyove. Bank-run gravel was produced at , 

leading producers. Middleport by Goeglein Gravel Co. At Po- 
Madison.—Limestone was quarried by meroy, Excelsior Salt Works, Inc., Produced 

American Aggregates Corp., Plain City, and evaporated salt in open pans. Output was 
Madison Stone Co., Inc., Galloway. The shipped mainly to consumers in Kentucky 

West Jefferson Sand & Gravel Co., West and Ohio. Sandstone used for riprap was 

Jefferson, and Varga Sand & Gravel Co. quarried near Reedsville. A sharp decline 

, Mt. Sterling, produced construction sand in coal production was reported primarily 

and gravel. because of fewer active mines than im 1965. 

Mahoning.—Limestone production was Production was primarily from under- 

greater than that of 1965. Producers were ground mines, no strip mine output was 

Alliance Stone Co., and Standard Slag Co., reported. Jeffers Coal Co. was the principal 

both near Alliance; Carbon Limestone Co., Producer. 

Lowellville; and Bessemer Cement Co., Di- Miami.—Limestone used chiefly for flux, 

vision of Diamond Alkali Co., near Bes- agstone, and aggregate was produced at Pi- 

semer, Pa. The latter company also mined qua by Armco Steel Corp. Gregory Stone 

shale for consumption at the company ce- Co., Inc., produced dimension limestone at 

ment plant at Bessemer, Pa. Clay produc-. West Milton. Sand and gravel output from 

tion was below that of 1965. Most of the seven commercial operations totaled 

output was fire clay used in refractories 582,000 tons, 16 percent above that of 1965. 

and heavy clay products. American Fire Troy Gravel Co., Troy, and Vandalia Grav- 

Clay & Products Co., Canfield, and Natco el, Inc. (formerly Miami Gravel Co.) , Van- 

Corp., Petersburg, were the leading pro-  dalia, were the leading producers. Pro- 

ducers. Coal production and the number of ducers also were active at Bradford, 

active mines was below that of 1965 all Covington, Ludlow Falls, Piqua, and Troy. 

output came from strip mines. The East Monroe.—The North American Coal 

Fairfield Coal Co. and Thompson Bros. Corp. produced substantial tonnages of 

Mining Co. were the leading producers. ¢ oa] from its Powhatan No. 1 underground 
Beaver Peat Products Co. produced reed- ine. Output was processed at the com- 

sedge peat at Damascus. pany’s Powhatan No. | preparation plant 

Marion.—National Lime & Stone Co., in Belmont County. Processed construction 

and, J. M. Hamilton & Sons Co., both near sand and gravel was produced at Claring-
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ton by Blaney Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. manufacturing brick was mined at Frazeys- 
_ Bank-run paving gravel was recovered from burg by The Bowerston Shale Co. Stone- 

| the Witten gravel pit near Fly. Christman ware clay was produced near East Fulton- 
Quarry, Summerfield, produced limestone ham by Thelma Hammer. Coal production 
for aggregate and roadstone. was more than double that of 1965. Of the 

 Montgomery.—Production of sand and total tonnage, 233,000 tons were recovered 

gravel was 5 percent below that of 1965, from eight strip mines and the remainder 
totaling 3.4 million tons valuéd at $3.6 mil- W48 recovered from siX underground mines. 

lion, The county continued to rank third Zanesville Coal Co., Inc., was the leading 

among producing counties with 26 active 5'!P Mine operator. | 7 
operations. Production was centered mainly Noble.—Output of coal was 26 percent 
near Dayton; leading producers were less than that of 1965. Although the 

American Aggregates Corp:, Moraine Mate- number of strip mines increased, produc- 

tials Co., and Hilltop Concrete Corp. tion was lower; tonnage by auger mining 
American Aggregates Corp, operated lime- was slightly above that of the previous 
stone quarries near Phillipsburg and Day- year. Central Ohio Coal Co, was the lead- 
ton; Carey Bros. Stone Co. produced ing producer of strip-mined coal; Noon 

crushed limestone for aggregate at Dayton. Coal Co. was the foremost producer of 

Quicklime was recovered from waste sludge auger-mined coal. Production of limestone 
and from the recdrbonation of water in. a was below that of 1965. Producers were 

purification and softening process by the Lawrence King, Cumberland; James Merry 

City of Dayton Water Department. Qutput Stone Co., Caldwell; and Herman Zerger | 

was consumed by the department for water Jr., Woodsfield. The Summerfield limestone 

tréatment purposes. quarry of Piatt Quarry was closed and 

. Morgan.—Coal production continued to abandoned, The Ava Brick Corp. mined 
decline; output was limited to three strip shale for mafufacturing brick at Ava. 
mines. Most. of the tonnage was from the Ottawa.—From limestone quarried nearby, 
Muskingum No. 4 strip mine of Central United States Gypsum Co. produced quick- 
Ohio Coal Co. However, the company’s lime and hydrated lime, for construction 

Muskingum preparation plant was idle and and chemical uses at its Genoa plant. Some 
| did not process any of the strip-mined ton- of the limestone was sold for aggregate and 

nage. Processed building and paving sand ‘iprap. Limestone quarries also were oper- 
and gravel was produced by Stockport ated by Marblehead Stone Division, Stand- | 
Sand & Gravel Co., Stockport. D. & K. Con- ard Slag Co., Marblehead, and Basic, Inc., 
struction, Inc., Reinersville; Ball & Ball, Clay Center. Crude gypsum was mined by 
Amesville; and Industrial Stone, Inc., The Celotex Corp. and United States Gyp- 
McConnelsville, produced limestone used sum Co., Gypsum. Both companies calcined 
mainly for aggregate. the material at nearby plants for use in 

- Muskingum.—Portiand and masonry ce- manufacturing finished building products. 

ments wete produced at the East Fulton- Paulding.—Peninsular Portland Cement 

ham plant of Columbia Cement Co. Lime- Division, General Portland Cement Co., 

stone and shale recovered from the produced portland and masonry cements at 
underground Jonathan mine near Zanes- Paulding. Limestone and clay mined 
ville as well as purchased sand and gypsum nearby and purchased sand and gypsum 
were utilized by the company for manufac- Were used as raw materials. Most of the 
turing cement. Limestone also was pro- limestone from the Peninsular quarry was 
duced by Chesterhill Stone Co., East Ful- utilized by the company but some was sold 
tonham; Sidwell Bros., Zanesville; D. K. locally to The France Co. for future proc- 
Construction, Inc., Cumberland. Sand and essing and resale. The Auglaize Stone Co., 
gravel production totaled 591,000 tons, a Oakwood, produced limestone, used for 

9-percent decline from that of 1965. Mus- aggregate, flux and agstone. Baughman 
kingum River Gravel Co., with three Tile Co., Inc., Paulding{ and ;The Haviland 

operations near Zanesville, was the leading Clay Works Co., Haviland, produced clay 
producer, Other important producers were for drain tile. | 
The Zanesville Gravel Co., Cox Gravel Co., Perry.—Output of coal was slightly above 
Inc., and Symmes Creek Sand & Gravel, that of the previous year. The increase was 
Inc., all near Dresden. Shale used for attributed to greater production from un-
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derground mines; output from strip and vania Glass Sand Corp. produced industrial 
auger mines declined. An increase in the sand at Aurora and Garretsville. Harbison- 

average unit price was recorded. Peabody Walker Refractories Co. produced quartzite 
Coal Co. was the foremost producer. Prepa- for refractory (ganister) at Garrettsville. 
ration plants were operated by Peabody The Nelson Ledges quartzite quarry of 
Coal Co., Sandra Coal Mining. Inc., and General Refractories Co., did not operate. 
Sidwell Brothers. The Central Silica Co., United States Concrete Pipe Co. mined | 
Glenford, and The Keener Sand & Clay shale for manufacturing vitrified sewer 
Co., New Lexington, produced industrial pipe at Diamond. During the year the 
sands. Clay production was 214,000 tons, 8 company abandoned mining and produc- 
percent below that of 1965. Mostly miscel- tion facilities at this location, Humus peat 
laneous clay and shale was mined and used _ was recovered from a bog near Ravenna by 
for manufacturing heavy clay products. Portage Peat Co. Green Oaks Peat Moss 
Output was from nine operations com- Co. produced peat moss at Ravenna. The 
pared with 10 the previous year. The Clay- Atwater strip mine of Peterson Coal Co. 
craft Co., Shawnee, and The Belden Brick was abandoned. 

Co., Somerset, were the principal pro- Preble-——Marble Cliff Quarries Co. pro- 
ducers. Other operations were active near duced limestone and lime at Lewisburg. 

Crooksville, Gore, Junction City, Logan, [Limestone used for aggregate was produced 
and New Lexington. Maxville Stone Co., by Victory Limestone Quarries, Lewisburg. 
Logan, produced limestone for aggregate, White Gravel Co., Camden, Blue Bank 
riprap, agstone, and railroad ballast. Gravel Co. and Steiner’s Sand & Gravel 
Pickaway.—Sand and gravel production Co., both near West Alexandria, produced 

was greater than that of 1965. The Sturm _ processed construction sand and gravel. 
& Dillard Co., Circleville, was the foremost Putnam.—Limestone production totaled 

producer. Output also was reported from 384.000 tons, 4 percent below that of 1965. 
two operations near Circleville and one producers were Putnam Stone Co., Ottawa; 
near Orient. Limestone used mainly for Ottawa Stone Co., Inc., Gilboa; and Na- 

riprap and roadstone was quarried near tional Lime & Stone Co., Columbus Grove. : 
Circleville. | Clay for drain tile was mined by Glandorf : 
Pike—Compared with that of 1965, sand Tile Co. Glandorf; Etter Tile & Coal Co., i 

and gravel output declined. Sharon Silica Dupont; and Miller Bros. Clay Works, Inc., | 

Co. produced industrial sand and gravel at Ottoville. | 

its Hay Hollow plant near Waverly. Con- Richland.—Sand and gravel production _ | 
struction sand and gravel was produced by was below that of 1965 and totaled 486,000 | 
The Standard Slag Co., Sargents, and Seal tons. Six operations were active; The Mo- | 
Builders Supply Corp., Waverly. The Lu-  hican Sand & Gravel Co., Perrysville, and | 
casville operation of Leo Vulgamore was  perwacter Sand & Gravel and D. H, Bow- | 
inactive. A. P. Green Fire Brick Co., Durex man & Sons, Inc., both near Bellville, were | 

Division, and Cambria Clay Products Co. the leading producers. The Richland Shale | 
produced quartzite used chiefly for refrac- Brick Co. and Ohio Brick & Supply Co., 

tory (ganister) at quarries near Beaver. both near Mansfield, mined shale for | 

Seal Builders Supply Corp., Latham, pro- manufacturing brick. Reynolds Farms, Inc., : 
duced limestone for aggregate, agstone, rip- produced moss peat at Shelby. ! 

rap, and railroad ballast. Ross.—Sand and gravel production was | 
Portage——Sand and gravel production 733 900 tons compared with 675,000 tons in . 

was 2.7 million tons valued at $3.9 million. 1965 Central Materials Co., Chillicothe, : 
Output was 31 percent greater than that Of 4n4q Miami Gravel Co., Richmond Dale, : 

1965; value increased by $800,000. Output were the leading producers. Quartzite used ! 
was from 27 active operations mainly near mainly for manufacturing glass sand for | 
Kent, Mantua, Mogadore, Ravenna, Streets- foundry uses was produced at Richmond | 

boro, and Shalersville. Leading producers pale by Southern Silica, Inc. Limestone for : 
of construction sand and gravel were Beck aggregate and agstone was produced by 

Sand & Gravel, Jefferson Materials Co., Qhio Asphaltic Limestone Co., Inc., Bain- ! 
Hilltop Sand & Gravel Co. The Hugo bridge. The Mead Corp. produced and re- ! 
Sand Co., and The Standard Slag Co., (two generated quicklime at its paper manufac- 

plants) . Industrial Silica Division, Pennsyl- turing plant at Chillicothe. | 

| 

| 

|
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Sandusky.—The county continued as the Stark.— Portland and masonry cements 

State’s foremost lime and limestone-produc- were produced at Middle Branch by Dia- 
ing area. Production of lime, including mond Portland Cement Co., Division of 
dead-burned dolomite, was 14 million The Flintkote Co. The company utilized 

tons, 25 percent greater than that of 1965. limestone, shale and clay mined nearby as 
Value increased $837,000 to $18.5 million well as purchased sand and gypsum for 

but lower average unit prices were report- manufacturing cement. Limestone also was 
ed. Most of the lime was dead-burned dolo- produced by East Ohio Limestone Co., 
mite and quicklime used in metallurgical Hartville, and Harmony Mining Co., Inc., 
applications by the steel industry. Substan- ‘Canton. The latter company’s mine was 
tial quantities of quicklime used by the abandoned in April. Stark Ceramics, Inc., 
chemical industry and hydrated lime used produced sandstone and clay at East Can- 
in construction also were produced. The ton. Sand and Gravel production was 
number of active lime plants remained at _ slightly greater than that of 1965 and 
eight. Production of limestone increased totaled 1.8 million tons valued at $2.2 

from 4 million tons to nearly 5 million million. The number of active operations 
tons. Most of the stone was used for manu- (18) was the same as the previous year. 
facturing lime, but substantial quantities Canton Aggregate Co., with three opera- 
were used for metallurgical flux and as_ tions near Canton, was the principal pro- 
aggregate. Quarries were active near Gib- ducer. Other leading producers were Mas- 
sonburg, Woodville, Bellevue, Fremont,  sillon Washed Graveli Co., Navarre; Ray C. 

and Millersville. ‘The Home Supply Center, Oster Sand & Gravel, Canton; and Union- 
Inc., Fremont, recovered structural sand by town Sand & Gravel Supply, Inc., Union- 
dredging. town. 

Scioto.—Dimension sandstone for furnace Clay production totaled 571,000 tons 
brick and architectural uses was produced Compared with 686,000 tons in 1965. Both 
by The Taylor Stone Co. and The Waller fire clay and miscellaneous clay and shale 

Bros. Stone Co., both near McDermott. Were mined with fire clay accounting for 
Quartzite -for silica brick was mined by 61 percent of the total tonnage. Output 
General Refractories Co. at Minford. Com- Was from 17 operations compared with 19 
mercial sand and gravel production was the previous year. Natco Corp. with two_ 
slightly below that of 1965. The Standard Operations was the leading fire clay pro- 
Slag Co. and Ohio River Dredging Co., ducer. Peat was recovered from bogs near 

Inc. were the leading producers. Interna- Canton by Lantz Peat Moss, Inc., Sanders 
tional Minerals & Chemical Corp., Indus- Peat Moss and Raymond Sheets. A sub- 
trial Minerals Division, Portsmouth, and ‘tantial increase in coal production was re- 

William and James Belcher, Scioto Fur- Ported. Output was mostly strip-mined 
nace, mined fire clay for refractories. tonnage. Magnolia Mining Co. and Mullett 

| . . Coal Co. were the leading producers. Eck- 
Seneca.—Basic, Inc., mined dolomite and enrode Coal Co. overated the countv’s onl 

produced dead-burned dolomite at its Ma- auger mine * OP ys only 

ple Grove plant near Narlo. Most of the Summit.—Pittsburgh Plate Glass  Co., 
dolomite was used at the lime plant but . oe . 

: . Chemical Division, Barberton, dominated 
substantial quantities were sold for metal- ; . 

; | the county’s mineral industry. The com- 
lurgical flux, aggregate and agstone. The anv produced portland and masonry ce- 
France Co. and Webster Stone Co., both pany P . ade P y 

. . ments, quicklime, and evaporated salt and 
near Bloomville, and Northern Ohio Stone . . . 

. mined brine, limestone, and _ sandstone. 
Co., Flat Rock, also produced limestone. . . 

. . Chlorine and caustic soda was produced by 
The J. A. Miller Tile Co., Bascom, and St. . . . 

. . the electrolysis of the salt brine. The brine 
Stephen Tile Co., St. Stephen, mined clay ; . ; ads 

oe solution was also combined with quicklime 
for drain tile. : to produce soda ash. Some brine was evap- 

Shelby.—Production of sand and gravel rated and marketed for a variety of chem- 
was 8 percent above that of 1965 and to- ical uses. Calcium chloride was recovered 
taled 271,000 tons. Six operations were ac- as a byproduct of the soda ash process and 

tive; The Sidney Sand & Gravel Co., with was sold chiefly for dust control and ice 
two operations near Sidney, was the lead- removal. The company’s nearby under- 

ing producer. Miami River Quarries, Inc., ground limestone mine supplied the lime 
Sidney, produced limestone for aggregate. plant (six shaft kilns) and the single ro-
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tary cement kiln. Commercial sales for Co., Dover; and Bonum Lime Co., Sugar- 

limestone were made for riprap uses. Out- creek. The sandstone quarry of the Briar 
put from the company’s sandstone quarry Hill Stone Co. was idle. 
was used in glass manufacture and a con- Union.—Union Limestone, Inc, Os- 

crete aggregate. Sandstone for aggregate = trander, and L. G. Rockhold & Sons, York 
uses was quarried in Spring Township by Center, produced limestone. Samd and 
Martz Crushed Rock Co. gravel used for construction was produced 

Diamond Crystal Salt Co., Akron, pro- at five plants near Marysville. Stationary 
duced salt brine. Most of the brine was plants were operated by Marysville Con- 

evaporated in vacuum and open pans and crete & Materials, Inc., and Green Camp 
sold for a variety of uses. The company Gravel Co. One stationary and two porta- 
also sold some of the brine direct and mar-__ pje plants were operated by Connolly Con- 

keted some of the evaporated salt aS  gtryction Co. 
pressed blocks. Production of sand and . . 

gravel increased 20 percent above that of Van Wert.—Limestone production was 
1965 and totaled 1.1 million tons. Output greater than that of 1965. Producers Were 
was from 16 operations compared with 14 The Union Quarries Co., and Ridge Town- 
the previous year. Leading producers were ship Stone Quarry, both near Van Wert, 
Clearwater Sand & Gravel Co., Bath; Rub- and Delp hos Quarries Co., Delphos. Clay 
ber City Sand & Gravel Co., Akron; Paul for drain tile was mined by Weck Tile Co., 

Wilson Sand & Gravel, Inc., Peninsula; and Van Wert. 
The Acken Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., Tall- Vinton.—Coal production was greater 
madge. Camp Brick Co. mined shale near than that of 1965. Strip mining predomin- 

_ Mogadore for use in manufacturing brick. ated. Benedict, Inc., was the leading opera- 
Tuscarawas.—Although the number of tor. Limestone used for aggregate and ag- 

active mines decreased from 48 in 1965 to Stone was produced by McArthur Stone & 
38, coal production was 59,000 tons greater. Coal Co., McArthur, and Lowman’s Lime, 
Of the total output, 74 percent was strip- Inc., Wilkesville. Plastic fire clay was 
mined tonnage. Cross Creek Coal Co. was mined near Hamden by J erald and Everett 
the leading producer. Midvale Coal Co., eos vow vo. ‘building ae ee re 
Inc., was the leadin roducer at under- : " } = 

ground mines. These ‘two companies as ville. 

well as Crossroads Coal Co. operated prep- Warren.—Sand and gravel production in- 
aration plants. Output of clay increased 10 creased 4 percent above that of 1965 and 

percent above that of 1965 and totaled 1 totaled 1.2 million tons. Twelve operations 

million tons. Fire clay accounted for 67 were active compared with nine the pre- . 

percent of the total and was used mainly vious year. Leading producers were Mor- 
for refractories and heavy clay products. A row Gravel Co., Morrow; Franklin Sand & 

total of 28 operations were active compared Gravel Co., Inc., Franklin; and Ohio Grav- 

with 24 the previous year. Among the ej] Co., Division of Dravo Corp., with 
State’s clay-producing areas, the county plants at Morrow and Waynesville. 
continued to rank first. Washi ¢ d with that of 

Sand and gravel production was 1.2 mil- jg és ae f ak ter. Prod ° 
lion tons compared with 791,000 tons in _— outpu ° coal was grea cr. TO uc 

1965. Industrial sand was produced at the Peak was many rom three "he leading 
Coxey Works near Dundee by Industrial eaker Kun Goal 0. was te 1 
Silica, Division, Pennsylvania Glass Sand operator. Industrial Fuel Co., Inc. (former- 

Corp. Edgar Spring, Inc., with plants at ly GC. & C. Coal Co.) recovered coal ty 

Beach City, Bolivar, Midvale, New Phila- auger mining. Production of sand an 
delphia, and Sandyville, was the leading gravel was below that of 1965. Most of the 

producer of construction sand and gravel. material was processed for construction; 
Other producers were Spring Brothers, Muskingum River Gravel Co. New Mata- 
New Philadelphia, and Stocker Sand & moras, was the leading producer. Limited 
Gravel Co. Gnadenhutten. Limestone pro- quantities of abrasive stones (grindstones) 
duction was above that of 1965. Producers were produced at Constitution by The 
were Limestone Division of Wallick Coal, Hall’ Grindstone Co. The company discon- 
Inc., Strasburg; Kimble Coal & Limestone _ tinued business in July.
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Wayne.—Morton Salt Co. recovered brine West Millgrove; The France Stone Co., 

from wells at Rittman, which was evapo- North Baltimore and Luckey; Maumee 

rated in open and vacuum pans. Some of Stone Co., Perrysburg and Portage; and 
the evaporated salt was marketed in The Pugh Quarry Co., Custar. 
pressed blocks. Sand and gravel production Wyandot.—National Lime & Stone Co. 
declined from that of 1965 and _ totaled quarried limestone and produced quick- 

440,000 tons. Producers were The Rupp lime and hydrated lime at Carey. In addi- 
Construction, Inc., Marshallville; Charles tion to supplying the lime plant, limestone 

Zollinger Sand & Gravel, Rittman; Jones from the quarry was sold commercially 
Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., and Prairie Lane mainly as aggregate, fluxing stone, agstone, 
Gravel Co., both near Wooster. Mullet and for use in glass manufacturing. Output 
Coal Co., mined limestone and plastic fire from the lime plant was used mainly for 

clay at Mt. Eaton. Holmes Clay Division of manufacturing glass and for sewage treat- 
The Holmes Limestone Co. produced lime- ment. Other limestone quarries were oper- 

stone for aggregate and agstone at Holmes- ated by Kuenzli Quarries Co., and Charles 
ville. Shale for brick was mined near yy, McCarthy Quarry, both near Upper 
Wooster by Medal Brick, Inc., and clay for Sandusky, and Wyandot Dolomite, Inc., 

heavy clay products was mined at Orrville Carey. Construction sand and gravel was 
by Orrville Tile Co. Holmes Limestone Co, produced by Wilson Sand Co., Corfman 

and Mullet Coal Co. operated coal strip Gravel Co., and Kuenzli Quarries Co., Inc. 
mines. all near Upper Sandusky. Clay used for 

. Wood.—Production of limestone totaled manufacturing brick was produced at Up- 
1.4 million tons compared with 1.1 million per Sandusky by The Claycraft Co. The 
tons in 1965. Most of the stone was used Humus Co., Carey produced humus peat 
for aggregate, agstone, and flux. Quarries for use as seed inoculant and for soil im- 
were operated by The Brough Stone Co., provement purposes.



The Mi | Ind f Oklah 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Oklahoma Geological Survey for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Robert B. McDougal‘ and William E. Ham 2 

_ The mineral output of Oklahoma was val- in value and compensated for lower values 
ued at $997.4 million in 1966, an increase in coal, cement, clays, gypsum, stone, and 
of 9.7 percent over that of 1965. This zinc. Tight money, investment policy, and 
record value reflected a long-trend increase rising interest rates had a direct bearing on 
in the mineral industry with the State the overall decline in construction activity | 
ranking fourth in the Nation in terms of in Oklahoma in 1966. As a result, the total : 
mineral production value. Gains were not- number of new homes started during the 
ed in 12 mineral commodities and losses year was the lowest since 1953 and affected 
were incurred in eight. Increased produc- output of most construction commodities, 
tion of petroleum, natural gas, natural gas notably cement, clays, gypsum, and stone. 
liquids, helium, sand and gravel, lime, salt, —— 

tripoli, volcanic ash, lead, copper, and ; Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Bartlesville, Okla. 

silver was responsible for the overall gain man cologist, Oklahoma Geological Survey, Nor- 

- Table 1.—Mineral production in Oklahoma 1 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays ?_____._...____.._._..._thousand short tons__ 194 $806 TA5 $754 
Coal (Bituminous)_______.___________.______do____ 974 5,520 843 4,935 
Gypsum______--__--.--_-_ ee _do___e 761 2,343 785 2,212 
Helium, grade A___________.._thousand cubic feet_. «310,700 r 10,874 352 , 400 12 ,333 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.)___short tons__ 2,813 878 2,999 907 
Natural gas___-___....__...___..._million cubic feet_._ 1,320,995 182,297 1,351,225 189 ,172 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products . 
thousand gallons__ 570,129 34,561 576 ,124 35,715 

LP gases. _-_.._.-------.--_.__.-______do___- 894,665 32,208 986,254 44 381 
Petroleum (crude)_.._...thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 203 , 441 587 ,944 224,839, 654 ,281 
Salt___...._._..........._.._thousand short tons__ 9 65 WwW WwW 
Sand and gravel___.__.__.______-_________._do____ 5,218 6,023 6,040 T, 565 
Stone._____..__-_-_-_- ee __do___- 16,417 18,071 15,334 17 ,393 
Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_ __short tons__ 12,715 3,713 11,237 3,259 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 

Bentonite, cement, copper, lime, silver, tripoli, 
and voleanic ash_________-_---_-_--___-_-_- xX 23 ,953 xx 24,484 . 

Total____....-------------------- ee XK + 909,256 xx 997,391 ! 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company data; included with “Value of items that cannot be | 
disclosed.”’ | 

t Revised. 
XX Not applicable. ; . ; . 
1 Froduction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
| 

2 Excludes bentonite; included with ‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

625 

|
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Government Programs.—By the end of 

constant 1957-59 dollars 1966, of the 18 authorized lock and dam 
(Millions) structures on the Verdigris River segment 

, Year Value! of the Arkansas Navigation Project, all but 
1957... e””~”:C«S OD lock and dam No. 18 were under construc- 

1958_____------------------------- 762 tion. Construction was begun at lock and 

1960222222222. LLLLEICTCTTo22 734 dam No. 14, 9 miles southwest of Ft. 
1961__.__-_----------------------- 788 Smith, Ark., and continued at lock and 

eee TTITITTTTTITTTTTTTTTTTE«=«=«*S*«iB:«=Ss dam_ No. 15 (Robert S. Kerr) and No. 16 
1964__.____----------------------- B80 (Webbers Falls) throughout the year. 

19662222 978 Other continuing projects of the Tulsa 
Danforls7ébrevied.SCOC=<~=~C=C‘CsSsSsS~S District U.S. Army Corps of Engineers were 

_ the Broken Bow Dam on Mountain Fork 
River and Pine Creek Dam on Little River 

Petroleum and/or natural gas were prO- jn McCurtain County. Construction of the 
duced in 69 counties covering most of the powerhouse at Keystone Dam west of Tul- 
State. Helium was recovered in Cimarron gg continued. 
County; coal in six eastern and northeast- Work continued at the Bureau of Recla- 

ern counties. Sixty-one counties, primarily mation, U.S. Department of the Interior, 
in the northeast, north-central, and central Aybuckle Dam on Rock Creek southwest of 
areas and in the Arbuckle and Wichita Sulphur, Murray County. 
Mountain regions in the southern area, The Grand River Dam Authority, a 

had nonmetals production. Metals were tate agency, continued construction at its 
produced in Ottawa and Jackson Counties. pumped storage project at Lake Hudson 

Employment and Wages.—The Oklahoma (Markham Ferry) . 

Employment Security Commission reported On May 28, the Federal Water Pollution 
that the mineral industries employed Control Administration dedicated its new 
42,200 persons in 1966, including 40,400 en- regional water laboratory, the Robert S. 
gaged in oil and gas drilling and produc- Kerr Water Research Center at Ada. Pollu- | 

tion. In 1965, the mineral industries em- tion problems peculiar to the Southwestern 
ployed 42,400 persons of which 40,500 were Uh.uted States, such as: Proper disposal of 
engaged in oil and gas drilling and pro- brine wastes above and below the ground; 

duction. Under the Oklahoma Employment methods of preventing natural salt pollu- 
Security Act, which covers establishments tion; methods of reducing harmful effects 
employing four or more persons, the min- on water quality caused by mineral leach- 
eral industries in 1966 paid $299 million in ing from soils in irrigation; and develop- 
wages to 40,551 persons, compared with ment of advanced waste treatment methods 
$289 million in wages paid to 40,827 per- to permit reuse of water, will be investigat- 
sons in 1965. ed. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral mdustries 

Average Number of Injury rates per 
Year and men Days Man-days Man-hours injuries million man-hours 
industry working active worked worked 

daily (thousands) (thousands) Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 

1965: 
Coal___-_-_--- 261 197 51 407 = ____- 7 17.20 658 
Metal______--- 306 273 84 668 1 13 20.95 9,761 
Nonmetal__ - _- 379 227 86 689 1 13 20.32 9,631 
Sand and gravel 320 254 81 7380 1 23 30.76 8,309 
Stone____._--- 1,069 259 277 2,258 ____- 57 25.30 1,352 

Total___.--- 2,335 248 579 4,797 3 113 24.18 4,786 

1966: » . 
Coal___-.-_--- 230 201 46 351 ___-- 10 28.49 1,083 
Metal____----- 335 260 87 697 = =___-- 17 24.39 581 
Nonmetal - _ - _- 550 243 134 1,071 ____- 22 20.54 1,722 
Sand and gravel 345 262 90 845 = ____e 22 26.04 832 
Stone__-_----- 1,210 271 328 2,709 1 72 26.95 4,681 

Total_._.--. 2,670 257 685 5,673 1 143 25.38 2,822 

> Preliminary.
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Figure 1.—Value of natural gas, petroleum, and total value of mineral production 

in Oklahoma. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS and Gas Journal reported that Oklahoma, 
with 520 wells, ranked fifth in the Nation 

Proved recoverable reserves of petroleum. “17: 
. . . . in exploratory drilling. Accumulated ex- 
in 1966 increased for the first time since wane . 

. ploratory drilling totaled 3,150,032 feet; 
1955 and thus halted a declining trend. Re- . . 

. . wells averaged 6,046 feet in depth in com- 
serves of natural gas liquids substantially . . 
. . : parison with an average depth of 5,911 feet 
increased in 1966 from the previous year, .; in 1965. The 3,212 field development wells 
but reserves of natural gas declined for the drilled in 1966 led 14.7 milli £ 
first time since records have been main- mee ip totale -f milion feet, 
tained. averaging 4,562 feet per well, compared 

The American Association of Petroleum With an average of 4,292 feet per well in 1965. 
Geologists statistical data on well drilling In an effort to curb oilfield pollution, 
published in the annual review of The Oil the Oklahoma Corporation Commission is-
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sued regulations prohibiting the construc- Oklahoma, and Kansas to markets in the 
tion of unlined field pits and eliminating Central and Upper Midwest. 
existing pits by June 1, 1967. Failure of an Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. completed a 
operator to comply with the Commission 93-mile natural gas pipeline from the Red 
order would result in shut-in of production Oak-Norris and Kinta fields in Latimer 
from the property and a notice for the and Le Flore Counties to Sapulpa, Creek 
operator to show why the shut-in order County. 
should not be made permanent. The Com- Capacity of the 18- to 22-inch line is 260 
mission’s first order under its new cam- million cubic feet per day. The company 
paign against oifield pollution was issued will consume about half the gas, and the 
in December and affected 28 wells in a remainder will be used by Public Service 
Washington County waterflood. Later, Company of Oklahoma (PSC) and Oklaho- 
shut-in orders were issued to operators of ma Gas & Electric Co. (OG&E). In con- 
12 wells in Carter and Stephens Counties, junction with the line, Pan American Pe- 
effective January 1, 1967. troleum Corp. for itself, Midwest Oil 

On August 1, Gulf Oil Corp. acquired Corp., and several other producers con- 

2,300 Citgo service stations in Oklahoma, structed a 52-mile pipeline gathering sys- 
Kansas, Nebraska, North and South Dako- tem in the fields. | 
ta, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and Illinois Mustang Fuel Corp. completed 26 miles 
(except for the greater Chicago region) ; of gas transmission pipeline from the Red 

546 bulk stations and 175 distributors. Se- Oak and Wilburton fields to serve PSC and 
quoia Refining Corp., in a separate trans- OG&E. A new 18-mile line will transport 

action, acquired the Cities Service Oil Co.’s OG&E’s portion of the Red Oak gas to be 
35,000-barrel-per-day refinery at Ponca City gathered and delivered by Pan American 

and its pipeline gathering system in Okla- Petroleum Corp. The line will link Red 

homa and Kansas. Cities Service’s oil and Oak with Kinta, where it will join the 
gas production was not involved. Mustang transmission system which serves 

Kerr-McGee Corp. completed installation OG*E’s two large powerplants in the Okla- 
of a hydrocracker at its Wynnewood oma City area and Muskogee. Mustang 
refinery in late October. will extend its gathering and transmission 

Oklahoma Cement Co., through a wholly system south about 8 mss from Kinta < 
owned subsidiary—Okmulgee Refining Co., urton to gather and tanspor 
Inc-—purchased the Phillips Petroleum Co. 848 fo" OG&E and PSC. 

Purenase © Pst eeroreurn Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co. complet- 
19,000-barrel-per-day crude oil refinery at . res Pe 
Okmulgee. The acquisition provided an in- ed a 73-mile pipeline from new supp ly 

ternal source for asphalt products which “'°@S '? Ellis County, Okla., and Hemp hill 
would enable the parent company to sup- County, Tex., to the company's existing 
ply a more complete line of road surfacing Elk City transmission line in Dewey 

materials. The refinery, which produces a County, Okla. | 
varied line of petroleum products such as Carbon Black.—The output of carbon 
motor fuels, heating oils, jet fuels, diesel black produced from petroleum distillate 

fuels, and liquefied petroleum gas, can also at Continental Oil Co.’s Ponca City 
produce up to 1,300 barrels per day of var- refinery was 8 percent lower in quantity 
ious grades of asphalt, asphalt emulsions, and 10 percent lower in value during 1966 
and road oils. than in the previous year. 

Pan American Petroleum Corp. complet- . Coal.—Production of low-ash bituminous 
ed a $1 million expansion program early in coal decreased to less than 850,000 tons, 13 
the year at its research facilities in Tulsa. percent less than in 1965. Valued at $4.9 

Williams Brothers Co. announced that million, the coal was produced in six coun- 
its subsidiary Williams Brothers Pipe Line ties by 12 operators at 14 mines (three un- 
Co. acquired the pipeline system of Great derground, 10 strip, and 1 auger) . 
Lakes Pipe Line Co. for $287.6 million. Haskell, Rogers, and Craig Counties led 
Great Lakes Pipe Line Co. operated for in quantity and value of output. Five 
many years aS a common carrier pipeline other producers, who mined less than 1,000 

in the Central Midwest, moving refined pe- tons each, were active in Craig, Haskell, 

troleum products originating in Texas, Latimer, and McIntosh Counties. Seventy-
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four percent of the total output was sup- Natural. Gas.—Oklahoma was the third 

plied by three companies. largest natural gas producing State; 64 

Strip mines supplied 99 percent of total Oklahoma counties, led by Texas, Beaver, 
production. Output from the strip mines Harper, Beckham, and Garvin Counties, in 

decreased over 13 percent, and under- | descending order, reported output. At year 

ground production declined 29 percent end, the proved recoverable reserve of nat- 

from 1965. Ninety-eight percent of the coal ural gas in the State was approximately 

was shipped by railroad, and the re- 16.3 cubic feet of gas for each cubic foot 

mainder was shipped by truck. . produced. According to the American Gas 

Kerr-McGee Corp. announced plans to Association, new discoveries found through 

construct 50 ovens near Stigler, Haskell exploratory drilling added 595 billion cu- 

County, to produce metallurgical coke for bic feet to the gas reserve; another 584 bil- 

the metals industry as the initial step ina lion cubic feet was added through exten- 

multimillion dollar coal mining and coking sions and revisions. — ae 

plant operation. : Nine gas storage fields in nine counties 
Inasmuch as efforts to get voluntary ad- were used by the natural gas industry. Un- 

justments in freight rates were not success- derground storage facilities had a total ca- 

ful, The State of Oklahoma requested legal pacity of 157.6 billion cubic feet of work- 

action to force an adjustment in railroad ing gas volume (above minimum working 
coal-hauling rates which discriminate pressure) and 121.9 billion cubie feet of 

against northeastern Oklahoma mine cushion gas _ volume (below minimum 

operators. The State Corporation Commis- working pressure) . Maximum storage ca- 

sion was asked to file a complaint with the pacity is presently 301.7 billion cubic feet. 

Interstate Commerce Commission. Available storage capacity permitted con- 
tinuous production and conservation of cas- 

Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production inghead gas from oil wells during periods 
___(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) __— of Jow demand. : 

Year Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)....... 1,545 «$10,289 Table 5.—Marketed production of natural gas 1 

-  1962____ 0 eee 1,048 6,978 _. | 
1968_______-_-_------- 1,008 5 , 667 ¢ Million Value 
1964..______._._.___.- 1,028 5 AT4 Year cubic feet (thousands) 

1965__..__.------.-.--- 974 5,520 — 

1966. ~~ ---.----------- 848 4,936 1957-61 (average). -.-.- 788 ,954 $83 ,469 

OO 1962._.__._-..----.--- 1,060,717 135,772 

Helium.—The Federal Bureau of Mines {9gf-7777-777777022022 Visiezon = Les ,147 
helium plant at Keyes, Cimarron County, 1965__._.------------- 1,820,995 182,297 

is the only helium producing facility in 1966_----------------- 1,851,225 189,172 

the State. During 1966, the plant produced 1 Comprises gas either sold or consumed by pro- 

352.4 million cubic feet of grade A helium ducers, including losses in transmission, amounts 
(99.995 percent purity) , an increase of 41.7 added to storage, and increases in gas pipelines. 

million cubic feet (or about 13.4 percent) 
over the 310.7 million cubic feet produced Natural Gas Liquids.—Seventy-seven natu- 

in 1965. At the Bureau of Mines estab- al gasoline plants (72 natural gasoline 
lished sales price of $35.00 per 1,000 cubic Plants and five cycling plants). recovered 
feet (f.o.b. plant), the 1966 production was about 1.6 billion gallons of natural gas liq- 
valued at $12.33 million. uids in 1966, an increase of 7 percent. 

Shipments (sales) of helium from the Liquefied petroleum gases accounted for 63 

Keyes plant totaled 494 million cubic percent of the volume and 55 percent of 
feet. The balance of the production was the value; natural gasoline and cycle prod- 
placed in underground storage in the ucts comprised the remainder. 

Cliffside gasfield near Amarillo, Tex., as Mobil Oil Corp. converted its Thomas 

part of the helium conservation program. plant, Dewey County from a refrigeration 

Shipments from the plant are made by process to a refrigeration-absorption proc- 
railway tank cars or highway semitrailers. ess to increase plant capacity. The firm 
All shipments are of gaseous helium; the also completed in Dewey County its 15- 
plant is not equipped to produce liquid  million-cubic-foot-per-day Putnam field 
helium. plant. Allied Chemical Corp.’s Union
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Table 6.—Estimated proved recoverable reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids, and 
7 natural gas a 

LL nee 

. Changes in 
proved. Proved . 

reserves, Teserves, — 

Proved due to Dec. 31, 1966 Changes . 
reserves extensions (production from 1965, 

; Dec. 31,1965 and new was de- percent . 
. discoveries ducted) 

. in 1966 . 

Crude oil...________.___thousand 42-gallon barrels.._ 1,517 ,490 754 1,518,244 ----- 
Natural gas liquids }1____-._2________________do___- 358,297 117 ,308 475,605 +82.7 
Natural gas__.__.___._-_._.._----million cubic feet__ 20,357,414 —235,223 20,122,191 —1.2 

, 1 Includes condensate, natural gasoline, and LP gases. . 

Source: American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute, and Canadian Petroleum Association, 
Proved Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids and Natural Gas, published in the Tulsa Daily World, 
62d yr., No. 20, Apr. 3, 1967, p. 27. 

Table 7.—Natural gas liquids production 

a (Thousand gallons and thousand dollars) | 

. ' Natural gasoline 
and cycle products LP gases Total 

_ Year ss 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average). _.___-_- 480 ,605 $29 , 447 699,893 . $27,458 1,180,498 $56 ,900 
1962_____.--__---_------ 552,795 35, 764 838 ,903 25,223 1,391,698 60 , 987 
1963___.._.__-_-_.--__-_- 555 , 467 35,131 810,894 28,981 1,366,361 . 64,112 
1964.___.-2 ee 554,058 - 34,011 880 , 804 28,055 1,484,857 62 ,066 
1965___..- ee 570,129 34,561 894,665 32,208 1,464,794 66 , 769 

. 1966____._.__--.___-_-_- 576 ,124 35,715 986 , 254 44,381 1,562,378 80,096 

Texas Petroleum Division completed its lion barrels to the recoverable reserve; de- 
90-million-cubic-foot-per-day Chaney Dell velopment drilling added over 147 million 
plant in Major County. At yearend, Service barrels through extensions and revisions. 
Gas Products Co. completed its 15-mil- Yearend underground storage capacity 
lion-cubic-foot-per-day refrigeration-absorp- for natural gas liquids totaled 2,459,000 
tion Aline plant in Alfalfa County. Sunray _ barrels at 13 sites, The Oil and Gas Jour- 
DX Oil Co. purchased Universoil, Inc.’s nal reported. Five new sites, completed in 
Dibble field plant, McClain County, and a salt layer in Grant County and placed 
Warren Petroleum Corp, acquired British- into service in 1966, increased total storage 
American Producing Co.’s Knox field by 1.2 million barrels compared with 1965 
cycling plant Grady County. figures. 

In Carter County, Mack Oil Co. closed Petroleum.—Crude petroleum production 

its Joiner City field plant, and Mobil Oil totaled 224.8 million barrels from 80,583 
Corp. its Fox-Graham field plant. Gas from il wells, compared with 203.4 million bar- 

the latter field will be processed at Mobil’s Yels from 80,947 oil wells in 1965. Daily 
Sholem Alechem field plant in Stephens average production of crude oil was 616,079 

County. Wunderlich Development Co. dis- barrels, or 7.6 barrels per well. The aver- 
continued operations at its Noble field age indicated demand for crude oil was 
plant near Billings, Noble County. ie barrels, 7 percent greater than in 

The American Gas Association reported The Oklahoma Corporation Commission, 

proved recoverable reserves of natural gas under the Interstate Oil Compact, prorated 
liquids in Oklahoma were estimated to be petroleum production to maintain a closer 
475.6 million 42-gallon barrels at yearend, balance with demand. The daily petroleum 
about 6 percent of the total U.S. reserve. production allowable set by the State regu- 
Exploratory drilling added almost 13 mil- latory body in January was 34 percent of
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the depth-acreage formula. From March Table 8.—Crude petroleum production 

through June, the daily rate was 38 per- (Thousand 42-gallon barrels and thousand dollars) 
cent followed by a decrease to 34 percent 7 7 
until September; in October, the rate was. _ Year Quantity Value 
increased to 42 percent; and for December 1957-61 (average)... _- 199.889 $589 617 

the rate was placed at 50 percent—highest 1962..___..-..-..----- 202,782 591,977 

since adoption of the depth-acreage formu- }9gq°""7777777770771Boalsea «S782 
la in 1961. The permitted increase in the 1965...__------------- 208,441 587.944 

last 3 months was attributed to a stronger 1966___--.------------ _ 224,889 654, 2B 

market and to reduced stocks. added 214.7 million barrels and new dis- 
Petroleum production was reported from  coveries added 3.7 million barrels to re- 

64 counties, of which Stephens, Osage, serves. Oklahoma had more than 4.8 per- 

Carter, Garvin, and Creek Counties led in cent of the total domestic crude oil reserve 
the order named. Unallocated fields, in- and more than 5 percent of the total liq- 
cluding secondary recovery projects and uid fuel reserve, including natural gas liq- 
stripper wells, accounted for 48 percent of  uids. | 
total output. Average wellhead price of crude petro- 

In cooperation with the National Strip- leum per barrel was $2.91, up from $2.89 

- per Well Association, the Interstate Oil in 1965. By the end of 1966, crude oil 

Compact Commission reported that on prices in Oklahoma and several adjoining | 
January 1 Oklahoma had 67,019 stripper States rose as most purchasers posted a 5- 
wells which produced 181.3 million barrels cent-per-barrel increase in the midcontin- | 
of oil in 1965. Reserves of stripper wells ent region. ° , 
totaled 1,033 million barrels, or 68.1 per- On January 1, 1966, the 14 refineries in 

cent of overall proved oil reserves, in Okla- the State had a total daily operating capac- 
homa on January 1, 1966. ity of 421,830 barrels of crude oil and 

Estimated proved recoverable reserves of 158,790 barrels of cracked gasoline, and 

crude oil on December 31, 1966, amounted processed 67 percent of the State’s produc- 
to 1,518.2 million barrels, equivalent to 6.8 tion. Crude oil runs to stills, receipts, and 
barrels of recoverable crude underground _ stocks for 1965 and 1966, in thousand bar- 
for each barrel of oil produced in 1966.  rels, are shown in the tabulation that fol- 
During the year, extensions and revisions lows. 

Year Runs to Total Intrastate Stocks 
stills receipts receipts December 31 

1965______.__-_-------- ee ------------- -189,965 189,960 =—102,, 977 1,584 
1966_________----------------------------------- 149 ,817 149 , 588 109 ,850 1,352 

Apco Oil Corp. was erecting a 1,645- County, refinery. Completion was sched- 
barrel-per-day hydrofluoric acid alkylation uled for February 1967. 
unit at the company’s Cyril, Caddo 

- Table 9.—Crude petroleum production, indicated demand, and stocks, in 1966, by months | 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) Se SS OOO 
Stocks 

Month Production Indicated originating 
demand in Oklahoma 

a 

January__._..._-_-----_------------------------------ 18,178 18 ,233 15,052 

February_____-.------------------------------------- 16 , 987 17 ,229 14,310 

March_____-_--------------------------------------- 19 ,290 17,983 16,117 

April.__._..-_--------------------------------------- 18 , 484 17,447 17,154 

May_______-_--------------------------------------- 19,374 18 ,370 18,158 

June_______-_--------------------------------------- 18,754 18 ,042 18,370 

July_____-_----------------------------------------- 19 ,039 19 ,394 18,515 

August_______-.------------------------------------- 18,863 20 , 207 17,171 

September_____.------------------------------------- 18,218 19 ,044 16,345 

October______-_------------------------------------- 19 ,088 18,569 16,364 

November____-_------------------------------------- 18,618 18,065 17,417 

December_______.-----_-_--------------------------- 19 ,946 19 , 567 17,796 

Total: 1966___._.._____------------------------- 224 , 839 222,150 xx 

Total: 1965_.__________------------------------- 203 , 441 205,150 xx 

en 
XX Not applicable.
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- a Table 10.—Oil and gas wells drilled in 1966, by counties 

a 

Proved field wells Exploratory wells 
County a  eeeSeS~Ctg] 

os Oil Gas Dry Oil Gas Dry 
eee 

Alfalfa. o.2--- 2-2-2 ee 7 3 4 ~o ee 1 9 24 
Atoka______- 22 ee _---e ae oee 1 a _---e 2 3 
Beaver_____________-.-_-_- 36 36 46 11 4 13 146 
Beckham ___-. 22-2 ee 1 4 3 _ ee _eoee 4 12 
Blaine______________-_____- 4 38 17 ae 3 12 74, 
Bryan____...-_-------.--- --e-e ----- 1 _-u-- ----- 2 3 
Caddo__________._--- _L- 6 ~ooee 4 1 2 1 14 
Canadian______________ -__- a 11 6 _ eee 5 2 24 
Carter_________.-_-_- -___-- 80 T 26 6 ~ooee 3 116 
Cimarron.__.__-_-.-_-___-- 8 7 4 ~ooee ~a--- 3 22 
Cleveland___._._-_.____---_- _ 17 1 13 1 _eeee 5 37 
Coal__..------------------ 1 ----- 3 Lo Llu 5 10 
Comanche__________-_------ 30 ae 8 ~eo ee 1 2 Al 
Cotton________-_---------- 29 ~ou ee 17 a a 1 AT 
Craig_.._------------------ 1 ----- 2 _---- aoe 3 6 
Creek__._-.._-___/---_------- 113 6 24 ~e eee ~oeee 5 148 
Custer_________--------+--. - JA 1 1 ae ee 1 7 
Dewey-_-_-_---------------- 14 12 18 3 1 7 55 
Ellis. --.--.-_---_---- eee! 19 33 13 4 5 9 83 
Garfield_........-__-_.---- . 159 . 50 12 6 -eeee 3 230 
Garvin. __=_________------- 65 5 AT 1 -ouee 21 139 
Grady...--.-.-.----------- C8 2 3 1 2 4 20 
Grant_____..-.------------ 29 5 13 1 re 7 55 
Greer____-_-2------------- eee ----e 4 ween eee 3 q 
Harper_______..-__-------- 1 33 18 --ule 1 1 5A 
Haskell_______2_-_--------, poole _ 25 18 _ooee 1 1 45 
Hughes____.______-_---_---- 10 14 20 . 2 2 3 51 
Jackson___._.-_----------- 1 a ‘1 a ae 3 5 
Jefferson. ___...----------- 8 1 24 2 ~ao-e 14 ‘49 
Johnston, _..-_-_-_--_-__----- Hoe ween Lee a Wo --e 1 1 
Kay__._..--------------- 19 5 24 a a 7 55 
Kingfisher. ________-------- 147 2 6 4 1 5 165 
Kiowa____-__-___-._---_--- 3 ~ooee 8 1 a 3 15 

, Latimer._____-__.---__----- oe ee 27 12 an ‘1 4 44 
Le Flore__..._-._-_-__-.-_---- ~eoue 20 13 ~eeee 9 4 46 
Lineoln_________-___-_---- 19 3 17 2 _uoee 13 54 
Logan_.__.__.__---------- 40 4 16 3 1 7 71 
Love__..____-.---_-------- 7 2 10 1 ~enel 6 26 
Major_______.-------------- 57 21 16 1 3 5 103 
Marshall____-.._-_-_______-__ 2 a 5 -oee aoa ee 3 10 
Mayes_______-.--_-------- ~ouee ~o nee 2 _---- ~an-e 5 qT 
McClain_____________-_--- 18 6 12 1 eee e 8 45 
McCurtain__________-_-_-- aoe eee eee ~oeee woeee 2 2 
MclIntosh__.__.__-_._-__--- ae weoee 3 ae 1 1 5 
Murray_____.-.----__----- 2 ae 8 ~eoee ~e nee 8 18 
Muskogee. ___-__-__.__-_-_-- 30 1 14 an au -e 5 50 
Noble_______-_---__------- 15 5 22 2 en ee 12 56 
Nowata_____.._._._-_-_--- 19 ~ ee ee 8 a ----- ae 27 
Okfuskee______.______-_-_- 31 11 38 _-eee _-o-e 7 87 
Oklahoma. ___._________-_- 4 1 2 ae Hee 4 11 
Okmulgee. ____._____-_-_-_- 49 2 17 ~oeee ----- 2 70 
Osage________________-__- 169 1 40 5 _---- 8 223 | 
Pawnee________________-_- 16 ae 12 one ae 6 34 
Payne___._._--_____.___--_- 37 2 33 3 _o ee 10 85 
Pittsburg_..-.-_-- 2-2 ~ ue 10 9 aoe ee 3 5 27 
Pontotoe___.___________- 67 4 14 ~ooee ~ eee 5 90 
Pottawatomie_____________- 38 3 22 2 1 12 18 
Roger Mills__-___._________ 5 7 3 2 3 12 32 
Rogers____.-_____________- 43 ~eeee 16 ~o nee eee 3 62 
Seminole_____________-___- 47 6 34 ae ~ eee 2 89 
Sequoyah_________________- ~ one 2 2 ~ooee 2 2 8 
Stephens_________________- A8 5 27 2 1 13 96 
Texas______ ee 39 19 33 1 3 16 111 
Tillman____~______________- 4 _ouee 3 1 -eeee eee 8 
Tulsa___-________________|_ 44 _oeee 6 ~o eee ~ooee ~auee 50 
Wagoner_________________- 4 -ooee 23 aoe e aa le 1 28 
Washington______________- 71 ~ouee 8 ----- --a-e 1 80 
Washita_______.___________ -ooee 3 oe ee oe ee 1 2 6 
Woods___________________. 24 23 23 1 4 11 86 
Woodward_________________ 1 13 14 1 2 13 44 

Total: 1966__________ 1,770 496 946 73 64 383 3,732 
1965_________ 2,127 506 958 56 43 319 4,009 

eee 

Source: American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG).
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Table 11.—Production af crude pétroleum, by fields | 
, (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

a — — — : - = 

Field 1 1962 -—s«1968 1964 1965 1966 

Allen. ___22-.--22----- 2 2 eg ee 1,890 1,445 2,150 2,192 2,636 
Atlantic._.___.--_-_-_-2 ee eee. 1,462 1,450 1,368 1,190 998 
Bowlegs.__2_.2-..-----_-____________ 1,240 1,110 1,208 1,048 .. 952 
Burbank_.2:..2:--.,---------______- 14,290 13,685 13,417 12,017 10,655 
Gamrick-/-------------22-2------- 2,175 2,822 2,225 2,166 1,881 
Céement___2.2--2---- eee lee 3,533 $340 3,040 2,831 2,671 Ctimberland.._.-.________:__:____-_- 1,142 1,133 1,141 1,035 990 
Cushing. __.....22------- 2 2,629 2 ,828 8,075 3,110 3,499 
Dover-Hennéssey__..__.____2 22 _- 8,945 9,010 8, 667 (2) ___ee Edmond, West......-._--_1_-1___ 1,179 1,150 1,052 1,605 1,961 Enid, Northeast_._-.- ee 157 1,460 2,148 2,148 2,196 
Fola-Robbersoii__-- 2222 eee 3,444 3,984 3,483 3,473 3 , 682 Garber______._.-2.2- 22-1 22_ oan _- 657 751 730 1,096 1,258 

. Glerin Pool__--_-.---.- 2-2 eee 3,490 3,303 8,851 4,092 4,153 Goldén Trend.:_..-_....---_-_-_-_._- 10,730 13,427 14,292 13,544 13,440 
Healdton____..-2.-----_--2- ene 2,518 2,506 2,600 2,677 3,036 
Hewitt__.__._2.-_--_--_- 2 eee 2,550 2,461 2 895 2,974 3,764 
Knox. ___ 2-2 eee ~ 1,890 1,838 1,887 1,687 1,612 
Loco. .....----2-- +22 eee eee 1,738 1,848 1,734 1,788 2,138 
Mooré, West__..:.-2... 2-22-22 eesee 1,066 685 1;129 1,014 _ 921 
Muskogee. — -—-2--------=---2--2---+- 702 1,101 1,047 1,089 1,454 
Naval Reserve___.____...-_-___2_-.__- 2,367 2,170 1,702 1,686 1,587 
Oklahoma City__-.....20 es ie 2,381 2,300 2,112 1,978 1,922 
Payne... 2-22 2-2 e ee 2,350 2,274 1,969 1,722 2,076 
Postles:..._-__-_22 2-2 ee aoe 391 ‘470 1,752 2,105 3,307 
Putnam._____. 22-2 eee __- 900 — 912. 2,076 — 3,081 4.879 
Ringwood.._----.---_-.----.--:_--. 268 1,340 1,814: 1,074 5, 533 
Seminolé.____._.2-_-.-2-_______-_-_- 726 . 185 968 1,122 1,115 
Sho-Vel?Tum_ ___2: 2-22-2222 eee ek 24,350 34,995 26, 660 28,769 30,712 
Slick_...---. 1-22 eee---- eee ee 997 1,129 1,114 1,180 1,147 
Sooner Tfend._._.2:_.-.---_--_ 1 2 e_- ----- seek er 9,680 11,496 

St. Louis. ._____. 2222 ee ees 1,440 1,535 1,470 © 1,454 1,406 
Stroud... eee 682 , 102° 1,161 1,151 1,220 
Other fields._____.22----222_-_----+_- 99,658 § 98,118 _ 87,142 85, 664 94,592 

Total.._...22-----2---------2- 202,782 201,962 © 802,524. +~—«-203,441 224 839 
- eect — wet ee * = - * . — . we Tan ae - . - 

1 Based on Oil & Gas Journal data adjusted to Bureau of Mines total. 
2 Consolidated into the Sooner Tretid field in April 1965. ; 

NONMETALS Table 12.—Shipments of portland cement to 
ae oS oo Oklahoma cénsumers 

In 1966 the nine nonmetals produced 7 — - - 
were valued at $50.6 million, about 5 per- . ~ | 
- , =] mi: . s Year Thousand cent of the State’s total mineral production | barrels 

value. Compared with the previaus year, _ | 

declines were registeréd in most of the ma- 1957-81 (averagé)..-......._____. 5.127 
jor mineral commodities—cement, clays, jeeg 2 TTT 3 aE 

gypsum, and stone—due largely to reduced 4882-=~-------Fr-zzvvv277z ooo 6.163 
ncti etivity . 1965-220 ee 6,884 construction activity. | | 1966.22 227 TTT 5/366 

Cement.—The quantity of cement pro- i 
duced dropped 8 percent arid the. value 6 

percent. Plants were operated throughout . | 

the year by Ideal Cement Co. at Ada, Pon- Table 13.—Clays sold or used by producers ? 
totoc County; Dewey Portland Cement Co., (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Division of Martin Marietta Corp., east of 2 
Tulsa in Rogers County; and Oklahoma Year Quantity Value 
Cement Co., southeast of Pryor in Mayes 
County. Dewey Portland Cement Co. an- 4957-64 (average)... __- 742 $746 
nounced that reopening of its plant at De- 1962... - -~----+-------- 737 756 

wey was postponed indefinitely. 1964... 835 854 
. - 1965_____-_-_--______- 194 806 

Clays.—Clay and shale, mined from 17 1966... ~__~_~~72777777 TA5 754 
pits by 12 producers operating in 12 coun-  _ 
ties, were used primarily in manufacturing 1 Excludes bentonite. |
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brick and tile, and to a lesser extent in age price of $1.42 per short ton. Commer-. 
expanded clay products and portland ce- - cial producers shipped 89 percent of the 
ment. Brick and structural clay tile were sand and gravel by truck, with the remain- 

produced in eight counties; expanded clay ing 11 percent transported by rail. Sand 
aggregate was produced in Oklahoma and was used mostly for building, paving, fill, 
Rogers Counties; pottery was manufactured and high-purity glass sand. Gravel was 
in Creek County. Bentonite was mined in used for paving and building. 

Dewey County for filter and absorbent ‘Stone.—Stone output, including lime- 
uses. stone used to manufacture cement and lime, 

Gypsum.—In 1966, output of crude gyp- was 7 percent less in quantity and 4 per- 
sum increased more than 3 percent, but cent less in value in 1966. More than 50 
value decreased nearly 6 percent compared percent of the output and value was sup- 
with 1965. Eight producers in six counties, plied by producers in five counties—Co- 
mined gypsum, most of which was used to manche, Murray, Pontotoc, Sequoyah, and | 
manufacture wallboard, plaster, and other Tulsa. Limestone accounted for more than 
building materials, The remainder was 86 percent of the stone produced, chat | 
used as a retarder in portland cement and (miscellaneous stone) for 9 percent, sand- 
as a soil conditioner. oe stone for 4 percent, and granite for less’ 
Lime.—The tonnage of lime produced in than 1 percent. Crushed stone comprised 

Sequoyah County increased 10 percent, and More than 99 percent of total output, and 
value also increased compared with the crushed limestone accounted for nearly 87 

previous year. Most of the output was used percent. Virtually all the production came 
by chemical plants in the Pryor area and from open pit operations, except for two 
by municipal water plants; other uses in- underground mines in eastern Oklahoma. 

cluded steel manufacture, oil refining, Ninety-three percent of the crushed lime- 
waste disposal, building material, and stone produced commercially was shipped 

paper manufacture. | - by truck and 7 percent by rail. 

Pumicite (Volcanic Ash).—Quantity and Idabel Stone Co. opened a limestone 

value of volcanic ash production increased Ua'ty north of Hugo, Choctaw County, 
substantially. Fran-O-Lite Minerals Co. be- 294 one northeast of Idabel, McCurtain 
gan mining a volcanic ash deposit 6 miles County. | : 
north of Custer City, Custer County, about Principal uses for crushed stone were 7 

midyear. Principal use was for abrasive- Yoadstone, concrete aggregate, cement, and 
type cleaners. lime. Dimension limestone was used _pri- 

Salt.—Total value of salt produced in marily for architectural veneer and dimen- 

1966 increased over that of 1965. Flowers ‘S!0P 8tamite for monuments and head- 
Salt Co. produced salt by solar evaporation stones. . a 
of brine from springs in northern Harmon Tripoli.—Output of tripoli in eastern Ot- 

' County, and Ezra §$. Blackmon produced ‘awa County was almost 20 percent greater 
salt by solar evaporation from water basins 1 quantity and 18 percent higher in value 
adjacent to the Cimarron River west of than in 1965. Principal use was in buffing 

Freedom, Woods County. Principal uses Compounds and, to a lesser extent, for 
were for stockfeed and recharging of water foundry use. 
softeners; other uses included herbicides Vermiculite.—Crude vermiculite produced 
and salinity control of oil well drilling in Western States was exfoliated by Texas 
fluid. Vermiculite Co. at its’; Oklahoma City 

Sand and Gravel.—Total output of com- plant. The amount of exfoliated vermicu- 

mercial and  government-and-contractor lite sold for loose fill insulation and as 

sand and gravel increased about 16 percent lightweight aggregate in plaster and con: 
above that of 1965, and value increased ‘T° increased 73 percent in quantity and 
about 26 percent. Five counties—Johnston, 62 percent in value compared with 1965 
McClain, Oklahoma, Pushmataha, and figures. 
Tulsa—accounted for nearly 50 percent of METALS 
the quantity and 60 percent of the value. 
Seventy-two percent of the output was fur- Copper.—A substantial iscrease in copper 
nished by commercial operators at an aver- produced from a strip mine in the Per-
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Table 14.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

meee 

. Government-and- Total sand and 
Commercial contractor gravel 

Year Sa Renee 

Quantity | Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)________ 4,154 $4,815 1,832 $1,040 5,986 $5,855 
1962_____-2 3,802 4,355 . 634 381 4,486 4,736 
1963______ ~~ -__________ 4,644 5,756 776 360 5,420 6,116 
1964... 5,032 6,031 1,648 972 6,680 7.003 
1965__-___-_- eee 4,570 — 5,614 648 409 5,218 6,023 
1966____. ~~ ee 4,329 6,151 1,711 1,414 6,040 7,565 

ey 

Table 15.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses : 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 
A RE 

. 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use Ss 

Quantity Value Quantity Vahie 
eee 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building. -__._..- 2-2 eee 1,758 $1,628 1,487 $1,437 
Paving______-_____-.- 22 eee 812 785 TA2 715 
Fill. 2-2 eee eee Le 525 209 414 177 
Other 1______ eee 1,119 2,584 951 2,624 

Total.__--_----_- eee 4,214 5,156 3,594 4,953 

Gravel: _ | | 
Building___-__.-.._--. 22-22 ee eeeee 101 174 430 785 

. Paving_______-_-__2_-- ee 154 128 181 241 
Other ?____.-_--_------- eee 101 156: 124 172 

Total____--__-_------- eee 356 458 735 1,198 

Total sand and gravel___.______________- 4,570 5,614 4,329 6,151 

Government-and-contractor operations: 7 7 
Sand: , 

Building.__._--___-- 2 eee ae a 12 16 
Paving___-_---.---_-_--__- 22 eee 263 119 704 665 

© Rll eee 61 . 45 ----- _---- 
Other______-_------_-- eee ~ouee ~-lee 10 5 

Total. _---_---------2- eee eee 324 164 726 686 

Gravel: . 
Building._......____-.__- 21 2 ee a _uene 203 215 
Paving_..--.._.-.---_-_----- eee 310 214 782 513 
Fill_.------- eee 14 31 ~-u-e a---- 

Total_____.__--------- 2-2-2 - 2 eee 324 245 985 728 

Total sand and gravel__..______________- 648 409 1,711 1,414 

Grand total_.-.__._--- 2 5,218 6 ,023 6,040 7,565 

1 Includes other construction sand and industrial sand (unground and ground). 
2 Includes miscellaneous gravel, railroad ballast, fill, and other gravel. 

mian red beds of southwestern Jackson ing plant north of Quapaw, Ottawa 
County was reported by The Eagle-Picher County. 
Co. The ore was beneficiated at the com- Lead.—Output of lead from 71 opera- 

pany mill, and the concentrate shipped to tions was reported by 32 producers, com- 

El Paso, Tex., for smelting. pared with 61 operations by 32 producers 
Germanium.—Germanium was recovered, in 1965. Recoverable lead output in 1966 

in zinc smelter residue by The Eagle-Picher increased 7 percent while value increased 3 
Co. at Henryetta, Okmulgee County, and _ percent. Price of lead at New York was 16 
by National Zinc Co. at Bartlesville, Wash- cents per pound from January | until May 
ington County. The residue was shipped to 5, then decreased to 15 cents and, on Oc- 
The Eagle-Picher Co.’s germanium-process- tober 10, decreased again 14 cents.
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Table 16.—Sand and gravel production Silver.—Silver was recovered from copper 

in 1966, by counties concentrate produced near Creta. Output 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) increased appreciably, as a result of the 

County Quantity Value greater output of copper during the year. 
ee Zinc.—Output of zinc from 70 operations 
Beaver. - ween nen n eee 30 | $ was reported by 32 producers, compared 
Cleveland...__-.-_---.- 199 102 with 64 operations by 36 producers in 1965. 

Comanche... -.-.----..- 61 58 -Recoverable zinc output and value in 1966 
Cotton... 22.222 eee 37 30 . : 
Custer....._....-.-...- 189 287 were 12 percent less than in 1965. Price of 
Garfield.-...---------- BL 51 zinc at East St. Louis was unchanged at 
Harmon. _......---.-_- 8 10 
Hughes._._......--.--- 3 4 14.5 cents per pound throughout 1966. 

Venn eee 2 6 Kay woo crvtctitr 124 *S Custom Mills and Smelters—In 1966, 
Le Flore_._------------ 179 _ 182. American Metal Climax, Inc., at Blackwell, 
McClain_.......-----.- 542 501 . 
McCurtain....__._..... 287 249 #Kay County; The Eagle-Picher Co. at Hen- 
Murray......--.-.-.-.- 98 118 . i Obtunbee TTT 7 2 ~=«CN yet, Okmulgee Coun ty; and National 
Payne___._.----------- 7 7 Zinc Co. at Bartlesville, Washington 
Pittsburg. 2.2. 18 9 ' 1 : Pottawstoinie. 2 10 Wi County, operated horizontal retort zinc 

- Seminole.....--.------- 1 2 smelters where both domestic and foreign 
Sequoyah- sere e cero ean t i ores and concentrates were treated. A sec- 

Tillman. -_-__.----.----- 73 91 ondary zinc plant was operated by Federat- 
Pulse” —-5-- Saeennenel 636 408 ed Metals Division of American Smelting 

| Other counties !__._.__- 3,426 5,280 and Refining Co. at Sand Springs, Tulsa 

— Potal._. ee 6,040 7,665. County. | 
1 Includes Alfaifa, Caddo, Canadian, Grady, Greer, . Tri-State D istrict.—Output of lead and 

Jackson, Johnston, Kingfisher, Kiowa, Logan, Major, zinc in the southwest Missouri segment of 
uskogee, ahoma, awnee, ontotoc, an © tad * 

Pushmataha Counties, combined to avoid disclosing the district was rep orted in 1966 after an 
individual company confidential data. Undistri- 8-year period in which there was no pro- 
buted | amounts from various counties are also in- duction. The quantity and value of ou tput 

Table 17.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

Miscellaneous 
y granite Limestone Sandstone stone Total 

ear Se 
Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1962_-_._.--_._-. 15 $1,043 12,579 $15,793 1,040 $1,351 1,032 $632 14,666 $18,819 
1963_._...--- 2. 7 832 12,4387 14,5387 185 214 1,238 577 18,817 16,160 
1964___._.______ 3 219 11,3875 12,669 1,271 1,552 1,338 647 13,987 15,087 
1965___.._-_._2-- 6 503 13,121 14,771 2,057 2,092 1,283 705 16,417 18,071 
1966____________ 7 687 13,339 15,141 631 745 1,857 820 15,3384 17,3893 

Table 18.—Mine production of lead and zinc, in terms of concentrate and recoverable metals 1 

Recoverable metal content 2 
Lead concentrate Zine concentrate ©§ ——— 

(galena) (sphalerite) Lead - Zine 
Year TO 

Value Value Value Value 
Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- 
tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) 

1957-61 (average) 3,867 $598 10,047 $753 2,678 $695 5,349 $1,222 
1962___._______- 3,600 343 18 ,327 1,278 2,710 499 10,013 2,303 
1968___.________ 4,317 432 24,329 1,757 3,192 689 18 ,245 3,046 
1964___.________ 3, 730 505 22 ,592 1,963 2,781 129 12,159 3,307 
1965______ Le 3,896 651 23 , 668 2,277 2,813 878 12,715 3,713 
1966____________ 4,181 649 21,086 2,002 2,999 907 11,237 3,259 

Total 1891- 
1966___-1,696,455 165,544 9,854,303 492,292 1,300,163 198,315 5,197,013 788 ,934 

1 Based on Oklahoma ore (dirt) and old tailing treated at mills during calendar year indicated. 
2 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays, allowance made for smelting losses of both lead and 

zine. In comparing values of concentrate (ore) and metal, it should be noted that value given for concentrate 
is that actually received by producer, whereas value of lead and zinc is calculated from average price for all 
grades.
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Table 19.—Tenor of lead-zinc ore milled and concentrates produced 

1965 1966 

Total material milled_..________.._._.._-_-_-.-.-___..___..- _short tons_-_ 595,205 549 313 
Recovery of concentrate and metal from quantity milled: 
Galena__.__....--..-- 22 ou eee. - Short tons_- 3,896 4,181 
Sphalerite___..-. 222 ee do 23 , 668 21 086 
Galena_______-.-_. eee -_pereent_ 0.65 0.76 
Sphalerite___._._--- 2 eee eee doe 3.98 3.84 
Lead !_____._-_-_-- eee eee - 0 47 55 
Zine 1. eee ee eee ee OL 2.14 2.05 

Average lead content of galena concentrate__...__.__...___._...-.-do___- 73.54 73.16 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrate_______._.......-_-.-do___- 59.74 59.21 
Average value per ton: 

Galena concentrate. ___..____.-_____.______-.___-_- eee eee ee $167.15 $155.26 
Sphalerite concentrate____...._..._.....-_ 1. ee eee ---- $96.22 $94.94 

1 Migures represent metal content of crude ore (dirt) as recovered in concentrate. Data on tailing losses not 
availapie. . 

Table 20.—Mine production of lead and zinc and 17 percent, respectively, in value. Lead 
_ in 1966, by months, in terms of and zinc concentrates recovered decreased 7 

recoverable metals : and 16 percent, respectively, in tonnage, 
(Short tons) and 14 and 17 percent, respectively, in val- 

—  ______——-_ ule off concentrates in the same _ period. 
Month Lead Zine American Zinc Lead & Smelting Co. closed 

January. ~._.-.--------- 280 _ 803 its Barbara J. Mill near Cardin, leaving 
February... ------ 213 910 Th ° © gt tl, eat 
March................. 239 1,058 e Eagle-Picher Co. as the district’s prin- 

April_._..------------- 223 1,074 cipal producer. The price of lead dropped 
May____----__-------- 263 1,037 ”“ 
June._............... 236 1028 to 14 cents per pound on October 10 thus 
July_....-_-__---------- 219 960 j ‘ Thich wands. 2272227277227 509 303 falling below the 1414 cent price wi ick 

September._._.._-_____- 271 827 payment is made under the Lead-Zinc 
Oectober____-_----.-_--- 280 906 ni Vioati mn November. 222277277777 547 906 Mining Stabilization Program. No payment 

December----.--------- 319 905 was made in 1966 but payments on pro- 
| Ss e0g.” ~~ «49-«a7_~Cfs«urction in the last quarter of 1966 were 

Total___.._._.--- 2,999 11 , 237 . 
— made in the first quarter of 1967. The 

: price of zinc was 1414 cents per pound 

for this segment are included wih cenral throughout the year and zinc production 
and souheastern Missouri lead and zinc Was not eligible during the year. 

production data. In the Kansas and Okla- Prices quoted in the ExMJ Metal & Min- 
homa portion of the district, overall lead eral Markets on 60 percent zinc concen- 
and zinc production decreased 8 and 17 _ trates at Joplin, Mo., were unchanged at 
percent, respectively, in tonnage and 11 $92 per ton throughout 1966. 

Table 21.—Mine production of lead and zinc concentrates in Tri-State District, in tenms of 

concentrate and recoverable metals 

Recoverable metal content 
Lead concentrate Zinc concentrate ————————_——_—————- 

(galena) (sphalerite) Lead Zine 
Year ll 

Value Value Value Value 
Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- Short (thou- 
tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) tons sands) 

1957-61 (average)-_______- 6,184 $941 19,731 $1,471 4,336 $1,119 10,538 $2,411 
1962_________-_-_._-_-_- 4,890 481 25,564 1,771 3,680 677 18,956 3,210 
19638_______-_-_---.---_- 5,719 604 30,762 2,271 4,219 911 16,753 3.353 
1964____.._---.-.-.---.- 5,333 733 31,228 2,782 3,966 1,039 16,824 4,576 
1965__...-_---_-_-_-_-_- 6,200 1,031 35,671 3,434 4,457 1,391 19,223 5,613 

1966: 
Kansas_.___.____.-_- 1,574 242 8,911 849 1,109 335 4,769 1,383 
Oklahoma. ___._____- 4,181 649 21,086 2,002 2,999 907 11,237 3,259 

Total 1966 !1_______ 5,755 891 29,997 2,851 4,108 1,242 16 ,006 4,642 

1 Excludes Southwest Missouri.
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Table 22.—Tenor of lead and zinc ore milled and concentrates produced in the 

Tri-State District 

. 1962 1963 1964 1965 11966 

Total material milled: 
- Crude ore__.._......_______-_---short tons__ 474,219 612,862 691,798 905,973 818 ,410 

Recovery of concentrate and metal from material 
milled: 

Galena______-_-.-_-----------percent__ 1.03 0.93 0.77 0.68 0.70 
Sphalerite.___.......------------do___- 5.39 5.02 4.51 3.94 3.67 
Lead 2________-._..--..-.-------do___- 18 .69 .57 49 . 50 

. Zine 2______...---..--------__---do____ 2.94 2.73 2.43 - 2,12 1.96 
Average lead content of galena concentrate__do-_-_-- 76.75 75.21 75.77 73.27 72.81 
Average zine content of sphalerite 

concentrate____.-...-.------------do___- 60.64 60.52 59.86 59.91 59.29 
Average value per ton: 

Galena concentrate__.._..._-.-------------- $98.24 $105.68 $137.52 $166.32 $154.84 
' Sphalerite concentrate..____._.-.-.-.------- $69.30 $73 .82 $87.48 $96.28 $95.03 

1 Excludes Southwest Missouri; included in Missouri total. 
2 Metal content of the crude ore (dirt) as recovered in concentrate. — 

| REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Seventy-five ‘of the State’s 77 counties re- nearly 1.9 million barrels of crude oil. Nat- 
- ported mineral production; however, 52 ural gas liquids were recovered at the Ca- 

| percent of Oklahoma’s total mineral pro- bot Corp. Beaver plant, El Paso Natural | 
duction value was supplied by Stephens, Gas Co. Beaver plant, Northern Natural 
Garvin. Carter, Osage, Beaver, Texas, Gas Co. Cabot-Highland plant, ‘Texaco Inc. 
Kingfisher, Creek, Garfield, and Seminole Camrick plant, and Warren Petroleum 
Counties, in descending order of value. Corp. Mocane plant. Texaco Inc. operated 
Crude oil was reported from 64 counties, a 40,000-barrel underground propane stor- 
natural gas from 64, and natural gas liq- age reservoir in a salt layer near its pro- 
uids from 29. Nonmetals were produced in cessing plant; Warren Petroleum Corp. near 
61 counties and metals in two counties. its gas liquids plant maintained a 140,000- 

Beaver.—Mineral output value increased barrel LP-gas storage reservoir also in an 
15 percent as all segments of the industry underground salt layer. Volcanic ash (pu- 
registered significant gains. Camrick field micite) was mined north of Gate by Axtell 
in Beaver and Texas Counties yielded Mining Corp. 

, Table 23.—Value of mineral production in Oklahoma by counties * 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Alfalfa....._.__. $6,848,631 $11,512,771 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Atoka___________ WwW W_ Stone, petroleum. 
Beaver___....___.. 45,081,361 52,042,109 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, volcanic ash, 

sand and gravel. 
Beckham___-___._ 16,531,428 14,934,924 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum. 
Blaine_..._-___- 6,182 , 567 7,655,151 Petroleum, natural gas, gypsum, natural gas liquids. 
Bryan______-____ 2,291,519 2,221,107 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, stone. 
Caddo_____-___- 12 , 846 ,922 17,081,550 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, gypsum, stone. 
Canadian_______-_ 1,275,916 1,867,118 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, clays, gypsum. 
Carter__________ 58,150,080 60,666,354 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, stone. 
Cherokee_______-_ 1,264,650 Ws Stone. 
Choctaw_______- 185,109 WwW Do. 
Cimarron__._..__ * 14,431,429 16,664,337 Helium, natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, stone. 
Cleveland_______ 12,915,330 15,647,415 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand and 

gravel. 
Coal____.__--___- 2,650,148 2,548,121 Petroleum, natural gas, stone. 
Comanche-____-_-- 3,234,044 3,007,119 Stone, natural gas, petroleum, gypsum, sand and gravel. 
Cotton___-_____- 5, 752 ,493 6,145,720 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Craig___.-.-___- 998 ,481 707,838 Coal, petroleum, natural gas. 
Creek____....___ 31,817,109 35,663,972 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, clays. 
Custer___._____- 3,251,797 3,897,022 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, clays, volcanic 

ash. 
Deleware.__.___- 2,000 _ouLe 
Dewey.-.---_--- 15,999 ,908 18,813,698 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, clays. 
Ellis...._.-____- 3,053 , 349 4,631,100 Natural gas, petroleum. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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' Table 23.—Value of mineral production in Oklahoma by counties ’—Continued 

County. 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Garfield......... $21,907,542 $33,333,902 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 
gravel. 

Garvin._.._..-_. 73,677,170 69,091,882. Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Grady__.__._-.. 24,221,131 24,681,415 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Grant___._-_-_--- 6,991,496 6,782,108 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Greer________-_-- 260,817 211,971 Stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, clays, natural gas. 
Harmon_.______- 56,600 W Salt, sand and gravel. 
Harper__....._.. 21,492,949 22,387,297 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, stone. 
Haskell________- 7,970,372 7,929,859 Natural gas, coal. . 
Hughes_-___.__- 5,183 , 587 5,420,348 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Jackson_________ 1,059,325 2,783,668 Copper, petroleum, gypsum, sand and gravel, silver, stone. 
Jefferson. __.___- 2, 856 , 986 3,247,641 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Johnston_______- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Kay....._._-_._ 12,852,299 14,172 ,520 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, stone, sand and 

gravel. 
Kingfisher.._..._. 388,456,041 44,655 , 626 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Kiowa____.____- 1,139 ,340 1,381,634 Stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Latimer._______- 5,239,199 6,107,964 Natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Le Flore________- 1,462,135 1,616,703 Natural gas, sand and gravel, stone, coal. 
Lincoln.___...-- 17,710,086 15,761,755 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
Logan___.______- 8,897 ,308 12,416,712 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Love._.._....--- 10,746,178 10,238,198 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Major_________-_- 17,881,017 23 , 093 , 682 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Marshall. ______- 4,965,961 6,267,545 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Mayes_________- 6,040,111 ~ 6,079,801 Cement, stone, clays, petroleum. 
MecClain____.._. 25,273,299 23 ,931 , 866 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, samd and 

gravel. 
McCurtain. ____- 134 , 236 874,393 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
MelIntosh______- 2,804,704 276,195 Natural gas, stone. 
Murray. ___-_--- 3,198,166 3,502,318 Stone, petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Muskogee_ ___--- 4,633 , 746 5,566,334 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, coal, natural gas. 
Noble____.__-.--- 7,048,256 | 7,189,327 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Nowata.________- 3,167,786 3,219,263 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Okfuskee_______- 6,933,778 7,070, 429. Petroleym, natural gas, sand and gravel, natural gas 

liquids. . 
Oklahoma____._. 18,049,700 19,163,680 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, sand and 

gravel, clays. 
Okmulgee. ___-_-_- 4,639 ,407 5,371,994 Petroleum, natural gas, coal. 
Osage___-_-_L-_- 67,012,515 59,739,482 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Ottawa__._._._-_- 5,429 ,885 5,094,928 Zine, lead, stone, tripoli. 
Pawnee_______-- 4,270,391 5,075,807 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, stone. 
Payne__..__._--- © 7,824,074 7,876,257 Petroleum, natural gas, stone, sand and gravel. 
Pittsburg_______- 695,374 1,334,682 Natural gas, stone, sand and gravel, clays, petroleum. 
Pontotoe__....__.- 20,207,677 20,691,874 Petroleum, cement, stone, sand and gravel, natural gas 

liquids, clays, natural gas. 
Pottawatomie____ 9,857,358 13,115,389 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. _. 
Pushmataha - - - -- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Roger Mills_---- - 38 , 107 236,985 Natural gas, petroleum. . 
Rogers. ___...--- 12,656,108 11,941,902 Cement, petroleum, coal, stone, clays, natural gas. 
Seminole___._._- 25,644,574 26,931,227 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, stome, clays, 

_ sand and gravel. — 
Sequoyah.___-_-_—- WwW 2,739,218 Lime, stone, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Stephens___._._- 69,879,363 76,368,396 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Texas.__._._....--- 47,212,433 51,693 ,044 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel. 
Tillman__._____- 917 ,439 1,005,800 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone. 
Tulsa________-_- 8,953 , 422 9,322,096 Petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, clays, natural gas. 
Wagoner_______- 440 ,239 544,565 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Washington__-_._- 8,069 ,140 7,756 ,059 Do. 
Washita________- 1,089 ,245 963,577 Natural gas, petroleum, gypsum. 
Woods_________- 4,269 ,675 5,401,694 Natural gas, petroleum, salt. 
Woodward_______ 4,127,458 4,723,602 Natural, gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, sand and 

gravel. 
Undistributed_.._.  * 4,996,529 15,349,120 

’ Total____. ™ 909,256,000 997,391,000 

r Revised. 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.” 
1 Adair County is not listed because no production was reported.
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Beckham.—Total mineral production val- sum for agricultural purposes was strip 

ue decreased 10 percent as lower sales were mined near Okarche by Raymond 

noted in petroleum and natural gas. Natu- Schweitzer. Sand and gravel for construc- 

ral gas and petroleum were produced tion was produced by Tindel Materials Co. 

| mainly from Elk City field. Natural gas liq- from pits in the western section of the 

uids were extracted from natural gas at the county and by The Dolese Co. near Ban- 

Elk City cycling plant of Shell Oil Co. ner. | 
Near Sayre, Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. Carter.—The county ranked third in the 

maintained an underground natutal gas State both in total mineral production val- 

Storage reservoir, part of which was leased ue and in value of petroleum produced. 

to the Natural Gas Pipeline Company of Petroleum and natural gas were produced 

America. Shell Oil Co. maintained a from many fields. Fox-Graham, Healdton, 

17,000-barrel propane storage resevoir in a Hewitt, and Sho-Vel-Tium fields were the 

salt layer near Sayre. largest. Sho-Vel-tum, the Nation’s third 

Blaine.—Mineral production value in- largest field, produced more than 30.7 
creased 24 percent because of increased million barrels of petroleum. The Hewitt 

sales of petroleum, natural gas, and natu- and ane fields p roduced more than | 

ral gas liquids that offset a decline in gyp- 3 mn i barrels and * on barre's 

| sum. Nattiral gas from fields in Blaine and i P Etro cum oe oan Y ae Bas 
Major Counties was processed at Pan iquids were snipped che Gasclin ae 

American Petroleum Corp. Okeene Plant, at P the oP ant Y ni L aso th Ta. 
and natutal gas from fields in Blaine and near Shell . Ol C any Wil nes si | r “Oil 
Kingfisher Counties was processed at its RC C , r, . "Sis i i Oil ae C , 

| Star-Lacey plant. Universal Atlas Cement H id °- er Un me On Com, as ce | 

Co. quarried gypsum northeast of Watonga 7 °2 CtO2, ane eer: ompany © 
ne ae — | California near Springer. Limestone was 
for use as portland cement retarder, and — ‘ed and hed by S Crushed - 

Walton Gypsum Co. quarried and crushed Jone C and crushed by sooner MTHSHE 

gypsum west of Okeene for agricultural Cin °- Total ‘néral ducti 
uses. United States Gypsum Co. quarried dae wae 1B otal Taare th Pro’ 968 

and criished gypsum and operated a large he ue oe , eed e ae h tit in t 
calcining, sheetrock, and plaster-products ecause of improved sales of hesum, nae 
plant at Southard. | , ral gas, natural gas liquids; and petroleum. 

Cadac Mi sal oducti al Helium was extracted at the Federal Bu- 

/addo.—Mineral production value in- yeau of Mines Keyes plant from natural 
creased 38 Pernt Conard we produ re gas supplied by Colorado Interstate Gas 

Sane 5 - 70. Natural gas and petroleum were pro- 

fromm sever feness a ae field; Ce- duced fiom several fields in the Keyes area. 
| men , pre uce - near Y million barrels Natural gas liquids were recovered from 

ne C Sl wc ru At was Processe at natural gas by Colorado Interstate Gas Co. 
the Cyril refinery of Apco Oil Corp. Har- at its Keyes plant. 

rison Gypsum Co., Inec., strip-mined gyp- Comanche.-Total mineral output value 

ad near Cement for use in agriculture  qécreased 7 percent as reduced production 

acnsion retarder hed portland cement. Di- as stone, natural gas, and petroleum more 

lension and crushed limestone were pro- than offset increased output of gypsum and 

duced by J. W. McPhearson and Bernard sand and gravel. Limestone was quarried 

Ce a red oenay ind crated by Dole Bre Coa ty Rb . °% ” t . - 

limestone near Carnegie and Cyril for con- Sum was mined near Fletcher by Castile 
oe eae Sand air aoe Mining Co. for wallboard manufactured by 
' P he C t arin oan ravel Co. Texas Gypsum Co., Inc., at its Irving, 

Ca lk  y ae a prod Tex. plant Sand and gravel for paving 
anadian.— Value of mineral production and building was produced for the U0. 

was 46 percent greater as increased sales of Army Corps of Engineers. Natural gas and 

natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, petroleum were produced from a group of 
ane ypsum oliset a cecune in clays. ona sma fields sheets three districts) 

oma Brick Corp. mined clay northwest of and the Fort Sill Reservation field. 
Union City for making brick and tile. Gyp- Craig—Total mineral value decreased 29
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percent because of lower coal and natural million barrels of petroleum, and _ the 

gas output. Craig County ranked third Golden Trend, second largest field in the 
among coal producing counties, Four State, yielded more than 13.4 million bar- 
operators strip-mined coal at 12 pits. An-  rels of crude oil. Natural gas liquids were 
other operator—not subject to Bureau of recovered at the O.H. Grimes Pauls Valley 
Mines canvass of coal producers—was ac-_ field plant, Lone Star Gas Co. plant near 
tive at one additional pit. | Katie, Phillips Petroleum Co. Bradley field 
Creek.—Production gains in petroleum plant, Service Gas Products Co. Hoover 

and natural gas liquids were responsible field plant, Sohio Petroleum Co. Elmore 

for a 12 percent increase in total mineral plant, and Warren P etroleum Corp. Mays- 
value. The prolific Cushing and Glenn ville plant. Kerr-McGee Corp. processed 

Pool fields produced almost 3.5 million and crude oil at its Wynnewood refinery. 

4.2 million barrels of petroleum, respective- Grady.—Production losses in natural gas | 
ly. Natural gas liquids were recovered by and sand and gravel were offset by gains in | 
Kerr-McGee Corp. at its plant near Milfay petroleum and natural gas liquids resulting | 
and by Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. at its Drum- in a 2 percent increase in total mineral | 

right plant. Near Depew, Oklahoma Natu- value. Natural gas liquids were recovered 
ral Gas Co. maintained an underground by the Mobil Oil Co. Chitwood cycling ! 
‘natural gas storage reservoir. A mined cav- plant and by the Warren Petroleum Corp. 
ern in shale, capable of storing 200,000 Knox cycling plant (formerly operated by 
barrels of butane, was operated by Service British-American Oil Producing Co.) . Sand 
Pipe Line Co. Clay used for brick and tile for building and paving was obtained from 
was mined by Sapulpa Brick & Tile Corp. pits near Tuttle by The Dolese Co. 

and for pottery by Frankoma Pottery Co. Grant.—Total mineral value declined 3 | 
Dewey.—Mineral production value in- percent as decreased output of natural gas 

creased 18 percent. The rise resulted from and natural gas liquids offset an increase 
large gains in production of petroleum and in petroleum. Natural gas liquids were ex- 
natural gas liquids; output of natural gas tracted from natural gas in the Continental 

and bentonite decreased. Putnam field pro- Oil Co. Medford plant and CRA, Inc., La- 
duced more than 4.8 million barrels of pe- mont field plant. An underground reservoir 
troleum. Natural gas liquids were extracted in Webb field was used to store natural gas 
from natural gas by Humble Oil & for peak demand by Cities Service Gas Co. 
Refining Co. at its Camargo plant and by Near Medford, Continental Oil Co. main- 

Mobil Oil Co. at its Thomas plant. Ben- tained in a salt layer a 150,000-barrel bu- 
tonite was produced south of Vici by Fil- tane storage reservoir, a 450,000-barrel nor- 
trol Corp. for filter and absorbent uses. mal butane reservoir, a  50,000-barrel 
Garfield—A 52 percent gain in total natural gasoline reservoir, a 150,000-barrel 

mineral value resulted from increased pro- field butane reservoir, and a 50,000-barrel 
duction of petroleum and natural gas liq- isobutane reservoir. 
uids. The northeast Enid field produced Haskell.—The county again led the State | 
nearly 2.2 million barrels of petroleum. in coal output. Decreased output of coal | 
Natural gas liquids were stripped from however, reduced the total mineral value | 
natural gas at the Champlin Petroleum Co. | slightly from the previous year despite an ! 
Enid plant, Livingston Oil Co. Northeast increase in natural gas production. Garland | 
Enid field plant, and Sinclair Oil & Gas Coal & Mining Co. and Evans Coal Co., ! 
Co. Covington plant. Sand for paving was largest producers in the county, mined coal 
produced for the Oklahoma State Highway from open pits. One other producer (less 
Department. than a thousand short tons mined annual- 

Garvin.—Garviri County ranked second ly) also was active at an open pit opera- 
in the State in total value of minerals pro- €!0N. 
duced, fourth in petroleum, fifth in natu- Jackson.—Increased output of copper, 
ral gas production value, and first in natu- silver, petroleum, sand and gravel, and 
ral gas liquids. The county dropped from stone resulted in a substantial gain in total 
first place in total value because of a 40- mineral value and offset losses in gypsum 
percent decrease in natural gas value. The and natural gas. Gypsum was strip-mined | 
Eola-Robberson field yielded more than 3.6 south of Duke for manufacturing wall-
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board and other gypsum products at the and adjoining counties produced almost 

Republic Gypsum Co. Duke plant. Copper 11.5 million barrels of oil. Natural gas liq- 

ore was strip-mined by The Eagle-Picher uids were recovered at the Continental Oil 

Co. from Permian red beds southeast of Co. Hennessey plant, Humble Oil & 

Creta. Dimension limestone was produced Refining Co. Dover-Hennessey plant, Pan 

by Oklahoma Stone Co. Sand and gravel American Petroleum Corp. North Okarche 

for construction was produced by Pitts plant, and Sohio Petroleum Co. Trindle 

Sand & Gravel Co. plant. Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. main- 

Johnston.—Total mineral value was 1 tained an underground natural gas storage 

percent greater in 1966 because of an in- reservoir in the West Edmond field of 

creased output in glass sand. Pennsylvania Kingfisher and Logan Counties. ‘The Dolese 

Glass Sand Corp. of Oklahoma produced Co. produced sand for building and paving 

sand for glass and ground silica from pits from pits near Dover. 

north of Mill Creek. Dimension limestone Kiowa.—Output of stone, sand and grav- 

for building construction was produced el, and natural gas was responsible for a 

near Pontotoc by Richburg Stone Co. Near 21-percent increase in mineral value while 

Troy, Rock Products Mfg. Corp. sold petroleum declined. Limestone was quar- 

crushed dolomite for use in agriculture. ried and crushed for use as concrete aggre- 

Dimension granite was produced by The _ gate and roadstone by Roosevelt Materials 

Century Granite Co., Inc., south of Mill Co. at its Cooperton quarry and by Dolese 

Creek, and by Taylor Granite Co. : Brothers Co. at its Gotebo quarry. Dimen- 

Kay.—Total value of mineral production S109 granite was quarried near Snyder by 

was 10 percent above the previous year as Roosevelt Granite Co., Inc., Fairfax Gran- 
gains were noted in natural gas liquids, ite, Inc., and Wichita Granite Co. South- 

petroleum, and stone. Petroleum and natu- W¢Sst Sand Co. processed sand and gravel 

ral gas were produced from numerous from the North Fork Red River west of 

fields. Natural gas liquids were recovered Snyder for paving purposes. 
from the Cities Service Oil Co. Ambrose Le Flore.—Increased production of stone 

plant and Wunderlich Development Co. and sand and gravel accounted for an 11- 

Newkirk plant. A 300,000-barrel propane percent increase in mineral value despite a 

storage cavern in limestone was maintained decline in production values for coal and 
near. Ponca City by Continental Oil Co. natural gas. Coal was produced from under- 

Crude petroleum  was_ processed _ at ground mines by three operators. Sand- 

refineries operated by Continental Oil Co, stone was quarried and crushed by 

and Sequoia Refining Corp. (formerly contractors for use by Oklahoma State 

operated by Cities Service Oil Co.) at Pon- Highway Department as roadstone, and as 

ca City. Petrochemical units of the Conti- "prap by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
nental Oil Co. refinery produced benzene, Lincoin.—Mineral value decreased 11 

toluene, propylene hydrocarbons, and car- percent from the previous year as produc- 
bon black. Limestone was quarried and tion losses were registered in petroleum 
crushed by Standard Industries, Inc., at its and natural gas. These two commodities 
Delodge and Uncas quarries near Ponca were produced from numerous fields; 
City. Sand for paving and fill was pro- Stroud field, a portion of which extends 

duced by Sober Brothers Sand & Gravel into Creek County, yielded more than 1.2 
Co., and sand for paving was produced by million barrels of oil. Natural gas liquids 
the Oklahoma State Highway Department. were stripped from natural gas at plants 
Blackwell Zinc Co., Inc., a division of operated by Apache Gas Products Corp. 
American Metal Climax, Inc., operated a northwest of Kendrick, Sunray DX Oil Co. 
zinc smelter. west of Carney, and Texaco Inc. east of 

Kingfisher—An increase of 16 percent in Davenport. Crude oil was processed at the 

total mineral value was attributed to a rise Stroud refinery of Allied Materials Corp. 
in petroleum and natural gas liquids out- Logan.—Increased output of petroleum, 

put. Value of petroleum produced was 17 natural gas liquids, and sand and gravel 
percent over that of 1965; natural gas liq- increased total mineral production value 40 
uids value was 51 percent over that of percent. Natural gas liquids were stripped 

1965. The Sooner Trend field of Kingfisher from natural gas at the Eason Oil Co. No.
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3 plant, south of Crescent. Sand for build- Natural Gas Co. maintained an under- 

ing and paving was produced by The Do-_ ground natural gas storage reservoir near 

lese Co. near Guthrie and by John McCon- Haskell. One operator, not subject to Bu- 

nel near Crescent; sand for paving was  reau of Mines coal producers canvass, strip- 

produced by The Oklahoma State Highway mined coal. Sand for building, paving, and 

Department. | fill was dredged from Arkansas River by 

Major.—Total mineral production value Yahola Sand Plant. Fansteel Metallurgical 

recorded an increase of 29 percent, al- Corp. operated its columbium-tantalum 
though value of natural gas liquids and plant at Muskogee. , | 

sand and gravel was lower than the pre- Oklahoma.—The 6-percent increase in to- 
vious year. More than 5.5 million barrels taj mineral value resulted from higher pro- 

of petroleum was produced by the Ring-  quction in all segments of the mineral in- 
wood field. Natural gas liquids were dustry except that of natural gas. Largest 
stripped from natural gas at the National of the many fields, Oklahoma City field, 

_ Fuels, Inc., Ringwood plant, and at the yielded more than 1.9 million barrels of 
Union Texas Petroleum, a division of Al- petroleum. Natural gas liquids were ex- 

lied Chemical Corp., Chaney-Dell plant. tracted from natural gas at the Champlin 

Sand for paving was produced by Orin petroleum Co. Witcher field plant, Cities 

Law. Service Oil Co. Bodine plant in the Okla- 
Mayes.—Limestone and clay were pto- homa City field, and Phillips Petroleum 

duced for cement by Oklahoma Cement (Co, Edmond field plant and Oklahoma 

Co. at its plant southeast of Pryor. North- City field plant. Sand for building, paving, 

east of Pryor, Standard Industries, Inc.; and fill was produced by Shoffner Sand & 

quarried and crushed limestone for road- Gravel Co., Sizemore Sand & Gravel, and 

stone, concrete aggregate, and agricultural Sand Products, Inc. Clay for brick and tile 
USES. . products was obtained from pits in the 

McClain.—Value of minerals produced western part of Oklahoma County by Acme 

decreased 5 percent because natural gas Brick Co. Near Choctaw, Chandler Materi- 
output declined sufficiently to offset gains Js Co. mined and expanded clay for light- 

in petroleum, natural gas liquids, and sand weight aggregate. 
and gravel. Natural gas liquids were recov- . | 
ered at the Sohio Petroleum Co. Norman Okmulgee.—T otal mineral value was 16 
plant, Sunray DX Oil Co. Criner plant and percent above the previous year as a result 

Dibble field plant (formerly operated by of increased crude oil and coal output. Pe- 

Universoil, Inc.) near Blanchard. The Do- troleum and natural gas were produced 
lese Co. and Lamar Lawson produced sand from numerous fields; Bald Hill, the larg: 
and gravel for building, and The Dolese est, produced nearly 400,000 barrels of pe- 
Co. produced sand for paving. troleum. Crude oil was processed at the 

Murray.—Mineral production value in- Phillips Petroleum Co. refinery in Okmul- 

creased slightly due to gains in petroleum, gee. On November A, the refinery Ww as sold 

stone, and sand and gravel. Limestone was to Okmulgee Refining Co., a subsidiary of 
quarried and crushed at Rayford and Big Oklahoma Cement Co. Carbon Hill Coal 
Canyon quarries by The Dolese Bros. Co. Co. strip-mined coal near Henryetta. The 

and by Sooner Rock & Sand Co. Sand and — Eagle-Picher Co. operated its horizontal re- 

gravel for paving and building was pro- tort zinc plant at Henryetta. 
duced by Joe Brown Sand & Gravel Co., Osage.—Osage County ranked fourth in 
Inc. Two fields produced petroleum and total mineral production value and second 
natural gas. in petroleum. Mineral value decreased 11 

Muskogee.—Value of minerals produced percent because of production losses in pe- 
was 20 percent above the previous year as_ troleum and natural gas. Numerous fields 
all segments of the mineral industry re- produced petroleum and natural gas. 
ported increases. Petroleum was produced Under extensive waterflooding, Burbank 
from several fields; Muskogee field, the field yielded almost 10.7 million barrels of 
largest, yielded nearly 1.5 million barrels of crude oil. Naval Reserve field produced 
petroleum. Mustang Fuel Corp. maintained about 1.6 million barrels of crude oil. 
an underground natural gas storage reser- Limestone was quarried and prepared by 
voir in Butler Creek field, and Oklahoma Sedan Limestone Co., Inc., Standard Indus-
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tries, Inc., and others for concrete aggre- coal strip-mined by Sinclair Coal Co. 

gate and roadstone. Contractors also quar- placed the county second among the State’s 
ried and prepared limestone for the U.S. coal producing counties. Dewey Portland 
Army Corps of Engineers. | _. Cement Co., Division of Martin Marietta 
Ottawa.—Oklahoma’s entire lead and zinc Corp., quarried limestone and shale for ce- 

production—a major part of the Tri-State ment northeast of Tulsa. 
District—was supplied from mines in Otta- Seminole—A 5-percent increase in total 
wa County. In terms of recoverable content mineral value was noted as the gains regis- 

of ores, output increased almost 7 percent -tered in petroleum and natural gas liquids 
for lead and decreased more than 11] per- compensated for losses in natural gas, 
cent for zinc; the value, however, increased stone, and clays. Petroleum and natural gas 
more than 3 percent for lead and de- were produced from many fields; most no- 
creased more than 12 percent for zinc. The table was the Seminole field which pro- 
Eagle-Picher. Co. Rare Metals plant was duced more than 1.1 million barrels of pe- 
operated north of Miami. Chat, a waste troleum. Natural gas liquids were extracted 
product of lead and zinc milling, was sup- from natural gas by Redco Corp. at its 
plied by five producers from six locations. Seminole plant and by Sinclair Oil & Gas 
Tripoli was quarried in east-central Otta- Co. at its Seminole plant. A 112,000-barrel 
wa County by American Tripoli Division, propane storage cavern in shale was main- 
The Carborundum Co., and processed at tained by Sinclair Oil & Gas Co. near its 
its plant in Seneca, Mo. 7 Seminole plant. Limestone was quarried 

Payne.—Numerous fields produced petro- and crushed by The Dolese Bros. Co. for 
leum and natural gas. Yale-Quay, the larg- concrete aggregate and roadstone. Shale for 

est, which extends northward into Pawnee — brick and tile was quarried west of Wewo- 

County, produced 648,000 barrels of petro- Ka for Wewoka Brick & Tile Co, 
leum. Crude oil was processed into gaso- Sequoyah.— Limestone was mined and 

line, asphalt, and lubricating greases at the crushed at an underground mine north of 

Cushing refinery of Kerr-McGee Corp. and Marble City by St. Clair Lime Co. Part of 
into gasoline at Midland Cooperative, Inc., the crushed limestone was burned to make 
Cushing refinery. lime in the company kilns at Sallisaw and 

Pontotoc.—Mineral production value was at Marble City. The remainder was used 
2 percent above that of 1965 because of for concrete aggregate, agricultural pur- 
gains in petroleum and sand and gravel. poses, glass manufacturing, papermills, fer- 

The Allen field, portions of which are in _ tilizers, and coal mine dust. The lime was 
Hughes and Seminole Counties, yielded used in steel manufacturing, carbide manu- 

more than 2.6 million barrels of oil; Fitts facturing, oil refining, water purification, 
field produced more than 1.3 million bar- waste disposal, building materials, and 
rels, Natural gas liquids were removed paper manufacturing. | 

from natural gas at Humble Oil & Stephens.—The combined production of 
Refining Co. Fitts field plant. An under- petroleum, natural gas, and natural gas 
ground natural gas storage reservoir in the liquids placed the county first in the State 
North Ada field was operated by Arkansas- for mineral output value in 1966, which 
Louisiana Gas Co. Clay, limestone, and was 9 percent above the previous year. The 
Shale quarried near Lawrence were used in county ranked first in value of petroleum, 

cement by Ideal Cement Co. at its Ada seventh in natural gas, and sixth in natu- 
plant. Dimension limestone was quarried ja] gas liquids. The county, as did Carter 
near Fittstown by Townsend Brothers and Garvin Counties, shared in production 
Quarry. Mid-Continent Glass Sand Co. pro- of crude oil from the giant Sho-Vel-Tum 
duced sand for glass and molding purposes field, which in 1966, produced more than 

from its quarry near Roff. 30.7 million barrels of oil. Loco field pro- 
Rogers.—Increases in production of pe- duced more than 2.1 million barrels of 

troleum and stone failed to offset losses in crude oil; Knox field, partly in Grady 
cement, clays, coal, and natural gas. Petro- County, yielded more than 1.6 million bar- 
leum and natural gas were produced from __rels of oil under a pressure maintenance 
three fields; Chelsea district produced most and cycling program. Natural gas liquids 
of the crude petroleum. The quantity of were stripped from natural gas at the Mo-
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bil Oil Co. plant in the Sholem-Alechem Co. was scheduled to complete in April 
field, Service Gas Products Co. Doyle field 1967 a 250,000-barrel propane storage cav- 
plant, Skelly Oil Co, Marlow and Velma ern in shale beneath its refinery, Linestone 
plants, and Warren Petroleum Corp, Dun- was quarried and crushed by plants operat- 
can plant. Crude oil was processed by Sun- ed by Anchor Stone Go.; Standard Indus- 
ray DX Oil Co. at its Duncan refinery. tries, Inc., at three locations; and Tulsa 

Texas.—The county ranked sixth in total Rock Co. for concrete aggregate, roadstone, 
mineral value; it ranked first in natural agriculture, riprap, and other uses. Sand 
gas and third in natural gas liquids. Petro- for building, paving, fill, and other uses, 
leum and natural gas liquids made _ and gravel for fill were processed by seven 
significant gains raising the total 1966 val. producers. The largest producers were 
ue 9 percent above that of 1965, Natural Bagby-Harris Sand Co., Chandler Materials 
gas liquids were recovered by the Anadar- Co., Tulsa Sand Co., Inc, and Standard 
ko Production Co, North Richland Center Industries, Inc. Brick and tile products 
plant, Cities Service Oil Co. Murdock were made in Tulsa by Acme Brick Co. 

lant, orenester Gas PO cae Co, Pano: Woodward.—Increased production of all 
a Pan or | Orpen commodities except sand and gravel, result- 

plant, Mapco Production Co. Tyrone plant, di l4spercent incr, in total mineral 
and Mobil Oil Co. Postle-Hugh plant. ed in a /4-percent increase in total mineral 
Tulsa—A 4-percent increase in total value, Natural gas liquids were stripped | 

mineral value was attributed to increased fom natural gas at Mobil Oil Corp.’s new 
output of petroleum, stone, and clays 12-million-cubic-foot-per-day refrigeration 
which offset losses in natural gas and sand Plant near Seiling and at Pan American 
and gravel. Crude oil was processed at the Petroleum Corp.’s Mooreland plant, Sand 
Sunray DX Oil Co. and The Texas Co, for building and fill was produced north- 
refineries in west Tulsa. Sunray DX Qil east of Woodward by Klines Sand Pit. 

| 

| 
|





The Mi | Industry of O 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Oregon Department of Geology | 

and Mineral Industries for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Ronald P. Collins,’ Jerry J. Gray? and Gary A. Kingston 2 

The value of Oregon’s 1966 mineral pro- Oregon King mine in Jefferson County and 
duction was a record-setting $107.5 million, the Buffalo mine in Grant County was 

an increase of 30 percent compared with largely responsible for very strong declines 
that of 1965. During the previous 2 years, in gold, silver, copper, lead, and zimc out- 
the value of mineral production had risen put. The Bretz mine in Southern Malheur 
nearly 70 percent primarily because of County, a long-time mercury producer first 
sand and gravel, stone, and cement usage operated in 1931, closed after depleting 
for construction purposes. These mineral available low-grade surface ore. Hanna 
commodities were dominant because of Nickel Smelting Co., _the only nickel ore _ 
large dam construction projects undertaken Producer ma the ass states, indicated 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers which Mat production had declined shghtty from 

. . . the record-breaking output of 1965. 
also involved extensive relocation of high- 
ways and railroads. In contrast was the ; Economist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, Oreg. 

metal mining sector, where closure of the Ores rel specialist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Oregon * 

eee 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

een eee hn eAnemEe Oia enone 

Clays_...._.................._thousand short tons__ 291 $359 361 $362 
Gem stones ___._.--__-_ eee NA 750 NA To 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, ete.) _troy ounces__ ' 499 17 281 10 
Lime. .__._......__.__......__thousand short tons_. 98 1,853 116 2,283 
Mercury. _____-_......-...._.....76-pound flasks ._ 1,364 779 700 309 
Nickel (content of ore and concentrate) ___short tons__ 16,188 WwW 15,036 Ww 
Peat__..-. 2222-2 eee do ~----- wnoaee 900 1T 
Pumice and voleanic cinder_-___thousand short tons__ 657 1,181 714 1,256 
Sand and gravel___.______.___.-___._--_____-do___-_ 21,800 32,849 35,327 34,986 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete.)__troy ounces. _ 8,801 11 343 (?) 
Stone_.._____._...._._...._.__thousand short tons. 21,212 27,301 33 ,288 48 ,335 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Cement, cop- 

per, diatomite, iron ore, lead, perlite (1966), zine 
(1965), and values indicated by symbol W_-__._.__-_ xX r 17,866 xX 19,176 

Total__..-__-2- eee xx r 82,966 xX 107 ,484 

r Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual 
company confidential data. 

1 Yroduction as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 
producers). 

2 Less than 4 unit. 
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Shell Chemical Co. located an $11-million Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 
complex to produce anhydrous ammonia constant 1957-59 dollars 
aiid urea for fertilizer manufacture at Deer (Thousands) 
Island; Columbia County, 35 miles north- §©£————___._. EEsSSsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSee 
west of Portland on. the Columbia River. Year Value } 

Oil exploration by Shell Oil Co., Union 7 OOOO 

Oil Co, and the Standard-Union-Pan ige2.2227727727vvic: Bia 
American group was conducted with no 1963... ..--.----23--------e--2---+e 61,391 

- Pa . - . ° 1964.22.22... 2 _s___- ae eee 62 ,535 apparent success at severa] offshore sites i9@5 1222277777772 77 TT Tree 81/683 
between 15 and 25 miles from the coast. -_—«*1966-. --+~---------#+---++--------- 104,998 

_ Statistical data from Oregon’s mineral “y p)4a for 1961-65 revised. | 
industry indicated that the construction “ — | : 
sector was the major user of its output, Employment and Injuries.—In general, 
consequently much of the State’s mineral 1966 was one of the State’s best years with 
production was sold or used locally. De- annual average employment up nearly 4 
pite continued increases in the personal percent and unemployment at the lowest 

and per capita income indicators, reduc- average rate (4.3 percetit) in 15 years. The 
tions were reflected in many construction Oregon Employment Department reported 

activity indicators. This resulted from high that employment in mining, primary 
| interest rates that limited the flow of metals, stone, clay, and glass products 

money into the construction activity sector. averaged 12,758 compared with 11,821 in — 
Because the construction industry remained 1965. Reéord etnployment figures were set 

the employer paying the highest weekly in midyear when total employment reached 
and hourly eartiings in 1966, the Jagged early 868,000. The average employrient 
effects of the tight money policy were cause for the year was estimated at an alltime 
for some concern in the upcomirig year. high of 805,000. 7 
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and stone, and total value 
of mineral production in Oregon.
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Table 3.—Indicators of Oregon business activity 

: | 1965 1966 » Change, 
percent 

Personal income} . ) 
Total. _.-.-.-+--------------------.------------millions__ $5, 350.0 $5 , 744.0 +7.4 
Per eapita__-..--------------+--42--------s+2-45-----=--+ $2,761.0 $2 ,938.0 +6.4 

Construction activity; | Oe 
Building permits. __.....-...-------_------------millions_. $248 .0 $233 .9 —3.38 
Heavy engineering awards_......-.-__.------.-------d0.-_- $278.6 $211.0 —22.9 
Value of highway contracts awarded.._.._....._...-.-do__.. $79.6 ($78.5 —1.4 
Expenditures on highway contract work____..........-dd_..- $89.1 $85.6 —3.9 | 
Cement shipments to and Within Oregon, thousand 876-potind 

< barrels. __...-----------+-------4--.-----4--+--------2 4,309.4 4,380.4 +0.5 

Cash receipts from farm marketings............-_-..-_ mnilliotis__ $476.5 $514.0 +7.9 
Factory payrolls. ...--------------,--++-+-------++-.----do_._. $1,012,5 $1,107.38 +9.4 
Annual average labor force and empleyment: 

Total labor force. .....---....--4-+----.-.-_..-thousands. - 813.6 941.5 +15.7 
Unemployment... _....-----+--+---=+--------+-------d0_..- 37.3 35.9 —3.8 

Constriiction...__.---_.-...-------------2.-_---d0.__- 33.4 33.6 +0.6 
Lumber and wood products__.._..--.-.---.--...-do_... 74.2 72.7 —2.0 
Food products. ._.-..-2..-,---+22---------+----dO____ 20.9 22.2 +6 .2 
All manufacturing..-_..-...---.-.---------+---.-d0_..- 158.2 166.2 45.1 
All industties. ......------.----2+----2---.---.-d0_._. 775.8 804.8 +3.7 

P Preliminary. | 

Sources: Survey of Current Business, Construction Review, Pacific Builder & Engineer, State Highway 
Commission, State Employment Department, and Bureau of Mines. . . 

Table 4.—Employment and payrolls in mineral-indystry establishments subject to Oregon 

unemployment-compensation law, by industries 

| 1965 1966 

Industry Employ-  Payrolis  Employ- ‘Payrolis_ 
ment (thousands) ment (thousands) 

Mining.._..---------+----+----+---2---+-+4------ _ 1,670 ($12,129 1,680 $12,901 

Stone, clay, and glass products: - - . - 7 
Glass products. .._......--.-------+2-2+------ 364 2,661 419 3,112 
Hydraulic cement... .----.----+-+------------ 412 3,104 421 3,233 
Structural clay products____....-------..------ 146 750 132 696 
Concreté, gypsum, and plaster producta._..___-. 2,090 14,969 2,159 16,109 
Cut+stone, stone, and pottery products____.._-_- 72 386 84 4438 
Miséellaneous____..._.---_- eee eee eee 71 402 102 616 

Total. .------------eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-s 815K 22,272 9,317 24,208 
Primary metals: - . . 

Blast furnaces, steelworks, rolling and finishing 
mills.___--_. ee eee 954 8,661 1,101 10,185 

Primary smelting and refining of nonferrous metals 2,357 17,672 2,619 20 , 834 
Tron and steel foundries. _________------.------ 2,031 14,661 2,211 16,537 
Nonferrous foundries8_._...._.......-..-.---.-- 558 3,740 107 4,983 
Secondary smelting and refining of nonferrous 

metals and miscellaneous industries_____.._..- 208 . 1,458 | 184 1,353 

Total_.._-_.._--.---------------a--------- 6,108 46,192 «6,822 53,892 

Industrial chemicals... _._._...-.-.--------------- 506 3,671 568 4,102 
Petroleum refining and related products._._..-..---- 382 2,486 371 2,533 

Grand total.___..__-.---------+---s---- 11,821 86,750 12, 758 97,636 

Source: Oregon Employment Department. Industries may vary from those in the Bureau of Mines eativass.
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Table 5.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

ae Nampa ah Tobe Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours Year and industry men Days worked worked ———H————_____ 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity | — oO 

1965: 
Coal and peat________ 6 111 1 5 --- --- _— --- Metal_______-__-.-_- 194 195 38 303 1 13 46.18 21,642 Nonmetal______-._-- 166 219 36 291 ~-- 19 65.22 1,703 Sand and gravel_____. 2,634 226 596 4,777 --- 97 20.30 451 Stone_____----...... 1,578 209 329 2,643 --- 64 24.22 392 

ci 
Total....--_---.-. 4,578 218 1,000 8,019 1 193 24.19 1,278 

SSS 

1966: P 
, Coal and peat________ 5 112 1 6 _-- _-- _-- --- Metal________.__--/.. 165 221 36 292 --- 7 23 .97 729 Nonmetal___-._-__-- 160 181 29 232 --- 14 60.34 1,039 Sand and gravel___._.. 3,290 218 716. 5,827 --- 124 21.28 636 Stone____.----.---.. 1,595 206 329 2,615 --- 74 - 28.30 467 EE! 

Total___---.-----. 5,215 213s 11,111 8,972 --- 219 24.41 600 
aa 

P Preliminary. 

| | REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES . | 

' NONMETALS material dealers, 3.2 percent; and to high- 
| ; way contractors and to Federal, State, and 

Abrasives and Roofing Granules.—Pacific local government agencies, 2.8 percent. 
Abrasives Supply, a branch of Pacific Ma- Trucking, the principal method of trans- rine Service, Inc., Portland, completed a _ portation, accounted for 85.4 percent of 
plant to dry, screen, and bag granulated ~ the portland cement shipped; 14.5 percent 
slag for airblasting purposes, especially for went by rail, and less than 1 percent by 
cleaning ship hulls. The unprocessed slag boat, The ratio of bulk to paper-bag ship- was obtained from an abandoned copper ents was about 12:1. 
smelter site at Grand Forks, British . . , . ; Production from four cement plants in Columbia, Canada, which was active ease .s Oregon and Nevada totaled 4.3 million around the turn of the century. Mining- . . ; . barrels (376 pounds each) of finished port- Mineral Manufacturing Co. continued to . . . land cement in 1966 compared with 3.5 process granulated slag, from the Riddle ways 1: é ; million barrels in 1965. Data for Oregon operation of Hanna Nickel Smelting Co., . . . . . are combined with Nevada to avoid dis- for use as an airblasting abrasive. Flintkote . + ge . ; we : . closing individual company confidential Co., Pioneer Division, increased shipments wp: data. The average value of portland cement of natural and artificially-colored roofing ; . shipped from these plants was $3.61 per granules 12 and 22 percent, respectively, b . . arrel, f.0.b. plant, compared with $3.57 compared with the 1965 totals. . wy . . . in 1965. A $5.75-million construction and Cement.—Production and shipments of ws modernization program was started by cement were 11 and 17 percent greater . Oregon Portland Cement Co. to raise the than those of 1965. Output was from plants rated annual capacity of the Lake Oswego 
of Oregon Portland Cement Co. at Lake lant 'P y 8 
Oswego (Clackamas County) and at Lime Plant. 
(Baker County), and from the Ideal Cement Clay and Shale.—Clay and shale, sold or 
Co. plant at Gold Hill (Jackson County). used, increased 24 percent, primarily be- 
Destinations of shipments were chiefly cause of greater demand for expanded 
within the State; out-of-State shipments _ shale. Contributing also to the increase 
were made to Washington, Idaho, and was a slightly larger demand at cement 
northern California. Shipments of portland plants. Production of miscellaneous clay 
cement were distributed to ready-mixed (used for making heavy-clay products) from 
concrete companies, 57.9 percent; to general 10 counties and bentonitic clay from Crook 
contractors, 27.2 percent; to concrete-prod- County declined 12 and 13 percent, re- 
uct manufacturers, 8.9 percent; to building- spectively.
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Keasey shale, bloated and used as light- Texada Island, British Columbia, Canada, 

weight-concrete aggregate or finely re- and the other two were supplied from local 
ground for pozzolan, was shipped from two limestone quarries. Lime (190,000 tons) was 
quarries in Washington County. The plant regenerated from recycled. calcium-carbo- 
of Cloverleaf Mines, Ltd., was idle, ship- nate sludge at four pulp mills. 

ments being from stocks. Material for two Perlite——Crude perlite from Nevada was 
cement firms came from two shale quar- expanded at the Portland plant of Supreme 
ries (Baker and Jackson Counties) and from Perlite Co. The expanded product was 
one clay pit (Baker County). used mainly as a lightweight-plaster - ag- 

Miscellaneous clay was produced by 12 gregate; smaller quantities were sold as 
companies in Benton, Clackamas, Klamath, filler and for soil conditioning. 
Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Tillamook, Pumice and Volcanic Cinder.—Output of 

Union, Washington, and Yamhill Counties. pumice and volcanic cinder (largely from 
In Clackamas County carbonaceous shale Deschutes County) increased 9 percent 
was mined, dried, processed, and packaged compared with that of 1965. The material 

for use as a soil conditioner. A small coal was used, mainly unprocessed, for road con- 
seam within the shale bed was handpicked — struction and maintenance by Govern- 
to fire a drier. mental agencies; smaller amounts were 

Diatomite.—Total production and ship- processed and used for lightweight-concrete 
ments of prepared diatomite were double aggregate, concrete admixture (pozzolan), 
those of 1965. The only producer, A. M. and as an abrasive. 
Matlock, mined crude diatomaceous earth Two operators in Deschutes County, 

from a deposit near Silver Lake in Lake Graystone Corp., Cascade Pumice Division, 

County and trucked it to Eugene for proc- and Central Oregon Pumice Co., produced 
. essing into pet litter. pumice which was processed and sold to 

Gem and Gem Materials—Gem and gem concrete-products plants in the Northwest- 
materials were recovered in small amounts ern States, California, and Canada. 

by a large number of amateur collectors. Two firms mined volcanic material for 
The Bureau of Mines production-value its pozzolanic properties; Oregon Portland 
estimate ($750,000) was based mainly on a Cement Co. crushed volcanic cinder from 
100,000-visitor-day rock-hounding count by Baker County, and Kaiser Cement & Gyp- 
the Prineville Chamber of Commerce. The sum Corp. mined and processed volcanic 
town of Nyssa proclaimed itself the Thun- ash from Gilliam County. The finished 
deregg (Oregon’s official State rock) Capital material was shipped by truck and rail to 
of Oregon and had a 3-day rockhound cele- dam projects in Oregon and Washington. 
bration which drew 3,000 collectors from 42 Sand and Gravel.—The principal reason 
States. A newly opened fee-digging agate sand and gravel output reached a record 
near Lebanon, Linn County, had a total of of 35.3 million tons, an increase of 62 per- 

1,750 visitor-days. cent over the 1965 total, was the relocation 
Harney County was the site of a blue of highways and railroads around the John 

and green obsidian (volcanic glass) find’ Day dam project of the U.S. Army Corps 
Lime.—A record high output, was regis- of Engineers. Commercial output declined 

tered, with a gain of 18 percent over that 2 percent from that of 1965, reflecting a 

of 1965. Quicklime and hydrated lime were slow@own in the light construction indus- 

produced by four companies. The major try. Production was reported from all 36 

markets for quicklime were the calcium counties. 
carbide, sugar, pulp and paper, and metal- Government-and-contractor production 

lurgical industries. Hydrated lime was sup- rose 13.7 million tons. Under this classifi- 

plied for plywood manufacture and water cation, output for Federal agencies in- 

purification. Lime for commercial markets creased from 4.0 million tons (1965) to 20.2 

was produced by Ash Grove Lime & Port- million tons; output for State agencies de- 

land Cement Co., Portland, and Chemical creased from 6.5 million tons to 3.1 million 

Lime Co., Baker. Pacific Carbide & Alloys tons; and output for the counties increased 

Co., Portland, and Amalgamated Sugar Co., from 1.0 million tons to 1.9 million tons. 

Nyssa, produced and used lime for calcium- Output exceeding 15 million tons was re- 

carbide manufacturing and sugar refining, ported from Gilliam County, over 4 million 

respectively. The two Portland plants were —~——_.—— | 

supplied vith limestone barged from Aputnidary eae County Obsidian.
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operation and uses 

| (Thouagnd short tons and thousand dollars) | 

7 : | 1965 1966 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Building..-.._......--.-_._.. 3,618 $4,783 3,006 $8 ,923 Railroad ballast. _...-...-.... 80 ‘4 145 | 116 
Road material... ..--2-.--.s 5,629 7,118 5,617 7,809 Fill. ______..2----.---.---.- 728 544 1,081 790 
Other ee teeta een nw ecwesaus 198 353 205 314 

, Total. . -22-+2-2-2---eccess 10,253 12,817 10,054 . 12,452 

Govyernment-and-contractor opera~ 
tions: . 

Building... --.-.--------eene 148 226 168 245 
Road material. ...-..22.--ees- 10,489 18,649 7,140 11,425 
Fill. 2s c2e--es------neeese-- : 299 205 17,395 10,456 Other looo2222-----wsneeeca-- 616 952 570, 408 

Total. . .<--.----esengue--- 11,547 20 , 032 25,273 22 , 584 

All operations: 
Building......---.2-2ea-s=---- 3,761 4,959 3,174 4,168 
Railroad ballast_....--2.----- 80 74 145 116 
Road Material. _...-s2cn-- -- 16,118 25,762 12,757 18,784 
Pill. ow ,-------eegeceae----~ 1,027 749 18,476 11,246 
Other hie ce eee esa aneneee 814 1,305 775 122 

ra men Aeterna aa ge renee ppt 
ti - ea mee aime = — i — deninin < ara cihileeenha ain — ue 

Grand total.....2222--.-_._ 21,800 32 , 849 35,327 34,986 

1 Ineclidés special sands and sand and gravel used for miseellaneous purposes. 

tons from Lane County, over 2 million industry, followed by the sugar, lime, 
tons Was reported from both Morrow and paper, metallurgical, and agricultural in- 
Multnomah Counties, and over | million dustries, Limestone was quarried in Baker, 
tons was reported from both Douglas and Josephine, and Polk Counties, Quartz 
Linn Counties. (silica), produced by Bristol Silica Co., 

Stone.--Output of stone reached a record Jackson County, was marketed for use in 
33.3 million tons, an increase of 57 per- making ferrosilicon, silicon carbide, cement, 
cent over that of 1965. The large increase, and roofing granules. Stone was yielded 
as was the case with sand and gravel, was from all 36 counties: output exceeded 15 

| due to the requirements for fill material of million tons in Gilliam Coun ty and over 
the John Day dam project. Stone output 1 million tons in each of Douglas, Lane, 
for the Government-and-contractor market Linn, and Washington Counties. 

increased 67 percent from 17.7 million Talc and Soapstone.—Soapstone, obtained (1965) tons to 29.6 million. Commercial . | ; , | | _ from mines in Skagit County, Wash., was stone increased 6 percent from 3.5 mil- d and ‘dat Portland plants of 
lion tons (1965) to 3.7 million. Basalt S7’OUNC and p Tepared at Fort and plants oO continued to be the principal stone quar- S tauffer Chemical Co. and Miller Products 

ried, accounting for 97 percent of total. ©0, a division of W. R. Grace & Co. Out- 
Output of limestone totaled 627,000 ‘tons put of finished product, used as a carrier 
compared with 626,000 tons for 1965, The in insecticides, decreased 12 percent com- 
largest limestone market was the cement pared with that of 1965. 

Table .7.—Stone sold or used by producers by uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

; 1965 1966 
Use a 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Concrete and roadstone__-._____._ 13 ,293 $19 , 886 14,277 $20 , 883 
Railroad ballast________..2.2_____ 263 366 244 349 
Riprap_...... 2.2 --_-2-2_-___ 2,364 3,321 1,380 2,894 
Other }_..__. 2a. 5,292 3,728 17,387 24,209 

Total.__...--______.-___.- 21,212 27,301 33,288 48 , 335 
1 Includes building stone (dimension), stone used at cement, paper, and chemical plants; sugar refineries; 

rock fill; dam embankment; and for miscellaneous unspecified purposes.
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| Vermiculite (Exfoliated).—Production and County. Active gold-silver mines were listed 
shipments of exfoliated vermiculite re- in a State publication? | 
mained about the same as in 1965. Cmde Mercury.—The average price for mercury 
vermiculite from the Republic of South decreased from the 1965 figure of $570 to 
Africa and Montana was exfoliated at $442. Production was 700 flasks (76 pounds 
Portland plants of Supreme Perlite Co. and of mercury per flask), 49 percent below 
Vermiculite Northwest, Inc., respectively. that of 1965. | a 
Expanded material was marketed as loose- The Black Butte mine near Cottage 
fill insulation, as a lightweight aggregate Grove, Lane County, led production in the 
for plaster and concrete, and for soil con- State. The mine was acquired in May by 
ditioning. Allegheny Mining & Explorations Co., Ltd., 
Water—The new $2.5-million Pacific Toronto, Canada, from American Mercury . 

Northwest Water Laboratory on the Ore- Corp., also of Canada. The Bretz mine, 
gon State University campus was dedicated Malheur County, closed in September after 
in October. The laboratory was to be used all ore available by surface mining was 
for research on the prevention and control depleted. | | | | 
of water pollution and would serve Ore-: Nickel—Hanna Mining Co., Riddle, de- 
gon, Washington, Montana, Idaho, Wyo-  livered 9 percent less ore than in 1965 
ming, and Utah. The laboratory was to from its Nickel Mountain deposit to the 
have a staff of approximately 150 when adjacent Hanna Nickel Smelting Co. 
in full operation. — _ _ smelter. The latter company produced. 50.5 

: oe million pounds of ferronickel (24.5. million. 
METALS oe pounds of contained nickel) and purchased 

Aluminum.—Harvey Aluminum, Inc., The a si milar quantity from the Federal stock- | 
Dalles, and Reynolds Metals Co. Trout- pile to meet customer demand. The price 
dale, produced a record output of ingot, of ferronickel rose during che: year from 
exceeding that of 1965 by 3.5 percent. $0.7525 per pound of contained nickel to 

Reynolds Metals Co. announced plans $0.8275 per pound. Drop ped from the new 
for construction of a $25-million potline at price Wag a charge of $0.0075 per pound 

its Troutdale plant. When completed in nickel P reviously added to cover the value 
1968, this fifth potline would add 40000 © Contained cobalt. Exploration of south- | 
tons. of annual capacity to the existing enn Oregon-northern : California a nickel 
100,000. tons. prospects by Hanna Mining Co. continued. . 

Copper.—A small tonnage of copper ore en Mews cal corp 
was shipped from the Standard mine, (Oremet) Albany, began production of t- 
Grant County. tanium sponge metal from titanium tet- 

A study of the copper, lead, and zinc rachloride using a Proprietary Process, 
industries of the Pacific Northwest, pre- thereby becoming one of three fully inte 
pared by the Bureau of Mines for the 8 ated titanium plants " the United 
Bonneville Power Administration, was pub- States. At yearend, the new installation was 
lished 4 approaching capacity output of 3.6 million 

Ferroalloys.—A strike at the Union Car- P ound s annually. Additional capital ex: 

bide Co. Portland plant halted ferromanga- penditure programs Were Pao C to ‘ey 
nese, silicomanganese, and ferrosilicon pro- crease Sponge aot fo 6.000 ons PT 
duction from August 28 through December. ye ar. The company ae 4%: hich nua 
Manganese ore was received from numer- (tanlum sponge melting plant which was 
ous foreign sources; silica rock was ob- ‘SUPP lied primarily with purchased sponge. 
tained from a company mine in Montana. At y earend, Armco Steel Corp. purchased a 

Gold and Silver.—Small lode and placer ™4JO¥r share or the nee Plone irene intel 
operations in southwestern and eastern 6? 4 t Wiseck a’ Owner along wit a“ 
Oregon yielded minor quantities of these Co. of Wisconsin. 
metals. Most of the output value was ree ~~~; . 
corded from Josephine, Jackson, and Grant ton. Copper, Lead, and Zine Industries in the 
Counties. The largest producer was the Pacific Northwest. Bonneville Power Administra- 

Goff placer in Josephine County. The power Markets, v. 2, pt. 7G, 1966, 139 pp. 
Buffalo mine, Grant County, was idle, as. ® Mason, Ralph Ss. Oregon's Mineral Industry 

was the Oregon King mine, Jefferson fog 0° 7? Snnaty ,
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Uranium.—Lakeview area uranium prop- side had a total depth 8,219 feet, and the 
erties and the idle uranium processing mill other, 17 miles off, the mouth of the Co- 
were to be reactivated according to an an- lumbia River, was drilled to a depth 10,160 
nouncement made by Continental Mining feet. The Union Oil Co. hole, 25 miles 
& Milling Co., Chicago, but the proposed offshore from Heceta Head, reached a total 
plan failed to materialize. The White King depth 12,221 feet. The Standard-Union-Pan 
group uranium claims near Lakeview were American group deepened a 5,600-foot test 
leased for 11 years with an option to pur- hole, 16 miles off the coast from Waldport, 
chase by Western Nuclear, Inc., Denver, to 10,010 feet. Near the lease renewal dead- 
Colo. The Denver firm was to explore and _ line in December, the oil companies quit- 
possibly develop the property. | claimed approximately 20 percent of the 
Zirconium.—Zirconium and hafnium mill Federal Outer Continental Shelf leases. To 

products produced by Wah Chang Corp., date, seven offshore wells have been drilled 
Linn County, were in good demand be-_ with no apparent success. 
cause of an increase in nuclear reactor con- The Oregon Department of Geology and 
struction. Wah Chang extracted zirconium Mineral Industries issued four drilling per- 
from Australian zircon ore at the Albany mits; two were for reentry of old holes. 
plant. The Butte Oil of Oregon, Inc., drillsite was 

: approximately 1 mile southeast of Forest 
MINERAL FUELS | Grove, Washington County. The well was 

to test Oligocene marine sediments below 
Carbon.—Koppers Co., Inc., Tar and the Columbia River basalt, but the drill 

Chemical Division, began producing carbon stem was lost at 959 feet. At yearend, the pitch at its new $1-million Portland plant. company was trying to recover the drill 
The pitch, for use in making carbon an- pipe. Marvin Lewis, Salem, drilled a 2,100- 
odes for the aluminum industry, was de- foot well in northern Polk County; how- 
rived from coal tar obtained from Califor-  eyer work was suspended in August. Cen- 
nia steel producers. tral Oils, Inc., Seattle, Wash., obtained 

Natural Gas.—Northwest Natural Gas Co. permission to re-enter a 3,300 foot deep 
announced plans to build a $3.5-million well it abandoned in December 1960. No 
gas liquefaction plant in Portland. Natural work was done however at the site, ap- 
gas was to be converted into the liquid proximately 10 miles southeast of Madras, 
state during the slack summer months and Deschutes County. The firm was to test 
stored for use in winter months. pre-Tertiary marine rocks underlying 

Peat.—A peat bog near Enterprise, Wal- younger volcanics. Ivan Vojvada, associated 
lowa County, was brought into production with Supreme Oil Corp., California, re-en- 
by Wes Cruikshank. tered the Barr No. 1, drilled near Lacomb, 

Petroleum.’—Three wells were drilled Linn County, several years ago, to obtain a 
and one deepened off the Oregon coast for new test of gas-bearing sand at about 4,300 
a total of 29,408 feet. All drilling was by feet. The drilling was whipstocked out of 
the Blue Water II, a floating drilling plat- the old hole at 3,937 feet, continued for 31 
form. Two holes were for Shell Oil Co.; feet, and terminated after loss of tools. To- 
one located 26 miles off the coast from Sea- tal footage drilled onshore was 3,090 feet. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 7 

Mineral production was reported from because of increased production and 
all 36 counties in 1966. With certain im- transfers from stocks. The cement opera- 
portant exceptions, output was principally tion utilized limestone from the Limerock 
from nonmetallic deposits. Only selected quarry and shale from the Nelson quarry, 
counties with significant metal and nonme- both company owned. 
tal developments are discussed in the fol- Chemical Lime Co. produced quicklime 
lowing review. and hydrated lime at a plant north of 
Baker—The Oregon Portland Cement Baker. Limestone for the plant was ob- 

Co. plant at Lime continued, in terms of ‘tained from a quarry on Baboon Creek. 
value, to be the principal mineral industry 6 Qil-well drilling data were obtained from 
activity in the county. Company shipments the Ore Bin, a monthly publication of the Ore- 
increased sharply during 1966, principally 40, ePartment of Geology and Mineral In-
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Table 8.—Value of mineral production in Oregon, by counties 
(Thousand dollars) 

Minerals produced in 1966 in order 
County 1965 1966 of value 

Baker_______-__.----_--- $5,429 $6,499 Cement, stone, lime, clays, sand and gravel, 
pumice, perlite. 

Benton____..2.-.--- --_-- 1,323 907 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Claekamas__.._._-______- 9,024 7,474 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Clatsop.._-_------------- 203 900 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Columbia___..__....-.--- 266 258 Sand ona gravel, stone, iron ore (mineral pig- 

ment). 

Coos__._._-------------+-- 652 1,112 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Crook___.____.__._-_----- 331 247 Sand and gravel, stone, clays, mercury. 
Curry__.._..-_--.__ 2 __ 351 188 Sand and gravel, stone, gold. 
Deschutes______________- 888 1,003 Pumice, stone, sand and gravel. 
Douglas____-_.---------- 11,483 9,929 Nickel, stone, sand and gravel, mercury, gold, 

Sliver. 

Gilliam__.._____..______- 1,930 31,950 Stone, sand and gravel, pumice. 
Grant_______-.-------.-- 142 367 Stone, sand and gravel, copper, mercury, gold, 

Sliver. . 

Harney________________- 261 ' 275 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Hood River____.__-______. 1,168 1,465 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Jackson_____________-__- 6,772 3,402 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, pumice, 

; gold, silver. . 
Jefferson... _-e 269 217 Sand and gravel, stone, pumice. 
Josephine___.._.________- 2,034 1,146 Sand and gravel, stone, gold, silver, lead. 
Klamath_________-__-___- 911 2,124 Stone, sand and gravel, pumice, clays. 
Lake__._-_-_-_- eee 1,167 1,020 Stone, sand and gravel, pumice, diatomite, mer- 

cury, perlite. 
Lane__.__-- 10,046 8,500 Sand and gravel, stone, mercury. 
Lineoln___._--_-__.------ 1,050 W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Linn___--____-___--_--____ 3,250 3,429 Stone, sand and gravel, pumice. 
Malheur___._____-_..__-- 1,690 1,091 Lime, stone, sand and gravel, mercury. 
Marion_____._._._-_----- 1,537 1,145 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Morrow-_-_-_.------------- 556 W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Multnomah._.___-__.-_-- 5,198 6,200 Sand and gravel, lime, stone, clays. ; 
Polk__..-_..------------ 879 482 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Sherman_-____..____------ 3,527 1,424 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Tillamook___.-_-_------- 511 753 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. | 
Umatilla. __.------_-___. 665 1,820 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Union__. 2-2 632 461 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Wallowa.__.__.____._--- 138 330 Stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Wasco... _-_---_-------- 1,947 374 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Washington__...________- 1,309 2,466 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Wheeler________________- 120 247 Stone, sand and gravel, mercury. 
Yambill_____._-_-________- 144 366 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. ; 
Undistributed }___________ r 5,163 7,913 

Total.____._..-_-- r82,966 107,484 

r Revised. . 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes value of mineral production that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by 
symbol W. 

Union Pacific Railroad halted explora- go cement plant of Oregon Portland Ce- 
tion at the Buffalo mine in September. ment Co. would raise capacity 1.5 million 
The mine, previously a principal gold and __ barrels to a total of 3.5 million barrels. 
silver producer in the State, was leased Planned were a 12- by 13.5-by 450-foot 

later in the year to A. W. Brandenthaler, kiln, a 12- by 34-foot finish grinding mill, 
Baker. Union Pacific work at the Buffalo a 12,000-barrel slurry basin, and a raw ma- 

mine included crosscutting of the No. 3 terials handling and feeding system. All 
vein on both the 500 and 600 levels. equipment was to be highly automated 
Omega Mines, Ltd., Vancouver, British and centrally controlled. Completion was 

Columbia, Canada, explored the E and E_ scheduled for mid-1967. Limestone for the 
and North Pole gold properties. operation was transported by barge from 
Benton.—A retort was operated by Rob- Texada Island, British Columbia, Canada. 

ert Lyman to recover mercury from con- Crook.—Central Oregon Bentonite Co. 
centrate produced in Alaska. decreased production from its Silver Wells 
Clackamas.—Lower yield of sand and _ pit because of lessened demand for benton- 

gravel caused a $1.5-million decrease in ite as a forest fire retardant, a binder in 

output value compared with that of 1965. making stock-feed pellets, a sealer for irri- 
A $5.75-million expansion and moderniza- gation canals, and as a carrier in insecti- 

tion program scheduled for the Lake Oswe- cides. Crude bentonitic clay was trucked
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from the pit to a beneficiating plant at River was mined by Bristol Silica Co. The 
Bend, Deschutes County, owned by Ander- material, trucked 4 miles to a screening 
son Mining & Development Co. . plant at Gold Hill, was sized and sold for 

Selby Towner recovered 1 flask of mer- industrial uses. 
cury from 5 tons of ore mined at the Lost A retort was constructed at the Doodle- 
Cinnabar Mines No. I property. _ bug mercury mine, and development of the 
Curry—The Hanna Mining Co. con- property continued. 

tinued exploration of the Red Flats nickel Lake.—One flask of mercury was recov- 
prospect. | | ered by retorting from ore mined at the 

Douglas.—Ten flasks of mercury were Polaris property by John McManmon. 
produced at the Elkhead mine by Alcona Jackson Mountain-Mining Co. was com- 
Mining, Inc. Four hundred tons of ore pleting a flotation mill and retort plant 
were processed in a rotary kiln. A cleanup to process ore from a new mine in the 
of materials available around the surface Glass Buttes area. Production was expected | 
plant of the Bonanza mine yielded 2 flasks to commence in 1967. An open-pit bench 
of mercury. The Hanna Mining Co., Rid- operation was planned to mine ore running 
dle, enlarged crushing and screening capac- 2 to 3 pounds of mercury per ton. . 
ity at its nickel mine. Ore mined for proc- The White King uranium mine was 
essing totaled 1,044,138 tons; waste material leased and explored by Western Nuclear, 
handled was slightly over 400,000 tons. Inc. Diamond drilling was begun, and the 
Mining, conducted on 30 surface benches, flooded pit adjacent to the underground 
required drilling and blasting for 27 per- workings was being pumped. | 
cent of the material moved. oe Lane.—The Black Butte mine, largest 

oO Gilliam.—This county led the State in producing mercury mine in the State, was 
value of mineral production in 1966 ac- operated by American Mercury Corp. until 
counting for 30 percent of the State total. May when the operation was taken over by 
Gilliam County mineral output value’ Black Butte Mining, Inc., a subsidiary . of 
jumped from $1.9 million in 1965 to $31.9 Allegheny Mining & Explorations Co., Ltd., . 
million, because of increased sand and ‘Toronto, Canada. The Black Butte work- 
gravel and stone production used mainly ings yielded approximately 18,000 tons of 
for fill. The fill was needed for relocating ore from which 542 flasks of mercury were 
highways, railroads, and towns around the recovered. Employment at the mine was 

John Day dam project. approximately 20 to 25 men. oO 
Graut.—Canyon Creek Mercury Mines re- Linn.—Stephen M. Shelton, president of 

torted concentrate produced from 100 tons Oregon Metallurgical Corp., Albany, pro- 

of ore and recovered 2 flasks of mercury at ducer of titanium castings and other metal 
the Canyon Creek mine. Late in the year, products, reported sales at $8.84 million. 
the mine was leased to Standard Slag Co., The firm announced the sale of 700,000 

Reno; exploration work included mapping, shares of stock to Albany Enterprises, Inc., 
a magnetometer survey, and surface trench- a wholly owned subsidiary of Armco Steel 
ing. . Corp. The sale was made as a means of 
Harney—The Bureau of Land Manage- financing an expansion program, particu- 

ment released 2,383 acres of an original larly for manufacturing titanium sponge. 
2,810 acres that had been withdrawn in Malheur.—The Bretz mercury mine and 
Harney County to appropriation under the mill were closed in September after availa- 
general mining laws. The remaining 427 ble surface ore had been exhausted. The 
acres were to be developed as a “unique property was mined under a lease from 
petrified wood area.” Minerals & Chemicals Philipp Corp., New 

Jackson.—Ideal Cement Co.’s production York, by Bretz Mining Co., Salt Lake City. _ 
of cement at Gold Hill was lower than Morrow.—Output value increased sub- 
that of 1965. Yields of sand and gravel and _ stantially becacse of fill materials, sand 
stone were also lower. Limestone used at and gravel and stone, needed for the John 
the cement plant was obtained from the Day dam project. 

company-owned Marble Mountain quarry Multmomah.—Although mineral produc- 
in Josephine County, and shale was sup- tion value (sand and gravel, lime, stone, 
plied from the company Gold Hill quarry. and clay produced) ranks fourth in the 
Silica (quartz) from a quarry near Rogue _ State, no other county approached it in
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complexity of mineral commodity con- operate between the Portland plant and 
sumption. Chemical, metallurgical, and other west coast ports. 
other processing plants furnished calcium Silica from Jackson County and river 
carbide, ferrosilicon, ferromanganese, silico- sand from Multnomah County were used 

manganese, caustic soda, chlorine, rolled- for manufacturing roofing granules. Vermi- 
and cast-steel products, roofing granules, culite from Montana and the Republic of 
lightweight-plaster aggregate, loose-fill in- South Africa was expanded for use in 
sulation, and an inert carrier for insecti- loose-fill insulation, as plaster and concrete 
cides. aggregate, as fertilizer conditioner, and for 

| Pacific Carbide & Alloys Co. and Ash _ soil conditioning. Soapstone for use as a 
Grove Lime & Portland Cement Co. cal- carrier material in insecticides was ground 
cined Texada Island, British Columbia, from crude ore obtained from Washington. 
limestone to lime for use by the metallur- Crude perlite from Nevada was expended 
gical, chemical, and construction industries. for use mainly as a _ lightweight-plaster 
Salt barged from Baja California, Mexico, aggregate. 
was reduced to caustic soda and chlorine Ferroalloy production at the Union Car- 
by Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. The firm bide Co. plant in the St. Johns district was 
modernized and expanded its Portland halted for the last 4 months of the year by 
chlorine plant to meet increased needs of a labor strike. 
Pacific Northwest and California pulp and Sherman.—Reduced requirements for 
paper manufacturers. Capacity was in- sand and gravel and stone at the John Day 
creased from 200 tons to 250 tons per day, dam project caused a 60-percent drop in 
with a proportionate rise in caustic soda mineral production value. 
output. A 250-foot ocean-going barge, de- Wasco.—Completion of the county's sec- 
signed to carry a cargo of 1,200 tons of tion of Interstate Highway 80 caused an 
liquid chlorine, 2,000 tons of caustic soda, 81-percent drop in mineral production val- 
and 600 tons of sodium chlorate, was to ue, compared with that of 1965. 

| 

| 

| 

. | 
| | 

: | | 
|





The Mi 1 Industry of Pennsylvani 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic 

and Geologic Survey for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Charles C. Yeloushan ' 

Commodities produced by the mineral $17.9 million over that of 1965. Production 
industry of Pennsylvania in 1966 were val- of stone continued to rise but the total 
ued at $903.4 million, a $10.4 million de- value fell slightly. Cement, clays, amd sand 
crease from that of 1965. Anthracite ac- and gravel output remained relatively 

counted for the greatest decrease of a stable, but total values declined slightly. 

single commodity with a $21.4 million loss _ Peat, petroleum, lime, and zinc production 

from that of 1965. Bituminous coal con- increased while total values remained rela- 

tinued to be the backbone of the mineral _ tively constant. 
industry in Pennsylvania, accounting for 47 —_~~———— , . - 

. . 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Pitts- 
percent of the total value and increasing  purgh, Pa. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Pennsylvania ? 

a 
1965 1966 

cn )|)\)]_ebbLbs SE EFESsSsFs§sFsSsEeE_ECETES 

Mineral Value . _ Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Cement: 
Portland___..._.__..376-pound barrels... 40,153,219 $116 ,925 40 ,003 , 833 $114,357 

Masonry-_-__..._...-280-pound barrels _- 3,005,105 7,991 2,960,110 7,860 
Clays 20. __--.--short tons_. 3,394,222 17,697 3,293,114 17,033 

oal: _ _. 
Anthracite_.......__....--------do---. 14,865,955 122 ,021 12,941,264 100 , 663 

Bituminous___._______.--------do__-_ 80,308,449 407 ,267 81,442 ,801 425 ,163 
Copper_______-_-------------------d0---- 4,354 3,083 8,178 2,299 

Gem stones__________-___---------------- NA 4 NA 4 

Lime_____._...-.-------------short tons_-_ 1,568 ,492 22 ,496 1,585,088 22,816 

Natural gas___._....___-million cubic feet__ 84,461 22,551 90,914 25 , B20 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products . 

thousand gallons- - 1,022 55 3,211 186 

LP gases__._____._---------.--do_-__- 1,683 109 1,863 121 

Peat__._.____.__----.------.--short tons._ - 45,600 527 52 ,912 562 

Petroleum (crude) 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 4,922 21,263 4,337 19,300 

Sand and gravel__.._.._.._..-.--short tons.._ 18,502,000 29 ,606 17 , 567,000 29,562 
Stone__._____________...__-..----.do.... 56,806,160 99 ,627 59,087,619 99 233 

Zine * (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
short tons__ 27,635 8,014 28,080 8,143 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 
Clays (kaolin), cobalt, gold, iron ore, mica, 
pyrites, sericite-schist, silver, and tripoli-_--_ xX 34,587 xx 30 281 

OE 

Total. ____.______----------------- xx 913 , 823 xx 903 , 408 
OAs rrr 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. . . . . 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes kaolin; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” . 
3 Recoverable zinc valued at the yearly price of prime western slab zinc, East St. Louis market. Represents 

value established after transportation, smelting, and manufacturing charges have been added to the value of 

ore at the mine. 

659
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Figure 1.—Value of bituminous coal, anthracite, cement and total of mineral production 

in Pennsylvania. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Millions) 

Year Value } Year Value ! 

1957___-_.2 eee eee = 81,056 »=1962_________-_---------------------- $860 
1968.....- 22 eee 889 1963___._____--_.-_-__-__-__-_-----_ 908 
1959... eee 892 1964______.__..___-__-__-_--_-------- 946 
1960... eee 856 1965___________.____-___--_-_--__---- 960 
1961.__.__.-_ eee 888 1966______._.._--_----_-------------- p 929 

> Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957, 1959-65 revised.
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Table 3,--Employment and injury experience in the inineral industries 

| 7 | Man- Man- | “Number of 7 Injury rates per | 
Average days hours_ injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked —————-————____—_—-—_ 
working active (thou- (thou- Nen- Fre- 

| daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 
oan, ; , 7 - | — a _—— 

Bituminous coal...... 24,893 228 5,558 44,690 35 1,025 23,72 6,338: 
Anthracite........... 11,182 204 2,271 16,875 8 1,067 65.65 4,936 
Metal___._....--..-. 1,478 285 420 3,475 a 27 7.77 420 
Nonmetal__..__-.-.. 1,601 252 404 3,309 2 135 41,41 4,421 
Sand and gravel._._... 1,157 237 275 2,300 a-- 46 20.00 a2$ 
Stone_....---------- 8,893 271 2,273 18,582 6 303 16.63 2, O74 
Peat___...--..---.«-- 59 194 11 | 90 =-- 1. 11,05 309 

Total...---.------ 48,208 288 11,212 88,821 Bl 2,604 29.89 4,848 
1966: P ON 

Bituminous coal_..... 24,000 224 5,369 43,270 28 880 20.98 5, 327 
Anthracite......--... 9,292 2038 1,883 138,672 6 829 61.07 4,477 
Metal........-----.. 1,550 282 487 3,497 _— 33 9.44 852 
Nonmetal_..._...-.. 1,760 251 439 3,578 _— 187 38.29 T66 
Sand and gravel...... 1,210 228 217 2,351 1 49 21.27 3,869 
Stone.......-....--. 8,260 268 2,216 18,217 7 320 17.95 3,305 
Peat...-...--.--.--- 60 225 14. 109 Loe oo aa -- 

Total.........---. 46,122 231 10,685 84,694 42 2,248 27,04 4,345 
' P Preliminary. - - : . | 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

| FUELS operations except dredges averaged 6.6 tons 

; per man-day, while dredge operations re- 
Coal (Anthracite),—Anthracite production ported 31.3 tons per man-day for an over- 

continued to decrease, a 1.9-million-ton loss jj average of 6.87 tons per man-day (03 
from that of 1965. The average value of ton better than in 1965) . | 

anthracite was $7.78 per ton, 43-cents be- — ,.yzerne County continued to be the 

low that of 1965. Of total shipments 6.9 leading producer with 4,6 million tons, fol- 
million tons was by truck, 5.9 million tons joweq by Schuylkill County with 4.5 mil- 

by rail, and 141,000 tons used as colliery jign tons and Northumberland with 1.4 
fuel. Underground production totaled 4.1 jjijlion tons. 

an coll “ wich ooo eat ons vad Retail dealer deliveries accounted for 2.7 
mecnanicany 108 Oy vT. anq Million tons followed by electric utility 
pit-car loaders (including duckbills an consumption with 2.2 million tons. Ex- 
oe Sef reas conveyors) stan hn ports, not including shipments to military 
Oacers, an ‘llics e te 4 . b P F 9 forces, accounted for 766,000 toms, a de- 
BO eed ian ons eae ie. 62,000 “TEAS OF 85,000 tons from that of 1965. 

7 Bins ° Six deaths were recorded in the anthra- 
tons. ws 

. . cite industry at a frequency rate of 0.44 
By regions, Schuylkill accounted for 6.5 per million man-hours exposure. Of the six 

million tons, Wyoming for 3.5 million tons, qeaths, five occurred underground and one 
and Lehigh for 2.9 million tons. we ee at a strip mine; three of the fatalities were 
region led in value per MOF with Be , ; ‘all at a mine employing four persons under- 
lowed by Lehigh with $7.98 and Schuy ground and two at mines employing 15 or 
with $7.12. Schuylkill region included all more persons underground. All of the fa- 

the dredging at $3.46 per ton, of which  tajities occurring underground were 
605,000 tons were dredged from the Sus- charged to falls of roof near the face and 

quehanna River and tributaries at $348 the strip mine fatality was the result of a 
per ton and 57,000 tons from the Schuylkill fall from a payloader. Nonfatal injuries to- 
River and tributaries at $3.16 per ton. taled 829 at a frequency rate of 61.07 per 

Men employed in the anthracite industry million man-hours exposure. 

averaged 9,292 working daily (1,840 men Coal (Bituminous).—Production of bitu- 

less than in 1965). Productivity from all minous coal totaled 81.4 million tons at an
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average price of $5.22 per ton. The 50.9 of which was sold in the open market for 
million tons sold in the open market had $3.69 per ton. Stripping was accomplished 
an average price of $4.23 per ton, whereas by 506 power shovels, 288 draglines (11 of 
the 30.5 muition tons So: gone in the open my) 6 had over 12 os (of et apace 
market was valued at $6.86 per ton. the ty), 6 carryall scrapers of which ha 
total output, 63.2 million tons were over 12 cubic yards of capacity) , 509 bull- 
shipped by rail or water, 16.4 million tons  dozers, 155 power drills and 1,026 trucks. 
by truck and 1.8 million tons by other The 191 strip mines in district 2 recovered 
means. 7 6.7 million tons of coal with 220 power 

Mine count totaled 1,088, of which 410 shovels (1 of which had a capacity over 12 
underground mines accounted for 55.8 mil- cubic yards), 108 draglines (6 of which 
lion tons, 618 strip mines for 24.8 million had over 12 cubic yards of capacity), 9 
tons, and 60 auger mines for 826,000 tons. carryall scrapers (7 of which had over 12 

According to the Keystone Coal Buyers Cubic yards of capacity) , 258 bulldozers, 81 
Manual, 16 coal companies produced over Power drills, and 448 trucks. | 
1 million tons each in 1966: (1) Consoli- The 42 auger mines in district 1 pro- 
dation Coal Co. (including Pittsburgh, duced 528,000 tons at an average price of 
Mathies and Harmar Coal Companies) , 7.7 = $3.64 per ton with 40 augers, 7 bulldozers, 
million tons; (2) U.S. Steel Corp., 6.4 a 12 power drills, and 73 trucks. District 
lion tons; (3) Bethlehem Mines Corp., 6. had 18 auger mines which produced: 
million tons; (4) Republic Steel Corp., 3.5 298,000 tons at $3.76 per ton with 24 
million tons; (5) Jones & Laughlin Steel augers, 4 bulldozers, 1 power drill, and 22 
Corp., 3.0 million tons; (6) Barnes & trucks. _ 

Tucker Co., 3.0 million tons; (7) Du- Ninety-four preparation plants mechani- 
quesne Light Co., 2.5 million tons; (8) cally cleaned 55.3 million tons of coal, of 

, Gateway Coal Co., 2.1 million tons; (9) which 47.2 million tons came from under- 
Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal Co., 1.8 mil- ground mines, 7.9 million tons from. strip 
lion tons; (10) Eastern Associated Coal  jnines, and 159,000 tons from auger mines; 
Corp., 1.7 million tons; (11) Imperial Coal 33.9 million tons cleaned by wetwashing 
Corp., 1.4 mon rons 2) North ment other than jigs, 11.5 million tons by jigs, 
can Coal Corp., 1.3 miMion tons; (13) Ben- and 10.6 million tons by pneumatic meth- 
jamin Coal Co., 1.1 million tons; (14) C&K ods. Coal was crushed at 210 plants for a 
Coal Co., 1.2 million tons; (15) Buckeye total of 41.4 million tons with 63 plants 
Coal Co., 1.2 million tons; and (16) Na- treating 7.4 million tons with calcium 
tional Mines Corp., 1.1 million tons. These chloride, oil, or other materials. Thermal 16 companies accounted for 56 percent of drying was conducted at 15 plants with a 
the total production. total of 20 thermal units drying 6.9 million Underground mines in district 1 totaled tons | | 
301 and accoun te d for 20.7 mill 1on tons, of Twenty-eight fatal and 880 nonfatal in- which 17.6 million tons sold in the open ._. ’ . . juries occurred during the year. Of the 28 market for $4.64 per ton; 299 cutting ma- woe « way: . fatalities, 25 occurred underground (11 chines cut 3.3 million tons; 171 mines load- f eae . : rom falls of rock, 5 on haulage, 4 on ma- ed 20 million tons mechanically with 238 . ; ; . chinery, and 5 others), 1 on the surface continuous miners, 66 mobile loaders (14 - . . . . . (haulage) , and 2 in strip mines (machin- of which were used with continuous : eas , . ery). Injury rates per million man-hours miners), and 105 hand-loaded face con- 0.65 fatal and 20.34 f 

District 2 had 109 underground vXposure were ¥. ata’ an we Donte VeYORS. . says tal; per million short tons, 0.34 fatal and mines accounting for 35.1 million tons, of . “ay: . 10.84 nonfatal. which 8.0 million tons sold in the open . 
market for $4.99 per ton; 126 cutting ma- Mineral Industry’s 1966 Sentinels of 
chines cut 7.4 million tons; 68 mines loaded Safety” was won by the Karen Mine of 
34.9 million tons mechanically with 197 US. Steel Corp. at Fredericktown, Wash- 
continuous miners, 170 mobile loaders (73 ington County, for operating 454,079 man- of which were used with continuous hours without a disabling injury. Partici- 
miners) , and 8 hand-loaded face conveyors. pating in the contest since 1951, this 

The 427 strip mines in district 1 ac- operation won once before in 1963. Decker 
counted for 18.1 million tons, virtually all No. 4, Powell Coal Co., Kittanning, re-
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Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production, by counties 

Number of mines 7 
aan ———_--——  ——— Production, Average 

| County Under- thousand price 
ground Strip Auger Total tons — per ton 

Allegheny-_-.---.--------------- 14 17 2 33 ~—- 5, 801 $6.01 
Armstrong______---.------------- 40 42 9 91 5,383 4.08 
Beaver___--.-------------------- 1 7 2 10 299 4.11 
Bedford __.....------------------ 7 3 --- 10 286 4.75 
Blair_..___---------------------- 2 1 1 - 4 TT 3.82 
Butler.___---------------------- 11 40 5 56 2,163 4.39 
Cambria___.-------------------- 67 25 4 96 8,110 5.80 
Centre______.------------------- 4 15 --- 19 709 3.68 
Clarion___.....------------------ 3 77 1 81 3,334 3.73 
Clearfield..._..-.---------------- 38 97 9 144 7,273 3.64 
Clinton_....-------------------- --- 14 --- 14 684 3.78 
Elk_-___------------------------ 9 8 5 22 471 3.73 
Fayette___._..-..--------------- 16 21 1 38 -- 859 5.36 
Greene_____--------------------- 20 5 --- 25 12,123 6.67 
Huntingdon_.._-.--------------- 4 2 1 7 52 3.31 
Indiana. ._-_-------------------- 54 29 5 88 7,660 4.39 
Jefferson.__---------------------_ 23 43 9 75 1,664 3.89 
Lawrence_____..----------------- --- 27 2 29 1,149 2.60 
Mercer____..-------------------- -<- 9 1 10 424 4.19 
Somerset _ ___-------------------- 58 70 1 129 4,129 4.33 
Tioga.___-.--------------------- --- 9 --- 9 610 4.00 
Venango__.._._----_------------- --- 15 --- 15 494 3.26 

Washington__._____.------------- 15 12 1 28 14,139 6.49 
Westmoreland_-_---.------------ 24 24 1. 49 3,909 5.47 
Other counties !__..-------------- --- 6 --- 6 141 3.77 

_ Total_.-------------+----- 410 618 60 1,088 81, 443 . «22 

1 Includes data for Bradford, Lycoming, and McKean Counties. 

ceived recognition in’ the Underground- tributed in Pennsylvania, 15 million tons 
Coal Group of the National Safety Compe- went to blast-furnace plants, 181,000 tons 

tition for its outstanding safety record in to foundries, 276,000 tons to other indus- 
1966 with 36,850 man-hours worked with- trial plants, and 13,500 tons for residential 

| out a disabling work injury. _ heating. | : 
Coke and Coal Chemicals.—Oven-coke Breeze recovered at coke plants totaled 

production totaled 18.7 million tons, a 1- 819,400 tons at an average of $6.31 per ton. 
percent decrease from that of 1965, and Of the breeze used by producers, 528,800 
beehive-coke production totaled 609,600 [ons were used in agglomerating plants, 
tons, a 3l-percent decrease from that of 80,800 tons in steam plants, and 85,600 tons 
1965. Oven-coke had an average value of for other industrial uses. Breeze sold on 
$15.80 per ton at the ovens ($0.35 a ton the open market totaled 102,700 tons at an 

more than in 1965); beehive coke averaged a@VETAaBC of $6.95 per ton. Stocks of breeze 
$13.51 per ton at the ovens ($0.43 per ton 0” hand at yearend totaled 281,400 tons. — 

less than in 1965). Twelve oven-coke Coal chemicals produced at the oven- 
plants with 3,437 ovens (18 more than in coke plants included 256,500 ‘tons of ammo- 
1965) were in operation at yearend. Oven- nium sulfate equivalent; 244.1 million gal- 
coke plants carbonized 26.8 million tons of _lons of tar; and 80.2 million gallons of 
coal and had a 69.75 percent yield of coke crude light-oil, from which were derived 
from coal. Seven beehive-coke plants, (five 50.8 million gallons of benzene, 11.1 mil- 
less than in 1965) with 1,284 ovens at year- lion gallons of toluene, 3.4 million gallons 

end, carbonized 989,000 tons of coal and of xylene, and 2 million gallons of solvent 

had a 61.64 percent coke yield. naphtha. | 

Of the total oven-coke output, producing Natural Gas Liquids.—Production of nat- 

companies used 17.8 million tons in blast ural gas liquids totaled 5.1 million gallons 
furnaces and 19,000 tons for other purposes of which 3.2 million gallons was natural 

and sold 867,000 tons to blast-furnace gasoline and cycle products and 1.9 million 

plants, foundries, other industrial plants gallons was liquefied petroleum (LP) gases 

and retail dealers for residential heating and ethane. Natural gasoline and cycle 

both in and out of the State. Of the 15.5 products were listed at 5.8 cents per gallon 

million tons of oven and beehive coke dis- (5.4 cents in 1965) and LP gases and eth-
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ane at 6.5 cefits per gallon (same as 1965) . . According to the Oil and G4s Section, 
Natutal gas processing platits were located Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and 
in Elk, Venango, Warren, and Allegheny Geologic Survey, a total of 705 wells were 
Counties. Estimated proved recoverable re- drilled and 34 wells weré deepened. Of the 
serves of natural gas liquids totaled 1.2 705 wells, 277 were oil wells, 272 gas wells, 
million (42-gallon) barrels at yearetid, a 52 service wells, and 104 were dry holes. Of 
decrease equal to the production of natural the 34 wells drilled deeper, 1 was an oil 
gasoline and cycle products, ver ere Bas wells, and 4 were ay 

- setevs nacity for holes. The total footage of all wells drilled underground erage capacity for LE gs VE a5 toto which LITLIGE a 
mined granite cavertis in Delaware Cotinty ‘évelopment footage, 255,557 was explora- 
and a mined shile cavern in Westmoreland ‘ty footage, and 109,633 feet wag service: * inefound frozen earth cavity is Well and miscellaneous drilling. Of the 111 County. An inground frozen earth cavity is deciy ri e dtilled 3 ie and 
being constructéd in Philadelphia Courity cep wells, 73 were rille m Erie and Bo OW tty Crawford Counties; and of the 73 wells, 68 by Philadelphia Gas Works (completion sdiuce f , he Medi i 7 
1970) with a capacity of 1.2 million bar- PrOCuce gas trom the Medina and | pro- reis. . ducéd from the Oriskany. There were 40 

a gas wells drilled in the Bushneéll-Lexington 
Peat:—Peat production totaled 49,900 pool and 17 gas wells in the Pierce pool. 

tons frém 13 operations located in sevéh Of the 583 new shallow wells, 504 were 
counties: Sales totaled 52,900 tons at an drilléd for purposes other than utider- 
average price of $10.61 per ton. Of the to- grouhd storage and secondary-recovery 

tal sold; 62 percent was reported as humus, projécts, 73 were drilled in secondary-recov- 
33 percent reed-sedge, arid 5 percent moss} ery projects, and 4 were drilled for gas 
86 pertent was sold in bulk for $10,70 per. storage;.2 wells were stratigraphic tests. Of 
ton atid 14 percent packaged for $10.10 per the 504 wells drilled, 245 were oil wells, 
ton. Peat prodiicets reported working oi 167 gas wells, and 92 dry holes: The total | 
deposits totalitig 1,051 acres (average depth  shaliow-well footage drilled was 1,088,605 
of 52 feet) with 10.9 million tons of re- feet; including 24,582 feet of the 34 wells 
serves. Processing equipment reported in- deefiened. : 

| cluded 14 shredders, 4 hammermills, Warren County continued to be the 
I grinder, and 10 . sct eens. _ Lackawanna most active area with 168 new wells com: 
rounty was the leading producer followed yeted in the Glade and Clarendon Sand. by Luzerne and Lawrence Counties. = _ stories, including 151 oil wells and 17 dry 

Petroleum and Natura] Gas.—Production holes. The second most active area was In- 
of crude oil totaled 4.3 million (42-gallori) — diaria County with 66 gas wells and 11 dry 
barrels, a 12-percent decrease from that 6f holés. The Bradford Sandstone zones were 
1965. The average value per barrel ifi- the _primary objectives. A third area of 
creased from $4.32 in 1965 to $4.45 in 1966. drilling activity was the Tionesta-Pieasanit: 
Productive oil wells decreased from 52,781 villé area, where the Red Valley was thé 
in 1965 to 48,000 in 1966. objective. One steam-flood project is active 

Crude-oil operating capacity of 13 near Franklin in Venango County, where 
refineries on January 1, 1966 was 610,100 steam injection has been continued for 
barrels pet calendar day. Estimated proved more than 2 years. Seismic crews logged 68 
taillion oF crude oil at yearend totaled 72.4 crew-weeks during the year compared with 

ae ee Sacer a Panter woe seve in several are , -percent increase . tl : 
of 1965. Productive gas wells increased 
from 17,516 in 1965 to 17,808 in 1966, Esti- NONMETALS 
mated proved recoverable reserves of natu- Cement.—Portland cement shipments de- 
ral gas at yearend totaled 1,351 billion cu- | . 
bic feet, an increase of 94 billion cubic feet. C*€ased less than 1 percent from that of 
from that of 1965. Of the total reserves at 1965 while the average price per 376 
yearend, 501 billion cubic feet was held in pound barrel decreased $0.05 to $2.86. Ma- 
underground reservoirs for storage pur- sonmry cement shipments decreased 2 per- 
poses. cent from that of 1965 while the average
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price per 280 pound barrel remained con- nia, 41 percent to Ohio, 4 percent to West 
stant at $2.66. Portland cement was pro- Virginia, and 3 percent to Michigan. Ship- 
duced at 22 plants during 1966 with a total ments of masonry cement from 11 plants 
production capacity of 55.8 million barrels in eastern Pennsylvania totaled 1.9 million 
per year, an increase of one plant and 10 barrels at $2.59 per barrel, of which 22 
percent in total capacity from that of 1965. percent was shipped to locations in eastern 
Masonry cement was produced at 16 plants Pennsylvania, 32 percent to New Jersey, 17 
during 1966. | percent to New York, 6 percent to Vir- 

Shipments of all types of portland ce- ginia, 5 percent to Maryland, 4 percent to 
ment from the 5 plants in western Pennsyl- Connecticut, 4 percent to District of ‘Co- 
vania totaled 10.8 million barrels at an  lumbia, 2 percent to Delaware, 1 percent 
average price of $3.11 per barrel, of which © Ohio, and | percent to Wisconsin. _ 
91 percent was types I-II (general use and Chief raw materials used for the manu- 
moderate heat) and 3 percent was type III facture. of portland cement in western 
(high-early-strength); 50 percent was Pennsylvania were limestone and cement 
shipped to locations in western Pennsylva- rock (3.0 million’ tons), shale (198,000 
nia, 38 percent to Ohio, 11 percent to West tons), blast-furnace slag (143,000 tons) , 
Virginia. Of the total shipped, 9.9 million gypsum (88,000 tons) sand (87,000 tons), 
barrels was by truck, 606,000 barrels by and _ diatomite (39,000 tons); in eastern 
rail, and 263,000 barrels by boat. Ship- Pennsylvania were limestone and cement 
ments of all types of portland cement from rock (8.9 million tons), gypsum (269,000 
the 17 plants in eastern Pennsylvania to- tons), sand (123,000 tons), day (95,000 
taled 29.2 million barrels at an average tons), iron ore (20,000 tons), and _blast- 
price of $2.77 per barrel, of which 87 per- furnace slag (17,000 tons) . | 
cent was types I-II, 7 percent type III, and Cement industry in western Pennsylvania 
3 percent white cement; 33 percent was purchased 299 million kilowatt-hours of 
shipped to locations in eastern Pennsylva- electrical energy and in eastern Pennsylva- 

| nia, 28 percent to New Jersey, 15 percent ia purchased 700 million kilowatt-hours 
to New York, 6 percent to Connecticut, jn addition to 85 million kilowatt-hours 
and 6 percent to Maryland. Shipments by generated. | 
truck totaled 18.4 million barrels and rail Northampton County was the leading 

shipments 10.8 million barrels. Portland ce- . 
way: portland cement producer. Other counties 

ment .stocks at yearend totaled 1.9 million ducing cement were Allesheny. Berks 

barrels in western Pennsylvania and 3.7 pe 5 eB ERY> 
ee . . utler, Lawrence, Lehigh, Montgomery, 

million barrels in eastern Pennsylvania. Of 
“a: and York. 

11.4 million barrels of portland cement - . 
produced in western Pennsylvania, 6.1 mil- Clays.—Production of fire clay totaled 1.6 
lion barrels was air-entrained; of 30.8 mil- million tons of which 1.1 million tons was — 

lion barrels produced in eastern Pennsylva- used by producers and 88,000 tons were | 
nia, 6.0 million barrels was air-entrained. sold. Total clay production (excluding 
Ready-mixed concrete companies pur- kaolin) decreased 3 percent in tonnage and 

chased 6.5 million barrels of portland ce- 4 percent in value from that of 1965. 

ment shipped from western Pennsylvania Lawrence County continued to be the 
and 16.7 ‘million barrels from eastern leading clay producer followed by 

Pennsylvania; concrete product manufac: Cyearfield, Beaver, and Berks Counties. Of 
turers accounted for 1.5 million barrels the total fire clay produced, 46 percent was 

from the west and 6.5 million barrels from used for firebrick and block and 39 percent 
the east; building material dealers for for buildine brick and other h 1 
854,000 barrels from the west and 3.5 mil- or Subang OFick an 0! er feavy cay 
lion barrels from the east, and highway products. Of the total miscellaneous clay 

contractors for 1.4 million barrels from the 24 shale produced, 84 percent was used 
west and 1.6 million barrels from the east. for building brick and other heavy clay 

Shipments of masonry cement from 5 products and 14 percent was used for port- 

plants in western Pennsylvania totaled 1.1 and and other hydraulic cements. 
million barrels at an average price of $2.77 Kaolin was produced in Blair County for 
per barrel, of which 52 percent was’ firebrick and block and in Cumberland 

shipped to locations in western Pennsylva- County for white cement.
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; Table 5.—Clays sold or used by producers, by kinds and uses ! 

| (Short tons) . 

U oo. Fire clay ' Miscellaneous clay - 
se OO 

1965 1966 1965 1966 

Refractories: 
Firebrick and block________________-_-_ ‘821,411 738 , 262 _- ee _---- 
Fire clay and mortar______2_.__2_-____- 41,125 W a ----- 

. Heavy clay products__.._____-----------_- 612,191 627 ,370 1,373,089 | 1,404,763 
Portland and other hydraulic cements... ___ -ooLe ae 221,122 . 227,120 

' Undistributed .-_-_____-.-.-----------_-_- 2 232,492 - 2 254,609 392,792 840,990 

Total___...----------------------. 1,707 ,219 1,620,241 1,687,003 1,672,873 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Excludes kaolin. — 
2 Includes exports, art pottery (1966), floor and wall tile, high-alumina brick, mortar (1966), clay crucibles, 

foundries and steelworks (bulk), other refractories, insecticides and fungicides, other filler, absorbent uses, and 
other uses. : 

3 Includes art pottery, ‘flowerpots, and glaze slip; floor and wall tile; foundries and steelworks (bulk); light- 
weight aggregate; and linoleum and oilcloth. 

| Gem Stones.—Mineral specimens were pulp and paper plant in Blair County. Of 
collected chiefly by hobbyists and amateur the total lime sold, 61 percent was con- 
lapidarists at scattered locations through- sumed in Pennsylvania, 12 percent in Mary- P 8 y » 14 p Y 
out the State. | land, 7 percent in Ohio, 6 percent each in 

Graphite—Production of manufactured New Jersey and New York, and the re- 
(artificial) graphite was discontinued in ™@!71N§ 8 percent in 16 other States, Dis- 
Pennsylvania. | ae V2 come Argentina, Canada, 

| ile, Jamaica, and Venezuela. 
Iron-Oxide: Pigments.—Crude iron-oxide Mica.—C d . duced 

pigments were mined in the form of sulfur rea—Mruce scrap mica was produce 
mud in Cambria County. Finished iron- at a mine in York County for use in paint, 
oxide pigments were produced and shipped roofing, rubber (mold lubricant) , welding 

. rods, textile coating, and other. from two plants in Northampton County | 
and one plant in Carbon County. Finished Perlite (Expanded).—Crude perlite from 
pigments included natural and manufac. Out-of-State sources was expanded at two 
tured black, brown, red, and yellow pig- Plants in Allegheny County, and one plant 
ments and mixtures of natural and manu- ¢ach in Delaware, Lehigh, Montgomery, 
factured red iron oxides. and York Counties. Lehigh County again 

Lime—Quicklime and hydrated lime «a in expanded perlite production. ve 
_ . of the ex erlite w d for build- 

production increased 1 percent in tonnage. P anded perlite was usec fo bu . 
and value from that of 1965. Of the 13 8 plaster with the remainder for loose fill 

million tons of quicklime produced, only insulation, concrete aggregate, soil condi- 
. , tioning, fines, cryogenic applications, and 

32,000 tons were for agricultural purposes, filler 
and the rest for chemical, refractory, and : 
construction uses. Of the 279,000 tons of Pyrites.—Pyrite concentrate was recovered 
hydrated lime produced, 249,000 tons were PY flotation in the milling process for mag- 
for chemical and construction and 30,000 ete iron ore in Berks and Lebanon 
tons for agricultural purposes. Quicklime Counties. The concentrate was then shipped 
averaged $13.86 per ton and hydrated lime © Sparrows Point, Md., for further proces- 

$16.92 per ton. Sixteen plants were oper- “!"8- 
ated in 14 counties with Centre County Sand and Gravel.—Total sand and gravel 
again ranking first in production with production decreased 5 percent in tonnage 
three large plants producing quicklime and from that of 1965. Of the total output 50 
hydrated lime accounting for 46 per- percent was sand for construction (build- 
cent of the total lime tonnage and 41 per- ing, paving, fill, and other uses), 41 per- 
cent of the total value. Of the 16 plants, 3 cent was gravel for construction (building, 
plants sold quicklime, 1 plant used quick- paving, railroad ballast, fill, and other 
lime, 4 plants sold hydrated lime and 8 uses) and almost 9 percent was unground 
plants sold quicklime and hydrated lime. sand for industrial uses (glass, molding, 
Regenerated quicklime was consumed at a_ grinding and polishing, blast, fire or fur-
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mace, engine, and other uses). A small operations produced over 1,000,000 tons 
amount of ground sand was used for abra- _ each for 21 percent of the total tonnage. 
sives, chemicals, enamel, filler. glass, pot- Of total production, 97 percent was proc- 
tery, porcelain, tile, foundry, and other essed; 67 percent was trucked to markets, 
uses. The average price per ton for the 26 percent by waterways, and the balance 
total sand and gravel production increased __ by railroads. 
from $1.60 in 1965 to $1.68 in 1966. Certificates for outstanding safety records 

The leading producing county was Bucks were awarded by the National Safety 
_ County followed by Erie, Westmoreland, Competition to the following companies 
Beaver, Luzerne, and Huntingdon Coun- for working without a disabling injury: 
ties. Company reports on 106 commercial Tionesta Sand & Gravel, Inc., Tionesta, 
operations in 43 counties showed that 51 27,324 man-hours; General Concrete Prod- 

percent of the operations produced less ucts Corp., Warren, 26,344 man-hours; 
than 100,000 tons each for 12 percent of Shippingport Sand & Gravel Co., Shipping- 
the total tonnage, 24 percent of the opera- port and Georgetown, 25,234 and 24,350 
tions produced between 100,000 and man-hours, respectively; Houdaille Con- 
200,000 tons each for 21 percent of the to- struction Materials, Inc., Portland, 26,297 

tal tonnage, 21 percent of the operations man-hours; and Milton Grove Sand, Inc., 
produced between 200,000 and 500,000 tons Milton Grove, 21,230 man-hours. 

each for 39 percent of the total, 2 percent Sericite-Schist—Two mines in Adams 
of the operations produced between 500,000 County produced crude _ sericite-schist, 
and 1,000,000 tons each for 7 percent of which after processing, was used chiefly for 
the total tonnage, and 2 percent of the a filler in asphalt and joint cement. 

Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations, and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use OO 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Molding. ..___.------.------------------- 234 $581 185 $526 
Building_-..__-_....---------------...-_-- 5, 566 7,575 5,228 7,693 
Paving _.._----------------------------- 3,374 4,902 3, 362 %, 183 
Fire or furnace___-_.._.------------------- 140 406 87 270 
Fill_---.---_--------------- eee 42 43 20 19 
Undistributed !_____..._--_----..---.._--- 1,492 5,094 1,490 5, 054 

Total. _.._._-----------------_-------- 10,848 18,601 10,372 18,750 

Gravel: 
Building__..__-_-_--_-_------_------------- 3,522 4,987 3,005 4,346 
Paving._._._---------------------------- 3,418 5,241 3, 522 5, 458 
Fill_.-_.-2- 2 eee 321 200 328 163 
Undistributed ?________.____-..-..--_.-_-- 361 511 292 472 

Total____--_--------------------------- 7,622 10,939 7,147 10,739 

Total sand and gravel_______....___-___- 18 ,470 29 ,540 17,519 29 ,489 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: Paving...-..._._.______------- eee --- --- 7 10 
Gravel: 

Paving......-.--.---.----------------_-- 32 66 --- --- 
Other. .-.------------------------------- --- --- 41 63 

Total sand and gravel___.._____________- 32 66 48 73 

All operations: 
Sand...-.-.-.------------------------------- 10,848 18,601 10,379 18,760 
Gravel__......----=------------------------- 7,654 11,005 7,188 10, 802 

Total___._-------------------------------- 18,502 29 , 606 17, 567 29 , 562 

1 Includes glass, grinding and polishing, blast, engine, ground, and other sand. 
2 Includes railroad ballast, miscellaneous, and other gravel.
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Stone.—Stone production increased 4 per- Philadelphia County recovered sulfur by 
cent in total tonnage from that of 1965 the Claus process. 
while cat value remains Loo iting Tripoli (Rottenstone).—Tripoli was mined 

same § which 8S oe tota “ 1j " mi 7 and processed by two companies in Lycom- 
tons, 0 . < A percent was dstone. ar 4 ing County for use as an abrasive com- 
percent basalt, 4 percent sandstone, an@ ound and as a filler material. 
the remaining 4 percent granite, slate, and ; ee ke | 
miscellaneous stone; 58 percent was used _ Vérmiculite (Exfoliated).—T'wo plants, one 
for concrete aggregate arid roadstone, 11 1 Bucks | County and one in Lawrence 
percent for furnace flux, 2 percent for agri- County, processed crude vermiculite and 
cultural purposes, 1 percent for railroad sold the exfoliated product for a variety of 
ballast, and the remaining 28 percent for USS, chiefly for insulation, concrete aggre- 
other uses, including cement and lime ~ gate, and agricultural use. 

manufacture, riprap, and limestone dust 
for coal mines. | METALS | 
we of dimension one increased -Cadmium.—Cadmium was recovered by 

s So t ol "y t SI value ated f 3C UY St. Joseph Lead Co. at its Josephtown 
(See ce h » ate accounted for NF plant in Beaver County and by New Jersey _ 
cent of the dimension stone tonnage an Zinc Co. at its Palmerton plant in Carbon 
67 percent of its value while sandstone ac- County | 
counted for 37 percent of the tonnage and oe ae 
only 18 percent of the total value. Cobalt.—The cobalt content of pyrite 
Northampton County continued to be Concentrate shipments from the magnetite 

the leading stone producer followed by 0M ore mines in Berks and Lebanon 
Montgomery, Berks, and Lancaster Coun- Counties again showed a slight increase 
ties. Stone was also produced in 47 other Over the previous year, oS 
counties. | Columbium and Tantalum.—Columbium 

Sulfur—Sulfur was recovered in Dela- 224 tantalum compounds and metals were 

ware County at one refinery using the Produced by Kawecki Chemical Co. in 
Claus-type process and at another refinery Berks County and Kennametal, Inc., in 
using single-stage catalytic oxidation of hy- Westmoreland County from imported ore. 
drogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfide was recov- Copper, Gold, and Silver.—Copper concen- 
ered by the Gerbotol process using dieth- trate was recovered by flotation of magnet- 

| anolamine and monethanolamine, and _ ite iron ore mined in Lebanon County and 
molten sulfur was recovered by the im- shipped to western refineries for processing. 
proved Claus-type process at a plant in The concentrate also contained gold and 
Philadelphia County. Another refinery in _ silver, 

Table 7.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

CC A Nt re oe 

1965 1966 Use ee 
Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Dimension stone: 
Building stone__.-._____.---.-------- 90 ,378 $1,334,311 108 ,023 $1,471,731 
Curbing and flagging____._____________ 54,623 1,222,054 39,672 803 ,210 
Other uses !______ ee 29 , 884 3,586,583 27 ,233 3,424,837 

Total__ 222-222 174,885 6 ,092 ,948 174,928 5,699,778 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap____._---.---2--- ee 585, 545 690,514 261 , 867 460 , 348 
Concrete and roadstone_______.._.__...._ 31,388,647 46 , 597,053 34,341,170 49 ,371,631 
Furnace flux (limestone)__..._.________ 6,289 ,387 11,197,022 6,300,021 12 ,063 , 633 
Railroad ballast_______._._._________- 609 , 816 929,114 620 ,375 931,310 
Agricultural_________..-_-_________ ee 1,236,490 3,731,886 1,266 , 862 3,865,644 
Other uses 2__-_-______..-._---_-________ 16,571,390 30,388 , 830 16,122,396 26 , 840 , 487 

Total_._-------- ee ---e eee. = 56, 631,275 93,534,419 58,912,691 93 , 533 , 053 

Grand total__.____._.___---.------. 56,806,160 99 , 627 ,367 59 , 087, 619 99 , 232,881 eee eee eM UM Kt meme ae 
! Includes roofing slate and millstock. 
2 Includes refractory.
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Table §.—Stone sold or used by producers, by courities _ 

- 1965 1966 
County —-_->3 

. Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Adams, Cumberland__-_-_._.._-_.__.-_-__.- 4,558,149 $11,516,082 11,022,042 1$1, 493 ,026 
Allegheny, Clarien, Washington._.__._._._- 648 ,356 1,282,643 505, 685 1,016 , 852 
Armstrong_-.--_----.-.---------+-------- 326 , 222 688 ,284 374 , 865 783 ,240 
Bedford, Franklin, Fulton. ___..._.______.- 1,926 ,973 3,696 , 569 2,008 ,284 3,374,442 
Berks______.-_-------------------_-_---_- 3,535,373 4,917,995 4,193 ,398 5,156 998 Blair, Huntingdon.__..--_-_..____...-__._- 1,751,989 3,864,976 21,548,793 22,413,892 Bradford. .........-..---------__.-_.___. (nae ee 622 14.130 
Bucks-___.-_---.----+------++--++-------- 3,367,985 4,614,913 3,359,514 4,429 945 Butler____----___-..-------2------ eee 1,479,334 2,836 ,027 1,545,155 2,836,619 
Cambria__..--.---+.--24-- 5-2-2 + see 3,000 9,000 — 18,000 29,750 
Carbon, Monfoe, Schuylkill__.__.-...-..__. 846 , 089 2,222,169 1,001,854 2,215,703 
Centre_.__._..2_+---2-------2--4--- =e 2,803 , 809 4,798,857 2,735,923 4,405,167 
Chester___________..-_-----2-- 2 eee. 2,665,405 5,671,473 2,390,644 4,910,333 Clearfield, Elk, McKean, Potter..._.._-.--_ 126582 848,721 363,799 3249 793 
Clinton, Lycoming, Tioga, Union..__.______ 1,241,377 1,777,675 41,271,793 41,831,907 _  Dauphin_._..-_2-- 2222222 se eee 1,094,256 1,736,573 944,610 1,550,200 
Fayette, Somerset_._.___._..__._.___._.-._ 1,156,916 2,454,028 1,548,745 3,272,849 
Jefferson... _ 2 -iae_e 18,230 82,180 _ 45,959 65,337 Juniata, Mifflin, Snyder_____._...._.___.__ 660 , 840 936 , 057 § 460,357 5 650,542 
Laticaster.___ 2-2 ee 3,599,565 5,273,131 3,970 ,226 5, 422,535 
Lawrence...._...------.-----------2- ee 3,322 , 735 4,653,231 2,959 ,272 4,513,284 
Lebanon... ___.-----+.--22-.---2---- eee 1,778,070 3,051,168 — 1,908,829 3,317,439 
Lehigh... .....---- 22 -2-----2--_------ 2,640,717 2,810,401 $2,644,281 2,783,264 Luzerne. ___.._.......-.-_-..--.._---.__. 498,952 _ 882,292 496 652 TST O54 
Montgomery.__...-.-2-.2..--2---.------- 4,844,640 7,899 ,248 4,896,509 8,552,323 Northampton______...__.___-.-___._--... 5, 503/516 8,772 578 5,783 , 588 9,116,035 
Northumberland. _._.____._/____.___.____ 58,700 95,700 68 , 840 111,840 
Susquehanna.______..- 2-22 eee _e 267 , 364 906 ,985 184,719 483 , G22: 
Wayne__________2 22-2 tea 163 , 756 331,085 123 ,329 263,696 
Westmofeland__....--.__.-2.---s--___:_-. _ 756,458 1,330 , 625 683 ,264 1,164,874 
York__.-__------ 2-2 eee eee 3,442,201 7,130,166 3,734,221 7,625,364 
Other countiés® ..___._-.__________.__.____ 1,718,601 3,086 ,605 6,639 ,356 14,420,191 

Total____...--------.----2- 2. 56 , 806 , 160 99 , 627 ,867 59 ,087 ,619 99,232,831 

1 Exeludes Adams County, 
2 Excludes Huntingdon County. 
8 No production in Clearfield County. 
* No production in Tioga County. 
§ No production in Juniata County. _ 

C 6 Indludes Adams (1966), Columbia, Delaware, Huntingdon (1966), Mercer, Montour, Perry, and Wyoming | 
20untles, 

Ferroalloys.—Production of ferroalloys cent was basic, and the remainder Bes- | 
decreased 28 percent from that of 1965 and semer malleable, low phosphorus, foundry, ! 
totaled 501,000 tons. Shipments also de- direct castings, and an offgrade. ! 
creased and amounted to 492,000 tons val- Receipts of iron ore totaled 28.3 million | 
ued at $97.3 million. There were 10 types tons, 65 percent from foreign countries and | 
(2 less than in 1965) of ferroalloys pro- 35 percent from domestic production. Con- 
duced in the State, of which ferromangan- sumption of iron ore totaled 26.8 million | 
ese was the most predominant. Other tons, 51 percent by agglomerating plants, | 
significant ferroalloys produced included 44 percent by blast furnaces, and the re- | 
ferromolybdenum and spiegeleisen. mainder by steel furnaces. Iron ore stock at | 

Iron Ore.—Usable iron ore production beginning and end of year were 10.6 mil- ! 
and shipments decreased 12 percent in lion tons and 11.2 million tons, respective- | 
quantity and 13 percent in value from that ly. Fluxes consumed by the iron and steel | 
of 1965. Shipments were in the form of industry included 2.9 million tons of lime- | 
pellets produced at agglomerating plants stone, 3.2. million tons of dolomite and | 
located at the magnetite mines in Berks 980,000 tons of other type fluxes. Other ! 
and Lebanon. Counties. Crude magnetite materials consumed included 1.5 million 
was mined underground by block-caving tons of mill cinder and roll scale, 880,000 | 
methods. Most of the iron ore pellets were tons of raw flue dust, 1.5 million tons of : 
shipped to company-owned iron and steel — steel furnace slag, 14.1 million tons of net ) 
plants in Pennsylvania and Maryland. coke, 690,000 tons of coke breeze, and 

Iron and Steel.—Production of pig iron 370,000 tons of anthracite. Steel furnaces 
totaled 21.7 million tons, of which 92 per- consumed 18.7 million tons of pig iron and
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: hot metal, 11.2 million tons of home and from the Josephtown smelter included zinc 
purchased scrap, and 160,000 tons of slag metal, lead-free zinc oxide, cadmium metal, 
scrap. Blast furnaces consumed 930,000 tons and sulfuric acid, which were used in such 
of home and purchased scrap, 230,000 tons consumer items as galvanized ware, die 

- of slag scrap, and 50,000 tons of pig iron castings, and brass in the case of zinc; 
and hot metal. paint, rubber, ceramics, and pharmaceuti- 

Agglomerates consumed in blast furnaces cals in the case of zinc oxide; and protec- 
totaled 21.4 million tons, of which 67 per- tive coatings, bearings, and atomic uses in 

cent was United States sinter (regular), the case of cadmium. Products from the 
and the remaining 33 percent was iron pel- Plamerton smelter included slab zinc, zinc 

: lets (regular) , semi-fluxing and self-fluxing base die casting alloys, zinc oxide, rolled. 
sinter, foreign iron ore, and other agglo- zinc, dry-battery shells, cadmium, and 
merates. Agglomerates consumed in steel  spiegeleisen. : | 
furnaces totaled 400,000 tons, of which The Josephtown smelter increased its 

most were iron ore pellets (regular). Slag oytput of zinc equivalent in 1966 to a 
produced at blast furnaces totaled 6.4 mil-  ;yecord 216,910 tons from 202,657 tons in _ 

| lion tons, scrap produced 160,000 tons, and 1965. Slab zinc production and zinc oxide 
flue dust recovered 940,000 tons. _ sales increased significantly in 1966. In- 

Ten companies operated 20 plants. Fifty- dustry use of zinc in brass and galvanizing 
one blast furnaces were operated at some  jncreased. Galvanizing, which provides a 
time during the year, compared with 54 inc skin on steel for many years of main- 
blast furnaces in 1965. - tenance-free protection, has recently been 

According to the American Iron and adopted in bridge construction. The Jo- 
Steel Institute, steel production (ingots and — sephtown smelter, which operated at capac- 
steel for castings) totaled 32.1 million tons. jty throughout the year, increased that ca- 

| Of the total steel production, 23.6 million pacity in late March with installation of a 
tons were from open hearth and Bessemer, pew furnace able to produce 100 tons of 

5.2 million tons from basic oxygen process, zinc metal per 24-hour period. Zinc oxide 
and 3.3 million tons from electric furnaces. production facilities were also increased, 

Production of hot-rolled steel products to- and the company developed a new method 
taled 23.5 million tons; merchant bars and for shipping zinc oxide in airtight, 5-ton- 

light shapes, 2.8 million tons; concrete capacity rubber containers, ensuring purity 
reinforcing bars, 811,000 tons; wire rods, of the product on delivery. A new 250-ton- 

, 962,000 tons; and blanks, tube rounds or  per-day sulfuric acid unit, to replace one 
pierced billets for seamless tubing, 1.9 mil- of the original ones, is now under con- 
lion tons. struction. | 

Smelters.—Zinc concentrates were shipped . . . 
to smelters at Josephtown in Beaver Zinc.— Production of zinc ore (based on 
County and at Palmerton in Carbon the recoverable zinc metal tonnage and val- 

County. Zinc concentrates shipped to the ue as metal established after transpor- 

Josephtown smelter came from New York, tation, smelting, and manufacturing 
Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee, Canada, and charges have been added to the value of 
Peru. Zinc concentrates and crude ore the ore at the mine) increased slightly 
shipped to the Palmerton smelter came Over that of 1965. The zinc ore was concen- 

from New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, trated at the mine in Lehigh County and 

Tennessee, Indiana, Virginia, Colorado, the concentrates were shipped to the com- 
and various foreign countries. Products pany’s smelter in Carbon County. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Adams.—Bethlehem Mines Corp.’s new has overall responsibility for the project. 
600-ton-per-day lime plant located at the In addition to supplying the lime plant, 
firms Hanover limestone quarry was in limestone produced at the quarry was sold 
full-scale production. Stone from the _ for use as flux, concrete aggregate, road- 
quarry is calcined by three calcimatic kilns stone, railroad ballast, agricultural pur- 
and the lime shipped 55 miles to the Spar- __ poses, clay filler, and stone sand. Limestone 
rows Point stecl plant. The Dravo Corp. also was produced near Gettysburg by
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Table 9.—Value of mineral production in Pennsylvania by counties 1 

ann ee 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 2 
SSeS eS SS ESS ESS Ee 

Adams_._._---_2_2_-_-_____ - WwW W Lime, stone, sericite schist, clays. 
Allegheny ?______..__.__.___ $28,042,471 $32,983,953 Coal, cement, clays, sand and gravel, stone. 
Armstrong_____...._._._...._. 22,687,658 25,138,199 Coal, clays, sand and gravel, stone, lime. 
Beaver____._____._________ 4,449 ,172 3,689,419 Sand and gravel, coal, clays. 
Bedford._____.-_.-_______-_ WwW W_ Stone, coal, lime, sand and gravel. 
Berks___.--.-_-__---___-___ Ww. W _ iTIron ore, cement, stone, clays, cobalt, coal, 

. pyrites, sand and gravel. 
Blair__....-__________.____ 2,180,478 W_ Stone, coal, clays. 
Bradford. __________.______ 389 ,510 664,920 Sand and gravel, coal, stone. 
Bucks_...___.__..-.._____- Ww. W Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Butler 4___._....._______.. 11,218,902 12,480,210 Coal, cement, stone, lime, sand and gravel. 
Cambria_.....___._....-.. 51,336,952 W Coal, clays, stone, iron ore (pigment material). 
Cameron_________________-_ WwW anne 
Carbon___________________ 4,624,670 4,885,309 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, peat. 
Centre____________________ Ww 16,396,017 Lime, stone, coal, sand and gravel, clays. 
Chester §_____________.-_-- 5,791,473 5,036,388 Stone, lime, clays. 
Clarion________._____-_---. 12,993,341 13,745,918 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. — 
Clearfield._.....___..___...-. 29,679,981 29,232,088 Coal, clays, sand and gravel. 
Clinton______.____________ WwW 2,942,513 Coal, stone, clays. 
Columbia__________________ WwW 3,850,214 Coal, sand and gravel, lime, peat, stone. 
Crawford_________________. 308 , 000 429,000 Sand and gravel. 
Cumberland_______________ WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Dauphin. ______.__________ 3,591,208 3,611,118 Stone, coal, clays, sand and gravel, lime. 
Delaware_________________-_. WwW W Stone. 
Elk_______--____-- ee WwW W Coal, stone. 
Erie__._ 2-22 ___________- WwW W_ Sand and gravel, peat. 
Fayette__________________- 10,640 , 146. 8,993,792 Coal, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 
Forest_______._____-.----- WwW 310,000 Sand and gravel. 
Franklin. __..____________~- .1,402 ,981 -1,636,365 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Fulton. ____-____ 2-8 WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Greene________________._-- W W Coal, clays. 
Huntingdon______________ 5,578,588 W_ Sand and gravel, stone, coal, clays. 
Indiana__________________- WwW W Coal, clays. 
Jefferson__________________ 8,400,759 W Coal, clays, stone, sand and gravel. 
Juniata___________________ WwW an 
Lackawanna_______._______ WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, peat. 
Laneaster _________________ 7,926,777 8,245,104 Stone, coal, clays, sand and gravel. 
Lawrence__________________ W W Cement, stone, coal, clays, sand and gravel. 
Lebanon.______________._.. 22,776,493 21,571,924 Iron ore, stone, lime, copper, cobalt, coal, 

pyrites, gold, silver. . 
Lehigh. ___.____..._.-__._. 310,824,551 29,017,306 Cement, zine, stone. 
Luzerne_____._____________ WwW 40,677,402 Coal, sand and gravel, stone, peat, clays. 
Lycoming_________________ 2,083 , 702 2,091,560 Stone, sand and gravel, coal, tripoli. 
McKean_________________- 392,657 — 407,675 Clays, stone, coal, sand and gravel. 
Mercer___________________. WwW 2,476,343 Coal, sand and gravel, stone. , 
Mifflin. ___________________ W W_ Sand and gravel, stone, lime. 
Monroe___________________ 655 , 616 771,072 Stone, clays, sand and gravel, peat. 
Montgomery__________-___- WwW W_ Stone, cement, lime, clays, sand and gravel. 
Montour_____________-____. WwW W = Stone. 
Northampton____..___....._. 60,458,181 57,326,162 Cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Northumberland. _________- 12 , 458 , 825 W Coal, clays, stone, lime. 
Perry________--___-_2__- W W_ Stone. 
Philadelphia______.._______ WwW W Sand. and gravel. 
Potter_____..-2 22. WwW W Stone. 
Schuylkill....__._.-.._..... 48,796,225 37,123,723 Coal, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Snyder____________-2-__ 455 , 499 477,304 Stone, sand and gravel, coal. 
Somerset___....._._._...--_-. 18,054,987 19,403,385 Coal, clays, stone, sand and gravel. 
Sullivan____---- 2-2-2 127 ,095 114,975 Coal. 
Susquehanna_______________ 927 , 083 492,787 Stone, coal. 
Tioga_____..______-___ 1,764,081 2,504,665 Coal, sand and gravel. 
Union_.____ WwW W = Stone. 
Venango_________________- WwW 2,359,860 Coal, sand and gravel. 
Warren___________________ 470,000 644,000 Sand and gravel. 
Washington____-___________-_ WwW W Coal, stone. 
Wayne____________________ 713 ,085 W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Westmoreland. ____________ WwW W Coal, sand and gravel, stone, lime, clays. 
Wyoming_________________- 758 , 817 720,319 Sand and gravel, stone. 
York 4____-. 7,986 ,401 8,924,263 Cement, stone, lime, clays, sand and gravel, 

mica. 
Undistributed 6._........... 517,876,685 502,082,440 

Total___._._._...._.._.. 918,823,000 903,408,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.’’ 
1 Pike County is not listed because no production was reported. 
2 Excludes value of natural gas, natural gasoline, LP gases, petroleum, and gem stones unspecified by coun- 

ties; included with “Undistributed.”’ 
3 Excludes cement; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.” 
4 Excludes cement and lime; included with ‘‘Undistributed.’’ 
5 Excludes lime; included with “Undistributed.”’ 
6 Includes values indicated by symbol W.
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Teeter Stone Division of H. T. Campbell Inc. for paving purposes and industrial 
Sons Corp. for use as concrete aggregate sand for foundry uses. Foundry sand was 
and roadstone. The Ruberoid Co. pro- © also recovered by Sidwell Loam Sand Co. 
duced roofing gtanules and ctushed stone near Pittsburgh. Bank sand for paving pur- 
for tennis court surfacing and asphalt filler poses was recovered by Burrell Construc- 
from basalt rock quarried near Charmian. tion and Supply Co. near Natrona Heights. 
Summit Industries, Inc., mined crude seri- Sandstone was quarried by Malli’s Stone 
cite-schist from their Bendersville and Quarry near Finleyville for stone walls and 
Mount Hope mines, to be crushed, patio flagging and by Nick Gioia near Eliz- 
screened, and ground chiefly for use as an abeth for irregular-shaped stone for con-: 
asphalt and joint cement filler at their struction work. Expanded perlite, mainly 

| plant near Aspers. a for use in building plaster and loose fill 

_ Undifferentiated clay and shale was pro- insulation, was produced by Panacalite 
duced for manufacturing building brick by Perlite Co. near Pittsburgh and Perlite 

| Alwine Brick Co. near New Oxford. _. Manufacturing Co. near Carnegie. Clover 

Allegheny —Bituminous coal ‘production vhemical ° ra reported. an steanié id. 
increased 6-percent. over that of 1965. Un- ine conlvounds Cane ae ate enac 

derground production totaled 4.2 million iodine at a plant near Pittsburgh. Satellite 

oe milion fone of Yc, ym ot Alloy Corp ‘manaacnse lon be | | 7 TUE "  mear Springdale for use as a metallur- 
ground operations, 11 loaded coal mechani- sical-griide S heasive | a 

cally; 20 continuous miners with 14 mobile Co Co. 
loaders produced 3.5 million tons; 22 mo- Armstrong.—Bituminous coal production 
bile loaders produced 642,000 tons. Cutting ‘0taled 5.4 million tons, a 12-percent in- 
machines cut 651,000 tons. Strip mines re- CTC@S* Over that of 1965. Of the total, 3.7 
ported 27 p ower shovels, 9 draglines, 26 million tons was from underground mines, 

bulldozers, 11 power drills, and 37 trucks. 1.5 million tons from strip mines, and 
Auger mines reported two augers, one bull- 290,000 tons from auger mines. .Of. the 
dozer, and two trucks. Five preparation underground production almost all of the 
plants prepared 3.6 million tons of clean ‘nnage was loaded mechanically by 20 
coal, 3.1 million tons of which was mined COMUNuoUSs miners and 38 mobile loaders 
underground. Coal crushed totaled 4.2 mil- 3! 35 Operations; 56. cutting machines cut 
lion tons and coal treated totaled 2.4 mil- 2.1 million tons. Strip MInes had 51 power 
lion tons. : shovels, 21 draglines, 54 bulldozers, 1 carry- 

Portland and masonry cements were pro- Auger faites P ee io ane ea a 

duced by Universal Atlas Cement Division, dozers, 1 power rill and 98 Sncks, Seven 

United States Steel. Corp., near Universal preparation plants prepared 2.7 million 

and by Green Bag Cement Co., Division of tons of coal, most of which was produced 
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. from underground mines. Coal crushed 
near Pittsburgh. Most of the portland ce- totaled 2.5 million tons, and coal treated 
node produces a“ ‘ te genera h. ane totaled 280,000 tons. Miscellaneous clay 
moderate heat type, but some Aigh-early- and shale was produced by Logan Cla 
strength type was also produced. Portland = products Co. near Worthington for manu. 

mes ear ce emeled acting vt, sever pie thes 
trained. Most of the cement was shipped in Cra attanning pevision Piant and oan tile at their Worthington Ceramics Divi- 
bulk by truck. Primary customers were gion plant. Plastic fire clay was produced 
ready-mixed concrete companies. near Kittanning by both Howmet Corp. 

Shale was produced near Wilkinsburg for for the manufacture of firebrick and block, 
manufacturing building brick by Milliken and Continental Clay Products Co. for 
Brick Co., Inc., at its Wilkinsburg and Pit- building brick and other heavy clay prod- 
cairn plants. Undifferentiated clay and ucts; near Adrian by Freeport Brick Co., 

shale were produced near Creighton for Kittanning Brick Division, for pouring pit 
building brick manufacture by Glassmere refractories; near Freeport, by Freeport 
Brick & Tile Co. Sand and gravel was re- Brick Co. for manufacturing firebrick; and 
covered near Harmarville by McCrady, near Templeton by Harbison-Walker Re-
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fractories Co. for firebrick and block manu- ed face conveyor loaded coal mechanically. 

facture. Sand and gravel was recovered by Five cutting machines cut 5,400 tons and 
Glacial Sand & Gravel Co. near Tarrtown; 20,000 tons was shot from the solid or cut 
Manorville Sand Co., at Manorville; John by hand. Strip mines reported six power 
Cihat, near Leechburg; and Emlenton shovels, two draglines, eight bulldozers, one 
Limestone Co., Inc., near’ Parker. power drill, and five trucks. 
_ Limestone was produced near Kittanning © / Berks.—Crude magnetite ore was mined 
by Manor Minerals, Inc.; in West Franklin by Bethlehem Mines Corp. at its Grace 
Twp. by Black Limestone Co.; near Kittan- mine near Morgantown. At the mine site 
ning by C. D. McCanna; and near McWil- the ore was crushed and ground, magneti- 
liams and Girty by Mowrey & Good. — cally separated and the fine-sized material 
_Beaver.—Building sand and gravel was pelletized. Pyrite and copper concentrates recovered by } dredge in the Ohio River were recovered by flotation and shipped to 

near Vanport by Dravo Corp., Keystone Di- the company’s Sparrows Point, Md., plant 

vision. Iron City Sand & Gravel Corp., for processing. Allentown Portland Cement 
dredged sand and gravel near Georgetown Co., Division of National Gypsum Co., pro- | 
but ceased operations at this location at duced portland and masonry cements, most the end of June an d moved to Hancock of which was non-air-entrained, general use 

County, W. Va. Shippingport Sand & Gray- and moderate-heat type portland cement. 

el Co. recovered building sand and gravel Limestone for the cement plant came from 
at operations located near Georgetown and company quarries near Oley and Evans- | Shippingport. Shale was recovered near ville. Limestone also was produced near 

Darlington by Ralph A. Veon, Inc., for Kutztown by Keystone Quarry Co.; near 
building brick manufacture. Plastic fire Oley and Kutztown by Eastern Industries, | 
clay was produced for brick manufacture Inc.; and near South Temple by Berks 
near New Brighton by Standard Clay Products Corp. Output was used principal- 

Manufacturing Co. and by Colonial Clay !y for concrete aggregate, roadstone, agri- 
Products Co. and Eastvale Clay Products cultural purposes, and railroad ballast. Ba- | 

Co. from respective underground mines salt was produced by The John T. Dyer 
near Fallston and Beaver Falls. Semifint Quarry Co., near Birdsboro and by Potts- 
clay was produced by Darlington Brick Co., town ‘Trap Rock Quarries, Inc., near 
Division of General Dynamics Corp., at its Douglassville for railroad ballast, concrete | 

Elsman and Cain mines near Darlington aggregate, roadstone, and riprap. Bradford 
for brick manufacture. i Hills Quarry, Inc., crushed traprock from 

Strip mines producing bituminous co al the Grace mine near Morgantown for con- 

reported using 10 power shovels, 5 drag- crete aggregate and roadstone. _ 
lines, 11 bulldozers, 1 power drill, and 8 Martin Stone Quarries produced sand- 
trucks. The underground operation report- Stone near Bechtelsville for concrete aggre- 

ed two mobile loaders loading into shuttle gate and roadstone. Reading Poultry Food 
cars and one cutting machine. Auger mines Co. processed oystershell near Reading for 

reported the use of three augers and four Mineral food and poultry grit. Shale was 
trucks. produced by Glen-Gery Shale Brick Corp. 
7 a near Shoemakersville. and Wyomissing for 
Bedford.—Limestone was produced near the manufacture of building brick. 

erent % Be ord. County sone . ane Sand was recovered by Berks Silica Sand 

Co. near New Paris for use as concrete Corp » hear Kutztown and processed in a 
aggregate, roadst one, lime manufactur e, stationary plant for building purposes. 

and dust for coal mines. Crushed quartzite Blair.—Limestone for use principally as 
was produced by Leap Ganister Rock Co. concrete aggregate, roadstone, agricultural 
at their Leap No. 1 quarry near Madley purposes, and asphalt filler, was produced 
for refractory purposes and abrasives. by the following firms: Seymore Bros., Inc., 
Crushed sandstone was produced by Det- Duncansville; Sproul Lime & Stone Co., 
wilers Industries, Inc., near Imler for con- Claysburg; Narehood Bros., Inc., ‘Tyrone; 

crete aggregate and roadstone. All bitumin- New Enterprise Stone & Lime Co., Canoe 
ous coal production was shipped by truck; Creek and Roaring Spring; Grannas Bros. 
one continuous miner and two hand-load- Stone & Asphalt Co., Inc., Hollidaysburg;
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and Eldorado Stone Co., Altoona. Quartzite Basalt for concrete ageregate and road- 
was produced by Basalt Traprock Co. near stone was produced by Joseph Ciccone & 
Williamsburg for railroad ballast and by J. , Sons near Weisel; Vernon B. Horn. near 
L.. Hartman near Sproul for the manufac- Chalfont; Edison Quarry near Edison; 
ture of silica brick. Silica pebble rock was Bucks County Crushed Stone, Inc., near 
produced by General Refractories Co. at its  Ottsville; Derstine & Swartley near Telford; 

| Frankstown quarry near Hollidaysburg for and The General Crushed Stone Co., near 
Silica brick manufacture and sandstone was Quakertown. Coopersburg Granite Co. 
crushed by Frankstown Sand Supply near quarried basalt near Springfield which was 
Hollidaysburg for mason sand and build- finished for use as precision surface plates, 
ing purposes. Plastic fire clay was produced architectural work and monuments, George 
at the Butler Mine near Williamsburg for Wiley crushed sandstone near Point Pleas- 
the manufacture of firebrick and block by ant for concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. Kaolin Dimension sandstone was quarried near 
was produced near Williamsburg by Gran- Lumberville by Delaware Quarries for cut . 
nas Brothers for the refractory firebrick architectural stone and flagging. Shale was 
manufacture. West Virginia Pulp & Paper produced near Quakertown by Quakertown 
Co. regenerated quicklime in secondary re- Brick & Tile Co., Inc., for the manufacture 
covery operations for use in the manufac- of building brick. Hyzer & Lewellen pro- 
ture of paper at its Tyrone plant. duced exfoliated vermiculite near South 

All underground production of bitumin- | Hampton for use in home insulation, con- 
ous coal was shot from solid or cut by crete aggregate, horticulture, plaster aggre- 

_ hand. The strip operation reported 1 gate, and miscellaneous items. 
| power shovel, 1 dragline, and 2 bulldozers. Butler—Underground production of. bi- 

Bradford.—Sand and gravel was produced tyminous coal totaled 556,000 tons cut by 
at two operations near Towanda by State 17 cutting machines and 97-percent me- 

| Aggregates, Inc., for building, paving, fill, chanically loaded by 8 mobile loaders and 
and antiskid uses. Martin Stone Quarries 3 hand-loaded face conveyors. Strip mines 
near Sugar Run quarried bluestone for produced 1.5 million tons with 38 power 
flagging. Bituminous coal was produced at shovels, 30 draglines, 3 carryall scrapers, 55 
only one strip mine on Sand Run report- bulldozers, 22 power drills, and 125 trucks. 
ing 2 draglines, 1 power shovel, 1 bull- Auger production totaled 133,000 tons with 
dozer, and 2 trucks. 8 augers and 9 trucks. Five preparation 
Bucks.—Warner Co. recovered sand and _ plants cleaned 805,000 tons of coal. Four- 

gravel at its Van Sciver plant near Tully- teen mine tipples crushed 1.2 million tons 
town, mostly for use in ready-mixed con- and two plants treated 94,000 tons of coal. 
crete. Sand and gravel, principally for Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. produced port- 
building purposes also was recovered by: land and Masonry cements at its plant near 
Penn Valley Crushed Stone Co. at a sta- West Winfield from limestone and indus- 
tionary plant near Levittown; A. L. Lewis, trial sand quarried nearby. Most of the 
Inc., at its plant No. 1 near New Hope and portland cement was general use and mod- 
at its new plant No. 4 near Uhlerstown; erate heat type, air-entrained and non-air- 
Frank Casilio & Sons, Inc., and Durnan & entrained, with a small amount of high- 
Good, Inc., at Upper Black Eddy; and Silvi early-strength type also produced. Lime- 
Concrete Products near Tullytown. Lime- stone also was produced by Sechan Lime- 
stone was produced by New Hope Crushed stone Co. near Portersville; Allegheny 
Stone & Lime Co., near New Hope; Eureka Mineral Corp., near Harrisville; Winfield 
Stone Quarry, Inc., near Eureka; Lester-L. Lime & Stone Co., Inc., near West Winfield; 
& Jack L. Kauffman near Rushland; and and Grove City Limestone Co., near 
Bituminous Service Co., near Buckingham _ Branchton. Output was used for concrete 
for concrete aggregate and roadstone. Bet- aggregate, roadstone, agricultural purposes, 
ter Materials Corp., produced argillite near and blast furnace flux. 
Penns Park for concrete aggregate and Mercer Lime & Stone Co. produced most- 
roadstone. Gill Quaries, Inc., crushed blue- ly quicklime for consumption in steel fur- 
stone near Trevose for concrete aggregate naces. Sandstone was quarried near Boyers 
and roadstone. by Annandale Sandstone Co., Division of
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North Star Coal Co., for architectural pur- other industrial uses, chiefly for steel fur- 
| poses. Sand and gravel was recovered near _naces and paper and pulp mills. Limestone 

Slippery Rock by Highway Sand & Gravel for a variety of construction, industrial, 
Co., Inc., and H. W. Cooper. and agricultural uses was produced by Nei- 

Cambria.—Underground mines produced digh Bros. Limestone Co., Inc., near State 

7.1 million tons of bituminous coal, 7.0 College: Standard Lime & Refractories Co. 
million tons of which was loaded mechani- Division and Appalachian Stone Division, 
cally at 35 mines with 89 continuous of Martin Marietta Corp., both near Pleas- 

miners, 16 mobile loaders (of which 5 were Wa ape National oypem f Co., anc 
used with continuous miners), and 32 Black H . ot near Dbelictonte; an 

hand-loaded face conveyors. Seventy-one ack Hawk Limestone, Inc., near Centre 
cutting machines cut 873,000 tons. Strip Hall. Plastic fire clay was produced from 
mines reported 25 power shovels, 19 drag- the Blair mine near Stormstown for manu- 

lines, 27 bulldozers, 8 power drills, and 45 | f@cturing firebrick and block by Harbison- 
trucks. Auger mines reported 4 augers and Walker Refractories Co. 
3 trucks. Ten preparation plants prepared Strip mines producing bituminous coal 
6.2 million tons of clean coal, most of | teported 17 power shovels, 10 draglines, 16 
which was mined underground. Twenty- bulldozers, 7 power drills, and 37 trucks. 

two mine tipples crushed 4.2 million tons Three of the 4 underground operations 
and eight plants treated 435,000 tons. loaded 257,000 tons of coal mechanically 

Miscellaneous clay was mined near Johns- with 1 mobile loader, 1 continuous miner, 
town by Triangle Clay Products Co. for and 3 hand-loaded face conveyors. Four cut- 

building brick manufacture. Plastic.fire_... 198 machines cut 180,000 tons. Two prepa- 
clay for use in manufacturing firebrick and '@40n plants prepared 498,000 tons of 
block was mined from an underground clean coal. Four mine tipples reported 

coal mine near Patton by the Buck Hill ©8000 tons of coal crushed. 
Coal Co. and from the Frick mine near Chester.—Limestone was produced near 
Blandburg by MHarbison-Walker  Refrac- Downingtown by Bradford Hills Quarry, 

tories ‘Co. Crushed sandstone was produced Inc., near Paoli and Devault by Warner 

by Samuel Nicosia near Johnstown for sili- Co. and near Malvern by the Appalachian 

ca brick manufacture and road sand. Sul- Stone Division, Martin Marietta Corp. Out- 
fur mud for yellow iron oxide pigments put was used for concrete aggregate, road- 
was produced by Lanzendorfer Minerals stone, lime manufacture, agricultural pur- 
Co. near Twin Rocks. poses, and other uses. Basalt was crushed 
Carbon.—North American Refractories DY V- DiFrancesco & Sons near Devault for 

Co. produced quartzite for silica brick Concrete aggregate and roadstone. Dimen- 
manufacture at its Little Gap quarry near 10M basalt was quarried by French Creek 
Palmerton. Fauzio Brothers produced sand- Granite Co. near Saint Peters for rough 
stone at its Red Rock quarry near Nesque- 2" dressed building stone. 
honing for concrete aggregate and road- Sandstone was quarried by Albert Ro- 
stone. Sand for construction and industrial tunno near Avondale for construction 
uses was recovered and processed by Al- work, curbing and flagging; by Valley 
liance Sand Co., Division of Martin Mariet- Forge Building Stone Co., near Malvern, 

ta Corp., near Plamerton. Refractory Sand for construction and architectural work; 
Co., Inc., processed sand for paving pur- and by John Fecondo & Sons and Abram 
poses near Andreas. Humus peat was pro- TT. Minor, both near Avondale, for con- 
duced by Blue Ridge Soil Pep (Hawk’s struction work and flagging. Warner Co. 
Bog) near Weatherly and sold in bulk for produced high-magnesium lime at its Ce- 
general soil improvement. The Prince dar Hollow plant near Devault, mostly 
Manufacturing Co. reported production of for sewage and _ trade-wastes treatment. 
finished natural black, brown, red, and a Undifferentiated clay and shale was pro- 
small amount of yellow pigments from its duced near Phoenixville by McAvoy 
operation near Bowmanstown. Vitrified Brick Co. for manufacturing 

Centre——The county continued as the building Brick. 
leading lime-producing area. Most of the Clarion.—Strip mines accounted for 3.2 
production was quicklime for chemical and million tons of bituminous coal produced



and reported 60 power shovels, 39 drag- Co., Falls Creek; Clearfield Clay Products 
lines, 62 Bulldozers, 15 power drills, and Co., Clearfield; and Blair Clay Products, | 
115 trucks. One of the 3 underground  Inc., Altoona. Other producers of plastic fire 
mines loaded coal mechanically with 1 con- clay inclyded: Hiram Swank’s Sons, Inc., 
tinuous miner loading onto conveyors. Six near Boardman; Lansbérry Coal & Excayat- 

preparation plants prepared 2.5 million ing Co. near Woodland: and A. P. Green 
tons of clean coal, most of which was strip Refractories Co., near West Becatur. Bar- 
coal. Twelve mine tipples crushed 2.9 mil- tell Excavating, Inc., producéd plastic fire 
lion tons of coal and § plants treated clay in Knox Township for high-alumina 
94,000 tons with calciuny chloride or oil. brick but closed their pit early iti the year. 
Limestone was produced near Turkey City Williamsgrove Glay Products Co., Inc., pro- 

by Emlénton Limestone Co., Inc., and near duced plastic fife clay and some undifferen- 
Parker by Allegheny Mineral Corp. for tiated clay and shale for firebrick and 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, agricultural! block and building brick near Bigler. 

purposes, and cement manufacture. Reese Brothers Coal Co. produced flint and 

Plastic fire clay was produced at the Plastic fire — clay near Osceola Mills for 
Mayport Clay Works near New Bethlehem manufacturing firebrick and block, Ameri 
by Frank B. Pope Co. for manufacture of C4" __ Vitrified Products Co., produced 
mortar, and from various open pits near Undifferentiated clay and shale near 
Corsica by W. P, Stahlman Coal Co.,Inc., Clearfield for manufacturing vitrified SCWEF 
for manufacturing clay crucibles. New  P!P€- Flint fire clay was produced near 
Bethlehem Tile Co. produced fire clay and Curwensville by Union Clay Co., Ine.; for 
shale near New Bethlehem for the manu- Use in manufacturing portland and other 
facture of brick and other heavy clay prod- »Y4raulic cements. 
ucts. Sand and gravel was processed near Clinton.—Strié mines producing bitumin- 

Parker for building, paving, fill, antiskid, ous coal reported 12 power shovels, 4 drag- 
and recreational purposes by Glacial Sand lines, 13 bulldozers, 2 power drills, and 30 

& Gravel Co. trucks. Three tipples reported 534,000 tons 
Clearfield.—Strip mines accounted for 5.9 of crushed coal. Limestone was produced 

million tons of bituminous coal produced near Salona by Lycoming Silica Sand Co. 
and reported 142 power shovels, 90 drag- for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and rail- 
lines, 132 bulldozers, 60 power drills, and road ballast. Flint fire clay was produced 

350 trucks. At 21 of the 38 underground near Lock Haven by R. C. Gillen & Son 
mines 1,159,000 tons of coal was loaded me- and by Fink & Stackhouse near Farrands- 
chanically with 14 continuous miners, 8 ville. Mill Hall Clay Products, Inc., pro- 
mobile loaders, and 17 hand-loaded con- duced shale near Castanea for the manw- 
veyors. Forty-two cutting machines cut facture of heavy clay products. 
486,000 tons. Auger mines reported 9 
augers, 9 power drills, and 11 trucks. Eight Columbia.—Sand and gravel was recov- 
preparation plants prepared 2.9 million ered and processed by Bloomsburg Sand & 
tons of clean coal 2.2 million tons of which Gravel Co., Inc., near Bloomsburg, and by 
was from strip mines. Thirty-one mine tip- A. Barletta & Sons near Mifflinville. Lime- 

ples crushed 3.8 million tons and 8 plants stone was produced near Lime Ridge by 
treated 193,000 with oil or calcium chlor- Baker Stone Co., for lime manufacture. 
ide. Moss and humus peat was produced by 

Fire clay for manufacturing firebrick and venton Peat, Inc., near Benton for general 
block, high alumina brick, and mortar was °°) ™7P rovement. 
produced by Harbison-Walker Refractories Cumberland. — Limestone, for concrete 

Co. at the Shimmel underground and Bi- aggregate, roadstone and agricultural pur- 
gler open-cut mines near Bigler, Korb poses, was produced by: Valley Quarries, 
open-cut mine near Grampian, Woodland Inc., near Shippensburg; Pennsy Supply, 

open-pit near Woodland, and Passmore Inc., near Bowmansdale and in _ Silver 
open-cut mine near West Decatur. Plastic Springs Township; Bonny Brook Quarries 
fire clay was produced by Thomas Brothers near Carlisle; Locust Point Quarries, Inc., 
near Curwensville, for use in manufactur- near Mechanicsburg; and Hempt Bros., 
ing ladle brick by Falls Creek Refractories Inc., near Camp Hill. Sand and gravel for
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building and paving purposes was recov: power drills, and 26 trucks. Six of the 9 
ered and processed by R. A. Bender & Son underground mines loaded 102,000 fons 
near Mt. Holly Springs; C. and L. Good: mechanically with 1 continuous miner, 2 
hart, at Walnut Bottom; and Hempt mobile loaders, and 7 hand-loaded face 
Bros.; In¢., near Mt. Holly Springs, White conveyors, Thirteen cutting machines cut 
kaolin was produced near Mt. Holly 96,000 tons. Auger mines reported 4 augers, 
Springs by The Philadelphia Clay Co. for 1 bulldozer, and 7 trucks. No preparation 
use in the manufacture of portland and plants were reported in operation, but 3 
other hydraulic cements. Stoneware clay mine tipples crushed 172,000 tons of coal. 
was processed through kilns by Penn Prod- Crushed sandstone for concrete aggregate 
ucts Corp. near Boiling Springs for black and roadstone was produced by Clark Con- 
ceramic floor tile and art pottery. struction Co.; near Johnsonburg. 

Dauphin.—Limestone was produced near Erie.—Sand was recovered by dredging 
Hummelstown by George E. Ebersole & Near Erie for sale to wholesalers by Erie 
Sons; neat Palmyra by H. E. Millard Lime Sand Steamship Co. Sand and gravel also 
& Stone Co.; and near Steelton and Harris- Was recovered by Nickel P late Sand & 
burg by Hempt, Bros., Inc. High-calcium Gravel Co., near Fairview; Quirk Excavat- 

hydrated lime for agricultural purposes was 1ng at a stationary plant near Union City; 
produced by H. E. Millard Lime & Stone Clark Construction Supply Co., Inc., at a 
Co., at its Swatara plant. Basalt was crushed Stationary plant near Erie; North Girard 
by Faylor Lime & Stone Co., near Elizabeth. | Concrete Works at a plant near Lake City; 
ville for concrete aggregate and roadstone. and Peerless Mineral Products Co., near 
Shale was produced at operations near ‘Springfield. Humus and reed-sedge peat 
Harrisburg and Middletown by Glén Gery was produced by Corry Peat Products Co., 
Shale Brick Corp. for the manufacture of | ear Corry for general] soil improvement. 
facebrick. Sand and gravel was recovered Fayette——Three of the 16. underground 
and processed at a stationary plant near mines loaded 511,000 tons of bituminous 
Duncannon by Pennsy Supply, Inc. coal mechanically with 7 continuous 

Delaware.—Basalt was crushed for con- Miners and 5 mobile loaders (ot which 4 crete aggregate and roadstone by The Gen- were used with continuous miners) . Strip 

eral Crushed Stone Co., near Glen Mills ™¢s accounted for 283,000 tons and re- | So , | ported 25 power shovels, 3 draglines, 27 and by V. DiFrancesco & Sons near Haver- ? | . 
town. Dimension sandstone was quarried bulldozers, 10 power drills, and 19 trucks. 
by Media Quarry Co., near Media. Dimen- The auger mine reported one Bue, One a . . -... power drill, and two trucks. Four prepara- sion granite was quarried at two locations . eres | . tion plants prepared 5.3 million, mostly near Marple by Carl Galantino, Inc., for f d d mines in G C 
use in construction and architectural work. rom bncergroune mines in Greene County. 
Dimension mica schist was quarried by Di Five mines tipples crushed 858,000 tons. 

; ; Limestone was produced near Lake Lynn Bonaventura Quarries, Inc., near Spring- . P y™) 
field for rough building stone and by F. and Uniontown by Appalachian Stone Di- Cantono & Sons at their Foxcroft quarry Vision, Martin Marietta Corp. for concrete 

near Broomall for dressed building stone aggregate, roadstone, agricultural Purposes and rubble. : and for coal mine dust. Commercial Stone 
Corp., produced limestone near Belle Ver- The Insul-Fil Manufacturing Company, jon for riprap, concrete aggregate, and 

formerly known as Perlite P roducts Com-  oadstone. Bluestone was produced near 
pany, expanded perlite near Primos chiefly Connellsville by Connellsville Bluestone for use in building plaster. Sinclair Co. f 
Refining Co.. at its Marcus Hook refiner o. for concrete aggregate and _ roadstone. 

$ “9 a . y> ° ° produced liquid sulfur as a byproduct, us- Quartzite ganister was produced by Gener- 
ing a Claus-type process. Sun Oil Co., Mar- 4! Refractories Co., near Layton for the 
cus Hook, produced byproduct sulfur in manufacture of silica brick. Shale was pro- 

single stage catalytic oxidation of hydrogen duced near Layton by Layton Fire Clay 
sulfide. Co. for building brick manufacture. Flint 

Elk.—Strip mines accounted for 325,000 and plastic fire clay for manufacturing fire- 
tons of bituminous coal and reported 16 brick and high alumina brick was _pro- 
power shovels, 6 draglines, 17 bulldozers, 4 duced at the Ohiopyle strip near Union-
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town by Kaiser Refractories, Division of in the manufacture of mortar. Strip mines 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., and producing bituminous coal reported 4 
by Robert N. Matthews from his Gettemy power shovels, 2 draglines, 3 bulldozers, 2 

strip near Uniontown. Flint fire clay was power drills, and 3 trucks. Of the 4 under- 
produced near Ohiopyle by MHarbison- ground mines 1 loaded coal mechanically 
Walker Refractories Co. for the manufac- with one hand-loaded face conveyor. The | 
ture of firebrick and block. Sand and grav- auger mine reported one auger, one power 
el was recovered by dredging near Point drill, and one truck. 

Meer core ane Paving Purposes Indiana—Thirty-eight of the 54 under- 
y oa ground mines loaded 6.6 million tons of 
Franklin.—Limestone was produced near bituminous coal mechanically with 74 con- 

Chambersburg by Valley Quarries, Inc.; tinuous miners, 13 mobile loaders (of 
near Dry Run by New Enterprise Stone & which 5 were used with continuous 

Lime Co.; and near Williamson and Zul- miners), and 3 hand-loaded face conveyors. 
linger by Appalachian Stone Division, Mar- Thirty-six cutting machines cut 151,000 

tin Marietta Corp.; J. R. Zeek quarried di- tons. Strip mines accounted for 871,000 
mension sandstone near Orrstown for tons and reported 36 power shovels, 11 
construction work. Sand was recovered and draglines, 1 carryall scraper, 37 bulldozers, 

processed for building purposes by Mt. Cy- 7 power drills, and 78 trucks. Auger mines 
donia Sand Co., Inc., at a stationary plant reported 5 augers, 1 bulldozer, and 6 

near Fayetteville. Caledonia Sand Co. re- trucks. Fourteen preparation plants pre- 
covered bank-run sand for building pur- pared 5.4 million tons of clean coal, all of 
poses near Fayetteville. | which was produced underground. Nine- 

Greene.—Most of the tonnage of bitu- te? mine tipples crushed 2.7 million tons 
minous coal produced was from undey- and seven plants treated 343,000 tons with 

ground mines and not sold in the open © and other materials. 
market. Seventeen of the 20 underground Plastic fire clay was produced near 
mines loaded 12.0 million tons of coal me- Clymer by Roy E. Foehrenbach for fire- 
chanically with 89 continuous miners and brick and _ block manufacture. Hiram 
49 mobile loaders (of which 42 were used Swank’s Sons, Inc., produced a_ small 

with continuous miners). Eight cutting ma- amount of plastic fire clay from their 
chines cut 156,000 tons. Strip mines report- Swank No. 6 underground mine near 
ed 6 power shovels, 6 bulldozers, 1 drag- Clymer but closed the mine during the _ 
line, 2 power drills, and 12 trucks. Four year. | 
preparation plants prepared 6.4 million Jefferson.—Strip mines accounted for 
tons of clean coal, all of which was mined " P . 

é ; 916,000 tons of bituminous coal and report-. 
underground. Five plants crushed 5.0 mil- . 
lion tons and two plants treated 451,000 ed 49 power shovels, 18 draglines, 52 bull- p ; . . 
tons with oil. dozers, 4 power drills, and 108 trucks. Six- 

teen of the 23 underground mines loaded 
Huntingdon.—Industrial sand was recov- 605,000 tons of coal mechanically with 14 

cred and processed by Pennsylvania Glass continuous miners and 14 hand-loaded face 
Sand Corp., at its Keystone Works near conveyors. Twenty-nine cutting machines 
Mapleton Depot for a wide range of uses, cut 121,000 tons. Auger mines reported 7 
including glass, molding, chemical, ceram- augers, 2 bulldozers, and 16 trucks. Four 
ics, abrasives, engine, metallurgical, and preparation plants prepared 844,000 tons of 

autoclave. Limestone was produced at the clean coal. Seventeen mine tipples crushed 
Shade Gap plant near Orbisonia by L. H. 863,000 tons and _ four plants treated 

Parsons Stone & Lime Co.; near Orbisonia 193,000 tons with calcium chloride. Plastic 

and McConnellstown by New Enterprise fire clay was produced at an underground 
Stone & Lime Co.; and by Warner Co. at mine near Summerville by Hanley Co. for 
its Union Furnace operation near Tyrone. building brick manufacture. Vitrified sewer 
Quartzite was produced near Three Springs pipe was manufactured from clay mined 

by North American Refractories Co., for near Brockway by The Brockway Clay Co. 
silica brick manufacture. Limestone was produced by Sugar Hill 

Plastic fire clay was produced by Alexan- Limestone Co., near Brockway for concrete 
dria Fre Clay Co. near Alexandria for use aggregate, roadstone and agricultural pur-
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poses. Brockway Sand & Gravel recovered near Hillsville by United States Steel 
bank-run sand near Brockway for paving Corp.; for cement manufacture near Wam- 
purposes. pum by Medusa Portland Cement Co., and 
Lackawanna.—Sand and gravel was recov- for concrete aggregate, roadstone, and ce- 

ered and processed at a stationary plant ™ment manufacture by Bessemer Cement 
near Moscow by Contractors Sand & Gray- Co., Division of Diamond Alkali Co. Lime- 
el, Inc., mostly for ready-mixed cement. stone also was produced by New Castle 
Peat was produced by Wayne Peat Humus Lime & Stone Co., in Mahoning Township 
Co., Inc., near Gouldsboro and by Lake and by Mooney Bros. Supply Co., near 
Linda Peat Co., Inc., near Dalton for gen- West Pittsburg. Plastic fire clay for use in 
eral soil improvement. foundries, building brick and _ vitrified 

Lancaster.—Limestone was produced by  S¢Wer pipe, was produced near Enon Valley 
A. G. Kurtz & Sons, Inc., near Denver; Bel- by Ralph A. Veon, Inc.; The Negley Fire 
mont Limestone Co. near Paradise: Clay Co. near New Galilee; and Jack Craig 

Rohrer’s Quarry, Inc., near Lititz; J. Miller Coal & Clay Co., near Wampum. McQuis- 
Eshleman & Son, Inc., near Landisville; The 0m Coal Co. produced plastic fire clay and 
Blue Ball Stone Co., Inc., near Blue Ball; Shale near Bessemer for building brick 
D. M. Stoltzfus & Son, Inc., near Talmage, manufacture. Shale was produced near 
Quarryville and New Texas; H. R. Miller New Castle by Fenati Brick Co., Inc., for 
near Lancaster; Bradford Hills Quarry, manufacturing brick. Bessemer Cement Co., 
Inc., near Morgantown; Heisey Brothers Division of Diamond Alkali Co., produced 
Quarries near Rheems; Binkley & Ober, shale at their No. 7 quarry near Bessemer 
Inc., near East Petersburg; and J. M. Bren- for use in portland and other hydraulic 
ner Co. near Lancaster; The J. E. Baker Cements. Medusa Portland Cement Co. 

Co., near Bainbridge; Compass Quarries, produced shale near Wampum for port- 
Inc., near Gap; Ivan M. Martin, Inc., near and cement manufacture. Keystone Loam : 

Blue Ball; and David M. Burkholder, Inc, % Clay Co. produced miscellaneous clay ! near Ephrata. near Edinburg for foundry use. | 
Shale was produced near Ephrata by Sand and gravel was recovered and proc- | 

Glen Gery Shale Brick Corp. for building essed at a stationary plant near West Pitts- | 
brick manufacture. Plastic fire clay was burg by Mahoning Valley Sand Co. and by | 
produced near Narvon by Narvon Mines Superior Sand & Supply Co. near New Castle. | 
Ltd. for use in drywall joint cement, insec- Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co. pro- | 
ticides and fungicides, foundries, animal duced exfoliated vermiculite near Ellwood | 
feed concentrates, and building brick. Lan- City chiefly for loose fill insulation and ! 
caster Brick Co. produced miscellaneous agricultural use. Strip mines accounted for | 
clay near Lancaster and purchased shale 1,129,000 tons of bituminous coal and _ re- | 
from Roger E. Gerhart, Inc., near Lititz for | ported 30 power shovels, 25 draglines, 40 | 
the manufacture of building brick. Sand bulldozers, 9 power drills, and 49 trucks. 

. was recovered and processed at a stationary Auger mines reported 2 augers and 3 
plant near Milton Grove by Milton Grove trucks. Coal crushed at 6 mine tipples to- | 
Sand, Inc., for building, paving, and anti- taled 366,000 tons. Peat was produced by ! 
skid purposes. Sand was also recovered near D. M. Boyd Co., and Welker Greenhouses, | 
Honey Brook and Brownstown. Inc., near Leesburg. | 

Lawrence.—Portland and masonry ce- Lebanon.—Crude magnetite, containing 
ments were produced by Bessemer Cement —yajyable byproducts such as copper, gold 
Company, Division of Diamond Alkali Co., and silver, pyrite, and cobalt was mined by | 
near Bessemer and by Medusa Portland Bethlehem Mines Corp. at Cornwall. The Cement Co., near Wampum. Most of the P- : il 
portland cement was general use and mod- crude ore was processed at the Cornwa 
erate heat, although both companies also concentrator (1) by crushing and grinding, | 
produced some high-early-strength cement. ™@gnetic separation and cindering the fine- 
Most of the shipments were made in bulk ‘ized material to produce a concentrated : 
by trucks to ready-mixed concrete com- iron cinder, and (2) by flotation and ag- } 
panies. glomeration to recover copper concentrates 

Limestone for use as a blast furnace flux (containing gold and silver) and pyrite ! 
and for cement manufacture was produced concentrates (containing cobalt) . 

|
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| Limestone was produced by Fiala, Inc, near Dupont and The General Crushed 
and H. E. Millard Lime & Stone Co., near Stone Co. near White Haven. Shale was 
Annville; and by Sheridan Slag Co., and recovered from refuse coal banks near 
Calcite Quarry Corp., near Lebanon. Out- Wilkes-Barre by the Bylite Corporation to 
put was used for blast furnace flux, con- produce light weight aggregate for use in 
crete aggregate, roadstone, railroad ballast, building blocks and_ structural concrete. 
agricultural purposes, cement, and lime Hazleton Brick Co. produced miscellaneous 
manufacture. Whitmoyer Laboratories, clay near Hazleton and Pottsville for use 

Inc., reported consumption of crude iodine in the manufacture of building brick. Peat 
in manufacturing inorganic and organic was produced near White Haven by Blue 
compounds at its plant near Myerstown. Ridge Soil Pep Co., Inc. Pennsylvania Peat 

Lehigh.—Portland and masonry cements Moss, Inc., and Stiller’s Blue Ridge Peat Co. 
: , and near Wilkes-Barre by Bald Mountain 

were produced by Coplay Cement Manu- Peat Cor | | 
facturing Co., near Coplay, and by Lehigh oP " | 
Portland Cement Co., near Fogelsville. Lycoming.—Limestone was produced by 
Portland cement was also produced by Lycoming Silica Sand Co., at its Lime Bluff 

| Giant Portland Cement Co., near Egypt quarry near Muncy and at its Pine Creek 
and by The Whitehall Cement Manufac- quarry near Jersey Shore for concrete 
turing Co., near Cementon. Most of the aggregate, roadstone, and agricultural pur- 

portland cement was shipped in bulk by poses. Sand and gravel was recovered by 
truck to ready-mixed concrete companies Lycoming Silica Sand Co., near Montours- 

and concrete product manufactureres. A _ ville. Irregular-shaped sandstone was quar- 
major portion of the portland cement pro- ried by Rummings Bluestone Co., near 
duction was of the general use and moder- Slate Run for construction work. Slate 
ate heat type and non-air-entrained. flour was produced by Keystone Filler & 

Each of the cement companies produced Manufacturing Co. near Muncy. Penn 
limestone for use in the manufacture of Paint & Filler Company and Keystone 
cement at operations near the plants. Filler Manufacturing Co. produced tri- 
Limestone also was produced by Eastern poli (rottenstone) for sale as a filler and 
Industries, Inc., near Stiles and by Lehigh abrasive material. Bituminous coal was 
Stone Co., near Ormrod for concrete aggre- produced at 4 strip operations, which re- 
gate, roadstone, and cement manufacture. ported 3 power shovels, 3 draglines, 4 bull- 

Penn Big Bed Slate Co., Inc, quarried dozers, 2 power drills, and 5 trucks. Two 
slate near Slatedale for use as roofing slate, tipples crushed 103,000 tons of coal. 

structural and sanitary slabs, blackboards, McKean.—Shale was produced near Le- 

flagging, and other cut stone uses. The wis Run by Hanley Co. for building brick 
Pennsylvania Perlite Corp. expanded per- and floor and wall tile manufacture. Kane 

lite near Allentown chiefly for use in the stone Co. produced sandstone near Kane 
manufacturing of building plaster and = foy concrete aggregate, roadstone, and rip- 
cryogenic applications. Zinc sulfide ore rap. Sand for industrial purposes was re- 
mined and concentrated at the Friedens- covered near Eldred. Bituminous coal was 
ville mine was shipped to a smelter at Pal- produced at one strip operation reporting 

merton for recovery of zinc metal. 1 power shovel, 2 draglines, 2 bulldozers, 
Luzerne.—Sand and gravel was recovered and 4 trucks. Coal was crushed at onc tip- 

by Airport Sand & Gravel Co., Inc, near Ple.. 

Wyoming Glendale Sand & Stone Co. Mercer.—Strip mines producing bitumin- 
in Pittston Twp.; Frank B. Sgarlat Sand & 
Gravel Co., near Forty Fort; J. A. & W. A. ous coal reported 12 power shovels, 9 drag: 
Hess, Inc., near Nescopeck; No. 1 Contract- lines, 16 bulldozers, 2 power drills, and 20 

ing Corp. of Delaware at a stationary plant ‘tucks. One preparation plant was active 
near West Pittston; and A. Barletta & Sons and used pneumatic equipment. Four mine 

near Nescopeck. Sandstone for concrete tipples reported 96,000 tons of crushed 
aggregate and roadstone was produced by coal. Sand and gravel was recovered by Sei- 

No. 1 Contracting Corp. of Delaware near dle Sand & Gravel, Inc., near Mercer; by 

Drums; American Asphalt Paving Co. near Transfer Sand & Gravel Co. in Pymatuning 

Shavertown; Coolbaugh Sand & Stone, Inc., Township; at a stationary plant near Big
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Bend by Taylor Sand & Gravel Co., and struction Co., Inc., crushed. granite near 

near Hadley by Atlas Sand & Gravel, Inc. Bethayres for concrete aggregate and road- 

George Hazen recovered bankrun gravel stone. | > mo es 

for paving purposes near Clarks Mills. Basalt was crushed by Kibblehouse 

Crushed: sandstone for concrete aggregate, Quarries, Inc. near Perkiomenville and 

roadstone, riprap, refractory furnace lining, Pottstown Trap Rock Quarries, Inc., near 

ferrosilicon, filler, foundry, and recreation Sanatoga for concrete..aggregate, roadstone, 

purposes was produced by White Rock Sili- and riprap. Montgomery. Stone Co., Inc., 

ca Sand Co., near Greenville. quarried basalt near Montgomeryville for 

- Mifflin.—Industrial sand was recovered rough and dressed: dimension s tone and 

and processed by Pennsylvania Glass Sand crushed stone. for concrete. aggregate and 

Corp. at its Hatfield Works in McVeytown. roadstone: ruses aoe ene was produced 

James R. Kline’s Sons recovered sand for In, ° se era by. focnane Products a O-s 

building purposes near Lewistown. George ne., Or refractory furnace lining cane ca 

E. Miller Coal Co. recovered sand for regular-shap ed sfone for. construction and 

building purposes and gravel for paving for furnace lining without further Process: 

purposes near McVeytown. Limestone was mg: Vecchione Brothers quarried. dimen- 

produced by Bethlehem Mines Corp. at its ston sandstone “lite Glenside tor ad 
Naginey quarry for metallurgical flux, con- Mk a 5 ‘8! Co se Huson “| fo 

crete aggregate, roadstone, stone sand, and fone \o., near ar eysville for 

pulverized stone; by Derry Limestone Co., Se hcstoge eens one and eer ‘Crushed 

near Lewistown and George E. Miller Coal | uestone “on Produes by a Noe ETAES 

Co., near McVeytown for concrete aggre- for near pring - and an “ds ee Beet. 

gate and roadstone; and by Honey Creek or concrete aggregate and raadstone. Port: 

Lime Co., near Reedsville for lime manu- land and masonry cements were P roduced 

facture, Haws Refractories Co. produced oy anentown Portland cement Co.,, near 

: crushed quartzite near Hawstone for the est ons ohocken and y.G. & W. Hi. 

manufacture of silica brick. _ Corson, Inc., near Plymouth Meeting. Most 

Monroe —Hamilton Stone Co. produced snd méderate heat type. non ite entrained. 
limestone near Bossardsville for concrete Shale was produced Atak Trappe by Phila- 
aggregate, roadstone, and cement manufac- delphia Brick Co, for the manufacture. of 
ture. Miscellaneous clay was produced near heavy. clay products. . The Keller Pottery 

Kunkletown by Universal Atlas Division of Co. produced common clay. near .North 

United States Steel Corp. for portland and Wales for the manufacture of flower pots. 
one hydraulic cement manufacture | | Sand and gravel for | construction. | pur 

and and gravel was recovered and proc- oses was. processed near. Norristown b 

essed at a stationary plant near Strouds- William Bambi & Sons, Inc., but this com. 
burg by Javelyn Mobile Mix, Inc. near pany went out of business at yearend. Re- 
Kunkletown by Sheesley Minerals, Inc.; and fractory & Insulation Corp. expanded per- 
at a stationary plant near East Stroudsburg lite near Port Kennedy for use as concrete 
by Robert Lee & J. Stanley Hallett. Peat aggregate and filler. : oe . 

was produced by World Wide Peat Co., Northampton.—The county continued to 
near Blakeslee and by Pocono Peat Co., be first ‘in th ducti £ cement, with 
near East Stroudsburg for general soil 3 coe a ee eee ee 
improvement. plants shipping almost 18 million barrels 

, . _ of portland and masonry cement. Ready- 

Montgomery.—Limestone was produced mixed concrete companies purchased most 
by Glasgow Quarry, Inc., near Conshohock- of the cement with a significant quantity 
en; Bradford Hills Quarry, Inc., near Nor- purchased by concrete product manufac- 

ristown; by G. & W. H. Corson, Inc., near turers. Thirty-five kilns were used during 
Plymouth Meeting; by Allentown Portland the year. North Bangor Slate Co. produced 
Cement Co., near West Conshohocken; and slate near Bangor for roofing, flagging, and 
by Bethlehem Mines Corp., at its McCoy aquarium bottoms, and expanded slate for 

quarry near King of Prussia, and at its lightweight aggregates. Also near Bangor, 
Bridgeport quarry. Dimension granite was D. Stoddard & Sons, Inc., processed raw 
quarried at the Marcolina Bros., Inc., Hill- slate for structural, sanitary, and _black- 
crest quarry near Laverock. Mignatti Con- board uses, and Pennsylvania Lightweight
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Aggregate, Inc., produced crushed slate for sulfur from oil refinery gas at its Philadel- 
granules and expanded slate for light- phia plant using the Claus process. Atlan- 

weight aggregate. Near Pen Argyl slate was, tic Richfield Co. recovered hydrogen sulfide 
produced by Albion Vein Slate Co., Dia- by the Girdler System, using diethanola- 
mond Slate Co., Anthony Dally & Sons, mine and monethanolamine. United States 
Inc., Stephens-Jackson Co., and Doney Slate Gypsum Co. produced calcined gypsum at 
Co. Output was used for structural and its plant near Philadelphia. 
sanitary work, blackboards, billiard table p . . 
tops, roofing, flooring, and flagging. Emer- otter.—Sandstone was quarried for ir- 

ald Slate Corp. produced slate near Wind regular-shaped stone and flagging by: Penn 
Gap. Kress Flagstone Co., Inc., M. D. Robinson 

Flagstone Co., Charles McCloskey near 
Limestone was produced by The Trum- Austin; Lloyd A. Tyler near Odin; Carroll 

bower Co., Inc., near Nazareth and by M. Winseck near Roulette; Arthur Coole 
Bethlehem Mines Corp. near Bethlehem pear Coudersport; Moore & Purdy near 

for concrete aggregate, roadstone, railroad Wharton: and John Majot near Bark 

ballast, agricultural purposes, clay filler, Shanty. 
stone sand, and riprap. Limestone for ce- | 
ment manufacture was produced by Na- Schuylkill.—Harbison-Walker Refractories 

tional Portland Cement Co. near Bethle- ©0. produced crushed quartzite near An- 
hem; Dragon Cement Co., Inc., and dreas for silica brick manufacture. Crushed 

‘Universal Atlas Cement Division of U.S. sandstone for concrete aggregate and road- 
| Steel near Northampton; Keystone Port- stone was produced by Summit Quarries, 

land Cement Co. near Bath; Lone Star Ce- Inc., near Summit Station. Huss Contract- 

| ment Corp., Penn-Dixie Cement Corp., and ing Co. produced limestone near Andreas 
Nazareth Cement Co. near Nazareth; and for concrete aggregate and roadstone. Indus- 

Hercules Cement Co., Division of American trial sand was recovered and processed at a 

Cement Corp. near Stockertown. Gravel Stationary plant near Andreas by Refractory 
was recovered and processed at a stationary Sand Co., Inc. Shale was produced near 
plant near Bangor by Steckel Concrete Co., auburn ay Auber Back Co. for the manu- 
formerly owned by W. J. Lowe & Sons, Inc. *acture of building brick. 

san ane grave ee mel mou Somerset.—Strip mines producing bitu- 
Porthan d im d Lehigh Valley San d & Gravel minous coal reported 85 power shovels, 57 

| JN draglines, 82 bulldozers, 34 power drills, 
Co., Inc., near Easton. Finished natural 444 145 trucks. Twenty-two of the 58 un- 

and manufactured pigments, mostly brown derground mines loaded 1.1 million tons of 
and ted, Met P roduced by Minerals, me coal mechanically with 17 continuous 

aoe ei Oi a atrcnud, mines 2 mobile lxders, and. 24 hand ston Inc, near Bethlehem loaded face conveyors. Sixty-three cutting 
a— , machines cut 328,000 tons. Eleven prepara- 

Northumberland.—Shale from stock was tion plants prepared 2.2 million tons of 
used by Watsontown Products Co. in Wat- clean coal, 1.2 million tons of which was 
sontown for linoleum filler. Watsontown strip coal and 1.0 million tons under- 
Brick Co. produced red shale, and Glen ground coal. Fifteen tipples crushed 1.5 
Gery Shale Brick Corp. produced shale million tons, and 8 plants treated 127,000 
both near Watsontown for building brick tons with oil. Plastic fire clay was produced 
manufacture. Limestone for concrete aggre- near Somerset by C. Brant Mining Co., near 
gate, roadstone, and agricultural purposes Springs by Otto Brick & Tile Works, Inc., 
was produced by Meckley’s Limestone and by Harbison-Walker Refractories Co. 
Products, Inc., near Herndon. Clyde Star- at its Garrett open-pit. Flint fire clay for 
ook produced a small amount of burnt  firebrick manufacture was produced near 
lime for agricultural use near Northumber- Shanksville by Svonavec, Inc. and by Gen- 
land. eral Refractories Co. near Fort Hill and 

Philadelphia—Sand and gravel for build. Rockwood. 
ing purposes and for city use was dredged Limestone was produced by Keystone 

from the Delaware River by The Liberty Lime Co. near Springs and by Somersct 
Corp. Gulf Oil Corp. recovered byproduct Limestone Co., Inc., near Bakersville for
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concrete aggregate, roadstone, agricultural coal, 12.2 million tons of which was under- 
purposes, and riprap. Sandstone was pro- ground coal. Seven mine tipples crushed 
duced by Clarence Rodamer near Springs 6.9 million tons, and 3 plants treated 1.0 
for stone sand and by Detwilers Industries, million tons with oil. Limestone was pro- 
Inc., near Central City for concrete aggre- duced by Washington Stone Co., Inc., near 

gate and roadstone. Sand for construction Washington for concrete aggregate and 
uses was recovered and processed at a sta- _roadstone. 
qonary plant mear Boswell by Boswell Sand Wayne.—Sandstone flagging, irregular- 

° shaped construction stone, and cut archi- 

Susquehanna.—Crushed sandstone for  tectural stone were quarried by Sterling 
concrete aggregate and roadstone was pro- Quarries, Inc. W. R. Strong & Son, and 

duced by State Aggregates, Inc., near Mon- Paul Tompkins Estate. Crushed sandstone 
trose, who purchased the quarry from Sus- was produced near Lake Ariel by Wayne 

quehanna Quarry Co. early in the year; Crushed Stone, Inc., for concrete aggregate 
and by Keelor Supply Co., Inc., Bennett’s and roadstone. Sand for building purposes 
quarry near Clifford. Sandstone for flagging was recovered at the Willis Black Sand & 
was quarried by Powers Brothers Quarries Gravel pit near Lake Ariel. Sand and grav- 

near Birchardville; Lee A. Wilbur Flag- el for paving purposes was recovered and 
stone Co. near Kingsley; Herbert Harvey & processed by Keystone Pavement & Con- 

Sons near Springville; and Wade H. Swin- struction Co., Inc., at its stationary plant 
gle, Jr., near Harford. Mitchell Stone Co. near Lake Ariel. 

near Springville and Susquehanna Blue- . 

stone Co. near Fairdale quarried irregu- Westmoreland.—Fight of the 24 under- 

lar-shaped bluestone for construction work ground mines loaded 3.5 million tons of 
and flagging. bituminous coal mechanically with 20 con- 

- ; ; ; ; tinuous miners, 16 mobile loaders (8 of 
Tioga.—Strip mines producing bitumin- which were used with continuous miners) , 

ous coal reported 11 power shovels, 7 drag- and 2 hand-loaded face conveyors. Twenty- 
lines, 14 bulldozers, 4 power drills, and 13 foyy cutting machines cut 709,000 tons. 
trucks. One preparation plant cleaned coal Strip mines reported 24 power shovels, 7 

with pneumatic equipment and 2 tipples qyaplines, 27 bulldozers, 9 power drills, and 
crushed 485,000 tons. Sand for foundry uses 35 trucks, Five preparation plants prepared 

and gravel for road work was recovered 39 million tons of clean coal, all of which 
and processed at a portable plant near was mined underground. Seven mine tip- 
Middlebury Center by Fredric M. Gee pies crushed 2.2 million tons and two | 
Gravel Co. plants treated 1.7 million tons with oil and 

Venango.—Strip mines producing bitu- other materials. Sand and gravel was recov- 
minous coal reported 13 power shovels, 8 ered by dredging the Allegheny River mear 
draglines, 11 bulldozers, 3 power drills, and New Kensington by Davison Sand & Gravel 
52 trucks. Gravel for building, paving, fill, Co. and processed for construction pur- 
and other uses was recovered at a station- poses. 

ary plant near Titusville by White City Crushed sandstone for concrete aggregate 
Sand and Gravel Co. and near Oil City by was produced by J. M. Hall, Inc., near 
Oil City Sand & Gravel Co. Pennsylvania pasgaley; Eidemiller Enterprises, Inc., mear 
Glass Sand Corp. produced industrial sand Whitney; Penn Aggregates near Jeannette; 
for molding and furnace uses at its Venan- Murrysville Bluestone Co., Inc., near Mur- 

go Works. rysville; and Latrobe Construction Co. near 
Washington.—Twelve of the 15 under- Ligonier. Crushed shale was produced by 

ground mines loaded 13.5 million tons of Clayton H. Remaley near Sardis for drive- 
bituminous coal mechanically with 67 con- ways and filter beds and by Reifschneider 
tinuous miners and 40 mobile loaders, of | Brothers near Lower Burrell for concrete 

which 9 were used with continuous miners. aggregate and roadstone. Dimension sand- 
Thirty-one cutting machines cut 4.1 mil- stone was quarried by Clifford B. Wareham 
lion tons. Strip mines reported 21 power near Irwin for irregular-shaped stone for 
shovels, 5 draglines, 22 bulldozers, 7 power construction work and by Lynn’s Quarry 
drills, and 37 trucks. Seven preparation near Belle Vernon for flagging. Limestone 
plants prepared 12.4 million tons of clean was produced by Agricultural Lime &
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Stone Co. in Derty Township and by Paul Wrightsville; Standard Concrete Products 
W. Keridi & Sons., Inc., near Mt. Pleasant Co. near York; York Building Products Co., 
for concreté aggregate, roadstone, agricul- Inc., near Thomasville; Codorus Stone & 
tural purposes, and lime manufacture. Supply Co., Inc., near Mt. Wolf; Thomas- 
Shale was produced near Trafford by ville Stone & Lime Ce. near Thomasville; 
Charles Kunkle for use hy Pitt & Subur- White Pigment Corp. near York; York 
ban Brick Co. A small athount of high- Stone & Supply Co., National Gypsum 
magnesium lime for agricultiiral purposes  Co., The J. E. Baker Co., and by Medusa 
was produced by Agricultural Lime & Portland Cement Co. all near York. 
Stone Co, near Derry. i oe The Ruberoid Co. processed crushed 
Wyoming.—Sand and gravel was recov: slate near Delta for granules and flour. 

ered and processed at the Wyoanna plant Shale was produced near York by Glen 
near Falls by Wyoming Sand & Stone Co.  Gery Shale Brick Corp, for the manufac- 
for building, paving, and antiskid pur- ture of building brick at its York Colonial 
poses. Sandstone was quairied by J.G. Ro: Division. Miscellaneous clay was produced 
binson, Inc., near Ft. Washington for flag- by Medusa Portland Cement Co. near York 

| ging. : for use in the manufacture of portland and 
~ York.—Portland and masonry cement other hydraulic cements. Sand for building 
was produced by Medusa Portland Cement purposes was recovered and processed at a 
Co. near York. Most of the portland ce- stationary plant near York by Neuman 
ment was the general use and moderate Sand & Supply Co. and by Peniisy Supply, 
heat type, but substantial quantities of Inc., near York Haven. General Mining As- 
white and high-early-strenigth were also  sociates recovered crude flake mica near | 
produced: Shipments were mainly in bulk York and air-separated it for sales to paint, 
and shipped by railroad. Most of the ce: roofing, rubber (mold lubricant) , grease, 
ment was sold to ready-imixed concrete welding rods, insulation (electric), and 
companies with a large amount also sold to textile coating manufacturers. Pennsylvania 

| concrete product manufacturers. Limestone Perlite Corp. expanded perlite near York 
was produced by Kliries Quarry, Inc., near chiefly for use in building plaster. |



The Mineral Industry of Puerto Rico, The Panama Canal 
Zone, The Virgin Islands, Pacific Island Possessions, and 

Trust Terrjtory of the Pacific Islands 

The Puerta Rico section of this chapter has been prepared under # cooperative 
agreement betweén the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the 

Mineralogy and Geology Section, Industrial Rséarch, Economic Development Admin- 
istration, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, for collecting information on all minerals. 

By Harry F. Robertson,’ José F. Cadilla,? gnd Roy Y. Ashizawa * 

PUERTO RICO + 

Mineral production in Puerto Rico was ¢enter facilities ig Rio Piedras and Maya- 

valued at $50.8 million, a gain of about 11 guez operated by the University of Puerte 

percent. Cement, sand and grayel, and Rico in cénjunction with the Atomic Et- 

stone comprised about 48, 29, and 21 per- ergy Commission. 

cent, respectively, of the total value. Ponce Mining Co. and Cobre Caribe 

The Puerto Rico Water Resources Au- Corp., subsidiaries of American Metal Cli- 

thority planned té build two nuclear reac- max, In¢., and Kennecott Copper Corp., re- 

tors on the south coast to supply adequate spectively, continued negotiatiotis with the 

power for expected heavy industry in the Puerto Rico Economic Development Ad- 

area. Proposed location of the plant was ministration (PREDA), concerning dével- 

near Jobos Bay, 6 miles west of the Phil- opment of copper deposits in the Utiado- 

lips Puerto Rico Core, Inc., refinery. Elec: Lares-Adjuntas area. 
trical power available to the Island would 

increase to 2 million kilowatts. | $< 

A Senate bill granted Puerto Rico $4.2 1 Supervisory mining engineer, Bureau of 
“a7:. — . : ot Mines, Bartlesville, Okla. - 

million to conduct nuclear projects and ré- 2Chief, Mineralogy and Geology Seetion, 

search. Approximately $1.8 million was to Economic Development Administration; Com- 
. ; ao ate monwealth of Puerta Rico. 

be used for developing a second nuclear 3 Mineral specialist, Bureau of Mines, San 

core for the reactor located in Rinodn. The Fraficisco, Calif. -w F. Robertso & José 

remainder of the money will go to nuclear  Gagiia "PY OY MOEFE=OD SO dose F, 

Table 1.—Mineral production ip Puerto Rico * 

1965 1966 / 

Mineral | Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Qwantity (thousands) 

Cement_________-__----thousand 376-pound barrels_- 7,284 $23 415 T ,603 S24 297 

Clays.____....---------------thousand short tons. - 357 288 850 271 

Lime... - enw ne ne ee nee ene n tee 0. 2 27 B67 30 960 
Salt__.....______-_-_---------------- 62 ---- -- dL 8 138 11 183 

Sand and gravel..........-.-.-.----2-------do.--- 8,147 18,405 9,879 14,554 
Stone______._..__--_------------+----------d0._-- 5,344 9,111 5,732 10,541 

Total. __.---------------- eee eee eee eee XX 46,224 xx 50,786 
SC 
XX Not applicable. . 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

685
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in tion material resources reports was dele- 
constant 1957-59 dollars gated to the Highway Authority. 

(Thousands) The Materials Research Division of the 
Department of Public Works investigated 

Year Value! methods of roadbed stabilization. A report 
A WaS published describing results obtained 
1957__.-. eee $17 , 431 injecti i i i 198e e222 31°987 by injecting lime into the clayey soils 
1959_..........._.._ 177 20,857 under the pavement.7 
1960____-_.-__.---- eee 30,138 | 
1961__.- -_ eel , 1962.2 eee 8 884 REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 
1963__..._________.____.-_-_--_--.- 40 , 522 | | 
eet errrnc canara re cen an nen rene renee 407082 Nonmetals. — Cement. — Increased con- 
1966__--- 9 49,932 struction activity on the Island accounted 
_________—_——— _ for a corresponding increase in the usage 

' Data for 1952-65 revised. of portland cement. The quantity of im- 
ported cement gained about 2 percent, 

The U.S. Geological Survey, working totaling 568,500 barrels. About 82 percent 
under a cooperative agreement with PRE- of the cement was imported from Colom- 
DA, mapped quadrangles at various loca- bia; Belgium and Japan accounted for 
tions on the Island as part of the program most of the remainder. 
of preparing geologic maps and investigat- Puerto Rican Cement Co., Inc. complet- 
ing the mineral resources of Puerto Rico. ed the expansion and modernization pro- 
Reports were published on the geology of gram at its Ponce and San Juan plants. 
the Florida quadrangle5 and the strati- Two new grinding mills, a new 3.5-million- 
graphy of the Corozal quadrangle.6 barrel kiln, and improved raw material re- 

The Water Resources Division of the U.S. claiming _ facilities began operating. At 
Geological Survey, in cooperation with the yearend, total annual capacity of the two 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, worked on _ plants was increased to 11.5 million barrels. 
water resource reports of the Guanica, Construction of a new cement plant by 
Guayanilla-Yauco, Ponce, Juana Diaz, and Toa Cement Co. continued in the north- 
Jobos areas. Maps delineating boundaries central part of the Island. Initial operation 
of record floods were being prepared for of the plant was scheduled for late 1967. 
Ponce, Humacao, Arecibo, and Manati. Clay—Most of the clay produced was 

The Soils and Geology Division of the used in making cement. Diazlite, Inc., 
Puerto Rican Department of Public Works Puerto Rico’s only lightweight aggregate 
in cooperation with the Federal Bureau of 
Public Roads continued a survey of con- 5 Nelson, Arthur E., and W. H. Monroe. Geol- 
struction material resources of Puerto Rico. ogy of the Florida Quadrangle, Puerto Rico, ‘sh for S U.S. Geol. Survey Bull. 1221-C, 1966, 22 pp. 
Reports were published for San Juan, Jun- * Nelson, Arthur E, Cretaceous and Tertiary cos, and Manati quadrangles, Work con- Rocks in the Corozal Quadrangle, Northern . . Puerto Rico. U.S. Geol. Survey Bull. 1244-C, tinued on reports for Rio Grande, Barce- 1966, 20 pp. 
loneta, and Arecibo quadrangles. responsi- 7 Pérez, Rafael Cruz. Drill-Lime Stabilization. 
bility for continuing the series of construc.  °™monwea Stuay mere Bice Bon. Public 

Table 3.—Portland cement production and shipments 

Eee 

Shipments 

Production Value 
Year (376-pound 376-pound = ———____—_____ 

barrels) barrels Average per 
Thousands barrel 

ee 
1957-61 (average)____.______---___---_--__- 5, 434,366 5,413,112 $16,176 $2.99 1962__.___-_---- eee 6,364,736 6,346 ,662 20,018 3.15 
1963__..--------_--- 2 eee 7,171,302 7,217,417 22,090 3.06 
1964__._ eee 7,910,624 7,925,781 23,879 3.01 
1965__._---- ee 7,268,773 7,284,219 23,415 3.21 
1966__.___-_-----2- eee 8,071,343 7,602 ,641 24,277 3.19 

Eee
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plant, expanded clay at its plant near T1m- Sand and Gravel—Construction activity 

jillo Alto. A substantial amount of sandy accounted for a 20 percent increase in sand 

clay used for fill on various construction and gravel production. Most of the ma teri- 

projects was not included as mineral pro- al was used as concrete aggregate. Silica 

duction. The high value of land in Puerto sand from inland beds west of San Juan 

Rico permits usage of pit-run fill costing as was used in the nearby cement and glass 

much as 85 cents per cubic meter. plants, in foundries, in sandblas ting, and 

; . in marble polishing. Puerto Rico Glass 

hime eo xe n cement . “oe Inc t Corp. used the white, high-grade silica 

aoe uce O yeratec 4 ab an 1 mme a sand in making bottles and jars. The com- 

once, Output gained about percent as pany imported feldspar and other raw ma- 
compared with last year. Most of the hy-  joriais 
drated lime was used as mason’s lime by . 
the Island’s construction industry. Other Stone—Limestone, locally classified as 

uses for the quicklime and hydrated lime marble, was produced in all districts. 
were for steel (electric furnaces) , soil con- Andesite, tuffaceous siltstone, and miscella- 

ditioning, sugar refining, leather tanning, "eous volcanic stone were produced in all 
and water purification and softening. districts except Arecibo. Granite was pro- 

d duced in Humacao and Guayama Districts. 

Salt-—Evaporated salt was recovere Crushed limestone comprised about 77 per- 
from ponds operated by Ponce Salt Indus- . . cent of total stone output. Crushed marble 
tries, Carlos Ramirez, and other producers dj ki Producti f 

in the Mayaguez District. Users of the salt was used mm making terrazzo. Froduction © 

included nearby chemical plants and _ sea- dimension marble from a quarry near Are- 

food processors and canners. Crude salt, cibo was planned. Puerto Rican Cement 
imported from Gran Inagua, was refined Co., Inc. reported using about 2 million tons 

for domestic use. of crushed limestone in cement production. 

Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

| (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) — 

a OS 
1965 1966 

. Class of operation and use ———— ct 
Quantity - Value Quantity Value 

NN 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building...__....------------------------ 2,074 $3 ,970— 2,409 $4,495 

Paving._.._.---------------------------- 1,572 1,964 1,884 2,130 

Fill__.-..------------------------------- 592 524 634 547 

Other___..------------------------------ 38 53 ----- w---- 

Total___..---------------------------- 4,276 6,511 4,927 7,172 

Gravel: 
Building...._-.-------------------------- 1,442 2,772 2,245 4,074 

Paving....------------------------------ 971 1,792 1,214 1,934 

Fill.....-_--.--------------------------- 576 479 - 458 381 

Total__.__...-------------------------- 2,989 5,043 3,917 6,389 

Total sand and gravel._.__-.------------ 7,265 11,554 8,844 13,561 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Paving.....----------------------------- 234 263 279 303 

Fill. ....-.------------------------------ 502 450 586 539 

Total. ._...---------------------+----- "136 718 865 842 

Gravel: 
Paving....-.---------------------------- 21 30 27 36 

Fill____....----------------------------- 125 108 143 115 

Total_._..-.---.---------------------- 146 138 170 151 

Total sand and gravel__.._-------------- 882 851 1,035 993 

Grand total...._-.--------------------- 8,147 12,405 9,879 14,554 
nn
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Table 5.—Stone sold or psed by producers 
(Fhousand short tons and thousand dollars) a . 

Year 
enn mee 

SO Quantity Value ——- Quantity Value 

1957-61 (average)_______.------ 2 -e--ee 87 $177 2,635 $3 , 722 
1962_.__.- 2 le 61 130 4,270 5,829 1963. _-__-_._---+---------------2----------2-- 65 152 3,918 5,306 1964_._-_ 222 TST TTT 75 191 4;347 6,009 1965... _.- 22-222 -- 2-2 ------- 2-2-2 te 4 - 180 4,236 6,607 
J966_._____----------------------l — 88 — 231 4,416 7, B55 

| Miscellaneous stone 2 Total = - 

Quantity “Value Quantity Value , 

1957-61 (average). _._......----------------------- 482—~—~«<“«*«S OO 3,154 ~ $4,819 
1962_._-_---- 22 -- eee 1,258 2,592 5,589 8,551 
1963..-2_-2- 22 -----ee eee ee 1,351 2,779 5,334 8,237 1964207 ee 1,082 2/386 5.504 8,586 
196§-._ eee 1,034 2,324 5,344 9,111 1966_._---_-------------------- 2-220 ----- 222d 1,228 2,755 - 5,732 10,541 

3 Includes limestone for cement and lime. a . - 
? Includes granite, marble, and mijscellaneous stone. 

_ Mineral Fuels,—Crude and unfinished oil satellite plants in the Corco oil refining-pe- 
imported from Venezuela and the Nether- _ trochemical complex at Pefiuelas. One of 
lands Antilles averaged 150,000 barrels per the new plants, being built by Shell and 
day, a 19 percent increase over the 1965 Commonwealth Chemicals, Inc., will make 

| total. The oils were refined at the Catafio cyclohexane, a principal ingredient in ny- 
plant of Caribbean Gulf Refining Corp. lon. Cyclohexane will be made from ben- 
and the Guayanilla plant of Common- zene and hydrogen supplied by Corco’s ar- 
wealth Oil Refining Co. . | omatics petrochemical plant. The plant 

The Phillips Petroleum Co. and the will have a capacity of 30 million gallons 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, in a joint per year, The second new plant, operated 
venture, began construction of a petroche- by a wholly owned affiliate of Corco named 
mical complex near Guayama. The com- Styrochem Corp., will make ethylbenzene. 
plex will be gwned and operated by Phil- _Puerto Rico Chemical Co. anriounced 
lips Puerto Rico Corg,, Inc. A 500-foot plans to double capacity of its 50-million- 
barge dock was built qn Jobos Bay to facil- pound-per-year phthalic anhydride plant 
itate delivery of construction materials and at Arecibo. Corco supplies orthoxylene 
hardware for the petrochemical plant. A feedstock for the phthalic plant through its 
permanent, deepwater harbor, adjoining subsidiary, Commonwealth Petrochemicals 
the plant site, was being dredged. A nylon at Pefiuelas. : | 
fibers plant was being constructed adjacent Texaco Inc. announced plans to build a 
to the petrochemical core plant. The ny- 40,000-barrel-per-day crude oil refinery on 
lon plant, a joint venture involving Phil- Puerto Rico’s southwest coast. Start of con- 
lips Petroleum Co. and Rhone Polenc Co. struction depends on U.S. Department of 
of France, will be owned and operated by the Interior's permission to bring the crude 
Fibers International Corp. Completion of jnput from Venezuela. The gasoline recov- 
this plant was scheduled for late 1967, as ered from the foreign crude oil would not 
was completion of the core plant, channel be sold in the U.S. market. 
dredging, and inland harbor facilities. | 

The Hercor Chemical Corp. paraxylene Metals.—Steel reinforcing bars for con- 
plant, built in a joint venture by Com- crete construction were produced by Indus- 
monwealth Oil Refining Co. (Corco) and _ trial Siderurgica, Inc., at its steel mill near 
Hercules, Inc., in the Pefiuelas area, began Cotafio. Installation of the second 20-ton 
production. Raw material for the plant, electric furnace was completed, and both 
consisting of mixed xylenes and hydrogen, furnaces were utilized for melting iron and 
will be obtained from the adjoining aro- steel scrap. Further equipment replacement 
matics plant of Commonwealth Petroche- was planned by the company. 
micals. Construction begdn on two more Ponce Mining Co., Cobre Caribe, and
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| Table 6:—Value of mineral production in Puerto Rico, by distticts | 

- Senatorial district 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966, in order of value 

Aguadilla_....._.---.2----- $1, 308 ,300 $1,481, 400 Stone, sand and gravel: 

Arecibo, .__..----_-2_----- 1,261,850 1,308,750 — Do. . . 

Guayama.__._------------- 1,295,650 2,725,250 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Humacao____-------------- ~ 859,500 © 999 300 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Mayagiiez__.._--.--2-----.  ,2, 825,090 3,059,522 Sand and gravel, stone, salt,. , 

Ponce ..__.._..-.-._-----. 16,827,822 17,845,659. Cement, sand and gravel, stone, lime, clay. 

San Juan___..__--_-------- 21,845,788 | 28,871,119 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clay. 

Total._..----------- 46,224,000 50,786,000 

PREDA contitihed a study of various pro- Utuado, would be mined by open-pit | 

posals to mine, concentrate, smelt, and methods. Reports on the subject of the, po- 

refine Puerto Rican copper ores. The cop- tential copper industry of Puerto Rico | 

per deposits, located in the mountains near were completed.8 | 

| | PANAMA CANAL ZONE? | | | 

The overall value of mineral production value but was overshadowed by a loss in : 

in the Panama Canal Zone decreased about value of stofie production reported by 

21 percent. Sand and gravel, produced by Panama Canal Co. | 

Panama Sand Co., Inc., gained slightly in 

| VIRGIN ISLANDS *° 

The qilantity of basalt produced in the tions call for a 2.5-million-gallon-per-day 

Virgin Islands gained substantially, but to- sea water desalting plant and a 15,000-kilo- 

tal value remained about the same. Carib- _ watt electric generator. 

bean Material Supply Co. was the major  _ | 

stone producer. Crushed stone was used for .. §Cadilla,, José F. Considerations on Establish- 

concrete aggregaté, roadstone, and riprap. ment of a. Mineral Industry in Puerto Rico. 
Th ae indust £ the Virgin Is- Mining Commission, Office of the Governor. and . 

e aggregate industry 0 e Virgin Economic Development Administration, 1966, 

lands is adversely affected by the lack of 210 pp. a +n Puerto Rico: Geological and 

as wy ——. Lopper In uerto 1c0; ological an 

fresh water to wash the crushed stone. At Chemical Considerations. Economic Development 

yearend, the Virgin Islands Water and Administration, 1966, 36 PP. the VIIth Int 
>. ee : « ————. | hechnica port on e | snter- 

. Power Authority studied bids for construc- national Mineral Congress, A.I.M.E., New York, 

ting 4 combination electric power and water 1966, 57 DP. by H F. Roberts 
ce . : repare ¥Y arry . ertson. 

desalting plant in St. Thomas. Specifica- 10 Prepared by Harry F. Robertson. 

Table 7;—Mineral production in the Panama Canal Zone and Virgin Islands * 

1965 1966 

Mineral ee 
Short tons Value Short tons Value 

a 

Canal Zone: 
Sand and gravel___._----------------- 83 ,000 $85 ,000 72,000 $91,000 

Stone 2________-_-.------------------- 153 , 418 366 ,098 113 , 520 266,685 
eh ee 

Total____.._._-------------------- XX 451,098 XX 357 , 685 

Virgin Islands: 
Stone (basalt)_...__.------------------ 67 ,948 301 ,975 87,541 303 ,358 

nnn 

XX Not applicable. 

1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Includes basalt.
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The alumina plant of Harvey Alumi- tion to the crude unit, downstream process- 
num, Inc., on St. Croix began operation. ing includes a 6,000-barrel-per-day Plat- 
The annual capacity of the plant is 220,000 former, a 12,600-barrel-per-day Unifiner for 
tons on semana produced from 500,000 naphtha and kerosine, and a 11,000-barrel- tons of imported bauxite. . eas - oy ouye es er-day middle-distillate hydrodesulfurizer. Hess Oil Virgin Islands Corp., a wholly P y y : owned subsidiary of Hess Oil & Chemical Puerto Rican Cement Co., Inc. con- Corp., completed a 60,000-barrel-per-day oil structed a distribution facility at Christian- 
refinery on the Island of St. Croix. In addi- sted, St. Croix. 

| PACIFIC ISLAND POSSESSIONS " 

REVIEW BY ISLANDS ing and screening plants were operated by 
American Samoa.—Coral limestone, sand, Hawaiian Rock Products, Inc., Perez B TOS., wea Inc., and Pacific Rock Corp. They pro- and volcanic cinders were produced by duced hed 1 limest d her crews and contractors of the Government uce tone. c d fe seah it vd ool © d of American Samoa. The materials were ‘U2? nt eo net or oe ant and’ portian | used for reconstruction of roads and struc- cement concrete abercga . | ; tures damaged by a hurricane which struck Wake.—Coral limestone was quarried Samoa in January. and dredged by Federal Aviation Agency 

several of the Government facilities on ing concrete structures and for resurfacing Canton used a small quantity of coral 2 runway. oo . 
aggregate from a stockpile for patching Other Pacific Island Possessions.—No min- _ roads and runway approaches. eral production was reported on the Is- Guam.—Government crews and contrac- lands of Enderbury, Jarvis, Johnston, Mid- tors and commercial producers quarried an - way, and Palmyra. Materials used for increased quantity of coral limestone for construction projects on Midway and John- military and civilian construction projects. ston were supplied by contractors from Ha- Established quarries and stationary crush- wai! and the U.S. mainland. | 

| Table 8.—Mineral production in the Pacific Island Possessions 

1965 1966 Area and mineral TT 
- Short tons Value Short tons Value CL 

American Samoa: 
Pumice__.__.-_--_--- 8 ~---. poeue 16,580 $21,816 Sand_--_ 22-2 60,000 $55,000 20,000 18,000 Stone (crushed). -__.......-..-_-______ 60,000 60,000 11,860 11,860 $A RE 00 Total. 22-2. XX 115,000 XX 51,676 OHO Guam: Stone (crushed)_____.___._________ 482 , 839 925 ,030 899 , 849 1,396,203 Wake: Stone (crushed)__-___.___.__..._____ 1,253 3,807 11,638 66,500 TT a — III 

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS 22 
The Trust Territory of the Pacific Is- and bauxite were not mined during 1966. lands is made up of some 2,100 islands dis- Volcanic rock and coral were quarried by tributed over an ocean area of 3 million public works crews for use in building con- Square miles. Mineral resources in the Ter- struction and for improving roads, airfields, ritory are limited. primarily to phosphate and harbor facilities. 

rock on Angaur Island, bauxite on Ba- 
thuap Island d materials for use in belthuap Island, an Phosph k 1! Prepared by Roy Y. Ashizawa. concrete and as roadstone. osphate roc 122 Prepared by Roy Y. Ashizawa,



The Mineral Industry of Rhode Island 
- By Meherwan C. Irani * 

Mineral production in Rhode Island in- dimension granite, and crushed limestone 
creased 33 percent in 1966, exceeding the also contributed significantly to the total. 
previous alltime high attained in 1960. Providence County, accounting for about 
The value of production was $3.9 million, half of the State total, was again the lead- 

35 percent greater than in 1965; 56 percent ing producer, followed by Kent, Washing- 
of the total value was contributed by sand ton, and Newport Counties. 

and gravel production. Miscellaneous stone, 7Metallurgist, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Table 1.—Value of mineral production in Rhode Island, by counties * 

(Thousands) 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966, in order of value 

Kent___....___.----- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Newport____...----- $19 $28 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Providence___..----- 1,617 2,086 Do. 
Washington____-..--- 540 W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 2___ ~~~ - 755  ~—-:1, 888 

Total_.._.-.-- 2,931 3,947 
nn 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
_ 1Bristol County is not listed because no production was reported. 

2Includes value of gem stones and sand and gravel that cannot be assigned to specific counties 
and values indicated by symbol W. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
NN 

Year Value Year ‘Value 
i a 

1957_____-_--.---------------------- | *™ $1,383 1962___________----___.------------ 17 $2,924 

1958__.___-___-_______.--_------------ 1 2,263 1968____.__._.---------------------- r2,766 

1959__________..--------------------  *™ 2,297 1964____________--_---------------- r2,504 

1960__._-__--------_---------------- * 5,555 1965__..._-____-------------------- r2,918 

1961______---_-_-_--.-----_----------  * 3,018 1966____._..-__-.-----_------------ P3,881 
ce A 

r Revised. 
P Preliminary. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | 

ce 
Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 

Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men worked worked —————_———__ 
working (thou- (thou- Fatal Nonfatal Fre- Severity 
daily sands) sands) quency 
a 
1965: 

Sand and gravel_._------------ 128 25 199 __--Le 3 15.06 497 

Stone__.-_..----------------- 46 11 90 __---- 1 11.05 365 
a 

Total.__..---_------------- 174 36 289 ------ 4 13.84 457 
———eeoeeeeeeeooeeeEoEEeoeEeEoEoEeEeEeeEeEeEeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeEeEe=eaeEe——eee S$: 

1966: P 
Sand and gravel_._._---.------ 155 29 2338. ¥----- 2 8.58 948 

Stone__.......--------------- 55 13 111 LL 4 86.04 1,441 
a 

Total____..._----.---------- 210 42 344 w----- 6 17.44 1,108 
re 

P Preliminary. 
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

Gem Stones.—-Miscellaneous mineral spe- Stone—The output of stone increased 22 
cimens were collected from mine dumps percent in quantity and 55 percent in value 
and quarries at various sites, mostly in the compared with 1965 figures. The total 

| northern part of the State. Gem stones value of stone produced was $1.7 million 
recovered included actinolite, agate, fluo- and accounted for 44 percent of the value 
rescent calcite, and pegmatite minerals, of the State’s mineral production. Miscella- 

Sand and Gravel—Production of sand  €0US8 stone consisting of granitized schist 

and gravel increased 35 percent in quantity 204 crushed conglomerate, accounted for 
and 22 percent in value compared with the at percent of the total se nee ° a“ ue 
1965 figures. Total production was 2.3 produced and 42 p ercent of the total va ue. 
million short tons. Nineteen operations OUtput in this category increased 27 per-— 
were active in four counties, Providence cent and was used mostly for concrete and 
County accounted for over one-half of the vprap a small quantity was used for 

Washington, and. Newport Counties, ‘The production of crushed limestone 
Eighty-two percent was produced by wash- ™0st of which was used for agr teuiturat ing and screening, About 41 percent of PUTPoses, declined 4 percent. Other uses Q 

the production was used for building pur- limest one were for roofing gravel, filler for nas ne ee te the va,  tertilizer, decorative and special aggregate, 
poses; 36 percent for paving; and the re- and flux. A small quantity of dimension 
mainder for drainage, ice control, foundry ‘limestone was quarrie da oe 

sand, etc. The average value per short ton Production of dimension granite for 
decreased from $1.08 in 1965 to $0.97 in monument stone increased about 300 per- 
1966. Transportation was mainly by truck; cent, and represented 44 percent of the 

a small tonnage was shipped by railroad. total stone value. | 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Kent.—Although only sand and gravel town, was the only commercial producer of 
was produced in 1966, Kent County con- sand and gravel and stone during 1966, 
tinued as the second largest producer of Compared with the 1965 figures, the min- 
minerals in the State. Output increased 57 eral production of the county rose 16 
percent and the value of production in- percent in tonnage and 47 percent in 
creased 39 percent compared with 1965 value. Output of paving gravel increased 
figures. 29 percent in volume and 73 percent in 

Sand production for paving was greater value. The entire production of sand and 
than in 1965, but building sand output de- gravel was washed and screened. The out- 
creased. All markets for gravel increased ptt of crushed miscellaneous stone used 
except that for building which declined for concrete aggregate was virtually the 
27 percent. Screened and washed sand and same as in 1965, but the value increased 
gravel constituted 74 percent of the total 17 percent. 
produced, compared with 62 percent in Providence.—The $2.1 million mineral 
1965. Processed sand and gravel was sold production in Providence County, an in- 
for an average unit price of $1.25, com- crease of 29 percent over the 1965 value, 
pared with $1.62 per ton in 1965. Almost represented about half of the State’s total 
all the sand and gravel was transported by and was equally divided between stone and 
truck. Luigi Vallone, Inc., of Warwick sand and gravel. Nine sand and gravel pro- 
produced sand and gravel for building, qucers and two stone producers operated 
paving, fill, ice control, and other construc- in 1966. Eighty-seven percent of the sand 
tion purposes. The Rhode Island Sand & and gravel production was washed and 
Gravel Co., Warwick, produced molding screened. Most of the sand and gravel was 
sand and sand and gravel for building, pav- used for building, paving, and fill and 
ing, and fill purposes. Whitehead Brothers was valued at $1.13 million, an increase of 
Co., Washington, produced molding sand. 94 percent. The average unit price per ton 
Newport.—Peckham Bros., Inc., Middle- of processed sand and gravel was $0.92,
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compared with $1.04 in 1965. The entire and special aggregate. Rubble was the only 

output was transported by truck. dimension stone produced. Most of the 

The quantity of sand produced increased production was transported by truck. 

| 38 percent, and the value rose 24 percent. Washington.—The county ranked second 

Production of sand for fill and ice control in stene output and third in sand and 

remained virtually the same as in 1965. gravel in the State. 
Gravel production increased 35 percent, Sand and gravel output declined 14 per- 

but the value was only 23 percent higher cent in tonnage and 28 percent in value; 

than in 1965. Production of building gravel a decline more than compensated for by 

increased 31 percent but declined in price an 89-percent increase in the value of 

to $1.01 per ton from $1.22 in 1965. storie produced, ~ 

Producers of sand and gravel in Provi- While the output and value of sand, all 

dence County included Lapham Sand and for building and paving, remained virtu- 

Gravel Co., at North Smithfield; Forte ally the same as in 1965, building gravel 

Bros., Inc., and Mack Sand & Gravel Co., Output declined 65 percent in quantity and 

both near Cumberland; J. Santoro Inc, 75 percent in value, and that of paving 

and Tasca Sand & Gravel Go., both at gravel declined 22 and 27 percent respec- 

Smithfield; Silvestri Bros., Inc, Johnston; tively, in quantity and value. A small 

Town Line Sand & Gravel, Slatersville; quantity of fill gravel was produced. 

Del Bonis Sand & Gravel Co., Cranston; Eighty-one percent of total sand and gravel 

and Cardi Construction Co., Inc., at Cov- Was processed by washing and screening. 

entry. The average unit price of processed gang 

. . and gravel was $1.23, compared With $1.52 
The output of stone in Providence ‘in G58. ‘The whole production was trans: 

County increased 36 percent in value and orted by truck 

25 percent in volume. Miscellaneous stone po! . PY " ee 

used for concrete aggregate and roadstone Louis B. Schaeffer at Peace Dale pro- 

accounted for 76 percent of the total stone duced gravel for paving, and The South 

value, with crushed and dimension lime- COUNtY Sand & Gravel Co., South Kings- 

- stone accounting for the remainder. The ‘'0W: produced sand and gravel for build- 

M. A. Gammino Construction Co., Crans- 198 and paving. 
ton, at its Phenix quarry produced miscel- Dressed granite for monumental pur- 

laneous stone consisting of granitized schist. poses was produced by Westerly Granite 

It was used for concrete aggregate, riprap, Corp., Westerly, from its Bradford quarry. 

and roadstone. The Conklin Limestone Co., Providence Granite Co. produced monu- 

at its Lincoln quarry, produced crushed mental stone, dressed stone for archi- 

limestone for agricultural purposes, blast tectural. work, and irregular-shaped stone 

furnace flux, fertilizer filler, roofing gravel, for construction.
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The Mineral Industr 
f South Caroli: 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the South Carolina Geological Survey 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Robert C. Johnson‘ and Henry S. Johnson, Jr.’ 

South Carolina’s 1966 mineral produc. and Palmetto Quarries Co. (crushed 

tion, valued at $45.6 million, an increase of granite). | 

$4.3 million over that of 1965, set a new Trends and Developments.—The Division 

record, Substantial increases in production of Geology, State Development Board, con- 

of clay, stone, sand and gravel, cement, and _ tinued _ basic studies of the geology and 

vermiculite accounted for most of the gain mineral resources of the State. During the 

in total value. year, 15 projects were carried on and eight 

Among the States, South Carolina con- reports were published. Specific counties 

tinued to rank second in the production of studied were Edgefield, Orangeburg, 

kaolin, vermiculite, and kyanite. New high McCormick, Newberry, Oconee, and Pick- 

production was recorded for kaolin, mis- ens. Quadrangles studied and mapped for 

cellaneous clay, sand and gravel, crushed publication in the MS Series were the 

and dimension granite, crushed limestone, Sumter West (714 minute), Irmo NE (71% 

vermiculite, masonry and portland cements. minute), Wampee (714 minute), Myrtle 

Leading mining and mineral processing Beach (15 minute), James Island (71% 

companies were Giant Portland Cement Co. minute), Six Mile (714 minute), Lake 

(cement, miscellaneous clay, and crushed View (714 minute), and Winnsboro (15. 

limestone), Campbell Limestone Co. 

(crushed granite and crushed limestone), 1 Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Knoxville, 

Becker County Sand & Gravel Co. (sand Tenn te lovist, South Caroll Geclocical 

and gravel), J. M. Huber Corp. (kaolin),  gurvey, Columbia, 8. C. aroune ognce 

: Table 1.—Mineral production in South Carolina * 

SO e UE Oe 
1965 1966 

Mineral Value Walue 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

ne RO 

Clays.__.._....--------------thousand short tons_- 1,837 $8 , 539 2,139 $3,330 

Sand and gravel__.....-.-------------------d0---- 5,248 6,688 6,016 T, 668 

Stone_.._____-----------------------------d0...- 25,948 28,447 8,129 12,5106 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Barite, cement, 
feldspar, kyanite, scrap mica, pest. pyrites, stone 
(dimension granite and crushed limestone, (1965), 
vermiculite. ._..------------------------------- XX 17 , 587 xX 16,585 

Total______-.---.------------------------- XX 41,261 XxX 45,593 
Mb rorrpeesosesesss ssa 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes certain stone; included with ‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
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| Figure 1.—Value of stone, and total value of mineral production in South Carolina. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Quadrangle,” MS-12; “Geology of the 
constant 1957-59 dollars Blythewood Quadrangle, South Carolina,” 

(Thousands) MS-13; and “Geologic Notes,” Volume 9, 
$$ sSSSSSSSSSSS—s—~—“‘«i‘<“NN bee’ 4, arnd Vcolumee 10, NUurm errs l,, 2, 

Year Value and 3. The Division of Geology also re- 
1957__.._.-...-. $22,513 ported the following ‘activities: Company 
1958... ---.---~------------------- 22,360 exploration of phosphate deposits in the 1959___ eee 30,033 . 1960_______--__- ee 30,426 southern part of the State in and around 

1992022 «Bgtaat © Beaufort and Jasper Counties; auger drill 1963__.._____._.......__.... 35,641 Ing to explore for coquina in Georgetown 

19650020 TTTTTTTITETETET~—H78e§ © County; exploration for glass sand and dis- 
1966________-___________ p44,575 covery of a potentially commercial deposit 

 Boted Op eeti—‘—sCSCSSCCSC*sént.-s Kershaw County; and the presence of 
"Revised. —_ Preliminary. gold, copper, zinc, lead, manganese, and 

barite in a mile-wide belt near McCormick. 
minute). Reports published during 1966 At yearend, 358 miles or 53 percent of 
were: “Gold Resources of South Carolina,” South Carolina’s total Interstate Highway 
Bulletin 32; “Geology and Mineral Re- System was open to traffic. Work was in 
sources of York County, South Carolina,” progress on the remaining 323 miles desig- 
Bulletin 33; “Geology of the Eutawville 15’ nated for the State.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries | . 

4 * | i Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average * days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ———-——2?———____—_ 
working active (thou-  (thou- Fre-. 

: daily sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal quency Severity 

1965: _ : - | 3 _ 
Nonmetal and peat--_. 943 260 246 1,993 -a- 35 17.57 3,331 
Sand and gravel_____. 416 242 - 101 815 ae 27. 34.36 12,104 
Stone__------------- 747 266 198 1,630 — 24 14.73 465 

) Potal..------2---- 2,106 259 545 «4,488 sd 86 19.60 3,889 

1966: - Tn : : 
Nonmetal and peat--_- 865 265 229 1,870 --- 42 22.46 463 
Sand and gravel______ -- 395 250 99. 802 -- Le - 17 21.20 507 
Stone__._.-.-------- 795 262 209 1,754 — 32 18.24 7,603. 

~ Total_.i---------. 2,055 261 5387. 4,426  __L 91 20.56 3,300 

P Preliminary. . =. . 

_, REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

| NONMETALS filler, ‘paper, fertilizer, whiteware, saggers, 
boo firebrick, plaster, paint, insecticides, and 

Mineral production in the State was al-  othe¢ uses. bs a - 
~ exclusively tals. P S Neto : vy, oe 

most usively nonmetals, . car wa Miscellaneous clay production established 
mined on a small scale and marketed for | =: i > . wage 
acricultural use : a new record, for the year with 1.6 million 
8 rn a | tons valued. at $1.4 million, increases of 21 
Barite.—Industrial Minerals, Ine. _.at percent and 14 percent respectively. Fifteen 

Kings Creek in Cherokee County remained companies operated 18 mines in 14 coun- 

the only barite producer in the State. Both ties. Leading counties were Aiken, Dorches- 
production and total value decreased. The ter, Greenwood, Marion, and Richland. 

barite was ground and used as ‘rubber Leading producers were Georgia-Carolina 
filler. . | Brick Co,, Giant Portland Cement Co., Pee 

Cement.—Record -years were established Dee Ceramics, Inc., and Southern Brick Co. 
for the production of both masonry and The primary use for miscellaneous clay 

portland cement. Masonry cement ship- was in the manufacture of brick, cement, 

ments and value increased 8 percent and  draintile and sewer pipe. 
10 percent respectively, while portland ce- Feldspar.—Pr oduction of a fel dspar-silica 

ment shipments increased 10 percent. Unit mixture from Campbell Limestone Co.’s 
prices increased. slightly for for por nd Pacolet granite quarry was continued by 
ment and remained constant for es an Spartan Minerals Co. The material was 
cement. Carolina Giant Division or | le ground and shipped out of State for use in 
Portland Cement Co., near Harleyvi 1, the manufacture of glass and pottery, and 
Dorchester County continued to fe Pe as rubber filler. | 
major producer of portland cement in. the . . , 

1te.— . ye- 

State. Santee Portland Cement Corp. on tev Production oF Kyanite for re 

placed on stream a new $10 million cement cialores, Inc. at their Hen Knob kyanite 
plant near Holly Hills The plant has a a ; fenty ¥ 

, “1: | mine in York County. 
capacity of 2 million barrels per year. 

Clays.—South Carolina again ranked sec- Jime—Four “ated line produced regen- 
ond nationally in the production of kaolin. ¢rate f or rea ime for use in et 
Production of all clays. in 1966 constituted erodu acture and wood Pee et ota 
19 percent of the State’s total mineral out- Pe 178.000" was 507.000 os va nee fe 
put value. Production and value of kaolin no 5,000. Unit value was below that for 
increased 4 percent and 2 percent respec- . | 
tively to set a new State record. In Aiken Mica.—Scrap mica was recovered from 
County, six companies operated 11 mines. mica schist mined in Kershaw, Lancaster 
In Richland County, two companies oper- = ——_——_ 

. . . 3 Mi ing. V. 8, . it, : ated two mines. Kaolin was used in rubber 97. inerais Processing Vv. 8, No. 1, January
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Table 4.—Kaolin sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use ee aS 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Rubber______----------------- 261,940 3,027,958 11.56 285,311 2,843,792 12.09 
Paper filling. ___--------------- 13 ,659 294 , 400 21.55 WwW WwW WwW 
Fire brick and block_-__-------~-- 7,508 54,100 7.21 51,471 449 ,500 8.73 
Whiteware, etc_____..._-------- 26,165 528 , 050 20.18 WwW W WwW 
Insecticides and fungicides____-_- 8,654 108 , 080 12.49 18,751 233 , 000 12.43 
Fertilizers. _--.---------------- 32,891 288 , 200 8.76 WwW WwW WwW 
Architectural terracotta____._.-.- ‘W W WwW 3,702 26,700. 7.21 
Plaster and plaster products- _ ___ 3,350 58,460 17.45 Ww W WwW 
Mortar_....-_--.-------------- 2,350 17,000 7.23 WwW WwW WwW 
Other uses 1____.__------------. 162,376 2,941,320 18.11 229,191 3,880,800 16.93 

Total._-_-__------------ 518,893 7,317,568 14.10 538,426 7,433,792 13.81 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Other Uses’’. 
1 Includes foundries and steelworks, linoleum and oil cloth, paint, paper cloating, other fillers, kiln furniture, 

exports, other uses, and uses indicated by symbol W. 

County, by Mineral Mining Corp. Produc- year was 8.1 million tons valued at $12.5 
tion, about the same as in 1965, was dry million. 
ground for use in the manufacture of pipe- Crushed granite was produced by 4 com- 
line enamel, paint, plastics, welding rods, panies from 10 quarries--in 7 counties. 

and electrical products. | Leading counties were Lexington, Pickens, 
Pyrite. — Commercialores, Inc., York Richland, and Spartanburg. Leading. pro- 

County, recovered pyrite as a byproduct of ducing companies were Campbell Lime- 
_kyanite ore milling. The pyrite was stone Co., with quarries in Greenville, 

shipped out of State. Pickens, and Spartanburg Counties; Pal- 

Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- ™metto Quarries Co., with quarries in 
duction and value increased 15 percent to Fairfield, Greenwood, and Richland Coun- 
establish an alltime high for the State. The ties, and Weston & Brooker Co., with a 
total output of 6 million tons valued at quarry in Lexington County. Seventy-two 
$7.7 million was produced by 26 companies Percent of the State's crushed granite pro- 
from 31 mines in 18 counties. Twenty-two duction was shipped by truck; the re- 
stationary plants, 3 portable plants, and 7 mainder by rail. The stone was used pri- 
dredges were operated. Sand represented 69 marily for concrete and roads, construction, 

percent of the total production and was and as railroad ballast. 
used for construction, paving, fill, glass, Dimension granite for monumental stone 
blast, and other applications. Seventy-five was quarried by three companies operating 

| percent of the sand and gravel was proc- four quarries in two counties. Producing 
essed before shipment. Forty-one percent companies were Winnsboro Granite Co., 
was shipped by rail and 59 percent by which operated a quarry in Fairfield Co., 
truck. Leading producing counties were Kershaw Granite Co., Inc., with a quarry 
Marlboro, Sumter, Lexington, Lancaster, in Kershaw County, and Comolli Granite 

Dorchester, Greenwood, and Aiken, which Co., with two quarries in Kershaw County. 
accounted for 82 percent of the total State Crushed limestone primarily for use in 

production. The leading producers were cement, agriculture, and construction, was 
Becker County Sand & Gravel Co., with produced in three counties by four com- 
mines located in Chesterfield, Dorchester, panies from four mines. Total production 

Marlboro, and Sumter Counties; Brewer and value increased. Producing companies 
Sand Co., in Lancaster County; and Co- were Giant Portland Cement Co., with a 
lumbia Silica Sand Co. in Lexington and quarry in Dorchester County, Campbell 

Richland Counties. Limestone Co., with a quarry in Cherokee 
Stone.—Crushed granite, dimension gran- County, Santee Portland Cement Co., with 

ite. and crushed limestone increased both a quarry in Orangeburg County, and Ideal 
in production and value to establish new Cement Co., with a quarry in Dorchester 
records. Total stone production for the County. Eighty-six percent of the crushed
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Table 5.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

A 

1965 1966 . 

Value Value 
Use eT ee ee 

Quantity Average Quantity Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

EE as eee 
Sand: 

Structural____._-__---2 22 - ee 2,628 $1,713 $0.65 2,978 $1, 848 $0.62 
Paving._.-_..--.--- 22 ee eee 418 199 48 383 230 .60 
Fill_. 22 eee 27 17 .63 277 171 .62 
Glass... -.---2 2 ee WwW W W 240 968 - 4.08 
Blast___.-..------.2 2-2 eee 10 45 4.50 11 45 4.09 
Other sands__....-.._._.-.--_-___- W W WwW 249 W W 

Gravel____.-_.-..-.-- eee W W WwW 1,878 W WwW 

Total sand and gravel 1_________-_ 5, 248 6,688 1.27 6,016 7,668 1.27 
EE et 

WwW Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Total sand and 
gravel.”’ . 

1 Includes molding, fire for furnace, engine, filtration, chemical filler, pottery, and other sands; and struc- 
tural, paving, and railroad ballast gravel. 

Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by its exfoliating plant at Traveler’s Rest and : 
| producers, by counties out of State, Patterson Vermiculite Co., 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) and American Vermiculite Co., both of 

1965 1966 which operated exfoliating plants in Laur- 

ens County. Uses of vermiculite were as 
County Quan- Quan- . . . . 

tity Value __ tity Value loose fill insulation, in plaster, and in 
ANS O . Aiken_........ 284 $252 Ww w Concrete 

ei WO esterfield _ ~__ 
Dorchester_ __ —- WwW WwW 302 W METALS . 
Greenville______ 58 32 118 72 
Horry__._.___- Ww Ww 86 WwW Ferroalloys. — Ferrophosphorus was pro- 
Lancaster._._.. 400 200 736 368 ; Lexington... © 986.—«1, 467 964 1,588 duced as a byproduct of elemental phos 
Marion _______- w Ww 1 50” ve phorus furnace operations by Mobil Oil, 
Marlboro. - “TTT 77 230’ OW w  Corp., Charleston. Ferrosilicon, ferrochro- 
Spartanburg. .___ WwW Ww 113 WwW i i -cilf goa ure---- Ww W 1,067 w mium, and ferrochromium silicon were 

Other _ produced by Pittsburgh Metallurgical Co., 
counties*_... 3,493 4,709 935 5,504 also located in Charleston. 

Total.--. 5,248 6.6 688 6,01 016 __ 7,868 Zicronium.—Production of dry-milled 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual com- : 

pany confidential data; included with “Other coun- and granular zircon for foundry, refractory, 

ties.” rl G a5 Kersha ceramic, and glass industry applications 
1 Includes Florence, Greenwood, Jasper, Kershaw, . . 

and Pickens Counties, and counties indicated by W4S continued by M & T Chemicals, Inc., 
symbol W. located near Andrews, Georgetown County. 

limestone produced was transported by MINERAL FUELS 
truck, the remainder was shipped by rail. 

Vermiculite——Production of vermiculite Peat.—Peat production declined slightly 

in South Carolina increased slightly. Three for the second consecutive year. Ti-Ti Peat 
companies operated one mine each in Humus Co., Colleton County, was the only 
Laurens County. They were W. R. Grace & producer. The reed-sedge peat was used as 
Co., who shipped the crude vermiculite to a soil conditioner. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported from in order of decreasing value. Other leading 
24 of the 46 counties in South Carolina, counties in production value were Green- 
one county more than in 1965. Sixty per- ville, Greenwood, Laurens, Orangeburg, 
cent of the State’s total mineral production Pickens, Richland, Spartanburg, Sumter, 

value was derived from Dorchester, Aiken, and York. 

Lexington, and Marlboro Counties, listed Aiken.—Kaolin producers, in order of de-
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Table 7.-Value of mineral productian in South Carolina, by ¢ounties ' 

County =i “ass iti865——— «1866 = MineFals produged in 1966 in order of Value 
Aikeh__.__.....-.--. 7,850,208 = W = Kaelin, miscellanedus clay, sand and gravel. ~ 
Chetokee____--.+---: 1,150,000 1,216,150 Limestone, sang and gravel, fniscellancous clay, barite, 
Chesterfield _.--.--.2: Ww "429,000 Sand and gravel, : _ 
Colléeton____._.=.--- WwW W Peat. 72 ; 1 
Derchester. ._--:---+ W WwW Cement, limestoné, tiscellaneous clay, sand and 

| os - a gravel. 
Bdgefield__..-.--+--- W W Miseellanesus élay. 
Fetied. 2227207” | WwW W Granite, miscellaneous ¢lay, | 
Flotence..-.--:-=++-- WwW WwW Sand and, SFavel. . : . 

Greenville. ___-__-_ ==. WwW W Granite, sand and gravel. . 
Greenwood. . --.----- ¥ W_ Granite; miscellaneous clay, sand and gfavel. 
AOFFY.-.222---+2-5+- Ww Sand and gravel. oo 
Jasper..2.2-----s2:5 WwW WwW Do, | . 
Kershaw_.=----=--s: W 929,624 Sand and gravel, kaolin, granite, miscellanegus clay. 
Laneastéer..-=-------: WwW W Sand and gravel, mied, miseellanestis clay. 

Taurens. _..--.----.-. . =e WwW W Vermiculite. ; ; Lexington... 3,268,757 _ W Granite, Said and gravel, miscellaneous clay, 
Mafion._...-..-=++-- WwW - 170,000 Miseellaneous lay, sand and gravel. - 
Masibore..._.=----.-- Ww  W Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. | 
Orangeburg... 2. -_--. _ W Cement, limestine, miscellaneous clay. | 
Pie¢kens... .22:2--+-- W W_ Granite, sand and gravel, ay | . 
Richland.....::----- Ww W Granite; miscellaneous clay, kaglin, sand and gfavel, 
Spartanburg - .---.--- Ww _ W_= Granite, feldspar, sand and gravel. } 
Sumteft_....----=---- | Ww iW. Sand aid gravel, miscellaneous clay, __ 

—— fotal..-22+--- 41,261,000 45,593, 080 _. | _ oe 
~W. Withheld to avoid distlosing individual compeny confidéntial data; included with “Undisttibuted.” _ 

_ ? The following edunties are not listed because n@ production was reported: Abbeville, Allendale, Anderson, 
Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort, Berkley, Calhoun; Charleston, Chester, Clarendon, Darlington, Dillon, George- 
town, Hampton, Lee, McCormiek, Newberry, George, Saluda, Union, and Williamsburg. 

creasing output, were J. M. Huber Corp, use in building brick. Jobe Sand Go. 
(Barden, Ideal, and Paragon mines), Dixie (Blaeksburg miné) continued production 
Clay Co. (McNaiiiee mine), National Kao: of industrial sand. Industrial Minerals, Ine. 
lin Products Co, (Aiken County mine), (Kings Creek mine) remained the Only 
Cyprus Mines Corp. (Na, 7 mine), Sotith: barite producer in the State. 7 
eastern Clay | Eo, _ (Seigler, Johnson, Chesterfield -F. T. Williams Co. (Page- 
Rodgers, and Toole mines) , anid Bell Kao-  jand mine) inc¥eased production of build- 
lin Co, (Batesburg mine) . ing sand to become the leading preducer 

Sand afd gravel was mined by Augusta in the county, Becker County Sand & Grav- 
Sand & Gravel Co. (Clearwater mine) and el Co. continued to mine sand and gravel 
Perry Minerals C€o., Ine, (Clearwater at the Cash mine. Both output and valtie 
mine). Georgia-Carolina Brick & Tile Co. decreased. Huneyctit Bros, Sand & Gravel 
mined miscellaneous clay at their North Co. reported production of safid and gray- 

Augusta mine for use in brick manufac- el. | 
ture. Colleton.—Ti-Ti Peat Humus Co:, Ine, 

Charleston.—Recirculated industrial lime praduced reed-sedge peat for use as q soil 

was produced by West Virginia Pulp & conditioner and remained the only peat 
Paper Co. at Charleston for use in pulp preducer in the State. Output and Value of 
and paper processing. Production and val- Peat decreased slightly. 
ue decreased, Crude iodine consumption Dorchester.—Dorchester County again Jed 
was reported by the company. Mobil Oil the State in mineral production value. The 
Corp. and Pittsburgh Metallurgical Go., leading mineral produeer in the county, 

Inc. continued production of ferroalloys. Giant Portland Cement Co., crushed lime- 
Cherokee-<-Campbell  Limesto Go, stone and mined miscellaneous clay for use 
oon fe-Gampbel 4 aed hott "in the manufacture of masonry and pott- 

(Blac sburg quarry) increased production jand cement. Produetion and value of all 

and remained the leading mineral pro- these commodities increased except for part- 
ducer in the county. The crushed lime- jand cement, which remained about the 
stone produced was used as agricultural same. Ideal Cement Co. crushed limestone 

lime, flux, and fertilizer filler. Broad River from its Carolina quarry for use as agricul- 
Brick Co. produced miscellaneous clay for tural lime and asphalt filler. Becker
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County Sand & Gravel Co. (Summerville both compafiies, Southern Brick Co. (Nin- 
mine) continued preduction of building  ety-Six mine) mined miscellaneoug clay for 
and paving sand. Mutry Mines mined sand use in brick manufacture. Clay output and 
for use-in construction. - value increased. | 

_ Edgefield,—Merty Bros. Brick & Tile Co. Horry.-E. P. Pitts Said Co. continued 
the county’s only mineral producer, mined production of glass sand from its Pitts 
miscellaneous clay for brick manufacture. mine. Production and value inerease’ were 

Fairfield—Crushed granite for use in Teported. | Oo 
concrete and as roadstone was produced by — asper—-Deerfield Sand & Mining Go. 
Palmetto Quarries Co. (Blair quarry) and mined building sand and Yeperted in: 
Bion | Crushed Stone Co. (Rion quarry) creases in output and value. 

uring the year Rien was purchased py > neta Kemal Meanita F nL 
Superior Stone Co. Winnsboro Granite Co. Ma Comolli a anit co (Gao 
(Winnsboro quarry) made considerable hanes) na " Kershe “ “C ' falBOn so | 
gains both in production and value of di- scersh, ) and Kershaw eaeaas Co., ane 
mension granite. Miscellaneous clay ‘was ( eR raw quarry) P tO tuced -dimension 

mined by Richland Shale Products Go, 8™anite for rough monumental use. Output 
(Richtex mine) for use in building brick Mi | value increased for both companies. 
manufacture, | oO Miscellaneous clay production was reported 

a se - . | by two companies, Carolina Ceramics, Inc. 
Florence.—Lanford Sand Co. (Florence (Kershaw. mine) and Eastern Brick & Tile 

mine) and Coastal Sand Co. (Johnsonville Co, Output and value remained about the 
mine) mined building sand. South Caro- same for Carolina, with increases reported 
lina Industries, Inc, recovered lime for for Eastern, The clay was used in building 
paper use. | _ brick manufacture, Cafelina Ceramics, Inc. 

Georgetown.—International Paper Co. also produced kaolin: in Kershaw County 
(Georgetown limekiln) reeqvered lime for for use in fire brick manufacture, White- 

use in pulp and paper manufacture. Out- head Bros. Co. (Lugoff mine) preduced 
put and value of lime increased considera: molding sand aiid reported increases. if 

bly. Se . output and value, Another producer of 

(Lakeside quarry) crushed granite, with er being used in building and as fill, Pro- 
increases in output and value, The granite ductior 8 d value increased for th a r 
was used. primarily in conerete. Cooper snetion ang va ue tacreasee rar € year. 
Sand Co. (Piedmont mine), Zupan Sand Mineral Mining Corp. (Ke thew greg 
Co, (Greenville mine) , and W. M. Barber pant 2 mec eed eae ‘tt in Ep nnsttes 
Sand Co. (Greenville mine) mined sand C falnes | vom 4 a value mY ed be at 
for building, fill and paving purposes. In- ountys output and value remained about 
_ . . | the same. | | 

creases in production and value were re: : : o | . 
ported. W. R. Grace & Co. continued Lancaster.—Scrap miea was mined by 
operation of their vermiculite exfoliating Mineral Mining Corp. from a schist. depos- | 
plant at Traveler’s rest. Crude vermiculite it, arid was milled in its Kershaw grinding 

was obtained from the Company’s Eneree Plant in Kershaw County; output and val: | 
mine in Laurens County. The expatided ue were almost unchanged. The serap mica ! 
vermiculite was used in concrete, plaster, Was used in paint, electrical insulation, | 
agriculture, and as loose fill insulation. welding roe contin ge. pla ane Pen) 

. enamel. Ashe Brick Co. (Van Wyek mune 
Greenwood.—Palmetto Quarries — Co. mined imiscéllaneous clay for brick manu- 

crushed granite at two quarries, Stoney fatture; output and value increased. 
Point, and Coronaca, and was the largest Brewer Sand Ca. mitted building sand and 
mineral producer in the county. Total. out- ported incr ases in output and value. 
put and value increased considerably. The repo ncreases * outpur: oo 
crushed granite was used in concrete. Sand Laurens.—Three companies mined vermi- | 
was produced by Wilson Bros. Sand Co. culite and two of them operated exfoliat- | 
(Hodges mine) for use in paving. Perry ing plants in Laurens County. Zonolite Di+ ! 
Minerals Co., Inc, (Ware Shoals mine) vision of W. R. Grace & Co. (Enoree 
produced sand and gravel for use in con- mine) shipped crude vermiculite to its ex- 
struction. Output and value increased for foliating plant near Traveler’s Rest, and
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out of State. Patterson Vermiculite Co. pany’s Holly Hill mine, and _ limestone 
(Laurens County mine) exfoliated crude output were also reported. 
vermiculite at its Enoree plant. American Pickens.—Campbell Limestone Co. (Be- 
Vermiculite Co. (Donnon mine) exfoliated  yerly quarry) crushed: granite fer road- 
its production at its Enoree plant. Zonolite stone, riprap, and stone sand; production 

and Patterson reported increases in output and value decreased. Holliday Sand Co. 
and value. Production and value of Ameri- (Pickens mine) produced building sand; 
can Vermiculite was reported to be com- output and value decreased. 
parable with the preceding year’s record. Richland.—Palmetto Quarries Co. (Co- 
Vermiculite uses were primarily in build- lumbia quarry) crushed granite for road- 

ing plaster, concrete, and agriculture. stone, riprap, and railroad ballast. Miscel- 
Lexington.—Foster Bros. Dixiana Sand §janeous clay was produced by Columbia 

Co. (Dixiana mine), Southern Silica Min- Brick & Tile Co., Eastern Brick & Tile Co. 

ing & Manufacturing Co. (Dixiana mine), (601 mine), and Carolina Ceramics Co. 
Columbia Silica Sand Co. (Edmund (Richland mine) for use in the manufac- 
mine) , and Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corp. ture of building brick. Columbia and Caro- 

(Columbia mine) mined sand in Lexing- lina reported decreases in output and val- 
ton County. Foster and Pennsylvania re- ue, and Eastern reported increases. D. T. 
ported increases in output and value; Duncan and Columbia Pipe Co. (Ridge- 

. Southern dropped slightly in production wood mine) mined kaolin for use in fire 

and value, and Columbia reported de- brick, terra-cotta, and saggers. Sand for use 
creased production with increased value. in building and as filler was mined by 
Primary uses for sand produced in the Ready Sand Co., and Columbia Silica Sand 
county were as glass, blast, engine, mold- Co. (Harrison mine), formerly Harrison 

ing, chemical filler, pottery, and building Sand Corp. Columbia production and val- 
sand. Weston & Brooker Co. (Cayce ue dropped from the previous year and 
quarry) crushed granite with reported out- Ready Sand Co. reported production for 

put and value at a new record high. The the first time. Columbia Organic Chemical 
crushed granite was used in concrete, aS Co., Inc. consuméd crude iodine in the 

railroad ballast and stone sand. Guignard production of various iodides, an increase 
Brick Co. mined miscellaneous clay from of 68 percent. | 
its Columbia mine; output and value de- Spartanburg—L. G. Chapman Sand Pit, 

creased slightly. he clay was used in the ng, produced sand for building and fill 
manufacture of building brick. — | and gravel for paving. Sand output and 
Marion.—Pee Dee Ceramics, Inc. mined value increased, while gravel production 

miscellaneous clay for use in building brick remained constant. Spartan Minerals Co. 
manufacture; production and value in- recovered feldspar from granite screenings 
creased. Building sand was mined by Sandy at Campbell Limestone Co.’s Pacolet 
Bluff Sand Co. at its Snipes mine; both quarry. The product was processed at Spar- 
output and value increased. tan’s Pacolet grinding plant and used in 
Marlboro.—Miscellaneous clay for brick glass and pottery manufacture and as a 

manufacture was produced in Marlboro rubber filler. Campbell Limestone Co. 
County by two companies, Cheraw Brick crushed granite from two quarries, Pacolet 
Works, Inc. and Palmetto Brick Co. (Irby and Pelham. Output increased and value 
mine). Both companies reported decreases decreased slightly. The stone was used in 
in output and value. Becker County Sand concrete, and as riprap and railroad _ bal- 
& Gravel Co. (Marlboro mine) increased last. 
production of both sand and gravel. The Sumter.—Becker County Sand & Gravel 

value of sand dropped slightly, but gravel Co. continued production of sand and 
value increased a small amount. The sand gravel at its Camden mine. Sand and grav- 

and gravel was used in building, and rail- el output and value increased; both were 
road ballast, and in chemical and metallur- used in construction and paving; gravel 

gical applications. . was used also as railroad ballast. Eastern 

Orangeburg.—Santee Portland Cement Brick & Tile Co. (Wedgefield mine) pro- 
Corp. produced masonry and portland ce- duced miscellaneous clay for building brick 
ment from its new Holly Hill plant. Mis- manufacture; both output and value in- 
cellaneous clay production from the com- creased.
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York.—Commercialores, _Inc. (Henry manufacture of refractories. Bowater Caro- 
Knob kyanite mine) reported slight de- lina Corp. (Catawba limekiln) produced 
creases in production and value of kyanite regenerated lime for use in pulp and paper 
and pyrite. The pyrite was recovered from manufacture; production and value de- 
mill tailings. Kyanite was used in the creased slightly.





The Mineral Industry of 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative apreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the. Interior, and the South Dakota State Geological 

Survey for collecting information on:all minerals except fuels. |... 

By Franklin H. Persse: and William C. Henkes ” 

The value of mineral production for mine, and South Dakota remained the 
1966: was $52.7 million, a 5-percent increase leading gold producers inthe. Nation. : 
over that -of 1965, but short of the record | During the year, the Federal Bureau of 

high of $54.1 million.reported in 1963. _ , Mines released three publications on min- 
Increased production. of -stone and ce- eral deposits within the State: Reports de- 

ment, 48..and 24 percent in. value, respec- scribing. nonpegmatitic beryllium | occur- 
tively, was the ‘main source of the $3.2 rences,in eight States including South 
million gain in nonmetals, The rise in the Dakota; and on berryHium-bearing pegma- 
value of fuels produced ($37,000) resulted © —————— og pe 

rae - a ° a : 1 eee ' . 2 . ote, ‘ ; 

from the increased.oil output at. the Colo. ee Bureau ot Manes. Denver. 
Buffalo oilfield. Metals declined another 3 C 2 Petroleum engineer, Bureau of Mines, Denver, 

percent because gold and silver production S Meeves, Henry C." Nonpegmatitic ° Beryllium 
declined at the Homestake mine at Lead; Occurrences in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, 
for the..18th consecutive year,, however, this of Inv. 6838, “19% 5 6 G8 bp. sass Buntines Rept. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in South Dakota’ = 

Value -" Value 
Mineral Quantity (thou= Quantity (theu- 

cones . _ Sarids) Sands) 
Beryllium concentrate___........-__short tons, gross weight __ WwW WW 124 $40 

ement: 

 Masonry..___.-.:.-.-...-...-thousand 280-pound barrels__ 55 $180 51 170 
Portland_-_.__..-_-.__-.---.-thousand 376-pound barrels_- 1,575 5,127 1,974 6,368 

Clays...__..--.---.2.--...-_._-....__thousand short tons__ . 223 1,220 231 8TO 
Coal (lignite)_____--_-_--_ 2-222 - dow. _- 10 "Ag 10 45 
Feldspar. _----_-----------------------_--2.2-_long tons__- 51,560 346 83 ,950 Eph: 
Gem stones____-__--_----_-_-----------2---- ee NA 20 NA 20 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..._._..troy ounces_. 628,259 21,989 606,467 21,226 
Gypstim .---oigyccrrr rrr thousand short tons__ 7 27 17 68 
Lithium minerals_________.___---.-------____.-short tons__ 150 5 WwW Ww 
Petroleum (crude)_____.._......-thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 219 438 29 479 
Sand and gravel____.___.--.----.-----thousand short tons__ 18,998 14,155 13,630 13 535 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) a . 

fo thousand troy ounces__ 129 167 110 142 
Stone_______-...---------.---------.-thousand short tons__ 1,554 5,387 2,186 7,995 
Uranium ore_____----.----------.---_-_-_-__--short tons_. 44,738 303 WwW Ww 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Lime, mica (scrap), 

- molybdenum, tin (1966), vanadium, and values indicated by 
symbol W...__.---------------------------------------- xX 762 xX 1,158 

Total. -_.-----------------2---------------------- XK = 50,175 XX 52, 70T 

NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with 
“Value of iterns that cannot. be. disclosed.” 7 . 

-XX Not applicable. I . 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). oo - , 

~— 705
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Figure 1.—Value of gold and total value of mineral production in South Dakota. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Federal Bureau of Mines. One grant for 

constant 1957-59 dollars $18,046 was to finance research on recovery 

(Thousands) of beryllium and other valuable metals 
from mine dumps and mill tailings in the 

Year Value ! Black Hi 
ack Hills. The other, for $11,528, was to 

1957___-.--------------------------- $40,129. be used to develop methods for recovering 
1958______--_.---------------------- 41,648 . 
1959________._.._-.--.----..-------. 48,222 | silver, copper, and other valuable metals 

1961.2 222ss2ssssszllzslzo22222122 4/459 from ash generated at power stations in 
1962. ------------------------------- $8,808 the northern Great Plains that burn lig- 
1964__ 2-22-2222 222222222 ceo ces oases 49,152 nite. The School also received a grant of 
1966____.-.---.---.--------.---.---. 49,154 $15,965 from the U.S. Geological Survey to 
oo i= Gather information on ore deposits in the 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. Black Hills. 

Contracts awarded for highway construc- 

tite deposits in six western States including tion in South Dakota amounted to $46.3 
South Dakota;! and on the iron resources million, a 12-percent increase over that of 
in South Dakota.° 1965. Contracts awarded for Interstate 

Employment and Injuries.—Exclusive of highway construction had the greatest in- 

the petroleum industry, final statistics for 
1965 and preliminary statistics for 1966 of 3Meeves, Henry C., Clarence M. Harrer, Mel- 
employment and injuries in the mineral ford H. Salsbury, Albert S. Konselman, and 
. . . Spencer S. Shannon, Jr. Reconnaissance of 
industry are given in table 3. Beryllium-Bearing Pegmatite Deposits in Mes 

Western States: Arizona, Colorado, New Mex- 
Government Programs.—T’he South Dako- ico, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming. Bu- 

ta School of Mines and Technology at Mines Inf. Cire. 8298, 1966, 34 pp. 
Rapid Ci ‘ved t ts fr th > Harrer, C. M. Iron Resources of South 

apia City received two grants from the  pakota. BuMines Inf. Circ. 8278, 1966, 160 pp.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 
eee 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked — — — 
working active (thou- (thou- Fre- 
daily . sands) sands) Fatal Nonfatal queney Severity | 

1965: 
Coal___.-------_---- 4 125 1 4 _._-L ee Lee eee Lente eee nee 
Metal.._-........-.. 1,877 299 561 4,487 3 88 19.17 6,612 
Nonmetal___--__-._- 265 - 227 60 488 _______- - 10 20.48 479 
Sand and gravel___... 1,056 158 166 1,370 ________ 26 18.98 424 
Stone___-_._-.---___- 413 235 97 779 1 18 24.40 8,592 

Total___-...--.--. 3,615 245 885 7,128 4 137 19.78 5,215 
1966: P | 

Coal_._._.__---_-- 5 121 (1) 4 oe Lee eee nee 
Metal____...___.__-._ 1,880 299 © 547 4,359 1 $5 19.%3 2,204 
Nonmetal__________- 270 219° 59 481 _______- 8 16.63 81 
Sand and gravel______ 1,085 157 | 171 1,412 1 25 18.41 4,933 
Stone_____-__--_____- 405 244 98 821 ___-__-- 19 23.14 1,291 

Total___...---.... 8,595 243 875 7,077 2 137 «19.642, 516 ee SE ib sss READE ED 
P Preliminary. 
1 Less than 500. 

crease, $4.1 million or 21 percent’ As of synthetic gas competitive with natural gas. 
December 31, 376.7. miles of Interstate Two applications were submitted to the 
highway was open for traffic—42.4 miles Office of Minerals Exploration (OME) for 
more than as of this date 1 year ago. loans to explore silver properties; however, 
Highway-maintenance expenditures were none were approved in 1966. 
$7.3 million, a 25.8-percent increase.’ Under the Mining Claim Occupancy Act 

The Secretary of the Interior, Stewart L. of 1962, 27 patents were issued to residents 
Udall, approved the recommendation made of the Lead area at a ceremony held at 
by the Office of Coal Research (OCR) that Lead on December 18. 
a pilot plant for the gasification of lignite 
be located at Rapid City. A contract with 6 Engineering News Record. State Highway 

. * : Department’s Construction Plans for 1967 .. . Consolidation Coal Co. for constructing J? "Ru dgets for Maintenance: Highway Con- 
and operating the plant was to be awarded struction Spending Wili Reach For a Record 
early in 1967. The operation of the plant ghis Year. V. 78, No. 12, Mar. 23, 1967, pp. 
would require lignites and limestone, both ’ Bureau aes, Roa ds. Quarterly peerert 

: on e rederal-Al ighway Frogram, ec. ol, 
found in the area. The product would be a 1966. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS crete companies received 33.2 percent of 

the cement produced. Of the remainder, 
Cement.—The only State-owned cement P waa: ot 

I in the United S he South 15.6 percent went to building material 
ee - © Co tates io ' st Rat dealers, 6.5 percent to concrete-products 

a Cin This, \ vt the onle ant a : @P- manufacturers, 2 percent to other contrac- 
, ree Js e eet the on vhe onh PrO- tors, and 1.2 percent to miscellaneous users. 
Pro of In the a was the on - he Sixty-five percent of the cement shipments 
Soa or gypsum on iron nn ah ; the were by railroad. 

ne Se Nee in actdit a boat | 10 share ne Clays.—Bentonite, shale, and common 
the d tate; in a nd. Th out * ele aS clays were produced and processed in the 
aT © 004 3 30 barrel: . f ol nd cons syle d State. American Colloid Co. and Interna- 
S414 Larrele of wusechey on 30. an tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. (IMC) 

arre’s OF masonry cement, Pet each operated a bentonite processing plant 
cent more than in 1965. The gain was at- year Belle Fourche where ores mined in 

tributed to the increased use of concrete in Wyoming and South Dakota were proc- 

highway construction: Highway contractors essed. IMC resumed mining bentonite in 

received 41.5 percent and ready-mix con- South Dakota after many years. Shale
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tiined at two locations in Pefinington treated at either the grinding plant near 
Gounty was the source Of fore than one: Guster or the Northwest Beryllium Corp. 
half of the State's total clay production. flotation mill at Keystone. _ 

South Pakota Cement Commission mined. Northwest Berylliim Corp. obtained 

Light Aggregates, Inc. of Rapid City. Bpth the greund feldspar and the floated 

mined shale and expanded it te light- feldspar wefe shipped to users in other 
weight aggregate. Black Hills Clay Pred: States, Canada, and Mexico. oo 
ucts Go: mined commen clays in Butte | Gypsumy—The only producer and ¢an- 
County for brick ianufacttire at its Belle sumey of gypsum within the State was the 

Fourche plant. ee South Dakota Cement Commission. Praduc- 
_ *Feldgpar=Twenty-two mines in Custer tion froih it§ open pit mine in Pennington 

County aid five in Pennington Cojinty County was 17,103 tons, 24 times a8 much 
were the Soufres of feldspar, all petash as was mined in 1965. Of this amoufig, 

type. Although these 27 operationg§ were 8 16,714 tons Was used at the Rapid Gity 

fewer tha in 1965, production increased plant for manufacturing cement. The re: 

63 percent. . _ Mainder was stockpiled. = 

Small ajjounts ef hand-sorted ere were Lime—Lime was produced by Black 

shipped to itianyfacturers of glass, perce- Hills Lime Co. at Pringle and Pete Lien & 
lain, and pottery. The remainder was Sots near Rapid City: The fertaer com- 

- Table 4.—Sand ait gravel sold af used by pradueets, by classes af operations andl uses 
| (Thousand shgtt tons and thousand dollafs) ee 

| Stans of . 4 e USGS _ 1966 a | Glass of opéfation and uae INP a 

BS , P ae Fo oo 2, Quantity... Value _ Quantity _. Value _ 

Commercial operations: - OO oe I 
Sand: 7, | | | 

‘Construction: wo. oo . on 

. Building_..-:----+-:---+-++-+--+-+----+-+---- 420 m $503 404 $493 

Paving. -=---22----2--2---22+2+-2--2-s-se+--- 200 249 165 ; 206 

Fijl. .2-.------22------+-----+---------+--+--- 39 30 13 65 
Other... -_:--2---L-2--2-222-2-----2---2-22-+ eeel sete eee tle 13. 112 

Industrial: Glass: - = --------+----+-+-+--£----+2--- rir-teet f---t--- @ OO. . 

’ Construetion: cn ley ae - 
Building......__..-------------------------+--- 305 364 . 214 317 

- + Paying._.--.-.-------------2-+----+----------- 1,547 1,796 1,459 1,700 
| Railroad ballast-------------:.+--2+---2:-+-+--- 32 $8 ak 9 

RUMI et tee eee tt---t------- 57 38 43 35 
Other. __:...-------+------++-------2225252--:- 8 8 30 20 
Miscellaneous- -_---_--.---------------++-------- - 2. . 1. ' 18 . 18 

Total__:----------------2--22-------- 22 eet, 1,951 2, 245 1,774 ove 2,099 

Total sand and gravel__.--..--.---.------------ 2,610.8, 027 24222 8B 

Government-and-contractor operations: ee 
_ Sand: . SO . 

Building.-.._.._-----_-.---:--------------------- Qs Lo _.-----. 0 -----2 ee 
Paving....._._---------------------------------- 2, 772 2,773 2,246 2,258 
Other. _..__-_----------------------------------- 7 6 “9 “9 

 Potal. 88 eee eee eee eee eee TTY 2,780 2,255 2, 267 

Gravel: :.. | i . 7 . 
Building ____........---------------------------- 66 55 185 100 
Paving...._.---_-------------------------------- 8 B48 8,298 8,818 8,343 

Total... 02. 22--eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-- 8,609 8,848 8,953 8,448 
| Total sand and gravel_...._.....---------------- 11,388 11,128 | 11,208. = 10,710 

All operations: — o 7. a _ 
“ Sand_____.----.-------------- === ------------ 8488.8, 562 2,900 3,043 

| Gravel. _____-__--.--_------------------------------- 10,560 =: 10,593 = 10, 730 10,542 

| Total___-- 2-22 eee eee ee ee eeee----- 18,998 14,155 18, 680 18,585 

L Includes glass sand. 
2 Less than }4 unit.
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paily tidnufactared qbicklime for metallur- _—‘Lithium.—Sdijth Dakota, one of the three 
gieal tse, and the latter fhaniifaettred States that Produced lithium minerals, 
quicklimé and hydrated lime for use in shipped a small amount of haid-sorted 
plaster and Water tYéatment. Subitantial amblysonite ore: 
qUantities of hydrated lime alsa wete ised —Mfigay—scrap ihica was produced from 
fof soil stabilization. the Hugo mine operated by L. W. Judson, 

Lo a | | the Ingefsoll operated by Keystone Chenii- 
Tabie §,—Sajiil and gfavel production ig cal. -Go., and the Peerless aperated by 

1986; by counties Northwest Berylliuia Corp., all in Penning- 
__ (PhGtiggnd short tons aid thousand Weilafs) ton Goulity near Keystone. The produet 

= was sipped to cofisumers outside of the 
po County _ Quantity Yalte State, maatnily in the Chicago aiea for paint 

Bonde cccciicist «6488 altd eafing Material. 
Benngtt:.~ 22-2222 22 i: 3 "f - Black Hillg Rose Quartz Co. tritimed 

Brooking cc Bs 303 SOfite sheet mica; however, no shipinents Browtt- 22. -----2:2 e222. 560 602 «were made. 
Brulé.--2::-_--- 222-2222 : 78 8 oe ee ee ee oy 3 ug veng Buffalé. == .=----.--2:22-.-: 78 B Sand gnd Grayel—Sarid and gravel was 
Campbefis. 227222772: Bs BE produced in 66 of the 67 counties; Stanley Charles | ae 443 874 County repertéd no production, The State 
Cl siccct: 8 18 total production declined 368,000 tors he- 
Cédiiigton: ---------==-2::- 299 367 cause of a slowdown in building and high- Corson: 2:.22----------2-_- 271 BR ee ed ig Clister-_--- 2-2... --- ozs: 102 S4 Way construction ourng the last half of 
Davison= -:==--------:::2-: 845 81 the year. Butte County led the State with a Day_-2.- 22222222 2s lee 844 298 os etme eg a> oye Mee, cle get 

Deel 222222222222 leel: 110 127 preduction of | million tons, 4pproxiiate- 
Doge ‘ip _|Y three times the amount produced in the Ediniinds---=2:------------ 18 18 county in 1965. The South Pakoia Depart- 
Fadiiee  c.cclTT2T. BSB Ment of Highways construction program it Grahipe- = 222522222222 2222L_ apo ise Butte County stimulated this increase. . 
Heakens cocci: TB 5 Output was repotted by 148 respondents 
Hak fps- =. 2222-------+-- Bis o7 from 410 operations. One hundred _and 
Haig l2z sllos 88 292 thirty-four commercial operations utilized 
Hiulphisns22-2 202200 tet 167 ernment-and-contractor operations nuii- 

Jaclsohssowcec. 76 _ bered 276; using 20 stationary and 49 port- Jerguld- woebee ecteeeleeeee ass 229° able plants. The Government-and-eontrac: 

Kingsbury 72 ~=— 8S *88~stor sand _and gravel was produced for the 
babes 2202222Sot2rtT 104 95 Federal Bureau of Indian Affairs, Federal 

Ei once "93 '95 Buredu of Reclamation, U.S. Army Corps Ag: | 3: a 206 199 of Engineers, South Dakota Aeronautic 
Wie ois a Comimission, South Dakota Cement Com- 
Maféhall_____-.._--.-----_. 138 131 mission, South Dakota Department of 
Melletio. 22222: RR 28. -- Highways, and county and municipal high: 
Miner-. 22-22-22 -- 2 W 1 way departments. 
Miftifeliaha____.-----__-=_- 5B5 582 - . . 
peltingtca 777777 °c" 18 238 Stone.—Seven classifications of stone ‘were 
pone nen nncccccrccors BB 55 produced; crushed and dimension granite, 
Potfer__--_--..------------ 140 144 crushed. and dimension limestone, crushed 

a TTTTTTTTTTTTT 84 ‘37 and dimension sandstone, and crushed mis- 
Shanttion..----------------- js js cellaneous stone. The quantity of total 
Sully: ---.2 sn ee 87 87 stone produced increased 41 percent and 

Trippoosllccls) get ggg Value increased 48 percent; dimension 
Purner- anne eee een 300 303 limestone, an exception, decreased slightly. 

Walworth 2220222202220 395 Output came from 41 operations in 11 
Washabaugh.____.-.-___-_- 55 -55  caunties. The leading counties were Grant, 

Ziebach vt "ts With a production value of $4.1 million oo —..-— from six dimension granite quarries and 
__ Total...------------ 18, 680 13,585 one crushed miscellaneous stone quarry;
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Table 6.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

Granite Limestone Sandstone ! 
Year ne 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1962___.___________----__ 25,923 $2,442,181 1,572,300 $2,184,374 1,119,655 $1,779,639 
1963 __...--------------- 24,680 2,761,546 1,652,571 2,427,016 1,033,749 2,070,837 
1964___..._-__--.------- 17,803 2,807,851 1,179,551 1,784,812 920 ,361 1,702 ,349 
1965___-___-------------- 20,129 2,944,586 868,726 1,411,917 650 , 847 1,006 ,609 
1966___.__-------------- 23,806 4,066,853 1,100,575 1,793,263 983 , 897 1,997 ,291 

Other stone Total 

. Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1962___._...------------ 2 134,056 2 $126 ,373 2 , 851 , 934 $6 , 532 , 567 
1968 __-.__.-----.------- 82,618 79,310 2,793 , 568 7,338,709 
1964_____________-- e+ -e eee --- ee w+ +--+ ------- 2,117,715 6,245,012 
1965__.--_____----------- 14,068 24,117 1,553 , 770 5 , 387 ,229 
1966__._.__._-_-.------- 77,800 137,349 2,186,078 7,994,756 

1 Includes quartz and quartzite. 
2 Includes slate. 

Table 7.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

ne 1965 1966 - 
Use a 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Dimension stone: 
Rough construction and rubble-----__--short tons_-_ 4,000 $6 ,000 WwW WwW 
Rough architectural___.._____--------cubic feet- | . 
Dressed architectural. --------4-------~--G0---~ 1 116,635 1 869 ,679 1136,764 1$1,741,591 
Rough monumental______-----------------do_--- 
Dressed monumental__.__.___..------------do-_-- 181,903 2,074,907 157,177 2,330,462 
Flagging__._----------------------------do---- 25 ,000 3,000 W W 

Total (approximate, in short tons)__---------- 26,129 2,953,586 28 , 796 4,079,553 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap____--_--.-------------------short tons_-_ 33 ,858 45,915 75,335 127, 753 
Railroad ballast_.___.__._...-------------do_-__~- 285,167 392 ,220 279 ,494 378 ,945 
Concrete and roadstone_____.-------------do__-- 821,577 1,294,181 1,235,485 2,294,570 
Cement________._-__-__-------------------do_--- 312 ,564 562,615 451,115 812 , 007 
Other. _______.-_-._----.--_-------------d0o_--- 274,475 2 138,712 3 115,853 3 301,928 

Total________-_-_--_-------_---_-----do-... 1,527,641 2,483,643 2,157,282 3,915,203 

Total stone (approximate, in short tons)____.-- 1,553,800 5,387,229 2,186,100 7,994,756 
eee oo oeoeEO SESS ooCS a 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in ‘‘Totals.” 
1 Rough architectural, dressed architectural, and rough monumental combined to avoid disclosing individual 

company confidential data. 
2 Includes stone used in other filler, lime, and refractory. 
3 Includes stone used for decorative use, other filler, landscaping, lime, precasting, refractory, and roofing 

granules. 

and Pennington with an output value of | riprap, concrete aggregate, road metal, rail- 
$1.8 million from eight limestone and three road _ ballast, filler, and decoration. The 
sandstone operations. leading producers of crushed sandstone 

Dimension granite was used for architec- were Spencer Quarries, Inc., Hanson Coun- 

tural and monumental stone and the ty; Concrete Materials Co., Minnehaha 
crushed granite was used for riprap by the County; and John A. Carlson, Inc., Tripp 

city of Lead. Dimension limestone uses (County. 

aad crushed rubble, curbing, and flagging Crushed miscellaneous stone was pro- 

and the limestone was used for Tiprap, duced in six counties for riprap, concrete 
concrete aggregate, road metal, railroad 

. ‘ aggregate, and road metal. The product 
ballast, filler, and manufacturing lime and d . . h 
cement. was used on construction projects of the 

All of the dimension sandstone produced U-S. Army Corps of Engineers, Federal 
was used as building stone. Crushed sand- Bureau of Public Roads, South Dakota 
stone was produced in five counties by Department of Highways, and Grant 
eight firms and included uses as ganister, County Highway Department.
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| METALS Molybdenum.—Molybdenum output was 
Beryllium.—Production of beryl concen- from uraniferous lignite ore mined in Har- 

trate increased substantially. Output was ing County. Most “ the ore was shipped 
reported from the Tin Mountain mine [°F processing to the ONL Dak TL. 
operated by Walter S. Clifford in Custer buming pant ship ped to its New Mexico 
County, and from various mines in Pen- 

: : ° mill for recovery of uranium and molybde- 
mngton wounty. The Le i comngton num. A small quantity of molybdenum al- County producers were the Hugo mine . 

SO was recovered as a byproduct by Mines operated by hw Jucson ane the Peeness Development, Inc, a subsidiary The 
mine operate y Northwest Beryllium , an 
Corp. Purchasers included Beryl Ores Co. Susquehanna Corp. be ah eigemont plant. 

of Arvada, Col, in Northwest Beryliam Corp recov . . ered a small amount of tin conc 
ood am Fi see gold ane ster (cassiterite) from the pegmatite ore proc- 

Hom he in_ te Lead. Acros di et he essed at its Keystone mill, the first produc- 
omestake mine at Lead. According to the tion reported in the State after a lapse of Homestake Mining Co. annual report, 17 years 

2,002,239 tons of ore was produced, yield- Uranium —Output of uranium ore in- 

ng 606,467 ounces of gold . and 109,885 creased slightly over that of 1965. Uranifer- ounces of silver with a combined value of ous lignite ore was produced at 5 mines in 
$21,309,115. This amount was $784,757 less Harding County and sandstone ore was 
than the value of the gold and silver re- roduced at 27 mines in Fall River 
covered in 1965. Part of this decrease was pount - a total of 5 more operations than 
attributed to the lower grade of ore recov- in 1965 The uraniferous lign ite ore was 
ered during the year; in addition, the la- shipped to the Mines Development, Inc., 

bor shortage was also a factor, with mine mill at Edgemont and to the Kerr-McGee production falling below mill capacity. Corp. plant at Bowman, N. Dak. After 

The metallurgical recovery was 95.7 per- burning the ore, Kerr-McGee sent the ash 
cent, the same as in 1965. to its mill at Grants, N. Mex., for recovery 
Ending more than 50 years of operation of uranium and molybdenum. The sand- 

without union representation, the hourly stone ore was shipped to the Mines Devel- 
employees of Homestake Mining Co., m opment, Inc., mill at Edgemont for recov- 
June, voted to be represented by the Unit- ery of uranium. 
ed Steelworkers of America. A 3-year labor In addition to processing indigenous ura- 
contract was negotiated and signed on De- nium ore, Mines Development, Inc., proc- 
cember 5. Since 1947, six previous attempts essed uraniferous lignite ore from North 
to organize a union at the mine had failed. Dakota and sandstone ore from Washing- 

Iron Ore.—Ivon ore had been mined near ton and Wyoming. 
Nemo and stockpiled in sufficient quantity The authority for Mines Development, 
to last the only consumer, the State-owned _Inc., to sell uranium ore to the U.S. Atom- 
cement plant, many years. Production was ic Energy Commission (AEC), due to ex- 
to resume when the stockpile was depleted. ire December 31, 1966, was extended to P P P 

Table 8.-Mine production of gold and silver in terms of recoverable metals 
To ee 

Mines producing Material Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 
lO sola or -_ 

Year treated ! 
Lode Placer (thousand Troy ounces Value Troy ounces Value 

short tons) (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) oe NSIS) MUOUSAN'S) \bROUSANCS) © 

ig even Bo RS SBR IBR ~-------- eee 2 _---- ,86 ,232 , 
1963__._.---_---___. 3 1 1,909 576 , 726 20,185 117 150 
1964____-__-_---- ee 1 1 2,033 616,913 21,592 133 172 
1965______-__-._--___- 1 _L---- 2 ,032 628 , 259 21,989 129 167 
1966____-.-----__-___- 1 Lee 2,002 606 , 467 21,226 110 142 

1876-1966___________ NA NA NA 31,814,359 895 , 099 12,247 9,429 $e STO ee 
NA Not available. 
1 Excludes placer gravel.
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permit limited production for sale to the Drilling declined sharply from the 1965 
AEC through December 31, 1968. : peak; total drilling amounted to 14 wells, 
Vanadium.—Susquehanna-Western, Inc., a compared with 33 wells in 1965. Two de- 

subsidiary of The Susquehanna Corp., re- velopment oil wells were drilled: One each 
covered vanadium pentoxide at its Edge- in the Buffalo and Barker Dome fields. Ex- 
mont plant. The product was recovered  ploratory drilling was scattered through 
from uranium-sandstone ore tailings from the, southcentral part of the State. In its 

the adjoining uranium mill of Mines De- continuing exploration program—with five 
velopment, Inc., and from California slag. wells during the year—Gulf Oil Corp. 
The uranium-vanadium. sandstone ores found shows..of oil in the Winnipeg forma- 

were mined in Fall River County and _ tion (Ordovician) in a well drilled in, 1965 
Washington and Wyoming. o. in sec 14, T43N, R29E, Mellette County, 

= aan Additional tests in 1966 failed to establish 

MINERAL FUELS commercial production. ee ak 

Coal_—Lignite was’ strip mined from the At yearend, 475,453 acres of Federal and 

54-inch thick Hellcreek seam. near Firesteel. 50,422 ‘ ACTES of Indian lands were tander 

Although the mine, operated by Dewey lease for, oil and gas. Sales of. Indian leages 

County Coal Co.; was idle from mid-Fe- were held on June 21 and July 13.. The 
bruary until late fall, output was approxi- first sale .covered. lands on_ the Rosebyd 
mately the same as that of 1965. Reservation and totaled 39,202 acres.:for 

. | Petroleum.—Crude oil - production from Which _ the average bid was 52 cents an the Buffalo field in Harding County in- acre. The second, in the Cheyenne: River 

creased 16 percent to 219,888 barrels. This Reservation, covered 7,542 acres which (re- 
increase resulted from three new wells ceived an average bid of $3.34 an acre: 
(two.in late 1965) and from. more efficient © The State Department of School and 
operation of the field. oe, ; Public Lands held two oil- and gas-lease 

Fhe increase atthe Buffalo field more _ sales, Total. acreage. leased was 244,556 

than offset the drop in production at the which brought a bonus. of $15,224. Largest 
small Barker Dome field. ‘The net increase offerings were in the southcentral counties: 
for the State was 9 percent. Natural.gas Bennett, Jones, Mellette, Stanley, Sully, 
produced at Buffalo field, 14 million cubic and Tripp. Most: active leases were “Gulf 
feet, was used for field fuel or flared. ;. Oil' Corp. and Tenneco Oil Co. = * 

Table 9.— Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties 

a - | | County - Oil Dry Total Footage 

Exploratory completions: a “ 
Bennett__._-_-___-_ ee eee eee e+ +--+ -- 1 1 4,556 
Custer... -_ eee eee Lee 1 1 1,333 
Fall River___.._-______________--_ eee eee eee ee 1 1 1,526 
Haakon________________________-___- eee ee +--+ ---- 2 2 8,947 
Harding.______________2:__-.__--_-_--_- eee eee e+e ee 1 1 7,860 
Jones______-_____________ Le eee eee eee eee 1 1 2,653 
Lyman___2___- 2 eee eee eee 1 1 2,458 
Mellette__._.________________________ eee eee eee 1 1 3,276 
Stanley__________._- eee eee +--+ ---- 2 2 5,537 
Sully_-.._._--- 2-2 eee -------- 1 1 2,251 

Total____._.__-.---_------------------------------ -------- 12 12 40,337 

Development completions: 7 
Custer.____________________-__ eee eee eee 1 _____ Le 1 1,426 
Harding__----_-------------------------------------- Lo LL ieee 1 8,420 

Total___________--.__-_--1------------------------ 2 _------- 2 £9,846 

Total all drilling____...-_.--------------------------- 2 12 14 50,183 

Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
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REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral output was reported by 66 of both increased. The. ore, a sandstone con- 

| the 67 counties; Stanley County. was the ‘taining uranium and, vanadium, was proc- 

exception. However, only those counties essed at the Edgemont mills. Mines Devel- 

with significant production or activity in opment, -:Inc., recovered uranium from 

the mineral industry are discussed. | sandstone ore mined in Fall River County 

Butte—Value of mineral production in- and from ore mined in Washington and 

creased 20 percent, as a result of substan- Wyoming. The company .also recovered 

tial increases in the output and value of uranium from uraniferous lignite mined in 

sand and gravel and in the output of com- Harding County, .S. Dak., and Billings and 

mon clay. Sand and gravel output was Slope. Counties, N. Dak. Tailings from the 

stimulated principally by increased high- sandstone ores were processed in the ad- 

way construction. - 7 joining SusqueHanna-Western, Inc., mill 

_ Black Hills Clay Products Co. manufac- wheres vanadiuna - pentoxide was recovered. 

tured brick at its Belle Fourche plant from The: :Susquehanna-Western, Inc., mill also 

the miscellaneous, clay mined within the processed vanadium bearing slags : from 

county. : | California. Vanadium perttoxide recovery 

The plants at Belle Fourche, owned by from}, ores mined in Fall River County de- 

American Colloid Co. and IME, processed _ clingd. Additjonal equipment installed in 

bentonite ore mined in the county and in  the.vanadiune: mill at yearetid was expected 

Wyoming; however, total production was to» increase the vanadium pentoxide out- 

below that of 1965. Nearly one-half of the put? fe oe 

South Dakota bentonite: was used by “At its Edgemont mill, Mines Develop- 

foundries. Other principal uses were in to- ment, Inc.,¢recoveted a small: amount of | 

tary drilling, insulation, animal feed, ahd iholybdenum: from.uraniferous lignite ores | 

reservoir lining.. A substantial tonnage was mined in Harding County. — | 

exported. ae “Only 1 exploratory oil well was complet- | 

-Custer—Increased production of sand ed; compared. with 11 for each of the. 2 

and gravel arid feldspar more than offset previous years. oo ; 

the decline iti lime, stone, beryl concen-— : Grant.—The value of mineral production | 

trate, and petroleum. mo inereased 48 percent. Sand and gravel amd | 

Twenty-two mines, five fewer than in stone were the only two. mineral commodi- ! 

1965, yielded the increased amount of feld- ties. produced. The sand and gravel pro- ! 

spar ore—mostly processed at the IMC ducers were the South Dakota Department 

plant at Custer.. The one major producer of Highways .and the Grant County High- 

was IMC at the Shamrock and Tip Top — way ', Department, which also prodttced | 

mines.. Sand and gravel prodiiction in- crushed stone, The value of dimension ! 

creased many fold because of usé for road stone ‘from six granite quatries néar Mil- 

construction and maintenance by the Cus- bank and Big Storie City was over $4 mil- | 

ter County Hithway Department ‘and the lion. Quarry oferdtors were Cold -Spring | 

State Department of Highways. Lo Granité Co., Dakota Granite Co. (operat- | 

Although a new development well was ing two quarries),; Delano Granite Works, | 

drilled’ in the Barker Dome Oilfield, pro- Inc., Robert Hunter Granite Co., Inc.;' and 

duction declined 34 percent; the decline Steiner-Rausch Graflite Co. " ! 

reflected the steady depletion of the ‘reset- Harding.—The 6-percent increase in the 

voir, / | n - | value of minerals produced could be ‘at- 

Walter Clifford, operating the Tin tributed td only two minerals, petroleum 

Mountain mine, reported a small amount and uranium. Full production from three 

of tantalum produced‘and stockpiled. —: new wells and more efficient operations in- 

Fall River-—The value of the three min- creased output at the Buffalo oifield by 

erals produced—sand and gravel, uranium, 30,350 barrel. Uranium content of the 

and vanadium—increased.  uraniferous lignite ash—shipped by Kerr- 

Sand and gravel, all used for State and McGee Corp. to its plant in Grants, N. 

county highway construction, | ‘more than Mex., and by Sysquehanna-Western, Inc, to 

doubled. The number of wutanium ore — on Te 

mines and the value of the uranium Ore to The Susquehanna Corp. annual report 1966
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in South Dakota, by counties 
Eee 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value eee 6s ewe oe eS eS Oe 
Aurora_._._._.-.----. $882,000 $366,000 Sand and gravel. 
Beadle_____._______- 99 ,000 107 ,000 Do. 
Bennett__...___.___- 77,000 3,000 Do. . 
Bon Homme_-_-______- 289 , 000 198 , 000 Do. 
Brookings__________- 543 , 000 303 , 000 Do. 
Brown ___.-_._---_-- W 602 ,000 Do. 
Brule____.__________ 752,970 86,000 Do. 0 
Buffalo__._-____.____ 4,000 82,300 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Butte______________e W W_ Sand and gravel, clays. 
Compbell__._________ 83,000 124,000 Sand and gravel. 
Charles Mix_________ 474,480 374,000 Do. 
Clark_____...--____- 197,000 187 ,000 Do. 
Clay___.--..----_-_- 62 ,000 69 , 000 Do. 
Codington___._______ 631 , 000 367,000: Do. 
Corson____-_--.____- 644,000 233,000. Do. 
Custer____.-..______ 464 ,628 471,538 Feldspar, sand and gravel, petroleum, lime, stone, 

beryllium concentrate. 
Davison____..._____- 176 , 000 817,000 Sand and gravel. 
Day___._-___-.______- 371,000 298 , 000 Do. 
Deuel_______-_-_______ 141 ,000 127,000 Do. 
Dewey_.______-___-_- - 67,700 94,125 Sand and gravel, coal. 
Douglas____..______- 266 , 000 110,000 Sand and gravel. 
Edmunds_____-.-__-- 70,000 18 ,000 Do. 
Fall River__._______- 250,187 W_ Uranium ore, sand and gravel, vanadium. 
Faulk.____.________- 166 , 000 153,000 Sand and gravel. 
Grant____..-..-.----- 38,079,586 4,549,927 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Gregory_.-_______-_- 256 , 000 122,000 Sand and gravel. 
Haakon____._________: 30,000 56 ,000 Do. 
Hamlin____._2______ 17,000 30,000 Do. 
Hand___..._____-_-- 50,000 272,000 Do. 
Hanson____________- 969,781 1,089,239 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Harding____________-_ 838 ,689 892,773 Petroleum, uranium ore, molybdenum, sand and gravel. 
Hughes_____________ 70,608 110,350 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Hutchinson____.____- 295 , 000 167,000 Sand and gravel. 
Hyde____________-_- 25,000 46 ,000 Do. 
Jackson_____________ 15,000 76,000 Do. 
Jerauld____._.______- 42,000 229 ,000 Do. 
Jones.._.-_-__-- ee Lee 39 ,000 Do. 
Kingsbury___.______- 268 , 000 95,000 Do. 
Lake__.._-_.._______- 99 ,000 95,000 Do. 
Lawrence______....-- 22,381,179 21,696,095 Gold, stone, silver, sand and gravel. 
Lincoln... .._____- 561,000 95,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lyman______.__.___- 200,000 199 ,000 Do. 
Marshall______._____ 127,000 131 , 000 Do. 
McCook____________- 659 , 000 131 , 000 Do. 
McPherson__________ 161,000 244,000 Do. 
Meade_____________-_ 186 , 000 155,015 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Mellette_...___._____ | 65 , 000 28,000 Sand and gravel. 
Miner_____.________- 30,000 71,000 Do. 
Minnehaha________-- 1,289,480 1,191,069 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Moody_____--__-____- 229 , 000 338,000 Sand and gravel. ; 
Pennington__......-. 7,557,035 10,178,931 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, lime, feldspar, clays, 

gypsum, beryllium concentrate, mica (scrap), tin. 
Perkins. ___.-_.____- 335 , 000 555,000 Sand and gravel. 
Potter___._--___22 2 Lele 140, 000 Do. 
Roberts__.__._______ 438 ,000 143 , 000 Do. , 
Sandborn____________ 87,000 57,000 Do. 
Shannon____________ 37,000 73 , 000 Do. 
Spink.____.._._______ 284,000 94 ,000 Do. 
Stanley____.._______ 27,000 __________ 
Sully__..-2-2- Le 108 ,000 87,000 Sand and gravel. 
Todd____-_________- 26 , 000 80,000 Do. 
Tripp.____--________ W W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Turner_____________._ 259 , 000 303,000 Sand and gravel. 
Union_______- 209 , 000 149 , 000 Do. 
Walworth__________. 496 ,000 295 , 000 Do. 
Washabaugh_________ 47,000 55 , 000 Do. 
Yankton____________ W W_ Sand and gravel, stone. 
Ziebach____._-__.___. ____-____- 75,000 Sand and gravel. 
Undistributed 1___..__ 2,160,044 3,083,617 

Total..__._... 50,175,000 52,707,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data, included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
1 Includes production of gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W.
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Mines Development, Inc., plant at Edge- Gulf Oil Corp. The northcentral part of 

mont—was slightly higher. Molybdenum the county was the site of a significant 

production decreased. Sand and gravel pro- show of oil in one of Gulf’s exploratory 

duction declined 46 percent; the only con- wells. 

sumer was the South Dakota Department Pennington.—The value of mineral pro- 

of Highways. duction was $10.2 million, a 35-percent in- 

Lawrence.—With mineral production val- crease. Of the 12 minerals produced, only 

ued at $21.7 million, 3 percent below that lithium and mica declined in quantity and 

of 1965, the county led the State in output value. 

value. Decreased production of gold and Cement shipped by the State-owned ce- 

silver at the Homestake mine at Lead ac- ment plant at Rapid City had the largest 

counted for part of the decline. increase ($1.2 million), 25 percent more 

Homestake Mining Co. annual report than in 1965. This gain, in turn, contrib- 

stated: uted to the increased production of clay 

Development of Nineteen ledge con- (shale) , gypsum, limestone, and sand. 

tinued from the 5,000 level to the 6,800 Clay (shale), in addition to that used 

level. Numerous good ore intersections for manufacturing cement, was mined and 

were found. Between the 4,700 and 5,900 expanded to a lightweight aggregate by 

levels, there were 1,332,000 tons of meas- Light Aggregates, Inc., of Rapid City. 

ured and indicated ore with an average The only consumer of gypsum and the 

grade of about $12.65 per ton in gold.* largest consumer of crushed limestome was 

*** Bottomdump skips having a 10- the State-owned cement plant at Rapid 

percent increase in capacity were in- City. Other uses of crushed limestone were 

stalled at the Ross and Yates shafts * * concrete aggregate, road metal, railroad bal- 

** last, lime manufacture, filler, and riprap. 

Sand and gravel and stone were the Crushed limestone was produced by L. G. 
. Everist, Inc.; Hills Materials Co., a subsidi- 

other minerals produced. Sand and gravel, . . 
. . . ary of Northwestern Engineering Co.; Pete 

used mainly by the State and county high- . . . 
Lien & Sons; Northwestern Engineering 

way departments, decreased 58,000 tons. Go: and Summit, Inc. Pete Lien & Sons 

Production of stone from five quarries in- ° i: : . 
also produced dimension limestone for 

creased more than threefold as crushed . . ees 
; . curbing and flagging. Small quantities of 

stone was used for road surfacing and rip- . 
| ; crushed quartz for decorative use were pro- 

rap by the Federal Bureau of Public . | . 

Roads, Federal Forest Service, State Depart- duced at the Hugo mine by L. ‘W. Judson , , pat ; | 
. . and at the Peerless mine by Northwest Be- 

ment of Highways, and the city of Lead. ; . . 
j oo ryllium Corp. Dimension sandstone pro- 

Mellette——The only mineral production  qyced by Black Hills Rose Quartz Co. was 

was 28,000 tons of sand and gravel for use sed for architectural purposes. 

by the State Department of Highways. Pe- Sand and 1 duction increased al 

troleum activity, however, was increasing. an ie 1 ne pro ine vaced on a” 

A total of 36,800 acres of oil and gas leases hich twoto ecause of increase@ use 2 

in the county was sold at a State sale in ighway construction. 

April; most of the acreage was acquired by Various operators, in the vicinity of Key- 

Table 11.—Homestake mine ore milled, receipts, and dividends 1 

rs 
Receipts for bullion 

Ore milled product Dividends 

Year (thousand ————_-—_—__ (thousands) 
short tons) Total Per ton 

(thousands) eNOS 

1962___._______- eee eee eee eee eee 1,869 $20 ,271 $10.85 $3 , 242 

1963_______-____------------------------------->- 1,909 20 ,278 10.62 3, 205 

1964____________------------------------------->- 2,033 21,703 10.68 3,255 

1965_____-_.-.___-------------------------------- 2,032 22 ,094 10.88 3,445 

1966_______-.__-__------------------------------ 2,002 21,309 10.64 3 ,93T 

1960. -~---------- 97 orn rrr 

1 From 1876 to 1966, inclusive, this mine yielded bullion and concentrates that brought a net return of $823.3 

million and paid $232.0 million in dividends. 
Source: Homestake Mining Co. annual report.
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stone;. mined pegmatites front which severi (cassiterité), and colimbium-tafitaluin con: 

miritral prodtiéts were recovered} beryllium centrate by processilig the er€ if its flota- 
coriéentrate, feldspar, glass safid, lithiuii, iol mill at Keysiéne, Beryllium conceii: 
mia, columbium-tantalum conéentrate, atid ate, feldspar, Aitiium (amblygonite), and 
tin concentiate (cassiterite). Northwest Be- S“TaP_Mica were fécovered fromi the Inger: tin roncentrate (cassiterite) . Vorthw: ai;,, soll mine operatéd by. KeYstorié Chetiieal ryllium Corp., operating thé Peerless Hine, Co. Beryllium eBncentraté: feldspar, and 

recovered Beryllium canceiitfate, feldéfiat; scrap fitica wef recovered fram ore from 
glass sand; strap miicd, Hn conceiitrate the Hiigo miiié Gperated by L, W. Jitdson:



The Mineral Ind £ T 
This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Minés, US. Department of the Interior, and the Tennessee Division of Geology, for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels, : 

By James R. Boyle‘! and William D. Hardeman ” 

Record production of phosphate rock; phosphate rock, and, stone made up for the 

pyrite, sand and gravel, crushed limestone, loss in zinc production, The total value of 
crushed Sandstone; and copper highlighted mineral production was slightly less than 

the, mineral industry of Tenfiessee in 1966. the preyiqus record production in 1965. ! 
Tetinesseé led the Nation in production of — Leading mineral industries, which to- 
ball elay; pyrite, and zifie} ranked third in gether furnished §1 percent of the total 

produgtion of plesphate rock and diimen- value of production, were as follows: Stone, 
sion marble; and fourth in production of zinc, cement, phosphate rock, and coal. ! 
fuller’s earth; and. sixth in dimension sand- ae | 
stoiie. Zinc output decreased owing to a ————— 
strike if the last quarter of 1966 at the . 1Mining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Knoxville, 

America Zine Co. operations, but in- Terme ee 
cteased proditction of bituminous coal, ment of Conservation, Neshville Tenn, 

|Table Mineral produiction in Tenmesspe* 
a 1965 si 

| Mineral —  Vglue. Value _ 
; . Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

| Barite...___._._.2_.-.--...-2.-_:.--short tons... 30 , 582 $442 29,206 $412 
Cement: — rae oP is Se 

Portland. __._...--thousand 376-paund barrels... —-—«-8, 724 2], 535 8,177). 25, T1B 
__. -Masonry..._...... thousand 280-pound barrels__ 1,185 3,140 - 1,095 . 2 B22 ! 
Clays....2.-i..--....._....- thousand short tons_- 1,495 6,108 21,359 24,909 
Coal (bituminous)________-- 2-2 ena ce ce dos___ 5, 865 20,980 '§,309 23763 ! 
Cop per (recoverable content of. ores, etc.) = short tons __ 14,8238 10,495 15,410 11,148 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, étc.).._troy punces-_ _ 122 | 141 5 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, ete.)_-. short. tons __ a er -181 Bh 
Natural gas... --------7-2--~,million euble feet __ 85 16 eee onal 
Petroleum (crude). ------thousand. 42-gallon barrels. - ~- 1t 22 OW | WwW 
Phosphate rock_.._...-.-..-_-thousand short tons. . 2,954 $22,296 8,125 23 ,886 
Sand and gravel____.__.------.--2-2-------d0-__- 8,193 10,699 8,628 11,142 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, ete.) — Do - mo ae 

oo, thousand troy ounces-_ ‘- 94 122 101 130 
Stone 3______ 22. as.----.---.thousand short tons_-_ ‘28,888 38 , 859 31,260 41 ,432 
Zine (recoverable. content of ores, etc.). . short tons _ 122 387 «85, 7387 108,117 29.904 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Clay (fuller’s — 

‘earth 1966); lime, pyrite, stone (cfushed sandstone), oe fT ' 
and values indicated by symbol W----.-_--------- XX 6,572 xx 7,258 

A XX 182,941 xXx 182,584 

- W. Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Value of items that 
cannot be disclosed.” re ST a 
XX Not applicable. po oe Pte . 
1 due on 38 measured by mine shipments, gales, or. marketable praduction (including consumption by 

producers).- 2 a SR . 
2 Excludes fullers earth; included with: ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
’ Excludes crushed sandstone; included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 
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Figure 1.—Value of stone, coal, and total value of mineral production in Tennessee. 

Leading companies were Tennessee Copper 14-minute quadrangle sheets, provide de- 
Co. (copper, gold, lead, pyrite, silver, and tailed information on Tennessee’s mineral 
zinc), Monsanto Co. (phosphate rock), resources. 
Vulcan Materials Co. (limestone and sand Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) was 
and gravel) , American Zinc Co. (limestone conducting final tests on the 950,000-kilo- 
and zinc), Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. (ce- watt Bull Run Steam Plant. Coal-handling 
ment, clays, and limestone) , Marquette Ce- _ facilities were completed early in the year, 
ment Manufacturing Co. (cement, clays, 
and limestone) , Ideal Cement Co. (cement, Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 
clays, and limestone), and General Port- constant 1957-59 dollars 
land Cement Co. (cement and limestone) . (Thousands) 

Government Programs.—The Tennessee Year Value 
Division of Geology, Department of Con- 1957... ...2.0 8 18 $130,190 
servation, published a new. State Geologic 95g. ~7 7777777777777 7777777777777 129 526 
Map in four sheets. Each sheet, with a j907777cc77777777cccvvzztzccvczzt_—(BE BBA scale of 1:250,000, has geology overprinted 1961____-------_ 222222 2227277777” 151,067 

: : 1962____--------------- ee 154,268 on a U.S. Army Map Service topographic 93777777 777777777777777777777777 163,360 
Fuiat ; i 1964____------- eee 172 ,641 base. The Division published 26 geologic 1965. 22-222 ne TTT 194863 

and mineral resource maps, bringing the 1966__-~---------277777TTTTTTTT772 sh 174286 
total published to 122. The maps, on 7— p Preliminary. _* Revised.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

a 
Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 

Average days hours injuries million man-hours 
Year and industry men Days worked worked ————————_—_———_ 

working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity EE 

1965: 
Coal_....----------- 2,503 181 454 3,672 11 ' 108 32.40 19 ,020 

Metal_.__..---------- 1,712 268 458 3,665 3 114 31.92 8,352 

Nonmetal._.--.----- 855 268 229 1,877 --- 46 24.51 2,038 

Sand and gravel_---_- 668 248 166 1,413 1 21 15.57 6,887 

Stone______--------- 2,971 264 783 6,543 --- 124 18.95 2,937 
eS ENO 

Total_...--..----- 8,709 240 2,090 17,170 15 413 24.93 7,760 

1966: P | 
Coal_....----------- 2,490 158 395 3,215 6 90 29.86 12,205 

Metal_..__.-..------- 1,685 243 410 3,301 2 98 30.29 6, 622 

Nonmetal_-___------- 855 269 230 1,891 --- 36 19.04 1,757 

Sand and gravel-_----- 730 258 188 1,599 --- 33 20.64 438 

Stone.__...-.------- 2,845 273 7716 6 ,343 2 161 25.70 2,887 
a 

Total._...-------- 8,605 232 1,999 16,349 10 418 26.18 5,108 

eB rrecssssee ss 
P Preliminary. 

and coal consumption is expected to be 2.2 _ installation of 45,000 kilowatts. Completion 

million tons per year. It will be shipped in _ is expected late in 1969. 

72-car unit trains from east Kentucky on a At yearend, 527 miles of Tennesse’s total 

48-hour, round-trip schedule. Interstate Highway System mileage was 

. wae: open to traffic; 50 percent of the system is 
TVA continued work on the Nickajack P P . Y 

. now complete. Work was in progress on 
Dam on the Tennessee River below Chat- es . . . 

. the remaining mileage of interstate high- 
tanooga. The dam, 83 feet high and 3,700 . : 

. . . way designated for the State. 
feet long, will have a power installation of . . 

97.200 kilowatts. Initial operation is sched- The Federal Bureau of Mines, with a 
le di ' 967 . P Mineral Resource Office at Knoxville and a 

uted 1p " Mineral Resource Field Office at Tuscaloo- 

TVA started construction of the Tims sa, Ala., conducted mineral resource studies 

Ford Dam on the Elk River in south-cen- of bituminous coal in Alabama, Kentucky, 

tral Tennessee. The dam will be 165 feet and Tennessee and of metal and nonmetal 

high and 1,350 feet long and have a power _ resources of the area. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS total. Four companies produced masonry 

cement at five plants in five counties; the 

Production of nonmetals accounted for leading producer was Marquette Cement 

64 percent of the total value of mineral Manufacturing Co. Shipments decreased 8 

production, compared with 63 percent in percent and were 10 percent below the 

1965. The five principal commodities in 1964 record. Of total shipments 64 percent, 

order of value were stone, cement, phos- were to Tennessee consumers. Shipments 

phate rock, sand and gravel, and clays. were also made to Georgia (13 percent), 

Barite—Three operators mined crude North Carolina (9 percent), Kentucky (4 

barite from five mines in three counties for percent) , Alabama, South Carolina, and 

oil-well-drilling muds, chemicals, and other Virginia (3 percent each) , and other States 

uses. The leading producer was National (1 percent) . 

Lead Co. (Ballard mine). Production de- Four companies produced portland ce- 

creased by 5 percent and was 72 percent ment at six plants in six counties. The 

below the record total of 1941. leading producer was Penn-Dixie Cement 

Cement.—Tennessee ranked fifth in the Co. Shipments decreased 6 percent below 

Nation in production of masonry cement the 1965 record. Fifty five percent of the 

accounting for 5 percent of the National shipments were within the State, 20 per-
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cent.to North Carolina, 15 percent: to © General Shale Products Corp. announced 
Georgia, 3 percent, each, to:. Virginia..and — plans, for .construction of a single-layer 
Alabama, and the remainder to. Kentucky, brick kiln that . can produce 33 million 
South Carolina. and.,other States. ‘Raw ma- brick per.year.. The kiln,.part of a fully 
terials used in cement..included limestone automated plant .expected to be.in opera- 
{62 percent) ,, cement. rock,,.(24 percent), tion by..mid-1967, will be built at Knox- 
clays and shale (9 .percent), gypsum (3 yille, | 
percent), and other materials (2.pereent):  -As a result of. plant and machinery | 

All. limestone and -cement; rock. were. pro- — modifications, Shalite Corp. iricreased out- 
duced from captive operations... ; .;., io". put of sintered lightweight. aggregate at:.its 
' Portland: cement was: -uséd as. follows:. Knoxville plant. The raw material used is 
Ready-mixed...concrete .-(62..percent).,.con- the Pumkin. Valley.Shale and underlying 
crete products (20 percent) ,.. building ma- — Rome Formation;-on Sharp’s Ridge. Plant 
terials dealers (7 percent), highway. con- production from September 1950.to June 
tractors. (7 percent) , and. miscellaneous (4 1965 was well in excess of 1 million tons, 
Percent) ° ree os cy Baie. 4 o . * Tennlite, Inc, : started . production of 
” Clays.—Tennessee led the Nation in the lightweight aggregate at its new plant at 
production of ball clay, accounting for 67 Greenbrier, north of Nashville. The 500 percent of the, National total. Five com- ton per, day plant is equipped, with two 
panies operated six mines-in Henry.and 150 by. 8-foot kilns and uses New Provi- 
Weakley..Counties; leading. producers were dence. Shale, mined: near Ridgetop, as_ the H.-C.'Spinks Clay Co. Inc: and Ky-Fennes- awmateria. 2 
see Clay Co. Production was 1 percent less : Lime:—Williams Lime Manufacturing 
than that“of 1965, the record year. During Co. and Foote: Mineral Co. produced quick- 
the year H. C..Spinks Clay Co. Inc. in- line atid hydrated. lime at.. Knoxville for 
stalled a new. 4-cubic: yard: dragline: with-a building:and chemical uses. Predtction in- 
90-foot boom at its Paris operation. . ... - creased 26 percent. Tennessee received 41 
--Produetion ‘of. fuller’s earth jiticreased 13 percent of the shipments, North Carolina 

percent, but was 37 percent below the 1954 44: pereent, South Carolina 6:.petcent, Ken- 
record. The .State ranked: fourth. in -the tucky.and Virginia. 3.-percent each, and 
country, with -4 percent -of* the National other States (3 percent). -_, | 
total. Southern :Clay Co. Int. and Tennes: Perlite——-Chemrock ‘Corp. expanded crude 
see Absorbent. Clay Co..mined fuller's. earth perlite--at , the Nashville. plant for filter 
in. Henry County for absorbent uses. -  _aids, concrete aggregate, loose: fill insula- 
Miscellaneous. clay. :was' mined~ by nine _ tion, building plaster, and filler. Production 
companies at 14 mines in nine counties for increased substantially, = 
building brick, heavy. clay products, light- ‘Phosphate Rock.—Six companies mined 
weight aggregate, and cement. Leading and processed phosphate rock in Mautry, 
counties were Knox, Sullivan, and’ David- Giles, Hickman, ‘ Davidson, - Sumner, and 
son; leading producers: were General’ Shale Williamson Gounties.. Leading producers 
Products. Corp., Shalite Corp., and Old were Monsanto Co., Hooker Chemical Co., 
Hickory Brick Co.:Inc. Production: was 10 and Stauffer Chemical: Co.. Marketable pro- 
percent below the 1965 record.  .  ~ duction increased..6. percent over that of 

Table 4.—Ball clay sold or used by producers, by uses 

a 1965 | | __ 1966 | 
. "Value | ~ Value 

Short tons “Average Short tons ‘Average 
Total per ton ee Total per ton ~ 

Whiteware, ete.._._______ 228 , 484 $3,377,147 $14.78 223,421 $3,008,173 - $13.46 Floor and wall tile________ 64,700 874,828 13.52 66,600 664 , 092 9.97 Other uses 1.2 “95,460 © 940,766 9.86 95,220 878,205 9.17 

Total. 2-22-22. = 888,644 5,192,741 18.36 385,241 4,545,470 11.80 
1 Includes heavy clay products, firebrick and ‘block, enameling, kiln furniture, art pottery, and other uses.
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1965, the previous record year. Tennessee 1965, the previous record year. Of the total 
ranked third in the Nation in the produc- _ production, 84 percent was washed. Thirty- 

tion “of phosphate rock and produced 8 three of the commercial producers and 
percent of the National total. _ four of the Government-and-contractor 
” Pyrite. —Tennessee Copper Co. recovered PETators had stationary plants, Transpor- 

pyrite concentrate from sulfide oré mined he adl was d ® P eet by truck, 19 percent 
in Polk County. Production increased 2 . y tat , an 4 P ercent . y water., ne 
percent over that of 1965, the previous | Stone——Record production of crushed 
record year. Tennessee continued to lead limestone was by 55 commercial operators 
the Nation in output of.pyrite. at 89 locations in .53 counties, Govern- 

Sand and Gravel.—-Sand and gravel was ment-and-contractor production, from’ 31 
mined by 37 commercial opera tors at 42 Wuarries In a4 counties amounted to.9 Per 
locations. in 32 counties. Govern. ‘emt of the total. Leading commercial pro- 
ment-and-contractor production amounted duce tS were Vulcan Materials CO.. (Blount, 
to 9 percent of the total mined. There Claiborne, Davidson, Deeatur, Hamilton, 

were seven Government-and-contracior Hardin, Hawkins, Humphreys: nox. var. 
operators at seven locations in seven coun- Wat oe need : W; ‘lk mit C una, Ralr . 
ties. Leading counties were Shelby, Benton, R ayne, aC | i " a Aad oun) Na Pi 

Davidson, and Gibson. Leading commercial 5 opers © C 0. anc. ( a comb 0 ey. an 
producers were Ingram Materials, Inc., uraner - ounties) , an . am ert & : ari- 

Hardy Sand Co., W. S. Jordan & Sons Sand Pert Stone’ Co. Inc. (B edford, Hamilton, 
& Gravel Co., Mid-South Aggregates, Inc, Rutherford, and Warren Counties). Produc- 
and Hadley Contracting Co. ‘Inc. which to- tion increased, 8 percent over that of 1965. 
gether produced. 40 percent of the commer- Crushed limestone production has increased 

cial production of sand and gravel. Seven- in 8 of the last 9 years. Crushed limestone 
teen opera tors mined from 100,000 to was used for concrete and roads (83 per- 

500,000 tons and accounted for 59 percent cent), cement (7 percent), agricultural stone 
of the commercial production. Total pro- (agstone) (6 percent), and other uses (4 per- 
duction increased 5 percent over that of cent), | ws - 

Table 5,—-Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by counties 
ce (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) | 

~~ 1965 1966 
County —  s 

| Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Benton_..__.....-------2------------------------ 858 $1,457 931 $1, 707 
Carroll. ._._._._._----.--------------------------- WwW W 284 WwW 
Cumberland... __--------------------------------- 60 75 110 181 
Davidson..__...-_--------------------------------- WwW W 748 1,320 
Fayette___....---.-----.------------------------ 65 67 65 74 
Franklin. _...----------------------------------- WwW WwW 86 Ww 
Gibson___.__-.---------=------------------------ WwW WwW 585 Ww 
Giles_....._.-------.---------------------------- 306 270 291 141 
Grundy..________-_-.---------------------------- 152 23 193 338 
Hamilton__._....-.------------------------------ WwW WwW 406 626 
Hardeman.._....-------------------------------- 75 90 76 WwW 
Hardin.._._..._.....---.------------------------- 25 25 WwW WwW 
Haywood_____.._._....-.------------------------ 60 51 56 48 
Henderson._._......-.--------------------------- Ww WwW 54 Ww 
Humphreys._..._..-.----------------------------- W WwW / 499 564 
Lauderdale. ______..-.--------------------------- 112 95 106 92 
Loudon. ___..----------------------------------- 4 8 17 20 
MeMinn.__._-_.-_-_---------------------------- WwW WwW 67 152 
Monroe. ___...---------------------------------- 45 53 30 45 
Obion..__.__..---------------------------------- 294 289 225 273 
Perry. __.._-.---_-_-.-.------------------------- ----- ~---- 182 249 
Polk._._.._..-...-.---.-----------------+-------- 31 55 18 33 
Putnam_______-----.---------------------------- WwW WwW 84 141 
Shelby. ....--------.--..------------------------ 1,540 1,449 1,875 1,685 
Other counties !___________.__-_--------- +--+ 4,566 6 , 683 1,640 3,453 

Total__._._.__-___--.--------------------- 8,193 10,690 8,628 11,142 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 Includes Decatur, Greene, Knox, McNairy, Sevier, Stewart (1965), Tipton, Unicoi, and Wayne Counties, 
and counties indicated by symbol W.
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) . 

ere 

1965 1966 

Value Value 
Use —eseSeSeFee Se 

Quantity Average Quantity Average 
Total per ton . Total per ton 

a ee 
Sand: 

Structural. _.-.----.---------_--- 2,344 $3,372 $1.44 2,195 $2 , 752 $1.25 
Paving. __----_---------.-----_-- 1,062 1,581 1.49 1,135 1,815 1.60 
Molding. -..__._---_-.-..-.-.---- 301 906 3.01 340 1,039 3.06 
Fill. -..------------.----.-.----- 29 19 .66 59 42 71 
Railroad ballast______.---...----- --- --- --- 24 _ Al 1.71 
Fire or furnace._._-_.---.---.---- 26 51 1.96 10 22 2.20 
Engine__.____~--__- ee 1- 2 2.00 1 2 2.00 
Other sands !_________-_-.-_.---- 423 864 2.04 534 1,015 1.90 

Total. __-.----.-.------------. 4,186 6,795 1.62 4,298 6,728 1.57 

Gravel: 
Paving. __.-------.------.-.----- 2,557 2,197 .86 2,740 2,424 .88 
Structural. ___..-.-.-..---------- 1,140 1,367 1.20 965 1,203 1.25 

Fill. --_---- ee 229 242 1.06 | 115 80 .70 
Railroad ballast__--....._.-...--- 60 60 1.00 WwW WwW WwW 
Other gravel 2____________________ | 21 29 1.38 | 510 707 1.39 

Total....-....--.------------- 4,007 3,895 97 4,330 4,414 1.02 

Total sand and gravel___.______- 8,193 10,690 1.30 8,628 11,142 1.29 a 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 Includes glass, grinding and polishing, and other sands. 
2 Includes miscellaneous and other gravel as indicated by symbol W. 

John J. Craig Co., Appalachian Marble tion decreased 46 percent from the 1965 
Co., and Knoxville Crushed Stone Co. total. Tennessee ranked sixth in the Na- 
crushed marble for terrazzo and other uses. tion in production of dimension sandstone 
Production decreased 12 percent and was and produced 5 percent of the National 
24 percent below the 1948 record. Appa- total. | 
lachian Marble Co. (Bond and Appala- | 
chian quarries), Tennessee Marble Co. METALS 
(Endsley, Eagle, and Luttrell quarries), 
John J. Craig Co. (Hamil, Marmor, and Production of metals accounted for 23 
Lee quarries), and Imperial Black Marble percent of the total value of mineral pro- 
Corp. quarried dimension marble in duction compared with 25 percent in 1965. 
Blount, Grainger, Knox, and Union Coun- Zinc production accounted for nearly 73 
ties. Production decreased 40 percent, and percent of this value and copper produc- 
was 77 percent below the 1957 record. tion for 27 percent. 
Tennessee ranked third in the Nation in Aluminum. — Consolidated Aluminum 
production of dimension marble and pro- Corp. (Conalco), at New Johnsonville, 
duced 15 percent of the National total. completed its third potline in 1966 and 

Sewanee Silica Co., White Silica Sand started construction on a fourth potline. 
Co., and Turner Bros. Stone Co. Inc. Aluminum production is 106,000 tons per 
crushed sandstone for glass, concrete and year, but with completion of the fourth 
roads, abrasives, cement, and other uses. potline early in 1968, output is expected to 
Record production increased 22 percent be 140,000 tons per year. Conalco’s plans 
over that of 1965. Dimension sandstone was all for an eventual capacity of 300,000 
quarried by eight companies at eight quar- OMS per year. Alumina used at the plant is 
ries, in Cumberland and Fentress Counties, ‘4ipped from Surinam. 
for rough architectural stone, sawed and Copper.—Tennessee Copper Co. recov- 
dressed building stone, and flagging. Lead- ered copper concentrate from sulfide ore 
ing producers were Turner Bros. Stone Co. mined in Polk County; mines operated 
Inc., Crab Orchard Stone Co. Inc., and were Boyd, Calloway, Cherokee, Eureka, 
Ross L, Brown Cut Stone Co. Inc. Produc- and Mary. Record production of recover-
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Table 7.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by counties 

1965 1966 
County ee 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Anderson... 22 2._--.---.--....----------- WwW WwW 405 ,407 Ww 
Bedford___-......-.---..---------------- WwW Ww 351,500 WW 
Blount_..._..-_-.--..---_-.-_----------- WwW WwW 652,510 Ww 
Bradley. _._..---------.---.------------- W WwW - §08,559 Ww 
Campbell__..--....-.--.--.-----.-------- WwW Ww 420,000 w 
Cocke._.._..---.---..-------------------- 75,000 $97 ,500 108,000 $96 ,G00 
Coffee___..__-.._---..--.-_-------------- Ww Ww 899 , 656 Ww 
Cumberland: .-..--.--------------------- 442 ,200 737 , 800 WwW Ww 
Davidson._..-...---.---_--.------------- 4,112,030 4,789 ,482 4,060,089 4,611,056 
Decatur_______.-_.-- +. ue 1,074,140 1,168,548 WwW Ww 
Fentress__-___-.------------------------- 213 ,005 299 ,947 183 ,983 255,082 
Franklin____.-.....---_----------------- 791,416 1,078,020 830 ,379 1,197,786 
Giles_.._._-...-----..---_-._------------- WwW WwW 248 ,000 Ww 
Grainger___..-.__-..---____..----------- 40,657 60 , 232 32,000 40,000 
Greene__.____-_____---_----.----------- WwW W 421,589 ww 
Hamilton_...-.-...._--..-_..------------ WwW WwW 1,991,590 Ww 
Jefferson.._.......__--_.----_----------- WwW WwW 1,698,108 1,722,684 
Knox. __--__-----.--_-------------------- 2,108,024 2,983 , 404 2,096,145 3,084,533 
Macon_______-__-._.---____------------- WwW WwW 121,000 182,000 
Marion________.---__-.____.------------- 1,829 ,989 2,049,557 2,248 ,295 2,696,199 
MeMinn__.__--_._--__-_-_---2_----------- wi. WwW 387 ,182 512 , 283 
Monroe_____-_--__--_-----_-------------- 568 , 609 708 ,128 WwW Ww 
Pickett__._____-_-_-.--..--..------------- 28 ,288 85,360 - 19,640 29 , 460 
Putnam_____---__--.---____-------------) WwW WwW 452,000 462 ,000 
Rhea_____..-.-------------------------- 141,050 191,600 WwW Ww 
Roane_____---_-_-__-_--__---_------------- WwW WwW 195,810 268 , 326 
Scott... ..------ ~~~ +--+ -------- w-uee wna 29,994 40,491 
Sevier_.._....._._--__-----_-.---=------- WwW WwW 848 ,016 WwW 

Smith..__..--.------ 22 --e--- eee WwW WwW 196 , 765 Ww 
Sullivan___....-..-...-.---_-.----------- WwW WwW 892 ,988 Ww 
Sumner. ____.____-___-_------------.---- 682 ,666 829 ,084 WwW Ww 
Unicoi. .___.--__--_---_----------------- 125 ,000 162 ,000 125 ,000 158 , 000 
Union_____.__-__--_-------_-------------- - WwW WwW 227 ,200 Ww 
Warren__________.______-___------------ WwW WwW 260 ,500 w 
Washington___........-.____.------------ 123 , 826 160 , 850 186 ,942 233.676 
White.________-___-___ -_ eee WwW WwW 273 ,000 Ww 
Other counties !__....________---2-------. 16,445,291 21,212,784 10,348 ,311 23 , 645, 585 

Total... -- 2 eee ------=-+----- 28,801,191 36 , 564 , 246 $1,200,158 39 , 235,161 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other counties.”” 

1 Includes Cannon, Carter, Claiborne, Clay, Grundy, Hamblen, Hancock, Hardin, Hawkins, Humphreys, 

Johnson, Lincoln, Marshall, Maury, Meigs, Montgomery (1966), Overton, Robertson, Rutherford, Sequatchice, 
Wayne, Williamson, and Wilson Counties, and counties indicated by symbol W. 

Table 8.—Crushed limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

nr RN SRA 

1965 1966 
OnE 

Value Value 
Use . ces ene ener neegntnenerena 

Short tons Average Short tons Average 
Total per ton Total per ton 

Re 

Concrete and roads._____._ 28,101,188 $29,086,521 $1.26 25,901,618 $32,162,897 $1.24 

Cement_____..__.--_---. 2,281,729 2,591,657 1.16 2,285,045 2,775,502 1,24 

Agstone__....._...._---. 2,208,537 2,810,964 1.27 1,906,539 2,300,860 1.21 

Stone sand_____-_-.----- 282,181 401,438 1.42 189 ,500 275 , 759 1.46 

Lime.____.__-_..._-.----- 168 ,382 248,400 1.48 W WwW Ww 

Railroad ballast_._.._---- 304 ,275 | 369, 828 1.22 WwW WwW WwW 

Paper_____._.-_--------- 22 ,000 31,900 1.45 WwW WwW Ww 

Rock dust for coal mines. . 8,500 42,500 5.00 WwW WwW WW 

Whiting_____.._......--- 3,500 26,150 7.47 Ww WwW WwW 

Alkali_-__..-...-..-_-_--.- 3,000 4,500 1.50 oe ne wo--- ----- 

Mineral food__._.____---_- 116 ,000 232,000 2.00 w---- a ----- 

Other uses 1____-___-__---- 351 , 899 718,388 2.04 967,456 1,720,148 1.78 
a he 

Total_.__._.__-___ 28,801,191 36,564,246 1.27 31,200,158 39,285,161 1.26 

eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other uses.” 

1 Includes riprap, fluxing stone, glass, asphalt filler, fertilizer filler, filter beds (1966), and other uses, and uses 

indicated by symbol W.
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able copper was 4 percent greater than of the year. Tennessee continued to be the 
1965, the prévious record year. The leading zinc-producing State with 18 per- 
Tennessee Coppér Co.’s Calloway mine was cent of the National production. _ 

awatded the “Sentinels of Safety” trophy = Total crude ore milled in the State was 
for having attained the best safety record 4,988,770 tons, a decrease of 10 percent 
in the Underground Metal Mine Group of from 1965: total waste material handled 
the 1966 National Safety Competition. The was 352,754 tons. Zinc concentrates were 
mine operated 247,424 man-hours during shipped to Illinois, Ohio, Oklahoma, Penn- 
the year without a disabling work injury. —_—_sylvania, and Texas. a a 
The Tennesseé Division of Geology pub- American Zinc Co. operated the Young, 

lished a report on the copper-sulfuric acid Graselli, Coy, and North Friends Station 
_ industry 6f the State.® | mines in Jefferson County and the Mascot 

Feiroalloys—Shipments of ferromangan- No. 2 mine in Knox County. The firm con- 
ese, silicomanganesé, ferrosilicon, ferrochto- tinued development of the Immel mine in 
miym, and ferrochiothe silicon totaled | Knox County, which is scheduled for pro- 
$25,835 totis, valued at $44,167,000, a 38 duction in early 1968. Major underground 
percent increase in torinage arid a 65 per- development included driving 12,500 feet 
cent in value from the 1965 figures. of drifts. Completion of the mine has been 
~ Goli.—Tennessee’ Copper Co. recovered — delayed by problems encountered during 
gold a$ 4 byproduct from smelting copper shaft sinking and by a 5-month strike. 
eoneentrate. Production increased 16 per- American Zinc Co. completed expansion ef 
cent: | . the Mascot mill to 6,800 tons per day. New ” Ledd'Tenniessee Copper Co. recovered Jersey Zinc Co. operated the Jefferson City 
jead as a byproduct from smelting copper mine in Jefferson County and the Flat Gap 

corigeatrate, It was the first recorded pro- ™4ne in Hancock County. Cowin & Co. duction since 1962. - Inc., Birmingham, Ala. started sinking a 
eo eo 1,350-foot shaft to develop New Jersey Zinc 

__Mangahese—Foote Mineral Co. began Co's Idol mine in the Copper Ridge Dis- 
constfuction of a $10 million electrolytic trict, approximately 7 miles southeast of 
manganese plant at New Joh nsonville. The the Flat Gap mine. Plans include a con- 
plant, reported to be the largest of its kind necting incline and a 2,000-ton-per-day 
in. the world, is scheduled to be onstream mill. United States Steel Corp. operated 

early in 1968. Manganese ores from Africa ine Zinc Mine Works in Jefferson County. 
afid South Anierica will be used as raw Tennessee Copper Co. recovered zinc con- 
material. — | centrate from copper-zinc ores mined in 

Silver.—Silver was recovered as a byprod- Polk County. New Market Zine Co, operat- 
uct from smelting copper concentrate by ed the New Market mine in Jefferson 
Tetinessee Copper. Co. Production in: County, Production has not reached its ul- 
creased 7 percent over that of 1965, but timate tonnage as yet. The New Market 
was 10 percent below the 1962 record. concentrator treated ores from the Ameri- 
Zinc—Zinc production was 16 percent can Zinc Co, Young mine through May. 

below the record produetion of 1965. This _ 7 | 

was due primarily to a strike at American inden; Stuart Ww, The, Copper-Sulfurie Acid 
Ziric Co. operations during the last quarter servation, Div. ‘Geol, Inf. Cire. 14, i960, 28 pp. 

Table 9.—Mine production of recoverable gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc : 

1965 1966 Earliest record to date 

Cofnmodity value SS~*~é~<“‘~—SSS*CS«ndSSSS*~*~<“CS~S~*s*~S~s~S:*«S tS 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Gold.......troy ounces. —«'1222~C*é~é‘“SS*‘“‘aNLSO#~‘#‘_‘OSSON@ATAB $608 
Silver__._..-.2,-..do____ 94,142 122 100,716 130 4,368,993 —«B 484 Copper_._---_short tons_. 14/823 10,495 15,410 11,148 591/217 233 623 Lead.-0 7 2 do. 1 aan a 181 5B «27 B24 8/240 
Zine___..-.-..-...do_._. | 122,387 85 , 737 103,117 29,904 2,034,308 441 ,608 

| Total... XX 46, 358 xx 41,242 XX —s- 682, 558
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Reported exploration and development cluded 10 coal recovery augers, one power 
at zinc and copper mines inclyded the fel- shovel, and seven bulldozers. Thirty-five 
lowing: Diamond diilling, 124,212 feet; percent of the coal was crushed, and il 
percussigfi drilling, 142,522 feet; long-hole percent was cleaned. 
drilling, 17 A41 feet; churn drilling, 328 In the southern part of the State (Dis- 
feet; dfiftiiig ahd crosscutting; 47,775 feet; trict 13), 68 mines in seven counties pro- 
and yaising, 6,782 feet. | duced 1,565,000 tons, compared with 74 

CF | mines in seven counties that produced 
MINERAL FUELS 1,280,000 tons in 1965. Average production 

a ee; eg a per mine increased from 17,308 to 23,000 

fe paueticn of mineral fuels ferounted tons, Qutput was equally distributed. be- 
“OF O° P ercent of the total value of munera tween underground and strip mines. Ship- 

production, compared with 12 percent in ments were 81 percent by rail or water and 
5. — 19 percent by truck. The coal was sold in 

Ceal (Bitutitinops).—Bitumihous coal was the ppen market, mainly to TVA. 
mined at 203 mines in 16 counties, comi- [he equipment used at 54 underground 
pared with 230 in 17 ¢Gtnties in 1965. imines included 35 cutting machines that 
‘arty-six new faines started operations dur- cut 67 percent of the total tonnage; 103 

ing the year, Leading producing ¢ouriti€s power drills that drilled 95 percent; 10 mo- 
were Andesson, Carapbell, arid Marion. pile loading machines that loaded 32 per- 
Leading producers were Consolidation Coal cent; 12 locomotives; four shuttle cars; and 
Co. (Morco mine), Tennessee Auger Ce. one shuttle buggy. The equipment used at 
Inc. (Walnut Mountain No. 2 mine), and 14 strip mines included 22 power shovels, 
Tennea, Inc. (No. 1 strip mine). Produe- four draglines, 18 bulldozers, 13 power 
tion increased § percent, the first increase dryiils, and 58 trucks. Of the total tonnage, 
sincé 1962. Ayerage production per mine 96 percent was crushed. _ Oe 
in¢ereased fram 25,500 to 31,000 tons. -€onsolidation Coal Co. continued devel- 

Tentiesséé Valley Authority (TVA) pur- opment of a $15 million mine in Claiborne 
chased 53 percent of the esal mined in County. Surface facilities are expected to 
Tennessee, compared with 55 percent in be completed by mid-1967 and under- 
1965. This amounted to 14 percent eof TVA ground development will then begin. Ini- 

coal purchases, the same percentage as in tial production from the mine, designed to 

1965. | | produce 1.5 million tons annually, is ex- 

In the northern part of the State (Dis- pected early in 1968. 

trict 8), 135 mines in riine counties pro- Coke.—Woodward Iren Co. was the only 
duced 4,744,000 tons of coal, compared coke producer in Tennessee. Coke and 

with 156 mines in 10 counties that pro- breeze wete produced by 44 coke ovens; 

duced 4,585,000 tons in 1965. Average pro- coke was ‘used in foundries and blast fur- 

duction per mine increased from 29,400 to naces, ahd breeze was used and sold. Coal 

35,100 tons. Underground mines produced chemicals produced included coke oven 
62 percent of the total tonnage; strip gas, ammonium sulfate, tar, and crude 
mines, 32 percent; dnd auger mines, 6 per- light ail that was converted to industri- 

cent. Shipments were 62 percent by rail or al-grade benzetie, toluene, and crude 

water and 38 percent by truck. . naphtha. 

The equipment used at 90 underground Petroleum.—Cumulative production of 

mines included 93 cutting machines that crude petreleum since 1916 was 692,000 

cut 75 percent of the total tonnage; 119 ‘barrels. Leading producing counties were 

power drills that drilled 70 percent; 41 mo- Morgan and Scott. Exploratory drilling 
bile loading machines that loaded 59 per- continued in Tennessee with 62 comple- 

cent; eight continuous mining machines tions in 11 counties. The total footage 
that loaded 21 percent; 30 face coriveyors drilled was 58,717, crude oil was hit in 

that loaded 7 percent; and 73 locomotives; four holes in Macon and Scott Counties 

44 shuttle cars; and 39 shuttle buggies. and gas was hit in one hole in Macon 
The equipment used at 35 strip mines in- County. Exploration drilling in 1965 result- 
cluded 63 power shovels, two draglines, 53 ed in 20 completions with a total footage 

bulldozers, 26 power drills, and 91 trticks. of 23,061; four holes hit crude oil and 

The equipment used at 10 auger mines in- three hit gas.
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Table 10.—Coal (bituminous) production, by counties 

. 1965 1966 
County 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Anderson._...._..-------- 2 ee 2,032 , 067 $7 , 343 , 480 2,364,359 $9 ,018 , 483 
Bledsoe. .._.-..-.-.---------_-_- ee 11,569 50,046 2,500 10,000 
Campbell_.___.-.--- 2 eee 1,075,219 3,205 ,684 171,403 2,647 ,966 
Claiborne___.....-2-2 2 ee 261,931 967 ,285 613 ,996 2,192 ,034 
Cumberland. __ 2 Lee 4,000 14,000 12,158 36,109 
Fentress__.._..----.----.--2--- ee 58 , 560 238 ,924 49 ,319 190 ,276 
Grundy___.--...- 2 eee 203 , 958 828 , 462 220,661 911,980 
Hamilton_..____---- 2-2 eee 42 ,258 174 ,557 42 ,376 141,531 
Marion__.._-.-_-.- eee 634,565 2,960 ,977 692 ,213 3,202,895 
Morgan_____-_-_-_~--_- eee 383 ,690 1,224,574 434 ,982 1,450 ,334 
Overton____.___--- 2 eee 25,759 99 ,944 21,423 77,122 
Pickett_........-.-.------------.--------- 3,024 11,733 a penne 
Putnam_______-_____.-_-__--_ eee 219 ,612 803 , 779 45 ,000 162 ,000 
Rhea___...-- eee 24,000 106 , 560 12,200 56,120 
Scott. _.....-- eee eee 521,298 1,593 ,549 431 ,342 1,392 ,208 
Sequatchie__.-..--2. eee 113 ,891 431,340 405 , 450 1,507 , 854 
Van Buren_._._______-.-1-_-_-_---- ee 249 , 772 874,850 189 ,142 765 , 647 

Total____..__.-- 2 ee 5,865,173 20,929 , 744 6,308 ,524 23 , 762,559 
Earliest record to date_______._____..-_... 424,465,000 NA 430,774,000 NA 

NA Not available. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported from (Morco Colliery), Tennessee Auger Co. 
80 counties; leading counties were Jeffer- Inc. (Walnut Mountain Deep No. 2 mine) 
son, Polk, Maury, Knox, Davidson, Marion, and Tennco, Inc. (No. 1 strip mine) were 
Hamilton, and Anderson, which supplied the leading producers of the 33 active coal 
59 percent of the total mineral production mines. Of these coal mines, 22 were under- 

vane: mn neon 1 the commodities ast ground, 10 were strip, and one was auger; 
ec in table iy Smal quantities of 01” an nine new mines started operations during 
gas were produced; the county origin of 

. the year. Ralph Rogers & Co. Inc. (Oak 
these was undetermined. The number of Rid qd. And C t 

wells and footage drilled by counties in 1ge quarry) an - crson ON y 
this section were furnished by the Ameri- Highway Department (Taylor’s quarry No. 

, can Association of Petroleum Geologists. I) crushed limestone for concrete and 
Anderson.—Anderson County ranked ‘Toads. Lalite Corp. (Briceville mine) 

eighth in the State in total value of miner- mined miscellaneous clay for lightweight 
al production. Consolidation Coal Co. aggregates. 

Table 11.—Value of mineral production in Tennessee, by counties ! 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Anderson.__-.________----_- W W_ Coal, limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Bedford........-____------ W W Limestone. 
Benton_.... 22 ~~~ ee $1 , 457 , 000 $1,707,000 Sand and gravel. 
Bledsoe__._-..___._______-- 50 ,046 10,000 Coal. 
Blount.._....-.---- ee W W Limestone, marble. 
Bradley. _..____..-.------- WwW W_ Limestone. 
Campbell. __-.--_2-_- WwW W_ Coal, limestone, sandstone. 
Cannon___.__-_-___-------. W W Limestone. 
Carroll_...-....-_--.--.--- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Carter_..--_.--_-_--_----. W W Limestone. 
Claiborne___.........-._--- W W Coal, limestone. 
Clay_..-------_- ~~~ eee W W Limestone. 
Cocke__.--..-___..-.------ 97 ,500 96,000 Do. 
Coffee__......_.----------- W WwW Do. 
Cumberland_________---.-- 1,625,182 W Limestone, sandstone, sand and gravel, coal, 
Davidson.........--..----. 12,598,797 11,251,112 Limestone, cement, sand and gravel, phosphate 

rock, miscellaneous clay. 
Decatur__....-_.---------- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Fayette__._._____-_-___ ___-_- 67 ,000 74,000 Sand and gravel. 
Fentress..._._-____--_-_----- 542 ,371 447,358 Limestone, coal, sandstone. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11.—Value of mineral production in Tennessee, by counties '—Continued 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Franklin_.....-..-----.---- WwW $5,412,757 Cement, limestone, sandstone, sand and gravel, 
miscellaneous clay. 

Gibson__-_---------------- W W Sand and gravel. 
Giles___ pene nee eee WwW W Phosphate rock, limestone, sand and gravel. 
Grainger. .__-_------------ $96 ,232 W Limestone, marble. 
Greene______-.--------.--- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Grundy._.---------------- W  W_ Coal, sand and gravel, limestone. 
Hamblen___....----------- W W Limestone. 
Hamilton____....---------- 9,676,019 9,699,483 Cement, limestone, sand and gravel, coal, mis- 

cellaneous clay. 
Hancock________---.------- WwW W Zinc, limestone. 
Hardeman____.-.---------- 90,000 W_ Sand and gravel. 
Hardin__.....-.-----..---- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Hawkins___...------------ WwW W Limestone. 
Haywood__._..-----..----- 51,000 48,000 Sand and gravel. 
Henderson__.___.----.----- WwW WwW Do. . 
Henry_.__.--------------- 8,002,511 Ws Ball clay, fuller’s earth. 
Hickman__.._._.-.-------- WwW W Phosphate rock. 
Humphreys_-___.----------- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Jefferson__._._.----.------ W 22,809,454 Zinc, limestone. 
Johnson. _____.------------ W W Limestone. 
Knox. __._____.----------- 16,700,923 15,077,976 Cement, limestone, zine, lime, marble, sand 

and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Lauderdale___.....-_.------ 95,000 92,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lineoln.___...------------ WwW W_ Limestone. 
Loudon. .._..-_----------- WwW W Miscellaneous clay, barite, sand and gravel. 
Macon..__._._-_----------- W 182,000 Limestone. 
Marion____.__.-----.------ W W Cement, coal, limestone. 
Marshall_____.----.------- WwW W Limestone. 
Maury..._.....----------- W W Phosphate rock, limestone. 
MeMinn.-_-_...------------ W W Limestone, barite, sand and gravel. 
MeNairy_._.-------------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Meigs_______--.----------- W W_ Limestone. 
Monroe. __._.--_---------- 761,128 W Limestone, sand and gravel, barite. 
Montgomery__.-..--------- ----- W Limestone. 
Morgan______..-----.----- 1,224,574 1,450,334 Coal. 
Obion____...-------------- 289 ,000 273,000 Sand and gravel. 
Overton__._._-_----------- W W Limestone, coal. 
Perry. __...--..-_--------- ~---e 249,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pickett______..__-.---.---- 47,093 29,460 Limestone. 
Polk......_-.----.--------- W W Copper, pyrites, zinc, silver, lead, samd and 

gravel, gold. 
Putnam._________.-------- W 765,000 Limestone, coal, sand and gravel. 
Rhea___-.._-______.-------- 298 ,160 W Limestone, coal. 
Roane. _____.____---.----- WwW 268,326 Limestone. 
Robertson___._._--..------ WwW W Do. . 
Rutherford. _.__.---------- W W Do. 
Seott___.-....-._.-------- 1,593,549 1,432,699 Coal, limestone. 
Sequatchie_..__----------- WwW WwW Do. 
Sevier_.__._._____--------- WwW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Shelby__._....------------ W W Sand and gravel, miscellaneous clay. 
Smith_..._._..__--.------- wanes W Limestone. 
Stewart__..._...---------- WwW ana ee 
Sullivan. __..__-..-.-------- W W Cement, limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Sumner. ___...------------ WwW W Phosphate rock, limestone. 
Tipton___...--...--------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Unieoi_____.._.---..------ WwW W Sand and gravel, limestone. 
Union_._.-_-.--.---------- WwW W Marble, limestone. 
Van Buren_______--------- 874,850 765,647 Coal. 
Warren____.--...--------- WwW W Limestone. 
Washington__.__._-..-.---- WwW W Limestone, miscellaneous clay. 
Wayne_.._...____.-------- - WW W Limestone, sand and gravel. 
Weakley__.__...-.--------- 2,579,750 2,097,117 Ball clay. 
White_._.__.._._..-.-_----- WwW W Limestone. 
Williamson _.......-.------ WwW W Phosphate rock, limestone. 
Wilson_.___._-_..-.------- W W Limestone. 
Undistributed 2..._._.._._.__... 129,128,315 108,346,277 

Total___...___.----. 182,941,000 182,584,000 
a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

1 The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Cheatham, Chester, Crockett” 
DeKalb, Dickson, Dyer, Houston, Jackson, Lake, Lawrence, Lewis, Madison, Moore, and Trousdale. 

2 Includes value of petroleum, natural gas (1965), and values indicated by symbol W.
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Bedford.—Lambert & Lambert Stone Co. strip mine). One new mine started opera- 
(Shelbyville quarry) crushed limestone for tions during the year. Vulcan Materials Co. 
concréte, roads, agstone, and riprap. : (Tazewell quarry) crushed limestone for 

Benton.—Four mines produced glass and concrete and roads. o 
molding sand; the leading producer was Clay.— Dixie Limestone Co. (Celina 
Hardy Sand’ Co. (Silica and Camden quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 
mines). Camden Gravel Co. and Memphis roads, and agstone. Twenty oil wells, total- 
Stone & Gravel Co. mined gravel for pav- ing 12,003 feet, were drilled. | ae 

ing. | | : Cocke.—Cocke County Highway Depart- 
_ Bledsoe—State Vocational Training ment crushed limestone from the’ Smith 
School (No. 4 mine) was the only active quarry near Newport for concrete and 
coal producer. - roads. -- a re 

Blount.—Vulcan Materials Co. (Maryville Coffee.—Ralph Rogers & Co:*Inc. and 
quarry): crushed limestone for concrete, Coffee County Highway Department (Win- 
roads, and agstone. John J. Craig Co. (Ha- ton quarry) crushed limestone for concrete 
mil, Marmor, and Lee quarries) and and roads. _ oe os 

Tennessee Marble Co. (Endsley quarry) Cumberland. — Southern ‘States Lime 
quarried dimension marble for rough and Corp.’ (Crab Orchard mine) and Cumber: 

dresse d building stone and dressed monu- land County Highway Department crushed 
mental stone, and the former crushed mar- limestone for fluxing stone, concrete, roads, 
ble for terrazzo and other USES. asphalt filler, agstone, glass, rock dust for 

-Bradley.—Bradley Limestone Co. Inc. coal mines, mineral food, and other uses. 
(Welch quarry) and Bradley County Eight companies quarried dimension sand- 
Highway Department crushed limestone stone for rough architectural, sawed and 
for concrete, roads, agstone, and riprap. dressed building stone, and, flagging. Lead- 
_ Campbell.—Coal was produced at 34 ing producers were Turner Bros. Stoné Co., 

mines, including 18 underground, 11 strip, Inc., Crab Orchard Stone, Co., Inc. , (Peck 
and five auger. Leading producers were quarry), and Ross L. Brown Cut Stone 
Dixie Pine Coal Co. Ine. (No. 1 strip  Co., Inc. Potter Sand & Gravel Co. (Cross- 

mine) , Hurricane Mountain Coal Co. (No. ville mine) mined sand and gravel for 
4 mine) , and Cox-Jellico Coal Corp. (No. structural and paving uses. George Kilby 

1-A strip mine). Eleven new mines started Coal Co. mined coal from the No. 1 strip 
operations during the year. Jellico Stone mine, a new operation. Turner Bros. Stone 

Co. Inc. (Jellico quarry) and Claiborne Co., Inc., crushed sandstone for refractory 
Construction & Supply Co. (LaFollette use. | 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, Davidson.—Davidson County ranked fifth 
roads, and agstone. White Silica Sand Co. jn the State in total value of mineral pro- 
crushed sandstone for abrasives, glass, ce- duction. Vulcan Materials Co. - (Danley, 
ment, and other uses. | Hermitage, and River Road quarries) , 
Cannon.—Woodbury Stone Co. crushed Menefee Crushed Stone Co. (Nashville 

limestone from its Norvell quarry near quarry), Hoover, Inc., (Nashville quarry) , 
McMinnville for concrete, roads, and ag- and Eller & Olson Crushed Stone Co., Inc. 

stone. . crushed limestone for concrete, roads, ag- 

Carroll—Hardy Sand Co. (Bruceton Peetil; rauread pallast, asphalt en and 
mine) mined sand for grinding and polish- fect, lzer flier. Marquette Cement Manu- 
ing and for fertilizer filler. acturing Co. produced masonry and port- 

land cement at its Nashville plant through- 
Carter.—Watauga Stone Co. (Watauga out the year. Ingram Materials, Inc. 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, (Nashville mine) mined sand and gravel 
roads, railroad ballast, and stone sand. for structural and paving uses. Monsanto 

Claiborne.—Coal was produced at 12 Co. mined phosphate rock from the David- 
mines, including seven underground, three son County mine. Chemrock Corp. expand- 
Strip, and two auger. Leading producers ed crude perlite at its Nashville processing 
were Rich Mountain Mining Co. Inc. (No. plant. W. G. Bush & Co. Inc. (Nashville 
2 mine), Four Leaf Coal Co. Inc. (No. 2 mine) and Tennlite, Inc. (Baker Station 

strip mine) , and Tacket Coal Corp. (No.4 mine) mined miscellaneous clay for heavy
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clay products, cement, and _ lightweight Greene.—Malone Bros. Quarry, Inc. (Ma- 
aggregate. lone Bros. quarry), Greene County High- 
Decatur.—Western Materials, Inc., (Par- way Department (Midway, Dog Walk, and 

sons quarry) crushed limestone for con- Cove Creek quarries), and Agricultural 
crete, roads, and agstone. Teague Bros. Lime Co. Inc. (Greeneville quarry) crushed 
Sand & Gravel Co. (Decaturville mine) and ‘limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

Tinker Sand & Gravel Co. (Perryville mine) | Busler Sand Co. (Greeneville mine) mined 
mined sand and gravel for structural uses. sand for structural uses. 

Fentress.—Frogge & Williams, Inc. Grundy.—Phipps & Sons Coal Co. (Com- 

(right quarry)" cruthed Teste for Muna SP min) and Remy eal o. concrete, roads, an apstone. entress ° | ~ 
County Coal Co. (Fentress mine) , Layton ducers of the four active coal mines (three 
P. Hood Coal Co. (No. 2 mine), and Crass Sttip and one underground). Cumberland 

Coal Co. (No. 1 strip mine) were the lead- Mountain Sand Co. (McMinnville mine) 
ing producers of the 10 active coal mines mane’ struceural and Mold State, vuarny) 
(nine underground and one strip). Two Hnestone 0. inc. ( tate quarry 
new mines started operations during the crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and 

year. Crossville Stone Co. (Jamestown 8Stone. oC | 
quarry) quarried dimension sandstone for limonene P ane Stone Co. oy neat 
rough architectural stone. | © from the en quarry near 

Franklin.— Marquette Cement Manufac- race gine for concrete County raki d sev- 

turing Co. produced mason and portland enth in the State in total value of mineral 
oan at the Cowan mill abroughout the production. General Portland Cement Co. 
ar Conan. quary) Marquette Cement produced masonry and portland cements at 

“ ; the Chattanooga mill throughout the year. 
Manufacturing Co. (Cowan quarry), and Vulcan Materials Co. ° (Chattanooga 
Franklin County Highway . Department quarry) and Lambert & Lambert Stone Co. 
(Bostick quarry) crushed umestone tor crushed limestone for concrete, roads, rip- 
concrete, roads, fluxing stone, agstone, wo , eee 

glass, and cement. Sewanee Silica Co. ce, and eee me ane 8 Gravel 
: orp. mined sand an ravel for structur- 

(Monteagle quarry) crusted sandstone ior al paving fill, and othe, uses. Four mines 
concrete, roads, abrasives, oundry, 5 three underground and one strip, produced 
pottery, and other uses. Estill Springs | . ag: 
Sand-G Estil . . coal. Leading producers were Russell Min- 
and-Gravel Co. (Estill Springs mine) ine C . . . a 

.; , g Co. (No. 7 strip mine), Conner, Con- 
mined sand for structural and paving uses ; 

: ner & Chaffin Coal Co. (No. A-l mine), 
and gravel for paving and other uses. Mar- — — , 

. and Tentex Coal Corp. (Oak Hill mine). 
quette Cement Manufacturing Co. (Cowan General Shale Products Co. (Chattanooga 
mine) mined miscellaneous clay for use in mine) and Federal Ceramic Corp. (Daisy 

cement manufacture. mine) mined miscellaneous clay for hea . . ¥ vy 
Gibson.— Hadley Contracting Co. Inc. clay products. Woodward [Iron Co. -pro- 

(Humboldt mine) mined sand and gravel duced coke and coal chemicals at its Chat- 
for paving. tanooga plant. 

Giles—Monsanto Co. (Giles County Hancock.—New Jersey Zinc Co. (Flat 
mine), M. C. West, and Stauffer Chemical Gap mine) mined and milled zinc ore and 
Co. ("Vales mine) mined phosphate rock. recovered amestone as a byproduct uhe 
Cedar Grove Lime Co. (Cedar Grove imestone was use or concrete, roads, an 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, agstone. ; oo 
roads, and agstone. Giles County Highway man var Sand Co. (Saulsbury 
Department mined paving sand and gravel. . ) . | . *Y 

. j . mine) mined structural sand and gravel. 
Grainger.—Grainger County Highway Hardin.—Vulcan Materials Co. crushed 

Department (Mitchell’s quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 
limestone for concrete and roads. Imperial pavis Contracting Co. (Savannah mine) 

Black Marble Corp. (Thornhill quarry) mined structural sand and gravel. Tennes- 
quarried dimension marble for rough see River Pulp & Paper Co. reclaimed lime 
building stone. for industrial uses.
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Hawkins.—Vulcan Materials Co. (Mc- (Knoxville quarry), and Williams Lime 
Cloud quarry) crushed limestone for con- Manufacturing Co. (Knoxville quarry). 
crete and roads. Foote Mineral Co. and Williams Lime 
Henderson.—Ayers Mineral Co. mined Manufacturing Co. produced lime for con- 

molding sand from the Zane mine. struction and chemical uses. 
Henry.—Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Co. | Knoxville Sand & Gravel Co. and Oliver 

(Tennessee mine), H. C. Spinks Clay Co. King Sand & Lime Co. Inc. dredged sand 
Inc. (Henry County mine), and Laird and gravel at Knoxville for structural, pav- 
Brick Co. (Puryear mine) mined ball clay ing, grinding and polishing, and engine 
for whiteware, floor and wall tile, refrac- uses. Shalite Corp., General Shale Products 
tories, heavy clay products, and exports. Corp. and Ideal Cement Co. mined miscel- 
Southern Clay Co. Inc. and Tennessee Ab-  laneous clay at Knoxville for lightweight 
sorbent Co. mined fuller’s earth for absor- aggregate, heavy clay products, and cement. 
bent uses. Appalachian Marble Co. (Appalachian and 
Hickman.—M. C. West (Highland mine) Bond quarries) and ‘Tennessee Marble Co. 

and M. C. Boyle Phosphate Co. (Bratton (Eagle quarry) quarried dimension marble 
and Worley mines) mines phosphate rock for dressed building stone and dressed 
for agricultural uses. monumental stone. Knoxville Crushed 

H . Stone Co. (Stone Road quarry) and Appa- 
umphreys.—Vulcan Materials Co. (Rock lach; 

. . achian Marble Co. crushed marble for ter- 
Hill quarry) crushed limestone for con- d oth 
crete, roads, railroad ballast, and agstone. tazzo ane omer USES. 
Sangravel Co. Inc. (Johnsonville mine) Lake.—One oil well, totaling 6,021 feet, 
mined sand and gravel for structural and Was drilled. | 
paving uses. Lincoln.—Clark & Stephenson (Fayette- 

Jackson.—Two oil wells totaling 1,971 Ville quarry) and Lincoln County Highway 
feet were drilled. Department crushed limestone for concrete, 

Jefferson.—Jefferson County ranked first roads, and agstone. 
in the State in total value of mineral pro- Loudon.—Old Hickory Brick Co, Inc. 
duction. American Zinc Co. (Young, Gras- | (Greenback mine) mined miscellaneous 
selli, Coy, and North Friends Station clay for heavy clay products. B. C. Wood 

mines), United States Steel Corp. (Zinc ™ined barite at the Cedar Fork mine. 
Mine Works), New Market Zinc Co. (New ‘Tennessee River Sand Co. (Loudon mine) 
Market mine), and New Jersey Zinc Co. mined sand for grinding, polishing, and 
(Jefferson City mine) mined zinc ore. Structural uses. 
Limestone was crushed by the Jefferson Macon. — Dixon-Stubblefield Limestone 

County Highway Department and also re- Co. crushed limestone from the Hillsdale 
covered as a byproduct from zinc milling; quarry for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

this material was used for concrete, roads, Twenty-one oil wells, totaling 12,058 feet, 

railroad ballast, agstone, and stone sand. were drilled; three hit oil and one hit gas. 

Johnson.—Maynard Lime Co., Inc. Marion.—Marion County ranked sixth in 
crushed limestone from the Dowell quarry the State in total value of mineral produc- 
near Shouns for concrete, roads, and ag- tion. Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. produced 
stone. portland cement at the Richard City mill 
Knox.—Knox County ranked fourth in throughout the year. Coal was produced by 

the State in total value of mineral produc- 35 mines (34 underground and one strip). 
tion. Ideal Cement Co. produced masonry Leading producers were Virginia Mining 
and portland cements at the Knoxville mill Co. (Pine No. 16 mine), Walnut Coal Co. 
throughout the year. American Zinc Co. Inc. (Walnut No. 12 mine), and Grundy 
(Mascot No. 2 mine) mined and milled Mining Co. Inc. (No. 21 mine). Four new 
zinc ore and recovered limestone as a by- mines began operations during the year. 
product. Six quarries and one mine Vulcan Materials Co. (Nickajack Dam and 
crushed limestone for concrete, roads, ce- Marion quarries), General Portland Ce- 

ment, lime, railroad ballast, agstone, stone ment Co. (Bennetts Lake quarry), and 

sand, and other uses. The leading pro- Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. (Richard City 
ducers were Vulcan Materials Co. (City quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, 
and Dixie Lee quarries) , Ideal Cement Co. roads, agstone, and cement.
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Marshall.—Lewisburg Limestone Co. Overton.—Livingston Limestone Co. 
crushed limestone from the Lewisburg (East and South quarries) crushed lime- 
quarry for concrete, roads, and agstone. stone for concrete, roads, and agstone. Five 

Maury.—Maury County ranked third in Mines, all underground operations, pro- 
the State in total value of mineral produc- duced coal; leading producers were Wilder 
tion. Five operators mined phosphate rock; a oo me Not J ine). , aun, Jorn 
leadin roducers were Monsanto Co. Oat Mo. Ane, (NO. 1 mine), and Murphy 
(Monsanto mine), Hooker Chemical Corp. Sells Coal Co. (Bills Branch mine). Two 
(Columbia mine), and Stauffer Chemical "¢W mines started operations during the 
Co. (Southport, Mount Pleasant, and Co- year. Four oil, wells totaling 557 feet, were 

lumbia mines), Vulcan Materials Co. (Lew- na TL. Herbert & § j ‘ned 
isburg quarry) and Columbia Rock Prod- erry.— i. L. Herbert ons, inc. mine 
ucts Corp. (Theta Pike mine) crushed structural sand and gravel from the Dover 

limestone for concrete, roads, agstone, stone Pick tt—_Pick County Hieh D 
sand, and asphalt filler. Union Carbide ickett.—fickett “ounty fighway De- 
Corp. nanufetared carbon and graphite partment crushed limestone for concrete 
products at the Columbia plant. and yoads. One oil well, totaling 5,827 feet, 

was drilled. 
McMinn.—Nati . (Ballard 

mine) on d Godsey” Mane " . ‘ Athen 5 Polk.—Polk County ranked second in the 

and Niota mines) mined barite. Hiwassee state wn oe value of ae roa uction. 

Sane Co. m (Athens mane) me the Boyd Calloway "Eureka Mary, and t . > > > 3 

County Oi ghw ay Department (Athens Cherokee mines. The ore was concentrated 

quarry) crushed limestone for concrete and copper “hon (pyite. on ane yreeed 

nas. aoeates Southern ap er Corp. te- trates. Gold and silver were recovered as 
McNairy.—Worsham Bros mine d sand Pyproducts from smelting copper concen- 

° . trate. The iron concentrate or pyrite con- 
and gravel for structural, paving, and other centrate was roasted, yielding sulfur diox- 
USES. . . ide, which was used mainly in 

Meigs.—Ten Mile Stone Co. Inc. (Ten manufacturing sulfuric acid, and iron ox- 
Mile quarry) and Meigs Stone Co. (Posey ide, which was sintered for use by iron and 
quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, sree] mills. Campbell Sand & Gravel Co. 
roads, riprap, and agstone. (Isabella mine) mined sand for structural 
Monroe.—Creighhead Limestone Co. and fire or furnace use, and gravel for pav- 

(Creighead quarry) and Monroe County ing. 

Highways Department (Madisonville quarry) Putnam.—R. FE. Poteet and Putnam 
crushed limestone for concrete, roads, rip- County Highway Department crushed 

rap, and agstone. Vonore Sand Co. (Vonore _jimestone for concrete, roads, and agstone. 

mine) mined structural sand. Godsey Mines, Clear Creek Coal Co. (Clear Creek No. 2 
Inc., mined barite at the Forkner mine. mine), an underground operation, was the 

Montgomery.—Simpson Stone Co. (Simp- only active coal producer. Mid-State Mate- 
son quarry) crushed limestone for con- rials ne ine (Monterey mine) panes 
crete, roads, and agstone. structural and paving sand. Two oil wells, 

Morgan.—Coal was produced at 23 mines ene 17 Feet, ‘Con ome C 
15 underground, seven strip, and one ca.— nnea ounty imestone 0. 

sagen . Leading producers ‘were Camp (Dayton quarry) crushed limestone ror 
Austin Coal Co. (No. 1 strip mine), G &F  gonerere, Toads, and agstone: Rocky Creek 

Coal Go. Inc. (G & F strip mine) » and mines) was the only active coal producer. 
ueking Coal Co. (No. I-A strip mune ). Roane.—A. B. Long Quarries, Inc. (Swan 

Fight new mines began operations during Pond quarry) crushed limestone for con- 
the year. One oil well, totaling 1,500 feet, crete, roads, agstone, and stone sand. 
was drilled. Robertson.—Porter Brown Limestone Co. 
Obion.—Reelfoot Materials, Inc., (Troy (Springfield No. 1 quarry) crushed lime- 

mine) and Obion County Highway De- stone for concrete, roads, and agstone. One 
partment mined paving sand and gravel.. oil well, totaling 612 feet, was drilled.
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Rutherford—Lambert & Lambert Stone mine) and Sumner County Highway De- 

Co, (Murfreesboro quarry) and Ruther- partment crushed limestone for concrete, 
ford County Highway Department crushed roads, and agstone. __ | 
limestone for concrete, roads, riprap, and Tipton.—Clyde W. Owens Sand & Gravel 
agstone. | Co. (Covington mine) and Tipton County 

Scott—Coal was produced at 16 mines Highway Department mined sand and 

(13 underground, two strip, and one gravel for structural, paving, fill, and other 
auger). Leading producers were Royal uses. 

Dean Coal Co. (No. 1 mine), Pee Wee = Unicoii—Vulcan Materials Co. (Erwin 
Mining Co. Inc. (Pee Wee mine) and C. mine) mined paving sand and paving and 

R. Lewis Coal Co. (Shack Creek auger  yailroad ballast gravel. Unicoi County 
mine). One new mine started operations Highway Department (Rex Lewis quarry) 
during the year. Campbell County High- crushed limestone for concrete and roads. 
way Department crushed limestone for con- Union.—Vulcan Materials Co. and Union 
crete and roads. Seven oil wells, totaling County Highway Department (Welch and 
16,613 feet, were drilled; one hit oil. Luttrell quarries) crushed limestone for 

Sequatchie-—Fifteen mines, 12 under- concrete and roads. Tennessee Marble Co. 
ground and three strip, produced coal; (7 uttrell No. 8 quarry) quarried dimen- 
leading producers were Allen Bros. Coal sion marble for dressed building stone. _ 
Co. (Allen No. 4 strip mine) and Walden Van Buren,—Coal was mined at one un- 
Ridge Coal Co " (Walden Ridge No. | and derground mine and six strip mines; the 
No. 7 strip mines) - Four new mines started leading producers were C R & B Coal Co. 
operations during the year. Dunlap Stone (No. 2 strip mine), Waters Coal & Con- 
Co. crushed limestone for concrete, roads, struction Corp. (No. 6 strip mine), and 

and apstone. Rh toes , - os Walden Ridge Coal Co. (Walden Ridge 
; Sevier—Vulcan Materials Co. (Sevierville 9 1 and No. 2 strip mines oe 

| . : own . . 2 strip mines) . 
quarty and Sevier County Highway De- Ww : e 

in , a arren.—Lambert & Lambert Stone Co., 
partment crushed limestone for concrete Inc. crushed limestone for concrete, roads and roads. Hodges Sand & Soil Co. (Sevier- on d acst , , 
ville mine) and French Broad Materials, mprap, an 488 Wash; C Hich 
inc. (Boyds Creek mine) mined structural way Department (Tarlor Bridge, Dilley. 
and paving sand. : r , 
Shelby. Seven mines produced sand and Boones Creek, Gray, and Corby quarries) 

gravel for sructral, paving il and ober ue Tetons or comes ian uses; leading producers were W. S. Jordan | Y ; ; 
Gravel Con Mid.South Ageregates Inc. City mine) mined miscellaneous clay for 

ores ane on mines) «and s. ore Wayne Valen "Materials Co. (Waynes an ravel Co. John A. Denies Sons Co. — ° 
mined miscellaneous clay for lightweight ore quay) orap, an  apstone. Beane 
aggregate. ’ ’ ’ . = 

Smith—Smith County Highway Depart- Dowdy, Inc. (Baker mine) mined structur- 
ment and Vulcan Materials Co. (Cordell al sand and gravel. | 
Hull Dam guar) crushed limestone for mine). Bell Clay Co. (Col ine es nd and 
concrete and roads, €); . , 

Sullivan —Penn-Dixie Cement Corp. pro- H. C. Spinks Clay Co. Inc, mined ball clay 
duced masonry and portland cements at for whiteware, enameling, floor and wall 

the Kingsport mill throughout the year. tile, firebrick and block, and heavy clay 
Vulcan Materials Co. (New Kingsport products. 
quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, White.—Sparta Limestone Co. (Sparta 

ons an sponser Sal Pes ey trunel ncaa mone orp. ingsport mine) an enn-Dixie , 

Comet Corp, (Kingsport Shale mine) roads, and agstone. Two oil wells, totaling 

mined miscellaneous clay for use in heavy 1,368 feet, were drilled. 
clay products and cement. The Mead Corp. Williamson.—Monsanto Co. (Williamson 
reclaimed lime for industrial use. County mine) and TVA (Franklin mine) 

Sumner.—Monsanto Co. mined phosphate mined phosphate rock. Vulcan Materials 

rock. Ralph Rogers & Co., Inc. (Pilot Knob Co. (Franklin quarry) and Williamson
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County Highway Department (Globe Ine, (Lebation afd No, 2 quarries) and 
quarry) crushed limestone for concrete, Marquette Cément Manufacturing Co. 
roads, and agstone. | | (Maitha quarry) crushed limestorie for ce- 
Wilson,—Wilton County Rock Products, ment, concrete, roads, and agstone. 

| 
|





The Mi | Ind { T 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Bureau of Economic Geology, 

The University of Texas, for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By F. F. Netzeband' and Roselle Girard 2 

The mineral industry of Texas main- clay, gypsum, lime, salt, sand and gravel, 
tained its important position in the econ- stone, and sulfur. Of the 27 mineral com- 
omy of the State, the Southwest region, modities produced, five mineral fuels had 
and the Nation in 1966 with a record out- increased outputs while one declined; 11 
put of minerals valued at $5 billion, about mnonmetals increased in output, five de- 

one-fourth of the total U.S. mineral value. clined, and one showed no change; three 

Texas remained the principal domestic metals advanced in output and one regis- 
producer of petroleum, natural gas, natural tered no change. 

§as liquids, shell, and magnesium metal. ~iMining engineer, Bureau of Mines, Dallas, 
Other mineral commidities produced in Tex. lovist, B : | 
significant quantities were bromine, cement, yao Ce Teen Rustin: Pen” Geology: ‘The 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Texas * 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (theusands) 

Cement: 
Portland.__._._...thousand 376-pound barrels. - 30,820 $97 , 598 30 , 827 $97 188 
Masonry.._....-.--thousand 280-pound barrels-_ 968 3,011 884 2,872 

Clays..._.....--..-.-.-.....-thousand short tons -- 4,469 6 , 865 4,516 7,187 
Gem stones_._.-.-------------------------------- NA 150 NA 150 
Gypsum____...-----.-..-.--.thousand short tons-- 1,045 © 3,794 899 3,258 
Helium: 

Refined__--..--------.---thousand cubic feet... 350,000 r 12,250 364,100 12 , 744 
Crude_____..--.--.------.-.----.------do_... 1,015,708 10,330 1,080,500 10 ,605 

Lime__.____.-.--.-------.---thousand short tons__ 1,338 19 ,663 1,473 18 , 696 
Natural gas__.__.---.--.-.-----million cubic feet_. 6,636,555 858,396 6,953,790 $03 ,993 
Natural gas liquids: 

Natural gasoline and cycle products 
thousand gallons_. 3,772,471 256,959 3,890,267 269 ,332 

LP gases. ._._._.-----.-.--------------do_..._ 5,847,601 204,666 6,859,870 260,755 
Perlite (erude)____.-.-_.---.----_--_-_--short tons-__ 1,000 8 WwW WF 
Petroleum (crude)_...___thousand. 42-gallon barrels_-. 1,000,749 2,962,119 1,057,706 3,141 , 337 
Salt_....-.-----.-.-.--.-.---thousand short tons-- 6,964 30,771 7,724 33 , 797 
Sand and gravel__._______-.----.-.----.----do-__-- 32,649 36 ,075 26 , 222 $1,313 
Stone__.__._____----_--_____----.---..----do___. 39 ,520 53 , 659 43 ,578 56,659 
Sulfur (Frasch process)__.......thousand long tons-- 3,674 r 83,282 3,703 96 , 820 
Tale__-___.._-_-_-_..-__-__._-.-------short tons__ 64,211 204 102 ,399 ~ 367 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asphalt 

(native), barite, bromine, coal (lignite), graphite, 
iron ore (usable), magnesium chloride (for metal), 
magnesium compounds (except for metal), mercury, 
pumice, sodium sulfate, uranium ore, and values in- 
dicated by symbol W___._-.-..----------------- xX tr 78,328 xX 72,627 

Total__..__-_.__--..2- eee XX 14,718,128 xx 5,019,750 

r Revised. XX Not applicable. NA Not available. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
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Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Production of mineral fuels was responsi- 
constant 1957-59 dollars ble for nearly 92 percent of the total mitj- | 

(Millions) eral value. About half of the natural gas 
oS output and important voltimes of petro- 

Year _ Value } leum and natural gas liqdids were trans- 
1957....-------------2i-----.--.---. $4,444 ferred to out-of-State miarkets. Pipelines 
[O08 ~~ --- roa no enn rc tt ecesrt ec rs cst 4,087 and batges carried the materials to domes- 
1960_.___._--2-----2---2----- 4'134 tic markets. Oceari tankers moved 
11+ an 4214 significant quantities of crude oil and pe- 
1968_.__.__----2--------- tae 4'374  troleum products to eastern seaboard mar- 
1964_________ fi eet ------- 4,584 te ay sreion be 
1965. TITTIES a'637_—«Kets and to foreign ports. ee 
1966_.._.---.-----------.----------- 24,928 . Mineral resourcés of the State were pro- 

_ — = — duced widely with 233 of the State’s 254 
p Preliminary. . } . ereaererie ; Prody wen of 

1 Data for 1959-65 revised. counties reporting output. Production 9 

6060 = — i ——— 
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum and total value of mineral production in Texas.
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sore form of mineral fuels—petroleum, barriers. At yearend there were 135 com- 
natural gas, natural gas liquids, asphalt, pleted reservoirs in Texas having a total 
atid lignite—was registered in 206 counties; conservation storage capacity of 18.5 mil- 
fionmetallic minerals were produced from lion acre-feet and a total flood control stor- 

155 counties and metals from eight coun- age capacity of 15.6 million acre-feet. Four- 
ties. . teen major reservoirs were under construc- 
The mineral industry recovered second- tion, having additional conservation storage 

ary products from State-produced minerals capacity of 11.6 million acre-feet and flood 
such a§ sulfr recovered in the purification control storage capacity of 2.8 million acre- 
of natural gas, and carbon black from nat- feet. — 
ural gas and tefinery resiflues. Other sec- The ‘¥exas Railroad Commission con- 
ondary minerals were recovered in process- tinued its program of regulating pollution 
ing pres from other States and foreign of fresh water siipplies from oilfield brine. 
countries. Nonmetalli¢ minerals, excluding Stiidies proved that earthern pits, used for 

sulfur, were sold largely in local arid in- disposal of oilfield brines in many areas, 
trastate markets. Crude oil refining and pe- caused pollution of fresh water. Orders re- 
trochertiica] mantifacture were itiportant quiring oil operators to discontinue use of 
segmetits of the State’s mineral economy. salt water disposal pits for storage and 
Oil refining capacity was 2.7 million bar- evaporation of oilfield brines were issued 
rels per day, about 27 percent of the Na- by the Commission: More than 500 oilfields 
tion’s daily capacity of nearly 10 million in nearly 50 counties were involved. 
barrels. - A Clean Waters Restoration Act of 1966 

A monitoting program of important U.S. provided Federal grants to municipalities 
Waterways including the Sabine, Trinity, for wastewater-treatment plant construc- 
dnd Brazés Rivers of Texas was plarined tion, with incentives to States participating 
hy the U.S: Geological Survey in coopera- in the progtamii. | 
tion with State agencies. Electrohic moni- The State’s largest steamflood oil recov- 
tors will measure oxygen content; tempera- ery project was begun by Shell Oil Co. in 
ture, total dissolved solids, ahd turbidity of | the Wilcox Formation of Slocum field in 
water. | Anderson County. The project included 
The Texas Water Board ftomulgated its  drilliiig 65 wells arranged in sevem 13-well 

1966 water plarti to serve ritiicipal, indus- patterns; 10 steami generators, capable of 
trial, irrigation, and recreational demands. converting 10,000 barrels of water daily to 
It called for constructici of 53 new reser- steam, were installed. Heavy oil reserves of 
voirs, modifications of six existing reser- the Wilcox were estimated at 77 million 
voirs, atid the erectién of two salt-water _ barrels: 

Tablé 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industriés 

. Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
. Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and indti&try men Days = worked worked. -——_- 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre-_ Sever- 

a daily sands) —_ sands) Fatal fatal quency ity 

1965: | 
Coal___:=.----.----- 102 273 28 . 226 --- 3 13.238 235 
Metal__-____-.--.--- 1,409 305 430 3 , 442 --- 22 6.39 1%2 
Nonmetal and native . 
_ asphalt___-___-.---. 2,898 293 850 6,872 --- 161 23 .43 873 
Sand and gravel_...-. 2,558 254 649 5,560 4 133 24.64 d,019 
Stoné__.____.-.----- 4,813 | 304 1,312 11,150 2 227 20 .54 1,TL7 

Total__....--..-.. 11,280 290 3,269 27,250 6 546 20 .26 1,971 

1966: P 
ae : = 

Coal___--_----------- 90 280 25 195 --- 5 25 .64 462 
Metal___-----.----.. 1,465 303 445 3 , 562 --- 21 5.90 182 
Nonmetal and native 

_ asphalt__.._--.---. 3,370 289 974 7,929 2 161 20.56 3,065 
Sand and gravel___..._ 2,470 260 643 5,675 2 168 29 .96 2,743 
Stone__.--:--_--.... 4,365 304 1,327 11,020, 5 177 16 .52 3,004 

| Total___...----.-. 11,760 290 3,414 28,381 — 9 582 19.06 2,811 

P Preliminary.
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The Texas Railroad Commission extend- oil, natural gas, coal, and lignite were gov- 

ed the period for unregulated production  erned by the Mineral Act of July 31, 1919, 
in new oilfields from 18 months to 2 years. and not under the Sales and Leasing Act 
The number of wells for new fields was _ of 1931. 

, raised from five to 10 wells. . oe . 
Two important decisions which had par- he ene ane rears According on 

ticular interest to the mineral industry . 1 Proymen® “omunissi© a 
were returned by the Texas Supreme ing employment in Texas Temamnen un 
Court in 1966. The high court ruled that ‘b2"8ed at 107,500 employees with the oil 
the Texas Railroad Commission could and gas industry accounting for over 99 
order a pipeliner to take ratable gas from percent of this total. Average wages held 

| separate reservoirs in the same field and steady at $132.82 while the workweek de- 
defined the word “field” as a geographic clined from 43.5 hours in January to 42.3 
area served by a common purchaser. In a hours in December. The workweek of sul- 

second case, the high court ruled that min- fur employees advanced from 40.1 hours in 

eral development applications other than January to 43.4 hours in December. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

' MINERAL FUELS channel-type located in four counties. Nat- 
ural gas used in producing carbon black 

A 4.3-percent growth rate in the national declined for the 12th consecutive year to 
economy in 1966 resulted in expanded 43 54]-million cubic feet. 
State and national production of mineral Production of carbon black from petro- 

fuels. The industry and commerce sector jeym liquids amounted to 1,150.3 million 
increased consumption by 9 percent and pounds and from natural gas, 146 million 
provided the largest single market for both pounds. Average carbon black yield from 
basic and electric energy. The transpor-  jiquids was 4.7. pounds per thousand gal- 
tation market advanced about 5 percent ons, Three pounds were recovered per 
despite the prolonged airline strike. Influ- thousand cubic feet of natural gas. Furnace 
enced by the moderate winter of 1965-66, blacks averaged 6.7 cents per pound and 
energy demand in the residential market (pannel blacks 16.9 cents per pound. 
made only a modest advance. Natural gas Coal (Lignite).—Lignit d f lf 
supplied most of the increased fuel demand Oat Wsenite) ignite, usec as a fuer tor 
in industrial, commercial, and residential generating electric powst and as raw mate: 

markets; expanded transportation markets nial for activated carvon was mined by 
were supplied by crude oil; and the electric open Pit methods in Milam and Harrison 

utilities sector accounted for increased con- Counties. 
sumption of coal. Helium.—Helium production in Texas 

Texas crude oil producers have lost en- can be divided into two categories; grade-A 

ergy markets to natural gas and natural nem Produced for consumer sale, and 
gas liquids since 1940. At that time crude ment’s conecrvathon rogram 
oil represented 71 percent of the State’s . progran. ; 
mineral fuels output, natural gas 27 per- Grade-A helium, having a purity of 
cent, and liquids 2 percent. In 1966, crude 99.995 percent, was produced at two plants 
oil output declined to 43 percent of the °Wned and operated by the U.S. Bureau of 
fuels output with natural gas accounting Mines. These plants, located at Amarillo 
for 50 percent and natural gas liquids for 224 Exell, produced a combined total of 
the remaining 7 percent. 364.1 million cubic feet during 1966, an 

Asphalt, Native. — Highway construction vont) over the 1968 production. At C C. 

resu ted jn the growth in both volume and reau of Mines established sales price of $35 
th an Po asphalt by the two producers in per 1,000 cubic feet (f.0.b. plant), the 1966 

vaide County. production was valued at $12.74 million. 
Carbon Black—Of 18 carbon black The Amarillo helium plant is the only Bu- 

plants operating, 14 were furnace-type reau of Mines plant equipped to handle, 
plants located in 10 counties and four were fill, and ship helium in standard gas cylin-
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ders, as well as highway semitrailers. Ship- discoveries. Recoverable natural gas re- 
ments from the Exell plant are by special serves were estimated at 123,609 billion cu- 

_ railway tank cars or highway semitrailers. bic feet on December 31, 1966, according to 
All Bureau of Mines shipments are of ga- the American Gas Association. This 
seous helium. amounted to 17.8 cubic feet of gas reserves 

Crude helium is extracted from natural for each cubic foot of gas produced. 
gas but unpurified or further treated. It Natural Gas Liquids.—Recovery of natu- 
varies in purity from 50 to 80 percent he- ral gas liquids advanced 6.5 percent to 
lium by volume, and is produced solely as 10,250 million gallons as petro-chemical, 
part of the Government’s helium conserva- motor fuel, and industrial markets main- 

tion program. Under this program, helium- tained their growth. Liquefied petroleum 
_ bearing natural gas is processed for helium (LP) gases supplied 62 percent of the total 

extraction before such gas reaches its ulti- output and natural gasoline and cycling 
mate market. The helium so produced is products, the remainder. Most of the natu- 
sold to the Government, transported via yal gasoline was utilized by the refining in- 
pipeline to the Cliffside gasfield near dustry within Texas; the major portion of 
Amarillo, and placed in underground stor- the LP gases was shipped to markets out- 
age in a partially depleted natural gas res- side of the State. Production was reported 
ervoir. When future helium requirements from 362 gasoline plants, seven of which 
cannot be met from other sources, the were new installations and 32 were cycling 
stored helium will be produced, purified, plants. Installed capacity was 24,981 mil- 
and marketed. lion cubic feet per day yielding 29.2 mil- 

Five plants, privately owned and operat- _ lion gallons per day of products. 
ed, form the basis of the helium conserva- Exploratory and development drilling in- 
tion program. T'wo of these, both owned creased the natural gas liquid reserve to 4.1 
and operated by Phillips Petroleum Co., billion barrels—49 percent of the Nation’s 
are located in Texas, at Dumas and Hans-  pnatural gas liquid reserve—according to 
ford County. These two plants produced a__ the American Gas Association. 
total of 1,030.5 mullion cubic feet of crude Petroleum.—Output of crude oil was te- 
helium in 1966, valued (at the price at . . . . . _ ported from 200 counties. Production in which the crude helium was sold to the _— 

ways . excess of 1 million barrels was reported by Government) at $10.6 million. The entire : . - tput of both plant hased b 125 counties. The five leading counties in 
th - a ° t Plants was purchase’ bY — order of production were Andrews, Ector, 

© Movernment. Crane, Gaines, and Scurry. All phases of 
Natural Gas.—Of the 10,736 wells drilled, the State’s petroleum industry—explora- 

1,168 were completed as gas wells. Exten- tion, production, transportation, refining, 
sions and revisions added 6,663 billion cu- and marketing—were influenced by nation- 
bic feet or 18.6 percent to natural gas re- al and international trends. Texas pro- 
serves. Exploratory drilling added 3,317 duced 35 percent of the domestic petro- 
billion cubic feet to reserves through new leum output, far more than State require- 

. Table 4.—Production trends of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids for select years 
(Million barrels of oil equivalent) 

ee 
Percentage of — 

Production ! anal Year Annual total Change of reported year . 

Oil Gas Liquids Total Oil Gas Liquids Oil Gas Liquids Total nnn OS ea eee eee 
1950____ 830 558 69 1,457 57.0 38.3 4.7 68.4 193.7 331.3 108.4 1956__-_ 1,108 892 116 «2,116 52.4 42.1 5.5 33.5 59.9 68.1 54.2 1960_-__- 927 1,052 128 2,107 44.0 49.9 6.1 —16.3 17.9 10.3 —.4 
1961 __-_- 939 1,065 137 §=2,141 43.9 49.7 6.4 1.3 1.2 7.0 1.6 1962 ___- 943 1,086 1438 2,172 43.4 50.0 6.6 4 2.0 4.4 1.4 1963 ___- 978 1,108 151 2,237 43.7 49.5 6.8 3.7 2.0 5.6 3.0 1964___- 990 1,159 157 2,306 42.9 50.3 6.8 1.2 4.6 4.0 3.1 
1965._.. 1,001 1,185 168 2,354 42.5 50.4 7.1 1.1 2.2 7.0 2.1 
1966_-.-. 1,058 pP 1,237 179 2,474 42.8 50.0 7.2 5.7 4.4 6.5 5.1 

P Preliminary. 
1 One barrel of crude oil equivalent to 5,600 cubic feet of natural gas or 57.4 gallons of natural gas luiqids a composite of 52.7 gallons of natural gasoline and 60.8 gallons of LP gases.
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Table 5.—Comparison of mineral fuels production in Texas and the United States 

Production ! as — oe - 
oil equivalent Percent of fuels Texas Percent 
mE -s—percent _ @hangé | 

os United oo United of United from 1965 

Fuel ‘Texas States Texas States States 

1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Texas States 

Crude oil.-.. 1,001 1,058 2,849 8,028 42.56 42.8 47.2 47,6 85.1 a4. +5.7 te: 
Natural gas_. 1,185 1,287 2,864 72,988 50,4 50.0 47.4 47.0 41.4 40:4 +4.8 +7 «4 

Natural gas oe - Moet — : ogg . as 
liquids _ _ = - 168 179 323 848 7.1 7.2 6.4 8.4 52.0 62 .1 +6:5 +6.2 

Total a. So . . _ ee So 4 . 
equivalent. 2,854 2,474 6,036 6,359 100 100 100 100 39.6 38.9 +5:4 +6;4 

P Preliniinafy. s oe, - _ + hy oh 
1 Million bafrels of oil equivalent, derived by gas atid liquids factors reported int table 4. 

Table 6.—Fhpels reserves ratio to prodtictioi in Texas and the United States oe 

Reserves ! Percent— Reserve ratio. 

7 United _ Texas of OGHange - United 
Fiel Texas States United States from 1965 Téxas States 

a a, a United , ena das | 
1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 Texas States 1965 1966 1965 1966 

Crude oil_--. 14,303 14,077 81,352 381,452 45.6 44.8 =1.6 +0:3 14:38 138.3 11.0 10.4 

Natural gas__ 21,5389 22,073 51,155 51,667 42.1 42.7 +2 .5 +1:9 18.2 17.8 17.9 7:38 
Natural gas ; oo / a ., 

liquids._-. 2,970 3,001 5,871 6,094 50.6 49.2 +1.0 +49.8 17:7 19.8 18.2 17.8 
Total oii | - ) 7 — i — —— : 

equivalent. 38,812 39,151 88,378 89,213 43.9 43.9 +.9 +-9 16:5 15.8 14.6 14.0 

1 Million barrels of oil equivalent, derived by gas and liquids factors reported in table 4, 

Table 7.—Production and value of riineral fuels 

: : | Crude petroleum oo — : - Naturalgas!} - 

Year | Thousand — Valie | Million  Value_ 
barrels / (thousands) cubic feet (thousands) 

1957-61 (average). ______- 970 ,536 $2,928,753 5,881,918 $607 ,002 
1962_____-2---------+--- 943 ,328 2,818; 709 6,080,210 747 , 866 
1968_-_-___---___-_----- 977 ,835 2 , 908,380 6 ,205 ,034 175,629 
1964_._______-______---- 989 ,525 2 928,994 6,490 ,202 809 ,180 
1965__._____--___-__--_- 1,000, 749 2 ;962,119 6,636 , 555 858 ,396 
1966_______---_.__-_----- 1,057 , 706 3,141,387 6,953, 790 903 ,993 

| . 7 - Natural gas liquids : | 

Natural gasoline a | a | 
and cycle products LP gas Total 

Thousand Value - Thousand Value __ Thousand . Value 
gallons (thousands) gallons (thousands) gallons (thousands) 

1957-61 (average)_______. 2,919,692 $207,405 4,248,194 $173,339 7,162,886 $380 ,744 
1962___________________. 3,205,517 233,345 5,012,291 189,382 8,217,808 422 , 727 
1963_____.._.__._______. 3,320,416 218,975 5,366,831 169,695 8,687,247 388 ,670 
1964______.___-_._______. 3,512,460 232,245 (5,521,236 167,492 9,033,696 399 , 737 
1965_____.-.----._______. 3,772;471 256,959 5,847,601 204,666 9,620,072 461 ,625 
1966_._----------------- 3,890 , 267 269,332 6,359,870 260,755 10,250,137 530,087 

1 Marketed production, gas eithér sold or consumed by producers including losses in transmission, amounts 
added to storage, and increases in gas pipelines,
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ments. Over 27 percent of the U.S. refining Table 8.—Crude petroleum production, indi- 
capacity was located in ‘Texas. Pipelines cated demand, and stocks, in 1966, by months 
carried the major part of the crude oil and (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 
refinery products to markets within and SSS 
outside of the State. Month Producti Indicated Stocks 

° 4 e- : . oO ; . on 

The oil ane gas industry drilled 10,736 . meee demand “in Texas 
wells in search of crude oil and natural 9 2——--—-—-—S——— . : ot | and natural jo ouary... 87,457 87,543 89, 648 gas. The success ratio of wildcat drilling  February____ 80,192 78,845 90,990 was one discoverv—oj __ March."____ 90,287 86,735 94,542 vas 0 scovery—oil or gas—for every go T7777. Br’ oBy 83,406 98/203 four wells drilled. Estimated proved recov- May________ 91,255 86,572 102 ; 886 

, o : | : June________ 88 ,133 86 , 047 104,972 erable reserves of crude oil declined ‘16 July oo 89143 91223 102'892 
percent to 14,077 million barrels as of De- August______ 88,770 91 295 100 ,367 

: ( : —s : September ___ 85,779 90,808 95,338 cember 31, 1966, according to the American October... 89710 89 815 95 233 
Petroleum Institute. Extensions and revi- | November... 87 ,631 87 ,452 95 , 412 
sions added 699 million barrels to proved December____ 92,282 88,482 99,212 
reserves and new discoveries added 71 mil- Total: 1 7 

° 66_ ,057, 706 1,048 ,223 xX 
lion barrels. . | 1965. 1,000,749 *1/005'232 xX 

In 1966, 48 refineries processed 922 mil- Revie 
. te: . ° , Lo . r reevised. . lion barrels of crude oil. Refinery capacity XX Not applicable. 

Table 9.—Petroleum daily average production and runs to stills 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

oe 1965 1966 | | 

Month Crude Runs to Crude Runs to 
OO . | production stills production stills 

January__-.---.---------2- 2-2 ieee 2,761 2,760 2,821 2,837 
February____._-_-.-2.---.--_---_--______ 2,772 2,816 2,864 2,764 
March_____-.___.--_- 2-2 --------__- 2,753 2,746 2,912 2,705 
April______.-__-.-..-- 2-22 -------=--___- 2,780 2 , 622 2,902 2,744 
May____---.-_-_ eee 2,687 2,636 2,944 2,755 
Junée_..____-- ee 2,754 2,756 2,938 2,795 
July... 2 ee _- 2,727 2 818 2876 2,842 
August___..____._..___--_----__-________- 2,738 2,693 2,864 2,921 
September____________2--2_- ie 2,706 2,800 2,859 2,883 
October_________-_______.--__-_-____ Le 2,780 2,752 2,894 2,887 
November_._.____-_.-_____-__=______-_ _ 2,783 2 ; 822 2,921 2,883 
December_____._.____-._---- eee 2,890 2,901 2,977 2,971 

Table 10.—Runs to stills and output of refineries in 1966, by months 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Runs sts~—<CSssS™S””””C*ttput— 
Fuel oil 

Month Gaso- Kero- ——-—----—_—_——_ Jet Miscel- 
Crude Products Rerun line ! sine Dis- Resid- fuel laneous 

tillate ual 

January__.___._____ 77,450 10,217 271 42,535 4,338 20,117 4,091 4,880 11,977 
February___.._.____ 69,781 9,177 —1,552 37,110 4,347 17,460 2,734 4,299 11,456 
March.______.____ 75,235 10,110 —1,496 40 ,923 4,132 18 ,390 3,122 5,198 12 ,084 
April____-...._...._ 72,519 10,309 —496 40,737 3,396 17,463 38,181 4,918 12,6387 
May__.--------.--. 77,813 10,299 —2,716 42,460 3,351 17,6385 3,335 5,248 13 ,367 
June___________.._ 75,868 10,522 —2,527 41,226 3,626 17,164 3,287 4,946 13 ,609 
July._______-..__.. 78,388 11,077 —1,348 43,220 3,304 19,258 3,833 4,933 14,069 
August___________. 80,374 10,744 — 545 43 , 754 3,896 20,378 3,764 4,992 13,789 
September_____.___ 79,122 10, 630 —38,251 42,911 3,845 18,971 3,745 4,879 12,150 
October_/_.____.__ 79,028 11,312 —853 44,588 3,963 18,685 3,390 5,305 13 , 556 | 
November___.__._. 75,102 10,943 456 48,082 3,598 18,3835 3,067 5,708 12,711 
December____...___ 80,944 11,637 ‘—463 44,920 4,094 20,068 3,633 6,311 13 , 092 

Total: | 
1966__._ 921,619 126,977 -—14,520 507,466 45,890 223,924 40,682 61,617 154,497 | 
1965____ 889,679 115,482 -—14,954 481,559 41,194 226,104 39,590 51,728 150,032 

EE ee se epee os 
1 Includes special naphthas.
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Table 11.—Stocks of crude petroleum at refineries, tank farms, and gathering systems in 1966, 

by months | 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Tank farms 
Month Refineries and Lease Total 

pipelines tanks 

January. -....--------------------------- 12,998 59 ,249 7,157 79 ,404 
February__._.__.-.---.---.-------_------ 138 ,046 59,811 7,068 79 ,925 
March.____----------------------------- 14,335 62 , 456 6,816 83 , 607 
April__-._._------------------------------ 16 , 089 64 ,322 6,978 87,389 
May_-_.--------------------------------- 15,184 67 , 297 7,596 90,077 
June__..-_-.---------------------------- 14,963 68 , 049 8,252 91,264 
July..---------------------------------- 15,532 65,141 9,464 90,137 
August_.__._..--------------------------- 14,288 63 ,335 9,785 87,408 
September_-___._...---.------------------ 14,233 60 , 229 9,672 84,134 
October____--_-_------------------------- 13 , 732 59 , 402 10,050 83,184 
November-_--__.-------------------------- 14,672 58,290 7,739 80,701 
December____--------------------------- 14,075 59,197 11,719 84,991 

Table 12.—Stocks of refined products by refineries with plants and pipelines in 1966, 

by months 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Fuel oil Natural Miscel- 
Month Gasoline! -Kerosine ———~-—-—_—-—-_ Jett fuel gas laneous 

| Distillate Residual liquids products 

January___-----.---------- 36,248 2,337 13 ,388 7,678 3,412 908 30, 854 
February._._-------------- 37,124 2,461 9,813 6,974 3,379 961 31,739 
March.____--------------- 36,482 2,796 8,983 6 , 883 3,817 984 31,538 
April__-------------------- 35,2738 3,416 10,553 7,021 3,304 984 30, 856 
May-_.------------------. 32,424 3,057 12,323 7,342 4,051 903 32 , 326 
June__..-_---------------- 29,650 3,656 13,289 7,722 3,921 987 33 ,049 
July__.-.----------------- 29,521 3,718 16,769 8,249 4,171 1,073 33,154 
August___._--------------- 29,249 4,069 18 ,322 8,312 4,703 1,138 31,742 
September_____-_.--------- 28,810 4,403 21,356 9,114 4,765 1,032 32 , 708 
October____._------------- 29,581 4,750 24,115 9,331 4,203 1,141 32,771 
November___------.------- 31,319 3,519 22 ,528 8,813 3,961 1,426 31,455 
December___-_-.---------- 32,666 3,167 19 ,363 8,300 4,278 1,049 31,210 

1 Includes naphtha. 

in the State at yearend was 2.8 million bar- most spectacular advances were made in fa- 
rels of crude oil daily, 27 percent of U.S. cilities producing ethylene and ammonia. 
capacity. About 85 percent of the Texas 
plant capacity was in the Beaumont-Port NONMETALS 

Arthur-Houston area. No new refineries . 
were constructed in 1966. Humble Oil & Nonmetals advanced 2 percent in value 
Refining Co. was adding equipment to its Ve that of 1965 and accounted for about 
Baytown refinery to expand installed ca- 7.6 percent of the State’s total mineral val- 

pacity to 326,000 barrels. Mobil Oil Co. U© An increase in production was noted 
planned to raise crude throughput by for several nonmetals including lime, natu- 
59,000 barrels per day at its Beaumont ral salines, salt, stone, sulfur, and talc and 
refinery for a total daily capacity of 294,000 soapstone. Decreases were recorded in pro- 

barrels. American Oil Co. planned to in- duction of barite, bromine, gypsum, and 
crease its Texas City crude capacity from 84nd and gravel. 
181,000 to 248,000 barrels per stream day. Barite.—Crude barite was mined by one 

Petrochemicals.—Major advances in new producer, Continental Minerals, from an 
facilities and plants were made in the pe-  open-pit in the Seven Heart Gap area of 
trochemical industry, although little Culberson County. Output was less than 
change was notable in composition of the that of 1965. The crude barite was pre- 
industries corporate structure. Expansions pared for use as a weighting agent for 
were equally divided between oil and gas’ drilling muds at the company’s plant ap- 
companies and chemical companies. The proximately 6 miles east of Van Horn.
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Table 13.—Portland cement production, shipments, and consumption 

(Thousand 376-pound barrels and thousand dollars) $e 
Shipments 

Year Production =——-—_—_____—___—__—. Consumption 
Quantity Value (quantity) $e EEE EE eS 

1957-61 (average). _._-.-_-_-__----------- 24, 500 247 858 $76 636 et 
962_______-------_---- eee 4 6,20 838, 2 900 
1963____.----------------- eee 29 , 150 29,104 92,734 24,618 
1964_____-_--------- ee 29 , 792 30 , 030 94,492 26,156 1965__-- 2-2-2 80) 771 80 , 820 97 598 26,371 
1966_.__-_---------------_-----------_ ee 31,487 30 , 827 97,188 26,995 

Barite produced outside of Texas was tries, Inc., which also produces cement at 

prepared at grinding plants in Brownsville, Midlothian, announced plans to increase 
Houston, and Corpus Christi. Reported plant capacity to almost 5 million barrels 

| output and value increased about 6 per- er year. Pp Pp per y _ 
cent over that of the previous year. Ideal Cement Co. began modifying its 

Bromine.—Texas ranked second in bro- No. 1 plant at Houston for the manufac- 
mine production in the United States. ‘ture of white cement. Texas borane Ce- 
Ethyl-Dow Chemical Co. extracted bromine ™ent Co., Division of Alpha Port - Ce- 
from sea water at its Freeport plant for the ™ent Co., was expanding its facility at 
manufacture of ethylene dibromide. Pro- Orange by building a new 2.4-million- 
duction and value were less than in 1965. barrel-per-year plant to replace its 

The chief use of ethylene dibromide was rn Ot barr oper year Plant. Division of 
in antiknock compounds for gasoline. , ~~ | Other uses for bromine and bromine com. United States Steel Corp., announced plans 
pounds included the production of flame to expand its cement facilities near Waco 

d f d lasti q__ by the addition of a white portland cement 
retardants or Paper products, plastics, an plant adjacent to its gray cement plant textiles; sanitizers for swimming pools; fire The new plant was scheduled to be com- 
extinguisher fluids; dyes; pharmaceuticals; pleted in 567 | 
and photographic chemicals. 1 ; . P erap : “a's Clays.—Production included bentonite, 
Cement.—Shipments of portland cement fixe clay, ball clay, kaolin, fullers earth, 

were almost the same as in 1965; total val- and miscellaneous clay. Total clay produc- 
uses dropped slightly. Shipments of masonry tion increased about 1 percent, and total 
cement decreased about 9 percent. Thir- yale increased about 5 percent over that 
teen companies manufactured portland ce- of 1965. A total of 54 companies at 69 loca- 
ment at 19 plants in 1966; 11 of the com- tions including 10 portland cement com- 
panies also produced masonry cement at 17 panies, reported production from 48 coun- 
of the plants. ties. 

Texas gained a new cement producer in Miscellaneous clay accounted for 78 per- 
1966 when Gifford-Hill & Co., Inc., a large cent of the total production, but for only 
producer of construction materials, opened 55 percent of the total value. Approximate- 
its plant near Midlothian in Ellis County. ly 36 percent of the miscelaneous clay was 
The plant has an annual capacity of 1.5 used in manufacturing cement, 30 percent 
million barrels and uses computerized in heavy clay products, and 33 percent for 
quality control techniques. Texas Indus- lightweight aggregate. 

Table 14.—Clays sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
ee Se eee 

y Bentonite Fire clay Miscellaneous clay Total t 
ear 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value en 

gore) ae Re RE Pa hae w----------e 1 ; , ,20 , 144 5,634 
1963___.._--___- 120 1,366 808 2,054 3,271 3,429 4,199 6,349 
1964_________-_- 111 1,294 666 1,815 3,379 3,586 4,156 6,695 
1965_____-______ 114 829 735 1,999 3,605 3 , 832 24,469 26,365 
1966___._-_-___- 107 876 859 2,057 3, 523 3,934 24,516 27,187 ee nO 0nSsSsS See; 

1 Incomplete total (1957-64), excludes kaolin (1964) and fuller’s earth. 
2 Includes ball, kaolin, and fuller’s earth.
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Among clay consumers several new Table 15.—Crude gypsum mined 

plants were added, and processing methods (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

and equipment were improved at some ex-_——_ > e 

isting plants Yarti Tile Co. was renovating Year (Quantity Value 

and equipping a 25,000-square-foot build: ign ®! (eversge)------- "803956 
ing at Woodville for manufacturing glazed 1963.7 888 1/099 3999 

and unglazed floor and wall tile. Materials, tees “caro eens ssecnc 1 ta 4049 

Inc., planned a 200,000-ton-per-year plant 1966_________________- 899 3/258 

at Beaumont for the manufacture of —©£ 3—OOOOOOOOOOOO OOO 

burned clay aggregate for use as road base 
material. Two new brick plants—Leesburg tion in the State’s highway program, re- 

Brick Co: and Camp County Clay Products sulted in a record output of lime in 1966. 

Co.—were placed in operation at Pittsburg (The record tonnage does not include re- 

in Camp County. Cisco Pottery opened the generated lime.) Production was 10 per- 

idle flowerpot plant in Cisco formerly cent fugher nan that or the previous year; 

owned by N. D. Gallagher Clay Products total value, however, declined slightly. 

Corp.; the new Gwnership announced plans Approximately 27 percent of the lime 

to expand and modernize the facilities. was used by the construction industry— 

Acme Brick Co. enlarged the process build- mostly in soil stabilization. The remainder 

ing at its Denton brick plant. Ceramic was used in agriculture and for refractory, 

Southern, Inc., planned construction of a chemical, and other industrial purposes. 

plant to manufacture porcelain insulators Eleven companies manufactured lime in 14 

at Marshall. Texas Clay Products, Inc., au- plants, using shell and crushed limestone 

tomated a portion of its Malakoff brick as raw material. 

plant. Texas Industries, Inc., planned a A new lime plant began production dur- 

$2.25 million lightweight aggregate plant ing the year—the 240-ton-per-day plant of 

west of Clodine in the Houston area. Kil- Texas Lime Co., located 12 miles west of 

gore Ceramics Corp., a manufacturer of Cleburne. This was the second lime plant 

vitreous china plumbing fixtures and relat- operated by the company in Johnson 

ed products, planned a 20,400-square-foot | County. Chemical Limestone Products, Inc. 

addition to its plant at Kilgore. (also known as Clifstone Chemical Lime 

Gem Stones.—Agate, jasper, fluorite, to- Co.) announced plans to construct a lime 

paz, calcite, opal, ed petrified wood with Plant near Clifton. Brazos Lime Co. (Hill 

an estimated value of $150,000 were recov. County), Round Rock Lime Co. (William-  — 
ered in Texas during the year. . ‘ son County), and Southwestern Superior 

oo 2, . Products Co. (Williamson County) merged 

Graphite.—The Nation's only production during the year and began operating under 
of natural graphite came from the open-pit the corporate name of Round Rock Lime 

mine of Southwestern Graphite Co. in Companies. United States Gypsum Co, was 

western Burnet Cou nty. The company installing a highly automated new kiln at 

processed the crystalline flake graphite ata the New Braunfels plant that was expected 
mill adjacent to the mine. Production was 4, increase production by 50 percent. 
slightly greater than in 1965. , . } 

; Magnesium Compounds.—The Dow Chem- 
Gypsum.— Production of gypsum was Te ical Co. produced magnesium chloride and 

ported by eight companies in six counties. other magnesium compounds at its Free- 

About 90 percent of the output was cal- port plant in Brazoria County. Sea water 
cined and was used chiefly in building from the Gulf of Mexico was used as the 
products such as wallboard, lath, exterior raw material. 

sheathing, and plaster. Some uncalcined E. J. Lavino & Co. processed magnesium 

gypsum was sold to cement companies for hydroxide obtained from Dow to produce 

use as a retarder. Production and value of refractory magnesia (periclase) at its plant 

crude sypsum declined l4 percent in 1966 4¢ Freeport. Early in the year A. P. Green 

following a similar decline in the State’s Refractories Co. announced plans to con- 

residential construction. struct a $3.5 million plant at Freeport for 
Lime——Heavy demand by chemical and the production of refractory material from 

other industrial users, combined with large magnesium hydroxide to be supplied by 
amounts of lime required for soil stabiliza- Dow.
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Table 16.—Lime sold or used by producers — 

Total 
Quicklime Hydrated ———_______""__ 

Year (short tons) lime Value 
- (short tons) Short tons (thousands) 

1957-61 (average).---.------------------- | 446,649 334,713 _ 781,362 $8,191 
1962_______-_--------------------------- 585,214 461 ,042 1,046,256 11, 999 
1963_______----------------------------- 571,515 559 , 690 1,131,205 18, 026 
1964_______--_--------------------------- 764,250 586,115 1,350,365 17,201 
1965______-_----------------------------- 716 , 574 621,377 1,337,951 19, 563 
1966_______----------------------------- 802 ,214 671,015 1,473 ,229 18 , 636 
A Be sensrseserereersra eee 

Mica.—No mica production was reported Rock salt was mined at Hockley dome in 

in 1966. Shipments from out-of-State were Harris County by United Salt Corp, and at 

processed at the Fort Worth grinding plant Grand Saline dome in Van Zandt County 
of Western Mica Corp. for use in joint ce- by Morton Salt Co. 

ment. The name of Frontier Chemical Ce., Di- 
| Natural Salines.—Production increased vision of Vulcan Materials, a salt Ddrine 

over that of the previous year. Ozark-Mo- producer in Yoakum County was changed 
honing Co. extracted sodium sulfate (salt to Vulcan Materials Co., Chemical Division 

cake) from west Texas brines at facilities during the year. 
near Seagraves (Gaines County), Brownfield 
(Terry County), and Monahans (Ward 
County), American Cyanamid Co. recov- Table 17.—Salt sold or used by producers 

ered sodium sulfate as a byproduct at its (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars} 

Fort Worth chemical and fertilizer plant. oT 
; ; Year Quantity Value 

Perlite—Perlite Producers, Inc., mined 9 —OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
. . . . 1957-61 (average)_____-_ 4,485 $17,124 

crude perlite from open pits in the Pinto j9g¢2 2 5/553 19485 

Canyon area of Presidio County. The com- 1968_----------------- 5,965 22,355 
y aro Mounly c 1964_________..------- 6,410 28.797 

pany operated a drying, grinding, and ex-  1965_________-_------- 6,964 30,771 

panding plant adjacent to the mine. 1966__-.-------------- 7, 724 33,797 

Seven companies operated perlite ex- 
andin lants in Dallas, Fort Worth, , . ; 

P 5 pan Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand 
Houston, Irving, Lacoste, LaPorte, and . . 
Mi a , and gravel in Texas dropped sharpiy from 

idland. Expanded perlite was used for é 
“14: ay: . that of 1965. Total tonnage by commercial 

building plaster, as loose-fiill insulation, . 
; woes and Government-and-contractor operations 

concrete aggregate, soil-conditioning agent, 
fi . declined about 20 percent; total value, low- 

ller, and filter aid, and for other pur- 
oses | est since 1961, decreased 13 percent. Most 

Poses: of the output was used for -construction, 

Pumicite (Volcanic Ash)—One producer and the decline in production reflects a 
mined volcanic ash from open pits near drop in those markets. 

Rio Grande City nd Starr County. Chief Two new sand and gravel plants—Parker 

use was as concrete admixture. Brothers and Superior Sand & Gravel, Inc. 

Salt (Sodium Chloride)—Output of salt —were constructed near Eagle Lake in Col- 

in Texas reached a record high of 7.7 mil- orado County. Texas Construction Material 

lion short tons, 11 percent over that of Co. added facilities to produce blast sand 

1965, and represented approximately 21 at its Eagle Lake plant. Wayne W. Wilson, 

percent of the Nation’s total output in Robstown- announced . Plans to manufac: 

1966. Most of the output was used as a ture vinyl plastic coatings tor gravel—the 
.; . ; product would be used for decorative 

basic raw material by the chemical in- ; : 
dustr ground cover and for roofing material. We- 

y dron Silica Co. of Chicago purchased Capi- 

Eleven companies produced salt from to] Products, Division of Capitol Aggre- 
Gulf Coastal Plain salt domes and from gates, Inc., Cleburne, a producer of silica 

Permian Basin salt deposits. Most of the sand and silica flour. The subsidiary was 
year’s production was recovered as brine. named Capitol Silica Co.
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Table 18.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eee 
Government-and- y Commercial contractor Total sand and gravel 

ear 
ne 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value $$ EEE eee 
1957-61 (average)________ 25,176 $28 ,122 4,643 $1,959 29,819 $30 , 081 1962_____._-2 25,619 29 ,948 4,457 3,149 30,076 33 ,097 1963___---2-- ee 27,511 32,085 5,745 - 4,226 33 ,256 36,311 1964____.-. ee 25,249 30 ,896 3,906 2,498 29,155 33 , 394 1965___-..- 2 ee 27,488 33 , 572 5,161 2,503 32,649 36,075 1966____.-_-2 2 23 ,089 28,947 3,133 2,366 26 , 222 31,313. ee 

Table 19.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 
(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

eee 
. 1965 1966 

Class of operation and use oe SFSFSFee 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Ee 
Commercial operations: 

Sand: 
. Building-_-_.-__-_--.----- 2. 9,376 $9 ,873 7,455 $6,896 Paving. ._-_-----_------- 2. 3,096 3,709 2,906 2,900 Fill. 2-22 eee 523 204 510 260 Other }__:__--- eee 994 3,072 848 3,310 a 

Total____-------- 2-2 eee 13 ,989 16 , 858 11,719 13 , 366 
a 

Gravel: 
Building-.-._-_.--.-.22 22-2 8,792 10 , 842 6,809 9,566 Paving--__---_-----.-.------ eee 4,257 5,403 4,045 5,457 . Fill. -22--- eee 160 89 244 130 Other 2_-_-2 ee 290 380 272 428 ee 
Total__.-_---_-_-_2 eee 13 , 499 16,714 11,370 15,581 

a 

Total sand and gravel__.__._____________ 27,488 33 , 572 23,089 28,947 
—os0n@S$SFE—EESSSa 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Building.._-...._..--2----__- 2 2 10 17 Paving._-.-.---...----_--_ 2 ee 475 231 404 247 Fill__ 2-2-2 40 20 a ----- Other 3__2 2 ee 40 7 ----- ----- 

Total_-_----_--2 22. 557 260 414 264 

Gravel: . 
Building._..____-_--._-2-- eee ----- ----- 3 5 Paving._-_-_-_-_ 22 4,487 2,196 2,716 2,097 Other 4___-_-_- 2 117 AT ----e ----- 

Total_._-. 2-2 ee 4,604 2,243 2,719 2,102 

Total sand and gravel__.._._.._____. | 5,161 2,503 3,133 2,366 
oooeeses=s=~e 

Grand total._..-_.-______...... 32 ,649 36,075 26 ,222 31,313 

1 Includes other construction sand and industrial sand (unground and ground). 2 Includes railroad ballast, miscellaneous, and other construction gravel. 
3 Includes other construction sand. 
4 Includes other construction gravel. 

Several companies were expanding or plant and installed new equipment at an 
constructing glassmaking facilities during estimated cost of $2 million—capacity for 
the year. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Chem- producing beverage bottles was doubled. 
ical Division, announced plans for a $1 Stone.—Texas ranked fourth in the Unit- 
million expansion program at its Corpus ed States in stone output in 1966. Pro- 
Christi plant that included a glassblowing ducers quarried and processed basalt, gran- 
unit. Armstrong Cork Co. planned to build ite, graphitic schist, marble, marl, 
a new plant at Waxahachie to produce limestone, sandstone, shell, and rhyolite. 
about 500,000 glass bottles per day. Chat- Output, including shell, amounted to al- 
tanooga Glass Co. enlarged its Corsicana most 43.6 million short tons, an increase of
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Table 20.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

y Limestone Sandstone | Shell Total * 

ea Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 

1962__.._-_----- . 25,717 $27,851 1,266 $2 ,045 10,073 $14,701 38 , 067 $48,988 

1963_....------- 31,875 34,682 1,412 1,756 9,804 14,026 43 ,142 54,007 

1964___-.------- 28,263 31,950 1,304 1,753 9,990 15,077 40 ,240 52,070 

1965_____------- 27,882 31,095 881 1,423 9,689 15,356 39 ,520 53,659 

1966_._..------- 32,373 39 , 591 1,257 1,729 9,365 12,839 43 ,578 56,659 

1 Includes other stone to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

10 percent over that of 1965. Crushed lime- Demand for sulfur in the United States | 

stone accounted for the largest part of to- continued to exceed the supply. Domestic 

tal production, and shell accounted for ap- production was supplemented by shipments 

proximately 21 percent. | from Canada and Mexico. Most of the sul- 

| Chemical Limestone Products, Inc, was Ut output was consumed in making sulfu- 

constructing a high-purity limestone plant 7° acid, which is used in manufacturing 
southeast of Clifton. The company planned fertilizers and industrial chemicals. Texas 

to market the crushed limestone for use in sulfuric acid plant capacity was undergoing 

chemical and steel industries and in agri: ¢*Pamsion at yearend. Stauffer Chemical | 

culture. Trinity Concrete Products pur- Co., Consolidated Chemicals Division, was 

chased the basalt quarry of Southwest building a 700,000-ton-per-year plant im 

Stone Co. in Uvalde County. Houston, ane a ce a 92,400-ton- 
. . per-year plant in Port Arthur. 

Results of studies of limestone and dolo- 
mite from approximately 250 localities in i ar Gulf Sulphur “0 e roduced Frasch 
49 Texas counties were published.3 sultur from caprock of te annett am 

Spindletop salt domes in Jefferson County, 
Although most of the stone quarried in Moss Bluff Dome in Liberty County, Gulf 

1966 was crushed before use, some dimen- Dome in Matagorda County, and Boling 
sion stone also was produced. Four pro- Dome in Wharton County. In Fort Bend 

ducers operated dimension limestone quar- County, Duval Corp. produced sulfur from 
ries in Gillespie and Williamson Counties, a Frasch mine at Orchard Dome, and 

three companies produced dimension gran- Jefferson Lake Sulphur Co. produced from 

ite in Burnet and Llano Counties, and two Long Point Dome. Hooker Chemical Co. 

producers quarried dimension sandstone in eased Bryan Mound salt dome in Brazoria 

E] Paso and Parker Counties. County and planned an economic evalua- 

Sulfur.—Shipments of Texas Frasch sul- tion for sulfur mining. Phelan Sulphur Co. 

fur, which showed an increase of about 1 Started production on a $2.5 million, 

percent over those of the previous year, 150,000-ton-per-year facility near Damon in 

were largest since 1955. The shipments Brazoria County to produce Frasch sulfur 

averaged $26.15 per long ton and total val- from Nash Dome (formerly mined by Free- 
ue was 16 percent greater than that of POFt Sulphur Co.) . 
1965. Exploration for new sources of sulfur 

continued at an accelerated rate. Much of 
. the activity centered in Pecos, Reeves, and 

Table 21.—Sulfur produced and shipped from = Cyjperson Counties of west Texas. Interest 

Frasch mines in State-owned sulfur lands in the area in- 
(Thousand long tons and thousand dollars) creased after a decision by the Supreme 

Court of Texas upheld the validity of a 

Year Produc- Shipments State mining law under which annual rent- 

tion Quantity Value al on State-owned land is 50 cents per acre 

1957-61 (average). 2,786 2,789 $65,284 and under which, after 5 years of develop- 

1962 ~~ ---------- 2, 622 2, 655 57 207 ment, a patent can be obtained for $7.50 

1964_._--.------ 2,489 3,302 65,780 §3=9————— 
1965__._-------- 2,534 3,674 + 83,282 2The University of Texas. Limestone and 
1966__.--------- 2,916 3,703 96,820 Dolomite Resources, Lower Cretaceous Rocks, 

—_ ac 0 Texas. Bureau of Economic Geology, Rept. of 

r Revised. Inv. 56, 1966,
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per acre. Companies exploring for sulfur in ious shapes and products. Metals produced 
the area included Atlaritic-Richfield Co., at the extractive plants included aluminum 
Duval Corp., Humble Oil & Refining Co., from imported. bauxite ores, antimony, 
Phillips Petroleum Co., Piper Petroleum, manganese, and tin from foreign ores and 
Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., Texas American Oil concentrates, copper, lead, and zinc from 
Corp., and others. Duval Corp. began oper-. domestic and foreign ores, and cadmium 
ating a Frasch pilot-scale facility to mine and silver as byproducts of base metal 
sulfur northeast of Fort Stockton in Pecos smelting operations. All except iron de- 
County. | ee pended on markets outside of Texas. 

A number of companies . also explored | - Aluminum.—Record demand fot alumi- 
for sulfur in the Gulf of Mexico. Jefferson num resulted in capacity operation at the 
Lake Sulphur Co: announced P la AS to drill three aluminum reduction plants—Point 
15 exploratory wells in the Stuart Beach Comfort and Rockdale works of Aluminum salt. dome area about 3 miles offshore from Company of America (Alcoa) , and San Pa- 

Galveston. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., Free: tricio works of Reynolds Metals Co. | port Sulphur Co., and several major oil | _. companies were exploring for sulfur on Alcoa began constructing a 48-million- 
submerged Federal lands more than 45 pound-per-year atomized aluminum powder 

miles off the Texas coast. No announce- facility at its Rockdale plant. In 1966, the 
ment was made of any significant sulfur market for the powder was largely military, 

discoveries resulting from this exploration. being used in solid propellant missiles and 
_ Tale.—Mine production set a record high as an ie gredient m exp Osives. The come 
for Texas as it increaséd 59 percent over P4PY also began installing @ continuous that of 1965. The rise, however, resulted casting unit to produce electrical conductor 
in a buildup of stockpil $ tonnase of  ‘'edtaw rods. Reynolds Metals Co. began | ildup of stockpiles as g | . ways 
talc and soapstone sold or used in 1966 Otreaine ine a 2-million - pound "per day 
dropped 5 percent. Total value of the Corpus. Chri at me San natrici® P have oe 
sold or used material increased 36° percent lowe us risth. ae unit wi ave me over 1965 value. argest rotary kiln in the industry. 
_ Six companies mined talc from open pits Antimony.—Antimony was recovered 
in Hudspeth County, and one of the com- from foreign ores and concentrates at the 
panies mined soapstone from an open pit Laredo smelter of National Lead Co. The 
in Gillespie County. Most of the output plant was operated at near capacity as 
was used by the ceramics industry. market demand recorded a 14 percent in- 

Pioneer Talc Co., Inc., processed talc at crease over that of 1965. ‘The principal 
a grinding mill at Allamoore, Hudspeth market remained antimonial lead for stor- 
County, 2 . | age batteries; other important markets in- 

Vermiculite-—Perlite | Producers, Inc. luded additive for bearing metal, as a pig- 
mined vermiculite from an open pit in Ment in ceramic enamels, paints, and Llano County and exfoliated it at a plant lacquers, and as an ingredient in ceramic 
in Llano. It was used chiefly as a soil con- _ frits. 
ditioner. Crude vermiculite, not mined in Cadmium.—Cadmium was recovered from 
Texas, was exfoliated at plants in Dallas, flue dusts of zinc smelters at the Corpus Houston, and San Antonio. . Christi electrolytic zinc smelter of Ameri- 

| can Smelting and Refining Company 
METALS (Asarco) . 

Metal mining was not a major factor in Copper.—Copper ores and concentrates the Texas mincral economy. Individually, from other States and from foreign coun- 
two of the four metals produced in 1966— ‘Ties were smelted at the El Paso plant of iron and magnesium—were important in ‘sarco. Blister and anode copper from the 
their own industry. The State’s metal in- Atizona operations of Phelps-Dodge 
dustry consisted of a large number of me- Refining Corp. were treated at the com- 
tallurgical plants that processed ores or Pany’s Nichols refinery in E] Paso. 
other materials from other States and for- Iron Ore.—Brown iron ores were pro- 
eign countries and included numerous duced in Cass, Cherokee, Morris, and Na- plants that fabricated the metals into var- cogdoches Counties. Total output was
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about 25 peftent greater than in 1965. Ma- Manganese.—Foreign imanganesé ores 

jor markets for the Téxas brown ores were weré processed into ferromanganese at the 
one of the State’s steel millg and the ce- Houston plant of Tehn-Tex Alley & 

ment industry. Cheinical Corp, 
Operations of Lone Star Steel Co. were Mercury,—Five meycury prospeéis were 

idle fot a btief periad early in 1966 to active in the Terlingua-Study Butte area of 
permiit repaizg to the blast furnace. Armco Brewster County in 1966. Diamond Alkali 
Steel Corp. planned a $25 million structur- Co. reported that its Study Butte prospect 
al steel mill to be loéated adjacent to its had sufficient reserves to warrant develop- 

Houston plat, U.S. Steel piirchased be: ment: | 

tween 7,000 aiid 8,000 acres on Cedar Point Silver.—Silver was recovered from foreizn 
east of Baytown, wheré it plans to build 4 and domestic lead and copper ores and 
steel mill. Faéilities will include two elec: from ginc siielter residues at the El Paso 
tric furnaces, a 160-irich plate mill, and — |ead sitielter of Asarco. 

auxiliary eqbipment. Bethlehem Steel qin. _ Tungsten —~Raré-Earth Metals These 
Corp. secured 167 acres with berth facilities metals were recovered from foreign ores 

on the Houston ship channel; with aptions and concentrates and secondary scrap mate- 
for additional acreage. rials at the Texas City electrolytic smelter 
Lead.—Lead ores and €otigentrates frofi of Wah Chang Corp, during 1966. 

other States and from forgign countriés Uratiium—Uranium ore produced in 
were smelted at the E] Paso plant of Asat- Karrigs County was processéd at the Falls 
ca. City mill of Susqiiehanina-Western Inc. 

Magnesiuifis—Magnesiyni rietal and mag- The company completed cofitracts to sup: 

hesium compounds were produced at the Ply 4 West German utility company with 
Freeport complex of The Dow Chemigal urafiium oxide. | 

Co. The magnesia was recovered from éea Zike.— Zinc was recovered fram domestic 

water by chemical process. The company and foreign ores at two retort smeltérs and 

planned fo increase its Freeport nietal one electrolytic smelter in 1966. Concen- 

capacity from 100,000 to 120,000 tons per trate supplied to all smelters was amplé 

year through improvements to its electtaly: during the year with all facilities operating 

tic cells and madernization and activation at or near capacity, Markets continued 

of soiie idle capacity. strong throughout the year. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

This review is limited te those counties Clark Company, Inc., and Magnet Cove 

having significant mineral production or Barium Corp: One exploratory well result- 
mineral information. ed in a gas discovery: 

Andrews.—The county was the State's Texas Foundries expanded malleable 
largest oil producer and led jn total miner- casting capacity to 30,000-tons-per-year at 
al value. Natural gas liquids were recov- two new furnaces, its steel Casting capacity 

ered at seven gasoline plants whose cem- to 6,000-tons-per-year, and duetile iron Ca- 

bined qutput ranked the county fifth aniong pacity to 3,000-tons-per-year. The company 
natural gas liquids produceis. Sulfur was also addéd heat treating and cleaning facil- 
recovered in purification of natural gas at ities and planned a fifth furnace for a new 

the Midland Farms gasoline plant of Pari ductile and premium gray-iron foundry. 
American Petroleum Corp. and at the An: Notional Poly Chemicals Inc. sold its phe- 
drews plant of Parker-Andrews Co. Of 124 nolic and trea resins facilities at Lufkin to 

wells drilled, 97 were completed as oil the Georgia Pacific Corp. of Portland, 
wells, four of which were discoveries. Oreg. 

Three wells were completed as gas pro- Aransas.—Minerdal fuels were the princi- 
ducers, with one discovery. pal resburce produced in the county in 
Angeline—The county ranked fifth in 1966. Shell was recovered from shallow 

value of clay output. Bentonite was mined bays near Rockport by Heldenfels Bros. 
from open pits near Zavala by Bennett Contractors prepared limestone for riprap
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Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Texas, by counties ! 

County 1965: 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Anderson____._____.--___ $20,215,500 $21,432,900 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Andrews____.____._.-_-.-_ 262,910,030 278,941,939 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Angelina___.-_-__---_- __ 493 ,430 498,251 Clays, natural gas, petroleum. 
Aransas. ..-------..----- 10,550,731 11,172,431 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

shell, stone. 
Archer__.___-_-_-.. ---- 30 , 239 , 470 32,110,024 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

stone, sand and gravel. 
Atascosa____..__-_ ee 18,701,610 19,980,280 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

sand and gravel. 
Austin. ~._-.--_---_--_- 6,156,200 6,509,205 Do. 
Bastrop__._..-.---_----- 857,875 - 932,737 Clays, petroleum, stone, sand and gravel, 

natural gas. 
Baylor___.__-.._-------- 5,719,600 6,103,900 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. _ 
Bee__._.-_-------------- 22 ,458 , 855 23,545,885 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

stone. 
Bell__..____-_-._-_----_--_- W 102,087 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Bexar_______.___---_---- 22 ,908 ,377 25,386,821 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, petroleum, 

natural gas liquids, clays. 
Blaneo____.--_---------- 16,000 W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Borden_____-_.-_..-_---~- 22,174,200 23,518,700 Petroleum, natural gas, sand.and gravel. 
Bosque__.___------------ 5,000 117,000 Sand and gravel. 
Bowie___._-__._---------- 134,100 127,300 Petroleum. 
Brazoria.______-._--_---- 190 , 880 , 485 192,563,335 Petroleum, natural gas, bromine, natural gas 

liquids, magnesium chloride, salt, lime, mag- 
nesium compounds, sand and gravel. 

Brazos.__._--_-_--._--__ 35,900 23,200 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Brewster_._..____-__---- WwW W Mercury, clays. 
Briscoe___...-___-___--__ ‘W ----- 
Brooks.___....-.-.._---- 32,476,810 36,261,053 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. 
Brown. ___-__-._-_-------- 2,345 ,306 2,205,932 Stone, petroleum, natural gas, clays. 
Burleson. _.-_____-__-__- 153 ,900 W_ Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Burnet____-_-.--_-__-___-__- 5,926,879 4,412,650 Stone, graphite, sand and gravel. 
Caldwell_..--_-.-_.__-__-~- 13 , 594,300 14,417,000 Petroleum. 
Calhoun__._-_____-__-__- 20 , 364,468 21,225,846 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

lime, shell, sand and gravel. 
Callahan. _~__.___-_-__.--- 6,991,323 7,440 ,323 Petroleum, natural gas, stone, natural gas 

iquids. 
Cameron___-_________-_- 1,336 ,200 1,414,100 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Camp.________-_.--_---- 2,995,400 3,176,600 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Carson______-___-_-__---- 21,876,540 23,058,190 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Cass_.._--2-- eee 13 , 782,106 14,0387 ,574 Natural gas liquids, petroleum, natural gas, 

iron ore. 
Chambers-_______-___---- 73,621,849 TT, 657 , 425 Petroleum, natural gas, shell, salt, natural gas 

iquids. 
Cherokee______._____---- 2,958 ,699 3,273,807 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

iron ore, clays. 
Childress______..____-__- 272 ,600 247,700 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Clay...__.---______--_-- 11,694,800 12,446,700 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel, stone. 
Cochran__-_...-_----_-_--- 24,648 , 400 26,101,922 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Coke_...--_.--___-.__--- 27 , 768,810 29,593,860 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

sand and gravel. 
Coleman._.._-.2_-2_-u_- 7,091,425 7,850,753 Petroleum, natural gas, stone, natural gas 

. liquids, clays. 
Collin.__-_.----_-_-.----- 63 ,012 120,302 Stone. 
Collingsworth.___________ 3,295,900 3,478,100 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Colorado. ___-__-________-_ 33,604,747 39,685,260 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, sand and 

gravel, petroleum. 
Comal____.---.-.-___-__-_ 3,779 , 843 W Lime, stone. 
Comanche___-___________- 194,103 252,692 Natural gas, stone, petroleum. 
Concho____--_-_-_-__--_ 1,341,590 1,453,315 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Cooke___.----_._-_~_____ 32,677 ,165 34,691,329 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

stone, sand and gravel. 
Coryell_--_----_---_._-_-_ 2,816 115,704 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Cottle... 2 73,100 70,100 Petroleum. 
Crane___._._-___-.__-_._ 158,798,630 171,544,673 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Crockett_.___.-.-_.____. 28 ,377 , 790 30,841,880 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Crosby_._-_---__--_____- 1,301,400 404,500 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Culberson_______________ 3,872,217 4,072,638 Petroleum, natural gas, barite. 
Dallam___.._____________- 70,600 74,700 Natural gas. 
Dallas... -_-_________- 20,076,591 18,667,190 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Dawson_____________-__- 27,365,110 28,993,986 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

stone. 
Denton ~ oes eee 373 , 636 374,952 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, clays. 
De Witt__-.-_____-___-_- 14,142,530 14,347,615 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

. sand and gravel. . 
Dickens. _-.___.__-_------ 136 ,800 104,800 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Dimmit._._..-_-_-_-_-______ 775,400 822 ,200 Do. 
Donley______-__._________ 33,000 ~ouee 
Duval____. 2-2 ee 37,014,503 39,545,255 Petroleum, natural gas, salt, natural gas liquids, 

sand and gravel. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Texas, by counties '—Continued 

County 1965" 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Eastland. -._---_._-____ $5,302 ,529 $5,164,902 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
clays, stone. 

Ector_.----------------- 236,411,283. 253,137,479 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
cement, stone, sand and gravel. 

Edwards - wen eee 24,200 37,780 Petroleum, stone. 
Ellis. -..---------------- 12 ,305 ,913 14,596,778 Cement, stone, clays. 
El Paso__.-.------.----. 5,788 , 545 5,466,905 Cement, stone, sand and gravel. . 
Erath_------------------ 1,951,430 2,128,735 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleums, 

stone, sand and gravel. 
Falls_.-.---------------- 20,012 309,111 Stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Fayette_.--------------- 1,690 ,957 1,545,755 Petroleum, sand and gravel, clays, natural gas, 

stone. 
Fisher____..---.--------- 19 ,068 ,019 19,974,616 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

gypsum, clays. 
Floyd_.-.---.----------- 900 W_ Sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Foard___.--------------- 3,047,200 3,193,400 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Fort Bend..-..--_------- 38 , 643, 460 40,057,368 Petroleum, sulfur, natural gas, salt, natural 

gas liquids, clays, sand and gravel, stone. 
Franklin. _.-_---.------- 13,377,620 13,898,685 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Freestone.__..----------- 3,180,304 3,325,741 Natural gas, stone, petroleum, natural gas 

liquids, clays. 
Frio__.----------------- 4,916,250 5,269,992 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Gaines___.-__----------- 102,399,586 109,637,026 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

sodium sulfate, stone, sand and gravel. 
Galveston___.----------- 54,074,673 56,284,327 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

shell, clays, sand and gravel. 
Garza___.-..------------ 15 ,229 ,000 16,140,800 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Gillespie_...._.__---------- 114,005 222,009 Gypsum, sand and gravel, soapstone, stone. 
Glasscock. __.----------- 3,389 ,300 3,593,200 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Goliad__.---.----------- 10,342,700 10,991,384 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

stone. 
Gonzales__...---.------- 1,227 ,900 1,369,738 Natural gas, petroleum, clays, sand and gravel, 

stone. 
Gray____---------------- 53 ,365, 710 56,359,776 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Grayson__.-------------- 25,423,191 27,576,735 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

stone, sand and gravel. 
Gregg.____-------------- 81,070,150 86,841,505 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Grimes____.-_.---------- -aoee 30,100 Stone. 
Guadalupe____._-_-------- 9,305,118 9,947,146 Petroleum, sand and gravel, clays, natural gas 
Hale___.___._.----------- 6,628,310 7,047,008 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Hamilton___.._-.-------- 97,768 83,416 Natural gas, stone, petroleum. 
Hansford.-._------------ 26,937,182 28 ,273 , 788 Natural gas liquids, natural gas, petroleum 

elium. 
Hardeman___..---------- 5,035,569 4,945,754 Petroleum, gypsum, natural gas liquids, natural 

gas. 
Hardin_._-_------------- 25,400 , 440 26,787,501 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

sand and gravel. 
Harris____..------------ 107,724,820 117,378,859 Petroleum, cement, natural gas liquids, natural 

gas, lime, salt, sand and gravel, clays. 
Harrison___------------- 17,412 ,522 18,260,370 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

coal, clays. 
Hartley._...------------ 1,002 , 700 1,061,300 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Haskell. ___-.----------- 10,954,500 11,617,300 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Hays____--------------- WwW 58,864 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Hemphill_----_---------- 2,016,300 2,186,700 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Henderson__.------------ 10,520,283 11,390,281 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

clays, sand and gravel. 
Hidalgo. _-.-------------- 33,143,165 35,804,261 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, 

sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Hill.._--..--------------- 715,266 962,602 Lime, stone, petroleum. 
Hockley._--------------- 48 , 799 , 700 51,876,391 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Hood_____-------------- 70,200 70,900 Natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Hopkins.___-.------------ 8,064,342 8,121,680 N atural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

clays. 
Houston__..-------------- 5,497,340 5,799,688 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

sand and gravel. 
Howard___-------------- 56,126,150 59,819,178 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

sand and gravel, stone. 
Hudspeth. ___----------- 388 ,983 558,930 Talc, stone, gypsum. 
Hunt____-_------------- 146 ,220 189,200 Natural gas, stone. 
Hutchinson__------------ 47,200,883 50,042,476 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

sand and gravel, salt, stone. 
Trion___._.-.------------ 3,284,540 3,384,440 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Jack___...-------------- 15,314,100 16,527,855 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

stone. 
Jackson. ._.------------- 52,297 ,040 55,146,674 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Jasper__..-------------- 2,182,080 2,343 ,965 Petroleum, natural gas, lime, clays, sand and 

gravel. 
Jefferson__..------------ 64,508,150 73,046,639 Petroleum, sulfur, natural gas, natural gas 

liquids, salt, sand and gravel, clays. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22.—Value of mineral praduction in Texas, by cotitities '—Continued 

County - 1965" 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Jim Hogg.=_----=------. $19,248,890 $19,148,488 Petroleum, hatural gas, natural gas liquids, 
oe _ sand and grayel. ee 

Jim Wells: __--_----=---- 68 , 833 ,090 75,402,108 Petroleum; natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
, stone. - oS co” 

Johnson__-_---_------=-- 1,674,865 W Lime, stone. - / 
Jones. _--.=------------+: 12 , 647 ,370 13,318,785 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

oe , _ Sand anid gravel; stone. . . 
Karnes___-----------+=-= 15,667 ;304 18,087,096 Petroleurm; natural gas, uranium, natural gas 

oo liquids, stone. ~~ - 
Kaufman-:___--_--.-_=-: 1,781,546 2,181,565 Petroletin, stone, natural gas. 
Kendall_=.--------:--=-: “245,114 eae oe . oo . 
Kenedy. ------------=--= 12 , 282 ,560 13,149,854 Natura] gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids. | 
Kent._._--__.2_2---22_-- 34,810,210 36,914,415 Petroléum, natural gas; nafural gas liquids, 

7 sand and gravel. = . 
Kerr______--------+--=+- 63 ,000 W Sand and gravel, stone. - 
Kimble__-___=_------_=:- 31,900 59,500 Sand and gravel, natural gas, petroleum. 
King___-_-__--------+_+-- 3,813 , 600 4,039,700 Petrpleum, natural gas: + ~ oe 
Kleberg_=-.-2:----.:---- 102;817,412 109 ;423;186 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas Hguids, 

. stone. ~ OO 
Knox____.-=------------ 6,124,500 6,495,200 Petroleum, natiiral g¢4s. 

| Lamb____-.----2=-2:---- 709 , 440 691 , 086 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
Lampasas___-------+---- . 47,069 _14,019 Stone, sand and gravel. 
La Salle: .._-.-.2=-2----- 41,164,400 1,234,200 Petroleum, natural gas. 
“Lavaca_.2--2--2----=---- 12,394,774 10,590,917 Natural gas liquids, natural gas; petroleum, 

a _, sand and gravel. ee 
Lee__._----=---=-+-----+- 45 ,400 . 48,100 Petroleum, natural gas. ; . 
Leon_..2-=---2- 2222 se 6,592,320 6,993,128 Petroleum, nattiral gas, natural gas liquids. _ 
Liberty-._:.------+------ 41,085,173 48 587 867 Petroleum; sulfir, natura] gas, natural gas 

. iquids. mo —_ 
Limestonie__-__-_-------- 2,361 ,879 2,841,328 Natural gas, said and gravél, petroleum, clays; 

. _ _ stone, ~ _ ° 
Lipscomb.-...--.:------- 9,778,800 10,863,400 Petroleum, natural gas. | 
Live Oak___-------------- 22,758 ,350 23,139,944 Natura] gas, hatural gas liquids, petroleum. 
Llano_-_2---__=-+------- 2,273 562 353,167 Stone, sand 4nd grayel. 
Loving._-.-_---=-------- 11,569 , 800 12,268,000 Petroleum; tatural gas. 
Lubboek. _ - w---2- +e eee 1,069 , 084 1,045,000 Petroleumi, Sand and gravel, natural gas. 
Lynn_._____2.-:-------_ 1,629,400 1,727,900 Petroleuri, natural gas. 7 
MeCulloch_____-_-.-_--- . .W 1,468,635 Sand and gravel, stone. _ - 
MecLennan-__-__---------- 7, 569 ; 709 6,550; 127 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clays; petro- 

eum. oo, 
McMullen_-_-=.--------- 9 ,645;120 10,238;049 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liqtiids. 
Madison______________-_- 8,985,340 4,225,059 Natural gas,’ petroléim; natural gas liquids, 

_. _ stone. 7 . Oo 
Marion__.--_2--_--_---=-=- 4,126,680 4,374,376 Petroletim, natural yas, natural gas liquids. 
Martin..__-_::----_----- 6,044,100 6,409,900 Petroleum, natural gas. . oe 
Mason_____.-2---__-__-- 23 ;000 48,000 Sand and gravel. | 
Matagorda____________-= 50,491,146 58,794,975 Natufal gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

S . ... ... +. sulfur, shell, sand and gravel, clays: ~ 
Maverick____:__--------- 2,222,140 2,426,156 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, naturdl gas. 
Medijna_____--.-_-____=- 1,100; 000 1,165,393 Petroleum, clays, natural gas. oe 
Ménard__-__-_________=- 285,400 302;700 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Midland-___-=_-_..-_-2_- 54,398,310 60 ;075,284 Pettoleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Milam_______--___-_---- WwW  . .W Coal, petroleum. ~ : 
Mills_.-. 222-2 17,600 _ 845,526 Stine. | 
Mitchell____--_________-- 4,962 ;800 5 , 346,130 Petroleum, stone, natural gas, sarid and gravel: 
Montague_-_---_______=_- 21,950 ,230 23,900,299 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas; 

— oo _. sand and gravel, stone. | eS 
Montgomery---________-- 29,080,010 30,821,635 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

. . _ sand and gravel. . , 
Moore____-----___--+.-- 50 , 892 , 749 58,639,583 Natural ga’ liquids, helium, natural gas, petro- 

—  Jeum. - — 
Morris____-..-_____-=.-- WwW W Iron ore. 
Motley_..__________=____ 1,011,800 1,040,500 Petroleum, sand and gravel, tiatural gas: 
Nacogdoches____________- 3,902 ,548 4,360,697 Natural gas, iron ore, natural gas liquids; clays, 

. stone, petroleum. . 
Navarro_.-_-____________ 7,177,161 7,491,036 Petroleum, natural gas, clays, sand and gravel; 

stone. 
Newton__-___-_-_______- 6,024,920 6,230,228 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Nolan__._-___-__________ 28,739 , 439 30,317,103 Petroleum, cement, natural gas, natural gas 

liquids, gypsum, stone, sand and gravel. 
Nueces__--_-------.__-_- 83,766,941 87,521,089 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

. cement, lime, shell, sand and gravel. _ 
Ochiltree. _.______-______ 23 , 883 , 450 25,434,964 Petroleum, natural gas, hatural gas liquids. 
Oldham_________________ . WwW .W_ Sand and gravel, clays. — 
Orange____.__-_________- 12,803 ,305 11,840,466 Petroleum, natural gas, cement, natural gas 

_ liquids, clays, sand and gravel. . Palo Pinto__-_____-______ 8,324,903 4,086,576 Natural gas, natural gas liquids; petroleum, 
stone, clays, sand and gravel. 

Panola____-______________ 44,768,550 46,556,305 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum. 
Parker_.__-._-___-_________ 2,755,793 3,125;250 Natural gas liquids, natural gas, stone, clays, 

; petroleum, sand and gravel. 
See footnotes at end of table. —
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Table 22,—Vailiie of mineral production in Texas, by counties ’—Continued 

County 1965 ° 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Pecos. -22------------:-- $68,169,601 $72,704,298 Petroleum, natiiral gas, natural gas liquids, 
an a sand and gravel. 

Polk_-_---2------=+-+---- 5 ;283 , 362 5,435,100 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Potter .__.---------=:---- 50 ;395,112 52,146,824 Natural gas, natural gas liquids, cement, 

, , 7 SL _ helium, safid and gravel, stone, petroleum. 
Presidio____------+------ 8,250 WwW Mereury, perlite. 
Rains___--------+:------ — 664, 400 703,100 Natural gas: . 
Reagan___._---2:+------- 18,891, 490 21,496,082 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 
Réd River_.----2-------- 65,900 69,900 Petroleum: | . . 
Reeves___-----21-------- 11,137,180 °11,892;539 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

oe 7 — a sand afid gravel. 
Refugio-_--_------------ 76;189, “00 80,848,186 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Roherts___--:.---------=: 5,834,500 6,181,200 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Robertson ___=---------+- _. 147,300 88,360 Petroleum, sand and gravel. 
Runnels_-__-------------- 12,167,040 12,738,476 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

os stone. — . 
Rusk. _2:-=+------------- 60,754,010 64,592 ,284 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

; _ clays. : 

Sabine. _-:_---_---<:---- 7,000 ae . 
San Augustine. ____=----- , 600 1,600 Sand and gravel; petroleum. 
San Jacifito_____.___+---- 1,868,300 2,124,200 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. __- 
San Patricio. ._._-:------ 44,280,910 47.636 ,822 Pétroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
og _ stone; Sand and gravel, clays. 
San Saba_______-2:------ 108 , 790 a oweeee = 
Schleigher______--2------ 12,020,310 13,288,497 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids: 

Seurry._---------------+ 99,851,160 106,738,100 Petroleuni, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

a . . _ stone, sand and gravel, clays: 

Shackelford___--=--------- 9,871,480 10,466,727 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 

Shelby won ei ieseieep--- _ 818,600 _ $66,400 Natural gas, petroleum: 
Sherman. _-_2=2--2+-2+-+: 18,745 + Ae 19,837 , 500 — Do. SO ao 

Smith____.---.---------- 9,149,600 9,869,145 Petroleum, natural gas, natiiral gas liquids, 

. . a clays, sand and gravel. 

Somervell. _ = ._-_----=--- .. —W . .W Sand and gravel. | 

Starr___.-22.-----+=----- 28 , 099 , 789 30,077,470 Petroleum, natural gas, hatural gas liquids, 

. _ oe pumicite, clays. — 

Stephens--__------.----- 8,933,410 10,004;605 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, | 
—— _ stone. 

Sterling-=..-.__-2------- 5,776,500 6,126,000 Petroleum, natural gas. 

Stonewall--.....--------- 19 ,960 ,360 21,000;769 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 

Sutton. _~________2-__---- 1,180,400 1,249,200 Natural gas, petroleum. ; 

Tarrant__:--_----------- 7,678,069 7,189,650 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, sodium sulfate. 

Taylor_-___.__----------- 18,160; 887 19,358,498 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, riatural gas, 

a oo . stone, sand and gravel, clays. . 

Terrell____:--:-2-------- 6,916, 816 7,734,114 Natural gas, natural gas liquids; sand and | 

. a _— gravel. ; 

Terry__----------------- 18 , 829 ; 868 18,910,839 Petroleum, sodium sulfate, natural gas. | 

Throckmorton_-_-_------- 7,838 ,600 8,301,200 Petroleum, natural gas. 

Titus____-_--_---------- 11,951,800 12,675,100 Do. oes 

Tom Green._.__--------- 6,930,110 7 400,590 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

; . ae sand and gravel. — 

Travis__._._.----------- 8,648 ,286 3,956,395 Lime, stone, sand and gravel, petroleum. | 

Trinity....._._---------- _ 71,193 12,400 Natural gas, clays, oo. 

Tyler__.._._------------ 2,582 ,900 2,740,000 Petroleum, natural gas, sand and gravel. | 

Upshur. ___------------- 9,208 ,600 9,774,600 Petroleum, sand and gravel. | 

Upton_.__-------------- 66 , 140,060 71,557,339 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. | 

Uvalde_______.___------- WwW 3,578,338 Asphalt, stone, sand and gravel, basalt. ! 

Val Verde_..-.-:-------- 411,200 439,200 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel. 

Van Zandt______.-------- 28 , 450 , 522 30,553,017 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, salt, natural 
-. gas. ! 

Victoria__._.-....------+ 24,785,830 27,045,923 Petroleum, natural gas; natural gas liquids, | 

sand and gravel. 

Walker___....----------- 125 ,032 126,560 Natural gas, petroleum, clays. . | 

Waller_____..-_--------- 26,577,750 28,826,144 Natural gas liquids, natural gas, petroleum, | 
a sand and gravel. . | 

Ward_________-_-_------- 91,183 ,678 97,578,256 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
. sodium sulfate, stone, salt, gypsum, sand 

| and gravel. 

Washington_________-_--- 653 ,000 923,102 Petroleum, stone, natural gas. 

Webb________-_--------- 11,461,576 11,613,096 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 
clays, sand and gravel. 

Wharton. ____-_--------- 719 , 844,134 83,255,368 Sulfur, petroleum, natural gas, natural gas | 
liquids, sand and gravel, clays. | 

Wheeler______-_--------- 9,520 ,220 10,099 214 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas. 

Wichita___._.-_-_------- 35,595,420 37,653,151 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 
sand and gravel, stone. 

Wilbarger__._-_-_-.-.--- 18,136,710 19,239,161 Do. 
Willacy. ..--.-.--------- 10,214,150 10,885,410 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Williamson. ______-_-_-_- 5,253 , 567 8,221,523 Stone, lime, sand and gravel, petroleum. 
Wilson. __.___._-_-.-_--- 2,048 ,814 2,149,258 Petroleum, clays, natural gas. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 22.—Value of mineral production in Texas, by counties ’—Continued 

eee 
County 1965 * 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value EEE sss ee a eee 

Winkler__.____._...._... $88,584,710 $94,040,651 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids. 
Wise_._______-_-__ Le 34,528 , 432 38,214,209 Natural gas, petroleum, natural gas liquids, 

stone, clays. 
Wood._____-----------_- 55,069 ,915 58,184,517 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

clays, sand and gravel. 
Yoakum_____-__-_-__- ee 62 ,016 , 894 66 , 323 ,979 Petroleum, natural gas liquids, natural gas, 

salt. 
. Young. ___----_-_---_-_- 14,016,670 14,861,049 Petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, 

stone, sand and gravel. ; 
Zapata____._--_-__-.-____. 5,024,800 5,323,500 Petroleum, natural gas. 
Zavala____._--_--------- 1,286,000 1,362,300 Natural gas, petroleum. 
Undistributed____________ 20,772,217 © 17,320,255 

_ Total___.-_--.-.-. 4,718,128,000 5,019,750, 000 | oo OO: 
r Revised. 
W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 
1 The following counties were not listed because no production ‘was reported in 1965 or 1966: Armstrong, 

Bailey, Bandera, Castro, Deaf Smith, Delta, Fannin, Hall, Jeff Davis, Kinney, Lamar, Parmer, Randall, Real, 
Rockwall, and Swisher. . 

for the ‘Texas Highway Department. Unit- barrels of crude per day, processed crude 
ed Carbon Co. recovered carbon black from oil. Portland cement was produced at the 
liquid hydrocarbons at its Aransas Pass San Antonio plants of Capitol Aggregates, 
furnace plant. Six oil wells and 13 gas  Inc., Kaiser Cement and Gypsum Corp., 
wells were completed; three oil and five and San Antonio Portland Cement Co. 
gas wells proved to be discovery wells. The latter two companies also produced 

Bastrop.—The county ranked second in Masonry cement. Miscellaneous clay was 

value of clay produced in 1966. Elgin-Stan- ined from open pits for cement manufac- 
dard Brick Manufacturing Co. mined clay ‘ure by San Antonio Portland Cement Co., 
from open pits for manufacture of fire and for light-weight aggregate by Barlite 
brick, building brick, and mortar. Elgin Inc.-Barrett Industries and Featherlite Co. 
Butler Brick Co. mined clay from open of San Antonio. The three San Antonio- 
pits to produce both building and fire based producers quarried limestone for ce- 

. brick, and Payne Brick Co. mined clay ™ent manufacture. McDonough Bros., Inc., 
from open pits for building brick manufac- Uarried limestone near Beckman for rip- 
ture. Contractors quarried and crushed ‘4p, concrete aggregate, railroad ballast, 
limestone for riprap and sand and gravel 4d alkali manufacture. Limestone for con- 
for paving purposes for the Texas High- rete aggregate was sold to the Texas 
way Department. Highway Department by Barrett Industries 

. ; , and Olmos Rock Products Corp. Bee—The oil and gas industry drilled 48 P 
wells that resulted in 15 oil wells and six Brazoria—The county was the State’s 
gas wells. One oil and two gas wells were leading producer of natural gas, lime, and 
recorded as discoveries. Natural gas liquids salt, ranked third in total mineral value 
were recovered at the gasoline plant of and fourth in natural gas liquids in 1966. 
Tidewater Oil Co. and at the cycle plants The oil and gas industry drilled 76 wells 
of Pan American Petroleum Corp. and the completing 15 as oil wells and six as gas 
Houston Natural Gas Production Co. wells. Natural gas liquids were recovered at 
Limestone was produced for concrete four gasoline plants having a combined 
aggregate by Heldenfels Bros. daily capacity of over 600 million cubic 
Bexar.—The county ranked first in value feet. Phillips Petroleum Co. processed 

in clay and stone and second in cement in ‘tude oil at its 95,000-barrel-per-day 
1966. Of 27 wells drilled, 13 were complet- Sweeny refinery. A subsidiary, Phillips 
ed as oil wells and one as a gas well. Lava- Chemical Co., operated a petrochemical 
ca Gathering Co. recovered natural gas liq- plant adjacent to the refinery. ‘The Dow 
uids at its Junction gasoline plant. Chemical Co. produced lime from shell 
Refineries of Flint Chemical Co., Howell and recovered salt from a salt dome. 
Refining Co., and Monarch Refining Co., Magnesia from sea water was used in pro- 
with a combined capacity of nearly 16,000 duction of magnesium compounds and
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magnesium chloride. Ethyl-Dow Chemical tries by Pure Stone Co. Texas Construction 

Co. recovered bromine from sea water to Co. quarried and prepared limestone for 

produce ethylene dibromide. Periclase (re- riprap, metallurgical flux, concrete aggre- 

fractory magnesia) was prepared from gate, filtering, and aglime. Graphite ore 

magnesia slurry furnished by The Dow was mined from open pits and concentrat- 

Chemical Co. at the Freeport plant of E. J. ed at a mill of Southwestern Graphite Co. 

Lavino & Co. Granite was quarried, crushed, and sized. 

Phillips Petroleum Co. and Houston for construction uses by Texas Construc- 

Natural Gas Production Co. were building tion Materials Co. and Texas Crushed 

a million-cubic-foot-per-day processing Stone Co. Texas Granite Corp. quarried 

plant to produce 22,000 gallons per day of and processed granite for architectural and 

ethane, propane, butane, and other liquids. monument use; screenings from the opera- 
Shell Oil Co. built a 189-million-cubic. . tion were used for paving. — 
foot-per-day refrigerated absorption plant Calhoun.—Six oil wells and 12 gas wells 

in the Block 288 field to recover 100,800 Were completed in drilling a total of 49 

gallons of ethane per day, 55,400 gallons of wells, Shell was dredged by Bauer Dredg- 

propane per day, and 80,200 gallons of ing Co. for concrete aggregate and quick- 
other liquids per day. Dow-Badische Co. ime. Alcoa used the lime in making alu- 

expanded acrylate monomer capacity from mina, Aluminum metal was prepared from 

20 to 40 million pounds per year at 1t8 ¢yrinam and Dominican Republic bauxite 

Freeport plant. Acrylate monomer 1s used ores at the electrolytic reduction works of 

in making plastics and is an intermediate Ajcoa. Natural gas liquids were recovered 

in production of drugs, cosmetics, dyes, a¢ five gasoline plants and one cycle plant 
and insecticides. Monsanto Co. was build- with a combined capacity of over 220 mil- 

ing a 75-million-pound-per-year phthalic jion cubic feet. Cities Service Oil Co. ex- 

anhydride unit and added a 140-million- },anded its San Antonio Bay gasoline plant 
pound-per-year acrylonitrile unit to Im hy 124 million cubic feet per day to recov- 
crease total plant capacity to 410 million- 4; 19.300 gallons of ethane per day, 11,700 

pounds-per-year at its Chocolate Bayou gallons of propane per day, and 13,900 gal- 

complex. Phelan Sulphur Co. was building jong of mixed butane and gasoline liquids 

a 150,000 long ton per year Frasch sulfur jer day. Vinyl acetate monomer was manu- 

plant on Damon Dome. Nalco Chemical  factured at the Long Mott plant of Nation- 
Co. expanded facilities to produce 65 mil- 4) Starch and Chemical Corp. Union Car- 

lion tons of tetraethyl and tetramethyl pide Corp. produced acetylene butadiene, 
lead. A. P. Green Refractory Co. was e - 

wT ethylene, propylene, and styrene, and nu- 

building a periclase plant near Freeport to merous intermediate petrochemicals at its 
utilize magnesium hydroxide slurry from  ceadrift plant. 

Dow Chemical Freeport plant. Dow Chemi- . _ 

cal increased ammonia capacity from 300. Cameron.—Mineral production was limit- 

to 600-tons-per-day and was adding magne- ed to petroleum and natural gas. ‘The mills 
sium metal capacity by modernizing its of Magnet Cove Barium Corp. and Victoria 

line of electrolytic cells and activating idle Gin Co., Inc. ground barite, clay, talc, 

capacity. Tuloma Gas Producing Co. ex- fluorspar, and phosphate rock. The barite 

panded its Texas City ammonia capacity. was imported from Mexico and Ireland. 
Brewster.—A limited quantity of mercury Petrochemical derivatives such as acetic 

was produced from five mercury prospects. acid, acetic anhydrides, and methyl and 

Carbonaceous shale for soil conditioner ¢thyl. ketones were — produced at the 

and agricultural mineral supplement was Brownsville petrochemical plant of Union 

produced by Manning Minerals Corp. Carbide Corp. Agricultural fertilizers, in- 

Fluorspar imported from Mexico was treat- secticides, and fungicides were prepared at 

ed at the flotation mill of Framspar, Inc, Plants of Agricultural Chemicals, Kipfer 

at Alpine. Mexican fluorspar which was Chemical Co., Niagara Chemical Division 

processed at the Boquillas mill in Boquil- of FMC Corp., and Swift & Co. 

las, Mexico, was trucked to storage silos of Cass.—Brown iron ores were mined for 

Dow Chemical at Marathon. pig iron and steel manufacture by Lone 

Burnet. — High-purity limestone was Star Steel Co. and by Mathis & Mathis for 

shipped to the glass and chemical indus- use as trace mineral additives. Sulfur was
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recovered from sour natural gases of the gallons of propane, and 416,200 gallons of 
Queen City field by National Sulphur Co. other liquids. The oil and gas industry 
and from the Bryans Mill field by Shell drilled 20 wells; one oil and 10 gas wells 
Oil Co. Of 28 holes drilled 20 were com- were completed. . 
pleted as oil wells with five being discovery Comal.—The county ratiked fifth in val- 
wells. Breckenridge Gasoline Co. recovered ue of stone and lime produced in 1966. 
natural gas liquids at its Lodi gasoline {imestofie was quarried and prepared for 
plant. riprap, metallutgical flux, minetal food, as- 
Chambers.—The county was the State’s phalt filler, and coticrete aggregate by Sefv- 

third largest producer of salt in 1966; tex Matetials Go. and USS, Gypsum Ca, 
other minerals produced included petro- The latter company convefted large quan: 
leum, natural gas, shell, and natural gas tities of crushed limestone to quicklime 
liquids. Shell was recovered from shallow and installed a highly automated lime kiln 
bays by W. D. Haden Co, and Parker Bros. at its New Braunfels plant to increase pfo- 
& Co., Inc,, for use as concrete aggregate, ductiofi about 50 percent. | | | 
poultry grit, in production of magnesium Crane.The county ranked fourth in to- 
metal and portland cement, and as a filler tal mineral value and third in production 
in paper and paint. Diamond Alkali Co. of ofl in 1966, The oil and gas industry recovered brine from the Barbers Hill Salt drilled 179 wells and completed 117 as oil Dome for making chlorine afid sodium  anq 10 as gas producers. Six gaioline platits 
compounds. There were 68 wells drilled re- with installed capacity of over 450 million ‘sulting in 22 oil and eight gas completions, cubic feet per day recovered natural gas 
Natural gas liquids were recovered at gaso- liquids from a number of county gasfields. 
line plants of Humble Oil & Refining Co.,  guifur was recovered at the Sand Hills 
United Gas Pipeline Co., and Warten Pe- — piant of National Sulphur Go, atid Warren troleum Corp. Crude oil was refined at the Petroleum Corp., from Crane plant of 
8,500-barrel-per-day _ refinery of Union Phillips Petroleum Co., and the Waddell Texas Petroleum Division of Allied Chemi- plant of Warren Petroleum Gorp. 

cal Corp. | Duval.-The Chemical Division of Pitts- 
Cherokee.—Brown iron ores were mined burgh Plate Glass Co. produced brine from 

by L. B, Haberle Mining Corp. and Jen: wells near Benavides. The county was the 
nings & Halbert for use in cement manu- _ State’s second largest producer of salt, Nat- 
facture, Clay for fire brick was mined from ural gas liquids were recovered at the gaso- 
open pits by General Refractories Co. Ma- line plants of Mobil Oil Co. atid Humble 
jor Brick Co, mined and processed clay for Oil & Refining Co. and at the cycle plant 
building brick. Ball clay, used in floor and of Trinity Gas Corp. : 
wall tile, was mined from open pits by — Kastland.—The county ranked fourth in 
Southern Clay Products, Inc. Natural gas yalue of clay produced. Miscellaneous clay liquids were extracted at the Neches gaso- was mined from open pits by Texas Light: 
line plant of Humble Oil & Refining Co. weight Aggregate Co. and Featherlite 
Colorado.—The county ranked first in Corp. for lightweight aggregate and by 

sand and gravel production, Building and ‘Texeramics Inc. for floor and wall tile. Cis- 
paving sand and gravel were produced by 0 Pottery acquired Cisco Flowerpot plant 
Horton & Horton, Texas Construction Ma- Of N. D. Gallagher during the year. Natu- 
terials Co., Thorstenberg Materials Co, ‘Tal gas liquids were recovered at three gas- 
and at a new operation of Parker Bros. & Oline plants having a combined daily ca- 
Co., Inc. Superior Sand & Gravel Co. was pacity of 20 million cubic feet. 
building a new washing plant near Eagle Ector.—The county ranked first in natu- 
Lake. Natural gas liquids were recovered at ral gas liquids and second in oil produc- 
the Tenneco Oil Co. gasoline plant and at tion and total mineral value, The oil and 
the Shell Oil Co. cycling plant. The latter gas industry drilled 179 wells, completing 
company completed a 285-million-cubic- 143 as oil wells and 20 as gas wells. Shell 
foot-per-day refrigerated absorption plant Oil Co. refined crude oil at its 24,500-bar- 
to replace its Sheridan and Provident City rel-per-day refinery located at Odessa. El 
plants. Daily recovery at the new plant Paso Natural Gas Co. and Rexall Drug & 
would be 55,000 gallons of ethane, 195,000 Chemical Co. operated a_ petrochemical
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plant producing ethylene, propylene, poly- and fill sand were mined from open pits 

ethylene, and other chemical derivatives. by El Paso Sand Products, Inc., Hk H 

Carbon black was recovered from natural Materials, Inc., and by contractors for 

gas at the Odessa channel plant of Sid W. Texas Highway Department. Crude oil was 

Richardson Carbon & Gasoline Co. Natural refined at the 55,000-barrel-per-day El Paso 

gas liquids were recovered at six gasoline refinery of Standard Oil Co, of Texas and 

plants and one cycle plant having a com- at ‘the 16,000-barrel-per-day refinery of 

bined daily capacity of nearly 650 million Texaco Inc. Copper and lead ores and con- 

cubic feet. Sulfur was recovered at five gas- centrates were smelted at the El] Paso 

oline plants. Rexall Chemical Co. expand- Smleter of Asarco. Zinc oxide was recov- 

ed polyethylene capacity of its Odessa ered from slags at the company’s zinc fum- 

plant from 190 to 300 million pounds per ing plant. Electrolytic and fire refined cop- 

year and polypropylene capacity by 10 mil- per was produced at the Nichols refinery of 

lion pounds per year. General Tire & Rub- Phelps Dodge Refining Co. Asarco built an 

ber Co. Chemical Plastics Division expand- 850-foot waste exhaust stack at a cost of 

ed polymerization, monomer recovery, and $1.5 million at its El Paso smelter. Rein- 

coagulation capacities at its Odessa Syn- forcing rod and structural steel shapes 

thetic Rubber & Latex plant. El Paso were produced at the Vinton steel mill of 

Products Co. was building a 180-ton-per- Border Steel Mills, Inc. 

day nitric acid plant at Odessa. Limestone Fort Bend.—The county ranked third in 

was quarried and prepared for concrete sulfur output. Frasch sulfur was produced 

ageregate by Permian Sand & Gravel Co., from Orchard Dome by Duval Corp. Jeffer- 

Inc. Southwestern Portland Cement Co. gon Lake Sulphur Co. marketed sulfur 

quarried and processed limestone for port- from stocks. Natural gas liquids were re- 

land and masonry cement. | covered at one gasoline plant. Brine was 

Ellis—The county ranked third in ce- pumped from wells near Missouri City by 

ment output. Portland and masonry ce- United Salt Corp, ‘Texas Lightweight 

ments were produced at the Midlothian Aggregate Co. mined shale by open pit 

plants of Texas Industries Inc. and the methods near Missouri City for making 

new 1,4-million-barrel-per-year plant of lightweight aggregate. Contractors quarried 

Gifford Hill Portland Cement Co. Both ce- and prepared limestone for concrete agerc 

ment companies mined clay and quarried 8ale and produced unwashed sand and 

limestone for use in cement. Texas Indus- gravel for paving purposes for ‘Texas High- 

tries Inc. expanded its Midlothian cement W4Y Department. | 

plant from 3 to nearly 5 million barrels Gaines.—The county was the fourth larg- 

per year. Limestone was quarried and est oil producer and was sixth in total 

crushed for concrete aggregate by four con- mineral value in 1966. The oil and gas 

tractors for the Texas Highway Depart- industry completed 62 oil wells ‘and six gas 

ment. Miscellaneous clays were mined from wells out of 93 wells drilled. Natural gas 

open pits for building brick by Ferris liquids were recovered at the Seminole gas- 

Brick Co. and Acme Brick Co. and for  oline plant of Phillips Petroleum Co. and 

building brick and floor and wall tile by the West Seminole gasoline plant of Cities 

Barron Brick Co. Armstrong Cork Co. built Service Oil Co. Columbian Carbon Co. re- 

a new glass plant to manufacture beverage covered sulfur from sour natural gas’ and 

bottles at Waxahachie. produced carbon black from natural gas. 

El Paso.—Portland and masonry cements Natural salines were recovered from Cecat 

were produced by Southwestern Portland Lake brines at the Seagraves plant o 
Cement Co. Limestone, used for concrete Ozark-Mahoning Co. Limestone was quar- 

aggregate, was quarried and prepared by ried and processed for concrete aggregate 

Vowell Material Co. and by contractors for by Pioneer Pavers, Inc. 

Texas Highway Department. McMillan Galveston.—The oil and gas industry 

Quarry Inc. quarried and prepared lime- drilled 39 wells, completing 21 oil wells 

stone for concrete aggregate and for riprap. and three gas wells. Natural gas liquids 

Quartzite was quarried and processed for were recovered at the Alta Loma gas proc- 

concrete aggregate by H & H Materials, essing plant of Margaret Hunt Trust Es- 

Inc. Building and paving sand and gravel tate. Three oilfields, Gillock-South, High
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Island, and Hull, produced more than 1 included the Houston ship channel and 
million barrels of crude oil each in 1966. the intercoastal waterway. The industrial 
Crude oil was processed at the 172,000- complex included major resource-oriented 

_ barrel-per-day refinery of American Oil industries such as petroleum refining, in- 
| Co. and 43,000-barrel-per-day refinery of dustrial and organic chemicals, steel, ce- 

. Marathon Oil Co., and the 40,000-barrel- ment, sulfur, and salt. Crude oil, natural 
per-day refinery of Texas City Refinery, gas, natural gas liquids, clay, lime, sand 
Inc. Pan American Petroleum Corp. was and gravel, and salt, were produced in the 

_ building a 30;million-cubic-foot-per-day re- county; sulfur was recovered, imported 
| frigerated absorption plant to recover gypsum was calcined, and barite was 

16,700 gallons of ethane-propane mix per ground for oil well drilling mud. 
day and 35,300 gallons of butane and other The county led in cement output and 

| liquids per day. United Gas Pipe Line Co. yanked fifth in total mineral value and 
was building a 40-million-cubic-foot-per- fourth in salt production. Six refineries— 

| day refrigeration-carbon expander plant Crown Central Petroleum Corp., Humble 
near Galveston Bay to yield 33,000 gallons oj) x Refining Co., Shell Oil Co., Signal 
of gasoline and LP gas daily. Clay was re- - Qi] g Gas Co., Sinclair Refining Co., and | 
covered from open pits by Ideal Cement  eyag Asphalt and Refining Co.—with a | Co. and Gulf Coast Portland Cement Co.  (ompbined daily capacity of 700,000 barrels, 
for use in portland and masonry cements. processed both domestic and foreign crude 
Shell was dredged from adjoining shallow Gi). Natural gas liquids were recovered at 
‘bays by Horton & Horton for concrete five gasoline plants with a combined capac- 
aggregate, poultry grit, and cement. — ity of 280 million-cubic-feet-per-day and 

Texas City Refining Co. was building a two cycling plants with combined capacity 
new propane-propylene splitter at its of 90 million-cubic-feet-per-day recovered 

. Texas City refinery to produce 100 mil- natural gas liquids. Carbon black was re- 
| lion-pounds-per-year of 92 percent propy- covered from hydrocarbon liquids at the 

_ lene. Marathon Oil Co. was building two Eldon furnace plant of J. M. Huber Corp. 
new process units to double the propane- The oil and gas industry drilled 61 wells 
propylene capacity and to add cumene ca- and completed 25 oil and 11 gas wells. 

| pacity. Complex tin ores from Bolivia were Portland and masonry cements were pro- 
: processed at the Texas City smelter of duced at the Houston plants of Ideal Ce- 

Wah Chang Corp. Other smelter products ent Co., Lone Star Cement Corp., Trinity 
included tungsten, titanium, tantalum, and portjand Cement Division of General Port- 
other rare metals. land Cement Co., and Gulf Coast Portland 

Gregg.— Natural gas liquids were recov- Cement Co. Major markets were in the 

ered at four gasoline plants. Crude oil was Houston metropolitan area, east Texas, 
processed at the 500-barrel refinery of Dal- and the central gulf coast. Raw materials 
lawax Co., the 500-barrel plant of Tetrolite were primarily from local sources. J. M. 
Corp., and the 5,500-barrel refinery of Pre- Cordell & Sons, Inc., Houston Brick & Tile 
mier Oil refining Co. Texas Eastman Co., Co., Acme Brick Co., Andy Cordell Brick 
Division of Eastman Kodak Co., increased Co., and Aztec Brick Co. mined clay from 
polyethylene capacity to 250-million- open pits for building brick. Lime was 
pounds-per-year and polypropylene capaci- manufactured from shell by Champion 
ty to 90-million-pounds-per-year. Watex Papers, Inc., Armco Steel Corp., and U.S. 
Chemical Co. planned a 5,000-to 7,000- Gypsum Co. Building and paving sand and 
barrel-per-day waste crude oil process plant gravel were produced by Albers Bank Sand 
near Longview. Kilgore Ceramics Corp. ex- Co., Horton & Horton, and _ Parker 
panded vitrious china and plumbing Brothers & Co., Inc. Various producers fur- 
fixture facilities at its Kilgore plant. nished pit run sand and gravel for high- 

Harris.—Harris County was the nucleus way maintenance. Slag from the Sheffield 
of the largest industrial complex in Texas blast furnaces was crushed and prepared 
and the southwest because of an abun- for road material by Houston Slag Materi- 
dance of essential natural resources, excel- al Co. Salt was mined by underground 
lent harbor facilities, and adequate truck, methods from a salt dome near Hockley by 
rail, and water transportation systems that United Salt Corp. and was recovered as .
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brine from wells by Texas Brine Corp. The Fordyce Co. Miscellaneous clay was 
Shell Chemical Co., Signal Oil & Gas Co., used to manufacture building brick by Val- 
Sinclair Refining Co., and Stauffer Chemi- ley Brick & Tile Co. Valley Chemical Corp. 
cal Co. recovered sulfur from refinery off- was building a 150-ton-per-day ammonia 
gases. Most of the sulfur was used in sulfu- unit and a 350-ton-per-day fertilizer mixer 
ric acid for the gulf coast oil refining, near Mission. | 
petrochemical, and steel producing and Howard.—The oil and gas industry com- 

fabricating industries. Crude perlite from  pJeted 89 oil wells out of 103 wells drilled. 
other States was expanded by Perlite of Caybon black was recovered from hydrocar- 
Houston, Inc., and Filter-Media Inc. The pon liquids at the Dixon furnace plant of 
expanded material was used as insulation, (Capot Carbon Co. and the Odessa furnace 

building plaster, concrete aggregate, and aS  pjant of Sid Richardson Carbon & Gasoline 
a filter aid. Crude vermiculite from Mon- ¢o (Crude oil was processed at the Big 
tana and Africa was expanded for concret€ Spring refinery of Cosden Oil & Chemical 

aggregate and building plaster by Vermicu- (Co, The company expanded daily capacity 
lite Products, Inc. of benzene by 2,000 barrels and cyclohex- 
Armco Steel Corp. operated its Houston ane capacity by 530 barrels. Natural gas 

steel mill, using iron ore pellets and for- liquids were recovered from the East Veal- 
eign ores for blast furnace feed. The Mil- moor gasfield by Reef Corp. R. E. James 
white Co., Inc., and Baroid Division of Na- Gravel Co., Inc., and others processed 

tional. Lead Co. ground barite, fluorspar, building and paving sand and gravel. Con- | 
talc, bentonite, and celestite. tractors quarried and prepared limestone | 
Henderson.—Henderson County ranked for concrete aggregate for the Texas High- 

third in value of clay production. Harbi- Way Department. 
son-Walker Refractories Co. mined clay for Hudspeth.— Mineral production was lim- 

manufacture of fire brick, refractory shapes ited to gypsum, talc, and rhyolite in 1966. 
and mortar. Texas Clay Products, Inc., The county was the leading talc producer 
Acme Brick Co., and Athens Brick Co., with six companies reporting production— 
Inc., processed fire clay for building brick. Lone Star Talc Corp., Pioneer Talc Co., 
Athens Tile & Pottery Co. mined miscella- United Sierra Division of Cyprus Mines | 

neous clay for art pottery. Crude oil was  Corp., Southern Clay Products, United 
refined at the 500-barrel-per-day Trinidad Dallas Ceramics, and West Tex Talc Co. 
refinery of Ida Gasoline Co. Natural gas Much of the crude talc was ground at a 
liquids were recovered at three gasoline mill located at Allamoore for ceramic _ | 
plants. The oil and gas industry completed material, rubber and roofing compounds. 
14 gas wells and one oil discovery well Gypsum, used as a retaredr in cement, was 
from 23 wells drilled. mined from an open pit near Allamoore by 

Building and paving sand and gravel Southwestern Portland Cement Co. Gifford- | 

were produced from two pits by Southwest Hill, Inc., quarried and crushed rhyolite 

Construction Materials Co. for riprap and roofing granules. 

Hidalgo.—Mineral production included Hutchinson.—The oil and gas industry 

petroleum, natural gas, natural gas liquids, completed 20 oil wells and 10 gas wells of 

clay, sand and gravel, and limestone. Eight 35 wells drilled. Carbon black was recov- 
oil wells and 32 gas wells were completed ered at the furnace plant of Phillips Petro- 
oud 63 ae oes Dy the oil and ga jeym Co. and at the furnace channel plant 
Bi ustry. Crude oil was refined at the La- og J. M. Huber Corp., both located near 

anca refinery of Permian Corp. and at Bor Natural liquid recovered 
the McAllen refinery of Rado Refining Co. sOee eee as ees es 
Natural gas liquids were recovered at gaso- at eight gasoline plants. Crude oil was 
line plants of Coastal States Gas Producing Processed and refined at the 85,000-barrel- 
Co., Shell Oil Co., Sinclair Oil & Gas Co, Per-day Borger refinery of Phillips Petro- 
Tenneco Oil Co. and Anchor Gasoline eum Co. The company recovered brine 
Corp. Limestone was quarried and crushed from salt beds located in the area. Phillips 
for concrete aggregate by Heldenfels Bros. Petroleum Co. was building a multimil- 
Building and paving sand and gravel were lion-pound-per-year tetramethylene sulfone 
mined and processed from open pits by unit at its Borger chemical complex. Buta-
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diene, butylene, and propylene were pro- Shell Oil Co., and United Gas Pipe Line 
duced at Phillips Chemical Co.’s butadiene Co. recovered natural gas liquids. Sulfur 
plant and synthetic rubber was produced was recovered from processed gas by Shell 
at the company’s Plains copolymer plant. | Oil Co. and Warren Petroleum Corp. Sus- 

Jefferson.—Of 55 wells drilled, 15 were quehanna-Western, Inc. mined uranium | 
. ore from several open pits for processing at 

completed as oil wells and 10 as gas wells... . kay 
The county had the largest concentration * Falls City mill. | y he fargest conc : ; . 
of crude oil refining capacity and was the Kleberg.—Mineral_ fuels dominated the 

second largest Frasch sulfur producer in Countys mineral industry. The county 
the Nation. Sulfur was recovered by the tanked second in natural gas liquids out- 

| Frasch process from Fannett Dome and put and third in natural gas. Natural gas 
Spindletop Dome by Texas Gulf Sulphur liquids were recovered at the gasoline and 

Co. Refinery off-gases were processed for Cycle plant of Humble Oil & Refining Co. 
| sulfur recovery at the Atreco plant of At- amd at the May gasoline plant of Cities 

lantic Refining Co., the Port Arthur plant Service Oil Co. Humble Oil & Refining Co. 
of Gulf Oil Corp., and the Beaumont plant ¢*panded its King Ranch‘ gasoline plant to 
of Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. San Ja- 1.7 billion-cubic-feet-per-day and its liquid 
cinto Gas Processing Corp. and Union  Tecovery to 75,700 barrels-per-day. The oil 

Texas Petroleum Co. extracted natural gas — and gas industry drilled 102 wells and 
liquids. Texas Brine Corp. recovered brine Completed 74 oil wells and seven gas wells. 
from a salt dome for chlorine and sodium Limestone was quarried and crushed for 
chemicals. Beaumont Brick Co., Inc., mined Concrete aggregate by Heldenfels Bros. | 
clays for building brick. Materials, Inc., Llano.—Premier Granite Quarries quar- 

| was building a 200,000-ton-per-year burned ried and processed monumental and. archi- 
clay aggregate plant at Beaumont for pro-  tectural granite. Texas Crushed Stone Co. 
duction of road base material. | crushed granite for use as riprap, road- 

Mobil Chemical Co. was building a 75-  Sstome, and concrete aggregate. Marble and 
million-pound-per-year terephthalic acid other igneous rocks were processed for 
unit at Beaumont and planned a second roofing granules by Marble Products Co. of 
unit of the same size for 1967 installation. Georgia. Graphilter Corp. prepared graph- 
Mobil Oil Co. was modernizing and ex- ite schist for filter media. 
panding its Beaumont refinery to include a McLennan.—Nonmetallic mining domi- 
120,000-barrel-per-day atmospheric and vac- nated _ the county’s mineral industry with 

uum crude distillation unit and a I-mil- petroleum contributing to a lesser degree. 
| lion-pound-per-year steam-generation po- Portland and masonry cements were pro- 

werplant. Goodrich Gulf Chemical Co. duced ‘at the Waco plant of Universal At- 

expanded plant capacity of polybutadiene Jas Division of U.S. Steel from limestone 
at Port Neches to 60,000-tons-per-year. and clays mined from open pits. Waco 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. expanded po- Aggregate Co. mined clay for building 
lyisoprene capacity to 45,000 long tons per brick and lightweight aggregate. Limestone 
year and increased finishing facilities at its was quarried and prepared as concrete 

Beaumont plant. Celanese Chemical Co. aggregate by various contractors for Texas 
expanded methylethyl ketone capacity to Highway Department and the U.S. Army 
40-million-pounds-per-year. Gulf Oil Corp. Corps of Engineers. Building and paving 
increased alkalinazation capacity of its Port sand and gravel was mined from number- 

Arthur refinery by 12,000 barrels-per-day. ous pits in and around Waco by Southwest 
Sinclair-Koppers Co. increased polyethylene Construction Materials Co., Kleberg Sand & 

capacity to —_200-million-pounds-per-year Gravel Co., C. F. Binner & Son, and Neeley 
and polystyrene capacity to 300-million- sand & Gravel, Inc. Cities Service Oil Co. 

pounds-per-year at Port Arthur. E. I. du was building an 82-million-cubic-foot-per- 
Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., increased day gasoline plant at Waco to produce 
ammonia capacity of its Baumont plant by 99,900 gallons of propane per day, 18,000 
1,000-tons-per-day. gallons of butane per day, and 7,600 gal- 

Karnes.—Three oil wells and 13 gas wells ons of gasoline per day. 
were completed of 35 wells drilled. Gaso- Matagorda.—The county’s mineral in- 
line plants of Warren Petroleum Corp., dustry consisted of mineral fuels and
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nonmetallic mineral production. Of 48 Montgomery.—Carbon black was recov- 
wells drilled by the oil and gas industry, ered from petroleum distillates at the Con- 
nine were completed as oil wells and 12 as roe No. 63 furnace plant of Columbian 
gas wells. Natural gas liquids were recov- Carbon Co. Natural gas liquids were recov- 
ered at two gasoline and one cycle plant. ered from the Conroe gasfield at gasoline 
Coastal States Gas Producing Co. and Bra- plants of Humble Oil & Refining Co. and 
zos Oil & Gas Co. completed a 500-mil- Midland Gasoline Corp., from the Bender 
lion-cubic-foot-per-day refrigerated absorp-  gasfield by Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., from the 
tion plant near Bay City. Pan American Lake Creek. gasfield by Superior Oil Co., 
Petroleum Corp. transferred a 110-million- and from various county gasfields by War- 
cubic-foot unit from its No. 1 East Bay ren Petroleum Corp. Jefferson Chemical 
City field to Willacy County. Miscellaneous Co., jointly owned by Texaco Inc. and 
clay for building brick was mined from American Cyanamid Co. was expanding 
open pits by Sunset Brick & Tile Inc. Ma- morpholene facilities at its Conroe chemi- 
tagorda Shell Co., Inc. recovered shell from cal plant. The material is used as a corro- 
shallow bays for use as concrete aggregate sion inhibitor, an emulsifier for cosmetics 
and in making alkali, magnesium metal, and waxes, and as an intermediate in syn- 
and lime. | thetic rubber and lubricants. , 

Midland.—Mineral fuels dominated min- Moore.—Mineral activity included pro- 

eral activity in the county. The Sprayberry duction of mineral fuels and helium. The 
Trend Area oilfield was responsible for county ranked third in production of natu- 
nearly 40 percent of the county’s total oil ral gas liquids in 1966. Continental Carbon 
production. The industry drilled 56 wells, Co. recovered carbon black from liquid hy- 

completing 39 as oil wells and 15 as gas drocarbon at its Sunray furnace plant. Nat- 

wells. Five gasoline plants, with a com- ural gas liquids were recovered from eight 
bined total capacity of nearly 100-mil- gasoline plants located in the west Pan 
lion-cubic-feet-per-day, and one cycle plant Handle and ‘Texas-Hougaton _ gasfields. 

of 50-million-cubic-feet-per-day capacity re- | Shamrock Oil & Gas Corp. processed crude 

covered natural gas liquids from the Dora’ oil at its 29,500-barrel-per-day McKee 

Roberts, Virey, War-San, Pegasus, Azalea, refinery. The company also recovered sul- 
Tex-Harvey, and various other county fur from off-gases and sour natural gas at 
gasfields. Operators were Cities Service Oil its McKee refinery. Zinc ores and concen- 

Co., Mobil Oil Co., Sinclair Oil & Gas Co., trates from other States and foreign coun- 
Phillips Petroleum Co., and Warren Petro- tries were smelted at the Machovec hori- 

leum Corp. Mobil Oil Co. expanded its zontal retort zinc smelter of American Zinc 
Pegasus gasoline plant by 70-million-cubic- Co. of Illinois. Helium was recovered at 

feet to produce 168,000 gallons of liquids the Bureau of Mines Exell plant and at 

per day. Crude perlite from adjoining the Dumas plant of Phillips Petroleum Co. 

States was expanded and processed by Per- The Dumas plant helium production was 

lite Industries, Inc., for use as building purchased by the Federal Government and 

plaster, insulation, soil conditioner, and stored in the Cliffside gasfield in Potter 

lightweight concrete aggregate. County. 

Milam.—Industrial Generating Co. mined -Navarro.—Mineral production consisted 
and processed lignite from open pits for of mineral fuels, clay, limestone, and sand 
use as fuel in its steam-electric plant sup- and gravel. The oil and gas industry 

plying power for the Rockdale Aluminum — qyilled 67 wells completing 52 as oil wells. | 
Reduction works of Aluminum Company whiteselle Brick & Lumber Co. mined mis- 
of America. Alcoa produced aluminum in-  ¢ellaneous clay for brick and heavy clay | 
gots and alloys from alumina shipped from products. Contractors quarried and proc- : 
the company’s Point Comfort refinery. The essed limestone for riprap and concrete | 
company completed an aluminum powder aggregate for the U.S. Army Corps of En- | 
plant and was building a high-speed con-  gineers and processed paving gravel from ! 
tinuous-casting unit adjacent to its Rock- open pits for Texas Highway Department. : 

dale reduction works. The oil and gas in- Chattanooga Glass Co. was building a $2 | 
dustry drilled 36 wells and completed 32 as_ million addition to its beverage bottle | 

oil wells. plant at Corsicanna. :
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Nolan.—A_ diversified mineral industry recover 8 million gallons of benzene per 
included mineral fuels, cement, stone, gyp- year, 32 million gallons of toluene per 

sum, and sand and gravel production. The year, and 40 million gallons of xylene per 
county ranked fifth in cement and first in year. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. prepared 
gypsum production. The oil and gas in- quicklime and hydrated lime from shell for 
dustry completed 18 oil. wells out of 31 soil stabilization, alkali -production, and 

. wells drilled. Crude gypsum was mined chrome chemical manufacture. Centex 
from open pits near Sweetwater and proc- Corp. prepared portland and masonry ce- 
essed into wallboard, plaster, and other ments from shell. Corpus Christi Shell Co. 
building products by the Flintkote Co. and and General Dredging Corp. dredged shell 
U.S. Gypsum Co. Lone Star Cement Corp. from _ shallow bays bordering Nueces 
quartied limestone from open pits for use County. Building and paving sand and 
in portland and masonry cement at its gravel were processed by Heldenfels Bros. 
Mary Neal plant. Hillsdale Gravel Co. and M. P. Wright, Jr. Crude barite from 
mined and processed building and paving domestic and foreign sources. was crushed 

| sand and gravel from open pits. — and ground for use in drilling muds at the 
Nueces.—The county ranked second in Corpus Christi plant of Baroid Division of 

the State in value of lime production and National Lead Co. . . 
fourth in natural gas. Seven refineries— Orange.—Marathon Oil Co. and Union 
having a combined daily capacity of nearly Texas Petroleum Division of Allied Chemi- 

230,000 barrels per day—included Coastal C4! Corp. recovered natural gas liquids 
States Petrochemical Co., Hess Oil & Chem- {0m Phoenix Lake and North Port Neches 
ical Corp., Howell Refining Co.. Pontiac %4sfields. Goodrich-Gulf Chemical Inc. was 

Refining Corp., Southwest Oil & Refining building a plant to produce various syn- 
Co., Suntide Refining Co., and Associated thetic rubbers. Phillips Petroleum Co. ex- 

| Oil & Gas Co. Celanese Chemical Co. oper- Panded the carbon black capacity of its 
ated a plant at Bishop to produce synthet- Echo plant. Carbon black was recovered 

ic organic chemicals, acytic acid, acetone, "0M liquid hydrocarbon at the furnace 
methanol, and numerous other methyl, plant of Phillips Chemical Co. Alpha Port- 

ethyl, propyl, and butyl derivatives. The 14nd Cement Co. was building a new 2.4- 
oil and gas industry drilled 237 wells, com- ‘™illion-barrel-per-year plant near Orange 

_ pleting 54 oil wells and 92 gas wells. Natu- With completion expected in 1967. Texas 
ral gas liquids were recovered from county Sand Pit marketed paving sand. _ 
gasfields by four cycling plants and seven __ Panola.—County mineral production was 
gasoline plants with a combined daily ca- limited to mineral fuels. The industry 
pacity of nearly 720 million cubic feet. drilled 32 wells, completing two as oil 

. wa: wells and 18 as gas wells. Five gasoline 
Celanese Chemical Co. was building a : . ; . 

“1 eis . plants with a combined daily capacity of 
50-million-pound-per-year addition to its “yy: .; 
100-million-pound-per-vear  formaldehvde nearly 900 million-cubic-feet recovered nat- 

P por year y ural gas liquids from the Carthage gasfield. 
plant and a new 50-million-gallon-per-year ; 

. . . . San Jacinto Gas Processing Corp. complet- 
methanol unit at its Bishop petrochemical way: . . 

. . as ed a 300-million-cubic-foot-per-day refriger- 
complex. At its Corpus Christi refinery, . 

; . wae ated absorption plant to replace the 
Suntide Refining Co. was building a oy: . 

. 450-million-cubic-foot-per-day plant  de- 
10,500-barrel-per-day ultraforming process ; 

. waa ; stroyed by fire in 1965. 
unit, converting a polymerization unit to . 

; , Pecos.—Mineral fuels production was the 
produce cumene, and was expanding its . ; er 

; wa: principal mineral activity in the county. 
paraxylene capacity to 200 million-pounds- . . 

; The Yates oilfield produced in excess of 1 
per-year. Coastal States Gas Producing Co. way: ; 

“74: “1: :; million barrels of crude oil. Natural gas 
was building a 100-million-cubic-foot-per- . f £ 
d : lant near Corpus Christi liquids were recovered from treatment 0 

ay Processing P 7OTP "natural county gas at several gasoline 

Wayne W. Wilson was building a vinyl  p5jants. Mobil Oil Co. completed a 550- 
plastic plant to coat gravel for decorative million-cubic-foot-per-day refrigerated ab- 
purposes. Coastal States Petrochemical Co. sorption plant in the expanding Coyanosa 

was building a 65-million-pound-per-year field. Several contractors produced paving 
paraxylene unit at Corpus Christi, and sand and gravel for highway construction 
adding an aromatic extraction unit to and maintenance.
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Potter.—Helium was recovered from nat- liquids from treatment of natural gas. 
ural gas at the Government-owned and McWood Corp. was building a gas process- 
operated Amarillo plant which also refined ing plant in the Jill field to recover 5,500 
crude helium produced by both Govem- _ gallons of liquids per day. 

ment-op erated and Private plants, The Tarrant.—Portland and masonry cements 
county was the State’s second largest pro- . eds 

. were produced from limestone quarried in 
ducer of natural gas. Crude oil was refined wes reas _ 

. . the vicinity of the Fort Worth cement 
at the 19,000-barrel-per-day Amarillo . | eee 

. plant of Trinity Portland Cement, Division 
refinery of Texaco Inc. Natural gas liquids ; __ 

of General Portland Cement Co. Limestone 
were recovered from the West Panhandle . - 

field at Fai d Turkey Creek pl (Austin Chalk) was quarried and prepared 
Basmene ae ea an urkey “reek plants as concrete aggregate by several contractors 
of Amarillo Oil Co. Texas Sand & Gravel f ; tas 

or Texas Highway Department. Building 
Co. and Panhandle Gravel West, Inc., fur- . 1 ee 

. “14: . and paving sand and gravel and fill sand 
nished building and paving sand and grav- . , 

| .; . . were supplied by Bryan-Ferguson Sand & 
el. Limestone was quarried for use in ce- Gravel Co.. Harston Gravel Co., Inc.. Fort 

ment by Southwestern Portland . Cement Worth County Engineers, Fort Worth Sand 
Co. Various contractors mined limestone gs 
for riprap and for concrete aggregate & Gravel Co., and Southwest Construction 

prap ; _ , Material Co. Contractors marketed paving 
Reagan.—Mineral activity was limited tO. gang and gravel to the Fort Worth City 

mineral fuels in 1966. The industry drilled Engineer and the Texas Highway Depart- 
465 wells, completing 453 as oil wells. Nat- jyent. Perlite from other States waS ex- 
ural gas liquids were recovered from Big panded and processed as a filler in mortar 
Lake gasfield by Dorchester Gas Producing 4nq masonry cements and as a filter aid by 

Co., from Sprayberry gasfield by El Paso ij-Flo Corp. Crude mica and scrap mica 
Natural Gas Co., and from Barnhart were ground and prepared for various in- 
gasfield by Northwest Production Corp.  qustrial uses by the Western Mica Corp. 
The latter company also recovered sulfur sodium sulfate was recovered aS a by-prod- 

from sour gas at its gasoline recovery plant ct at the Fort Worth chemical and fertil- 

at Barnhart. | izer plant of American Cyanamid Co. 

San Patricio.—The oil and gas industry Taylor.—Crude oil was refined at the 
drilled 67 wells, completing 11 oil wells  Apilene refinery of Premier Oil & Refining 
and 20 gas wells. Natural gas liquids were Co, The oil and gas industry drilled 135 
recovered from county gasfields at eight gas wells, completing 73 as oil wells and one as 
processing plants having a combined daily 4 gas well. Abilene Brick Co. mined miscel- 
capacity of over 300 million cubic feet. laneous clay for use in building brick. 

Foreign bauxite ore was converted into Whites Mines, Inc. quarried and crushed 
alumina at the San Patricio plant of Reyn- limestone for concrete aggregate. Building 
olds Metals Co. The company was expand- and paving sand and gravel were prepared 
ing the alumina capacity of the operation from open pits by Atlas Sand & Gravel Co. 
by installing the largest rotary kiln in the and Caton Sand & Gravel Co. Natural gas 
aluminum industry. The alumina was re- liquids were recovered from the Regular 
duced to metal at the company’s reduction — gasfield in Taylor County by Gulf Central 
works adjacent to the alumina plant. Cen- Oil & Gas Co. and McWood Corp., and 
tex Cement Corp. mined clay for use in from, various county gasfields by Valera Oil 
portland cement. Heldenfels Bros. and Co. 
Claude Hughes quarried and_ prepared Travis.—The county was the third lead- 
limestone for concrete aggregate. Building ing lime producer in 1966. Austin White 

and paving sand and gravel was produced yj ime Co. quarried and calcined high-cal- 
by the Fordyce Co. cium limestone to lime. Markets included 
Stephens——The oil and gas industry masonry cement, soil stabilization, alumina 

drilled 59 holes, completing 22 as oil wells refining, paper and pulp filler, and water 
and 15 as gas wells. Gasoline plants of purification. The company also produced 
Breckenridge Gasoline Co., Lone Star Pro- raw limestone for metallurgical flux and 

ducing Co., Petroleum Corp. of Texas, agricultural lime (aglime). Several contrac- 
Southwestern Gas Products Co., and War- tors quarried limestone for concrete aggre- 

ren Petroleum Corp. recovered natural gas gate for Texas Highway Department.
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Building and paving sand and gravel and nitrogen, oxygen, and argon for local in- 
fill sand were prepared by Capitol Aggre- dustrial gas markets. 
gates, Inc., and by contractors for the Ward.—The oil and gas industry drilled 
Texas Highway Department. — 107 wells, completing 70 as oil wells and 
Upshur.-Big Sandy Sand Co. mined and _ five as gas wells. Natural gas liquids were 

processed sands for molding, furnace, and recovered from the North Ward-Estes and 

other industrial uses. Air Products and other county gasfields by gasoline plants of 
Chemical, Inc. was building a 400-ton-per- Cabot Corp., El Paso Natural Gas Co., and 
day oxygen plant to supply oxygen to fur- Warren Petroleum Corp. Ozark-Mahoning 
naces of Lone Star Steel Co. Co. prepared salt cake (natural saline) . 
Upton.—The industry drilled 47 wells, from brine and dry salt beds at its Mona- 

completing 38 as oil wells and two as gas hans plant. Paving gravel was sold to the 
wells. The Sprayberry Trend Area oilfield Texas Highway Department by several 
that extends into Reagan County produced commercial producers. Gypsum used as a 
over 3 million barrels of crude oil. The  retarder in cement, was mined from open 
Pegasus oilfield, which extends into Mid- pits by Permian Sand & Gravel. Montex 
land County, and the McCamby oilfield ac- Chemical Co. recovered salt and brine for 
counted for an excess of 1 million barrels use by the oil and gas industry. 
each. Six gasoline plants with a combined Webb.—Natural gas liquids were recov- 
daily capacity of 170 million-cubic-feet re- ered at the 200-million-cubic-foot-per-day 
covered natural gas liquids from processing gasoline plant of Phillips Petroleum Co. 
natural gas. Hunt Oil Co. expanded its Laredo Brick & Tile Co. mined and proc- 
Wilshire gasoline-processing plant to 30 essed clay for building brick. Aldape Sand 
million-cubic-feet-per-day to produce 35,000 & Gravel Co. and Solis Sand & Gravel Co. 
gallons of liquids per day. supplied building and paving gravel. Anti- 

Uvalde.—Rock asphalt was quarried and mony oxide and antimony metal were ex- 
prepared for highway construction and _ tracted from foreign ores and secondary 
maintenance by Uvalde Rock Asphalt Co. materials at the Laredo smelter of Texas 
and White’s Uvalde Mine. Basalt was quar- Mining & Smelting Division of National 
ried and prepared for concrete aggregate Lead Co. 
and roadstone by Trinity Concrete Prod- Wharton.—Natural gas liquids were re- 
ucts Co. Building and paving sand and _ covered at Wes Bernart gasoline plant of 
gravel was prepared by D & D Gravel Co. Tidewater Oil Co. The company was the 
and by several contractors for Texas High- State’s principal producer of sulfur. Texas 
way Department. Contractors quarried and Gulf Sulphur Co. recovered sulfur by the 
prepared limestone as concrete aggregate Frasch process at Boling Dome. Calag Co., 
for Texas Highway Department. Inc. mined clay for use in heavy clay prod- 

Van Zandt.—The county was the second ucts. Contractors mined paving sand and 
largest salt producer. Union Oil Co. of Cal- gravel from open pits for the Texas High- 
ifornia recovered natural gas liquids from way Department and Wharton County 
the Van gasfield. American Petroleum Highway Department. 
Corp. recovered natural gas liquids and Williamson.—The county was the State’s 
sulfur from the Edgewood gasfield. Rock third largest producer of stone and fifth 
salt was mined and prepared for various largest of lime. Four companies quarried 
industrial and home uses by Morton Salt and processed limestone for architectural 
Co. and building purposes, and for fill and 

Victoria.—Natural gas liquids were recov- concrete aggregate. One company sold 
ered at gasoline plants of Houston Natural limestone for whiting and miscellaneous 
Gas Production Co. and Shell Oil Co. Sun- filler uses. Another company mined and 
ray DX Oil Co. completed a new 40-mil- processed limestone for aglime and metal- 
lion-cubic-foot-per-day refrigerated absorp-  lurgical purposes. Round Rock Lime Co. 
tion plant to recover 42,000 gallons of and White Stone and Lime Co. quarried 

liquids per day. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and _ processed limestone to quicklime and 
& Co., Inc., operated its Victoria petroche- hydrated lime. 
mical plant producing adiponitrile and Wise.—The oil and gas industry drilled 
polyethylene resins. Big Three Industrial 87 wells, completing 41 as oil wells and 24 
Gas & Equipment Co. produced liquefied as gas wells. Natural gas liquids were re-
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covered at gas processing plants of Cities gas wells. Natural gas liquids were recov- 
Service Oil Co., Upham Oil & Gas Co., and ered from Manziel gasfield by ARKLA 
Warren Petroleum Corp. Acme Brick Co. Chemical Corp., from Quitman gasfield by 
mined clay from open pits for use in Caska Corp., and from Hawkins gasfield by 
building brick. The county was the State’s Humble Oil & Refining Co, Pan American 
second largest stone producer. Bridgeport Petroleum Corp. recovered natural gas liq- 
Stone Co., Crushers, Inc., Gifford-Hill & uids and sulfur from sour gas of the West 

Co., Inc., Trinity Concrete Products, and Yantis gasfield. Fire clay, mined from open 
Wescall-Waymix, Inc. quarried and pre- pits near Winnsboro, was used to produce 
pared limestone for concrete aggregate, as- fire brick by A. P. Green Refractories Co. 
phalt filler, riprap, and aglime. Big Sandy Sand & Gravel Co. supplied 
Wood.—The oil and gas industry drilled building, paving, molding, and other types 

35 wells, completing 11 oil wells and two of sands.





The Mi | Ind f Utah 

- This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement for collecting mineral 

data, except mineral fuels, between the Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the 

Interior, and the Utah Geological and Mineralogical. Survey. 

By Herman W. Sheffer’ and William C. Henkes ” 

A new record for mineral production value and comprised 43 percent of the to- 
value of $444.3 million was attained in tal value of mineral production. Increased 
1966. The increase of $12.7 million over production value for copper, gold, lead, 

that of 1965 resulted from increases in silver, vanadium, and zinc more than offset 

metal and nonmetal values, $16.7 million the decreased value of iron ore, molybde- 
and $4.6 million, respectively. num, and uranium ore output. 

With the metal group continuing to lead 
Utah mineral economy, copper again was = —_____ | 

the leading commodity. The value of cop- 1 Mineral engineer, Bureau of Mines, Salt 
per output, $192 million, was second only to Lake City, Utah. | B MG D 

‘ : etroleum engineer, Bureau o ines, Den- the 1956 State high for copper production yo. Golo. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Utah * 

1965 1966 | 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Carbon dioxide (natura])____.__thousand cubic feet __ 86,201 $6 94,006 $7 
Clays ?__......._._....._....._thousand short tons__ 149 332 89 252 
Coal (bituminous)_______.-______.-_-__-.-___do___- 4,992 31,811 4,635 26 , 763 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_ short tons__ 259 , 138 183 , 470 265 ,383 191 ,978 
Gem stones________-._-___-.-_------_--.---------- NA 15 NA 75 
Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.).__troy ounces__ 426 ,299 14,921 438 , 736 15 ,356 
Iron ore (usable) ___thousand long tons, gross weight __ 2,139 14,229 1,956 13,478 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons__ 37,700 11,762 64,124 19 ,385 
Lime______.._.__-_._.___-_-. thousand short tons__ 189 3,470 200 3,640 
Natural gas (marketed)_________-_million cubic feet __ 71,616 8,952 69 , 366 8,809 
Petroleum (crude)_____._thousand 42-gallon barrels _ - 25,298 66 ,045 24,112 63 , 760 
Salt__.____.-_-_.____.-__.._-thousand short tons__ 384 3,591 427 3,770 
Sand and gravel_____..___-_-__.-_-----_-._.do_._- 10, 032 10,464 12 ,368 12,937 
Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 

thousand troy ounces__ 5, 6386 7,287 7,755 10 ,028 
Stone____.___.___.._._..._..._thousand short tons__ r2,328 r 4,765 2,246 4,269 
Sulfur ore._.__....-.________....___-- long tons__ 2,156 3 _ouee _o--- 
Uranium ore__________.._-.__---_--_-_- short tons__ 377 ,989 9,014 236 , 860 5,169 
Vanadium._____.__.____-___-_-----_-_-_----do_._- 387 1,353 353 1,519 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__......do___- 27, T47 8,102 37 ,323 10 , 824 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Asphalt and 

related bitumens, cement, clays (fire clay and hal- 
loysite), fluorspar, gypsum, magnesium chloride 
(1966), molybdenum, natural gas liquids, perlite, 
phosphate rock, potassium salts, pumice, and pyrites 
(1966)___-- eee xx 351,939 xX 452,243 

Total___..-_--___--- eee xX r 431,591 xX 444 ,262 

r Revised. NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 iuenyn as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Excludes fire clay and halloysite; included with ‘“‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
3 Value of metals and mineral fuels, $31,416,000; value of nonmetals, $20,523,000. 
4 Value of metals and mineral fuels, $29,331,000; value of nonmetals, $22,912,000. 
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Figure 1—vValue of copper, and total value of mineral production in Utah. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in Despite decreases in the value of gilson- 
constant 1957-59 dollars ite, natural gas, petroleum, and coal pro- 

(Millions) duction, the value of mineral fuels output 

Year Value! as a group amounted to 24 percent of the 

TAT §tate total. Carbon dioxide, liquefied-petro- 

ook. eTTeeiatizzcizzz: «gg leum (LP) gases, and natural gasoline pro- 
1959____-_-__---_-------------------- 372 duction increased in value. 
1960____-_____--_-.------------------ 421 . . . 
1961______------_------------------- A415 Gains in production value of phosphate 
LOGE - << =~ nena nent pe rock and potassium salts more than offset 
196402 lillie ieee 371. + the decreased value of eight commodities in 

196622222 LLTLITICIITIIIITTE: «= gga the nonmetals group and resulted in a net 
increase in value for nonmetallics of $4.6 

1 Data for 1958, 1960-65 revised. million (11 percent) .
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Employment and Injuries——Final employ- Prospecting permits on 38,000 acres of 
ment and injury data for 1965 and prelimi- _coal-bearing public lands in Kane County 
nary data for 1966, excluding all mineral were converted to leases by Resources Co., 
fuels industries except the coal and asphalt a _ project-development company owned 
(gilsonite) industries, compiled by the Bu- jointly by Arizona Public Service Co., San 

_ reau of Mines are shown in table 3. Diego Gas & Electric Co., and Southern 

Legislation and Government Programs.— California Edison Co. The utility com- 

The Office of Minerals Exploration panies proposed building a $500 million 
(OME) granted Thomas P. Miller of Salt coal-burning powerplant on the Kaiparo- 
Lake City a loan to explore for silver in wits Plateau of southern Utah. 

Box Elder County. The total cost of the According to a Federal Bureau of Public 
work was estimated at $78,800; Government Roads report,’ Utah completed 193.5 miles 
participation was 75 percent. of road that met Interstate highway stand- 

The Great Salt Lake Authority, in coop- ards. An additional 59.6 miles was im- 
eration with Kennecott Copper Corp., com- proved to standards adequate for present 
pleted transportation of classified tailings traffic. | 

material rom mennecott’s auhur b Creat In the fiscal year ending June 1966, Utah 
Sait L A se innately 450,000. ee awarded $71 million for highway construc- 
a aKe. eed. th, h 134 h tion: $57.1 million for Interstate contracts, 
ral “le was penta. throug f a 12-inc $10.1 million for Federal-Aid Primary and 
pipe i, fo L e Project site to form an ap- Secondary (ABC) contracts, and $3.8 mil- 
eh i ‘pe and a terminal isfand lion for 100-percent State-financed con- 
4 the fa “h fe Petey wad conducte a tracts. Contract plans for 1967 were $72.1 
ctermine ¢ - easibility and oneolidati Or million total: $56.2 million for Interstate, 

saadhed neil epositing, and sik idating = $14.7 million for ABC, and $1.2 million for 
classified mil tailings to form dike struc- crate financed.4 | 
tures; to determine the permanence and | | 
stability of the structures against water, | | 
wave, and wind erosion; to develop criteria Bureau of Public Roads. Quarterly Report 
f . ° d . OP on The Federal-Aid Highway Program, Dec. 31, 
or the design of future dikes; and to pro- 1966. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967. 

vide a test plot where agricultural special- 4 Engineering News-Record. State Highway 
. . : Department’s Construction Contracting Plans 
ists could experiment with the growth of for 1967 . . . and Budgets for Maintenance: 
useful crops and protective vegetation in Highway Construction Spending Will Reach For 

. . a Record This Year. V. 178, No. 12, Mar. 28, 
this type of soil. . 1967, pp. 24-25. } 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ————— 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- . 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Coal_____------------- 1,495 212 317 2,524 2 92 37.24 8 , 382 
Metal______---.------- 5,055 307 1,550 12 ,402 6 235 19.43 3,582 
Nonmetal____.-------- 980 279 273 2,184 3 111 =52.20 11,845 
Sand and gravel-_--__---- 513 206 106 856 1 22 26.88 7,566 
Stone___.___---------- 451 243 110 878 _-- 12 13.66 268 
Native asphalt___..__-_- 239 246 59 470 1 19 42.53 14,954 

Total_____---------- 8,733 277 2,415 19,314 13 491 26.10 5,446 

1966: P 
Coal____-------------- 1,500 204 305 2,400 5 87 38.33 13,769 
Metal____._---_-------- 4,955 307 1,521 12,171 10 215 18.49 5,997 
Nonmetal___-_-------- 970 274 266 2,129 6 114 56.36 17,978 
Sand and gravel-_-_----- 520 197 103 830 --- 19 22.89 520 
Stone___._.----------- 450 258 116 923 --- 12 18.00 4,037 
Native asphalt______.-- 189 271 51 410 --- 17 = 41.42 387 

Total__.._..-.-_-_-- 8,584 275 2,362 18 , 863 21 464 25.71 7,880 

> Preliminary.
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, REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

| METALS from the Spor Mountain area to the com- 

Beryllium.—The Anaconda Company  Pany plant at Elmore, Ohio. 
made a small shipment of beryllium ore Copper.—Utah was ranked second to Ari- 

from the Spor Mountain property of To- zona in copper output in the Nation. Pro- 

paz-Beryllium Co., an Anaconda subsidiary, duction increased in value by 5 percent, © 
to its pilot plant operation at Anaconda, chiefly because of increased output from 

Mont. The company continued its rotary- the open pit mine of the Utah Copper Di- 

drilling program near Spor Mountain. The vision of Kennecott Copper Corp., again 

Brush Beryllium Co. shipped a small the largest copper-producing mine in the 

amount of ore for metallurgical testing Nation. The other leading copper-produc- 

Table 4.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 

in terms of recoverable metals * , 
ae 

rree 

| Mines producing Material _ Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

- err so or ——____—-—- .;.h SK OE 

Year treated 2 - Troy 

Lode Placer — (thousand Troy Value ounces Value 

. short tons) ounces (thousands) (thousands) (thousands) 
a 

1957-61 . 
(average) _- 48 1 26 , 838 327 , 404 $11 , 459 4,958 $4 , 506 

1962_______- 25 ~aeue 29 ,981 311,924 10,917 4,628 5,022 

1963_____--- 31 _-u-- 27 ,035 285 ,907 10,007 4,791 6,128 

1964_____-_- 28 ~ooee 25,279 287 , 674 10,069 4,552 5,886 

1965___._--- 34 ae 32 , 887 426,299 | 14,921 5,636 7,287 

1966____-__-- 33 _eeee 34,515 438 , 736 15,356 7,755 10,028 

1864-1966 ___ NA NA 31,145,054 18,204,024 587 ,368 841,192 644,200 
Eee se’ ee ee eee uaF 

Copper Lead Zinc 
OO OOO Total 

Short Value Short Value Short Value value 

1957-61 tons (thousands) tons (thousands) tons (thousands) (thousands) 

‘(average) _- 200 , 668 $119 ,933 40 ,350 $9 , 646 38 , 753 $8 ,894 $154,438 

1962______-- 218,018 134,299 38,199 7,029 34,313 7,892 165,159 

1963_______- 203 ,095 125,107 | 45,028 9,726 36,179 8,321 159 ,289 

1964_______- 199 , 588 130 ,131 40,249 10,545 31,428 8,548 165,179 

1965_______- 259 ,138 183 , 470 37, 700 11,762 27, TAT 8,102 225,542 

1966_______- 265 , 383 191,978 64,124 19 ,385 37 , 323 10,824 247,571 

1864-1966___ 9,537,281 4,075,721 5,336,723 746,551 1,717,687 326 , 636 6,330,476 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes recoverable metal content of gravel washed (placer operations), ore milled, old tailings, or slimes 

retreated; and ore, old tailings, or copper precipitates shipped to smelters during the calendar year indicated. 
2 Does not include gravel washed or tonnage of precipitates shipped. 
3 Figures estimated for certain years before 1901. 
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Figure 2.—Mine production of copper in Utah, by months, in terms of recoverable metals.
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Table 5.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, 

by counties, in terms of recoverable metals 

Lode material Gold Silver 
Mines sold or II 

County ' producing ! treated 2 Troy Troy 
(lode) (short tons) ounces Value ounces Value 

Beaver____---------- 5 115,442 681 $23 , 835 168,122 $217,382 
Tron___------------- 1 3128 ,683 31,074 337,590 32,114,477 32,734,018 
Juab__._.----------- 1 1,713 437 15,295 26,557 34,338 
Millard. .-_--------- 1 2 ----- ----- 2 3 
Piute____....-._.__- 1 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Salt Lake__...-_----- 5 33,811,639 372,762 13,046,670 4,005,490 5,179,098 
San Juan___.--_----- 5 25, 047 ~---e ----- 992 1,283 
Sanpete__._-.__----- 1 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Summit__----------- | 5 204,095 2,024 70 ,840 504,765 652, 661 
Tooele___-.--------- 5 39 ,613 163 5,705 271,123 350, 562 
Utah.__________-___- 1 (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Wasatch_----------- 2 132 , 500 61,595 2,155,825 663 , 883 858,401 

Total: 
1966_____- 33 34,458,734 438,736 15,355,760 7,755,411 10 ,027, 746 
1965____-- 34 32,886,664 426,299 14,920,465 5,635,570 7,286,792 

Copper Lead Zine 
0 00009090 I Total 

Short Short Short value 
tons Value tons Value tons Value 

Beaver__._---------- 2,845 $2,058,507 25 $7,421 16 $4,480 $2,311,625 
Tron___------------- 3 40 328,394 323,346 37,057,541 38,264 32,396,661 212,254,204 
Juab__-------------- 3 1,845 55 16,763 ene ane 68,241 
Millard_.------------ 9 ----- ----- () 60 (4) 87 150 
Piute___------------ __ @ (3) (3) (3) (8) (3) (?) 
Salt Lake__.-__.._.-- 260,473 188,426,385 25,775 7,791,828 15,580 4,518,302 218,962,283 
San Juan___--------- 671 485,618 ----- ----- ----- a 436,901 

Sanpete__.----------  @ (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Summit__----------- 157 118 , 538 5,587 1,688,905 6,623 1,920,540 4,446 , 484 
Tooele. __----------- 269 194 , 667 3,066 926 ,958 2,182 632 ,678 2,110,570 
Utah.._...---------- @ (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) 
Wasatch___-.------- 925 668 ,964 6,270 1,895,209 4,658 1,350,907 6,929,306 

Total: 
1966____._ 265,383 191,977,918 64,124 19,384,685 37,323 10,823,655 247,569,764 
1965_____. 259,188 183,469,704 37,700 11,762,400 27,747 8,102,124 225,541,485 

1 Operations at slag dumps and old mill or miscellaneous cleanups not counted as producing mines; various 
uranium mines from which copper was recovered as a byproduct not included as they were in the mine count 
of uranium. 

2 Excludes tonnage of copper precipitates shipped and uranium ore milled. ; _. 
3 Production of Iron, Piute, Sanpete, and Utah Counties combined to avoid disclosing individual company 

confidential data. 
4 Less than 44 unit. 

ing mines, American Mining Co. Bawana an acid leach and solvent extraction of the 
mine, United States Smelting Refining and copper. 
Mining Co. (USSR&M Co.) U.S. and Lark © The Anaconda Company conducted ex- 
mine, and Hecla Mining Co. Mayflower ploratory drilling at its copper property in 
mine, also had increased production. Cop- Carr Fork Canyon, southwest of Salt Lake 
per came from 28 mines in 10 counties. City. 

The $100 million expansion program of A drilling program for copper was con- 
Utah Copper was to be completed by the ‘ucted at the Cactus mine. 
second quarter of 1967. The program in- Gold.—Although gold output from the 
cluded an expansion of facilities to effect a Utah Copper Bingham Canyon mine de- 
20-percent increase in mining, concentrat- creased slightly, the Hecla Mining Co. 
ing, and smelting capability, and to in- Mayflower mine, the USSR&M Co. US. 
crease recovery of precipitate copper ob- and Lark mine, and the United Park City 
tained from leaching overburden dumps Mines Co. pnt’ Park cy mines had in- 

creases in pr . re re- from 150,000 to 400,000 pounds per day. s In production. * hese increases re 
/ .. sulted in an overall gain of 12,500 troy 

Atlas Minerals Division, Atlas Corp. ounces. Gold, obtained principally as a by- 
moved a copper-concentrate circuit to product from copper and lead-zinc ores, 
recover byproduct copper from Mexican was produced from 23 mines in nine coun- 
Hat to its Moab mill. The process involved _ ties.
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New Park Mining Co. discontinued its Duncan mines of CF&I Steel Corp. (CF&I) ; 
exploration program for gold-silver ore and the Desert Mound mine operated by Unit- 
closed its Mammoth mine 90 miles south ed States Steel Corp. (USS); and the Iron 

or Salt Lake City. on a ‘ease basis, Hecla Springs mine and McCahill-Thompson Al- 

ining Co. continued to produce ore con- — jyvial mine operated by Utah Construction 
taining gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc Mining Co. In addition to operating its 
from the New Park Mining Co. Mayflower ~ . B M0: a perai 8 a 
mine own mines, Utah Construction & Mining 

Iron Ore—-Iron ore production came Co. also acted as a contract miner for CF&I 

from six mines, all in Iron County near in the Cedar City area. USS was the lead- 
Cedar City: The Blowout, Comstock, and ing producer. The ore (direct shipping 

Table 6.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by classes of ore 

or other squrce materials, in terms of recoverable metals 

Sa 0 — _—— 

. Number _ sold or Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 
Source of _ treated (troy (trey (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

mines! ‘(short tans) ounces)  ounees) 

Dry gold-silver-_--_.--.---2----- 2 87, 635 715 31, 822 389, 400 110,900 ween 
Dry silver. ___.---------+---+--- 7 121, 800 898 241, 669 127,600 169, 400 93,500 

Total....-------.------------ 9 189,435 «1,613 »-273,491 «517,000 «280,300 ~——93, 500 
Copper..._..-.------------z---- 5 33,617,701 364,928 3,049,400 440,409,100 _.... i... 
Copper-lead-zine and uranium 2... 34 4 126,333 61,517 640, 166 2,691,600 11,830,800 8,475,600 

| Lead_..-..--------------------- 6 2,271 ‘Bl 22,301 += «18, 600 467,500 189,800 
Lead=gine..-.-...---:--+---+---- 18 531,033 10,616 3,765,056 4,333,100 115,218,300 63,605,700 

Total..-..----c2---e---e-e--2 95 84,277,388 437,112 7,476,923 446,452,400 127,516,000 72,270, 600 
Other lode material: a | an oe | | . 

Copper precipitates _.......-.- += 3 56, 428 eeua- --<-- 88,777,200 weee- aoe-e 
Copper cleanup__-.....---------. (}) 16 3 37 3, 500 a w---- 
Copper-lead-zine cleanup.-..---.- 1 cance 42 100 1,100 200 
Lead cleanup__-.-..-.----------. (8) 11 wenee 13 noone 7,900 enue 
Lead-zine mill cleanup and ainc . . _ 
slag?..-__..-------2-=-------- 21,933 8 4,908 15, 400 442,100 2,281,600 

Total....------ss------------- 8-~—— 78,389 =s:—=i<i(iti«i 98783, 796,200 451,100 2, 281, 800 
Total lode material.....-..--.. 33 34,515,162 438,736 7,755,411 530,765,600 128,248,000 74,645,900 

1 Detail will not necessarily add to totals because some mines produce more than one class of material. | : 
2 Combined to avoid disclosing individual eompany confidential data. . 
3 Excludes the mine count of uranium mines from which copper was recovered as a byproduet. 
4 Excludes uranium ore tonnage. 
5 From properties not classed as mines. 

Table 7.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1966, by types of 

material processed and methods of recovery, in terms of recoverable metals 

- | . a | Gold . Silver oe a | 
Type of material processed and (troy (troy Copper Lead Zine 

method of recovery ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) 

Lode: | | | 
Concentration, and smelting of con- 

centrates: . ; 
Orel__________.___=_-.---.----. 486,930 5,624,472 445,896,800 84,404,000 659,016,800 
Cleanings_____.----------------: 2 422 100 8, 800 11,500 

Total_._._____--..----------. 486,932 5,624,894 445,896,400 84,412,800 59,028,300 

Direct-smelting: . 
Ore_.._.------.---------------- 1,795 2,125,942 643,000 43,392,900 13,347,300 
Copper precipitates.___._._--------. 9 ----- ----- 83,777,200 a =---- 
Cleanings and old slag__.-------- 9 4,575 18 ,900 442,300 2,270,300 

others tthe none ont 1,804 2,180,517 84,439,100 43,885,200 15,617,600 
ther: 

Leaching of copper ore_---------- ----- ----- 430,100 ~ou-e ~ouee 

Grand total___..__..___._-_-_._-__ 438,736 7,755,411 530,765,600 128,248,000 74,645,900 

1Includes uranium ore concentrate. .
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and concentrated) averaged 52.7 percent shipped for further treatment to the lead 
iron and was used almost entirely in pro- smelter at Tooele and to the Anaconda 
ducing pig iron and steel. _ ziné plant in Montana. 
Lead.—Lead production increased 26,500 Magnesium Chloride.—An accelerated de- 

tons in quantity and $7.6 million in value velopment program was conducted to uti- 
over the 1965 totals. Each of the five larg- lize brines from the Kaiser Aluminum & 
est producing mines had: increases in pro- Chemical Corp. Bonneville plant for pro- 
duction; most notable was that of the Bur- ducing primary magnesium metal. Magne- 
gin mine of Kennecott Copper Corp. In sium chloride obtained from the salt-water 
order of rank, the five largest producing brines was shipped to the company magne- 
mines were the U.S, and Lark mine of situm facilities at Tulsa, Okla. 
USSR&M Co.; the Burgin mine, Tintic Di- Molybdenum.—-Molybdenum production, 
vision, Kennecott Copper Corp.; the 4 percent less than that in 1965, was by- 
Mayflower mine, Hecla Mining Co.; United product recovery of molydenum sulfide 
Park City mines, United Park City Mines from copper ore processed by Utah Cop- 
Co.; and the Ophir mine, USSR&M Co., per. A large portion of the molybdenum 
(McFarland & Hullinger, lessee). Total sulfide recovered was converted to molyb- 
lead production came from 23 mines in 11 dic oxide in the newly completed plant of 
counties, Kennecott Copper near Garfield. 

| Rhenium,—Kennecott Copper Corp. be- 
Table 8.—Usable iron ore shipments gan producing ammonium perrhenate in 

| | | _ the newly completed section of its molyb- 
__ (Thousand rong tons and thousand dollars) : dic oxide plant near Garfield. For adi. 

Year Quantity Value tional refining and processing into rhenium 
a ss metal products, the rhenium compound 
1957-61 (average) -...--- 3,476 $24,984 was shipped to Chase Brass & Copper Co., 
tog Tactic BBP 12'900  Inc., a Kennecott subsidiary. 

1965.07 2TTTTTT. «= Bt189 = d4az9-—_—Selenium.— Output of selenium, recovered 
1966_.._-..-.-..-..--- 1,956 18,478 as a byproduct of the electrolytic refining 
1906-66... ......--.-. 14,719 355,423 Of copper by Kennecott at Magna, in- 
eS creased 27 percent. 

Silver.—-Silver production increased 38 
United Park City Mines Co. began sink- percent. Nearly all producers increased 

ing a 900-foot shaft at its Ontario mine their outputs; the most notable gain was 
near Park City, which was to be completed made from the Burgin mine of Kennecott 
by early 1967. The introduction of a Copper Corp. Silver was produced from 30 
modified hydraulic stope-fill system in the mines in 12 counties. The five leading 
fall of 1966 improved the method of ore  silver-producing mines in order of output 
extraction and use of this technique was to were the Kennecott Copper Corp. Utah 
be expanded. Copper mine and Burgin mine, USSR&M 
USSR&M Ca, completed the first part of Co. U.S. and Lark mine, Hecla Mining Co. 

a major improvement and development Mayflower mine, and United Park City 
project at the Lark section of its U.S. and Mines Co. United Park City mines. 
Lark mine. Included was the installation of Other major silver producers were the 
new hoisting equipment to service lower USSR&M Co. (McFarland & Hullinger, les- 
levels of the mine and deepening of the see) Ophir mine; American Mining Co., 
main incline shaft to provide access to Bawana mine; Escalante Silver Mines Co., 
new working levels at 4,500 and 4,750 feet. Inc., Escalante mine; McFarland & Hul- | 

According to the company’s annual report, linger, Ontario dump; Deer Trail Mines & | 
silver-lead-zinc ores totaling 36,000 tons, an Arundel Mining Co., Deer Trail mine; | 
increase of 40 percent, was produced from Wortley Co,, Daly West mine and dump; | 
the Ophir mine and processed at the Mid- Cardiff Industries, Inc., Cardiff mine; and | 
vale flotation mill. Ore processed through New Park Mining Co., Mammoth mine. | 
the Midvale mill during 1966 was 29 per- Uranium Ore.—Production continued to | 
cent more than in 1965, The lead and zinc decline because of the reduction in pro- | 
concentrates produced, which also con- .curement of uranium concentrate by the | 
tained gold, silver, and other metals, were U.S, Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) |
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through the stretchout program. Output on the estimate of the AEC as of January 
was from 207 operations (13 more than in 1, 1966, and on 1966 production. ‘The re- 
1965) in five counties. The average grade serves, ranked third in the Nation after 
of ore fell from 0.29 percent (5.7 pounds those of New Mexico and Wyoming, in- 
per ton) in 1965 to 0.26 percent (5.3 cluded only material metallurgically 
pounds per ton) in 1966. San Juan County amenable to treatment. 
produced 80 percent of the uranium out- Vanadium.—The quantity of vanadium 
put of the State; Emery and Grand Coun- metal in vanadium pentoxide recovered 
ties produced 12 and 7 percent, respective- from uranium ores was 353 tons, 9 percent 

ly. less than in 1965. Lower output resulted 

Atlas Minerals operated several under- from the decrease in uranium production. 

ground mines in the Big Indian, White An increase in the weighted value of vana- 

Canyon, and Green River areas. In the Big dium pentoxide resulted in an increase of 

Indian area, the ore was mined by the $166,000 in total value. 

room-and-pillar or longwall method with For custom milling of a wider variety of 

a front-end loader. The firm purchased all ores, Atlas Minerals installed a vanadium 

of Charles Steen’s remaining interest in circuit, in addition to the existing recovery 

the famed Mi Vida claims and the urani- units at its Moab uranium plant. Opera- 
um interests of E. E. Lewis, Inc., in the tion of the circuit was to begin early in 
Green River District. The company plant 1967. 
at Moab processed company-owned ores as Uranium ores and their contained vana- 
well as ores of 37 independent producers. dium values, mined in Garfield, Grand, 

Rio Algom Mines, Ltd., ‘Toronto, Cana- and San Juan Counties, were processed at 

da, signed an agreement with Humeca Ex- plants outside of the State, principally at 

ploration Co., Salt Lake City, giving the Grand Junction, Rifle, and Uravan, Colo., 
former the right to explore Humeca urani- and Shiprock, N.Mex. The quantity and 
um claims south of Moab during a 3-year value of the vanadium -recovered were 
option and right to purchase the claims. credited to the mineral production of 

An increased need for uranium in pri- Utah. 
vate reactors, used for scientific experi- Zinc.—Production of zinc increased 35 
ments and power production, caused a and 34 percent, respectively, in quantity 
modest boom in uranium exploration. At- and value. All of the leading producers re- 
las Minerals, Kerr-McGee Corp., and ported increased output. The US. and 
Humeca Exploration Co. carried out sepa- Lark mine of USSR&M Co. continued as 
rate exploration programs in the Lisbon the leading producer, followed by Kenne- 
Valley of San Juan County. cott Copper Corp. Burgin mine, United 

Uranium ore reserves in Utah at yearend Park City Mines Co. United Park City 
were approximately 1.5 million tons, based mines, Hecla Mining Co. Mayflower mine, 

Table 9.—Mine production of uranium ore, by counties * 

1965 1966 

Number Number 
County of Ore U308 F.o.b. of Ore U308 F.o.b. 

opera- (short | contained mine opera- (short contained mine 
tions tons) (pounds) value 2 tions tons) (pounds) value 2 

Beaver__.__------- 2 WwW WwW WwW --- --- --- --- 
Emery-_----------- 26 28,314 ™115,111 $437,912 32 27,466 63,586 $184,582 
Garfield_...------- 37 1,615 10,651 45,071 23 WwW WwW WwW 
Grand.___-------- 27 21,256 132,720 565 , 722 36 §=617,019 91,767 378 ,148 
Juab_.._._._------ 1 Ww WwW WwW --- --- --- --- 
Piute________-_--- 4 WwW WwW WwW 6 WwW WwW WwW 
San Juan____.----- 97 314,186 1,858,485 7,812,738 110 190,538 1,085,323 4,550,242 

Undistributed_-_- - -- --- 12,618 43 ,316 152,270 --- 1,837 12 , 882 55 ,694 

Total___.--- 194 377,989 +2,160,283 9,018,713 207 236,860 1,253,558 5,168,666 

r Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with 
“Undistributed.”’ 

1 Receipts at mills based on data supplied to the Bureau of of Mines by AEC. 
2 F.o.b. mine value; base price, grade premiums, and exploration allowances. Calculated according to AEC 

Circular 5, revised, price schedule.
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USSR&M Co. (McFarland & Hullinger, les- Table 10.—Coal (bituminous) production, 

see) Ophir mine, Deer Trail Mines & by counties 
Arundel Mining Co. Deer Trail mine, and (Short tons) 
International Smelting and Refining Co. (Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) 

(ISkR) Murray slag dump. A total of 2800 
mines in nine counties produced zinc. County 1965 1966 

Ore from the USSR&M Co. US. and Gino, ssi 779,041 3,879, 907 
Lark mine was ‘shipped to the company  Emery____.-.---------- 1,100,714 1,170,402 

mill at Midvale, where it was crushed, ong7777777777777772 | “g02 1/719 
ground, and floated to produce lead and _ Sevier_---.------------ 61,427 64,739 
zinc concentrates. *° Summit..-------------- 12,918 15, 088 

Plata Verde Mining Co. continued its Total__.-_---.--- 4,992,003 4, 635,330 
drilling program for lead-zinc-silver ore © OOOO 
at the Horn Silver mine, San Francisco the remainder was drilled by hand-held 

district. Zinc oxide ore was mined and nd post-mounted drills. Continuous-min- 
stockpiled at the site for future treatment jing machines loaded 76 percent of the 

in a hydrometallurgical plant being con- coal; 28 percent was loaded by mobile 
structed in Salt Lake City. The Tintic lead oading machines; and the remainder by 

property south of the Horn Silver mine _ self-loading conveyors, scraper loaders, and 
was drilled to outline additional quantities hand-loaded face conveyors. A total of 3 

of lead-zinc-silver ore. million tons (66 percent) of the coal pro- 
_ duced was cleaned either by wet jigs, 

. . MINERAL FUELS chance cone, heavy media, or flotation 

Petroleum production represented 60 methods. Ninety-one percent of the coal 
_ percent of the value of mineral fuels pro- produced was shipped by rail, the re- 

duced during the year; coal ranked second. mainder by truck. Sixty-four percent of the 
Asphalt and Related Bitumens.—Gilsonite coal was sold on the open market at an 

production decreased 24 percent. American average of $4.84 per ton compared with an 
Gilsonite Co., the largest producer, mined average of $7.44 per ton for coal not sold 
gilsonite from open pit and underground in the open market. 
mines at Bonanza in Uintah County. Sub- | Independent Coal & Coke Co. developed 
stantially less gilsonite was pumped to the a system to promote increased safety. Hy- 
company refinery at Fruita, Colo., and  draulic jacks, to provide adequate roof sup- 
there was a significant reduction in gaso- port, and gas monitors, to determine gas 

line and diesel fuel production. A concentrations every 20 minutes as_ re- 
diversification into other products, such as quired by mining regulations, were in- 
heterocyclic nitrogen compounds, was be- stalled on the front of its continuous min- 
gun. Standard Gilsonite Co. and Ziegler ing machines. 
Chemical & Mineral Corp. also produced Utah Construction & Mining Co. pur- 
gilsonite in Uintah County; the latter com- chased leases on 7,500 acres of coal land in 
pany also produced gilsonite at the Castle Kane County from W. J. Smirl and C. W. 
Peak mine, Duchesne County. Swapp of Kanab. 

Carbon Dioxide—The one carbon diox- Negotiations to purchase Peabody Coal 
ide well at Farnham Dome, Carbon’ Co. by Kennecott Copper Corp. were au- 
County, yielded 94 million cubic feet of thorized by the officers of the companies. 
carbon dioxide, a 9-percent increase over Completion of the transaction was contin- 
the 1965 production. gent on satisfactory tax rulings, clearance 

Coal (Bituminous).—Coal was produced by various Government authorities, and 
from 25 mines (six less than in 1965) in _ satisfactory financial arrangements. 
six counties; the largest production (73 According to the company’s annual re- 
percent) came from Carbon County. port, United States Fuel Co., a wholly 

All production came from underground owned subsidiary of USSR&M Co., owner 
mines in which coalseam_ thicknesses and operator of the King mine and prepa- 
ranged from 54 to 240 inches. Of the total ration plant, produced 633,300 tons of coal, 
coal mined, 1.1 million tons (24 percent) an increase of more than 6 percent. Fossil 
was cut by machines. Of this amount, resin concentrate from coal processed in 
940,000 tons was drilled by mobile drills; the plant also was recovered.
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Utah Railway Co., also wholly owned line. Completion was scheduled for June 
subsidiary of USSR&M Co., operated a 95- 1967. 
mile rail line, served four coal mines, and API and AGA7 estimated the State re- 

employed diesel locomotives and a fleet of serves of natural gas liquids at 380 million 
50- and 70-ton hopper cars to move 700,000 barrels, an increase of 15.7 million barrels. 
to 800,000 tons of coal annually. The track- Petroleum.—Output of crude oil declined 
age connected with The Denver & Rio - slightly; all of the principal producing 
Grande Western Railroad Co. counties, with the exception of Garfield, 

‘Natural Gas.—Nine counties produced ad lower output. For the first time, as a 
natural gas, one more than in 1965; San result of Bridger Lake discovery, Summit 

Juan County led with an output of 28.0 County reported oil production. San Juan 
billion cubic feet, displacing Uintah County continued to be ranked first in oil 
County which was second with 27.4 billion OUtput with 66 percent of the State total. 
cubic feet; Grand County produced 8.1 bil- The leading producing oilfield was the 
lion ‘cubic feet. San Arroyo field, Grand Greater Aneth area, San Juan County, with 
‘County, had the largest production of nat- 40 output of 10.2 million barrels; the area 

ural gas of any field in the State. Marketed included the Aneth, Cahone Mesa, McElmo 
natural gas declined 3 percent because of Creek, Ratherford, and White Mesa fields. 
a combination of depletion of the older The Greater Red Wash area in Uintah 
reservoirs and the importation of gas from County (including the Red Wash, Walker 
fields in southern Wyoming, recently con- Hollow, White River, and Wonsits-Wonsits 

nected by pipeline to the Utah market. Valley fields) was second with 6.7 million 

State and Federal Government agencies Parrels: Tisbon field ee pmuon) and Is- 

reecived $864,500 in royalties paid on natu- may (1.1 mi 1on) , oth in San Juan . 
ral gas production; of this amount, County, were next in productivity. 
$304,800 was from production on Indian _ Royalties paid to State and Federal agen- 

lands, $506,800 from Public Domain, and “SS © petroleum production — totaled 

$52,900 from State lands.5 The State, how- 

ever, was to receive 37.5 percent of the Table 11.—Crude petroleum production, 
royalties paid on Public Domain, as pro- by counties 
vided for in the Mineral Leasing Act of (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) | 
1920. , = 

; Principal fields in 
Annual estimates of the American Gas County 1965 1966 1966 in order of 

Association (AGA) and the American Pe- production 
troleum Institute (API) 6 gave Utah gas) 40. Elder ___ 0) (@)  Rozel Point. 
reserves of 1.4 trillion cubic feet at year- Carbon. .- 2 2 Peters Point. 

: aggett____- 2 5 Basin. — end, virtually unchanged from 1965. Duchesne... 166 145 Monument Butte, 

Natural Gas Liquids.—Output of natural Gndesignated, 
gas liquids continued to decline as older Emery____--- 25 16 Grassy Trail, Fer- 
reservoirs were depleted. The Aneth plant Garpeg Ss. 224 Upper Valley. 
of El Paso Natural Gas Co., San Juan  Grand____--- 209 162 Long Canyon, Salt 

. . ash, Agate. 
County, was again the major producer. gan Juan.._. 17,077 15,948 Lisbon,’ McElmo 
Uintah County had two plants: Chevron Creek, | ghneth, 
Oil Co., Western Division, at Red Wash gummit...... __.. __ 241. Bridger Lake. 
and Warren Petroleum Corp. at Vernal. Uintah_-.--. 7,691 7,368 Red Wash, Won- 
Daggett County had one plant operated by ley, Ashley Val- 

, : ley. woanain Fuel Supply Co. at the Clay Ba Washington _- 1 Virgin, 

| Union Oil Company of California began Total 29,298 24 
construction of a refrigerated-absorption i Less than 14 unit. 

liquids-extraction plant at the Lisbon field, Source: Utah Oil & Gas Conservation Commission. 
San Juan County. With a designed input 
capacity of 50 million cubic feet of gas per ~ Stat ; Ut h. Oil & Gas C ton C 

: ° e or an. 1 as Lonservation om- 

day, the plant was to produce daily 50,000 mission, 1966 Total Royalty Payments, 8 pp. 
gallons of propane, 40,000 gallons of bu- *The Oil and Gas | Journal, V. 65, No. 14, 
tane, and 15,000 gallons of natural gaso- ADT Oy ee DP. soto 6.
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Table 12.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties 

County Oil Gas Dry Total Footage 

Exploratory completions: 
Daggett_.___.------------------------------ --- _-- 2 2 18,915 
Duchesne_____-----_----------------------- 7 --- 3 10 65 , 848 
Emery __---------------------------------- es es 3 3 19,626 
Grand____.---_-_-------.----------------- oe 1 2 3 10,916 
Kane____-_-.--.----_----.----------------- — — 1 1 4 466 
San Juan__---.---------------------------- 4 --- 18 22 134,360 
Summit_-_._---.--------------------------- 1 --- --- 1 15,754 
Uintah_____------------------------------- 3 1 21 25 106,953 
Utah___.---------------------------------- --- --- 1 1 405 
Wasatch... ee-- a oe 1 1 6,060 

Total____------------------------------- 15 2 52 69 383,303 

Development completions: | 
Duchesne____.----------------------------- 1 --- 3 4 21,667 
Grand_..__------------------------------- 1 5 2 8 20,560 
San Juan______________-_-_ eee 9 a 5 14 60 , 553 
Summit____-_----------------------------- 1 --- --- 1 15,390 
Uintah_-____------------------------------ 42 --- 4 46 252,349 

Total_.___------------------------------ 54 5 14 73 371,019 . 

Total all drilling._....--.----------------- 69 7 66 142 754,822 | 

Source: Committee on Statistics of Drilling, American Association of Petroleum Geologists. | 

$8,401,884; of this, $4,722,194 was paid on panded its daily crude oil capacity by 5,000 | 
production from Indian lands, $3,236,891 barrels, to 20,000 barrels, and built a 

from Public Domain, and $442,799 from 1,500-barrel-per-day hydrotreating unit. 
State lands.8 As for natural gas, 37.5 per- = Most significant discovery of the year was 
cent of the royalties received from Public the Bridger Lake field by Phillips Petro- 
Domain was to be returned to the State. leum Co. The discovery well, No. 1 Bridger 

Overall drilling declined by 16 percent: Lake Fork Unit A, sec 25, T3N, RI4E, was 
development drilling was down by 36 completed in late January; initial poten- 
wells; however, wildcat drilling increased tial, flowing, was 2,753 barrels of 40.3° 

by nine wells. As in 1965, Uintah County API oil per day. Producing intervals were 
led the State with the most development 15,504 to 15,517 feet and 15,555 to 15,584 in 

and exploratory wells. The wildcat success the Dakota formation (Cretaceous) - At | 

ratio was down, 24.6 percent compared yearend, a second well had been completed 
with 26.7 percent in 1965. | and a third was being drilled. 

Utah’s five refineries processed 34.8 mil- Gulf Oil Corp. had an important discov- 
lion barrels of crude oil, of which 26.2 mil- ery in Duchesne County. The well, No. 2 

lion came from out of State and 8.6 million Ute Tribal, sec 8, T4S, R5W, flowed 1,230 

was produced locally. Of the out-of-State barrels of 45° API oil and 1.3 million cu- 
receipts, Colorado supplied 18 million and bic feet of gas per day from the Wasatch 
Wyoming 8 million. Out-of-State shipments, formation (Tertiary) in the 7,366- to 8,122- 
mostly to California (12.3 million), totaled foot interval. 
16.8 million barrels. NONMETALS 

Three of the refineries in the State com- _. 
pleted expansion or improvement projects Barite-—Yuba Minerals & Milling Co., 
during the year. American Oil Co. built a | Salt Lake City, ground crude barite for use 
5,500-barrel-per-day hydrotreating plant for well drilling. ‘The crude barite, supplied 
naphtha feed at Salt Lake City. At Woods by D. A. Mining Co. and Tom Normis, 
Cross, Caribou Four Corners Oil Co. ex- came from Nevada. . 

panded its daily crude oil capacity from Cement.—Output of cement decreased in 
2,300 to 3,300 barrels, increased its catalytic quantity and value. Ideal Cement Co. at 
reforming capacity from 750 to 3,250 bar- Devil’s Slide in Morgan County continued 
rels per day, and added a 2,000-barrel-per- to be the major producer of portland ce- 
day Isomax hydrocracking unit. Phillips 
Petroleum Co., also at Woods Cross, ex- 8 Reference cited in footnote 5. 

| 

|
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Table 13.—Oil and gas discoveries in 1966 , 7 

Location . Initial production. 

Gross Total Thousand 
County and Well Operator Producing producing depth Barrels cubic Date of Remarks 

field Sec- Town- Range formation interval (feet) of oil feet of | completion 
tion ship (feet) perday = gas per 

day 
Se = 

= 

Duchesne County: Z 
Duchesne..._._-. No. 1 Ute-Tribal_... Gulf Oil Corp______. 9 4§ 4W Wasatch.......... 8,029-8, 500 8,500 119 ..... July 22 Pumped. Pg 

ew pay. 
Wildeat._.....__.. No. 2 Ute-Tribal___..____do______.-.___- 8 4§ 5 W __...do_._.___..... 7,366-8, 122 8, 122 1, 230 1,310 Oct. 14 Plowed. id ca 

ew field. A 
Nutter Canyon... No. 1-13 Ute-Tribe.._ Shamrock Oil & Gas 13 58 4W Green River.--.... 4,093-5, 097 6,055 160 _.... July 25 Pumped. = 

Corp. New field. fs 
San Juan County: ; m 

Bluff. ........... No. 12 Bluff Unit____ Continental Oil Co___ 30 389 S 23 E_ Desert Creek.____. 5,680-5, 694 7,200 31 -..-. May 25 Deeper pool test. g 
South Ismay_.... No. 29-B3 Ismay-___- Union ol Company 29 40S 26 E Ismay.._...-----.. 5,306-5,375 5, 550 146 187 Oct. 5 Extension test. O 

of California . O 
Boundary Butte.. No. 15 English WN-_- Sinclair Oil & Gas 16 43 S 22 E Coconino___-.-.-.. 1, 146-1, 152 4, 802 156 .---. Dec. 6 Deeper pool ex- * 

Co. . tension test. . 
Summit County: o 

Bridger Lake_._.__ No. 1-A Bridger Phillips Petroleum 25 3N 14 E Dakota_._..-.. 2. 15,504-15, 517 15,754 2,753 -.-.. Jan, 28 Flowed. 2 
Lake Fork Unit Co. 15, 555-15, 584 New field. 

Uintah County: 
Red Wash Area_-_- No. 212 (41-8F) Red Chevron Oil Co--___- 8 8S 24 BE Mancos.___.....-. 9, 159-9, 522 10, 050 20 1,400 July 12 Flowed. 

as ew pay. 
Stagecoach._..... No. 10-23 Stagecoach Beleo Petroleum 23 8S 21 E Wasatch.....--_-_ 5,077-5,086 5, 356 493 259 Dec. 21 Extension well. 

orp. 
a 

Source: State of Utah, Oil & Gas Conservation Commission. Yearly Well Completion Report, Wells Completed or Abandoned. January—December 1966. Petroleum Information Corp. 1966 Resume, 
Oil and Gas Operations in the Rocky Mountain Region.
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ment and the only producer of masonry Perlite——The North Pearl Queen quarry 
cement. Portland Cement Company of of Henry Shoo Co. was the only source of 
Utah at Salt Lake City also produced port- crude perlite in the State. 

land cement. Phosphate Rock.—Agricultural and indus- 
Most of the cement was bulk shipped by trial uses accounted for all of the phos- 

truck; the remainder was shipped by rail. phate rock mined and processed in the 
More than 66 percent was used by ready- State. Phosphate rock production  con- 
mixed concrete producers; other users were tinued to rise; San Francisco Chemical Co. 
highway contractors, concrete product increased production. During the year 
manufacturers, building material dealers, FMC Corp. shut down the Jeffs mine in 
and other contractors. Rich County to permit completion of an 

Clays.—Clay output decreased substan- expansion p rogram. . 

tially; however, fire clay and halloysite pro- we Franeisco Chemical Ron ee ae 
duction did not decline as much as that of ther mine n ne £ Vernal in Uintah 
bentonite, fuller’s earth, and miscellaneous Con © The h, t t k ined i 

_ Clays. Clays were produced at 19 operations Rach, Coun t * ee ap cosee d ee the com any 
in nine counties, and were largely used as a Leefe plan Oat Sane Wvo. Phosphate pn 
catalyst in oil refining, followed closely by © P Be . yo. P i 
the manufacture of building brick and centrate from the plant car Vernal was 
lightweight aggregate. Other principal uses hauled by truck and stored in a 12,000-ton- 
of Utah clays were in refractories at found- capacity steel and concrete storage teepee 
ries, as raw material in manufacturing at Phoston. The concentrates were loaded 
wee . . wy: from the teepee into Union Pacific Rail- 

vitrified sewer pipe, as a filler in fertilizers, . 
and for filtering mineral oils. road Co. cars for shipment to Western cus- 

tomers. 

Fluorspar.—Shipments of fluorspar, for Potash.—With an increase in production 
use at steel mills, increased 7 percent and by Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. (TGS) at Mo- 

came entirely from the Spor Mountain ap output of potassium salts almost dou- 
area in Juab County. bled in 1966. TGS announced that potash 
Gypsum.—Production of gypsum de- mining at Moab was nearing the initial 

creased slightly in quantity and value. production goal of 4,000 tons per day. The 
Bestwall Gypsum Division, Georgia-Pacific Company also announced plans to construct 
Corp., and United States Gypsum Co. near 4 crystallizer facility to produce about 450 

Sigurd in Sevier County produced gypsum tons of product per day from fine material 
from open pit mines. Principal uses were that had not been recovered because it was 

in manufacturing wallboard, lath, plasters, ot salable. West Toledo Mines Co. had 
and decorative materials. Sam Bowman "ew leases for over 6,000 acres on potash 
produced a small quantity of gypsum from property adjacent to the TGS operation 
a mine near St. George in Washington ear Moab. 
County for agricultural uses. Pumice.—Production of pumice decreased 

Lime.—The quantity and value of quick- 67 P ercent. The p rincipal P roducer was 
lime and hydrated lime output increased 6 Melvi n Bradshaw, op crating near Milford. 
and 5 percent, respectively. Seven opera- Pumice also was mined ‘by Thomp son 
tions in five counties produced 200,000 Block Co. at the Pumice Hole mine near 

short tons. U.S. Lime Division, The Flint’ Milford. Ihe product was used as an 
kote Co., was the principal producer, fol- aggregate In concrete. 
lowed by Utah Marblehead Lime Co. Prin- Pyrites.—Pyrites shipped by IS&R from 
cipal uses of quicklime were in copper-ore its Tooele stockpile was sold to The Ana- 

concentrating, sugar refining, and in food conda Company at Wabuska, Nev., for use 
and food byproducts. Hydrated lime was in manufacturing sulfuric acid. 

used principally in petroleum refining. Salt.—Salt production increased 11 per- 
Sixty-nine percent of the lime produced cent. Solar evaporation of water from 

was used in Utah. Out-of-State shipments Great Salt Lake, which contained 25 per- 
were principally to Nevada, California, cent dissolved salts (75 percent of which 
Wyoming, Washington, Colorado, and was sodium chloride), provided the bulk 
Canada. of the total quantity. The remainder of
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the State production was in the form of Table 14.—Sand and grayel production in 
rock salt from mines north of Redmond. 1966, by counties 

Principal uses of evaporated salt were in (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
manufacturing chlorine and other chemi- =—————-——-___+____—_. | 

_ Cals; as livestock feed; for water softening; County Quantity Value 
and by meat packers, tanners, and casing Beaver..._.........-...._ 177 $179 
manufacturers. Most of the rock salt was Box Elder......-..7 77 572 588 
used as livestock feed. Twenty-two percent Caches tris ritt ese rescecees 3 on 
of the evaporated salt was used iti Utah. Daggett..2_202222.22277777 Ww Ww 
Salt also was shipped to 22 other States, Davide « o7a72-28ee-n2----2 1,056 1,208 
principally to Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Garfield... -....---22----4. 44 62 
~ , e , — és. |. rand____222ss--------- see 2 23 Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. Tron. 2389 938 
‘Sand and Gravel.—-Sand and gravel from quab-----2-2-2e2rer--stHee 3 128 

195 operations in 27 of the 29 counties in- Millard...... 1121212122777 20 20 
creased 23 percent in quantity and 24 per-  Morgan.-22----------+s+-- 1+ | 169 
cent in value. Three counties, Davis, Salt Rich. « s2---2---2-5=-20--4 Le , 41 

tah 1teEd Salt Lake. __-..-2-s222-+--- , 526 ,69§ Lake, and Utah, accounted for 60 percent San Juan... 222222027227 149 148 
of the State tétal, Road construction was Sanpéte...._.----22-+-4---- 123 125 

the principal use for sand and gravel, ac- Sammie citi 865 
counting for 7.2 million tons of gravel and Tooele___._. 22 22---2---- 685 615 
1.3 million tons of sand. The second larg- Gah T77ccct RB 
est use was in building construction, which Wasatch._._.:...22.-2.---+ WwW Ww 

d f 3.2 iilic a sc O h Washington.-2.-.2--------s 167 177 accounted for 3.2 million tons, Other uses Weber. .... 2.222222: 598 636 
were for fill, railroad ballast, and indtistri- Undistributed__...2-------2 138 _. 189 

al applications. | Total....-2.--------. 12,868 12,987 
Government-and-contractor Operations © —————___—--____-________ 

(Federal, State, county, and municipal) | WwW Withheld to avoid disclosing individual com- 
produced 63 percent of the construction Papy,gorncential data; included with “Undis- 

Table 15.—Sand and gravel sold or uséil by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
A a re = 

1965 1966 
Class of operation aiid use TT 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
TT = - wT = ~<a = — - = _ ~ ————— — = — - — = — 

Commetcial operations: 
Sand: 

Construction: - Building___.__.-.-----.22222-_--_______ 1,101 $1 ,234 1,053 $1 , 209 
Paving. ---_--__----._- 22-2 ee ee 407 414 167 200 
Railroad ballast.._.....2.--____._____ a —_— 1 1 
Fill_. 222-22 222 ee eee 68 43 76 38 

_ Other_____- 22 eee 1 2 1 3 
Industrial: 

Molding___--.---_-.--.--.--___s____- 3 7 — — 
Blast____-------------2- 2-2-2 ee 1 4 1 22 125 
Fire or furnace___---.2..-._.__--_-2___ (2) (2) (1) (4) 
Engine___--.--_.----=--.----_--_-_-___ 7 18 8 20 
Other (unground)_____.-..--__..--____ 225 236 a-- --- 
Foundry (ground)---.------- 22 -_2__ --- aoe 5 14 

Total___.-__.------------ eee 1,613 1,758 1,833 1,510 
Gravel: . ee a | 

Construction: 
Building___._.--._._------- 222s 1,205 1,275 1,830 2,194 
Paving. .___._-_--_--------+-.-------- 2,304 2,661 1,167 1,328 
Railroad ballast..__.__._.-_____.-___- 2 1 34 24 
Fill_-.-- eee eee 84 68 198 109 
Other_____.___-.-__-- ~~ ee --- _-- 1 1 

Miscellaneous. ___....._.--____-_-_-_--____ 375 469 24 28 

Total. _._.__-..2--------- eee 3,970 4,474 8,254 8,684 
Total sand and gravel___..._.___________ 5,583 6, 232 4,587 5,194
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Table 15.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations 

and uses-—Continued 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 

Class of operation and use — 
Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Building___..-....------------------+---- 3 3 _— _- 

Paving....-----------------+-----22----- 215 233 1,170 1,184 
Fill_.--.-.-----------------------+------ --- --- 37 19 

Total. _.-2---------2-----------4e----- 218 236 1,207 «= s:1,, 208 

Gravel; Be - 
’ Building......--------------------------+s 459 318 287 835 

Paving_._---------------------+---=------ 8,485 3,489 6,065 6 ,095 

Fill_..-..---+---------+---+-=-----+---+=_ 287 | 189 222 110 

Total. --2-e-e-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee--e-e 4281 8,996 GBT 6,540 

Total sand and gravel__.--.-------=----- 4,449 = 4,282 7,781 7,743 

All operations: - | - 
Sand____.--2-------------------=+------#--+=- 1,831 1,994 2,540 2,713 

Gravel. ._-.-222----2-c----seeeee-----nee---- B20 470 9; 828 10/224 

Total.«--------e2ececcceeeeeeee----------- 10,082 10, 464 12,368 12,937 

1 Fire or furnace combined with blast sand to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

2 Fire or furnace sand combined with ‘Other (industrial)” sand to avoid disclosing individual company 

confidential data. 

sand and gravel, More gravel (79 percent cott Copper Corp. manufactured sulfuric 

of the total) than sand was produced; 89 acid from sulfur dioxide produced during 

percent of the sand and gravel produced the smelting of metal sulfides. In May, 

was washed, sized, or otherwise processed. Ralph M. Parsons Co. began construction 

Nearly all of the commercially produced of a new acid-recovery plant at Magna. 

sand and gravel was transported by truck; Upon completion of the plant in 1967, a 

some was shipped by rail. | 

Stone.—Stone, from 67 operations, de- | og epee 

creased 4 percent in quantity. The largest Table 16.—Stone production in 1966, 

production of stone was in Utah County, by counties 

Tooele, and Salt Lake Counties. Commer- County Short tons Value 

cial operations was the source of 9} pers =O OOOO... 
. nne Seaver____..---------- 31,524 $63 , 103 

cent of the tonnage; almost all the stone peeve ger «492697 Seo or 

was crushed and broken. Crushed lime- Cache. Wee ee eee eaenee 70, 634 1383 , 422 
+s * aggett__....-=------- ' 825 1,650 

stone was the principal commercial stone ober \\--- 22770077777 4,591 9 "182 

produced (94 percent of the total); 112,000 Duchesne.-.----------- 7,743 15,486 

tons of crushed and broken sandstone and lone STTTTTTTTT ETT 110 1. ane 

small amounts of crushed and broken mis- Jualy beeen eee ene ee Ww Ww 

cellaneous stone were produced. Principal Morgan. TrrrsteeereTT gag AT 837, sur 

uses of crushed limestone were as a flux, as Rich. - ponnrnsestttao 208 Sat oat . 102 

a raw material in manufacturing cement an Juan.......-...... «20,562 41.154 
and lime, for refractories, in road construc- Sanpete___------------- «66 2,400 

: + . : Summit_____..--------- 32,994 65 , 988 

tion, and in controlling coal dust in coal ‘Tooele_______.------ 308,308 845 717 

mines. . Uintah____.__--------- 150 600 

ee . , Utah____._--_------_-- WwW W 
Dimension limestone was used as build- Wasatch_______--:_---- W W 

: . .  Washington___.____---: WwW Ww 
ing stone; crushed and broken sandstone Weber 22 22,030 44.060 

was used as riprap, in road construction, a8  Undistributed-._.--.--. 861,850 = 1,515,525 

ageregate in precasting, and as a refractory Total..........-. 2,245,970 4,269,197 

stone. oo 

Sulfur Ore——Sulfur ore was not mined Ww Withheld to avoid disclosing individual _com- 

during 1966. The Garfield plant of Kenne-  fributed.” dential data; included with ““Undis-
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Table 17.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 1966 
Use > 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
eee 

Dimension stone: 
Rough construction ___.____short tons__ WwW WwW WwW WwW 
Rubble_______..-___._________-do___-_ ‘W W 15 $60 
Rough architectural ________cubic feet__ WwW Ww WwW WwW 
Sawed stone_______..____..__..do____ 16,771 $73 , 230 12 , 847 68 , 731 
Dressed stone__________________do____ 1,550 5,550 ----- ----- 
Flagging____.___._____.-_____.do___- 12,931 26 ,445 32,978 22 ,699 

Total (approximate) ____-_short tons_-_ 3,400 131 ,422 3,947 126 ,480 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Riprap__............._.___short tons_-_ 134 , 235 268 , 870 243 ,193 416 ,239 
Metallurgical_____.__.____.____-do____ 930 ,378 1,673 , 066 893 , 656 1,435,204 
Concrete and roadstone________-do___-_ 260,753 512,786 109 ,361 197 ,257 
Lime_______-----__--._-.____-.do____ 258 , 272 729 ,140 248 , 893 597 , 796 
Other___._....-.---.___.__._.-do___- 1570 ,626 11,236,947 2 746 ,920 21,496 ,221 

Total. ...._-_.-_-.-.--_._.___._do____ 2,154,264 4,420,809 2,242 ,023 | 4,142,717 

Total stone (approximate)_____do___-_ 2,157,700 4,552,231 2,246, 000 4,269 ,197 
Eee 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included in “Totals.” 
1 Includes stone used in agriculture, cast-stone products, cement, coal dust, exposed aggregates, foundry, 

plaster sand, poultry grit, and terrazzo. 
2 Includes stone used in asphalt filler, cast-stone aggregates, cement, coal dust, decorative use, foundry, 

poultry grit, precasting, railroad ballast, roofing granules, slope protection, stone sand, stucco, and terrazzo. 

Table 18.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds 

eee 

Short Short Short Short 
tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

‘Year SSS 
Basalt and related 
rocks (traprock) Granite Limestone ! Marble 

1962_.___-.. _L eee ----. 159,724 $336,207 1,608,466 $2,862,366 WwW - WwW 
19638_.._-.-.. 9 ____e _---. 15,704 253,225 1,716,450 38,219,167 WwW Ww 
1964____-.--.. Le ----- 800 160,000 2,003,925 3,860,409 626 $17 ,255 
1965_______- 200 $800 WwW W 1,852,365 3,738,580 461 11,145 
1966___.___- 24 236 ~uuee ----. 1,948,014 3,573,365 WwW WwW 

Sandstone Slate Other stone 2 Total 

1962_____.___ 335,539 624 ,927 ae elle 14,639 41,028 2,118,368 3,864,528 
1963_..__.__ 611,628 524,713 wouee ae 2,106 43,200 2,345,888 4,040,305 
1964___.__._. 967,781 2,549,006 ae _---e 131,899 343,333 3,105,031 6,930,003 
1965_.._.___. 202,141 499 ,364 1,660 82,360 100 , 821 224,982 2,157,648 4,552,231 
1966____.__.. 201,507 447 ,260 795 42 ,820 100 , 630 205,516 2,245,970 4,269,197 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other stone.” 

1 Excludes dimension limestone; included with “Other stone.” 
2 Includes dimension limestone. 

larger proportion of the sulfur dioxide was State Minerals, Inc.), at its plant near 
to be recovered from the smelting process. Ogden. The processed talc was used chiefly 
Atlas Minerals continued operating a in manufacturing paint, ceramics, insecti- 

small sulfuric acid plant at Mexican Hat. cides, and paper. 
Most of the product was used in the com- Vermiculite—Vermiculit foliated 
pany Moab mill; excess production was sold ° mic ite Was €x ° ta © 
to consumers in southeastern Utah. at the Salt Lake City plant of Vermiculite 

Tale.—Crude talc mined from the com- Intermountain, Inc., and used as an aggre- 
pany mine at Dillon, Mont., was processed gate and in insulation and acoustical mate- 
by Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc. (formerly Tri- rial.
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. REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production from Carbon, Iron, Copper production represented 80 percent 

Salt Lake, San Juan, Uintah, and Utah of the output value for the county. The 

Counties, collectively, amounted to 87 per- county was ranked second behind Salt Lake 

cent of the total mineral output value in County in copper production. Other com- 

the State. Production value in Salt Lake modities with large increases in output val- 

County alone accounted for 57 percent of | ue were silver, gold, and stone. Lead, zinc, 

the total.’ The largest variety of minerals pumice, and sand and gravel declined 

and mineral products, 13 in all, was pro- sharply. The Bawana mine of American 

duced in Tooele County. — Mining Co. was the principal source of 

Beaver.—Mineral production value in- copper, gold, and silver. Lead and zinc 

creased 24 percent, chiefly because of a 56- came chiefly from the Horn Silver mine of 

percent increase in the value of copper. Bellevue Mines and Horn Silver Mines, 

Table 19.—Value of mineral production in Utah, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

a 
| 

Beaver______-------------- $2,073,217 $2,578,591 Copper, silver, sand and gravel, stone, gold, 

pumice, perlite, lead, zinc. 

Box Elder. ____------------ W 1,243,578 Sand and gravel, stone, lime, salt, petroleum. 

Cache____._-.------------- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone, lime. 

Carbon_._.__.------------- 26,380,296 21,257,554 Coal, natural gas, sand and gravel, carbon 
dioxide, petroleum. - 

Daggett.._.--------------- 361,000 349,650 Natural gas, sand and gravel, natural gasoline, 
petroleum, stone. 

Davis___.----------------- ‘W 1,212,182 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Duchesne__---------------- WwW 156,371 Petroleum, gilsonite, sand and gravel, stone, 

. natural gas. 

Emery_-_.----------------- 6,055,845 5,803,916 Coal, uranium ore, natural gas, petroleum. 

Garfield___---.------------ 420 ,902 729,756 Petroleum, sand and gravel, uranium ore, 

vanadium, stone. 

Grand___-____------------- 4,742,534 7,656,325 Potassium salts, natural gas, petroleum, ura- 

. nium ore, vanadium, sand and gravel.. 

Tron.___.-.-_-------------- 14,715,734 14,004,961 Iron ore, sand and gravel, silver, coal, lead, 

copper, gold, stone. 

Juab___.-_---------------- 1,512,491 1,509,223 Clays, sand and gravel, fluorspar, stone, silver, 

lead, gold, copper. 

Kane______--------------- 32,737 68,837 Sand and gravel, coal, stone. 

Millard___.--------------- 53,644 20,150 Sand and gravel, zinc, lead, silver. 

Morgan_-_.----------------. WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel. - 

Piute_____.--------------- 558 , 776 585,559 Zine, lead, silver, gold, sand and gravel, clays, 

copper, uranium ore. 

Rich__.__.---------------- WwW W Phosphate rock, sand and gravel, stone. 

Salt Lake__._.__----------- ' 242,854,253 251,156,406 Copper, molybdenum, gold, lead, silver, sand 

and gravel, zinc, cement, salt, lime, stone, 

- clays. 

San Juan____.------------- 59,497 , 254 54,684,645 Petroleum, uranium ore, natural gas, LP gases, 

vanadium, natural gasoline, copper, sand 

and gravel, stone, silver. 

Sanpete. .----------------- 173 ,952 227,446 Sand and gravel, salt, clays, natural gas, stone, 

zinc, lead, silver. 

Sevier__-_----------------- 1,287,799 1,163,526 Gypsum, coal, clays, sand and gravel, salt. 

Summit. _._-_------------- 5,476,719 6,163,526 Zinc, lead, sand and gravel, silver, petroleum, 

copper, coal, gold, stone, clays, natural gas. 

Tooele. ...---------------- 8,467 , 887 8,408,685 Lime, salt, lead, stone, zinc, sand and gravel, 

potassium salts, silver, copper, Magnesium 
chloride, pyrites, clays, gold. 

Uintah_...._-------------- 30,742,751 29 604,838 Petroleum, gilsonite, natural gas, phosphate 

rock, sand and gravel, LP gases, natural 
gasoline, stone. . 

Utah___-__.-_--------------- 3,953,085 14,948,895 Lead, silver, zinc, sand and gravel, stone, lime, 

clays, copper, gold. 

Wasatch_____------------- 5,295,472 6,965,546 Gold, lead, zinc, silver, copper, stone, sand and 

gravel. 

Washington___------------- 84,015 183,196 Sand and gravel, petroleum, stone, gypsum. 

Wayne__._-.-------------- 27,000 _---- 

Weber. ___._-------------- Ww W Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 

Undistributed !__.___....--- "16,764,737 12,877,579 
nano 

Total. ........------ ' 481,592,000 444,262,000 

oe
 

t Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with 

‘“‘Undistributed.” 

1 Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W.
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Inc. and the Lincoln dump of Kent & _ ly twofold increase in output value of sand 
Warren Outzen. No uranium or sulfur ore and gravel, total mineral value for the 
was produced during 1966. All of the per- county exceeded $1.2 million. Principal | 
lite and pumice mined in the State was uses of sand and gravel were for paving, 
from Beaver County. = > oo fill, and building construction. Stone out- 

Box’ Elder.—Except for a limited amount put increased slightly. 
of petroleum, nonmetals accounted for the | Duchesne.—Although stone and sand and 
bulk of the mineral output. Increased salt gravel were produced in 1966, total value 
and stone production offset decreases of mineral output was lower than in 1965 
lime and sand and gravel production with because of large decreases in gilsonite and 
a resulting overall gain in county output petroleum production. Natural gas produc- 
value. Lime produced by Utah-Idaho Sugar tion increased 72 percent. The county was 
Co. was used entirely for processing sugar yanked sixth in petroleum output, com- 
beets. Stone production, mostly crushed pared with fourth in 1965. Despite the de- 
and broken sandstone used as riprap, came crease in production, petroleum output ac- 
from nine operations in the county; sand counted for 51 percent of the total mineral 
and gravel was produced from seven opera- output value. — ' . a 
fons, - ' Crude oil output declined to 145,000 bar- 

: ‘- Cache.—Substantial decreases in’ the  rels; gas production, however, increased by 
three nonmetallic commodities produced in 8 million cubic feet. The county had sev- 
the county resulted in a 68-percent de- en successful wildcat oil wells; these in- 
crease in value of total mineral yield. Stone cluded a significant new field discovery by 
produced was chiefly crushed limestone Gulf Oil Corp. (the No. 2 Ute Tribal), a 
used in manufacturing lime. The lime pro- small new field discovery by Shamrock Oil 
duced by The Amalgamated Sugar Co. was & Gas Corp., and a new pay discovery by 
used in sugar refining. Sand and gravel Gulf in the Duchesne field. . , 

from . 10 operations was used mostly in — Emery.—Value of mineral production to- building and road construction. _ | says - Carbon.—Despite a $5.1 million decli taled $5.8 million, 4-percent below the to- 
: 1 ° £ mi P I 4 Oy h eeenne tal for 1965. The decrease was attributed 
onti ned to tank fea h witht t he Stare mainly to the cessation of production of 
continued to rank fourth wit in the state. sand and gravel, stone, and vanadium and Although marketed natural gas decreased, a - ; } : ¥ , | to a decline in uranium ore and petroleum decrease in coal output was almost entirely | ; : , qa : . df. Dh ne production. Natural gas and coal produc- responsible for the decline. The other com- - . es | . oe a tion increased. Coal from nine, underground modities, carbon dioxide, petroleum, and . a ay ae ; mines accounted for 94 percent of the sand and gravel, increased in output value. . . anit, ; county mineral production value, and the Despite the decrease in production, coal . . county ranked second in coal output in the amounted to 98 percent of the total output oe . ) fe sor State. Principal producers in order of out- value in the county and 73 percent of the ; ae put were United States Fuel Co., USS, Co- 
coal outp ut in the State. Coal came from operative Security Corp., and Heiner Coal 14 ‘underground mines (four less than in c y P-» 
1965); Kaiser Steel Corp. continued to be Se | _, 
the largest producer, followed by USS, In- Depletion of the reservoirs at Grassy 
dependent Coal & Coke Co., and Spring Trail and Ferron fields caused petroleum 
Canyon Coal Co. Coal was cleaned at the production to decline 36 percent. The 
Carbon Fuel Co. plant, the Castle Gate three exploratory wells drilled during the 
washery, the Kaiser Steel preparation plant, year were unsuccessful. __ 
the King mine plant, and the Wellington Garfield——Petroleum production was the 
cleaning plant. It was shipped mainly by main source of a 73-percent increase in val- 
The Denver & Rio Grande Western Rail- ue of miheral production in the county. 
road Co. Full production from the Upper Valley 

Petroleum production was essentially the field resulted in a 78-percent increase in 
same as 1965, although the value of output crude oil output. According to the Utah 
increased slightly. Marketed natural gas Oil & Gas Conservation Commission, the 
was valued at $299,000: county had two unsuccessful wildcat wells 

Davis:—Only sand and gravel and stone, and one that was temporarily abandoned. 
were produced; however, because of a near- Other commodities that increased in pro-
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duction were sand and gravel and uranium Corp. was the principal source of the total 

ore. Only vanadium decreased in output. output value in the county. Ss 

Grand.—Continued production increases The main producer of fluorspar was 

at the Cane Creek potash mine and mill of | Willden Fluorspar Co. from its Lost Sheep 

TGS accounted for a 6l-percent increase strip mine. Spor Bros. produced a small 

in overall mineral output value. : amount of fluorspar from its Fluoride 

Although uranium ore from 36 opera- mines, which was stockpiled. | 

tions (nine more than in 1965) decreased The Mammoth mine of New Park. Min- | 

by more than 4,000 short tons, the county ing Co. near Eureka was the only source of 

was still ranked third in uranium produc- _ gold, silver, copper, and lead. a 

tion in the State. Vanadium from 20 opera- Morgan.—Cement, sand and gravel, and | 

tions almost doubled because of higher stone were the only commodities produced 
grade ore being processed. in the county. Cement production de- 

Despite a 29-percent decrease in market- creased 11 percent in value, resulting in an 

ed natural gas, the county continued to be overall decrease of 10 percent for the 

ranked third in output in the State. Petro- county. Stone production decreased slight- 
leum production decreased 22 percent; the ly, but sand and gravel production’ in- 
county dropped from third to fifth in rank creased. The county was ranked ‘first in the 
for this commodity. Six of the eight devel- State in cement output. 
opment wells were successful; two wildcat Piute.—Increased production of copper, 
wells were dry holes, and one a small gas ead, silver, and zinc at the Deer Trail 

producer. mine of Deer Trail Mines & Arundel Min- 

Iron.—Value of iron ore output was ing Co. more than offset decreased produc- 

$13.5 million (96 percent of the county to- tion of clays, gold, and uranium ore, re- 

tal value) but declined 5 percent below sulting in a 5-percent increase in total 

that of 1965 and was chiefly the cause for a value of mineral output. Sand and gravel, 

5-percent decrease in total output value. not produced in 1965, was produced in 

Gold, silver, and copper production in. 1966. Zinc led in output value in the 
creased; coal, stone, and sand and gravel county. | 
production decreased. Rich.—The county was ranked first in 

The Escalante mine of Escalante Silver Phosphate rock production in the State. 
Mines Co., Inc., near Enterprise was the Phosphate rock from the Cherokee and 
only source of copper, gold, lead, and Benjamin mines of San Francisco Chemical 

silver. Co. accounted for most of the mineral out- 

The county was the only producer of on value Sand and gravel production de- 

iron ore in the State; all output came from ion, ; Stone was produced at one opera: 

open pit mines. The iron ore from five of “gait Lake.—The $251.2 million of mineral 
the six operations near Cedar City was in ducti 3. . 1965 
the form of magnetite; that from _ the eked the a o-percent increase over , 
Desert Mound mine of USS was hematite ‘*" ed the county first in the State as 3 

; : . mineral producer. In terms of production 
mixed with small amounts of magnetite. . . 

value it led the State in output of copper, 
The only coal production came from the gold, lead, molybdenum, sand and gravel, 

Webster mine and was shipped to con:  itver, and zinc, and ranked second in out- 

sumers by truck. ‘put of cement, lime, and salt. Copper pro- 
Sand and gravel from six operations was duction, 75 percent of the county value, 

used in road and building construction yepresented a continued increase in quan- 

and for fill. tity and value. The recovery of silver and 
Juab.—Total mineral output value de- selenium, associated with the copper ores 

creased less than 1 percent. The value of jn Bingham Canyon, also increased sub- 

output for three commodities, gold, silver, stantially in quantity and value; however, 
and lead, increased. The value of copper, the recovery of associated gold and molyb- 
clays, fluorspar, and stone decreased. Zinc denum decreased. Copper was produced 

and uranium ore were not produced in from six other operations, principally the 
1966; sand and gravel, not produced in U.S. and Lark mine of USSR&M Co. This 
1965, was produced in 1966. mine was also the leading producer of lead 

Clay (halloysite) production by Filtrol and zinc. Other major production of lead
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and zinc came from the Murray slag dump pleted for 2,295 barrels of 44° API oil per 
by IS&R, the Cardiff mine by Cardiff In- day; the No. 4 South Ismay, one-quarter 

| dustries, Inc., and the Lavinia-Grizzly mine mile northwest, was completed for 1,200 
by Page E. Blakemore. In addition to lead _ barrels of oil per day. Union Oil Company 
and zinc, each of these operations pro- of California started construction of a 50- 
duced small amounts of gold, silver, and million-cubic-foot-per-day gasoline plant in 

copper. the Lisbon field. The county had a very 
In the nonmetals group sand and gravel successful development drilling program, 

accounted for the highest value of output. mostly in the McElmo Mesa field. 
Some 45 operations supplied the output, Although uranium ore was produced 
most of which was used in road and build- from 110 operations (13 more than in 
ing construction. Lime was produced by 1965), a 39-percent reduction in tonnage 
Kennecott Copper Corp. for copper ore resulted from the stretchout program. Cop- 
concentration and by Utah-Idaho Sugar per production was principally as a_ by- 
Co. for sugar refining. Stone from eight product from uranium ores processed by 
operations was used almost entirely in Atlas Minerals in Moab, and also from the 
manufacturing cement and as a flux in Micro Copper Corp. Alpha Lucille mine 
smelting. Salt production by Morton Salt and the Basinere Metals Copper claim and 
Co. at Saltair increased. Four Aces mine. Sand and gravel, produced 

A new “water wagon” designed for dust by crews of the State highway department 
control was placed in operation during and contractors for the Federal Bureau of 

April at the Kennecott 5,100-acre tailings Public Roads and Bureau of Land Man- 
pond near the Arthur and Magna concen- agement, was used entirely in road con- 
trator plants. The water wagon weighed struction. Most of the stone was produced 

295,000 pounds when loaded; carried 12,000 by Stratton Brothers Construction Co. for 

gallons of water; traversed dry surface use in concrete and as roadmetal. 
areas of the ponds on 14 low-pressure, Sanpete.—Total value of mineral produc- 
high-flotation tires; and sprayed water for tion increased 31 percent. Output of clay, 
70 feet from each end. sand and gravel, and salt increased, where- 

Kennecott installed a new $20,000 obser- as that of silver, lead, zinc, stone, and nat- 

vation building at the Bingham Canyon ural gas decreased. Sand and gravel, the 
mine. The new facility included a large leading commodity, totaled 55 percent of 

main level equipped with remotely operat- the county value. The county highway de- 
ed sound and film apparatus to tell the partment produced most of the sand and 
copper pit story and a glass enclosed upper gravel for use in paving. The rock salt pro- 
deck to house the traffic director of the duced by Albert Poulson Salt Co. and Red- 

pit operation. mond Clay & Salt Co. was used chiefly in 
San Juan.—Despite a $2.4 million de- Utah by feed dealers. Bentonite produced 

crease in petroleum output value and a by Redmond Clay & Salt Co. was used for 
$3.3 million decrease in value of uranium  eservoir lining and roofing material; mis- 
ore output, resulting in a $5.7 million de- Cellaneous clay mined by Azome Utah 
cline, the county ranked second in the Mining Co. was used in fertilizers. Nonfer- 

State in total value of mineral production. Yous metal production came entirely from 
Output value of silver, copper, LP gases, the Blue Danube mine of Farrell Neilson 

natural gas, natural gasoline, sand and Co. near Mt. Pleasant. 
gravel, and vanadium increased. Gas production at the Joes Valley field 

The county was ranked first in produc- decreased 24 percent. 
tion of petroleum, natural gas, and natural Sevier.—Total value of mineral output 
gas liquids, although output of LP gases decreased 2 percent. Gypsum, again the 
and petroleum declined. Royalties paid on leading commodity in value of output, was 
production of oil and gas in the county on _ followed by coal and clays. 
Indian lands amounted to $4,896,085, on All of the coal, produced from the un- 
Public Domain $1,186,441, and on State derground Southern Utah Fuel No. | mine 

lands $253,788. The McElmo Mesa field of Southern Utah Fuel Co., was shipped by 
had two significant extension wells drilled truck. 
during the year: The Monsanto Co., No. 3 Bentonite from the Redmond mine of 
South Ismay, sec 5, T41S, R26E, was com- Western Clay & Metals Co. was used as a
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refractory in foundries, in filters, and in cal Corp. Leading commodities in decreas- 

rotary-drilling muds. Fuller’s earth mined ing order of output value were lime, salt, 
from the company’s Aurora mine was used lead, stone, zinc, and sand and _ gravel. 
in filtering mineral oils and exported. In- Magnesium chloride for magnesium metal 
ternational Pipe and Ceramics Corp. and was produced for the first time. in Utah, by 
Interstate Brick Co. mined miscellaneous Bonneville, Ltd. _ 
clay for manufacturing building brick. The county was ranked first in the State 

Sand and gravel from seven operations in output of lime and salt; lime was pro- 

was used mainly in road and building con- | duced by two companies and salt by three. 

struction. Pyrite concentrate was shipped from a 

Salt produced by Redmond Clay & Salt stockpile by IS&R. 

Co. was used chiefly by government agen- Most of the gold, silver, copper, lead, 

cies for deicing roads. , and zinc came from the Ophir mine of 

Summit.—Despite decreases in production USSR&M Co. (McFarland & Hullinger, les- 

of clay and four of the five metals, total see). Other appreciable production of the 

value of mineral output increased 14 per- metals came from the Tooele cold-slag 

cent. Initiation of petroleum production at dump of IS&R, the Argent mine of Silver 

Bridger Lake field by Phillips Petroleum Eagle Mining & Milling Co., and the Wan- 

Co. and increases in yield of lead, coal, dering Jew mine of Canyon Exploration 

sand and gravel, and stone stimulated the Co. | 

gain. The county was ranked eleventh in Sand and gravel from eight operations 

the State with a total production value of was used mainly in paving and building. 

$6.2 million. Metals, again the chief source Stone produced by The Flintkote Co., 

of value, comprised 72 percent of the total. Utah Calcium Co., Inc., and Utah Marble- 

Metals produced in order of value were head Lime .Co. was used chiefly in the pro- 

zinc, lead, silver, copper, and gold; the duction of lime and as a refractory (dolo- 

United Park City mines of United Park mite). | | 

City Mines Co. supplied the largest output Solar-evaporated salt was produced by 

of each. Other significant production of Hardy Salt Co., Solar Salt Co., and Utah 

gold, silver, and copper was from the On- Salt Co. Hardy Salt Co. constructed two 

tario dump of McFarland & Hullinger and 4l-acre, salt-evaporation ponds at its Lake 

the Daly West mine and dump of Wortley Point operation: Each of the ponds was to 

Co. United Park City Mines Co., in a joint yield from 20,000 to 25,000 tons of salt an- 

venture with Keystone Mining Co., pro- nually. 
duced the second largest amount of lead Uintah.—_The county was ranked first in 

and zinc from the Keystone mine. gilsonite production and second in natural 
The most valued nonmetal was sand and gas, natural gasoline, petroleum, LP gases, 

gravel, used principally in paving; produc- and phosphate-rock production. 
tion increased 14 percent. Utelite Corp. All these commodities had declines in 

near Peoa produced most of the shale for production except natural gasoline and 

use as a raw material in manufacturing phosphate rock. Although total mineral 
lightweight aggregate. The underground output value decreased by 4 percent, to 

mine of Chappell Coal Co. was the source $29.6 million, the county was ranked third 

of coal in the county. in the State. Although decreasing in value, 

The county joined the ranks of oil-pro- petroleum continued as the leading com- 

ducing counties when the Bridger Lake modity, representing 66 percent of the to- 

field was discovered and developed. This tal output value. Gilsonite, natural gas, 

deep field was considered one of the most and phosphate rock followed in order of 

important discoveries in the Rocky Moun- output value. 

tain region. By yearend, two completed Largest decreases occurred in gilsonite- 

wells had yielded 241,000 barrels of oil. and natural gas, and stone production. 

Tooele.—Although increased output was Phosphate rock production value increased 

reported for nine of the 13 commodities, substantially; natural gasoline production 

produced in the county, total value de- increased slightly. Output of phosphate 

clined 2 percent because of decreased pro- rock came entirely from the Vernal mine of 

duction of potassium salts by Bonneville, San Francisco Chemical Co. 

Ltd., Division, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemi- Exploratory drilling for oil and gas re-
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sulted in a small gas discovery in the Red 99 percent of the total value of mineral 
Wash area; however, the county led in de- production in the county. The nearly $7 
velopment drilling with 46 wells of which million in total value in 1966 represented a 
42 were successful. | 32-percent increase over 1965. Production | 

Sand and gravel produced from five of each of the metals (gold, silver, copper, 
operations was used mainly for road con- lead, and zinc)) increased. Sand and gravel 
struction. | and stone production decreased. 

Utah.—Total mineral output value in- — Gold, followed closely by lead and zinc, 
creased: nearly threefold to $14.9 million, headed the metals in output value. Metals 
ranking the county fifth in the State. Four came chiefly from the Mayflower mine of 
commodities, lead most notably, had great- Hecia Mining Co.; the only other producer 
er output values than stone, the leader in wag United Park City Mines Co. at its 
1965. All of the gold, silver, copper, lead, United Park City mine (major production 
and zinc was produced from the Burgin from this mine was in Summit County) . 
mine of the Tintic Division of Kennecott . , ed 
Copper Corp. Although quantity and value eee a . idest une the 
increased for each of the five metals, the Virgin field, yielded oil fe r th, rst time 
largest incfeases im output value were O61 b 1961; total output tor the year was imade in lead, silver, and zinc. arrels. Production had been intermit- 

Sand and gravel output value, amount- tent. | 
ing to $1.9 million, increased threefold. Weber.—The value of sand and gravel 
Production, from 23 sand and gravel output increased, while stone and clay pro- 
operations, ‘was used chiefly in road con- duction value decreased 66 and 48 percent 
struction, => respectively, resulting in an overall 9-per- 

Stone (crushed limestone) was produced cent decline in the value of county mineral 
mostly by USS for use as a flux in manu- production. Sand and gravel from 13 
facturing steel. Lakeside Lime & Stone Co. operations was used in paving, building, 
produced lime for construction, agricul- and for fill. Stone (sandstone and miscella- 
tural, chemical, and other industrial uses. neous) from four operations was used as 
Wasatch.—-Metals comprised more than riprap. —



The Mineral Industry of V t 

By Harold F. York ' 

The production of minerals in Vermont the past 3 years, but has shown no indica- 
declined during 1966. Valued at $25.9 mil- tion of returning to the highs reached in 
lion, production was 5 percent less than the late 1940’s and early 1950’s. The value 
that of 1965-—the year of highest reported of talc has continued to climb from the 
output. The loss was entirely in the value low of 1954, but is still only slightly more 
of stone output which accounted for 77 than one-half of the record year, 1948. 
percent of the total mineral production, Asbestos production increased for the third 
and was only partially offset by increases in consecutive year, but still remains below 
the value of asbestos, sand and gravel, talc, the record year of 1952. 
clay, and peat. The production of sand 
and gravel and clay both reached record ee 

highs. Output of lime has been steady for 1 Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Vermont ! 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Short tons (thousands) Short tons (thousands) 

Peat... 0-2-4 oe ee ee ee ee 780 $3 833 $5 
Sand and gravel.._..--.---.--.--.-..----- 2,084,000 1,670 2,323 , 000 1,744 
Stone__-__.-___.----------------------+-- 2,591,178 21,564 2,649,716 19,926 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: As- 

bestos, clays, gem stones, lime, and talc. -_- xX 4,155 xx 4,235 

Total. .------...-.------.--------- xX 27,392 xX 25,910 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 

Year Value! Year Value! 

1957__..-.------------------.------- $21,930 1962_.....-.--.-------------------- $24,614 
1958_._--.------------------------- 21,497 19638_....-..--..-.-----.----------- 23,919 
1959__.. 22-2 eee 23,099 1964.._----------------------------- 25,542 
1960___-_-.------------------------ 22,309 1965_._...--.---.------------------ 27,108 
1961_._.-----------------e-e-e 23,846 1966___...-.-.--------------------- P 25,364 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 
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Figure 1—Value of stone and total value of mineral production in Vermont. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ——— 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 

daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: 
Nonmetal and peat-_- 324 273 88 713 --- 22 30.85 8,927 
Sand and gravel_-__--- 221 195 43 355 --- 5 14.08 803 
Stone__-.--.-------- 1,813 251 455 3,707 1 131 35.61 2,981 

Total____.-------- 2,358 249 586 4,775 1 158 33.30 3,707 

1966: P 
Nonmetal and peat. -_ 310 277 86 693 --- 16 23.09 1,042 
Sand and gravel_-_-_--- 210 189 39 327 --- 8 24.46 . 554 
Stone. ____---------- 1,875 254 476 3,914 --- 1386 934.75 1,339 

Total___-_.------- 2,395 251 601 4,934 --- 160 32.43 1,245 

P Preliminary. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS spinning, cement stock, paper stock, and 

Asbestos.—The output of asbestos from other uses. Some serpentine waste rock was 

Orleans. County increased slightly over the used for roadstone. 
1965 production, both in quantity and val- Clays.—Clays sold by producers in Ver- 
ue. The average price per ton increased mont advanced 7 percent over the 1965 
from $89.72 in 1965 to $90.54 in 1966. The value, reaching a record high. In Addison 
Ruberoid Co., Vermont Asbestos Mines Di- County, the Vermont Kaolin Corp. pro- 
vision, produced chrysotile asbestos at Lo- duced kaolin for use in floor and wall tile, 
well. Twenty-four grades were produced for refractories, rubber, and other filler.
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The Densmore Brick Co., Essex Junction, Table 4.—Sand and gravel production by 

Chittenden County, produced and_proc- Government-and-contractor operations, 
essed clay for manufacturing building brick. — by counties 

Gem _ Stones.—Commercial dealers, hob- .__(Thousand short tons) , 
byists, and gem-collecting societies collected County 1965 1966 

specimens of garnet, graphite, jasper, talc, Addison..............tC‘A 
and a variety of gem materials and other  Bennington___------------- 4 66 

mineral specimens at various locations Chittenden-.--------------- 95 6, 
within the State. | Franklin_-__-------------- 166 89 

Lime.—Hydrated lime was produced in famoille<2222222zvwvv2v2. 7 si 
Addison County for use in construction Qrange-------------------- 9 - 5 

_. . e tae. rleans____-.-------------- 50 50 
and by the chemical industry. Quicklime Rutland__---.--_---------- 28 38 
produced in Chittenden County was used Washington---------------- 28 5a 
mostly by the chemical and paper indus- Windsor_-____------------- 206 644 
tries. Production during 1966 was about Total.................. 667 1,097 
the same as in 1965, and was mostly from _— SSS | 

Chittenden County. — Twenty-six commercial operations  re- 
Mica, Reconstituted——The Samica Corp. ported production during 1966. Two opera- 

(subsidiary of Minnesota Mining & Manu- tions produced over 100,000 tons, but less 

facturing Co.) at Rutland, continued to than 200,000 tons. Nine operators produced 
manufacture this sheet material, using pa- over 50,000 tons, 7 produced over 25,000 

permaking procedures. Made from specially tons, and 8 produced less than 25,000 tons. 

delaminated natural mica scrap, this mate- Eleven operations accounted for 67 percent — 
rial replaces built-up mica in many appli- of the total commercial production. | 
cations, principally electrical insulation. Production was reported from each of 

Peat.—During 1966, the value of peat the 14 counties. Windsor County led the 
production was almost twice that of the State in production which, combined with 
previous year. Reed sedge was the princi- that of Bennington County, was in excess 
pal kind of peat produced and was used of 1 million. tons. Franklin and Washing- 
for general soil improvement. Reed sedge ton Counties each produced over 150,000 
peat sold in bulk for an average of $13.08 tons. The following counties produced in 
per ton, while the packaged material was excess of 100,000 tons: Addison, Caledonia, 

priced at an average of $21.36 per ton. Hu- Lamoille, Orleans, and Windham. 

mus peat was sold in both bulk and pack- Stone.—The output of stone remained at 
age for potting soil and for general soil 96 million tons but value dropped to $19.9 
improvement. Bulk humus peat sold for million, $1.7 million less than 1965 because 
$14.56 per ton; packaged material sold for of a greater proportion of crushed stone in 
$21.00 per ton, average. the total output. Granite and marble led 

Sand and Gravel.—Output of sand and_ in value of output followed by limestone, 
gravel was 2.3 million tons, valued at $1.74 slate, and miscellaneous stone. In terms of 
million, compared with 2.1 million tons value, Rutland was the leading producing 
and $1.67 million in 1965. Highway con- county, followed by Washington, Windsor, 
struction continued at an accelerated rate Orange, Franklin, and Chittenden Coun- 

as indicated by the increased tonnages used ties. 
by the State Highway Department. The Dimension granite’s chief use was for 
average price per ton was $0.75, down $0.05 monuments and for architectural purposes. 
per ton from 1965. Some was used for construction purposes, 

Of all the sand and gravel produced, 20 rubble, curbing and flagging. Crushed and 
percent was used for building, 72 percent broken granite was used for concrete aggre- 
for paving, 7 percent for fill, and the re- gate and roadstone. Compared with 1965, 
mainder for other purposes, including ice granite production decreased 34 percent in 
control and engine sand. Forty percent of quantity and 4 percent in value. Washing- 
the sand and gravel production was proc- ton County led in production, followed by 
essed by washing and screening. Average Orange County. 
price per ton of processed material was Rutland, Franklin and Chittenden Coun- 

$1.31, compared with $1.38 in 1965. ties, in order of decreasing output, pro-
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duced 668,000 tons of limestone valued at ging, and for structural and_ sanitary 

$3.2 million. Whiting, one of the principal purposes. Although slate roofs are less 

uses for limestone, was used in the manu- common than in previous years, considera- 

| facture of paint and rubber filler, plastics, ble dimension slate is still” produced for 
roofing, flooring, calking, chewing gum, this purpose, frequently to repair existing 

fabrics, abrasives, gypsum, pottery, and _ slate roofs. Slate was produced for floor tile 
miscellaneous other uses, including chemi- and distinctive patio stones, in addition to 
cals. Additional crushed limestone was used that for use in electrical panels. Two 
for concrete aggregate and roadstone, agri- operators produced crushed and_ broken 
cultural purposes, for riprap, and in the _ slate for use as lightweight ageregate. Some 

| manufacture of paper, and as mineral food  sculpings and slate flagging were exported 
. to supplement the calcium intake of dairy to Canada. All the slate production in 

cows and hens. The Vermont Associated Vermont was in Rutland County. 
Lime Industries, Inc., limestone quarry in Almost 1.6 million tons of miscellaneous 

Addison County was idle during the year. crushed stone for use in highway construc- 
The output of marble more than dou- tion was produced. by the Vermont High- 

bled in tonnage, but declined 19 percent in way Department from operations in Ben- 
value, reflecting an increase in the produc- nington, Essex, Lamoille, Orleans, and | 
tion of crushed marble and a decline in Windsor Counties. 
dimension stone. Rutland and Windsor Tale.—Windsor County was the principal 
Counties produced both dimension and _ producer of talc in Vermont, followed by 
crushed marble with Rutland County lead- Lamoille and Windham Counties. Com- 
ing in both types. Most of the marble pro- pared with 1965, tonnage increased less 
duced was cut and sawed for use as archi- than 1 percent while value increased al- 

_ tectural stone. A large amount was also most 5 percent. The Eastern Magnesia 
processed as dressed monumental stone. ‘Talc Co., Inc., and the Vermont Talc Co. 
The average unit price per ton of dimen- operated three mines for the production of 
sion marble increased over that of 1965. crude talc for grinding and subsequent. use 
Crushed marble which was used for flag- in the manufacture of roofing, paper, toilet 
ging, chips, and for miscellaneous purposes preparations, paint, insecticides, plastics, 
was priced lower than in 1965. and textiles. Additional small amounts of 

The value of slate production was only talc were used for foundry facings and 
slightly less than in 1965. Seventeen opera- other purposes. The labor shortage report- 
tors produced over 39,000 tons of dimen- ed to exist in 1965 was alleviated through 
sion slate, valued at $2.6 million for flag- a general wage increase. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Addison.—Sand and gravel was the most operation was idle the latter part of 1966, 
important mineral commodity produced in and was purchased by the White Pigment 
the county during 1966, followed by clay Corp. of Proctor. Operations are expected 
and lime. Valued at $124,000, the mineral to resume in late 1967. 

output was less than 1 percent of the State At its New Haven plant, Vermont Asso- 
total. Ihe Champlain Construction Co., ciated Lime Industries, Inc., produced hy- 
Middlebury, produced bank-run sand and drated lime for construction and chemical 
gravel for building and fill purposes, and and industrial purposes including paper 
sand for paving. J. P. Carrara & Sons, Inc. _ filler, sewage treatment and water softening 
also at Middlebury produced both proc- and purification. 
essed and unprocessed sand and gravel. Bennington.—Sand and gravel and stone 
Washed and screened material was used were the only mineral commodities pro- 
for building and paving. Bank-run sand duced. Total value was $388,000. Sand and 
was used for fill purposes. Roy P. Shackett, gravel output of 411,000 tons was 18 per- 
Leicester, produced bank-run gravel for cent greater than it was in 1965, but the 
paving and fill. county remained in second place in pro- 

The Vermont Kaolin Corp. produced kao- duction of this commodity in the State. At 
lin from its open pit mine at Bristol. The Shaftsbury, William E. Dailey, Jr. pro-
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Table 5.—Value of mineral production in Vermont, by counties 

Minerals produced in 1966 in order 
County 1965 1966 of value . 

Addison_---~------------------- $132 ,437 $123,700 Sand and gravel, clay, lime. 
Bennington_._------------------ W 888,065 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Caledonia.__------------------ WwW WwW Do. 
Chittenden- ------------------- 1,294,618 W Stone, sand and gravel, lime, clay. 
Essex__._--------------------- ----- 385,020 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Franklin___.------------------ WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Grand Isle____.---------------- WwW 1,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lamoille___..._---------------- WwW W_ Tale, sand and gravel, stone. 
Orange______.----------------- W W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Orleans______-_--------------- WwW W Asbestos, sand and gravel, stone. 
Rutland_____._.----_---------. 11,404,577 W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Washington_____.___----------- ‘W W Do. 
Windham_-_-__.---------------- 146 ,000 161,984 Sand and gravel, talc, stone. 
Windsor___.__..--------------- 2,084 , 203 W Stone, sand and gravel, talc, peat. 
Undistributed___--------------- 12,380,397 25,199 , 886 

Total____--------------- 27,392,000 25,910,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

duced sand and gravel for construction At Burlington, W. C. Kirby, Contractor, 
purposes and sand for paving, all of which processed sand and gravel for construction 
was processed by washing and screening. purposes, and gravel for paving. Bank run 
Some unprocessed gravel was used for fill. material was produced for fill purposes. 
At its Manchester pit, the company pro- The Hinesburg Sand & Gravel Co., Hines- 
duced building sand and gravel, paving burg, processed sand and gravel for paving. 
sand, and unprocessed gravel for fill pur- Campbell Construction, Inc., Williston, pro- 

posts. G & H Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., at duced unprocessed sand for building pur- 

Manchester Depot produced sand for poses, and for fill. Ralph B. Goodrich, Inc., 

building purposes, and gravel for paving South Burlington, was idle during the . 

and fill. The Vermont State Highway De year. , 
partment produced paving gravel, and also The Densmore Brick Co. produced clay 

produced quartzite and other miscellaneous for the manufacture of building brick at 

stone for concrete aggregate and roadstone. Essex Junction. The Kleen-Moss Co., Inc., 
, Caledonia——The Caledonia Sand & Grav- Williston, did not produce peat during the 

el Co., Inc. St. Johnsbury, washed and Y€4t 
screened sand and gravel for paving. Law- Essex.—The Vermont Highway Depart- 

rence Sangravco, Inc., also at St. Johnsbury, | ment produced sand and gravel for paving, 
processed sand and gravel for building and and miscellaneous stone for. concrete aggre- 
paving purposes at its pit at Guild Hall. gate and roadstone. 
The Vermont State Highway Department Franklin.—Stone was the principal com- 
produced crushed granite for concrete modity produced, and with sand and grav- 

aggregate and roadstone. el, comprised the entire mineral output. 
Chittenden—The value of mineral pro. The value of stone produced was 20 per- 

duction in Chittenden County was cent less than in 1965. The Swanton Lime 
significantly less than the $1.3 million of _ Works, Inc., produced crushed limestone 
1965. Sand and gravel and stone, the prin. for use as riprap, concrete aggregate and 
cipal commodities, both declined. The roadstone, agricultural purposes, and for 
L. A. Demers Crushed Rock Co. produced other purposes including mineral food, ter- 
crushed limestone at Colchester for use in razzo, and for use in paper mills. The 
concrete aggregate and road stone. At Win- State Highway Department produced 
ooski, the Vermont Associated Lime Indus- crushed limestone for riprap, and concrete 

tries, Inc., quarried and crushed limestone aggregate and roadstone. 

for agricultural purposes, and for the The value of the output of sand and 
manufacture of quicklime for the paper gravel declined 42 percent from that of 
industry. The Vermont Highway Depart- 1965. The A. G. Anderson Co., Inc. at 
ment produced crushed limestone for con- Highgate produced processed sand _ for 
crete aggregate and roadstone. building purposes and bank-run sand for
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fill. Some washed and screened engine sand compiled a total of 132,918 man-hours 
was also produced. At Swanton, Ray Du- worked without a disabling injury. 
bois produced bank run material for pav- At Danville, Howard G. Calkins pro- 
ing. The Vermont Highway Department duced both washed and screened and bank- 
produced both processed and bank run_ run sand and gravel for building and pav- 
sand and gravel for paving. ing. The Vermont State Highway 

, Grand Isle—The Vermont State High- Department also produced sand and gravel 

way Department washed and sercened sand industries Ine, formerly Inio. Bianchi, 16 or paving. ere was no production o , oI 2 
stone during the year. struction puspo camension granite for con- 

Lamoille-—Mineral production in the " 
county increased 13 percent in value as a __‘ Rutland.—Rutland County lead the State 
2-percent decline in phe value ° talc pro- production “declined. 12. per oe durivg 

cuction output. of sand oad eravel,. and 1966. Stone production consisting of mar- 
stone for use in highway construction. ble, slate, and limestone, decreased 12 per- 

At the company’s Johnson and Ham- cent in value, while the value of sand and 

mondsville mines, the Eastern Magnesia aye 1966. increased 20 percent over 
Talc Co., Inc., produced crude talc for ato 
grinding and subsequent use as filler in be Drak Ruvane, Oreen Me euntain Mar- 
roofing, toilet preparations, paper, plastics, ‘ € sivision of Georgia Marble f. pro 

- rubber, insecticides, textiles, and for other nee’ wees we “and. exterior" building 
industrial purposes. as Doth interior al 

Kenneth Farr produced sand and gravel ‘tone, and for use in monuments, grave- 
for building and paving from a pit near tones, and mausoleums. Exploration and 

Morrisville. Albert S. Nadeau, at Johnson, evelopment continued at the company’s 
washed and screened sand and gravel for re Quarry, ae cr vn Rutland. 
construction purposes and paving. The € vermont Marble 0., Froctor, pro- 
State Highway. Department produced sand duced Poth dimension ane musne’ marble 

and gravel, crushed granite, and other mis- aoe mech; ve eats. R. ‘oh "i s, an 
cellaneous stone for use as concrete aggre. ‘WO finishing plants. Roug imension 
gate and roadstone. stone was produced for interior and exterior 

. building purposes. Dressed dimension stone, 

_Orange.—The value of mineral produc- awed and cut, was processed for interior | 
tion increased slightly as the value of in- and exterior building, and for monuments. 
creased stone output was in excess of the the firm also processed other stone types 

decline in sand and gravel. The Rock of including travertine, labradonite, verde an- 
Ages Corp. (Pirie Division) quarried tique, and granite. Crushed and broken 
rough granite for monuments at Williams- marble was produced for use as chips, flag- 

town. The Levi Lemieux Gravel Pit at ging, and other miscellaneous purposes. 
Williamstown produced bank run sand and Eighteen operators produced slate during 
gravel for fill. Willard B. Martin also re- 1966, all within Rutland County. Dimen- 

covered bank run gravel for paving at East sion slate accounted for 61 percent of the 
Corinth. The Caledonia Sand & Gravel Co. tonnage and 95 percent of the value. 

pit at Ryegate was inactive. Among the principal producers were the 
Orleans.—Mineral production increased Vermont Structural Slate Co., Inc. Fair 

almost 4 percent in value over that of Haven, with quarries at Poultney and Fair 
1965. The output of asbestos was up slight- Haven. The Fair Haven Slate Co., Inc. 
ly and more sand and gravel and stone operated two quarries, both at Fair Haven. 
were produced. At Poultney, dimension slate was quarried 

Vermont Asbestos Mines, Division of The by Green Mountain Slate Corp., Mike 
Ruberoid Co., quarried and processed chry- Taran, and Rising and Nelson Slate Co., 
sotile asbestos at its quarry and mill Inc. The latter firm also operated quarries 
located at Lowell. For its outstanding safety at Pawlet and West Pawlet. The John G. 
record in 1966, The Ruberoid Co. was Hadeka quarry is at North Poultney. Hill- 
awarded the Certificate of Achievement in top Slate Co. of Middle Granville, N.Y., 

safety. In the Quarry Group, the company operated the quarry at Wells. Somich Bros.,
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Granville, N.Y., produced slate at Pawlet. Barre, produced bank-run sand and gravel 

At Castleton, the Vermont Light Aggregate for paving, and gravel for building and fill 
Corp. produced expanded slate for aggre- urposes. The Caledonia Sand & Gravel Pp. P P 8 purp 
gate purposes. Co., Inc. of St. Johnsbury processed paving 

The Vermarco Lime Co., West Rutland, sand and gravel at its Plainfield pit. 
produced crushed limestone at its Loveland Windham.—The mineral output of . 

quarry near dstone. i" fon oltaval Windham County increased 11 _ percent 
aggregate, roa \Senh W Nis , fod an tura" over that of 1965. Brattleboro Sand & 

purposes: At its Sout a "Pe ore quarty> Gravel, Inc., Brattleboro, produced sand 
the White Pigm ent Corp., foe a quar and gravel for building and paving. The 

ried and crushed limestone for use PM- Vermont State Highway Department pro- 
marily as filler in paint, rubber, flooring, duced mostly bank-run sand and gravel for 
plastics, and calking, and for other uses. paving. At Windham, the Vermont Talc 

J. P. Carrara & So ns, Inc., processed sand Co. mined crude talc for grinding at its 
and gravel for building and paving pur- Gpogter plant. 

poses. Some bank-run sand was used for Crushed granite was produced by the 

fil. Unproce ssed sand and grave’ was pro — State Highway Department for concrete 
duced for highway construction. aggregate and roadstone. 

Washington—Total mineral production Windsor.—Windsor County ranked third 
ue e ae ,s pecs use ot reduckd “he in mineral production during 1966. The put of sand and gravel and stone, but the 

county retainee second place in ae State vreater than in 1965. (ecm ily 88 Percent 

tot minerals produced. , 
The. output. of dimen tion granite de- increased output of stone, although pro- 

clined but more crushed granite was pro- euetion Ot ane ane and tae we 
duced. Production of crushed granite for doubled € value or pe P 
highway construction however decreased. ah “y i : Marble Co. quarried di 

: F e Vermon arble . - Kelley Construction, Inc., subsidiary of mension marble at its Rochetter quarry 
Wells-Lamson Quarry Co., Inc. crushed for chips and flagging. At its Bethel 

gramme on “Teed agereeats he nd ra quarry the Rock oF Ages Corp. recovered t . nd- uarries, Inc., a- , oo . 
vont quarried vough dimension granite rough dimension granite for architectural 
mainly for monuments and mausoleums, W0rk and for rubble. Miscellaneous stone 
Rock of Ages Corp. at Barre, produced WAS produced for concrete aggregate and 

rough dimension stone, principally for roadstone by the State Highway Depart- 
monuments and mausoleums, from its ™e""- 

quarries at Graniteville and Websterville. Sharon Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. produced 
Some rough granite was produced at both sand and gravel for building and paving 

quarry for aeaneural work At te Gt, Mecotcred an at Windsor for the rm’s E. L. Smit uarry, Graniteville, 
dressed granite was produced for curbing, Manufacture of concrete pipe. Both proc- 
The Wells-Lamson Quarry Co., Barre, re- essed and unprocessed sand and gravel was 
covered rough granite from its quarry at produced for the State ‘highway construc- | 

Websterville for monuments and mauso- 0n program. 
leums. Woodbury Quarries, Inc. mined The Eastern Magnesia Talc Co., Inc., 

granite at Woodbury for construction pur- ground talc at its plant in Reading. 
poses. Dressed granite was fabricated for At Hartland, King’s Pine Peat (Jack 

architectural work at the John Swenson Comstock) recovered humus peat for gen- 

Granite Co. The plant and parent com- eral soil improvement and for potting soil. 

pany are located at Concord, N.H. The output was sold both packaged and in 

The Le Page Gravel Pit at South Barre bulk. Kirk’s Green Mountain Peat, at Bar- 

produced bank-run sand and gravel for nard, produced reed-sedge peat, both pack- 
paving and fill. A. King’s Pit, also at South aged and in bulk.
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This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior, and the Virginia Division of Mineral 

Resources for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By David J. Kusler,: and James L. Calver ” 

A record-breaking output of coal more was contributed by fuels (52 percent in 
than offset value declines in other mineral 1965), 41 percent by nonmetals (45 percent 
commodities, so that the total value of in 1965), and 3 percent by metals (3 per- 
1966 mineral output in Virginia rose to a_ cent in 1965). 

new high of $274 million, 2 percent greater Trends and Developments.—Virginia Elec- 
than in 1965, the previous record high val- tric and Power Co. reportedly will con- 
ue year. About than two-fifths of the min- struct nuclear generating facilities at the 
eral commodities gained in value compared Surry powerplant on the James River in 

1965. Slackened construction activity, Ppar- planned with a capability of approximately 
ticularly in residential housing and certain 00,000 kilowatts per unit; both units will 

phases of highway construction, was reflect- be of the pressurized water reactor type. 
ed in decreased production of stone, ce- _. 

ment, and gypsum. Of the total value of ; Chemist, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

mineral production in Virginia 56 percent Resvacees, See win Va, ivision of Minera 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Virginia * 

1965 1966 

Mineral Neen ene aa 
Value Value 

Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Clays_...__.__.---------.----thousand short tons. 1,415 $1,657 1,486 $1,813 

Coal (bituminous)...__.._------------------d0_~.- 34,053 139 ,291 35,565 158 , 341 

Gem stones____.-_-_----------------------------- NA 7 NA qT 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_..short tons.. | 3,651 1,139 3,078 930 

Lime. ._......-----_----------thousand short tons__ 847 10,584 840 10,486 

Natural gas___.__-._....---------million cubic feet__ 3,152 942 4,249 1,275 

Petroleum (crude)..._..-thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4 WwW 1 W 

Sand and gravel._.___..-------thousand short tons. _ 15,322 18,019 17,191 16,635 

Soapstone______....------------------short tons. _ 8,549 9 3,989 10 

Stone....___._.__----_--..._.thousand short tons. - 86 ,350 59 ,397 34,151 55,550 

Zinc (recoverable content of ores, etc.) ?_ short tons_- 20,491 5,942 17, 666 5,123 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 
Aplite, portland cement, masonry cement, feldspar, 
gypsum, iron ore (pigment material), kyanite, salt, 
titanium concentrate (ilmenite and rutile), and 
values indicated by symbol W_._._.------------- xX 30,990 XX 29,127 

Total.._..._.--.__---_--------------------- xx 267 ,977 xx 274,297 

enn EE ENOT 

NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with 

‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 
XX Not applicable. . 
odueon as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Recoverable zinc valued at the yearly average price of prime western slab zinc, East St. Louis market. 

Value established after transportation, smelting, and manufacturing charges have been added to the value of 

ore at the mine. 
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Figure 1.—Value of all minerals except coal, value of coal, and total value of all 
mineral production in Virginia. 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Millions) OTS) 

Year Value ! Year Value! 
eee 

1957___--2 ee $223 1962__________--- 2 232 
1958_.___ eee 205 1963_______-_-_--._ ee _ ee 241 
1959. eee 231 1964_______-___-__~_-_ ee 247 
1960.___._ ee. 213 1965____-_-- ee 280 
1961_____-.-2 ee 233 1966___.--2 ~~ eee P 283 

eee 

P Preliminary. 
4 Data for 1960-65 revised.
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Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Average Number of Injury rates per 
men Days Man-days Man-hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry working active worked worked ——————————— 
daily (thousands) (thousands) 

Fatal Nonfatal Frequency Severity 

tee oal_.-.------------ 11,195 201 2248 17,914 25 958 54.87 11,722 
Metal_____---------- 301 = 261 79 629 ___- 35 55.61 1,447 
Nonmetal- ---------- 688 276 190 1,531 _-- AT 30.71 B91 
Sand and gravel--_--_- 629 = 227 143 1,197 —--- 31 25.91 486 

Stone.._...--------- 4,172 268 1,096 9/052 2 216 24 .08 2 050 

Total_._.-.------- 16,985 221 3,756 30 ,323 27 1,287 43.33 7,631 

1966: 
Coal___.------------ 11,185 199 2 ,222 18,180 30 995 56.38 13,349 

Metal___..---------- 335 268 89 W114 8 __- 30 AZ .02 1,979 

Nonmetal_ ~~ _------- 665 274 182 1,457 __- AT 32.26 879 
Sand and gravel-_-__-_- 610 250 153 1,366 —_-- 31 22.69 450 

Stone___._-_--------- 4,295. 271 1,162 9,626 —__- 194 20.15 WZ 

Total_____-------- 17,090 223 3,808 31,343 30 1,297 42.34 8 OTL 

P Preliminary. 

Construction is scheduled to begin in 1967, Development work preparatory to con- 

with completion expected in 1971. | struction of a new mine by Island Creek 

Deepening of the Norfolk Harbor chan- Coal Co. has been started in the company’s 

nel would mean an increase of up to 5 reserves of Pocahontas coal located in Bu- | 

million tons in exports over the next 5 chanan County. The new mine is the third 

years, according to a prediction by Secre- to be developed in these coal reserves 

tary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall. He which have been estimated to exceed half 

also believes that the use of this major Vir- a billion tons of low-volatile coal. The first 

ginia port by big coal-carrying supercar- mine, the Beatrice Pocahontas mine, a 

riers will mean a reduction in the deliv- joint venture with Republic Steel Corp., is 

ered cost of coal abroad and will encourage one of the deepest coal mines in North 

export of this mineral commodity. About a America, but will be exceeded in depth by 

$30 million output of coal mined in the the newest mine. A second mine (the Vir- 

Southern Appalachian area moves overseas ginia Pocahontas No. 1), started in 

through Norfolk every year. mid-1965, is expected to be initially pro- 

The new transloading facility of General ductive in late 1967; the third mine, the 

Coal Company at Appalachia, Virginia, be- Virginia Pocahontas No. 2, is scheduled to 

came operative in late 1966, and is de- begin production late in 1968 and achieve 

scribed in a recent publication.3 In the its full capacity of 2 million tons annually 

immediate area served by the new facility in 1971. 

there is no single mine having the capacity Output of lime, and consequently lime- 

or fast loading ability to participate alone stone, will increase as a result of expansion 
in unit train movement, but this transload- and modernization programs at several 
ing operation enables several mines to pool Jarge lime producers in Virginia. Foote 

their capabilities and in so doing benefit Mineral Co. is developing a second under- 
economically. Coal is shipped to the trans- ground limestone mine at Kimballton, 
loader on an intransit freight rate, rotary Giles County, with production expected in 
dumped, stored in silos, and then reloaded 1967. The output will be used in the com- 

rapidly into 6,000- and 10,000-ton unit  pany’s adjacent lime plant. Production of 
trains. The over-all result is reduced deliv- lime will be substantially increased when a 

ered costs. new kiln becomes operational in 1967. Na- 
Various minerals, including gold, pyrite, tional Gypsum Co.’s Kimballton lime plant 

pyrrhotite, copper, zinc, lead, arsenic, nick- and limestone mine also is undergoing ex- 

el, tin, tungsten, and barite occur in Vir- pansion. New facilities will include addi- — 

ginia. A recently published report describes =§=——~— 
496 mines and prospects and shows their 8 Meador, Harry W., Jr. Transloading of Coal 

location on an index map.4 Most of the for Unit Trains. Min. Cong. J., May 186%, pp. 

deposits were explored and mined many 4 Luttrell, Gwendolyn W. Base and Precious 
years ago and the source material used in eta D pelated Ore Peposits teville wee 
this compilation dates back to 1837. Miner, Res. Rept. 7, 1966, 167 pp. coo
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tional mining and crushing equipment, an Saltville Chemical complex in Smyth 
additional kiln (the third), and a com- County. Included in the scheduled modern- 
plete dust-collecting system. Present capaci- ization, to be completed in 1968, are 
ty is expected to be almost doubled when changes in soda-ash and lime production 
the changes are completed. Olin-Mathieson facilities to enable increased output of 
Chemical Corp. began improvements at its both products. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES | 

MINERAL FUELS was mined—Buchanan, Dickenson, Russell, 

og and Wise—accounted for 98 percent of the 
Coal (Bituminous).—Spurred by the ever . P . 

: ; . total output, compared with 97 percent in 
increasing demand for electrical energy, . 1965. | | | 
output of coal increased in five of the Lo. _ ; 

eight coal-producing counties and rose to Virginia’s recordbreaking coal production 
36 million short tons—4 percent more than W@S accomplished with 139 fewer mines of 
in 1965, the previous record year. The val- 2! types than in 1965. Underground pro- 
ue of mine output increased 10 percent duction comprised 84 percent of the total 

over that of 1965; the greater than propor- OUtput, 2 percent less than in 1965, but 
tional value increase was due to a 5-per- almost 400,000 additional tons of coal was 

cent rise in average value per ton ($4.31) ™4ned with 151 fewer underground mines 
in 1966 over the $4.09 in 1965. The total than the 1,153 active in 1965. The number 
value ($153 million) was less than 1 per- of strip and auger mines Tose to 65 and 65 , 
cent lower than the $154 million reported ‘spectively, compared with 56 and 62 in 
in the peak value year, 1957. Production 1965. Of the total underground output, 67 

data includes coal produced from deposits PeTcent was mechanically loaded, 10 _per- 
within Virginia, whether the mine opening ent higher than in 1965, 22 percent higher 

is or is not inside the State boundary and than in 1964, and 23 percent higher than 
excludes. operations producing less than i 1963. ‘These increases reflect the trend 
1,000 tons per year. Consequently, produc- toward modernization and mechanization 

tion data published by the Federal Bureau in underground mining in Virginia. 
of Mines may differ somewhat from data A total of 265 mobile loading machines 
published by the State. (88 more than in 1965) accounted for 59 

Both high- and low-volatile bituminous percent of the mechanically loaded ton- 
coals were produced as well as a small nage; 80 continuous mining machines (24 
quantity of semianthracite coal mined in more than in 1965) accounted for 40 per- 
Montgomery County. Of Virginia’s coal cent, and handloaded face conveyors ac- 
tonnage 46 percent was produced in one counted for the remaining 1 percent. Of 
county, Buchanan; where 62 percent of the the total coal mined, 49 percent was me- 

State's coal mines were located. Four of the chanically cleaned in 36 plants (three more 
| eight southwestern counties in which coal than in 1965). Wet washing other than 

Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production and value, by counties 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
County ee 

Quantity Value! Quantity Value! 

Buchanan________--------------------------------------- 15,291 $59,989 16,288 $67 , 344 
Dickenson__-_-..-.-------------------------------------- 8,835 37 ,604 9,339 40,010 
Lee__.----_---_-_--------------------------------------- 499 2,157 433 2,016 
Montgomery ?_______-__-_-_-----_---__- eee WwW WwW 2 10 
Russell_____._-___-_-------------------------------- 1,737 9,045 1,917 10,374 
Scott_..___----.- ~~ +e -- WwW WwW 11 48 
Tazewell. __.-..._--------------------------------------- 401 1,237 244 874 
Wise_-____.-_--._-_------------------------------------- 7,280 29,211 7,331 32,665 
Undistributed 3_________.-_-_---_-_---_---_-----_- eee 10 48 wonee ----- 

Total. .__._______---_----------------------------- 34,053 189,291 35,565 153 ,341 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
1 Value received or charged for coal, f.o.b. mine, including selling cost. (Includes value for coal not sold but 

used by producer, such as mine fuel, and coal coked as estimated by producer at average prices that might have 
been received if such coal had been sold commercially). 

2 Semianthracite coal; quantity and value included in bituminous coal total. 
3 Includes data indicated by symbol W.
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with jigs was the principal method of Division of Mines and Quarries. Two gas 
cleaning, accounting for 76 percent of the wells were completed in 1966, one each in 
cleaned coal. Of the cleaned coal 44 per- Buchanan and Tazewell Counties according 
cent was thermally dried. Of the total coal to the American Association of Petroleum 
mined 38 percent was crushed. Of the total Geologists. The output of natural gas from 
coal produced 15 percent was treated with Buchanan and Tazewell Counties was de- 
dust-allaying and anti-freezing prepara- livered to the pipelines of Consolidated 
tions, of which oil predominated (99 per- Gas Supply Corp. and the Atlantic Sea- 
cent) . board Line; production from Dickenson 

Coke.—Beehive coke was produced in six County was delivered to the lines of the 
plants (five companies); one in Buchanan Kentucky-West Virginia Gas Co. Washing- 
County and five in Wise County. There ton Gas Light Co. operated liquefied pe- 
were 772 bee-hive ovens operational, 13  troleum (LP) gas storage facilities in Fair- 
more than in 1965 of which 390 were rec- fax County. Storage capacity in a mined 
tangular- or horizontal-bed internal-com- cavity (granite) for propane was rated at 

-bustion ovens. Machine drawn ovens num- 300,000 barrels. | 

bered 650 and the number of hand-drawn The output of crude oil was 1,073 bar- 
ovens was 122. There were no slot ovens rels, 2,544 barrels less than the 1965 pro- 

operated and no byproduct recovery was duction and 4,755 less than that of 1964. 
made. Production of coke was about 17 All the production was in Lee County. 
percent greater than in 1965, and the aver- ‘Five wells in the Rose Hill field produced 
age value per ton increased $0.28 to $15.56 737 barrels and one well in the Ben Hur 
in 1966. : field produced 336 barrels. In the latter oil 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Natural gas field, two new wells were started late in 
production data in table 1 are reported to 1966. Three drill site locations have been 
the Bureau of Mines by pipeline com- made in the Ben Hur field for possible 
panies and are comparable with other drilling in 1967. | 
State chapter data, although not necessarily At Yorktown (Goodwin Neck), The 
with data reported by State agencies. Taze- American Oil Co. operated a refinery with 
well County led in output, accounting for a crude oil capacity of 34,700 barrels per 
64 percent of the production reported by calendar day (as of January 1, 1966}. Cata- 
the State (58 percent in 1965); Buchanan lytic cracking and catalytic reforming ca- 
and Dickenson produced 25 and 11 per- pacity was 23,077 barrels and 7,300 barrels 
cent, respectively (28 and 14 percent, re per day, respectively. Coking capacity was 
spectively, in 1965). Gas wells in the Berea 13,730 barrels per day. Total daily gasoline 
(Mississippian) Sandstone produced 2,732 output capacity was 21,920 barrels. Also at 
million cubic feet of gas in ‘Tazewell Yorktown, the American Oil Co. had under 
County; producers were Consolidation Coal construction additional refining facilities 
Co. and United Fuel Gas Co. Principal with a crude oil distillation capacity of 
producers in Buchanan County were Ash- 4,300 barrels per day and catalytic reform- 
Jand Oil & Refining Co., P & S Oil and Gas __ ing capacity of 500 barrels per day. 
Corp., Cabot Corp., and United Fuel Gas 
Co., and the total county output was 1,07] NONMETALS 
million cubic feet. In Dickinson County Aplite—Continuing an increasing trend, 
Clinchfield Coal Co., Division of the Pitt- output and value of aplite were greater 

ston Co., operated 41 gas wells producing than in 1965. Production, chiefly for use in 
447 million cubic feet of gas during the gjass manufacture, was from Hanover and 
first 10 months of 1966; there was no pro- Nelson Counties. 

duction during November and December Cement.—Shipments and total value of 

because of a labor dispute in eastern Ken- portland cement decreased 5 percent and 
tucky where the gas is marketed.5 At the 10 percent, respectively; the greater than 
end of the year the American Gas Associa- proportional value decline due to a unit 
tion estimated natural gas reserves in Vit- yalue $0.18 lower than in 1965. Masonry 

ginia to be 37,586 million cubic feet—5,110 cement shipments declined by almost one- 
million cubic feet more than the estimate tenth, but the total value was moderately 

a year previous. During the year there 
were 104 producing gas wells compared >American Association of Petroleum Geol- 

with 99 in 1965, according to the Virginia 98'S, Bulletin. V. 51/6, pt. 2, June 1967, pp.
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higher owing to a substantial increase in shale output was consumed in brick manu- 
unit value in 1966. Portland cement plant facture, compared with slightly less than 
capacity remained virtually unchanged two-thirds in 1965. The principal uses for 
during the year. Four plants manufactured — the balance were lightweight aggregate and 

. cement; two made both portland and ma-_ the manufacture of portland cement; some 

sonry cement, one made only portland, and was also consumed in the making of 
_ one plant produced only masonry cement. vitrified sewer pipe, flue linings, pottery, 

The wet process of manufacturing portland clay dummies (shot-hole tamping devices), 
cement was used by one plant, and two’ and other clay products. Clay production 
plants used the dry process. The cement was reported from 21 operations in 16 
was produced in Augusta, Botetourt, and counties. The chief clay-producing counties 
Warren Counties and the city of Chesa- in order of tonnage mined were Botetourt, 
peake. Orange, Russell, Chesterfield, and Nanse- 

The producers mined limestone, shale, mond; in order of output value they were 
clay, and calcareous marl for their own Orange, Botetourt, Prince William, Nanse- 

use. Materials purchased for use in cement mond, and Chesterfield. 
manufacture included sand, oystershell, Feldspar.—Production «was by _ the 
mill scale, various air-entraining com-  Clinchfield Sand and Feldspar Corp. from 

pounds and a variety of grinding aids. two mines in Bedford County. While quan- . 
Over four-fifths of the electrical energy tity decreased slightly compared with that 
used was purchased. of 1965, the total value increased moderate- 

Types I and II (general use and moder- ly due to an increase in the average market 
ate heat types) comprised the bulk of value. Mixed feldspar (soda and potash) 
portland cement produced and marketed; a was mined near the company processing 
limited quantity of Type III (high-early- and grinding mill in Bedford. In order of 
strength) cement was produced and _ decreasing tonnage the mill output was 
shipped. Both air-entrained and non-air- marketed chiefly in Maryland, Ohio, Penn- 
entrained types were produced; the latter sylvania, New York, and Illinois principally 
type accounted for the bulk of production. for pottery and enamel manufacture, al- 
Most of the shipments were in bulk and though smaller quantities were used in the 
made by railroad, but sizable shipments manufacture of welding rod coatings, soap, 
were also made by truck. Shipments of ce- and abrasives, and for brick glaze. The re- 
ment in containers (paper bags) were also. sources and economic aspects of feldspar 
sizable and were made by railroad and and related feldspathic minerals, including 
truck. aplite, in the United States east of the Mis- 

The distribution of portland cement for  sissippi River, are discussed in a recent 
various consumer uses was as follows: 60 publication.é 
percent to ready-mixed concrete companies Gem’ Stones.—Gems and mineral speci- 
(66 percent in 1965); 18 percent to concrete mens gathered by mineral collectors and 
products manufacturers (17 percent in hobbyists included agate, amazonite, ‘blue 
1965) ; 11 percent to contractors, including corundum, lepidolite, olivine, staurolite, 
highway contractors (11 percent in 1965); and unakite. 

11 percent to other users, including build- Gypsum.—Output of crude gypsum de- 
ing material dealers, Federal, State, and lo- creased, compared with that reported in 

cal government agencies, and miscellaneous 1965. Gypsum, mined near Chatham Hill, 

customers (6 percent in 1965) . Smyth County, and at Plasterco, Washing- 
Marketing areas for portland cement, in WPollan Stanley A. Feld R 4 

order of decreasing shipments, were chiefly yq_ feltles Stapley A. Beldenar, Resouiges od 
Virginia, North Carolina, West Virginia, Inf. Cire. 8310, 1966, 41 pp. 
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, South Carolina, Table 5.—Clays sold or used by producers 

and Maryland. 
Clays.— New records were set for clay out- Year Short tons value 

put and value in 1966, respectively 5 per- 
cent and 9 percent higher, than in 1965. 1957-61 (average)_____. 1,229,217 $1,250,545 

The greater than proportional value in- 1962__---------------- 1,464,417 — 1,443,927 

crease was due to a $0.05 increase in the jggq777777777777777777 11440'388 11613523 
average value per ton (S1.17 per ton in 1965__.--------------- 1,415,397 1,657,229 
1965). Almost seven-tenths of the clay and 1966_----------------- 1,486,344 1,818,396
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ton County, was calcined or otherwise production of primary lime calcined from 

processed and manufactured into plaster- purchased limestone. In decreasing order of 

board and other gypsum products by Unit- output, Giles, Smyth, and Shenandoah 

ed States Gypsum Co. at its Plasterco Counties were the chief lime-producing 

plant. The company also processed import- areas. Processing equipment used in lime 

ed gypsum at a plant near Norfolk for use manufacturing included pot, shaft, and ro- 

in their products. Imported gypsum was tary kilns and batch and continuous hydra- 

processed by several firms in the Norfolk tors. Fuels used included natural gas, bitu- 

area for use as a land dressing. minous coal, and coke. Uses for quicklime 

Kyanite.—Production of crude kyanite included agricultural lime; the manufac- 

ore and sales of the refined material to ture of alkalies, calcium carbide, and 

manufacturers of refractories and other ce- P4Pé€!: flux in steel and electrometallurgi- 

ramic products increased. Two mines and cal operations; sewage and _ trade-wastes 

three processing plants were operated by treatment; and miscellaneous applications. 

the Kyanite Mining Corp. in Buckingham Hydrated lime was marketed principally 

and Prince Edward Counties, and the com. for use in construction, purification and 
pany also operated a grinding and bagging treatment of water, leather tanning, sewage 

plant in the latter county. Only a small and tradewastes treatment, and agriculture. 

part of the refined kyanite (Al:SiOs) is Principal marketing areas included District 

used in the raw state; the bulk of produc- of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 

tion is calcined to mullite, one of the most Maryland, North and South Carolina, 

important refractory materials used in the Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, 

ceramic industry. An informative discussion and West Virginia. 

of the kyanite and mullite industry in Vir- Mica.—No production of crude mica was 

ginia, North America’s leading producer of reported. Domestic and foreign mica were 

kyanite, appeared in a recent publication.? processed for use in paint, rubber, wall- 

Lime.—Both output and value of lime P4PeT, plastics, and other products, by 
decreased slightly (1 percent) compared Asheville Mica Co. and Mica Co. of Cana- 

with that of 1965, the previous record year. 4a (N.Y.) , Inc., both in Newport News. — 

Sales of building lime declined 13 percent, Nitrogen Compounds.—Allied Chemical 

sales of agricultural lime declined 7 per- Corp., Nitrogen Division, Hopewell, pro- 

cent, and sales of lime for chemical and duced nitrogen compounds such as ammo- 

other industrial uses declined by less than nia, urea, and ammonium sulfate for use 

1 percent. All but 4 percent of the lime chiefly as fertilizer or fertilizer ingredients. 

sold or used, including both quicklime and Perlite—Perlite from the Western United 

hydrated lime, was consumed in chemical States, and imported vermiculite, were 

or industrial use. Of the total production processed by Virginia Perlite Corp., Hope- 

91 percent was quicklime and the balance well, chiefly for use as a lightweight con-. 

was hydrated lime. Nine companies in six crete aggregate and building plaster. 

counties and one independent city reported Salt.—Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp., 

the production of primary lime. One com- =—H-W___- 

pany in Alleghany County reported pro- 7 Johnson, Stanley S. Virginia’s Contribution 
. . . to the Kyanite-Mullite Industry. Virginia Miner- 

duction of regenerated lime and a limited ajg y. 13, No. 1, February 1967, pp. 1-7. 

Table 6.—Lime sold or used by producers, by uses 

Agricultural Building Chemical and other Total 
industrial 

‘Year i 
Short Short Short Short 

tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

nae 

1957-61 (average) _ . WwW WwW WwW WwW W $6,607,537 622,915 $7,026,621 

1962_._...._...... 81,104 $426,476 2,816 $40,629 580,593 7,201,198 614,513 7,668 ,303 

1963___-.--------- WwW WwW WwW W 603,325 7,582,738 638,800 8,058 .415 

1964___._.-------- WwW WwW W W 742,065 9,251,156 780,290 9,780 ,920 

1965___._--------- WwW WwW WwW W 808,751 10,079,996 847,196 10,583,984 

1966___.._........ 25,513 342,853 9,627 142,887 804,865 10,000,721 840,005 10,485,961 

a 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Total.”
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Saltville, Smyth County, produced chlorine, million) reported in 1965. The decline in 
_ caustic soda, soda ash, and other chemicals total value was due to the lower average 

from brine recovered from nearby captive value of $0.97 per ton ($1,18 in 1965) re- 
salt wells. Production of salt was compara- ported in 1966. Demand for sand and grav- 
ble with 1965 output. The company has el used in building and road construction 
begun a multimillion-dollar modernization was largely responsible for the increase in 
program, including not only its chemical output; production of commercial sand 
facilities but also its captive limestone and and gravel for these uses was substantially 
lime making operations near the Saltville higher than in 1965. 
plant. The aerial tramway used to trans- Of the commercial production 80 percent 
port limestone from a nearby mine to the (14 million tons) was used in building (26 
plant will disappear as a Saltville land- percent) and paving (54 percent), com- 
mark when proposed truck haulage is be- pared with 78 percent (12 million tons) in 
gun. 1965, Other sand and gravel uses included 

Sand and Gravel.—Output of sand and _ industrial silica applications (glass sand, 
gravel reached a new high in 1966, but engine sand, filler, and other uses), other 
value was less than in 1965, the previous construction uses . (fill material) and mis- 
year of both record production and value. cellaneous and unspecified applications. 
The output increased 12 percent while the Commercial output comprised 99.4 per- 
value decreased 8 percent compared to pro- cent of the total production and virtually 
duction (15 million tons) and value ($18 all of the value. The remainder was State 

Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

1965 1966 
Class of operation and use — 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial operations: . | 
Sand: 

Building__.._.--_-----.-_-- 2-2 eee 2,046 $2,518 2,305 $2,561 
Paving___-.---------------_-----_--- eee 4,476 4,009 6,627 4,033 
Fill.-_---.--------_-_-- eee eee 2,129 788 1,913 1,105 
Other 1____- eee eee 420 1,004 386 927 

Total__........------2222-2------------------- «9, OTL 8,819 11,2811 8,626 
Gravel: 

Building__._-.-_..------------------ eee 1,738 3,285 2,218 3, 732 
Paving._._-.-------------------- 2 eee 3,647 5,929 2,649 3,675 
Fill_...-.----------------- eee 744 375 WwW WwW 
Other ?_______-__--_-- eee eee ee 101 105 986 564 

Total. ___-.---------- 22-2 - eee eee --------- = 6, 280 9,694 5,853 7,971 

Total sand and gravel__.____.__________________. 15,301 18 ,013 17 ,084 16,597 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
Sand: 

Paving__.___-_-_______-_-_______ _ eee ~llle - 38 13 
Fill. 2222222222222 22-222 eee — 53 18 

2 91 31 

Gravel: 
Paving._._-__--_-_-_-_- + eee ee 6 2 16 7 
Fill.-.._------------------2- eee 15 4 ----- ----- 

Total___--.------------------- eee 21 6 16 7 

Total sand and gravel_.-________._______________ 21 6 107 38 © 

. All operations: 
Sand__._-_____-----_------ eee 9,071 8,319 11,322 8,657 
Gravel___.________---------------- +--+ eee 6,251 9,700 5, 869 7,978 

Total___._-_-_-_-----_------ eee eee ---- = 15, 822 18,019 17,191 16,635 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes railroad ballast and filtration sand (1965), engine, glass, ground sand, and sand for other construc- 

tion and industrial uses. 
2 Includes fill (1966) and gravel for miscellaneous and other uses.
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and local Government production. Sand miscellaneuos stone, and marble, in order 
comprised 66 percent of the total commer- of decreasing output. Of the total stone 
cial sand and gravel output and 52 percent output 72 percent was used as concrete 
of the commercial value. Of the total com- aggregate and roadstone (74 percent in 
mercial sand and gravel output 83 percent 1965); 12 percent was used in cement and 
was washed, screened, or otherwise pre- lime manufacture; 8 percent was used as 
pared, compared with 69 percent in 1965. metallurgical] fluxstone; and the remainder 
Of the commercial tonnage 68 percent was used as agricultural dressings, railroad bal- 
shipped by truck, and most of the re- last, riprap, stone sand, and in unspecified 
mainder by waterway or railroad; a small applications. Limestone, either as such or 
quantity was used at the producing plant as lime, had additional application in the 
or transported by unspecified methods. chemical (including metallurgical) glass | 

Production of sand and gravel was re- and paper industries. Marine shell, most of 
ported from 30 counties and 3 independent which was dredged from the Chesapeake 
cities. In order of decreasing output, the Bay area, together with a limited quantity 
principal sand-and-gravel-producing areas obtained as a product of oyster and other 
were city of Virginia Beach, Fairfax, mollusk processing, was used mainly as an 
Chesterfield, Henrico, and Prince George aggregate in road construction, in the 

Counties. Over five-sixths of both the total manufacture of cement and lime, and as 

output and value were contributed by agstone (agricultural liming material). 
these five producing areas. Roofing granules were produced from 

Of the 60 commercial sand and gravel crushed slate by a firm in Buckingham 
operations reporting in 1966 (51 in 1965), County. Output of limestone, granite, and 
5 had an output range of 1 million tons or basalt, the three leading stone types pro- 
over and accounted for 36.2 percent of the duced, accounted for over 90 percent of the 
output; 1 had an output range of from total stone production. Crushed or broken 
500,000 to 1 million tons and accounted for material comprised virtually all (99.8 per- 

_ 5.2 percent; 28 had an output range of cent) of the total stone production and 92 
from 100,000 to 500,000 tons and accounted _ percent of the total value. In terms of pro- 
for 53.1 percent; 9 had an output range of duction, dimension stone accounted for 0.2 

from 50,000 to 100,000 tons and accounted percent and in terms of value for 8 per- 

for 3.5 percent; and 17 had an output cent. 
range of up to 50,000 tons and accounted Over one-half of the limestone output 
for 2 percent of production. and almost all of the granite were used as 
Soapstone.—Crushed and ground soap- construction aggregates. Only a limited 

stone was produced by one firm in Frank- amount of dimension limestone and no di- 
lin County. The principal uses of the mension granite was reported in 1966. 
product were insecticides and foundry fac- Limestone decreased moderately in output 
ings. Soapstone used as a dimension stone and value while granite increased moder- 
is included with miscellaneous stone in the ately. Basalt (including traprock and dia- 
stone section of this chapter. base) , the third leading stone produced in 

Stone.—Virginia’s stone production in Virginia, decreased moderately in output 
1966 declined 6 percent in both output and value due to decreased output of the 
and value, interrupting the increasing crushed material; a limited amount of di- 
trend shown over the past 8 years. Output mension basalt was produced. Output and 
of this commodity, the next most impor- value of crushed sandstone increased sub- 
tant after coal produced in the State, how- stantially; a limited quantity of dimension 
ever, was still the second highest on record. sandstone was also produced. Production 
Predominately responsible for the decline and value of miscellaneous dimension 
in output was a lessened demand for con- stone, including soapstone and “Virginia 
struction aggregates (concrete aggregate Greenstone,” decreased moderately; a limit- 

and roadstone); the output of stone for ed output of the crushed miscellaneous 
this use was over 2 million tons less than stone was reported. While the output of 
in 1965. dimension slate was 7 percent less than in 

Many types of stone were mined or 1965, the value rose by 12 percent due to 
quarried in Virginia including limestone, higher prices paid for the fabricated prod- 
granite, basalt (including traprock and ucts in 1966. Output and value of crushed 
diabase), sandstone, slate, calcareous marl, slate increased; the more than proportional
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value gain was due to a higher unit value the American Oil Co. at its Yorktown 

in 1966. Output of calcareous marl, used in refinery in York County. While shipments 

cement manufacture and agricultural ap- were less than in 1965, the value of ship- 

plications, decreased. A limited output of ments was higher. 

crushed marble was processed for use as 
terrazzo. | METALS 

Commercial stone production, including Ferroalloys.—Ferromanganese was  pro- 

marine shell, was reported in 53 counties duced by blast-furnace reduction of im- 

and one independent city (Chesapeake). ported ore by E. J. Lavino & Co., Division 

The principal stone-producing counties, 19 of International Minerals & Chemicals 
terms of tonnage, were Shenandoah, Au- Corp. near Lynchburg. . 

doun (Shenandoah, Frederick, Botetourt, brown and yellow iron-oxide pigments 

Loudoun, and Augusta in 1965) . In terms were produced from ore mined by one firm 

| of product value, the most important coun- near Hiwassee, Pulaski County. This firm 

ties were Giles, Shenandoah, Buckingham, produced brown, red, and yellow natural 

Shenandoah, Loudoun, and Botetourt in finished natural and manufactured pig- 

1965). Eleven counties (15 in 1965) pro- ments at operations near Hiwassee and Pu- 
duced more than 1 million tons of stone Jaski. The materials used for pigment 

and there were 23 counties with output manufacture included manufactured ox- 
valued in excess of $1 million each (25 in jdes, imported oxides, and iron oxides 

1965). Government-and-contractor stone from local deposits. Iron-oxide pigments 
was produced in seven counties, the sam€ were also produced from imported hema- 

number as in 1965. tite by another firm near Henry, Franklin 

Sulfur.—Hydrogen sulfide was recovered County. Total marketed output of iron-ox- 

from fuel gas and converted to sulfur by ide pigments increased moderately. 

Table 8.—Stone sold or used by producers, by kinds and uses 
NN 

1965 1966 
Kind and use ee 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

ea en 

Dimension stone: 
Sandstone: All uses_..._.--..--------- 1,035 $15,453 W Ww 

Undistributed !__-._..-_..------------ 74,792 4,535,423 70,805 $4,387 ,033 

Total. ___-_----------------------- 75 ,827 4,550,876 70,805 4,387,033 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Basalt: Concrete and roadstone ?____._- 3,161,265 5,334,785 2,754,576 4,568 ,369 

Tanite: 
Concrete and roadstone___.__._._- 8,730,527 14 ,067 ,536 10 ,032 ,284 15,420 ,438 

Riprap_..-.--------------------- 90,291 190 , 740 3 265 ,376 3 420,053 
Railroad ballast___.-..--.-------- 130,770 174, 488 WwW Ww 

Limestone: 
Fluxing stone____.__-.----------. 1,018,109 1,588 ,002 967 ,187 1,506,556 

Concrete and roadstone______..... 14,065,792 18,124,010 10,577,039 13,941,708 

Railroad ballast__.._-...--------- 265 , 498 349 ,388 396 ,387 539 ,267 

Agricultural___.__--------------- 1,295,064 2,319 ,572 1,139 , 742 2,023,133 

Miscellaneous #___.__-------------- 5,230, 764 9,560,465 5,289 ,689 9,189,955 

Sandstone: 
Concrete and roadstone____-_-_-_- WwW WwW 1,140,308 1,255,931 

Miscellaneous 5___-__-_----------- 899 , 408 1,297 , 872 93 ,213 253 , 722 

Undistributed 6.______---.----------- 1,386,956 1,839,617 1,424,272 2,044,215 

Total___..__----.----------------- 36,274,444 54,846,475 34,080,073 51,163,347 

Grand total..........-------------- 86,350,271 59,397,351 34,150,878 55,550,380 
a 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Includes sandstone (1966), basalt, limestone, slate, and miscellaneous stone. 
2 Includes stone sand (1966) and riprap. 
3 Includes railroad ballast. 
4 Includes riprap. 
5 Includes concrete and roadstone (1965), riprap, refractory, railroad ballast, and other uses. 
6 Includes miscellaneous stone (1966), calcareous marl, marble, shell, and slate.
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Lead and Zinc.—Production of lead and _ tion of titanium concentrates was slightly 
zinc ore was limited to two mines in less than in 1965, but value of shipments 
Wythe County, operated by one company. was 4 percent lower due mainly to a lower 
Although the mine operations were con- unit value in 1966. Shipments and value of 
tinuous throughout the year, output of both ilmenite and rutile decreased. The 
crude ore was at a lower monthly rate; declines were slight for ilmenite, and mod- 
consequently, production of both lead and _ erate for rutile. Ilmenite was produced by 
zinc was less than in 1965. Lead and zinc American Cyanamid Co., Pigments Divi- 
output declined 16 percent and 14 percent, sion, in Amherst County, and both ilmen- 
respectively. ite and rutile were produced by M & T 

Titanium Concentrates.—Marketed produc- Chemicals, Inc., in Hanover County. 

Table 9.—Mine production of recoverable lead and zinc 

Lead Zine 
Year —_—$$$ $< 

Short tons Value Short tons Value ! 

1957-61 (average)_____-__-_-_--------------------- 2,946 $699 , 024 22,187 $5,123,172 
1962_____---_-.--------------------------------- 4,059 $746,856 26,479 6,140,705 
1963__._._-_._---_-------------------------------- 3,500 756 ,000 23 ,988 >, 724,628 
1964___.__-___-_-_----- +--+ -------------- 3,857 1,010,534 21,004 5,699,645 
1965___..-_------------------------------------- 8,651 1,139,112 20,491 5,942 ,390 
1966__._-.-_------------------------------------- 3,078 930,479 17,666 5,123,140 

1 Recoverable zinc valued at the yearly average price of prime western-slab zine, East St. Lowis market. 
Value established after transportation, smelting, and manufacturing charges have been added to the value of 
ore at the mine. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Producers reported mineral production ville Stone Corp. crushed basalt, quarried 
from 78 counties and 3 independent cities. near Shadwell, for concrete aggregate and 
Several reporting companies did not show  roadstone. The quarry group of this com- 
a breakdown by area of origin. Conse- pany was awarded a Certificate of Achieve- 
quently, the county table will not indicate ment in Safety for operating throughout 
all producing areas. the year without a lost-time work imyury. 

Limited production of sand and gravel The Economy Cast Stone Co. crushed vein 
for use in highway construction and main- quartz at its Richmond plant from raw 
tenance by the Virginia Department of material quarried near Free Union. Vein 
Highways was reported in Accomack, Au- quartz was also quarried near Boyd Tavern 
gusta, Highland, Northampton, Northum- by Stone & Mineral Corp., and crushed at 
berland, Page, Pittsylvania, and Rockbridge the company’s plant near Syria. The out- 
Counties. put of both companies was used as exposed 
_ Crushed limestone, in limited quantity, aggregate. Production of granite and 
for use in road building and maintenance quartz increased while the output of basalt 
was produced in Clarke and Highland decreased. Soapstone was quarried near Al- 
Counties by the Virginia Department of berene and Schuyler, by Alberene Stone 
Highways. Limited quantities of crushed Division of The Georgia Marble Co. The 
granite for construction uses were pro- output was prepared at the company's 
duced by the Public Works Department of processing plant at Schuyler as dimension 
the cities of Danville and Martinsville in stone for laboratory and architectural uses. 
Pittylvania and Henry Counties, respec- Sand and gravel was produced mainly for 
tively. construction use by several operators near 

Albemarle.—Superior Stone Co., Division Charlottesville and White Hall. 
of Martin Marietta Corp., quarried and Alexandria (City)—-Newton Asphalt Co., 
crushed granite for concrete aggregate, Inc., and Virginia Sand and Gravel Co., 
roadstone, and railroad ballast at its Red Inc., processed sand and gravel mined in 
Hill and Rivanna quarries near Red Hill Fairfax County at their Alexandria plants. 
and Charlottesville, respectively. Charlottes- Herbert Bryant, Inc., crushed and ground
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Virginia, by counties ! 
eee 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Accomack____-___--..- $193 ,000 $42,000 Sand and gravel. 
Albemarle_..__.---_--- WwW W Stone, sand and gravel. 
Alleghany_..-.-------- WwW W_ Stone. 
Ambherst___---_--____- WwW W_ Titanium concentrate, sand and gravel. 
Appomattox. __.-----_- 101,447 79,177 Stone. 
Augusta__..__._._---_- WwW 6,433,660 Cement, stone, clays, sand and gravel. 

. Bath_..__._..__---_--- 2,000 _._ LLL 
Bedford_.__.-.._------ WwW  W _ Stone, feldspar. 
Bland.____._-£-------- 18,772 15,632 Stone. 
Botetourt__....------- WwW W Cement, stone, clays. 
Brunswick_._.__.------- WwW W Stone, clays. 
Buchanan___---------- 259,989,326 367,343,568 Coal, natural gas, sand and gravel. 
Buckingham_.__.---_-- 4,074,376 4,508,602 Stone, kyanite. 
Campbell__.._.-_------ 1,616 ,359 W Stone. 
Caroline._....__-.----- WwW Ws Sand and gravel. 
Carroll.___.-.---------  _-------.-- W Stone. 
Charles City._.__------ WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Chesapeake (City)---_-- WwW W Cement, stone, lime. 
Chesterfield_...-.------ WwW W_ Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Clarke___.__.--------- WwW W Stone. 
Craig___.___.--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Culpeper. _...--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Dickenson 4_....-.------ 37,605,420 40,010,090 Coal, natural gas, clays. 
Dinwiddie_.___-------- WwW W Stone, clays. 
Essex._..-.-----------  .---------- W_ Sand and gravel. 
Fairfax_...._._-------- 7,514,392 6,030,361 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Fauquier. ___.--------- 518,295 Ws Stone. _ 
Floyd__.__.----------- 19 , 700 26,818 Do. 
Fluvanna_____--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Franklin. .._---------- 8,872 © 9,972 Soapstone. 
Frederick__._._-------- 4,833,783 3,769,230 Stone, lime, sand and gravei, clays. 
Giles__..___----------- WwW W Lime, stone. 
Gloucester___._-------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Goochland__._--------- WwW W Stone. 
Grayson_.....--------- 152 ,148 WwW Do. 
Greensville. ___-------- WwW WwW Do. 

Halifax_._.__.--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Hampton (City)-------- _-..____-__ W_ Sand and gravel. 
Hanover__.__--------- WwW W_ Stone, aplite, titanium concentrate. 
Henrico. ..__----------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 

- Henry.___.----------- WwW W_ Stone. 
Highland__.___-------- 21,052 33,457 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Isle of Wight___------- W W_ Lime, sand and gravel, stone. 
King William. _------ -- WwW Ws Sand and gravel. 
Lee 5___.__.___-------- 2,156,804 2,015,692 Coal, stone, petroleum. 
Loudoun___.._-------- 2,889,809 2,682,435 Stone. 
Louisa. _.------------- Ww WwW Do. 
Mecklenburg-_----~------ WwW Ww Do. 

Montgomery. ---------- W W Stone, clays, coal. 
Nansemond._..._-------- WwW W_ Stone, clays. 
Nelson___.__.--------- WwW W_sStone, aplite. 
New Kent___.--------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Northampton_--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Northumberland__---.-  __._____-_- 11,000 Do. 
Nottaway__----------- WwW W_Stone. 
Orange_____----------- WwW W = Clays. 
Page__._._.----------- 2,000 120,000 Sand and gravel. 
Patrick.....-_--------- WwW WwW Do. 
Pittsylvania____------- 455, 759 363,160 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Powhatan__.__-------- WwW W = Stone. 
Prince Edward__-------- WwW W  Kyanite, stone. 
Prince George__-_----_- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Prince William_-_.----_- WwW W_ Stone, clays. 
Pulaski_..._._--------- W W_ Stone, iron ore (pigment material). 
Rappahannock. _-_----_- Ww W Stone. 
Roanoke____..-.------ WwW W Stone, clays. 
Rockbridge_____.------ 1,311,756 1,259,386 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Rockingham ___-------- 1,988 ,448 2,615,566 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Russell_._-_._.....-----.- 10,146,670 11,140,876 Coal, stone, clays. 
Scott_...___..-_----_- 1,116,398 1,111,676 Stone, coal. 
Shenandoah______-_-_- 4,968 ,257 4,908,719 Stone, lime. 
Smyth.___.-_-_-_----- WwW W Lime, salt, stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Spotsylvania________-_- WwW W Sand and gravel, stone. 
Stafford___.__.._-.---_- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Sussex._._._-.------_- 58 ,000 71,000 Do. 
Tazewell 6________-____ 1,333 ,334 973,804 Stone, coal, natural gas, lime, clays. 
Virginia Beach (City) __- WwW 3,886,000 Sand and gravel. 
Warren__________-_--- WwW W Cement, stone. 

Footnotes at end of table.
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Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Virginia, by counties Continued 
EO 

County 1965 1966 ‘Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
RL 

Washington._._..-..-.. $1,840,052 $1,625,324 Stone, gypsum. | | | 
-Westmoreland_-_-.-..---- W _ai_-_----- . 
Wise_.._.---_--------- 29,883,306 732,665,361 Coal, stone. 
Wythe___...-.-------- 8,359,077 . W Zine, stone, lead, sand and gravel. 
York__.._-__.--------- WwW W Sand and gravel. 
Undistributed §...._--.-- 85,298,132 80 , 549,160 

Total.__.-.-.--- 267,977,000 274,297,000 
| 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

1 The following counties are not listed because no production was reported: Alexandria (City), Amelia, Ar- 

lington, Charlotte, Cumberland, Green, James City, King and Queen, King George, Lancaster, Lunenberg, 

Madison, Mathews, Middlesex, Richmond, Southampton, and Surray. 7 

2 Excludes natural gas; included with ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
2 Excludes sand and gravel and natural gas; included with ‘‘Undistributed.” 
4 Excludes natural gas, clays; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 
5 Excludes stone and petroleum; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.” 
6 Excludes stone and natural gas, included with “‘Undistributed.”’ 
7 Excludes stone; included with “Undistributed.” 
8 Includes gem stones, natural gas, and values indicated by symbol W. 

purchased oystershell for use as an agricul- Certificate of Achievement in Safety for 

tural liming material and poultry grit. operating throughout 1966 without a lost- 

Alleghany.—Production of stone in the time work injury was awarded to the com- 

county decreased substantially, primarily pany’s quarry group. 

because a producer active in 1965, was in- Crushed limestone chiefly for concrete 

active in 1966. Liberty Limestone Corp. aggregate and roadstone was produced by 

produced crushed limestone for concrete Augusta Stone Corp., Belmont Trap: Rock 

ageregate and roadstone at its Beaver Dam Co., Inc., and Valley: Stone. Corp., all near 

quarry and plant near Covington. The Staunton; Greenville Stone Corp.,; near 

company was awarded a Certificate of Greenville; and Salem Stone Corp., near 

Achievement in Safety for working Burketown. Limestone for use as agricul- 

throughout the year without a lost-time tural stone (agstone) was quarried and 

work injury. West Virginia Pulp & Paper ground by the Commonwealth of Virginia 

Co., Covington, produced lime from pur- at its State Lime Grinding Plant No. 1, 

chased limestone and also regenerated lime near Staunton. Total commercial output of 

in a natural-gas-fired rotary kiln for use in limestone was greater than in 1965. Vulcan 

its paper manufacturing. — Materials Co., Mideast Division, quarried 

Amherst.—American Cyanamid Co., Pig- and crushed stone near Spottswood for use 

ments Division, mined ilmenite (iron tita- 48 concrete aggregate and roadstone. East- 

nium dioxide) for use in its titanium pig- side Quarry near Waynesboro, produced 

ment plant at Piney River, Nelson County. crushed sandstone for sand-and-gravel uses. 

Smiley Sand Co. dredged and processed Certificates of Achievement in Safety for 

construction sand from the James River Operating throughout 1966 without a lost- 
near Lynchburg. | time work injury were awarded to the 

Appomattox._The Commonwealth of 4U@TTy groups of the Augusta Stone Corp. 

Virginia quarried and crushed limestone and Vulcan eaten eee ee Division. 

for agricultural use at its State Lime _North Mountain Brick of Virginia quar- 

Grinding Plant No. 2, near Oakville ried shale near Buffalo Gap for use 1n ifs 

Ly brick manufacturing plant near the quar 
Augusta.—Lehigh Portland Cement Co. site 5 P quany 

produced limestone and shale at a nearby D. M. Conner Sand Co., Inc., produced 

quarry and pit for use in the manufacture . . 
. . construction sand, mostly processed, near 

of cement at its Fordwick plant. Both gen- 5 Draft. Southwest Materials, Inc. 

eral-use and high-early-strength portland tuarts Dratt. UENWes aterqals, ance 
cement were produced by the dry process produced crushed gravel near Vesuvius and 

in three coal fired kilns of varying dimen- Valley Sand and Gravel, Inc. produced 

sions. A sizable quantity of masonry ce- sand and gravel near Waynesboro. 

ment was also produced. Electric power Bedford.—Limestone for concrete aggre- 

was both generated and purchased. A_ gate, roadstone, railroad ballast, and ag-
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stone was quarried and crushed by Blue Mideast Division, near Lawrenceville. Pro- 
Ridge Stone Corp. at its Blue Ridge plant. duction was substantially higher than in 
Vein quartz was quarried by Nance Stone 1965, due to the output of the newly re- 
Co. and crushed at a plant near Lowry for porting producer (Vulcan Materials Co., 
use as exposed aggregate. Mideast Division) in 1966. Brick & Tile 

Clinchfield Sand & Feldspar Corp. mined Corp., of Lawrenceville, mined clay and 
mixed feldspar (soda and potash) at its schist near Lawrenceville for use in the 
Coles and Overacre mines; no output from manufacture of brick. 
the several other company mines in Bed- Buchanan.—Buchanan County, as in pre- 
ford County was reported in 1966. The vious years, led in coal production, ac- 
feldspar, ground at the company mill, near counting for 16.3 million tons or 46 per- 
Bedford, was marketed chiefly for pottery cent of the State total. Production rose 7 
manufacture; smaller quantities were also percent, although there were 97 fewer ac- 

produced for use in enamel, weldingrod tive mines than in 1965. Of the 710 mines 
coatings, soap and abrasives, and glass reporting production, 659 were under- 
manufacture. Production of crude marketa- ground mines, 17 were strip mines, and 34 
ble feldspar was slightly less than in 1965, were auger mines. Underground output, 
but the unit value increased moderately. traditionally accounting for the bulk of the 

Botetourt.—Limestone, for use in cement tonnage mined, was 88 percent of the total 

manufacture, was quatried and crushed by county production (92 percent in 1965). 
Lone Star Cement Corp., near Haymaker- Leading producers in the county included 
town. Both general-use and high-early- Clinchfield Coal Co., Division of the Pitt- 
strength cement were manufactured by the ston Co., Harman Mining Corp., Beatrice- 

dry process in four 9- by 340-foot rotary Pocahontas Co., and Jewel Ridge Coal 
kilns; electric power was purchased. Non- Corp. The chief producing seams included 
air-entrained portland cement comprised Jewell, Pocahontas No. 3, Red Ash, and 
the bulk of both production and ship-  Splashdam. 
ments; masonry cement was also prepared Beehive coke was produced by Jewell 
and marketed. Production of limestone de- Smokeless Coal Corp. at a plant near Van- 
clined slightly, but Botetourt County con- _ sant. 
tinued to rank third in output among the Production of natural gas was 9 percent 
limestone-producing counties; unit value less than in 1965. The total output of 1,071 
was lower than in 1965. Limestone market- million cubic feet was delivered to the 
ed for use as agstone, construction aggre- pipelines of Consolidated Gas Supply Corp. 
gate, fluxstone, fertilizer and asphalt filler, and Atlantic Seaboard Co. : 

mineral food, chemical reagent in paper Howard L. Daniels Sand Co. produced 
manufacture, and other chemical uses, was ‘and processed sand for construction and 
produced by Liberty Limestone Corp., at industrial use. — 
quarries near Buchanan and Rocky Point Buckingham.—Arvonia-Buckingham Slate 
and James River Hydrate and Supply Co., Co., Inc., and lLeSueur-Richmond Slate 
Inc., near Buchanan. The Rocky Point and  Corp., both with operations near Arvonia, 
Sherwood quarries of Liberty Limestone quarried and processed slate for roofing, 
Corp. were awarded Certificates of Achieve- structural and sanitary slate, flagging, wall 
ment in Safety for working throughout facing, and flooring tile. Crushed slate was 
1966 without a lost-time work injury. also produced by Arvonia-Buckingham 

The county continued to rank first in Slate Co., Inc., and marketed as roadstone. 
output among the clay-producing counties Blue Ridge Slate Corp. produced roofing 
in the State; output and total value in- granules from purchased crushed slate at 
creased slightly, compared with 1965. its plant near New Canton. Production of 
There was also a slight increase in unit dimension slate was less than in 1965, but 
value. Clay and shale for building brick value was greater, due to higher prices re- 
and lightweight aggregate were produced ceived for the dimensioned slate products 
by Webster Brick Co., Inc., and Weblite in 1966. Output and value of the crushed 
Corp. both with plants near Webster. material increased. Vein quartz for exposed 

Brunswick.—Granite for concrete aggre- aggregate was quarried near Centenary by 

gate and roadstone was quarried and _ Central Stone Co. 
crushed by Southern Materials Co., Inc., Kyanite was quarried, crushed, and 
near Rawlings, and Vulcan Materials Co., beneficiated by Kyanite Mining Corp. at its
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Willis Mountain mine, near Sprouses mitic limestone and_ half oystershell was 
Corner, and processing plants near Dillwyn calcined in four coal-fired pot kilns. 
and Sprouses Corner. The refined material, Charles W. Priddy & Co., Inc., and F. S. 
mostly calcined into mullite, was marketed Royster Guano Co., both near Chesapeake, 
to manufacturers of refractories and other and Smith-Douglass (A division of the 
ceramic products. A subsidiary organiza- Borden Chemical Co.), near Norfolk, 
tion, Dixon Sand Co., marketed the sand ground imported gypsum for use as a land 
(quartz) obtained in the beneficiation of dressing. 
the kyanite ore for industrial and construc- Chesterfield——Output of sand and gravel 
tion applications. increased moderately, but unit value was 
Campbell.—Limestone was quarried and lower than in 1965: the county continued 

crushed principally for concrete aggregate to rank third in production among the 
and roadstone by Blue Ridge Stone Corp., sand-and-gravel-producing areas. 
near Lawyer and Rustburg, and Rockydale Southern Materials Co., Inc., recovered 
Stone Service Corp., near Lynchburg; a sand and gravel by dredging along the 
limited quantity was also produced as ag- James River. The material was processed 
stone. “Virginia Greenstone,” a miscella- for construction use at the company’s 
neous stone variety, was quarried and proc- Kingsland Reach plant near Chester. Sand 
essed by Virginia Greenstone Co., Inc., near and gravel was produced by Friend and 
Lynchburg. Output included rough and _ Co., Inc., and transferred by conveyor sys- 
dressed dimension building stone, dimen- tem to the company’s plant across the Ap- 
sioned and dressed refractory stone (bakery pomattox River in Prince George County. 
oven-hearth stones), and a small quantity Output of granite (including production 
of marketable mill scrap. Lynlite Materials for the independent city of Richmond) in- 
Co., a lightweight aggregate producer ac- creased. Southern Materials Co., Inc., at its 
tive in 1965, was idle throughout 1966. Dale quarry, near Chester and Tidewater 
Leesville Stone Corp. quarried quartzite Crushed Stone & Asphalt Co., Inc., near 
near Leesville for use as dimension stone. Richmond, quarried and crushed granite 

Carroll.—Sandstone for use as construc- chiefly for use as concrete aggregate and 
tion aggregate, was quarried and crushed  roadstone; a limited quantity of riprap was 
by H. D. Crowder and Sons, near Shorts also produced. 
Creek. | Output and value of clay increased mod- 

Pyrrhotite was mined intermittently and erately compared with 1965 levels. Clay 
in limited quantity near Galax, for use in was mined by Daniels Brick & Tile Co., 
the Pulaski plant of Allied Chemical Corp. Inc., for the manufacture of vitrified sewer 
General Chemical Division. Production pipe and flue linings at its Richmond 
from this operation was not reported and plant. General Shale Products Corp., 
it is not included in the statistical tables. Southside Division, and Redford Brick Co., 

Chesapeake (City)—Portland cement was Inc., also mined clay in the county for use 
produced by Lone Star Cement Corp. in in building brick manufacture at their 
Chesapeake. Calcareous marl and clay, cap- Richmond plants. Southern Pottery at 
tively produced near Chuckatuck in Nanse- Richmond produced flowerpots from pur- 
mond County, were among the raw _ chased clay. 
materials used in the wet process plant. Clarke.—Limestone for use as concrete 
Non-air-entrained portland cerrent was the aggregate, roadstone, and agstone was 
only product; a limited quantity of ma- quarried and crushed by Stuart M. Perry, 
sonry cement was also shipped. Three 7- Inc., near Berryville. J. C. Digges & Sons 
by 219-foot kilns and one 10- by 340-foot produced calcareous marl near Old Chapel 
kiln were in operation. for agricultural use. 

Radcliff Materials, Inc., Norfolk, dredged Culpeper.—Sandstone, chiefly for concrete 
buried marine shell deposits (reef shell) in aggregate and roadstone, was quarried and 
the Hampton Roads and Tangier Sound crushed by Culpeper Stone Co., Inc., at its 
areas. The shells were marketed for road stationary plant near Stevensburg. Diabase 
aggregate, base for oyster seeding grounds, was quarried for use as a monumental and 
poultry grit, and for cement manufacture. architectural stone by Buena Black Granite 
Hydrated lime chiefly for agricultural pur- Corp. and Virginia Granite Corp. at plants 
poses was produced by Reliance Fertilizer near Buena. Production and value of both 
and Lime Corp. A mixture of half dolo- crushed and dimension stone increased.
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Dickenson.—Accounting for slightly over Clem Road Gravel Co., George F. Dodd 
one-quarter of the coal mined in the State, Gravel Corp., Lynch Construction Corp. 
Dickenson County was the second ranking (formerly Edsall Corp.) , Hilltop Sand and 
of the eight coal-producing counties. Qut- Gravel Co., Inc., L, §. Sorber and Co., Vir- 
put increased 6 percent over that of 1965. ginia Sand and Gravel Co., Inc., and New- 

- Included among the 116 active mines—19 ton Asphalt Co., Inc. The output of the 
less than in 1965—were 92 underground latter two companies was processed at 
mines (112 in 1965), 16 strip mines (13 in plants in Alexandria, . 
1965) , and 8 auger mines (10 in 1965). Of Vulcan Materials Co., Mideast Division, 
the county output 83 percent was from un- produced crushed granite near Occoquan 
derground production, compared with 90 and_ Fairfax Quarries, Inc. produced 
percent in 1965. Leading in coal produc- crashed diabase near Bull Run; the — 
tion were Betty B. Corp., Clinchfield Coal crushed stone output was used chiefly as. 
Co., Contracting Enterprises, Inc., and concrete aggregate and roadstone. The 
Open Fork Coal Co. Principal producing quarry groups of both companies were 
coal seams were Upper and Lower Banner, awarded Certificates of Achievement in 
Clintwood, Dorchester, Splashdam, and Safety for operating throughout 1966 with- 

| Tiller, out a lost-time work injury. 
Clinchfield Coal Co., Division of the Franklin.—Soapstone was mined and 

Pittston Co., produced natural gas from ground chiefly for use in insecticides and 
numerous. wells in the county and 447 mil- foundry facings by Blue Ridge Talc Co., 
lion cubic feet (592 million cubic feet in Inc., at its mine and plant near Henry. 
1965) were delivered to Kentucky-West The company also processed out-of-State 
Virginia Gas Co. pipelines. _ | hematite to produce a variety of finished 

Clay for use in the manufacture of clay natural and manufactured iron oxide pig- 
dummies (shot hole tampers) was pro- ments. 
duced near Georges Fork by Combs Dum- Frederick.—The leader in value of lime- 
mie Co. | stone produced in 1965, and second in out- 

- Dinwiddie—Crushed granite was pro- put ranking, Frederick County was sur- 
duced for concrete aggregate and roadstone passed by five counties in value and six 
by Southern Materials Co., Inc., at its Jack counties in output among the limestone- 
quarry near Petersburg. Production — in- producing areas in 1966. Output of lime- 
creased in 1966. stone—the leading stone type produced in 

Daniels Brick & Tile Co., Inc, mined the county—was 1.6 million tons, valued at 
schist near Ford for use in manufacturing $2.5 million, compared with the 2.5 million- 
vitrified sewer pipe and flue linings at its ton output, valued at $3.5 million, pro- 
plant in Richmond. duced in 1965. Largely responsible for the 

Fairfax.—Fairfax County, ranking second decline was a sharp drop in output of 
in output among the sand-and-gravel-pro- crushed limestone from concrete aggregate 
ducing areas (first in 1965), continued, and roadstone due to lower demand for 
however, to lead in value. Production to- construction aggregates. Producers of lime- 
taled 3.4 million tons valued at $4.2 mil- stone included W. S. Frey Co., Inc., near 
lion, a decrease of 15 percent in output Clearbrook; M. J. Grove Lime Co., Divi- 
and 18 percent in value compared with sion of the Flintkote .Co., near Middletown 
production and value in 1965. The more and Stephens City; and Stuart M. Perry, 
than proportional decrease in value was Inc., near Winchester. The entire limestone 
due to a lower average value per ton in output was crushed and used, in decreasing 
1966, reflecting a lower output of the order of tonnage produced, for metallurgi- 
higher priced processed material. Of the cal fluxstone, concrete aggregate and road- 
output 71 percent was processed, compared stone, lime manufacture, glass making, ag- 
with 78 percent in 1965. Reflecting a de- stone, stone sand, and cement manufacture. 
clining trend, production and value consti- Hydrated lime and quicklime were pro- 
tuted 20 and 25 percent, respectively, of | duced at the Stephens City plant of M. J. 
the State total, compared with 26 and 28 Grove Lime Co., Division of The Flintkote 
percent in 1965, and 32 and 35 percent in Co. The products were marketed for chem- 
1964. Most of the tonnage produced was ical and other industrial uses, for construc- 
used for building and road construction. tion uses (soil stabilization and mason’s 
Producers reporting output in 1966 were lime) , and for agricultural purposes.
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Sand (industrial silica), mainly for use crushed quartzite for use as construction 

in glass manufacture, was produced by Vir- aggregate. 
ginia Glass Sand Corp. at its stationary Grayson.—Miscellaneous stone (amphibo- 
plant and quarry near Gore; a limited lite) was quarried and crushed for use as . 
quantity of building sand was also pro- construction aggregate by Grayson Stone 
duced, Shenandoah Silica Co,, Inc., operat- Corp., near Galax. A limited quantity of 
ed a processing plant near Gore utilizing crushed basalt for road use was produced 

material quarried by Virginia Glass Sand by Paul E. Delp near Comers Rock. 
Corp., the output was marketed for ceram- Construction sand was produced by W. 
ic purposes. A. and Irving Patton and Riverside Sand 

Shale mined near Winchester was used at operations near Galax and Fries, respec- 
by Shenandoah Brick & Tile Corp. in brick tively. 
making at its Winchester plant. Hanover.—Crushed granite for construc- 

Giles.—Giles County continued to lead in tion aggregate was produced near Verdon 
lime production; output and value in- by The General Crushed Stone Co. Aplite 
creased, compared with 1965 levels. Foote (for use in glassmaking) and _ titanium 
Mineral Co. and National Gypsum Co. minerals (ilmenite and rutile) were pro- 
quarried and crushed limestone near Kim- duced by M & T Chemicals, Inc., at its 

ballton chiefly for use in the production of mine and processing plant near Montpe- 
quicklime and hydrated lime at the com- lier. 
panies’ plants, also near Kimballton. Henrico.—Sand and gravel, mostly proc- 

The products were marketed chiefly for essed for construction use, was produced by 
chemical and other industrial uses; limited Carter Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., and Com- 

quantities of mason’s lime and agricultural monwealth Sand and Gravel Corp., both 

lime were also sold. A limited output of near Richmond; Sadler Materials Corp. 
limestone was produced for metallurgical near Varina; and West Sand & Gravel Co., 

and other uses. Out-of-State magnetite was Inc., near Highland Springs. Dredge No. 
processed for use in coal preparation at a 12, owned by Southern Materials Co., Inc., 
grinding plant operated by Foote Mineral continued operations along the James 
Co., Kimballton. Virginian Limestone River, but the output was processed at the 
Corp. and Ripplemead Limestone Co., Inc., company’s Kingsland Reach plant near 
both near Ripplemead, quarried and Chester and production data for this 
crushed limestone for use as construction operation is included with those reported 
aggregate, railroad ballast, agstone, and for Chesterfield County. A Certificate of 

coal mine dust. The latter company was Achievement in Safety for working 
awarded a Certificate of Achievement in throughout the year without a lost-time 
Safety for quarry operation without a lost- work injury was awarded the West Sand & 
time work injury throughout 1966. Output Gravel Co., Inc. 
and value of limestone—the only stone Henry.—Crushed granite for use as con- 
type produced in the county—were com- struction aggregate was produced by Mar- 
parable to those of 1965. While only rank-  tinsville Stone Corp., near Martinsville; 
ing eighth in output among the stone-pro- Snyder Stone Co., near Figsboro and Wil- 
ducing areas in the State, Giles County led son Quarries, near Horse Pasture. 
in value in 1966 (second ranking in 1965) . Isle of Wight.—Hydrated lime for agri- 
The county’s traditionally high value rank- cultural purposes was produced by Battery 
ing is attributable chiefly to the higher Park Fish & Oyster Co., near Battery Park. 

average value of crushed limestone per ton OYStershell, obtained as a coproduct of 
used for industrial (as in lime manufac- oyster-cannery operations, was calcined and 
ture) rather than construction applica: hydrated. Processed construction sand was 
tions produced by Southern Materials Co., Inc., 

, at Benns Church Sand plant, near Benns 
Goochland.—Granite for concrete a88t€- Church. A limited tonnage of sand for ma- 

gate and roadstone was quarried and sonry use was produced by Zuni Sand Co.. 
crushed by Boscobel Granite Corp. near Inc., from a pit near Zuni. 

Manakin, Vulcan Materials Co., Mideast Lee.—Production of coal was substantial- 
Division, and Rockville Stone Co., a subsid- ly less in Lee County, one of the three 

iary of Boscobel Granite Corp., beth near coal-producing counties with lower produc- 
Hylas. The latter company also produced tion in 1966. The number of active mines
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decreased by more than one-fifth to 53 in for highway and roofing use by Lynchburg 
1966, of which 49 were underground, 3 Materials Inc. The Minerals and Refrac- 
were strip mines, and 1 was an auger mine. tory Division of Howmet Corp. operated a 
Over three-quarters of the coal output was _ processing plant for imported manganese 
produced by underground mining. Black ore. 
Mountain Coal Co., Laurel Branch Coal Mecklenburg.—Output and value of gran- 

Co., Stallard Coal Co., and Wright Coal ite decreased substantially owing largely to 
Co. were among the leading producers. the inactivity of Southern Materials Co., 
Output was largely from Darby, Taggart, Inc., quarrying operations near Bracey, in 
and Mason seams. 1966. Crushed granite for construction 

Kentucky-Virginia Stone Co., Inc., near aggregate was produced by Vulcan Materi- 
Gibson Station, and Woodway Stone Co., als Co., Mideast Division, at the company’s 
near Woodway, quarried and crushed lime- Buggs Island quarry near Boydton; the 
stone for uses including agstone, construc- quarry was not active over the entire year, 
tion aggregate, coal mine safety dust, filter however. Both companies maintained. stock- 
bed media, and railroad ballast. pile sales. 

Lee County (Ben Hur and Rose Hill Montgomery.— Montgomery Limestone 
fields) was the only oil-producing area in Corp. produced crushed limestone at its 
the State. Output was 1,073 barrels, com- Shawsville and Ellett quarries chiefly for 
pared with 3,617 barrels in 1965. Six wells use as concrete aggregate and roadstone; a 

_ were productive at yearend in 1966, the limited quantity of agstone was also pro- 
same number as in 1965. duced. Ironto Sand Co. quarried and 
Loudoun.—Production and value of dia- crushed sandstone near Ironto for use as 

base (basalt), the only stone type pro- construction aggregate. Old Virginia Brick 
duced in the county, decreased 8 and 7 Co., Inc., mined shale near Elliston for use 
percent, respectively. The declines were at- in brick making at its brick plant near 
tributed to a lessened demand for construc- Salem. A limited quantity of semi-anthra- 
tion aggregates in 1966. However, the cite coal was mined from the Brushy 
county continued to rank fourth in output Mountain seam. 
value among the stone-producing counties Nansemond.—Calcareous marl, mined 
in the State. Virtually the entire output near Chuckatuck, and clay, dredged from 
was crushed for use as construction aggre- the Nansemond River near Chuckatuck, 

gate; a small quantity of riprap and a lim- were captively used in the manufacture of 
ited tonnage of stone sand were also pro- portland cement by Lone Star Cement 
duced. Producers reporting production in Corp. at its Norfolk plant in the city of 
1966 were Arlington Stone Co., near Lees- Chesapeake. Clay mined near Suffolk was 
burg; Bull Run Stone Co., Inc., near used in brick making by Webster Brick 
Manassas; Chantilly Crushed Stone, Inc.,  Co., Inc. 
near Arcola; Loudoun Quarries, Inc., near Nelson.—Dimension soapstone was pro- 
Herndon; and Virginia Trap Rock, Inc., duced by Alberene Stone Division of The 
near Leesburg. Georgia Marble Co. at Schuyler. The mate- 

Louisa.—Limestone crushed for concrete rial was quarried near Alberene and also 
aggregate and roadstone, was quarried by near Schuyler; the output from the quar- 
Superior Stone Co., Division of Martin ries was processed at Schuyler. Laboratory 
Marietta Corp., at its quarry near Gor- and architectural stone and flagging were 
donsville. A. H. Smith Stone Co. produced _ the principal products. 
crushed granite for aggregate use from a Aplite, chiefly for use in glass manufac- 

quarry near Mineral. ture as a source of alkalies, alumina, and 
Lynchburg (City)—Smiley Sand Co. _ silica, was mined and processed by Interna- 

dredged construction sand from the James tional Minerals & Chemical Corp., Indus- 
River near Lynchburg. Production data for trial Minerals Division, near Piney River. 
this operation is included with those re- Shipments of ground aplite were made to 
ported for Amherst County. Ferromanga-  glassmakers in Midwestern, southern, and 
nese was manufactured from imported ore — eastern States. Dominion Stone Plant, Inc., 
by E. J. Lavino & Co., Division of Interna- also near Piney River, produced crushed 
tional Minerals & Chemical Corp. at a  aplite mainly for use as construction aggre- 
plant in Lynchburg. Slag, purchased from gate. The Piney River mine of Interna- 
this company, was crushed and marketed tional Minerals & Chemical Corp., Indus-
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trial Minerals Division, was awarded a Baker Mountain deposit, was crushed, | 

Certificate of Achievement in Safety for beneficiated, and additionally processed 

working throughout the year without a near Darlington Heights by Kyanite Min- 

lost-time work injury. ing Corp. Two processing plants for the 

Norfolk (City).—Radcliff Materials, Inc., beneficiated output from the Baker Moun- 

dredged buried marine shell deposits in tain mine are operated by the company—a 

the Hampton Roads and Tangier Sound calcining, grinding, and bagging plant near 

areas. The shells were marketed for road the mine, and a grinding and bagging 

ageregate, base for oyster seeding grounds, plant near Pamplin City. Chief uses were 

poultry grit, and for use in cement manu- the ceramic and refractory industries. A 

facture. Production data for this operation subsidiary company (Dixon Sand Co.) 

is included with statistics for the independ- marketed sand, prepared from quartz sepa- 

ent city of Chesapeake. Imported gypsum rated during the beneficiation of the kyan- 

was processed at a plant near Norfolk by ite ore, for industrial and construction 

United States Gypsum Co. for plaster and uses. : 

other gypsum products. Prince William.—Stone (diabase) was pro- 

Orange.—Clay output and value in- duced for construction aggregate by Mc- 

creased substantially in 1966; the county Canless Construction Co., Inc., near Aldie, 

ranked first in output value (second in Silver Lake Shale Pit, near Haymarket, and 

1965) among the clay-producing counties Vulcan Materials Co., Mideast Division, 

in the State. Triassic mudstone and shale pear Gainesville and Manassas. The latter 
for use in brick manufacture were mined company’s Manassas quarry was awarded a 

by Webster Brick Co., Inc., near Somerset. Cetificate of Achievement in Safety for 

Page——Commercial construction sand working throughout 1966 without a lost- 
and gravel was produced and processed by time work injury. 

Shenandoah Sand and Gravel, Inc., near The Manassas quarry of Vulcan Materi- 

Shenandoah. Crushed gravel for highway  4js Co., Mideast Division, is described in a 

construction was produced near Luray by  yecent trade journal.s Mudstone and shale 

5. M. Satterfield. , for the manufacture of building brick was 
Pittsylvania.—Crushed granite for use a jjined b y Woodbridge Clay Products Co. 

construction aggregate was produced by  ,.4, Manassas. 

Vulcan Materials Co., Mideast Division, at . 
a quarry near Dry Fork. The company’s _Pulaski.—Radford Stone Corp., at quar- 

Chatham quarry was awarded a Certificate mes neat Radford and Newbern, and Acme 

of Achievement in Safety for working Stone, Inc., at its Newbern quarry, Pro- 

throughout 1966 without a lost-time work duced crushed limestone prancip ally for use 

injury. The Danville quarry of Superior in building and construction; other uses 

Stone Co., Division of Martin Marietta, was were agstone, railroad ballast, and stone 

inactive during most of the year, but sales sand. Robert P. Whitman produced crushed 
of crushed granite were made from stock- limestone near Pulaski for local use. 

pile. Hercules Powder Co., Inc., Imperial Col- 

Commercial sand was produced by OF & Chemical Department, Hiwassee, 

dredging and processed for use mainly in mined crude iron oxide near Hiwassee to 

paving applications. Principal producers produce natural iron oxide pigments at Its 

included Kendall Sand Works and Mar- Hiwassee plant; imported iron oxide was 

shall’s Sand & Gravel Co., both near Dan- also utilized. The company also produced 
ville. manufactured or synthetic iron oxide pig- 

Shale mined in North Carolina (near ments at its Hiwassee and Pulaski plants. 

the North Carolina-Virginia border) was Roanoke.—Limestone for use as construc- 

used in the manufacture of lightweight tion aggregate and agstone was quarried 

aggregate by Virginia Solite Corp. at its and crushed by Rockydale Quarries Corp., 

plant near Leaksville Junction. near Roanoke, and Salem Stone Corp., near 

Powhatan.—The Genito operation of Dixie Caverns. Shale mined near Salem 

Vulcan Materials Co., Mideast Division, and Elliston in Montgomery County was 

was inactive during 1966, but shipments of — used in the manufacture of building brick 

crushed granite for construction aggregates = —__________— 
were made from stockpile. 8 Bergstrom, John H. Quality Control Key- 

Prince Edward.—Kyanite, mined from the aes ine ssas Plant. Rott eae: v-
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by Old Virginia Brick Co., Inc., at its Sa- production. Principal producers were B & 
lem plant. M Coal Co., Clinchfield Coal Co., Division 

Rockbridge.—Crushed limestone, princi- of the Pittston Co., and Flat Rock Coal Co. 
pally as concrete aggregate and roadstone, Coal seams chiefly mined were Upper and 
was produced by C. W. Barger & Son, Inc., Lower Banner, Red Ash, Tiller, and Widow 
near Lexington. Lone Jack Limestone Co., Kennedy seams. - . 
Inc., produced crushed limestone and Production of limestone decreased sub- - 
quartzite near Glasgow for construction stantially, due principally to lessened de- 
aggregate and railroad ballast. Crushed mand for construction aggregate. Clinch 
limestone for use -in Interstate Highway River Quarries, near St. Paul, and R. G. 
construction was produced by Acme Stone, Pope Construction, Inc., near Dickenson- 
Inc., and Ararat Rock Products Inc., at ville, quarried and crushed limestone for 
portable plants near Lexington and Buffalo concrete aggregate and roadstone. White 
Creek, respectively. _ | Excavating Co. quarried and crushed lime- 

Sand, marketed primarily for use in glass stone near Castlewood. James River Hy- 
manufacture, was produced from sandstone  drate and Supply Co., Inc., near Gardner, 
quarried near Goshen by Locher Silica produced crushed limestone for aggregate, 
Corp. | mine safety dust, and miscellaneous uses. 

Clay was recovered near Glasgow by This company’s operations are described in 
Locher Brick Co., Inc., for use in making a recent publication.9 a : 
brick. Shale used in the manufacture of light- 
Rockingham.—Stone production and _ val- weight aggregate by the Clinchfield Coal 

ue again increased substantially, and in Co., Division of the Pittston Co., was ob- 
1966 the county ranked fourth in output tained from the coal preparation plant of 
among the stone-producing areas in the the Moss No. 2 mine of Clinchfield Coal 

| State. Fred K. Betts III Quarry, Inc., near Co., near Cleveland, and processed at a 
Harrisonburg; Elkton Limestone Co., near plant near South Clinchfield. | 
Elkton; The Frazier Quarry, Inc.; near _Scott.—Output and value of limestone 
Harrisonburg; C. S$. Mundy Quarries, Inc., decreased slightly. Natural Tunnel Stone 
near Singers Glen; and Vulcan Materials Co., Inc., and Tri-State Lime Inc, pro- 
Co., Mideast Division, near Mount Craw- duced crushed limestone near Glenita and 
ford, quarried and crushed limestone pri- Bruno, respectively. The output was mar- 
marily for use in building and road con- keted as concrete aggregate, roadstone, rail- — 
struction. The latter company’s Mount road ballast, and agstone. Foote Mineral 
Crawford quarry was awarded a Certificate Co. captively mined and crushed limestone 
of Achievement in Safety for working at Sunbright for use in manufacturing lith- 
throughout the year without a lost-time ium hydroxide at its spodumene-processing work injury. Other uses for the limestone plant also at Sunbright. Penn-Dixie Ce- were as agstone, in cement and lime manu- ment Corp. mined and crushed limestone facture, and railroad ballast. Dimension near Speers Ferry for captive use at its limestone, chiefly irregularly shaped build- Kingsport, Tenn., cement plant. Hilton ing stone, was produced by Nielson Con- Sand Co. produced sand from friable sand- 
struction Co., Inc., Harrisonburg. Jamison stone for building and highway use. A 
Black Marble Co. crushed marble near small output of coal was produced in the Harrisonburg primarily for use as terrazzo. county by underground operations. 

- Timberville Lime Co. marketed, for agri- Shenandoah.— The county’s output and 
cultural use, pulverized dolomite that had value of crushed limestone, the only stone 
been accumulated during zinc-ore process" —_ variety produced, rose 8 and 2 percent, re- 
ing at Timberville until the early 1960's spectively; the county continued to lead in 
when the mine was closed. stone production and moved from third to 

Sand and gravel, mainly for construction second in rank valuewise among the stone- 
use, was produced and processed by Grot- producing areas in Virginia. An increased 
toes Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., at its station- demand for use as construction ageregate 
ary plant near Grottoes. and in lime making were chiefly responsi- 

Russell.—Although 2 fewer mines were ple for output and value gains. Limestone 
active than the 42 in 1965, output of coal 
was 10 percent greater. Virtually all the PL, Trauffer, Walter Ee games, River's, we 
tonnage was accounted for by underground November 1966, pp. 122-126. aa “my
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was quarried and crushed chiefly for con- trucked to the company’s processing plants 
struction aggregate by Salem Stone Corp., at Plasterco in Washington County. | 
with portable operations near Mount Jack- Aggregate materiai for use as construc- 

son and Woodstock; Interstate Stone Corp. tion sand was produced from sandstone by 
at its portable plant near New Market; Sayers Sand Co. and C. R. Snider & Sons 
C. S. Mundy Quarries, Inc., at its station- Sand Co., both near Marion. 
ary plant near Forestville; and Toms Brook General Shale Products Corp., Appalach- 
Lime and Stone Co., Inc., at a stationary ian Shale Division, mined shale for use in 
plant near Toms Brook; a limited quantity the manufacture of brick at a plant near ~ 
of agstone was also produced. Chemstone  Groseclose. 
Corp., a subsidiary of Minerals and Chemi- Spotsylvania.—Construction and general- 
cals Philipp Corp., produced crushed lime- purpose sand and gravel was mined in the 
stone at its Dominion quarries 1 car Stras- Fredericksburg area by Massaponax Sand & 
burg, primarily for use in the company’s Gravel Corp., and processed at its station- 
limemaking operations, and as fluxstone in ary plant near Fredericksburg. 
blast-and open-hearth furnaces. Other uses Crushed granite chiefly for construction 
were in road construction and miscellane- aggregate was processed near Fredericks- 

ous applications. Stockpiled waste stone at burg by Fredericksburg Stone Co., Inc.; a 
the Chemstone site was crushed for asphalt limited quantity was marketed for railroad 
and crushed stone use by Virginia Asphalt _ ballast. 
Paving Co., Inc: Shenandoah Valley Lime & Tazewell.—Crushed limestone, largely for 

Stone Corp. produced crushed limestone concrete aggregate and roadstone, was pro- 

at its stationary plant near Strasburg for duced by Pounding Mill Quarry Corp. at 
concrete aggregate, roadstone, and flux-. quarries near Bluefield and Pounding Mill. 
‘stone. Kipps Magnesium Limestone quarry Other uses included agstone, filuxstone, 

_ produced crushed limestone near Forest- mine dust, railroad ballast, and stone sand. | 
ville for agstone. Mine dust was produced by Limestone 

Quicklime and hydrated lime were pro- Dust Corp. at its grinding piamt near 
duced from captive limestone quarried and Bluefield from purchased limestone. 
processed near Strasburg by Chemstone Coal output decreased by almost two 

Corp., subsidiary of Minerals and Chemi fifths. Of the 15 active mines (16 im 1965), 

cals Philipp Corp. The products were mar- 10 were underground mines, 3 were auger 
keted chiefly as flux for steelmaking and MUUCS, and 2 were strip mines. Leading 
for use in paper manufacture. Water producers were Alfredton Coal Co., Ander- 

purification and softening and sewage-and- son & Anderson Contractors, Inc., Quinton 
White Coal Co.; and Rebecca Coal Co. 

trade-wastes treatment were other uses. a 
. The Jawbone, Upper and Lower Seaboard, 

Principal marketing areas were Maryland, Pocahontas No. 5, and Widow Kennedy 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. seams were chiefly mined. 

Smyth.—Lime, for use in the company’s Tazewell County led in the produciion 
chemical operations, was produced by of natural gas, producing 2,732 million cu- 
Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp., Saltville, bic feet (2,443 million cubic feet in 1965) 

from limestone quarried nearby; a limited or 64 percent of the total output. Deliver- 
quantity of the crushed stone was market- ies were to the pipeline of the Atlantic 
ed as construction aggregate. Virtually the Seaboard line. 

entire output of lime was captively con- Limestone quarried by Blue Grass Lime 

sumed in the production of soda ash, to- Co., near Maxwell, and Peery Lime Co., 

gether with salt brine from the company’s near North Tazewell, was calcined and hy- 
nearby salt wells. Chlorine and caustic drated; a limited quantity of the crushed 
were other principal products manufac- limestone was also marketed for local use 
tured from the captive brine. by the latter company. The hydrated lime 

Limestone for concrete aggregate and was marketed as mason’s lime, agricultural 
roadstone was quarried and crushed near lime, and for use in water purification and 
Marion by Holston River Quarry, Inc. softening. Markets were chiefly in Virginia 
Gypsum was recovered by United States and neighboring States. 

Gypsum Co. from its Locust Cove mine Shale for use in brick manufacture was 
near Chatham Hill; the crude material was mined near Richlands by General Shale
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Products Corp. Clay used in the manufac- trend. Although 4 less mines were active 
ture of clay dummies, was produced near than the 200 mines in 1965, production 
Tazewell by Tazewell Clay Products Co. rose I percent. The county produced 

Virginia Beach (City).—Reflecting height- slightly over one-fifth of coal mined in Vir- 
ened construction activity in the area in ginia and led in the production of strip- 
1966, production of sand and gravel almost mined coal. Of the 196 mines active in 

doubled and the city ranked first in output 1966, 155 were underground mines, 24 were 
(second in 1965) and second in value strip mines, and 17 were auger mines. Of 
(fourth in 1965). The output, over three the county output 72 percent was from un- 

_ quarters of which was processed, was pre- derground mines (68 percent in 1965) ; 
dominately sand and was used principally strip mines accounted for 21 percent (26 
for building, road construction, and fill; a percent in 1965). Leading coal producers 
limited quantity was marketed for industri- included Coal Processing Corp., Stallard- 
al use. Leading in the recovery of sand and Womack Mining Corp., Sunrise Coal Co., 
gravel from pits near Virginia Beach were  Inc., and Westmoreland Coal Co., Stonega 
Baillio Sand Co., Inc., J. C. Jones Sand Co., Division. Important producing seams were 
Inc., Tidewater Sand Co., Inc., E. V. Wil- the Blair, Clintwood, Imboden, Kelly, Tag- 

liams Co., Inc., and E. C. Womack, Inc. gart, and Upper Banner. Coke producers 
Warren.—Riverton Lime & Cement Co., (beehive) in 1966 were Christie Coal and 

Inc., quarried and crushed limestone near Coke Co., Inc., and Norton Coal Co., Inc., 
Riverton for use in the manufacture of both. with plants near Norton; Westmore- 
masonry cement; a sizable tonnage was also land Coal Co., Stonega Division, and Wise 
produced for construction aggregate, ag- Coal and Coke Co., with plants near Roar- 
stone, and railroad ballast. A limited quan- ing Fork and Dorchester, respectively. 
tity of crushed quartzite was produced by Southwest Quarries, Inc., near Big Stone 
J. B. Earle, Front Royal, for use as con- Gap, and Lonesome Pine Stone Co., Inc., 

struction aggregate. near East Stone Gap, produced crushed 
Washington.—Output and value of lime- limestone for construction aggregate, rail- 

stone, the only stone type produced in the road ballast, and agricultural liming mate- 
county, declined slightly. The stone was rial. Building sand and coal preparation 
quarried and crushed chiefly for construc- sand were produced by Skyline Sand Co. 
tion aggregate; a limited quantity of ag- from sandstone near Pound. 
stone was also produced. Producers report- Wythe.—The New Jersey Zinc Co. treat- 
ing production in 1966 were Acme Stone’ ed zinc and lead ores from both the Aus- 
Co., Inc., near Abingdon; Meadowview  tinville and Ivanhoe mines at its mill at 

Lime & Stone Co., near Meadowview; Vul- Austinville; ore from the Ivanhoe mine 

can Materials Co., Midsouth Division, near was conveyed to the mill through an un- 
Bristol; and Washington County Stone Co., derground tunnel. Zinc concentrate was 
near Glade Spring. A _ Certificate of treated at the Palmerton, Pa., smelter of 

Achievement in Safety was awarded to the The New Jersey Zinc Co. Lead concentrate 
Bristol quarry of Vulcan Materials Co., was shipped to Schuylkill Products Co., Ba- 
Midsouth Division, for working throughout ton Rouge, La. 
the year without a lost-time work injury. Total stone production and value was 

The United States Gypsum Co. mined less than in 1965. Crushed limestone for 
and processed gypsum at Plasterco. Gyp- construction aggregate was produced by H. 
sum, mined at the company’s Locust Cove D. Crowder & Sons Quarry, near Poplar 
mine near Chatham Hill, Smyth County, Camp, and Pendleton Construction Corp. 
was also processed at Plasterco. Materials near Wytheville. Limestone recovered from 
Marketed included plasterboard and other lead and zinc ore concentration at The 
gypsum products for distribution chiefly to New Jersey Zinc Co. operations at Austin- 
construction industries. ville was marketed chiefly as agstone, al- 
Westmoreland.—The Coles Point opera- though some material was also produced 

tion of Construction Materials, Inc., active for construction aggregate and_ fertilizer 
in 1965, was idle in 1966, but stockpile filler. Crushed sandstone for construction 
sales continued during the year. aggregate was produced by Newman 
Wise.—Output of coal in Wise County, Brothers Quarry, Inc., near Patterson. The 

the third ranking of the eight coal-produc- Wythe sand plant of Pendleton Construc- 
ing counties, continued an _ increasing tion Corp., near Wytheville, was idle in
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1966. Silica Products Co. produced con- Inc., at its Grafton plant. The Yorktown 
struction sand (crushed sandstone) at its (Goodwin Neck) oil refinery operation of 
stationary plant near Fort Chiswell. the American Oil Co. is described under 
York.—Construction sand was dredged Petroleum and Natural Gas in the com- 

and processed by Southern Materials Co., modity section of this chapter.





The Mineral t W ashinet The Mineral Industry of Washington 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Washington Division of Mines 

and Geology for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Ronald P. Collins! and William N. Hale? | 

Mineral production in Washington was limit was initiated with a joint operation 
valued at $89 million in 1966, a 3-percent between Shell Oil Co. and Pan American 
increase in value over that of 1965. The Petroleum Corp. 

average annual rate of growth of the The economic expansion of 1965 carried 
State’s mineral output over the last 10 through to 1966 and was marked by a 

years was slightly over 3.5 percent. In 1956 steep rise in key indicators. Washington led | 
a trend started to emerge that gradually all States in the rate of income expansion; 
shifted the dominant commodity values personal income expanded at a rate (13 

from lead, zinc, and coal to the construc- percent) that exceeded the national aver- 
tion commodities—sand, gravel, stone, and age by over 5 percent. The State's 

cement. In 1966, the latter group made up diversified manufacturing sector registered 
80 percent ($72 million) of total mineral substantial gains in shipbuilding, machin- 
production. ery, primary metals, and fabricated metals 

Planned expansions at existent alumi- manufacturing. Favorable weather condi- 
num reduction plants by the four pro- tions, high production levels, and rising 

ducers in the State were to add over prices were instrumental in the increased 

320,000 tons to the annual rated capacity value of cash receipts from farm market- 

within the State by 1970. During the year, ings; the total value was estimated at near- 

several firms announced plans for con- ly 17 percent over 1965, grossing $743 mil- 

structing new metal producing facilities in lion. 

the State: Reynolds Metals Co., an alumi- The Boeing Co. embarked on the largest 
num cable plant at its Longview property; capital expenditure program in its history. 
Kawecki Chemical Co., a high-strength alu- Investments in plant, property, and equip- 

minum alloy plant at Wenatchee; and ment of $500 million were allocated for 
Sandvik Special Metals Corp., a zirconium 1966 and 1967; $200 million had been allo- 
alloy-tube-manufacturing plant in the Fin- cated during the previous 5 years. 

ley area. Diversification and expansion of nucleon- 

Tacoma was the site selected for a $4 ics related facilities continued at Hanford, 

million pilot plant to test the feasibility of ,4y Richland. Construction was completed 

producing high-quality fuels from low- (1 the $3 million Donald W. Douglas 
quality coal samples gathered throughout S P 1sj Lzborator Battelle 
the United States. pace Topuision anory: . 

. Northwest continued work on its $20 mil- 

Kaiser Cement Be Gypsum Corp. began lion technical research laboratory. The 
an expansion program costing $3.5 million Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) an- 

for bulk storage facilities in Seattle. Ana- BY waa: Fl 
cortes was the site chosen by Lone Star nounced that an $87.5 million Fast- ux 
Cement Co. for a cement plant that was Test Facility was to be constructed during 

still in the design state. the next 6 years to develop nuclear fuels 

Offshore petroleum exploration drilling } Economist, Bureau of Mines, Albany, Ores. 

on Federal lands beyond the State 3-mile o,ee eT SPeciast, Bureau of Mines, man’s 
821
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Table 1.—Mineral production in Washington ! 

eee 

1965 1966 
Mineral eee 

. . Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

eee 
Barite_____._..._......_______________short tons__ () $1 waeenee ~---eee Carbon dioxide_...____.._...-_.thousand cubic feet__ 11,848 3 Ww WwW 
Cement: 

Portland___.___-.-thousand 376-pound barrels__ 6,258 22,351 6,820 $24 ,340 
Masonry__.-.._._.thousand 280-pound barrels__ 62 201 60 187 Clays 3______-.-__.__......_. thousand short tons__ 162 211 185 249 

Coal (bituminous). ___._____.__.._______short tons__ 55 497 59 514 
Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)_.___do____ 30 21 34 25 
Gem stones__.....--.----_---------------------e NA 75 NA 75 
Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___short tons__ 6.,328 1,974 | 5,859 1,771 
Peat_____-.-----_-------------_----L-______do___- 29 , 729 131 25,599 136 
Sand and gravel______.._._.__thousand short tons_._ 31,301 27 ,234 29 ,002 26 , 806 
Stone______---_----------_----- 2 _-do___e 12,461 17,446 13 ,250 20,273 
Tale and soapstone. ___________________short tons__ 2,861 17 3,880 22 
Uranium ore__.___-__--.-..-----.._.-__-..-do___-_ 73,495 1,871 WwW WwW 
Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.)________do____ 22 ,230 . 6,491 24,772 7,184 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Diatomite, 

fire clay, gold, gypsum (1966), lime, magnesite, 
mercury (1965), olivine, pumice, silver, tungsten 
(1965), vanadium (1966), and values indicated by 

_ symbol, W_-_-_-_-_----- eee XxX 7,648 xX ‘7,510 

i xX 86,172 xX 89, 092 meee 
XX Not applicable. NA Not available. t Revised. 
W_ Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Value of items that 

cannot be disclosed.” 
1 iueny as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by producers). . 
2 Less than 14 unit. 
3 Excludes fire clay; included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” 

and provide engineering and scientific data Table 2.—Value of mineral production in 
for development of nuclear-fuel power constant 1957-59 dollars 
reactors. Washington Public Power Supply (Thousands) 
System’s $122 million nuclear-powered ee 
steam plant at the Hanford Works attained Year Value 1 
full generating capability of 800,000 kilo. §§©£—— 
watts of electric energy. 1961_____-2 eee. = $65, 508 
Employment—During the year, 98,000 I9g3-22722777277ovzcottccizc BeOS 

nonagricultural workers were added to the ee 18,772 
labor force, an aggregate employment gain 19¢¢7~77777777777777777777777777777 85,589 
greater than the total increment added in 9 —— 
the 5-year period prior to 1965. The per- > Preliminary. 
centage increase in industrial employment Data for 1961-65 revised. 
(8.8 percent) was over three times greater 

tan ne national “incl. € for the * the pe- al expansion, highway and _ hydroelectric 
T10¢. . © greatest single actor was the Te- power projects. As a result, earnings of 
surgence of the aerospace industry, which construction workers surged upward nearly 
added 28,300 new workers in a year. Aero- one-fourth. All supporting industries re- 
space dominated the State’s employment sponded with above average gains in earn- 
picture but growth in other diversified ings. Especially noteworthy was the gain of 
manufacturing industries contributed much more than one-fifth in the earnings of fac- 
to the record employment figures. The rap- _ tory workers. 
idly expanding aluminum industry caused Legislation and Government Programs.— 
employment advances in the primary metal The Seattle Oceanographic Study Commit- 
and fabricating sectors. Employment in the tee submitted a proposal to the State legis- 
construction sector climbed to the highest lature and a bill was introduced to 
level since World War II because of a_ establish a permanent State commission 
heavy schedule of commercial and industri- and a State institute to assist, encourage,
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Figure 1.—Value of sand and gravel and stone, and total value of mineral 
production in Washington. 

Table 3.—Indicators of Washington business activity 

Change, 
. 1965 1966 P pereent 

Personal income: 
Total____________-_----__-----_-----------million dollars_- $8 ,641.0 $9 ,776.0 +13.1 
Per capita_______._.-.---------.-----------------dollars.._ $2,906.0 $3 , 280.0 +12.9 

Construction activity: 
Building permits________....-..--.---------million dollars__ $440.2 $607 .7 +38.1 
Heavy engineering awards_.__....-_-----------------do___- $408.7 $247.9 — 39.3 

State highway commission: 
Value of contracts awarded_____.._...----.----------do___- $102.9 $101.4 —1.5 
Value of contract work performed.__...._..---.---.--.do___- $103.3 $119.6 415.8 
Cement shipments to and within Washington. 

thousand 376-pound barrels_. 5,893.8 8,041.3 +36.4 
Cash receipts from farm marketings_____._.___---million dollars__ $636.8 $743 .0 +16.7 
Factory payrolls__..._-..------------------------------do_... $3,998.2 $4,721.1 +138.1 
Annual average labor force and employment: 

Total labor force..___...__._._.--.-_._---.-----thousands__-_ 1,166.3 1,252.9 +T 4 
Unemployment________.---.-----------------------do__-- 58.5 47.6 — 18.6 
Employment: 

Construction______._-.----------_----------.--do___- 46.4 54.9 +13.3 
Aerospace__________---_-----------------------d0___- 57.0 85.3 +49 .6 
Lumber and wood products._.__._..-------.+----do_-_~- 46.9 46.9 ~----- 
Food processing. ______-.-..--------------------d0_--_- 26.2 28.4 +8.4 
All manufacturing. ______.____-.-_---------.-----do__-- 227.0 265.3 +16.9 
All industries___.._.._._.-_-.-------.--.----.---do___- 1,106.6 1,204.1 +38.3 

P Preliminary. 

Sources: Survey of Current Business, Construction Review, Pacific Builder & Engineer, Washington State 
Highway | Gomumission, The Farm Income Situation, Washington Employment Security Department, and 

ureau of Mines.
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| Table 4.—Annual employment and total wages in the mineral industries 

1965 1966 
Industry —_——->) 
Co Wages Wages 

Employment (thousands) Employment (thousands) 

Mining: 
Metal mining. ____-.-_-_._-_- eee eee 587 $4,135 537 $3 , 788 
Bituminous coal, crude petroleum, and natural gas 127 899 92 619 
Nonmetallic mining and quarrying__-___________ 1,098 8,421 1,162 9,676 

5 1,812 13,455 1,791 14,0838 
Stone, clay, and glass products: a 

Cement, hydraulic_......_-.-_._-_--__-__ Lee 542 3,950 554 4,263 
Structural clay products______._____.-_________- 276 1,666 278 1,596 
Concrete, gypsum, and plaster products_________ 3,710 27,278 3 , 862 29 , 739 
Other__._-_+.----- 2-2 eee 929 6,303 949 6,782 

Total__._-.._-__----------- eee 5,457 39,197 5,643 42,380 
Smelting, refining, and casting: 

Blast furnaces, steel works, rolling and finishing 
 mills:. eee 1,896 14,309 1,901 14,370 
Iron and steel foundries____.___-_._---2-_____- A, 092 7,847 1,189 9,196 
Smelting, refining, and casting of nonferrous 

metals, except aluminum___________________- 1,108 7,609 1,186 8,273 
Smelting, rolling, drawing, and casting of 
aluminum.____.-_-22 eee 7,544 59 ,388 8,577 69 ,374 

Miscellaneous. ___._.---------_-------_- -_--- 13 553 527 4,712 

| Potal___---- eee 11,718 89 , 706 18 , 380 105 ,925 

Industrial chemicals Lo 6,781 59 ,914 5,334 49 , 535 
Petroleum refining and related industries____________ 1,230 9,923 1,199 10,009 

Grand total.--..______-.---_------_--2- 26,9938 212,195 27,847 221,982 
SEEN 

1 The Hanford atomic plant is the largest in this classification. LO 

Source: Washington Employment Security Department bulletins on industries covered by Washington 
State Employment Security Act. Industry groups may vary from those in the Bureau of Mines canvass. . 

Table 5.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
. Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked = 
working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- 
daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 
eee 

1965: 
Coal___._-- 22 83 219 18 145 _-- 12 82.57 2,959 
Metal______________- 427 300 128 1,028 1 74 72.97 7,552 
Nonmetal___._______ 129 169 22 175 — 2 11.41 319 
Sand and gravel_____. 1,712 187 321 2,580 a 54 20.93 449 
Stone._______.______ 1,220 206 251 2,018 —_— 30 14.87 246 
Peat_._..___--__-___- 35 116 4 32 _-- 1 30.79 123 

Total_____.._-___. 3,606 206 744 5,978 1 173 29.11 1,657 

1966: P I 
Coal__ oe 80 211 18 138 _oe 11 79.71 2,870 
Metal_.___-_ 370 281 104 831 1 52 63.78 15,197 
Nonmetal__.____-___- 140 149 21 175 __. 2 11.43 63 
Sand and gravel__._._. 1,530 195 299 2,284 _o- 52 22.77 647 
Stone_____.__.__._.___ 1,180 197 232 1,866 — 36 19.29 589 
Peat___________-___- 28 136 4 31 _-- _-- _-- _-- 

Total_._.__-_____. 38,828 204 678 5,325 1 153 28.92 2,932 
eee 

P Preliminary.
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and develop a coordinated State program tor in 1967. The U.S. Geological Survey 
in oceanography and oceanographic -engi- and the Federal Bureau of Mines con- 
neering. The AEC began to develop the tinued a project begun in 1965 to evaluate 
conceptual design of the Fast-Flux Test Fa- the minerals potential of the North Cas- 
cility at the Hanford project near Rich-  cades. Primitive Area. One contract with 
land. The additional employment require- the Office of Minerals Exploration (OME), 
ments, estimated at between 200 to 300 U.S. Department of the Interior, remained 
engineers and scientists, were expected to in effect that had been initiated in 1965 at 
offset the loss to be experienced from the the Chelan County property (Gold King 
shutdown by AEC of one plutonium reac- mine) of L-D Mines, Inc. 

REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

NONMETALS the first phase of a multimillion-dollar ce- 
. 7: ment manufacturing facility at Seattle to 

Abrasives.—Most of the crude silicon car- ; . 
bide manufactured by Carborundum Co. at rep) ace the. dt anys Bellingham pe nt 
Vancouver was shipped to abrasive-grain we Sontonher Colnonttenoe Co ~ 
sizing and treatment plants in the Eastern J) igee of the elass company. o erate d 
United States for further processing into the Bellingham plant Inclu a d a he pur- 

mater eee for bonded and other chase by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. was a 
a Tasive proeue!s. limestone quarry at Maple Falls, and a ce- 
eae pate ‘i. produced a tial ment distribution terminal at Harbor Is- 

port described aspects o e potential jand Seattle. 
i t h- : | 

sn i cance ie ont of eastern Was The Ideal Cement Co. wet-process plant 
c t—Shi poss: f land | , nearing completion at Seattle featured a 

b fous fume trom sis sorts totaled 69 computerized-central-control room from 

million barrels valued at $24 3 million "Where the Kiln operation and plant func: 

Cement was distributed to pene in tons, from the grinding of raw mas 7 to storing of finished cement, coul e 
the State and surrounding region from the monitored by closed-circuit television. 

modi about Sonesta of aie porasga UBlm completion of the Sete plant the ° rm’s Grotto and Irvin plants were to be 
and masonry cement shipments terminated (onverted to distribution P eainale 
within the State; the remainder was sent to Lone Star Cement Co. announced plans 
other Pacific Northwest States and Alaska. one Perera P 

. to construct a 4-million-barrel-annual-capa- 
Of the total portland cement shipped, 79 limi 
percent was transported by truck, 19 per- city cement Pp lant at Anacortes. Preliminary 

cent by rail, and 2 percent by boat. The estimates by the company indicated 2 
ratio of bulk to paper bag shipmen ts was struction cost of $32 to $40 million. The 

about 9:1 pap & sp company considered the feasibility of trans- 

About 74 percent of the portland cement porune tmestone slurry through ° om ipeli oncrete to the propose 
produced was distributed to firms manufac- ae memo wrens f° Pree 
turing commercial concrete products, such . 4 
as ready-mixed concrete companies (58 b aye he aod, of clays sold "9 used 
percent), concrete product manufacturers y f, een den. tal I - . | P of 
(11 percent), and building material dealers Ieee fase y t 4 f boat arsel'y CeaMse 
(5 percent). The remaining 26 percent was “ss © ays used’ tor ve ractory Purposes. . 
sold to highway (11 percent) and other — Fire clay was mined at four operations 
contractors (11 percent), and to miscellane- in King and Spokane Counties by Interna- 
ous customers and Federal, State, and local tional Pipe & Ceramics Corp. and at one 
government agencies (4 percent). operation in Douglas County by 1-D 

Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp. began Mines, Inc. Miscellaneous clay for use \ 

construction on a $3.5 million cement stor. ™@king heavy clay products came from 
age complex at a Duwamish Waterway site *Masson, Donald F., and John A. Jaekel. 
acquired in 1965 from the Seattle Port Beneficiation Ci ashington Barite. Washington 
Commission. The cement storage silos were 56 1966 7 ‘pp. ee OF Eng. Res. Section, Cire.
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pits in nine counties. Clay used in manu- Pumice.—Output of pumice and pumi- 

facturing cement came from pits in King, ceous materials declined 3 percent from 
& P 8 P ; . 

Spokane, and Whatcom Counties. the 1965 total. Ewer Lumber Co. continued 
P 

. cA 

Diatomite—The tonnage of diatomite to produce pumice for use as concrete 

production increased 17 percent over the aggregate from a deposit near Chelan Lake, 

1965 total | Chelan County. | 

Kenite Corp. mined diatomite at a pit Sand and Gravel.—Sand and gravel pro- 
southeast of Quincy in Grant County. duction declined 7 percent from the 1965 

Crude material was trucked 18 miles to a 'tal owing to smaller requirements by the 
company calcining plant at Quincy. State mighway department and U.S. Army 

orps of Engineers. 
Gypsum.—Gypsite (a mixture of gypsum, . 

quartz, and clay) mined from the Poison a and gravel was Prodiucee in 37 o 

Lake deposit was processed from stockpiles [™€ 39 counties. Commercial firms operated 
by Argo Minerals, Inc. at Tonasket and 107 plants—78 stationary and 29 portable; 

sold for agricultural purposes. Crude gyp- whereas output from Government-and- 

sum was imported from Baja California, contractor operations was from 67 plants— 

Mexico, by Kaiser Gypsum Co., Inc., Seat- 22 stationary and 45, portable. Output was 

tle, and processed for use in building prod- valued at over $5 million in King County, 

ucts. Gypsum from Canada was marketed 9 O" than $4 million in Pierce County, 
by Greenacres Gypsum Co., Spokane, for over $2 million in Snohomish County, and 

agricultural purposes more than $1 million each in Columbia, 

Spokane, Whitman, and Yakima Counties. 
Lime.—Output of lime declined 6 per- ep gs 

cent from the 1965 total. Pacific Lime, Inc., pistriPufion of output i) use was road- 

Tacoma, manufactured primary open-mar- bur! ng an maintenance, 7 percent; aa 

ket lime for use in water and sewage treat- struction, 28 percent; fill, 16 percent; ra 

ment; for construction and agricultural road ballast, 6 percent; and miscellaneous, 
purposes; and for use by the paper, steel 3 percent. Included under miscellaneous 

calcium carbide, ore concentrating, ‘petro- were small but important quantities of spe: 
leum, and tanning industries, Limestone cial industrial silica sands used for glass 

for the operation was received by barge manukacturing, grinding, polishing, sand- 
- asting, and foundr lications. 

from company quarries at Texada Island, b _ 5 oundry app nce tons 

British Columbia, Canada. Limestone was Silica sands near Wenatchee were de- 

calcined to lime for use in sugar refining scribed in a report.4 

at Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. refineries in Stone.—Stone was quarried in 36 coun- 
Grant and Yakima Counties. Calcium-bear- jes, Benton, King, Skagit, Spokane, Ste- 

ing sludge was converted to lime at eight ens, and Walla Walla Counties each had 
pulping operations for their own use IN production valued at over $1 million. 
manufacturing pulp and paper products. “yy: 

. SP P paper P Basalt output of 11.4 million tons, from 

for seftactory magnesia by the comand operations in 33 counties, was 86 percent 
- of the stone total. The basalt was used for 

tonnage of crude magnesite mined at the —roadstone, riprap, and ballast. 

Stevens County Finch, Keystone, and Red . . cate 
Marble quarries by Northwest Magnesite Limestone production of 1:4 million tons 

Co valued at $2.5 million came from quarry- 

Olivine production, declining 4 percent ing operations in Okanogan, Pend Oreille, 
from the ess ol ce fron the’ Skagit San Juan, Skagit, Snohomish, Stevens, and 

, Whatcom Counties. A large part of the 
County quarries of Northwest Olivine Co. : 
and Scheel Stone Co., and from the What- Hmestone produced was used’ by the “ 

com County quarry of Olivine Corp. Crude hacal industry; a > wt, used for agricul 
: . tural purposes and by the pulp and paper 

maton was Process at Plants “ Onn. and metallurgical industries. Limestone 
ivine Corp., Hamilton, an ivine 

Corp., Bellingham. Precessed tonnages were Bec visto, Michael Ay Industrial (Consultants, 
. conomic easinllity oO ica an rocessing 

marketed mainly for use as foundry sand and Related Manufacturing Operations in Che- 

to Pacific Coast States and Canadian con- lan County, Wash. Study sponsored by U.S. De- 
sumers partment of Commerce, Economic Development 

° Administration, 1966.
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Table 6.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operation and uses 

. , (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) , 

a 
1965 1966 

Class of operation and use ——_— 
7 . Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

Commercial operations: 
Building-__.-_-.----------------------------- 5,699 $6,235 6,801 $7 ,859 

Road material______..----------------------- 6,047 | 6,015 6,341 6,541 

| Fillg.--------_--_--------------------------- 2,724 1,899 3,046 1,734 

Railroad ballast___._-.----------------------- 190 142 1,892 1,151 

Other 1_____________------------------------- . 739 1,030 766 894° 

Total. ._---------------------------------- 15,399 . 15,821 18 , 846 18,179 

Government-and-contractor op erations: a a . 

Building__.._...-_--------------------------- 2 6 1,280 1,684 

Road material___.______-_------------------- 7,260 6,768 7,195 5,740 

Fill____-_----------------------------------- 8,404 4,772 _. 1,516 1,083 

Other !__________ iu l- uu ----- +--+ +--+ ---- 236 367 165 120 

Total....._-_--------------- eee eee 15,902 11,918 10,156 8,627 
: ——— 

All operations: , 
Building__..__-------------------------------- 5,701 6,241 8,081 9 , 543 

Road material_____.-_-_-_------------------- 13 ,307 12 , 783 13 , 536 12,281 

Fill... _-______-__-_- -_--------------------- 11,128 6,671 4,562 2,817 

Railroad ballast_____-_-.-.------------------- 190 142 1,892 1,151 

Other 1___.__________--.--------------------- 975 1,397 931 1,014 

Grand total______..._---------------+------ 31,301 27 234 29 , 002 26 , 806 
ce 

1 Includes special sands for construction and industrial uses and sand and gravel for micellaneous unspecified . 

purposes. 

Table 7.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses | 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
I 

1965 1966 

Use —— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 
A 

Dimension stone (building)_....-.-.-.------------- 9 $269 23 $291 
Concrete and roadstone_______.------------------- 8,208 10,488 9,406 13,084 

Riprap__._..------------------------------------ 2,326 2,359 1,132 1,854 

Other 1._______.___-___-_------------------------- 1,917 4,330 2,688 5,045 
ee EN hoo .boluLOLO. 

Total 2___._._----------------------------- 12,461 17,446 13 ,250 20,273 

a 

1 Used at cement, paper, metallurgical, and chemical plants, sugar refineries, for railroad ballast, and for 

miscellaneous unspecified purposes. 
2 Owing to rounding, individual items may not add to totals shown. 

also was imported for use in manufacturing Granite from Chelan, Douglas, Ferry, 

cement, lime, and paper. The limestone oc- King, Skagit, Snohomish, and Whitman 

currences of western Washington were the Counties was used for poultry grit, riprap, 

subject of a report.5 and roadstone. 

Sandstone, quartz, and quartzite output Sized marble from operations in Ferry, 

for use as industrial silica totaled 122,512 King, and Stevens Counties was marketed 

tons valued at $592,344. The silica-bearing for use as furnace flux, paint filler, roofing 

material came from Chelan, Ferry, Pend granules, stucco, and for agricultural pur- 

Oreille, Pierce, Skagit, Spokane, and Ste- poses. Dimension marble came from Ferry 

vens Counties. It was used in manufactur- and Stevens Counties. 

ing abrasives, cement, ferrosilicon, glass, Talc and Soapstone.—Soapstone was 

roofing granules, sodium silicate, terrazzo, mined at three operations near Marble- 

and for foundry applications. Dimension 5 Danner, Wilbert R. Limestone Resources of 

sandstone was produced in Chelan, Ferry, Western Washington. atate of Washington, 

Kittitas, Pierce, and Skagit Counties. a74 DD. of ames an orgy, pues ,
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mount, Skagit County. Two producers sold by 1970. Annual capacity of Kaiser Alumi- 
crude material for grinding at plants of num & Chemical Corp.’s primary alumi- 
Northwest Talc & Magnesium Co., Clear num plant at Tacoma was to be doubled 
Lake, and Miller Products Co. and Stauffer to 81,000 tons. Alcoa announced plans for 
Chemical Co., both in Portland, Oreg. The a fifth potline at its Wenatchee plant. The 
ground and sized material was used in additional unit and supporting facilities, 
manufacturing insecticides and paint. The includung a carbon-baking furnace and in- 
third operator sold output for sculpturing  got-casting equipment, were. estimated to 
purposes. | cost over $10 million. When the potline is 
Vermiculite—Crude vermiculite from a ¢nergized in early 1968, the rated capacity 

| Montana mining operation was exfoliated Will be 175,000 tons of primary aluminum. 
at the Spokane plant of Vermiculite North- | Kawecki Chemical Co. of Boyertown, Pa., 
west, Inc. The expanded product was mar- announced start of a $2.5 million alumi- 
keted for use in insulation, plaster and num alloy plant at Wenatchet. Titanium 
concrete aggregates, and for agricultural aluminum for grain refining and boron 
purposes. Oo aluminum for electrical wire and cable 

| a products were to be manufactured. 
METALS : Copper.—Copper output was up 4 tons 

Aluminum.—Production of primary alu- from the 1965 level to 34 tons. Most of the 

minum climbed from 534,680 tons valued metal was Tecovered as a byp roduct of 
at $263 million in 1965 to 598,260 tons val- !¢ad-zinc mining in Pend Oreille County 
ued at $294 million. The total production (Pend Oreille mine) and zinc mining in figure for the State’s five primary alumi- Stevens County (Van Stone and Calhoun 

num plants was less than the technically mines) . Because of increased demands for 
rated capacity as shown in table 8, because ‘OPP: American Smelting and Refining 
the first of three 76,000-ton potlines sched- Company (Asarco) initiated a $25 million 
uled for the Intalco Aluminum Corp. long-term program to increase refined cop- plant, Bellingham, was completed at mid- per output of its ‘Tacoma plant. The addi- 
year, and a second was completed just be- tional capacity was to be used to process 
fore yearend. However, Aluminum Com- C°ncentrates barged from the Granduc pany of America (Alcoa), Kaiser ™ine in British Columbia, Canada, jointly 
Aluminum & Chemical Corp., and R ey- developed by Asarco and Newmont Mining 
nolds Metals Co. continued to produce for Co., as well as additional custom domestic 

the third straight year at a level above tonnage. ; 
their combined rated capacity. The first Gold.—Gold output decreased 6 percent. 
shipment of primary aluminum from the from that of 1965. As in prior years, the 
initial potline at the new Intalco plant, Ferry County mines (Knob Hill and Gold 
was delivered in mid-year to Hunter Engi- Dollar) of Knob Hill Mines, Inc., and Day 
neering, a division of American Metal Cli- Mines, Inc., and the Chelan County mine 
max (Amax), at Riverside, Calif. The se- (Gold King) of L-D Mines, Inc., were the 
cond potline, and a third, expected to be principal producers in the State. The Gold 
on line by 1968, will give the plant a total King mine operated at full mill capacity 
annual capacity of 228,000 tons. Reynolds during 1966, but at yearend, the reserves of 
Metals Co. announced a $325 million, 4- commercial-grade ore had dwindled, and year expansion program that will increase termination was expected in early 1967 
primary aluminum capacity by 160,000 tons P any ° 
at its two Pacific Northwest plants. The Gold Placers, Inc., a gold-dredging opera- 
additions will increase the rated annual ca- 0" located northwest of Ellensburg, an- pacities of the Longview, Wash. and "ounced plans to expand production on 14 
Troutdale, Oreg., plants to 190,000 and claims along a creek bed in the Swauk 
140,000 tons, respectively. Reynolds also an- mining district of Kittitas County. 
nounced that a cable plant was to be add- Iron Ore.—Washington Mineral Profits 
ed at Longview to convert aluminum into Corp. was completing construction of a 
high-voltage transmission cable for use in plant to extract iron ore, silica, and garnet 
the rapidly expanding west coast power sand from the black sands of Baker Bay 
system. Reynolds’ employment at Longview (Pacific County) at the mouth of the Co- 
was anticipated to grow from 500 to 1,150 lumbia River.
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- Table 8.—Primary aluminum plant capacity and production data 

Rated Primary production Ave 
ate ———————————__——_—_—_—. verage 

Year primary Percent of US. ingot 
capacity, Short tons national Value price per 

a short tons . total (thousands) pound, cents 

1957-61 (average)........-....-----. 488,000 358,626 19 $179,848 126.6 
1962_______-_----------------------- 483 , 000 371,757 18 178 ,226 23.9 
1963___..-----------------_--------- 483,000 439,144 - 19 202 ,327 22.6 
1964_______-_-_--_------------------- 483 , 000 489 ,919 19 232,893 13.7 
1965__--___-_----------------------- 524 , 000 534 , 680 19 262, 702 24.5 
1966_____-_---------------.--------- 676 , 000 - 598 , 260 20 294,115 — 24.5 

1 Price of pig now applied to ingot. The use of the term “‘pig”’ was discontinued in August 1960. 

Lead-Zinc.—Lead output declined 7 per- tion was slated to begin early in 1967 on 
cent from that of 1965, and the value was the plant which was to be equipped with 
down 10 percent because of a 2-cent per- the latest in air pollution control equip- 
pound drop in price during the year. Zinc ment. a . 

output increased 11 percent and was val- Titanium.—The Boeing Co., Seattle, was | 
ued at a little more than $7 mulfion. some constructing a titanium processing facility 

ate aaa Ore mind an xcs (2cUPROR J sapemonie, anspor, pre - ~T gram. frot-forming, hot-sizing, and chem1- 

According to the annual report, the Pend ja eeesne Bee nme ee sone , ot-forming area included a 70-foot-long 

ote, i, Ce owes ay SOLGKA tana. mens stress-relief furnace, five preheat furnaces 
etals GO. ylelde , tons of ore for dies and spacer blocks, and 10 hot-siz- 

which contained nearly 4,000 tons of lead ing presses capable of operating at 1,500° F 

an’ ees erruption during the year, while exerting vertical and horizontal pres- 
: | > sure on dies. : 
but at less than 68 percent of rated capaci- Tungsten.—W. R. Grace & Co.- a wi dely 

ny ans fe conned snortage of ee L diversified Connecticut firm, took an op- 

American Zinc Co., located at Colville in tron fo P urchase the Silver Hill’ tin-tung- 

Stevens County, started operations in early han “fon ote, ‘ _ south of Spo- 

October. The Van Stone mine owned by ane, for $400,000. ton, gravity type Asarco showe da 4-percent gain in the out concentrator was constructed at the site in 

put of lead-zinc ore treated as compared 1960, and small shipments of tungsten and ‘th the 1965 ficures | tin concentrates were made in 1961 and 
Mone eo ne . ‘ver: came largely 4s 1962, but the property since has been idle. 

Dyer wu OF sliver c ey Uranium.—Newmont Exploration, Ltd. 
a byproduct from two gold producers. The prompted by the growing Pius, deman d 
Knob Hill-Gold Dollar properties in Ferry  ¢ ] : d k 
County and the Gold King mine in Chelan (0) DUC CAT Power reactors, undertook new ounty 3 & f th 1 exploration on the Spokane Indian Reser- 
County supplied 90 Peed. ot the tota’ vation, southwestern Stevens County, for 
output. Silver was recovered at an average yoy Mining Co. at its Midnite uranium 
rate of 3.7 ounces per ounce of recoverable |)... 
gold. Lead-zinc operations furnished 10 D _ q 
percent of silver output, with an average awn Mining Co., 51 percent owned by 
of 1.5 ounces of silver per ton of concen- Newmont Mining Corp. and 49 percent .by 
trate produced. Midnite Mines, Inc., was the Northwest's 

Steel—Northwest Steel Rolling Mills, ages Drantam Poe _Since starting 
Inc., Seattle, announced plans to build a Production in 8. Mining operations 
new production facility on a 32-acre tract Were halted in 1964, and milling of stock- 
in Kent. The steel rolling mill was to have Piled ore was completed in mid-1965, but 
a capacity of about 80,000 tons annually, shipments of uranium oxide to AEC had 
compared with the 55,000-ton capacity of | been continued under a sales contract due 
the firm’s present Seattle facility. Construc- to expire December 31, 1966. |
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Zirconium.~~Sandvik Special Metals Corp. plant to test the feasibility of producing 

announced that construction was to begin high-quality, low-ash, low-sulfur fuel from | 

on a zirconium alloy-tube-manufacturing low-quality coals. | 

plant in the Tri-Cities area of Washington Peat.—Production of peat was 25,599 tons 

State. The new plant was designed to of which 11,566 tons was unprepared, 

| manufacture tubing required for nuclear, 11,783 tons was shredded, and 2,250 tons _ 

| powerplants. ‘The firm is jointly owned by was shredded and kiln dried before mar- 
the Sandvik Steel Works of Sweden and keting. The average unit value of peat was 

_ United Nuclear Corp., a leading US. nu- $5.33 per ton. King County led in peat 

clear fuel producer. Its affiliate, Douglas production, followed by Snohomish, Kitsap, 
United Nuclear, Inc., operates AEC’s pluto- — ‘Thurston, Skagit, and Mason Counties. 

nium production reactors and related fab- Petroleum and Natural Gas—-T'wo ex- 

| rication facilities at Hanford. — | ploratory dry holes for oil and gas were 
a eee drilled, one each in Jefferson and Lewis 

| MINERAL FUELS Counties, Oil and gas sploratory leases on 
Carbon Dioxide.—Carbon dioxide, recov- 4,520 acres of State-owned land in Grays 

ered from mineral waters in Klickitat Harbor, Clallam, and Whatcom Counties 

County by Gas-Ice Corp., was converted to were offered in May at public auction by 

dry ice by the company. Another plant was the State Department of Natural Re- 

operated by the same company at Finley, sources. The first exploratory drilling of 

Benton County, for making carbon dioxide offshore Continental Shelf lands outside 
from an ammonia-plant waste product. the State 3-mile limit included a joint. 

| Coal.—Coal output from five mines in operating venture between Shell Oil Co. 

three western counties totaled 58,637 tons, and Pan American Petroleum Corp. The 

an increase of 7 percent above the 1965 well, spudded from the Santa Fe Drilling 
tonnage. About 16 percent of the raw coal ¢o, drilling platform Blue Water IJ, was 

washed by mechanical cleaning equipment 14 miles west of Cape Shoalwater; water 

was refuse from the underground mining Gayth from the drilling platform totaled 
operations in King and Thurston Counties. 11s 040 feet 
Coal was marketed directly from a strip- _ . 
mining operation in Lewis County without Washington Water Power Co. continued 
processing. The average value of coal sold testing an underground natural gas storage 
in the open market was $8.77 per ton. . site near Chehalis. Eight wells were drilled 

Construction began at Tacoma by Pitts- in Lewis County to allow injection of gas 

burgh and Midway Coal Mining Co. on a__ to the reservoir. 

Table 9.—Test holes drilled for oil and gas in 1366 

Total depth 
Company Well (feet) County 

Belco Petroleum Corp._--_--.....--.-- Milwaukee-Land 1-1.--......----.--. 6,832 Jefferson 
Robert E. Wise and Stephen C. West_.. Hawkins No. 1_._._.-.....--.-...--- 3,720 Lewis 

Source: Washington Division of Mines and Geology. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Selected counties with significant metal part of Chelan Lake. The screened materi- 
and nonmetal developments are discussed al was sold to Pacific Northwest and Cana- 
in the following review. Mineral produc- dian consumers for use in manufacturing 
tion was reported from all 39 counties in building blocks. L-D Mines, Inc., quarried 
the State. With certain important excep- sandstone from a deposit near Wenatchee 
tions, output was principally from nonme- and sold crushed silica-bearing material to 
tallic deposits. cement plants. Dimension stone also was 
Chelan.—Ewer Lumber Co. produced produced by the firm. 

pumice from a pit near the southeastern According to the annual report to stock-
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holder by Day Mines, Inc., development (including employee fringe benefits) rose 

work at the Gold King — mine comprised nearly $1 million from 1965 to $8.7 mil- 

4,467 feet of drifts and crosscuts, 906 feet lion. For the second consecu tive year power 

of raises, and 2,969 feet of test bore holes.  OS¢S declined, $5.9 million in 1966 com- 

Production was 92,496 tons of ore milled, pared with $6.2 million in 1965. 

averaging 0.23 ounce of gold and 0.5 ounce Clark—Hidden Brick Co., Vancouver, 

of silver per ton. produced clay for use in making building 

The Alcoa plant at Wenatchee saw the brick and draintile. | 

beginning of its biggest expansion program The Vancouver plant of Alcoa operated 

(a fifth potline and carbon-baking facili- throughout the year at rated capacity. 

ties) and the establishment of an alltime Cowlitz—The stratigraphic sequence, de- 

high production record. Alcoa began oper- tails of the geology, and geologic environ- | 

ating the plant in 1952. According to a ment of the ferruginous bauxite area in 

company publication, wages and salaries the Kelso-Cathlamet area of Cowlitz and 

_ Table 10.—Value of mineral production in Washington, by counties’ 

. : (Thousand dollars) 
NN 

| County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 
. 

Adams. -_-_.-------------- $405 $284 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Asotin. -..----..-------- 8 W Sand and gravel. 

Benton______-.-.-------- 1,112 1,832 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Chelan___.__-.---------- WwW . W Gold, stone, sand and gravel, silver, pumice, 
copper. 

Claillam_..-..-.--------- 87 291 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Clark. __._.-.----------- 2,262 1,320 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Columbia_..-.----------- 2,057 1,825 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Cowlitz..._-.----------- 397 408 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 

Douglas._.-------------- 112 321 Do. 

Ferry_...-.------------- WwW W: Gold, silver, stone, copper. 

Franklin. ..--.-..-------- 502 788 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Garfield___...----------- 192 333 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Grant_.__.._------------ 2,132 1,983 Diatomite, lime, stone, sand and gravel. 

Grays Harbor__---------- 796 695 Sand and gravel, stone. 

TIsland_......------------ 34 89 Sand and gravel. 

Jefferson__..------------ 551 W Stone, sand and gravel. 

King_..._.-.------------ 14,154 16,745 Cement, sand and gravel, stone, coal, clays, peat. 

Kitsap. .__.------------- 296 276 Sand and gravel, peat. 

Kittitas. .....----------- 142 655 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Kliekitat__...----------- 795 924 Sand and gravel, stone, carbon dioxide. 

Lewis.___.-------------- 483 510 Sand and gravel, stone, coal, clays. 

Lineoln__...------------ 244 182 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Mason______------------ 173 2 Sand and gravel, peat, stone. 

Okanogan... -.----------- 322 240 Stone, sand and gravel, gypsum, gold, silver, 

. copper. 

Pacific. ....------------- 175 349 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Pend Oreille. ..---------- 8,241 7,880 Zinc, cement, lead, stone, sand and gravel, silver, 

copper. 

Pierce__._..------------- 5,179 5,601 Sand and gravel, lime, stone, clays. 

San Juan._..------------ 531 W Sand and gravel, stone. 

Skagit_...-------------- 6, 550 6,940 Cement, stone, olivine, sand and gravel, peat, 

soapstone. 

Skamania__..----------- 186 W Stone, sand and gravel, copper, silver. 

Snohomish._---.--------- 2,672 2,963 Sand and gravel, stone, peat, clays. 

Spokane__--------------- 4,630 5,703 Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, uranium, 

vanadium. 

Stevens. ___------------- 6,744 6,685 Zinc, stone, magnesite, lead, sand and gravel, 

silver, clays, copper, gold. 

Thurston_....----------- 302 352 Sand and gravel, stone, coal, peat. 

Wahkiakum_--.---------- 2 145 Stone. 

Walla Walla__----------- 2,530 1,982 Stone, sand and gravel. 

Whatcom_.-.------------ WwW W Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, olivine. 

Whitman___-_----------- 1,895 2,081 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Yakima___.------------- 1,610 2,434 Sand and gravel, stone, lime. 

Undistributed !__--..----- 17,669 16 ,279 

Total_._.--------- 86,172 89 ,092 
nw i II 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

1 Includes value of mineral production that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by 

symbol W.
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Wahkiakum Counties were mapped and powered by 2,500-horsepower motors, and 
defined.6 | a a raw grinding mill (11 by 36 feet) powered 

Reynolds" Metals Co. aluminum reduc-. by a 2,000-horsepower motor. Limestone for 
tion plant at Longview was operated at Ca- the Seattle plant was to be furnished by 

pacity. Longview was chosen by Reynolds the firm’s Rock Products Division at Tex- 
as the site for a new transmission cable ada Island, British Columbia, Canada. The 
manufacturing plant. Underway at the re- firm’s storage capacity in the Seattle area 

duction plant was a major construction would be increased to 373,000 barrels upon 
program to increase capacity to 190,000 completion of the Seattle plant. 

tons annually. International Pipe & Ceramics Corp. pro- 

Douglas.—Keokuk Electro-Metals Co. con- duced clay from the Palmer, Renton, and 
tinued to operate its ferrosilicon and silicon Pit 55 pits for use in making building 
metal plant at .Wenatchee. | once ane craintile. ane am mana : | . ure ebric om material du 

F erry Day Mines, Anc., Gold Dollar Blum and Harris pits. Builders Brick Co. 
mine at Rep ublic was extended to the new mined clay at the Elk and Newcastle pits 13th level, but initially the grade of ore for use in making building brick and 

proved to be submarginal, and the ore draintile. Ideal Cement Co. dug clay at the . body was badly faulted. The Gold Dollar Grotto pit for use at its cement plant. | 
ore body Was mined from. the workings of Palmer Coking Coal Co., Inc.,;-continued 
the adjoining Knob Hill mine. supplying coal from the Rogers No. 2, 
Grant.—Kenite Corp. trucked crude dia- Rogers No. 3, and Franklin No. 12 mines. 

tomite from a pit southeast of Quincy toa peat came from six bogs, and the county 
company plant at Quincy where it was again ranked first in the State as a peat- 

, ground, calcined, sized, and packaged for producing area. | 

shipment. | | | . _. The county position was second in terms’ 
King.—The county, in terms of value of of output of sand and gravel; production 

| mineral commodities, continued to be the totaled 5.2 million tons valued at $5.2 mil- 
principal nonmetal-producing area in the lion. Most of the output was by commer- 
State. Cement production increased at both cial firms for building purposes and road 
the Ideal Cement Co. Grotto plant, and at construction. 
the Lone Star Cement Co. Seattle plant. Lewis.—Production of silicon metal be- 
Construction work continued and neared gan at the Centralia plant of Imperial 

_ completion on the Ideal Cement Co. 2.5- Metals and Abrasives, Inc. The metal was 
million-barrel-annual-capacity cement plant for use as an additive in the foundry and 
at Seattle. The plant, located on a 25-acre 6 Livingston. Vaughn E. Jr. Geol a 
site on the Duwamish Waterway, features Mineral Resources of the Kelso-Gathlamet Area, 
a 14- by 1514- by 500-foot kiln, two finish Cowlitz and Wahkiakum Counties, Washington. 
grinding mills (each 12 by 32 feet), each eee ot Bull oe oTO66, he of Mines and 

Table 11.—Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Metaline district, 
Pend Oreille County, in terms of recoverable metals 

eee 

Material 
Mines sold or Gold, Silver, Total 

producing, treated! lodeand lodeand Copper Lead Zine value 
Year lode and (thou- placer placer (short (short (short (thou- 

placer sand (troy (troy tons) tons) tons) sands) 
short ounces) ounces) 
tons) 

eee 

1957-61 (average) 4 925 1 34,972 34 9,398 18,936 $6,707 
1962_.-.____ 3 830 ae 29 , 233 35 5,901 21,430 6,068 
1963_._._.______ 4 810 ~e-ne 30 ,274 35 5,373 22,270 6,343 
1964_._.________ 3 809 aaa ee 28 , 766 31 4,755 19 , 597 6,634 
1965_._.- 2 Le 1 641 _---- 23,689 22 4,411 13,201 5,277 
1966__..._______ 1 595 ~auee 21,478 19 3,923 11,909 4,681 

1906-66_________ ~ooee 16,592 307 664,062 492 181,985 412,717 137 , 767 

1 Does not include gravel washed.
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aluminum industries. A 4,000-kilowatt fur- Soapstone was mined at deposits near 
nace was used; an additional furnace rated Marblemount by Herman Smith, Skagit 
at 10,000 kilowatts was being constructed, Talc Products, and Scheel Stone Co. 
and a third furnace rated at 10,000 kilo- Snohomish.—The county ranked second 
watts was planned for future use. as a peat-producing area. Output was from 
Mason.—The stratigraphic sequence of three bogs, one near Lynnwood and two 

‘Tertiary marine strata was mapped in near Bothell. Lowell Brick Co. dug clay at 
western Mason and eastern Grays Harbor a pit near Lowell for use in making build- 
Counties.7 ing brick. Limestone for agricultural pur- 

Pend Oreille——The Metaline Falls opera- poses came from operations at the Hay- 
tion of Lehigh Portland Cement Co. was stack quarry by Miller Lime Co. and from 
the principal nonmetal producer. Cement operations at the Bryant quarry by West- 
shipments by the company were 6 percent ¢rn Lime Co. | 
less than the 1965 total. Spokane.—The Irvin plant of Ideal Ce- 

Total lead-zinc production from the ment Co. continued to be the principal 
Pend Oreille mine declined 10 percent nonmetallic industry activity in terms of 
from that of 1965. Since construction of the Mineral production value. Output at the 
Boundary hydroelectric project began in plant increased 14 percent, and shipments 
1962, a persistent shortage of skilled labor Were 2 percent greater than the 1965 total. 
had curtailed production to an average 70 Clay for the operation came from the 
percent of rated milling capacity. The de- company-owned Spokane County clay pit, | 
creased tonnage, according to the annual and limestone came from the firm’s Stevens 

report of Pend Oreille Mines & Metals Co., County Limerock quarry. 
as well as the reduced lead price, resulted International Pipe & Ceramics Corp. dug 
in receipts from concentrates declining to clay from the Mica and Sommer pits for 
$2.9 million from $3.3 million in 1965. manufacturing clay products and fire clay 
Operating costs per ton were $3.886 and refractories at the firm’s Mica plant. 
total costs $4.258 compared with $3.906 and Quarry Tile Co. completed a plant at 

$4.243, respectively, in 1965. Spokane for manufacturing clay products. 
Pierce.—Pacific Lime, Inc., sold lime Clays used in the operation were brought 

from its Tacoma plant to Pacific Northwest by rail to the plant from nearby pits, 
_ and Canadian customers for chemical and stockpiled inside the plant, ground, dried, 

construction purposes. Builders Brick Co. blended, and then pressed into shapes that 
dug clay from the Clay City pit for use in were fired in a tunnel kiln. The clay prod- 
making brick. The county, with 35,000 tons ucts were shipped to customers in the 
more sand and gravel produced than the Pacific Northwest, California, Virginia, | 
total for King County, ranked first in sand Louisiana, and Georgia. 
and gravel output; it totaled 5.2 million Stevens.—Magnesite from the Finch, Red 
tons valued at $4 million. The largest com- Marble, and Keystone quarries of North- 

mercial sand and gravel firms operating in west Magnesite Co. was the most important 
the State included the Steilacoom opera-  yonmetallic mineral produced in the 
tions of Pioneer Sand & Gravel Co. and county. Limestone, marble, and silica-bear- 

Glacier Sand & Gravel Co. ing materials also were quarried. 

| Skagit—The Lone Star Cement Corp. According to the annual report of Asar- 
plant at Concrete was the major mineral 9, the Van Stone mine at Colville yielded 
industry activity in terms of value. Output concentrates containing an average 820 tons 
increased 16 percent, and shipments were of zinc per month. The Calhoun mine and 

13 percent greater than the 1965 total. mill of American Zinc Co., located 40 miles 

Limestone was hauled by aerial tram about northwest of Colville, became operative in 
I mile in %-cubic-yard buckets from the October. Exploration at the Midnite urani- 
Lang quarry to the plant at Concrete. um mine was begun by Newmont Explora- 

Olivine mined at the Twin Sisters tion, Ltd., on the Spokane Indian Reserva- 
quarry was trucked 20 miles to the North- —TRan Weldon W. Strativraph a¥ 
west Olivine Co. grinding plant at Hamil- nite se the Satsop River Area, Southern Olym: 
ton. Olivine also was mined at the Sisters pic Peninsula, Washington. State of Washing- 

Mountain quarry by Scheel Stone Co. 1986, 66 not Of Mines and Geology, Bull. 58,
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tion claims belonging to Dawn Mining Co. the leading nonmetallic operation in the 
Old rotary-drill holes were being deepened county in terms of value, and continued as 
and new ones drilled. Surface trenching al- the largest source of cement in the State. 

so was accomplished. The exploration was Limestone for the operation came from a | 
undertaken to increase the known ore re- company quarry near Maple Falls. 
serves, reported at about 550,000 tons. Power was supplied in May to the first 
Whatcom.—The county continued to of three scheduled 76,000-ton potlines at | 

rank second in value of nonmetal mineral the primary aluminum reduction plant of 
commodities. The Columbia Cement Co. Intalco Aluminum Corp.; located north of 
(a subsidiary of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Bellingham at Ferndale. The second pot- 
Co.) plant at Bellingham, formerly operat- line came on line at yearend, and a third 
ed by Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Corp., was __ was planned to be operating by 1968.



The Mineral Indus 

f West Virginia 
This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau . 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the West Virginia Geological and 

Economic Survey for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By Meherwan C. Irani‘ 

- The continued growth of the national production accounted for 85 percent of the 

economy during 1966 favorably affected the value of the State’s mineral output and in- 

basic industries like coal, oil, steel, and creased by $27.8 million in value. During 

nonferrous metals and the minerals in- 1966, 45 large new mines were constructed, 

dustry of West Virginia. The value of min- the greatest expansion of coal production 
. . capacity since the 1940's. 

eral production in the State increased by 

$32.2 million, a gain of 4 percent. Coal 1 Metallurgist, Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,Pa. 

Table 1.—-Mineral production in West Virginia’ 

a 
I i II 

1965 1966 

. Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

Ero 
Clays 2___._-..--------------thousand short tons_. 289 $328 300 $334 
Coal (bituminous)______._.-----------------d0_--- 149 ,191 726 ,096 149 ,681 753,851 

Lime____.___________----------------------do._-- WwW WwW 240 3,492 

Natural gas__....___.-_---------million cubic feet_-_ 207 , 416 48 , 743 211,610 49 940 

Petroleum (crude)-_.._..-thousand 42-gallon barrels - - 3,530 13 ,591 3,674 14,623 

Salt_____.________---_--------thousand short tons_- 1,153 5,539 1,147 5,446 

Sand and gravel___.__..._.-----------------do.--- 5,253 11,480 5,448 11,569 

Stone 3_._________--__-_--------------------d0. ~~. 8 , 482 14.587 9.738 16 354 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Calcium-mag- 
nesium chloride, cement (portland and masonry), 
fire clay, gem stones, natural gas liquids, stone {di- 
mension sandstone) and values indicated by symbol 
9 ».@.¢ 39 ,240 xX 36,191 

Total. ._________.---------_--------------- xX 859 ,604 xX $91 , 800 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Value of items that. 

cannot be disclosed.”’ 
XX Not applicable. 
1 Production aS measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). of 

2 Excludes fire clay; included with ‘‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 

8 Excludes certain stone; included with “Value of items that cannot be disclosed.”’ 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Millions) 

Year Value ! Year Value ! 

1957... ee eee eee $9538. «:1962___________---..---------- $770 
1958_______._____---_-.------------- 156 1963_____________-.--____----------- 839 

1959_____________-_-_--------------- 760 1964______________.__-_------------- 891 

1960_____________..-_--------------- 153 1965_____________-----_------------- 934 

1961_______________-_--------------- 731 1966______________.__-___----------- 951 

1 Data for 1957-65 revised. 
835
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Figure 1—Value of coal and total value of mineral production in West Virginia. 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours Year and industry men Days worked worked ————____ working active (thou- (thou- Non- Fre- Sever- 

daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency ity 
1965: 

Coal____._-..-__.._. 44,495 215 9,580 75,999 95 4,678 62.80 11,619 Nonmetal___________ 967 310 300 2,400 —_— 17 7.08 433 Sand and gravel______ 240 234 56 473 ee 10 21.16 838 Stone______._______. 1,164 256 298 2,495 1 39 16.03 3,717 
A 

- Total__.___.._____ 46,866 218 10,2384 81,367 96 4,744 59.48 10,984 
SSS 

-1966: P 
Coal____....._._.___ 48,500 213 9,269 73,420 80 4,335 60.13 10,494 Nonmetal___________ 1,000 307 308 2,465 a 17 6.90 486 Sand and gravel______ 270 256 70 600 2 14 26.67 20 ,382 Stone____._._...__.._ 1,420 261 371 2,940 a 59 20.07 1,113 ee EY 

Total_..____._._.__ 46,190 217 10,018 79,425 82 4,425 56.75 9,911 
P Preliminary.
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| REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS duced 66.7 million tons, equal to 52 per- 
wee . . cent of the coal mechancially loaded. Of 

c oal Bituminous). West Virginia mam the 585 continuous mining ‘machines in 
tained its position as the leading coal-pro- use, 79 more than in 1965, 416 loaded into 
ducing State in the Nation. Although total shuttle cars and 169 onto conveyors. An 

production of 149.7 million fons was only additional 149 mobile loaders were used in 
slightly higher than in 1965, the value me conjunction with continuous miners to ob- 

creased by - percent to $754 million from tain greater production by preventing de- 

$726 million in 1965. lays that occur at times in shuttle car . 

The production of coal sold on the open transportation. The remainder of the me- 
market increased by 1 percent to 130.3 mil-  Chanically loaded tonnage was hand loaded 
lion tons while the value increased 5 per- jintg 199 face conveyors, 38 less than in 
cent to $637 million. Coal produced by  jg65 . | 
captive mines was 19.3 million tons, a de- In 1966, 16] cleaning plants, three more 

crease of 2 percent, valued at $116.8 mil- than in 1965, cleaned: 79 percent of total 

lion, about the same as in 1965. The aver- production compared with 79.5 percent in 

age value per ton of coal rose to $5.04 1965. Of the total, 31 percent was cleaned 
, from $4.87 in 1965. There were 1,597 active by jigs, 62. percent by wet washing other 

mines with production in excess of 1,000 4.5 jigs and 7 percent by pneumatic 
tons, a decrease of 63. Of the total produc- nods OF the total output, 36 percent 

tion, 89 percent was produced at 1,318 un-  y4¢ crushed, 22 percent was ‘dried in 54 
derground op erations, a decrease of 65; 8 thermal drying plants, and 11 percent was 
percent at 179 strip mines, a decrease of treated for dust control. Of the total treat- 

12; and 3 percent at 100 auger mines, aN 44 for dust control, 91 percent was with 
increase of 14. ; oil, 3 percent with calcium chloride and 
Equipment used at underground mines 3] and the balance with calcium chloride 

included 1,345 cutting machines, 128 less 444 with other materials. 

than in 1965 ; 1,756 hand-held and post: Of the total production, 96 percent was 
mounted drills, a decrease of 214; 231 mo- transported by rail and water and the re- 
bile drills, an increase of 22; 888 rotary jjoinder by truck and other methods. 
drills, an increase of 88; and 325 percussion Under a contract with the U.S. Depart- 
drills, a decrease of 11. : ~ 

ment of the Interior, Office of Coal Re- 

Strip coal mining equipment included  gearch, a pilot plant to manufacture gaso- 
270 power shovels, 30 draglines, nine carry- jine from coal, was constructed at Cresap, 
all scrapers, 311 bulldozers, 56 horizontal py Consolidation Coal Co., a subsidiary of 
and 89 vertical drills. Transportation of Continental Oil Co. According to company 

coal from strip pit to tipple, an average officials, the plant is the result of 15 years 
distance of 7 miles, was done by 536 trucks, of successful benchwork and process devel- 
each having an average capacity of 19 tons. pment research conducted at the company 
Equipment at auger mines included 110  yesearch laboratory near Library, Pa. Eco- 
augers, eight power shovels, 105 bulldozers, nomic studies indicated that gasoline from 
and four horizontal and six vertical drills. coal could be produced on a very large 
Coal transportation from auger operation  cale by the process for between 11 and 13 

to tipple, an average distance of 5 miles, cents per gallon. The primary objective of 
was done by 224 trucks, each with an aver- the pilot plant, designed to process 1 ton 

age capacity of 20 tons. per hour of coal feeds and produce about 
Of the total underground production, 60 barrels per day of hydrocarbon liquids, 

mechanically loaded coal increased to 96 is to prove, on a larger scale, the earlier 

percent, 2 percent more than in 1965. Of laboratory research. Initially, the plant will 
the total mechanically loaded, 47 percent operate on Pittsburgh No. 8 seam coal 
was by 812 mobile loading machines, 32 from the nearby Ireland mine of Consoli- 
more than in 1965. Of the total loading dation Coal Co. The Office of Coal Re- 
machines, 674 loaded into shuttle cars, 96 search hopes that this plant will provide 
into mine cars and 42 onto chain con- the data needed for design of a commercial 
veyors. Continuous mining machines pro- plant by the early 1970’s and operation of
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a commercial plant by industry prior to reau at Morgantown conducted research on 
1975. | use of fly ash for manufacturing bricks and 

At the Morgantown Coal Research other construction materials and under a 

Center of the Bureau of Mines, research contract with the Department of the Inte- 

was accelerated on more efficient power- rior, Office of Coal Research, constructed a 
a generating systems using coal. New eco- pilot plant to make these materials. The 

nomical processes for sulfur removal from  project’s objective is to develop a commer- 
steam coals and from stack gases and the cial market for fly ash, so that coal-burning 
use of fly ash for reclamation of surface- powerplants may have inducement to in- 
mine spoils, as a soil conditioner, and as a___ stall equipment for more efficient collection 
source of trace nutrients in agriculture of fly ash. According to the Office of Coal 
were investigated, Research was conducted Research, preliminary estimates. show that 

| to develop use of radioisotopes for rapid use of fly ash for bricks could result in 
inexpensive analysis of coal and on proc- byproduct credits that would reduce power- 
esses for economical recovery of valuable plant fuel casts by 2 cents per million Btu. 

. produets from low temperature tar. Devel- 
opment work continued on perfecting elec- | 
trostatic precipitators for removal of dust Table 4.—Coal. (bituminous) production | : 

from coal gases at higher than normal tem- (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
peratures and pressures. Fundamental rew 9 — ~~ SSS 
search on coal carbonization and _ gasifica- | Year = Quantity Value 
tion was continued. Such paste | research is 1957-61 (average)___.__. 125 03 7 $657 508 

isef development of economic proc- 962... --------=--- 8, 078, useful for development of econ Peer 1968. 2st) 1827568 634,794 
esses for converting coal into chemicals, j9g47~~~~777~777777777 141. 409 693572 

‘peli . : 1965._..---.---------- 149,191 726 ,096 
pipeline gas, and other products. , 1966_____.____________ 149,681 753,851 

The West Virginia Coal Research Bu- a ee 

Table 5.—-Coal (bituminous) production by counties _ 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

965 —OOt*~=<“‘i~‘“‘;;S‘aF;!;~*~™ 
County Seen 

: . Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Barbour___.._.._-.---.---------- 8,866 $14,328 8,850 =———ité«é$24 DD 
Boone__.__-.-_-------------.---- 8,597 38 ,330 9,068 42 ,956 
Brooke.___._-.------------------ -1,020 8,353 871 8,095 
Clay__..--------+----------.---- 65 258 WwW WwW 
Fayette. ____-_-_-----.---_------ 6,237 27,771 5,586 25,415 
Grant_._._-_._---.------------.- 1,729 6,396 2,035 7,070 
Greenbrier___.._._____.___._____- 972 4,679 839 8,659 
Hancock. __------.2.-------.---- 4 9 5 18 
Harrison. ______-______________-__ 8,158 84,053 6,940 30,113 
Kanawha____-_---.-..----.------ 10,938 46 ,087 11,577 50,299 
Lewis_._-_------.--------------- 842 1,196 546 1,976 
Lincoln. __.-_--.---------------- 18 43 10 24 
Logan_._____-.-..-.-.-.-.------. 16,343 74,313 17 ,293 83 ,672 
McDovell__.-_-.-__..-_----------- 17,102 107 , 761 17,057 110,983 
Marion.____-____-__.---------+---- 14,093 72,030 13 , 826 71,064 
Mason.___._________-__-_------- 423 1,447 389 1,599 
Mereer.____________------ eee WwW WwW 1,344 8,721 
Mineral__.._.__----------------- Ww WwW 141 559 
Mingo_____.-_-_---------------- 5,640 29 ,313 5,411 29 , 789 
Monongalia_____.____-_._._____-- 8,977 42,756 WwW WwW 
Nicholas__...._---.------------- 8,031 38,090 8,465 42 ,967 
Pocahontas_.____._._.-.-_------- 91 322 WwW WwW 
Preston____..-_._-_-_-.---_----- 3,857 13 ,954 3,692 12,943 
Raleigh. _.___-_..-.------------- 9,657 51,933 9,112 52,257 
Randolph______-_-_____---_-_-___- 1,027 8,704 856 8 ,382 
Taylor_.._____________-_ eee 317 1,115 241 876 
Tucker__________._-----.-------- 460 1,317 599 1,772 
Upshur.____-_-- ee 591 2,252 614 2,286 
Webster___-__..__.--_-_----__--- 667 3,097 670 3,384 
Wyoming_---_-_ 22 ee 14,099 75,991 15,274 86,139 
Other counties !_________________- 6,370 30,198 13,870 62,626 

Total. _.-.-_-._ 2 ee 149 ,191 726 ,096 149 ,681 753,851 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Other Counties.” 
b 1 Includes ¢ data for Braxton (1965), Gilmer, Marshall, Ohio, and Wayne Counties, and counties indicated 

y sympbo .
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According to pteliminary data, 80 fatal Union Oil Co. of California in Kanawha 
accidents occurred in coal mining in 1966, County; Union Carbide Corp. in Wetzel 
69 occurred underground and 11 on the and Kanawha Counties; United Fue] Gas 
surface, Of the surface fatalities, six were Co. in Kanawha and Wayne Counties. 
at surface facilities serving underground Pennzoil Co. operated 26 small compression 
mines, four at strip mines, and one at plants in various counties. 

auger oP erations. - . Petroleum and Natural Gas—Crude oil 

Causes of fatal accidents underground production in 1966 was 3.7 million barrels, 
were falls of roof or face, 41} haulage, 14; ahout the same as in 1965. The well-head 
gas or dust explosion, seven; electricity, price was $4.00 per barrel in Cabin Creek 
one; machinery, five; and other, one. and Kelly Creek fields Natural gas pro- 

One major disaster (five or more fatali- duction 5 of 211,600 million cubic feet was 
ties) occurred in 1966. A gas explosion in slightly higher than that in 1965. The esti- 
the New River Co, Siltex Mine killed severi mated number of producing wells in the 
men. State at the end of 1966 was 21,000 gas 

Coke and Coal Chernicals—Coke produc. Wells and 13,500 oil wells. — oo, 
tion at three oven-coke plants having 668 There was a slight increase in oil and 
ovens was 3.6 million tons, about the same 8S drilling activity in the State in 1966 as 
as in 1965. Total value of the oven-coke compared with the previous year. During 
f.o.b. plant was $61.6 million, an-iacrease the year, according to the State of West 
of $2.2 million; average value per ton was Vitginia Geologic and Economic Survey, 
$17.30, an increase of $0.42 from that of the State issued 1,315 permits to drill or 
1965. | deepen wells. Drilling was reported in 40 

, on ae sage. of the State’s 55 counties, Total footage 
At the oven coke plants, 5.2 million fons drilled was 3,071,074 feet, a slight decrease 

of coal was carbonized with a coke yield of f | 
| _ from that of 1965. There were 2,803,827 

68.75 percent. A total of 205,731 tons of  , ans - 
| ) eet of development drilling and 267,247 

coke breeze, 3.97 percent per toni of coal , 
. | ee feet of exploratory tests. The average 

carbonized, valued at $1.23 million was re- . | 
: . . . depth of the wells drilled was 2,568. A to- 

covered. Coal chemicals produced at oven | | . . , 
_— . . tal of 1,207 wells were drilled in 1966, 41 

coke plants included coke-oven tar (49.4 | : 
esas . more than 1965. Of these, 214 were oil 

million gallons), coke-oven gas (58.1 bil- or 
a c _ wells, 620 gas wells, 176 combination wells, 

lion cubic feet), ammonium sulfate (46,225 . | coe 
| wat on i. 4: 50 miscellaneous wells (storage, injection, 

tons), and large quantitiea of crude light | 
. | . | etc.), and 147 dry holes. There were 80 

oil from which benzene, toluene, xylene, 1 £ which 51 
nd solvent naphtha were recovered. __ exploratory fests, of whic wee SUCCESS 

a } om ' " ful. Of the 51 successful. wells, 43 were gas 
Natural Gas Liquids——Production of nat- wells. 

ural gas liquids in 1966 was 304 million Important new field discoveries were 
gallons. Reserves of all natural gas liquids made in Hardy, Harrison, Mineral, and 

at the end of 1966 were 81 million barrels Preston Counties. In Hardy County just 
(42 gallons each), an increase of 8 per- south of Hampshire County line, in eastern 
cent.2 There were 34 natural gas processing West Virginia, the largest recorded gas well 
plants in operation during the year, con- in the State, producing at the rate of 90 
sisting of 29 compression facilities, two ab- million cubic feet per day, was completed. 
sorption plants, two combination facilities, As in previous years, the Big Injun Sand 

and one cycling operation. An average of was the main oil- and gas-producing forma- 
537 million cubic feet per day of gas was _ tion in the State. In 1966, over 570 success- 
processed, and average daily production ful wells were drilled to this sand, mostly 
was 47,460 gallons of propane, 53,740 gal- in the north-central counties of Calhoun, 
lons of normal butane, 554,985 gallons of Doddridge, Gilmer, Lewis, Ritchie, and 

combined gasoline and liquefied petroleum = _ 
(LP) gas, 28.140 gallons of debutanized 2 American Gas Association. Report of the 
natural gasoline, and 46,800 gallons of {ommittce on Natural Gas Reserves. Apr. %, 
other products.3 3 Gil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 12, Mar. 20, 

Plants were operated by Consolidated a Gilpand “Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 23, June 5, 
Gas Supply Corp. in Wetzel County; 1967, p. 196. ; a ; 
Owens, Libbey-Owens Gas Department and Sure Virginia Geological and Economic
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Roane. Drilling for Big Injun oil in the Clays.—Combined production of fire clay | 
Walton Field, Roane County, was very ac- and miscellaneous clay was 8,400 tons more 

| tive (about 160 wells). Of the seven suc- than in 1965. Miscellaneous clay output 
cessful new field wildcats completed in rose 10,900 tons, offsetting a decline in fire 

1966, four in Hardy, Jackson, Mineral and clay output. The former were chiefly used 
Kanawha Counties were considered to be in the manufacture of. building brick and 
significant. — cement manufacture, whereas the fire clay 

Natural gas in storage at the end of 1966 was used mostly for producing firebrick 
was 334.9 billion cubic feet, a 19.7-billion- and block (including ladle brick). A total 
cubic-foot decrease from that of 1965. of 11 mines were in operation, seven of 

Two plants, located near Falling Rock which were open-pit and four under- 

and St. Marys, had refining capacity of ground. Clay was produced in seven coun- 

7,000 barrels per day of crude oil and a_ ties, the highest production of miscella- 
cracking and reforming capacity of 3,950 neous clay was from Berkeley County and 

barrels of crude oil per day, and produced = greatest output of fire clay was from Han- 
gasoline, lubricating oil, and waxes. cock County. : | 

Proved reserves of crude oil at yearend Gem Stones.—Mineral specimens were 
were 56.6 million barrels, an increase of 1.4 collected by hobbyists at scattered locations 
million barrels over that of 1965.6 Reserves in the State. Aragonite, cave onyx, and stil- 
of. natural gas at the end of 1966 were bite are among the specimens collected in 
2,622 billion cubic feet, an increase of 128 recent years. 

billion cubic feet over that of the previous — Lime.—Production of lime increased over 
year.? . : _ that of 1965. Chief uses were for refractory 

| lime, steel production, and pulp and paper 
_ - NONMETALS manufacture. Three companies operated 

Cement.—Shipments of portland cement Plants—one each in Berkeley County, 
declined 2 percent and masonry cement 5 Jefferson County, and Pendleton County. = 
percent from the 1965 levels. The average Sand and Gravel.—Production of sand 
price per barrel declined slightly. The sole and gravel increased 4 percent but total 
producer, Capitol Cement Co., Division of value remained about the same as in 1965. 

| Martin Marietta Corp. at Martinsburg, The average price per ton decreased by 7 
Berkeley County, continued its moderniza- cents to $2.12. Of the total output, 61 per- 
tion program during 1966. For its raw ma- cent was sand and 39 percent was gravel. 
terial requirements, the company operated About 62 percent of the output was 
an underground high-calcium limestone shipped by barge and the balance was 
mine and open pit mines for cement rock shipped by railroad and truck. 
and shale. All kilns were coal fired. Most Production was reported from operations 
of the cement was used for ready-mix con- in 11 counties. Of the leading producing 
crete, concrete products, and building and counties, Hancock was first, followed in de- 
highway construction. Shipments were to  scending order by Morgan, Pleasants, 
Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, | Wood, Ohio, and Brooke. 
Westem Pennsylvania, North Carolina, American Petrol Institute. Crude R 
Delaware, and West Virginia. The delivery  .erveg Report. Apr. 3, 1967, 
of the cement was about evenly divided “American Gas Association. Report of Com- 
between truck and railroad haulage. nittee on Natural Gas Reserves. Apr. 8, 1967, 

Table 6.—Clays sold or used by producers 

Fire clay Miscellaneous clay Total 
Year ss 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1957-61 (average)________ 320,175 $2,130,033 262 ,530 $264,873 582,705 $2,394,906 
1962___._--- 2 Lee 242 ,913 WwW 203 ,954 WwW 446 , 867 2,085,597 
1963 ___.__-_- ~~ Lee 236 ,695 WwW 177,624 WwW 414,319 2,044,390 
1964_____. le WwW WwW 261, 498 308 , 522 WwW WwW 
1965___-._- ee WwW WwW 289 ,395 327 , 576 WwW WwW 
1966__..-.---- ee wW WwW 300 ,321 334,231 WwW Ww ea 
W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data.
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Table 7.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

ce 
| 1965 1966 

Class of operation and use 
OOO oan — 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

un
 

Commercial operations: 
Sand: 

Building.....-.------------------ 1,505 $1,947 1,704 $2 ,200 

Paving. _...--------------------- 444 772 418 705 

Fill.._..------------------------ 31 Al 44 55 

Gravel: 
Building_._._-_-.---------------- 1,209 1,515 1,400 1,764 

Paving_.___--------------------- 858 1,452 671 1,065 

Fill... ______-------------------- 21 26 WwW w - 

Undistributed 1._.....---------------- 1,185 5,727 1,211 5,780 

Total sand and gravel__------------- 5 , 253 "11,480 5, 448 11,569 
ooo 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Undistributed.”’ 

1 Includes glass, molding, blast, engine, fire or furnace, grinding and polishing (1966), filtration, ground and 

other industrial sands; railroad and other gravel, and items indicated by symbol W. 

Natural Salines.—Natural well brines near duced air-cooled crushed blast furnace slag 

South Charleston yielded calcium-magne- for aggregate use. 

sium chloride as a byproduct. Production, Stone.—Total crushed stone production 

significantly more than in 1965, was used _ (limestone and sandstone) increased by 15 

for coal preparation, dust control in coal percent over that of 1965. Crushed lime- 

mines, and chemical manufacturing. stone production increased 12 percent to 

; j 8.7 million tons. Major uses for the lime- 

Salt.—Production of salt from brines WaS stone were as flux in iron and steel pro- 

used by the producers for manufacture of ballast, and lime and cement manufacture. 

chlorine and caustic soda by electrolysis. Production of crushed sandstone, which 

Production was reported from Kanawha, was mostly used for concrete aggregate and . 

Marshall, Pleasants, and Tyler Counties, highway construction, increased to 1,015,276 

and in all except Kanawha was from deep tons valued at $2 million from 680,535 tons 

well solution mining. Kanawha County valued at $1.3 million in 1965. Berkeley, 

output was obtained from naturally occur- Jefferson, Monongalia, — and Greenbrier 

. . Counties were the leading producers of 

ring brines. . . . 
limestone. Leading sandstone producing 

Slag (Iron-Blast-Furnace).—Weirton Steel counties were Harrison, Raleigh, Wyoming, 

Co., Division of National Steel Corp., pro- Kanawha, Wayne, and Tucker. 

Table 8.—Stone sold or used by producers, by uses 

Too
 

1965 1966 

Use 
ees 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

rm 

Crushed and broken stone: 
Concrete and roadstone. .------------- 3,120,037 $4,817,789 3,988 ,880 $6 ,642 ,228 

Railroad ballast____.----------------- 636 ,051 T97 ,883 640 ,885 839 ,182 

Agriculture. _--_--------------------- 125 ,444 299 , 506 124,955 295,519 

Other uses !___._._.------------------ 4,600,153 8,672,094 4,983 ,593 8,577,140 
eee SSS 

Total. _..._----------------------- 8,481,685 14,587 ,272 9,738 ,313 16 ,354,069 

eee 

1 Includes limestone for glass, asphalt filler, coal dust, filter beds (1966), stone sand, cement, lime, riprap, 

flux, refractory material, and miscellaneous uses, and sandstone for stone sand (1966), glass, engine, and re- 

ractory use.
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7 _ METALS Besides scrap, raw materials used were 

Aluminum.—The aluminum reduction ime and Mexican fluorspar for flux and 
lant of Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical PO" OTe from the Mesabi range for e : Rix dj kson Count decarburizing the steel. Alloying materials 
Orp., at Kavenswoo . mm Jac son sounty, used were ferrosilicon, ferrochrome, and operated at plant ane out ee Te ferrovanadium, 30 percent of which the 

maican bauxite at the company’s Louisiana wm Virginia. purchased from sources in 
alumina plant and transported to Ravens- . : 
wood by barge. The ingots of electrolytic The plant made 40 percent killed steel aluminum were rolled into sheets and 294 60 percent semikilled steel. The ingots 
plates and shipped to aluminum fabricat- subp Tine nn? Specialty Pedustry, amine 

' ing plants in various States. 7 pu or Duilding industry, 
o . . , roofing bolts, rails, and products for heav 

Ferroalloys.—Union Carbide Corp.'s large implement manufacture, and concrete rein. ferroalloys plant at Alloy, Fayette County, forcine bars. 
operated 18 submerged arc electric furnaces oi ; ; 
ranging in size from 2,000 to 25,000 kilo- Almost all incoming and outgoing ship- 
volt-amperes (KVA). Plant products in- ™ent was by truck. | | 
cluded silico-manganese, ferromanganese, Plant slag, due to its high lime and 
silicon metals, ferrochrome, ferrovanadium, fluoride content, was not suitable for 
exothermic alloys of manganese and chro- aggregate or agricultural purposes and was 
mium and specialty alloys of zirconium, dumped, 
strontium, calcium-silicon, and calcium- . The company accelerated its pollution — 
manganese-silicon. Most mineral raw mate- control program during 1966 when con- 
rials for the plant were obtained from struction started on a dust collector for one 
other States or imported, except for the of the plants existing 20,000-KVA furnaces, 
quartzite consumed; 5 percent of which and installation of a venturi-type wet dust 
was obtained from West Virginia mines, collector began on the new 25,000-KVA 
the rest from North Carolina. Electrode  fyrnace. - 
carbon paste was obtained from the carbon Vanadium Corporation of America pro- 
and graphite manufacturing plant of the duced ferroalloys in its plant at Graham in __ see ne Clarksburg, W. va Dur. Mason County. 
in ; e company modernized one o . _ . ‘ 

its, furnaces and started construction on a Nickel.—The . International Nickel Co., new 25,000-KVA furnace. Plant power de- Inc., rolled various alloys of nickel at its 

mand varied between 150,000 and 235,000 rolling mill at Huntington. The company KVA, with the main power supply coming imported nickel from its Canadian opera- 

from the firm’s 100,000-KVA hydroelectric 0S, but many of the other basic materi- 
station located 8 miles from the plant on 4/8 were obtained in West Virginia or ad- 
New River. The excess power requirement joining States. | 
was generated at the company’s 135,000- Zinec.—Mathiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co. 
KVA capacity, coal-fired steam plant at Al- operated a zinc smelter in Harrison 

loy, which contained four generators of County. Mineral raw materials used at the 
from 25,000 fo 50,000 ; KVA. Company Operation were zinc concentrates imported owned mines in the vicinity supplied 50 hieflv £ Canad Ivanizer’s d ur 
percent of the coal requirements; the re- cmeny trom ana a, gatvanizer's HTOss P mainder was purchased. chased from various sources, bituminous 

Iron and Steel—The H. K. Porter Co, °02! from West Virginia, clay from Ohio, 

plant in Huntington made steel in electric 224 anthracite from Pennsylvania. The 
furnaces from purchased scrap, principally Plant, equipped with 20 vertical retort zinc 
No. I heavy melting, No. 2 heavy melting, furnaces, has an annual capacity of 50,000 
and bundled auto scrap. Two electric arc tons of slab zinc and 6,000 tons of zinc 
furnaces of 15 feet shell diameter, rated at dust. 
11,500 KVA were operated. During 1966, Of the zinc products produced 80 per- 
the average heat was 53.5 tons and average cent was slabs; 14 percent, zinc dust; and 6 
tap to tap time was 3 hours and 45 _ percent, ball anodes for use as electrolytic 
minutes. protection against galvanic corrosion.
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REVIEW BY COUNTIES | 

Barbour.—Total coal production was pacity of 17 tons. Grafton Coal Co. was the 

about the same.as in 1965. Output from leading strip mine producer. Of the under- 

underground mines reportedly increased 7 ground production, 95 percent was me- 

percent, and was over half the total. Strip chanically loaded, compared with 92. per- 

mine production decreased slightly. Auger cent in 1965. Of the mechanically loaded 

production decreased 30 percent although coal, 46 percent was by mobile loading ma- 

there were three active mines compared chines, and 54 percent by continuous 

with one in 1965. Equipment used at strip miners. There were. 13 continuous miners 

mines included 22 power shovels, four and 21 mobile loading machines. Badger 

draglines, one carryall scraper, 30 bull- Coal Co., Inc., and Bethlehem Mines Corp. 

dozers, and 59 trucks with an average ca- were the leading underground producers. 

| Table 9.—Value of mineral production in West Virginia, by counties * 

' County 1965 1966 Mineral production in 1966 in order of value 

Barbour___._..__-------- $14,328,035 W Coal, stone. .: 

Berkeley_.__-------:---- 18,951,730 W Cement, stone, lime, clays. 

Boone.______-------.---- 38,829,519 W Coal, stone. © 

Braxton___-.------------ Ww W Stone.  - 

Brooke___..------------- W W Coal, sand and gravel. 

Cabell___._-.----------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel, clays. 

Clay__.----------------- 257 , 764 W Coal. ‘ 
Doddridge_-_..---------- 8,212 

_ Fayette...-.------------ 27,771,017 $25,414,729 Coal. 

Gilmer__-.-------------- WwW Ww . Do. 

Grant__.__-------------- WwW W Coal, stone. 

Greenbrier____-.--------- 6,755,949 5 847,755 ‘Do. 3; _ 

Hancock ---.------------ WwW W Clays, sand and gravel, coal. 

Hardy_______----------- 40,886 - $4,749 Stone. — “ 

Harrison__..-.---------- WwW 30,650,278 Coal, stone. 

Jefferson._________------ 4,986,004 5,414,152 Stone, lime. 

Kanawha_____...-_.----- 46,892,306 51,229 572 Coal, salt, stone, clays, calcium-magnesium 
. . a ehloride. - - 

Lewis_.___--.----------- WwW 2,126,622 Coal, stone, clays. 

Lineoln_.__------------- WwW 28:805 Coal, stone. 

Logan__.....__..-------.- :°74,318,414 83 ,672;064. Coal. 

McDowell_...___-.---.-: 107,807,209 110,982,513 Do. 

Marion.....___........._. . 72,080,408 71,064,118 - Do. 
Marshall. ._______.-__---.- 14,187,037 15,441,107 Coal, salt. . 

Mason. ___.__-_-----_---- 1,490,919 **" W_ Coal, sand and gravel. 

Mercer________.--------- 8,217, 633 W Coal, stone, clays. — 

Mineral.__.._..--------- «_ 725,336 W Coal, stone. 

Mingo_____._.-._------- 29,312,840 29,789,116 Coal. 

Monongalia_.._..__------- WwW W Coaal, stone.::. 

Morgan. ___---_---------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 

Nicholas_._..-.:-------- 38,183,070 42,975,862 Coal, stone. | 

Ohio_____..------------- “WwW W Coal, sand and gravel. 
Pendleton_._._---------- 964,951 W Lime, stone. 

Pleasants___..__--------- ‘W W Sand and gravel, salt. 

_ Pocahontas_-__----------- 514,070 431,268 Coal, stone. 

Preston____._----------- W WwW . Do. 

Raleigh__._------------- WwW W Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 

Randolph___..---------- WwW . W_ Coal, stone. 

Roane__._..------------ —— 7,163 Stone. 

Taylor___.___------------ WwW W Coal, clays. 

Tucker_....__----------- WwW W Coal, stone. 

Tyler______.-.---------- W W Sait. 

Upshur_____------------- WwW 2,285,924 Coal. 

Wayne______-.---------- WwW 810,258 Coal, stone. 

Webster___.___---------- 3,096, 846 3,383,707 Coal. 

Wetzel_____._.--_-.----- WwW ‘“W Sand and gravel. 

Wirt____.-..____-------- _-- 3,734 Stone. 

Wood_________---------- — OW W Sand and gravel. 

Wyoming.......-.------- _76,039,395 86,464,044 Coal, stone, sand and gravel. 

Undistributed_._..___..__-. 274,499,315 324,242,376 

Total._..._.__---- 859,604,000 891,800,000 
I 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.” 

1 Calhoun, Hampshire, Jackson, Monroe, Putnam, Ritchie and Summers Counties are not listed because 

no production was reported. Ls . 

2 Includes gem stones, natura] gas, natural gas liquids, petroleum, and some salt and stone that cannot be 

assigned to specific counties, and values indicated by symbol W.
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Two cleaning plants prepared 32 percent and strip production. The leading under- 
of county coal; 93 percent was crushed and _. ground producers were Westmoreland Coal 
4 percent was treated. Co. (two mines), Eastern Associated Coal 

General Paving Corp. quarried sandstone Corp. (three mines), and Armco Steel 
shale for concrete aggregate and paving. Corp. (one mine). Eastern Associated Coal 

| Berkeley.—Manufacture of cement. con- Corp. opened the Harris underground 
tinued to be the leading mineral industry. mine in January. The Valley Camp Coal 
Capitol Cement Co., Division of Martin Co. purchased the underground mune of 
Marietta Corp., produced both portland Ferndale Mining Co. in August, which was 
and masonry cement. Limestone and shale designated as No. 20 mine. The Blue Pen- 
needed for the cement production came nant underground mine was opened by 
from company owned mines. Production of | Kessler Coals, Inc., in October. Ranger 
cement was about the same as in 1965. Fuel Corp. opened one new underground 

The county continued to be the leading ved | 1 J oad fwo new strip mines m wey 
: limestone producer, most of which was and July, an one new auger mine 1 Ju Y 

used for manufacture of cement. Other R. B. Hill quarried a small quantity of 
uses were for blast-and-hearth flux, con- sandstone for paving and concrete aggre- 
crete aggregate, roadstone, lime manufac- gate. 
ture, and railroad ballast. Producers were Braxton.—One small active underground 
Capitol Cement Co. and Appalachian coal mine produced less than 1,000 tons. _ 

Stone, both divisions of Martin Marietta Sandstone was quarried for State Road 

Corp., Inwood Quarry, Inc., and Blair Commission by Meadow Stone & Paving, 
Limestone Division, Jones & Laughlin Steel Inc., from Rock Camp Quarry and Laurel 
Corp. Fork Quarry. The material was used for 

Lime was produced by Blair Limestone P@Ving and concrete aggregate. 
Division of Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp. Brooke.—Coal production decreased 15 
mainly as use for flux. | percent from that of the previous year. Of 

Production of clay was about the same the total output, 72 percent was from un- 
as in 1965 and the county maintained its ‘etground mines. Of the underground pro- 
position as the leading clay producer. Clay duction 98 percent was mechanically load- 
for building brick was produced by The - ed with four mobile loading machines and 
United Clay Products Co. and the Conti- ‘Wo continuous mining machines. The 
nental Clay Products Co. leading underground producer continued 

B _o f . _ as in past years to be Windsor Power 
cone. utput of coal i ncreased 5 per House Coal Co., who used the coal in its 

cent, and the county TOSC from eighth ‘to own powerplant. K & P Construction Co. 
seventh place in total production of coal in was the leading strip producer. Weirton 
the State. It maintained its position as the Ice and Coal Supply Co. operated a clean- 

leading p roducer of auger-mined coal and ing plant. for preparing coal from West 
TOSE from fourth to third place in strip Virginia and Ohio mines. Windsor Power 
production. Of the total coal output, 72 I Coal Co. cleaned its coal at the 

percent was from 60 underground mines. Ouse M08 " 

Of the underground production, 95 percent company plant. 
was mechanically loaded by 45 mobile Production of sand and gravel increased 

loaders, and 14 continuous miners. Equip- slightly over that in 1965. Building and 
ment at the auger mines included 10 _ industrial sand and bank-run gravel was 
augers, two power shovels, 11 bulldozers, produced by The Brilliant Materials Co. 

and 24 trucks with an average capacity of year Follansbee. Duquesne Sand Co., the 
$1 tons. At strip mines 13 powst shovels, largest producer of sand and gravel in the 
15 bulldozers, and 4] trucks with an aver- ea qe . 

; county, produced building and paving sand 
age capacity of 42 tons were used. Of the ea as 
total production, 65 percent of the coal and building gravel. 
was cleaned in six cleaning plants. Four of Cabell.—Sand and gravel production de- 

the plants dried 28 percent of the clean creased by 53 percent as compared with 
coal by thermal drying. Of the total coal 1965 figures. Ohio River Dredging Co., 

euiput. 40 percent was crushed. Inc., terminated its dredging operation in 

Ranger Fuel Corp. lead in both auger the county. Tri-State Materials Corporation
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continued dredging of building and paving ground coal was mechanically loaded by 

sand and gravel. | one mobile loading machine and 17 contin- 

Production of red shale by Barboursville | uous mining machines. North Branch Coal 

Clay Manufacturing Co., Barboursville, for Co. and Alpine Coal Co. were leading un- | 

manufacture of building brick increased by derground producers; Buffalo Coal Co., 

10 percent over that of 1965. Inc., was the leading strip producer. ‘Two 

Clay.—Production of coal, from __ five cleaning plants, one with thermal drying 

mines, decreased. Of the total underground facilities, were operated. Of the total out- 

production, 81 percent was hand-loaded PUS 92 percent was crushed but none was 

onto face conveyors. None of the coal was treated. 
processed. Production of limestone declined 40 per- 

| Fayette——Although output decreased 10 CCM Material was used for agricultural 

percent, and the number of active mines S!0N6: concrete aggregate, and roadstone. 

decreased by 29, the county continued to Producers were Bean’s Lime & Stone, Inc., 

rank 11 in the State in coal production. Of Petersburg, Keplinger Lime Co., Inc., 

the total, 82 percent was produced in 96 Maysville, and Garbart Trucking Co., Au- 

underground mines, 13 percent from 10 *°*4 | 

strip mines, and 5 percent from six auger Petersburg Blocks, Inc., mined a small 

mines. Of the underground production, 90 quantity of sandstone for manufacture of 

percent was mechanically loaded. Of this stone sand. | | 

total, 58 percent was loaded by 62 mobile Greenbrier—Coal production decreased 

loading machines, 41 percent by 26 contin- 14 percent, with almost all of the county 

uous mining machines, and 1 percent by 10 output from underground operations. Me- 

MOF the total production, 55 percent was Seat of dndesground production from 60 , cent of underground production from ' 

cleaned at nine preparation plants, 33 per- percent in 1063. The vcoal-loading equip- 

cent was crushed, 3 percent was oil treated. ment consisted of nine mobile loading ma- 

Of the cleaned coal, 26 percent was ther- chines, nine continuous miners, and four 

mally dried in two of the preparation hand-loaded face conveyors. The largest 

plants. The leading underground produces underground mines were operated by 

were Aled Chemical Corp., The New Leckie Smokeless Coal Co. and Gauley Coal 

iver Co. (two mines), Riverton Coal Co. & Coke Co. There were no cleaning or dry- 

(three mines) , and Beards Fork Coal Min-__ ing facilities in operation. About’ 17 per- 

ing Corp. (three mines, two of which were cent of the county output was crushed, and 

new in 1966) . Whitesville A & S Coal Co. less than 1 percent was treated. 

was the largest strip producer and C. C. . . : 
. Limestone production increased 5 per- 

Conley & Sons was the leading auger pro- 
. . cent over that of 1965, and the county was 

ducer. New mines employing over 20 men . 
. the fourth largest producer of limestone. 

were opened by Clifftop Smokeless Coal ; . | 
Co. Gauley Eagle Coal C d Rivert The material was used for railroad ballast, 

“s y Eagle Coal Co. an iverton | 
Coal Co. concrete aggregate, roadstone, rock dust for 

. . coal mines, stone sand, and agricultural 

Union Carbide Corp. operated a large stone. Producers were The H. Frazier Co., 
ferroalloy plant at Alloy. The plant em™- [nc., and Acme Limestone Co., both of 

ployed 1,100 hourly and 300 salaried em- = Foyt Spring, Savannah Lane Quarries, 

ployees. : Frankford, and Central Asphalt Paving 

Gilmer.—Total coal production decreased Co., Richlands. 

c. pet chester Be Pittsburgh d Coal Hancock.—The Globe Brick Co. mined 

0. ea ing uncergroun pro ucet, fire clay for manufacture of refractory 

cleaned its entire output with jigs and 4); | 
. ricks for ladle use at steel plants, and 

thermally dried 40 percent of the produc- 1:44 alami lav f f £ 

tion. Of the total output, 48 percent was igh-alumina ay manutacture one 
. , ; : fractory bricks. Crescent Brick Co., Inc., 

crushed and 3 percent treated with oil. New Cumberland, mined fire clay for 

Basil R. Heavner’s sandstone quarry was manufacture of refractory bricks and 

idle during the year. blocks. Output of sand and gravel in- 

Grant.—Coal production increased 18 creased by 44 percent, and the county 

percent. About 99 percent of the under- maintained its position as the leading sand
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| and gravél producer in the State. Dravo facture of dead-burned dolomite; lésser 
Corp. used two dredges on the Ohio River amounts went for refractory tse, aggregate, 
to produce building sand and gravel. Iron railroad ballast, and agricultural purposes, 
City Sand & Grayel Corp. produced sand Producers were Standard Lime & Refrac- 

and gravel for building, paving, and fill tories Co., Division of Martin Marietta 
purposes at a stationary plant near Arroyo. — Corp., Millville; United States Steel Corp., 

Hardy.—Production of crushed limestone veg jn hin st Pamestone vate 

| decreased 16 percent. State Sol! ronservar Standard Lime & Refractories Co also | ro- 
tion Service, Potomac van “y Soll Conserva- d reed Wicklime for refractor ur oses in 7 | tion District, produced limestone for con- CUCEC quickKilm Tactory Purposes 1 
crete aggregate and agricultural purposes, oe The count maintained sts 

Wvican aal 3 anes anes] iF Kanawha-—The county 1 led 11 | 
Harrison-—-Coal production decreased Ib position as the fifth largest producer of 

percent and the county dropped from | . _ - te ~ 
ninth to 10th place in the State, The £2! in the State. Total productién, 87 per- 

ne RAY foe ee f h sacn a, cent from 81 undergréund mines, 6 percent 
- | county fell from second ‘to fourt place mn from five strip mine’, and 7 percent from 

strip output. OF the total output, 10 atiger mines incréased 6 percent. Of the 
derground mines produced 82 pereent; . underground production, 97 percent was 

«See mines 7 pecan and five MET pecaniealy toaded by 80 mabe Tonding 
nes, * percent. en “FB! ch ically machines, 20 contifiueus mining machines, 

| put 99 percent was produ ced een ay and one hand-loaded face conveyer, The with 87 percent by 27 continuous miners Cory continued to rank second in the 
and the balance by a loa ding mac ind. State in auger production. Equipment used 
The equipment used "th trip mufies inc he- at the auger mines included 11 augers, two 

| ed 23 power shovels, f ee draglines, was power shovels, fiine bulldozers, and 46 

carryall scraper, 24 bulldozers, f and 46 trucks with an average capacity of 17 tons. 
trucks with an average capacity of 15 tons. The leading auger producers were Union 
About 64 percent of the county output was & bide Corp. and Kelley's Creek Fuel Co. 

_ ¢leaned at six preparation plants; five had The leading underground. producers with 
thermal drying facilities and dried 54 Pe, 88 percent of the output were The Carbon 
cent of the cleaned coal, Of the total, 42 rua ‘Co. (five mines) , Union Carbide 

percent was crushed and 5 percent’ was Corp, | (four ‘miines) ; The Valley Camp 
treated with is _The Minkee nor P TO" Coal Co “(eight mines) ; Cannelton Coal 

| ucers were Wesgin Mining (Co., Inc., po eae Tridetac: Roce, - 
. Mountaineer Coal Co., and Fresa Construc- ‘ave (three eo). and weeny Colliery ce 

Hom oo em arte memeaun Pe. eve min). OF the ttl county output . Mio ent Cal } ion plants cleaned 81 at of mines) and Mountajneet Coal Co. (two thee ed ined. Ome plant Had thermal 

mines) « oe ae. drying. About 41 percent of the output 
The productiéh of crushed Jiniestone by was crushed and 10 percent treated with 

Paul Harrold at a quarty near Wolf Sum> - . } 
mit for concrete aggregate and roadstone _ . lovine ove 
increased substantially over that of 1965. 00 nn underground d by Impeial ‘Colliery 
Producers of Sandstone materials used for Co. Ogleba Norton c a Union Can 

aggregate paving and roadstone were ,. de Corp y — | 

Bros, Inc, Shinnston, and the State Road !0FBanic Chemical Division, FMC Corp. 
Commission: produced salt in brine for use by the com- 

. | i, pany in manufacturing chlorine and caus- 
Zinc was” smelted | at a vertical retort tic soda at its South Charleston plant. Pro- 

plant at Meadowbrook, The Sales for 1966 duction was slightly less than in 1965. The 

was about $15 million and total wages company also recovered calcium-magnesium 
were $1.8 million. chloride. : 

Jefferson.—Limestone production _in- Dimension and crushed sandstone was 
creased 12 percent and the county main- produced by Tony Pacifico Stone Quarry, 
tained second place among the limestone- Inc., near Charleston. Crushed sandstone 
producing counties. Output was used for aggregate uses was produced by Mazella 
primarily for blast furnace flux and manu- Quarries, Inc., South Charleston. The State
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Road Commission quarried sandstone from 11 underground mine and opened the No 

Rocky Fork Quarry for paving and con- 12 underground mine, and Princess Coals, 

crete aggregate. Fire clay was produced by Inc., opened the Jane Ann No. 11 under- 

both Charleston Clay Products Co. and ground mine during 1965. : 

West Virginia Brick Co. of Charleston for Marion.—The county continued to rank 

manufacturing building brick and paving fourth in coal production, although cutput 

tile. Output was about the same as in 1965. decreased 2 percent. Almost all the coal 

Lewis.—Coal production increased 60 was mined from 11 underground mimes. 

percent. Of the total output, 98 percent There were two strip mines in operation 

was strip production and the balance un- during 1966. Virtually all of the umnder- 

derground. None of the underground pro- ground production was mechanically load- 

duction was loaded mechanically, cleaned, ed, of which 95 percent was loaded with 73 

_ or treated, but 81 percent was crushed. continuous miners. The balance was loaded 

Crushed sandstone was quarried by State by eight mobile loading machines. An ad- 

Road Commission at Keeley Quarry and by ditional 57 mobile loading machines were 

Weston Stone Co. and Basil R. Heavner. used in conjunction with the continuous 
Miscellaneous clay was produced by Gum miners. Almost all of the coal produced 

Bros. for use by Weston-Jane Lew Brick & was cleaned in eight preparation plants, SIX 

Tile Co. in the manufacture of building of which had facilities for thermal drying. 

brick. | About 37 percent of the coal was crushed 

Linco.—Three companies dredged coal but fess than ae Me was treate® ae 

from Guyandot River. A small quantity of Wie procucess Re hleh, av | Cc “e- 

_ sandstone was mined by the State Road (four mines) , dE. te wh ted Comm 

Commission from Alkol Quarry for paving (two mines) » and hastern ssociate vere 

and concrete aggregate. Marshall.—Coal production from three 

Logan.—The county rose to first place in Protea en we we he wie 

coal production and maintained its posi. a ad °- a | tafe oF Nest me di 

tion as the third largest producer of auger- 1a, all un «hat, ¢ oes OF he cnech = 

| mined coal. Total production increased 6 percent over that of 1965. OF the mer ed 

percent. Underground coal production cally loaded coal, 96 percent was loa . 

which was 94 percent of the total output with 17 continuous mining machines. The 

increased 4 percent, strip mining increased balance was toate ont 3 moe jacns 

87 percent, and auger mining increased 30 machine. An a itional | mobue we 1S 
| machines were used with the continuous 

percent. All of the underground produc- . Hanna Coal C d The Vall 

tion was mechanically loaded, 85 percent miners. Hanna woar vo. ae “ hee 

by 112 mobile loading machines and 15 Camp Coal Co. continued operabng —_ | 

percent by 22 continuous mining machines. cleaning plants and cleaned 88 Pere th 

Three additional mobile loading machines the county ae About 26 Ee snch i b . 

were used in conjunction with continuous total coal Peed uction was crushed, 0" 

miners. A total of 21 cleaning plants in the none was treate , ae . 
county prepared 90 percent of county pro- Salt production increased slightly over 

duction; four of these plants thermally that of 1965, and the county continued to 

dried 15 percent of the cleaned coal. Of be the leading producer in the State. Brine 
the total coal output, 27 percent was operations were conducted by Pittsburgh 

crushed and 16 percent was treated. The Plate Glass Go., New Martinsville, and Sol- 

leading underground producers with 63 ‘Y@Y Process Division, Allied Chemical 

percent of the underground output were Corp., Moundsville. Output was used for 

Island Creek Coal Co. (nine mines), Am- the manufacture of chlorine and caustic so- 

herst Coal Co. (six mines) , Omar Mining = da. 

Co. (four mines) , and Boone County Coal Mason.—Coal production decreased 8 

Corp. (two mines) . The leading producer percent. Almost all of the “underground 

by auger mining was Raleigh Eagle Coal — ¢gaj_ was mechanically loaded by five mo- 

Co. bile loading machines and 1] hand-loaded 

Amherst Coal Co. opened the new face conveyors. Lieving Coal Co. continued 

MacGregor No. 5 underground mine, Crys- to be the leading underground produccr. 

tal Block Coal & Coke Co. closed the No. About 61 percent of the total production
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_ was crushed and 2 percent was treated. Crushed sandstone was produced by 
Sand and gravel for building and paving _ Oakvale Stone Co. at a portable plant near 

was produced by Mason Aggregates, Inc, Athens for concrete aggregate and road- 
West Columbia, and Letart Sand & Gravel stone. Shale production by Virginian Brick 
Co., Inc., Letart. | & Tile Co., Princeton, for manufacture of 
McDowell.—The county dropped to sec- building brick and other heavy clay prod- 

ond place in the State among the coal-pro- _ ucts was less than in 1965. | 
ducing counties. The output remained © Mineral.—Coal production increased, Of 
about the same with 94 percent produced the total underground coal mined, 73 per- 

from 251 underground mines and the bal- cent was mechanically loaded. Of the total 
ance was from 9 strip and 11 auger opera- output, 85 percent was crushed, and 88 
tions. Of the underground production 92 percent was cleaned, but less than 1 per- 
percent was loaded mechanically, 79 per- cent was treated. 

cent with 97 continuous mining machines, Limestone production was significantl 
and 20 percent with 61 mobile loading ma- han i f BY y hines. The balance was loaded with six less than in 1965. Output was used mostly 

‘hand-loaded face conveyors and eight duck- a Prod ageregate an road construc: , . cers wer e es 
| bills. Nine additional mobile loading ma- Inc., Keyser (formerly Earl L. Spencer, 

chines were used with the continuous Keyser) , and Aurora Stone Co., Inc., Short 
miners. The county continued to rank fifth Gap. | 
in the State in strip production. Equip- ‘ . 
ment used at the strip mines included 15 Nee OF ae ee read by ‘ 
power shovels, 20 bulldozers, and 33 trucks percen". t di On , OE ergroun with an average capacity of 26 tons. _ mines accounted for 94 percent of the total 

Cleaning operations continued at 22 OP OF the total underground produc- plants which prepared 97 percent of the ae 97 percent was mechanically loaded, 

county output. Seven of the preparation : P 13 ne by 61 mobile loading mach mes 
plants thermally dried 36 percent of the OF 3 percent by five continuous miners. 
cleaned coal. Of the total output, 43 per- ° ine Oreparathe _ lanes rent was cleaned 

cent was crushed and 45 eared non had thermal drying facilities that dried 22 

ducers accounting for 18 percent of "the percent of the cleaned coal. About 30 per- 
underground production were United cent of the total wes crushed and 13 per- States Steel Corp. (seven mines), Eastern cent treated with oil. The leading under- 

Associated Coal Corp. (one mine), Bishop ground procucer Cea ati vane Creek Coal 
Coal Co. (two mines) , Olga Coal Co. (one e. 8 anona 08 ming ° 
mine), Pocahontas Fuel Co. (four mines) , Monongalia.—Coal production decreased 
and Island Creek Coal Co. (two mines). "4 the county dropped from seventh to 
United States Steel Corp. was the leading ninth place in the State a the output of strip producer. coal. Most of the production was from 38 

Bishop Coal Co. reactivated the No. 33 underground mines; a relatively small 
mine which had been abandoned by Poca- amount was produced by 11 strip mines 
hontas Fuel Co. in 1952. Pocahontas Em- and 5 auger mines. Of the underground 
pire Coal Corp. opened a new mine at production, 99 percent was mechanically 
Squire, W Vaz, in July employing 62 men. loaded by 40 continuous miners, and by 10 

Mercer.—Coal production increased. Of mobile loading _ machines. Additional 
the total underground production, 95 per- saan consisted of 34 mobile loading 
cent was mechanically loaded with 13 mo- The a used wit the continuous miners. 
bile loading machines, four continuous facili S for te P ld one of which had 
miners, three more than in 1965, and six ities tor thermal drying, continued in 
hand-loadéd face conveyors. Of the total operation and pace ared 63 percent of the 
coal output, 92 percent was cleaned at four coal produced in the county. About 16 per- 

preparation plants. Less than 1 percent of °&"® of the total output was crushed and 3 
the coal was crushed and 12 percent was Percent was treated. Christopher Coal Co. 
treated. The leading producer of both un- continued as the leading producer with 
derground and strip coal was Pocahontas four operating underground mines. Eastern 
Fuel Co. Associated Coal Corp. started development
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work for a new Federal No. 2 underground mining machines. The company cleaned 83 

mine. percent of the production and dried 16 

Production of crushed limestone was percent of the cleaned coal. Of the total 

significantly higher than in 1965 and the output, 25 percent was crushed and 41 per- 

county continued to rank third in output. cent was treated. 
Producers were Greer Limestone Co. and The production of sand and gravel de- 

Green Bag Cement Co., Division of Mar- clined by 25 percent and the county 

quette Cement Manufacturing Co., which dropped to fifth rank from fourth in 1965. 

operated Deckers Creek Mine. The former The material was dredged from the Ohio | 

company used the limestone mainly for River near Wheeling by Delta Concrete 

concrete aggregate, stone sand, railroad Co. 

ballast, and riprap; the latter company Pendleton. — Limestone production in- 

used most of its limestone production for creased 17 percent. It was used for concrete 
manufacture of cement. Some limestone aggregate, agricultural purposes, rock dust 

was also used for agricultural purposes, jn coal mines, and glass and lime manufac- 

railroad ballast, and riprap. ture. Producers were North Fork Lime 

Sandstone was mined by Greer Lime- pyoducers Cooperative, Inc., and Germany 

stone Co. for engine sand and sand for valley Limestone Co., Division of Greer 

glass and concrete products. Limestone Co., both at Riverton; and Rud- 

Morgan.—The county continued to rank dle Lime, Franklin. 
second in sand and gravel production and Quicklime was produced by Germany 

first in value. Production by Pennsylvania Valley Limestone Co., Division of Greer 

Glass Sand Corp., Hancock, was about the Limestone Co., for use in paper and pulp | 

same as in 1965. Most of the output was manufacture, tanning, and manufacture of 
used for glass, abrasives, pottery, engine, refractories. 

and blast sand. Pleasants—Salt brine was produced from 

‘Nicholas—Coal production increased 5 Pleasants and Tyler Counties by Inorganic 

percent and the county rose from 10th to Chemical Division, FMC Corp. by deep - 

eighth place in coal output. Of the total well solution mining of underground salt 

coal production, 96 percent was from 89 deposits. The brine was shipped by barge 

underground mines. Of the 97 percent un- to South Charleston for manufacture of 

derground coal mechanically loaded, 42 chlorine and caustic soda. | 

percent was loaded with 61 mobile loading Sand and gravel was dredged by Ohio - - 

machines, 53 percent with 60 continuous River Sand & Gravel, Division of McDon- 

mining machines, and 5 percent with 34 ough Co., on the river at Middle Bros. Is- 

hand-loaded face conveyors. Of the total and. Most of the production was used for 
output, 83 percent was cleaned in nine building and paving. 

cleaning plants, six of which had thermal Pocahontas.—Coal production all from 

drying facilities that dried 50 percent of three underground mines, decreased. All 

the cleaned coal. About 35 percent of the the coal was loaded with two continuous 

output was crushed and 3 percent Was iners and one mobile loading machine. 
treated. The leading underground pro-  wione was crushed or treated. 

ducers were Gauley Coal and Coke Co. Li . . 
. : imestone production, slightly less than 

(five mines) , Sewell Coal Co. (two mines), | 
. . in 1965, was used for concrete aggregate 

Summersville Coal Co. (three mines) , Im- . : 
. a and road construction. Producers were Ter- 

perial Smokeless Coal Co. (three mines) , ta Alta Limestone Co. and R. H. Burns & 

and Johnstown Coal & Coke Co. (one . " oo 
. . Co., which was a new producer. 

mine) . Summersville Coal Co. was also the 
leading strip producer. Preston.—Coal production decreased 4 

Nettie Sand Co. produced crushed sand- percent but output from 25 strip mines, 
stone for use as concrete aggregate. which accounted for 40 percent of the total 

. production, increased 12 percent. The 

Ohio.—Coal production, all from three county rose to first place from its 1965 po- 

underground mines of The Valley Camp ition as the third largest strip producer. 
Coal Co. increased 17 percent. All output Equipment used at strip mines included 40 

was mechanically loaded with 10 mobile power shovels, 15 draglines, 41 bulldozers, 

loading machines and three continuous and 76 trucks with an average capacity of
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19 tons. The leading strip producer was Producers of crushed sandstone were Ra- 
Kingwood Mining Co. | | leigh Stone Co. and Table Rock Sand 

_ Of the underground production, 65 per- Plant, both near Beckley. Output was used 

cent was mechanically loaded with 19 mo- for concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
bile loading machines and 11 continuous Grandview Sand Co., a subsidiary of 
miners. Thé leading underground producer Beaver Block Co., produced a small quan- 
was Chapel Coal Co. Of the total produc- tity of sand for building purposes near 
tion, 50 percent was crushed and 39 per- Glen Morgan. . ; 

cent was cleaned. at four preparation Randolph.—CGoal production decreased 17 
plants, one of which had thermal drying percent. Of the total output, 84 percent 
facilities. None of the coal was treated. was from underground mines. Of the un- 
Sandy Creek Fuel Corp. changed its name  qderground production, 85 percent was me- 
to Reliable Coal Corp. in January, but re-  chanically loaded with 13 continuous 
tained the former name for its cleaning miners; four mobile loading machines, and 
plant at Albright... a, | 11 hand-loaded face conveyors. Of the total 

| Preston Limestone Co., Inc., ‘Terra Alta, production, 77 percent was crushed, 24 per- 
produced crushed limestone for concrete cent was processed by two cleaning plants, 
aggregate, roadstone, and _ agricultural and 12 percent was treated. A. C. & H. 
stone. Terra Alta Limestone Co., Laurel Coal Co. and Marson Coal Co. were the 
Mount, produced crushed limestone for leading underground producers. 

concrete aggregate. A small quantity of di- Limestone production was 8 _ percent 
mension sandstone was produced by Rhine Jower than in 1965, and was used ‘mainly 
Greek Stone Co. at a quarry near Brook- for concrete aggregate and roadstone, with 
side. . ae a small quantity for railroad ballast, rip- 

Raleigh——Coal output decreased 6 per- rap, and agriculture. Producers were Elkins 
cent, but the county continued to rank Limestone Co. and Sam G. Polino & Co. 

sixth in the State in coal production. Of with stationary plants near Elkins and 
the total mines, 97 underground mines ac- Bowden, respectively. A small quantity was _ 
counted for 87 percent of total production; produced also by Basil R. Heavner. 

12 strip mines, 8 percent; and nine auger Roane.—The State Road Commission 
mines, 5 percent. Of the underground pro- quarried a small quantity of sandstone 
duction, 95 percent was mechanically load- f;9m Amma Quarry for paving and con- 
ed. Of this total, 75 percent was loaded by crete aggregate. } : 

BO mobile loading machines, 24 percent Faylor.—Coal production decreased 24. 
with 30 continuous miners, and 1 percent cnt. Of the total output. 13 small 
with six hand-loaded face conveyors, The Pad " ded und d pu’ ted 
county maintained its position as the ane oaced Encerground mines accoun’ 
fourth largest producer by auger mining for 42 percent and six strip mines for 58 

: am percent. None of the coal was mechanically 
_Of the total coal output, 78 percent was loaded, cleaned, dried, or treated; 79 per- 

cleaned at 17 preparation plants, 33 per- cent was crushed. The leading strip mine 
cent crushed, 5 percent treated with oil. producer was LaRosa Fuel Co., Inc. 

The leading underground | producers A small quantity of shale was produced 
were Winding Gulf Coals, Inc. (eight by Grafton Brick Co. near Thornton for 
mines), Slab Fork Coal Co. (two mines), manufacturing building brick. 
and Armco Steel Corp. (two mines). The Tucker.—Coal ducti increased 30 
Dorothy No. 1 underground mine of Arm- meer 0a! procuc 4 ene ase 
co Steel Corp. mined out at the end of the percent owing to increased strip mine Pro- 

. duction by Douglas Coal Co. The one un- 
year. The Cranberry mine of the New d d mi d th hand-loaded 
River Co. abandoned in 1958 was reopened emprounc Tine use nee nan 
by the company in July. Sterling Smokeless face conveyors. None of the coal produc- 

Coal Co. opened a new underground mine tion was prepared, crushed, or treated. 
near Whitby and reactivated the Duncan Sandstone was produced by Fairfax Sand 

mine which was abandoned by the Duncan & Crushed Stone Co. near Thomas and by 
Coal Co. in 1965. Winding Gulf Coals, Inc., the State Road Commission at Valley Fur- 

closed its Tams No. 2 and No. 4 mines nace Quarry. The material was used for 

during the year. concrete aggregate and roadstone. Feather
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Construction Co. abandoned the Tucker Sand Co. from a dredge operation on the | 

“G” quarry near Davis at the end of 1965. Ohio River wa less than in 1965. . | 

Tyler—No sand and gravel production Wirt.—Sandstone for concrete aggregate ! 

was reported during 1966. and road metal was mined by State Road | 

Inorganic Chemical Division, FMC Corp., Commission from Creston Quarry. A, 

produced salt brines by deep well opera- Wood.—Production of sand and gravel | 

tions at Bens Run for chlorine manufac. was slightly higher than in 1965 and the 

ture at the company’s plant at South county rose from fifth to fourth place in 

Charleston. (See Pleasants County.) output. The output, which was used most- 

Upshur.—Coal production increased 4 _ ly for building and paving was produced. 

percent with 64 percent of the output from by Kanawha Sand Co. and Pfaff & Smith 

15 underground mines. Of the under. Builders Supply Co. 2 oe 

ground production, 83 percent was me- Wyoming.—Coal production increased 8 

| chanically loaded by four continuous — percent and the county continued to rank 
miners using two mobile loading machines as the third largest producer in the State. 

in conjunction with the miners. About 33 Of the.total output, 94 percent was mined 

percent of the output was crushed, 53 per- from 106 underground mines. Of the un- 

cent was cleaned in two preparation plants, derground coal mined, 97 percent was me- 

and less than 1 percent was treated with chanically loaded. Of this total, 61 percent 

oil. The leading underground producer was loaded by 106 mobile loading ma- 

was Upshur Coals, Ltd. Pecks Run Coal chines, 38 percent by 61 continuous miners 

Co., the leading producer in 1965, was ac- using four mobile loading machines, and 1 
quired by Lafayette Coal Co. percent by 19 hand-loaded face conveyors. 

Quertinmont sandstone quarry of Basil Of the total output, 90 percent was cleaned 

R. Heavner was idle. at 15 plants, eight of which had thermal 

Wayne.—Coal production decreased 17 drying facilities which dried 45 percent of 

percent. Of the total output, 57 percent the cleaned coal. About 21 percent of the 

was mechanically loaded by four mobile output was crushed and 11 percent treated 

loading machines. Camp Creek Coal Corp. with oil. 
acquired the Fry Mining Co. and installed The leading underground producers ac- 

Jeffrey jigs for coal cleaning. About 2 per- counting for 74 percent of the under- 

cent was cleaned and 17 percent was ground production were Eastern Associated 

crushed. Coal Corp. (five mines), Itmann Coal Co. 

Sandstone was mined by State Road (four mines), Island Creek Coal Co. (two 

Commission from Glen Hayes quarry for mines), Allied Chemical Corp. (one 

concrete aggregate and road metal. mine), Pocahontas Fuel Co. (two mines) . 

Webster.—Coal production was un- and Ranger Fuel Corp. (two mines). The 

changed. Of the total output, 86 percent leading strip mine coal producer was 

was from underground mines. Of the un- Ranger Fuel Corp. Eastern Associated Coal 

derground production, 96 percent was me- Corp. opened the new Keystone No. 2 un- 

chanically loaded by eight mobile loading derground mine at Herndon employing 

machines, 13 continuous miners, and one 
- hand-loaded f about 200 men. 

anne toaded 1ace conveyor. of the total There was a sharp increase in produc- 
output, 86 percent was cleaned in four coal . 
preparation plants, one of which had facil- tion of crushed sandstone for use as Oe 

ities for thermal drying; 39 percent was crete aggregate and roadstone. State Road 

crushed and 15 percent treated for dust Commission was the principal producer. 

control. Tolers Sand Co., Clear Fork, continued. 

Wetzel.—Production of sand and gravel 0 produce a small quantity of sand for use 

for building and paving by Ohio Valley 4s traction sand for mine locomotives.





The Mi | Indust {£ Wi 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Wisconsin for 

collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

| _ By Keith S. Olson + | 

Value of mineral output in Wisconsin materials resulted in increased production 
was $76.0 million, an increase of 4 percent of sand and gravel and stone. Value of 
over that of 1965, and was the second metals decreased substantially due to the 
highest on record, exceeded only by that of | cessation of iron ore shipments and de- 
1960. Nonmetals comprised nearly 90 per- _ clines in value of lead and zinc production. 
cent of the total value, metals 10 percent, 
and mineral fuels (peat) less than 1 per- + Indust et B ; Mi Mi 

. naustry economist, ureau o VIIMES, im 
| cent. Greater demand for road construction — yeanolis, Minn. 

a Table 1.—Mineral production in Wisconsin * 

a 
me 1965 1966 

. . 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

a 

Clays._.._.-.____-_---.------thousand short tons_- 119... $147 123 $148 
Tron ore (usable) ___thousand long tons, gross weight _ - 141 WwW _-- _-- 

Lead (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__ short tons_ 1,645 513 1,694 BLZ 

Lime_____.._._-__.__._------thousand short tons_ 197 3,076 204 3,186 

Peat______.__________-.__------._----short tons_- 3,090 122 2,379 164 

Sand and gravel___________.-_thousand short tons_ 88,751 27,707 41,528 30,713 

Stone_______________________--------------do.- 2 15,344 21,924 16,150 23,735 

Zine (recoverable content of ores, etc.) _ . _ short tons_ 26,993 7,882 24,775 7,185 

vane of items that cannot be disclosed: Abrasive stone 
grinding pebbles), cement, gem stones, and value 
indicated by symbol W___.___-_.---------------- xx 11,628 XxX 10,367 

ne 

Total___..._-_._____-_-------------------- xX 72,999 xX 76,010 
RR 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data included with “Value of iterns that 

cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. . . . . 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 

Table 2.—Value of mineral production in constant 1957-59 dollars 

(Thousands) 
a 

Year Value ! Year Value ! 

a 

1957__..-_---_-- +--+ --- $69,995 1962________----------------------- $66 , 470 

1958______-______-- + 72,916 1968_____-__----------------------- 65 ,246 

1959_____-___--------------------- 71,675 1964________--__------------------- 67, 600 
1960_________-_-__-_---_-_---------- 96,171 1965_____-_-.-_-------------------- 70,876 

1961______________-- eee ee 71,605 1966_____._-.---------------------- > 73,339 

enn re en 

P Preliminary. 
1 Data for 1957-64 revised. 
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Figure 1—-Value of sand and gravel, stone, and total value of — | 
mineral production in Wisconsin. : 

Table 3.—Employment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

. | Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
Average days hours injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry men Days worked worked ——-————-————_-—-——-——_ 
working active (thou~ (thou- Non- _ Fre- ; 
daily - sands) sands) Fatal fatal quency Severity 

1965: | 
Metal... 12-22 323 199 64 513 — 30 58.47 2,002 
Nonmetal_____.-___-.- 20 110 2 18 —_— _— --- --- 
Sand and gravel_._._.... 2,271 197 448 3,788 a 68 17.95 848 

- Stone. __-__ 1 ee 2,682 202 541 4,414 2 107 24.69 3,421 
Peat_..-... 2-22. --- 14 79 1 9 oe 1 118.37 5,668 

Total. ____. 22-2 Lee 5,310 199 1,056 8,742 2 , 206 23.79 2,218 

1966: > 
Metal__.__. 2.2 2 ee 255 278 71 562 1 30 55.16 20,402 
Nonmetal___--_._---_- 85 134 12 96 _— 4 41.67 1,521 
Sand and gravel_._____-_ 2,215 201 444 3,755 1 79 21.30 2,058 
Stone_____...-.- 2-2 Le 2,115 210 445 3,690 2 1138 31.17 5,376 
Peat_.___.__.-.-_----_- 15 T7 1 9 ae _-- --- --- 

Total_____2- 22 eee 4,685 208 973 8,112 4 226 828.35 4,829 

P Preliminary.
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| REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

: NONMETALS Cc markets served by the Manitowoc plant 

Abrasive Stone.—Baraboo Quartzite Co., will be supplied by the parent company's 
Inc,, produced grinding pebbles from a Pam under construction at Charlevoix, 

quartzite deposit in Sauk. County for grind. ch. | | 

ing silica flour and deburring - purposes. Clays.—Miscellaneous clay or shale was 

Output increased both in quantity and val- produced in Dunn, Fond du Lac, Manito- 

ue over that of 1965. | 7 woc, Pierce, Portage, and Racine Counties. 

- Cement.—Shipments of portland cement whe enure onrpur was consumes ty “ 

declined less than 1 percent both in quan- procucng  Compames. Toaucts ee a“ 
w oo. oe : . tured, in decreasing quantity of clay or 

tity and value, whereas production in- oi. used, wet ent. building brick 

creased 7 percent. Production consisted of shale used, were cemene me Oe 
types I and IT neral use and moderate vitrified sewer pipe, and other heavy clay 

ypes 4 a (general use | a ducts. Total production increased 4 per- 
heat) and type III (high-early-strength) products, some : to Pe 

t in quantity and 1 percent in value. 
portland cement, and masonry cement. Ap- conrad y P 

proximately 34 percent of the portland ce- Lime.—Increased output and value of 

ment production was air-entrained. both quicklime, which comprised about | 

Average mill value per 376-pound barrel two-thirds of the total tonnage, and hy- | 

of portland cement was $3.41, a decrease of rated lime contributed to the more than 

$0.01 from 1965. Portland and masonry ce- 3 percent increase in production and value 

ment shipments were primarily to Wiscon- of total lime. About 75 percent of the total 

sin consumers with lesser amounts shipped lime shipments were for chemical and 

to Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and Other industrial uses. Principal uses for 

North Dakota. chemical and other industrial lime, in de- 

— About 68 percent of the total portland creasing order of tonnage, were paper 
cement shipments were trucked and 32 per- manufacture, water purification, metallur- 

cent were hauled by rail. Shipments of  8Y: disinfectant, sewage disposal, tanning, 

: portland cement in bulk form comprised metal polishing, petroleum refining, food 

88 percent of the total; the remainder was and food byproducts, plastics, brick, and 
shipped in paper bags. miscellaneous uses. In addition, lime was . 

Increases over 1965 levels occurred in rail S0ld for construction and agricultural pur- 

shipments and shipments of packaged ce- POSES. More than half of the State total 

ment. Approximately 71 percent of all lime shipments was to 15 other States and 

portland cement shipments were to ready- Canada. Lime shipments into Wisconsin 

mixed concrete companies, 13 percent to from other States totaled about 60,000 tons. 

concrete product manufacturers, 10 percent Commercial lime producers included 

to highway contractors, and 6 percent to Cutler-La Liberte-McDougall Corp., pro- 

building material dealers and other con- ducing quicklime at Superior; Rockwell 

sumers. Approximately 6.6 million barrels Lime Co., producing quicklime and hydrat- 

of portland cement and 437,000 barrels of ed lime at Rockwood; and The Western 

masonry cement were shipped into Wiscon- Lime & Cement Co., producing quicklime 

sin from plants located in other States, and hydrated lime at Green Bay and Eden 

principally Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michi- and hydrated lime at Knowles. Mayville 

gan, and Minnesota. White Lime Works, at Mayville, produced 

Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co. quicklime for disinfectant purposes. 

produced types I, II, and III portland ce- Perlite.—Midwest Perlite Co., at Apple- 

ment and masonry cement at its Milwau- ton, and Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & 

kee plant. Manitowoc Portland Cement Co. (formerly Western Mineral Products 

Co., a subsidiary of Medusa Portland Ce- Co.), at Milwaukee, expanded crude per- 

ment Co., produced types I and II port- lite mined outside the State. Expanded ma- 

land cement at Manitowoc. Medusa Port- terial was used for lightweight aggregate in 

land Cement Co. announced plans to begin concrete and building plaster, loose fill in- 

converting its Manitowoc plant to the pro- sulation, and soil conditioning. Decreases 

duction of white cement in 1967 and to be were recorded both in quantity and valuc 

completed by mid-1968. Portland cement of total shipments.
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Sand and Gravel—Output of sand and by commercial operators, of which 92 per- 
gravel, which comprised 40 percent of the cent was transported by truck and the re- 
State total mineral value, increased 7 per- mainder by rail. Total crushed and broken | 

| cent in quantity and 11 percent in value. stone production increased 5 percent in 
| The largest increase, 1.7 million tons, was quantity and 7 percent in value, chiefly be- — 

in material used for road construction. cause of greater demand for material used 

Commercial production comprised 69 per- in concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
cent of the total tonnage and 76 percent of Crushed and broken limestone produc- 
the total value, compared with 66 and 74 tion was reported from 37 counties. Output 
percent, respectively, in 1965. Approximate- increased to 13.7 million tons valued at 
ly 90 percent of the total output was proc- $15.4 million—representing 86 percent in 
essed; pit run material constituted the re- -quantity and 79 percent in value of all 

mainder. Of the total commercial crushed. stone production. About 90 per- 
| production 92 percent was trucked and 8 _ cent of the total crushed limestone produc- | 

percent transported by rail. Average value tion was used for concrete aggregate and 
of the total sand and gravel produced  roadstone, 8 percent for agricultural pur- 
was $0.74 per ton (sand $0.84 per ton and poses. Output for the former use increased 
gravel $0.69 per ton), an increase of $0.02 in both quantity and value, whereas that 

| per ton for total sand and gravel from that for the latter decreased in quantity but in- 
of 1965. Road construction material com- creased in value. The remainder was used 
prised 68 percent of the total quantity, for lime manufacture, railroad ballast, rip- 
building 19 percent, fill 10 percent, and rap, asphalt filler, flux, filter beds, and 
industrial sand, railroad ballast, and mis- miscellaneous. uses. Average value of 
cellaneous uses the remainder. Wisconsin crushed and broken limestone produced in 

supplied over 4 percent of the national 1966 was $1.12 per ton, compared with 

sand and gravel output, ranking fifth in $1.06 in 1965. | 

quantity and eighth in value. About 836,000 tons of crushed and bro- 
Industrial sands for use in molding, glass ken granite was produced in Marathon and 

manufacture, filtration, sand blasting, en Wood Counties for road use. Crushed and 

gine, and oil (hydrafrac) were produced in broken sandstone and quartzite were pro- 
Columbia, Dane, Eau Claire, Green Lake, duced in Marathon and Sauk Counties. Use 

Pierce, and Rock Counties. patterns, in descending order of quantity, 
Sand and gravel was produced in every were railroad ballast, roofing granules, 

county in the State. Counties producing  roadstone, silica brick, abrasives, terrazzo, 
more than 1 million tons were Dane, Rock, filter material, and other purposes. 
Washington, and Waukesha, which com- Crushed and broken basalt was produced 
bined, produced 30 percent of the State in Marinette and Polk Counties. Output 
total. The 16 leading producers of sand was used for roofing granules, railroad bal- 
and gravel were Janesville Sand & Gravel last, and concrete aggregate and roadstone. 
Co.; T. Johnson & Sons; Edward Kraemer Marl was produced for agricultural pur- 
& Sons, Inc.; C. C. Linck, Inc; Manley poses in Burnett and Portage Counties. 

Sand Division (Martin Marietta Corp.); Wisconsin Aggregate Co.’s crushed marble 
Arthur Overgaard, Inc.; State Sand & Grav- operation was inactive in 1966. 
el Co.; Valley Sand & Gravel Co.; Vulcan Production of dimension stone, in de- 

Materials Co. (Midwest Division); and creasing order of value, was limestone, 
Wissota Sand & Gravel Co. granite, and sandstone. Value of dimension 

Stone.—Stone ranked second in value limestone increased 20 percent, and dimen- 

among mineral commodities produced in sion granite 7 percent, whereas dimension 

the State, constituting 31 percent of the sandstone decreased 16 percent in value. 
total value. Production, consisting of ba- Dimension limestone was produced by 30 
salt, granite, limestone, marl, quartzite, and companies, in five counties. Of the total 

sandstone, increased 5 percent in quantity output, in terms of value, 88 percent was 
and 8 percent in value over that of 1965. from Fond du Lac and Waukesha Coun- 
Crushed and broken stone represented 99 ties. Limestone accounted for 89 percent in 
percent in quantity and 83 percent in val- volume and 50 percent in value of all di- 
ue of the total stone output. Of all crushed mension stone sales in the State. House 
and broken stone produced 99 percent was — stone veneer comprised 73 percent of the
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Table 4.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Iw I II 

| 

| 

1965 1966 | 

Class of operation and use nn 
| 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

a 
! 

Commercial operations: . 

Sand: 

| 

Building___._-.-------------------------- 3,495 $2 , 842 3,925 $3 ,279 

Paving_.._._---------------------------- 2,424 2,031 2,889 2,080 

Blast___._._..__-_------------------------ 15 44 WwW WwW 

Fill.__..-_-.-_-------------------------- 1,325 623 1,355 637 

Molding_..___--------------------------- 879 2,251 1,076 2,953 

Oil (hydrafrac)_..------------------------ 3 15 WwW WwW 

Other 1________-------------------------- 169 229 193 247 

Total. __...--------------------------- 8,310 8,035 9,488 9,196 

Gravel: 
i 

Building_____..-------------------------- 3,507 2,986 3,880 3,436 

Paving._____.--------------------------- 11,824 8, 588 13 ,265 9,859 

Railroad ballast_.___--------------------- 196 111 WwW WwW 

Fill. __-_._._____-------------------------- 1,690 T21 1,659 TAT 

Other_______.._.------------------------ 142 111 224 120 

Total. _.....-------------------------- 17,359 12,517 19 ,028 14,162 

Total sand and gravel___-_--_------------ 25,669 20 , 552 28,466 23 ,358 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
a 

Sand: 
Building_.._.__-------------------------- 

15 6 

Paving__..._-_-------------------------- 3,459 | 1,777 2,519 1,257 

Fill. _...._-_---_------------------------ 491 152 622 203 

Other. -2---------------------- 182 72 162 71 

Total. _....------------------- === 4,182 2,001 3,818 1,587 

Gravel: , 
- Paving__.___-_--------------------------- 8,678 5,069 9,409 5,710 

Fill... -__-___-_------------------------ 267 83 330 108 

‘Other_________-------------------------- 5 2 --- --- 

Total_______-_-__-__-------------------- 8,950 5,154 9,739 5,818 

Total sand and gravel____--------------- 13 , 082 7,155 18,057 7,355 

All operations: i a 

Sand_______.-- 0-2-2 ee eee eee ee ee 12 , 442 10 ,036 12 , 756 10,733 

Gravel. _____-------------------------------- 26 ,309 17,671 28,767 19 ,980 

Total_.________.-------------------------- 38,751 27,707 41,523 30,713 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “‘Other.”’ 

1 Includes foundry (1965), engine, filtration, glass, railroad ballast, and other construction sand. 

total dimension limestone production, ex- highest average unit stone value at $26.38 

cluding rubble and irregular-shaped stone. per cubic foot, an increase of $1.38 from 

Other uses of dimension limestone, in de- that of 1965. 

scending order of value, were rubble, Eight companies in Marathon, Sauk, and 

sawed stone, rough construction, flagging, Wood Counties produced dimension sand- 

cut stone, and rough architectural stone. stone for rough construction, cut stone, 

Dimension granite, valued at $2 million, flagging, and rubble. The 1966 output was 

was produced by eight companies in Ash- valued at $49,000. 

land, Marathon, Marinette, Marquette, and Vermiculite.—Zonolite Division, W. R. 

Waushara Counties. Rough and dressed Grace & Co. (formerly Western Mineral 

monumental stone represented 89 percent, Products Co.) produced exfoliated vermic- 

in value, of all dimension granite sales, ulite at its Milwaukee plant from crude 

excluding irregular-shaped stone. The re- material mined outside the State. Output 

mainder was sold for architectural and was used for loose fill insulation and light- 

rough construction purposes. Dressed weight aggregate in concrete and building 

monumental granite continued to have the _ plaster.
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Table 5.—Limestone sold or used by producers, by uses 

1965 . 1966 
= 

a 

Use os Value . Value. . Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 
. : a 

Dimension: . 
Rough construction _ ______thousand short tons__ 8 $77 149 1 $416 Rubble. -________-22__.-____.-_______.do___- 26 201 (1) (2) Rough architectural___.____thousand cubic feet __ 22 21 14 15 Sawed__..-..----------_--__-_-_-2_____do____ 45 149 56 168 House stone veneer_________1__________do____ 467 1,058 526 1,285 Cut__-_ 1-2-2 ie _do___. 52, 131 37 84. Flagging. ___-.---___._____1___._.____.do___. 87 88 89 97 

Total____.approximate thousand short tons 2__ 88 31,724 106 2,065 
| Crushed and broken: , - _ oO _ Riprap_-.._..--..-._..__thousand short tons__ 67 62 46 55 Concrete aggregate and roadstone________do____ 11,623 11,798 . 12 ,356 . 13 ,429 Agriculture___.___._-__.---_-___________do____ 1,116 1,485 1,062 1,531 — Other 4.2222 dol. 136 321 254 412 

Total____._-- 222222 ee 2eee---.--do---- 12,942 8.18, 667 18,718 315,426 
Grand total__-______________._______.do___- 13 , 030 15,391 18,824 317,492 

e * e . e e . e e e 
. 1 Rough construction and rubble combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 2 Average weight of 160 pounds per cubic foot used to convert cubic feet to short tons. 3 Data do not add to total shown because of rounding. . * Includes limestone for asphalt, filter beds, flux, lime, railroad ballast, and other uses. 

| METALS A report was published by the Federal 
Iron Ore.—Iron mining interest in Wis- Bureau of Mines regarding sampling and 

taconite prospects. On the western Gogebic from the Wisconsin portion of the Gogebic 
Range, exploration drilling was conducted Range.? 
by The Hanna Mining Co. in Ashland Lead and Zinc.—Output of zinc decreased 
County and by Inland Steel Co. (Jackson 8 percent in quantity and 9 percent in val- , 
County Iron Co.) in Iron County. The lat- ue. Lead production increased 3 percent in 
ter company also held leases on taconite quantity, but owing to a drop in the aver- 
properties in the west central part of the age price, total value remained virtually 
State, near Black River Falls, Jackson the same as in 1965. 
County. Average yearly weighted prices used to 

Iron ore, produced in Minnesota, was Calculate values of lead and zinc in table J 
shipped by lake vessel from ore docks oper- were 15.115 cents per pound for lead and 
ated at Superior by the Great Northern 14.5 cents per pound for zinc, compared Railway Co. and the Northern Pacific Rail- with 15.6 cents for lead and 14.6 cents for 
way Co. The 1966 iron ore shipping season zinc in 1965. 
from this port began April 11 and ended American Zinc Co. (formerly American 
December 1. Construction continued -on Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co.) operated the Great Northern Railway Co.’s 2.5-million- Blackstone - Coulthard - Hancock - Winskell, 
ton capacity storage area near its Allouez Burnham, Champion, Temperly-Thomp- (Superior) docks. This facility was de- son, and Tennyson Nos. 1 and 2 mines. signed for winter storage of taconite pellets The Coulthard lease of the Blackstone 
produced by the Butler Taconite Project group was last operated in 1957, and the and the National Steel Pellet plant, both Burnham was last operated by Grimes operated by The Hanna Mining Co., on Mining Co. in 1965. Ores were treated at 
the Mesabi Range in Minnesota. A 2-mile- the company’s mills near Tennyson and 
long conveyor system to the No. 1 dock Shullsburg. Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. 
and a bucket wheel reclaimer are among (formerly The Eagle-Picher Co.) , operated the types of equipment to be utilized at the Birkett-Bastian-Andrews, Booty-Thom- 
the new location. The company has pro- -———-_———— . . ° Heising, L. F., and D, W. Frommer. Lake vided for a future stage of expansion Superior Iron Resources. Preliminary Samples which can increase storage capacity to 5 and Metallurgical Evaluation of Selected Michi- 
million tons gan-Wisconsin Iron Formations. BuMines Rept. . of Inv. 6895, 1966, 31 pp.
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Table 6.—Mine production of lead and zinc, in terms of recoverable metals 

OO 

Mines Material n 

producing treated Lead Zine | : 
eee Total “ 

Year Ore Tailings value 

Lode Tail- (short (short Short Value Short Value 
ings tons) tons) tons tons 

a 

1957-61 
(average) __ 8 1 559,096 3,682 1,058 $262,928 15,525 $3,619,348 $3,882,276 

1962_____--- 9 _.. 411,820 _.. 1,894 256,496 13,292 3,057,160 3,313,656 

1963____---- 8 _.. 445,742 _.. 1,116 241,056 15,114 3,476,220 3,717,276 

1964_______- 13 _-_ 849,948 "713742 «456,404 26,278 7,147,616 7,604,020 
1965_____--- 16 _-. 967,083 ___ 1,645 513,240 26,993 7,881,956 8,395,196 

1966____-___- 16 _-. 936,432 _.. 1,694 512,098 24,775 7,184,750 7,696,848 

A A 
I 

| 
son, Kennedy, Shullsburg, Kickapoo-Thom- operating its Elmo mine in Grant County. , 

son, and Stephens mines. Ores from these Ore was stockpiled, awaiting completion of 

mines were treated at the company’s mills the company’s mill, which was scheduled 

at Shullsburg, Wis., and Galena, Ill. The to begin production early in 1967. 

company began production from the Ste- American Zinc Co., Eagle-Picher Indus- 

phens mine near Linden early in 1966, but _ tries, Inc., The New Jersey Zinc Co., and | 

discontinued operations after a short peri- | Wisconsin Mining conducted exploration ! 

od of operation. The Coker No. 1 mine drilling in southwestern Wisconsin. C. C. | 

and mill near Rewey were operated inter- Huston Exploration Co. continued its pro- 

mittently by Mifflin Mining Co. during the gram of geochemical testing of spring ! 

first 5 months of 1966 and were idle the water, surveying an area of about 100 

remainder of the year. Ivey Construction square miles in Grant County by this 

, Co. operated the Graysville mine and treat- method in 1966. Other activities by the 

ed the ore therefrom at its mill at Mineral company included 7,000 feet of churn drill- 

Point. The New Jersey Zinc Co. began ing and 80 line miles of induced potential 

. . . surveying. 
Table 7.—Mine production of lead and zinc | 

in 1966, by months, in. terms of recoverable - : “MINERAL FUELS — a . | 

metals oo - Peat.—Sales of peat decreased 23 percent) ~* | 

ee (Short tons) === ———S—Ss in quantity but increased 34 percent in | 

Month Lead Zine value from that of 1965. Peat was produced | 

i +... ~-—srby ‘three companies in 1966, one producing ! 

January. --------~-----7--- 120 1,870 only humus peat, one moss peat, and one | 

pebruary-------------77-77 8 «'g29-oth types. Approximately 74 percent of 
April--_~------------7---77 120 2,165 the total output was sold in packaged 

June. ee 190 5'939 | form, nearly all of which was sold for seed 
July_-.-------------------- 150 2;155  inoculant with a lesser amount for general 
August_____--------------- 145 1,995 wy : . 

September... _._.----------- 110 1715 soil improvement. Sales of peat in bulk 

October_...---------------- 145 2,025 he State 
November 102.0001 002. 00 190 3095 form dropped to 26 percent of the it 

December__---------------- 119 2’015 total, compared with 57 percent in 1965. 

Total................ 1,694 24.175 Material was sold chiefly for general soil 

SC pprovement. 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES 

Mineral production was reported from Manitowoc, Lafayette, Milwaukee, and 

each of the 72 counties in the State. Value Marathon. Sand and gravel was produced 

of mineral production increased in 53 in every county, and stone in 44 counties; 

counties and decreased in 19 counties, with however, some producers did not indicate 

output of over $1 million recorded in 17 — the county origin of their production. Min- 

countics. The five counties with the great- erals produced in each county are shown 

est value of mineral production, in de- in table 8, although all counties are not 

scending order of value, were Waukesha, discussed in the text.
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Table 8.—Value of mineral production in Wisconsin, by counties 

County 1965 1966 Minerals produced in 1966, in order of value 

Adams________-_-------------- WwW W_ Sand and gravel. 
Ashland_.__.-_-_.__.__-_----_-__ $243,343 $293,200 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Barron_____________-_.__-_-_-- 424 ,000 377,000 Sand and gravel. 
Bayfield__.______-_-_-_-_-_---. 118,000 W Do. 
Brown__________-_------------- 891, 866 935,808 Lime, stone, sand and gravel. 
Buffalo______________-____-__-__- 293 , 052 288,852 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Burnett__________________-=_--- 66,195 114,238 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Calumet__________-_-_-_-.---_-_- 235,160 379 ,545 Do. 
Chippewa____-__-------------- 131 ,000 160,000 Sand and gravel. 
Clark.__-.._-______-_-_--------- W ‘W Do. 
Columbia__.________-_-_-_----- WwW Ws Sand and gravel, stone. 
Crawford___.__._--._---------- 167,155 321,060 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Dane____________________---_- 2,301,642 2,668,393 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Dodge______________---------- 1,278,231 1,503,527 Lime, sand and gravel, stone. 
Door____.________-_------------- 257 , 516 246,670 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Douglas____________---_-.----- WwW W_ Lime, sand and gravel. 
Dunn___________-----_--------- 166,821 131,891 Sand and gravel, stone, clays. 
Eau Claire_______..-_-.-------- W 578,000 Sand and gravel. 
Florence___._..__-__-_-_------- 36,000 W Do. 
Fond du Laec__-___._._-__------- 1,498,855 1,703,271 Stone, sand and gravel, lime, clays. 
Forest______-____.-_-.-_------- 56,000 96,000 Sand and gravel. 
Grant_________________.___---- 1,635,688 1,505,804 Zinc, stone, sand and gravel, lead. 
Green_______._.______-__-_---- 596,706 439,241 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Green Lake_______.._---------- 513 ,000 600,000 Sand and gravel. 
TIowa_..___________-_--_------- 796,049 939,700 Zinc, stone, lead, sand and gravel. 
Tron________-_--_-____-_------- WwW Ws Sand and gravel. 
Jackson____________-__._------ 173 ,000 215,000 Do. 
Jefferson. ______________------- 506 ,017 264,021 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Juneau_______._________------- WwW W_ Stone, sand and gravel. 
Kenosha___.__.___-__--------- 315,000 130,000 Sand and gravel. 
Kewaunee____________.__------ 353 , 000 445 ,000 Do. 
La Crosse___________--_------- 387 , 000 432,600 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Lafayette__._.________-------- WwW ‘W = Zinc, lead, stone, sand and gravel. 
Langlade.__.._._._.____-------- 211,000 374,000 Sand and gravel. 
Lineoln_._____________-------- 230,500 266,600 Sand and gravel, peat. 
Manitowoc___________-_-_----- W _ W_- Cement, sand and gravel, stone, lime, clays. 
Marathon_________________---- 3,069,379 3,298,775 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Marinette_________________---- WwW WwW Do. 
Marquette___________...------- W W Do. 
Menominee !______________----- a W Sand and gravel. 
Milwaukee_______._______----- W ~~ 6,536,195 Cement, stone, sand and gravel. 
Monroe___________.__-__------ 366 , 500 343,000 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Oconto_____________________--- 431,511 342,965 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Oneida__________________--_.--- 214,000 274,000 Sand and gravel. 
Outagamie_____________._------ 716,319 804,028 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Ozaukee__..________________--- 428 ,000 401,000 Sand and gravel. 
Pepin___________._.._--__------ 29 ,241 ‘W Do. 
Pierce____________________----- 338 ,168 387,580 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Polk__._________-_____ ee eee 677 , 882 830,901 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Portage____.____._-._-___----- 457,215 517,650 Sand dnd gravel, clays, stone. 
Price_.-. 2 eee 84,000 86,000 Sand and gravel. 
Racine_________._._____-.----- 1,466,160 1,493,800 Stone, sand and gravel, clays. 
Richland__________________-_-~- 50,000 - 169,684 Stone, sand and gravel. - 
Rock_____._-_-.22_---__---_------ 1,822,085 2,717,069 Sand and gravel, stone. 

- Rusk__ oe eee 101 ,000 W Sand and gravel. 
‘St. Croix. 2-22 2 ee 454 ,287 682,015 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Sauk____._.-____.________-_---- 1,159,803 1,480,652 Stone, sand and gravel, abrasives. 
Sawyer__._____._.___.--_------ 72,000 Ws Sand and gravel. 
Shawano___._____________----- 308 ,353 337,986 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Sheboygan_______________-_-_-~- 499 ,560 602 ,030 Do. 
Taylor____________________-_- 378 ,000 436,000 Sand and gravel. 
Trempealeau____._________-_--- WwW 154,236 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Vernon___________________--__- 139 ,120 431,646 Do. 
Vilas_.-.-_-_-__-__-_ eee 64,000 135,000 Sand and gravel. 
Walworth__________________-_- 577 ,000 616 ,000 Do. 
Washburn____________________- W 35,000 Do. 
Washington____.______._...-__-. 1,078,000 1,415,000 Do. 
Waukesha_______________-.-_-_ 6,619,956 7,448,942 Sand and gravel, stone, peat. 
Waupaca________ ee WwW 329,740 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Waushara_______________-___-- WwW WwW Do. 
Winnebago_________________-__ 1.774,882 2,289,483 Stone, sand and gravel. 
Wood.________________________- WwW 390,162 Sand and gravel, stone. 
Undistributed 2______.__.___.._. 35,750,833 25,614,040 

Total_. ... .. .._.__... 72,999,000 76,010,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 
' Formerly part of Oconto and Shawano Counties. 

" 2 Includes some sand and gravel and stone that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated 
y symbo .
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Ashland.—Dimension granite was pro- tinted operating iS stationary sand and 

duced by Cold Spring Granite Co. at its gravel plant near errillan. 

Veined Ebony Black quarry near Mellen. Colunibia—Sand and gravel production 

Output was processed at the company’s decreased 14 percent to approximately 

plants in Minnesota for architectural and 985,000 tris, chiefly because of a substan- 

monumental purposes. Primax Corp. also aa drop in ontpat ay te nti’ "Martin 

operated a gtanite quarry near Mellen, department. Manley Sand Division (Marun 

selling rough blocks for architectural uses. Marietta Corp.) operated its fixed plant 

About 229,000 tons of sand and gravel near Portage, producing sand chiefly for 

was produced for road construction and glass making and molding. Columbia 

fill. Portable plants were operated by Bat- Ready-Mix Co. operated a fixed plant near 

any Construction (Ashland Construction Pardeeville and produced material for 

Co.) , Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., and building, road construction, dnd fill. James 

the county highway department. . Sand & Gravel produced molding sand 

The Hanna Mining Co. conducted ex- With a portable plant near Doylestown. 

ploration drilling for iron ore in the Sand ae OF ave fer reae Een 
county. The Soo Line Railroad Co.’s iron Was produced by D. 1. Gasser Comstruc: 

ore dock at the port of Ashland was inac- tion, Ine., (formerly Wisconsin Dells Sand 
tive in 1966. Be crave! near visconsin Dells; Koepre 

i 7 og Sand & Gravel Co. near Portage; Linck- 

& sComent Go. produced qinieklime tine Henes Construction Co., Inc., near Rio; c. 

hydrated lime from . limestone mined in Shake ® Dan pear coum bus; ane Rein, 

Michigan. Output was used for construc: Crushed limestone used for yoad con- 
tion, Chemical, and other industrial uses. oe re og 

Daanen & Janssen produced crushed lime- struction and / or aglime was produced by 
oo oF ee Dann & Wendt, Inc., Edward Kraemer & 

stone for roadstone with portable plants atc. Inc. and the county highway depatt- 
quarries near Greenleaf, Duck Creek; and ment vee y Ag y cep 

De Pere. Dimension limestone was pro- 7 | oa. ; 

duced by Scray Quarries near De Pere ‘andl Crawford.— Value of mineral, production 

sold for rough architectural use and house nearly doubled from that of 1965, chiefly 

stone veneer. Approximately 402,000 tons of because of a greater demand for materials 

sand and gravel was produced by six com- use 4 Novtione ome 4b ay. Seeht 

‘anics near De Pere, Green Bay, New Den- CruUsied tmestone were ren yj. 9 

mark, and Stiamico. Output was used for and Turner Stone Corp., who operated 

building, road construction, and fill. quarries near DeSoto, Eastman, Gays Mills, 
| - 7 . Oo , : Mount Sterling, Prairie du Chien, Seneca, 

Buffalo.—Crushed limestone = was pro- Steuben, and Wauzeka. Material was used 

duced by Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., almost exclusively for road construction, 

Mon-Arc Quarries, Inc., and Tiffany Con- with a small quantity used as aglime. 

struction, Inc. Output was from portable akeside Sand & Gravel and Prairie Sand & 
plants and was used primarily as road- Gravel, Inc., operated dredges near Prairie 

stone, with a lesser amount used for agt- = du _ Chieti, producing sand and gravel for. 
cultural limestone (aglime). The county  pyilding, road construction; and fill. The 
highway department produced about 49,000 coiinty highway department produced 2,000 
tons of sand and gravel for road construc” tons of pit-run sand for ice-control pur- 
tion, fill, and other purposes. poses. | 

Clark.—Output of sand and gravel in- Dane.—Output of sand and gravel and 
creased 35 percent in quantity, primarily curshed and broken limestone continued to 

because of greater demand for road con- increase, resulting in a 16-percent imcrease 

struction materials. Opelt Brothers operat- in value of county mineral production. 
ed a stationary plant near Neillsville, pro- | Nearly 1.8 million tons of sand and gravel 
ducing material for building, road was produced for use in building, road 
construction, and fill. Plautz Bros., Inc., construction, fill, molding, and other pur- 
operated portable plants near Willard. The poses by 15 companies and thc county 
county highway department produced highway department. Major producers, in 
about 204,000 tons of paving sand and _ alphabetical order, included Capitol Sand 
gravel. Hatfield Sand & Gravel discon- & Gravel Co.; Hartland-Verona Gravel Co.;
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Madison Sand & Gravel Co.; Rein, Schultz roadstone at the Suess quarry near Fish 
& Dahl, Inc.; Wingra Stone Co.; and Ya- Creek. 
hara Materials, Inc., (Henry A. Raemisch Douglas.—The State’s largest lime pro- 
Co.) . Molding sand was produced by Gen- ducer, Cutler-La Liberte-McDougall Corp., 
eral Silica Division (George M. Pendergast produced quicklime at its Superior plant, 
& Co., Inc.) at a fixed plant near Mt. Hor- from limestone mined in Michigan. The 

— eb. company operated two rotary kilns, burn- 
Fifteen companies produced about ing natural gas and bituminous coal for 

962,000 tons of crushed and broken lime- fuel. Output was used for paper manufac- 
stone for concrete aggregate, roadstone, ag- ture, water purification and softening, me- 
lime, riprap, and other uses. Leading pro-  tallurgical purposes, and other industrial 
ducers, listed alphabetically, were Ham- purposes. Approximately 179,000 tons of 
mersley Stone Co., Inc., near Fitchburg; sand and gravel was produced for road 

| Madison Stone Co., Inc., near Madison; construction, fill, and other purposes. Port- 
and Wingra Stone Co., near Fitchburg. able plants were operated by Otto Wiesner, 
Dodge.—Value of mineral production in-  Inc., the county highway department, and 

creased 18 percent from that of 1965, the city of Superior. 
owing to increased output of sand and Construction continued on the Great 
gravel and crushed limestone used for road Northern Railway Co.’s 2.5-million-ton-ca- 
construction. About 776,000 tons of sand pacity storage area near its Allouez docks. 
and gravel was produced. Martin Kaddatz The storage area was scheduled to begin 
Gravel Co. near Watertown; Linck-Henes receiving pellets in early 1967. 
Construction Co., Inc., near Farmersville Dunn.—Value of county mineral output 

and Horicon; and C. C. Linck, Inc., at 11 declined because of lesser production of 
pits throughout the county; operated port- sand and gravel (156,000 tons) in 1966 by 

able plants, producing sand and gravel for the county highway department than in 
road construction. The county highway de- the previous year. Sand and gravel output 

partment produced paving gravel and sand was used for road construction and ice-con- 
for ice-control purposes. trol purposes. Crushed limestone was pro- 

The Western Lime & Cement Co. pro- duced by Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., 
duced hydrated lime, for construction pur- and the Barron County Agricultural De- 
poses, at its Knowles plant. Mayville White partment. Output was used for road _con- 

Lime Works, near Mayville, produced struction and aglime. Menomonie Brick 
quicklime for disinfectant uses. Both com- Co. produced clay for its own use in manu- , 

panies operated limestone quarries and facturing building brick. 
produced crushed limestone for roadstone Eau Claire—Fixed sand and_ gravel 
and lime manufacture. The latter company plants were operated near Eau Claire by 
also produced limestone for aglime and Wissota Sand & Gravel Co. and Eau Claire 
filler. Linck-Henes Construction Co., Inc., Sand & Gravel Co. Both companies pro- 

near Theresa, and the county highway de- duced sand and gravel for building and 
partment produced crushed limestone for yoad construction. In addition, the latter 
road construction. Total limestone produc- company produced material for sandblast- 

tion was about 354,000 tons. ing, railroad ballast, oilfield fracturing, 

Door.—About 264,000 tons of sand and filtration, and engine , purposes. Edward 
gravel was produced for building, road Kraemer & Sons, Inc., produced sand and 
construction, and fill. Fixed plants were gravel for road construction. 
operated by Hubert Charles, near Rosiere, Fond du Lac.—Value of mineral produc- 

and Vernon E. Olson Excavating Co., near tion increased 14 percent from that of 
Sturgeon Bay. Portable plants were operat- 1965, principally because of greater demand 
ed by Koepke Sand & Gravel Co. near Bai- for limestone and sand and gravel. The 
leys Harbor and by the county highway county ranged second in the State in pro- 
department. Dimension limestone was duction of dimension limestone. Producers 
quarried by Adamski-Fisher Quarry, near of dimension limestone were El Dais Stone 
Sturgeon Bay, and sold as sawed architec- Co. and Oak Stone Co., near Oakfield; 
tural stone and house stone veneer. The Eden Stone Co., Inc., near Eden; and Fond 
county highway department produced du Lac Stone Co., Inc., Panetti Stone, Inc.. 
about 4,000 tons of crushed limestone for (formerly Hamilton Stone Co.), and Rade-
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mann Stone Co., all near Fond du Lac. mainly to decreased requirements for sand 

Types of dimension limestone produced, in and gravel by the county highway depart- 

descending order of value, were house stone ment. About 76,000 tons of sand and gravel 

veneer, irregular-shaped stone, sawed stone, was produced. Wm. J. Kennedy & Son pro- 

rubble, flagging, cut stone, and rough ar- duced paving gravel with a portable plant 

chitectural blocks. About 442,000 tons of near Brodhead. Pit-run fill sand was pro- 

crushed and broken limestone was pro- duced near Monroe by John W. Dieckman 

duced by seven companies. Output was and Rees Construction Co. Crushed lime- 

used for lime manufacture, roadstone, ag- stone, for road construction and aglime, 

lime, and metallurgical purposes. The was produced by four companies with 

Western Lime & Cement Co. operated its portable plants: Bergen Rock & Lime Co., 

plant at Eden, producing quicklime and near Brooklyn; Rees Construction Co. and 

hydrated lime for construction, agricul. Rufer-Graber Lime & Gravel (operation 

tural, chemical, and other industrial uses, formerly owned by Ted Stauffacher), near 

with stone from the company’s nearby Monroe; and P. W. Ryan Sons, Inc., near 

quarry. ° Albany, Blanchardville, Brooklyn, Monroe, 

Approximately 454,000 tons of sand and Monticello, and New Glarus. 

gravel was produced for building, road Green Lake.—Value of mineral produc- 

construction, and fill, Lake View Sand & tion increased 17 percent from that of 

Gravel Co. operated its fixed plant near 1965, as a result of a greater output of 

Fond du Lac. Portable plants were operat- sand and gravel (415,000 tons) for both 

ed by C. C. Linck, Inc., near Byron, industrial and construction purposes. 

Oakfield, and Ripon, and by Cyril Simon Molding sand, comprising 55 percent of 

near Taycheedah. About 9,000 tons of clay the total county mineral value, was prc- 

was produced by Oakfield Shale Brick & duced at fixed plants near Berlin by Chier 

Tile Co. near Oakfield for its own use in St. Marie Sand Co., C. A. Chier Sand Co., 

the manufacture of building brick. Inc., F. B. Dubberstein & Sons, Inc., and 

Grant.—American Zinc Co. (Tennyson Wilbur W. Wick. Paul Polenska & Son 

Division) treated lead-zinc ores from the operated a fixed plant near Manchester 

Burnham mine (last operated in 1965 by and produced sand and gravel for building 

Grimes Mining Co.) and Tennyson Nos. 1 and _ fill. Companies operating portable 

and 2 mines at its mill near Tennyson. plants were Koepke Sand & Gravel Co. 

The New Jersey Zinc Co. began operations near Ripon, Kopplin & Kinas Co., Inc., 

at its lead-zinc mine near Elmo. Ores were near Green Lake, and C. C. Linck, Inc, 

stockpiled, pending completion of the com- near Markesan. Output was used for build- 

pany’s nearby mill, slated for early 1967. ing and road construction. A portable 

Exploratory-drilling operations were con- plant of the county highway department 

ducted by American Zinc Co., The New produced paving gravel. : 
Jersey Zinc Co., and C. C. Huston Explora- Iowa.—Value of mineral production in- 

tion Co. Nearly 738,000 tons of crushed creased 18 percent from that of 1965, main- 
limestone was produced by ten companies, ly because of greater zinc output. Ivey 

operating portable plants near Bagley, Construction Co. operated its Graysville 

Bloomington, Boscobel, Cuba City, Fenni- lead-zinc mine and its mill near Mineral 

more, Lancaster, Muscoda, and Platteville. Point. Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc., 

The material was used chiefly for road- shipped zinc concentrates from the Kicka- 

stone and aglime. American Zinc Co. sold poo-Thomson, last operated by Ivey Con- 

jig tailings from the Tennyson mill for struction Co. in 1964, and the Stephens 

roadstone. mines, both near Linden. Development 

About 120,000 tons of sand and gravel work at the Stephens mine began in 1965, 

was produced primarily for building and but the mine was abandoned in 1966 after 

road construction. Becker & Tuckwood and a few months of operation. The company’s 

Dubuque Sand & Gravel Co. operated fixed Linden mill was idle most of the year. 

plants near Lancaster and Kieler, respec- Mifflin Mining Co. operated its Coker No. | 

tively. The county highway department mine and mill near Rewey for the first 5 

produced sand for ice-control purposes. months of the year. During that time, the 

Green.—The 26-percent decrease in value company also shipped crude ore for custom 

of mineral production was attributed milling to other mills in the area. Com-
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panies conducting exploration drilling in New Diggings, and Blackstone:Coulthard- 
the county included Eagle-Picher Indus- Hancock-Winskell near Shullsburg. The 
tries, Ivey Coristruction Co., and Wiscon- last recorded production from the Coul- 

sin Mining. thard lease of the Blackstone group was it 
Approximately 458,000 tons of crushed 1957, Ore fromi these mines was beneficiat: 

limestone was produced chiefly for road- ed at the company’s mill near Shullsburg. 
stone and aglime. Eagle-Picher Industries, Eagle-Picher Iridustries, Inc., treated lead- 
Inc.; sold jig tailings from its Linden mill zinc ores from the Shullsburg and Booty- 
for roadstone. Portable plants were operat- Thothsén mities at its Shullsburg mill. The 
ed by Davis & Richardson near Avoca; G. company also hauled ores from the Bir- 
A. Watson near Arena, Barneveld, Lone  kett-Bastian-Andrews and Kennetly mines 
Rock, and Spring Green; and by George by truck to its mill near Galena, Illinois, 
Wendtlandt near Barrieveld, Dodgeville, American Zinc Co, and Eagle-Picher Indus: 
Edmund, Linden, Mineral Point, and _ tries, Inc., conducted exploration drilling 
Ridgeway, The county highway depart: in the county. | 
ment produced crushed limestone for road About 395,000 tons of crushed limestone 
construction. Watson Construction Go. pro: was produced. American Zine Co. and Ea: 
duced paving sand near Barneveld, gle-Picher Industries, Inc,, sold jig tailings 

Jefferson.— Approximately 403,000 tons of from their mills near Shullsburg fer road: 
sand and gravel wds produced, a decrease stone and railroad ballast. Huggins & Son, 
of 21 percent from the 1965 total. Commer- Otto Jean Construction Co., G. A. Watson, 
cial producers were Hausz Bros., Inc., neat George Wendtlandt, and Oscar Zwalanek 
Lake Mills; C. G. Linck, Ine., near Con: operated portable plants, producing 
cord; Rein, Schultz & Dahl, Inc., near Lake crushed Hmestone for concrete aggregate, 
Mills and Marshall; Rude Sand & Gravel roadstone, and aglime, Oscar Zwalanek also | 
near Oakland; and Wolf Construction Co., produced paving giavel near Gratiot. 
Inc., near Sullivan. Output was used for Lincoln.~About 393,000 tons of sand and 
building, road construction, and fill. In ad- gtavel was produced for building, toad 
dition to its sand and gravel output, Hausz construction, and fill. Stationary plants 
Bros., Inc., produced more than 27,000 tons were operated by Merrill Gravel & Con- 
of crushed limestone for road constriiction, struction Co. and ‘Tomahawk Sand & Grav: 
Juneau.—Crushed and broken limestone el Co., Inc., near Merrill and Tomahawk, 

was produced by Arthur Overgaard Co., respectively, Wilbert Storm preduced pit- 
with a stationary plant, at its Lindina run gravel for road construction near Mer- 
quarry for roadstone, aglime, and riprap. rill. Superior Brand Peats produced moss 
The county highway department produced and humus peat near Tomahawk. Output 
50,000 tons of sand and gravel for building, was sold in bulk and packaged form for _ 
road construction, and fill, general soil improvement. 

La Crosse.—Crushed limestone, primarily Manitowoc.—This county advanced from 
for roadstone and aglime, was produced by third to second rank in value of mineral 
Arthur Overgaard, Inc., with a portable production with an increase of 7 percent 
plant near La Crosse. Also near La Crosse, in total value. Manitowoc Portland Cement 
sand and gravel for building and road con- Co, (a subsidiary of Medusa Portland Ce- 
struction was produced with a fixed plant ment Co.) operated its Manitowoc plant, 
by La Crosse Sand & Gravel, Inc., and with producing types I and II (general use and 
a dredge by Smith Sand & Gravel Co., Inc. moderate heat) portland cement. The 
The county highway department produced company operated four rotary kilns, utiliz- 
sand for road construction and ice-control ing bituminous coal and fuel oil as fuel. 
purposes. Raw materials used in the manufacturing 
Lafayette—The county dropped from process were limestone from Michigan and 

first to third rank, statewide, in value of clay, piped in the form of a slurry, from 
mineral production primarily because of the company’s local pit. The parent com- 
lower output and prices of zinc. Produc- pany announced plans to convert this 
tion of lead also decreased in quantity and plant to the production of white cement. 
value from that of 1965. Lead-zinc mines The first stage of construction, expected to 
operated by American Zinc Co. were the begin in 1967 and to be completed by 
Champion and Temperly-Thompson near mid-1968, will involve conversion of the
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present facilities to the productioti of white Liebe fear Wausau. Output was sold for 

cement. Also planned was a secofid stage rough construction, rubble, architectural 

of construction which will involye addi- use (cut stone), arid flagging. Minnesota 

tional equipment and inerease arinual ca: Mining & Manufacturing Co. operated its 

pacity to 1 million barrels. At its plant Greystone argillite quarry near Wausau, 

near Rockwood, Rockwell Lime Gg: (Divi- producing material for roofing granules, 

sion of Brisch Brick Co.) produced quick: roadstone, terrazzo, and other uses. The 

lime and hydrated lime, sold for censtriic- company also operated the Rib Mountain 

tion, agricultural, chemical, and other quartzite quarry near Wausau, producing 

industrial uses. The company ptoduced material for abrasives, filler use, terrazzo, 

crushed litestone with a stationary plant and other purposes. 
near Rockwood for lime manufacture, About 668,000 tons of sand and gravel 

roadstorie, and aglime. Valders Lime & was produced, an increase of 64 percent 

Storie Co., near Valders, produced dimen- over that of 1965. The increase was attrib- 

sion limestone for use ag rough and sawed uted to a greater demand for read con- 

architectural stone and rubble, as well as striiction material. Output was used for 

crushed and broken stone for road con- building, road construction, and fill. Fixed 

struction and riprap, The city of Manito- plants were operated by Heiser Ready Mix 

woc produced crushed limestone for road  Co., Lotz Sand & Gravel Co., and Riverside 

use. — Gravel Co., all near Wausau, and by Son- 

About 861,000 tons of sand and gravel nentag Conctete & Gravel near Marathon. 

was produced for building, road construc- Portable plants were operated by Gotts- 

tion, and fill, R & J Fricke Co. and Fred chalk Bros., Inc. near Marathon; Knauf 

Radandt Sons operated fixed plants near Bros., near Big Rib Falls; Rein, Schultz & 

Manitowoc and Shoto, respectively. Porta- Dahl, Inc., near Wausau; and Alton Zet- 

ble plants were operated by August Ehnert  tler, near Athens. Frank Drewek and Ed- 

& Sons, Inc., near Kiel; Evenson Bros., near mund Gesicki, Sr. produced pit-rum sand 

Valders: and Vic Zeman, Inc., near Mari- near Athens. Paving sand and gravel was 

bel. The city of Manitowoc and the county produced by and for the county highway 

highway department produced sand and department. 

gravel for paving use and fill. -Marinette—The Ruberoid Co. operated 

Marathon.—Production of dimension its Kremlin quarry near Pembine, produc- 

granite was about 96,000 cubic feet, valued ing basalt (andesite) for use in manufac- 

at $1.7 million representing an increase of turing roofing granules. Anderson Bros. & 

4 percent in quantity and 15 percent in Johnson Co. produced dimension granite, 

value. County production represented 83 sold in both rough and dressed form for 

percent of the total value of State dimen- monument purposes, from its Silvery Grey 

sion granite output. Cold Spring Granite quarry near Amberg. 

Co. produced dimension granite at its Approximately 441,000 tons of sand and 

Bright Red quarry, near Wausau, for ar- gravel was produced, representing a 5-per- 

chitectural and monumental purposes. The cent increase over that of 1965. Soo Line 

rough stone was transported to the com- Railroad Co. produced gravel for railroad 

pany’s plants in Minnesota for processing. ballast near Kremlin. Crivitz Gravel Co., 

Rough and dressed granite for monument Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., and Mason 

use was produced near Wausau by Ander- Sand & Trucking produced material for 

son Bros. & Johnson Co., Lake Wausau building, road construction, and fill. The 

Granite Co., Prehn Granite Quarries, Inc, county highway department produced pav- 

and Wisconsin Quarries, Inc., (subsidiary ing sand and gravel. 

of Rock of Ages Corp.). About -683,000 Marquette.—Dressed granite was pro- 

tons of decomposed granite was produced duced at Montello by the Montello Granite 

for roadstone near Wausau and Mosinee by Co. for monument purposes. Edward 

Harold Beilke, Ray Fitzgerald Granite Pit, _ Kraemer & Sons, Inc., and the county high- 

Gottschalk Bros., Inc., Knauf Bros., Tony way department produced paving gravel. 

Schilling Granite Pit, and Carl Wimmer. Milwaukee.—Marquette Cement Manu- 

Dimension sandstone was produced near facturing Co. produced types I and II 

Mosinee by Ellis Quarries, Inc., and (general use and moderate heat) and type 

Nemke’s Stone Quarry and by Ernest F. III (high-early-strength) portland cement
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and masonry cement at its Milwaukee fixed plant near Black Creek and produced 
plant. One rotary kiln was used, utilizing crushed limestone for road construction 
bituminous coal for fuel. Franklin Stone and aglime. Roadstone was produced by 
Products, Inc., Edward Kraemer & Sons, Landwehr, Inc., and M. R. K. Construction 
Inc., and Vulcan Materials Co. (Midwest Co., Inc., who operated portable plants 
Division) produced crushed limestone for near Freedom, Mackville, and Seymour. 
concrete aggregate and road construction. Sand and gravel production decreased from 
Production of sand and gravel decreased 39 that of 1965. Carl W. Krause and Murphy 
percent to about 195,000 tons. The decrease Construction Co. operated fixed plants 
was attributed to a lesser demand for pav- near Appleton and Black Creek, respective- 
ing gravel. Producers were Ray Anderson & ly, and Landwehr, Inc, operated a porta- 
Son Sand & Gravel, Inc., near Franklin, ble plant near Appleton. Material was used 
Fink Sand & Gravel near South Milwaukee, for building, road construction, and fill. 
and Gravel, Inc., near Franklin. Material Midwest Perlite Co. expanded crude _ per- 
was used for building and road construc- lite, mined outside the State, at its Apple- 
tion. Zonolite Division, W. R. Grace & Co. ton plant, for lightweight aggregate in con- 
(formerly Western Mineral Products Co.) crete and building plaster, loose fill 
produced expanded perlite and exfoliated insulation, and soil conditioning. Thilmany 
vermiculite at Milwaukee from material Pulp & Paper Co. produced regenerated 
produced outside the State. Both products lime at its Kaukauna plant for use in 
were used for lightweight aggregate in con- paper and pulp manufacture, and water 
crete and plaster. Exfoliated vermiculite purification and softening. | 
was also used for loose fill insulation. Pierce.—Approximately 221,000 tons of 
Monroe.—The county highway depart- sand and gravel was produced, representing | 

ment produced 224,000 tons of sand and a substantial gain over that of 1965. The 
. gravel for fill and road construction. Out- increase was due primarily to a greater de- 

| put represented a 3l-percent decline from mand _ for paving material. Sand used for 
1965. Limestone production increased 48 molding, sandblasting, and engine uses was 
percent over that of 1965, and was used for produced by Bay City Sand Co. at its un- 
road construction and aglime. Portable derground operation near Bay City. Maid- 
crushing plants were operated by Otto en Rock Silica Sand Co. (acquired in 1965 
Meyer & Son near Tomah, Schendel Bros. by Delbert Gore) produced sand for mold- 
near Norwalk, and Schulz Quarry Co. near ing and sandblasting from its underground 
Wilton. operation near Maiden Rock. River Falls 

Oconto.—About 550,000 tons of sand and Sand & Gravel Co. operated its fixed plant 
gravel was produced. Gillett Cement Prod- near River Falls and produced sand and 
ucts, Inc., operated a stationary plant near gravel for building. Edward Kraemer & 

, Gillett, producing gravel for building and Sons, Inc., operated a portable plant and 
road construction. Portable plants, produc- _ produced paving gravel. Funk Bros. Trans- 
ing material mainly for road construction, — fer produced pit-run gravel near Esdaile. 
were operated by Foster Construction Co., The county highway department produced 
Inc., and M. R. K. Construction Co., Inc., sand and gravel for road construction, fill, 
near Little Suamico and Pulaski, respec- and ice-control purposes. About 226,000 
tively. The county highway department tons of crushed limestone was produced by 
produced paving gravel. Foster Construc- Tiffany Consturction, Inc., near Elmwood 
tion Co., Inc., produced limestone with and the county highway department for 
portable plants at its Gillett quarry near road construction and aglime. Red Wing 
Gillett and the Montevedio quarry near Sewer Pipe Corp. produced clay near Elm- 
Abrams. Output from the former was sold wood. Output was used in the manufacture 
for aglime, and from the latter for road of vitrified sever pipe at its Red Wing, 
construction, Minn, plant. — 

Outagamie——Output of crushed lime- Polk.—Value of mineral production in- 
stone, about 513,000 tons, represented an creased 23 percent from that of 1965, ow- 
increase of 46 percent from that of 1965. ing chiefly to a greater output of sand and 
The increase was attributed to greater de- gravel for road construction by the county 
mand for road construction materials. highway department. Bohn Sand & Gravel 
Black Creek Limestone Co. operated a operated a fixed plant near West Sweden,
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producing sand and gravel for building, for other purposes (railroad ballast, mold- 
road construction, and fill. Atlas Gravel ing sand, and fill). Major producers, listed 
Co. and Jorgenson Construction Co., near in alphabetical order, included: Chicago, 
Luck, and Ostermann Sand & Gravel, Inc, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad Co., 

near Turtle Lake, operated portable plants near Janesville; Edgerton Sand & Gravel 
and produced sand and gravel primarily Co. near Edgerton; Janesville Sand & Grav- 
for road construction. Bryan Dresser Trap el Co. near Janesville; Wm. J. Kennedy & 
Rock, Inc., produced crushed basalt (trap Son near Beloit and Shopiere; and Lyle T. 
rock) for road construction and railroad Manley Co., Inc., near Hanover. The 

ballast at its fixed plant near. Dresser. county highway department operated a : 
About 46,000 tons of crushed limestone was portable plant and produced paving gravel. 
produced by the county agricultural agency Crushed and broken limestone production 
for roadstone and aglime. in the county was about 406,000 tons. Out- 

Portage-—Value of mineral production put was used for concrete aggregate, road 

increased 13 percent, primarily owing to construction, aglime, and riprap. Footville 

greater demand for sand and gravel. About Lime & Rock Co. operated a fixed plant 
607,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- near Footville, producing aglime. Portable 
duced. Material for building, road con- plants were operated by Herb Escher Lime 
struction, fill, and railroad ballast was pro- Service near Beloit; Frank Bros. Quarry 
duced at fixed plants operated by F. F. near Milton; Gilmour Limestone and Little 
Mengel Co., near Custer and Wimme Sand Limestone Co. near Clinton; Peter J. Roth 

& Gravel, Inc., near Stevens Point. Fill and P. W. Ryan Sons, Inc., near Janesville; 

sand was produced by Nick Charneski near Clarence Wealti near Evansville; and 
Custer and Scipior Construction, Inc., near Wheeler Limestone Co. near Allens Grove. 

Stevens Point. The county highway depart- The county highway department produced 
ment operated a portable plant and pro- crushed limestone for road construction. 
duced sand and gravel for road construc- St. Croix.—Value of mineral production 
tion. Graff Brick Co. of Waupaca, Inc, increased 50 percent as the result of a 

produced clay near Stevens Point for use greater demand for sand and gravel and 
in brick manufacture. Caldwell’s Dredging crushed limestone used in road construc- 
Co. produced marl for agricultural pur- tion. Sand and gravel was produced for 
poses near Almond. building, road construction, fill, and other 

Racine.—Vulcan Materials Co. (Midwest purposes by Casey Gravel Works near New 

Division) produced crushed limestone for Richmond, Leary Construction Co., Inc., 
concrete aggregate and roadstone at its Ives ear River Falls, and Edward Kraemer & 
quarry near Racine. Approximately 842,000 Sons, Inc. The county highway department 

tons of sand and gravel was produced for produced about 518,000 tons’ of paving 

building, road construction, and fill. Fixed sand and gravel. Approximately 279,000 
plants were operated by Burlington Sand & tons of crushed and broken limestone was 

Gravel Corp. and J. W. Peters & Sons, Inc, produced for road construction, aglime, 
near Burlington, and Hillside Sand Co., and riprap. Portable plants were operated 

Inc., near Caledonia. Edward Kraemer & by Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., Leary 
Sons, Inc., Morrow & Reesman, Root River Construction Co., Inc., near River Falls, 

Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., and the county and Wilson Rock & Limestone Co., Inc., 

highway department operated portable near Emerald and Springfield. The county 

plants. Union Grove Drain Tile Co. pro- highway department produced brushed 
duced about 2,000: tons of clay for the and broken limestone for road construction 

manufacture of draintile at its Union and riprap. 
Grove plant. Sauk.—The 28-percent increase in value 

Rock.—The 49-percent increase in value of mineral output resulted chiefly from 

of mineral production was due chiefly to greater production of sand and gravel and 
an increase in production of sand and crushed limestone. Sandstone and quartzite 

gravel, which comprised 86 percent of the represented 52 percent of the county min- 

county mineral value. About 2.4 million eral value, compared with 69 percent in 

tons of sand and gravel was produced, of 1965. Foley Bros., Inc., produced crushed 

which 56 percent was for building, 25 per- quartzite for railroad ballast near Rock 

cent for road construction, and 19 percent Springs. Crushed quartzite was produced
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for silica brick by General Refractories Co. near Viroqua; Edward Kraemer & Sons, 
near Baraboo arid Harbison-Walker Re-  Inc.; Ed Muller & Son; Inc., near La Farge | 
fractories Co. near North Freedom. Grind- and Ontario; Novy Construction Co., near 
ing pebbles were produced by Baraboo Hillsboro; and Turner Stone Corp., near 
Quartzite Co., Inc., from a quartzite depos- Genoa. The county highway department 
it near Baraboo. Bloss Stone Co. and produced 29,000 tons of sand for road con- 
Alfred Boyles Flagstone Quarry near Rock struction and fill. — | 

Springs and Hildebrandt Stone Co. near  — walworth—Output of sand and gravel, 
Sauk City produced dimension sandstone the only mineral produced in the county, 
used as irregular-shaped stone, cut stone, wag 809,000 tons. Material was used for 

flagging, and rubble. a _ building, road construction; and fill. Pro- 
Crushed limestone production was about qucers included B: R. Amon & Sons, near 

173,000 tons and used for roadstone and  Ejkhorn; Community Sand & Gravel and 
_aglime. Portable plants were operated by Thorpe & Madison, jiear Delavan; Lake 
F rederic Bindl near Plain, Davis & Ri- Geneva Sand & Gravel Co. ahd Ernest No- 
chardsoh near Spring Green, Holtz & Schu- jg, near Fontana; Mann Bros. Sand & 
lenburg Lime Works hear Loganville, and — Gravel, Inc., at 11 locations throughout the 
Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc. About county; and R. W. Miller & Sons, Inc., 
438,000 tons of sand and gravel was pro- near Lake Geneva. : 
duced by Baraboo Concrete Co., Inc., W. se . ee ; ee 
R. DuBois & Son, Inc., Edward Kraemer & Washington.—Mineral production i the 
Sons, Inc., the county highway department, county consisted of app roximately 1.9 mil: 

and the city of Baraboo. Material was used 10M tons of sand and gravel, valued at $1.4 
for building, road construction, fill, and million. The increase ‘of, 16" percent in ice-control purposes. _ | 7 quantity and 31 percent in value was at- 

. _ Shawano.—Approximately 467,000 tons of pee’ chiefly to increased Scene for 
sand and gravel was produced for building, ?U"©'P8 sand and gravel. Production was 
road construction, fill, and ice control. Pro- reported by 10 companies and the county 
ducers included Embarrass Sand & Gravel, pehyey ocbanement may in Oe nite 

near Embarrass; Koepke Sand & Gravel ° arton, Golgate, Newburg, Jichheld, 
Co., near Wittenberg: Mantin Bros., near and West Bend. Material was used for 
Caroline; Murphy Sand & Gravel, Inc., pues: road construction, fill, and ice 

near Bonduel; Rein, Schultz & Dahl, Inc, Cotrol. . | 
near Tilleda; A. Riemer Sand & Gravel, Waukesha.—This county advanced from 
near Cecil; Zimmerman Construction Co., second place to first in value of mineral 
near Shawano; and the county highway de- production. Chief reason for the increase 
partment. About 15,000 tons of crushed was greater output of sand and gravel and 
limestone for road construction was also crushed and broken limestone; the county 
produced by the county highway depart- ranked first in production of both. Ap- 
ment. The county agricultural department proximately 6.5 million tons of sand and 
discontinued its production of limestone. gravel was produced, of which 31 percent 
Sheboygan.—County mineral value in- was used for building, 50 percent for road 

creased 21 percent, chiefly because of in- construction, 18 percent for fill, and 1 per- 
creased demand for sand and gravel used cent for other purposes. Twenty-eight com- 
in building and paving. Five companies, panies and the county highway department 
nee scade: at Lake, Greenbush, proeuces sand and gravel. Production was 
an ymouth, and the county highway de- _reporte from pits near Big Bend, 
partment produced about 900,000 tons of Brookfield, Colgate, Dousman, Eagle, Hart- 
sand and gravel, used for building, road land, Menomonee Falls, Merton, Muskego, 
construction, and fill. About 7,000 tons of New Berlin, Oconomowoc, Okauchee, Pe- 
crushed limestone was produced by the waukee, Sussex, Wales, and Waukesha, 
county agricultural department for road- most of which are in the eastern half of 
stone and aglime. ne connty. Major producers, listed alpha- 

ernon.—Approximately 350,000 tons of etically, were Hartland Sand & Gravel 
crushed limestone was produced chiefly for Co., T. Johnson & Sons, Edward Kraemer & 
road construction and aglime. Portable Sons, Inc., Palmer Crushing Co., Richard- 
plants were operated by Ellefson Bros., son Sand & Gravel Co., Inc., State Sand &
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Gravel Co., Turner Sand & Gravel Co., operated neat Clintonville, Marion, and 
Valley Sand & Gravel Co., and Vulcan Ma- Readfield. Output was used for building, 
terials Co. (Midwest Division) . | toad construction, and fill. Crushed lime- 
Twenty-one companies, mostly in the stone was produced for road construction 

Sussex-Lannon area, produced dimension by the county highway department. __ 
limestone valued at nearly $1.1 million or Winnebago.—Value of mineral produc- 
51 percent of the value of dimension lime- tion increased 29 percent from that of 
storie produced in the State. Uses of the 1965. Chief reason for the increase was a 
material, in decreasing order of produc. gain of more than $570,000 in value of 
tion, were house stone veneer, rubble, flag- crushed and broken limestone production. 
ging, sawed stone, irregular-shaped stone, About 1.3 million tons of crushed and bro- 
and cut stone. Major producers, in alpha- ken limestone was produced in 1966, com- 
betical order, included Halquist Lannon pared with 0.9 million in 1965. Plants were 
Stone Co., Milwaukee Lannon Stone Co., operated by Badger Highways Co., Inc., 
Inc., R. T. Lannon Stone Co., and Vulcan near Menasha; Courtney & Plummer, Inc., 
Materials Co. (Midwest Division). Ap- mear Neenah; and Vulcan Materials Go. 
proximately 1.5 million tons of crushed (Midwest Division) , near Oshkosh. Output 
and broken limestone was produced. Sta- was used for road construction, aglime, as- 
tionary plants were operated by Halquist phalt filler, and riprap. Sand and gravel 
Lannon Stone Co. near Sussex; Vulcan Ma- for building, road’ construction, and fill 
tetials Co, near Lannon and Sussex; was produced by Courtney & Plummer, 
Waukesha Lime & Stone Co: near Wauke- Inic., near Neenah; and Friedrich, Loots & 
sha; and Wislanco Lannon Stone Co., Inc., Below, Inc., near Omro. The county high- 
near Lannon. Material was used for con- way department produced 3,000 tons of 
crete aggregate, road construction, aglime, sand for ice control. . 
riprap, asphalt filler, filter beds, and metal- Wood.—Dimension sandstone, sold in the 
lurgical uses. Humus peat was produced by form of irregular-shaped stone, rubble, cut 
Demilco, Inc., near Delafield and moss peat architectural stone, and flagging, was pro- 
was produced near New Berlin by H. Gei- duced near Rudolph by Ellis Quarries, 
pel’s Custom Soil, Inc. Both types were Inc. Klesmith Stone Co. and Tony 
sold in bulk for general soil improvement; Schmick. Edward Kraemer & Sons, Inc., 

humus peat was also sold in bulk for pot- produced crushed limestone for road con- 
ting soils and in packaged form for seed struction. The county highway department 

inoculant. Sales decreased in quantity but produced about 398,000 tons of sand and 
increased in value from that of 1965. | gravel and 153,000 tons of crushed granite 
Waupaca.—About 487,000 tons of sand for road construction, The city of Wiscon- 

and gravel was produced by four com-_ sin Rapids produced 57,000 toms of sand 
panies and the county highway depart- for road construction, fill, and ice-control 
ment. Stationary and portable plants were purposes.
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The Mineral Industry of Wyoming 
© 

This chapter has been prepared under a cooperative agreement between the Bureau 

of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the Geological Survey of Wyoming 

for collecting information on all minerals except fuels. 

By H. C. Meeves‘ and William C. Henkes ” 

Mineral output in Wyoming increased to sum, iron ore, petroleum, sand and gravel, 
$505.8 million in 1966, a slight increase and stone. 

over that of 1965. Mineral fuels comprised Major mineral-industry developments in- 
$405.0 million or 80 percent of the State cluded completion of a clay processing 

total value of minerals produced; nonme- plant by American Colloid Co.; the start of 
tals comprosed $62.4 million or 12 percent; construction on a _ bentonite processing 
and metals comprised $38.4 million or 8 plant by International Minerals & Chemi- 
percent. cal Corp. (IMC); expansion of soda ash 

Increases in value over those of 1965 Output by FMC Corp. and Stauffer Chemi- 

were reported for cement, clays, coal, feld- cal Company of Wyoming ; and more than 
spar, lime, LP gases, natural gas, natural 20,000 new uranium claims staked in Wy- 

gasoline, phosphate rock, sodium carbon- O”N8. 
ate, sodium sulfate, uranium ore, and ; Geologist, Bureau of Mines, Denver, Colo. 

vanadium. Decreases were noted for gyp- ver, Colo. engineer, Bureau of Mines, Den- 

Table 1.—Mineral production in Wyoming * 
a 

1965 1966 

Mineral Value Value 
Quantity (thousands) Quantity (thousands) 

a 

Clays__..-.-...--------------thousand short tons_- 1,352 $13 ,633 1,559 $15,874 

Coal (bituminous)__________...-------------do.--- 3,260 10,150 3,670 11,840 

Copper (recoverable content of ores, etc.)__short tons- - 6 4 ae _---- 

Gem stones________________-_--.----------------- NA 120 NA 120 

Gold (recoverable content of ores, etc.)___troy ounces. 3 (2) ~o-ee _---- 

Iron ore (usable) __ _thousand long tons, gross weight - - 2,087 25,198 1,978 19 , 700 

Natural gas (marketed). __._-----_million cubic feet _- 235 , 849 31,840 243 ,381 35 , 290 

Natural gas liquids: 
LP gases._.._.___-_.--.-----thousand gallons_- 143 ,331 6,020 166 ,080 7,368 

Natural gasoline and cycle products__-__-_.do__-- 95 ,093 6,195 96 ,372 6,281 

Petroleum (crude)__..-..thousand 42-gallon barrels - - 138 ,314 345 , 785 134,470 344,243 

Sand and gravel______-_-.----thousand short tons_- 7,996 8,373 7,187 7,496 

Silver (recoverable content of ores, etc.) 
thousand troy ounces. - (2) (2) _a--- _---- 

Stone__._____.__------_-----.-thousand short tons_- 1,594 2,791 1,393 2.560 

Uranium ore_________.__-_------------short tons_. 1,048,176 17 , 758 1,082,197 18 .160 

Vanadium..______-__-_---_-----------------d0__-- W 444 WwW 535 

Value of items that cannot be disclosed: Beryllium 
concentrate (1965), cement, feldspar, gypsum, lime, 
phosphate rock, sodium carbonate, and sodium 
sulfate______.._-__---------------------------- xX 30 ,241 xx 36,379 

Total.______._-__--_---------------------- xX 498 ,552 xx 505,806 

a 

NA Not available. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included 

with “‘Value of items that cannot be disclosed.” XX Not applicable. 
1 Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable production (including consumption by 

producers). 
2 Less than 4 unit. 

871
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Figure 1.—Value of petroleum, and total value of mineral production in Wyoming.
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Table 2,—Valué gf miieral production in Buredu of Mines, the U.S. Geological Sur- 
Constant 1957-59 dollars vey; and others. 

7 . (Millions) Be 3 Gill, James R., and William A. Cobban. The 
ea ir Red Bird Section of the Upper Cretaceous 
co tear ee alue} Pierre Shale, Wyo: Geol. Survey Prof, Paper 

joa iB A, 1966,"p. ALA, | 
[Ap isstar-~nee-Feeegec tc esec nsec nse 369 . Harrer, C. M. Wyoming Iron-Ore Deposits. 
1959.....__.... 2 eee ene. 460 Dese¥iption, Benefication Processes, and LEco- 

1960__22:-_ 2s ene neo eee eel ee 442 nomics. BuMines Inf. Circ, 8315, 19€6, 114 pp. 
196122220222 2e2e le ee eee eile 468 . Keefer, Ww. R.; and J. A. Van Lieu. Paleozoic 

1962___--.2s22----22+----s-22e-2- es 459 Formations in. the Wind River Basin, Wyo. 

1963__ 12:2 2252 lobes lees eel ue 497 Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 495-B, 1966, Pp. Bl- 

1964.-..2.- 2-22 --2------- 2 - see 497 B60. —_ 

1965..-=-2--222---+2+----+2+22-++++2- 493 __sKetner, K. B., W,. R.. Keefer, F. S. Fisher, 
SOR athrcncrsieicrersrterseciccosn OOD. OL, Smith, and R. G. Raabe. Mineral Re- 

oe ok ek == sources of the. Strati rimitive Area, Wyo. 
* Data fof 1997-65 revised. Geol. Suivey Bull, 1230-E, 1966, p. El-Es6. 

Geer Marlin E., and i. spe Cumm. a ings. 
vinyl t ¢ ira tritiioc — Cia ticticg : Ground-Water Reseources o eridan County, 

Employ ment and Injuties. Statistics of Wyo, Geol. Survey Water-Supply Paper 1867, 
employment and injuries for 1965 and pre- 1966, 77 pp. a | 

liminary data for 1966 in the mineral in- Meeves, Henry C. Nonpegmatitie Beryllium 
dustrii - ‘] ding mineral f e] xcept Occurrences in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, 
cdustries, exe ueing mineral fuels excep Utah, and Four Adjacent States. BuMines Rept. 
coal, are givéh in table 3. of Inv. 6828, 1966, 68 pp. ; 

_ Co, eo — . Meeves, Henry C., Clarence M. Harrer, Mel- 
Governmient Programs: — Research pro- ford H. Salsbury, Albert S. Konselrnan, and 

: 2 Bederal Ri 7 Ag Bes spencer 8: Shannon, Jr. econnaissance o grams at the Federal Bureau of Mites, Berylliuji-Bearing Pezmatite Depesits in Six 

Laramié Petroleum Research Center in- Western States. Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, 
-luded anailvsis of coi | f; a h 1 949 -tooi South. Dakota, Utah; dnd Wyoming. BuMines 

_ cluded analysis of core from the 1,279-foot Inf. Girc. 8298, 1966, 34 pp. Philbin, P. W., 
Wyoming Corehole No. 1, which showed and W. E. McCaslin. Acromagnetic Map of the 

by an ae Seminoe Mountains and Vicinity, Carbon Coun- 
that oil shales weré not coritinuous, had ty, Wyo: Geol. Survey map GP-558, 1966, 1 

highly Wariable oil yields—froti 15 to 56 ‘Peet. a | 
highly var able ov y € ee 9 4 . Sohns, H. W., and H: €. Carpenter. In Situ 
gallons per ton—and that neither shortite Oil Shale Retorting. Chem, Eng. Prog., v. 62, 

nor trona occurred in the cdrehole; analy- No. 8, August 1966, pp. 75-78. 
: ed gee gd) Aad eeetee os pene bb, Welder; George E., and Lauremce J. Me- 

sis of oil-stained dolomite core from the Greevy, Ground- Water , Reconnaissance of the 
iv Ci areq Smine: and continiua- Great Divide and ashakie Basins and Some 

Dry Creek dtea of Wyoming; and continua Adjacent Areas, Southwestern Wyo. Geol. Sur- 
tion of reséarch on in situ extraction of oil vey map HA-219, 1966, 3 sheets. 
a a) chs Whitcomb, Harold A., T. Ray Cummings, and 
from oil shale. re Richard A. McCullough. Ground-Water Re- 

Reports 3 on the mineral resotirces of sources and Geology. of Northern and Central 
= os a hitshad k i ay, ohnson County; yo. eol, Survey Water- 
Wyoming were published by the Federal Supply Paper 1806, 1966, 99 pp. 

Table 3.—Emiployment and injury experience in the mineral industries 

. Man- Man- Number of Injury rates per 
. Average . days hours | injuries million man-hours 

Year and industry _ men Days worked werke@. ————————— 
working active (thou- (thou- . Non- Fre- 

_ daily sands) sands) Fatal fatal queney Severity 

1965: . OO | 
Coal____.----------- 328 226 74 574 awe 17 29 .60 1,299 
Metal_..-.-..---.--. 1,421 270 ass 8,079 1 72 «23.71 3,324 
Nonmetal.:.-.../--- 1,133 312 354 2,860 1 50 17.83 3,546 
Sand and gravel___-_=- 874 171 150 1,197 --- 20 16.71 337 
Stone. __._.--------- 288 242 70 620 ee 13 20 .9T 148 

Total.-....:...-.. 4,044 255 1,031 8,830 2 172 = 20.89 2,595 

1966: P _, . 
Coal_____-_-.------- 3380 217 71 546 --- 16 29.30 1,289 
Metal__..__...------. 1,650 236 389 3,198 1 80 25.33 3,393 
Nonmetal_._.-.-.--- 1,200 262 315 2,555 --- 39 15.26 577 
Sand and gravel__-__- 870 163 142 1, 138 --- 26 22.85 490 
Stone__-.-----:----- 275 242 66 519 eee 9 17.34 588 

Total____.-------. 4,825 227 983 7,956 1 170 21.49 1,746 

> Preliminary.
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REVIEW BY MINERAL COMMODITIES 

MINERAL FUELS million-dollar reservoir and dam to im- 
| pound 44,000 acre feet of water. The The fossil fuels, coal, natural gas, natural amount of coal, overburden thickness struc- gas liquids, and petroleam—were the domi- ture, Btu content, and other tests were be- nant mineral commodities, comprising 80 ing studied for the adaptability of the coal percent of the total mineral production deposit to strip mining. 

value. Petroleum, constituting 68 percent of Natural G Th tity of natural 
the total value, was the single most valuable u ase quantity of natura 
mineral commodity; natural gas, the next gas marketed increased by 75 billion cubic most valuable, totaled only 7 percent of feet and the value by $3.4 million. At year- 
the value , end, 741 gas wells were active, 6 percent 

" more than at the end of 1965. 
Coal (Bituminous).—Coal production from The three largest producing gasfields— 

[4 mines (producing in excess of 1,000 tons the same as in 1965—were Greater LaBarge each) in seven counties increased 13 per- (including LaBarge and East and North 
cent-in quantity and 17 percent in value. yaparge), 18.5 billion cubic feet; Beaver 
The gain was attributed to increased pro- Creek, 16.9 billion; and Worland, 15.7 bil- duciton from eight mines; major increases lion. . 
were at the Dave Johnston mine of Pacific Estimat ; - es by the American Petroleum rower and he cn ee: ane Sorensen Institute (API) and the American Gas As- 
Rosebud mine of Rosebud Coal Sales Co, S2clation (AGA) 4 gave the State gas re- "serves at yearend of 3.6 trillion cubic feet, 

| a decline of 109 billion cubic feet. 
Table 4.—Coal (bituminous) production, McCulloch Gas Transmission Co., a sub- 

by counties sidiary of McCulloch Oil Corporation of 
; (Short tons) California, completed a gas pipeline au- (Excludes mines producing less than 1,000 short tons) thorized in 1965. The 41-inch, 52-mile 

County 1965 1966 line was built from facilities in Crook 
Campbell_....._....... 490,527 475,170 County to Newcastle. The line, to deliver 
Garbon. ..------------- Lobe ore l ar: (36 1.75 million cubic feet per day of gas to 
Hot Springs. 2222222277 UL Ti ‘9,101 the Sioux Oil Co. refinery, was connected 
Eincoln..-------------- pee 706 aoe oe to the municipal systems of Moorcroft, 
Sweetwater....________ 112127 113,942 Newcastle, and Upton. The gas was sup- 

Total 3.259.793 3.670.137. Plied from the Rocky Point field, Crook 
me County. 

PP&L scheduled construction of a 250- en cas viguies-—Oulp uo VE gases 
megawatt, $35 million, single-unit, steam- creased demand for both natural gas and electric generating plant. Ground breakin . 
at an undetermined site was to be in the natural gas liquids. The State had 26 Bas: 
spring of 1968, with completion scheduled PTOCCSS!98 Plants at yearend; largest in ca- ie ive inl 070, P pacity was the El Paso Natural Gas Co. 
FMC Corp. signed a contract with the P nt en a do Interstate Gas Co. (CIC 

Federal Office of Coal Research to develop i _ rR a lins. c . jete d ly £ a 
equipment for processing coal to produce P 4"! 4 voted. ‘he « ond. lex est in 
gasoline, a residual char for boiler fuel, °#" 45 Tated as the sec 5 and useful gases Capacity in the State. At a cost of $400,000, 

Reynolds Mining Corp., a subsidiary of the Ralston gasoline plant, 23 miles north 
Reynolds Metal Co., completed a coal- of Cody, Je intly owned by Ralston Process- 
testing laboratory on the shores of Lake ‘'"8 Associates, Inc. and Husky Oil Co. 
Desmet to test the quality of coal under ‘4% expanded ‘oa daily capacity of 16,000 
40,000 acres owned, leased, or under option gallons of liquids and 45 long tons of sul- oe , fur. Completed in 1965, the plant used to Reynolds Mining Corp. The corporation had engaged Stearns-Rogers Corp. of natural gas from the Badger Basin, North- 
Denver, Colo., to begin engineering and ‘The Oil 1 Gas J ; No. 14 
construction on Piney Creek of a multi- ayy 3, 1967 pp. 198s: 85 No. 14,
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west Elk Basin, Ralston, and Silver Tip The first crude oil price changes since 

fields. 1957 also may have influended the pace of 

Oil Shale—Lithologic descriptions and ¢xploratory drilling. Early in the year, 

assays of samples from the Federal Bureau posted prices of Wyoming crude oil were 

of Mines Wyoming Corehole No. I, Sweet- raised 5 cents per barrel, bringing the 

water County, were completed. Crystals ap-  Pt€€ of 40° to 44.9° API sour crude to $3 

pearing frequently in the core and expect- P&¢t barrel. 

ed to be shortite, a common crystal in the At yearend, 8,434 oil wells were active in 

Wyoming Green River formation, were de- _ the State. The Big Horn basin again led in 

termined to be calcite. Neither shortite nor petroleum output with 58.9 million bar- 

trona was detected. Oil shales in the core  rels; the Powder River basin ranked second 

were not continuous. Although short sec- with 47 million barrels. These two basins 

tions as rich as 55 gallons per ton were were the source of 79 percent of the crude 

found, these were separated by several feet oil production. The five leading fields 

of barren or very low-grade rock. Because ranked in the same order as in 1965: Elk 

of this discontinuity, finding a section 30 Basin, Park County, 16.9 million barrels of 

feet thick and averaging 25 gallons of oil production; Salt Creek, Natrona County, 

per ton was expected to be difficult. De- 12.8 million; Oregon Basin, Park County, 

tailed study is necessary to determine the 9.0 million; Hamilton Dome, Hot Springs 

suitability of the deposit and its oil shales County, 7.0 million; and Grass Creek, Hot 

for underground-combustion experiments. Springs County, 5.2 million. 

The Federal Bureau of Mines, in cooper- In 1966, 41.9 million barrels of crude oil 

ation with PP&L, continued research on in was processed by the nine refineries in the 

situ extraction of oil from oil shale. Frac- State, about 400,000 barrels more than in 

turing studies were made on an 80-foot- 1965. Out-of-State crude oil shipments 

| square area by the use of 190 quarts of amounted to 101.3 million barrels; princi- 

nitroglycerin in ten 147- to 150-foot-deep pal markets included Indiana (31.5 million 

holes. Critical-flow methods using air pres- barrels), Montana (16.7 million), Michi- | 

sure revealed that additional channeling gan (11.5 million), and Colorado (11.5 

had developed between 9 of the 10 test million). | 

wells after detonation of the nitroglycerin. At yearend, API and AGA6 estimated 

Core drilling was to be attempted to deter- . eq: 
: . . proved crude oil reserves at 1.1 billion bar- 

mine the amount of crumbling shattering, was . . . 
. . rels. Additions from discoveries, extensions, 

and other changes in the Green River d wos d ly 386 mil 
formation and revisions amounted to only 95.0 mil- 

. . lion barrels, resulting in a decline in re- 

Petroleum.—Crude oil output, amounting serves of 96.3 million barrels. 

to 68 percent of the total value of mineral E way: . 
; ; . xploratory drilling reached an alltime 

production, declined 3 percent—the third . . 
. . . high of 445 wells, 33 more than in 1960, 

consecutive annual decline since the peak . 
Lay: the previous record year.? The Powder 

year, 1963, when 144.4 million barrels of oil . . . 
; . River basin had 54.9 percent of total drill- 

was produced. Since 1933 when production. . “1: 
aoe ing and 56.6 percent of wildcat drilling; 

was 11.2 million barrels, the State petro- . . 
. . the Big Horn basin was ranked second in 

leum yield had risen moderately through vy: . 
; exploratory drilling with 12.4 percent of 

the war years then grew rapidly to 141.9 . . . . 
“1: . ; the total. The Wind River basin, with 16.4 

million barrels in 1961. Production since wags 
ar . percent of the development drilling, 

1961 indicated a leveling out or even a . saat 
decline ranked second in total drilling. 

This trend roughly paralleled drilling Success ratio for exploratory drilling in 

activity: a high was reached in 1960 when the State was 13.7 percent. Johnson 

1,131 wells were drilled (412 were wild- County, with seven oil discoveries out of 12 

cats) 5 followed by a steady decline until Wildcats, had the highest success ratio—58.3 

1965 when 963 wells (312 wildcats) were Percent. Campbell County had the highest 

drilled. However, in 1966, this downward number of successes. 

trend in drilling was reversed for explora- Baler ican Association of Petroleum, Geologist 

tory wells: the total of 445 wildcats was 3 Work cited in “rooknote “h. > BP " 

higher than for the previous record year of |‘ American Association of Petroleum Geolog- 
ists, Committee on Drilling Statistics. 1966 data. 

1960. Also work cited in footnote 5.
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. Table 5.—Drilling for petroleum in 1966, by counties 

oo “County i Gas Dry ‘Total Footage 
Exploratory completions: a a : Be Albany__-.--- 2-222 1 — 9 10 AT 657 Big Horn-._. 22222222222 222: ~-- --- 17 17 58,205 Campbell____--2 ~~ eet 18 --- 66 79 663 , 742 Carbon___.- 2-2-2 Lettie 1 5 25 31 114,910 Converse__..-- 2-2 ine 1 wok ne 8 53,331 Crook______-.------2 22s 9 cle 58 67 302,127 Fremont ___-_------ 2 ttre 2 “°2 26 30 157,500 Goshen--. 2-2 eet, --- ao 2 2 9,410 Hot Springs. 22222222 ‘1 Pit 16 17 65 942 Johnson. <. 22222 7 --- 5 12 155,925 Laramie__22 222 22222 2 _— aa. 2 2 17,170 Lincoln. 2222222 a wi 3 3 12 546 Natrona_-___. 2-2 Li tee J an 42 43 163 , 812 Niobrara. __...------2-- 22 L lei lll i 3 i 13 17 72,071 Park... 2-2-2 eee ii 1. 2 eo 8 10 46, 409 Platte_--___. 2-22 _-- ae Z 2 1,910 Sheridan___ 2-2-2 wit — 1 1 7140 Sublette... 2-2-2 eee 2 2 4 8 43 , 879 Sweetwater... tie 3 3 21 27 150,606 Teton____---2- ec — a ‘1 “4 13,336 Uinta_.- ees --- i.e al 1 4,700 Washakie_- +. 22 ~- a 11 11 . 53,959 Weston__---.---- 222i t eee 2 a 44  — 46 — 800,785 

Total. ___---------------- eee eee. 8 18" 884 (445 2,517,098 
Development completions: a ET oe Albany.-------- 2-2-0 2 _-- 1 3 5,719 Big Horn._-.-_--222-2- 22222 6 2 5 13 49/694 Campbell_--_-_--_-_- 22 ee 48 --- 37 85 689 ,573 Carbon____--_-_- 2 5 8 3 16 "70,594 Converse-~ 22-222 _-- 1 3 4 15,904 Crook. --- 22 ete 26 wes 22 48 104,605 Fremont__...-2-----2 2-22 ete 21 4 9 34 138 , 042 Hot Springs____._-.2--_- 13 --- a 13 53 ,496 . Johnson._-___.12..- 2-1. 11 _— 2 13 126 , 634 Laramie_.___.__. 222 -- ee 8 ae 1 9 64,679 Lincoln. 22 eet oe 4 1 5 36,231 Natrona___.2__ 22 teeee 78 _oe 9 87 200,918 Niobrara_______ 222-22 3 “4 3 4t 22,608 Park___22 2 ee 24 1 4 29 90,585 Sublette. - 22 15 6 6 27 106 , 484 Sweetwater. 22 -_--- ee 5 11 10 26 139 , 709 Washakie___-0 2 et 2 _oe a 2 9,230 Weston. __-_.-.------- 2222-22 ef lini e eee 32 _-- 17 49 174,712 

Total. --_---------2 2-2-2 -- 299 — 38 133 — 470 2,099,412 
Total all drilling_-___-. 2-22. . 347 51 517 915 4,616,484 

Source: American Association of Petroleum Geologists Committee on Statistics of Drilling. 

_ The seven oil discoveries in Johtison In the eastern Powder River basin, two 
County included significant developments new field discoveries, both in the Minnelu- near the Reno discovery of 1965. In June, sa formation, had significant initial pro- 
Shell Oil Co. completed the East Reno duction. The first, by Davis Oil Ca., was field discovery, 414 miles east of the first completed in June for a pump gage of 610 Reno well, for a pump gage of 1,649 bar- _ barvels of oil per day to open the South 
rels of oil per day from the Minnelusa for- Wallace field. The second, Little Mitchell 
mation (Pennsylvanian). In November, the Creek held, was found by True Oil Co. discovery well at the Pheasant field, 6 and others; the discovery well was complet- miles west of Reno, was completed for a ed for a daily initial potential of 614 bar- pump gage of 147 barrels of oil per day  rels of oil. | 
also from the Minnelusa formation because The Stage Stop field in Sweetwater of collapsed casing, the Pheasant field dis- County was an important discovery in the covery was not completed until long after southwestern part of the State. The discov- 
the confirmation well had been put on ery well, El Paso Products Co. Unit No. 2, pump for an initial daily potential of 2,013. was completed in April, initially flowing barrels of oil. 601 barrels of oil per day from the Lewis
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Table 6.—Crude petroleum production, by counties 
. (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

County . 1965 1966 Principal fields in 1966 in order of production 

_ Albany___-_------------------- «BBB 559 Quealy: _ BS SO 
Big Horn_____..--------------- 8,231 7,931 Garland, Byron, Sage Creek, Torchlight, 

oe , Bonanza. , 
Campbell__....-...------------ 8,349 8,590 Timber Creek, Raven Creek, Rozet, Rozet 

Carbon__.-.------------------- 3, 325 2,999 Wertz, Rock River. _ 
Converse_..-.---------+----+-: 4,538 4,758 Glenrock South, Big Muddy. . 
Crook._._._------------------- 7,994 5,755 Coyote Creek, Moorcroft West, Donkey Creek. 
Fremont__-.--.-------------1- 10,849 10,526 Beaver Creek, Winkleman, Steamboat Butte, Ppoccctcce rs Big Sand Draw. oteamboab pure, 
Goshen.....------------------- 8 8 Torrington. —. oo 
Hot Springs_-_--2--_---2------- 18,488 17,507 Hamilton Dome, Grass Creek, Little Buffalo 

7 oT "~~ Basin, Murphy, Dome. ~ Cs 
Johnson. _-_------------------- 7,690 9,208 Sussex, Reno. . ; 7 — : 

Laramie_.__.----------2------: 513 592 Horse Creek, Golden Prairie. — 
Lincoln___.---.-----+----1--2- 4 a 
Natrona______2-2------._------ 16 ,964 16,798 Salt Creek, Grieve Unit. .. 
Niobrara__2.._L-1--21--2-2---2 1,020 _ 901 Lance Creek, Little Buck Creek. 
Park___.___--2-----.----2----- 32,490 31,912 Elk Basin, Oregon Basin, Frannie, Pitchfork. 
Sheridan/.__.---2.------------ — 464 ‘448 Ash Creek, Ash Creek South: ©, FUCnioOrK, 

Sublette_-_..-.-----_-:-------- 4,518 4,140 Birch Creek, Green River Bend, McDonald | : TW een SEVER Dene, Memon’ 
Sweetwater. _.-.-.------------- 7,236 7,242 Lost Soldier, Patrick Draw, Arch Unit. 
Uinta... 2-22 e lle a 157 Church Buttes. “9 © f | 
Washakie___._..--2_----.------ 1,451 1,543 Cattonwood Creek, Hidden Dome, Slick Creek 

‘ . Worlanda,. - , , coe 

Weston... -----------e-zee--- 8,627 2,996 Fiddler Creek, Mush Creek, Osage. | 
— Total___---------------- 188,814. ——- 184,470 | oe a 

1 Represents 90 percent of production from the Church Buttes field; remainder of production included in 
Sweetwater County. oO | SO 

Source: Wyoming Ad Valorem Tax Division, State Board of Equalization. 

formation (Cretaceous). A later well, Unit Wyoming Consiruction Co., a subsidiary 
No: 4, discovered a small quantity of gas in of Monolith Portland Midwest Co., mined 

the Almond formation (also Cretaceous). gypsum and cement rock for manufactur- 
Frontier Refining €o. sold about 240 Ig cement. | : 

miles of products pipeline to Nielson En-  _ Clays.—-Clays produced included benton- 
terprises, Inc., of Cody. The pipeline ex- ite, fire clay, and miscellaneous clay, Out- 

tended from Pierce, Colo., through put of bentonite, the most imiportant of 
Cheyenne, Wyo., to North Platte, Nebr. —the «clays produced, increased 17 percent, 

| 0 : a | from 1.3 million tons valued at $13.5 mil- 
| NONMETALS : lion in 1965 to 1.5 million tons valued at 

$15.8 million. Output of fire clay and 
Value of nonmetallic minerals amount- miscellaneous clay decreased 5 percent and 

ing to 12 percent of the State mineral out- 18 percent, respectively. Of the bentonite 
put yalue was 13 percent above that of produced; 32 pércent was used for pelletiz- 
1965. Production was recorded for cement, ing iron-ore concentrates; 30 percent for 
clays (bentonite, fire clay, and miscella- foundry use; 25 percent for rotary drilling; 
neous clays); feldspar, gypsum, lime, phos: 5 Percent for enameling, chemicals, bri- 

phate rock, sand and gravel, sodium car- qnetting, refractories, insecticides, fungi- 

bonate, sodium sulfate, stone and sulfur. cides, fi tering, and cements; 3 percent for 
| _ — oe other uses; and 5 percent was exported. 

: he cnn th Porlanc Miewest Co.; Producing companies, in order of output, 
pe only cement producer in the otat€, were Dresser Magcobar Division; Dre¢sser 
mined sandstone, coal, and limestone for Industries, Inc., formerly Magnet Cove Bar- 
cement proguetion: Masonry cement de-  jym Corp.; American Colloid Co.; Archer 
clined 44 percent in quantity and 37 per- Daniels Midland Co. (ADM); Baroid Di- 
cent in value. Portland cement increased vision, National Lead Co.; Wyo-Ben Prod: 

10 percent in quantity and 7 percent in ucts, Inc.; IMG; Black Hills Bentonite Co., 

value. and Benton Clay Co., Inc.



Table 7.—Oil and gas discoveries in 1966 % 
. CO 

I 
. Initial . 

Location production 

Gross Thou- 

0 Produci sien val” de ol Barrel: sand Date a R k | Count d field Well perator roducing interva ept arrels cubic comple- emarks 
oman Sec- Town- Range formation (feet) (feet) ofoil feet tion 

tion ship per of gas 
day per 

day . 

Campbell County: . . 
Unnamed.......-.-..----- No. A-1 Woolsey_.....-. Big Horn-Powder River 6 50N 69W Muddy.-..... 6,668-6,680 8,550 48 _.... Jan.29 Pumped. 

Corp. Combined 
with Rozet 

eld. 

Gray.._.......--...------ No. 1 Gray_._...------. Davis Oil Co-Southland 14 50N 69W Minnelusa-... 7,91414-7,922}2 8,092 187. _.--. June28 Pumped. =< 
Royalty Co. New field. o 

Rozet..................... No. 2 Federal-Campbell.. Sinclair Oil & Gas Co..-.. 11 50N 70W ~.---do...---. 8,716-8,719 8, 895 116 _.... May 11 Pumped. = 
, ew pay. 

Cardinal...............--. No. 13-3 Simpson.---.-. Cardinal Petroleum Co... 3 51N 69 W ~....do...-.-. 7,835~-7, 847 7,910 77 = ...-- Oct. 22 Pumped. id 5 
ew field. 

Unnamed.._...-.......--. No. 1 Hillman-Govern- Davis Oil Co.-Petroleum, 17 51N 69W -__--do.-.-... 7,894-7,92214 8,065 235 ..--- Nov. 4 Do. a 
ment. nc. ; 

Garner Lake__....__.._..-. No. 22998 Hamm....... Mule Creek Oi Co.,Inc.. 28 51N 69 W ~---.do_-...-. 8,018-8,024 8,201 171. _.... Jan. 27 Do. S 

Wallace, South........---. No. 2-White.........--. Davis Oil Co..._.-.--... 1 51N 70W ~_.--do....-.. 7,872-7,912 8,050 610 ..... June7 Do. rs] 

Kane____-.._-.--.....---- No. 1-K-W.......-----------d0-.--------------- 15 51N 70 W -----do.....-. 8,247-8, 24914 8, 426 1388 _..-. June 19 Do. bg 
Little Mitchell Creek Unit... No. 32-14 Federal_..---- Trice OW Co.-W. B. Os- 14 52N 69W ~....-do.-_.... 7,266-7,300 7,388 614 _.... Dec. 19 Blowed. id 8 

orn, Jr. ew field. 
Adon Road, North._....--. No. 1 Brehm_...._..---- Davis Oil Co-...-------. 14 52N 70 W -_...do...-.-. 7,702-7,719 7,897 45 __... Sept. 6 Pumped. id. a 

ew field. pent 

Wallace.................-. No. 1 Wallace._-..--.--------d0----------------- 35 52N 70W ~_...-do..._... 7,881-7,891 8,075 219  __... Mar.6 Do. © 

Roehrs.................... No. 1 Roehrs-Federal.....----do...-------------. 15 53N 70W  .._._do....... 7,464-7,470 7,645 255 ..... Aug. 26 Do. a 
Unnamed..._............. No. 1-A Booton__...---------do0.------------.--. 34 54N 70W __.._do_..._.. 7,447-7,44914 7,640 174 _.... Nov. 28 Do. 

Carbon County: . 
Melton.................-. No. 1 Federal-Melton.... Fundamental Oil Corp... 26 22N 86W Cloverly...... 3, 168-3, 176 3,230  --... 4,000 Nov. 15 Flowed._ id 

ew field. 

Crook County: . 
Warbonnet_........------. No. 42-19 Warbonnet Arrowhead Exploration 19 49N 67W Lakota....... 5,767-5,773 5,845 ___ 400 Jan.8  Flowed. 

Ranch Co-Fundamental Oil New field. 
orp. 

Coyote Creek....-_....--.. No. F-43-33-Ida Robin- Mobil Oil Corp......--.. 33 49N 68 W Turner.--- .. 5,149-5, 153 6, 645 10  _.... Mar. 6 Pumped. 
son ew pay. 

Soap Hole.......-.-------. No. 32-3 Government-... Sweco, Inc-.--.--------- 32 50N 65 W Fall River... 341-346 504 5 _.... Jan. 16 Pumped. id 
ew field. 

Fremont County: . . 
Golden Goose.........----- No. 1 Federal-MKM.... Kombark Exploration, 8 28N 92W Dakota.._-.. 5,950-5,955 6, 120 62  __... Sept. 24 Do. 

t . . 

Johnson County: . 
Hub.._._..__...-.....---. No. 33X-8 Government... Shell Oil Co_--.-.------- 8 44N 80W Minnelusa_... 15, 206-15, 265 15, 483 76 ..... Sept. 21 Do. 
Reno, East.......-...----- No. 11X-26A Govern-  _.---do----------------- 26 45N 79 W ___.-do.-..... 14,931-14, 945 15,310 1,649  .... June 27 Do. 

ment



Pheasant_....-.----------- No. 32X-13 Pheasant......---do..._...--...--.-. 18 45N 81 W _._..do____-.. 14,990-15, 165 15,543 147. __... Nov. 14 Do. 
Niobrara County: . . 

East Lance Creek Unit_.... No. 27 1 East Lance Union Texas Petroleum 27 36N 64W First Leo._... 5, 840-5, 870 6,004 144 ..... Nov.3 Do. 
Creek Unit orp. ; 

Redbird, Northeast......... No. 1 Pfister-...-------- Coronado Oil Co...-.--- 9 38N 61W Pennsylvanian 3,680-3,735 4,192 6 ..... May1 Flowed. 
ew field. Park County: 

Hunt... -..--------------- No. 2-1 Hunt....------. Amax Petroleum Corp... 2 50N 102W Phosphoria_.. 4,069-4,097 4,423 62 ..... July 15 Pumped. 
Tensleep__... 4,225-~4, 253 New field. TE Ranch Area_...-....-.- No. 1 Government....-.. Paul G. Benedum_...... 24 50N 105 W Dinwoody__-. 3,619-3, 669 3,726 60  _... Sept. 20 Pumped. ; 

. ew field. Garland, North.-..-..---.. No. 8 Government....-.. Farmers Union Central 11 56N 98W Sundance..... 3,725-3,730 4,927 65 ..... Aug.6 Pumped. 
Exchange, Inc. | . New pay. Terry...-.---------.------ No. 23-25 NP—Terry Northern Pacific Railway 25 58N 103 W Greybull..... 9,270-9,274 11,390 225 7,500 Nov.17 Flowed. Unit Co. 9, 294-9, 303 New field. +] Sublette County: 

cr Star Corral, East--.-...---- No. 10-19 SCU__._--... Belco Petroleum Corp... 19 30N 112W Tertiary_..... 3,497-3,510 4,050 127 50 Sept. 17 Do. fH Merna_.......--_.-.------ No. 2 Unit_...........-.----do_--..------------ 20 36N 112W Ft. Union... 10, 426-10, 875 13,525... 909 June 11 Do. - Sweetwater County: 
nl Stage Stop Unit--........-. No. 2 Unit............. El Paso Products Co-.... 26 18N 99W Lewis........ 4,894-4,914 5,900 601.1... Apr. 25 Do. Z Do._..---.----------- No. 4 Unit... .....----------do.---------------- 27 18N 99W Almond__..-. 5,309-5,314 5,768 ____- 456 Sept.21 Flowed. tsi 

New pay. x Weston County: ; ; a m Turner_....-.------------- No. 1 Butler..........-. Wind River Drilling Co... 33 48N 68W Turner.....-. 5,755-5,763 5,827 41.1... Mar.15 Pumped. 
New field. 3 

. : ee . . rr Source: Petroleum Information Corp. Oil and Gas Operations in the Rocky Mountain Region, 1966 Resume. g 
NM 
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Late in the summer, American Colloid with an excess of 17,000 tons per year of 
Co. put on stream a new bentonite process:  quicklime. ] 
ing plant east of Lavell. IME began con- Phosphate Rock—=Fiom its Leefe opera- 
struction of a bentonite processing plant tions, San Francisco Chemical Co., the only 
near Cplony. This plant, between the ADM prodiicer of phosphate rock in the State, 
and Baroid plants, was rated at twice the increased output 13 percent; Ore from 
bentonite output capacity of the firm’s old — Utah was alsa processed at the plant. — 

| Belle Fourche, 8. Dak. plant. The latter saga and Gravel—Sanid and gravel out: 
was to be closed and all facilities sold when put aiid value decreased 10 percent; aver- 
the Colony plant 8 comp leted, tentatively age value per ton decreased to $1.04, Out- 
mh July 1967; Benton Clay Co,, Ine., install- put was reported from 71 commércial 
ed dugt callectors to contrel air pollution operations in 19 counties and 89 Govern: 
mn its mill west of Casper: ment-and:contractor operations represent: 
The Wyoming Land Board established a ing every county. Aecording to reports, 98 | new policy for bentonite leases: New leases; percent of the sand and giavel was pre- 

starting with the second anniversaty date pared for use by washing, crushing, or 
af the lease, would have a fee of 25 cents scteening; the remainder was used as pit 
per acre: This replaced the old policy of sun Use distribution was 88 peréerit for 
$50 per year regardless of acreage. | _ paving; 9 pereent building, 2 percent fill, 

_ Fire clay was produced by International and 1 percent miscellaneous. Outpiit was 
Pipe and Ceramics Corp. (Interpace) and highest in Laramie, Albany, Sweetwater, 
miseellaneous clays were produced by The = ang Natrona Ceunties. Major commercial 
Lovell Clay Products Co., Shetidan Block, firms reporting output in ordet of quan- 
Brick, & Tile €o:; and Interstate Brick Co: tity, were Rissler & McMurry Co., Inc., Big 

Feldspar,—Feldspar production, by IMG_ Horn Construction Co., Wilbur Christen: 
and Rocky Mountain Aggregates, Inc., in- gen, Gilpatrick Construction Go., fric., and 
creased elevenfold. Casper Concrete Co. 

Gem Sfones.—Black jade from a deposit __ Sand and gravel was used predominantly 
| 62 miles southwest of Douglas was shipped in toad constructipri. Under the 1966 

to Japaii for cutting and carving and té Wyoming highway program,’ road-construc- 
West Germany for jewelry. . § Engineering News-Record, State Highway 

Commercial dealers, hobbyists, and gem  Pevartuent’s Construction Contracting, "Plan societies collected agate, petrified wood, Highway Construction Spending Will Reach For 
and other varieties of gm materials. a Record This Year. V. 178, No, 12, Mar. 23, ; ° e : 1967, pp. 24-25, 
Gypsum.—Construetion of the Gysum . . | | 

Products of America plant near Lovell was Table 8.—Sand and gravel production 
99 percent complete at yearend. Ore for - in 1966, by counties _ the plant Will come from a mine near _ (Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 
Hiimes. Big Horn Gypsum Co. produced 7 _ County Quantity Value 
and used gypsum in manufacturing plaster- Albany______-_________ 1,097 $1,097 
board at Cody. Wyoming Construction Co. GS bet 777777772777 "23 “26 mined gypsum meat Woods Landing for Carbon_________...._.. 306 314 
Monolith Portland Midwest Co. at Lara- GONYOTRES + = = = 2--- the 466 468 
mie. Cody Sulphur Products Co. continued  Fremont__.___________ 163 165 
milling and shipping from the 1955 Wyom-  oeh-----7----o-- 161 139 ing Gulf Sulfur Co. stockpile. Recorded to- Johnson. __=______-___- 171 182 

tal gypsum output declined 23 percent. prem nvvscrccceves 1B ae: 
Lime.—The output and value of lime Ngo ---7-c277c277 220 228 (quicklime) ; manufactured by The Great Park.________.___ 1-1” 316 309 

Western Sugar Co. at Lovell and Holly Sheridan 2220070777777 233 259 Sugar Co: at Torrington and Worland, was Sublette. ___-__2-1_ = 51 49 
greater than that for 1965. Teton Toc 58 149 

Port Landirig, Inc., began construction of Wee sggccccc 188 188 
a $2.5 million lime plant southeast of | Weston___________:___- Al 41 
Lovell. Rated capacity of the plant was to Yellowstone. ---------_- 18 158 
be 52,000 tons per year of hydrated lime Total__-----_-_-- 7,187 7,496
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Table 9.—Sand and gravel sold or used by producers, by classes of operations and uses 

(Thousand short tons and thousand dollars) 

. og 1965 1966 
Class of operation and use Se 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Commercial gperations: 

Sand: 
Construction: . . _ 

Building----------------------------- 294 $336 201 $258 

Paving..--------------------+------- 368 434 105 1306 

Fill..-.----------------------------- 110 113 27 34 

Other_....-------------------+------ (2) (4) Mente ----- 

Total....------------------------- 672 183 333 422 

Gravel: 
Construction: 

Building.....------------------+----- 413 496 416 511 
Paving._==-------------------------- 2,181 2,483 580 T1d5 

Railroad ballast_.......-------------- 2191 2187 ----- ----- 

 Fill.---l---------------------------- (2) (2) 115 123 

Miscellaneous. --------------------------- 41 29 78 84 

Total____-..--------------+------------ 2,776 3,195 1,189 1,483 

Total sand and gravel_____-_------------ 3,448 8,978 — 1,522 © 1,855 

Government-and-contractor operations: 
. 

Sand; 
~ ‘Building.....-.-----------=+------------- _is-- ee 8 3 

Paving..._--2.-_--------------- eee eee 1,882 1,878 2,716 2,716 

Total. _..-2-------------++------------ 1; 882 1,878 2,719 2,719 . 

Gravel:.. . . oO | 
Building._....-------------------+-------- _ 2 2 ----- ----- 

Paving___-.---+---=--------------------- 2,662 2,514 2,936 2,912 | 

Fill... 0-22 -e-----s------------------ 2 1 10 10 

Potal...-..-----------------e-eee----- 2666 2 BIT 2,946 2,922 | 

Total sand and gravél......2.----------- 4,548 4,895 “5, 665 5,641 | 

All operations: 
oo. . 

Sand....-_-___------------------------------ 2,554 2,661 3,052 3,141 

Gravel. ..-----2-------eeee eee 5, 442 5,712 4,185 4,355 ! 

Total. ..--------------------------- ee 7,996 8,373 7,187 7,496 | 

1 Fill sand and “Other” sand combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

2 Railroad ballast and fill gravel combined to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 

tion contracts awarded totaled $44.3 mil- sion of facilities by 350,000 tons per year 

lion: $30.3 million for the Interstate High- raising total arinual output to 1.2 million 

way System, $7.9 million for roads in the tons. New facilities included a line of 

Federal-Aid Primary and Secondary (ABC) crystallizers, addition of filters and centri- 

program, and $64.1 million for roads  fuges, arid a boiler anil cooling towers com- 

financed by the State. Under the 1966 In- plex: The corporation filled a $146,000 for- 

terstate program,? 35.6 miles of road was  cign:aid-financed order for a Columbian 

opened to traffic, bringing the total of road _‘firmi under an Alliance for Progress loan. 

opened since the program was begun July Stauffer Chemical Company of Wyoming 

1, 1956 to 536.5 miles. Total designaied put a third refinery unit on stream during 

mileage for the State was adjusted to 913.5 the year to raise annual production capacity 
miles. to 800,000 tons. In support of the unit, 

| — - additional steam- and power-generating 

Sodium Carbonate and Sulfate—Output  fatilities and increased” water-pumping : 

of soda ash (sodium carbonate) , processed arid water-treating abilities were added. 

from trona, increased 22 percent in quan - Industrial Chemicals Division, Allied 

tity and 23 percerit in value because of Chemical Corp., began sinking a second 

increased production capacity at the West- = —_______— 

vaco plant of the Inorganic Chemical Divi- wh, Bureau of Public Roads. Quarterly Report on 

a ~ e ederal-Ai ighway rogram, ec. 31, 

sion of FMC Corp. FMC completed expan- —_19g6. Press Release BPR 67-5, Feb. 1, 1967, 8 pp.
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shaft under a newly announced expansion Table 10.—Stone production in 1966, | 
program to bring the total investment in by counties 
Al-Chem, a new mining operation, to $20 
million. The new shaft was to be used for County Short tons Value 
air and materials and asa manway. Under 9 =— 
the expansion, the company planned to Albany______.__-._____ 271,967 $493 , 425 

t th 600,000-ton-per oda-ash Big Horn______.______- 517 1,034 put the new wu ton-per-year § s Campbell__._._-__- = ___ 1,400 - 2,800 complex on stream in late 1968. Garbon_ --------------- i 100 3 500 . . : onverse__ i Le : > Adjacent to the Allied Chemical plant, Crook. 32222 2TTT 14,400 21,000 
isht nc i _, Fremont._.__.-_-_-_-_- tT , Church & Dwight Co. began construction Johnson... 2277777777777 5252 10'504 

of a $5 million, 50,000-ton-per-year com- Laramie _____......... 740,582 1,297,571 
: : Natrona_______________ 1,464 5,430 plex to produce washing and baking soda Park. 2722277777777 95 190 

and borax; the raw material was to be ob-  Platte.____._--1----.~Ss« 225991 455 , 602 
: ‘ Sheridan_______________ WwW W tained from Allied. Sublette... 2277772777 120 2,400 
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. (TGS) an- Sweetwater. .———-----~- 85 uy 194 ga 

nounced plans for a trona mine and mill imal 77777vizzzzt RGB «198 BAB 
complex on leased land near Green River. Washakie______..._____ 1,197 2,394 I id-1967 16-£ inside-dia: Weston______-_.-_..__- 1,400 2,800 nh mida- » a -Loot-inside-diameter, yellowstone National 
concrete-lined, circular shaft was to be Unqeeipateg 277777777 24 875 16 200 
sunk 1,400 feet, to reach the ore body for ROSIE wenn a— ENS S818 
initial development and mining. Capacity Total_----.-.--.-. 1,398,286 2,559,712 
of production facilities was not announced. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual 

Output of natural sodium sulfate by company, confidential data; included with ‘“Undis- 

William E. Pratt increased. sou 

Stone.—Stone production and value de- Sulfur was recovered by the modified 
creased 13 percent and 8 percent, respec- Cjgus process in plants operated by Pan 
tively. porty-Bine ve o me ae Ord American Petroleum Corp., TGS, Ralston 
put was crushed and broken limestone; Processing Associates, Inc., and _ Sinclair 
percent was crushed and broken granite; Refining Co. Purvin & Gertz, Inc., and At- the remaining 10 percent included crushed jantic Richfield Co., formerly Atlantic 
and broken miscellaneous stone, crushed Refining Co., recovered sulfur by the Claus basait, crushed marble, crushed and broken method. | 
sandstone, and dimension limestone, sand- 
stone, and miscellaneous stone. Limestone METALS 
was used for producing cement and lime 
and for road construction, railroad ballast, The value of combined metals produc- 
riprap, mineral food, building construction, tion—iron ore, uranium ore, and vanadium 
and flux; granite for railroad ballast, road decreased 12 percent, from $43.4 million 
construction, and riprap; miscellaneous 4 1965 to $38.4 in 1966. Although no pro- 
stone for riprap, railroad ballast, road con- duction of beryllium, copper, gold, or 
struction, building construction and decora- eck was recorced some xPloration and . r tion, and rubble; basalt for road construc- netalee ment Work was carTied on tor these 
tion; marble for landscaping and building ; 
construction and decoration; sandstone for Iron Ore.—The quantity of iron ore manufacturing cement and for building shipments from four operations decreased 5 
construction and decoration, riprap, and P ercent bec ause of decreased P roduction at 

Atlantic City Ore Operations, United States rubble. . Steel Corp. (USS), and at Sunrise opera- 
Sulfur.—Shipments of sulfur, recovered tions of CF&I Steel Corp. Plicoflex, Inc., 

from hydrogen sulfide-bearing natural gas, and USS. Aggregate Co. (formerly Peterson, 
increased from 57,100 tons in 1965 to Anderson & Knisely) shipped titaniferous 
105,500 tons valued at $1.6 million in 1966. magnetite ore for use as a heavy aggregate. 
The increased shipments occasioned by the Uranium Ore.—Production and value of 
national sulfur shortage were drawn from  yranium ore increased 3 percent and 2 per- 
stockpiles. Production of elemental sulfur cent, respectively. Output, from 52 opera- 
increased only 3,500 tons. tions in nine counties, was processed at 5
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mills in Wyoming and 1 mill in South Da- Rio Algom Corp., United States subsidi- 

kota. Recoverable uranium oxide from ores ary of Rio Algon Mines, Ltd., of Canada, 
produced in the State was 4.6 million signed an agreement with Mitsubishi Min- 

pounds valued at $36.8 million. Wyoming ing and Smelting Co., a subsidiary of Mit- 

continued to be second in the Nation in subishi Metal Mining Co. of Japan, for a 

production of uranium oxide concentrates. joint uranium exploration program on 

Utah Construction & Mining Co. signed 14,000-acres in the Shirley basin which was 

letters of intent with Nordostschweizersche under lease to Rio Algom. The agreement 

Kraftwerke AG (NOK) and Oskarsharns- was subject to final ap proval of th © Ja pa 
verkets Kraftgrupp Aktiebolag (OKG) for nese Government. Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha, 

uranium concentrate. These letters called me of Tokyo, th © 1960. w ee for ne 

for delivery of 750,000 pounds of contained ipto Japan since » was fo have ms 
uranium oxide in concentrate to NOK right of refusal on up to 50 percent of the 

starting late in 1967 and 765,000 to 840,000 Uranium developed under the agreement 
pounds to OKG starting in 1968. The com- for sale in J apan. The remainder was to be 

pany also signed an agreement with Gener- as t e wo Algom for oe in the 

al Electric Co. (GE) to deliver 1.7 to 2 ~ Mee otates anc’ Worle mae 
million pounds of uranium concentrate in More than 20,000 new uranium claims 

1969-70. The company mine and mill were “T° staked in Wyoming; most of these 
‘to be operated at accelerated rates were staked after March 1966 in blocks of 

indefinitely to fufill the contracts. 300 to 500 claims by the major uranium | 
T ; | ; companies active in the State. In addition, 

4 WO Weate ce nee Oe aL. 500,000 acres of State land was leased since ' 
ed wit estern Nuclear, Inc., for 1.5 mil-  wfarch 1966. 
lion pounds of uranium concentrate for American Nuclear Corp. formerly Gas 

delivery in 1969-70, which was to be used Hills Uranium Co conducted a dyillin 
in nuclear - powered, electric - generating in the B ° Ri Acti 15 

plants. The company also contracted to vee Con mt Cs anti in area. active in 

supply 80000 pounds of tranium concen. m4 Conant Creek ansiaine arcs Bere | 
trate to Central Atlantic Utility Group) «, The Shoni Corp and Utah Cons eae 

headed by Philadelphia Electric Co. tion & Mining Co. Active staking had been | 

Ener-Chemco, Inc., a Cities Service Co. done in the Copper Mountain area by ! 

subsidiary, acquired an option to 27,000 Federal-American Nuclear Partners, Kerr- : 
ry, Bed P oe | 

acres of uranium leases in Carbon, Fre- McGee Corp., T & T Oil Co. (a subsidiary 

mont, and Natrona Counties from Preston of Union Pacific Railroad Co.), Teton Ex- 

Oil Co. and Wolf Exploration Co., both of loration Drilling Co., Inc., and Western P p = § ! 
Denver, Colo. States Mining & Contracting, Inc. In the 

Table 11.—Mine production of uranium ore, by counties * 

NN 
1965 1966 
aS 

County Number Ore U:08 F.o.b. Number Ore U308 F.o.b. 
of. (short contained mine of (short contained mine 

operations __ tons) (pounds) value? operations _—_ tons) (pounds) value 2 
NN 

Big Horn_...------------ 2 W WwW W 1 W Ww Ww 

Campbell....-.---------- --- _---- ~---- a---- 1 W W W 

Carbon_--.-------------- 8 253,001 * 1,301,596 $5,212,721 5 89,748 413,785 $1,024,039 

Converse--.-------------- 9 28, 340 109, 845 419, 009 7 11,668 41,027 145,260 

Crook__-.--------------- 5 92,355 385,571 1,548,714 5 84,386 393,650 1,593, 884 

Fremont..--------------- a7 663, 950 * 2,734,772 10,478, 540 a 878, 823 3,927, 38" 15,210, 918 

atrona.....------------ 
Sublette...-----.-------- --- ----- ----- ----- 1 W W 4 

Sweetwater. _-.---------- 1 WwW W W 1 W WwW Ww 

Undistributed --...------- --- 10,540 30, 883 99, 436 --- 17,572 56, 688 185, 966 
a 

Total_...---------- 66 1,048,176 4,562,667 17,758,394 52 1,082,197 4,832,534 18, 160, 067 

a 

r Revised. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with “Undistributed.” 

1 Receipts at mills based on data supplied to the Bureau of Mines by AEC. ; ; 

2 Fob. mine value; base price, grade premiums, and exploration allowances. Calculated according to AEC Circular 5, revised, 

price schedule.
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Hat Creek area, Homestake Mining Co., clear were active on a new mineralized 
Ralph Schauss, and other independents trend. Rio Algom and Mitsubishi Metal 
were active. The Powder River area was were active in the northwest section of 
reported to have been staked solid from Shirley basin, State leases in the South Pass 
Douglas to Pumpkin Buttes and from the area were obtained by Federal Resources 
Powder River to Lusk by The Cleveland- Corp., T~& T Oil, United Nuclear Corp., 
Cliffs Iron Co., Humble Oil Co., Jenkins & | Utah Construction, and many independent 
Wold, Kerr-McGee, T & T Oil, and Teton Operators. oe _— 

Exp loration. Deep drilling by the major Rio Algom and Union Carbide were ac- 
Uranium companies was unsuccessful in the tive in the Sweetwater Valley area, particu- 
Pumpkin Buttes area. Large . blocks ‘of larly in Kohler Draw. Hl ke Mini 

| ‘ 2 y in Kohler Draw. Homestake Mining 
by Homestake, Newmont Explo . Non, hid. and Western Nuclear had staked numerous 

Utah Construction, and Western Nuclear, claims wn the Poison Spider area. | 
Inc. Claim staking and drilling in the Vanadium.—The quantity and value of 
Shirley basin was by Kerr-McGee, Petro- vanadium, recovered as a byproduct of 

: tomics Co., Tidewater Oil Co., Union Car- Wyoming uranium ores processed in the 
bide Corp., Utah Construction, and West- mill of Mines Development, Inic., at Edge- 
er Nuclear. In west Shirley basin, Four mont, S. Dak., increased 2 and 25 percent, 
Corners Exploration Co. and Western Nu-_ respectively) oe 

- | REVIEW BY CQUNTIES 

Of the 24 counties in Wyoming, 10 coun- Big Horn.—With a production of $26.7 
ties—collectively producing 84 percent of million the county ranked sixth in value of 
the State total mineral value—reported mineral output in the State. | 

mineral production in excess of $20 mil- Petroleum, again the most valuable min- 
lion. eral commodity, generated 76 percent of 
Albany.—Monolith Portland Midwest the mineral output value. Although petro- 

Co., the only cement producer in Wyom- eum production decreased 300,000 bartels, 
ing, accounted for more than half of the the value dropped only 1 percent. Garland 
county mineral production value through field was again the largest in the county 
manufacturing cement and mining cement with a yield of 3.9 million barrels. Sixteen 
rock, gypsum, limestone, and sandstone as fields yielded crude oil, and five, natural 
raw materials. — gas. ; 

Output of crude oil increased by 4,000 Bentonite was second to petroleum in 
barrels; although production from older value of minerals produced. Dresser Magco- 
fields—Quealy Dome, Rex Lake, Little bar, operating the largest bentonite plant in 
Laramie; and Herrick—declined, the yield the State, increased shipments 29 percent 
from the reactivated Big Hollow and Seven over those of 1965; Wyo-Ben Products Co., 
Mile fields more than offset the decline. Inc, shipped 3 percent less; and American 
Seven Mile field had production of 28,200 Colloid Co. began production late in the 
barrels and Big Hollow 2,760 barrels. summer at its new bentonite plant near 

Output of sand and gravel, from seven vel output of F local clay by novel 
operations, increased 31 percent; 92 percent. ay trocucts Co. or use in manutactur- 
of the output was used for road construc. ‘78. building brick, heavy clay pipe, tile 
tion, the remainder for building. The Uni- P toducts, and fire brick declined. 
versity of Wyoming mined 640 tons of di- Sand and gravel production, from seven 
mension sandstone for use in its campus operations, increased 186,000 tons; 95 per- 
building program. Plicoflex, Inc., and U.S. cent was used for road construction, the 
Aggregate Co. increased output of iron ore remainder for building. The Great West- 
for use as heavy aggregate from the Iron ern Sugar Co. processed and used 19 per- 
Mountain, west of Farthing, and Shanton cent more lime at its beet-sugar refinery at 
deposits, respectively. Feldspar produced by Lovell. Titan Mining Co. produced urani- 
Rocky Mountain Aggregates, Inc., was used um ore from the Tri Pacer mine. Stone 
in precast stone. output was 31,000 tons less than in 1965.
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7 Table 12.—Value of mineral production in Wyoming, by counties 

County | 1965. _ 1966 _ Minerals produced in 1966 in order of value 

Albany_.....-------------- $6, 139,715 $6,614,616 Cement, petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, 

a, a iron ore, gypsum, feldspar. 

Big Horn____--.----------- 25,770,587 26,713,572 Petroleum, clays, natural gas, sand and gravel, 

a ; ood lime,- uranium ore, stone. , 

Campbell_-..-------------- 22,038,639 23 232,574 Petroleum, coal, natural gas, natural gasoline, 
LP gases, sand and gravel, stone, uranium 
ore. 

Carbon__.._-_------------- 16,388,541 12,296,362 Petroleum, coal, natural gas, uranium ore, LP 
gases, sand and gravel, natural gasoline, 
stone. 7 

Converse_.___-.------------ 16,520,258 18,861,296 Petroleum, coal, sand and gravel, LP gases, 

. natural gas, uranium ore, natural gasoline, 

ae oo vanadium, stone. 

Crook._..__--------------- 27,697,287 23,588,110 Petroleum, clays, uranium ore, vanadium, 

Lo . ae Dea natural gas, sand and gravel, stone. 

Fremont__...-.----------- 67,799,836 66,841,339 Petroleum, iron ore, uranium ore, natural gas, 
natural gasoline, LP gases, sand and gravel, 

“. _ oe ‘ stone. . 

Goshen__.-_-_------------- 240 ,478 W Sand and gravel, lime, pettoleum. 

Hot Springs..-_.---------- 46,579,263 45,303,166 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, coal, 

oo oe natural gasoline. 

Johnson___.____----------- 20,963,000 25,599,698 Petroleum, clays, natural gas, LP gases, sand 
. . and gravel, natural gasoline, stone. 

Laramie_._._._._----------- 3,479 ,968 4,144,571 Petroleum, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas. 

Lineoln__.._-.------------ 8,104,433 8,307,666 Natural gasoline, coal, phosphate rock, LP 

“ mh gases, sand and gravel. 

Natrona__.___-_----------- 46,913,507 47,697,578 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, sand and 
gravel, natural gasoline, clays, uranium ore 

om ok : sodium sulfate, stone, feldspar. 

Niobrara. ___.------------- 2,832 ,916 2,637,000 Petroleum, sand and gravel, natural gas, LP 

ek ; gases. . - 

. Park..___-___------------- 85,347,899 86,371,753 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, natural 

- gasoline, gypsum, sand and gravel, stone. 

Platte._......-_----------- WwW W Iron ore, stone, sand and gravel. 

Sheridan... __-------------- 2,898,731 2,528,674 Petroleum, coal, sand and gravel, stone, clays. 

Sublette.__.__------------- 22,423,870 21,400,915 Natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, LP 

, 7 : oe gases, stone, uranium ore. 

Sweetwater._____---------- 52,125,089 59,560,460 Sodium carbonate, petroleum, natural gas, 
sand and gravel, coal, LP gases, natural 

co, - . gasoline, stone, uranium ore. 

Teton_.__.-.-.------------ Ww 343,846 Stone, sand and gravel. | 

Uinta_...----------------- 1,212,508 1,446,610 Natural gas, sand and gravel, petroleum, clays, 
oe natural gasoline, stone. 

Washakie_._-_.._---------- 6 , 864, 809 7,185,422 Petroleum, natural gas, LP gases, lime, sand. 

. and gravel, stone. . 

Weston_____.-_----------- 12,051,195 10,880,659 Petroleum, clays, LP gases, natural gas, sand. 

ae : and gravel, stone. 

Yellowstone National Park. - 28,610 174,500 Sand and gravel, stone. 

Undistributed !__.....------ 4,181,314 5 , 552 ,064 

Total....----------- 498,552,000 505,806,000 

W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data; included with ‘“‘Undistributed.” 

1 Includes gem stones that cannot be assigned to specific counties and values indicated by symbol W. 

Campbell.—With a mineral production ment Corp. Production of sand and gravel 

value of $23.2 million, the county was increased 19,000 tons. Gilpatrick Construc- 

ranked ninth. tion Co. mined and processed miscella- 

Except for $29,000, mineral fuels ac- neous stone for use in road construction 

counted for all the value. Petroleum out- for the Wyoming Highway Department. A 

put, comprising 95 percent of the total, small amount of uranium ore was mined 

was 5 percent higher than in 1965, as a by Western Uranium Co. from the Pete 17 

result of production from new fields. The = ™!S- 

county had 13 oil discoveries for a success Carbon.—Petroleum was the most valua- 

ratio of 16.5 percent; it ranked first in €x- ble mineral commodity, and the 19 oilfields 

ploratory and second in development drill- in the county had production amounting 

ing. to 3 million barrels. Wertz field accounted 

A 3-percent decrease in coal output was for 74 percent of the petroleum output. 

reported by Wyodak Resources Develop- Marketed natural gas was 37 percent
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higher than in 1965. Completion of the contractors for the Wyoming Highway De- 
Rawlins gasoline plant of CIG increased partment. 
output of natural gas liquids sevenfold. Crook.—With a mineral output value of 

Overall coal production in the county $23.6 million, the county ranked eighth 
increased 8 percent. A decrease in coal out- among mineral producing counties of the 
put by Monolith Portland Midwest Co. State. Petroleum comprised 62 percent, clay 
from the Hanna 2 strip mine was offset by 26 percent, and uranium ore 7 percent of 
an increase from the Rosebud strip by _ the total. 
Rosebud Coal Sales Co. Uranium ore pro- Although output of petroleum declined 
duction was 163,000 tons under that of 9g percent, the county shared in the high 
1965. Output from four mines, one less  jeyel of drilling activity in the Powder 
than in 1965, was by Utah Construction & River basin; 67 wildcat wells resulted in 
Mining Co., Petrotomics Co., Shirley Basin nine discoveries. Depletion of the reservoir 
Joint Venture, and Western Nuclear, Inc.  s+equced production at the West Moorcroft 
The Petrotomics Co. uranium mill, sched-  gelg by 50 percent; Coyote Creek field, sec- 
uled to close September 1966, was to con- ond in rank in 1965, moved to first posi- 
tinue operations indefinitely to allow stock- tion in county petroleum output even 
piling of uranium oxide concentrate for though it also had a decline in yield. 

| sale to private industry. The company re- Output of bentonite increased 16 per- moved 5.5 million cubic yards of overbur- cent. Producers, in order of output, were 

den from the Dave pit. The top of the American Colloid Co., ADM, Baroid, and 90-foot, intermittent ore body lay 139 feet IMC. 
below the surface, making the pit 220 feet . 
deep. Uranium output, 9 percent less than 

. 1965, was by Homestake Mining Co. and 
Sand and gravel outp ut from eight Susquehanna-Western, Inc. The produc- operations, compared with 15 in 1965, waS tion, all from the Hulett area, was proc- 

263,000 tons below that of 1965. Rawlins essed at the Mines Development, Inc. mill, 
Redstone D evelop ment Co. produced a Edgemont, S. Dak. Vanadium, recovered small amount of dimension sandstone. from the uranium ores, was 3 percent 
Converse—Mineral fuels accounted for greater than that of 1965. Sand and gravel 

97 percent of the total value of mineral output, from one operation, increased 
production; petroleum led in value, fol- 29,000 tons. Storm Construction Co., and 
lowed by coal, natural gas liquids, and nat- Gilpatrick Construction Co., respectively 
ural gas. , contractors for the U.S. Forest Service, and 

Petroleum output increased 220,000 bar- the Wyoming Highway Department, in- 
rels because of higher production from the creased stone output threefold. 
South Glenrock field. Because of increased Fremont.—Ranked second in mineral 
demand, natural gas and natural gas liq- output value. Fremont had a total mineral 
uids were produced at higher levels. value of $66.8 million; mineral fuels ac- 

Coal output from the Dave Johnston counted for 53 percent. 
strip (PP&L) and the East Antelope strip The county ranked third in the State, in 
(Best Coal Co.) increased 25 percent in marketed natural gas and fourth in petro- 
quantity. leum production. Yield of gas from the 

Seven operators reported an increase of East Riverton field increased fourfold, to 
370,000 tons in sand and gravel produc- 2.5 billion cubic feet. Beaver Creek and Ri- 
tion; 98 percent was used for road con-  verton Dome fields again ranked first and 
struction. second in gas production, with outputs of 

Production of uranium ore in the Dry 16.9 billion and 9.5 billion cubic feet, re- 
Fork area from seven operations, two less SP ectively. Beaver Creek also ranked first In 
than in 1965, decreased 16,700 tons. Vana- crude oil output with 2.5. million barrels, ; , , : followed by Winkleman with 2.4 million dium output was 50 percent less than in barrels. 

1905. . Iron ore output by USS decreased slight- 
Stone production increased 1,000 tons ly. The county continued to lead the State 

and was used by Big Horn Construction jn uranium ore output, accounting for 81 
Co. and Brasel & Sims Construction Co., percent of the total: production in the
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Table 13.—Uranium operators in Fremont County in 1966 

Operator Locality Type of mine 

Atlas Corp., Atlas Mineral Div_________________._ Gas Hills______.______._____.. Underground. 
Continental Uranium Company of Wyoming____._.. Green Mountain and Crooks Do. 

Federal-Gas Hills Partners_._-.....---.---------. Gas Mills._------------------- Open pit. 
Green Mountain Uranium Corp___..._._._....-.. Green Mountain and Crooks Underground. 

Union Carbide Corp., Gas Hills Operations________ Gan tis... Open pit. 
Utah Construction & Mining Co., Lueky Mec Opera- ___._do_____.._-_..-_._..--... Open pit and umnder- 

tion. ground. 
Western Nuclear, Inc. _.__-_.-------------------------d0_____-------+----------- Do. 

county increased 32 percent. Western Nu- With 17.5 million barrels, 5 percent less 
clear, Inc., accepted the 3-compartment, than in 1965, the county ranked second in 
875-foot-deep, Golden Goose shaft from the State in petroleum output. The 18 
Centennial Development Co. in March oilfields included four which had an out- 
1966. Development work continued during put of more than 1 million barrels each 
the remainder of 1966, with full-scale pro- and which accounted for 89 percent of the 
duction planned for mid-1967. The com- county yield. These were Hamilton Dome, 
pany’s Jeffery City mill was shut down 3 7 million barrels (fourth largest in the 
months for a $250,000 modernization and State); Grass Creek, 5.2 million (fifth larg- 

remodeling project. Mine output was est in the State); Little Buffalo Basin, 2.1! 
crushed and stockpiled for the mill. million; and Murphy Dome, 1.3 million 

Federal-American Nuclear Partners be- barrels. ; 
gan mining at the Sagebrush 3, Tablestakes Output from seven operations, five more 
1, and Loco C. pits. Approximately 4 mil- than in 1965, increased production of sand 

lion cubic yards of overburden was re- and gravel 91,000 tons; 55 percent was used 
moved from the Sagebrush-Tablestakes for road construction and 45 percent for 
area. The main ore body, encountered at building. oe 
180 feet, was a better grade than drilling Coal output by Dusky Diamond Coal 
had indicated. Approximately 2.8 million Co., Roncco Coal Co., and T-K Coal Co. 
cubic yards of overburden was to be re- Was 22 percent less than that of 1965. 
moved from the Loco C pit to reach the Johnson.—A total mineral production 
ore body at 190 feet. value of $25.6 million gave Johnson 

Sand and gravel output from six opera- County a ranking of seventh among the 
tions, two less than in 1965, was 582,000 counties; petroleum comprised 93 percent 
tons below that of 1965. Stone production, of the total. 
by Teton Construction Co., contractor for The 20-percent increase in crude oil 
the Wyoming Highway Department, and yield was the result of new fields (East 

Midvale Irrigation District, was 3,000 tons Reno and Pheasant), rapid development of 
less than that produced in 1965. the Reno field, and expanded output in 

. the Meadow Creek and. North Fork fields. 
Goshen.—The value of mineral produc-  oo4y was the lar ‘field in th 

; . . gest oilfield in e 
tion increased in 1966. Although three county with production of 3.3 million bar- 
operators produced less sand and gravel, els and the 1965 discovery, the Reno field, 
the value was higher than that of 1965. had moved up t d k with eld 

p to second rank with a yie 
Holly Sugar Co. used 17 percent more lime 9.& million barrels. 

in its Torrington beet-sugar refinery. Pe- Black Hills Bentonite Co., the only ben- . 
troleum production at the ‘Torrington tonite d in th - d 

. . producer in the county, increase 
oilfield continued at about the same level output substantially. Sand and gravel pro- 

as in 1965. duction, from 11 operations, increased 10 

Hot Springs.——The county ranked fifth in percent; 82 percent was for road construc- 
mineral production value in the State; tion, 7 percent for building, 6 percent for 
mineral fuels accounted for all except miscellaneous use, and 5 percent for fill. 
$189,000. Petroleum accounted for 99 per- Gilpatrick Construction Co. and _ Art 
cent of the total. Schimkat Construction Co. mined and
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processed miscellaneous storie for use as _ electric power shovels, one 5 and one 7 
contractors for the Wyoming Highway De- cubic yards, moved over 300,000 cubic 
partment. . | yards of overburden to reach coal seams 

Laramie.—Mineral output value was di- totaling 150 feet in thickness. At the Soren- 

vided among petroleum with 36.5 percent, ‘S€M SttIlp, one 7-cubic-yard-capacity diesel- 
up 15 percent in output; sand and gravel ¢/ectric power shovel, one 18-cubic-yard-ca- 
32.1 percent, up 78 percent in output; Pacity diesel-electric dragline, and one 
crushed stone 31.3 percent, down 14 per- 5-cubic-yard-capacity diesel dragline  re- 
cent in output; and natural gas less than ™oved 2.4 million cubic yards to reach coal 
0.1 percent, up 40 percent in output. seams totaling 80 feet in thickness. Produc- 

Crude oil was the most valuable mineral tion from the Elkol strip was for commer- 
commodity. From six fields, petroleum out- ial markets; that from the Sorensen strip 
put increased 79,000 barrels, with most of Was for the Naughton plant of Utah Power 
the increase occutring in the Golden * Light Co. The Kemmerer Coal Co. con- 
Prairie, Horse Creek, aiid Pine Bluffs fields. tinued experimentation with a continuous- 
Wycon Chemical Co., a subsidiary of boring machine which was to recover coal 

CIG, announced plans for a $5 million ad- from under the high wall of the pits 
dition to its facilities near Cheyenne for through a 7- by 12-foot bore. oo | 
production of an additional 300 tons of | At the San Francisco Chemical Co. open 
ammonia per day. Construction by Fish Pit output of phosphate rock increased 13 
Engineering & Construction Co. of Hous- Percent. Concentrates from the processing 
ton, Tex., was scheduled for completion in Plant near Sage were shipped out-of-State 
April 1967. for use in manufacturing fertilizers and 

Output of sand and gravel, from 12 phosphoric acid. Sand ana gravel produc- 

operations, was divided among road con- 0N, from three operations, declined 

struction with 86 percent, building with 13 115,000 tons. 7 , 

percent, and 1 percent for fill and miscella- Natrona.—With a mineral value of $47.7 
neous uses. : : million, the county ranked fourth in pro- 

Teton Construction Co. produced quction. Mineral fuels accounted for 98 
crushed granite for road construction. percent of the total: Crude petroleum led 
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc., under contract ‘with 90 percent, followed by marketed nat- 
to Union Pacific Railroad Co., produced  yyzal] gas, and natural gas liquids with 4 
crushed and broken granite for use as rip- percent each. 
rap and railroad ballast. The Great West- The county was ranked third in the 
ern Sugar Co. produced crushed and bro- State in petroleum production with an out- 
ken limestone for railroad ballast, road put of 16.8 million barrels. Although crude 
construction, riprap, mineral food, and for jl yield declined slightly, natural gas and 
manufacturing lime for use in its beet- natural gas liquids gained substantially; 
sugar refineries. Brasel & Sims Construction the new gas plant near Casper, owned by 
Co., Wilbur Christensen, and Rissler & Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co., contrib- 
McMurry Co., Inc., contractors for the uted to this increase. Only one field in the 
Wyoming Highway Department, used mis- county produced more than 1 million bar- 
cellaneous stone for riprap. rels of oil; this field, Salt Creek, accounted 

Lincoln.—In order of value, mineral com- for 76 percent of the oil production and 68 
modities produced were natural gas liq- percent of the total value of mineral pro- 
uids, coal, phosphate rock, and sand and _ duction. 

gravel. Although nearly 10 percent of the State 
Natural gas liquids, extracted from natu- exploratory drilling activity was in the 

ral gas from the Big Piney-La Barge area county, only one discovery was made. Of . 
at the Opal gasoline plant of El Paso Nat- the 87 development wells drilled, 78 were 
ural Gas Co., totaled 51 percent of the val- completed as oil wells. 
ue of mineral output. Output of sand and gravel from 16 

With production from the Elkol and operations, compared with seven in 1965, 
Sorensen strips, operated by The Kem- decreased 44 percent; 72 percent of the 
merer Coal Co., increasing 16 percent, the production was used for road construction, 
county was again second in the State in 15 percent for building, 12 percent for fill, 
coal yield. At the Elkol strip, two diesel- and 1 percent for miscellaneous use.
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Shipments of bentonite by the Benton dling facilities at Elk Basin field. Capacity 
Clay Co., Inc., from mines near Midwest, of the gasolitie plant at Ralston was ex- 

decreased 6 percent. , oe panded at 4 cost of $400,000. _ 
Union Carbide produced ufanium ote at = Exploratory drilling activity was at the 

its three East Gas Hills operations, and same level; developmerit drilling, however, 

Federal-American Nuclear produced from was down by 16 wells from the 45 drilled 
one operation; total output increased 68 iri 1965. | | SO 
percent. William E, Pratt, from saline de- Big Horn Gypsum Co. mined less gyp- 

posits near Natrona, increased output of  suni than in 1965 for its plasterboard plant 
sodium sulfate, 26 percent, Crews of the at Cody. Cody Sulphur Prodticts milled 
Federal Bureau of Land Miahagement arid shipped 42 percent less gypsum from 

mined and processed limestone for use in the Wyoming Gulf Sulphur Co. stockpile. | 
building; sahdstone for rubble and as rip- Production of sand and gravel from seven | 
rap; and miscellaneous atone for riprap. operations, four less than if 1965, de- 
IMG produced feldspar from the Morning creased 30 percént compared with 1965; 75 
Dew mine for porcelain and defital uses. pércerit was used for road construction, 16 

Niobrara.—Of the total value of mineral percent for miscellaneous use, and 9 per- 

production, which declined 7 percent, pe- cent for building. €, J. Abbott, Inc., pro- 

troleum accounted for 87 percent; sand duced miscellaneous stone as a contractor 
and gravel 9 percent} marketed natural gas for the Wyoming Highway Department. 
3 percent, anid LP gases 1 percent. Platte.—Iron ore output from the Sunrise 

The 13 oil- and gas-fields in the coutity§ mine of CF&I Steel Corp., although 13 per- 
produced 901,000 batrels of oil and 645 cent below that of 1965, comprised the mia- 

million cubie feet of gas. Depletion of res: jor portion of the county's mineral value. 
ervoirs calised a 12-percent decrease in oil Guernsey Stone Co., a subsidiary of Peter 
output, Kiewit Sons’ Co., produced crushed and 

On March 29, the Sioux Oil Co. crude broken limestone for use as riprap, road 
oil-treatment plant at Mule Creek field was construction material, railroad ballast, and 
destroyed by fire; damage estimates ran dimension limestone for building. Basins 
from $35,000 to $50,000, Company execu- Engineering Co., Inc., mined and processed 
tives indicated the plant, built in 1941, marble for use in roofing, exposed panels, 

would be rebuilt. and landscaping. ‘Rocky Mountain Aggre- 
Sand and gravel output, increasing two- gates, Inc., mined marble for use in manu- 

fold, was used in road construction. | facturing precast products, Brasel & Sims 

Park.—With a mineral output valued at Construction Co. used miscellaneous stone 

$86.4 million, the county ranked first in om a project for the Wyoming Highway 
production in the State. Petroleum com- Department. Overall, stone output in- 

prised 95 percent of the total value, fol- creased 9 percent, Two operations yielded 

lowed by marketed natural gas and natural 75 percent less sand and gravel than that 

gas liquids; the remainder was divided recorded in 1965; 67 percent of the output 

among gypsum, sand and gravel, and was used in road construction and 33 per- 

crushed stone. cent in building. / 

The county also ranked first in crude oil Sheridan.—Of the total value of mineral 

output; third in natural gas liquids; and production, petroleum provided 45 percent, 

fourth in marketed natural gas. The larg- coal 43 percent, sand and gravel 10 per- 
est oilfield in the State, Elk Basin, with cent, and miscellaneous clay and stone 2 
output of 16.9 million barrels, was one of percent. Although output from the Ash 
four fields in the county which yielded Creek oilfield increased slightly, the decline 
more than ] million barrels of oil; the at South Ash Creek reduced the county to- 

. other three were Oregon Basin 9 million tal by 16,000 barrels. ae 
barrels, Frannie 1.6 million barrels, and Output of coal from strip mines operat- 
Pitchfork 1.2 million barrels of oil. Because ed by Big Horn Coal Co. and Welch Coal 

of greater demand, marketed natural gas, Co, decreased 23,000 tons. Sand and gravel 

from 11 fields, increased by 3.3 billion cu- production from 11 operations, two more 

bic feet. than in 1965, decreased 184,000 tons; dis- 

Pan American Petroleum Corp. complet- tribution was 76 percent for road construc- 

ed its fieldwide, automatic crude-oil han- tion, 13 percent for building, and 11 per-
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cent for fill, Tongue River Stone Co. The county again ranked second in mar- 
mined and processed miscellaneous stone keted natural gas, with 54.1 billion cubic 
for use in road construction and as rail- feet—10 percent higher than in 1965. Of 

, road ballast. Miscellaneous stone also was the 26 productive gasfields, the largest was 
produced, under contract to the Wyoming the Greater Patrick Draw-Arch Unit area 
Highway Department, by Wilbur Christen- with output of 15.6 billion cubic feet. 
sen, Gilpatrick Construction Co., Husman Other fields with large production were 

Brothers, Inc., and Reiman-Weurth, Inc. Canyon Creek, 10.3 billion cubic feet; Tab- 
Sublette—With a mineral production lerock 7.6 billion; and Desert Springs, 5.8 

valued at $21.4 million, the county ranked billion cubic feet. 
tenth. Although petroleum and marketed Petroleum output, from 22 fields, was 
natural gas decreased both in quantity and _ virtually unchanged. Lost Soldier, the larg- 
value, they provided all except $79,000 of est field, yielded 4.3 million barrels— 

| _ the total mineral value. The county ranked 389,000 barrels more than in 1965. Much of : 
first in marketed natural gas. The largest this increase was attributed to new, pres- 

 gasfield in the State, Greater La Barge, surized crude-handling facilities and a 
yielded 18.5 billion cubic feet of gas, 25  water-injection program in each of the 

_ percent of the county output. Three other three producing formations... The waterflood 
fields had gas yields of more than 10 bil- program was estimated to add 34 million 

lion cubic feet: Tip Top, 14.3 billion; Big barrels to the recoverable oil in the field. 

Piney, 12.3 billion; and Hogsback, 10.3 bil- Wildcat drilling in the county almost 
lion. doubled—from 16 wells in 1965 to 27 wells 

Total drilling decreased 56 percent. De- in 1966. This exploration resulted in three 
velopment drilling decreased by 36 wells oil and three gas discoveries; the Stage 
compared with the number drilled in 1965; Stop field was one of the significant oil 
wildcat wells decreased from 16 to eight. discoveries of the year. 
The success ratio for the exploratory wells Combined coal production from the un- 

was 50 percent. derground mines of Gunn-Quealy Coal Co. 
Sand and gravel output from five opera- and Edwin L. Swanson Brothers increased 

tions, two more than in 1965, decreased 2 percent; production from the former in- 
105,000 tons; 86 percent of the output was creased 3 percent and more than offset the 
for road construction, 10 percent for mis- decreased production of the latter firm. 
cellaneous uses, and 4 percent for building. Output of sand and gravel from 11 
Sunset Rock Quarry, Inc., produced dimen- operations, three more than 1965, decreased 

sion sandstone for building from a quarry 153,000 tons or 14 percent; 96 percent of 
_ near La Barge. Federal-American Nuclear the output was for road construction and 4 

Partners mined uranium ore from the percent for building. Big Horn Construc- 
Pard 4 mine. tion Co. produced crushed miscellaneous 

Sweetwater—With a mineral production stone for the Wyoming Highway Depart- 
. valued at $59.6 million, $7.4 million over ™ent. Western Aggregates produced miscel- 

that of 1965, the county ranked third. So- lameous stone for building. Industrial Ura- 

dium carbonate was the principal commod- ‘ium Co. shipped uranium ore from 
ity. stockpiles at the Golden Arrow. 

To supply the enlarged processing plants Teton.—Fifty-seven percent of the miner- 
of FMC and Stauffer Chemical, trona out- al production value came from stone and 
put increased over that of 1965. Kern 43 percent from sand and gravel. Utah- 
County Land Co. was the successful bidder Idaho Sugar Co. mined and crushed lime- 
at $56.50 per acre for 650 acres of trona- stone at the Fox Creek quarry for use in 
producing land in Sweetwater County; one- _beet-sugar refineries in Idaho. Kimberly 
half of the acreage was to be assigned to Construction Co. mined, crushed, and 
Duval Corp. Of additional interest, Buttes screened basalt for road construction in 

Gas & Oil Co. drilled trona deposits adja- Yellowstone National Park. Under contracts 
cent to those held by TGS; Phillips Petro- with the Wyoming Highway Department, 
leum Co. conducted feasibility studies on CC. J. Abbott, Inc., Ellingford Brothers, and 
land drilled in 1965; and Diamond Alkali Etlin Peterson produced miscellaneous 

conducted a drilling program. stone for use as riprap.
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Output of sand and gravel, from nine wells and two development oil wells were 
operations, decreased 9,000 tons; 78 percent drilled during the year. 
was used for road construction, 12 percent Holly Sugar Co. processed lime for use 
for fill, and 10 percent for building. in beet-sugar refining at Worland. Sand 

Uinta.—Mineral fuels—marketed natural only BO 000 tone. compare ap with 606.000 
gas, natural gasoline, and petroleum—from tons in 1965: 69 £ th 

. ; percent of the output was 
the Uinta County part of the Church  ¢,. ,oad construction, 28 percent for build- 
Buttes field comprised 79 percent of the. a0 ?P | 

| . . ing, and 3 percent for miscellaneous uses. 
county mineral production value. . . 

Weston.—Mineral fuels—crude oil, LP 
- Output of sand and gravel, from seven gases, and marketed natural gas—com- 

operations, two more than in 1965, in- prised 72 percent of the value of mineral 
| creased 42 percent; 90 percent was used for gytput, followed by clay with 27 percent. 

/ road construction and 10 percent for build- petroleum with a $1.4 million decrease in 

: ing. output was again the most valuable miner- 

Interstate Brick Co. and Interpace, min- al commodity. Of the 23 oilfields, only 1, 
ing clay near Evanston for use in their Salt Fiddler Creek, yielded more than 1 million 

' Lake City, Utah, plants, reported decreases barrels. Continued depletion of the reser- 
in clay output. Brasel & Sims Construction V0lTs at Fiddler Creek and Osage caused 
Co. used miscellaneous stone for riprap as ™ost of the decline in output. Exploratory 
a contractor for the Wyoming Highway drilling increased from the 31 wells drilled 

Department. in 1965; development drilling was also 

; higher—49 compared with 34 wells in 1965. 
Washakie.—Production of petroleum, Bentonite output by American Colloid 

natural gas, and LP gases comprised 97 (Co., ADM, and Baroid increased 6 percent. 
percent of the mineral production value. Sand and gravel output, from three opera- 

Petroleum output with a 92,000-barrel in- tions, increased 8 percent; all was used for 
crease came from 10 fields; Cottonwood oad construction. Gilpatrick Construction 
Creek, with an output of 1 million barrels, €o., under contract to the Wyoming High- 
was the largest. Increased production from way Department, mined crushed, and 
Cottonwood Creek and Slick Creek more  gcyeened miscellaneous stone. 
than offset the drop in yield from other Yellowstone National Park.—Sand and 

fields. gravel production, 158,000 tons, from two 
The Worland field accounted for 98 per- operations was used for road construction. 

cent of the gas production; this was sulfur- Crews of the Yellowstone National Park ° 

bearing gas from which elemental sulfur Service produced basalt and granite for 
was recovered. Eleven unsuccessful wildcat road construction. 
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